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Preface 

The initial impetus to the writing of this survey of Indian medical literature is due to 
Prof. J. Gonda, who, more than twenty years ago, after the publication of my thesis on 
the Miidhavanidiina, asked me to consider composing a concise book on the subject, 
to be issued as one of the fascicles of A history of Indian literature he was editing. 

Rashness made me comply with his request. Rather soon it became apparent that 
a reliable survey required a preparatory descriptive analysis of the texts and a study of 
their chronological positions. 

Accordingly, I began writing these analyses. This time-consuming ac vity resulted 
in the accumulation of an amount of infonnation that could not possibly b corn · ssed 
in the space allotted to the planned fascicle. The work kept growing, gradua y assum
ing a shape and size that necessitated abandonment of the original design and another 
way of publication. 

After large stretches had been written, the prospect of the possibility of publication 
led to a collaboration with The Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine in Lon
don, and, in particular, with Dr. D. Wujastyk, attached to this Institute. Over several 
years he has been helpful to me in many respects. I appreciate the efforts he made in 
looking after my interests. His expertise and advice facilitated the conversion of my 
writings into computer files. I acknowledge with gratitude the secretarial assistance of 
the Wellcome Institute over a long period of time. Several persons spent much time on 
reading my hand-written pages and processing them. In a later stage, secretarial help 
has also been forthcoming from the Seminar fiir Geschichte und Kultur des Vorderen 
Orients of the University of Hamburg, thanks to Prof. R.E. Emmerick, and from the 
Institut fiir Geschichte der Medizin of the University of Munich, thanks to Prof. P.U. 
Unschuld. 

After interruption of my contacts with the Wellcome Institute, due to editorial prob
lems, wholehearted support from a number of Dutch organizations and several persons 
from my own country safeguarded my work from the danger ofremaining unpublished. 
The offer to accept it as a set of volumes of the Groningen Oriental Series secured its 
future. 

I acknowledge with gratitude the unconditional readiness to further my interests of 
Prof. H .T. Bakker of the Institute for Religious Studies of the University of Groningen 
and of Prof. H. W. Bodewitz of the Kem Institute of the University of Leiden. My pub
lisher, Egbert Forsten, mobilized the resources at his disposal and was always helpful 
by word and deed. The expertise of Dr. Roelf Barkhuis made the production process 
run smoothly and efficiently. 
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The publication of my work has been made possible by grants from the Netherlands 
Organization for Scientific Research (NWO) and the J. Gonda Foundation of the Royal 
Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

I should like to thank Prof. R.E. Emmerick of the University of Hamburg for his 
sincere interest in my work, which has encouraged and stimulated me. 

All colleagues and friends who have helped me in persevering during long years 
of labour may be assured of my appreciation of their assistance. 

My daily prop and stay has been my wife Hannie, without whose loyalty this work 
could never have been completed. 
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Introduction 

The scientific literature of India, to a large extent written in Sanskrit, usually has not 
been a subject to which indologists felt attracted and has repeatedly been described as 
a neglected area of research. 

The medical literature shared this fate, which may explain the paucity of critical 
editions and translations by Western scholars. 

This situation has probably contributed to the fact that Indian medicine is a rela
tively neglected area in works on the history of medicine. Seen from a wider perspec
tive, encompassing the great civilizations of the world, the medical art that oiiginated 
in the Indian subcontinent deserves more attention than it has received. Like Greek 
medicine, it spread over a large area, comprising Central Asia and a large part of South
east Asia; Buddhist circles in China and Japan were interested in and influenced by it. 

While Greek medicine lost its dominant position in the West, and lives on, restrict
edly, within Islamic medicine, as a transformed offshoot, Indian medicine can boast 
a continuous history, spanning more than two millennia, a living and still developing 
practice, and an ongoing literary activity. 

European interest in the medical art and achievements of the Indians was keen in 
the period of colonial expansion. The rich and varied flora of the country and the ac
tions attributed to a large number of medicinal plants were intensively studied. The 
Coloquios of Garcia da Orta and the monumental Hoitus Indicus Malabaiicus of Hen
ricus Adrianus van Rheede van Draakenstein are outstanding examples of Portuguese 
and Dutch activities in this field respectively. 

Some early representatives of Indology gave evidence of a considerable measure 
of curiosity towards Indian medicine and its materia medica in their writings. Several 
articles by no less a celebrity than Sir William Jones can be referred to as testimonies. 
Another famous scholar, Horace Hayman Wilson, also evinced the importance he at
tached to the subject in a number of publications. 

It is not within the scope of this introduction to review and discuss the early contri
butions to the study oflndian medicine, which largely date from the nineteenth century. 
Those interested can find much suitable material in a publication by A. Ro§U (1989: In
troduction XLIII-LI), devoted to the pioneering work of G. Lietard andP. Cordier. The 
earlier interactions between Western and Indian physicians have been dealt with in an 
article by T.J.S. Patterson (1987). 

Recent times show an undeniable surge of interest in non-Western systems of 
medicine, that of India included The mere quantity of books on ayurveda in general 
and on the Indian medicinal flora in particular bear witness to this development. 
Unfortunately, their quality lags far behind their quantity. The majority of the authors 
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present a biased, historically unfaithful picture, obscuring some of the facts and thus 
distorting the truth. 

A factual history of Indian medicine and its literature ought to show respect for both 
basic agreements and divergences of opinion expressed in the sources. Continuity in 
thought and practice and processes of change over the centuries should be described 
with an equal degree of attention and accuracy. 

Actually, this is hardly everto be seen. 
The renaissane of ayurveda since about the middle of the nineteenth century - his

torically a fascinating phenomenon - made its protagonists and their epigones feel 
called upon to sketch a profile of this science that would be serviceable in the com
petitive struggle with Western medicine. The revival thus led to the construction of 
a unitary and coherent model of Indian medicine, weaned from inconsistencies and 
untenable concepts, and, particularly, as free from magical and religious elements as 
possible. The ancient tenns for physiological and pathophysiological processes, noso
logical entities, etc., were diligently re-interpreted to bring them into line with terms 
derived from Western medicine. These procedures resulted in the appearance of a type 
of ayurveda that can best de designated as navyayurveda or neo-ayurveda. 

I have lried to find examples of the methods resorted to in this system and to illus
trate the inappropriateness of the attempts to make ayurveda i.nto 
for worldwide use. 

In my view, Indian medicine is thoroughly embedded in the culture of the subcon
tinent and cannot adequately be studied and understood without acquaintance with its 
history and ways of thought. Conversely,knowledgeofmedical concepts will certainly 
illuminate problems that would otheiwise remain obscure. 

Medical treatises abound in material relevant to cultural history, and many non
medical texts contain data pertaining to medicine, which demonstrates that medical 
science constitutes an integral part of the Indian civilization. 

A reliable and up-to-date history of Indian medicine and its literature is therefore 
unquestionably desirable. For a very long time, such a work has been a desideratum. 
Since the beginning of the twentieth century, no Western author has written a mono
graph on the subject. 

J. lolly's Medicin, written in German and published in 1901, surveys the medical 
literature concisely, in nineteen pages, and gives a still valuable summary of medical 
theory and practice. C.G. Kashikar, who translated J. lolly's work into English (1951; 
second, revised edition 1977), provided it with supplementary notes, but after him no 
other author incorporated newly acquired knowledge in the existing survey or in a new 
publication. 

In contrast with indologists of Western origin, Indian scholars produced a large 
number of books on the history of Indian medicine and its literature. Many of these are 
uncritical, but some are interesting and valuable. A few became relatively well known, 
whereas other publications, undeservedly, received almost no attention, being in San
skrit, or, more often, in HindI. The most important among these are frequently refe1red 
to in my annotations. 

Girindranath Mukhopadhyaya's History of Indian medicine in three volumes 
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(1922-1929; second edition 1974) presents much useful information, as does the 
recent Histo1y of medicine in India (from antiquity to 1000 A.D.), edited by P.V. 
Sharma (1992). Gurupada Haldiir's Vrddhatrayf (1963), composed in Sansl.-it and 
dealing mainly with the classical treatises and the authorities associated with them, 
has to be consulted with caution, due to the idiosyncratic views of the author. 

Noteworthy publications in Hindi are Atrideva Vidyalailkiira's Ayurved kii b[hat 
itihiis ( 1960; second edition 1976), Kaviraj Vagisvar Sukla's Sacitra iiyurved kii itihiis 
(1952; second edition 1978) and Kaviraj Siiramcandra's Ayurved kii itihiis (1952; sec
ond edition 1978). The books by Atrideva and V. Sukla are comprehensive and discuss 
a large proportion of medical literature, rasasastra included, while that by Siiramcandra 
is concerned with ancient authorities. 

Some more books in Hindi to be read with profit are Ratnakar Sastrl's Bharat ke 
priil)iiciirya (1977), dealing extensively with a number of ancient authori1ies and their 
works, and Priicfn bhiirat merp rasiiyan kii vikiis (1960) by Satyaprakas, which is about 
a number of basic medical texts and a long series of works on rasasastra. 

Among the works in Hindi mentioned so far, the most useful book is that by 
Atrideva. 

Outstanding and of the first rank among the publications in Hindi is Priyavrat 
Sarma's Ayurved ka vaijiiiinik itihiis (1975). As indicated in its titl11n lmjjdHloaitmnodity 
hensive survey of medical literature gives evidence of a scientific attitude. For that 
reason, it is the one I most frequently refer to. The numerous books and articles by 
its industrious and prolific author have been a constant source of inspiration to me. 
In spite of my disagreement with opinions expressed by P. V. Sharma, he remains the 
Indian scholar I most esteem and admire. 

The present work comprises the entire corpus of Sanskrit medical texts, from the 
earliest times to the present, thus covering about two millennia. Vedic medicine is not 
one of its subjects, since no exclusively medical treatises are known belonging to that 
branch of Indian literature. Those interested in this early stage may turn to the recent 
study of K.G. Zysk (1985) and the numerous earlier contributions. References to Vedic 
texts will be found in my annotations, whenever relevant. The same applies to texts 
forming part of the Buddhist Pali canon. 

Treatises on medicine written in Prakrit or Pali have been included, as well as a few 
in Hindi. 

Apart from the strictly medical texts, I incorporated a number of encyclopaedias 
with sections relating to medicine, some PuriiI)aS with medical chapters, and some 
Tantric works containing interesting material. 

Siddha medical literature, mostly written in Tamil, has been left undiscussed, al
though a not inconsiderable number of the large body of texts is available in editions. 
My very limited competence in Tamil is the main reason for this omission. 

The medical literature in Sanskrit that has been preserved in manuscripts is vast. 
Many important texts have been edited, some even very often, but a large mass remains 
unstudied. Many editions of lesser known treatises are rare and not easily accessible, 
because libraries possessing a sizable collection are few. 

For the purpose of writing my survey I chiefly relied on my own collection of texts. 
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The secondary literature, extensive too, has been brought together during many years 
and derives for the most part from many Dutch libraries. 

The texts described and analysed are therefore those that were available to me in 
editions. Manuscripts were not studied, except in a few cases, and manuscript cata
logues have mostly been gone through unsystematically, depending on their degree of 
accessibility. 

Text editions are provided with an asterisk in all cases where I did not set eyes on 
them. Editions present in the British Library and the India Office are recorded with their 
numbers as given in published catalogues, without an asterisk, because I consider the 
information to be trustworthy. 

With the restrictions mentioned, the texts analysed in my survey constitute a large 
part of those thought to be of importance. Depending on the available data, the re
maining ones are more concisely described or simply mentioned, with reference to my 
source or sources. 

Besides the works on human ayurveda, those on veterinary medicine have been put 
in, since they form part of the same system of thought and practice. 

Rasasastra (alchemy and iatrochemistry) and ayurveda are overlapping areas and 
became intimately connected with each otherin the course oftime. Many texts can only 
be classified-as intermediate between the two or as belonging to both at the same time. 
For this reason my survey embraces the literature on rasasastra. The close alliance be
tween rasasastra and ratnasastra (the science dealing with precious and semi-precious 
stones) made me accept works on this subject too. 

The treatises on vrk~ayurveda (the cultivation of trees, shrubs, etc., and the treat
ment of plant diseases) have been left out. The literature on this subject has been studied 
in a recent book by RP. Das (1988). 

My work is neither a continuous history of Indian medical literature, nor a history 
of Indian medicine that, in a chronological order, sketches progressive and regressive 
lines of development, losses and growth regarding theory and practice, changes in the 
materia medica and the types of preparations employed, etc., although a great deal of 
scattered information can be found in it. 

The conviction that an ongoing story requires a preceding systematic review of the 
sources prompted me to begin this enterprise and kept me going. Now that this task has 
finally been accomplished, someone else may take upon himself the duty of composing 
a readable, yet accurate and detached, history of Indian medicine and its literature. 

The coming into being of this survey has taken so many years that multiple traces 
of this long process of gestation will clearly show in the final product. A thorough har
monization of all the component parts proved to be impracticable. 

One of my aims, however, made in an early stage and adhered to until the very 
end has been to adopt, as far as possible (mainly in volume II), one and the same basic 
scheme in my description of texts: contents first, special features next, and information 
on author and date at the end. The majority of the chapters have an alphabetical arrange
ment based on the names of authors. This principle has been given up in the chapters on 
nineteenth- and twentieth-century works, ordered according to their titles, on account 
of the difficulties presented by the names of Indian authors. It has also been abandoned 
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in the chapters on na~isastra (pulse-lore), pakasastra (cookery and the preparation of 
pakas) and rasasastra, where holding on to it appeared to have more disadvantages than 
merits. The successive order of the chapters is chronological whenever possible. 

I am fully aware of the inconveniences resulting from my scheme, which will only 
be remedied by the publication of an index volume. 

As far as my linguistic competence permits, the secondary literature has been di
gested or referred to, in particular in the annotations. 

This history of Indian medical literature is, self-evidently, one of many of the histo
ries that could have been written. The fact that it is by one single author, who constantly 
had the same point of departure in mind, explains a leading feature. The unremitting 
emphasis is on nosology, with the Mii.ihavanidana, the most authoritative textbook in 
this field, as the fixed point of orientation. My kaining in both medicine and lndology 
has contributed to the decision to choose this perspective, and has, in general, greatly 
facilitated the realization of the aims of my project. 

Some of the principles of my method and of the structure of this survey may be in 
need of clarification. -' 

The two parts of volume I are devoted to four basic texts, their commentaries, 
and the authorities associated with these texts. The central position of these elaborate 
treatises and their influence on the later literature, which can therefore be designated 
as post-classical, made it not only unavoidable, but desirable, even necessary, to allot 
much space to their description, which, moreover, gave me the opportunity to refer 
to a large part of the secondary literature on many basic terms and concepts, and 
to provide cross-references. The four classical works are presented in the form of 
summaries, rather dissimilar from the synopses available for the Carakasarphitii. and 
Susru taslllphi tii.. 

The annotations give references to the lndological, medical-historical and recent 
ayurvedic literature in order to supply readers from diverse backgrounds with infor
mation. I recognize the drawbacks of this laborious procedure, but, after weighing up 
the pros and cons, the advantages for readers seemed to outweigh the snags. In general, 
I aimed at placing Indian medicine within a broader cultural and historical context. 

The post-classical literature covers the two parts of volume II. Although promi
nence has been given to well-known treatises, I sincerely attempted to maintain im
partiality by faithfully describing a large number of texts regardless of their impact or 
age, in the firm conviction that too many have been disregarded or taken no notice of, 
and with the objective of furthering the study of historical developments, which are, 
whether large or small scale, influential or marginal, always of interest and worthy to 
be given fair treatment. 

Some of my conclusions regarding authorship and date of classical works will be 
seen to conflict with cherished Indian traditions. I acknowledge this disrespect for tra
dition, born out of respect for the independence of scientific inquiry. 

Finally, a few technical points have to be made. 
Sanskrit words have been hyphenated according to the ak~aras (syllables) of the 

Nagarl script. 
The source of botanical names, if left unmentioned, is the Wealth of!ndia: Raw ma-
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terials, volumes I-XI (1948-1976) and its revised edition, volumes I-III (1985-1992). 
The frontispieces are taken from the Hortus lndicus Malabaricus (1678-1693) of 

Henricus Adrianus van Rheede van Draakenstein, as a tribute and mark of honour to 
this illustrious countryman, who deserves to be remembered by the author of a Dutch 
work on Indian medicine. 

The responsibility for the errors and deficiencies of this work will be entirely mine. 
I am aware of some of its shortcomings. Reviewers, colleagues and friends are invited 
to identify weaknesses and blind spots outside the field of my consciousness. Their 
remarks will be appreciated by an author, who, as a psychiatrist and psychotherapist, 
sets great store by the salutariness of constructive criticism. 



Part 1 

Carakasamhita 





Chapter 1 

Siitrasthana 1 

Chapter one, 2 called dirghaiµjivitiya, is the most heterogeneous of the whole sarµhita 
in its composition. 

Verses 3-40 describe the descent of the divine ayurveda to earth. The ayurveda 
was transmitted by Braluna3 to Prajapati, 4 by Prajapati to the Asvins, by the Asvins 
to Indra. 5 

A large group of sages, 6 assembled on the slopes of the foothills of the Himalayas, 
sends Bharadvaja as their delegate to the abode of Indra, 7 in order to ask this god for 
help, because diseases had cropped up among the living beings, creating thus obstacles 
to a religious life. 8 Bharadvaja receives the ayurveda and passes his knowledge on to 
the other sages, among whom is Atreya Punarvasu, who teaches the science in his tum 
to his six disciples. These six pupils, Agnivesa, Bhela, Jatiikan;ia, Parasara, Harita and 
K~arapaJ_Ji, put Atreya's teaching down in writing. Agnivesa is mentioned as the one 
who was the first to compose a medical treatise based on Atreya's exposition. 9 

Stories about the transmission of the ayurveda from divinities to human sages, sim
ilar to those found in the Carakasaiphitii or of a more or less different character, occur 
in the Susrutasa1phitii, the works attributed to Vagbha!a, the Kiisyapasaiphitii, Hiirl
tasaiphitii, Ugraditya's Kalyiil)akiiraka, Bhavamisra's Bhiivaprakiisa, and the Brhanni
ghal)!w·atniikara.10 An independent tradition regarding the origin of ayurveda is pre
sented by the Brahmavaivartapurm_ia. 11 

The Tibetan medical tradition developed its own version of the divine origin of the 
science. 12 

The large assembly of sages is a characteristic feature of the Carakasaiphitii, 13 al
though not unique. A similar group met at the court of king Romapada in order to be 
instructed in hastyayurveda. 14 Part I of the Bower MS tells about a group of sages in 
the Himalayas who are interested in medicinal plants. 

Parallels occur in non-medical lreatises. 15 A long list, with partly the same 
names as those of the Carakasaiphitii, is found in the BhiiratiyaniifYasiistra. 16 Meet
ings of numerous sages are also described in the Mahiibhiirata, 17 Riimiiya{Ja 18 and 
Bhiigavatapuriil)a. 19 

The sheer length of the list of sages (f~i) 2' in the Carakasaiphitii made Cakrapa
i;tidatta comment that it serves to remove sins (papak~aya) and to show that the 
ayurveda is worthy of being honoured by great minds (mahapuru~a). The motley 
character of the group was noticed by Cakra; he divides the sages into yayavaras, 
sa!Inas 21 and ayonijas (not born from a womb), 22 and into four categories: r~ika, 
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~iputra, devar~i and mahar~i. 23 Later scholars also expressed their opinion on the 
remarkable heterogeneity of the assembled sages, who, in the Indian tradition, belong 
to different yugas, which precludes their meeting together. 24 

In my opinion, Caraka's list of sages, many of whom are known from Vedic litera
ture, may have been inserted in order to stress the connection between ayurveda and the 
Vedic tradition, the orthodoxy of its teachings, and its association with the br1ihma1,1as. 

Chapter one continues, after this introductory part, with the actual subject-matter 
of the treatise, in discussing the terms ayus25 and ayurveda (l.41-43). 26 

The next series of verses, 44-52, deal with Vaise~ika concepts and their applica
tion in ayurveda, 27 a subject not discussed in the Bhelasarphitii, SusrutasaI)'lhitii and 
the works ascribed to Vagbhata. 

S. Dasgupta claimed 28 thai there are important differences between some concepts 
as defined in the Carakasarphitii and the corresponding ones in Vaise~ika texts. In 
his view, the terms samanya and vise~a in the Carakasarphitii have a significance 
quite different from what they have in the Vaise$ikasiitras; he asserted that, in the 
Carakasaq1hitii, the word samanya, which denotes a class in the Vaise~ika system, 29 

means concrete things which have similar constituents or characteristics, while vise~a. 
denoting ultimate particulars in the Vaise~ika system, means concrete things which 
have dissim{iar constituents or characteristics. This judgment has been refuted by A. 
Comba,30 who argues that the use of the words samanya and vise~a in their literal 
meaning is not foreign to the Vaise~ika tradition at all. 

The most important passages of the CarakasaI)'lhitii on the universals (samanya) 
and particulars (vise~a) are: Sii. ! .28cd-29ab, which lists the six categories of Vaise~ika 
in the following order: samanya, vise~a. gu1,1a, dravya, kannan, and samavaya; 1.44, 
which describes the causality of samanya and vise~a; 1.45, which defines these con
cepts through characteristics useful in medicine. 

The first of these passages enumerates the categories in an unusual order; samanya 
and vise~a are the fourth, respectively fifth category in Vaise~ika texts; both terms are 
used in their technical, not their literal, meaning on this occasion. The other passages 
employ the term samanya in its technical sense, i.e., it denotes the category, whereas 
the term vise~a does not denote the category of this name, the ultimate particular, but 
the universal-particular (samanyavise~a) in its differentiating aspect; the ultimate par
ticulars (antyavise~a) are regarded as useless in medical theory. 31 

A. Comba concluded in her study that the Carakasarphitii defines the universals and 
particulars differently from the Vai1ie$ikasiitras. By means of metonyrnies and ellipses, 
the Carakasarphitii points out the gnoseological function, at once unifying and differ
entiating, of the universal-particulars, rather than deducing their existence. 

This led her to think that the Carakasarphitii takes for granted the demonstration 
of the universals in Ka1,1ada's Vaise$ikasiitras, which implies that the latter are not de
pendent on speculations developed in medical circles, contrary to the opinions on this 
issue put forward by D. Chattopadhyaya.32 

S. Dasgupta 33 remarked that the Carakasarphitii seems to take its start from the 
Vaise~ika. He expressed as his view34 that Caraka's definition of samanya and vise~a 
shows that they were then not yet counted as separate categories, as in the later 
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Vaise~ika; Caraka's siitras were in his opinion probably written at a time when the 
Vaise~ika doctrines were undergoing changes, and compendia were beginning to 
appear; he supposed that a compendium like the Bhii$iipariccheda might have been 
available to the author. 35 

Verses 46--47 describe the purµs (= puru~a), who is the subject(adhikarai:ia) of the 
science of life, as a combination (saiµyoga) of three constituents (tridal).9ll): sattva (= 
manas), atman and body (sanra).36 

Verse 48 is concerned with the category dravya (substance);37 in agreement 
with Vaise~ika doctrine, the substances are nine in number: the five mahabhiitas, 38 

atman, manas, time (kala) and space (dis); this enumeration of what are called the 
karaQadravyas is followed by an ardhasloka on the karyadravyas, divided into sentient 
( cetana) and insentient ( acetana). 39 

The categories guQa and karman are dealt with in verse 49. The gui:ias, forty-one 
in number, are divided into three groups by Cakrapai:iidatta in his commentary: 
vaise~ika-, samanya- and atmaguQas. The vaise~ikaguQas are the objects (artha) of 
the senses (smell, taste, etc.); this agrees with Vaise~ika thought. 40 The qualities 
referred to as gurvadaya~ in Ca.Sii.1.49 are samanyagui:ias; they consist of ten pairs 
ofopposites, listed at Ca.Sii.25.36 and Sa.6.10, and by Cakra ad Ca.Sii.1.49: guru 
(heavy) and light (laghu), sita (cold) and u~i:ia (hot), snigdha (oleaginous) and riik~a 
(ary), manda (sluggish) and tik~l).a (sharp), sthira (solid) and sara (flowing), mtdu 
(soft) and kafhina(hard), visada(clear) and picchila (mucilaginous), slak~Qa (smooth) 
and khara (rough), sthula (gross) and siik~ma 41 (subtle), sandra (viscid) and drava 
(liquid); 42 a similar list is not known from Vaise~ika literature. Buddhi and the list 
ending with prayatna, referred to in Ca.Sii.1.49, constitute the atmagul).as, a subject 
discussed in Siinrasthana 1. 43 A second series of samanyagui:ias is alluded to as 
paradaya~; the items of this list are enumerated at Ca.Sii.26.29-30ab. 44 Karman is 
defined as movement ( ce~\ita), of the nature of effort, etc. (prayatnalii). 

Sainavaya is defined in verse 50 as the relation of inseparable inherence (ap;tha
gbhava), as in the case of earth and other substances and their qualities; this relation is 
said to be eternal (nitya). Cakra describes it, in agreement with Prasastapada's com
mentary on the Vaise$ikasutras, as the invariable co-existence (ayutasiddhi) of sub
strate (adhara) and that which exists in it (adharya). 45 

Verse 51 defines dravya (substance) as that in which inherekarman and gui:ia and 
which is a samavayikarai:ia (inherent cause). This definition is qualified by CakrapiiQi, 
because karrnan does not in here in the mahabhiitas. 46 The saine verse defines gui:ia 
as being inherent (sainavayin) (in a substance), devoid of action (nisce~;a), 47 and 
causative (kiiral).a). 48 

Verse 52 describes karman, in conformity with Vaise~ika views, as inherent in sub
stance, causative of conjunction (sarµyoga) and disjunction (vibhaga), and independent 
of other factors (nanyad apek~ate). 49 

Chapter one then turns to concepts which are important i~ medical theorr Equ_ilibrium 
of the dhatus (constituent elements of the body) is the object of the medical science, to 
be achieved by appropriate measures (kriya) ( 1.53). 
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The threefold cause of bodily and mental disorders is the improper (mithyayoga), 50 

deficient (a yoga) and excessive (atiyoga) contact with time, buddhi and the objects of 
the senses ( 1.54), a subject more thoroughly discussed in Ca.Sii.11. 

The body and the sattva51 are the seats of both diseased and healthy states of man; a 
proper contact (samayoga) with the aforesaid factors is the cause of well-being (1.55). 

Verse 56 characterizes the atman. 
Verse 57 enumerates the three bodily do~as: 52 vayu, pitta and kapha, and the two 

mental (manasa) do~as: rajas and tamas. 53 Verse 58 declares that the bodily do~as are 
appeased by remedial measures (au~adha), 54 which are of two types: daivavyapasraya 

d k. _, 55 
an _yu tivya?asraya; the mental do~as are pacified by means of jfiana, vijfiana, 56 

dhairya, S!11fU and samadhi. 

The qualities of the do~as and, by implication, the qualities of medicinal substances 
alleviating excited do~as, are dealt with in verses 59-61. 57 

The general principle on which the treatment of curable diseases is based is 
sketched in verses 62-63. Verses 64--66 are about the tastes, their relationships with 
the mahabhutas and those with the do~as. 

Verse 67 divides medicinal substances into three groups: do~aprasamana, dha
tupradii~ai:ta and svasthav~tti(kara). 58 Verses 68-74ab 59 divide drugs, according to 
their source, into jailgama, bhauma ( or piirthiva) and audbhida, i.e., of animal, inor
ganic and vegetable origin; 60 many substances and clusters of substances belonging 
to these groups are enumerated. 61 

Verses 74cd-119 describe sixteen plants with useful roots (miilinI; 1.77-80), 
nineteen plants with useful fruits (phalinI; l.81-86ab), 62 four fatty substances (maha
sneha; l.86cd-88ab), five salts (1.88cd-92ab), 63 eight kinds of urine 64 and milk 
(1.92cd-1 l3), 65 and six trees 66 used in evacuation(sodhana; 1.114--118).67 

Verses 120-135 state that a good physician should not only be acquainted with the 
names and characteristics of drugs, but in particular with their proper administration, 
on which therapeutic success depends. 

Verses 136-140 summarize the contents of the chapter. 68 

· Chapter two, called apiimiirgatai:i<:Juliya, 69 deals with drugs useful in vamana (emesis) 
and virecana (purgation) (2.1-16); both treatments, which, taken together, are identical 
with the sodhana (evacuation) of Sii.1.76, form part of the complex procedure called 
paficakarman, elaborately described in the Siddhisthana. 70 

Many of the substances of this part of chapter two are already mentioned in 
Ca.Sii.l.74cd-119. 

The medicinal plant apiimiirga is the first one appearing in chapter two because it is 
the main drug used in evacuation of the head. 71 Madana (2.7) is the main drug among 
the emetics,72 trivrta (2.9) among the purgatives. 73 

The second part ci chapter two describes twenty-eight medicinal gruels (yavagii; 
2.17-34), 74 employed in the dietetic regimen after a course of paficakarman, especially 
if improperly carried out.75 

Chapter three, called aragvadhiya, 76 describes thirty-two 77 preparations called cu-
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n:iapradeha, 78 to be used for the purpose of external purification 
after proper evacuation of the patient. 80 

13 

A ciin:iapradeha is a powdered drug (ciiq1a), sprinkled over a spot already smeared 
with an oil, and rubbed for some time. 81 

Chapter four, called ~ac;lvirecanasatasritiya, 82 discusses evacuative (virecana) prepara
tions. 83 

Six hundred of these preparations will be dealt with briefly in this chapter, to be 
described more fully later, in the Kalpopani~ad (= Kalpasthana). 84 The numbers of the 
preparations to be described in the twelve chapters of the Kalpasthana are announced. 

The milky sap (k~Ira), roots, bark, leaves, flowers and fruits of plants are employed 
(4.5) in the preparations, which are henceforth referred to as ka~ayas in this chapter. 
The salt taste is unsuitable, the other five tastes are suitable in a ka~aya (4.6). 

Five types of ka~aya are distinguished, arranged according to their decrease in 
strength: svarasa (freshly expressed juice), kalka (paste), srta (decoction), sita (cold 
infusion), and phai:i\a (hot infusion). 85 The definitions of these types are given in some 
interpolated verses. 86 

Ten large groups (varga) of mahaka~ayas are distinguished, subdivided into fifty 
smaller groups with specific actions; 87 each of these smaller groups comprises ten 
items, consisting of plants or plant products. 88 One and the same plant may be found 
in more than one of these groups of ten. 89 

The groups begin with medicinal substances which are jivaniya (vitalizing) and end 
with those which are vayagsthapana (preserving youthful vigour), thus stressing the 
rasayana aspect of ayurveda. The arrangement, names and actions of the fifty groups 
are remarlcable in several respects and suggest that Sii.4 may represent an old part of 
the CarakasaIJ1hit ii. 

Substances called virecana in a broad sense are said to be the subject of the chap
ter, but, actually, a very small part of the groups often drugs belongs to this category. 90 
Many groups consist of specifics against particular disorders, 91 drugs acting on partic
ular regions of the body 92 or particular bodily constituents, 93 drugs with particular gen
eral effects, 94 etc. Some groups are specifically active against disorders not described 
as distinct diseases in the Carakasal)1hitii. 95 

Chapter five, called matrasitiya, 96 is concerned with daily regimen. 97 

The subjects are: the suitable quantities of light and heavy articles of food, which 
are dependent on the power of one's digestion (agnibala) (5.3-13); 98 the application 
of collyria (afijana) (5.14-20ab); 99 smoking (dhiimapana) as a daily routine 100 

and for therapeutic purposes (5.20cd-56ab); 101 the preparation of ai:iutaila and its 
use as a snuff (5.56cd-7lab); 102 teeth-cleaning (dantapavana; 5.71cd-74ab); 103 

tongue-scraping (jihvanirlekhana; 5.74cd-76ab); 104 keeping fragrant substances in 
the mouth (5.76cd-77); 105 the use of gargles (gai:ic;liisa; 5.78-80); 106 rubbing the 
head with oil (miirdhatailani~evai:ia; 5.81-83); 107 the use of eardrops (kari:iatarpai:ia; 
5.84); 108 massage of the body and the feet with oil (snehabhyaiiga; 5.85-92); 109 

rubbing the body all over (sanraparimarjana; 5.93); bathing (snana; 5.94); 110 wearing 
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clean clothes (5.95); the uses of fragrant substances, garlands, gems and ornaments 
(5.96-97); 111 hygiene of feet and excretory orifices (5.98); 112 hair- and nail-cutting 
(5.99); 113 the use of footwear, 114 umbrella, 115 and stick (5.100-102). 116 

Chapter six, called tasyasitiya, discusses physiological changes during the seasons and 
the recommended seasonal regimen (rtucarya). 117 

The subjects are: the importance of seasonal regimen (6.3); the year is divided into 
six seasons; the period in which the sun courses northwards (udagayana), known as a
dana, consists of the seasons beginning with sisira (the cool season) and ending with 
grI~ma (summer); the period in which the sun courses southwards, called visarga, con
sists of the seasons beginning with var~l:i (the rainy season) and ending with hemanta 
(winter) (6.4); 118 the main characteristics ofvisarga and adana 119 (6.5-8); the charac
teristics of hemanta and the regimen to be observed (6.9-18); the characteristics and 
regimen pertaining to sisira (6.19-21), vasanta (spring) (6.22-26), grr~ma (6.27-32), 
var~al:i (6.33-40), andsarad(autumn) (6.41-48); the definition of okasatmya(one's ad
justment as to diet and behaviour to the region of residence) (6.49-50). 

Chapter seven, called navegandharai:irya, 120 is concerned with the unwholesome ef
fects of the suppression of natural urges (vegadharai:ia) 121 and other subjects. 

The thirteen urges not to be suppressed are those relating to urination, defecation, 
ejaculation, passing flatus, vomiting, sneezing, eructation.yawing, hunger, thirst, shed
ding tears, sleep, and heavy breathing caused by exercise. The symptoms resulting 
from suppression and the treatment of these syndromes are described (7.3-25). 122 

The next series of verses enumerate urges that should be suppressed as being 
morally condemnable (7.26-30). 123 

Some verses are devoted to the proper use of physical exercise (vyayama; 7.31-
33).124 Excessive indulgence in physical exercise, laughing, talking, travelling, sexual 
intercourse and waking by night is warned against (7.34-35). Those who should avoid 
physical exercise are described (two additional verses). 125 The proper way to get out 
of bad habits is described (7.36-38). 126 

The remaining subjects dealt with are: the constitutions (prakfti; 7.39-41); 127 
bodily orifices and channels obstructed by excreta and secretions (7.42-43); general 
causes of endogenous (nija) and exogenous (agantu) diseases and their 1reatment 
(7.44-55); 128 persons with whom one should not associate and persons whose 
company is to be recommended (7.56-59); rules about the intake of thick sour milk 
(dadhi; 7.61-62). · 

Chapter eight, called indriyopakramai:iiya, 129 gives an account of the five sensory 
faculties 130 and mind 131 (8.3-17), 132 followed by rules of conduct, which refer to 
numerous Hindu practices (8.18-29).133 

Among the persons to be shunned (8.19) is a bhrii!)ahan, explained by Cakra 
as a garbhaghataka, i.e., someone who kills an embryo or foetus, thus inducing an 
abortion.134 A Vedic manlra is quoted (8.28).135 Friendship (maitrI) and compassion 
(kami:iya) are among the recommended virtues (8.29). 136 
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Chapter nine called khuddakacatuspiida, forms the shmt exposition on the four 'pillars 
' . ' ' · 137 

of treatment': the physician, the drug, the attendant and the patient. 

Chapter ten, called mahiicatu~piida, 138 is, to a ce1tain extent, a continuation of chapter 
nine. _ 

The 'four pillars' are referred to at the beginning of the chapter. Punarvasu Atreya is 
reported to declare that rational (yuktiyukta) treatment leads to freedom from disease. 
He is contradicted by Maitreya, who states that people recover or die from disease, ir
respective of treatment 139 Atreya replies that successful treatment depends on conect 
knowledge concerning curable (siidhya) and incurable (asadhya) diseases (I 0.3-8). 140 

Curable diseases are divided into two categories: easily curable (sukhasiidhya) and 
curable with difficulty (lqcchrasadhya). Curable diseases are also of three grades (alpa, 
madhya, utlq~\a). Incurable diseases are either amenable to palliative treatment (ya
pya) or intractable (anupakrama); grades are not distinguished. These categories are 
characterized (I 0.9-20). 141 

Chapter eleven, called tisrai~aryiya, 142 discusses the three desires (e~arya): 143 the 
desire for a long life (priiryai~arya), for wealth (dhanai~aryii) and for the other world 
(paralokai~ai:ia). 144 

The existenci;, of the other world and of rebirth (punarbhava) 145 is defended against 
the views of opponents 146 and established through the four means of examination 
(parik~a): 147 iiptopadesa (authoritative statement), pratyak~a (perception), anurnana 
(inference) 148 and yukti (reasoning). 

The fourfold examination is described and applied to the problem whether or not 
rebirth is a reality. The result of this investigation is positive, which justifies the desire 
for the other world (11.3-33).149 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to threefold classifications: the three 
subordinate supports (of life) (upastambha), consisting of diet (iihara), sleep (svapna) 
and celibacy (brahmacarya); 150 the three types of strength (bala): dependent on one's 
constitution (sahaja), on time (kiilaja) and one's way of life (yuktikrta); the three 
basic causes (ayatana) of diseases: unsuitable contact of the senses with their objects 
(asatmyendriyiirthasarpyoga), behaviour based on errors in judgment (prajiiapara
dha), 151 and abnormal seasonal variations (parii:iama); the three categories of diseases: 
endogenous (nija), exogenous (agantu) 152 and mental (manasa); the three pathways 
(marga) of diseases: 153 the branches (siikhii), the vulnerable points (marman) together 
with the joints, and the viscera (ko~\ha), also called the peripheral (biihya), middle
most (madhyama) and central (abhyantara) pathway; 154 the three types of physicians: 
fraudulent ones (chadmacara), those imitating a physician's behaviour (siddhasiidhita, 
pratirupaka), and the genuine ones; the three types of treatment: spiritual (daivavyapii
sraya), rational (yuktivyapasraya) and psychological (sattviivajaya); 155 the three types 
of somatic therapy: internal purification (antal~parimiirjana), external purification 
(bahiJ:iparimarjana) 156 and surgical intervention (sastraprai:iidhana) 157 ( 11.34-55). 

Surgical interventions mentioned are: chedana (excision), bhedana (incision), 
vyadhana (puncturing), darai:ia (rupturing), lekhana (scraping), utpa\ana, 158 pracchana 
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(scarification), srvana (suturing), e~a1_1a (probing), k~iira (the application of caustics), 
and Jalaukas (the application of leeches) ( 11.55). 159 

Chapter twelve, called viitakaliikalrya, 160 is in the form of a conversation among a 
group of sages 161 on the merits and demerits of viita as a cosmical element 162 and a 
constituent of the body.163 

The questions to be discussed by the sages are: the qualities of vii ta, the factors 
leading to its excitement and its pacification, the way in which these factors affect the 
incorporeal (asaqigh_iitavant) and unsteady (anavasthita) 164 vii ta, and the actions of viita 
outside and inside the body. 

Kusa Sfuplqtyiiyana enumerates the six qualities of vii ta. 165 Kumiirasiras Bhara-
dviija,agrees and adds that vii ta is excited by substances and actions with similar quali
ties. Kiiilkiiyana, the physician from Biih!Ika, explains that pacification of excited viita 
is brought about by factors with opposite qualities. Ba~isa Dhiimiirgava discusses the 
way in which viita is affected by these aggravating and alleviating factors. Viiryovida 
talks about the normal functions of vii ta, the afflictions it brings about in the human 
organism when excited, and the normal and abnormal actions of viita in the external 
world, adding observations on V1iyu as a deity, who is identical with Yama, Prajapati, 
Aditi, Visvakarman and Vi~1_1u. Marici asks Varyovida how this knowledge can be ap
plied to medical practice. Varyovida replies that a correct understanding of the normal 
and abnormal actions of viiyu enables a physician to give sound advice to his patients. 
Marici objects that pitta is the main agent in health and disease. Kiipya brings forward 
that kapha is mainly responsible for normal and abnormal states of the human organ
ism. 

At the end of this discussion, Punarvasu Atreya declares that all three dhiitus, vii
yu, pitta and kapha, should duly be taken into consideration in the assessment of health 
and disease. 

Chapter thirteen, on sneha, 166 is devoted to Punarvasu's answers to Agnivesa's queries 
about oleation therapy (sneha), 167 a type of treatment related to paiicakarman, 1' 8 and 
especially important in counteracting disturbances of viita. 

Punarvasustates that the fatty substances (sneha) used in medicine are of vegetable 
and animal origin. He gives a list of these substances, explains their properties and ac-
tions, the proper time of their administration, and mentions the anupiinas to be taken 
(13.9-22). 169 

Twenty-four varieties of preparations containing a sneha (praviciira1_1ii) are enumer
ated (13.23-25). The total number of fatty preparations is sixty-four (13.27-28). 170 Pa
tients who require a high, medium or low dose of a sneha are mentioned ( 13.29-40). 171 

Patients preferentially to be treated with ghee, oil, muscle fat or bone-marrow are dis
cussed (13.41-50). 172 

The next subjects are: the maximum and minimum duration of a treatment with 
sneha (13.51); 173 patients suitable and unsuitable to sneha (13.52-56); 174 signs 
of defective, proper and excessive treatment (13.57-59); 175 preparatory measures 
(13.60-61); rules to be observed during treatment (13.62-64); 176 differences in 
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the course of treatment between persons with soft (mrduko~\ha) and hard bowels 
(kriirako~iha) (13.65-69); 177 complications (vyapatti; 13.70-79); 178 after-treatment 
(13.80-81); fatty preparations for patients to whom the usual ones are not suitable 
(13.82-95); 179 the absorption of a sneha (13.96-97); addition of salt to a sneha 
enhances its action (13.98). 180 

Sudation (sveda) should follow the treatment with a sneha; the next step consists 
of purification (saqisodhana) (13.99). 18 1 

Chapter fourteen is concerned with sudation (sveda), 182 useful in disorders caused by 
vata and kapha. 

General rules are dealt with first (14.3-12), 183 followed by the signs of proper 
treatment and over-sudation (14.13-15). 184 Indications and contra-indications are 
discussed (14.16-24). 185 

The materials used in pii:i•asveda (bolus sudation) 186 are enumerated; they can also 
be employed in prastarasveda (14.25-27). 187 The next verses are about the materials 
forjentakasveda (14.28), 188 na.Isveda (14.29-33), sudation in a tub (ko~iha; 14.34 ), 189 

and upanahasveda (14.35-37). 190 

Thirteen types of sudation which require heating by fire 191 are described: sarµ
kara- (bolus sudation; 192 14.41 ), 193 prastara (sudation on a layer of suitable material; 
14.42), 194 nac;II- (sudation by means of a tube; 14.43), 195 pari~eka- (sudation by means 
of showers; 14.44), 196 avagaha(na) (sudation in a bath; 14.45), 197 jentaka- (sudation 
in a specially constructed room, resembling a sauna; 14.46), 198 asmaghana- (sudation 
on a heated stone-slab; 14.47-50a), 199 karsii- (sudation over a trench; 14.50b-51), 
ku!I- (sudation in a cottage constructed for the purpose; 14.52-54), 200 bhii- (sudation 
of the same type as asmaghana, but the patient lies on a heated layer of earth; 14.55), 
kumbhI- (sudation by means of a half.-buried pitcher, filled with heated iron balls or 
stones; 14.56-58), kupa· (sudation over a pit filled with heated dung; 14.59-60), and 
holakasveda (sudation over a dhi!Ikii, i.e., a heap of heated dung; 14.61-63). 201 

The ten types of sudation without the application of fire consist of physical ex
ercise (vyayama), u~ryasadana (residing in a non-heated warm room), warm clothing 
(gurupravararya), hunger, drinking of large quantities of water, fear, anger, poultices 
(upanaha), wrestling (ahava), and exposure to the sun (atapa) (14.64-65ab). 202 

Sudation is of six general types: involving the application of fire or not involv
ing it, applied to the whole body or part of it, oleaginous (against vata disorders) or 
dry (against kapha disorders) (14.65cd-66). 203 The chapter ends with rules for after
treatment ( 14.67). 204 

Chapter fifteen, called upakalpaniya, on the equipment of a physician, describes a kind 
of infirmary, 205 with its personnel 206 and equipment, 207 suitable to the treatment of per
sons of high social status 208 with a full course of paiicakarman. Yamana (emesis) and 
virecana (purgation) 209 are dealt with in detail. 210 

Chapter sixteen, called cikitsaprabhr;tiya,211 about the functions of a physician fully 
equipped for treatment (cikitsaprabhrta), is a continuation of chapter fifteen. 
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The signs of proper, inadequate and excessive treatment with emetics and purga
tives are described (16.5-11), 212 followed by the symptoms of someone full of do~as 
who is in need of evacuative therapy (16.13-16). The merits of evacuative measures 
are dealt with (16.17-21) 213 and the treatment of disorders due to their improper ap
plication (16.22-26). 21 4 

In reply to a question put by Agnivesa, Atreya expounds that the function of a 
physician consists of the restoration of the equilibrium of the dhatus (16.29-38). 215 

Chapter seventeen, called kiyanta~sirasiya, deals with a number of different subjects. 
The diseases of the head (siroroga) are discussed first because the head is the chief 

part (uttamailga) of the body, being the place where the vital breaths(pra[_la~) and the 
senses are located (17.12). A long series of disorders affecting the head is enumerated 
(17.13-14). 216 The sirorogas in a restricted sense are five in number; they are caused 
by vata, pitta, kapha, all the three do~as together, and parasites (krimi) (17.15-29). 217 

The same five types of heart disease (hrdroga) are described ( 17 .30-40). 218 

The total number of disturbances of the do~as, with increase or decrease of one, two 
or three of them, and with combinations of increase and decrease, is sixty-two. These 
disturbances are classified into groups and their signs described ( 17.41-62). 219 

The signs of deficiency of the seven elements of the body (dhatu), 220 the seven im
purities (mala) 221 and ojas 222 are listed; 223 ojas is characterized, followed by the causes 
of its decrease224 (17 .63-77). 225 

The causes of madhumeha are discussed; the seven kinds of boils (pic;Iaka), which 
arise when this disease is neglected, are described. 226 Their names are: saravika, kac
chapika, 227 jalinI, 228 sar~apI, alajI, 229 vinata and vidradhi (17 .78-89). 230 

A more elaborate account of vidradhi (an abscess) follows. This disorder is of two 
types: external (bahya) and internal (abhyantari). 231 The causes of the internal type, the 
symptoms of its four do~ic varieties, the symptoms dependent on its location, and the 
curability or incurability of the varieties are dealt with (17.90-103). 232 The curability 
and incurability of all seven types of pic;laka is taken notice of (17.105-107). 233 

Other boils, independent of prameha, are also acknow !edged (17 .104 and 
108-111).234 

The movement (gati) of the do~as is cf three types: (1) decrease (~aya), constancy 
(sthana) and increase (vrddhi); (2) upward, downward and sideways movement; (3) 
location in the viscera, the branches of the body, and the vulnerable points, together 
with the joints ( 17 .112-113 ). 2 35 A fourth type, dependent on the seasons, is added; it 
consists of accumulation (caya), excitement (prakopa) and pacification (prasama); 236 

two varieties are distinguished: normal (pralqti) and abnormal (vailqtI) (17.114-118). 

Chapter eighteen, called trisothiya, gives an account of swellings (sotha). 237 

These disorders are caused by vata, pitta and kapha; they are either endogenous 
(nija) or exogenous (agantu) (18.3 ). The aetiology and symptomatology of these types 
are described (18.4-15). Varieties difficult to be cured are dealt with (18.16--17). The 
complications are enumerated ( 18.18 ). 238 

A long series cf local swellings is described: upajihvika (18.19), 239 galasu[_Jc;lika 
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(18.20), 240 galagal)C,a (18.21), 241 galagraha (18.22), 242 visarpa (18.23), 243 pi9aka 
(18.24), 244 tilaka (18.25),245 piplu (18.25), 246 vyanga (18.25), 247 nllika (18.25),248 

sankhaka (18.26), 249 karl)amiilasotha (18.27), 250 ph!Thabhivrddhi (18.28), 251 gulma 
(18.29), 252 vrddhi (18.30), 253 udara (18.31), 254 anaha (18.32), 255 adhimarpsa 
(18.33), 256 arbuda (18.33), 257 and rohi~ff (18.34-36). 258 

The classification of diseases is discussed again. Mild (mrdu) and severe (daru~1a) 
diseases are distinguished (18.37-47). 259 

Some functions of vii.ta, pitta and kapha are enumerated (18.48-53 ). 

Chapter nineteen, called a$\odariya, 260 begins with enumerations of diseases of which 
there are eight to two varieties, one type only, or twenty varieties. The total number 
of these groups is forty-eight (19.3). The varieties belonging to each group are listed 
(19.4). 

There are eight varieties of udara, 261 miitraghata, 262 ~frado$a, 263 retodo$a (de
fects of semen), 264 seven varieties of kuHha, 265 pi9aka, 266 visarpa, 267 six varieties of 
atisara 268 and udavarta, 269 five varieties of guhna, 270 p!Toado$a, 271 kasa, 272 svasa, 273 

hikka, 274 tr$I)ii, 275 chardi, 276 bhaktanasana, 277 siroroga, 278 h[droga, 279 Pffi!9uroga, 280 

unmada, 281 four varieties of apasmara,282 ak$iroga, 283 karl)aroga, 284 pratisyaya, 285 

mukharoga, 286 grahal)ido$a, 287 mada, 288 murchaya, 289 §O$a,290 klaibya, 291 three 
varieties of sotha, 292 kilasa, 293 raktapitta, 294 two varieties of jvara,295 vra~a,296 

ayama, 297 grdhrasI, 298 kamala, 299 ama, 300 vatarakta, 301 arsas. 302 

Diseases of one type only are urustambha, 303 sarpnyasa, 304 and the major disease 
(mahagada) called atattvabhinivesa. 305 

Parasites (krimi) are of twenty kinds. 306 Twenty varieties of prameha307 and 
yonivyapad 308 are enumerated. 

Some diseases are not mentioned in the list; asman, k$atak$I1.ia and madatyaya are 
absent. 309 Remarkable is the classification of ayama and grdhrasI, separate from the 
vii.ta diseases to which they belong, and of kamalii, separate from pii.!)9uroga. 

The chapter ends with statements stressing that all the endogenous (nija) disorders 
arise from the three do$aS (19.5-6) and, finally, a verse on the connections between 
endogenous and exogenous disorders (19.7). 

Chapter twenty, called maharoga, begins with an exposition on endogenous and exoge
nous diseases (20.3-7), 310 followed by the main seats of the do$aS (20.8). 

The larger part of the chapter is devoted to the nanatmaja disorders, 311 which are 
contrasted with those called samanyaja,312 discussed in the preceding chapter. The na
natmajadisorders of vii.ta, pitta and kapha are enumerated, together with signs enabling 
a physician to determine which do$a is disturbed in a particular disorder. The general 
management of disturbances of vii.ta, pitta and kapha is also dealt with. 

The nanatmaja disorders of vii.ta are eighty in number: 313 nakhabheda (cracking of 
nails), 314 vipadika, 315 padasiila (piercing pain in the feet), 316 padabhrarpsa, 317 pada
suptata (insensibility of the feet), 318 vatakhu99ata, 319 gulphagraha, 320 pil)9ikodve$\al)a 
(cramps in the calves), 321 grdhrasI (sciatica), 322 janubheda (tearing pain in the 
knees), 323 januvisle$a (dislocation of the knee or kneecap), 324 iirustambha (stiffness 
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of the thighs), 325 iirusada (weakness of the thigh muscles), 326 piii1gulya (lameness of 
the legs), 327 gudabhrarpsa (prolapse of the anus or rectum), 328 gudiirti (proctalgia),329 

vr~ar:iak~epa, 330 sephastambha, 331 vailk~~1iinaha, 332 sror:iibheda (a tearing pain 
in the pelvic region),333 vi9bheda (loosening of faecal matter),334 udiivarta,335 

khafijatva (limping), 336 kubjatva (kyphoscoliosis), 337 viimanatva (dwarfism),338 

trikagraha (pain in the sacral region), 339 pf~\hagraha (pain in the back),340 piirsvii
vamarda,341 udariive~ia (a constricting pain in the abdomen), 342 hrnmoha (cardiac 
dysfunction),343 hrddrava,344 vak~a-uddhar~a. 345 vak~a-uparodha, 346 vak~astoda (a 
pricking pain in the thorax), 347 biihuso~a (wasting of the arms),348 griviistambha 
(stiffness of the neck),349 manyiistambha (stiffness of the sternomastoid muscles), 350 

kai:i!hoddhvarpsa (hoarseness),351 hanubheda (tearing pain in the jaw), 352 O~!habheda 
(fissures of the lips), 353 ak~ibheda, 354 dantabheda,355 dantasaithilya (loose teeth), 
miikatva (dumbness),356 viikyasai1ga, 357 ka~iiyiisyatii (an astringent taste in the 
mouth),358 mukhaso~a (dryness of the mouth),359 arasajfiatii (loss of taste), 360 

ghra~1aniisa (loss of smell), 361 karr:iasiila (piercing pain in the ears), 362 asabdasra
vai:ia,363 uccaiI:isruti, 364 biidhirya (deafness),365 vartmastambha (stiffness of the 
eyelids),366 vartmasarpkoca,367 timira (loss of vision), 368 ak~isiila (piercing pain in 
the eyes), ak~ivyudiisa,369 bhruvyudiisa,370 sailkhabheda (tearing pain in the temporal 
region), lalii!abheda (tearing pain in the forehead), siroruj (headache),371 kesabhu
misphu!ana, 372 ardita (facial paresis), 373 ekiiilgaroga (monoplegia), 374 sarviiilgaroga 
(tetraplegia), 375 pak~avadha (hemiplegia), 376 iik~epaka (convulsions),377 dar:i9aka 
(a type of convulsions), 378 tamas,379 bhrama,380 vepathu (trembling),381 jpnbha 
(yawning), 382 hikka (hiccup), 383 vi~iida, 384 atipraliipa (very confused speech),385 

rauk~ya,386 piiru~ya,387 syiivarui:iavabhiisata,388 asvapna (insomnia), 389 and anava
sthitacittatva (mental instability) (20.11). 39° 

This list of viita disorders is of a mixed character; some are viita diseases and 
described as such (Ca.Ci.26), some are found in lists of symptoms brought about by 
viita.391 Moreover, the list is incomplete, because many more types of siila, etc., are 
known than those enumerated in it. 392 Nevertheless, the eighty viita disorders have 
become an established element of ayurvedic doctrine and are found in many later 
treatises. 393 

The forty niiniitmaja disorders of pitta are: 394 o~a, 395 plo~a, 396 diiha, 397 davathu, 398 
dhiimaka, 399 amlaka,400 vidiiha,401 antardiiha (a burning sensation in chest and 
belly),402 arpsadiiha (a burning sensation in the shoulder region), ii~miidhikya (a high 
body temperature), atisveda (excessive perspiration),403 ailgagandha (a foul body 
odour), ailgiivadarar:ia,404 sor:iitakleda,405 mii1T1sakleda,406 tvagdiiha (a burning sen
sation in the skin), tvagavadara~ta (desquamation),417 carmadalana (excoriation), 408 

raktako!ha (red weals),409 raktavispho!a (red vesicles), 410 raktapitta, 411 raktamar:i<;lala 
(round erythematous patches),412 haritatva (a greenish colour), 413 haridratva (a 
yellow colour), nilikii (dark moles), 414 kak~a (herpes zoster), 415 kiimalii /jaundice), 416 

tiktiisyatii (a bitter taste in the mouth),417 lohitagandhasyatii, 418 putimukhatii (foetor 
oris), tr~i:iadhikya (excessive thirst), 419 atrpti (absence of satisfaction after a meal), 420 

asyavipiika (stomatitis),421 galapiika (pharyngitis), ak~ipiika (inflammation of the 
eyes), gudapiika (inflammation of anus and rectum),422 me9hrapiika (inflammation 
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of the penis or the urethra), jivadana,423 tamal)pravesa (loss of consciousness),424 

and haritaharidranetramiitravarcastva (a greenish or yellow colour of eyes, urine and 
faeces) (20.14). 

The twenty disorders of kapha are: 425 twti (absence of appetite), 426 tandra 
(drowsiness),427 nidradhikya (excessive sleep), staimitya,428 gurugatrata (a feeling of 
heaviness in the limbs),429 alasya,430 mukhamadhurya (a sweet taste in the mouth),431 

mukhasrava (an excess of salivation), sle~modgirar:ia (the expectoration of phlegm), 
malasyadhikya (an excess of secretion and excretion), 432 balasaka,433 apakti (a defi
cient digestion), hrdayopalepa,434 kar:i\hopalepa (an increased production of phlegm 
in the throat),435 dhamanipraticaya,436 galagai:ic,la (goitre), 437 atisthaulya (excessive 
obesity), sitagnita (sluggishness of the digestive fire),438 udarda (urticaria),439 sveta
vabhasata (a white lustre of the skin), 440 and svetamiitranetravarcastva (a white colour 
ofurine, eyes and faeces) (20.17). 

These pitta and kapha disorders are, like those by vata, of a mixed character. Their 
enumeration is not exhaustive.441 Related lists are found in many treatises. 442 

Chapter twenty-one, called a~\auninditiya, is about discreditable (nindita) physical 
conditions in patients. 

Eight types are enumerated: persons who are too tall or too short, too hirsute or too 
smooth, too dark or too light in colour, too obese or too lean (21.3 ). 

The last two types are discussed in detail; the causes of these conditions are de
scribed, their characteristics, physiology, the diseases they lead to, and their treatment 
(21.4-34).443 

The second part of the chapter is devoted to sleep,444 in particular sleeping dur
ing the day, which is beneficial in lean, harmful in obese patients. Rules concerning 
sleeping at night and during the day are formulated (21.35-57). 445 Six types of sleep 
are distinguished: caused by tamas, kapha, fatigue; exogenous factors, diseases and the 
night (21.58-59). 446 

Chapter twenty-two, called lailghanabrr!Jhar:iiya, gives an account of six basic forms 
of treatment (~a<;lupakrama; 22.44 ), which consist of reducing (la1ighana), robo
rant (bpµha1_1a) and desiccating (riik~a~1a) measures, oleation (snehana), sudation 
(~vedana), and checking (stambhana).447 The theory underpinning these treatments is 
discussed (22.9-17),448 the medicinal substances employed in them, their indications 
the signs of their proper and improper application, etc. (22.18--43).449 ' 

Chapter twenty-three, called sa1ptarpai:iiya, is concerned with nourishing (samtarpana) 
and depleting (apatarpar:ia) treatments. · · 

The causes, signs and effects of overnutrition (sa1ptarpar:ia) and undernutdtion 
(apatarpa1_1a) are described. Sarptarpar:ia is counteracted by apatarpar:ia, apatarpar:ia by 
Sa[!1tarpa1_1a. 

Chapter twenty-four, called vidhiso1_1itiya, deals with blood (so~1ita, rakta, rudhira) and 
some related topics. 

Pure (suddha)450 blood is described (24.3--4 ), the causes of corruption (du~\i) of the 
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blood (24.5-:10), and the disorders brought about by corrupted blood (24.11-16). 451 
Diseases which, although being curable, do not subside by means of the usual meth
ods, should be d.iagnosed as caused by blood (24.17)452 and be treated by specific pro
cedures, cons1stmg of purgation, fasting and bloodletting (sor:iitasravar:ia) (24.18). The 
s1g?s of corruption of the blood by vata, kapha, pitta and all three do~as together are de
~cnbed (24.20-21 ), the characteristics of pure blood (24.22 ), 453 rules for bloodletting, 
its after-treatment, and the signs pointing to success (24.19, 23-24). 

The four do~ic varieties of the disorders called mada (intoxication)454 and mii
rchaya (fainting) 455 are discussed. These disorders arise when the channels (srotas) 
transportmg blood, rasa and conscious perception (satpjfia) are obstructed by the 
do~as. Mada 1s of three types: caused by alcoholic drinks, poisons and blood. Both 
mada and miirchaya subside spontaneously, without treatment (24.25-42). 456 

Saqmyasa (prolonged loss of consciousness)457 has the same origin as mada and 
murchaya, but does not disappear without treatment (24.42-53). 

Therapeutic measures which are helpful in counteracting mada and miirchaya are 
described at the end of the chapter (24.54-58). 458 

Chapter twenty-five, called yajjat1puru~1ya, begins with a discussion among a group of 
sages 459 about the origin (pragutpatti) of man (puru~a), who consists of an aggregate 
of atman, the senses (indriya), manas, the objects of the senses and the multitude (rasi) 
of his diseases (25.4 ). 

Vamaka, king of Kasi, inquires whether the origin of man is the same as that of his 
diseases. Par1k~i Maudgalya brings forward that, as the puru~a arises from atman, the 
diseases also arise from it. Saraloman disagrees; in his view, manas, also called sattva, 
when pervaded by rajas and tamas, is the basis of the human body and its diseases. 
Varyovida contradicts him, being convinced that rasa is to be regarded as the prime 
cause. Hirar:iyak~a says that the puru~a originates from the six dhatus, as expounded 
by the ancient Saq1khyas. 46° Kausika proposes that a human being originates from his 
parents, who also transmit the diseases inherent in the human condition. The puru~a 
and his diseases are a product of karman in Bhadrakapya's eyes, but of svabhava in 
Bharadvaja's opinion. Kankayana posits Prajapati as the prime cause, bhik~u Atreya 
regards kala (time) as such. 461 At the end of this discussion, Atreya Punarvasu declares 
that all the entities (bhava) that generate a human being, when suitably combined, cause 
his disorders when this suitable combination is interfered with (25.5-29).462 

Vamaka then asks Atreya about the underlying cause of these suitable (sa1ppad) 
and unsuitable (vipad) combinations. Atreya replies that wholesome food makes the 
puru~a develop, whereas unwholesome food leads to diseases. Agnivesa is desirous of 
knowing how these two types of diet may be defined. Atreya gives these definitions 
and proceeds with a long excursion about diet (25.30-35). 

Articles of food (ahara) are of one kind regarded as food, of two kinds with respect 
to their source: of vegetable and animal origin; they are of two kinds as to their effect: 
wholesome (hita) and unwholesome (ahita), of four kinds with regard to their way of 
intake: drinkable (pana), eatable (asana), chewable (bhak~ya) and suitable to be licked 
(lehya),463 of six kinds according to their taste, and of twenty kinds according to their 
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properties (25.30-35). 464 

The most wholesome465 and unwholesome among groups of articles of diet are 
enumerated (25.38-39),466 followed by a list of one hundred and fifty-two drugs, re
medial measures and other items considered to be foremost (agrya) among those con
stituting a particular group (25.40-41 ). 467 

Some verses about what is wholesome (pathya) and unwholesome (apathya) con
clude this section. 

The last part of the chapter is about fermented pharmaceutical preparations 
called asava. 468 Eighty-four varieties are enumerated, distinguished into eight groups 
according to their source: cereals (dhanya; six items), fruits (twenty-six items), 469 

roots (eleven items), heart-woods (sara; twenty-items), flowers (ten items), stems 
(kai:ii;la; four items), leaves (two items), barks (tvac; four items), and sarkara (one 
item). 470 The uses of asavas are explained (25.48-50). 

Chapter twenty-six, called atreyabhadrakapyiya,471 begins with a discussion among 
a group of sages472 in the Caitraratha grove about the number of tastes (rasa) to be 
distinguished. 473 

Bhadrakapya advances that there is only one taste, not different from that of 
water. 474 The brahma1;a Sakunteya distinguishes two tastes, chedaniya 475 and upa
samaniya, 476 Pilll)iik~a Maudgalya three tastes, chedaniya, upasamaniya and an 
intermediate one (sadharar:ia). Hira;1yak~a Kausika prefers a number of four tastes: 
palatable (svadu) and wholesome (hita), palatable and unwholesome, unpalatable and 
wholesome, unpalatable and unwholesome. Five tastes, derived from the five maha
bhiitas, are acknowledged by Kumarasiras Bharadvaja The royal sage Varyovida 
recognizes six tastes: guru (heavy), laghu (light), sfta (cold), ug1a (hot), snigdha 
(oleaginous), rilk~a (dry). Nimi, the king ofVideha, has a predilection for seven tastes: 
madhura (sweet), amla (acid), lavar:ia (salty), ka\u (pungent), tikta (bitter), ka~aya 
(astringent), and k~a (alkaline), while Ba~isa Dhamargava opts for eight tastes, 
adding avyakta (indistinct) to the series of Nimi. Kankayana, the physician from 
Bah!Ika, claims that the tastes are innumerable (26.3-8). 

Atreya Punarvasu decides that there are six tastes: madhura, amla, lavapa, ka\u, 
tikta and ka~aya Their common source (yoni) is water. Chedana and upasamana are 
actions of the tastes; the same applies to sadhara;ia. Palatability and unpalatability de
pend on subjective preferences (bhakti); wholesomeness and unwholesomeness are ef
fects of prabhava (specific action). The products (vikara) of the five mahabhiltas form 
the substratum of the tastes. The six tastes of Varyovida are qualities (gur:ia) of sub
stances ( dravya). K~a is a substance, endowed with a number of tastes. Indistinctness 
is found in the source of the tastes (i.e., water) and in (substances) with an after-taste 
(anurasa) (26.9). 

The properties and actions of (medicinal) substances in which one of the five maha
bhiitas predominates are described (26.10-12), 477 followed by a verse on the factors 
which make a (medicinal) substance active (26.13 ). 478 

The next section (26.14--44) is devoted to the tastes, a series of properties (gur:ia), 
and the relationships between the tastes and the mahabhiitas. 
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Sixty-three combinations of tastes are distinguished;479 these combinations 
become innumerable if the after-tastes (anurasa) are also taken into consideration. 
Taste and after-taste are defined. 480 Successful treatment depends on the proper 
administration of drugs with a particular combination of tastes (26.14--28). 

The list of ten gul).as 481 consists of paratva (superiority), aparatva (inferiority), 482 

yukti,483 sal!lkhya (number), sa1pyoga (conjunction),484 vibhaga (disjunction),485 

p1thaktva (separateness),486 parimal).a (measurement), sa111skara (processing), 487 and 
abhyasa (repetitive practice) (26.29-35). 

The relationships between the six tastes and the five mahabhutas are discussed 
~6.39-41). 488 

The properties and actions of each of the six tastes are elaborately described 
(26.43), 489 followed by relationships between tastes on the one hand, virya, gul).a and 
karman on the other; exceptions to general mles are given; the three degrees of the six 
chief properties (gul).a) with regard to the tastes are discussed (26.45-56).490 

Vipaka (post-digestive taste) is dealt with; ka\u, tikta and ka~aya are transformed 
into katu, amla remains amla, madhura and lavana are madhura after digestion; three 
degree~ of vipaka are distinguished (26.57-63). 491 

VIrya is taken account of; the number ofviryas is either eight: rp1du (soft), tik~I).a 
(sharp), guru (heavy), laghu (light), snigdha (oleaginous), ruk~a (dry), u~I).a (hot) and 
sita (cold), or two only: sita and u~I).a (26.64-67). 492 

Prabhava (specific action) is described as a property which cannot be explained, 
being beyond reasoning ( acintya) (26.68-71). 493 

Vipaka is declared to be stronger than rasa, virya overcomes vipaka, and prabhava 
is even stronger than virya (26.72). 494 

Actions :l'lfthe tastes are mentioned again (26.74-79).495 

After this long exposition of Atreya, Agnivesa asks him to give an account of dis
agreeing (vairodhika) articles of food. 496 Atreya, complying with this request, says that 
substances may be antagonistic to constituents (dhatu) of the body due to their proper
ties, combination, processing, nature (svabhava), etc. As an example he mentions the 
combination of fish and milk. Bhadrakapya objects, asserting that milk may freely be 
taken together with fish, the fish called cilicima excepted (26.80-83).497 

A long exposition by Atreya on numerous antagonistic articles of diet (26.84 ), 498 

types of antagonism (26.86-101),499 bad effects of antagonistic foods, and the treat
ment of disorders resulting from disregarding the rules (26.102-106 ), is found at the 
end of the chapter. 

Chapter twenty-seven, called annapanavidhi, 5oo is concerned with articles of diet (an
napana) and describes their medicinal properties and actions. 

The foods and drinks are divided into the following groups: 501 sukadhanya (awned 
cereals; 27.8-22);502 samidhanya (pulse; 27.23-34);503 marpsa (meat; 27.35-87); 504 

saka (vegetables; 27.88cd-124 ); 505 phala (fruits; 27.125-165);506 harita (vegetables 
used in salads; 27.166-177); 507 madya (alcoholic drinks; 27.178-195); 508 jala (water; 
27.196-216); 509 gorasa (milk and milk products; 27.217-236);510 ik~u (the sugarcane 
and its products; 27.237-242); 511 honey 512 and a disorder caused by honey (madhva-
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ma) (27.243-249); 513 krtanna (prepared dishes; 27.250-285);514 oils 515 and other fatty 
substances (27.286-295); iihiirayogin (adjuvants and condiments used in the prepara
tion of foods; 26.296-308). 516 

The groups of animals 517 distinguished are: prasaha (27.35-37ab);518 bhiimisaya 
(27.37cd-38); 519 iiniipamrga (27.39); 520 viirisaya (27.40-4la), viiriciirin (27.4lb-
44);521 ja1igalamrga (27.45-46); vi~kira (27.47-49); 522 pratuda (27.50-53ab). 523 

The animals belonging to the· prasahas 524 are: cow,525 ass (khara),526 mule 
(asvatara),527 camel,528 horse, leopard (dvipin),529 lion,530 bear (rk~),531 monkey 
(viinara), 532 wolf (vrka), 533 tiger (vyiighra), 534 tarak~u, 535 babhru, 536 cat, mouse 
(mn~ika), 537 fox (lopaka),538 jackal (jambuka),539 syena,540 dog (viintiida),541 cii
~a, 542 vayasa (crow),543 sasaghni,544 madhuhan, 545 bhiisa,546 grdhra,547 uliika,548 
kulingaka,549 dhiimika,550 and kurara; 551 

the bhiimisayas 552 are: four kinds of kiiku!Imrga,553 kiircika,554 cilla!a,555 
bheka (frog), 556 godhii (varan), 557 sallaka, 558 ga~19aka, 559 kada!I, 560 nakula,561 and 
svii vidh; 562 

the iiniipamrgas 563 are: srmara, 564 camara, 565 kha.ga, 566 mahi~a, 567 gavaya, 568 
gaja (elephant),569 nyariku,570 variiha,571 and ruru; 572 

to the viirisayas belong: kiirma, 573 karka\aka (crab), 574 matsya (fishes), 575 sisumii
ra,576 timiligila,577 sukti,578 saiikha,579 iidra,580 kumbhira,581 culuki,582 makara, 583 
etc.; 

to the viiriciirin group belong: ha,psa, 584 kraufica, 585 baliikii, 586 baka, 587 kii
ra99ava, 588 plava,589 sariiri, 590 pu~kariihva, 591 kesarin,592 mapitm:iqaka, 593 mr9ii
laka9!ha, 594 madgu, 595 kiidamba, 596 kiikatu~1•aka, 597 utkrosa, 598 pu9qarikiik~a, 599 
meghariiva,600 ambukukku\i, 601 iira,602 nandimukru,603 viitI,604 sumukha,605 sahacii
rin,606 rohi!)I, 607 kiimakiili, 608 siirasa, 609 raktasir~aka,610 cakraviika, 611 etc.; 

jaligalamrgas612 are: Pr~ata, 613 sarabha, 614 riima, 615 svada'!1~\ra, 616 mrgamii
trka, 617 sasa, 618 urai:ia, 619 kuraliga, 620 gokan:ia, 621 konakiiraka, 622 ciiru~ka, 623 
hari9a, 624 ei:ia,625 sambara, 626 kiilapucchaka, 627 r~ya, 628 and varapota; 629 

to the liivii.dya subgroup of the vi~kiras630 belong: lii.va,631 vartiraka,632 vii.rtika,633 
kapifijala,634 cakora,635 upacakra,636 kukkubha,637 and raktavartmaka; 638 

to the vartakiidi subgroup belong: vartaka,639 vattika,640 barhin,641 tittiri,642 
kukku\a, 643 kalika,644 sii.rapada,645 indrii.bha,646gonarda,647 girivartaka,648 krakara, 649 
avakara,650 and vii.ra9a; 65I 

the group called pratuda652 consists of: satapattra, 653 bhrngariija, 654 koya~\i, 655 
ji'va(fi)jivaka, 656 kairiita, 657 kokila,658 atyiiha,659 gopii.putra,660 priyiitmaja, 661 latta,662 

la\\a~aka (la\ii~aka),663 babhru,664 va\ahan,665 •i99imiinaka,666 ja!I,667 dundubhi,668 
pakkara,669 lohaprs\ha,670 kulirigaka, 671 kapota,672 suka,673 saraliga,674 ciratI,675 
katiku, 676 ya~\ikii., 677 sii.rikii., 678 kala vilika, 679 ca\aka, 680 aligiiracii<:Jaka, 68I pii.rii.vata, 682 
and pa99avika (pii.navika). 683 · 

The alcoholic drinks 684 mentioned are: surii (27.179), 685 madirii. (27.180), jagala 
(27.181), ari~\a (27.182), 686 sii.rkara (27.! 83), 687 pakvarasa (27.184 ),688 sitarasika 
(27.185), 689 gau<:Ja (27.186ab),690 ii.k~iki (27.186cd),691 suriisava (27.l87ab),692 
matlhvii.sava (27.!87cd),693 maireya (27.!87cd),694 mrdvikiisava (27.188),695 ik~u
rasiisava (27.188),696 madhviisava (27.189), yavasurii (27.190ab),697 madhiilikii 
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(27.190cd),698 sauviraka (27.191), tu~odaka (27 .191) and kai\jika (27.192). 
The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to special rules concerning articles 

of diet (27.309-318 699 and 329-350) and to accompanying drinks (anupiina; 27.319-
328).100 

Chapter twenty-eight, called vividhiisitapitiya, deals with a variety of subjects: the for
mation of constituents of the body from the four kinds of food ingested (28.3-5); 701 the 
factors, apart from wholesome or unwholesome food, which influence the appearance, 
severity and course of diseases (28.6-7); 702 the diseases arising when the do~s affect 
one of the seven elements of the body (28.9-19),703 the sense organs (28.20),704 liga
ments (sniiyu), vessels (sirii) and tendons (kar:i•arii) (28.21), and the malas (28.22); 705 

the treatment of these diseases (28.23-30); the movement of the do~as from the trunk 
(ko~\ha) to peripheral parts (sakhii) of the body, and vice versa (28.31-33); the differ
ences in behaviour with regard to food between those who are sensible and those who 
are foolish (28.34-44 ). 

Chapter twenty-nine, called dasapriii:iiiyataniya, 706 describes the ten seats (iiyatana) of 
the vital breaths (priil)ii~); these ten seats are the temples (sarikha), the three vital organs 
(marmatraya: heart, bladder, head), 707 the throat (ka~1\ha), blood, semen, ojas, and ano
rectal region (guda) (29.3-4). 708 

The larger part of the chapter gives a long account of the characteristics of accom
plished physicians (priir:iiibhisara) 709 on the one hand and quacks 710 (bhi~akchadma
praticchanna) on the other (29.5-13). A fully qualified physician should be conversant 
with all the subjects taught in the Siitrasthiina. 711 

Chapter thirty, called arthedasamahiimiiliya,712 deals with the following subjects: 
the heart (hfd, hrdaya)713 and the ten great vessels (mahiimiila) attached to it; 714 the 
ojas transported in these vessels; the vessels called dhamam,715 srotas and sirii, 716 

characterized by their inflatedness (dhmiina), 717 oozing out (nutritive substances) 
(sravai:ia)7 18 and carrying function (sara~1a); 719 measures to protect one's heart 
(30.3-15); the study of iiyurveda (30.16-19); the relationship between the iiyurveda 
and the Verlas, in particular the Atharvaveda (30.20-21); 720 definitions of iiyurveda 
and iiyus (30.22-23); 721 the object of iiyurveda and its eternity (30.24-27); the eight 
branches (ariga) of iiyurveda: 722 kiiyacikitsii (internal medicine), siiliikya (the branch 
dealing with diseases of the supraclavicular region), 723 salyiipahartrka (the extraction 
of foceign bodies),724 vi~agaravairodhikaprasamana (the treatment of intoxications), 
bhiltavidyii (demonology),725 kaumiirabhrtyaka (the treatment of women during 
pregnancy, delivery and the puerperium, coupled with paediatrics),726 rasiiyana (the 
science of longevity), and viijikarar:ia (the science concerned with aphrodisiacs) 
(30.28); 727 those qualified for the study of iiyurveda (30.29); the eight topics of 
discussion among physicians (30.30); synonyms of iiyurveda (30.31); the scope of 
iiyurveda (30.32); a table of contents of the Carakasarphita (30.33-68); the eight 
topics of discussion again and the exposition of those with insufficient knowledge 
(30.69-85). 



Chapter 2 

Nidanasthana 

Chapter one is devoted to the nidana I of fever (jvara). 
The general features of nidana are discussed first: the synonyms of nidana 2 and 

its three types: asatmyendriyarthasarpyoga, prajiiaparadha and pari1~ama; 3 the classi
fication of diseases into three groups: agneya (= caused by pitta), saumya (= caused 
by kapha) and vayavya (= caused by vayu), to which the rajasa and tamasa diseases 
are added; the synonyms of vyadhi (disease); the five means to acquire knowledge 
(upalabdhi) about a disease: nidana, piirvariipa, liilga, upasaya and sarpprapti; 4 the syn
onyms of piirvariipa (prodrome), 5 !iilga (symptom), 6 upasaya(therapeutic diagnosis) 7 

and sarpprapti (onset); 8 the subdivisions of sarpprapti: saq1khya (number), pradhanya 
(predominance), vidhi (type), vikalpa (proportional variation), and balakala (the time 
of aggravation); definitions of sarpkhya, 9 pradhanya, 10 vidhi, 11 vikalpa, 12 and balaka
la 13 (1.3-12). 

Reference is made to the eight diseases which will be discussed in the Nidanastha
na. These diseases arose from lobha (greed), abhidroha (malice) and kopa (anger). 14 

Their treatment will also be described, but only summarily, because this subject will 
be dealt with in extenso in the Cikitsasthana (1.15). 

Jvara (fever) 15 is described first, because it was the earliest somatic 16 disease to 
appear among living beings ( 1.16). 17 

Eight types off ever are to be distinguished: 18 caused by vata, pitta, kapha, the three 
combinations of two do~as, the three d~as together, and exogenous factors (agantu) 
(l.17). 19 The do~ic types are described (1.18-29).20 An agantu (exogenous) fever is 
brought about by abhighata (injury), 21 abhi~ailga (intense emotions and possession by 
malignant beings),abhicara(sorcery), and abhisapa (curses) (1.30). Various classifica
tions off evers are mentioned ( 1.32). 22 The prodromes of fever are described ( I. 3 3). 23 

General features of fever as an affliction occurring in all living beings are dealt with; 
its first origin from Mahesvara's anger is referred to (l.35).24 The treatment off ever is 
succinctly discussed (1.36-40). 

Chapter two is about raktapitta (blood-bile, i.e., haemorrhagic disorders). 25 . . 
The subjects dealt with are: the nidana and sarpprapU of raktap1Ua; the meamng 

of the term raktapitta (2.3-5);26 the prodromes (2.6);27 the comphcauons (upadr~va; 
2.7); 28 the characteristics of the upwards (iirdhvabhaga) and ~~wnwards (adhobhaga) 
moving types, and of the type following both pathways ~2.8); the ~ist apperuan.ce of 
raktapitta in the wake of the destruction of Dak~a's sacnfice (~.10); th.e curab.1!.1ty of 
the upwards moving type, palliability of the downwards movmg type, mcurab1hty of 
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the type moving along both pathways; characteristics of these types, and the possibil
ities of treatment (2.9 and 11-27).31 

Chapter three is concerned with gulma (visceral swellings). 32 

The subjects dealt with are: the five types of gulma, caused by vata, pitta, kapha, 
all three do~as together, and blood (3.3);33 knowledge about these types, to be 
acquired from their aetiology, prodromes, symptoms, types of pain (vedanii) 34 and 
upasaya (3.5); the aetiology, symptoms, types of pain and upasaya of the four do~ic 
types (3.6-12);35 gulma caused by blood (raktagulma), a disorder only occurring in 
women,36 characterized by symptoms simulating pregnancy (3.13-14);37 the general 
prodromes of gulma (3.15); general rules about the treatment of gulma (3.16). 

Chapter four is concerned with prameha (urinary disorders). 38 
The subjects dealt with are: generalities about the origin of prameha and its 

becoming manifest ( 4.3-4); 39 the aetiology of prameha brought about by kapha ( 4.5); 
the constituents of the body (dii~ya) which are corrupted in prameha: medas, 40 matpsa 
(muscular tissue), sarirajakleda (body-fluids), sukra (semen), soi:iita (blood), vasa 
(muscle fat), 41 majja (bone marrow), lasikii (serous fluid), 42 rasa (nutrient fluid), and 
ojas ( 4.7); the saq1prapti of prameha due to kapha ( 4.8); kapha and medas, after their 
transformation into urine, give rise to ten kinds of prameha, due to their association 
with ten properties (gui:ia) of kapha; these ten properties are: sveta (white), sita 
(cold), miirta (thickly viscous), picchila (thinly mucous), accha (transparent), snigdha 
(oily), guru (heavy), madhura (sweet), sandraprasiida (clear), and manda (slowly 
flowing); 43 the ten kinds of kaphajaprameha are connected with one or more of 
these properties ( 4. 9);44 these ten pramehas are: udakameha, 45 ik~uvalikiirasameha, 46 

sandrameha,47 siindraprasadameha,48 suklameha,49 sukrameha,50 sitameha, 51 si
katameha,52 sanairmeha,53 and alalameha 54 (4.10); 55 the curability of these ten 
disorders (4.11); 56 descriptions of these ten pramehas (4.13-22);57 the aetiology of 
the six kinds of prameha arising from pitta; their names: k~arameha, 58 kalameha, 59 

nilameha, 60 lohitameha, 61 maiijiHhameha, 62 and haridrameha;63 the six properties 
· of pitta, associated with them: k~ara (alkaline), amla (acid), lavai:ia (salty), ka!uka 
(pungent), visra (smelling after raw meat), and u~rJa (hot) 64 ( 4.24-26); the palliability 
of the pittaja pramehas ( 4.27); 65 descriptions of these six pramehas ( 4.29-34 ); 66 the 
aetiology and saq1priipti c{ prameha due to vata; the four kinds, called vasiimeha, 67 

majjiimeha,68 hastimeha69 and madhumeha,70 arise when the vasa, majja, lasika and 
ojas are corrupted by vata ( 4.36-37); the incurability of these disorders ( 4.38); 71 
descriptions of these four pramehas (4.41-44);72 the general prodromes of prameha 
( 4.47); 73 its complications ( 4.48); 74 a succinct statement on the treatment of prameha 
( 4.49). 

Chapter five is devoted t? ku~!ha (skin diseases, including leprosy). 75 
The subjects dealt _with are: the seven constituents of the body which, when they 

are subject to pathological changes (vilqti), lead to ku~!ha: the three dosas and four ele
ments of the body (dii~ya, dhatu): tvac (the layers of the skin), miitJ1Sa(n"iusculartissue), 
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sm;iita (blood) and lasika (serious fluid) (5.3); 76 seven, eighteen or innumerable vari
eties ofku~\ha can be distinguished, which differ in several respects, but only seven of 
these will be described (5.4); 77 these varieties are characterized by the predominance of 
one, two or three do~as: vii.ta predominates in kapalaku~\ha, pitta in audumbara, kapha 
in mar;i9alaku~\ha; vii.ta and pitta predominate in r~yajihva, pitta and kapha in pur;i9an
ka, 78 kapha and v/ita in sidhmaku~\ha, all three do~as in kakar;iaka ( 5.5); 79 the aetiology 
and saq1prapti of all kinds ofku~\ha ( 5.6 ); 80 their prodromes ( 5. 7); 81 descriptions of the 
seven (maha)ku~\has (5.8); their curability, etc., and their complications (5.9-11). 82 

Chapter six is devoted to so~a83 (wasting diseases). 84 

The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology and onset of so~a; its four causes: incon
siderate behaviour (sahasa), 85 suppression of natural urges (sarpdharar;ia), deficiency 
of the rasa (nutrient fluid) staying in the heart, deficiency of the semen, and an unbal
anced diet (visamasana) (6.3-11 );86 so~a, the most troublesome of all diseases, is also 
called rajayak~man (kingly consumption), 87 because the venerable Soma, the king of 
theasterisms (u9uraja), was afflicted by it in ancient times88 (6.12);89 the prodromes 
(6.13);90 the eleven symptoms (6.14);91 curable and incurable forms of the disease 
(6.15-16). 92 

Chapter seven is devoted to unmada (insanity). 93 

It deals with the following subjects: the five types of this disease: caused by vii.ta, 
pitta, kapha, all three do~as together, and exogenous factors (agantu) (7.3);94 the per
sons in whom insanity may arise when the excited do~as go to the heart and obstruct 
the channels carrying the manas (7.4); 95 a definition ofunmada (7.5); 96 the prodromes 
(7.6); 97 the symptoms of insanity caused by vata, pitta, kapha and all three do~as simul
taneously (7.7); 98 the treatment of the three curable types (caused by one do~a) (7.8-
9); 99 the exogenous type, basically caused by errors injudgment (prajiiaparadha), but 
aggravated due to possession by gods, demons, etc.; 100 the prodromes of possession 
(bhiitonmada); the ways in which it is initiated (arambhavise~a); 101 its symptoms; the 
circumstances making one susceptible to possession (abhighatakala); the three objec
tives (prayojana) of beings who may induce possession: hirpsa (violence), rati (plea
sure), abhyarcana (worship); 102 treatment (7.10-16 ); combinations of endogenous and 
exogenous insanity (7.18); insanity is always the result of one's own deeds and should 
not (primarily) be attributed to (possession by) gods, demons, etc. (7.19-23). 103 

Chapter eight, on apasmara (epilepsy) and a number of other subjects is concerned 
with: the four types of epilepsy: 104 caused by vii.ta, pitta, kapha and all three do~as 
together (8.3); 105 persons susceptible to apasmara; its saq1prapti (8.4); 106 a definition 
of apasmara (8.5); 107 the prodromes (8.6 ); 108 the symptoms of the four do~ic types 
(8.8); 109 the secondary involvement (anubandha) ofan exogenous factor (8.9); 110 treat
ment (8.10). 

The diseases which arose in the wake of the destruction of Dak~a's sacrifice 111 

are mentioned ; gulma, prameha, ku~\ha, unmada, apasmara, jvara, raktapitta and ra-
jayak~man (8.11). 112 · 
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A disease may serve as the cause of another disease, in which case it is called nida
narthakara or hetvarthakarin; diseases may present themselves as such and remain in 
that condition, or mainly as the cause of another disease, or they may do both (8.16-
23). One cause may lead to one or to several disorders; one disorder may be brought 
about by diverse factors, and the same factors may also give rise to various diseases 
(8.24-26). A particular symptom may occur in one disease or many diseases; numerous 
symptoms are common to various diseases (8.27-29). The same principles apply to 
treatment; a particular measure may be useful in one or many disorders; one disorder 
may require one or several measures (8.30-32). The chapter ends with some verses on 
general aspects of therapy (8.33-41). 



Chapter 3 

Vimanasthana 

Chapter one, called rasavimana, 1,deals with: the subjects of the Vimanasthana (1.3); 
the roles of the tastes in substances and of the do~as in disorders (vikara); the connec
tions between tastes and do~as; the analysis of the roles played by tastes and do~as in 
complex substances and disorders, in which their effects agree with their properties and 
actions (1.4-9); cases, where this analysis cannot be carried out, because the effects dis
agree with the properties and actions of the tastes and do~as involved; substances and 
disorders of this type exhibit a specific action proper to aggregates (samudayaprabha
va), due to their being vilqtivi~amasamaveta; this specific action (prabhava) is of var
ious types: rasa-, dravya-, do~a- and vikaraprabhava; these concepts are discussed and 
many examples are given (1.10-18); 2 satmya (individual suitability), a concept linked 
to prabhava (1.19-20); 3 the eight factors involved in diet (aharavidhivise~ayatana): 
the nature (pralq"ti, svabhava) of an article of food or a drug, its processing (kara~a. 
abhisarpskara), 4 the combination (saq1yoga) of substances, their quantity (rasi), place 
(desa), 5 and time (kala), rules concerning diet (upayogasaq1stha), and the consumer 
(upayoktar) ( I. 21-22); 6 rules concerning diet ( 1.23-25). 

Chapter two, called trividhakuk~Iya, is concerned with: the appropriate quantities of 
articles of diet (2.3-7); the causes of corruption of ama; 7 the diseases resulting from 
this corruption: visiicika, 8 alasaka,9 da~~alasaka and amavi~a; 10 their pathogenesis, 
symptoms and treatment (2.8-14 ); 11 the amasaya, lying between navel and nipples, as 
the place where the food is digested (2.15-18). 

Chapter three, called janapadoddhvarpsaniya, 12 records the teachings of Punarvasu 
Atreya during a stay in Kampilya, the capital of Paficala, concerning epidemic diseases 
(janapadoddhvarpsana). 13 

These diseases are due to derangements (vaigu~ya) of air, water, country and 
season. 14 Preventive measures are described. Deviations from the dharma are the 
basic cause of epidemics (3.3-20), and, further, war, attacks by raiq;asas and afflictions 
caused by curses (3.21-23). 

The characteristics of human beings during the Krta- and Tretayuga are discussed, 
and the decrease of the life span (ayus) during the four ages (yuga) of the world (3.24-
27). 15 

Atreya expounds his views on the life span, which is determined (niyata) or unde
termined (aniyata), and dependent on the relative strength of daiva (i.e., one's deeds 
in previous lives) and puru~akara (one's deeds in the present life) (3.29-36); 16 he also 
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explains the causes of timely and untimely death (kala- and akalarIJfl:yu) (3.38).t 7 

The subjects of the last part of the chapter are: the prescription of hot water to pa
tients suffering from fever (3.39-41 ); t8 the treatment of diseases by means of measures 
which are contrary to their aetiology (nidanaviparita) (3.42); the three types of deplet
ing treatment (apatarpai:ia): langhana (reducing measures), langhanapacana (a combi
nation ofreducing and digestive measures) and do~avasecana (the expul&ion of do~as), 
to be applied in patients with do~as oflittle, moderate and great strength respectively 
(3.43-45). 

Chapter four, called trividharogavijfianiya, discusses the three sources of knowledge 
about diseases: aptopadesa (the teachings of authoritative persons), pratyak~a (per
ception) and anurnana (inference) ( 4.3). 19 These concepts are defined. Inference is 
explained as tarka (reasoning), supported by yukti (4.4). 20 Aptopadesa has to come 
first, followed by pratyak~a and anumana ( 4.5). The topics included in aptopadesa are 
listed ( 4.6). Examples of pratyak~a and anumana are given ( 4.7). Inference procures 
knowledge about the state of the digestive fire (agni), a patient's strength (bala), his 
sense organs and manas, his vijfiana, 21 rajas,22 and moha,23 his tendency to experi
ence anger (krodha), grief (soka), joy (har~a), satisfaction (priti), and fear (bhaya), 
his equanimity (dhairya), energy (virya), stability (avasthana), faith (sraddha),24 

intelligence (medha), alertness of mind (samjfia),25 memory (smrti),26 modesty (hrI), 
mode of conduct (sila), dislikes (dve~a), unreliability (upadhi), reliability (dhrti), 
submissiveness (vasyata), etc. ( 4.8). 

The chapter ends with verses giving a summary of the contents. 

Chapter five, called srotasarp vimanam, is about the channels (srotas) in the human 
body,27 which transport constituents (dhatu) subject to physiological transformations 
(parir_1ama). These constituents are: prai:ia (vital breath), udaka (water), anna (digested 
food), rasa (nutrient fluid), rakta (blood), maq1sa (muscular tissue), medas (fatty tis
sue), asthi (bone tissue), rnajja (bone-marrow), sukra (semen), miitra (urine), puri~ 
(faeces), and sveda (sweat) (5.3-7). 

The several groups of vessels are described. 
The vessels carrying prai:ia 28 have their origin in the heart (hrdaya) and the 

mahasrotas, 29 those carrying udaka30 in the root of the palate (talamiila) and the 
kloman, 31 those can·ying anna in the amasaya (receptacle of undigested food) and 
the left side of the chest (parsva), those carrying rasa in the heart and the ten vessels 
called dhamanT, 32 those carrying rakta in the liver (yakft) and spleen (p!Ihan), those 
carrying mli.qlsa in the snayus (cords) and skin (tvac), those carrying medas in the 
vrkkas (kidneys) and vapavahana (omen tum maius), 33 those carrying asthi34 in the 
medas and buttocks (jaghana), those carrying rnajja. in the bones and joints, those 
carrying sukra in the testicles (vr~ai:ia) and penis (sephas). 

The signs indicating that the vessels transporting prai:ia, udaka and anna are cor
rupted (prad~ra) are indicated; 35 the signs pointing to corruption of the other groups 
of vessels are the same as those of the transported constituents when corrupted and are 
therefore already described. 36 
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The vessels carrying miitra have their origin in the bladder (basti) and groins 
(vai1k~ai:ia), those carrying pm'f~a in the pakviisaya (receptacle of digested food) 
and sthiilaguda (rectum), 3 7 those carrying sveda in the medas and hair follicles 
(lomakiipa); the signs of corruption of the last three groups of vessels are described 
(5.8). 

The names of the visible and invisible spaces (avakiisa) for the dhiitus are enumer
ated. The connections between corruption of the vessels (srotas), dhiitus and do~as are 
explained (5.9). The causes of conuption of the mentioned groups of vessels are dealt 
with (5.10-22), followed by some general statements on the vessels and the treatment 
of their corruption (5.23-28). 

Chapter six, called roganikaq1 vimanam, is devoted to various ways of classifying dis
eases; additional subjects are the bodily fire (agni) and the constitutions (pralqti). 

Dual groups (anika) of diseases mentioned are those which are curable (sadhya) 
and incurable (asiidhya), mild (mrdu) and severe (darui:ia), 38 bodily and mental, en
dogenous(nija) and exogenous (agantu), arising from theamasaya and from the pakva
saya. 39 The various ways in which diseases may be classified are discussed (6.3-4 ). 

The two psychic (manasa) do~as, rajas and tamas, and the three somatic ones, taken 
together, produce all the innumerable diseases; their exciting factors are the same: asa
tmyendriyarthasaq1yoga, prajfiaparadha and parii:iama; rajas and tamas are always as
sociated (niyata anubandha), because rajas impelstamas, which cannot move indepen
dently; the psychic and somatic do~as sometimes associate, working together; an ex
ample is the association between lust (kama) and fever (6.5-9). 

Somatic do~as in one and the same location (adhi~\hiina) give rise to combinations, 
called sarµnipata when all three cooperate, and saq1sarga when two of them are linked 
to each other ( 6.10). Do~as are called primary (anubandhya) when they are indepen
dent (svatantra), secondary (anubandha) when otherwise;41 saqrnipata and saq1sarga 
are combinations of primary do~as (6.11). 

The bodily fire (agni) is offourtypes: tik~i:ia (intense), manda (sluggish), sama (bal
anced), and vi~ma (irregular); it is dependent on the habitual state of the do~as in the 
organism; balance of the do~as gives rise to a balanced fire, predominance of vata, pitta 
or kapha to an irregular, intense or sluggish fire respectively (6.12).41 

The theory that each human being is endowed with a constitution (prakrti) dom
inated by one of the three do~as, because a perfect equilibrium is never habitually 
present, 42 is rejected with the argument that health (arogya) is identical with such 
an equilibrium, also called prakrti. Persons described as having a vatala, pittala or 
sl~mala constitution should therefore be regarded as suffering from a disorder. The 
characteristics of persons considered to be vatala, pittala and sle~mala are described, 
together with appropriate treatments (6.13-18). 43 

Chapter seven, called vyadhitariipiyaq1 vimanam, begins with an exposition on the 
avoidance of diagnostic errors, easily made by inexperienced physicians. Those, only 
acquainted with part of the medical science, are deluded by the appearance (riipa) 
of the patient (vyadhita), mistaking a severe disease (guruvyadhi) for a mild one 
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(laghuvyadhi) and a mild disease for a severe one (7.3-7). 
The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to parasites (krimi), the disorders 

caused by them and the treatment of these disorders 44 (7.8-27). 45 
Twen~y kinds of parasites are described; two kinds arising from external impure 

matter (bahyamala): yiika and pipilika; six kinds arising from blood: kesada, lomada, 
lomadvipa, saurasa, au~umbara, jantumatar; seven kinds arising from kapha: antrada, 
udarada, ~dayacara, curu, darbhapu~pa, saugandhika; five kinds arising from faecal 
matter: kakeruka, makeruka, leliha, sasiilaka, sausurada. 46 

Chapter eight, called rogabhi~agjiti:ya, deals with the study of ayurveda, the selection 
of a teacher, the method of studying, the method of teaching, and the initiation of a 
student (8.3-14).47 

Discussions (sarpbha~a) among physicians constitute the next subject. 48 These dis
cussions are either friendly (sarpdhaya- or anulomasarpbha~a)49 or hostile (vigrhya
sarpbha~a);50 the opponent (para) is superior (pravara), inferior (pratyavara) or equal 
(sama); the assembly (pari~ad) is learned (jiianavati:) or ignorant (mii~ha), friendly (su
hrtpari~ad), neutral (udasinapari~ad) or prejudiced. (pratinivi~rapari~ad) (8.15-26). 51 

A long series of terms pertaining to learned discussions are given (8.27), defined 
and illustrated by means of examples (8.28-66). 52 

These terms are: vada (debate), of a positive (jalpa) or critical (vita~1~a) nature; 53 
dravya, gm:ia, karman, samanya, vise~a, samavaya, terms already discussed in the 
Slokasthana; 54 pratijiia (thesis); 55 sthapana (justification) 56 by means ofhetu (reason), 
dr~!linta (corroborative instance), upanaya (cotTelation) and nigamana (establishment 
of the thesis);57 prati~\hapana (justification of a counter-thesis );58 hetu (reason), 59 

i.e., the means of obtaining knowledge (upalabdhikarar:ia), consisting of pratyak~a 
(perception), anumana (inference), aitihya (tradition)60 and aupamya (analogy); 61 
dmanta; 62 upanaya63 and nigamana;64 uttara (rejoinder); 65 siddhanta (conclusive 
theoretical statement), divided into sarvatantra- (generally acknowledged), pra
titantra- (restrictedly valid), adhikara1_1a- (implied)66 and abhyupagamasiddhanta 
(hypothetical statement); 67 sabda (words), divided into dmartha (based on observ
able facts), admartha (based on unobservable entities), satya (consistent) and anrta 
(inconsistent); ' 8 pratyak~a, 69 anumana, 70 aitihya,71 aupamya; 72 sar!lsaya (doubt); 73 
prayojana (purpose); 74 savyabhicara (uncertain statement, making allowance for 
exceptions); 75 jijiiasa (enquiry); 76 vyavasaya (decision); 77 arthaprapti (implied 
meaning); 78 sar![bhava (source); 7' anuyojya (questionable statement);80 ananuyojya 
(unquestionable statement); 81 anuyoga (questioning about scriptural evidence); 82 
pratyanuyoga (counter-questioning); 83 vakyado~a 84 (flaws in speech), of five types: 
nyiina (deficient),85 adhika (superfluous),86 anarthaka (meaningless),87 apartha
ka (incohe1ent), 88 and viruddha (incongruous); 89 vakyaprasarpsa (commendable 
speech); 90 chala (deceptive speech); 91 ahetu (fallacious reasoning),92 which is of 
three types: prakarai:iasama (relating to the topic), saq1sayasama (relating to doubt) 
and van:iyasama (relating to the object); 93 atitakala (a statement deviating from the 
proper temporal order); 94 upalambha (a statement pointing out defects in causal 
reasoning);95 parihara (refutation of upalambha);96 pratijiiahani (abandonment of 
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the original thesis);97 abhyanujfia (acceptance of an allegation, but turning it to the 
opponent); 98 hetvantara (fallacy of the reason adduced); 99 arthantara (an irrelevant 
statement); 100 nigrahasthana (reasons of defeat). 101 

Some general rules regarding debates among physicians conclude this section 
(8.67). 

Ten concepts which a physician should be acquainted with before proceeding to 
action are discussed: kara~1a (the agent), kara1.1a (the instrument necessary for an agent 
to bring about an effort), karyayoni (the material cause by the modification of which 
an effect is produced), karya (that which is kept in view by the agent before making an 
effort), karyaphala (the aim intended by the agent), anubandha (the good or bad effect 
which leaves its impact on the agent after making an effort), desa (the location of an 
action), kala (the process of temporal changes), pravrtti (the effort leading to the pro
duction of an effect), 102 upaya (the special aptitudes of agent, instrument and material 
cause which make the effect possible) (8.68-79). 103 

These concepts introduce a section on types of examination (parik~a) and dis
cussions regarding this point (8. 80.-82 ). Two types of examination are mentioned: 
pratyak~a and anumana, or three, if upadesa (= aptopadesa) is included (8.83). 104 

The ten concepts, consisting of karai:ia, etc, are explained in their application to 
medicine (8.84-151). The kara1.1a is the physician (8.86), the karai:ia the remedy (8.87), 
the karyayoni the imbalance of the dhatus (dhatuvai~amya), which leads to the emer
gence of a disorder (vikaragama) (8.88), the karya the equilibrium (samya) of the dha
tus (9.89), karyaphala welfare (sukha) (8.90), anuban,dha the preservation of one's life 
span (ayus) (8.91). 

Desa has two meanings: the type of country in which a patient lives and the kind 
of soil on which a medicinal plant grows, 105 and the patient (atura) himself (8.92-93). 

A patient should be examined with reference to his prakrti (constitution), vilqti 
(pathology), sara (predominance of the dhatus), 106 sa111hanana (compactness of the 
parts of the body), pramai:ia (measurements), satmya (suitability), sattva (mental 
condition), ahiirasakti (power of intake and digestion of food), vyayamasakti (power 
of physical exercise) and vayas (age) (8.94 ). 

The factors determining the type of prakrti are described. The types distinguished 
are sle~mala (with a predominance of kapha), pittala (with a predominance of pitta), 
vatala (with a predominance of vata), sa1psma (with a predominance of two do~as), 107 

and samadhatu (with balance of the dosas) (8.95). 
The properties of the do~as 108 and ihe constitutional characteristics of those with 

predominance of one of them are described. The characteristics of those in whose con
stitution two do~as predominate and of those who are samadhatu can easily be deduced 
(8.96-100). 109 

The pathology of a patient is severe, moderate or mild, dependent on the strength 
of cause, do~a, dii~ya (corrupted constituent of the body), place, time, symptoms, and 
the interplay of these factors ( 8.101 ). 

Eight types of sara are described, in which respectively the elements tvac (skin), 110 

rakta (blood), 111 marrsa (muscular tissue), 112 medas (fatty tissue), 113 asthi (osseous 
lissue), 114 majja (bone marrow), 115 sukra (semen) 116 and sattva (mental faculties) 
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predominate. Some persons are endowed with all these saras in combination, others 
are asara. The importance of the determination of a patient's sara is emphasized 
(8.102-115). 117 Saq1hanana, also called sa,phati and saq1yojana, is briefly discussed 
(8.116). 118 

The norm for the measurements of numerous parts of the body is given; 119 the unit 
of these measurements is the breadth of one's own finger, called an aligula (8.l 17). 120 

The parts of the body mentioned are: the two padas (feet), jalighas (lower legs), ja
nus (knees), iirus (thighs), and vr~ar:ias (testicles), the sepha(s) (penis), bhaga (vulva), 
ka!I (waist), bastisiras, and udara (abdomen), the two parsvas (sides of the chest), the 
stanantara (part between the nipples), stanaparyanta (circumference of the nipples), 
uras (chest), and hrdaya (apex of the heart), 121 the two skandhas (shoulders), aq1sas 
(shoulder blades), prabahus (upper arms), 122 prapiiI)iS (lower arms), 123 hastas (hands), 
and kak~s (armpits), the trika (sacral region), pf~!ha (back), sirodhara (neck), anana 
(face), asya (mouth), cibuka (chin), o~!has (lips), kari)as (ears), ak~imadhya (part be
tween the eyes), nasika (nose), lala!a (forehead), and siras (head). 

Satmya is succinctly dealt with (8.118). 124 Sattva is, according to its strength, of 
three types: superior (pravara), medium (madhya) and inferior (avara); 125 persons of 
the first category are the same as those called sattvasara (8.l 19). Aharasakti and vya
yamasakti are defined (8.120-121). 

Three stages of the life cycle are described: bala, up to sixteen years, dominated 
by kapha, and extending to the age of thirty years; ma<lhya, dominated by pitta, up to 
sixty years;jIIl)a, dominated by vata, up to one hundred years, the maximum life span 
in the present age of the world (8.122). 126 

Prakfti, etc., vikrti excepted, may be present in three degrees; the strength of the 
do~as in a pathological condition (vikrti) and of a medicament is of three degrees 
too (8.!23). The characteristics determining the life span will be described in the 
Indriyasthana and the jatisiitnya chapter 127 (8. 124). 

The divisions of time are dealt with, followed by physiological changes during 
the three main seasons (hemanta, g11~ma, var~a~) and their consequences for therapy 
(8. l 25-127). 128 The condition of the patient (aturavastha) is, with respect to the period 
of time, kala or akala (8.!28). 

Pravrtti and upaya, the last two of the ten concepts, are briefly discussed (8.129-
130). 

The types of examination dealt with in the foregoing find their application (prayo
jana) in a decision on the course of therapeutic action (pratipatti) (8.132). The way to 
arrive at a decision when symptoms in favourof a particular line of treatment co-exist 
with symptoms pro hi bi ting this is discussed ( 8.134 ). Indications and contra-indications 
for treatment with emetics, etc., will be dealt with in the Siddhisthana (8.133). 

Medicinal substances and preparations useful as emetics and purgatives are listed 
(8.135-136). 129 

Drugs used in asthapana (non-oleaginous enema) are, due to their large number, di
vided into six groups (skandha), according to the predominance of one particular taste. 
The items comprising these groups are enumerated; 130 directions for the ways of prepa
ration are added (8.137-146). 
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A wise physician should omit a drug, ifhe considers it to be unsuitable, or add one 
even if not listed, if it is useful (8.149). ' 

Drugs to be employed in anuvasana (oleaginous enema) are discussed, in pa1tic
ular the fatty substances in this type of enema (8.150). Drugs useful in sirovirecana 
(evacuation of the head) are enumerated (8.151). 



Chapter 4 

Sfuirasthana 

Chapter one, 1 called katidhapuru~Iya, is of a philosophical nature. It is mainly con
cerned with Sarµkhya and Vaise~ika doctrines and their application to medical thought. 

The chapter begins with Agnivesa's questions on the puru~a (1.3-15), which are 
answered by Punarvasu. 

The puru~a (individual) is composed of then ve mahabhiitas and cetana ( conscious
ness) as the sixth principle (dhatu); 2 cetana alone is also called puru~a (1.16). In ad
dition, the puru~a can be described as consisting of twenty-four principles (dhatu): 3 

manas (mind), the ten indriyas (the functions of the five senses and the five organs of 
action), 4 the five objects of the senses (artha), and thepralqti (matter), which has eight 
elements(dhatu)( 1.17). 5 Manas and buddhi are characterized ( 1.18-23), 6 followed by 
the ten indriyas (1.24-26), the five mahabhiitas (1. 27-3 lab), the objects of the senses 
(l.3lcd), buddhi (1.32-34),7 and para(= avyakta; 8 1.35). 

Sattva, rajas and tamas are mentioned with regard to the keeping together of the ag
gregate (rasi) 9 of twenty-four principles, which constitutes the puru~, and with regard 
to the dissolution of this aggregate, i.e., final emancipation (1.36). 10 

The existence of the puru~a (here identical with the atman), distinct from the body 
and eternal, and different from the puru~a as an aggregate, is defended against oppo
nents (1.37-62). 11 

The eight evolutes ofbhiitapralqti are the five mahabhiitas, 12 buddhi, 13 avyakta and 
aharpkara; 14 the products (vikara) are sixteen in number: 15 five organs of sense, five 
organs of action, mind (manas) and the objects of the five senses (1.63-64). This whole, 
· the avyakta excepted, is known as the field (k~etra), 16 while the avyakta is the knower 
of the field (k~trajiia) (1.65). Theavyakta gives rise to buddhi, aharpkara evolves from 
buddhi, the five mahabhiitas arise from aharpkara ( 1. 66-67ab ). The cycles of evolution 
and dissolution are described ( l.67cd-69).17 

The characteristics of the atman (atmalii1ga) are enumerated (1.70-72), 18 which 
disappear at death (1.73-74). A discourse on the atman and the manas follows (1.75-
85). 19 A characteristic attributed to the manas is kriyavattva (activity), while the atman 
is the kartar (agent); the manas is unconscious, while the atrnan is endowed with con
sciousness ( 1.75-76).20 

Verses on the duty of a physician to avert future suffering introduce (l.86-94ab) 21 

a more general discussion o fupadha (attachment to the objects of the senses); 22 upadha 
is the main cause of suffering, freedom from it eliminates all miseries (l.99cd-97). 23 

Causes of misery are dealt with in the next section: dhivibhra1psa 24 or buddhivi
bhraq1sa (impairment of functions of the intellect), dhrtivibhrarpsa (impairment of the 
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faculty of keeping one's ground), sm~ivibhrarµsa (impairment of memory), saipprapti 
(the coming to fruition) of kala (the factor of time), sal!tprapti of karman (past actions), 
and asatmyarthagama (unsuitable contact with the objects of the senses) (1.98).25 

These subjects are more elaborately discussed. DhI-, dhrti- and sm,ti vibhrarpsa are 
subsumed under the term prajfiaparadha (errors in judgment) (1.99-109). 26 Natural 
(svabhavika) diseases, like old age and death, belong, together with all the other dis
orders influenced by the time factor, to those caused by kalasarpprapti ( I.I 10-155). 
Karman is the same as daiva (fate); diseases caused by karman are not amenable to 
treatment and subside only after the effects of karman are exhausted (1.116-117). 27 

Unsuitable contact with the objects of the senses (asatmyarthasa1J1yoga) is illustrated 
by means of examples (1.118-128). 

The next subjects are sukha (happiness) and dul)kha (suffering), arising from the 
contact with the sense of touch (sparsa) 28 and mind (manas), which leads to attach
ments (ti:~i:ia) in the form of desire (iccha) and aversion (dve~a) (1.129-136). Mok~a 
(final emancipation), in which all sensations (vedana) have ceased, is reached by means 
of yoga (1.137-139).29 

The eight wonderful powers (aisvara bala) of yogins are enumerated: avesa (en
tering another's body), cetaso jfianam (knowing another's mind), arthanarµ chandatal) 
kriya (doing things at will), dr~!i (extraordinary power of vision), srotra (extraordi
nary power of hearing), sm~i (extraordinary power of memory), kanti (extraorainary 
beauty) and i~\ato 'darsanam (invisibility at pleasure) (1.140-141). 30 

The way leading to mok~a (final emancipation) and this state itself are described 
( 1.142-155). 31 

Chapter two is called atulyagotriya.32 This title refers to the rule that marriages33 be
tween members of the same gotra should not be contracted (2.3).34 

This chapter contains Atreya's answers to thirty-six questions 35 of Agnivesa which 
deal with conception, embryology, and a number of more diverse subjects. 36 

The male semen (sukra) is said to be composed of four mahabhiitas and to orig
inate from (food containing) the six tastes (2.4).37 The causes of normal conception, 
foetal development and delivery of the child are mentioned, followed by the causes of 
abnormalities in these processes (2.6-7). 38 

A type of pseudo-pregnancy is described, caused by vayu which obstructs (the flow 
of) the menstrual blood. 39 When this blood is at last discharged, some people say that 
because only blood is seen and no trace of a foetus, the latter has been destroyed by 
an evil spirit (bhiita); 40 this view is rejected for the reason that these evil spirits, who 
roam about during the nighl, are fond of ojas and would have caused fatal damage to 
the mother's body too, if they actually had succeeded in gaining access to her body 
(2.8-10).41 

Predominance of rakta42 at conception produces a female, predominance of sukra 
(semen) a male child. 43 The genesis of twins44 and multiple births 45 is explained, fol
lowed by the causes of delayed parturition and the differences in twins (2.11-16). 

A number of abnormalities of the offspring are accounted for. A child. called 
dviretas 46 is born when the male and female contributions to the bija47 are equal48 or 
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when there is damage to the bija. 49 A pavanendriya is conceived when viiyu harms 
the seat of sukra of the embryo,50 a sarpskiiraviiha when anila (= viita) injures the 
opening (dviira) of the receptacle ef sperm. 51 The two (male and female) types of 
klfba 52 are born from parents whose procreatory fluids (bija) are sluggish or deficient, 
who are weak or do not experience sexual pleasure (har~a). A vakrin 53 is the result of 
pratigha54 of the female during intercourse and weakness of the male. An Ir~yiirati 55 

is born from spiteful partners who do not enjoy the act fully. 56 A viitika~ai~~aka's 
testicles are seriously damaged by an abnormal condition (do~a) of viiyu and agrri 
(2.17-21). 57 

The signs indicating conception are described, followed by signs pointing to the 
sex of the child; 58 it will resemble the kind of being or person with whom the mother 
is preoccupied during conception (2.22-25).59 

A foetus is composed of four mahiibhiitas, 60 each of which derives from father, 
mother, the mother's food and the iitman;61 the appearance and other characteristics62 

ofthechildaredetermined by its own karman and that of its parents (2.26-27). 63 The 
causes of abnormalities in the newborn child are discussed (2.29-30). 

Transmigration is the next subject discussed. The iitman is described, the entities 
accompanying it during the cycle of rebirths, 64 the factors determining one's physical 
appearance and mental characteristics, etc. (2.31-38).65 

The causes of happiness and sorrow (har~a and soka) are dealt with again. All dis
eases are broughtabout by errors injudgment (prajiiiipariiaha), unsuitable (contact with 
the) objects (of the senses) and transformations caused by time. Fate (daiva) and per
sonal efforts (pauru~a) are decisive factors in health and disease (2.39-4 7). 66 

Chapter three, called khuc;l9ikii garbhiivakriinti~. 67 is concerned with the descent (ava
kriinti) of the transmigrating seif(jiva) 68 into the embryo. The chapter is composed in 
the form of a dialogue between Atreya and Bharadviija. 69 

Atreya proposes that the child in the womb is an aggregate (samudiiya) of six fac
tors (bhiiva) derived from the mother, father, iitman, suitability (siitmya), the nutrient 
fluid (of the mother) (rasa), and sattva (= manas). 70 This proposition is rejected by 
Bharadviija, who gives his arguments, which are refuted by Atreya (3.3-5). 

The constituents of the body deriving from the mother are enumerated: tvac (the 
layers of the skin).7 1 iohita (blood), miirpsa (muscular tissue), medas (fatty tissue), 
nabhi (the navel), hrdaya (heart), kloman, yakrt (liver), phihan (spleen), vrkkas 
(kidneys), basti (bladder), piirI~iilihiina (receptacle of faeces), iimiisaya, pakviisaya, 
uttaraguda (rectum), adharaguda (anal region), k~udriintra (small intestine), sthiiliintra 
(large intestine), 72 vapii, and vapiivahana (omentum).73 Derived from the father are: 
kesa (the hairs of the head), smasru (the beard hair), nakha (nails), ioman (body hair), 
danta (the teeth), asthi (the bones), sirii (veins), sniiyu (the cords, i.e., ligaments, etc.), 
and dhamanI (arteries). 7 4 

Derived from the iitman 75 are: birth in various successive wombs, iiyus (the life 
span), iitmajiiiina (knowledge of the self), manas, indriya (the senses), priil)a, apiina, 
prerai:ia (setting in motion), dhiirai:ia (sustenance), iikrti (personal appearance), 76 svara 
(voice), varr;ia (complexion), sukha (happiness), du~kha (misery), icchii (desire), 
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dve~a (aversion), cetana (consciousness), dhrti (power of restraint), smrti (memory), 
ahaq1kara (the ego), and prayatna (effort). 77 

Derived from satmya are: arogya (health), analasya (diligence), alolupatva (ab
sence of greed), indriyaprasada (clarity of the senses), sarppad (excellence) of svara 
(voice), varr_1a (complexion) and bija (reproductive factors), and prahar~abhiiyastva 
(abundance of orgastic pleasure). 78 

Derived fromrasa are: abhinirvrtti (development) and abhivrddhi (growth) of the 
body, pra1_1anubandha (maintenance of the link with the vital breaths), trpti (satisfac
tion), pu~\i (a well-nourished bodily appearance), and utsaha (perseverance).79 

Derived from sattva are: bhakti (inclination), sila (conduct), sauca (purity), dve~a 
(enmity), smrti (memory), moha (attachment), tyaga (detachment), matsarya (envy), 
saurya (valour), bhaya (fear), krodha (anger), tandra (drowsiness), utsaha (persever
ance), taik~~tya (harshness), mardava (mildness), gambhirya (seriousness), anavasthi
tatva (instability), and other features to be described in the context of the sattva typol
ogy (3.6-13).8° 

After listening to this exposition by Atreya, Bharadvaja asks a second set of ques
tions, to which Atreya replies again. The latter explains why living beings, man in
cluded, generate offspring of the same species as the parents,81 and why intellectual 
deficiency is not always of a hereditary character. He also clarifies the connections be
tween the atman and the senses (3.14-25). 82 

Chapter four, called mahati garbhavakranti~, deals with embryology. 83 The subjects 
discussed in the chapter are enumerated ( 4.3). The five factors (bhava) at the origin of 
the aggregate called garbha (embryo, foetus) are referred to (4.4). 

The combination of sukra, so1_1ita and jiva is called garbha ( 4.5). The garbha is a 
product of the five mahabhiitas and the seat of consciousness (cetana), which is re
garded as the sixth dhatu ( 4.6).84 

Conception is described (4.7) and the processes in its wake. First of all, the 
cetanadhatu (principle on which potential consciousness is based), 85 accompanied by 
the sattva as its instrument, becomes active in appropriating the qualities (gu1_1a), 86 

beginning with (those ot) akasa, gradually followed by (those of) the other four 
mahabhiitas; this process requires very little time ( 4.8). 87 

In the first month of its development the embryo is a jelly-like (khe\a) mixture of 
all its constituents; 88 in the second month it becomes a firm mass (ghana), which is like 
a bolus (pi1_1.a), 89 like a muscle (pesi), orlike a tumour(arbuda), 90 thus indicating that 
its sex is male, female, or neither male nor female (napurpsaka). 91 All the sense organs, 
the main parts of the body (aliga) and the smaller parts, develop in the third month. 92 

Derived from akasa are sabda (sound), srotra (the sense of hearing), !aghava 
(lightness),93 sauk~mya (subtlety) and viveka (separation); derived from vayu are 
sparsa (touch), sparsana (the tactile sense), rauk~ya (dryness), prera1_1a (setting in 
motion),94 dhatuvyiihana (disposition and displacement of the dhatus), and ce~\al_1 
sarirya~ (bodily movements); derived from agni (fire) are riipa (vision), darsana 
(the sense of seeing), prakasa (clarity), pakti (digestion and related processes), and 
au~1_1ya (heat); derived from ap (water) are rasa (taste), rasana (the gustatory sense), 
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saitya (coldness), miirdava (softness), sneha (unctuousness), and kleda (moisture); 
derived from p1thvT (earth) are gandha (smell), ghrii1_1a (the olfactory sense), gaurava 
(heaviness), sthairya (solidity), and miirti (corporeality) ( 4.9-12)· 95 

The parallelism of macrocosm and microcosm is stressed ( 4.13). 
The organs of sense, and the major and minor parts of the body, appear thus simul

taneously, apart from those which develop later in life ( 4.14). Sensations (vedanii)arise 
in the same period. The foetus begins to quicken (spandate) and to long for whatever 
was experienced in its previous life. This state is called dvaihrdayya, because the foe
tus, being connected with the mother's heart through nutritive vessels, goes through 
the same desires as its mother. 96 For that reason the mother's desires should be duly 
taken into consideration and satisfied, unless harmful to the child ( 4.15, 17, 19)· 97 

The signs of pregnancy are described (4.16), 98 followed by rules concerning the 
mother's diet and behaviour (4.18).99 

During the fourth month the mass of the foetus increases, which makes the gravida 
feel heavy. LOO The muscular tissue and blood develop in the fifth month in particular, 
which leads to leanness in the mother. The sixth month is characterized by the develop
ment of strength and complexion, which results in loss of strength and complexion in 
the mother. The foetus grows in every respect during the eighth month, which makes 
the expectant mother exhausted; this month is dangerous because ojas is exchanged 
between mother and child, leading to fluctuations of mood in both ( 4.19-24 ). 101 

The ninth and tenth monthsarethe period of parturition. 102 Factors influencing nor
mal development of the foetus and normal delivery are dealt with ( 4.25-29). 103 

Disorders of the foetus on account of damage to the female procreatory fluid 
(so1_1ita) and the uterus are discussed: affections of parts of the body derived from 
the mother, sterility (vandhyatva), premature death, 104 and the condition of being a 
viirttii. 105 The same disorders arise from damage to particular parts of the male seed, 
with this difference that not a vartta, but a trr;1aputrika may be born 106 ( 4.30-31). 

The last section of the chapter is devoted to a character typology. Human beings 
are of three main character types (sattva): suddha, rajasa and tamasa. 107 Though the 
variations in character are innumerable, a number of types are described in more detail. 

The seven suddha types are: briihma, 108 fu'\;a, aindra, yamya, varu1_1a, kaubera, and 
gandharva; the six tamasa types are: asura, rak::,asa, 109 paisaca, 110 sarpa, praita, and 
sakuna; the three tamasa types are: pasava, 111 matsya and vanaspatya (4.36--40). 112 

Chapter five, called purn~avicaya, is concerned with the parallelism between macro
cosm and microcosm and with the way leading to final emancipation (mok~a). 

The parallels between the cosmos (loka) and the person (puru~a) are discussed first. 
The cosmos is an aggregate of six dhatus: the five mahiibhiitas and the unmanifest 
(avyakta) brahman. The puru~a is similar to the cosmos in this respect (5.4). 

The parallelism is elucidated in more detail. The mahiibhiitas (earth, etc.) and 
brahman are represented in the purn::,a by miirti (corporeality), kleda (moisture), 
abhisa1ptiipa (heat), priizia, su~iratva (hollowness), and the antariitman. The vibhiiti 113 

of brahman is represented by Prajapati, 114 the vibhiiti of the antariitman by sattva (= 
manas). Indra corresponds to the aha1pkara, 115 Aditya 116 to adana (absorption), 117 
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Rudra to ro~a (anger}, Soma to prasada (serenity}, the Vasus 118 to sukha (happiness}, 
the Asvins to kanti (beauty), Marut to utsaha (perseverance), the Visvedeva~ 119 to the 
sense organs and their objects; 120 darkness (lamas) corresponds to ignorance (moha), 
light to (spiritual) knowlege Uiiana). The four ages (yuga) of the world correspond to 
childhood, adulthood, old age and disease (5.5). 

The purpose of this exposition on the parallels between loka 121 and puru~a is that 
it leads to true knowledge (satya buddhill~). consisting of the realization that cosmos 
and self are identical 122 (5.7). Attachment (pravrtti) is the main cause of all kinds of 
affliction (upaplava}, while detachment (nivrtti) leads to their cessation (uparama). 123 

This true knowledge is based on the insight that loka and puru~a are identical (5.8). 
The sources of attachment are dealt with: moha (ignorance}, iccha (desire}, dve~a 

(aversion) and karman (action). Attachment gives rise to aha1pkara (experiencing the 
own ego as a glorious entity), sailga (actions not leading to emancipation), sarp.saya 
(doubt), abhisarp.plava (considering the self to be identical with the body), abhyavapata 
(self-based attachment), vipratyaya (considering something wholesome as unwhole
some, etc., and the other way round}, avise~a (lack of discrimination}, and anupaya 
(employment of unsuitable means) (5.10). 124 Detachment is apavarga (emancipation}, 
mok~a (freedom from bondage), etc. (5.11). 

The means to be employed for the ascent (udayana) leading to mok~a (5.12) and 
the achievement of the aim (5.13-24) are described. 

Chapter six, called sariravicaya, deals with a number of subjects. 
Its first part is concerned with imbalance of the dhatus (= <lops) and restoration 

of their equilibrium. A dhatu increases by the use of substances with properties simi
lar to those of the dhatu, while it is subject to decrease through the use of substances 
with contrary properties. Treatment of imbalances of the dhatus is based on this princi
ple (6.3-11). The twenty properties (gu~a) of the dhatus are enumerated in this section 
(6.10).125 

Factors leading to bodily growth, increase of strength and transformation of the 
food are dealt with (6.12-16). The constituents of the body are divided into two groups: 
mala and prasada. The malas (waste products) are the various secretions (upadeha) 
which come out of the orifices of the body, 126 bodily elements (dhatu) which have been 
subject to excessive paka (paripakva), 127 excited (prakupita) do~as, 128 and other sub
stances harmful to the body. The entities called prasada are the (normal) seven bodily 
elements l 29 ( 6.17). 

The three do~as, when corrupted (du~\a), are the agents causing corruption of all 
the constituents mentioned, because it is in their nature (svabhava) to do so ( 6.18). 

The second pa1t is devoted to questions pertaining to emb1yology. On the impor
tant problem as to which part of the embryo arises first, conflicting views have been ex
pressed by sages who composed (medical) treatises (siitralqt). Kumarasiras Bharadvaja 
is of the opinion that the head arises first; it is the heart according to Kaitkayana, the 
physician from Bahlika, the navel according to Bhadrakapya, the pakvasaya and guda 
(rectum and anus) 130 according to Bhadrasaunaka, hands and feet according to Ba9isa, 
the organs of sense according to Janaka from Videha; the question cannot be answered, 
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because observation is impossible, according to Miirici Kasyapa; all the organs ap
pear at the same time, according to Dhanvantari. Atreya agrees with Dhanvantari, but 
not without drawing attention to the importance of the heart as the root (miila) of all 
the parts of the body and the seat (adhi~(iina) of some other constituents (bhiiva) 131 

(6.21).132 

The foetus lies in the womb (kuk~i) with its face towards the mother's back, its 
head upwards and limbs folded. 133 

In the early stage of its development, the foetus is entirely dependent for its main
tenance on upasneha (transudation) 134 and upasveda (conduction of heat) 135 from the 
mother's body. Later, upasneha is effected partly through the pores of the hairs (ro
makiipa) and partly through the vessels in the umbilical cord (niibhina,yayana). This 
cord is attached to the navel at one end, to the placenta (aparii) 136 at the other end, 
and the placenta is connected with the mother's heart, which fills it with nourishment 
(6.23). 137 

Normally, the child turns its head downwards when the time of delivery is 
approaching ( 6.24 ). 

Disorders of the newly-born child which are not brought about by the do~as find 
their origin in the wrath of the gods and of other beings (6.27). 

The last section of the chapter is concerned with timely and untimely death 
(kiiliikiilailll'tYu). 138 The normal life span in the present age is said to be one hundred 
years ( 6.28-29). 

Chapter seven, called sarlrasar/lkhyii, 139 deals with the parts of the body and their re
spective numbers. 

Six layers of skin (tvac) are distinguished: 140 udakadharii; 141 asrgdharii; 142 the 
third layer, in which sidhma 143 and kiliisa 144 have their origin; 145 the fourth layer, 
from which dadru and ku~tha 146 originate; 147 the fifth layer, which is the seat of alaJJ 
and vidradhi; 148 the sixth layer, which, when cut, causes fainting, 149 is the seat of a 
type of blackish red boils (ariirµ~i) l50 (7.4).151 

The body is composed of six main parts: the two arms (biihu), the two legs (sakthi), 
head and neck, and trunk (antariidhi) (7.5). 152 

The bones, together with the sockets (uliikhala) of the teeth and the nails, are three 
hundred and sixty in number (7.6).153 

These bones consist of: thirty-two teeth, thirty-two sockets of the teeth (dan
toliikhala), 154 twenty nails, sixty phalanxes in fingers and toes (piil)ipiidiiilgulyasthi), 155 

twenty metacarpal and metatarsal bones (piil)ipiidasaliikii), 156 four bases of the 
metacarpal and metatarsal bones (piil)ipiidasaliikiidhi~!hiina), 157 two bones in the 
heels (piir~tJi), 158 four bones in the ankles (gulpha), 159 two wrist-bones (mal)ika), 160 

four bones in the forearms (aratni), four bones in the lower legs (jailghii), 161 two 
bones in the knees (jiinu), 162 two kneecaps (jiinukapiilikii), 163 two long bones in 
the thighs (iirunalaka), two long bones in the upper arms (biihunalaka), two bones 
in the shoulders (arr1sa), 164 two shoulder blades (arpsaphalaka), 165 two clavicles 
(ak~aka), 166 one breastbone (jatru), 167 two bones in the palate (tiilukii), 168 two flat 
pelvic bones (srol)iphalaka), 169 one pubic bone (bhagiisthi), 170 forty-five bones in the 
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back (pmhagatiisthi), 171 fifteen bones in the neck (grivii), 172 fourteen bones in the 
front part of the chest (uras), 173 twenty-four ribs (parsuka), 174 twenty-four sockets 
(sthalaka) of the ribs, 175 twenty-four tubercles (arbuda) for the sthiilakas, 176 one 
jaw bone (hanvasthi), two connecting bones at the roots of the jaw bone (hanumii
labandhana), 177 one bone constituting the nose (niisikii), the prominent parts of the 
cheeks (ga~u;lakii!a), and the forehead (lataia), 178 two bones in the temples (sa1ikha), 179 

and four flat skull bones (siraJ:ikapiila). 180 

There are five seats of the senses: skin, tongue, nose, eyes and ears; five senses 
(buddhindriya): the tactile, gustatory, olfactory, visual and auditory sense; five motor 
organs (kannendriya): hands, feet, anus (piiyu), genitals (upastha) and tongue (7.7). 

There is one heart, which is the seat of consciousness (cetanadhiitu) (7.8). 181 

There are ten seats (iiyatana) of the prii11as: head, throat, heart, navel, anal region, 
bladder, ojas, semen, blood and muscular tissue (7.9). 182 

The viscera (ko~!hiiilgani) are fifteen in number: navel (niibhi), heart (hrdaya), 
kloman, 183 liver (yak{t), 184 spleen (p!Ihan), the two kidneys (vrkka), 185 urinary 
bladder (basti), receptacle of the faeces (puri~iidhiira), 186 receptacle of undigested 
food (iimiisaya), 187 receptacle of digested food (pakviisaya), 188 the upper part of the 
rectum (uttaraguda), the lower part of the rectum (adharaguda), 189 small intestine 
(k~udriintra), large intestine (sthiiliintra), 190 and omentum (vapiivahana) 191 (7.10). 192 

The minor parts (pratyailga) of the body, into which the main parts are subdivided, 
are fifty-six in number: 193 twojailghiipir:u#kiis (calves), 194 two iirupi!)Qikiis, 195 the two 
parts called sphic (buttock), 196 two vr~a!las (testicles), 197 the sephas (penis), 198 two 
ukhas (armpits), 199 two va1ik~a~1as (groins), 200 two kukundaras, 201 one bastisir~a, 202 

one udara (abdomen), 203 two stanas (breasts), 204 two parts called sle~mabhii, 205 two 
biihupir19ikiis, 206 one cibuka (chin),207 two o~!has (lips),208 two srkkar:iis (corners 
of the mouth), 209 two dantave~!akas (the gums of the two halves of the mouth), 210 

one tiilu (palate), 211 one galasu119ikii (uvula), 212 two upajihvikiis, m one gojihvikii 
(tongue), 214 two ga~19as (cheeks), 215 two karr:iasa~kulikiis, 216 two kaq1aputrakas, 217 

two ak~ikuias, 218 four parts called ak~ivartman (the eyelids), 219 two aksikaninikiis, 220 

two parts called bhru (the eyebrow),221 one avaiu,222 four hrdayas of hands and feet 
(the palms and soles) 223 (7.11).224 

The nine orifices (chidra) are nine in number: seven in the head and two below 
(7.12).225 

The parts so far mentioned are visible; the remaining ones are invisible and their 
number has to be deduced by reasoning (7.13). 

The sniiyus are nine hundred in number, 226 the siras 227 seven hundred, 228 the 
dhamams 229 two hundred, 230 the pesis (muscles) four hundred, 231 the marmans (vul
nerable spots) one hundred and seven,232 the sandhis (junctures) 233 two hundred. 234 

The terminal openings (mukhiigra) of the minute branches of siriis and dhamanis, as 
well as the hairs of scalp, face and body are 29,956 in number (7.14 ). 235 

Bodily constituents, measurable in afijalis, 236 are dealt with next. The standard 
quantities are given; the figures are reached by reasoning (tarka). 237 Quantities 
mentioned are: ten aiijali of watery fluid (udaka), 238 nine of rasa as a fluid resulting 
from the digestion of the food, eight of blood, seven of faeces, six of kapha, five 
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of pitta, four of mine, three of vasa, two of medas, one of majja; half an aiijali of 
mastiska (brain tissue), 239 sukra (semen) and slai~mika ojas24o (7.15). 

Components and functions of the body which are regarded as mainly connected 
with one of the five mahabhiitas are enumerated (7. 16).241 

PrthivI (earth) is predominantly present in parts which are sthiila (gross), sthira 
(firm), miirtimant (endowed with a particular forrn), guru (heavy), khara (rough), and 
ka\hina (hard); it also predominates in the nakhas (nails), asthis (bones), dantas (teeth), 
marpsa (muscular tissue), carrnan (the outer layer of the skin), 242 varcas (faeces), kesa 
(hairs of the scalp), smasru (beard hair), loman (body hair), the kaI_!<;laras, 243 gandha 
(smell) and ghraI_Ja (the olfactory sense). Ap (water) predominates in parts which are 
drava (fluid), sara (mobile), manda (sluggish), snigdha (oleaginous), mrdu (soft) and 
picchila (mucilaginous); it also predominates in rasa (nutrient fluid), rudhira (blood), 
vasa (muscle fat), kapha, pitta, miitra (urine), sveda (sweat), rasa (taste), and rasana 
(the gustatory sense). Agni (fire) predominates in pitta, ~man (heat), bhas (lustre), 
riipa (vision) and darsana (the visual sense). Vayu (air) predominates in ucchvasa 
(exspiration), prasvasa (inspiration), unme~a (opening of the eyes), rrime~a (closing 
of the eyes), akuiicana (contraction), prasaraI_Ja (extension), gamana (locomotion), 
preraI_Ja (impelling), dhara9a (retention), sparsa (touch), and sparsana (the tactile 
sense). Antarik~a (= akasa) predominates in vivikta pa1ts (interstices), vac (speech), 
large and minute vessels (srotas ), sabda (sound), and srotra (the auditory sense) (7.16). 

With respect to their division into atoms (parama1:rn), the component parts of the 
body are countless, because these atoms are present in very large numbers, of very 
minute size and imperceptible. Conjunction (sarpyoga) and disjunction (vibhaga) of 
the atoms is caused by vayu and the own nature (svabhava) of karman (movement) 
(7.17). 

The view that the composite body is one whole leads to attachment (sariga), the 
insight that its parts are separate to final emancipation (apavarga). 

Chapter eight, called jatisiitrfya, 244 deals with procreation, the management of preg
nancy and delivery,245 the care of the woman in childbed,246 the care of the newborn 
child, etc. 

The topics disussed first are: rules for sexual intercourse (8.3-8);2 47 rules and rit
uals ensuring desired characteristics 248 in the son to be conceived (8.9-14).249 Apart 
from these behavioural rules and rituals, the complexion of a son will be deterrnined by 
the relative preponderance of the mahabhiitas; tejas (fire), when associated with udaka 
(water) and antarik~a ( = akasa), furthers a fair (avadhiita) complexion, when associated 
with pfthivI (earth) and vayu (air) a dark (kr~I_Ja) complexion, while balance of the five 
gives rise to a syama2SO colour of the skin (8.15). 251 Factors influencing the sattva of 
the child are added (8.16). 

The pmpsavana ritual, 252 aiming at the conception of a son,253 is described 254 

(8.19), 255 followed by measures promoting the maintenance of the pregnancy (garb
hasthapana; 8.20). Factors which are harmful to the unborn child (garbhopaghatakara) 
and may lead to its death, to abortion, particular defects, and diseases are discussed 
(8.21).256 
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Rules for the management of pregnancy are dealt with (8.22). 
The next section is concerned with disorders occurring during pregnancy and their 

treatment (8.23-31). 257 

Disorders described are: bleeding (pu~padarsana), bleeding associated with ama, 
upavi~!aka (prolongation of the gestation period), nagodara (death of the child within 
the womb, followed by withering), uda varta, vibandha ( chronic obstipation), and death 
of the unborn child (rnrtagarbha); extraction (harai:ia) of a dead child (called a salya) 
by a specialist (garbhahartar) is discussed.258 

The monthly regimen during pregnancy is dealt with. 259 Atreya rejects an opinion 
CUJTent among women and gives his view on the development of striae (kikkisa); 260 

he also refutes Bhadrakapya's thesis on the origin of tawniness (paiiJgalya) in the child 
(8.32).261 

The construction of the birth-chamber (siitikagara), its equipment, the way it should 
be occupied by the expectant mother (8.33-35), 262 the signs heralding parturition, and 
the management of delivery 263 are discussed (8.36-40),264 followed by the measures 
to be taken when the placenta (apara) does not come out spontaneously265 (8.41 ).266 

The care for the child immediately after birth is described (8.42-43); 267 the cutting 
of the umbilical cord (na9Ikalpana); 268 the treatment when it becomes inflamed; the 
disorders resulting from improper handling of the cord: ayamottm~•ika (lengthwise 
swelling), vyayamottui:i~ta (breadthwise swelling), pii:i9alika (a circular swelling), 
vinamika (swelling of the periphery and depression of the centre), and vijrmbhika (a 
gradual increase in size); 269 the treatment of these disorders (8.42-45). 270 

The birth-ceremony (jatakarman) 271 should then be performed, 272 the first feeding 
should take place (8.46 ), 273 and measures should be taken which protect mother and 
child (8.4 7). 274 The regimen of a woman who has recently given birth to a child is de
scribed; great care is necessary, since disorders arising in this period are grave, curable 
with difficulty or incurable (8.48-49). 275 

The naming ceremony (namakarai:ia)276 is described (8.50).277 After this cere
mony, the child should be examined with a view to determining its life span (ayus). A 
long list is given of characteristics indicating a long life (8.51). 278 

The next subject is the wet-nurse (dhatrI): desirable qualities of a wet-nurse as a 
person, desirable characteristics of her breasts and breastmilk are dealt with (8.52-
54 ). 279 Disorders of the breastmilk (k~Irado~a) by vata,pitta,kapha are described,280 
followed by measures purifying the milk (k~Iravisodhana) and promoting its produc
tion (k~Irajanana) (8.55-57). 281 The proper way of breastfeeding is described (8.58). 282 

The chapter ends with prescriptions for the arrangement of the nursery (kumara
gara), amulets (mai:ii) to be worn by the child, 283 toys (kn,anaka), 284 the behaviour of 
adults towards the child,285 and the general treatment of children's diseases (8.59-66). 



Chapter 5 

Indri yasthana 

The lndriyasthana I is concerned with signs foretelling death. 2 

Chapter one, 3 called vanjasvariya, begins with enumerating the factors to be taken 
into consideration by a physician wishing to determine the remaining span of life of 
a patient. 4 The list of these factors, comprising forty-seven items, covers all the topics 
discussed in the lndriyasthana ( 1.3 ). 5 

Some factors, which do not relate to the patient as a person,6 should be judged by 
means of authoritative statements (upadesa) and yukti, while the factors relating to the 
normal condition (prakrti) of the patient and morbid changes in that condition (vikfti) 
should be carefully observed (1.4). 

The normal condition of a patient depends on his birth within a particular social 
group (jati), his family lineage (kula), his place of residence (desa), the period of time 
(kala), his age (vayas), and individual characteristics (1.5). 

Morbid changes are of three types: caused by bodily marks (lak~aQanimitta), 
caused by aetiological factors (Iak~yanimitta) and caused by factors resembling 
aetiological factors (nimittanuriipa) (1.6). 

The first type consists of changes, appearing at their appropriate time, which are 
the result of bodily marks, acquired by an individual due to fate ( daiva); 7 the second 
type is caused by factors discussed under the nidana of the various diseases; the third 
type consists of changes which appear without any apparent cause (animitta) and are 
indicative of the remaining measure of the patient's life span. The changes of the third 
type will be more elaborately discussed (I. 7). 8 

The normal complexion (varQa) is of four main types: 9 kf~Qa (black), syama 
(brown), 10 syamavadata, and avadata (fair); 11 other shades should be learnt from 
the experts ( 1.8). 12 Abnormal colours of the complexion are: nila (dark blue), syava 
(grey), 13 tamra (coppery red), harita (yellowish green), and sukla (white) (1.9). 14 

A series of premonitory signs (ari~!a), relating to a patient's complexion and indi
cating a fatal outcome, are described (1.10-13). 

Normal types of voice (svara) are then enumerated, followed by abnormal types 
and inauspicious signs relating to a patient's voice ( 1.14-15). 15 The chapter ends with 
verses on characteristics of the complexion and the voice which point to a fatal course 
of the illness (1.17-25). 16 

Chapter two, called pu~pitaka, compares the connection between a fatal sign (ari~!a) 
and death with that between a flower (pu~pa) and the fruit it produces (2.3-5). 17 Pa-
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tients exhibiting such signs are therefore called pA~pita. 18 

Ari~\as relating to the smell emitted by a pati,mt's body are described (2.8-16),19 
followed by those relating to its taste, as may be dl:duced from its attractiveness to var
ious kinds of insects (2.17-22). 

Chapter three, called parimarsaniya, is about fatal: signs to be ascertained by means of 
palpation (parimarsana, sparsa), followed by some other categories of ari~\as. 

Rules for palpation and inauspicious abnormz,Jities found by means of this proce
dure are described (3.4-5).20 

The physician should also examine the patient's way of breathing (ucchviisa), the 
region of the carotid arteries (manyii), the teeth, eyelashes, eyes, hair of the head and 
body, belly, nails and fingers. Fatal signs relatin~ito breathing and signs occurring in 
the mentioned parts of the body are described (3.1 i). 

Chapter four, called indriyiinika, 21 is concerned with ari~\as pertaining to the functions 
of the senses; this category has to be determined bj,means ofinference (anumiina) ( 4.3-
4 ).22 Many fatal signs of this type are described. 2 3 

Chapter five, called piirvariipiya, 24 deals with fan! prodromes (piirvariipa).25 In gen
eral, presence of the complete set of prodromes or a paiticular disease indicates a fatal 
outcome (5.3-5). Prodromes, pointing to the sewre character of a series of particular 
diseases, are described. Dreams (svapna) form a oonspicuous element among these fa
tal signs (5.6-25). 26 

Numerous dreams auguring imminent death [)r great anguish (diim~1all svapna~) 
are described (5.27-39). 27 Healthy persons, haviiig the same dreams, may sometimes 
escape this fate (5.40). The dami:ia dreams are eiplained as having an organic basis 
(5.40-41). 28 

Seven types of dreams are distinguished: base(! on visual perceptions ( dr~\a), based 
on auditory perceptions (sruta), perceptions by <Hher senses (anubhiita),29 based on 
wishes (priirthita), based on imagination (kalpita)i pointing to future events (bhiivika), 
and based on disturbances of the do~as (do~aja) (1.43). The first five types have no ef
rects (aphala); 30 the same applies to dreams experienced during day-sleep and to those 
which are very short or very long31 (5.44).32 Dre,Uns occurring during the first part of 
the night have weak results ( 5.45ab ). 33 The effect ~;fa dream becomes operative at once 
if one does not sleep again after dreaming it (5.45'id). 34 The prognostic meaning of an 
inauspicious dream is annulled when it is followeti by one to be regarded as auspicious 
(5.46).35 

Chapter six, called katamanisarirlya, describes signs w_hich should make the physician 
decide to give up treatment. 36 

Chapter seven, called pannarupiya, 37 deals with ~he prognostic significance of a pa
tient's chiiya, praticchiiyii and prabha (7.3-17), folilowed by various ari~\as (7.18-31). 

Individuals are of three types according to itheir measurement: short, medium 
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and tall,38 of two types according to their shape: balanced (su~ama) and imbalanced 
(vi~ama) (7.8). 

The praticchaya (reflected image) is to be assessed according to its measurement 
(pramai;ia) and shape (sarpsthana), while the chaya (shadow) depends on a person's 
complexion (val1).a) 39 and lustre (prabha) (7.9). 40 

Chaya is of five types, according to the predominance of one of the five mahabhii
tas; the chaya dominated by vayu is inauspicious, the other four types are auspicious 
(7.10--13).41 

Prabha is fiery {taijasI) in nature and of seven types: red,yellow, white, grey (sya
va), yellowish green Charita), pale (pai;i<;lura) and dark(asita); auspicous kinds of prabhii 
are those which are vikasin,42 snigdha (glossy) and vipula;43 inauspicious are those 
which are ary (riik~a), dirty (malina) and contracted (sa(1lk~ipta) (7.14-15). 

Chaya makes vari:ia indistinct (akramati), whereas (pra)bha enhances (prakasin) it; 
chaya can be observed from nearby, (pra)bha from a distance (7.16-17). 

Various ari~\as are described in the second part of the chapter (7.18-31). 

Chapter eight, called avaksirasiya, 44 is concerned with ari~\as indicating the advent of 
death within a few days. 45 

Chapter nine, called yasyasyavanimittiya, describes a number of ari~!as. 46 

This chapter contains some verses of particular interest; the survival of a weak pa
tient who gets rid of his disease all of a sudden is doubtful according to Atreya; if his 
relations insist on it, a physician may prescribe meat soup to such a patient; his life is 
in danger if he does not improve after a month on this diet (9.15-17). 47 

Chapter ten, 48 called sadyomarar;iiya, describes signs indicating sudden death. 49 

Chapter eleven, called ai;iujyotiya, 50 deals with ari~!as foreboding death within a year 
(11.3-6), six months (11.7--9), one month (11.10-12), or an unspecified period of time 
(11.13-26). 

An ari~!Jl is defined as a sign produced by do~as which have transcended the range 
of treatment and pervaded the whole body (11.29). 51 

Chapter twelve, called gomayaciiri;iiya, begins with a short series ofari~!as (12.3-8). 52 

It proceeds with omina relating to the messenger (duta) sent to the physician by the 
patient or his relatives ( 12.9-24 ), 53 omina 54 (autpatika) observed by the physician on 
his way to the patient (12.25-31) 55 and in the patient's domestic surroundings (12.32-
39). 56 

The characteristics of a dying patient are described (12.43-61). The physician 
should not disclose to a patient or his relatives that he has observed the signs of 
imminent death without having been requested to do so; he should withhold this 
information even on request if it is liable to cause hann(l2.62-64). A physician who 
has noticed signs indicative ofrecovery should certainly announce this (12.65-66). 

Auspicious omina relating to the messenger and to occurrences on the way to the 
patient and in his house are dealt with in the last part of the chapter(l 2.67-88). 57 



Chapter 6 

Ciki tsasthana 

Chapter one, divided into four parts (pada), 1 deals with rasayana. 2• 

Part one, called abhayamalakfya, describes rasayanas containing abhaya (= harI
takI) and amalakf. 

Synonyms of therapy (bhe~aja, cikitsita, etc.) are enumerated ( 1.3-4a). Therapy is 
of two kinds: promoting vitality (iirjas) in the healthy and dispelling disease (roganud) 
in patients (arta); its opposite, adverse treatment (abhe~aja), produces its effects for a 
short or a long time3 ( 1.4b-5ab ). Treatment aiming at the promotion of vitality consists 
of rasayana and vajikaral_la; both types of therapy mentioned are, however, useful for 
these two purposes (1.Scd-6). 4 Rasayana and vajikarar:ia are described according to the 
effects produced by them (1.7-12). 

Rasayana treatment5 is of two types: ku\Ipravesika (inside a cottage constructed for 
the purpose) 6 and vatatapika (in the open air). 7 The cottage (ku\I) and the preparatory 
stages of the treatment are described (1.16-28). 

The properties and actions of hantakf are discussed; 8 amalakf has the same prop
erties and actions, apart from its virya, which is the opposite of that ofharitakI9 (l.29-
37). The fruits of both plants should be collected in the Himalayas (1.38-40). 

Six rasayana formulations are described: two kinds of brahmarasayana, 10 cya
·vanaprasa, 11 amalakarasayana, 12 and two kinds of hantakfyoga. These preparations 
made the Vaikhanasas, 13 Valakhilyas, 14 Cyavana, and other sages attain a-very long 
span of life, free from disease and decrepitude (1.41-77). 

Rasayana preparations, comparable to the amrta of the gods and the sudha of the 
serpents, enabled the great sages to live, endowed with youthful vigour, for thousands 
of years. Someone who methodically employs rasayana does not only live for a long 
time, but he also acquires the status of the divine sages and is finally united with the 
indestructible brahman (1.78-80). 

Part two of chapter one, called prar:iakamiya, begins with praising the effects of 
rasayana treatment (2.3). 

Several formulations are described: amalakaghrta (2.4-6), amalakavaleha (2.7), 
amalakaciirl_la (2.8), vi~ailgavaleha (2.9), 15 a second amalakavaleha (2.10), naga
balarasayana (2.11), 16 a recipe without a name (2.12), bhallatakak~Ira (2.13), 17 

bhallatakak~audra (2.14), and bhallatakataila (2.15). 18 

Ten fonns of bhallataka preparations are employed: bhallatakaghrta, 19 -k~Ira, 
-k~udra, -gu~a, 20 -yii~a,'-taila, -palala, -saktu, -laval_la, and -tarpar:ia (2.16 ). 21 

Part three, called karapracitiya, describes sixteen rasayana formulations (3.66). 
It begins with preparations of amalakI frnits, culled by hand (karapracita). The first 
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of these is amalakayasabrahmarasayana, deriving from Brahma, and successfully used 
by Vasi~\ha, Kasyapa, Arigiras, Jamadagni, Bharadvaja, Bhrgu, and other ancient sages 
(3.3-6). The proper way of having recourse to rasayana, illustrated by the behaviour of 
the great sages, is discussed (3. 7-8). The kevalamalakarasayana is dealt with (3 .9-14 ). 

Other rasayana preparations described are: lauhadirasiiyana (3.15-23), 22 aindra 
rasiiyana (3.24-29), 23 a series of four medhyarasayanas 24 (3.30-31 ), 25 pippa!Irasayana 
(3.32-35), 26 pippa!Ivardhamana (3.36-40), 27 and four kinds r:i triphalarasayana 28 

(3.41-47). 
The properties, actions and uses of siliijatu 29 are discussed, a substance that cures 

all diseases. Its potency is enhanced (viryotkar~a) by steeping (bhavana 30, alo~ana) this 
substance in various fluids. Four varieties are distinguished, originating from gold, sil
ver,copperand iron ores, 31 to be used specifically against disorders caused by vata and 
pitta, kapha and pitta, kapha, and all three do~as. The variety deriving from iron ore is 
preferable forrasayana purposes (3.48-65).32 

Part four, called ayurvedasamutthaniya, opens with a second story on the divine 
origin of ayurveda. 33 

This narrative introduces a group of sages, consisting of Agastya, Arigiras, Asita, 
Atri, Bhrnu, Gautama, Kasyapa, Pulastya, Vamadeva, Vasi~\ha, and others. The health 
of these sages had deteriorated due to their adoption of the way ofliving customary in 
cities and villages. 34 Being no longer able to perform theirduties, they repaired to the 
Himalayas, where lndra transmitted to them the ayurveda ( 4.3-5). 35 

Indra makes the sages acquainted with a series of vitalizing (jivaniya) plants, 36 

growing in the Himalayas, which, when taken with milk for six months, bestow a 
maximum !if e span (paramiiyus ); the plants mentioned by name are: aindrI, briihuu, 37 

payasya, k~Irapu~pI, sravai:iI, mahasravai:iI, satavan,38 vidiirI, 39 jivanti,40 punamavii, 
nagabala, 41 sthira, vacii, 42 chatu·a, aticchattrii, meda, and mahamedii (indrokta 
rasiiyana; 4.6). 43 

lndra proceeds with his teachings on rasayana by describing nine divine herbs 
(divyau~adhi): brahmasuvarcalii, adityapari:iI (also called siiryakiinta), 44 asvabalii, 
ka~\hagodha, sarpaniima, soma, padma, aja (also called ajaspigI), and mla, 45 and the 
use made of these herbs in a course of treatment that results in making one the equal 
of the gods in outward appearance and that provides a life span of a thousand years 
( 4. 7). 46 This treatment, perfectly suitable only to sages with a controlled mind (kf
tiitman), will enable them to perform all their duties; vanaprasthas47 and grhasthas48 

with a sufficiently disciplined mind (niyatiitman) may also resort to it ( 4.8-10). The 
same herbs, when growing in another habitat than the Himalayas, have a less powerful 
effect. 

Persons not belonging to the mentioned categories are advised to resort to other 
rasayana procedures (4.11-12). 49 

Such a procedure, of a complex nature, is described; the groups of ten drugs each 
which are balya,jivaniya, bp11ha1_uyaand vaya~sthapana,50 together with many others, 
among which a series of powdered (ciin~a) inorganic substances, are employed in it 
(4.13-26). 

Persons who are wealthy, healthy and self-controlled are suitable to the ku\Ipravesa 
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type of ras1iyana; others should make use of the sauryam1irutika (= v1it1itapika) type 

(4.27-29). 51 . d. d ·1 
The requirements to be met for a successful use of rasliyana are d1scusse m eta1 

(4.30-38).52 . 
A qualified physician (pr1i1)1iC1irya)53 deserves the same honour as that bestowed 

on the Asvins by Indra. The feats of the Asvins 54 are referred to: they restored the cut
off head of the sacrifice, treated Pii~an whose teeth had ~alien out, cured Bhaga who 
had lost his eyesight, Indra when his arms were stiff, and SI11i1~1su (=Candra), when he 
suffered from rajayak~man; they made the old and decrepit Cyavana young agam, _etc. 
( 4.39-44 ). The Asvins are therefore honoured by lndra and other gods, and the twice
born offer to them grahas,55 stotras,56 various oblations (hav1s), and smoke-coloured 
sacrificial animals ( 4.45-49). 57 Physicians should be honoured m the same way as the 

Asvins ( 4.50-51). 
A physician who has completed a full co~rse of training obtains .a s~;tva (mental 

disposition) of the br1ihma or 1ir~a type58 and 1s called thnce-born (tqJa) ( 4.52-54 ). 
The ethical principles he should adhere to are outlmed ( 4.55-62). 

Chapter two, on v1ijikaral).a (aphrodisiacs),60 is divided into four patts (p1ida). 
Part one, called saq1yogasaramii!Iya, begins with the praise of aphrodisiacs, a de

scription of the type of woman most attractive to a man, and the merits of having a 
numerous offspring (1.3-24ab). 

Fifteen 61 aphrodisiac formulations are discussed, many of which contain 
substances of animal origin. These recipes are: b!l])ha1)igu\ik1i (l.24cd-33ab), v1ij1-
kara1)aghi1a (1.33cd-38ab ), 62 four varieties of v1ijikaral).api1)1arasa ( 1.38cd-4 l ), 63 

Vf~yamahi~arasa ( 1.42-43), 64 four different varieties of Vf~yarasa (1.44-45), 65 Vf~ya
m1i1J1sa (1.46), 66 Vf~yam1i~ayoga (1.47), 67 Vf~yakukku\am1i1J1saprayoga (1.48),68 and 
vr~y1it)~arasa (l .49-50ab ). 69 

Part two, called 1isiktak~Irika, deals with a series of eight aphrodisiac recipes: 
~a~\ik1idigu\ik1i (2.3-9), 70 Vf~ya piipalikadiyoga (2. 10-13), 71 apatyakarasvarasa 
(2.14-17), 72 Vf~yak~ira (2.18-20), 73 Vf~yagh\"ta (2. 21-23 ), 74 Vf~yadadhirasaprayoga 
(2.24-26), Vf~ya~a~\ikaudanaprayoga (2.27), and Vf~yapiipalika (2.28-29). 75 

Part three, called m1i~apar~iabhftiya, is about sexually stimulating prescriptions 
which do not contain substances of animal origin, milk excepted (3.3-19). 

Recipes with a name are: Vf~yapippaliyoga (3.12-13), Vf~yapayasayoga (3.14 ), vr
~yapiipalik1i (3.15-17), Vf~yasatavanghrta (3.18), and vr~yamadhukayoga (3.19). 

This section is followed by the characteristics of a fully potent male, various cir
cumstances favouring the sexual urge, diverse sources of sexual excitement, etc. (3.20-
30).76 

Part four, called pum1ifij1itabal1idika, describes four types of sexual vigour in the 
male: dependent on the season (k1ila), practice (abhyasana), effort (prayatna),77 and 
constitution (svabhava) ( 4.3-7). 

Twelve formulations are described which improve sexual vigour in the weak 
and further increase it in those already s.-ong: Vf~yam1iq1sagu\ik1i (4.11-14), 
vr~yam1ihi~arasa (4.15-16), vr~yaghrtabhmamatsyam1i1psa (4.17-18), 78 two vr-
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$Yapiipalikayogas ( 4.19-22), 79 Vf$yamii$iidipiipalikii ( 4.23-24 ), 80 apatyakaraghrta 
(4.28-29), Vf$yagu\ikii (4.30-32), and vr~yotkiirikii (4.33-35). 

Rules for sexual behaviour are formulated (4.36-45). Semen is described and the 
eight factors leading to its discharge: har$a (physical sexual stimulation), tar$a (men
tal sexual stimulation), saratva (fluidity of the semen), paicchilya (sliminess of these
men), gaurava (heaviness of the semen), ai:iuprai:iavabhiiva (the tendency of the semen, 
although ofa small amount, to be ejaculated), miirutadrutatva (the impulse of viiyu to 
expel the semen) (4.46-50).81 

The chapters ends with a definition ofviijikarai:ia (4.51). 

Chapter three is concerned with fevers (jvara) and their treatment. 82 

Agnivesa puts eighteen questions on these subjects, to be elucidated by Atreya 
(3.4-10). 

The synonyms of jvara are listed (3.11). Its directly causative factors (pralqti) 83 

are the bodily and mental do$as (3.12). The essence84 of fever can be defined as k$aya 
(wasting), tamas (entering into darkness), piipman (sinfulness)85 and mrtyu (death), 
which are features belonging to Yama86 (3.13). 

The appearance (pra vrtti) of fever is due to attachment to one's property (parigra
ha)87 and to the wrath of Rudra 88 (3.14 ). The mythic origin of jvara is described; it 
arose, as the being called Virabhadra, 89 during the Tretiiyuga from Siva's anger during 
Dak$a's sacrifice (3.15-25).9° 

Specific characteristics (prabhiiva) of fever are sal)1tiipa (heat), aruci (loss of ap
petite), tr~i:ia (thirst), ai1gamarda (aches in the whole body) and hrdvyatha (distress in 
the cardiac region) (3.26).91 

The causes of the eight types of fever are not discussed, being dealt with already 
in the Nidanasthiina (3.27cd). The prodromes, however, are enumerated again (3.28-
29).92 Fever is located in the entire body, along with the mind; 93 the periods of time 
and its strength have been discussed in the Nidanasthiina (3.30). 94 The invariable sign 
of fever is general heat (saq1tiipa) of body and mind (3.31). 

Fevers are classified in various ways: 95 somatic (slirira) and psychic (miinasa), 
saumya and iigneya, antarvega and bahirvega, prakrta and vaikrta, curable and 
incurable; they are of five types according to the strength or weakness of the do$aS 
in relation to time: sarµtata, satata, anyedyu$ka, tf(iyaka and caturthaka; they are of 
seven types according to their location in the elements of the body; they are of eight 
types according to their causes (i.e., the do$aS) (3.32-35). 96 

The types mentioned are described. A somatic fever starts in the body, a mental 
fever in the mind; the signs of mental heat are enumerated; bodily heat affects the or
gans of sense too (3.36-37ab). A fever predominant in viita and pitta leads to a de
sire for cold and cooling things, a fever predominant in viita and kapha to a desire for 
warmth and heating things (3.37cd-38ab);97 viita is characterized as a synergist (yo
gavaha), producing heat in combination with pitta, coldness in combination with kapha 
(3.38cd-39ab). 

The symptoms of antarvega (intemal)98 and bahirvega (external) fever are men
tioned (3.39cd-4 l ). 99 Priilqta and vaikrta fevers are discussed; a fever is priikf(a if the 
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predominant do~a corresponds to the season in which it arises, vaiktta if the do$a dis
agrees with the season; 100 vata fever is peculiar in being difficult to cure, even when 
it is pr~ta (3.42-49). Curable and incurable fevers are characterized (3.50-52ab). 101 

Two special types of incurable fever are described (3.52cd-53ab). 102 
The fevers called sarptata, 103 satataka, 104 anyedyu~ka, 105 t!tlyaka and caturthaka 

are dealt with; 106 trt1yaka is of three, caturthaka of two varieties (3.53cd-72). 107 A 
special type of vi~amajvara (irregular, intermittent fever) is the type called caturtha
kaviparyaya (reversed quartan fever) (3.73). 108 The five types of vi~amajvara mentio
ned 109 are usually caused by a combination of all ttu·ee do~as, but designated after the 
predominant one (3.74). 

The symptoms of fevers seated in the elements of the body are described (3.76-
83), 110 followed by those caused by two do~as (3.84-89c). 111 Twelve varieties of 
salJlnipata fever are described, distinguished according to the degree to which each of 
the three do~s is excited (3.89d-102), 112 followed by a thirteenth variety in which 
all three do~asareexcited to an equal degree (3.103-I09ab). n3 A sa1J1nipata fever is 
incurable when all its symptoms have developed; when otherwise, it is curable with 
difficulty (3.109cd-110ab). 114 

Agantu fevers, which are secondarily associated with the do~as, are of four 
types: caused by abhighata (injury), abhi~aiiga (intense emotions 115 and possession 
by evil beings), abhicara (sorcery) 116 and abhisapa (curses); 117 these four types are 
discussed; some are said to regard a fover caused by the contact with air carrying 
poisonous substances from particular trees as belonging to the type called abhi~ali.gaja 
(3.l l lcd-129ab). 118 

The pathogenesis of fever is dealt with next (3.l 29cd-I32ab). 119 
Three stages of fever are discussed: fresh (tarui:ia), 120 maturing (pacyamana), and 

devoid of immature matter (nirama) 121 (3.l32cd-I38ab). 122 
The larger portion of the remaining pait of the chapter ( 3.138cd-324ab) is devoted 

to the treatment of fevers. 123 

Recipes provided with a name are candanadyataila (3.258) 124 and agurvadyataila 
(3.267).125 

A swelling (sotha) at the root of the ear 126 is described as a very serious compli
cation of fever (3.287cd-289ab ). A type of fever located in the peripheral parts of the 
body (the branches, sakha), called sakhanusarin, should be treated by means of blood
letting (3.289cd-290ab). Fevers regarded as a complication of visarpa (erysipelas), 
abhighata (trauma) and vispho\aka (vesicular eruptions) are separately mentioned 
(3.290cd-29lab). 

· Worship of Siva 127 and Uma, together with their attendants 128 and the group of the 
Mothers, 129 recitation of the Visnusahasranamastotra, i.e., an enumeration of the thou
sand names of Vi~ryu 130, sacrifi~~s to Brahma, the Asvins, lndra, Agni, the Himalaya, 
the Ganges, and the groups of Maruts, 131 etc., are recommended as means to release 
from fever (3.310cd-315ab).132 

The chapter ends with the signs of release (mok~) from fever, the rules to be 
adhered to during convalescence, relapses (punai·avartana) and their management 
(3.324cd-343). 
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Chapter four, on raktapitta, begins with the nidana ( 4.5-6) 133 and saqiprapti ( 4.7-8) of 
raktapitta, 134 the elucidation of its name ( 4.9), 135 and its location: spleen and liver, 136 

whence it spreads throughout the body ( 4.10). 137 

The symptoms of raktapitta associated with one, two or three do~as are dealt with 
(4.l 1-l3ab). 138 It is curable when associated with onedo~a, palliable when associated 
with two, and incurable when associated with three do~as; a series of other circum
stances making it incurable are mentioned ( 4.I3cd-14 ). 

The upwards moving type is curable, the downwards moving type palliable, the 
type moving both upwards and dewnwards incurable ( 4.15-16). 139 The type moving 
through all the holes 140 and the pores of the hairs (romakupa) leads to certain death 
( 4.17). Other conditions making raktapitta incurable are mentioned ( 4.18-20). 141 Con
ditions making it palliable ( 4.21) or curable (4.22) are enumerated next. 

Specific aetiological factors are discussed; oleaginous (snigaha) and hot sub
stances usually lead to the upwards moving, oleaginous and dry (ruk~a) substances to 
the downwards moving type; the upwards moving type is associated with kapha, the 
downwards moving type with vayu 142 (4.23-24). 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to the treatment of raktapitta ( 4.25-
109).143 Specific prescriptions against bleeding from the urethra ( 4.85), anus ( 4.86-87) 
and nose ( 4.97-10 I) 144 are described. Drugs useful against raktapitta are enumerated 
(4.102-104). 

Recipes provided with a name are vasaghrta ( 4.88) 145 and satavaryadighrta ( 4.95-
96). 146 

Chapter five, on gulma, deals with the following subjects: factors causing excitement 
of vayu in the viscera (ko~\ha) (5.4-5); 147 the saipprapti of the do~ic types of gulma 
(5.6-7); 148 the five seats of gulma: the region of the urinary bladder (basti), umbilical 
region (nabhi), cardiac region (hrd) and the two sides of the chest (parsva) (5.8ab ); 149 

the aetiology and symptomatology of gulma caused by vata, pitta, kapha, two do~as 150, 
and all three do~as 151 (5.8cd-l 7); the aetiology and symptomatology of gulma caused 
by blood, 152 occurring in fertile women only 153 (5.18-19). 

A large part of the chapter is devoted to the treatment of gulma (5.20-182). 154 

Immature (apakva) gulma (5.40) and gulma in the stage of maturation (vidaha; 
5.41-45) 155 are described, followed by the stage in which it may evacuate its do~as on 
its own accord (svayarppravrtta; 5.46-48ab ). Treatment of gulma by means of alkaline 
fluids (k~ara; 5.56cd-58ab) and cauterization(daha; 5.60cd-64ab), methods belonging 
to the domain of specialists, 156 is discussed. 

Recipes against gulma which are provided with a name are: two kinds of tryu
~a~adighrta (5.65-66ab and 66cd-67ab), 157 hirigusauvarcaliidyaghrta (5.69-70), 158 

hapu~adyaghrta (5. 71-73),159 pippalya.dyaghrta (5.74-75), 161 hirigvadiciir~a 161 and 
-gu\ika (5.79-84), lasunak~Ira (5.94-95), 162 tailapaficaka (5.96), silajatuprayoia 
(5.97), nilinyadyaghrta (5.105-109), 163 rohi~adyaghjta (5.114-117), trayama~a
dyaghrta (5.118-121), 164 amalakyadyaghrta (5.122), drak~adyagh,ta (5.123-125), 165 

vasaghjta (5.126-127), 166 dasamiiligh!ta (5.142), bhallatakadyaghjta (5.143-146), 167 
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k~Irlliia\palakaghrta (5.147-148), 168 misrakasneha (5.149-151), 169 and dantTharitakI 
(5.154-160). 170 

Chapter six is concerned with prameha. 
It deals with the following subjects: the aetiology of prameha (6.4 ); 171 its sarppra

pti (6.5-6); 172 the curability of kaphaja prameha due to the similarity (samakriyatva) 
of the elements in its management; 173 the palliability of pittaja prameha on account of 
the dissimilarity (vi~amakriyatva) of these elements; the incurability of vataja prameha 
due to the severity (mahatyayikatva) of its nature (6.7); the three <lops and ten du
~yas responsible for the appearance of prameha (6.8); 174 the ten varieties of kaphaja 
prameha, six varieties of pittaja prameha, and four varieties of vataja prameha (6.9-
11); 175 the characteristics of the varieties of prameha relating to the colour, taste, smell 
and tactile properties of the urine (6.12); the prodromes of prameha ( 6.13-14 ); 176 gen
eral principles of the treatment of prameha 177 (6.15-26); 178 recipes to be used in the 
treatment of kapha ja ( 6.2 7-29), pit ta ja ( 6.30-32), 179 vataja ( 6.33-34 ), kapha- and pit
ta ja prameha (6.35-39); various recipes and remedial measures (6.40-51); 180 the na
ture of vatolbai:iaprameha and its lreatment (6.52); 181 the avoidance of causative fac
tors during the treatment of prameha (6.53); the differential diagnosis of prameha and 
raktapitta (6.54 ); differential diagnosis when the urine is sweet, mucilaginous and re
sembling honey (6.55); special rules concerning the prognosis of prameha (6.56); in
curability of prameha already present at birth, and of madhumeha inherited from one of 
the parents; the incurability of hereditary (kula ja) diseases in general ( 6.57); the seven 
types of pi<_laka appearing in patients suffering from prameha, 182 which are to be treated 
by surgeons (salyavidah) (6.58). 

Chapter seven is devoted to ku~\ha. 
It begins with Atreya's exposition of the subjects he is going to discuss in this chap

ter: the hetu (aetiology), dravya (i.e., do~as and du~yas), 183 liriga (symptomatology), 
asraya (substrate) and prasamana (treatment) of the forms of ku~\ha, disorders which 
in particular damage the skin as the seat of the tactile sense. 184 

·The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology of ku~\ha (7.4-8); 185 the seven and 
eleven forms of ku~\ha are always brought about by all three do~as, which corrupt the 
skin, blood, muscular tissue and watery element (ambu) (7.9-10); 186 the prodromes 
(7.11-12); 187 an enumeration of the eighteen varieties of ku~\ha (7.13); 188 the de
scription of the seven major varieties (mahakuHha): kapala, audumbara, mai;i<_lala, 
r~yajihva, pui:i<_larika, sidhma 189, and kakai:ia (7.14-20); l90 the description of the 
eleven minor varieties (k~udraku~tha): 191 ekaku~\ha, 192 carmakhya, 193 ki[ima, 194 

vaipadika, 195 alasaka, 196 dadrumai:i<_lala, 197 carmadala, 198 pama, 199 vispho\a, 200 sata
rus, 201 and vicarcika 202 (7.21-26); the do~as preponderantly excited in these varieties: 
vata in kapala, kapha in m~<;lala, pit ta in audumbara, all three do~as in kakapa, vata 
and pitta in r~yajihva, kapha and pitta in pu~19ar1ka, vata and kapha in sidhmaku~\ha, 
vata and kapha usually in carmakhya, ekaku~\ha, ki\ima, vipadika and alasaka, pitta 
and kapha usually in pama, satarus, vispho\a, dadru and carmadala, kapha usually in 
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vicarcika (7.27-30);2°3 all the varieties of ku~!ha are, however, essentially brought 
about by the three do~as; their relative strength (balabala) should be ascertained before 
beginning treatment; the predominant do~a is to be counteracted first, the secondary 
one (anubandha) subsequently (7.31-32); the do~as can be detennined from the type 
of ku~!ha present and the other way round (7.33); the signs which are characteristic for 
each do~a in cases of ku~t.ha are enumerated (7.34-36);20! a physician should refuse 
treating a patient presenting all the symptoms; cases of ku~!ha in which one do~a 
predominates or a combination of vata and kapha are not difficult to cure, in contrast 
with cases with a predominance of kapha and pitta or vata and pitta (7.37-38). 205 

The remaining part of the chapter is largely devoted to the treatment of ku~!ha 206 

(7.39-161). 207 

Recipes against ku~!ha which are provided with a name are: mustadicuq1a 
(7.65-67), 208 madhvasava (7.73-75), 2o9 kanakabindvari~!a (7.76--79), svetakaravI
rallyataila (7.105), 210 svetakaravirapallavadyataila (7.106-107), tiktek~vakvaditaila 
(7.108-110), 211 kanakak~fritaila (7.111-116), 212 khadiraghf(a, nimbaghrta, darvI
ghrta and pa!olaghrta (7.135), tikta~a!palakaghrta (7.140-143), 213 mahatiktakaghrta 
(7.144-150), 214 and mahakhadiraghrta (7.152--156). 215 

The last part of the chapter is concerned with the disease called kilasa, 216 which is 
related to ku~!ha; it is usually brought about by the three do~as; three varieties are dis
tinguished: daru~1a, arm:1a and svitra, which are characterized by red, copper-coloured 
(aru!Ja) and white spots respectively; these varieties have their seat in blood, muscular 
tissue and fatty tissue respectively; their degree of severity con-esponds with the order 
in which they are mentioned; the curable and incurable types of svitra are described; 
bad acts in this life and in previous existences, as well as the intake of incompatible 
feods, are said to cause kilasa (7.173-177); 217 the treatment of svitra 218 precedes its 
description (7.162-172).219 

Chapter eight, on rajayak~man, 220 deals with the following subjects: the mythic origin 
of yak~man, 221 which befell the moon-god (lndu, Candra, Candramas, Sasin, Soma), 
due to his attachment to Rohii:ir, 222 one of the twenty-eight daughters of Prajapati, and 
his neglect of the other ones; Prajapati, full of wrath, afflicted him with the disease, 
from which he was cured by the Asvins (8.3-10); 223 the names of the disease, which, 
ousted (from the heavenly world) by the Asvins, came down to the world of human be
ings (8.11-12); the four causes of rajayak~man: exertion beyond one's capacity, sup
pression of natural urges, wasting (k~aya) ( of bodily constituents), and irregular diet 
(vi~amasana) (8.13); 224 a description of the way in which thesefourcauses give rise to 
one form of the disease each; the eleven symptoms of these four forms 225 (8.14-32 ); 226 

the prodromes (8.33-38ab); 227 the way in which the symptoms arise; a series ofeleven 
symptoms is mentioned, 228 followed by a series of six symptoms; 229 irrespective of 
the number of symptoms present, a strong patient should be accepted for treatment, 
a weak patient rejected (8.38cd-47); 230 pratisyaya is described, one of the prodromes 
of (raja)yak~man (8.48-50); 231 coughing with expectoration of rasa (8.51), one of the 
symptoms of rajayak~man (8.43); a type of fever occurring in the disease (8.52);232 
svarabheda (impainnent of the voice), one of the symptoms; 233 this disorder is of var-
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ious types: caused by vata, pitta, kapha, blood, the strain of coughing (kasavega), and 
pfnasa (chronic rhinitis) (8.53-55); siila (piercing pain) in the sides of the chest (pa
rsva) and in the head (siras), which are symptoms234 (8.56); spitting of blood, one of 
the eleven symptoms235 (8.57); the way in which blood accumulates in the amasay·a, 
gets excited (utkli~\a), and comes out by way of the throat (8.58); svasa (shortness of 
breath) and atisara (diarrhoea), which are found among the symptoms236 (8.59); aruci 
(loss of appetite), one of the symptoms;237 five varieties are mentioned: caused by vata, 
pitta, kapha, all three do~as, 233 and disgust (8.60--{il ); chardi (vomiting), 239 a disorder 
brought about by arocaka (loss of appetite), the strain of coughing (kiisavega), excite
ment (utklesa)24o of the do~as, and fear (8.62). 

The remaining part of the chapter (8.63-189) is devoted to the treatment of ra
jayak~man241 and the disorders fonning part of it. 242 

Meat dishes are thought to be useful in cases of rajayak~man, particularly dishes 
prepared with the flesh of carnivorous animals. Because of the dislike these foods 
would inspire, they are to be served under the pretext that other animals are their 
source (8.149-162). 243 . 

Recipes provided with a name are: yavanf~a~ava (8.141-144),244 talfsadyaciir1_1a 
and -gu\ika (8.145-148).245 

The last group of verses (8.l 79cd-189), preceding the summary (8.190-191), enu
merates many practices, both medical and religious, which are beneficial to a patient 
suffering from rajayak~man. 246 

Chapter nine, on unmada (mental disorders),247 deals with: the causative factors of 
this disease (9.4); 248 its pathogenesis (sarriprapti) (9.5); 249 the symptoms (9.6-7);250 

the essential characteristics of the two types of unmada: nija (endogenous) and agantu 
(exogenous) (9.8ab); 251 the aetiology and symptomatology of unmada caused by va
ta (9.9-10), 252 pitta (9.11-12 ), 253 kapha (9.13-14 ), 254 sar!mipata (9.15); 255 the agantu 
type of unmada is caused by possession (abhidhar~a~1a) 256 by gods, sages, gandhar
vas, etc., improper observance of niyama (mental discipline), vratas (vows),257 etc., 
and improper conduct in previous existences (9.l 6);258 the general characteristics of 
possession (bhiitottha unmada) (9.17); 259 the way in which possession comes about: 
gods, etc., who are invisible, enter into a human being, without affecting his body, by 
the special power (prabhava) of the prope1ties characteristic of them, in a way simi
lar to the production of a reflection (chaya) in a mirror or the penetration of the rays 
of the sun into a siiryakanta (sunstone) (9.18); 260 the characteristics of possession by 
divine beings (deva), 261 sages (r~i), 262 manes (pitar), 263 gandharvas, 264 yak~as, 265 ra
k~sas, 266 brahmarak~asas, 267 pisacas (9.20); 268 the characteristics of persons liable 
to possession by a divine being, etc., and the days of the month on which divine be
ings, etc., preferably attack human beings (9.21); 269 signs of incurability (9.22); the 
treatment of unmada caused by beings whose objective is rati or arcana (9.23); 27o the 
treatment of nija and agantu types of unmada 271 (9.24-89ab); 272 the cure of unmada 
through paying homage to Siva 273 and his attendants, the Pramathas,274 through sacri
fices (bali, homa),275 the wearing of herbs and amulets (o~adhidhara1_1a and agadadha
ra1_1a), mantras, good conduct, penance (tapas),276 gifts (pradana), niyama, vratas, etc. 
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(9.89cd-94); 277 treatment ofunmacfa in the same way as apasmara (9.95); 278 the pre
vent10n of unmada (9.96); the signsiindicating recovery (9.97). 

~ecipes provided with a nam! are: kalyar:iakaghrta (9.33cd-42ab),219 maha
kalyar:iakaghrta (9.42cd-44 ), 280 n)hapaisacikaghrta (9.45-48), 281 Jasunadyaghrta 
(9.49-51), and a second Iasunadyagillrta (9.52-56). 282 · 

Chapter ten, on apasmara (epilepsyj, deals with: a definition of this disease (10.3); 283 

its aetiology (10.4-5) and pathogqnesis (10.6-8ab);284 the four types of apasma
ra: caused by vata, pitta, kapha and sar1mipata; their symptoms 285 and degrees of 
curability; the intervals between 1ihe attacks (10.8cd-I3); treatment of apasmara 
(10.14-52); 286 apasmara, in which m agantu factor is secondarily (as an anubandha) 
involved,287 added to the do~ic aetiology, should be treated in the same way as 
the agantu type of unmada (10.53;; the aetiology, pathogenesis (saq1prapti), symp
tomatology and therapy of the m'rjor disease (mahagada) called atattviibhinivesa 
(10.54-63);288 the treatment of chrcnic (cirakarin) epilepsy which has acquired a firm 
footing (krtaspada) (I 0.64-65); prdcautions to be taken by a patient suffering from 
apasmara (10.66). 

Recipes provided with a name; are: paiicagavyaghrta (10.16-17)289 and maha-
paiicagavyaghrta (10.18-24). 290 ) 

Chapter eleven is concerned with ki atak~11;a (injury to the chest and its effects). 291 
The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology of this disease (11.4-8); its pathogenesis; 

k~ata (injury) of the chest leads to k!aya (wasting), due to deficiency of sukraand ojas 
(I l.9-I2ab); the prodromes292 and ~ymptoms (l l.12cd-13); the degrees of curability 
(11.14); treatment (11.15-95). 

Recipes provided with a name, are: eiadigu!ika (1 !. 21-24 ), 293 amrtaprasaghrta 
(11.35-43), 294 svadaq1~iradighf(a till.44-47), five varieties of sarpirgu<;la (11.50-
55, 56-61, 62-65, 66-69, 70-77),295 saindhavadicun,ia (11.85-87), and ~a<;lava 
(11. 88-90). 

Chapter twelve is about svayathu (siwelling). 296 
It deals with the following sub_\ects: the classification of the types of this disor

der: caused by vata, pitta and kaph11, nija and anija (= agantu), localized (ekatigaja) 
and generalized (sarvaja)297 (12.4 ); :pt the aetiology of the nija and agantu types ( 12.5-
7ab ); 299 three varieties of the nija and agantu types according to their seat: the whole 
body,halfof it, or part of it (12.7cd)ithe saq:iprapti of svayathu (12.8); svayathu occur
ring in the upper (iirdhvaga), lower ,adhoga) and middle part (madhyaga) of the body, 
svayathu of the whole body (sarvMgaga), and localized forms, called after the part 
affected (12.9); the prodromes (12.iOab); all varieties of svayathu are caused by the 
three concerted do~as, but they are ,ilesignated after the predominant do~a and treated 
accordingly (2.!0cll); the symptom:1 of svayathu in general (12.11); the symptoms of 
svayathu with a predominance of v~ta (12.12), pitta (12.13) and kapha (12.14); JOO six 
fatal complications (12.15); 301 sign\ indicating curability (12.16ab); the treatment of 
svayathu302 (12.16cd-73). 303 l 
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Recipes provided with a name are: ga1;<_1Iradyari~!a (12.29-31),304 agasatari~\a 
(12.32-33), punamavadyari~!a (12.34-38), 305 l"iphaladyari~\a (12.39-40), k~ra
gu<_lika (12.43-46), 306 silajatuprayoga (12.49), karpsaharitakr (12.50-52), 307 and 
citrakaghrta (12.58-59).308 

Some localized varieties of svayathu are described ; siral_isotha (12.75ab); 309 

saliika of the throat (12.75cd); 310 bidalika (12.76); 311 taluvidradhi (12.77ab);312 

upajihvika 313 and adhijihvika 314 (l 2.77cd); upakusa (12.78ab ); 315 dantavidradhi 
(12.78cd);316 galaga\i<_la 317 and gar:i<_lamfila.; 318 curable and incurable forms of these 
disorders, and their l"eatment (12.79-80); 319 granthi and its treatment (12.81-86); 320 
arbuda, to be treated in the same way as granthi (12.87); 321 alajf (12.88ab);322 ak~ta, 
located at the junction of skin and nails (carmanakhantara), caused by corruption of 
muscular tissue and blood (12.88cd); 323 vidarika (12.89a-c); 324 the treatment of alajf, 
ak~ta and vidarika (12.89d-90ab); visphoiaka (12.90cd); 325 kak~a (12.91ab); 326 
various other pi<_lakas, caused by pitta (12.91cd); 327 romantika (12.92); 328 masiirika 
(12.93ab); 329 the treatment of visphoiaka, kak~a, romantika and masiirika, which is 
similar to the treatment of vrsarpa and ku~iha (12.93cd);330 bradhna, a disorder in 
which the intestine repeatedly comes out and enters the scrotum; 331 it is caused by 
each of the three do~as, which present their characteristic signs; a similar swelling 
is brought about by urine 332 and medas (fatty tissue); bradhna is to be treated on 
conservative lines or by means of surgery (12.94-95);333 bhagandara 334 and its 
treatment by means of conservative measures or surgery335 (12.96-97); slrpada336 

and its treatment337 (12.98); 338 jalakagardabha and its treatment (12.99-100). 339 

The chapter ends with guidelines for the treatment of other local swellings 
(12.101); vata, in combination with blood, is the agent in red swellings caused by a 
trauma (abhighata); their treatment consists of measures prescribed against vrsarpa 
and disorders arising from vata in combination with blood; swellings caused by 
poisonous substances should be counteracted through antitoxic measures (12.102). 

Chapter thirteen, devoted to udara, begins with a number of questions on this disease, 
put to(Atreya) Punarvasu, dwelling on mount Kailasa, by his pupil Agnivesa (13 .3-8). 
Punarvasu answers these questions. 

The chapter describes the pathogenesis of udara (13.9-11); the aetiology 
(13.12-15); 340 the prodromes (13.16-19);341 pathogenesis again (13.20);342 the 
general symptoms of udara (13.21); 343 the eight types of udara: by each of the three 
do~as and all three together (sarpnipata), phihodara, baddhodara, k~atodara, and 
udakodara (13.22); 344 the aetiology, pathogenesis and symptomatology of vatodara 
(13.23-26),345 pittodara ·(13.26-28),346 kaphodara (13.29-31), 347 saIJUlipatodara 
(13.32-34), 348 phThodara (splenomegalia)349 and a similar disorder affecting the liver 
(yakft) 350 (13.35-38), baddhagudodara 351 (13.39---41), 352 chidrodara,353 which may 
develop into udakodara 354 (13.42-44), udakodara (ascites, i.e. dropsy) (13.45--47); 355 
the way in which udakodara develops, its two stages356 and their symptoms ( 13.48); 
complications (upadrava), indicating incurability (13.49); 357 vatodara, pittodara, 
kaphodara, phihodara, salpllipatodara and udakodara are in this order of increasing 
severity; baddhagudodara usually becomes incurable after a fortnight; udakodara in its 
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jatodaka stage and chidriintrodara 358 are generally incurable right from the beginning 
(13.50-51); 359 signs indicating incurability and a fatal outcome (13.52-53); the cure 
of all types of udara is generally very difficult (lqcchratama), but, under a number of 
specified conditions, the efforts at treatment may be successful ( 13.54 ); 360 the symp
toms of the type of udara called ajatodaka (13.55-58); the treatment of the various 
types ofudara (13.59-95ab) 361 and udara in generai362 (13.95cd-146ab); 363 treatment 
after the elimination of the do~as (l 3.146cd-175ab); 364 treatment of refractory cases 
of udara with snake venom (13.l 75cd-l 84ab); 365 surgical treatment (13.184cd-188); 
draining of the fluid accumulated in the abdominal cavity by means of a trocar (na.I), 
applicable in all types of udara which have reached the jatodaka stage (13.189-
190); treatment subsequent on draining (13.191-l 93ab); after-treatment in general 
(13.193cd-194). 366 

Recipes provided with a name are: paioliidyaciin_1a (13.119cd-124ab), 367 niirii
ya1_1aciirl)a (13.124cd-133ab), hapu~iidyaciin_1a (13.133cd-137ab), nTiinadyacunia 
(l 3.137cd-138ab), and snuhik~Iraghrta (13.138cd-140). 368 

Chapter fourteen, on arsas (haemorrhoids),369 begins again with Agnivesa's ques
tiening Punarvasu and the topics to be discussed: the aetiology (prakopahetu), shapes 
(sarpsthiina), location (sthiina), signs (liilga), treatment, and degrees of curability of 
haemorrhoids ( 14.3--4 ). 

The subjects dealt with are: the classification of haemorrhoids into those present at 
birth (sahaja) and those developing at a later time (uttarakiilaja); the substrate (iiyatana) 
of those present at birth is the damaged (upatapta) bija, 370 responsible for the develop
ment oftheano-rectalfolds (gudavali); damage to the bijais in this case, as in all sahaja 
disorders, caused by faulty behaviour (apaciira) of the parents and transgressions dur
ing a previous existence; haemorrhoids are defined as a disorder characterized by an 
excess of muscular tissue (adhimiimsavikiira) (14.5); the site (ksetra) of all haemor
rhoids is composed of the three an~-rectal folds (gudavali), 371 ,..;hich occupy a space 
(avakiisa) measuring five fingers (ailgula) and a haif372 and divide this space into three 
parts; some are of the opinion that growths called arsas are also found on the penis 
(sisna), the female genitals (apathyapatha), in the pharynx (gala), on the palate, in the 
oral cavity (mukha), nose and ears, on the eyelids and the skin; these also consist of 
an excess of muscular tissue (adhimiiq1sa), but only those arising from the ano-rectal 
folds are regarded as haemorrhoids in the present treatise; the substratum (adhi~!hii
na) of all haemorrhoids consists of fatty tissue, muscular tissue and skin (14.6); 373 the 
shapes and colours of sahaja haemorrhoids (14.7); their symptoms (14.8); 374 the ae
tiology and pathogenesis of acquired haemorrhoids (14.9); their shapes (14.10); the 
symptoms of haemorrhoids brought about by viita (4.11) and their aetiology (14.12-
13 ); 375 the symptoms and aetiology of haemorrhoids brought a bout by pi tta (14 .14 and 
15-16), kapha (14.17 and 18-19), and a combination of two or three do~as (14.20); 376 

the prodromes (14.21-22);377 haemorrhoids are always caused by all three do~as, but 
designated after the predominant one ( 14.23); the excitation of the five kinds of vii ta, 
of pitta, kapha, and of the three ano-rectal folds collectively leads to the appearance 
of haemorrhoids, a painful diserder, usually difficult to cure (14.24-25); the degrees 
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of curability and their detennining factors (14.26-32); 378 treatment by means of exci
sion (kartana), caustics (~ara) or cauterization (daha), to be performed by experienced 
specialists, on account of the risks involved; the complications that may arise from 
these treatments (sastrak~aragnivibhrama); the hazardous character of the mentioned 
methods of treatment is the reason for describing easier ones, less painful m1d perilous 
(14.33-37); 379 theclassificationofhaemoIThoids into two categories: dry (su~ka), with 
a predominance of vataand kapha, and discharging (prasravin), with a predominance of 
blood and pitta (14.38); treatment of haemorrhoids (14.39-169); 380 bleeding haemor
rhoids, in which kapha or vii.ta is secondarily involved (as an anubandha) (14.170); the 
treatment of bleeding haemorrhoids ( 14.171-242); 381 the general treatment of haem
orrhoids (14.243 and 246-248); the interdependence of haemorrhoids, diarrhoea and 
graha~11 (14.244-245). 

Recipes provided with a name are: takriiri~\a (14.72-75),382 abhayari¥\a (14.138-
143), 383 dantyari~\a (14.144-147),384 two varieties of phalliri~\a (14.148-152 and 
153-157), kanakii.ri~\a (14.158-168),385 ku\ajadirasak1iya (14.188-192), picchii
basti (14.224-229), hriveradighrta (14.230-233),386 and suni~ai;u;akacangerighrta 
(14.234-242). 387 

Chapter fifteen 388 deals with the disorder called grahal)Ide~a. 389 

The chapter begins with stressing the importance of the bodily fires(agni) (15.4-5). 
The prai:ia carries the food to the ko~\ha, where it is disintegrated (bhinnasa1pghata) by 
fluids and softened by fatty substances, before being acted upon by the digestive fire, 390 

which is fanned (avadhiita) by the samana; the fire, situated below the amasaya, cooks 
the food, which is separated into rasa and waste matter (mala) (15.6-8). The food, 
which has six tastes, is subjected to the process called prapaka; three stages are de
scribed; in the first stage the food becomes predominantly sweet and frethy (phenabhii
ta) by kapha; it becomes acid when being half-digested (vidagdha), descends (from the 
amasaya), and is acted upon by clear (accha) bile; having reached the pakvasaya and 
being desiccated by the fire, it is converted into lumps (paripi1_1~ita) and becomes pun
gent due to the activity of vata ( 15.9-11). 391 

The senses and sense organs are nourished by the food ( 15 .12 ). The fires of the 
five mahabhiitas digest the fractions of the food possessing the qualities of these bhii
tas (15.13 ). 392The products of this digestion nourish the bodily constituents possessing 
the same qualities (15.14 ). 393 The seven bodily elements (dhatu), acted upon by their 
respective fires, are converted into a pure portion (prasada) and a waste product (kiga) 
(15.15). 394 

The formation of the bodily elements takes place in the following order, each el
ement being transformed into the subsequent one: rasa, rakta, marpsa, medas, asthi, 
majja, sukra; a foetus arises from the pure portion of sukra (15.16). 395 

These elements nourish in their turn other bodily constituents: 396 rasa nourishes 
the breastmilk (stanya) and the blood (rakta) in women (that is transformed into the 
menstrual discharge), blood (asrj) nourishes the kai;ic;laras and siras, ma111sa nourishes 
vasa and the six layers of the skin, medas nourishes the snayus and sand his (15.17). 

The waste products (kiga, mala) of the food are faeces and urine; the waste product 
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of rakta is bile (pitta); the waste products mi m1i!J1sa consist of the impurities of the 
bodily orifices; the waste product of medas i~ sweat (sveda), of asthi the hairs of head 
(kesa) and body (loman), of majja the fatty substance (sneha) of eyes, faeces and skin; 
these substances support (upasaq1stambha) ettch other and maintain the body (15.18-
19). 

The intake of aphrodisiacs (vr~ya) accele.rates the processes described. Some are 
of the opinion that the process of conversion of the bodily elements (parivartana) is 
completed in a period of six days; however, we transformational processes (parivrtti) 
take place continually in a cyclic way (cakra·1at) (15.20-21). 397 

On the request of his pupil, Atreya expl:tins the changes of the properties of the 
bodily elements in the course of the transfonhational processes (15.22-35). 398 

The vyana disperses the element rasa c)mtinually throughout the body; a local 
morbid alteration (vilqti) appears if this moving about of rasa is blocked at a par
ticular place due to pathological changes ot channels (khavaigul)ya); the do~as are 
subsequently excited at that very place (15.3!i-38ab). 

The digestive fire is thechiefone (adhipa)!llmong all the bodily fires (paktar), which 
are dependent on it. For this reason it should,be carefully protected, since, otherwise, 
grahal)Ido~amay develop (15.38cd-41). 

The aeiiology of disorders of the digestiv<; fire (agnido~a) is described, 399 followed 
by their symptoms, in combination with excitMion of one of the three do~as (15.42-49). 

The actions on the dhatus of a normal iiigestive fire and of a disordered fire are 
described (15.50-5!ab). 

A weak digestive fire leads to incompJete digestion (vidaha) of the ingested 
food, which then moves upwards or down\\1ards; the disorder is called grahal)igada 
if it moves downwards. The symptoms are: described, followed by the prodromes 
(15.51cd-55). 400 

The grahal)I and its functions are dealt w5th ( 15.56-57). 401 

The aetiology and symptomatology of gnfhal)Ido~acausedby vata,pitta, kapha and 
sa1J1nipata are discussed. 402 The three disord:ers of the digestive fire mentioned in the 
rogam1-.a chapter403 are included under the hc<ading of grahal)1do~a (15.58-72). 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to the treatment of grahal)Ido~ 404 and 
agnido~a (15.73-243). 

Recipes provided with a name are: das11miiladyaghrta (15.82-86),405 tryii~al)a
dyaghrta (15.87), 406 pancarniiladyaghrta ali;d -ciirl)a (15.88-93), citrakadyaguµka 
(15.96-97), maricadyaciirl)a (15.98-110), 4cp takrari~!a (15.l ! 7cd-121), 408 canda
nadyaghrta (15.125-128), nagaradyaciirl),'. (15.129-131), 409 bhiinimbadyaciifl)a 
(15.132-133), kiratadyaciin_ia (15.134-14)), 410 madhiikasava (15.146-149), 411 

duralabhasava (15.152-155), 412 miilasava ,!5.156-159), pil)c)iisava (15.160-162), 
madhvari~!a (15.163-167), ~a!palaghrta (15.1168-170), 413 k~araghrta (15.171-172), 414 

and several kinds ofk~ara (15.177-193). 

Chapter sixteen is concerned with pa~1,urogac(morbid pallor and related disorders). 415 

Subjects dealt with are: the five typesl of pal),uroga, caused respectively by 
vata, pitta, kapha, saqmipata and the eatillig of earth (mrdbhak~al)a) 41 6 (16.3); 417 
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the saiµprapti and aetiology (16.4-11); 418 the prodromes (16.12b-d) 419 and general 
symptoms (16.13-16); the symptoms of pa.1:u;luroga caused by vata (16.17-18), 420 

pitta (16.19-22),421 kapha (16.23-25),422 saiµnipata (16.26),423 and the eating of earth 
(16.27-30); signs indicating incurability (16.31-33); the aetiology and symptomatol
ogy of kamala (jaundice)424 and kumbhakamala, due to pitta (16.34-37ab);425 signs 
of incurability (16.37cd-39ab );426 treatment of the diseases described427 (16.39cd-
132ab );428 the symptoms of haUmaka, due to vata and pitta (16.132cd-134ab); 429 its 
treatment (16.134cd-138ab). 430 

Recipes provided with a name are: da9imadyaghrta ( 16.44-46), 431 ka\ukadyaghr
ta (16.47-49), 432 pathyagh!ta (16.50), dantighrta (16.51), drak~aghrta (16.52),433 

haridradighrta (16.53), 434 navayasaciirl)a (16. 70-71), 435 maI)9iirava\aka (16.73-
77), yogaraja (16.80cd-87ab), silajatuva\aka (16.87cd-93ab), punamavamaI)9ii
ra (16.93cd-96), 436 dhatryavaleha (16.100-!02ab),437 a second mal)<;!iirava\aka 
(16.!02cd-105ab), gau4\iari~\a (16.105cd-106ab), bijakari~\a (16.!06cd-lllab),438 

and dhatryari~\a (16. ll lcd-114ab). 439 
Substances containing iron or an iron compound are frequently prescribed in this 

chapter, 440 as well as a number of minerals. 441 

Chapter seventeen contains an exposition on hikka (hiccup) and svasa (shortness of 
breath). 

The chapter begins with Agnivesa's questions about diseases caused by three do~as 
and with three factors leading to excitement (prakopai~a); 442 these diseases are difficult 
to overcome (durjaya) (17 .3-4). 

Atreya answers that hikka and svasa are conspicuous among fatal diseases and of
ten appear in the last stage of various other disorders (17. 5-7). 

Hikka and svasa show a predominance of vata and kapha, arise from the seat of 
pitta,443 and desiccate the heart and the dhatus, which makes them very difficult to 
overcome, leading to death if not properly managed (17.8-9). 

Hikka and svasaare both offive types (17 .!Oab). 
Atreya gives an exposition on their common aetiology (17.lOcd-16)444 and 

sarpprapti (17.17-18ab),445 the prodromes of hikka and those of svasa (17.18cd-
20),446 and the specific saiµprapti ofhikka (17.21). 

The five types of hikka are described: mahahikka (17.22-26),447 gambhira hikka 
(17.27-30),448 vyapeta hikka (17.31-33), 449 k~udrahikka (17.34-37), 450 and annaja 
hikka: (17.38-41). 451 The characteristics of patients who are liable to die from hikka are 
dealt with (l 7.42-43ab ). 452 The type of hikka called yamika (having double bouts) 453 
is described, followed by the degrees of curability of hikka ( l 7.43cd-44). 454 

The specific saiµprapti of svasa455 is dealt with (17.45), and the five types of 
this disease are described: mahasvasa (17.46-48), 456 iirdhvasvasa (17.49-51 ), 451 

ch_innasvasa (17 .52-54 ), 458 tamaka (17 .55-62),459 pratamaka, 460 and saiµtamaka 
(17.63-64). 461 K~udrasvasa (a minor degree of svasa) is described as a disorder 
brought about by dry articles of food and exertion; it is curable in strong patients. The 
other types of svasa are curable if not fully manifest (avyaktalak~al)a) (l 7.65-68ab ). 462 
The fatal cases should be given up, the curable and palliable ones should be treated as 
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quick! 1 as possible (17 .68cd-69). 
The remaining part of the chapter (17.70-151) 463 is devoted to treatment464 

(17.68-150). 465 

Re:ipes provided with a name are: muktadyaciiq1a (17.125-128), tejovatyadighrta 
(17.141cd-144),466 and manaJ:isiladighrta (17.145-146). 

Chapt<=r eighteen is concerned with kasa (cough). 467 

Its subjects are: the five types of kasa: three types caused by the do~as, one caused 
by a tnuma (k~ata); and one caused by wasting (k~aya);468 they lead to wasting when 
they ai e progressive (18.3-4 ); the prodromes (18.5); 469 the sa1,1prapti (18.6-8); 470 the 
causes of the specific characteristics (18. 9); the aetiology and symptomatology ofkasa 
brougl,t about by vata (18.10-13), 471 pitta (18.14-16),472 kapha (18.17-19), 473 injury 
to the ;hest (uraJ:ik~ta) (18.20-23),474 and wasting (18.24-29a);475 kasa due to wast
ing is 1 atal in wasted (k~Iz:ia) patients, but curable in strong ones; kasa of traumatic ori
gin is I ,alliable in strong patients; both types are sometimes curable if they are of recent 
origin and correctly treated; kasa appearing in old age (jarakasa) is palliable (18.29-
30). 471 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to treatment477 (18.31-190). 478 

Re:ipes provided with a name are: kar;t!akarigh~a (18.35), 479 pippalyiidighi-ta 
(18.36-38), 480 tryii~az:iadyaghrta (18.39-42), 481 rasnaghrta (18.43-46), 482 citraka
dileha (18.53-56), agastyaharltakI (18.57-62),483 dasamiiladighrta (18.123-124), 484 

a seccnd kar:i.!akfuighrta (18.125-128), kulatthadighita (18.129),485 dvipaiicamiila
dighft" (18.158-160), gu~iicyadighrta (18.161-162),486 haritala1eha (18.168-169), 
and padmakadileha ( 18.174-175).487 

Chaptc:r nineteen gives an exposition on atisara (diarrhoea). 488 

It !,egins with a story on the first appearance489 of this disease. During the first age 
of the world (adikala) the sacrificial animals were not killed, but only taken hold of. 
Later, after Dak!><!'S sacrifice,490 the animals began to be consecrated (prok~ar;ia)491 

with their own consent (abhyanujiiana), in the sacrificial rites (kratu) of the sons of 
(Vaiva,vata) Manu, called Nari~yant, Nabhaga, Ik~vaku, Nrga, Saryati,492 etc. Still 
later, l 'r~a1hra493 started sacrificing cattle, because other animals were not available 
for his prolonged soma ritual (dirghasattra). 494 This made all creatures grief-stricken, 
and, "'hen the meat of these cattle was consumed, all creatures began, because of 
their n 1ental affliction and, consequently, by an impaired digestive fire, to suffer from 
diarrhoea, due to the properties of this inauspicious (asasta) food (19.4). 

The chapter proceeds with: the description of the aetiology495 and symptomatol
ogy of atisara caused by vata (19.5), pitta (19.6), kapha (19.7); 496 two sarpnipata types 
ofatis:ira497 ; degrees of curability 498 (19.8-10); atisara due to fear (bhaya)499 and grief 
(soka) 500 the last two types, of a mental and exogenous nature, present the same symp
toms as atisara caused by vata (19.11 ). 50I 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to the treatment of the curable kinds 
of the ,:ix types ofatisara502 (19. I 2-12 2 ). 503 A reci pecalled caligerighita is mentioned 
(19.43).504 
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The section on treatment refers to atisara accompanied by partially digested food 
(vidagdhiihiiramiirchita) or undigested matter (iimiitisiira) (19.14-15), and a form de
void ofiima (nirama; 19.42). Inadvertent treatment of iimatisara may lead to the disor
der called da1:u;Iakiilasaka (19.16). The disease called pravahika is mentioned a number 
of times without being characterized (19.30, 34 ).505 Raktiitisara (bloody dia!Thoea) is 
regarded as a severe form of pittiitisara (19.69-70); 506 va!Ipiika (innammation of the 
ano-rectal folds) may develop in the course ofpittiitisara (19.!0lcd-102ab). 

A prolapse of the anus is more than once mentioned as a sequel of diarrhoea (19.42: 
gudanil:isaral_la; 19.43: gudabhraq1sa; 19.46: bhra~!aguda). 507 

Chapter twenty, on chardi (vomiting), deals with: the five types of this disease: caused 
by each of the three do~s separately, by the three do~as jointly, anli by contact with 
disgusting things (dvi~!iirthayoga) (20.6ab); the prodromes (20.6cd); the aetiology 
and symptomatology of chardi brought about by viita (20.7-9), pitta (20.10-11), 
kapha (20.12-13), and all three do~s together (20.14-15); faecal vomiting as a fatal 
disorder (20.16-17); vomiting caused by disgusting objects (20.18);508 incurable and 
curable types of vomiting (20.19); 509 treatment (20.20-48). 510 

Chapter twenty-one, on visarpa (erysipelas), 511 begins with Agnivesa's questions on 
this disease; Atreya, roaming about in the region of Kailiisa, answers them (21.3-10). 

The subjects are: the name of the disease, visarpa or parisarpa, called thus on 
account of its spreading character (21.11);512 the seven types of visarpa, a disease 
having seven kinds of pathogenic elements (dhiitu): caused by viita, pitta, kapha, 
saJilllipata, and the three combinations of two do~as; iigneyavisarpa is brought about 
by vata and pitta, granthivisarpa by kapha and vata, kardamakavisarpa by pitta and 
kapha (21.12-14 ); seven pathogenic elements (dhiitu) are responsible for the produc
tion (samutpatti) of visaipa: four corruptible bodily elements (dii~ya), namely rakta 
(blood), lasikii (serous nuid). tvac (the layers of the skin) and ma1µsa (muscular tissue), 
together with thethreedo~as (21.15); 513 the common aetiology ofvisarpa (21.16-22); 
three kinds of visarpa: located externally (bahit1srita), internally (anta~srita) and both 
ways (ubhayasarµsrita); the severity increases in the mentioned order; the first kind is 
curable, the second is very difficult to cure, and the third incurable (21.23-24); 514 the 
symptoms of internally and externally located visarpa (21.25-27); the signs indicating 
a fatal outcome (21.28); 515 the aetiology and symptomatology of visarpa arising from 
vata (21.29-30),516 pitta (21.31-32), 517 and kapha (21.33-34 ); 518 the aetiology and 
symptomatology of the incurable agnivisa1pa, caused by viita and pitta (21.35-36), 
the incurable kardamavisarpa, caused by kapha and pitta (21.37-38), and the incur
able granthivasarpa, caused by kapha and viita (21.39); the definition of upadrava 
(complication) as a disease (roga) in itself, based on (another) disease, appearing in 
a later stage of that (primary) disease; the (primary) disease (vyiidhi) is the main one 
(pradhana), the upadrava shares its properties (gul_labhiita); the upadrava is usually 
alleviated together with the primary disease; an upadrava should be quickly overcome, 
because it afflicts a patient the more due to its appearance in a later stage of an already 
existing disease (21.40);519 the incurability of saqrnipatavisarpa (21.41);520 visarpa, 
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caused by vata, pitta or kapha is curable; agni- and kardamavisarpa are under certain 
conditions amenable to treatment; granthivisarpa may be accepted for treatment if it 
does not present complications; sarpnipatavisarpa is incurable (21.42); 521 treatment 
(21.43-143);522 the treatment of granthivisarpa may also be applied to galaga1.19a 
caused by kapha; the treatment of galaga1~9a arising from vata and kapha is also 
succinctly described (21.139-140);523 visarpa is said to be a disease that is always 
associated with raktapitta (2Ll42). 

Recipes mentioned in the section on treatment are mahatiktagh]"ta (21.62)524 and 
trayamar.iaghrta (21.63). 525 

Chapter twenty-two, on tr~r.ia (morbid thirst), deals with: the aetiology and general 
pathogenesis (sa1,1prapti) of this disorder (22.4-7); 526 the prodromes 527 and the 
general characteristics528 (svalak~ar.ia) 529 of all types of tmra (22.8); symptoms of 
tf$1.1ii (22.9-10);530 the pathogenesis and symptoms of tf$1.1ii brought about by vata 
(22.11-12),531 pitta (22.13-14), 532 amapitta (22.15), 533 decrease of rasa (rasak$aya) 
(22.16),534 and as a complication (upasarga)535 of jvara (fever), prameha (urinary 
disorders), wasting (k$aya), SO$a (desiccation), §vasa (shortness of breath) and other 
diseases (22.17); 536 conditions leading to a fatal outcome (22.18); 537 varieties of 
tf$1.1ii, inclu.ded in those arising from vata and pitta; these varieties occur owing to 
the intake of heavy articles of food, milk, and fatty substances, during the digestive 
process (vidaha), and due to the habitual use of alcoholic drinks (22.19-22); 538 tf$1.1ii 
occurring after taking a cold bath (22.23); the symptoms of all kinds of tf$1.1ii are 
caused by vata, pitta and decrease (of fluid) 539 (22.24); treatment (22.25-62). 540 

Chapter twenty-three is concerned with poisonous substances (vi$a) and the treatment 
of poisoning. 541 

The subjects are: the fi rstappearance (pragutpatti) of poison during the churning of 
the ocean; it arose, prior to the amrta, in human form, as a fierce-looking, resplendent 
being with four fangs, fair-haired, with fiery eyes; he was called Vi$a because the 
living beings became vi$ar.i~1a (dejected) on seeing him (23.4-5); 542 Brahma placed 
vi$a in two sources (yoni): mobile (i.e., animals; jailgama) and immobile (i.e., plants; 
sthavara); it originates from water, is of two kinds, resembles fire, has eight stages 
of action (vega), ten properties, and twenty-four ways of treatment (upakrama) 
(23.6); being of a watery origin, it becomes fluid like gu9a and spreads during the 
rainy season; Agastya 543 harms it when the clouds have disappeared, as a result 
of which its potency (virya) becomes milder (manda) (23.7-8); a long series of 
fanged (darp$\rin) animals, whose fangs are the source of jailgama poisons: sarpa 
(snake), kI\a, indura, Iuta (spider), vrscika (scorpion), grhagodhika, jalaukas (leech), 
matsya (fish), ma1.19iika (frog), kar.iabha, krkat)!aka, svan (dog), sirpha (lion), vyaghra 
(tiger), gomayu (jackal), tarak$u (hyena), nakula (ichneumon), etc. (23.9-10); the 
sthira (= sthavara) poisons, deriving from the roots of plants: mustaka, pau$kara, 
krauiica, vatsanabha, balahaka, karka\a, kalakii\a, karaviraka, palaka, indrayudha, 
taila, meghaka, kusapu$paka, rohi$a, pm~9ar1ka, lailgalakI, aiijanabhaka, sarpkoca, 
markap, sfilgivi$a, halahala, etc. (23.11-13); 544 a third type of poisonous substance, 
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called gara, which results from a mixture of substances; it is not instantly lethal, 
because its activation (vipii.ldtva) takes time (23.14); 545 the effects of poisons of 
animal and vegetable origin; animal poisons (jailgama, daq1wavi~a) affect the lower, 
vegetable poisons (sthavara, maulavi~a) the lower part of the body, which makes 
the two types antagonistic (23.15-17); the signs of the eight stages of action (vega) 
in human beings; 546 these stages, four in number, as occurring in quadrupeds; the 
three stages occurring in birds547 (23.18-23); the ten properties of poison: laghu 
(light), riik~a (dry), asu (quickly acting), visada (clear), vyavayin (diffusive), 548 tik~\la 
(sharp), vikasin (relaxation promoting), 549 silk~ma (subtle), u~rya (hot), of undefined 
taste (anirdesyarasa) (23.24 ); 550 poison excites vata by its dryness, pitta by its heat, 
blood by its subtlety, kapha by its undefined taste; it quickly pervades (anuvartate) 551 

the annarasa (rasa derived from the food); due to its vyavayin and asu character, it 
quickly penetrates into the whole body; it damages the vital organs (marman) due 
to its sharpness and the prarya(s) because it is vikasin; its lightness makes treatment 
difficult; it does not impede the movement of the do~as (asaktagatidoeya) on account of 
its cleamess(23.25-27);552 the symptoms of poisoning in persons with a constitution 
dominated by vii.ta, pitta or kapha (23.28-30); 553 dil~Ivi~a (a slowly acting poison) 
brings about corruption of the blood, arus (ulcers), ki\ibha554 and ko\ha (an urticarial 
rash); it is fatal, because it corrupts each do~a separately (23.31 ); 555 the fiery ~uality 
(tejas) 556 of poison makes the blood !low, which blocks the vessels (kha), leading 
to death; poison that is drunk stays in the heart after death, while the poison of a 
bite or sting remains at the site bitten or stung (23.31-32);557 the signs of death by 
poisoning are described (23.33-34); the twenty-four ways of treatment: mantra,558 

ari~\ii., 559 utkartana (excision), ni~pf.ana (compression), cil~arya (suction),560 agni 
(cauterization), pari~eka (affusion), 561 avagaha (bathing), raktamok~arya (blood
letting), 562 vamana (emetics),563 vireka (purgation),564 upadhana (the application 
of drugs on the incised scalp), 565 hrdayavararya (protection of the heart), 566 aiijana 
(collyrium), 567 nasya (e,rhine), dhilma (inhalation of medicinal smoke), leha (linctus), 
au~adha (medicament), pradhamana (blowing drugs into the nose),568 pratisararya 
(local application), 569 prativi~a (antidote), sa,,1jiiasaipsthapana (re-animation), 570 lepa 
(paste), and mrtasa,pjivana (resuscitation) (23.35-37); treatment by means of these 
methods (23.38-104 ). 571 

Recipes provided with a name are: mrtasa1pjivanagada (23.54-60), 572 gandha
hastyagada (23.71-76),573 mahagandhahastyagada (23.77-94), 574 and keyii.ragada 
(23.101-104). 575 

The chapter proceeds with: the danger of poisoning to which a king is exposed; 576 

the characteristics of a poisoner; 577 tests to detect poison in food 578; the symptoms of 
poisons administered in various ways (23.105-122);579 the three kinds of venomous 
snakes: 580 darvilcara, mai:i•alin and rajimant, who cause excitement of vii.ta, pitta 
and kapha respectively; the darvikara is hooded (pharyin), the maryc)alin has a coiled 
hood (ma9c)alapha~1a), the rajimant has a spotted and streaked skin;581 their venom 
excites the mentioned do~a by being dry and pungent, acid and hot, sweet and cold 
respectively; the characteristics of their bites are described (23.124-129); 582 the 
characteristics of snakes who are male, female 583 and neither male nor female are 
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enumerated, followed by the characteristics of pen.ons who are bitten by these three 
kinds,584 by a pregnant (garbhir:iT) snake,585 and by1one who has given birth (siita); 586 
a four-footed snake, born from a godha, is callerl a gaudheyaka and resembles a 
black snake (kr~r:iasarpa); 587 several other crossbreeds (misrajati) are known; 588 the 
characteristics of serious (bhrsabiidha) and less serious bites (23.130-135); the black 
snake when young, the gonasa 589 of advanced a~te, and the adult riijimant are like 
asivi~a (23.136);590 the four fangs of venomous ::nakes, their colours, the quantity 
of poison they contain (23.137-139); the two kij1ds of poisonous kI!aS, 591 arising 
from the faeces and urine of snakes: those containing dii~vi~a (slowly acting poison) 
and those containing prar:iahara (aeadly) poison; ,the characteristics of the bites of 
these kI1as and the symptoms produced (23.140-t43); the signs and symptoms of a 
bite by a dii~Ivi~a spider (Jiitii) and of spiders in 1(eneral (23.144-146);592 the signs 
and symptoms of bites and stings by a rat (iikhu, lnii~ika), 593 lizard (kfkalasaka), 594 

scorpion (vrscika), 595 kar:iabha,596 ucci!iilga,597 ,.frog or toad (mar:i<;liika), 598 fish 
(matsya), leech (jalaukas), 599 gecko (grhagodhika0,600 centipede (satapadT),601 gnat 
(masaka),602 fly or bee (mak~ikii),603 and sthagika604 (23.147-158); bites leading to 
death (23.159-16lab); 605 factors aggravating the::effect of poison (23.162); snakes 
whose venom has a mild effect (23.163); 606 anger:is the releasing factor of venom in 
snakes (2fl64);607 viita predominates in the pois.;,n of ucci!iilga and scorpion, vata 
and pitta in that of kI!as, kapha in that of the kru)XJha. etc.; treatment should consist 
of the prescription of substances counteracting thase do~as (23.165-166); the symp
toms produced by a poison in which respectivelyiviita, pitta or kapha predominates 
(23.167-169); treatment of the bites and stings mdntioned (23.170-174);608 the bite 
of a dog excites the three do~as and corrupts the jodily elements; the symptoms of 
a dogbite; 609 the bites of other fierce animals (vyi.fa); poisonous and non-poisonous 
bites (23.175-178); treatment of diverse kinds of i;ioisoning 610 (23.179-249); 611 the 
section on treatment mentions a poisonous animal called visvambhara (23.214 );61 2 the 
condition called sarikiivi~a, i.e., the anxiety of somO'.one who thinks to have been bitten 
(by a snake), is described, as well as its treatment ('.:3.221-223); 61 3 things wholesome 
and wholesome to victims of poisoning (23.224--2e8); 614 the symptoms of poisoning 
by quadrupeds and its treatment (23.229-232); gar<",, prepared and administered mixed 
with food by women afraid to lose the favour of t!leir husband or lover, is also dealt 
with, followed by the treatment of the victim (23.2)33-240).615 

The chapter ends with measures to be taken immediately after a bite (23.250-
253)616 and a concluding verse (23.254.) 

Recipes with a name are paficasirI~iigada (23i212-218) 617 and amf(aghrta (23. 
242cd-249). 618 

Chapter twenty-four is about madiityaya (alcoholism and its complications). 619 

Its subjects are: the eulogy of sura,620 honouv,~ by gods and sages, used as an 
oblation in the sautriimar:iI ritual, 621 etc.; the advic;e to use it properly (24.3-10); the 
proper way in general of consuming alcoholic drirl<:s (madya) (24.11--20);622 special 
prescriptions623 for persons with a vatika, paittikl\\ or slai~mika constitution (24.21-
23), 624 applicable to those who are wealthy or Qn the path to prosperity (24.24); 
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gau~ika 625 and pai~\ika 626 drink{ are suitable to those with a vatika constitution, 
mardvika627 is suitable to a paittika, madhava628 to a slai~mika constitution (24.25); 
the properties and actions of alco10lic drinks made from many different substances 
(24.26-28); alcoholic dtinks, aftenreaching the heart, disturb the ten properties of ojas 
by their own ten qualities, thus ea 1sing mental disorder (24.29); the ten properties of 
alcoholic drinks are: laghu (light)\ u~1.1a (hot), tilc~l_la (sharp), siik~ma (subtle), amla 
(sour), vyavayin (relaxation-prom:iting), asuga (quickly acting), riik~ (dry), vikasin 
(diffusive), and visada (clear); theten properties ofojasare: guru (heavy), sita (cold), 
mrdu (soft), slak~1.1a (smooth), b:llhala (gross), 629 madhura (sweet), sthira (immo
bile), prasanna (slowly acting), picchila (mucilaginous), and snigdha (oleaginous); 
the properties of an alcoholic drink counteract those of ojas in the following way: 
laghu is contrary to guru, u~1.1a to sita, amla to madhura, tik~l_la to mrdu, ii.suga to 
prasanna, riik~ to snigdha, vyavii.tyin to sthira, vikii.sin to slak~1.1a, visada to picchila, 
siiksma to sandra; 630 thus sattva, residing there (i.e., in the seat of ojas, the heart), 
is quickly disturbed and brings a:bout mada (intoxication) (24.30-34);631 the heart 
is the seat of the channels (marga, transporting rasa, vata, etc., as well as the seat of 
sattva, buddhi, the senses, and the primary ojas; 632 for that reason the heart, and the 
dhatus located there, are pathologically changed by the immoderate use of alcoholic 
drinks and the damage of ojas re,ulting therefrom (24.35-36); 633 the first stage of 
intoxication 634 is characterized by stimulation (pratibodhita) of the heart, without 
any damage (avihata) to the ojasi the ojas is slightly dmnaged in the second stage, 
more seriously so in the third stag,b; a pai~\ika alcoholic drink does not cause damage 
to the ojas, because the properthts vikii.sin, riik~a and visada are not predominant 
in it (24.37-38); alcoholic drinks; produce mental changes (vikara) of a rajasa and 
tamasa character, culminating illi confusion and sleep when used in excess; this 
pathological state caused by alcobol (madyavibhrama) is called mada (intoxication) 
(24.39-40); three stages (pratham:u, madhyama, antya or uttama) of intoxication are 
described; a special variety, betwe,m the second and third stages, occuning in those of 
a rajasa or tamasacharacter, is adoled (24.41-51); 635 the dangers.of the improper and 
immoderate use of alcohol, 636 and, its merits as a medicinal substance (24.52-60); the 
beneficial effects of alcohol (24.6J-67); 637 alcoholic drinks are harmless when one 
pays due regard to the three types c;,f foods, to drinks, age, disorders (vyadhi), strength, 
time, do~a and character (sattva)( this correct use is called yukti; a person with a 
sattvika character may enjoy all th:e merits of alcohol (24.68-70); the mind (sattva) is 
stimulated in the first stage of mada, it loses its lucidity in the second stage, extremely 
so in the third stage; alcohol exposes the qualities of one's character, as fire exposes 
the qualities of gold (24.71-73); lthe sattvika, rajasa and tamasa ways of enjoying 
drinks (ii.pana) (24.74-79); circum;tances which make drinking for particular types of 
persons into a pleasant activity; ptirsons who get drunk by a small quantity of alcohol 
(24.80-87); the aetiology and S)mptomatology of madatyaya dominated by vata, 
pitta, kapha, and the three do~as ('.<4.88-100); 638 the general symptoms of madatyaya 
(24.101-106); general principles rctgarding the treatment of madatyaya; kapha is to be 
counteracted first, pitta and vata heing secondarily involved; a disorder caused by a 
particular alcoholic beverage is ah1eviated by the administration of the same drink639 
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(24.107-111 ); 640 alcoholic drinks lead to an impaired digestion; the rasa derived from 
the food (annarasa) acquires for that reason alkalinity (k~arata); the symptoms of 
this disorder are relieved by the consumption of alcohol, since alkalinity is quickly 
overcome by acidity, 641 profusely present in alcoholic drinks; alcoholic drinks, which 
are sour in nature, possess four secondary tastes (anurasa): sweet, astringent, bitter 
and pungent; their total number of properties is therefore fourteen (24.112-116); 
the treatment of madatyaya caused by vata (24.117-135), 642 pitta (24.136-163), 643 

kapha (24.164-188); 644 the ten kinds of saqmipata (24.189); 645 treatment in general 
(24.191-198); 646 two disorders, called dhvaq1saka and vik~aya, caused by excessive 
drinking after a period of abstinence; the symptoms and treatment of these disorders, 
which are curable with difficulty (24. I 99-205ab);647 the praise of the proper use of 
alcohol (24.205cd); the advice to remain abstinent (24.206). 

Chapter twenty-five is concerned with (inflamed) wounds and ulcers (vrai:ia).648 

The subjects dealt with are: the two groups of vrai:ia: nija (endogenous), caused 
by the do~as, and aganta (exogenous), caused by external agents; the causes of 
agantuvra9a;649 differences in treatment (25.5-8); exogenous vra9as which do not 
heal should be treated like endogenous ones, having regard to the do~a(s) involved 
(25.9); 650 the characteristics and treatment of vra9as caused by vata, pitta, kapha 
(25.10-16); 651 the classification, etc., of the two groups of vra9a (25.17-19); the 
twenty types of vra9a are: suitable to surgical treatment (lqtya) or unsuitable to it 
(alqtya), 652 vitiated (du~(a) or not vitiated (adu~(a), located in a marman (vital spot) 
or not located there, closed (sarpvrta) or open, severe (daru9a) or mild, discharging 
(sravin) or not discharging, containing toxic substances (savi~a) or devoid of these, 
irregular (vi~amasthita) or regular, provided with pouches (utsaligin)653 or devoid of 
these, elevated (utsanna) 654 or depressed (25.20-21); 655 the threefold examination of 
vra9a(s): by inspection (darsana), interrogation (of the patient) (prasna) and palpation 
(sarpsparsa) (25.22-23); 656 the twelve types of vitiated (du~(a) vra9a: white (sveta), 
provided with a narrow opening (avasannavartman),657 provided with a very wide 
opening (atisthiilavartman),658 very pifijara,659 dark-blue (nila) or syava, 660 covered 
with pustules (atipiqaka), red (rakta), black (kr~t_1a), excessively bad-smelling (atipii
tika), apparently healing outside, but non-healing and recurring inside (ropya), 661 and 
bottle-necked (kumbhimukha) (25.24-25ab);662 these pathological conditions (do~a) 
are twenty-four in number when classified according to another method (25.25cd);663 

the eight seats of vra9a(s) are: the skin, vessels (sira), muscular tissue, fatty tissue, 
bones, cords (snayu), vital spots (marman), and the viscera (antarasraya)664 (25.26); 665 

the eight kinds of smell of a vra9a are: like that of ghee, oil, muscle-fat (vasa), pus 
(piiya) and blood, syava,666 sour, and fetid (piitika) (25.27);667 the discharges from 
wounds (vra1_1asrava) are of fourteen kinds: like serous fluid (lasika), water, pus or 
blood, yellow (haridra),ruddy (aru9a), pifijara,668 ochre-coloured (ka~aya), dark-blue 
(nila), yellowish green (harita), oleaginous (snigdha), dry (riik~a), white (sita), and 
dark (asita) in colour (25.28-29ab);669 the experts concerning vra9a(s) (vra1_1acintaka) 
acknowledge sixteen complications (upadrava): visarpa (erysipelas), pak~aghata 
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(hemiphegia or hemiparesis), sirastambha (occlusion of vessels), apatanaka,670 

moha (mental confusion), unmada (insanity), vra9aruja (pain in the vra9a), jvara 
(fever), tr~9a (thirst), hanugraha (lockjaw), kasa (cough), chardi (vomiting), atisara 
(diarrhoea), hikka (hiccup), svasa (shortness of breath), and vepathu (trembling) 
(25.29cd-3lab); factors which impair the healing of a vra9a: snayukleda (softening 
of the cords), 671 sirakleda (softening of vessels), gambhirya (deep-seatedness), 
lqmibhak~a9a (tissue destruction caused by maggots), asthibheda, 672 sasalyatva 
(the presence of a corpus alienum), savi~atva (the presence of toxic substances), 
sarpa9a (the tendency to spread), nakhaka~\haprabheda (injury by nails or a piece of 
wood), carmatighanana (excessive rubbing of the skin), lomatighanana (excessive 
rubbing of the body hair), mithyabandha (faulty bandaging), atisneha (over-oleation), 
atibhai~jyakar~a9a (emaciation due to over-medication), aJ'In)a (disorders of the 
digestive process), atibhukta (overeating), viruddhabhojana (consumption of in
compatible foods), asatmyabhojana (consumption of unsuitable foods), soka (grief), 
krodha (anger), divasvapna (sleeping by day), vyayama (physical exercise), maithuna 
(sexual intercourse), and ni~kriyatva673 (25.3lcd-34); degrees of curability (25.35-
37);674 therapeutic measures to be applied first (25.38-39ab); the thirty-six therapeutic 
measures in cases of vra1.1a: sophaghna (reduction of swelling),675 the six kinds of 
sastrakarman (surgical intervention), 676 avapic)ana (compression),677 nirvapaJla (re
duction of calor), 678 sarpdhana (union), 679 sveda (sudation),680 samana (pacification 
of excited do~as), e~a9a (probing),681 sodhana (purification) by means of decoctions 
(ka~aya), 682 ropa9a (promotion of granulation) by means of decoctions (ka~aya),683 

sodhana by means of pastes (pralepana),684 ropa9a by means of pastes,685 sodhana 
by means of oils (taila), 686 ropa9a by means of oils, 687 two kinds of pattracchadana 
(covering with leaves), 688 two kinds of bandhana (bandaging), 689 bhojya (diet), 
utsadana (elevation, i.e., the promotion of granulation, which elevates the level of the 
wound), 690 two kinds of daha (cauterization and the application of caustic fluids), 691 

avasadana (depression, i.e., the reduction of too large an amount of granulation 
tissue), 692 dhiipana (fumigation) of a ka\hinyakara (promoting fimmess of the new 
tissue) type, 693 dhiipana of a mardavakara (inducing softness) type, 694 alepana of aka
\hi9yakara type, 695 alepana of a mardavakara type, 696 avaciir9ana (the application of 
a powder), 697 van)ya (restoration of the normal colour of the skin), 698 ropaiia (healing 
of a wound orulcer), and lomaroha9a (restoration of hair growth)699 (25.39cd-43). 700 

The remaining part of the chapter (25.44-121) is concerned with treatment, 701 

mainly guided by the thirty-six therapeutic measures enumerated. 702 

Poultices (upanaha) are prescribed for inducing maturation (paka) of an inflamed 
wound (25.49-51); the symptoms ofan inflamed vra9a in the maturational stage, when 
it is called vidagdha, are listed, followed by those when it is fully mature (sa1ppakva) 
(25.52); drugs are described which are helpful in making an inflamed and ripe sore 
burst (pakva~othaprabhedana; 25.53-54ab). 703 

Six types of surgical intervention are mentioned: 704 paiana (incision), 705 vya
dhana (puncturing), 706 chedana (excision),707 lekhana (scraping), 708 pracchana 
(scarification), 709 and srvana (suturing). 710 Disorders suitable to be treated by means 
of each of these procedures are enumerated (25.55-6lab). 711 
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Two kinds of probes (~a~1T) are described: a soft one, made of plant stalks, and a 
hard one, made of metal (loha) (25.81). 

Chapter twenty-six, called trimarrnTyacikitsita, gives an account of diseases of the three 
vital organs (marman) and their treatment. 712 These three chief ones among the 107 
marmans are the urinary bladder, heart and head. 713 These organs are seats of the pra
l}as; the latter are therefore affected too by d~as corrupting their seats (26.3-4 ). 714 

The chapter begins with the general aetiology, pathogenesis and symptomatology 
of udavarta, 715 other diseases following in the wake of udavarta, and the treatment of 
this disease (26.5-23). 716 The symptoms and treatment of a related disorder, anaha, 
caused by ama, are also described (26.24-26). 717 

The next section discusses diseases affecting the urinary bladder: miitralqcchra and 
asmati. 718 

The general aetiology and pathogenesis of miitralqcchra (dysuria) are described, 
followed by the symptoms of the types caused by vata, pitta, kapha, and sa1pnipata 719 

(26.32-35); miitralqcchra is said to be of eight types (26.32).720 

AsmarT (vesical calculi) is described as a disorder arising when vata, reaching 
the bladder, desiccates semen (sukra), urine,.pitta or kapha; its origin resembles that 
of gallstones (rocana) in cattle (26.36); 721 the various forms of this disease and their 
symptoms are discussed; 722 vesical calculi may be disintegrated through the action of 
vata, in which case the disorder is called sarkara (gravel) 723 (26.37-44); the treatment 
of miitralqcchra brought about by vata, pitta, kapha and the three do~as is discussed 
(26.45-58), 724 followed by the treatment of asmarT725 and sarkara (26.59-76); 726 

surgical extraction of a calculus should be resorted to in refractory cases (26.68); 727 

a type of miitralqcchra arising from obstruction to (the flow of) semen is referred to 
(26.69: reto'bhighataprabhava), as well as a type arising from blood (26.73-75). 728 

The aetiology (26.77), 729 general symptomatology (26.78),730 and the symptoms 
of the types of hrdroga (heart disease), 731 caused by vata, pitta, kapha, sa,pnipata and 
parasites (lqmi), are described (26.79-80); 732 the treatment of hrdroga is dealt with 
(26.81-103). 733 

The general aetiology of pratisyaya (nasal catarrh) 734 is discussed, followed by the 
symptoms of the types caused by vata, pitta and kapha; when all the three do~as are 
involved, it is called pTnasa (26.104-107ab). 735 Aggravation of the disease, due to un
wholesome diet and neglect, converts it into du~!apratisyaya, 736 which may lead to the 
following diseases: k~avathu (sneezing), nasaso~a (dryness of the nose), 737 pratTnaha 
(nasal obstruction), parisrava (purulent rhinitis), ghriil}apiititva (a foul smell from the 
nose), 738 apTnasa, 739 (nasa)paka (inflammation of the nose), 740 (nasa)sotha (swelling 
of the nose), (nasa-)arbuda (growths in the nose), piiyarakta (purulent and sanguinolent 
rhinitis), ariitp$i (boils), 741 diseases of the head, ears and eyes, khalitya (alopecia), 742 

conditions making the hair brown (haribhava) or tawny (arjlmabhava), tr~ (thirst), sva
sa (shortness of breath), kasa (cough), jvara (fever), raktapitta (haemorrhagic disor
ders), vaisvarya (disorders of the voice), 743 and so~a (desiccation) (26. !07cd-I09); 744 

these diseases,from du~!apiatisyaya up to ariirp~i, are described (26.110-117ab); 745 a 
nasal disease called dipta, which makes the nose flamingly red (pradipta), is added to 
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the list (26.117cd). 
Five types of siroroga (diseases of the head) are described: caused by viitz, pitta, 

kapha, saqmipiita, and parasites (krimi) (26.118). 746 

Four types of mukharoga (diseases of the oral cavity) are described: caused t y vata, 
pitta, kapha, and saqmipata (26.119-l 22ab);747 their number is sixty-four 748 vith re
gard to their location (san:isthana\ corruptible element(s) affected (dii~ya), syn,ptoms 
(alqti),749 and name; the aetiology, symptomatology and treatment of these six y-four 
diseases are discussed in surgical textbooks (salakyatantra); the treatment of the four 
types mentioned will be described in the present treatise (26.122cd-123). 750 

Arocaka (anorexia) is of several types. 751 The symptoms of this disease when 
caused by vata, pitta and kapha, are described. Loss of appetite is the only sy: nptom 
of the psychogenic varieties, brought about by t,ief, anxiety, greed, anger, dis1 ;usting 
smells, and foods which are disgusting to look at (26.124-126). 752 

Four types of kar~1aroga (ear disease) are described: caused by vata, pitta, kapha 
and all three do~as (26.127-128). 753 

Four types of netraroga (eye disease) are described: caused by viita, pitta, kapha 
and all three do~as; the treatises on salakya deal with ninety-six of these diseaies; the 
present treatise does not attempt to discuss them, because they belong to the , omain 
of others (paradhikara) (26.129-131). 754 

Khalati (baldness) arises when the bodily heat (tejas), togetherwith vata, etc., bums 
the scalp (kesabhiimi); when this action is mild, the hair turns grey (palita) or brown 
(hariprabhatva) (26.132). 755 

The diseases of the supraclavicular region (iirdhvajatrfitthagada) have p,utially 
been described now in order to fill up a lacuna (asiinyatartha) (26.133ab). 756 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to the treatment of pratisyaya, pI
nasa, and other diseases of the nose (26.134--157),757 eiseases of the head (2 5.158-
186), 758 diseases of the teeth, oral cavity and throat (26.187-214), 759 arocaka (2 5.215-
220), 760 diseases of the ears (26.221-230), 761 diseases of the eyes (26.231-262 ab), 762 

baldness, 763 greying of the hair, wrinkles, etc. (26.262cd-282), 764 and the five t:•pes of 
svarabheda (disorders of the voice): caused by vata, pitta, kapha, blood, and sar1,nipata 
(26.283-290). 765 

Recipes with a name are: ~1utaila (26.239-24 lab), 766 mayfiraghita (2 :i.158-
165), 767 mahamayiiraghrta (26.166-174), 768 kalakaciirrJa (26.194cd-19fob),769 

pitakaciirr:ia (26.l 96cd-1,8ab), 770 khadiradigu\ikii and -taila (26.206-214), ,ukha
vatI varti (26.252-253), 771 dmiprada varti (26.254-256ab),772 and mahan1ataila 
(26.268cd-276ab). 773 

Chapter twenty-seven, on iirnstambha, 774 begins with Agnivesa asking his 1 eacher 
whether there is a disease not amenable to treatment by means of paficakarmm and 
nevertheless curable. Atreya replies that iirustambha is such a disease (27.3-7) 

The aetiology, pathogenesis, symptoms and prodromes of this disease ae de
scribed; when a.ma (undigested matter), which has accumulated in the visceta, has, 
together with medas, obstn1cted vata and the other dosas, it descends, owini; to its 
heaviness, to the thighs (iiru) and lower parts of the l~gs, impairing their mobility; 
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the disease is called iirustambha because kapha, together with medas, overpowers 
vata and pitta, which leads to restricted mobility (stambhayati) on account of the 
immobility (sthairya) and coldness (saitya) ( of kapha) (27 .8-15). If treated like a va
tavyadhi, it aggravates further, presenting as additional symptoms weakness (sadana) 
and numbness (supti) of the legs and problems with raising (uddharar:ia) them (27.16). 
~lore symptoms are enumerated (27.17-18). 775 Degrees of curability are described 
(27.19). The reasons for the non-applicability of paiicakannan are given: ama and 
kapha, when located in a seat of vata (such as the thighs), cannot be eliminated by 
means of these procedures (27.20-24 ). 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to the internal (27.25-48ab) and exter
nal treatment (27.48cd-57) of iirustambha, ending with some general rules concerning 
its management (27.58-61). 776 

The only recipe with a name is a~µika\varataila (27.47). 

Chapter twenty-eight is concerned with the group of diseases called vatavyadhi (wind 
disease). 777 

The chapter opens with the praise of vayu.778 Someone, whose vayu can move 
without any impediment, remains in its own seat and maintains its normal state (pralq
ti), may live, without any disease, for a hundred years 779 (28.3-4). 

The five kinds of vayu are discussed next. 780 

The seats of prar:ia are head, chest, throat, tongue, oral cavity and nose; its actions 
are spitting (~fhivana), sneezing (k~avathu), eructation (udgara), respiration (svasa), 
deglutition of the food (ahara), etc. 

The seats of udana are the umbilical region, chest and throat; its actions are speak
ing (vakpravf{ti), effort (prayatna), vitality (iirjas), strength (bala), complexion (vanJa), 
etc. 

Samana, seated in the channels transporting sweat, do~as and water, and located 
near to the internal fire (antaragni), bestows strength on that fire. 

Vyana, which moves swiftly and pervades the whole body, brings abut motion 
(gati), extension (prasarar:ia), contraction (ak~epa), blinking, etc. 

The seats of apana are the testicles, bladder, penis, umbilical region, thighs, groins, 
and ano-rectal region (guda); staying in the intestines too, it eliminates semen, urine, 
faeces, the menstrual discharge (artava) and the (full grown) foetus. 

When staying in their no1mal seats and functioning together, they perform their 
functions, thus sustaining the body and preserving its healthy state (28.5-11); 781 when 
moving on a wrong path and being deranged, they afflict the body with disorders relat
ing to their seats and actions, and may 11uickly take life away. Although the disorders 
they bring about are innumerable, the main ones, i.e., the eighty disorders beginning 
with cracking of the nails (nakhabheda), have been mentioned in the Siitra(sthana). 782 

They will now be described, along with theircausesand tr\!atment, with regard to vayu, 
both when singly (affected) in a particular seat and when covered (iivfta) (by another 
do~a) (28.12-14 ). 

The aetiology of vata diseases in general is dealt with (28.15-19ab). The not fully 
developed (avyakta) signs of these diseases are the prodromes, the fully developed 
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(vyakta) signs are the specific symptoms:(iitmariipa}, while slight signs indicate subsi
dence (apiiya) of the disease (28.19cd-2 Jab). 

The general symptoms of excited vii-;a are enumerated (28.20cd-23). Peculiarities 
concerning cause(s) and location lead to particularities of the diseases which arise 
(28.24ab). 

The symptoms of the disorders which appear when corrupted viita has become 
lodged in a particular part or constitue:llt of the body, or the whole body, are dealt 
with in the next section. The parts mentioned are: the viscera (ko~\ha), the whole 
body, ano-rectal region(guda), receptacl,iofundigested food (iimiisaya),783 receptacle 
of digested food (pakviisaya), 784 sens,~ organs (indriya), 785 skin (tvac}, 786 blood 
(rakta), muscular and fatty tissues (mar:ma and medas}, bones and bone mrurnw (asthi 
and majjii}, semen (sukra), cords (snii)1u}, vessels (sirii}, and junctures (sandhi) 787 

(28.24cd-37). 
Several specific diseases are described in the section that follows. These diseases 

are: ardita (facial paresis) (28.38--42),:788 manyiistambha (28.43a-c},789 antariiyii
ma (28.43d--45c}, 790 dhanuJ:istambha m bahiriiyama (28.45d--48}, 791 hanugraha 
(lockjaw) (28.49-50ab}, 792 iiksepaka !(convulsions) (28.50cd-5lab}, 793 dai:iqaka 
(28.5lcd-52ab}, 794 curable and incurable fonns of the diseases mentioned (ardita up 
to daQ,aka) (28.52cd-53ab}, pa~avadll<a (hemiplegia) (28.53cd-54},795 ekiingaroga 
(paresis or paralysis of one limb) 796, an4 sarvangaroga (tetraplegia) (28.55), 797 

gfdhrasI (sciatica) and its two varieties (£8.56-57ab), 798 and khaUI (28.57cd). 799 

The remaining disorders should be known from the signs characteristic of the seat 
(of viita) (28.58ab); the combination of 11ata with pitta, etc., should also be taken into 
consideration (28.58cd ). 

Excitation of viita comes about thrcmgh deficiency of dhiitus and obstruction of 
pathways (miirgavarai:ia);800 vata, pit ta aid kapha move through all the channels; only 
viita, due to its subtleness, is able to m~ke the other two move about; when excited, 
it agitates the other two, hurling them to various places, where, due to this, diseases 
appear, brought about by pathways whic;h are obstructed, thus leading to drying up of 
rasa, etc. (28.59--61 ab ). 801 

The symptoms of the disorders are described which are the result of viita being 
obstructed (or: covered, avrta) by pitta, ~apha, blood, muscular tissue, fatty tissue, 802 

bone tissue, bone marrow, semen, food (\anna), urine or faeces (28.6!cd-72ab). 803 

Curable with difficulty or incurable Me, due to their deep-seatedness: luxation of 
joints (sandhicyuti), 804 lockjaw (hanusta!nbha), contractures (kuiicana), 805 kyphoscol
iosis (kubjatii), 806 ardita, hemiplegia (pa1:~ghiita), 807 desiccation (sarpso~a)808 of parts 
of the body, 809 paiigutva, 810 khuqaviitatii;,8 11 stambhana, 812 a4hyaviita, 813 and the dis
eases caused by viita when lodged in b~nes or bone marrow.· These diseases may be 
treated when ofrecent origin, free from complications, and occurring in strong patients 
(28.72cd-74). 814 

The treatment of the diseases 4escrib !dis discussed 815 (28.75-198). 816 Additional 
disorders referred to are: 4esiccation of afoetus (28. 95) and of young children (28.95), 
vata lodged in the cardiac region (28.9611, umbilical region (28.97), arms (28.98) and 
head (28.98). 
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Recipes provided with a name are: ballitaila (28.148cd-157ab),817 amrtadyataila 
(28.!57cd-164 ),818 riisniitaila819 (28.165-166), 820 miilakiidyataila (28.167-169), 821 

vr~amiiliiditaila (28.170-17 I), miilakataila (28. l 72-l 76ab), 822 and lasunataila (28. 
177).823 

The last part of the chapter begins with syndromes occurring when one of the five 
kinds of viita covers another kind, thus obstructing it in its course. 

Twenty types are distinguished. 824 The symptoms of four varieties of mutual cov
ering (anyonyiivarai:ia) are described, together with their treatment: vyiina covered by 
priir!a, prii1;a covered by vyiina, samiina covered by prai:ia, priir!a covered by samlina 
(28.l 99-206ab ), followed by a series of eight varieties: udiina covered by prlii:ia, prai:ia 
covered by udlina, apiina covered by prai:ia, prai:ia covered by aplina, apiina covered by 
vylina, vyiina covered by apiina, vyiina covered by samiina, and vyiina covered by udii
na (28.206cd-2I7ab); the other varieties can be diagnosed and treated by taking into 
consideration the seats and functional changes of the kinds of vii ta involved (28.217cd-
219ab). Some general principles concerning the treaunent of this type of disorders are 
expounded (28.219cd-22lab ). 

Finally, syndromes are described which result from one of the five kinds of vata 
being covered by pitta or kapha (28.22lcd-23lab ). Syndromes resulting from covering 
by bothp1ttaandkapha should be properly diagnosed (28.23lcd-233ab). 

Serious conditions are those in which prai:ia or udiina are covered by kapha and 
pitta, since life is dependent on prai:ia and strength on udiina (28.233cd-235ab). Cir
cumstances leading to incurability are mentioned (28.235cd-236ab ). Complications of 
covered types of viita are cardiac diseases (hrdroga), abscesses (vidradhi), splenome
galia (phihan), gulma, and diarrhoea (28.236cd-237). The treatment of the disorders 
by covered viita is discussed (28.238-245). 

The chapter ends with comparing the movements of viita, pitta and kapha to those 
of air, sun and moon (28.246). 

Chapter twenty-nine discusses the disease called viitasoi:iita. 825 

The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology and pathogenesis of vatasoi:iita; the dis
ease arises when increased (vivrddha) viita, being obstructed (iiviirita) in its course by 
(independently)826 increased blood, corrupts all the blood; its names are viitasoi:iita, 
khU<:Ja,827 viitabaliisa and ii<;lhyaviita828 (29.3-ll); the seats ofviitasoi:iita: hands, feet, 
fingers, and all the joints (sandhi); it begins in hands and feet, whence it spreads over 
the body (29.12); due to the subtleness (sauk~mya) and ubiquity (sarvasaratva) of vii
ta, and due to the liquidity (dravatva) and flowing nature (saratva) of blood, it spreads 
through the vessels (sirayana) over the body, gets stuck in the joints, and causes, in 
combination with pitta, etc., various painful sensations (vedanii), hard to endure, in 
those very joints (29.13-15); 829 the prodromes (29.16-18); 830 the two types of the dis
ease: uttiina, 831 located in skin and muscular tissue, and gambhira, 832 ]ocated in the in
terior (dhiitus); the symptoms of the two types; 833 cases where the symptoms of both 
types are found (29 .19-23); 834 the symptoms ofviitasoi:iita with a predominance of vii
ta, blood,pittaorkapha,and with a predominance of two or threedo~as (29.24-29); 835 

degrees of curability (29.30); complications and their influence on the degree of cur-
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ability (29.31-34);836 treatment 837 (29.35-162). 838 

Recipes provided with a name are: piirii~akaghrta (29.58-60), 839 jivaniyasarpis 
(29.61-70), 8-40 madhupanfyaditaila (29.91-95), sukumarakataila (29.96-102),841 amr
tadyataila (29.103-109), 842 mahapadmataila (29.110-113),843 khu~~akapadmakataila 
(29.114--115ab), 844 satapakamadhukataila (29.115cd-118), 845 sahasrapaka- or sata
pakabalataila (29.119-120), 846 and pi~c_!ataila (29.123). 

Chapter thirty, on yonivyapad 84 7, is concerned with diseases of the female genital 
tract848 and some analogous disorders in males. 

The subjects dealt with are: the general aetiology of the twenty types of yonivya
pad 849 (30.7-8); the aetiology and symptomatology .of yonivyapad850 caused by 
vata 851, pitta852, kapha853 and all three do~s854 (30.9-15); 855 the aetiology and 
symptomatology of sixteen more types of yonivyapad: sasrja856 (30.16), arajaska 857 

(30.17), acara~a 858 (30.18), 859 aticara~a 860 (30.19), prakcara~a 861 (30.20), upapluta 862 
(30.21-22), paripluta 863 (30.23-24), udavartinI864 (30.25-26), kaq1inI 865 (30.27-
28ab), putraghm866 (30.28cd-29ab), antarmukhI867 (30.29cd-3 lab), siicimukhI868 
(30.3 !ctl-32ab ), yonimukhaso~a 869 (30.32cd-33ab ), vaminI870 (30.33cd-34ab ), 
~a~c_lhI871 (30.34cd-35ab), and mahayoni 872 (30.35cd-37ab); the twenty types of 
yorrivyapad prevent conception and lead to various other disorders (30.37cd-39ab); 
sas~ja and arajaska are caused by pitta, pariplutaand vaminiby vataandpitta, upapluta 
and kar~iniby vata and kapha, the remaining ones by vata (30.39cd-40); 873 treatment 
of yorrivyapad (30.41-86ab); 874 treatment of raktayoni = asrgdara875 (bleeding 
from the genital tract) and its do~ic types; treatment of yonido~a = rajodo~a876 (dis
charges from the genital tract) (30.86cd-99); 877 treatment of all kinds of yonivyapad 
(30.100-126ab); 878 the eight sukrado~as879 (defects of the semen): semen that is 
pherrila (frothy), tanu (thin), riik~a (dry), vivanfa (of an abnormal colour), piiti (foul
sme!ling), picchila (mucilaginous), anyadhatiipasa1psma (combined with other bodily 
constituents) 8&> and avasadin (sinking when placed in water); the characteristics of 
semen affected by one of the do~as; the characteristics of normal semen (30.127cd-
146ab);881 the treatment of the disorders mentioned (30.146cd-153ab);882 the four 
types of!daibya (disorders of potency): brought about by injury (upaghata) to the seed 
(bija) or the perris (dhvaja),883 old age (jara), and deficiency (saq1k~aya) of the semen 
(sukra); the aetiology and symptoms of each of these types (30.153cd-187); 884 some 
regard klaibya caused by injury to the penis (dhvajabhailga) and deficiency of the 
semen as incurable, as well as the types caused by amputation ( cheda) of the penis and 
removal of the testicles (vr~a~otp1i\ana) (30.188); 885 a kind of incurable impotency is 
described that is due to a disorder of the parental seed (b~jado~a) and transgressions in 
previous existences (30.189-191ab); the treatment of these disorders886 (30.191cd-
204ab);887 the general aetiology and pathogenesis of the group of disorders called 
pradara or a~rgdara (menorrhagia, metrorrhagia, and related disorders)888 (30.204cd-
209); 889 the specific aetiology and symptomatology of pradara 890 caused by vata, 89I 
pitta,892 kapha 893 and saqmipata (30.210-224); 894 the characteristics of a normal 
menstrual discharge (artava) (30.225-226); 895 general principles of the treatment of 
pradara (30.227-228); 896 the general aetiology and pathogenesis of the eight kinds of 
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disorders of the breast milk (k~Irado~a) (30.229-236); 897 the aetiology of k~Irado~a 
caused by vata, pitta and kapha, the characteristics of the milk in these types, and the 
children's disorders resulting from drinking this milk (30.237-250); the treatment 
of these disorders (30.251-282ab);898 general rules for the treatment of children 
(30.282cd-287). 

The remaining part of the chapter forms an appendix to the Cikitsiisthiina. It begins 
with the statement that the treatment of all disorders has now been dealt with (30.288), 
followed by two verses of Dr9habala, in which he informs the reader that seventeen 
chapters of the Cikitsasthana of the Agnivesatantra, as revised by Caraka, as well as 
the whole of the Kalpasthiina and Siddhisthana, being not available, were added by 
him, in order to complete the treatise (30.289-290). 

General rules concerning treatment are formulated with a view to the management 
of those diseases which are left undescribed. All remedial meausres are said to require 
due consideration of place (desa), time (kiila), 899 dosage (pramiit)a), suitability (sii
tmya) and unsuitability (asiitmya)900 (30.291-293). These elements are more elabo
rately discussed: desa (30.294-295), kiila (30.296-312), pra1[1ii1,1a (30.313-314), sa
tmya and asiitmya (30.315-333). The rules are illustrated by means of numerous ex
amples. 

Some of these exam pies relate to the appropriate time of administration of a drug: 
in disorders ofapana a drug should be taken before a meal, in disorders of samiina dur
ing a meal, in disorders of vyiina after breakfast, in disorders of udiina after dinner, in 
disorders of prii1)a repeatedly during a meal (30.299-300ab). 901 

The rules concerning suitability mention various peoples and their dietary habits; 
the Bahlfkas, Pahlavas,902 Cinas,903 Siilikas,904 Yavanas,905 Sakas, Pracyas, Saind
ha vas, Asmakas, 906 Avantikas, 907 the inhabitants of the Malaya region, the inhabitants 
of the South, North-West and Madhyadesa (30.3 I 5-320ab ). 908 

Examples are given of treatments to be applied in special cases, where the general 
rules are not valid (30.321 cd-325). 



Chapter 7 

Kalpasthana 

Chapter one 1 (madanakalpa 2) begins with an exposition on the contents of the 
Kalpasthana: emetic (vamanadravya) and purgative drugs (virecanadravya) will be 
discussed, their combination with other substances, their way of preparation and 
administration, etc. (1.3). 3 

The terms vamana and virecana are defined; both are collectively known as vire
cana ( 1.4 ). The emetic and purgative actions of paiticular drugs are explained with re
gard to their properties, the mahabhiitas which are predominantly present in them, their 
virya and prabhava, and their physiological effects (1.5). 4 

Six hundred emetic (chapters 1-6) and purgative (chapters7-12) preparations will 
be described (1.6), which are the most suitable ones when endowed with excellency 
regarding place (of origin), time (of collection), properties and containers (bhajana) 
(1.7). 

The place of origin (desa) is of three types: arid (jailgala), marshy (aniipa) and inter
mediate (sadharai:ia); 5 flowery descriptions of these types of country are given ( 1.8). 6 

Recommended for medicinal purposes are plants growing in a sadhara1}a or ja1igala 
region, if particular unfavourable circumstances are absent (l.9).7 Particularly com
mendable properties are mentioned; the seasons in which particular plant parts should 
be collected are specifi.ed; rituals to be observed are referred to8 ( 1.10). 9 The most suit
able ways of storage are described; 10 daily worship is required again ( 1.11). 11 The ve
hicles to be given together with a drug, dependent on the predominant do~a. are enu
merated (1.12). 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to the fruits ofmadana, the seeds (pi
ppali:) of which are the best emetic drug, the way the fruits should be collected, prepared 
for use. combined with. other drugs, etc. 12 

A total of 133 formulations with madana as the chief ingredient are described: nine 
kinds in a k~aya ( 1.14 ), eight kinds of matra 13 (1.16 ), five preparations with milk and 
ghee (1.17-18), one kind of snuff (ghreya) (1.19), one kind ofphai:iita 14 (1.20), one 
kind of curi:ia (1.20), six kinds of varti 15 (1.21), twenty kinds of leha 16 ( 1.22), twenty 
kinds of utkarika 17 ( 1.23), twenty kinds of modaka 18 ( 1.23), sixteen kinds of sa~ku!I 19 

(1.24-25), sixteen kinds of pupa 20 ( 1.24-25), ten kinds qf ~a9ava 21 and other types of 
preparation ( 1.26). The synonyms of madana are enumerated ( 1.27). 

Chapter two is devoted to preparations with the fruits and flowers of jimiita as their 
chief ingredient. 22 

The synonyms of jimiita are enumerated (2.3), followed by the general indications 
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for the administration of this drug (2.4 ). 
A total of thirty-nine formulations are described: six preparations with milk 

(2.5-7), one with surama~1~a23 (2.8), twelve in a ka~aya (2.9-!0ab), seven in a ka~aya 
(2.lOcd-llab), eight kinds of matra. 24 (2.Jlcd), four in a rasa (2.12), and one ghee 
(2.13 ). 

Chapter three deals with preparations containing various parts of ik~viiku as their chief 
ingredient. 25 

The synonyms of ik~vaku are enumerated (3.3cd-4ab ), foil owed by the general in
dications for its use in medicine (3.4cd-5ab ). 

Forty-five formulations are described: eight preparations in milk (3.5cd-6 and 
7cd-!Oab), one in suramai;i<;la (3.7ab), one in mastu26 (3.!0cd), one in takra 27 (3.1 lab), 
one kind of snuff (ghreya) (3.1 lcd-12ab), one with gu<;la 28 and pala]a29 (3.12cd), one 
oil (3.13ab), one ghee (3.13ab), six with a successively increasing number of ikFiiku 
seeds in a decoction of one of the drugs of the phaladi group30 (3.13cd-14ab), one in 
a ka~aya of ya~!yahva 31 and eight in a ka~aya of one of the drugs of the kovidaradi 
group 32 (3.14cd), eight matrayogas33 (3.15ab), five kinds of leha (3.15cd-19ab) 34, 
one in a mantha35 (3.19cd-20ab), and one in ma,!lsarasa (meat broth) (3.20c-f). 

Chapter four deals with preparations containing various parts of dhiimargava as their 
chief ingredient. 36 

The synonyms of dhfunargava are enumerated ( 4.3), followed by the general indi
cations for its use (4.4-5ab). 

Sixty formulations are described: nine kinds of gulika37, made of young leaves 
(pravala, pallava), to be taken together with a ka~aya of madhuka38 or one of the drugs 
of the kovidaradi group 39 (4.6), four preparations in milk (4.7), one in sura ( 4.7), nine in 
a ka~aya of madhuka or one of the drugs of the kovidiiradi group (4.7-9ab), one mixed 
with food (4.9cd), one snuff (ghreyayoga) ( 4.10), 40 twelve kinds of varti soaked in the 
liquid from the dung of various animals (4.11-12), ten kinds of leha ( 4.13-15ab), one 
kalka ( 4.15cd), eleven in a ka~aya ( 4.16-18ab), and one ghee ( 4.l 8cd). 

Chapter five deals with preparations containing vatsaka seeds as their chief ingre
dient. 41 

The names of vatsaka and its seeds (indrayava) are enumerated (5.4 ). The male 
and female plants are described (5.5). The general indications for the use of the drug 
are given (5.6). 

Eighteen formulations are described: nine in a ka~aya of madhuka or one of the 
kovidariidi drugs (5.7-9ab),42 a cii~ta, 43 to be taken in combination with one of five 
ka~ayas (5.9cd-lO) or one of three watery solutions (5.llab) or together with Iqsara 44 

(5.llcd). 

Chapter six deals with preparations of various parts of krtavedhana. 45 

The names of krtavedhana are listed and its chief indications are mentioned (6.3-
4). 
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A total of sixty formulations are described: four preparations in milk, etc. (6.5ab), 46 

one in sura (6.Sab), nine in a ka~aya of one of the drugs of the madhukadi group47 

(6.5cd-6ab), nine in a ka~aya of one of the drugs of the aragvadhadi group48 (6.6cd-
7), ten in a piccha.49 prepared with the ciin:ia of salma!I roots 50 (6.8ab), six kinds of 
va1ti (6.8cd), one ghee (6.8cd), eight kinds of leha (6.9-10), seven preparations in a 
meat broth (6.ll-12ab), and one in sugarcanejuice (ik~urasa) (6.12cd). 

Chapter seven deals with preparations containing syama or trivrt51 as their chief 
ingredient. 52 

The roots of trivrt constitute the best among the purgative drugs (7.3ab ). The syn
onyms of trivrt(a) are enumerated (7.3cd-4). Its properties and actions are described 
(7.5-6).53 The differences between the roots of the syama and arm:ia types of trivrt are 
discussed, including the indications for the preferential use of one of both types (7.7-
9).54 The way of collecting and preparing the roots is described (7.10-11). 

One hundred or more formulations are described: nine preparations in amla, 55 four 
kinds of urine, sauviraka,56 tu~odaka, 57 prasanna,58 or a ka~aya of triphala (7.12cd-
13), twelve in a saline solution (7.14),59 eighteen preparations with cow's urine (7.15-
17ab), 60 two with madhuka (liquorice) (7.17cd), 61 fourteenofthe same type as the pre
ceding ones, but withjivaka and thirteen other drugs (7.18-20ab), seven preparations 
in milk and six other substances (7.20cd-2lab), eight kinds ofleha (7.2lcd-27, 29-32, 
37-39),62 four kinds of sitayoga (7.28),63 five preparations in a panaka,64 meat broth 
(rasa), 65 yii~a,66 in modakas, 67 or in a raga~a9ava68 (7.33-35), 69 five kinds of modaka 
(7.36-55),70 six preparations to be prescribed in accordance with the seasons (7.56-
64), 71 two kinds of tarpai)a (7.65-66ab), four in milk and ghee (7.66cd-68),72 two 
kinds of alcoholic preparation 73 (7.69-71 ), 74 one in sauviraka (7.72), 75 one in tu~odaka 
(7.73),76 ten in a ~a~ava and other types of preparation (7.74).77 

Chapter eight deals with preparations containing caturangula (= aragvadha) as their 
chief ingredient. 78 

The synonyms of aragvadha are enumerated (8.3). Its properties and the main in
dications for its use are mentioned (8.4-5),79 followed by the way of collection and 
preparation of its fruits; the pulp (majja) of the fruits is the substance employed for 
medicinal purposes (8.6-7). 

Twelve formulations are described: one in grape juice (8.8-9ab ), one in surama!]9a 
(8.9cd), one in a sidhu made of kola (8.9cd), one in dadhimal)9a (8.10), one in the juice 
ofamalaka (8.10), onein sauviraka (8.10), one in a ka~ayaoftrivrt (8.11), one in a ka~a
ya of bilva (8.11), one kind of leha (8.12), two kinds of ghee (8.13-14), and one kind 
ofari~[a (8.15). 

Chapter nine deals with preparations containing tilvaka as their chief ingredient. 81 

The synonyms of tilvakaare enumerated (9.3ab ). The way of preparing its root bark 
(miilatvac) for medicinal use is described (9.3cd-5). 

Sixteen formulations are described: five preparations in dadhi, 81 takra, surama~19a, 
urine and sidhu (9.6),82 one in sauviraka (9.7-8ab), one kind of sura (9.8cd), one kind 
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ofari$\a (9.9-!0ab), one in a ka$iiya of kampillaka (9.!0cd-l lab), three kinds of leha 
(9.l lcd-13), and four kinds of ghee (9.14-16). 

Chapter ten deals with preparations containing sudha (= snuh) as their chief ingre
dient. 83 

Sudha is the most drastic (tikey11atama) among the purgatives; on account of 
its harmful effects when improperly prescribed, it is contra-indicated in particular 
groups of patients (10.3-4). Its indications are discussed (l0.5-7ab). Two varieties 
are distinguished: having a small and a large number of thorns (kai:itaka); the latter 
variety is the best one for medicinal use (10.7cd-8ab). The synonyms of sudha are 
enumerated (I 0.8cd). The way of collecting its latex (k$Tra) is dealt with (10.9). 

Twenty fonnulations are described: a series of seven preparations in sauvTraka, 
tu$odaka, juice of kola, juice of amalaka, sura, dadhima~19a, and juice of matuluilga 
(10.10-12ab), one kind of ghee (10.12cd-13), one in meat broth (l0.12cd-13), one 
kind of panaka (10.14), one kind of snuff (ghreya) (10.15-17), one kind of leha 
(10.18), one in yii$a, one in meat broth, one in ghee (10.19ab), one with dried fish, 
one with dried meat (10.19cd), two in ghee (10.20), and one in sura (10.20). 

Chapter eleven deals with preparations containing saptala and saiikhinT as their chief 
ingredients. 84 

The names of these two plants are enumerated (11.3). Their properties and indi
cations are listed ( 11.4). The dehusked (nistu$I1q-ta) seeds of sailkhinT and the roots of 
saptala are the medicinally used parts (11.5). 

Thirty-nine formulations are described: sixteen kinds of ka$iiya (11.6-8), 85 

six kinds of oil (11.9-11), 86 eight kinds of ghee (11.12-15), 87 three kinds of leha 
(l l. l 6ab), 88 one kind of sura (I J.16cd), 89 one in a ka$iiya of kampillaka (ll.16cd),90 

and four with sauvTraka and tu$odaka (11.17). 91 

The first part of chapter twelve (12.1-40) deals with preparations containing dantT and 
dravanti as their chief ingredients. 92 

The synonyms of these two plants are listed (12.3). The roots of dantT and dravanfi 
which are most suitable to medicinal use are described ( 12.4 ), followed by their way 
of preparation (12.5), 93 properties and actions (12.6). 

Forty-eight formulations are described: three preparations in dadhi, takra and sura
ma11qa (l 2.7ab), five with priyala, kola, badara, pflu and sTdhu (12.7cd), 94 three with a 
broth made with the meat of cow, deer and goat (12.8),95 three with a fatty substance 
(sneha) (12.9-10), six kinds ofleha (12.11-15), one kind of ciirl).a (12.16), one prepa
ration in the stem (kai:i9a) of the sugarcane (12.17), three in a mudga soup (rasa), 96 in a 
broth made with the meat oflava or the meat of vartTraka (12.18),97 three in ayavagii, 98 

a broth made with the meat of jailgala animals, and a mii$a soup (Yii$a) (12.19), one 
kind of utkarika (12.20), one kind of modaka (12.2lab ), one in the form ofan alcoholic 
drink (madya) (12.21 cd), 99 one, in the form of various sweets (bhak$ya), prepared with 
a ka$iiya of dantI and fried in dantT oil (12.22), one kind of ciifl).a (12.23-26), one kind 
ofmodaka (12.27-29), five kinds ofasava (12.30-34), ioo one in sauvTraka (12.35ab), 
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one in t<1~odaka (12.35ab ), one kind of sura (12.35cd), 101 one in a ka~aya ofkampillaka 
(12. 35cd), 102 and five in a ghee. 103 

Ttu· !e hundred and fifty-five emetic and two hundred and forty-five purgative 
pre1 arafions have. thus been described, making a total of six hundred; all these 
pre1 araiions are mainly based on fifteen drugs (12.41-42). 

The remainingpart of the chapter is devoted toa numberof interconnected subjects. 
,ome verses deal with general principles relating to compound recipes, the inter

acti, >n of drugs, their potentiation (baladhiina), etc. (12.43-50).104 

The next group of verses (12.51-86) is concerned with general rules relating to 
the· reaiment of patients with emetic and purgative measures. These evacuative mea
sures a,e of three types: drastic (tikg1a), of medium strength (madhya), and mild (mr
du) (12,51-57). Diseases are of three types too: severe (tikgia), of medium strength 
(maihya), and mild (IIlj'du), according to the number of symptoms present (12.58). 

)ornges are important in this context, which explains that the units of weight (ma
na, prarna~ia. parimal_la) are discussed (12.87-97): 6 dhvarpsI 105 = 1 marici; 6 marici = 
1 sa :~1,a; 8 (rakta)sar~apa = 1 ta!_19ula; 106 2 ta!_19ula = 1 dhanyama~a; 2 dhanyama~a = 
1 yava; 107 4 yava = 1 a!_19ika; 4 ai:i9ika = 1 ma~aka, 108 alsocalledhemaanddhanyaka; 
3 m isaJ;a = 1 sana; 2 sana = 1 dranksana, also called kola and badara; 2 drariksana = 1 
kaq ;, Hj9 also cailed su~afl)a, ak~a. bi4alapadaka, picu, piil).itala, tinduka, and. k~vala
gral a;:, kar~ = 1 paliirdha (half a pala), which is also callee suktiand a~\amika; 2 palii
rdh: = 1 pala, 110 also called mu~\i,1 11 prakuiica, caturthika, bilva, ~09asika, and amra; 
2 pda =, 1 prasrta, 112 also called a~iamana; 4 pala = 1 aiijali, 113 also called ku~ava; 114 

2 h9a,:a = 1 manika; 4 ku9ava = 1 prastha; 115 4 prastha = 1 a~aka, 116 also known as 
patr 1; 8jprastha = 1 ka1psa; 4 kaq1sa = 1 dro1fa, 117 also called a1mai:ia, nalval_la, kalasa, 
ghai a, a,id unmana; 2 droi:ia = I siirpa orkumbha; 2siirpa = I go1_1I, also called khan118 

and bhi:ra; 119 32 siirpa = I vaha; !00 pal a= 1 tulii. 120 

~ul:s are given forthedosages of fresh and dried medicinal substances, 121 the ra
tios of liquids in relation to the drugs in a compound recipe, etc. (12.98-101). 122 The 
prer ara;ion of fat-containing compound drugs ( oils, ghees) is described; this so-called 
snel ,apitka is of three types: IIlj'du (mild), madhya (medium), and khara (firm), accord
ing :o tne consistency of the final product; the indications of these three products of 
snel,apirka are mentioned (12.102-104). 123 

· rhe two systems of weights and measures which are employed in medicine are re
fem ,d t•b in a verse considered to be spurious (anar~a) by Cakraplil_li; the Magadha sys
tem is said to be superior to the Kaliriga system (12.105). 124 · 



Chapter 8 

Siddhisthana 

Chapter one, called kalpanasiddhi (the successful application of therapeutic measures), 
begins with twelve questions of Agnivesa on the successful application of the fivefold 
treatment called paficakarman ( 1.3-5) ). Atreya ex pounds, in answer to these questions, 
the general rules to be observed in paficakarman. 1 

Sneha should be applied for a minimum of three and a maximum of seven days 
(!.6cd-7ab); 2 the effects of sneha are mentioned (1.7cd). The effects of sveda are 
described (!.Sab). 3 The correct application of emetics and purgatives is discussed; 
the preliminary diet; after-treatment; the signs of adequate, deficient and excessive 
dosages; 4 the degree of action of an emetic drug is inferior, moderate or superior 
accordint· to the number of times a patient will vomit: four, six or eight times; the 
number of times a patient will open his bowels and the amount of the stools determine 
these degrees in a purgative drug: ten, twenty or thirty times, and an amount of faeces 
passed of two, three or four prastha (I .Scd-21). 

The correct application of anuvasana (an evacuative, oleaginous enema) and niriiha 
(a medicated, non-oleaginous enema) is described; the preliminary diet and after
treatment; the seasons and parts of day and night which are most suitable; the succes
sion of the two types of enema; 5 the number of times a niriihashould be administered in 
kapha, pittaand vata disorders: one or three, five or seven, nine or eleven times respec
tively (1.25); theeffectsof the two types of enema (1.27-31); 6 their indications (1.32-
34) 7 and contra-indications ( 1.36-37); the signs of adequate, deficient and excessive 
application of enemas; three c•urses of treatment with enemas (basti): karma-, ka
la-, and yogabasti; karmabasti consists of one niriiha to begin with, followed by twelve 
niriihas and twelve anuviisanas, and five niriihas at the end; 3 kalabasti is a course of 
one niriiha, six niriihas and six anuvasanas, alternately administered, and three niriihas 
at the end; yogabasti consists of one niriiha, three niriihas which alternate with three 
anuvasanas, and one niriiha at the end (l.38-50ab). 

The correct application of sirovirecana (evacuation of the head) is described; the 
signs of adequate, deficient and excessive treatment; its indications; rules for the pe
riod preceding this type of treatment and during treatment (l.50cd-55ab). Some com
plications due to faulty application of the described therapeutic measures are dealt with 
( I. 55cd-60ab ). 

Chapter two, called paficakarmiyasiddhi, is concerned with the types of persons suit
able and unsuitable to treatment with paficakarman (2.4-7), contra-indications and in-
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dications for treatment with emetics ((2.8-10)9, purgatives (211-13 ), 1° anuvasana 11 

and niriiha (2.14-19), 12 and sirovirecana (2.20-22). 13 

Chapter three, called bastisiitrlyasiddhi, begins with ten questions of Agnivesa con
cerning the application of enemas (basti) (3.3-5). 14 

The subjects dealt with are: the material out of which the tube (nala) of the clyster 
should be made (3.7); 15 its measurements for various age groups; the places for the 
three rings (kaq1ika) on the tube (3.8-!0ab); 16 the requirements for a suitable pouch 
(basti) (3.!0cd-11); 17 substitutes for the pouch (3.12ab); 18 the proper way ofadminis
tering an enema (3.l 2cd-26ab); 19 the first enema drags down vata, the second one pitta, 
the third one kapha (3.26cd); after-treatment (3.27-30ab); dosages in various condi
tions (3.30cd-3lab) and age groups (3.3lcd-33ab); 20 the requirements for the couch 
the patient is lying on (3.33cd-34ab); diet (3.34cd-35ab); formulations for medicated 
enemas (3.35cd-71). 21 

Chapter four, called snehavyapatsiddhi, gives a number of formulations for snehabasti 
(= anuvasana)(4.4-24). 22 The next part is devoted to six disorders (apad, vyapad) aris
ing from faulty application 23 of a snehabasti; 24 the enema may be covered (avrta) by 
vata, pitta, kapha, an excess of ingested food (atyanna), or faeces, or it may have been 
applied on an empty stomach (abhukta); the symptoms and treatment of these disor
ders are described ( 4.25-40). A number of rules relating to the administration of a sne
habasti and niriiha are formulated (4.41-51). 25 A variety of snehabasti, called matra
basti, is described ( 4.52-54 ). 26 

Chapter five, called netrabastivyapatsiddhi, is concerned with types oftube(netra) and 
pouch (basti) to be avoided, and the treatment of disorders caused by an inappropriate 
tube or faulty handling of the tube (netravyapad).27 

Eight defects of the tube and their untoward effects are enumerated (5.4-5), 28 eight 
defects of the pouch and theireffects (5.6-7),29 eight ways of faulty handling of the 
tube, their effects, and the treatment of the disorders resulting (5.8-18).30 

Chapter six, called vamanavirecanavyapatsiddhi, discusses the proper administration 
(samyaklqtayoga) of emetics and purgatives, defective procedures, and the treatment 
of the disorders resulting from these defects (6.3). 

Three chief seasons and three intermediate (sadharar:ia) ones should be taken into 
consideration for the purpose of purificatory measures (i.e., emesis and purgation). The 
three chief seasons are grI~ma (summer), var~ii.J:i (the rainy season) and himagmna (win
ter); the intermediate seasons are prav~ (the early rains), etc. 31 Pravr~ consists of the 
months called Suci (= A~a~ha) and Nabha (= Sravar:ia), sarad of Urja (= Karttika) and 
Saha(= Margasir~a), vasanta ofTapasya (= Phalguna) and Madhu (= Caitra) (6.4-6).32 

Numerous rules are formulated concerning the proper management of paiicaka
rman and the various complications which may arise. 

Subjects dealt with are: sneha facilitates the removal of the do~as from the body, 
in the same way as water can easily be removed from a vessel after greasing it; sveda 
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makes the fixed (sthira) do~as flow out (vi~yandayati) of the body after applic\ticn of 
sneha, as fire acts upon damp wood; sodhana (purification) eliminates the impm ities 
(mala = do~a), as dirt is removed from a cloth by water (6.11-13 ); a purificatqry ,!rug 
should not be taken during a disorder of digestion (ajin:ta) (6.14 ); character."stics of 
a proper dose (6.15-17); the preparatory diet (6.18-19ab); the signs of prop,:r elim
ination (6.19cd-20); removal of the remains of too large a dose (6.21-22ab);3' the 
treatment to be applied when the signs of proper digestion of the drug are not cbse ·ved 
(6.23); after-treatment (6.24); the treatment to be applied when kapha and pill< are 
only slightly eliminated (6.25);34 signs indicating proper and improper dige";tioo of 
the drug (6.26-27); types of improper administration (6.28); ten disorders (1,yli ,ad) 
due to improper purification are enumerated: 35 lidhmlina (tympanitis), par;kru ti, 36 
srliva,37 hrdgraha,38 glitragraha,39 jivlidlina (bleeding), vibhnupsa,40 stambha (Hiff
ness), upadrava (complications), and klama (exhaustion) (6.29-30); cases o:' wrong 
application of purificatory measures and their treatment (6.31-57);41 the sympt:Jms 
and treatment of adhmlina (6.58-60),42 parikartikli ( 6.61-67), 43 parisrliva (6.M-70), 44 

hrdgraha (6.71-75), 45 ar1gagraha (= gatragraha) (6.76-77),jivadlina (6.78-8•),4' the 
three types of vibhraqisa: gudabhra,psa (prolapse of the rectum), sa,pjiiliniiifa I loss 
of consciousness), and a syndrome characterized by kai;t~ii (itching) and otlmr signs 
(6.85-87), stambha (6.88-89),47 upadrava (6.90-91), 48 and klama (6.92-93). 19 

Chapter seven, called bastivylipatsiddhi, deals with the disorders caused by-the im
proper administration of enemas. 

Twelve of these disorders (vylipad) are enumerated: deficient application 1ay< ga), 
over-application (atiyoga), klama (exhaustion), 50 lidhmlina (tympanitis), hik-cli I hic
cup), hj1prlipti, 51 iirdhvatli (moving in an upward direction),52 pravlihika,5i sin'rti 
(headache), anglirti (pains in the whole body), parikarta,54 and parisrava55 (7. i-6). 

The causes, symptoms and treatment of these disorders are described a:·oga 
(7.7-11), atiyoga (7.12-14), klama, due to a remnant of limado~a (7.15-20), 56,adt mli
na (7.21-26),57 hikkli (7.27-29), l!fdayagha\\ana (= hf!prlipti; 7.30-31), i)rdhvatli 
(7.32-39), pravlihikli (7.40-42), 58 siro'rti (7.43-46), ar1glirti (7.47-53), paiikaitikli 
(7.54-57), parisrava (7.58-62). 59 The composition of drastic (ti"k~1~a) and milli (mrdu) 
enemas is dealt with (7.63). 

The chapter ends with some general statements on the action of enemas (7aS4-65). 

Chapter eight, called prasrtayogi"yasiddhi, begins with a number offormulationt; (y ,ga) 
for enemas, express?d m the umt of weight called prasrta 60 These enemas a·e e ,pe
cially smtable to delicate (sukumlira) patients and those suffering from the bao efl ·ects 
of improperly applied evacuative measures (8.3-18).61 

One of the formulations is called paiicatiktaniriiha (8.8-9ab). 62 
. . The second _part deals with _diarrhoea (atislira) as a disorder arising fiom the 
InJ~d1c10us adm1mstra1Ion o'. ene~as. Six main types are distinguished: accoihpa iied 
by ama, or pakva (1.e., dev01d of ama) and accompanied by faeces, vlita, blood >itta 
or kapha; thirty _subtypes are distinguished according to the combinations of d Jsas 
involved. This diarrhoea may lead to various complications (upadrava), such as sUla 
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(piercing pain), pravahika, adhmana (tympanitis), parikaiti, aruci (loss of appetite), 
jvara (fever), tm1a (thirst), u~1_1a (heat), daha (a burning sensation), miircha (fainting), 
etc. (8.19-22). The treatment of all the types of dia1Thoea is discussed (8.23-45). 

Chapter nine, called trimarmiyasiddhi, deals with disorders of the three (main) vital 
organs (trimarman). 63 

The total number of vital spots (marman) in trunk (skandha) and extremities (sa
kha) is one hundred and seven. 64 Excruciating (samadhika) pain is the result from any 
injury to them, because of their connection with the cetana (the principle of conscious
ness). Those located in the trunk are more important than those located in the extremi
ties, because the latter are dependent on the former. The most important ones are heart 
(h.rd), urinary bladder (basti) and head (siras) (9.3). 

In the heart are established, like the spokes (ai·a) in the nave (niibhi) of a wheel the 
ten dhamanis, 65 prii1_1a and apana, 66 manas, buddhi, cetanii, and the mahabhiitas. 67 In 
the head are located, as the rays of the sun, the senses and the channels carrying the (im
pressions of) the senses and the pra11as. The bladder, situated in the midst of sthiilaguda 
(rectum), mu~kasevanI (the raphe of the perineum) and the tubes (na9I) transporting se
men and urine, is the container (adhara) forthe urine and the resort (prati~\ha) of all the 
channels transporting the watery element, as the sea is the resort for all the rivers. The 
body is pervaded, like the sky by the rays of the sun, by numerous channels, known as 
marman, which are rooted in these (three vital organs). The latter should therefore be 
duly protected from external injury and the do~as (9.4-5). 

The symptoms of injury to heart, head and bladder are enumerated (9.6). The 
three vital organs should be protected in particular from vata, which causes agitation 
(samudira1_1a) of pitta and kapha and constitutes the root of the pra1_1as; enemas are for 
that reason the best therapeutic measures for protection of the vital organs (9.7). Some 
recipes are given (9.8). The importance of protection of the vital organs as the seats of 
the pra1_1as is stressed once more (9.9-10). 

The next part of the chapter is devoted to disorders of the three vital organs which 
have not already been dealt with in the trimarmiya chapter of the Cikitsasthana 68 

(9.11 ). 
The first diseases to be described, along with their treatment, are apatantraka 69 and 

apatanaka (9.12-20),70 followed by tandra 71 (9.21-24).72 
Thirteen disorders affecting the urine (miitrado~a) 73 are enumerated first (9.25-

26) 74 and then described, along with their treatment: miitraukasada 75 (9.27-28),76 

miitraja\llara 77 (9.29-3 I), 78 miitrakfcchra 79 (9.32), miitrotsanga8° (9.33-34ab ), 81 mii
trasaiµlc\;aya 82 (9.34cd), 83 miitratita 84 (9.35), 85 aghilli 86 (9.36), 87 vatabasti (9.37), 88 
~1_1avlita (9.38), 89 vataku1_19alika (9.39-40),90 miitragranthi (9.41-42ab),91 vi~(vi)
ghata92 (9.42cd-43), and bastiku1_1slala93 (9.44-46). Do~ic varieties are ·liescribed, 94 

as well as curable and incurable conditions95 (9.47-49ab). 
These disorders should be treated with measures removing miitrakrcchra; in all 

cases, basti and uttarabasti should be applied (9.49cd-50ab). 96 
The instmment employed in uttarabasti (urethral douche) is described and the tech

nique of its application (9.50cd-57), 97 followed by the preparation and application of 
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suppositories (va1ti), to be inserted into urethra (miitrana<;li) or anus (payu) (9.58-61); 98 

rules are given for the use of uttarabasti and suppositories in women 99, as well as for 
the application ofuttarabasti as a vaginal douche (9.62-70ab). 

The third group of diseases to be discussed are those affecting the head. Five dis
eases are described, together with their treatment: sailkhaka 100 (9.71-73), 101 ardha
vabhedaka 102 (9.74-78),103 siiryavarta 104 (9.79-83), 105 anantavata 106 (9.84-86ab), 107 

and sira~kampa (trembling of the head) 108 (9.86cd-87). 
Diseases of the head should be counteracted by means of nasal therapy (nasta~

karman), because the nose is the gateway to the head (9.88). 109 

Five types ofnasta~karman are distinguished: navana, 110 avapI<;la, 111 dhmiipana, 112 

dhiima, 113 and pratimarsa. 114 Navana is of two varieties: snehana (oleaginous) and 
sodhana (purificatory); 115 avapi<;la is sodhana or stambhana; 116 dhmapana consists of 
the blowing (adhmapana) of a powdered drug (ciir~1a) into the nose; dhuma is of three 
varieties, as described earlier; 117 pratimarsa performs both functions. 118 Nasal therapy 
is tbus of three kinds: recana (evacuative), tarpar,ta 119 and samana 120 (9.89-92). 121 

Sirovirecana is recommended in kapha disorders of the head, tarpar,ia in vata dis
orders, samana in raktapitta and related disorders, dhmapana and dhiima whenever re
quired (9.93-95) .122 

The proper procedures for these types of nasal therapy are described, together with 
their indications and contra-indications (9.96-117). 123 

Chapter ten, called bastisiddhi, discusses indications and contra-indications for vari
ous types of enema (10.4-12); substances and drugs to be used (10.13-17); formula
tions for enemas to be employed in disorders caused by viita, pitta, kapha (10.18-24); 
formulations for enemas which purify the pakvasaya ( I 0.25-27), promote the forma
tion of semen and musculartissue (I 0.28-29), have a sa1pgrahika action 124 (I 0.30-31 ), 
are active against parisrava 125 (I 0.32), daha (a burning sensation) (10.33), parikarta 126 

(10.34-35), praviihar,ta 127 (10.36), disorders resulting from over-application of enemas 
(I0.37-38ab), jivadana (bleeding) (10.38cd-42), raktapitta and prameha (10.43), and 
various diseases (10.44-45). The total number offormulations described in this chapter 
is thirty-seven ( I 0.46-48). 

Chapter eleven, called phalamatrasiddhi,l28 contains a discussion among a group of 
sages about the most suitable fruit (phala) to be used in an iisthapana. 129 

The sages mentioned as members of the assembly areAsita, Bll.lgu, Gautama, Ka
pya, Kausika, Pulastya, Saunaka and others. I 30 

Saunaka argues tbat jimiitaka 131 is the best one; Vamaka prefers ka!utumba,132 

Gautama has a preference for dhamargava,133 Ba<;lisa for ku!aja, 134 Kapya for kr
tavedhana. 135 Bhadrasaunaka restricts nimself to rejecting Kapya's opinion ( 11.3-9). 

Atreya replies to these claims that since there is no drug possessing merits or de
fects only, each one should be examined with regard to the relative preponderance of 
its merits; garagari 136 is useful in kugha, ik~vaku in (pra)meha, the seeds of ku!aja in 
hrdroga, ko!haphala 137 in par,i<;tu(roga), krtavedhana in udara, and madana fruits 138 in 
all diseases. The properties and actions of the fruits of madana are enumerated (11.10-
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14). 
Atreya explains, on the request of the sages, how an enema, which displays its ac' 

tions in the lower part of the trunk, is able to purify the whole body ( 11.15-18). 
The next section of the chapter is devoted to the treatment of elephants, camels, 

cattle, horses, sheep and goats by means of enemas. The material for the pouch, the 
length of the tube and the dosages for a niriiha are specified (11.19-22), followed by 
the names of the drugs to be employed ( 11.23-26). 

The last part of the chapter is concerned with persons who are always ill, the 
reasons for this, and the treatment of these groups of persons: priests (srotriya, 
dvija), royal servants (riijasevaka, nrpopasevin), courtezans (vesyii, pal).iiilganii) and 
merchants (pa~1yajivin) (11.27-36). 

Chapter twelve, called uttarabastisiddhi, 139 is about the after-treatment of patients to 
whom enemas have been administered (12.3-9). 

Eight patterns of behaviour should be avoided during the period of convalescence: 
loud speech (uccairbhii~ya), being jolted in vehicles (rathak~obha), making too long 
walks, a sedentary life, eating before the previous meal has been digested, eating un
wholesome foods, sleeping by day, and sexual intercourse; the painful conditions and 
disorders arising from these types of behaviour in general are mentioned (12.10-12). 
The symptoms brought about by each of these eight patterns of behaviour are listed 
(12.13-14) and their treatment is discussed (12.15). 

A seriesoftwelve bastis (enemas) which are yiipana 140 in their action are described 
(12.16); 141 one more enema is added, in which the contents of raw chicken's eggs 
(kukku[iil).~arasa), used in the last formula of the series of twelve, are replaced by 
those of the eggs of the pea-hen, gonarda, 142 goose (hal!lsa), or siirasa 143 (12.17). 144 

A large number of other yiipana enemas containing animal products are descri
bed: 145 a series of twenty enemas with vi~kira birds, 146 thirty with pratuda birds, 147 

twenty-nine with prasaha mammals and birds, 148 twenty-seven with aquatic (ambuca
ra) birds, 149 nine with fish and other aquatic animals, ten with crabs (karkataka) and 
other animals, 150 seventeen with animals of the mrga group, 151 nineteen with vi~kira 
birds, ten with iiniipa animals, 152 and fourteen with bhiisaya animals 153 (12.18). 

A series of twenty-nine snehabastis, 154also yiipana in action, is described; they are 
characterized as excellent aphrodisiacs (vr~ya); the potency (virya) of these substances 
will be increased by boiling them a hundred or thousand times, dependent on the 
funds available (12.19). The total number of formulations comes up to two hundred 
and sixteen 155 (12.24-28). 

The actions ofyiipana enemas are mentioned (12.20-22), together with what ought 
to be avoided by patients to whom they are administered ( 12.23). Some complications 
that may result from excessive application of yiipana enemas are dealt with, together 
with their treatment (12.29-32ab). 

Thus ends the Siddhisthiina (12.33cd-34ab). 
Agnivesa's treatise in one hundred and twenty chapters, delivered by Atreya, has 

been completed now. Its study will lead to longevity,fame,health, etc. (12.34cd-36ab). 
Agnivesa's treatise, as redacted by Caraka, found to be incomplete by one-third, 
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was fully restored by Dr~habala (12.36cd--40ab). 
The work is adorned with the following thirty-six tantrayuktis: 156 adhikaral).a, 157 

yoga, 158 hetvartha, 159 padartha, 160 pradesa, 161 uddesa, 162 nirdesa, 163 vakyase$a, 164 

prayojana, 165 upadesa, 166 apadesa, 167 atidesa, 168 arthapatti, 169 nirl).aya, 170 prasatiga, 171 

ekiinta, 172 anekanta, 173 apavarga, 174 viparyaya, 175 piirvapak$a, 176 vidhana, 177 anu
mata, 178 vyakhyana, 179 saIJ1saya, 180 atitiivek$ii, 181 anagatavek$ii, 182 svasa1pjiiii, 183 

iihya, 184 samuccaya, 185 nidarsana, 186 nirvacana, 187 Saf!!Iliyoga, 188 vikalpana, 189 pra
tyutsara, 190 uddhara, 191 and sa1pbhava 192 ( 12.40cd-45ab). 193 

The usefulness of these tantrayuktis is explained (12.45cd--49). 
Careful study of the entire text is warmly recommended (12.51). 
An interpolated verse refers to an Uttara(tantra) of the Carakasal)Jhitii with a de

tailed exposition on the merits (gul).a) and blemishes ( do$a) of a tantra (12.50). 
Three more interpolated verses describe the Carakasal!)hitii as a treatise containing 

twelve thousand (verses and prose passages) (12.52-54). 



Chapter 9 

General features 

The Carakasaiphita consists of 120 chapters 1 (adhyaya), arranged in eight sections 
(sthana). 2 

The names of the sections are St1tra- 3 or Slokasthana4 (30 chapters), Nidanasthana 
(8 chapters), Vimanasthana5 (8 chapters), Sa1irasthana6 (8 chapters), lndriyasthana 7 

(12 chapters), Cikitsasthana8 (30 chapters), Kalpasthana9 (12 chapters), and Siddhi
sthana (12 chapters). 

The same eight sections, in the same order, are found in the Bhelasaiphitii; they 
also form part of the Kasyapasaiphita, where the order of Kalpa- and Siddhisthana is 
reversed. 

The same number of 121 chapters is a characteristic of the Bhe/asm11/Jitii, Kii
syapasaiphitii (without the Khilasthana), Susrutasa1pl1ita (without the Uttaratantra), 
and A$fiiiigahrdayasaiphita. 

The total number of chapters of the saq1hita, the names and the order of the sections, 
and the number of chapters in each section are recorded in a table of contents (St1.30. 
33-35). 

The St1trasthana is divided into seven groups of four chapters (catu~ka) and two 
summarizing chapters (saipgrahadhyayas). 10 The names of the catu~kas are: bhe
~ja-, 11 bhe~ajasraya-, 12 or au~adhacatu~ka 13 (St1.l--4); svastha-, 14 svasthavrtta-, 15 

or svasthyavrttikacatu~ka 16 (Su.5-8); nirdesa- 17 or nairdesikacatu~ka 18 (Su.9-12); 
kalpana 19 or prakalpanacatu~ka20 (Su.13-16); roga- 21 or rogadhyayacatu~ka22 (Su. 
17-20); yojanacatu~ka23 (Su.21-24); annapana-,24 annapanika-,25 or annaviniscaya
catu~ka 26 (Su.25-28). 

Similar divisions are not found in the other sections, but the first two chapters of 
the Cikitsasthana are subdivided into four padas each. 27 

The total extent of the Carakasa1phitais said to be 12,000 units (verses and passages 
in prose) in a verse at the end of the treatise, 28 which is probably spurious. 29 The actual 
number of verses is 9,035; the prose passages amount to a number of 1,111. 30 

· Chapters written in a mixture of verse and prose are frequent, particularly in the 
St1trasthana. Chapters four, eight, twelve, fifteen, nineteen, twenty, twenty-five and 
twenty-nine of the St1trasthana, the Nidanasthana, the Vimanasthana, and chapters 
three to eight of the Sanrasthana are mainly in prose; several chapters of the St1-
trasthana, chapters four to twelve of the lndriyasthana, chapters two to thirty of the 
Cikitsasthana, chapters two to twelve of the Kalpasthana, chapters one, three to eight, 
nine and eleven of the Siddhisthana are mainly in verse. 

References to other sections andchaptersare not rare at all in the Carakasaqihitli. 31 
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The titles of the chapters are either based on their first words or related to their 
subject matter. 32 

Metres used in the verses are anu~iubh, arya, gi:ti, indravaqtsii, indravajra, kusu
mitalatavellita, pu~pitagra, rucira (prabhavatI), svagata, udgHi, upajati, upendravajra, 
vaf!!sastha, and viyogini. 33 

Remarkably few studies are available on linguistic peculiarities of the Carakasarp
hitii. 34 An article by M.M. Deshpande deals with the bhinnakartfka -tum infinitive, 35 

found only in parts of the Carakasarphitii not redacted by Drc;lhabala. 36 Two articles 
on the language of the Carakasarphitii were published by R.P. Das, who discusses 
Caraka's compounds, the anomalous removal of hiatus, unusual sandhi, constructions 
with yasya and yasyaQ, the use of certain secondary suffixes, unusual genders of 
nouns, some peculiar words, etc. 37 

The style of the Carakasarphitii is much more developed than that of the Bhe/a
sarphitii, the contents of which resemble it in many respects. P. V. Sharma 38 pointed 
to the remarkable differences when the vatakalakaliya chapters of both treatises 39 are 
compared. He also called attention to a number of skillful and beautiful verses. 40 

The Carakasarphitii is primarily a treatise on kayacikitsa, 41 which for that reason 
occupies the first place in the list of the eight divisions (anga) of ayurveda (Sii.30. 
28). 42 Passages indicating that other subjects, such as salya, salakya, etc., do not be
long to its domain are found at several places, 43 particularly in the Cikitsasthana. Spe
cialists in surgery are referred to as dhanvantarlyiiQ, 44 salyavidaQ, 45 salyahartiiraQ, 46 

vral)acintakas, 47 and k~aratantravid~. 48 Specialists in salakya were also known. 49 

Consequently, by far the larger part of the Carakasarphitii is devoted to internal 
medicine (kayacikitsa). Surgical subjects, not altogether absent, are discussed in 
chapter twenty-five, subjects belonging to salakya in chapter twenty-six of the Ciki
tsasthana. Kaumarabhttya is dealt with in Sarlrasthana 2-4, 6 and 8, bhiitavidya in 
Nidanasthana 9-10 and Cikitsasthana 9-10, agadatantra in chapter twenty-three of 
the Cikitsasthana, rasayana in chapter one of the Cikitsasthana, vajikaraz:ia in chapter 
two of the Cikitsasthana. 50 

This arrangement of the contents reflects a general feature of the early medical 
works and many later treatises,51 namely, that the eight branches ofayurveda are re
ferred to as a classificatory scheme, without actually being made the basis of a corre
sponding disposition of the material. 52 

Contributions of Agni vesa 

Elements belonging to the oldest layer of the Carakasamhitii i e the A · -
a d' PV 53 . , · ·, gmvesatantra 
re, accor i~g. to · · ~harma: the names of chapters based on their first words· 54 th; 

express10n 111 ha smaha bhagava~ atrey aQ' at the beginning of a chapter; the ~se of 
saumya wtth reference to Agm vesa as a pupil; 55 the use of the term ska dh . 56 

sages calling to mind the style of some U pani~ads; 57 the mixture of prose :nd a~er!~~; 
the d1scuss10nsamonggroups of sages; 59 the summary in verse at the end of a cha t~r 
the use of the word_ upani~ad; 60 the references to Kampilya and Paiicala; the im ort~nc~ 
of the term catu~pada; 61 the term ~oc;lasakala; 62 the version of Saipkhya ack:owledg-
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ing twenty-four tattvas; 63 the doctrine ofbhiitanupravesa; 64 the traces of an early type 
of Yoga, different from the system represented by the Yogasiltras; the doctrine of the 
three do~as; the foremost place of vayu among the three do~as; 65 the description of 
five kinds of vayu; 66 the descriptions of the buddhindriyas, karmendriyas and manas; 
the description of the heart; 67 the ten pral)ayatanas; 68 some elements relating to bhii
tavidya; 69 the comparison of ojas and madhu (honey); 70 the importance of rasa; 71 the 
concept of the three ~al)as; 72 the concepts of sat and asat; 73 the concept of paraloka, 
defended against heretical views; 74 the transmission of a science from the gods to hu
man sages; 75 one hundred years as the maximum span of human life; 76 the concept of 
a tftiya jatilJ. 77 

Contributions of Caraka 78 

The determination of Caraka's contributions to the Agnivesatantra depends on one's 
views concerning the dates of Agnivesa and Caraka, the type of relationship between 
their works, etc. In spite of the almost unsurmountable problems, some scholars made 
serious attempts at identifying features and elements that may be due to Caraka. 

P.V. Sharma 79 expressed the opinion that Agnivesa's treatise, written in siitra style, 
was enlarged with Caraka's annotations (bha~ya). 80 In his view, 81 the Agnivesarantra 
may have resembled the Bhelasarphitii. He is inclined to attribute to Caraka passages 
in prose and verse that are composed in a mature style.82 

P.V. Sharma83 and Suramcandra 84 claim that Caraka made Agnivesa's tantra into 
a sa,phita consisting of sutra, bha~ya and saq1graha. The activities of such a reviser 
(sa1pskartar) are outlined by Dr~habala (Si.l2.36cd-37ab). 

Some regard the verses, introduced by bhavati catra, 85 bhavatascatra, 86 or bhavanti 
catra, 87 as deriving from Caraka, while others consider them forming part of the orig
inal Agnivesatantra. 88 This type of stanza is often found towards the end of a chapter, 
preceding verses, introduced by tatra slokalI, slokau or sloka~, which give a summary 
of the contents. 89 The latter type is usually regarded a forming part of Caraka's text 90 

Cakrap1il)idatta, undoubtedly preceded by earlier commentators, distinguished a 
type of statement, called pratisa1pskartrsutra, thought to derive from the pen of a re
viser (pratisaq1skartar), who, though not mentioned by name, is probably Caraka.91 

Apart from the pratisa,pskart,siitra, Cakra distinguished three other types, called 
gum-, 92, si~ya-93 and ekiyasiitra94 respectively. 95 

More specific contributions of Caraka are, according to P. V. Sharma: the elabo
ration of the discussions among groups of sages;96 yukti as a pramal)a; yuktivyapa
sraya methods of treatment; the importance of parik~ and jfiana; 97 the description of 
the descent of ayurveda (Sii.1); 98 various types of sveda (Sii.14);99 the importance of 
sa111samana and sa111sodhana (Su.22 and 23); 100 the description of new diseases; 101 the 
tlescription of the eight branches of ayurveda (Sii.30); 102 the introduction of articles of 
foot! growing in the northwestem regions of India. 103 

The concepts related to those of Sa111khya, Nyayaand Vaise~ika are generally as
sumed to belong to Caraka's contributions. 104 
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False attributions to Caraka 

Caraka became a revered authority to whom in later times much was attributed that is 
completely absent from the treatise going under his name. 

Caraka's name is associated with na9Isastra in Raghunatha Pai:i<;!ita's Niic;lijiiii
navidhi 105 and To<;lara's Ayurvedasaukhya. 106 

A number of texts regard Caraka as an authority on rasasastra. Raghunatha 
Papt;lita's Cikitsiimaiijarf contains a series of rasayogas said to belong to the domain 
of Caraka. 107 Iatrochemical formulae attributed to Caraka in other treatises are: a 
sivagu!ika, JOB somanatharasa, 109 and varui:iadyalauha. 110 

Recipes ascribed to Caraka which contain ingredients added to the materia medica 
in post-classical times are also found. An example is km'ikumaliicun:ia. 111 

To<;lara's Ayurvedasaukhya attributes part of the description of the kalas, found in 
the Susrutasaiphita, to Caraka. 112 

The text of the Carakasa1phita 

P. Cordier is one of the early scholars who noticed that the text of the Carakasaiphitii 
must have.been subject to considerable variations, as is obvious from quotations found 
in commentaries. 113 

The text of the Carakasarphita presents a number of problems which deserve seri
ous attention. A critical edition, highly desirable, does not exist so far. 114 References 
and quotations in commentaries testify that once several recensions were known which 
differed in theirreadings. Commentators also express their views on the genuineness or 
spuriousness of particular verses or groups of verses. 115 Later works quoting Caraka 
contain verses which deviate from the edited text 116 or are not found there at all. 117 

Some verses belonging to the text of the Carakasaiphitii as accepted by Cakrapal)idatta 
are attributed to other authorities by later authors. 118 The text of many editions incorpo
rates numerous verses, placed between brackets, which are probably interpolations. 119 

Other passages regarded as interpolations are, for example, Sii.17.41-44, 25.48-
49, Vi.3.39-40, Vi.7.8-30. 120 

P.V. Sharma proposed a number of emendations of Yadavasarman's text of the 
Carakasaiphitii. 121 His corrections relate to: Sii.1.57 (sattvika instead of manasa); 
1.115a (vamane 'smantakak~Iram instead of vamane 'smantaka1p vidyat); I. 1.22a 
(the edited version is not correct); 3.15 (sakustha instead of sakusthat); 122 4.14 
(yagika should be ~a~!ika; cf. 4.16); 123 5.12 ciali~a~!ikamudgarps -~a instead of 
~a~\ikaii chalimudgiill}S ea); 10.4 (upakranta is preferable to anughita); 13.72ab (these 
padas ought to be deleted, because they are also found at Ci.15.202ab); 124 14.72 
(snehasamiddhasya is preferable to snehasamrddhasya); 18.36 (upakranta instead of 
anukranta); 21.12 (riik~am udvartanam instead of riik~asyodvartanam; snananabhya
saQ instead of snanasyabhyasaQ); 21.32 (riik~am udvartanam instead of snigdham 
udvartanam); 125 21.50 (asinarp pracalayitam instead of asinapracalayitam); 126 22.8 
(k~tiil<:rtatikrtanam is preferable to kftalq-tativ!ttanam); 22.41 (tadau~dhanarp roga
i:iam insteali of tadau~adhanarµ dhatunam); 127 25.38 (sthavarasnehanam instead of 
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sthavarajatanii.IJl snehii.nam); 25.39 (alukarp kandii.u.ii.m should precede nikucarp phala
nii.m); 25.40 (lamajjakosire is preferable to lamajja~osiram and nirv1ttit1pu~\ikarfu:1ii.m 
to nivrtt11:i p~\ikarii.z:iii.m; the second nit1sar!}sa)lllkarii.z:iii.m should be replaced by 
nirbhayakaraz:iii.m); 263 (Hiraz:iyii.k~a Kusika shoiild be substituted for Hiraz:iyii.k~a 
Kausika); 26.43( 4) (mohayati instead of mohatyanti); 26.84 (sar~apatailabhman 
instead of sar~apatailabhraHii.n); 27.4 (vetragri'.ffi!"tii.- instead of vegii.grfunrtii.-); 
27.25 (sa svaduJ:i is preferable to tat svii.duJ:i); 12'<: 27.55 (ja11galacariz:iah instead of 
jailgalacii.riz:iaJ:i); 27.,2 (kii.lakhyaqr instead of k•ilii.yarp); 129 27.101 (-nii.likasuryaJ:i 
instead of -nii.likasuryaJ:i); 27.122 (sii.r~apaq1 sai:;:am is odd among the group of 
kandasakas); 130 27.128 (vatapitte prasasyate is 1better than vatapitte ea sasyate); 
27.163 (madhuraz:iy anupii.kini instead of madhurii.1,y amlapii.kini); 27.216 (varuz:iii.laye 
instead of varuz:ialayam); 28.4 (prasadii.khyal:i m:!!lii.khyas ea instead of malii.khyii.J:i 
prasii.dakhyas ea); Ni.3.10 (sabubhuk~asya insu1ad of abubhuk~asya); 131 Ni.4.14 
(iksvalirasasaq1kasa should be read instead of :!:ii.z:i<;lek~urasasa1!1kii.sa); 132 Vi.3.45 
(fivradharmarucer instead of tivrii.dharmii.rucer;t 4.5 (jiiii.nasamudayena instead 
of jiianasamudii.yena); 5.8 (arocakii.vipakau inst,:ad of arocakavipii.kau); 5.26 (a
nnavahanlil)l instead of annavii.hii.nii.111); 133 7.17 )ririi.trarp instead of trivii.rarp);134 

8.11 (madhukibhir instead of mii.dhukibhir); 8.1G9 (sikharidasanii.J:i is preferable to 
sikharadasanal:i); 135 Sa. I .143 (vratacaryopavii.sasr ea instead of vratacaryopavasau 
ea); 136 Sii..5.4 (~a<;ldhii.tavaJ:i samuditat1 loka iti sahaa,p labhante instead of puru~a iti 
sabda1p labhante); 8.3 (stnpurpsayor avyapanna:fokrasoz:iitagarbhii.sayoJ:i should be 
replaced by stripu1J1sayor avyapannasm:iitagarbhaspyasukrayoJ:i); 137 8.24 (visamii.sana 
should replace visamii.sana); 8.47 (k~emaka instead of k~aumaka; kaz:iakaz:iikendhana 
instead of kai;iakakaz:i!akendhana; 138 1.2.19 (kasi::id evii.sya vairasyam instead of 
kascid evasyavairasyam); 5.17 (piban instead et pibet); I.5.34 (pii.dava1mapoJ:i in
stead of padacarmaz:ioJ:i); 11.21 (ii.hvayantaJ:i is pi.eferable to ahvaya1ps tarn); 12.19 
(varma vicyutam is preferable to carma vicyut: ,m); Ci.1 1 .36b (ii.malake~v api is 
better than ii.malakI~v api); 139 12 .15 (a~!abhii.gena !instead of ak~abhii.gena); 140 22.8ab 
(sii.ndnohuta1p tarp kuryii.t prabhiitamadhusarkarii.~ instead of sandribhuta1J1 ea kuryii.t 
piabhiitamadhusarkaram); 141 3.54cd (saptii.harp vii dasaha111 vii. dvii.dasii.harp suduJ:i
sahaJ:i is preferable to dasii.ha1p dvaaasii.ha1!1 vii. suptii.harp vii. sudul:isahaJ:i); 142 5 .77c 
(siilanahaharal:i instead of siilii.nii.haharI); 6.26 (s trii.hva1p instead of surahvii.1p); 143 

6.40 (savalkam instead of sakalkii.m); 7 .111 (sailii. instead of sailii.); 7.120 (rajas instead 
ofpayas); 7.123 (pakvasurii.is to be replaced by salQ"asurii.); 144 7.140 (ardhapalii.1psaq1 
is more correct than ardhadalaq1sa1p); 8.58 (sle~rh.ii.sayastham is preferable to ii.mii.
sayastham); 145 9.22 (-pii.z:iil:i instead of vii.z:iil:i); 146)13.48 (anudakaprii.ptam udara!Jl is 
better than anudakam aprii.ptam udara1J1); 13.88-8~'.ab (the correct order is 88ab, 89ab, 
88cd); l3.119cd-124ab (iti pa\olii.diciirz:iam shoudd be inserted after the formula); 
14.43 (i~\akasya should be replced by dipyakasya); 14.228-229 (iti picchii.bastiJ:i 
should ceme after 228); 14.243 (sito~z:iani ea yojayan instead of yojayet); 14.252 
(sasarkarii.J:i instead of sasarkaral:i); 14.253ab (dv.\tividhya1p instead of dvividhaq1); 
14.253cd (peyiis ea instead of pe~yiis ea); 15.}5 (sthalarp nimnam ivodakam is 
preferable to sthalii.n nimnii.d ivodakam); 15.89 (blii.mla instead of kolii.mbu); 15.97 
(ciinalam instead of cii.lanam); 15.205 (sa ghrtatp instead of saghrtaq1); 15, colophon 
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(grahai_1Ido~acikitsita1µ is more correct than grahai:1Icikitsita111); 17.69 (su~kam v,k~am 
ivanalah instead of suskam kaksam); 17.145-146 (iti manatisiladighrtam should be 
read aft~r 17.145); 18.60 (iehyad is preferable to lihya11); 147 i8.87 (nriI varai:iapippa!I 
instead of nIIIslirai:ii pippa!I); 18.101 (the second jivaka should be replaced by 
v,ddhika); 18.159 (s,te instead of s,tair); 148 19.34 (amlasneha9hya~1 instead of 
amlasnehadyaQ); 149 19.113 (II9hva instead of pitva); 150 21.86 (kalkitair instead of 
tvakkalkair); 22.11 (22.11 and 12 should be read together because both deal with va
tikat,~i:ia); 22.19 (t,~yati is preferable tot,~yate); 22.42 (pakvamalo~\aje jale instead of 
pakvalo~\am eva cajale); 151 22.49 (lehyam instead of leham); 22.51 (prapibet instead 
of t,~itat); 23.9 (k,kalasakat instead of sak,kai:i\akliQ); 23.15 (jarlgamarp instead of 
jailgama1p); 23.42 (vi~adhmana1p is preferable to vi~adhana1µ); 23.84 (vicarcikarp 
instead of visiicikaqi); 23.91 (vijaye instead of vijayo); 152 23.135 (ga9hasaq1paditam 
iirdhvaip instead of gii9hasar,1paclitaq1 v,tta1p); 153 23.143 (prai:iahararditaQ is prefer
able to dii~Ivi~arditaQ); 23.151 (da~\o 'sadhyena instead of da~\o 'sadhyas tu); 154 

23.188 (khadirari~\akau!3jarµ miilam ambhasa instead of khadirari~\aip kau\ajarp 
miilam ambhasa); 23.231 (ik~urako instead of ik~uraso); 23.234 (naras instead of 
garas); 23.245 (svetabhai:i<;Iyasvakhurakau instead of svetabhai:i<;Iasvakhurakau); 
24.71 (made cottamake 'dhikam instead of madhye cottamamadhyayol:1); 155 24.77 
(rajasamapanarp instead of rajasamapannarp); 24.159 (hemapu~paku\anna\am is 
preferable to hemapattrarp ku\anna\am); 24.162 (vyajananaqi is more correct than 
vyaiijanana1p); 25.41 (sodhanaropai:iiyau instead of sodhanau ropai:iiyau); 25.55 
(lekhanaqi instead of lepanarp); 25.109 ((ka\hinya1p instead of saithilyaq1); 156 26.17 
(sa miitravaryo 'nilasailgam asyan instead of sa miitravarco 'nilasailgam asu); 157 26. 
74 (katakadikanam instead of kanakadikanam); 26.96 (kaulatthayii~ais is preferable 
to kaulatthadhanyais);15 8 26.127 (asravai:ia1p instead of asrava~1a111; piitisravai:ia111 
instead of piitisravai:iar,1); 26.128 (snighasrutiQ instead of snigdhasrutiQ); 26.132-
133 (iti khalityaroganidanam should come after 26.132); 26.144 (the second pibet 
should be replaced by tatal1); 159 26.181 (sailkhayo instead of se~ayo); 26.187ab (iti 
sirorogacikitsa should come after 26.180); 26.261 (sasvetamaricliQ instead of syur 
alpamaricat); 26.264 (sahacarad bharilgarajac ea instead of sahacarad bhp'tgarajac 
ea); 27.29 (salmalalJl instead of salma!Itp); 160 28.10 (antrii1)i instead of antrasthat1); 161 

28.41 (bhugna jihva instead of dina jihma); 28.49cd-50ab (correct reading: viv,
tasyatvam athava kuryat sar11v,tavaktratam/ hanugraharp ea saqisthabhya hanmp 
stabdham avedanam); 28.53cd-54 (the correct order is: 54cd, 53cd, 54ab); 28.94 
(prahar~o 'nnaqi ea instead of har~o 'nnapana1p); 162 29.101 (siravedhagnikarma ea 
instead of sira bastyagnikarma ea); 163 28.202 (jiianasmi;tibalak~ayam instead of jiiatva 
smi;tibalak~ayam); 29.110 (padmakotpalaya~\yahvaphenilapadmavetasaiQ instead 
of padmavetasaya~\yahvaphenilapadmakotpalail)); 29.113 (the conect name of the 
recipe is mahapadmakarp tailam); 29.140 (k~Irapi~\am uma1p lepam instead of k~I
rapi~\am umalepam); 29.151 (dhanyamlape~itam instead of dhanyamlasarpyutam); 164 

30.116 (pai:i<;Iure pradare instead of pai:i<;Iure 's,gdar·e); 165 30.236 (kuryur a~\avidharp 
do~aqi liilgatas tan nibodha me instead of kuryur a~iavidharp bhiiyo do~atas tan 
nibodha me); 30.250cd-251ab (proposed reading: anye ea vividha roga do~aiQ k~I
rasamasritaiQ/ k~Ire vatadibhir du~\e sarpbhavanti tadatmakat); 30.26lcd (kvatharp 
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ea nagarat instead of kvathaqi caiva sanagaram); 30.293 (samyagyoge instead of 
samyagyogo); 166 30.305 (vyakhyatam etat kalasya savikalpam avek~al)am instead 
of vyakhyatam abalanaqi savikalpanam avek~al)e); 167 30.310 (vardhante instead of 
var~ante); Ka.12.37 (caika instead of caiva); 168 12.88 (bhavet tabhyaqi instead of 
bhaved eko); 12.93 (prasitau dvau instead of ku~avau dvau; caturgu,1apala1p instead 
of palal!l caturgul)am); Si.1.41 (krta~1 instead of sa ya~); 3.32 (paraqi syat instead of 
para1p syu~); 3.53 (drak~arddhi- instead of drak~di-); 169 7.46 (sir$avirecanam instead 
of asya virecayet); 8.31 (pitte 'sre kaphe instead of pitte va kaphe); 9.16 (dhaman~ 
kaphavatabhya1p ruddhas instead of svasanaqt kaphavatabhya1p ruddham); 10.48 
(mehe ea tv ekas tri1psac ea instead of mehe ea ekatriqisac ea); 170 11.9 (krtavedhanam 
asty avatalaip is preferable to krtavedhanam aha vatala1p); I J .22 (goviijino instead 
of gavadi~u); J 2. J J (aticailkrama,1asane instead of avicailkramaJ.lii.Sane); 12.13(6) 
(gatravasada instead of giitravasada-); 12.16(1) rajovisarga- instead of rajovisarpa-) 
12.18(15) (jiinujailghii instead of janiiru); 171 12.31 (k~ara instead of k~Ira); 12.41 
(~\tri1psata instead of ~a~viqisata). 

Schools of interpretation 

A number of schools which adhered to particular interpretations of the Carakasaqihitii 
or to their own text of the treatise are mentioned by commentators. 172 The schools 
referred to are the Dak~il)iityas, 173 GamJas, 174 Hiiriscandras,175 Kasmiras,176 Mai
treyas, 177 Paitamahas, 178 Saindhavas, 179 Sivasaindhavas, 180 Udicyas, 181 and Vai$I)a
vas.182 

The Carakottaratantra 

A Carakottaratantra 183 is quoted in Candra\a's Yogaratnasamuccaya, Niscala's Ratna
prabM, 184 Sivadasasena's Tattvabodha on the Uttarasthana of the A$/iiligahrdayasrup.
hitii, 185 and by the unknown commentator on an interpolated portion of the Cakrada
tta. 186 

Verses from the Carakottaratantra form part of Vi;nda's Siddhayoga and Cakrapii
l)idatta's Cikitsiisaq1graha. 187 

Some of these stanzas are related to verses found in the Susrutasamhita, 188 and to 
verses from unknown sources in Siddhayoga and Cakradatta. 189 · 

All the quotations from this Carakottaratantra, with one exception, 190 are con
cerned with the treatment of diseases belonging to salya and siilakya, which conveys 
the impression that it was a supplement to the Carakasaiphita of the same type as the 
Uttaratantra of the Susrutasaqihita 191 in covering divisions of ayurveda which are not 
the main subject of the treatise. 192 

The Uttaratantra is mentioned in a verse that is found towards the end of the 
Carakasarphita (Si.12.50). This verse, 193 considered as spurious by Cakrapal)idatta 
on the authority of the ancient physicians (vrddha~), says that the tantrayuktis will 
be described in extenso in the Uttaratantra in order to provide right knowledge on 
the merits (gu,1a) and defects (do~a) of the treatise (tantra). Cakra states that the 
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Uttaratantra of the Agnivesatantra ought to be regarded as unauthoritative. In spite 
of this, he refers to it (in his comments ad Si.!2.4lcd--44), remarking that the fifteen 
kinds of vyiikhyii, seven kinds of kalpanii, twenty-one kinds of arthiisraya, seventeen 
kinds of tacchilya, 194 and fomteen kinds of tantrado~a are not dealt with here, because 
they will be discussed in the Uttaratantra, a section obviously known to him. 

This information on the contents of the Uttaratantraofthe Agnivesatantra does not 
tally with the available quotations from the Carakottaratantra. 195 

Caraka 's region 

The region where the Carakasarphitii may have been written is often supposed to be the 
northwestern part of India. 196 The evidence that can be drawn upon for the determina
tion of this region is meagre and depends entirely on the identification of passages due 
to the author called Caraka and his identity. 

An Indian tradition claims that the Carakasarphitii is the work of those pupils of 
Vaisampiiyana who went to the northern parts oflndia. 197 Those convinced that the Ka
smTrapii!ha is due to Caraka assume Kasmir to have been the region where he lived. 198 

Hoernle also regarded him as a native of KasmTr. 199 Others, accepting the identity of 
the author" of the saf!lhitii with the court-physician of Kani~ka, are sure on that ground 
that he belonged to the North-west. Others again base themselves on the descriptions of 
the Himalayas, etc., which are thought to indicate that he roamed through northern or 
northwestern India, not far from the mountains. 200 One author is confident that Caraka 
lived in Benares. 201 

P.V. Sharma adduces in support of the thesis that Caraka was a resident of north
western India the mention of articles of food that were much used there and exported 
to other regions. 202 Examples are: abhi~uka, 203 ak~ota, 204 cai:iaka, 205 g!lljanaka, 206 

kharjiira, 207 lasuna, 208 IT11"dvfkii, 209 mukiilaka, 210 nikocaka, 211 palai:i9u, 212 riijamii
~a, 213 urumai:ia, 214 viitiima, 215 and yaviinI216• Some more items of the same type are 
iiruka, 217 bhavya, 218 cinaka,219 and ;anka.22° Condiments popular in the same region 
are hingu 221 and kuiikuma.222 

Plant names and names of vegetable substances 

Plant names and names of vegetable substances found in the Carakasarphitii, but 
absent from the Susrutasarphitii, are: abhaya223 (Sii.3.29; Ci.4.81; 12.69; Si.3.47); 
abhirupattn224 (Vi.8.139); iidiinI225 (Sii.8.47); adhogu9ii226 (Sii.1.77); adhyai:i9a227 

(Ci.3.267); iidityavalli:228 (Ci.26.268); agnimukhI229 (Sii.4.9); aja9a230 (Ci.22 .18; 
24.15 and 31); iikhupan)T231 (Ci.26.70; Si.3.61; 8.9); iikhupari:iika232 (Sii.4.11; Ci.30. 
107; Si.4.18; 10.32); a~Tva233 (Sii.4.1 I; Ci.3.267); ambhal)syiimiika234 (Sii.27.17); 
amburuha235 (Ci.22.37); amlapiikin236 (Sii.27.163); amlikiikanda237 (Sii.27.121); 
amoghii238 (Sii.4.18; Sa.8.20); amrnala239 (Sii.3.26); 240 amftaphala 241 (Ci.7.147); 
amrtaphalii (Ci.18.88); 242 afijaniibhaka 243 (Ci.23.12); aI'Ikalo9ya 244 (Sii.27 .117); 
annapiikin245 (Si.12.19); antal)ko;arapu~pI246 ( Sii.1.82); ari~!ii 247 (Sii.4.18; Sii.8.20); 
asanaparl)1248 (Vi.8.139; Ci.26.70); iisurI249 (Sii.27.101); asvahana250 (Sii.3.17; Ci.29. 
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142; Si.9.51),,asvakhuraka 251 (Ci.23.245); asvavarohika252 (Si.10.37); atirasa 253 (Sii. 
4.1 O and 18; Ci.10.35); atmaja254 (Ci.3.267); avaghata255 (Ci.7.129); avaghataka256 

(Ka.8.3); avi,pu~pI257 (Vi.8.151; Ci.7.114; 14.234; 29.62); avaroha258 (Ci.3.267); 
avyatha 259 (Sii.4.18; Sa.8.20 and 58); bahula260 (Ci.8.103); bahuphenarasa261 (Ka. 
11.3); balaha'.rn262 (Ci.23.11); balbaja263 (Sa.8.41; Ci.l '1.7; 5.138); bhadrapan)T264 

(Vi.8.135); bhadraudanI 265 (Sii.4.9); bhai:ii:II266 (Sii.27.107); bharadvajI267 (Sii.4.9; 
Vi.8.139); b1lvapari:iI268 (Sii.27.107); bodhivrk~a269 (Ci.29.158); brhatpattra27' 
(Ka.9.3); bul;a 271 (Ci.30.82); cakramudgaka272 (Sii.21.25); caiicu273 (Ci.19.32); 
caratI274 (Ci.J.45); carmakasa275 (Ci.23.66); carmasahva276 (Ka.11.3); chattra277 

(Sii.27.123); cina278 (Sii.27.14); cinaka279 (Ni.4.5; 5.6); cirbha\a 280 (Sii.27.112; Ci. 
19.32); cukril'.:a 281 (Ci.8.131; 14.199 and 202; 15.89; 24.151); cukrika282 (Ci.15.114; 
24.151); cuiicupari:iika283 (Sii.27.100); dai:i9airaka 284 (Ci.26.51; Ka.1.25); dardura285 

(Sii.27.14 ); dirunisa286 (Ci.6.40); devata9aka287 (Ka.2.3); dhanaiijaya 288 (Ci.4.75); 
dhanvayasa(k't1)289 (Sii.4.11 and 14; Ci.3.204 and 207; 4.46; 7.145; 18.178; 21.58; 
26.170); dhaiivayavasa290 (Ci.14.186); dhavanI291 (Ci.3.187 and 224); dugdhika292 

(Ci.8.131; 14.198; 21.83; 26.266); dvarada 293 (Vi.8.139; Ci1 4 .15); dvipI294 (Vi.8. 
135); dvipika !95 (Ka.1.22); dvipisatru 296 (Vi.8.135); e9agaja297 (Sii.3.3, 13, 15; 27.33; 
Ci.7.93, 103, !113, 126, 127, 160, 161); eka~\hfla298 (Si.10.23); elapari:iI299 (Vi.8.135); 
eraka300 (Siii3.24 and 27; Ci.29.134); gandhana301 (Sii.27.14); gandhaphala302 

(Ci.23.57); g.·mdhapriyaligu 303 ((Sii.25.40; Sa.8.24; Ci.21.90); garagari304 (Ka.2.3; 
Si.11.12); garmii\I305 (Sii.27.18); gaura306 (Sii.27.8 and 13); girimallika307 (Ka.5.4); 
gopI308 (Vi.8;135); gu9a309 (Ka.10.8); haridraka310 (Sii.26.84); hastipari11311 (Sii.l. 
82); hastipari,ini (Sii.1.84 ); hastisyamaka 312 (Sii.27.17); hayagandha313 (Ci.28.173); 
hemadugdha'.14 (Ka.12.23); heman 315 (Sii.3.29; Ci.11.40; 12.36; 21.74; 24.159; 
25.116 and 1 ~7); hiiigupari:iI316 (Ci.9.57); hiligupattrika317 (Ci.9.66); hiligusiva\ika 318 

(Ci.10.37; 13.109); hintala319 (Ka.1.8); ik~uvala320 (Ci.26.73); ik~uvalika321 (Sii. 
4.12; 25.49; iNi.4.10; Vi.8.135; Sa.8.29; Ci.21 .24; Ka.1.25); ik~viilika (Ci.11.18); 
indra322 (Ka.t1.19); indrahva323 (Ci.14.160); indrani324 (Ci.21.85 and 90); indrasa
hva325 (Ci.6A2); indrayudha326 (Ci.23.12); jalamaiinI327 (Ci.23.206); jalapippaiI328 

(Sii.27.171); japa329 (Ci.1 3.57); jaya330 (Ci.9.45); jhi(I\T331 (Sii.27.18); joligaka332 

(Ci.1 4 .15); j{ri:iahva333 (Sii.21.25; 27.18); kakahva334 (Ci.21.90); kakai:iqa 335 (Sii. 
27.34); kalan:1ba336 (Sii.27.101); kalalikataka337 (Ka.1.25); kalalikrta338 (Vi.8.135); 
kanaka 339 (Ci.7.74; 23.78); kanakapu~pI340 (Ci.7.167); kat)9Ira 341 (Ci.3.267; Ka. 
1.25); kapika~chu342 (Ci.9.80; 11.62; 28.125 and 160); kapolaval!i343 (Vi.8.139); 
kapotavalli34'1 (Vi.8.139); karkasa345 (Sii.27.97; Vi.8.143); karka\ahvaya346 (Ka.7. 
18); karka\akif347 (Ci.18.51 and 153); karko\akI348 (Ka.4.3); kari:iikara349 (Ka.8.3); 
k~\hagodha,;o (Ci.1 4. 7); ka\ambhara 351 (Ci.9.4 7); ka\uphala (Ci.23.66;352 Ka.4. 
3); 353 kaunti~54 (Ci.9.35; 12.65; 23.55; Si.8.13); kayastha355 (Ci.9.46 and 57; 10.46 
and 48; 17. lt::1; 26.83); kelu\a356 (Sii.27.114); khai:i9ika357 ((Sii.27.28); kharahva358 

(Sii.23.15; 2':;.172; Ci.14.43); kharasva359 (Ci.26.60; Si.9.8); kilima 360 (Vi.8.142; 
Sa.8.34 and 4J; Ka.7.15); kokanada361 (Vi.6.17); kolavallI362 (Ci.3.210); kosataka363 

(Ka.6.9; Si.1.56); ko\haphala364 (Si.11.12); ko\haphala365 (Ka.4.3); krauiica 366 

(Ci.23.11); ldrauiicadana 367 (Sii.27.116; Ci.3.258; 14.9); krmihara 368 (Ci.7.153); 
kr~i:iacitraka ("Ci.26.272); kr~i:iapii:i9Ita 369 (Ci.26.272); kr~1)asaireyaka370 (Ci.26.268); 
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krg1asa11a371 (Ci.26.269); k~audrapan)T372 (Ci.7.123); k~emaka373 (Ci.3.267); k~T
rapu~pT374 (Ci.14 .6); k~TravallT375 (Vi.8.139); k~Trika:376 (Ci.23 .8); k~ve9a377 (Ka.6.3, 
10, 12); kucelii378 (Sii.27.95); kulaka379 (Sii.27.97; Ci.3.189; 17.97; 23.225; 26.156; 
27.27 and 34; 30.74 and 259); kuliriga380 (Sii.4.12); kuliriga381 (Vi.8.139); kuliriga
k~T382 (Vi.8.139); ku!TrasrrigT 383 (Sii.4.14); kumarajTva384 ((Sii.27.100); kuiicika385 

(Sii.27.307; Ci.14.72; 15.108; 30.54 and 57); kusapu~paka 386 (Ci.23.12); ku~kul)9a387 

(Sii.6.11); ku~!haghna388 (Ci.23.54); kutaral)ii 389 (Ka.7.4); kuvala390 (Sii.4.10 and 
13; 25.49; Ni.2.4; Vi.8.136 and 140); larigula391 (Sii.27.8); lohaviila392 (Sii.27.9); 
lohitacandana393 (Ci.4.102); lauhitya394 (Sii.27.17); logiika395 (Sii.27. 100); miicTka 396 

(Vi. 8.144 ); madhiikapu~pT 397 (Vi.8 .139); madhuvaUT398 (Vi.8 .139); mahiijalin T399 

(Ka.3.17; 4.3); mahlipattra400 (Ci.14.124); mahapuru~adanta401 ((Ci.9.46); mahii
vrThi4D2 (Ni.4.5); ma119iikapippa1T403 (Sii.8.41); miiri~a404 (Sii.27.100); marka!a 405 

(Ci.23.13); marubaka406 (Ka.1.23); masiiravidala407 (Vi.8.136; Ci. 7.137; 21.60; 
Ka.11.14); meghaka408 (Ci.23.12); mrdarigaphala409 (Ka.6.3); ·mrgaliQ9ika 410 (Sii.25. 
49); ffifl)ii!T 411 (Ci.8.129); mmaka 412 (Sii.27.170); mukta 413 (Sii.4.18); mukiilaka414 

(Sii.27.157; Ci.25.53; Ka.7.46; 12.3); miilakaparl)T (Vi.7.21; 415 Ci.3.267416); nadT
mii~aka417 (Sii.27.114); nagarariga418 (Sii.27.156); nalika419 (Ci.28.152); nanda42D 
(Ka.10.8); nandTtaka 421 (Vi.8.140); niirT422 (Ci.14.7); nikuca423 (Sii.25.39; 26.84; 
27.132); nTla (Ci.1 4 .7); 424 nistrirpsapattraka425 (Ka.10.8); nyagrodhT426 (Ka.12.3); 
odanapiikin427 (Ci.3.258; 29.96); padmaciira!I428 (Ci.23.55); padmottarika429 (Sii. 
26.84); pakala430 (Ci.7.161; 23.196); pakvasura431 (Ci.7.123); palasa:432 (Si.3.38); 
pii1psuviipya433 (Sii.27.12); parivyiidha434 (Sii.8.29); paq1iisa435 (Ni.2.4; Vi.7.17 and 
21; 8.142 and 151; Ci.3.267); parl)ii:Saka436 (Ka.1.25); parpa!akI437 (Sii.27.162); 
parval)T438 (Sii.27.108); parvapu~pT439 (Sii.27.108); patar1ga440 (Sii.27.9); phalapii
ra(ka)441 (Ci.4.95; 20.36 and 39; 26.84); pTluparJ)I442 (Ci.3.267; 27.41; 30.50); 
pTiuparl)ika443 (Sii.27.102); pil)9I444 (Ci.14.10); pTtadru445 (Ci.10.43; 12.25; 17.110; 
Si.4.29); po!ii446 (Ka.1.25); po!agala447 (Vi.8.135; Si.10.33); prasatika448 (Sii.21.25; 
27.17; Ci.4.36); pratyaksrel)T449 (Sii. l. 77; additional verse between Ka.12.3 and 
4 ); pul)9raka450 (Sii.25.49); piitana451 (Ci.9.45); piitanakesT452 (Ci.10.34 and 39); 
rajakaseru(ka) 453 (Vi.8.139 and 144; Si.10.37); rajakosatakT454 (Ka.4.3); rajamii~a455 

(Sii.27.25); raktamii!T456 (Ci.10.31); ral)~ii457 (additional verse between Ka.12.3 and 
4); rii9ha458 (Ci.26.14); roha459 (Ci.3.267); rohi~a460 (Ci.23.12); rudhira461 (Sii.4.18); 
ruha462 (Ci.3.267; 23.80); ruhiipattra463 (Ci.14.124); sadvala464 (Ci.10.48; 16.121; 21. 
75; 29.131); saikharika465 (Vi.7.19); sakra466 (Ka.5.4); sakuladanT467 (Sii.4.9; 27.96); 
salakalyiil)T 468 (Sii.27 .102); saleya 469 (Sii.27.170; Ci.4.75); siilmalika470 (Vi.8.135; Si. 
10.36); sambarT471 (additional verse between Ka.12.3 and 4); sa1phar~a472 (Vi.8.139); 
sa1pkoca473 (Ci.23.28); sa1pvartaka474 (Ci.3.258); fal)apu~pT475 (Sii. l. 78 and 79; 4.13; 
Vi.8.135; Ka.1.14); sarada476 (Sii.27.14; Ci.14.95); sarivakhya477 (Sii.27.9); sarpa478 

(Ci.1 4 .7); sarpacchattraka479 (Sii.27.123); sarviinubhiiti4s0 (Ka.7.4); satiihvaka481 

(Sii.27.145); satakusuma482 (Si.12.16 and 18); sataparvan483 (Ci.3.258); satapattra484 

(Sii.4.15; 25.49; Ci.3.258; Si.10.21); saumanasyayanT485 (Vi.8.135; Ka.4.16); 
sauvafl)T (tvac)486 (Ci.7.77); sibira487 (Sii.27.18); silodbheda488 (Ci.15.113; 30.90); 
sitagiri 489 (Ci.23.95); sTtaka490 (Vi.8.140); sTtakumbhika491 (Ci.3.258); sitiviiraka492 

(Ci.26.56 and 60; Si.9.8); siva493 (Sii.4.18; Sa.8.20); srTnivasaka494 (Ci.28.153); 
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s11igaverika495 (Sii.27.171); sryahva496 (Sii.3.3; Ci.30.107); subha497 (Ci.8.145); 
sukabarha498 (Sii.5.23); siikarI499 (Ci.9.46); suklasurasa500 (Ci.23.101); sukti50 t 

(Sii.25.49; Ni.2.4; Ci.25.67); siirpaparl)I502 (Ci.1 1.43; 22 .5; 19.50; 28.151); siiryaka
nta503 (Ci .14 .7); susa504 (Sii.27.88); suskasaka505 (Ci.19.33); sutasrenI506 (additional 
verse between Ka. i2.3 and 4); svari:i~yiithika507 (Si.10.31); svasa~a508 (Ka. l.27); 
svetabhai:i~a 5' 9 (Ci.23.245); svetabhai:i~I5tO (Ci.23.210); svetakaravira 511 (Ci.7.105 
and 106); svetamarica 512 (Ci.26.245 and 246); svetanaman 513 (Sii.1.77); svetavaca514 

(Ci.23.71; Si.3.62); svetavallI515 (Ci.3.267); ta~aka 516 (Sii.25.49); taiia517 (Ci.23.12); 
tapaniya 518 (Sii.27.9); tarii!a 519 ((Sii.27.116; Ci.14.9); thaui:ieyaka520 (Ci.12.65); 
tiktala 521 (Ka.11.3); tiktek~vaku522 (Ci.23.206); !ii:i!ikera523 (Ci.14.10); tiri\aka524 

(Ka.9.3); tridasahva 525 (Ci.28.162); t!"l!amiila526 (Ci.4.103); tiida527 (Sii.27.135); 
tiiri:iaka 528 (Sii.27.8); udumbarapari:iI529 (Ka.12.3); ujjvala530 (Sii.27.14); uliipa531 

(Vi.3.7); uma.532 (Sii.14.36; 27.34; Ci.12.70; 17.84; 25.53; 29.140); upaci.-a533 

(additional verse between Ka.12.3 and 4); vanatiktaka534 (Sii.27.95); vanatrapu~I535 

(Vi.8. 139); vanfra536 (Ci.3.258; 4.102; Ka.1.8; Si.10.21); vanya537 (Sii.3.8; 5.22 and 
64; Ci.3.258; 21.74; 23.77); vapya538 (Ci.7.130); varija539 (Ci.4.107); vartakI 540 (Vi. 
8.151; Ci.15.183); vatapotha541 (Ci.3.258); vli!yapu~pI542 (Sii.4.18; Sa.8.20 and 58); 
vii!yiiyanI543 (Sii.4.9); vayasapI!uka544 (Ci.23.217); vei:iI545 (Ka.2.3); vetasamla546 

(Ci.12.55); vikasa547 (Ci.8.175); vira548 (Vi.8.139; Ci.21.25 and 34; 5.119; 8.79 and 
101;9.43and45; ll.35and62; 14.123and236; 15.127and 156; 21.78, 79,90;25.47; 
26.93; 28.161; 29.65, 114, 131; 30.50; Ka.4.13; Si.3.49); virana549 (Sii.4.12; Sa.8.29 
and 57); vi~vaksenakanta550 (Sii.4.18; Sa.8.20); vitunnaka551 (Ci.18.176; 29.94); 
vrddharuha552 (Sii.4.12); vrkadhiimaka553 (Sii.27.101); v1;k~aruha554 (Sii.4.12); vr
~akan:iika555 (Ci.21.84); vr~apari:iika556 (Sii.4.11); vyaghrI557 (Sii.5.65; Ci.3.211 anti 
236; 5.106; 8.111); yamanI 558 (Ci.6.41; 8.126); yatuka559 (Sii.27.102); yavasaka 560 

(Sii.27.102). 

Inorganic substances 

Inorganic substances 561 are grouped together as parthiva or bhauma in character. 562 

A list of these substances (Sii.l.70-71a) comprises gold (suvan:ia),563 the five met
als (loha) 564 along with their impurities (mala), 565 sikata, 566 sudha, 567 mana~sila, 568 

ala, 569 (semi-)precious stones (mai:ii), 570 salt (lavai:ia), 571 gairika, 572 and aiijana. 573 

Other inorganic substances are: agaradhiima (Ci.23.51; Si.7.25; 9.58);574 adrijatu 
(Ci. 13. 78); 575 all1l"tasaq1jiia (Ci.7 .114); 576 allll"tasa11ga (Sii.3.1 O; Ci.14.55; 25.117); 577 
asmajatu (Ci.12.49; 16.81);578 dhiima (Si.7.24);579 gandha (Ci.17.125);58° gandhaka 
(Ci.7.71); 581 girija (Ci.1 3.64; 21.130; 30.148);582 grhadhiima (Sii.3.5; Ci.7.87; 23.41, 
197, 198, 213; 26.194; 29.149);583 kaca (Sa.8.41; Ci.17.125); 584 kaliksI (Ci.23.54; 
30.121); 585 kardama (Ci.21.81);586 kasisa (Sii.3.5 and 10; Ci.7.102, la°9, 114, 117, 
167; 21.126; 25.115 and 117; 26.254 and 271; 30.79 and 121);587 kf~i:iallll"d (Ci. 
19.82; 22.44); kr~i:iamrttika (Sii.27.200; Ci.19.64); kr~i:iasikata (Ci.22.44); le!Itaka 
(Ci.7.70); 588 lohitamrd (Ci.23.101); 589 lomasa (Sii.3.4 and 15);590 lo~\a (Sii.18.6; 
25.40; I.12.20; Ci.3.112; 4.80; 20.30; 22.42; 23.25; Si.7.14);591 maksika (Ci.7.70; 
16.73, 82, 83; 21.130); 592 llll"d (Sii.4.18; 9.13; 18.6; Sa.1.43; 3.20; Ci.4.79 and 104; 
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16.28 and 121; 20.42; 26.224);593 nirttika (Sii.14.46; Ci.1 2.11; 14 .21. 24.26; 4.66; 
16.27 and 117; 19.65; 27.49, 51, 54; Ka.l.9); 594 parpsu (Vi.3.7; I.12,28; Ci.14.59; 
23.39 and 174 ); pa~ar:ia (Sii.14.26 and 58; 27.209 and 210; Ci.21.13 l)iw5 rasa (Ci.7. 
71);596 rasottama (Ci.25.116); 5' 7 romasa (Ci.29.152);598 saugandhiki£ (Sii.3.!0); 599 

saura~!-rI (Ci.7.114; 15.138); 600 saura~!-rika (Ci.30.79 and 98); 601 silahv~ya (Ci.1 3 .65; 
26.99); 602 silajatu 603 (Sii.21.24; 24.56; Ci.la.48, 56, 58, 62; 5.97; 7.n; 13.152 and 
153; 16.88; 23.213; 28.242; 29.159); 604 spha!-ika (Ci.14 .22; 17.125)1605 suvarcika 
(Sii.2.23); 606 suvanJamak~ika (Ci.7.71); 607 svarjika (Vi.7.17; Ci.23., 15);'08 tapya 
(Ci.16.78; 26.250); 609 tuttha (Sii.3.12; Ci.7.108, 114 and 120; 26.250); 61,0 vaigandhika 
(Ci.23.223); 611 vesmadhiima (Ci.26.14 ). 612 

This survey may be useful in facilitating an assessment of the employment of in
organic substances in the Carakasaf!1hitii613 and comparisons with othe11texts. 614 

The inorganic substances mentioned are prescribed in various foms, both exter
nally and internally. 615 Some of these substances were heated before u~. 616 Many of 
them were administered in the form of a powder (ciirr:ia, rajas), 617 eith,\r singly or in 
combination with other drugs. 

The intricate processes known from alchemical and later ayur.:edic treatises 
are absent from the Carasa'!Ihitii, 618 though some are convinced tlnat distillation 
is mentioned. 619 The term bhasman is employed in a sense that di 'fers from its 
alchemical use. 620 

Mercury is not yet known as a medicinal substance. The term rasa 621 ( Ci. 7. 71) 
refers back to the juice extracted (nigrhrta) from the plant calledjati (Ci.7.70). 622 

A substance called rasottama, sometimes thought to be mercury, 62\ is prescribed 
once, for external use in a lepa (Ci.25 .116). 624 

The meaning of this term is a problematic issue. The presence of the •ferse that con
tains the prescription in a number of treatises gives the opportunity to cdmpare the in
terpretations of various commentators. Cakra says that rasottama is eithe · parada (mer
cury) or ghee. Indu regards it as mercury (parada). Among the commentators on the 
H,daya, Arur:iadatta is silent, while the KairaJTagrees with Indu; SivadMasena, though 
identifying rasottama as parada, adds that some are of the opinion that ghee is meant. 
The H ,dayaprakiisa of the A$tii1igah,da yako$a records that ghee is meanti though many 
(predecessors) identify rasottama as parada. The Sivadfpikii considersdt to be rasa
iijana. The Kusumiiva/T on the Siddhayoga remarks that rasottama is eirher parada or 
ghee according to Cakra(par:iidatta), or the juice (rasa) of sahakara (i.,., the mango) 
according to Jinadasa. Sivadasasena comments (ad Cakradatta, vrar:ias, itha JO 1) that 
rasottama is parada, while others regard it as ghee. Niscalakara mentions that Cakra 
sees ghee in it, while Jinadasa interprets it as the sweet juice of sahakara, he himself is 
convinced that ghee is meant, because this is the substance corresponding to rasottama 
in an equivalent recipe of Jatiikarr:ia quoted by him. 

This survey of the various interpretations makes clear that it is fari from certain, 
even improbable, that mercury is mentioned in the Carakasaq1hitii. 



Chapter 10 

Caraka, his identity and date 

Some early European lndologists collected information on Caraka from MSS of his 
saq1hita I and references to him and his work. 2 H.H. Wilson, one of the first European 
lndologists interested in Indian medicine, expressed the view that Caraka and Susruta 
could not be later than the ninth or tenth century on account of references to them in 
the Pura1_1as, 3 while the style of their works pointed to a much earlier date.4 H.H. Wil
son was also acquainted with the fact that Caraka had been translated into Arabic in 
the eighth or early ninth century;5 the earliest one to discover this was, however, F.R. 
Dietz. 6 F. Kielhorn 7 placed Caraka before the middle of the the seventh century be
cause he is quoted three times by Bhartrhari, who died in A.O. 651/652. 8 

The discovery, made simultaneously by S. Levi9 and J. Takakusu, 10 that a Caraka 
is mentioned as a physician attached to the court of Kani~ka kicked up much dust. The 
references to this Caraka are found in two Chinese Buddhist texts. The first of these 
sources, the Tsa-pao-ts'ang-king, 11 translated from the Sanskrit 12 about A.O. 472 by 
Ki-kia-ye and T' an-yao, consists of a collection of stories, one of them telling that 
Kani~ka was on friendly terms with the physician Caraka whose advice protected him 
from all illness. The second source, the Fou-fa-ts 'ang-yin-yuen-king 13 or Pou fa tsang 
yin yuan tchouan 14 or Record of the twenty-three patriarchs, 15 said to be a translation 
by Ki-kia-ye and T'an-yao again, is actually a forgery made in China towards the mid
dle or the end of the sixth century, 16 based on earlier works. Caraka 17 is depicted in 
this work as a physician who, after presenting himself to Kani~ka, saves the queen on 
two occasions, by means of his obstetrical skills, from dying during childbirth; 18 dis
appointed, on account of the king's inattentiveness to his counsels, he leaves the court 
and, finally, retires from worldly life. 19 

Although the details of these stories, in particular those found in the Record of 
the twenty-three patriarchs, are untrustworthy, these sources, especially the Tsa-pao
ts'ang-king, which is based on a Sanskrit original, indicate that a physician known as 
Caraka or a caraka, may have been known about the times of the reigp of Kani~ka, 
towards the end of the first or the beginning of the second century A.O. 20 

The identity of this Caraka is a hotly debated issue. 21 Some regard him as the author 
of the Carakasa1phita, 22 while others are doubtful23 or reject this identification. 24 

Some of the arguments adduced against the identification are: the Caraka men
tioned is not credited with a medical treatise; the absence of the name of any king in the 
Carakasa,phitil; the improbability that a freely wandering physician like Caraka might 
have accepted the bondage of a royalcourt; 25 the paucity or supposed absence of Bud
dhist influence on the Carakasa,phitii, while Kani~ka was a convert to Buddhism; 26 
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Asvagho~a, attached to Kani~ka's court according to Chinese tradition, mentions 
Atreya in his Buddhacarita, without referring to Caraka; 27 the poets and scholars 
at Kani~ka's court were Buddhists; Nagarjuna 28 does not mention Caraka in the 
Upayah[daya,29 though, according to some scholars, he refers to Susruta; 3° Caraka's 
name is absent from the verses describing Kani~ka in Kalhai:ia's Rajatara1igil}i: 31 

These and various other arguments against the hypothesis that Caraka belongs to 
the period of Kani~ka have been put forward in particular by the'numerous Indian 
scholars who claim a much earlier date for him. 32 

G. Haldiir advanced as his view that the Caraka of Kani~ka's court was actually 
Kapilabala, 33 the father ofDrc)habala; he called this physician, to whom he attributed a 
Kapilaba/atantra, theNavTnacaraka, and supposed him to have emiched the already ex
isting Carakasmphita with the comments of Pataiijali (the Patafijalaviirttika), to which 
he owed the title of Caraka. 34 

This assumption may have led P. V. Sharma 35 to suggest that the Caraka mentioned 
in connection with Kani~ka may have been a Saka physician, 36 and that his name points 
to the originally nomadic life of this people. In line with G. Hiildiir, he supposes this 
Caraka to have revised an already existing medical treatise that, afterwards, became 
known as Carakasaiphita. 37 

New elements, probably incorporated by this physician, are, in P.V. Sharma 's view: 
the references to turbans, shoes and umbrellas; 38 the importance of smoking;39 the ref
erences to warm clothing; 40 the maternity home, described as a wooden structure; 41 the 
importance given to the daily agnihotra ritual; 42 the references to regions belonging to 
the Ku~i:ia and Saka territory, such as Biih!Ika, 43 Saurii~!ra, Sauvira, and Sindhu. 44 

One of the problems with the name Caraka and its association with the Carakasa,p
hitii is its late appearance in medical literature, a feature noticed and rightly stressed 
by P.V Sharma.45 Dr~habala is the first author to refer to Caraka as the one who re
vised (sarps-kf-) an earlier treatise, which, though not named, is usually assumed to be 
the work known as Agnivesatantra. 46 Cakrapai:iidatta mentions both Caraka and Dr
c)habala as sarpskiirakas. 47 It is in the colophons of the Carakasmphita only that Caraka 
appears as the pratisarpskartar of the Agnivesatantra. 

The medical authority Caraka and the work going under his name became widely 
known only in the Gupta period. The earliest authors acquainted with him and his trea
tise are Viigbha!a and Bhanarakahariscandra. These facts, and the loss of a consider
able part of the Carakasa,phitii, made P.V. Sharma insist, as already mentioned, that 
Caraka may have been a Saka physician, which would explain that his treatise failed 
to gain wide acceptance and got pattly lost, until Drc)habala supplied the missing parts. 
Dr~habala was of Saka origin too, in P.V. Sharma's eyes,48 but in his times the Sakas 
had become an integral pait of Indian society. 49 

Jyotir Mitra, who claims a very early date for the Carakasaq1hita, suggests that it 
may have been retouched by a physician, bearing the title of Caraka, who was a con
temporary of Kani~ka. 50 Atrideva51 appears to hold a similar opinion. 

Solid evidence for linking the Caraka of the Chinese sources with the author of the 
Carakasarphita is entirely lacking. This has already been emphasized by J. Filliozat, 52 

D. Chattopadhyaya, 53 and others. Several persons, among them physicians, who 
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roamed about the country, may have been called thus, 54 as individuals or as members 
of groups known as caraka~. 

The Lalitavistara, 55 Safidhannapul/c;larfka 56 and some other Buddhist texts 57 are 
acquainted with wandering heretical ascetics called carakas. The Jain canonical work 
Siiyag~a (Siit rakrtiiliga) refers to the theoretical position of one of the ancient caraka 
schools. 58 

Variihamihira 's Brha)jiitaka mentions the carakas in a list of seven sects. 59 Vaidya
natha Dik~ita refers to them as a group of religious mendicants in his Jiitakapiirijata 60 

~~abhadatta, the son-in-law of the Saka ruler Nahapana, bestowed a donation on a 
community of carakas. 61 

The claim of the Gulabkunverba team that Caraka's name occurs in Bana's 
Har§acarita is unfounded. 62 · • 

P. V. Sharma is convinced that these references to carakas agree with the type of 
practitioner described in the Carakasarphitii, a yayavara without fixed abode, devoting 
his life to the search for knowledge aml to solving the health problems of the people. 63 

The Gulabkunverba team regards a caraka as the secular equivalent of the religious
minded parivrajaka. 64 

These interpretations appear to be too specific for the vagueness of the references. 
Moreover, the term caraka is employed to designate not only a member of various, usu
ally religious, groups, but it has diverse other meanings too. 65It may denote a follower 
of a particular Vedic school, a wandering religious student, 66 a perfCl'mer of a type of 
acrobatics,67 a person of low social status, 68 a glutton, 69 a spy, 70 etc. 

Various other references to caraka(s) are known. The term is found in two sutras of 
Papini's A$,tiidhyiiyf: 4.3.107 mentions Katha and Caraka; 5.1.11 employs the words 
manava and caraka. The names in the first sutra are those of two schools of the Black 
Yaj~rveda. 71 The second suu·a has been inte1preted in different ways. Some regard 
Manava and Caraka as the names of two Vedic schools, 72 others see in them names 
for ~tudents.73 P.V. Sharma 74 offered his own explanation: the term miii:iava denotes 
someone who indulges in magic and witchcraft,75 an art called mapavavidya in the 
Arthasiistra, 76 while the term caraka probably means a medical expert devoted to the 
Atharvave,ia 

The Kiisikiiv1tti says that the carakas are the pupils of Vaisampayana, who is 
also known as Caraka; nine prominent ones among these carakas are enumerated. 77 

The Bhiigavatapuriil)a relates that Vaisampayana had two pupils, named Adhvaryu 
and Caraka, who were known by the common name of Caraka. 78 The Vi~l/upurii
l]a 79 and Brahmiir;ic;lapurii!]a 80 are also acquainted with the carakas as disciples of 
Vaisampayana. 

These references have given rise to various, mostly speculative and improbable, in
terpretations. One Indian author asserts that Vaisampayana himself is the Caraka who 
revised the Agnivesatantra and made it into the Carakasamhitii. 81 Another Indian au
thor claims that the Carakasal!lhitii is the work of Vaisa~payana's pupils. 82 Others 
again maintain that the auth•r of the Carakasamhitii must have been a member of one 
of the Vedic schools established by those disciples of Vaisampayana who went to the 
northern parts of India. 83 
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The more sober view that th? Kiisikavrtti and a number of Purai:ias refer to 
the Vedic school called Carakasiiltha, without postulating any connection with the 
Carakasal)lhitii, is also represented. 84 The Carakas of this siikhii are, for example, 
mentioned in Visvarllpa's commentary on the Yiijiiava/kyasmrti. 85 

It is not clear which Caraka is meant in a passage of Jayantabhaga's Nyiiyama
iijan, 86 where Caraka and others a:re described as able to reach a decision, by means 
of perception (pratyak~a), on the power (sakti) of substances (padiirtha), either com
bined or single (samastavyasta), rnlative to the variability of country, time, the indi
vidual (puru~a), and the stage of the life cycle (dasa). 87 

The Caraka mentioned by Sant: :rak~ita is undoubtedly the Caraka of the sruphita. 88 

Some passages of Vedic texts :which mention a Caraka or use related words are 
subject to disagreeing interpretaticns. The Carakaciirya of the Taittirfyabriihma(ia is, 
according to Siiyaz:ia's commentar~,. someone who teaches the art of walking on bam
boo stilts (vaq1siigranartana),88 ' i.«:., a kind of dancer (naiavise~a); this explanation, 
pointing to a person of a low soci,al status, is accepted by the Gulabkunverba team 
and Hemarajasarman, 89 while oth'ers prefer to see in this Carakiiciirya a teacher of 
the Carakasiikhii. 90 The Viijasaneyssarphitii is, like the Taittirfyabriihmapa, acquainted 
with a Carakiiciirya who is enumercted among the victims at the human sacrifice called 
puru~amedha; this person is regardted as a teacher of the Carakasiikhii, denunciated as 
the representative of a rival school/1 as a person of low status, 92 a roaming mendicant 
(bhik~u), 93 or the medical authorit? Caraka.94 

The form of the Sautriimaz:ii rit,.Ial called Carakii, usually thought to be connected 
with the Carakasakhii, was supposed by A Hillebrandt to allude to the medical teacher 
Caraka. 95 

Other references also show tha, Caraka is a well known name in Vedic literature. 
The Carakas formed one of tht: schools (siikhii) of the Black Yajurveda96 and are 

subdivided into twelve ramificatior sin the Cara(iavyiiha 97, one of the Parisi~tas of the 
Atharvave•a. One of the recension) of the Black Yajurveda, the Kii{hakasaq1hitii, may 
be connected with the Carakas 98 and be based on an older and lost Carakasamhitii, 99 

because the Kaiha school called it!ielf Carakaka!ha 100 or Ciiriiyaz:iiyakaiha in ~rder to 
distinguish it from the school of the Kapi~!halakaihas. The precise extent of the term 
Caraka is, however, uncertain and it may have been applied to the whole or part of the 
Black Yajurveda. 101 

The Carakasiikhii was opposec' to the Taittinyasiikhii of the Black Yajurveda, w2 

and, to a still greater extent, to the ;chools of the White Yajurveda, represented by the 
Viijasaneyisarphitii. l03 

One passage from the Taittiri y:isaqihitii has become the starting point of brisk dis
cussions about a possible relation::hip between the Carakasiikhii and the practice of 
medicine. This passage 104 censureS'the twin healing gods, the Asvins, as impure beings 
because they are physicians who roam about (cara) in the human world; a briihmaz:ia 
should therefore not practise medi< ine. 

J. Fil!iozat has argued that the Use of the term cara is a shot at the rival school of 
the Carakas, 105 who have not inser:ied anything similar in their saq1hitiis, the Kii{haka
(27.4), Kapi${halaka{ha- and Maitrriya1Jlsaq1hitii, which relate a similar story about the 
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impurity of the Asvins and their purification by means of the bahi~pavamanastotra, but 
without blaming them for being the physicians of human beings. 106 D. Chattopadhyaya 
rejects the interpretation of J. Filliozat and advances that the word cara does not refer 
to the Carakasakha at all, being simply a descriptive epithet of the Asvins. 107 J. Fil
liozat's suggestion that a cemparison of the related passages in the recensions of the 
Black Yajurveda points to a connection between the Carakasakha and the practice of 
medicine 108 is equally unacceptable to D. Chattopadhyaya, 109 who postulates that the 
censuring of the Asvins and of physicians in general is evidence of a changed attitude 
and a breaking away from the B.gvedic tradition, in which the Asvins were extolled and 
invited to drink soma in the company of the other gods. 110 

The references to Caraka and Carakas discussed so far show that these names are 
very old and go back to \edic times. A cenvincing relationship between the Vedic 
Carakasiikha and the medical tradition, in particular with the medical authority Caraka, 
cannot unequivocally be demonstrated. 111 

The mention ofCaraka as the reviser of an earlier medical treatise appears, as men
tioned before, for the first time in Dr<;lhabala's text of the Carakasarp.hitii. The other 
early references to a physician of this name, such as the one attached to Kani~ka's court, 
only indicate that the name was given to wandering practitioners of the medical art 
Much of the evidence supports the view that greups of Carakas of various types were 
known, and that Caraka may be seen as designating a member of one of these commu
nities, and not primarily as an individual bearing this name. 

Caraka as an individual medical authority and the author of the work rewritten by 
Drl/.habala appears on the scene for the first time distinctly in the perioll of Vagbhaia. 

Remarkable is the fact that the treatise regarded as Carakasa171hitii by Dr<;lhabala 
was only partly available to him, which may mean that it did not gain wide currency 
in medical circles. 

Another noteworthy point is that an old treatise, probably the Agnivesatantra, 
changed its name into Carakasarphitii, which is contrary to the practice of calling 
a work after the pupil who laid down the teachings of his precep10r, disregarding 
revisions by later authors. 112 The Carakasarphitii embodies the teachings of Atreya 
Punarvasu, transmitted to Agnivesa, without ever mentioning Caraka. 

P.V. Sharma 113 proposed two possible solutions to this problem: (a) the Agnive
satantra was renamed Carakasa(!lhitiibecause Agnivesa belonged to the Vedic Caraka 
school; (b) Caraka, who adhered to theCarakasakha, revised Agnivesa's work to such 
an extent that the bulk was due to his contributions, which made it proper to change 
the name. 

Drqhabala's reasons for crediting Caraka with an old treatise, incompletely pre
served, are obscure. It may have been known already as such in his times, he may have 
chosen Caraka's name on account of its Vedic associations, if these were known to him, 
orhe may have h11d a representaf1ve of some group of Carakas in mind. 114 All this re
mains highly speculative. 

A number of scholars suppose or are convinced that the Caraka of the Caraka
sarphitii belonged to or was connected with the Vedic Carakasakha or its descendants. 

J. Filliozat, 115 whose views have already partly been discussed, suggested that 
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the Vedic Carakas, being not opposed to wandering physicians to the same extent as 
the Taittiriyas, may have been interested in medicine, and that a practitioner called 
Caraka may have belonged to their school. J. Filliozat added that the contents of the 
Carakasarphita evoke the idea that it derives rather from a brahmaI,1a of a Vedic school 
than from a court physician, thus overlooking many of its aspects, in particular those 
indicating that part of the practices described are meant for the benefit of wealthy 
patients. One of the points to be taken into consideration according to J. Filliozat is 
the association ofa second chief medical authority, Atreya, with the AtreyI school of 
the Black Yajurveda. 116 He is, however, cautious enough to state that all this does not 
signify at all that the author of the Carakasaiphita lived in the period of elaboration of 
the Yajurvedic saq1hitas, since the style of the former shows it to be not much anterior 
to the beginning of the Christian era. 

As we have seen already, D. Chattopadhyaya vigorously rejects J. Filliozat's 
opinions, denying any connection between the Caraka of the Carakasa1phita and the 
Carakasakha. 

Scholars defending the thesis that the Caraka of the Carakasarphita is directly re
lated to the Vedic school often assign him to a very early period. Others, not convinced 
of this relationship or rejecting it, regard him, nevertheless, as a very ancient author
ity, anterior to PaI,1ini, identical with Pataiijali, 117 or dating from before the period of 
Buddha's activity. 

The nature, style and contents of the earlier treatises, ascribed to Agnivesa and 
Caraka, 118 on which Dr<:Jhabala's text is based, is largely a matter of speculation. The 
dateofCaraka's revision of the Agnivesatantra depends on the availability of reliable 
internal and external evidence. Early quotations dating from before Dnihabala's 
times, which might prove that a medical author called Caraka was known, are entirely 
lacking. 119 

Worthy of discussion are several issues which bear on the question what the 
Carakasalphita looked like before Dr<:Jhabala 's revision and completion of the text. 

The methodical examination of the Carakasarphita in search for vestiges of Bud
dhist thought is of the utmost importance as one of the means which may be helpful 
in identifying layers of the text as it existed before Dr<;lhabala's time, since it is very 
unlikely that he would have added elements of this type. 

The question whether or not Buddhist influences are detectable in the Caraka
saiphita is touched upon frequently in the secondary literature, but few scholars have 
searched seriously for these traces. The majority of the Indian authors simply deny 
that Buddhism had any impact, which is based on the preconceived idea that Caraka 
belongs to a period preceding Buddha's activity. 120 

One of the very few Indian scholars to study the subject seriously is P.V. Sharma, 
in whose opinion the following elements point to an acquaintance of ihe author of the 
Carakasarphitii with early Buddhist doctrines. 121 

The k~aI_labhangavada (the doctrine concerning the momentariness of any con
glomeration of elements) was known, 122 as well as the concept of svabhavoparama 
(the cessation of the dhatus due to their svabhava). 123 The indriyabuddhis are said to be 
k~al,lika (momentary). 124 The pratityasamutpada (chain of dependent origination) 125 
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and the Four Noble Truths 126 were known. Perception (pratyak~a) and inference 
(anumana) are, as in Buddhist logic, the chief means of acquiring valid knowledge 
(pramai:ia). 127 Pratyaya and liyatana are used as synonyms of nidlina and hetu. 12B The 
term upadhli has the same meaning as uplidlina (grasping) in Buddhist thought. 129 

\edana (sensation) has the same position in the Carakasaqihita as it occupies in 
Buddhist texts. 130 The ~a<;ldhlituka nature of the embryo anti the individual human 
being is laid stress on. 131 The five paficakas of Caraka 132 resemble the three groups 
of six dhatus of the Buddhists. The use of manas as a synonym of sattva resembles 
the Buddhist tradition, in which citta, manas and vijfiapti are synonyms of vijfilina. 133 

The position of prajfia in the Carakasa1phita has affinities with the significance of this 
term in Buddhist thought. 134 The six promoters of prai:ia (prai:iavardhana), etc., may 
be related to the six pliramitas of the Buddhists. 135 The Carakasarphita employs some 
peculiar words which are found in Buddhist texts. 136 

Other authors who studied the subject are Atrideva, S. Dasgupta, the Gulabkun
verba team, R.K. Sharma and Bhagwan Dash, Jyotir Mitra, and E. Windisch. 

Atrideva admitted Buddhist influences, but attributed these to Atreya or Agnive
sa. 137 

S. Dasgupta was convinced of Buddhist influences on the Carakasarphita. 138 

The Gulabkunverba team states that Caraka was acquainted with the k~ai:iikavli
da. 139 

R.K. Shanna and Bhagwan Dash acknowledge that the principles of Buddhist phi
losophy were known. 140 

Jyotir Mitra expressed as his view that the use of some tenns indicates more or less 
a peripheral glimpse of Buddhism. 141 

E. Windisch advanced the idea that the concept of sattva in the Carakasarphita was 
inspired by Buddhist thought. 142 

Although not all the features, highlighted by P. V. Sharma and others, are convinc
ing, it seems nevertheless reasonable to concede that traces of Buddhist thought are 
clearly discernible in the Carakasarphita and belong to the layer antedating D~<;lhabala's 
revision. 

P.V. Sharma formulated as his opinion that the influences of Buddhism, in combi
nation with the overall orientation towards Brlihmai:iism of the Carakasaiphita, 143 show 
that it was composed in a period when Buddhism was prevalent side by side with Brli
hmai:iic culture, or in an age when, though Buddhism was still a living force, Brlihma
i:iism was gaining the upper hand, i.e., during the third or early second century B.C., at 
the juncture of the Maurya and Sunga periods. 144 

The same scholar constructed an elaborate framework of external evidence in sup
port of this dating. 145 

P.V. Sharma is firmly convinced that Caraka as a medical authority was not yet 
known to Pai:iini. Patafijali, the author of the Mahabhiifya, is regarded as slightly later 
than or a younger contemporary of Caraka. 146 

Important elements of P.V. Sharma's frainework are: the Milindapiiliha 147 has 
many things in common with the Carakasa1phita, 148 which indicates that they belong 
to the same period; Asvagho~a, 149 whose works bear witness to his fainiliarity with 
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iiyurveda, drew extensively on Caraka's work, 150 in spite of the fact that his name is 
not mentioned; a numberof formulae found in the Niivanftaka 15 1 are quoted from the 
Carakasal!]hitii; 152 the Yiijnavalkyasmrti 153 has taken much of its medical material 
from Caraka 154 

This evidence, taken together, is thought to confirm the chronological scheme de
veloped by P.V. Sharma. 

The other material adduced by him in favour of his dating of Caraka is of various 
kinds, mostly consisting of internal evidence. P.V. Shanna points to the influence of the 
Manusmr:ti 155 and other dharmasiistra texts, 156 the Grhyasiitras, 157 and the Purii1,1as. 158 

References to a king, certain types of officials, and to hospitals, 159 together with 
signsshowingthatthe central administration of the state was growing weak, are seen as 
ind.icating that the Carakasa,phitii belongs to the waning stage of the Mauryan empire 
or the period of the Sungas. I 60 

Important for the determination of the chronological position of the Carakasa,phitii are 
its philosophical concepts, which are closely related to those of the Sii1!1khya, Nyaya 
and Vaisesika schools. 161 

The .;ain features of theSii1pkhya 162 doctrines in the Carakasa,phitii, which differ 
from those found in Isvarakr~1,1a's Siiqikliyakiirikii, 163 are: the tattvas are twenty-four in 
number and consist of the ten senses, 164 manas, the objects of the five senses of percep
tion, and the eightfold prakrti (pralqti in the restricted sense, mahat, aharpkiira, and the 
five mahiibhiitas); 165 the puru~a is identified with the avyakta (unmanifested) part of 
prakrti; 166 the vikiiras (evolutionary products) of prak{ti are collectively called k~etra, 
while the avyakta part of prakrti is regarded as the k~etrajiia (knower of the field); 167 

the conglomeration of this avyakta with its later products generates the living beings; 
the tanmiitras are not explicitly mentioned; 168 rajas and tamas represent bad states of 
the mind, sattva represents good ones; the ultimate state of emancipation is either ab
solute annihilation or characterless absolute existence and is spoken of as the Brahman 
state; the senses are bhautika, i.e., formed of matter. 169 

This account of Siitpkhya I70 agrees, according to S. Dasgupta, 171 with the ver
sion propounded by Paiicasikha in the Mahiibhiirata. 172 A cogent refutation of this 
opinion is due to V.M. Bedekar, I73 who studied and summarized the differences 
between a fluid proto-Siitpkhya, found in the Mok~adhanna 174 of the Mahiibhiirata, 
the Carakasaq1hitii, and the Bufidhacarita, 175 and the later philosophical Siir!1khya. 176 

S. Dasgupta 177 was disposed tothinkthatthe early fonn of Sii1pkhya represented by 
the Mahiibhiirata and the Carakasa,pbitii is the same as the maulikya ( original) school, 
mentioned together with an uttara (later) school in Gu1,1aratna's commentary, called 
Tarkarahasyadf pikii, on Haribhadrasiiri 's $aqdanianasamucca ya. 178 

The version of Siimkhya as found in the Carakasamhitii 179 is earlier than that of 
the Siif!lkhyakiirikii, 180. which belongs to about the peri~ AD. 350-450, 181 ami may 
belong to the period ofPaiicasikha 182 and the $il${itantra, 183 i.e., about JOO B.C.-A.D. 
200. 184 

This establishes that the text of Dr9habala's version of the Carakasarphitii contains 
important elements belonging to an older layer. iss 
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The connections between the Carakasai!]hitii and the Yoga system 186 are very different 
from those between the Carakasar!Jhitii and the Sfil!lkl1ya school. P. V. Sharma 187 came 
to the conclusion that the fundamental concepts of the Yogasiitras are completely ab
sent from the Carakasarphitii. 188 Others share this opinion, 189 while a few authors only 
suspect some influence 190 or even postulate a more or less close relationship. 191 

Concepts and views related to those found in the Nyaya and Vaise~ika philosophical 
systems are conspicuous in the Carakasai!]bitii, but differences are present as well. 

The means of acquiring valid knowledge (pramai:ia), 192 as acknowledged in the 
Carakasar)lhitii, are four in number: 193 aptopadesa (the testimony of trustworthy 
persons), 194 pratyak~a (perception), 195 anumana (inference),196 and yukti. 197 Other 
pramai:ias are not recognized. 198 

The position of yukti as a distinct pramai:ia is one of the salient features of the 
Carakasar!Jhitii. 199 

The data about the pramai:ias show that the Carakasai!]hitii does not commit itself 
to the views of a particular philosophical school or the precursors of these schools and 
maintains a partly independent, partly eclectic position. 

S. Dasgupta's assertion 200 that the Nyiiyasiitras drew their ideas on the prama~ias 
from Caraka's work cannot seriously be defended. It seems reasonable to regard the 
material on the pramai:ias in the Carakasar!Jhi/11 as belonging to a period before the es
tablishment and codification of the doctrines which are peculiar to each of the darsanas, 
in particular as anterior to the time in which the Nyiiyasiitras took their final form, 201 
i.e., probably around the second century A.O. 202 

The technical terms relating to debates, to which part of Ca.Vi.8 is devoted, are, 
apart from the Carakasa,pbitii, only found in texts on logic. 203 A large number of them 
occur in the Nyayasiitras; many differences, however, are noticeable. 204 

S. Dasgupta, 205 in line with his views on the pramai:ias, supposed it to be not 
improbable that the Nyiiyasiitras derived their theory of five propositions 206 from 
Caraka. 207 

Again, it is not necessary at all to presume that the Nyiiyasiitras botTowed from 
the Carakasar)lhitii; the material found in Caraka's work more probably derives from a 
floating body of knowledge. 208 

The material related to Nyaya in the Carakasa,phitii points to a date for the work 
that precedes the second century A.O. 

The relationship between the Carakasa,phitii and the Vaise~ika system is remarkable 
because key concepts of Vaise~ika are dealt with in the very first chapter of the 
Carakasar!Jhitii and are employed, applied to medicine, throughout the treatise. The 
way in which these concepts are defined and made use of closely resembles, without 
being exactly the same, their definitions and uses in the Vaisf!$ikasiitras. 209 

The opinions of scholars on the type of connection between iiyurvedic and 
Vaise~ika thought vary considerably. 210 Some assert that the Vaise~ika borrowed from 
Caraka, 211 while others defend a diametrically opposed view. 212 

The most probable conclusion that can be drawn from the available material in the 
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Carakasarphitii is that it derives from a period not far removed in time from that in 
which the Vaise$ikasiitras achieved their present form, i.e., A.D. 50-150.213 This hy
pothesis is supported by passages which has the Carakasaqihitii in common with the 
Vaise$ikasiitras or which resemble each other closely. 214 

Not much attention has been given to the relationship between Caraka and the Pii
rvamimal)lSa for the reason that influences can hardly be detected. S.P. Gupta,215 one 
of those who see traces of this school in the Carakasaqihitii, points to the term niya
ti, the mention of a yajfiikasamaya, 216 the references to homa, daivavyapasraya, etc. 
Jyotir Mitra 217 also examined the connections between the Carakasaiphitii and the Pii
rvamimarpsa. He discusses the samayas, 218 the importance of homa, 219 and a number 
of other subjects. His reflections are based on the conviction that the elements noticed 
are due to Atreya Punarvasu, whom he regards as a contemporary of Badarayal_la, the 
teacher of Jaimini, who wrote the Mimiiqisiisiitras. 220 

The connections between the Carakasaqihitii and Vedanta have not much been studied 
either. 

P.V. Sharma 221 expressed as his opinion that the concept of the paficabhautika na
ture of the body, not found in Nyaya-Vaise~ika, is near to Vedanta views. B. Seai222 held 
the same conviction. S.P. Gupta 223 sees traces of Vedanta in the avyaktarp brahma,224 

brahman as a synonym of mok~a, 225 and the brahmabhiito bhiitatma. 226 Jyotir Mitra 227 

points to Vedanta influence in the avyaktaip. brahma, 228 the brahmabhiito bhiitatma, the 
absence of the Saqikhya concept of miilapralqti, 229 the views concerning the atman, 230 

the concept of upadha, 231 and the synonyms of mok~a. 232 

The philosophical material in the Carakasarphitii leads inevitably to the conclusion that 
it consists of a mosaic of elements derived from diverse schools of thought, often mod
ified in the service of medicine, and mixed with concepts not found elsewhere. 233 

The same material suggests that the author called Caraka cannot have lived later 
than about A.D.150-200 and not much earlier than about 100 B.C. 

Some stray material bearing on Caraka's identity and date may be added. 
An argument in defence of an early date for Caraka, put forward probably for the 

first time by Hemarajasarman, 234 and repeated by later authors, is the absence of the 
names for the days of the week in the Carakasaq1hitii. 235 

PC. Ray argued in favour of the thesis that Caraka belongs to the early Buddhistic 
era on the grounds that the chemical information in the Carakasaqihitii with reference to 
metals and metallic preparations is of a less advanced characterthan that in the Arthasii
stra, composed in his view between 321-296 B.C. 236 

Caraka is sometimes supposed to be identical with Patafijali. 237 A late tradition, 
represented by the Bhiivaprakiisa, 238 makes him an avatara of Se~a. 239 also called 
Ananta, who was incarnated as the son of a muni, who became known as Caraka 
because he came to the earth in the guise of a spy (cara). The description of this muni 
in the Bhiivaprakiisa made Bhagvat Sinh Jee240 assert that the name of Caraka's father 
was Visuddha. 241 Some 242 assume that Caraka was thought to be an avatara of the 
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great Naga called Se~a because he was of n1igava1,1sa. 
Al-Biruni243 refers to a tradition claiming that Caraka was a r~i in the Dvaparayuga, 

when his name was Agnivesa; later, he was known as Caraka, i.e., the intelligent one. 
This material does not affect the conclusion reached. 

Some dates assigned to Caraka are: the middle of the first millennium A.D., 244 

the second century A.D., 245 the period of Kani~ka, A.D.100, 246 the first century 
A.D., 247 the period 140 B.C.-A.D. 120, 248 slightly later than the Buddhacarita (50 
B.C.-A.D.100), 249 the period 140 B.C.-A.D.60,250 the first or secor;id century B.C., 251 

between the second century B.C. and the second century A.D., 252 the second century 
B.C., 253 147 B.C., 254 144 or 142 B.C., 255 200 B.C.,256 earlier than 175 B.C.,257 320 
B.C., 258 about 500 B.C., 259 the period of the Mahiibhiirata or somewhat later,260 the 
eighth century B.C.,261 between 1,000 and800 B.C., 262 earlier than Paiiini, 263 about 
the period of the Br1ihma11as, later than the SatapathabriihmaiJa, but earlier than Par;iini 
and earlier than Buddha,264 the period of the Briihmar;ias, long before the Nyiiya- and 
Vaise~ikasiitras, 265 about 1,000 B.C.,266 500 years before P1ir;iini, in the same period 
as the Yiijiiavalkyas11J[ti,267 earlier than P1ir;iini, at the end of the Dv1ipara- or the 
beginning of the Kaliyuga,268 the beginning of the Kaliyuga. 269 
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Caraka in the Islamic world 

The Carakasarphitii was translated into Persian I by an Indian physician, usually re
ferred to as Manka,2 whose actual name is supposed to have been Mai1kha or Mii
!fikya.3 This Manka came from India to the 'Abbiisid court at Baghdad on the request 
of the caliph Harlin al-Ra~bid, who was suffering from a disease which his own physi
cians were unable to cure. After successfully treating his royal patient, Manka appar
ently stayed in Iran and may have embraced Islam. He was appointed chief physician of 
the royal hospital in Baghdad and rendered a number oflndian scientific treatises into 
Persian. 4 Works he is said to have translated are the Carakasa0hitii, Susrutasa1phitii, 
Siiniiq's Book on poisons (Kitiib al-sumiim), 5 and a book on the names oflndian medic
inal plants. 6 

Manka is also mentioned in the Kitiibal-bayiin wa'l-tabyfn(Book of eloquence and 
exposition) of al-JiiJ:ii? (ninth century) and the 'Uyiin al-afwbiir (Choice Histories) of 
Ibn Qutayba (ninth century). 7 

Manka's Persian version of the Carakasarphitii was translated into Arabic by 'Abd
ullah ibn 'AlI.8 

Arabic authors who mention Caraka9 or give extracts from his workare: 'Aliibn
Sahl al-Tabari in his Firdaws al-hikma; 10 Ibn al-Nadim in his Fihrist al- 'u/iim; 11 Wii
dil; al-Y~'qubT; 12 al-Razi in his Kitiib al-~iiwffi'l-{ibb; 13 Ibn-Sinii in his al-Qiiniin fi'l
{ibb; 14 al-BTriinT in his Ta/:Jqfq mii li'l-hind 15 and Kitiib al-~aydana fi'l {ibb; 16 Ibn AbT 
U~aybi 'a in his 'U yiin al-anbii' tl {abaqiit al-a{ibbii'; 17 Ibn al-Bay\iir. 18 

YoJ:ianniin bar Seriipyin (Yiil;annii ibn Sariibiyun) 19 was also acquainted with 
Caraka.20 

Caraka was one of the sources oftheM a'din al-Sl!ifii'. 21 



Chapter 12 

Caraka in Tibet 

Caraka is called G-yo-ba-can in the title of the Tibetan translation of the Brahmave
dasaraiigadharacaraka; 1 the same name is found in the Tibetan translation of the A~(ii-
1igahrda yanamavaigiiryakabha~ya. 2 Remarkable is the absence ofCaraka's name from 
the list of medical authorities in the Mahavyutpatti. 3 

The Carakasacphita was lranslated into Tibetan and from the Tibetan into Mongo
lian. 4 References to the Tibetan translation are available in the Dpal-ldan gso-ba rig
paf]i khog-bugs, 5 written by Sde-srid saris-rgyas rgya-mcho. 6 

The Tibetan medical tradition is acquainted with a work called Ca-ra-ka sde
brgyad, 7 apparently thought to be related to the Carakasaq1hita. The eight parts of 
this treatise were, according to the Tibetan tradition, written down by Nam-so-skyes 
and seven co-disciples: 8 Thari-la-!)bar, 9 Rkari-gii.is-spyod, 10 ljdrob-skyori-bu, 11 

Me-bzin-bjug, 12 Lug-sna, 13 Mu-khyud-!)jin,14 and Bsol-!)gro-skyes. 15 This group 
of eight, to whom lndra transmitted the science, descended from the devas on the 
paternal side, but had a human mother. 16 

All these names or part of them, together with some otherones, turn up in a number 
of Tibetan medical works 17 as designating pupils of either Rygun-ses 18 or Lhal}i dbari
po brgya-byin. 19 

The r~i Dpal-ldan !)phreri-ba20 wrote a commentary on the first part of the Ca-ra
ka sde-brgyad, called Bstod-bgrel iii zla sbar bkab, 21 and a commentary on the second 
part, called Smad-bgrel f]phrul-gyi Ide-mi g. 22 Both commentaries together are said to 
comprise 600 chapters. 23 

Several stories are known about the Ca-ra-ka sde-brgyad. One of these24 tells that 
the medical science was taught to Yid-las skyes 25 and other attendants by Rig-pabi Ye
ses, 26 and emanation of Bhai~a jyaguru, the Medicine Buddha; the treatise transmitted 
was the Rgyud-bii, but the only one to grasp its whole meaning was Yid-las skyes. 
The Deva attendants heard it as the medical text called Gso-dpyad flbum-pa, 27 the Bud
dhists as the Rigs-gsum mgon-po, 28 the r~is as the Ca-ra-ka sde-brgyad, and the Hindus 
as the Dbaci-phyug nag-pobi rgyud. 29 

Another version 30 relates that Brahma, wounded by Rahu, and remembering the 
medical teachings of the Buddha, composed a medical treatise called Gso-dpyad 
bbum-pa. He taught it to his disciple Skye-dgu!)i bdag-po myur-ba31 and to the 
Asvins;32 the Asvins handed it down to Indra, Indra to Rgyun-ses-kyi bu. 33 The sci
ence passed, successively, from Rgyun-ses-kyi bu to Thari-la-!)bar, Dka!)-gii.is-spyod, 
Mu-khyud-bjin, Bsol-bgro-skyed, Me-biin-hiug, Lug-nag,34 and Rgya-skegs-sna.35 

Each of these eight wrote a commentary called Ca-ra-ka sde-brgyad. Through these 
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great dhtine sages (devar~i), the science of medicine came down from the gods to the 
human world, to the king of Benares; it was called the divine Brahma system. 36 

The ,iography of G-yu-thog yon-tan mgon-po mentions six systems of medicine: 
the systr.m of binding diseases by spells, which belongs to the Asuras, the Gso
dpyad blmm-pa of Brahma, the Bodhisattva system, laid down in a text called the 
Mercy of self-release, the Ca-ra-ka sde-brgyad of the rnis, the Mahiidevatantra of the 
non-Buddhists, and the Rigs-gsum mgon-po rgyud of the Buddhists. 

Other Tibetan medical works referring to Caraka are the Dpag-bsam ljon bzali of 
Sum-pa ;rnkhan-po, 37 the Mkhas-pabi dgab-ston of Chos-rgyal don-grub, 38 Jayapa
i:ic_lita's biography of G-yu-thog-pa in the Thob-yig, 39 and the Ses-bya kun-khyab of 
Ijjam-mj;on koil-sprul blo-gros mtha!l-yas. 40 



Chapter 13 

Authorities associated with the Carakasamhita 

Atri 

Atri I is the name of a priestly family already found in Vedic literature. Many hymns 
of the ~gveda, in particular of ma1:u;!ala five, are attributed to the Atris and members 
of their family, the Atrayas. 2 A number of myths about an individual seer called Atri 
are referred to in the ~gveda, Atharvaveda and some Briihmar;ias. One of thei.;e myths 
tells that the Asvins saved him from a burning pit; 3 once, the Asvins are sai,I to have 
made him young again. 4 

Atri is a well known sage in many branches of Sanskrit literature. He is ofoen men
tioned in the epics, Puriir;ias, etc.5 He belongs to the group of seven seers (s;,ptar~i), 6 

and is one of the lords of created beings (Prajiipati). 7 

Atri's name is connected with a number of sciences, 8 such as dharmasiistra,9 

jyoti~a, 10 viistusiistra, 11 and medicine. 
Medical authors and works referring to or quoting Atri are: the BrhanniphaIJtura

tniikara, 12 Carakasaq1hitii, J3 Harµsariijanidiina, Hiirftasaqihitii, 14 Kiisyapash;ihitii, 15 

Lak$mal)otsava, Nrsiiphabhana's Tambulakalpasaq1graha, Piilakiipya's Hiistyiiyur
veda, 16 Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta in their commentary on the Rusaratna
samuccaya, 17 Sivadlisasena, 18 T09ara, 19 Viigbha!a's ~/ii1igahrdayavai~uryai;abhii$ya 
and A$/iiligasru;igraha,20 Viii;esvara Bha\!iiciirya's Rasaratnadipikii, 21 Vii'sudeva's 
Viisudeviinubhava, Visvaniitha Dvivedi's Rasendrasambhava,22 and the Yog;iratniika
ra. 23 

Viisudeva's Viisudeviinubhava mentions among its sources, next to Atri, Ii Bthad
atJj and Laghvatii These works are reminiscent of similar versions of the At1eyasa1;i
hitii ( = Hiintasaq1hitii). 24 

An Atrisaq1hitii is referred to or quoted in Baladeva Prasiiaa Misra's Ayliirvedaci
ntiimaIJi,25 JTviinandavidyiisiigara's commentary on the Rasendrasiirasaqigrai.!a,26 Ra
rigajyotirvid's Viciirasudhiikara, 27 and the commentary of Asubodha and Ni1~1abodha 
Senagupta on the Rasaratnasarnuccaya. 28 

Quotations from Atri and the Atrisaquiitii may actually be from the Hiiritasa1;ihi
tii. 29 

Noteworthy features of these quotations and references are: an Atrisaqihitli is men
tioned, occasionally next to an Atreyasai;ihitii; Atri takes the place of Atreya, in some 
traditions about the origin of iiyurveda; Atri is identified with Kr~r:iiitreya; some recipes 
are attributed to him; a definition of a drug action (saq1samana) and descrbJtions of 
yantras (and a pu\a) are ascribed to him; he is interested in elephantology. 
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Atri is sometimes regarded as the medical teacherofhis son, Atreya; 30 Atri's wife, 
Anasiiya, 31 is sometimes supposed to be the same as Candrabhaga. 32 

Atri is in a number of sources described as the father of three sons: Dattatreya, Kr
~l)iill"eya (= Durvasas), and Soma(= Aweya). 33 

The Indian tradition ascribes to Atri an At1isa1phitii, dealing with kayacikitsa. 34 

The Buddhacarita of Asvagho~a. on the other hand, states that not Atri, but Atreya, 
was famous as a medical authority. 35 

The Tibetan tradition regards Atri (Rgyun-ses) as one of the sages who received 
the medical science from a disciple of Indra. 36 

Atreya 

Atreya is a famous medical authority. 37 He is the teacher of Agnivesa and other pupils 
in the Carakasamhitii; he instructs Bhela in the Bhelasamhitii, Hiirfta in the Hiirftasam-
hitii. 38 . . . 

Several sages called Atreya are known in Indian literature from the earliest times 
onwards. 39 A number ofhymns of the ~gveda, in particular hymns of mar:igala five, are 
attributed to various members of the Atri family. 40 Vedic literature distinguishes some 
of these seers by additions to their common name. Two among these compound names 
are of some interest because they contain the element vasu, also met with in the name 
of the medical teacher, Atreya Punarvasu; 41 these two names are Atreya Vasufruta42 

and Atreya Vasiiyu. 43 An Atreya Puruvasu is known from a BrahmaiJa 44 

Atreya is a name connected with the Black Yajurveda. One of its schools is the 
Awey1sakha. 45 The Baudhayanagrhyasiitra refers to an Atreya as the Padapii!hakara of 
the Taittf riyasal!lhitii, one of the recensions of the Black Yajurvelia. 46 A commentary of 
Atreya on the Taittirfya Priitisiikhya is mentioned in Somayajvan's Tribhii$yaratna. 47 

An Atreya figures in the Aitareyabriihma(1a as a purohita48 of Anga. 49 The Brhadii
ral)yakopani$ad describes Atreya as the teacher of a Bharadvaja. so 

Atreya is a term used for a type of priest closely related to the sadasya. 51 

The Gal)aparha to Par:iini's granunar mentions Atreya. 52 

Atreya is a name occurring several times in the Mahiibhiirata, where he figures as 
a disciple of Vamadeva. 53 

The Brahmapuriipa relates that he resided in an iisrama on the banks of the GomatI 
and visited Indra's heaven. 54 

A people, called the Atreyas, is known too; this people is mentioned as associated 
with the Bharadvajas and other peoples. 55 

The identity of the Atreya of the medical tradition is a much discussed problem, 
complicated by the fact that at least three, probably even four, different persons of this 
name are known: the Atreya mentioned in Buddhist sources, Atreya Punarvasu, Kr~r:ia
treya56 and bhik~u Atreya. 57 

Some Buddhist texts relate that an Atreya, a famous physician residing in Tak~
sila, 58 was Jivaka's59 medical teacher. The name of this teacher, absent from the Pali 
sources, 60 is given as Atreya in a Buddhist Sanskrit text 61 and in the Tibetan version 
of the Vinaya (gdul-ba). 62 
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A.F.R. Hoemle identified this Atreya with the Atreya Punarvasu of the Carakasal!l
hitii, 63 without underpinning his view by arguments. His guess is rejected by almost 
all later authors, on the strength of the following pieces of evidence: several different 
Atreyas are known; the Atreya of the Buddhist sources is not called Punarvasu, but 
sometimes referred to as Mar,iakacarya, Kapiliik~a, or Piilgala; 64 he is not, as Atreya 
Punarvasu, a specialist in internal medicine, but a surgeon; Tak~asila is not mentioned 
in the Carakasa,phitii, where Atreya is described as teaching in Kampilya; the names 
of the six pupils of Atreya Punarvasu are absent from the Buddhist sources. 65 

Evidence validating Hoemle's identification is indeed almost entirely lacking, 
while much tells against it. One single detail seems to count in its favour: the 
Bhelasa,phitii describes Atreya as visiting the country of Giindhara, 66 a chief city 
of which was Tak~asila. This statement does, however, not can-y conviction by the 
additional detail that Atreya had in Gandhara a conversation with the royal sage 
Nagnajit, known already as residing there from Vedic literature.67 

It is obvious that Hoemle was not fully aware of the implications of his suggestion. 
The name of Atreya as Jivaka's teacher occurs in Buddhist sources, most of them 

non-Indian too, from a much later date than the age in which Buddha lived, which 
makes it unjustified to deduce that the former was a contemporary of the latter. 

The rejection of Hoemle's claim by most Indian authors is connected with their 
conviction that the Atreya of the Carakasa,phitii belongs to pre-Buddhistic times and 
is essentially the same as the Atreya of Vedic literature. This view gives rise to many 
difficulties. 

Vedic literature is already acquainted with a number of different Atreyas, a fact that 
is often conveniently overlooked or explained away by assuming that the Atreya one 
is concerned with is not one of those whose gotra name was Atreya, but the son of the 
venerable sage Atri. 68 

The reference to Kampilya in the Carakasa,phitii 69 is, in combination with the 
absence of any mention of T~asila, often advanced in support of the thesis that 
Atreya belongs to Vedic times. This reasoning is lacking in stringency. KampTia or 
Kampiliare indeed names found in Vedic texts,70 but the city of Kampilya71 as the 
capital of southern Paiicala 72 does not disappear at all from later Indian literature, be
ing known to the epics,73 Purar,ias,74 Kathiisaijtsiigara,75 Jain literature, etc., 76 which 
makes the argument lose its force. The absence of Tak~asila among the toponyms 
of the Carakasa1phitii, seen as a proof of Atreya's anteriority to the rise of the city, 
may as well be related to the paucity of references to Buddhism in the sarp.bita and its 
orientation towards Hinduist orthodoxy. 

Cogent reasons to consider Atreya Punarvasu to be the same as the Atreya or one 
of the Atreyas of Vedic literature are absent The only Atreya Punarvasu known is the 
one who teaches ayurveda to Agnivesa, Bhela and other pupils. 77 The A~{iidhyiiyi is 
acquainted with this type of name, connected with the lunar mansion under which a 
person is born, and mentions Punarvasu as one of the examples. 78 

The Atreya Punarvasu of the medical tradition need not be regarded as a historical 
personality. It is more sensible to see in him, as brought forward by J. Filliozat, 79 a 
l~gendary figure, selected on account of the pronounced tendency of the kayacikitsa-
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school to demonstrate its being rooted in Vedic lore. The venerableAtreyaofthe Vedic 
texts proved to be suitable to this purpose. 

The Caraka- and Bhelasarphita give a number of details concerning their protago
nist, who is called Atreya, 80 Atreya Punarvasu, 81 and Punarvasu, 82 the son of Au"i. 83 

The Carakasaqihitii once refers to him as Clindrabhiigin; 84 the Bhelasaqihitii men
tions him as Ciindrabhliga and Ciindrabhliga Punarvasu. 85 These qualifications have 
occasioned a number of interpretations: 86 Atreya was the son of Candrabh ga, 87 the 
name of his mother was Candrabhiigii, 88 he lived on the banks of the Candrabh gii 
river, 89 he was bC>m in the delta formed by the rivers Candra and Bhiigii, 90 he Ii ved 
on the Candrabh ga mountain, 91 or in a place called Candrabhaga. 92 

Places where Atreya delivered his teachings are the Caitraratha forest, 93 Giindhii
ra, 94 the slopes of the Himiilaya,95 Kiimpilya,96 and Paiicagailga.97 

Atreya is referred to as a brahmar~i 98 or mahar~i; 99 many laudatory epithets are 
bestowed on him, in particular in the Carakasaq1hitii. 100 

The opening chapter of the Carakasaq1hitii confers the impression that Atreya re
ceived the iiyurveda from Bharadvaja. The story tells that Bharadvaja went to the abode 
of Indra, who transmitted the science to the fonner, who passed in on to a group of 
sages. Bharadvaja, albeit a member of this group, is not explicitly mentioned again, 
which makes some scholars doutbful on Bharadviija 's role as an intennediary, the more 
so since disagreeing versions of the story are known. This doubt is reinforced by the 
ambiguities surrounding Bharadviija. Some versions of the myth about the divine ori
gin of iiyurveda make Atreya obtain the iiyurveda directly from Indra or even fail to 
mention Bharadvaja.101 

The relationship between Atreya and Bharadvaja is complex and not lucid at all. 102 

An Indian tradition, known to Cakrapii1;1idatta, but rejected by him, made the two even 
into one and the same person. 103 

Some Indian authors are convinced that Atri, Atreya's father, instructed him 
in the medical science. 104 Viimadeva is occasionally mentioned as one of Atreya's 
teachers. 105 

Atreya is one of the eighteen founders of the medical science in the Pariisara
tantra.106 

An interesting tale found in the Bower MS describes a gathering of sages in which 
both Atreya andSusruta take part; 107 this may be the only occasion on which both au
thorities meet each other. 

Atri and Atreya are sometimes seen as interchangeable names. 108 The Atri of the 
A~/iirigasaq1graha 109 is probably the same as Atreya. P. Cordier regarded the Atri, men
tioned in Naraharibhatta's Khandanamandana 110 as the teacher of Khiiranadi, as iden
tical with Atreya Pun~~vasu; 11 i ihe sam~ ·interpretation was applied to the Atri of the 
parisi~\iidhyiiya of the HiirTtasaqihitii. 112 Asvagho~a's Buddhaca6ta, however, says ex
plicitly that it was not Atri, but Atreya, who was well known as a physician. 113 

Some quotations from Atri and the Atrisa1phitii, on the other hand, are from Atreya 
and the Atreyasaq1hitii. 114 

Atreya (Punarvasu) is also confused with Km1atreya, llS and, more rarely, with 
bhik~u Atreya. 116 Some consider him to be the same as Dattiitreya. u 7 
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Atreya's name as a medical authority spread to Tibet. The Tibetan translation of the 
A$/iirigahrdayasaiphitii calls him Rgyun-ses-kyi bu, 118 the name given to him in many 
Tibetan texts. 119 

Medical works attributed to Atreya or associated with his name are: 12° Atreya
sa1phitii, Atreyasa1phitiisiira, Atreyasiirasaqigraha, Atreyaviigyoga, Nii9ijfiiina, uwa
paya!Jkalpa, and Uttarakiirikii. 

The Atreyasarphitii, recorded in MS catalogues, is usually identical with one of the 
versions of the Hiiritasaiphitii.121 Some Indian authors, basing themselves on quota
tions from K1watreya and being convinced of his identity with Atreya Punarvasu, refer 
to the AtreyasaT!lhitii as a work that is no longer available. 122 

A number of quotations from an Atreyasaiphitii are neither from the Carakasa!Jl
hitii, nor from the Hiititasainhitii, and are moreover not identical with verses attributed 
to Kr~l)atreya. 123 · 

Details on the Atreyasaq1hitiisiira 124 and Atreyasiirasaq1graha 125 are not known to 
me, but both texts may well be related to the Hiiritasaiphitii. 

Information on the Atreyaviigyoga, Nii9ijfiiina, 126 and U$1fapaya!Jkal pa 127 is lack
ing. The Uttarakiirikii is quoted in Niscala's Ratnaprabhii on the Cakradatta.128 

Quotations ascribed to Atreya 129 may be from the Carakasalflhitii or Hiititasaqihitii, 
from some unknown work, or may consist of verses simply attributed to him as an an
cient medical authority. 

Aweya, Caraka and HarHa are in some works mentioned as three different autho
rities. 130 

Authors and works citing Atreya on subjects not dealt with in the Caraka- and Hii
ritasaiphitii are Aghoranatha, the Bower MS, Gal)esasarman in the Piikapradfpa, the 
Siiligriimanighal)/U, Tcx;!ara's Ayurvedasaukhya, and Vinodalalasena's Ayurvedavijfiii
na.131 

One verse, said to be from Atreya in T<X;iara's Ayurvedasaukhya, actually occurs 
in the Susrutasamhitii, 132 while another verse, found in the same treatise, refers to Va-
gbha\a. 133 . 

The works quoted as Brhadiitreya, Kani$/hiitreya, Madhyainiitreya and Vrlidhii
treya may, at least partially, be versions of the Hiiiftasarphitii. 134 

Dharmasastra works connected with the name Atreya are the Atreyasmrti and 
Atreyadharmasiistra. l3S 

A work called Atreyatantra is mentioned in Gu11aratna's commentary on Haribha
drasiiri 's .'ja9darsanasamuccaya. 136 An Atreyabhl1$yaor Atreyatantra was also known 
to the Jain author V dideva Siiri and the Nyaya writer Viidindra 137 A lost Riiva1Jabhii
$Ya on the lhtise$ikas11tras is sometimes ascribed to an Atreya. 138 The Tibetan tradition 
is acquainted with Atreya as the author of a work on the proportions of statues (Pra timii
miina). 139 

Much has been written, mainly by Indian authors, on Atreya's date. Those who re
gard him as a Vedic sage, assign him to very early ages, ranging from 750-700 B.C. to 
one millennium or even more than one millennium B.C. 140 

In my opinion, these speculations do not have much sense, since Atreya (Punar
vasu) is clearly a legendary personality. 
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Agnivesa 

Agnivesa figures prominently in the Carakasaq1hitii as the foremost pupil of Atreya 
Punarvasu. 141 His special position in the Carakasaq1hitii is illustrated by the story that, 
on account of his extraordinary intelligence (buddhivise~a), he was the first to compose 
a treatise (tantra) based on the teachings of Atreya (Ca.Sii.1.32). This Agnivesatantra 
was the basis of the Carakasaq1hitii. 

Another work, ascribed to Agnivesa, the Aiijananidiina, is actually a treatise by an 
unknown author, belonging to the eleventh cr twelfth century at the earliest. 142 A Nida
naslhana by Agnivesa is recorded in only one MS catalogue; 143 G. Mukhopadhyaya 144 

asserts that it is also called Netriiiijana, which would imply that it is identical with the 
Aiijananidiina. One of the BORI MSS of the Aiijananidiina 145 ends with a colophon 
stating that the Aiijana from Agnivesa's Nidiinasthiina is completed, which confirms 
that the so-called Nidiinasthana of Agnivesa cannot be but the Aiijananidana. The 
same applies to the MS of an Agnivesanidiina, with commentary. 146 Some scholars 
claim that Agnivesa wrote a Nii9Iparik$ii. 147 The ascription of a commentary on the 
Carakasaf/]hitii to Agnivesa is undoubtedly wrong. 148 

The only work of Agnivesa to be taken into consideration 149 is the Agnivesatantra, 
at least insofar as human medicine is concerned. A related science, claiming Agnivesa 
as one of its experts, is elephantology (gajasiistra). His name appears in this context 
in Godiivaramisra's Ha1jharacaturanga, 150 NTiakainha's Miitarigalilii, 151 Piilakiipya's 
Hastyiiyurveda, 152 and Sivariimabhilpati's Kalpaniiratna. 153 A MS of a Hastisiistra by 
Agnivesa is referred to by Atrideva. 154 

It may be convenient to begin a discussion of Agnivesa's Agnivesatantra and his 
contributions to medicine with a list of quotations. 

Authors and works quoting Agnivesa or Agnivesya and a work called Agni
vesya, Agnivesatantra or Agnivesasaqihitii are: 155 Ac)hamalla, 156 Anantakumara, 157 

Ayurvediibdhisiira, 158 Bhiivamisra, 159 the Bhesajjamanjiisasannaya, Cakrapiii;iida
tta, 160 Candra!a, 161 J?alhai;ia, 162 Jejja!a, 163 JTviinandavidyasagara, 164 Kasiriima, 165 

Km1adatta, 166 Miidhaviiciirya, 167 Narahari, 168 NTiakai:i\ha, 169 Niscala, 170 Rudrabha
tta, 171 Sadiinandadiidhica, 172 Satyaniirayai;iagl!strin, 173 Sivadasasena, 174 Soc:lhala, 175 

Srldiisapai;ic)ita, 176 Srikar:i!hadatta, 177 To,ara, 178 Viigbha!a, 179 and Vijayarak~ita. 180 

Quotations from Agnivesa that form part of the Carakasaf/]hitii are found in 
Satyaniiriiyai;iasiistrin's Padiirthavijiiiina, 181 Soc)hala's Gadanigraha, 182 and Toc)ara's 
Ayurvedasaukhya. 183 

The larger part of the quotations, however, are absent from the text of the Ca
rakasalJlhitii; they deal with the following subjects: (I) seasonal regimen: Toc)ara 
II: 3.130 184 and 196-198; 185 (2) epidemic diseases (janapadoddhvaq1sa): T°'ara 
II: 3.225 and 226-228; 186 (3) the means of knowledge concerning diseases: Toc)ara 
II: 1.130; 187 (4) the qualities of the three do~as and substances suitable to alleviate 
excited dosas: Todara II: 2.63-64; 188 (5) the threefold movement of the dosas: Todara 
II: 2.38; 189 (6). th~ relationships between the tastes and the mahabhiltas: · Toc).ar; II: 
3.66-67; 190 (7) the finnness (sa1phati) of the body: Toc)ara II: 3.378-381ab; 191 (8) 
the number of hairs (roman) of the human body: Toc)ara II: 4.5!-53ab; 192 (9) the 
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metabolic transfonnation of the seven bodily elements: Sridiisapai:ic:Jita ad A.h.Sa.3. 
6 lcd-62ab; (I Oa) the formation of sukra in males and females and the duration of 
this process in persons with a strong, mildly weak, weak and very weak bodily fire: 
Sridiisapai:ic:Jita ad A.h.Sa.3.65cd-66ab and 67cd; (I Ob) sukra derives from the six 
tastes (~a!prabhava) and from four mahiibhutas: Toc:Jara II: 4.92-94 and 95-96; (11) 
the inftuence of the diet and behaviour of a pregnant woman on the unborn child: 
Toc:Jara II: 4.159-160 and 205-215; 193 (12) embryology: Toc:Jara II: 4.188 and 193; 194 

(13) ari~!as: Toc:Jara II: 5.55; (14) the classification of remedial measures (au~adha): 
Toc:Jara II: 2.167-170195 and 171-174; 196 (15a) any drug and article of diet, procu
rable by the patient, dependent on his circumstances, should be used by a physician: 
Toc:Jara IX: 1.482-483; (15b) the classification of drugs: Toc:Jara II: 3.6-8; 197 (16) 
the changes of the properties of medicinal substances during the process of prepa
ration (saiµskiira): Niscala ad jvara 41-42; 198 (17) snehapaka: Yogaratnasamuccaya 
7.126; (18) dravyagui:ia: Yogaratnasamuccaya 8.17lcd-172ab and 356; 199 (19) the 
purification of siliijatu: A.yurvediibdhisii.ra 9372-77, A.ywvedaprakiisa 4.110-115, 
Bhiivaprakiisa 73.140-143; (20) the definition of upadrava: Toc:Jara II: l.111-112; 200 

(21) the treatment of primary disease (mulavyiidhi) and upadrava: Toc:Jara II: 1.113-
114; (22) paii.cakannan: Kiisiriima ad Siiritgadharasarphitii 111.3.1; (23) pralepaka 
fever: T~ara III: 4.795; 201 (24) svasana fever: T~ara III: 4.43; 202 (25) dhlitupaka in 
fevers: Toc:Jara III: 4.1342-1343; (26) sudation (svedana) in fevers: Kusumiiva/fad 
Siddhayoga 1.132; (27) the treatment of kiimalii by cauterization and a magical recipe: 
Basavariijfya 90; (28) dislocations and fractures: A~amalla ad Siinigadharasa1phitii 
I.7.77cd-79ab; 203 (29) the signs of death by drowning (jalalll!"talak~ai:ia): Kusumiivall 
ad Siddhayoga 21.5-6, Niscala ad Cakradatta, apasmiira 7-8, Toc:Jara V: 10.21, Yoga
ratniikara 430;204 (30) addiction to alcohol and opium (ahiphena): Toc:Jara III: 3.268; 
(31) the purification of ullipii~ii1!a: Basavm·iijlya 387; (32) paribhii~iis: (a) Cakrapai:ii 
ad Ca.Sii.2.17 and Ca.Ci.3.l 79cd-! 88ab, Sivadiisa ad Cakradatta, jvara 29; 205 (b) 
Cakrapii~1i ad Ca.Ci.3.197-200ab, 206 Niscala aa Cakradatta, jvara 64; (c) Cakradatta, 
jvara 64; 207 (d) Cakrapai:ii ad Ca.Ci.4.62-72 and 88, Sivadiisa ad Cakradatta, rakta
pitta 14; (e) Cakrapai:ii ad Ca.Ci.7.60-64; (f) the definition of u~i:iodaka: Niscala ad 
Cakradatta, jvara 17, Sivadiisa ad Cakrndatta, jvara 17-18, Sivaaasa ad Cakrapiir,ti's 
Dravyagu;1a, paniya 31; 208 (g) the definition of miitrii: J;)alhai:ia ad Su.Ci.38.3-6, 
Kusumiiva/f ad Siddhayoga 76.3ab, Niscala ad Cakradatta, niriiha 8-10, Sivadiisa 
ad Cakradatta, niruha 8-10,209 (h) the description ofkrta- and alqtayii~a: Niscala ad 
Cakradatta, vamana 14; (i) rules for the preparation of ~darigaka~iiya, etc.: Toc:Jara 
IX: 1.203-205; (j) the three kinds of dose of a drug: Toc:Jara IX: 1.141; (k) rules 
for the preparation of medicated oils: Toc:Jara IX: 1.401, 420; (33) prescriptions: 210 . 
(a) ciirigerlghrta: Gadmiigraha, gl(1"ta 32-35ab;211 (b) cavyiidyaghrta: Gadanigraha, 
ghrta 92-94; 212 ( c) cyavanapriisiivaleha; 213 (d) kesarapiika: Sadiinandadiidhica's 
CikitsiiratniibharaQa; 214 (e) mahiitiktakaghrta: Gadanigraha, ghrta 162-168;215 (f) 
~a!palaghrta: Gadanigraha, gh1ta 66cd-68ab; (g) svadar!1striidyaghrta: Gadanigraha, 
ghrta 150-153; (h) tiktakaghrta: Gadanigraha, ghrta 158-161 ;216 (i) tryii~ai:iadyaghrta: 
Gadanigraha, gll(ta 194-197; 217 (i) viisiidyaghrta: Gadanigraha, gl(1"ta 40cd-43ab; 

.(k) viitiintakataila: Toc:Jara III: 4.1271-1278; (1) Bhiivaprakiisa, cikitsii 1.762; (m) 
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Cakrapfu)i ad Ca.Ci.7.60-64; (n) Toc)ara III: 3.73; (o) Toc)ara III: 3.98; (p) Toc)ara 
III: 3.161; (q) Toc)ara III: 3.169-170; (r) Toc.lara III: 3.211; (s) Toc)ara III: 4.801; (t) 
Toc)ara III: 4.805; (u) Toc.lara III: 4.1297-1299; (v) Toc)ara III: 4.1336-1337; (w) 
To<!ara VI: 1 !.16; (x) Yogaratnasamuccaya 14.254-258; (y) idem, 16.326; (z) idem, 
19.246; (aa) idem, 19.267-268; (bb) idem, 20.239-240; (cc) idem, 20.244. 

One verse from Agnivesa was incorporated in Cakraplil).i's CikitsiisaT]igraha. 218 

The quotations from Agnivesa and a tantra or sa1!1hitli attributed to him raise sev
eral questions. Those which form part of the extant text of the Carakasarphitii cannot 
unhesitatingly be regarded as belonging to its oldest layer, the Agnivesatantra, on ac
count of the possibility that the CarakasaT]ihitii is cited. 219 Some quotations are related 
to verses or prose passages found in the CarakasaT]ihitii, but a rather large number are 
absent from it. This last group is heterogeneous and comprises citations agreeing with 
views expressed in the Carakasaqihitii, disagreeing with these views, or dealing with 
subjects not discussed in the CarakasaT]ihitii. Part of the quotations are even decidedly 
of a rather late date. The technical rules (paribhli~li) attributed to Agnivesa are most 
probably from a treatise entirely distinct from the Agnivesatantra that formed the ba
sis of the Carakasarphitii. 

Numerous Indian scholars are in favour of accepting the citations ascribed to Ag
nivesa as coming from the Agnivesatantra, which makes them discuss the question up 
to which period this treatise was still available in its original form. Manuscripts of the 
work are no longer extant. 

P.C. Rliy is recorded as having asserted in his 'History of Hindu Chemistry' 220 that 
the Agnivesatantra was obsolete at the time of composition of Vligbha!a's A$/iiiigahf
dayasal)lhitii. 221 G. Mukhopadhyaya challenged this assertion,222 being convinced of 
the existence of Agnivesa's original treatise in Vligbhata's time, because this author 
mentions the works of Agnivesa and other pupils of Atreya as the sources of his A$/ii
ligahrdayasaT]1hitii (A.h.Sii.l.3-5ab). Vligbha!a's reference may, however, be meant to 
stress that his treatise was in keeping with the tradition and did not introduce new ma
terial deviating from the views of the ancient authorities. Agnivesa appears again on 
the stage at the end of the A$/iirigal)J"dayasarphitii, where he, as the foremost among 
Atreya's students, asks the latter about the ultimate causes of disease and suffering, 
whereupon Atreya proceeds to give a lecture on the subject (A.h.U.40.59-77).223 

The A$fii1igasaT]1graha mentions Agnivesa as one amongthemany ancient authori
ties whose treatises form the basis of the work (A.s.Sii.1.4-18). He is again referred to 
as the one who asks Atreya a question about the application of clysters (A.s.Ka.5.57). 
Towards the end of the treatise he figures as the first who wrote down the teachings on 
liyurveda originating from Brahma (A.s.U.50.202). 

These references to Agnivesa in Vligbhata's works do not warrant the conclusion 
that the Agnivesatantra was still extant in Vligbha!a's times. The only passage in Vli
gbha/a's works containing a particular view of Agnivesa is found in the chapter on 
fever of the Nidlinasthlina (A.h.Ni.2.61-62a; A.s.Ni.2.63-64a): the crisis of sa1ptata 
fever occurs on the seventh, tenth or twelfth day according to Agnivesa, whereas Hli
rita declares that the critical days are the fourteenth, eighteenth and twenty-second. 224 

The verse quoted as deriving from Agnivesa is absent from the CarakasaT]ihitii, 225 but 
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its contents fully agree with verses which do form patt of its text (Ca.Ci.3. 53cd-o lab). 
Probably, Vagbha\a summarized the essence of what he knew to be the opinio1 ex
pressed in the Carakasaq1hiti!i; however, one cannot exclude that he was acquainted 
with a view traditionally ascribed to Agnivesa. This does not mean at all that th1: evi
dence collected from Vagbha(a's works proves that the Agnivesatantra was ava: !able 
to him. 

G. Mukhopadhyaya's allegation that Agnivesa's work still existed when the old 
Sausrutatantra was redacted by Nagarjuna and became known as the Susrutas.:!phi
ti!i, 226 rests on very slender evidence. The Susrutasamhiti!i does not mention Agnh esa's 
name; it only refers to the treatises of the six kayacikitsa specialists227 and several ~ther 
groups of experts, used in the composition of the Uttaratantra (Su. U.l .4cd-8ab ;; this 
is a statement of the same type as that found at the beginning of Vagbha\a's wares. 

The claim of many Indian authors that the Agnivesatantra remained accessib e for 
many centuries, up to the times of Cakrapavidatta, Vijayarak~ita, Srikal)\hadattt and 
Sivadasasena,228 is not supported by solid evidence; 229 it rests on the shaky ba ;is of 
the uncritical acceptance of the genuineness of the quotations and on the conviction 
that the occurrence of these quotations means that MSS containing the complet,, text 
were still extant. Acknowledgment of the additional quotations found in 'fos ara's 
Ayurvedasaukhya and Anantakumara's Yogar11tnasamuccaya, neglected by the ma
jority of Indian authors or unknown to them, would oblige them to raise the lir 1it of 
the period in which the Agnivesatantra could be consulted. It would, moreovc ,r, be 
hard to explain that in the period of compilation ofTO<)ara's Ayurvedasaukhya a large 
body of material from the Agnivesatantra conld be collected that was overlook, ,d by 
the commentators on the classical medical treaties. 

The majority of the citations referred to by these authors in order to substa: 1tiate 
their claims are of the nature of paribha~s; these technical rules belong to a S[ ecial 
group of quotations which are probably from an Agnivesasaqihiti!i, a work that im
presses as entirely different from the Agnivesatantra and of a later date. Paribha~'is do 
not form part of the Carakasaq1hiti!i and are usually found in the corrunentarial lite1 ature 
or specialized works like the Bhe~ajakalpa, attributed to Bharadvaja. 

As I have already mentioned, the quotations attributed to Agnivesa belong tc sev
eral groups. In my opinion it is impossible to decide whetheror not some may be from 
the old Agnivesatantra, because of the absence of reliable criteria. No one knows what 
the Agnivesatantra looked like, in spite of assertions to the contrary. 230 P.V. Sham: a has 
advanced the hypothesis that the Agnivesatantra was a work in siitra style, resembling 
the Arthas/lstra; Caraka expanded the text, rewrote the descriptions oftheassembl .es of 
sages in the form of dialogues and added the summaries at the end of each chapt :r. 231 

The same author has tried to isolate elements of the Carakasamhiti!i that in his view 
belong to its oldest layer, i.e., the Agnivesatantra.232 • 

The quotations do not support the hypothesis that Agnivesa's work mainly con
sisted of siitras; by far the larger part of the citations are in verse. 233 

Peculiarities found in quotations from Agnivesa which throw doubt on the: r au
thenticity or point to a date later than Dr9habala's completion of the Carakasaiphiti!i 

. are: the use of the term ekariipa yak~man for an epiden1ic disease; 234 the absence of 
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yukti as a means of knowledge; 235 the number of hairs of the human body; 236 the pres
ence of two different quotations on the same subject; 237 a quotation in verse, corre
sponding to a passage in prose of the Carakasaq1hita; 238 the description of pralepaka 
fever; 239 the description of svasana fever; 240 the description of the symptoms of death 
by drowning; 241 the description of addiction to alcohol and opium;242 the description 
of the purification of ullipii~iiQa. 243 

A very remarkable reference to Agnivesa, called Hutiisa in this case, occurs in the 
chapter on bhagna (44) of the Malihavanidana. The first verse of this chapter looks like 
a quotation in which an unnamed authority answers a question put by Agnivesa. The 
verse distinguishes two kinds of bhagna: kii1~~abhagna (a bone fracture) and sandhib
hagna (dislocation of a joint); the latter is of six varieties. Verses two to seven of the 
same chapter, probably from the same source as verse one,244 enumerate the twelve 
types of fractures. 245 

The presence of Agnivesa's name in a verse on this subject is striking, on account 
of the fact that fractures and dislocations are not discussed in the Carakasamhita. The 
assumption that the verses refeITed to are from the old Agnivesatantra246 wo~ld be tan
tamount to accepting that it essentially differed from the Carakasruphita in also dealing 
with surgery. 

The identity of the Agnivesa mentioned in the Carakasa1phita is a much discussed 
subject. I agree with J. Filliozat247 in regarding him as a mythic figure, not as a historic 
personality. Most Indian scholars disagree with this view and are inclined to identify 
him with a person of the same name figuring in ancient Indian texts. 248 Several teach
ers called Agnivesya are already referred to in Vedic literature, 249 which indicates that 
Agnivesa is a name going back to early times. 

One of the schools of the Black Yajurveda is called after Agnivesya; 250 this school 
(siikhii) is mentioned in the TaittirTyapratisakhya and the commentary on this work by 
Miihi~eya. 251 

Agnivesa's name is found in the Ga1Japa{ha belonging to PiiQini's A${iidhyayi: 252 

The Mahabharata contains stories about a divine weapon, the iigneyiistra, given by 
Brhaspati to Bharadviija, who transmitted it to Agnivesya; Agnivesya gave it in his 
turn to Drol)a, 253 who also received the dhanurveda from him. 254 Agastya is said to 
have been Agnivesya's teacher in the art of archery (dhanurveda).255 Another story 
tells that the coat of mail (varman), in which Indra fought Vrtra, was handed over to 
Aiigiras, who gave it to his son Brhaspati, from whom it came to Agnivesya and fi
nally to DroQa. 256 These stories diverge in presenting Agnivesya as a pupil of Agastya, 
Bharadviija and Brhaspati. 257 

PurliQaS mentioning Agnivesa or Agnivesya are the Bhagavata-, Brahmlil},;la-, 
Matsya- and Vayupurapa. 258 The BhagavatapuriiJJa describes Agnivesa as an incar
nation of Agni and the son of Devadatta; he became famous as the great sage Kanina 
Jatukarna. 259 

Buddhist literature is also acquainted with Agnives(y)a; 260 his name is found in 
the Divyavadana 261 and the Majjhimanikaya. 262 Agnivaisyiiyana is a name occurring 
m the Avadanasataka. 263 

Persons called Aggivessana are moreover known from the history of the Ajivi-
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kas.264 Aggivesayai:ia is a name found in ArdhamagadhI literature; the Jaina canoni
cal text Vyiikhyaprajiiapci or Bhagavatlsiitra tells about a visit to Makkhali Gosala, the 
founder of the Ajivikas, by six wandering ascetic philosophers, one of whom was a 
certain Aggivesayai:ia. 265 

The Tibetan medical tradition is acqainted with Agnivesa as Me-bi.in !,jug; 266 he 
is credited with a medical work belonging to the collection known as Rca-ra-ka sde
brgyad. 267 

Al-BiriinI transmits a tradition regarding Caraka as an incarnation of Agnivesa. 268 

The arguments adduced by Indian scholars in support of the thesis that the Ag
nivesaofthe Carakasa1phita is the same as the Agnivesa or Agnivesya mentioned in the 
sources referred to do not carry conviction because a coherent picture does not emerge 
from the data available. The guru-si~ya relationship between Atreya Punarvasu and 
Agnivesa, characteristic of the Carakasaiphitii, is not found in non-medical sources; 
many of the latter describe Agnivesa as a pupil of Bharadvaja, whose connection with 
Agnivesa is indirect in the Carakasaqihitii, where Atreya is instructed by him. 269 

Indian authors base their identification of theAgnivesa of the Gapapii_tha with the 
author of the Agnivesatantra on the occurrence, next to each other, of the names of 
Agnivesa, Parasara and Jatiikafl)a, three names associated with the medical science; 270 

this argument is unconvincing because Agnivesa on the one hand, Parasara and Jatii
kan1a on the other, do not form part of one and the same gai:ia; 271 moreover, all three 
are names of ancient sages associated with many aspects oflndian culture and not with 
medicine only. 

Indian scholars who suppose the Agnivesa of the Carakasa1phitii to be identical 
with the Agnivesa or Agnivesya of Vedic literature, the Gal)apii/ha, the Mahiibharata, 
etc., are inclined to place him in a period shortly preceding that of Pai:iini, in the age of 
the early Upani~ads, or the period of the Satapathabriihmal)a. 

An argument often adduced in support of the thesis of Agnivesa's anteriority 
to Pa,1ini is the occurrence of his name in the Gapapii/ha, in combination with the 
fact that the city of Tak~asila, known to Pai:iini,272 is nowhere mentioned in the 
Carakasa1phitii. 273 This argument strains the evidence in identifying an unspecified 
Agnivesa with the pupil of Atreya and in supposing that the presence or absence of 
geographical names in the Carakasa1phitii reflects the period of composition of the 
Agnivesatantra. The authors employing this type of reasoning often compare the 
relationship between the Agnivesatantra and the Carakasa1phitii with that between 
Pai:iini's A$/adhyayr and the Mahiibhii$ya, 274 a comparison that obviously falls short. 

Another piece of evidence put forward as indicating an early date of the oldest layer 
of the Carakasaqihitii, associated with Agnivesa, is the absence of the seven-day week 
of the solar calendar and the names of the days of the week called after their presiding 
planets. A number of Indian authors assume that the seven-day week was introduced 
about one thousand years before the beginning of the Saka era (A.D. 78); 275 its absence 
would thus corroborate that the Agnivesatantra dates from about I .OOO B.C. Actually, 
the solar calendar, imported with Western astronomy, was known from Gupta times on
wards and did not oust the old !uni-solar calendar, which invalidates the argument. 276 

Evidence taken from the contents of the Carakasaq1hitii and considered by Indian 
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scholars to prove the antiquity of the Agnivesatantra is discussed in the chapter on the 
Carakasarphitii. 

Most Indian scholars conclude that Agnivesa, the author of the Agnivesatantra, be
longs to Upani~adic times or the period of the Satapathabriihmal)a and lived about 1. 
OOOB.C. 277 

P. Cordier278 supposed Agnivesa to have been a Buddhist who lived six centuries 
before Caraka. 

Dr9habala 

D{9habala 279 is the author who cempleted the Carakasarphitii, as attested by himself. 
He states in the last chapter of the Cikitsiisthiina (Ci.30.289-290): "Since seventeen 
chapters, and also those of the Kalpa and Siddhi (sections), of Agnivesa's tantra as 
revised by Carnka, are not available, Dr9habala, the son of Kapilabala, wrote these 
missing portions, in order to truthfully complete this important treatise"; in the last 
chapter of the Siddhisthiina (Si.12.36cd--40ab) he expresses himself in the following 
words: "A redactor (sa1pska1tar) enlarges what is concisely stated and abridges prolix
ities, making an old treatise thus up-to-date again; in that way, this excellent treatise, 
full of truth, redacted by the very learned Caraka, but seen to be incomplete by one
third (tribhiigena), was fully restored, after propitiating Sarplcara, the lord of living be
ings, by Dr9habala, born in Paficanadapura; he gleaned a mass of relevant information 
(vise~ofichasiloccaya) from many books, filling with it seventeen chapters on treatment 
(au~adhadhyaya), the Kalpa(sthana) and the Siddhi(sthana)". 

Dr9habala's own words do not specify which chapters of the Cikitsasthana were 
available to him and which chapters were missing from Caraka's text. The obvious 
assumption that the last seventeen chapters are meant is only justifiable if all the 
evidence that can be collected agrees. A preliminary question, however, presents itself 
first: what is the correct order of the chapters of the Cikitsasthana. 280 Two different 
a1Tangements are known from MSS and editions. The most current order, adopted 
first by N.N. Sengupta and B.C. Sengupta,281 followed by Gar1gadhara, has: (I) rasa
yana, (2) vajTkaral)a, (3) jvara, (4) raktapitta, (5) gulma, (6) prameha, (7) kugha, (8) 
rajayak~man, (9) unmada, (10) apasmiira, (I!) k~atak~Tl)a, (12) svayathu, (13) udara, 
(14) arsas, (15) grahal)T, (16) pii1J9uroga, (17) hikka and svasa, (18) kasa, (19) atTsara, 
(20) chardi, (21) visarpa, (22) tf~l)ii, (23) vi~a, (24) madiityaya, (25) dvivral)Tya, (26) 
trimarmTya, (27) iirustambha, (28) vatavyiidhi, (29) viitaso1_1ita, (30) yonivyiipad. m 
The second arrangement, adopted by JTvananda Vidyasagara, 283 differs in the order of 
chapters nine to twenty-five: (9) arsas, (10) atTsara, (II) visarpa, (12) madatyaya, (13) 
dvivral)iya, (14) unmada, (15) apasmiira, (16) k~atak~T1_1a, (17) svayathu, (18) udara, 
(19) graha1_1T, (20) pa1_19uroga, (21) hikka and svasa, (22) kasa, (23) chardi, (24) tr~1_1a, 
(25) vi~a. Opinions differ concerning the answer to the question which arrangement 
should be regarded as the original one. The views expressed are related to the problem 
which chapters are to be ascribed to Dr9habala. 

Various types of evidence can contribute to the settlement of this question. 284 The 
two serial orders known agree with regard to the eight initial and the five concluding 
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chapters. The former are uniformly seen as belonging to the Carakasa1phitii before 
its revision and completion by Drc:lhabala, which is in conformity with the chapter 
colophons and Cakrapai:iidatta's comments on Ca.Ci.30.289-290.285 The five con
cluding chapters are uniformly attributed to Drc:lhabala, in agreement again with the 
colophons and Cakrapai:iidatta's remarks. Quotations from Drc:lhabala confirm that 
these chapters form part of his contributions. 286 

The authorship of chapters nine to twenty-five is in need of clarification. 
Chapters nine to twelve287 were written by Drc:lhabala according to the colophons 

and Cakrapii.I)i's remarks. The same applies to chapter thirteen (udara). 288 Chapter 
fourteen (arsas) derives from Caraka, as indicated in the colophon and by Cakrapal)i. 
Chapter fifteen (grahai:iI) is by Drc:lhabala, as demonstrated by the colophon, Cakrapa
I)i 's remarks, and quotations by Arul)adatta and Stidasapal)~ita. Chapters sixteen 
(pii1~9uroga) and seventeen (hikka and svasa) are also by Drc:lhabala, as attested by the 
colophons, Cakrapiil)i, and the quotations found in the commentaries of Vijayarak$ita 
and Vacaspati. The authorship of chapter eighteen (kasa), attributed to Drc:lhabala in 
the colophon and by Cakrapii.I)i, is not confirmed by oneormore quotations. 289 Chapter 
rrineteen (alisara) is by Caraka, as pointed out in the colophon and the commentaries 
of Cakrapai:ii and Indu.29° Chapter twenty (chardi) is by Drc:lhabala according to the 
colophon and Cakrapii.I)i. Chapter twenty-one (visarpa) is by Caraka on the basis of the 
same evidence. Chapter twenty-two (tf$I)ii.) is ascribed to Drc:lhabala in the colophon, 
as well as by Cakrapai:ii, Niscala, Vacaspati and Vijayarak$ita. Chapter twenty-three 
(vi$a) is by Drc:lhabala according to Cakrapai:ii, Vacaspati and Vijayarak$ita, but the 
colophon fails to mention his name. Chapter twenty-four (madatyaya) is attributed to 
Caraka in the colophon and by Cakrapai:ii.291 The authorship of chapter twenty-five 
(dvivrai:iiya) is problematic; the colophon mentions Drc:lhabala, whereas Jejja;a and 
Cakrapai:ii regard it as deriving from Caraka. 

The above data permit to conclude with certainty that Drcjhabala's contributions 
to the Cikitsasthana consist of chapters nine to thirteen, fifteen to eighteen, twenty, 
twenty-two, and twenty-six to thirty, which makes a total of sixteen chapters. The sev
enteenth chapter is either twenty-three (vi$a), ascribed to Drc:lhabala by Cakrapa1~i and 
other commentators, or twenty-five (dvivral)Iya), written by Drc:lhabala according to 
the celophon. The relative weight of the evidence points to chapter twenty-three as a 
contribution of Drc:lhabala, because the chapter colophons, being later additions, can
not be relied upon; 292 this is confirmed by Jejjata, who ascribes chapter twenty-five 
unhesitatingly to the acarya, i.e., Caraka.293 

The Gulabkunverba team agrees in opting for chapter twenty-three on the basis of 
Vijayarak$ita's quotation from it, and on account of Jejja\a's mention of Caraka as the 
author of chapter twenty-five; the chapter colophons are disregarded. 294 Birajacaral) 
Sengupta, as quoted by G. Mukhopadhyaya,295 accepts Jivananda's views, with one 
exception: the dvivral)Iya chapter is by Drc:lhabala, the udara chapter by Caraka.296 The 
majority of other scholars subscribe to the inferences derived from the evidence. 297 

The conclusions reached with regard to the question which chapters of the Cikitsa
sthana were added by Drc:lhabala does not solve the problem of the COITect order of 
the chapters of that section. The usual arrangement presents a picture in which five of 
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Caraka's chapters appear, singly or in a cluster, at various places among those from 
D~<;lhabala's pen, while Ji:viinanda's order groups them together. Most scholars regard 
JTvananda's arrangement as a secondary development. 298 This view is supported by the 
table of contents in chapter thirty of the Siitrasthiina,299 the orderofthe chapters in the 
Nidiinasthana,300 and the commentaries of Jejja!a and Cakrapii1,1idatta.301 

Many questions may be raised concerning Dr<;lhabala's contributions to the Cara
kasarphitii. Nothing is known with certainty about the state of Caraka's work in Dr<;lha
bala's times. The latter's remarks convey the impression that part of Caraka's revision 
of the Agnivesatantra had got lost in the course of the ages. 302 The view that Caraka, 
for some reason, did not complete his work, as supposed by some scholars, 303 is less 
probable. Dp:Jhabala himself declares (Ci.30.289-290) that seventeen chapters of the 
Cikitsiisthiina, and the whole of the Kalpa- and Siddhisthiina of Caraka 's revision of 
Agnivesa's work were not available to him (niisiidyante). 304 This pronouncement im
plies that he was acquainted with the original extent of the work and that he took it 
for granted that it was not left unfinished by Caraka The colophons of the chapters 
we owe to Dr<)habala confirm this view. Some statements found in chapters written by 
Caraka may be seen as supporting evidence, albeit that one cannot exclude the possi
bility of Dr<;lhabala having made these additions; the Kalpasthiina, for instance, is re
ferred to twice (Sii.4.4; 305 Ci.21.53), the Siddhisthiina is mentioned several times.306 

The table of contents in the last chapter of the Siitrasthiina may, however, well be due 
to Dr<;lhabala. 307 

Most scholars are agreed that Or<;lhabala reconstructed the extant part of the 
Carakasar)lhitii and made additions to its text, since he acknowledges this fact himself. 
The identification of passages that may not have formed part of Caraka's treatise is 
beset with difficulties.308 Dr<;lhabala himself does not inform us of his sources, but 
Cakrapii1~idatta says that the 'many treatises', referred to by Dr<;lhabala, consisted of 
the works of Susruta, Videha and other authors. 309 Verses found in both Caraka- and 
Susrutasarphitii are for that reason by some attributed to Dr<;lhabala. 310 

A number of scholars, in particular P. Cordier, A.ER. Hoemle and P.V. Sharma, 
have tried to identify passages in Caraka's parts of the Carakasar)lhitii that may be ad
ditions of Dr<;lhabala Verses and passages in prose noticed as probably deriving from 
Dr<;lhabala are the following: some verses towards the end of Sii. l l; 311 the prose por
tions of Sii.12; 312 the list of one hundred and fifty-two most excellent (agrya) remedial 
measures, medicinal substances, etc., of Sii.25; 313 the verses on the properties of the 
water of several rivers (Sii.27.209-212); 314 the already mentioned table of contents of 
Sii.30; 315 parts of the Nidiina chapter on gulma (Ni.3); 316 some passages of the chapter 
on epidemics of the Vimiinasthiina; 317 the presence of Dhanvantari among a series of 
gods in the last chapter of the Vimiinasthiina (Vi.8 .11 ); 318 the reference to the extraction 
of a dead foetus by a surgeon (salyahartar) (Sii.8.31); 319 the list of auspicious objects of 
the last chapter of the Indriyasthana;320 the recommendation to feverpatients to recite 
the thousand names of Vi~1,1u (sahasraniimastotra);321 part of the chapter on the treat
ment of gulma ( Ci.5); 322 the reference to the rise of Agastya in the sky, in connection 
with the diminution of poisonous elements in rain water (Ci.23.7cd-8); 323 the occur
rence of the names of Vigm, Krg1a and Viisudeva (Ci.23.91-93); 324 the presence of 
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elements derived from Tantrism; 325 the verses in praise of alcoholic drinks (Ci.24.3-
20).326 Passages referring to surgery and the dhanvantarTya.J:i are by some regarded as 
interpolations of Dp;lhabala. 327 

Some peculiarities found in Dr<;lhabala's chapters of the Carakasaq1hitawhich point 
to him as an author who lived in the Gupta age are, according to P.V. Sharma: passages 
reminiscent of treatises on kiimasiistra (Ci.30.135 and 164); 328 the list of peoples of 
the last chapter of the Cikitsiisthiina (Ci.30.315-319); 329 the prose style of a passage 
in chapter one of the Ka!pasthiina (Ka.1.8), reminiscent of the prose works ofSubandhu 
and Bii~1a. 330 

P.V. Sharma inclines to the view that Dr~lhabala's list of tantrayuktis (Si.12.41-
45ab) has been influenced by the treatment of this subject in the Kau/ilfya Arthasa
stra. 331 

P. V. Sharma quotes a list, comprising one hundred and seventy-two items, of 
medicinal plant names, found in Dr<;lhabala's chapters of the Carakasa1phita, and 
absent from those attributed to Caraka himself. 332 

Names of plants mentioned only in Dr~lhabala's chapters of the Carakasa1phita 
are, according to this list: adityavallT (Ci.26.268), 333 asitasurasa (Ci.18 .117), 334 

asvakhuraka (Ci.23.245), asvavarohikii (Si.10.37), 335 atiguhii (Ci.23.213), 336 bah!Ika 
(Ci.23. 102; 30.91), 337 bahuphenarasii (Ka.11.3),338 baliihaka (Ci.23.11), 339 bandhu
jTva (Ci.23.181 and 243), 340 bhj1'1gariija (Ci.18.117; 26.264; Ka.1.25),341 bTjaka 
(Ci.16.106), 342 bodhivrk~a (Ci.29.158),343 brhatpattra (Ka.9.1),3.w catmaka~ii (Ci. 
23.66),345 carmasiihvii (Ka.12.3), 346 cavikii (Ci.18.158; 26.167; 28.168; Si.4.14 ), 347 

cuccil (Ci.23.225), 348 dai:i<;lairaka (Ci.26.51; Ka.1.25), 349 devatii<;laka (Ka.2.3), 351 ekii
~!hilii (Si. 10.23), 351 gandhaphalii (Ci.23.57),352 gariigarT (Ka.2.3; Si.11.12), 353 gauri 
(Si.4.21), 354 girikan)ikii (Ci.23.195), 355 girimallikii (Ka.5.4 ),356 gu<;lii (Ka. 10.8), 357 

hiiliihala (Ci.23.13), 358 hintiila (Ka.1.8), 359 jiilamiilinT (Ci.23.206), 360 kiilakil!a (Ci.23. 
11),361 karahii!a (Ci.26.15),362 karka!a (Ci.23.11), 363 karko!akI (Ka.4.3),364 karl).ikiira 
(Ka.8.3),365 kiisamarda(ka) (Ci.17.99; 18.117, 161, 163; 30.52; Ka.1.25; 4.17), 366 

ko!haphala (Si.11.12), 367 ko\haphalii (Ka.4.3), krauiica (Ci.23.11), 368 kf~I).acitraka 
(Ci.26.272), 369 kr~i:iaguru (Ci.26.270), 370 kf~I).apil).<;lita (Ci.26.272), 371 kr~i:iasaireyaka 
(Ci.26.268), 372 kr~1)asa1)a (Ci.26.269), 373 k~ve<;la (Ka.6.3, 10, 12), 374 kuilkuma 
(Ci.23.54, etc.),375 kunduru(ka) (Ci.26.64; 28.153), 376 kusapu~paka (Ci.23.12), 377 

kutarai:ia (Ka.7.4), 378 lambii (Ci.26.153; Ka.3.3), 379 mahajalinT (Ka.3.17; 4.3), 380 
marubaka (Ka.1.23), 381 meghaka (Ci.23.12), 382 m.rdailgaphala (Ka.6.3), 383 mu~kaka 
(Ci.15.189; 26.192, 193), 384 niigakesara (Ci.28.154 ), 385 nalika (Ci.28.152), 386 nanda 
(Ka.10.8),387 navamiilikii (Ci.26.184), 388 nistri1µsapattraka (Ka. 10.8), 389 padmaciira!i 
(Ci.23.55),390 piiriivatapadT (Ka.1.23), 391 two types of pii!hii (Ci.18.39), 392 pattailga 
(Ci.26.210), 393 pi1)9aphalii (Ka.3.3), 394 pitadiiru (Si.9.8; 10.23), 395 po!a (Ka.1.25), 396 

pragraha (Ka.8.3; Si.10.30; 11.24),397 prasiiral).I (Ci.28.166), 398 pratyakpar~11 (Ka. I I. 
14), 399 rajakosiitakI (Ka.4.3), 400 rak~oghna (Ci.26.15), 401 rak~oghnI (Ci.23.79), 
raktacandana (Ci.30.92), 402 siibaraka(lodhra) (Ci.15.158), 403 sadiipu~pI (Ka.1.14), 404 

sahii (Ci.28.162), 405 sahacara (Ci.26.264, etc.),406 sahakiira (Ka.7.31), 407 sakra (Ka.5. 
4),408 sambarI (Ka.12.3, additional verse),409 sarviinubhilti (Ka.7.4),410 siivaraka and 

. siivaraka (Ci.23.55; 26.233),411 selu (Ci.23.187, 201, 204), 412 siddhiirtha(ka) (Ci.9.69; 
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15, 135; Si.3.67; 7.25), 413 sitivliraka (Ci.26.56, 60),414 srinivlisaka (Ci.28.153), 415 

suklasurasa (Ci.23.101), 416 sutasrer:iI (Ka.12.3, additional verse), 417 svarr:iayiithikli 
(Si.10.31), 418 svasana (Ka.1.27),419 svetabhar:i<;la (Ci.10.245), svetabhar:i<;lI (Ci.23. 
210), 420 svetamarica (Ci.26.245, 246),421 svetavacli (Ci.23.70; Si.3.62),422 tlilamiiH 
(Ci.18.75),423 tiktalli (Ka.11.3), 424 tirI!aka (Ka.9.3),425 trigandhaka (Ci.16.89),426 

tribha99I (Ka.7.4),427 tru!i (Ci.26.55, 64, 87), 428 tur:i!uka (Ci.23.70), 429 turu~ka (Ci.28. 
153),430 ucca!li (Si.12.19),431 udumbarapar9I (Ka.12.3), 432 valliphala (Ci.20.22),433 

vardhamlina(ka) (Ci.17.80; Si.10.19), 434 vatsanlibha (Ci.23.11), 435 ve9I (Ka.2.3),436 

vitunnaka (Ci.18.176; 29.94), 437 yavatiktli (Ka.11.3). 438 

Plants to be removed from thelistare: amrtaphala (Ci.7.147), asitli,439 asvakarr:iaka 
(Sii.4.17, etc.), blilek~u,440 bhri1ga (Ci.24.181), caiicu (Ci.19.32), dirghasiika (Sii.27. 
8), ervliruka (Sii.27.110, 111), gpijanaka (Sii.27.174, etc.), kliklihvli (Ci.21.90), 
kar:ia, 441 klinta,442 kardama,443 karkliruka (Ci.19.32), karka!aka (Ci.14.90), karka!ikli 
(Ci.19.104), karpiira (Sii.5.77), klismari (Sii.2.11; 4.16, 17, etc.: klismarya), kharli
svli (Sii.23.15: kharlihvli), koslitaka (Ci.7.119, etc.: koslitakI), kr~r:iaparr:ilisa,444 

kr~r:iatila,445 kurar:i!aka (Ci.21.89), lavailga (Sii.5.77), mahlipattra (Ci.14.124), pli!ali 
(Ci.J 1.62, etc.), phalI (Ci.14.189, etc.: phalinI), phenilli (Ci.24.161), pi9<;li (Ci.14.10), 
pratyakpu~pli (Sii.1.82, 85, etc.), slila (Sii.4.18, etc.) slilipar9I (Sii.2.11, 20; 4.13, 16, 
etc.: slilap·arr:iI), samylika (Ci.3.144, etc.: samplika), slitalli (Sii.1.77, etc.: saptalli), 
sindhuvlirikli (Sii.3.28, etc.: sindhuvlira), sitaplikya (Ci.3.258), siiryaparr:iI (Ci.11.43, 
etc.: siirpaparr:iI), svetaslili (Ci.21.80 and 113), tir:i!ikera (Ci.14.10), 11:ijlitaka (Ci.24. 
128), utkuiicikli,446 varpsalekhana or -locana (Ci.18.73; 23.71),447 varI (Ci.19.62), 
vijayli (Ci.25.47), vr~akar9ikli (Sii.4.11: vr~apar9ikli), vylighrI (Sii.5.65). · 

A much shorter list, compiled by P.V. Sharma himself, consists of the following 
twenty-fourplantnames: blih!Ika, bhrilgarlija, bijaka, bodhivrk~a, cavikli, dvimadhiika, 
karpiira,k.r~r:iacitraka, lavailga, nligakesara, phenilli, prasarar:iI, raktacandana, sahaklira, 
srinivlisaka, svetamarica, svetavacli, tlilamii!I, trijlitaka, !U!f!Uka, turu~ka, ucca!li, vat
sanlibha, and yavatikta.448 

These lists are not exhaustive. The remaining plant names occurring in Dr
<;lhabala's chapters only are: ak~ipI<;la(ka) (Ci.23.215, 216; Ka.11.3), 449 amaradliru 
(Ci.12.43, 53; 13.147; Si.3.58, 67), 450 ambuda (Si.3.63),451 amburuha (Ci.22.37), 452 

aip.sumatI (Ci.28.96; 29.80),453 annaplikin (Si.12.19), 454 apetarlik~asI (Ci.10.39),455 

bahuphenarasli (Ka.11.3), 456 buka (Ci.30.82),457 clira!I (Ci.9.45),458 gajapippa!I (Ci. 
12.41; Ka.7.15), 459 gaurlimalaka (Ci.18.184), ghana (Ci.15.165; 16.87; 26.190, 198, 
208; Si.3.37; 8.19),460 granthi(ka) (Ci.16.73; 23.52; 27.45),461 guhli (Ci.23.213), 462 

hayagandhli (Ci.28.173),463 hemadugdhli (Ka.12.23),464 hiilgupattrikli (Ci.9.66), 465 

indrliyudha (Ci.23.12), 466 jlitikosa (Ci.26.210; 28.152), 467 jayli (Ci.9.45),468 kli
iicarak~IrI (Ci.13.133), 469 kapikacchii (Ci.9.80; 11.62; 24.125, 160), 470 karaviraka 
(Ci.23.11),471 karka!lihvayli (Ka.7.18), karka!likhya (Ci.17.94), karka!likhyli (Ci. 
18.118, 173, 177; 28.160; Si.4.I0), 472 katabhI (Ci.9.70; 10.33; 15.188; 23.66, 79, 
187, 213, 245),473 katambharli (Ci.9.47),474 katutumba (Si.11.6),475 kauntI (Ci.9.35; 
12.65; 23.55; Si.8.13)·, 476 kliyasthli (Ci.9.57; 10.46, 48; 17.141; 26.83), 477 ku~!haghna 
(Ci.23.54), 478 kii!ara9li (Ka.7.4), 479 madhuya~µ (Ci.23.196; 29.91), madhuya~!ikli (Ci. 
16.100; 29.107), 480 mahlipuru~adantli (Ci.9.46),481 marka!a (Ci.23.13), 482 marka!I 
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(Ci.9.45),483 mayiiraka (Ci.12.23; 23.57),484 mustaka (Ci.23.11), 485 nI!I (Ci.18.87; 
26.271; Ka.7.34), 486 nyagrodhi(Ka.12.3), 487 plilaka (Ci.23.12),488 palasa (Si.3.38, 
65), 489 phallimla (Ci.11.80), 490 pitadru (Ci.10.43; 12.25; 17.110; 26.97; Si.4.29),491 

pfthakpan:lT(Ci.11.44; 18.77), 492 pulllisa (Ci.30.82),493 pul).9arika (Ci.23.12), 494 pii
taniikesi (Ci.9.45; 10.34, 39), 495 pii!Ikakarafija (Ci.26.23),496 raktamii!I (Si.10.31), 497 

ral_l9a (Ka.12.4), 498 rasa (Ci.28.152), 499 saIJlkoca (Ci.23.13), 500 sitagiri (Ci.23.95), 501 

srilgivi~a (Ci.23.13 ), 502 siikari (Ci.9.46),513 taila (Ci.23 .12), 504 trliyantI (Ci .12.53; 
Ka.7.59; Si.3.36), trliyantikli (Ci.29.58; Si.3.62), 505 tridaslihva (Ci.28.162), 506 tumbI 
(Ci.26.15; Ka.3.3, 11, 15, 19), 507 tuvara (Ci.30.124),508 tvakk~I11 (Ci.lJ.17, 20, 
54, 62; 15.164; 16.89; 18.88, 104, 146, 176; 29.64, 152; Si.12.19),509 ugragandhli 
(Ci.26.22), 510 vlif!1SI (Ci.11.33, 58; 18.89), 511 vliyasapiluka (Ci.23.217), 512 vliyasi 
(Ci.12.63; 18.81; 23.53; 27.27). 51 3 

The data collected so far does not give us a clear picture ofDr9habala's methods in 
completing and revising the extant parts of the Carakasarµhitii. We cannot even be sure 
that the MSS and editions faithfully reproduce his text. Aru[_ladatta and Sridlisapa99ita 
quote fourteen verses ofDr9habala, the first one of which only is found in our text of the 
Carakasarphita,514 which may be interpreted as pointing to either an originally longer 
version or later additions. 

Generally, the chapters written by Dr•habala are undistinguishable from those we 
owe to Caraka, as to their style and language, 515 which explains the uncertainties of 
earlier scholars with regard to the question which chapters can safely be ascribed to 
the one or the other author. The studies so far available on peculiarities ofD~cjhabala's 
contributions are largely bound up with investigations into his chronological position. 
Less attention has been paid to disagreements between views expressed by Caraka and 
Dr9habala. One such contradiction has already been noticed by Cakrapli1).idatta, and, 
in his wake, Sivadlisasena. These commentators, examining statements concerning the 
number of days during which fatty substances should be administered, prior to suda
tion, discovered that Caraka's and Dr•habala's views conflict with each other. 516 The 
difference, explained away by Cakrapli1).i and Sivadlisa, may find its origin in Susruta's 
influence on Dr9habala.517 

Inconsistencies within Caraka's parts of the Carakasarphitii may pointto interpola
tions by Dr9habala. An example, discovered by A.F.R. Hoernle, 518 is the description 
of raktagulma in chapter five of the Cikitslisthlina, while this disorder is absent from 
chapter three of the Nidlinasthlina. The addition of raktagulma may be accounted for 
by borrowing from a surgical treatise. 519 

The reference to Kf~1).litreya at the end of chapter eleven of the Siitrasthlina, at
tributed to Atreya at its beginning, is by some regarded as due to Dr9habala's pen. 520 

The same chapter exhibits some more incongruities that are suggestive of the activity 
of a reviser. 521 

The question has now to be asked where Dr9habala gleaned his information from. 
His own statement about his sources is vague (Si.12.36cd-40ab). Cakrapli1).idatta iden
tifies them as the treatises ofSusruta, Videhaandothers, which cannot be regarded as a 
satisfactory answer. Cakraplil).i obviously refers to Susruta as a representative of salya 
and to Videha as a slillikya specialist, but omits to name authors on kliyacikitsli who 
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must have been among Drc;lhabala's sources for his chapters on internal medicine. 
A preliminary problem, namely whether or not Drc;lhabala could still dispose of 

fragments of largely lost parts of Caraka's treatise, is unsolvable. He could, howeve1·, 
avail himself of the original version of the table of contents in the last chapter of the 
Siitrasthiina, provided that such a table was already present there. Another source may 
have been the old version of the Bhe/asa1phitii, a work belonging to the school of Atreya 
and showing many similarities with the Carakasmphita. 522 

Cakrapai:ii's reference to Susruta raises the question whether this remark is trust
worthy, and, if so, which version of the Susrutasa1phitii was known to D1c;lhabala, the 
original text or the revised one. P.V.Sharma inclines to the view that Drc;lhabala made 
use of the old version of the Susrutasa1phita, before a reviser had reshaped it; he also 
suggested that this reviser, in his turn, had recourse to Drc;lhabala's version of the Cara
kasaqihitii.523 The problems connected with this question will be discussed in the con
text of D{c;lhabala's date. 

Cakrapa~ti's mention of Videha as an author from whom Drc;lhabala borrowed 
is confirmed by the farmer's comments on the latter's opinion about the number of 
diseases of the mouth (mukharoga) to be distinguished. 524 Drc;lhabala prefers Videha's 
number of sixty-four to the number of sixty-five, acknowledged by Susruta, in 
agreement with Bho ja. 525 The number of Drc;lhabala's diseases of the ear (kari:iaroga), 
namely four, completely disagrees with Susruta's number of twenty-eight. 526 

The tex tof the Carakasa1phitii also proves unequivocally that the list of Drc;lhabala 's 
sources comprises more names than those of Susruta and Videha. Drc;lhabala deviated 
from both Videha and Susruta in recognizing ninety-six eye diseases, the number de
scribed by Karala. 527 

A special problem concerning Drc;lhabala's activities is posed by the so-called Ka
smirapa!ha of the Carakasa1phitii, known from quotations, and by some regarded as the 
original text written by Drc;lhabala. 

The Kasmirapa\ha and the kasmira~ are quoted or referred to by Ac;lhamalla, 528 

Cakrapa1.1idatta,529 Jejja!a,530 Niscalakara, 531 Sivadasasena, 532 SrikaQ!hadatta, 533 Va
caspati,534 and Vijayarak~ita. 535 

The available evidence shows that the text of the editions of the Carakasaq1hitii 
presents us with a number of problems. The recorded readings of the Kasmirapii!ha 
sometimes agree and sometimes disagree with the edited text. The attitude of the com
mentators towards the Kasmira text varies slightly; the majority of the Kasmira read
ings are unacceptable to them. 

A survey of the data may elucidate the problems we are faced with. One of the items 
mentioned in Ca.Sii.3.3, the bark (tvac) of karavira, is read as karavira(ka) by the Ka
smiras according to Niscala and Sivadlisasena, 536 who add that the Gauc;!Iyas regard 
karaviratvac as the proper reading. CalaapliQi gives no comment on karaviratvac. 

The pipe for inhaling medicinal smoke should be trikosliphalita 537 according to the 
text of the Carakasal!lhitii (Sii.5.50). Sivadasasena remarks that the Kasmrras prefer it 
to be triko~a and acchidra (without holes). 

The editions of the Carakasa1phitii give Ci.3.91-102 as part of the text and do not 
place it between brackets. Vijayarak~ita and Vacaspati 538 regard these verses as be-
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longing to the Kasmirapii!ha; Jejjaµ passes them over in silence; Cakrapai;ii may refer 
to them as read and explained by some, but superfluous in his view, which explains 
that he does not comment on them. 539 The thirteen saqmipata fevers characterized in 
Ci.3.90-102 are absent from the Susrutasa,phita and Vagbha!a's works. 

Cakrapal_li states that Ci.3.117 is a verse read by the Kasmiras at this place, but 
rejected by others. His ownjudgment is not recorded. Jejja!a does not comment on the 
verse, which gives the impression that it was absent from his text. 

Cakrapai;ii also informs us that Ci.3.119cd-128ab are only read by the Kasmiras 
and not well known (natriprasiddha). Jejjaia ignores these verses. 

Jejja!aregards the two recipes ofCi.3.210-214 as unauthoritative (anar~a); they are 
found in the text of the Kasmiras and Saindhavas. Cakrapfu:li's remarks indicate that he 
was aware of the anomalous position of the verses, without rejecting them. 

Vijayarak~ita and Vacaspati 540 record a variant of Ci.8.52b, preferred by the Ka
smiras. Cakrapai;ii is silent on this issue. Jejja!a's commentary on Ci.8 has not been 
preserved. 

Cakrapai;ii declares that Ci.l 0.54cd-63, acceptable to the Saindhavas and KasmI
ras, are unauthoritative according to the ancient authorities. Jejja\a's comments are not 
available. The verses describe the aetiology, symptoms and treatment of a curious dis
ease, called atattvabhinivesa, referred to in the Siitrasthana (19.4 ). The stanzas are out 
of place in the chapter on the treatment of apasmara. The disorder is not described else
where in the Carakasamhita. 54t 

Niscalakara542 rec~rds a slight variant of Ci.l 3.69ab, preferred by the Kasmiras. 
Cakrapai;ii records a variant of Ci.13 .113, read in the Kasmira(pii!ha); this variant 

concerns the ratios of the ingredients of the recipe. The same variant is attributed to the 
Kasmiras by Niscala.543 Jejja!a's commentary on Ci.13 has not been preserved. 

Vijayarak~ita 544 discloses ihat the Kasmiras took exception to the neuter gender of 
vi~ and made it feminine. Jejja!a's comments are not available. Cakrapai;ii remarks that 
vi~ is sometimes a neuter noun. 

Cakrapfu:li mentions a variant ofCi.25.4lc, reading snehainstead oftaila. This vari
ant, accepted by the Kasmiras, is not referred to in Jejja!a's commentary. 

Vijayarak~ita's comments ad Miidhavanidiina 14.2 (= Ca.Ci.26.125) show that the 
Kasmiras preferred a variant, of minor importance, that is also found in some of the 
MSS. Cakrapai;ii has no remarks on this variant. Jejjata's comments are not available. 

Cakra pai;ii's comments on Ci.30. I 27cd- l 3 2 are interesting. He justifies his remarks 
by saying that, although the genuineness ofCi.30.128cd-132 is disputed, these verses 
are accepted by the Kasmiras and others. Jejjaia gives even more information, stating 
that Ci.30.l28cd-132, read by the Kasmiras and Saindhavas, repeat what has already 
been discussed elsewhere; he concludes that the verses are to be rejected and that Dr
c:lhabala's text should be adhered to. 

Cakra mentions a variant, read by the Kasmiras, in his comments ad Ca.Si.12.16; 
his remark gives the impression that he disapproved of their reading. 545 

A9hamalla's commentary on the Siinigadharasaqihitii contains decisive evidence 
(ad III.8.2). This author reveals that a verse on the varietiesofnasya(errhine) to be dis
tinguished, read by the Kasmiras, conflicts with the corresponding verse of Drc:lhabala 
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(Si.9.89). The verse, quoted by A<;lhamalla, is also found in Niscala's Ratnaprabhii. 546 
A variant, accepted by the KasmTras, and dealing with the quantity of gu<;Ja to be 

used in a particular recipe, is recorded in the Kusumavalf547 and Niscala's Ratnapra
bhii. 548 This reference is problematic because therecipe,called mai:iibhadramodaka, is 
not found in the Carakasarphitii. 549 

Some more readings and interpretations of the KasmTras, not yet located in the 
Carakasarphitii, are found in the Ratnaprabhii ad jvara 256-257, raktapitta 66-73, 
gulma 41-42, and ku~!ha 6-7. 

This survey of the available material proves unequivocally that the Kasm'frapa!ha 
is not identical with Dp;lhabala's text at all, being a version of the Carakasarphitii that 
was current in Kasmfr and comparable with the versions of the Saindhavas, Gau<;JTyas, 
etc. 550 

The information we have on the KasmTrapa!ha shows that the editions of the 
Carakasarphitii are unsatisfactory in incorporating verses that did not form part of 
Dr<;lhabala's text. Our knowledge concerning the MSS of the Carakasaiphitii leaves 
very much to be desired, but it may well be that they vary in the extent to which they 
adhere to Dr<;lhabala's text or to one of the regional versions. 551 

Dr<;lhabala is quoted or referred to by A<;lhamalla,552 Arui:iadatta,553 Asubodha 
Vidyabhii~apa's commentary on the Palibhii~pradipa, 554 the author of the Ayurvedii
bdhisiira, 555 Bhavamisra, 556 Cakrapai:iidatta, 557 I;>alhai:ia,558 Gayadasa, 559 GaiJga
dhara, 56• Gopaladasa in his Cikitsiinl[ta, Govindasena in his Paribhii~pradfpa,561 

Harat1acandra,562 Indu563 Jejja!a,564 Karanai.1car in his Nidanadfpika, 565 Naganatha 
in his NidanapradTpa, Narahari in his Viigbha{ama1,1c,fana, 566 Niscalakara, 567 Sivada
sasena,568 SrTdasapai:i<;lita,569 Srikat:i!hadatta,570 Vacaspati,571 and Vijayarak~ita. 572 

He is also quoted by the unknown author of the interpolated portion of Niscala's 
Ratnaprabhii. 

Drqhabala is usually referred to by his name, but Niscalakara also calls him Dr
<;lhaprabhu, 573 Carakaparisi~\akara, 574 and Carakaparisi~!akrt. 575 Niscala mentionsDr
qhabala's version of the Carakasa1phitii as CarakaviikyapratisaqJSkiira, 576 Drcfhabala
sal])skiirn, 571 and Dr<;lhabalagrantha. 578 

Drqhabala himself tells us that he was a son of Kapilabala 579 and was born in 
Paiicanadapura. 580 The identity of Kapilabala is a matter of dispute581 ; some regard 
him as identical with the medical authority called Kapila. 582 

The location of Paiicanadapura has been discussed by a number of scholars. The 
majority assume it to be the name of a city or region in either the Paiijab or KasmTr, 
while a few consider it to be Vara11asT. 

U.Ch. Dutt583 may have been the first author to put forward that Paiicanada means 
the Paiijab. This suggestion, not supported by arguments, but probably based on the 
similarity of the five rivers (nada) ofPaiicanada with those efthe Paiijab, was adopted 
by P. Cordier, 584 J. Jolly,585 and V. Sukla. 586 P. Cordier wa; more specific than U.Ch. 
Dutt in asserting that Paiicanadapura is the same as a place called Paiijpur, to the north 
of Attack in the Paiijab. 587 A.F.R. Hoemle, who corresponded with P. Cordier on this 
matter, asked M.A. Stein to provide him with more details. The latter replied that there 
is no Paiijpur in the region of Attock; a Muslim place of pilgrimage, known as Paiijpfr, 
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NNW of Attock, appeared to have caused the confusion. 588 
A.ER. Hoernle was convinced that there was really no reason to connect Paiicanada 

with the PaiiJab. He also stressed that Dp;lhabala refers to his birthplace as a definite 
locality (pura), not as a region. He added that several places are known which are called 
Pancanada. One of them, mentioned in the Skandapura1_1a (Kasikha1~<ja) 589 is a sacred 
place in the region of Varal).asI; this may well be the locality meant by Gai1gadhara 
in his commentary on the Carakasaqihita as the native place of Dr9habala. 590 Hoernle 
further remarked that a place called Paiicanada appears to have once existed in Kasmir, 
near the confluence of the rives Jhelam (Vitasta) and Sindhu; its place is indicated by 
the v11lage of Pantzinor, which lies close to what was the original site of that confluence 
in the later half ef the ninth century, in the reign of king Avantivannan.591 Hoernle 
concluded that this Paiicanada in Kasmir must have been Dp;lhabala's home. 592 

Hoernle's identification of Paiicanada as a place in Kasmir, accepted by many later 
authors, 593 is no more than a guess, not supported by solid evidence, and obviously 
connected with his belief that the Kasmirapli\ha is the same as Dr<;lhabala's version of 
the Carakasa1phita; his late date of Dr<;Jhabala may also have influenced his views on 
the identity of Paii canada. 

A fanciful theory has been advanced by G. Haldar. 594 This author assumed that Dr
~habala's father, a pal).9it born in Kasmir, moved, later in life, to the Paiijab, and settled 
in Lavapura (i.e., Lahore), where his children were born. In his view, Paiicanadapura 
cannot be but Lavapura, because Paiicanada designates the Paiijab and Lavapura is the 
pura of this region. He counters the identification of Paiicanadapura with Varlil).aSI by 
the arguments that the latter city is a pun, not a pura, and that the rivers of Vara.1,1,asI 
are referred to as nadI, not nada. 595 

Dr<;Jhabala's chronological position is a much discussed topic, about which con
flicting opinions have been advanced. 

A.F.R. Hoernle tried to establish that Dr<;lhabala borrowed from the Siddhayoga. 596 

As an example, he pointed to Ca.Ni.3.17, identical with Siddhayoga 30.2, and supposed 
this stanza to be an interpolation of Dr9habala, because it duplicates in verse the prose 
directions of Ca.Ni.3.16. Hoernle arrived at this conclusion by a complex reasoning: 
the author of the A~/11'Iigasarpgraha compressed in prose (As.Ci.16.2) the substance of 
Caraka's versified remarks in his chapter on the treatment of gulma (Ca.Ci.5.20-26); 
afterwards, the author of the Siddhayoga turned the compressed prose version once 
more into verse (30 .1-4 ); still later, Dr<;lhabala added the prose of the A$(liligasarpgraha 
and one of the verses of the Siddhayoga to Caraka's chapter on the nidana of gulma, 597 
without realizing, not only that the prose and verse versions are duplicates, but that both 
these versions are actually duplicates of Caraka's own genuine verses in his chapteron 
the treatment of gulma. 598 

Hoernle's train of thought does not carry conviction. The Siddhayoga contains 
many verses found in the chapters of the Carakasamhita that derive from Drdhabala· it 
is unacceptable to assume that all this material oc~urred primarily in the Sfddhay;ga 
and was put to use by Dr9habala. Not a single instance can be discovered in the com
mentaries that would confirm Hoernle's hypothesis. On the contrary, the Kusumiiva/f, 
f9r example, has a remark, indicating that a particular recipe, useful against unmada, 
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was explained by Jejja\a, which means that it was borrowed fromDr<:Jhabala's chapter 
on the treatment of this disorder. 599 Decisive evidence, overlooked by Hoernle, is the 
presence in the Siddhayoga of the new diseases described by Madhava, which were 
unknown to Dr<;lhabala. 

Hoernle also claimed that Drc!habala made use of the Miidhavanidiina, unaware 
as he was of Madhava's innovations in the field of nosography. An example is his 
allegation that the verses on the nidana of gulma in Ca.Ci.5 derive from Madhava, 
who versified the prose on this subject in Ca.Ni.3 and incorporated his verses in his 
Miidhavanidiina (28.6-14 = Ca.Ci.5.9-17), from which work Dr<:Jhabala borrowed 
them. 600 Hoernle's contention that Dr<:Jhabala is posterior to Madhava, because 
the latter was unacquainted with the Kasmirapaiha, is invalidated by the fact that 
Dr.habala is not, as supposed by Hoernle, the author of the Kasmir recension. 601 

The number of ninety-six eye diseases, acknowledged by Dr<:Jhabala (Ci.26.129-
131), does not, as Hoernle suggested, mean that he obtained that number by accepting 
the ninety-four diseases of the eye mentioned by Vagbha\a and adding the two extra 
disorders of Madhava. 602 Cakrapa1~idatta clarifies this issue by giving the information 
that Dr<:Jhabala followed Karala 's system in this matter. 603 

The assertion that Dr<:Jhabala borrowed from the Siddhayoga is contradicted by the 
fact that none of the numerous verses from Dr<:Jhabala's chapters of the ·carakasaqihitii 
in Vrnda's work is ascribed to that author in the commentary. The same applies to the 
Miillhavanidiina and its commentaries. Vijayarak~ita states straightforwardly that Ma
dhava included one of Dr<:lhabala's verses in his treatise as a complement to a verse 
found in the Susrutasa1phitii. Hoernle's assertion that Vijayarak~ita's object was not to 
make a chronological, but an exegetical statement, was undoubtedly prompted by his 
need to explain away a fact running counter to his theory. 604 

An important piece of evidence regarding Dr<:Jhabala's date is provided by the ref
erences to Dr<:Jhabala in Jejja!a's commentary on the Carakasa1phitii. As Jejjaia belongs 
to the seventh or eighth century, these references confirm that Dr<:JhabalaprecededMa
dhava and Vrnda. This is corroborated by what is known about a commentary on Dr
<:Jhabala's text by A~a<:Jhavarmap, who preceded J ejjaia. 

Not yet clear is the question whether or not Bhaqarahariscandra, a commentator 
on the Carakasaqihitii who lived earlier than Jejja!a, was conversant with Dr<:Jhabala's 
work. 

The relationship between Dr<:Jhabala and the works ascribed to Vagbha\a was dis
cussed by Hoernle, who held that the A$/ii1igasaq1graha was put to use by Dr<:Jhabala, 
whereas the A$/iiiigahrdayasa1phitii was not yet known to him. 

Hoernle developed his arguments from a comparison of the chapters on gulma in 
the Carakasaq1hitii, A$/ii1igasaq1graha (attributed by him to Vagbha!a I) and A$/ii1igahr
dayasarphitii (attributed to Vagbhaia II, and supposed to be later than his namesake). 
His assertion that Ca.Ni.3.16 must be regarded as Dr<:Jhabala's version of A.s.Ci.16. 
2 stems from his thesis that the former passage is an interpolation and cannot have 
belonged to Caraka's original text, a supposition'resulting from Hoernle's belief that 
Caraka's text was devoid of inconsistencies. The same line of thought made Hoernle 
claim that Ca.Ci.5.172-182 consists of Dr<:Jhabala's versification of a passage in prose 
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found in A.s.Ci.16. 605 
Hoernle's convictions about Caraka's consistency and systematic mind have, how

ever, no sound basis and rest on a preconceived idea. 
His notion that Dr<;lhabala arrived at his number of ninety-six eye diseases by 

adding the two extra disorders of Madhava to the ninety-four of the A~.tiiliga5aipgraha 
has already been referred to. 

P.V. Sharma disagrees with Hoernle in regarding the A${iii1gasaqigraha as a work 
of a later ~te than Dr<;lhabala. He argues that the succinct treatment of paiicakannan 
in the A$/iirigasarpgraha, compared with the elaborate treatment by Dt<;lhabala, testi
fies to the latter's anteriority. He also points to the quotation from Kapilabala (A.s.Sii. 
20.17), identified by P. V. Sharma as Dr<;lhabala's father, which is, however, a debatable 
issue. 606 

The Gulabkunverba team was of the opinion that both the A$.tiiligasaipgraha and 
the A$/iirigahrdayasarphitii show their indebtedness to Of<;lhabala's version of the 
Carakasa1phitii, thus attesting the latter's anteriority. 607 

The A$/iirigahrdayasa1phitii is almost unanimously considered to have drawn 
extensively from Dr<;lhabala 's version of the Carakasaiphitii, which establishes 
that Dr<;lhabala lived before the age of composition of the A$/iiligahfdaya (about 
A.D. 600). The chronological position of the A$?lirigasaipgraha with regard to the 
A$/iiligahrdayasa1phitii will be discussed in the section devoted to these works. 

The terminus post quern cannot be determined with any precision. This date de
pends on the period in which the Sufrutasal)1hitiiwas revised and its Uttaratantra added, 
and on the question whether or not Dr<;lhabala was acquainted with the revised and ex
panded text. 

Hoernle's view that the Nlivanftaka of the Bower MS borrowed from the Caraka
saiphita before its revision and completion by Dr<;lhabala is not based on conclusive 
evidence,608 and would, anyhow, not be of much avail on account of the uncertain 
chronological position of that text. 

A number of details found in Dr<;lhabala's version of the Carakasarphitii point to 
him as an author belonging to the Gupta period. Next to the details alrealiy referred to, 
additional evidence of the same type was collected by P. V. Sharma, in particular from 
the Vi$r.iudhaIT1Jottarapuriir.ia. 609 

The liata taken together suggests that Dr<;lhabala belongs to the period of about A.D. 
300-500. 610 

Pataiijali 

Pataiijali 611 and a work called PiitaiijaJa612 are quoted in some medical works. 
Pataiijali is quoted in Asubodha Vidyabhu~ai1a's commentary on the Pa1ibhii$ii
prad1pa, 613 Gopaladasa's Cikitsamrta, Govindasena's Paribhii~pradipi, 614 Raghuna
n_dana's Mugdhabodha, Sivadasasena's commentary on the Cakradc1tta6 15, To<;lara's 
Ayurvedasaukhya,616 and Trivikrama's Lauhapradfpa. The P,1taiijala is quoted by 
Sivadasasena, 617 the Piitaiijalatantra by Kas1rama618 and Trivikrama. Niscala refers to 
a Piitafijalalohasiistra. 619 The reference by Niscalaand Sivadasasena's citations show 
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that l'ataiijali was known as a medical authority to the authors of a Yogaratniikara 620 

and Yogaratnasamuccaya. 621 Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta reproduce, in 
their commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, some quotations from Pataiijali and 
the f iitaiijala found in Sivadiisa's commentary on the Cakradatta. 622 

Satyaniiriiyal)asiistrin's Padiirthavijiiiina also quotes Pataiijali and the piitaiijalat1; 
som, of these quotations are, however, from the Carakas/lf/lhitii. 623 A quotation 
from the Piitaiijaladarsana in Yogendraniitha's Ayurvijiiiinaratniikara is from the 
Yog;; sutra. 624 

Covindadiisa's Bhai$a)yaratniiva/f contains a recipe attributed to Patanjali. 625 

1 he references and quotations in the works of Asubodha, Govindasena, Kiisiriima, 
Niscala, Sivadiisasena and Trivikrama indicate that Pataiijali's work dealt with met
allur: :y (lohasiistra) and its application to medicine. B. Seal claims that Pataiijali gave 
elabc rate directions for many metallurgic and chemical processes, especially the prepa
ratirn I of metallic salts, alloys and amalgams, and the extraction, purification and as
sayir g of metals; he adds that it was probably Pataiijali who discovered the use of the 
mixt11res called viqa. B. Seal regards Pataiijali's Lohasiistra as a later work than that 
of N igiirjuna on the same subject, an opinion based on the observation that the for
mer'.: directions concerning particular processes are more complicated than those of 
the I: .tter. 026 

C ither medical writings ascribed to Pataii jali are a V iitaskandha and Siddhiintasii
riivalf; the latter work incorporates a Paittaskandha. 627 

1 he Indian tradition regards Pataiijali as the author of a lost tantra on rasiiyana. 628 

Al-Bfrilni was acquainted with Patafijali's association with rasiiyana.629 
Fataiijali is the nameofatleast two famous authors; the one wrote the Mahiibhii$ya, 

the o:her the Yogasutra. · 
P.n interesting development made the two fuse into one Pataiijali, who, in addition 

to hi: expertise in grammar and yoga, was also credited with a thorough knowledge of 
meddne and allied subjects. 

1 he medical works already referred to are often attributed to this composite 
PataiJali, as well as a commentary on the Carakasarphitii, Viirttikas on that work, or a 
revis:d version of it. As a further complication, he is even considered to be identical 
with Caraka. 

lhe threefold Pataiijali is mentioned as a pratisarpskartar of the Carakasal)1hitii in 
the i11troductory verses of Cakrapiii:iidatta's Ayurvedadfpikii. 630 His Viirttikas on the 
Vaid_1akasiistra are referred to in Riimabhadradik~ita's Palaiijalicarita, 631 written at 
thee 1d of the seventeenth or the beginning of the eighteenth century. 632 The tradition 
that:, Pataiijali wrote Viirttikas on the Carakasarphitii is endorsed by G. Hiildiir, who 
asserts that Vijayarak~ita, in his part of the Madhukosa, quotes one of these Vii
rttik, s, 633 which, after having existed independently, were incorporated in the text of 
the C 'arakasal)1hitii in the first century A.O. 634 The same author is convinced that one 
of PLtaiijali's Viirttikas is cite• in Niigesabhana 's (VyiikaraJ_1asiddhiinta)maii)il$ii, 635 

The :laim that Pataiijali made additions to the text of the Carakasaq1hitii was also 
adva iced by Siiramcandra 636 Gai:ianiitha Sena 637 regarded him, in agreement with 
Caknpii.Qidatta, as a pratisa,pskartar of the Carakasa1phitii. 
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A~a9havarman, who wrote a commentary on the Carakasaqihitii, is reported to have 
objected to views expressed in Patafijali's Varttikas, which is thought to explain that 
A~a9havarman's work is known as Parihiiraviirttika 638 

The claim that a Patafijali wrote a Varttika or Varttikas on the Carakasarphitii is 
found in many publications. P.V. Sharma places this Patafijali, regarded as completely 
different from the one who wrote the Mahabhii$ya, but identical with the Patafijali 
of the Siddhiintasiiriiva/I; in the eighth century. 639 These views are repeated by 
B. Rama Rao.640 Some other scholars who accept the former existence of a now 
lost commentary on the Carakasaqihitii by Patafijali are G. Mukhopadhyaya, 641 

K.R. Srikantamurthy, 642 and G.P. Srivastava.643 Others644 are doubtful or reject the 
hypothesis. 

The relatively late tradition that one and the same Patafijali was an expert on yoga, 
grammar and medicine, dealing in his works with the purification of mind, speech and 
body, is found in Bhoja's Nyiiyaviirttika (or Yogasiitrav!tti)645 and Ri(iamiirta(1ga, 646 
Cakrapal)idatta 's Ayurvedadipikii, 647 Sivarama 's Kiiiicanada1pal)a on Subandh u 's 
Viisavadattii, 648 Ramabhadradik~ita's Pataiijalicarita, 649 and Vijfianabhik~u's Yoga
viirttika.650 Bharl{hari's Viikyapadfya contains a verse that obviously also refers to 
Patafijali as a threefold authority, though without mentioning his name.651 Sarµkara
carya's Piitaiijalayogastitrabhii$Javivarai1a is acquainted with Patafijali as a medical 
expert.6~2 

Bho ja depicted himself as a second Patafijali because his works also covered the 
fields of grammar, yoga and medicine.653 

The identification of Patafijali and Caraka is implicitly found in a verse of Sva
mikumara 's Carakapaiijikii. 654 It is obviously accepted by Narahari in his Viigbha/a
mal)~ana, which contains references to Caraka as Bhogisvara, 655 Phal)idhara, 656 Pha
I)isvara, 657 and Sahasraphal)in. 658 This identification is connected with the tradition 
that both were incarnations of Se~a. 659 J. Filliozat suggested that this tradition forms 
part of the trend to make the transmissions of the sciences of grammar and medicine 
parallel to each other. 660 P.V Sharma put forward that the reason for bringing both au
thorities together may have been their similar role in the purification of body, speech 
and mind. 661 

The way in which the traditions concerning Patafijali were elaborated in the course 
of time is reminiscent of the evolution ofNagarjuna into a multifaceted legendary per
sonality. It may therefore not be merely accidental that the former became associated 
with the Carakasa,phitii and the latter with the Susrutasaqihitii. The stories about both 
show some remarkable parallels; the Nagas, for example, play an important role in their 
biographies. 662 

Numerous scholars expressed their opinion on the problem how many authors 
called Patafijali should be distinguished. 663 Some of those defending the view that one 
and the same Patafijali wrote the Mahiibhii$ya, the Yogasiitra and one or more works 
on medicine (metallurgy included) are Gal)anatha Sena664, G. Mukhopadhyaya665 
and G.P. Srivastava.666 The identity of the authors of Mahiibhii~ya and Yogasiitra 
was acknowledged by S. Dasgupta,667 R. Garbe, 668 Liebich,669 S.K. Ramachandra 
Rao, 670 and others. The investigations of H. Jacobi 670• and J.H. Woods made clear 
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that these two works belong to two different periods,671 a conclusion accepted in the 
majority of later publications on the subject. 672 

Three different Patafijalis are recognized by Atrideva, 673 P.V. Shanna 674 and K.R. 
Srikantam urthy. 6 7 5 

Undecided on the issue are P. Deussen,676 J. Filliozat,677 Haridattasarman,678 

Hemarajasannan, 679 M. Miiller,680 S. Radhakrishnan, 681 and Siiramcandra. 682 

The clear-cut differences between the Carakasamhitii on the one hand, the Ma/Jii
bhii$Ja and Yogasiitra on the other, were worked out.and discussed by P.V. Sharma.683 



Chapter 14 

Authorities mentioned in the Carakasarµhita 

o Abhijit Sii.1.10. 
o Agastya Sii.1.9; Ci.1 4.3; Ci.18.62. 
o Agnivesa Sii.1.31 and 39; Ci.12.3, etc. 
o Ailgiras Sii.1.8; Ci. J 3.4; Ci.1 4 .3. 
o Asita Sii.1.8; Ci.1 4.3; Si.11.4. 
o Asmarathya, Asmarathya, or Asvarathya Sii.1.10. 
o Asvalliyana Sii.1.9. 
o Atreya Sii.1.8 and 33, etc. 
o Atreya Punarvasu Sii.26.9, etc. 
o Atri Ci.l 4.3. 
o Atrija Sii.3.30; Sii.7.66; Sii.21.62; Ci.12.4; Ci.20.3; Ci.30.7; Si.11.3. 
o Atriputra Si.1.61. 
o Atrisiinu Sii.30.52. 
o Atrisuta Ci.22.3; Si.11.10. 
o Atrylitmaja Ci.12.3. 
o B1idarliya~1a Sii .1.11. 
o Bac;lisa Sii.1.11; Sii.26.5 and 8; Sli.6.21; Si.11.7. 
o Bac;lisa Dhlimlirgava Sii.12.7; Sii.26.8. 
o Bhadraklipya Sii.25.18; Sii.26.3, 8 and 83; Sli.6.21; Sii.8.32. 
o Bhadrasaunaka (see also Saunaka) Sii.6.21; Si.11.9. 
o Bharadvlija (compare Kumlirasiras Bharadvlija) Sii.1.3; Sii.25.20; Sli.3.4, 15, 22; 

Ci.1 3.4. 
o Bhlirgava Sii. I.I 0. 
o Bhela Sii.1.31. 
o Bhik~u Atreya Sii.1.9; Sii.25.24. 
o Bhrgu Sii.1.8; Ci.1 3.4; Ci.1 4.3; Si.11.4. 
o Cyavana Sii.1.10; Ci.1 1.72; Ci.1 2.20; Ci.1 4.44. 
o Devala Sii. l.10. 
o Dhanvantari Sli.6.21. 
o Dhaumya Sii.1.12. 
o Glilava Sii.1.10. 
o Giirgya Sii.1.10. 
o Gautama Sii.1.8; Ci.1 4.3; Si.11.4 and 6. 
o Hlirita Sii. 1. 31. 
.o Hira9ylik~a S ii.1.12; Sii.25.14. 
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o Hira~1ylik~a Kausika (compare Kusika) Su.26.3 and 8. 
o Jamadagni Su.1.8; Ci.1 3.4_ 
o Janaka Vaideha Sa.6.21. 
o Jatukan:ia Su.1.31. 
o Kaikaseya Su.1.12. 
o KaJikliyana (Biih!Ika) Su.1.11; Su.12.6; Su.25.22-23; Su.26.5 and 8; Sii.6.21. 

o Kapiiijala (v.l. Kapi~!hala) Su.1.9. 
o Kapya Su.I.II; Su.12.12; Si.11.4 and 8. 
o Kasyapa (compare Miirici Kasyapa) Su.1.8; Ci.1 4.3. 
o Kiisyapa Su.1.12; Ci.13.4. 
o Klityliyana Sii.1.11. 
o Kaur:i~inya (v.l. Kaur:i9ilya) Sii.1.10. 
o Kausika Sii.25.16; Si.11.4. 
o Kr~r:ilitreya Sii.11.65; Ci. 14.152; Ci.15.131 and 185; Ci.16.70-71; Ci.28.157 and 

164. 
o K~rapli~1i Sii.1.31. 
o Kumlirasiras Bharadviija Sii.12.5; Sii.26.4 and 8; Sii.6.21. 
o Kusa Sii1pk\tyiiyana Sii.12.4. 
o Kusika Sii.1.11; Sii.25.16 (identical with Hirar:iyak~a). 
o Loklik~a (v.l. Lauglik~a) Sii.1.12. 
o Maimatliyani Sii.1.13. 
o Maitreya Sii.1.13; Sii.10.4, 5, 23. 
o Manca Sii.1.12. 
o Marici Sii.12.9-11. 
o Miirici Kasyapa Sii.6.21. 
o Miirka~19eya Sii.1.9. 
o Niirada Sii.1.8. 
o Nimi Vaideha Sii.26.5 and 8. 
o Paiiigi Sii.1.12. 
o Pariisara Sii.1.31. 
o Pliriksi Sii.1.9. 
o Plirik~i Maudgalya Sii.25.8. 
o Pulastya Sii.1.8; Ci.1 4 .3; Si.11.4. 
o Punarvasu Sii.1.30, etc. 
o Piirr:iak~a Maudgalya Sii.26.3 and 8. 
o Sakuneya Sii.1.13. 
o Siikunteya Sii.26.3 and 8. 
o Siirpkhya Sii.1.8. 
o Siiqtlqtya Sii. 1.11. 
o Siindilya Sii.1.10 
o Sa;;loman Sii.1.11; Sii.25.10. 
o Sarkarliksa S ii .1.12. 
o Saunaka (compare Bhadrasaunaka) S[i.1.13; Si.11.4. 
o Vaijavlipi Sii.1.11. 
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o Vamadeva Sii.1.9; Ci.l 4.3. 
o Vamaka Sii.25.5 and 30; Si.11.5. 
o Vark~i Sii.1.10. 
o Varyovida Sii.12.8-10; Sii.25.12-13; Sii.26.4 and 8. 
o Vasi~!ha Sii.1.8; Ci.13.4; Ci.14.3. 
o Visvamitra Sii.1.10. 

ABHIJIT is a member of the assembly of sages described in the opening chapter of the 
Carakasaqihitii. His name is absent from the parallel list in the first chapter of the Bha

vaprakiifa 
Abhijit is a son of Punarvasu in the Harivaqisa, whereas the Vi$(1UpuriiQacalls him 

a son of Bhava and the father of Punarvasu. 1 ' 
Abhijit is also the name of a nak~atra. 2 

AGASTYA 3 is mentioned on two occasions in the Carakasaqihitii (Sii.1.9; Ci.1 4.3) as 
a member of a group of sages. A recipe, called agastyaharltakI, is attributed to him in 
the same treatise (Ci.18.57-62); the Susrutasaqihitii ascribes to him an agastyavaleha 
(U.52.42-46). The first chapter of the Bhiivaprakasa mentions him as Agasti among 
the sages who assembled on the slopes of the Himalayas. 

Agastya, or, as he is sometimes called, Agasti, 4 is well known in Vedic literature, 
the epics, the Purfu,las, etc. 5 His name is connected with medicine and a number of other 
sciences. Agastya's spell is alluded to in the Atharvaveda as a means of destroying 
worms. 6 The Mahiibhiirata 7 refers to Agastya, who is said to live in the south, which 
is referred to as his region, 8 as the one who taught archery (dhanurveda) to Agnivesa9 

and as the patron of hunters. IO A group of Agastyas is known to the ~gveda. The Ma
tsyapuriiQa lists the Agastyas as one of the seven main gotras. 11 

The BrahmavaivartapuriiQa mentions him as one of the sixteen pupils of Bhaskara 
to whom the ayurveda was passed on after its creation by Brahma; each of them com
posed a medical treatise; Agastya's work was known as the Dvaidhanir~iayatantra 12 

Hemadri refers in his Lak$a(laprakiisa to A.gastya 13 as one of a long series of sages 
from whom the ayurveda originates. 14 Agasta is also mentioned as an originator of 
ayurveda in the Rasendrasambhava. 

Traditionally, Agastya is a specialist in rasayana, the art of longevity; a lost tantra 
on rasayana, the Agastyatantra, is sometimes ascribed to him. 15 Agastya is regarded 
as long-lived in the RiimiiyaQa. His connection with rasayana is clearly indicated 
by a quotation from one of his works in Cakrapa~1idatta's Ayurvedadfpikii. 16 In a 
work of the seventeenth century called K.riyiiyoga, written in Sanskiit by Gannepii9i 
Adiveilka!ayogin, Agastya is said to be the originator of Kriyayoga, in which rasayana 
plays an important part. 17 

Agasti is refen·ed to as a medical authority in Tibet He is mentioned in the Mahii
vyutpatti.18 

Agastya is a great figure in the Tamil cultural tradition 19 and in the lndianized states 
. of Southeast Asia. 2q His importance in the South has a parallel in astronomy, where 
Agastya is the name of the star Canopus. 21 
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The introduction of Hinduism into Southern India was his achievement. 22 Numer
ous Tami!. works are attributed to him. 23 He is regarded as the founder of the Tamil 
grammatical tradition, 24 the one who handed down the Tiruvi/aiyii{a1purii1Jam to other 
sages, 25 and, being the foremost among the eighteen Cittars of Siddha medicine, as the 
author of numerous medical treatises.26 

Other sciences with which the name of Agastya is associated are: veterinary 
medicine,27 rasasastra,28 dharmasastra, the science of precious stones (ratnasastra), 
architecture,29 carpentry (tak~asastra), dancing (naiyasastra), archery (dhanurveda), 
astrology, 30 divination, karmavipaka, etc. 31 

Several works are ascribed to Agastya or associated with his name. 32 

Medical works in Sanskrit ascribed to Agastya are: (I) Agastisarphitii or Aga
styasaf/1.hitii, 33 (2) Agastyavaidya,34 (3) AgastyanighalJ{u,35 (4) Sabdasarpgrahani
ghalJ{u.36 

Somaya, a Telugu author of the seventeenth century, wrote a medical treatise 
called Bhi$agvariiiijana that contains the medical science as taught to Agastya by 
Dhanvantari. 37 The anonymous Rudantikalpa consists of a conversation between 
Vasi~!ha and Agastya. The Telugu version of a Rasapradfpikii, ascribed to Bharadvaja 
in its Sanskrit version, is presented as being taught to Atreya by Agastya. 

Treatises on the lapidary art attributed to Agastya 38 are: Agastimata, 39 Agastfyii
Ratnaparik$ii4o or Ma1Jilak$a1Ja, 41 Ratnaparik$iisamuccaya, 42 and Ratnasiistra. 43 He is 
mentioned as an authority on precious stones in the Ratnadipikii and Raya1Japarikkhii. 

Agastya is quoted or referred to in Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamucca ya, 44 

the Bhe/asaq1hitii, 45 Bindu's Rasapaddhati,46 the Bower MS, 47 Cakrapiil)idatta's 
Ayurved1idfpikii48 and Cikitsiisaf/igraha,49 Candra!a's Yogaratnasamuccaya, Dattara
ma's Brhadrasaraj11sundara,50 the Dhanvantali, 51 Gailgadhara's commentary on the 
Carakasaf/1.hitii, 52 Gopalalc.r~IJa's Rasendrasarasaq1grah11, 53 Govindadasa's Bhai$ajya
ratniivali, 54 Gulrajsarmamisra's Siddhaprayoga/atikii, 55 Hariprapanna's Rasayoga
siigara, 56 HarisaraIJiinanda's Kiipfpakvarasanim1ii1Javijiiiina, 57 the Hiirftasaf/1hita,58 

the Miidhavacikitsa,59 Miil)ikyacandra's Rasiivatiira,60 the Niief[siistrasarµgraha, 61 

Narayal)abhiipati's NiiriiyalJavi/iisa, 62 Nityanatha's Rasaratniikara, 63 Palakapya 's 
Hastyiiyurveda,64 Raghunathaprasada's Vaidyakalpadruma,65 an anonymous Ruda
ntikalpa,66 Sadananda's Rasatara1igi,;u, 67 the Sahasrayoga,68 the Saq1k$iptasiira, 69 the 
Sii.rilgadharasaq1hitii, 70 Soc:Jhala's Gadanigraha, 71 Sridasapai)c:Jita's Hrdayabodhikii, 72 

Srika1)!hadatta's commentary on the Siddhayoga,73 Toc:Jara's Ayurvedasaukhya,74 

Trimalla's Yogatara1igi1Jf75 and Sataslokf, 76 Vagbhata's A${iiilgahrdayasaq1hitii, 77 

A$/ii1igasaq1graha, 78 and A$/ii1igahrdayavaigii1yakabhii$Ja, 79 the VaidyacintamalJi, 80 

Vailgasena's Cikitsasarasarpgraha, 81 Y!nda's Siddhayoga, 82 and the Yogaratniikara. 83 

Two formulae of an agastisiitaraja, found in a number of treatises, are quoted in the 
Bhiiratabhaisajyaratniikara84 and the Rasayogasiigara. 85 The latter compilation also 
contains the recipe of an agastivatL 86 

ANG_IRAS 87 is one of the sages who took part in the gathering on the slopes of the 
Himalayas descnbed m the first chapter of the Carakasaf/1.hitii and the Bhavaprakiisa 
The Carakasaf/1hita also mentions him as one of the sages who, by means of a particular 
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rasayana, became free from disease and the afflictions of old age (Ci. l 3.4-6). 
A MS of the Atreyasarphitii mentions a medical treatise called Arigira. 88 

Arlgiras is known as a medical authority, called Uod-yari, in the Tibetan tradition. 89 
Palakapya's Hastyiiyurveda refers to one of his descendants, an Arigirasa. ArigTrasa is 
one of a series of medical experts in the Milindapaiiha ( 4.7.20). 89• The Atharvaveda 
knows the Atigirasal~ as possessing knowledge about medicinal plants (8. 7; 19.39) and 
calls the jarigi9a plant Arigiras (19.34 ). 90 

Arigiras, ene of the mythical seven sages (saptar~i), 91 oroneofthe group called the 
Prajapatis, 92 is also an authority on dharrnasiistra 93 and one of the eighteen founders 
of jyotil~siistra. 94 

ASIT A 95 is mentioned thrice as a member of a group of sages in the Carakasarphitii, 
but without his own opinion on a particular subject being referred to. The Bhiivaprakii
sa knows about his presence among the sages who assembled on the slopes of the 
Himalayas (I.I). Hemadri's Lak$al)aprakiisa presents him as one of the originators of 
ayurveda His name occurs in the Atharvaveda (6.137.1) 96 in connection with a herb 
called mtatm, used in promoting hair growth; this herb is said to have been brought 
from the house of Asita. 97 

Asita is the son of Kasyapa and the father of Devala in the Vayupuriil)a, the father 
of Devala and Sa99ilya in the Kurmapurii{la, but the son of Devala in the Jaiminfyabrii
hmana. 97' 

An Asita is known as an authority on subjects connected withjyoti~a. 98 

ASMARA THY A or ASMAR ATHY A 99 takes part in the assembly of sages described in 
the opening chapter of the Carakasaqihitii. 100 His name is absent from the parallel list 
in the first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa 

;\srnarathya/ Asmarathya is the name of a tel\cher in the Asvaliiyana-, Bhiiradv4ja-, 
and Siilikhayanasrautasutra, the Bhiiradvajagrhyasutra,101 as well as in Badaraya9a's 
Vediintasatras !Ola and Saq1kara's Bhii$ya on the Vedantasatras. 101 b 

AsvALAYANA 102 is well known in 'kdic literature 103 as the author of the Asvalii
yanasrauta- and -grhyasutra, and as the founder of a sakha of the ~gveda. He was a 
pupil of Saunaka. Later Indian literature is also acquainted with Asvalayana. 104 He is 
a member of the group of sages who assembled on the slopes of the Himalayas in the 
Carakasa1phitii and Bhiivaprakiisa (I.I). 105 

ATREYA. 106 

ATRr. l07 

BADARAYA~A is the name of several teachers and authors. 108 He is present among the 
sages on the slopes of the Himalayas in the Carakasarphitii and Bhiivaprakiisa (1.1). Ba
datiiya9a is another name for Kr~9advaipayana \yasa, the compiler of the Mahiibhii
r!Jla and arranger of the Pura9as, who, as the son of Parasara, is also called Parasarya. 
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This Vyasa is identified with Vedavyasa, the arranger ef the Vedas, and the Vyasa who 
wrote a commentary on the Yogasiitra. The Vediintaslltra is ascribed to a Badaraya1:ia. 
A Vyasa, who is quoted in Arm:iadatta's commentary on the A$liiligahrdayasaqmitii (ad 
Sii.14.20) as a medical authority, is sometimes identified withBadarayar:ia. 119 Badara
yai:ia was also an authority on jyoti~a. 110 

BAr;>ISA, 111 surnamed Dhamargava after the plant 112 from which the instrument called 
bac;lisa 113 is made, 114 makes his appearance in the Carakasa1phitii a number of times. 
Bac;lisa is a member of the group of sages mentioned in the first chapter of Caraka, but 
he is absent from the group in the Bhiivaprakiisa (I. 1). He takes pa1t in a discussion 
on the properties and actions of vata (Ca.Su.12), explaining which factors disturb or 
restore its balance. On another occasion (Ca.Sii.26), he puts forward that eight tastes 
should be distinguished, adding the caustic (k~ra) and indistinct (avyakta) tastes to the 
usual six. 115 In the chapter dealing with the part or parts of the body which arise first in 
an embryo (Ca.Sa.6) he maintains that the anns and legs appear first. 116 In a chapter of 
the Siddhisthiina (Ca.Si. II), concerned with the question which fruits or seeds are the 
best for use in a non-oleaginous enema (asthapana), Bac;!isa, contradicting Gautama's 
view that dhamargava seeds are the best, recommends those of ku[aja. 117 

Bac;lisa is also mentioned in the Bhe/asa1phitii, where he participates in a discus
sion on the development of the embryo (Sa.4.30) that resembles the one found in the 
Carakasarrhita (Sa.6); as in the Carakasaq1hitii, he puts forward the view that the arms 
and legs are the first parts to develop. 

BHADRAKAPYA 118 does not figure among the sages enumerated at the beginning of 
the Carakasarrhitii, nor among the group mentioned in the Bhiivaprakiisa (I.I). He 
takes part in the discussion on the origin of the individual (Ca.Sii.25: yajja~puru~1ya), 
where he, contradicting Kausika, emits as his view that the individual human being 
and his diseases are the product of karman. In the chapter on the tastes ( Ca.Su.26: 
atreyabhadrakapyiya) he is a representative of the view that there is only one tasie as 
the object of the gustatory sense and that this is the taste of water; 119 he also argues, 
contrary to Atreya's view, that all types of fish, with the exception of cilicima, can be 
eaten in combination with milk. In the discussion on the part of the body that arises 
first during the development in the womb (Ca.Sa.6), Bhadrakapya asserts that this is 
the navel. 12° Finally, he is opposed to Atreya's opinion on the regimen of a woman 
during the eighth month of her pregnancy (Ca.Sa.8.32). 

BHADRASAUNAKA, also simply called Saunaka, 121 makes his appearance in the 
Carakasa1J1hitii several times. Saunaka is a member of the assembly of sages in the 
opening chapter. In the chapter dealing with the pa1t or paits of the body that develop 
first in an embryo (Sa.6), Bhadrasaunaka represents the view that these parts are 
the colon and rectum (pakvasayaguda). 122 In the chapter containing a discussion on 
the choice of the best drug for use in a non-oleaginous enema (asthapana), Saunaka 
shows a preference for the seeds of jimiitaka (Ca.Si.11.5); 123 the same group of v:erses 
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of the chapter mentions that Bhadrasaunakarejected Kiipya's choiceofkrtavedhana 124 

(Ca.Si.11.9). Some scholars 125 assert that Saunaka also gives his opinion in the chapter 
on the origin of the individual (Ca.Su.25). These authors are convinced that the text 
ofCa.Su.25.16-17, where Kausika replies to (Hirai:iyak~a) Kusika, is corrupt, because 
Hirai:iya.k~a's patronymic is not Kusika, but Kausika; therefore they propose to read 
Saunaka instead of Kausika. 126 This implies that Saunaka disagrees with Hirai:iyak~a 
in giving as his conviction that the parents are at the origin of an individual and his 
diseases. 

The Bhelasaiphitii (Su.9.7cd-9) relates that (Bhadra)saunaka 127 contradicts Atre
ya's opinion on the four pillars of treatment, by claiming that successful treatment is 
not guaranteed in the presence of the four. The Siirirasthiina mentions Saunaka's view 
thatthe head of the foetus is turned upwards in the womb (Sii.4.32); 128 the same section 
refers to Saunaka contradicting Atreya on the means to influence the characteristics of 
an unborn child (Sii.8.3). 

Vagbha\a (A.h.Ka.6.lSd-16 = A.s.Ka.8.20d-2l) quotes a technical rule (paribhii~ii) 
of Saunaka on the preparation of a sneha. 

Apart from the treatises already mentioned, (Bhadra)saunaka is quoted or referred 
to in Ananta's Yogaratnasamuccaya, 129 Arui:iadatta's commentary on the A$/iiiigah,
daya, 130 the Ayurvediibdhisiira, 131 Bhlivaprakiisa, 132 Bhe$a)akalpa 133 and Veilka\esa's 
commentary on that work, the Bhesajjamanjiisiisannaya, 134 Cakrapii.~1idatta's Ayurve

. dadfpikii, 135 Candra\a's Yogaratnasamuccaya, 136 by I;>alhai:ia, 137 Hemiidri, 138 Indu, 139 

Jejja\a,140 Niscalakara, 141 in Rupanayana's commentary on the Yogasataka, 142 Siva
diisasena's commentary on the Cakradatta, 143 Srikai:i\hadatta's commentary on the 
Siddhayoga, 144 Trn;lara's Ayurvedasaukhya, 145 Trimalla's B,hadyogatararigi!)l, 146 

Viigbha\a's A$/ii1igah,dayavai~iiryakabhii$ya, 147 and the Vfrasiiphiivaloka. 148 An 
authority called Vrddhasaunaka 149 is quoted in Trimalla's Yogatararigi!JI150 and 
Tcx:lara's Ayurvedasaukhya 151 

The quotations from and references to Saunaka .and Bhadrasaunaka indicate that 
both are the same person. 152 Some scholars 153 claim that the Bhadrasaunaka of Ca 
Sii.6 and the Saunaka of Su.Sii.3.32 are different persons, basing themselves on their 
incompatible views on the part of the body which develops first in an embryo. 

The quotations from (Bhadra)saunaka prove that he was the author of a medical 
tantra in verse. 154 Although it is often said that this Saunakatanlra was a specialized 
treatise on saliikya, 155 there is only one indication in support of this view, 156 whereas, 
on the other hand, several quotations point to a more comprehensive medical work. 157 

A book on poisons ascribed to an Indian author, the Kitiib al-sumiim by Siiniiq, 
preserved in an Arabic translation, 158 is by some regarded as a work of Saunaka. 159 

Others place it as the Saunakasaip/Jitii on the list of treatises specialized in toxicology 
(agadatantra). 160 

Sanaka is quoted by A<;lhamalla. 161 The Rasaratnadfpikii by Srivai:iesvara Bhana
ciirya contains a number of prescriptions attributed to Sanaka. 

Saunaka is also connected with expiatory rites (siinti) and said to be the author of 
a grahajanana-, 162 kr~i:iacaturdasijanana- 163 and yamalajananasiinti. 164 
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The ¥atsyapuriiIJa refers to Saunaka as an authority on vastusastra. 165 
The Saunakas of the Veclic tradition, the Pura1:ias, etc., are without any doubt dif

ferent from the medical authority of this name.166 

BHARADV AJA 167 is the member of the assembly of sages, described in the opening 
chapter of the Carakasaqihita, who is theirdeputeeto the abode of Indra in order to en
list his aid in removing the diseases which had befallen mankind. Bharadvaja 's request 
is granted by Indra, who transmits to him the medical science, 168 subsequently passed 
on to the other sages, among whom A1reya is the most prominent one. He is also one 
of the sages who, through the use of the brahmarasayana, became free from disease 
and the afflictions of old age (Ca.Ci.1 3 .4-6). Bharadva ja is, however, strikingly absent 
when a group of sages approaches lndra for instruction on a second occasion (Ca.Ci. 
14 .3 ). 169 In the discussion on the origin of the individual (Ca.Sii.25), Bharadvaja rejects 
Bhadrakapya's view and advances thatsvabhava (nature, i.e., the laws of nature) has to 
be regarded as the origin of the individual and his diseases. 170 Bharadvaja contradicts 
Atreya in the chapter on the descent of the embryo into the womb (garbhavakranti; 
Ca.Sa.3), disagreeing with the latter's statement that the embryo arises from a combi
nation of elements, which consists of the parents, the atman, satmya (suitability) and 
nourishment (rasa), with the psyche (sattva) as an associated element. Although being 
strongly opposed to Atreya's view, Bharadvaja does not bring forward an alternative 
thesis and restricts himself to an enumeration of proofs to the contrary. 

In the Bhelasar)lhita he represents the view, ascribed to Kumiirasiras Bharadvaja in 
the Carakasaf/lhita, that the head is the first part of the body to appear during the de
velopment of the embryo in the womb (Sa.4.30); he also expounds (Sa.4.32) that the 
head of the foetus is turned downwards in the womb. In another chapter of the same 
treatise (Sa.6) he tlies, as in the Carakasar)lhita, to disprove Atreya's thesis on the el
ements leading to the formation of an embryo; he also rejects Atreya's statement that 
vayu and agni leave the body after death. 

The A$/ii1igasarpgraha (Sii.1.6) mentions Bharadvaja as one of the sages who re
ceived the ayurveda from Indra, but he is not referred to in the A$/iiflgahrdayasaq1hita 
(Su.I), where lndra transmits the ayurveda to Atreya directly. The A$/ii1igasarpgraha 
also mentions Bharadvaja as one of the sages and divinities who have to be honoured 
in the preparation of an eye-salve, called sarvarthasiddhagada (Sii.8.59). 

The assembly of sages on the slopes of the Himalayas is, with the Carakasarphita 
as its model, also described in Bhavamisra's Bhavaprakasa (I.I). There it is said that 
Bharadva ja was the first one to arrive. The story of his being deputed by the sages is the 
same as in the Carakasaqihita, but it is preceded by a parallel version in which Atreya, 
on his own account, goes to Indra's heaven and receives the ayurveda. 

A MS of the Atreyasaqihita mentions a medical treatise called Bharadvajl. 171 

Bharadvaja's association.with the science of medicine is moreover attested by a 
passage in Hemadri's Lak$aIJaprakasa, where he is called an ayurvedasya kartar. 172 

The KalyiiIJakaraka mentions a Bharadvaja as being opposed to a non-vegetarian 
diet. Bharadvaja is a medical authority in a Kasyapasa,phitii. 173 Bharadvaja's name 
is also found in the context of veterinary medicine. Palakapya 's Hastyayurveda (I.I) 
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relates 17 4 that he was one of the sages who gathered at Romaplida's court in order to 
be instructed in the science of hastyliyurveda. The same treatise reports (IV.4; p. 581) 
that Bharadvlija distinguished two types of fatty substances, those of vegetable (sthli
vara) and animal (jai:Jgama) origin. 

Bharadvlija is, apait from medicine, also connected with ratnaslistra, 175 dharmasli
stra, 176 nitislistra, 177 jyoti~a, 178 and dhanurvidya. 179 

Bharadvlija is a legendary figure, often mentioned in Vedic literature, the epics, and 
the Purlil)as. 180 He is sometimes associated with Atreya 181 The Harivaq1sa (1.29) states 
that Bharadviija taught iiyurveda to Dhanvantari, 182 although the sage's name does not 
appear in the story about the descent of liyurveda in the Su.~mtasar)lhitii. Bharadvaja 
is reputed as a very long-lived sage, not only in the Carakasaq1hitii (Sii.1.26), but al
ready in Vedic literature. 184 The TaittirTyabriihmaIJa and the Mahiibhtirata describe him 
as having lived through three lives as the purohita of three successive kings of KasI, 
namely Dhanvantari, Sudlisaand Pratardana. 185 

The numerous references to Bharadvlija in very diverse contexts have led a num
ber of scholars to assume that more than one Bharadvlija has to be distinguished. 186 

The singular fact that in the Carakasarphitii a Bharadvli ja transmits the liyurveda to 
Atreya, while a sage of the same name disagrees with Atreya on impo1tant doctrinal 
matters, is at the origin of the view that the two are obviously not identical. 187 The 
Kumarasiras Bharadvaja, who also appears in the Carakasaf/lhita, is usually regarrled 
as distinct from Bharadvlija. 188 The Kmia Bharadvlija of the Kiisyapasar)lhita (Sii.27. 
3), who holds the opinion that diseases are fourfold (ligantu, vlitaja, pittaja, kaphaja), 
is certainly a separate authority. 

Bharadvlija's fame as a medical authority spread to Tibet. He is mentioned in 
the Mahavyutpatti as Bha-ra rgyal-mchan. 189 The Tibetan medical historiographer 
Jayapal)c.Jita Blo-bzai:J-llphrin-las (second half seventeenth century) writes in his 
Thob-yig that an Indian physician, called Bharadvlija, was invited to the court of 
the famous king Sroi:J-bcan-sgam-po (first half seventh century). 190 The same story 
is found in other Tibetan works. 191 This Bharadvlija is credited with two medical 
treatises; 192 he is also said to have translated, in collaboration with the Nepalese 
physician Balaha, Indian medical treatises into Tibetan. 193 

Bharadvlija was, according to the Bhiivapraktisa (l.1.55-56), the author of a medi
cal tantra. Some ascribe a now lost sarphitli on kliyacikitsli to him. 194 

Works attributed to Bharadvlija 195 are: (I) A1psubodhinf, probably a work on ra
sasastra·, 196 (2) Bharadvaja, a medical treatise of which only the portion dealing with 
meha has been preserved; 197 (3) Bhe$ajakalpa; 198 (4) Bharadviijakalpa; 199 (5) Rasa
pradfpika; 200 (6) Vimanas!istra or VaimiinikaprakaraIJa, 201 

Formulae ascribed to Bharadvlija or Bharadvlija are: (brhat)phalaghf(a,202 copacI
nipaka, 203 citrakavaleha, 2t1 maiiji~\hlidiplika, 205 and saubhligyasu11~hL 206 

Bharadviija/Bhliradvlija is also quoted or referred to in Anantakumara's Yogara
tnasamuccaya, 207 the Arogyamrtabindu, the Ayurvediigam1~ the Bhes4jjamaiijiisiisa
nnaya, 208 Bho ja 's Yuktikal pat am, 209 the Br hannighawuratnakara, 21 ° Cakraplii,ida
tta' s Ayurvedadfpikii, 211 Candranandana's Padlirthacandrika,212 Candra~a·s Yog:1ra
tnasamuccaya, Gayadiisa's commentary on the Siirirasthlina of the Susmtasai)lhita, 
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the Harpsariijanidiina, 213 Indu's commentaries on the A${iirigahrdaya 214 and A${ii
rigasarpgraha, 215 the Jvaracikitsita, the Jvarasamuccaya, the Kaira/f commentary 
on the Uttarasthiina of the A${iirigahrdayasaq1hitii, 216 Narasirpha's commentary on 
the Rasavaise$ikasutra, 217 the Nii~fsiistrasaq1graha, 218 Paramesvara's ViikyapradI
pikii, 219 S0<:Jhala's Gadanigraha,220 Sridiisapa!)Qita's commentary on the A${iiriga
hrdayasarphitii, 221 Sviimikumiira's commentary on the Carakasaqihitii,222 the Tiimbii
lakalpa$amgraha, the Tiimbiilamaiijarf, To<:lara's Ayurvedasaukhya,223 and Vailga
sena's Cikitsiisiirasarpgraha.224 

A verse from a work by Bharadviija, quoted by Sivadiisasena,225 may be from the 
Bharadviijadhamiasiitra. 226 

BHARGAVA 227 is mentioned as one of the sages who are assembled on the slopes of 
the Himaliiya in the opening chapter of the Carakasaq1hitii and in Bhiivamisra's Bhii
vaprakiisa A MS of the Atreyasaq1.hitii mentions a medical treatise called Bhiirgavf. 228 

The first chapter of Piilakiipya's Hastyiiyurveda informs us of the presence 
of Bhiirgava among the sages at Romapiida's court who want to be instrqcted in 
hastyiiyurveda. 

Many Bhiirgava's, i.e., descendants of Bhrgu, are known,229 for example Cya
vana, Jamadagni and VrddhaJivaka. The Kiisyapasaqihitii, in the form of a dialogue 
between Kasyapa and Vrddhajivaka, is therefore also called Bhiirgavfyasaq1hitii. 
The Carakasarphitii once refers to Cyavana by calling him Bhiirgava. 230 The Kii
syapasaq1hitii relates that another Bhiirgava, called Pramati, held the view that all 
diseases, being afflictive, are one (Sii.27.3). 231 The KalyiiQakiiraka mentions Bhargava 
among the authorities who were opposed to a non-vegetarian diet. 

A medical authority called Bhiirgava is quoted in Anantakumiira's Yogaratnasamu
ccaya. 232 Recipes, attributed to Bhiirgava, are found in Anantakumiira 's Yogararnasa
muccaya,233 the Bhai$a)yaratniivalf, 234 Rasaratnadfpikii,235 and Rasaratniikara. 236 

Bhiirgava is also known as an authority onjyoti~a 237 and nitisiistra. 238 Several Bhii
rgavas are masters of dhanurveda in the Mahiibhiirata.239 

BH'.K~U AT REY A 240 is a person who appears in the Carakasaqihitii on two occasions. 
He JS amemberofthe group of sages in the firstchapterofthe treatise and he takes part 
m _t?e _d1scu~s1on on the_ origin of the individual (Sii.25). In the latter chapter he rejects 
Kankayana s view and 1s an advocate of the thesis that the individual and his diseases 
are, as_weBas the ~hole univ~rse, governed by time (Sii.25.24). Opinions differ as 
to the identity of this bh1k~u_ Atreya, especially with regard to the question whether 
or not he 1s th~ same as the Atreya of Buddhist literature who taught medicine to the 
famous physician Hvaka in Tak~asilii. 241 The Carakasaq1.hitii only points to a religious 
mend1c~~t (bh1k~u), whose views do not_1mpress as inspired by Buddhism. The Bhii
vaprakasa (I.I) falls to mention bhik~u Atreya as one of the sages assembled on the 
slopes of the Himalayas. 

B 242 · 
H~GU 1s one of t~e sages who, on two occasions (Ca.Sii.1.8 and Ci.14 .3), turn to 

India for help m rehevmg the suffering of mankind, caused by diseases. 243 He is one of 
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the sages who, through the use of a particular rasayana, became free from disease and 
the afflictions of old age (Ca.Ci.1 3 .4-6). Bhrgu is also mentioned among the group of 
sages who approach Atreya in order to hear from him which fruits are the best for use . 
in a non-oleaginous enema, but he has no personal opinion on this subject (Ca.Si.! 1. 
3-14 ). The Kiisyapasarphitii relates that Indra handed the ayurveda down to the four 
sages Kasyapa, Vasi~\ha, Atri and Bhrgu. 244 The Bhiivaprakiisa (I.I) mentions Bhrgu 
among the sages who received the ayurveda from lndra, with Bharadvaja acting as their 
mediator. 

Hemadri' s Lak$a1Japrakiisa calls Bhrgu an ayurvedasya kartar. 245 The Br hannigha
(l/Uratniikara regards him as the author of a medical sarphita.246 Some Indian scholars 
refer to him as the author of a lost rasayanatantra.247 Bhrgu is mentioned as a medical 
authority, called Nan-spoil, in a Sanskrit-Tibetan lexicon, called Mahiivyutpatti, pre
pared by order of the King Khri-lde sroi1-bcan (816-838).248 

Bhrgu is one of the Prajapatis 249 and also a well-known sage in many branches 
of Sanskrit literature. 250 He is associated with various sciences: dharmasastra, nitisa
stra, vastusastra, silpasastra,jyoti~a, dhanurveda and ayurveda. 251 He is in Palakapya 's 
Hastyiiyurveda one of the sages assembled at Romapada's court who want to be in
structed in hastayurveda; Nilaka9\ha's Miitaiigalflii also mentions him in relation with 
the science of elephants. 

A Kannavipiika, in the form of a conversation of Bhrgu, Bharata and Sakuntala, 
also called Bhiirgava- or Bhiirgavfyakarmavipaka, is ascribed to Bharata, Bhrgu or 
Bhargava in the MSS; it contains material on dharmasastra, astrology and medicine. 252 

Satatapa's Karmavipiika is a dialogue between Vasi~\ha and Bhrgu.253 

Bhrgu is referred to by A<;lhamalla, 254 Har~kirti, 255 Hemadri,256 Tisa\a,257 To<;Ia
ra,258 and Vacaspati. 259 

Formulae attributed to Bhrgu are: anandarasa,260 bhrguharitakI, 261 kai:i\akaripa
ka, 262 pramadanandarasa,263 and vyaghriharitaki. 264 

CYAVANA is a member of the assembly of sages in the opening chapter of the 
Carakasarphitii. His name is found again at the end of the formula of cyavanaprasa 
(Ci. l 1.62-74), a rasayana preparation that is ve1y famous since it restored youth to 
Cyavana when he had grown very old. This story about Cyavana is alluded to again 
in the second and fourth parts of the same chapter (Ci.1 2 .3 and 20; 14 .44). The first 
chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa makes mention of Cyavana among the assembled sages 
on the slopes of the Himalayas. The A$/iirigasaipgraha (Sii.8.59) refers to Cyavana 
as one of the sages and deities who have to be honoured anterior to the preparation 
of an eye-salve, called sarvarthasiddha. The same text (U.16.88) mentions him as 
one of the sages and deities to be honoured for the protection of one's. eyesight. 
The Brhannigha9/uratnakara 265 regards him as the author of a medical saIJ1hita. 266 
The Brahmavaivartapurarm (Brahmakha~1<;1a 16.9-22) tells that Cyavana wrote a 
medical treatise, called Jfvadiina.267 According to the first chapter of Palakapya's 
Hastyayurveda, Cyavana was one of the sages at Romapada's court who wanted 
instruction in the medicine of elephants. 

Cyavana is a well-known sage in Sanskrit literature. 268 The ste1y how the Asvins 
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made him, when he was very old, youthful again, is referred to in some hymns of 
the ~~veda269 and told in various texts, for example the Jaiminfyabriihmal)a, Pa
iicavil]lsabriihmai;ia, Satapathabrii/Jmal)a, Mahiib hiirata, 270 and A$.taligasal]lgraha. 271 

Cyavana was a son of Bhrgu; hence he is called Bhargava in the Carakasaq1hitii212 

and A${iingasar)lgraha. 273 
The famous formula of cyavanaprasa, an electuary (avaleha), is found in nu

merous medical treatises. 274 The Bower MS describes an amrtataila that bestowed 
long life on Cyavana and Markai:it!leya.275 The Rasaratnasamuc~aya contains a recipe 
given by Sarpkara to Cyavana,276 the Yogaratniikara a formula given to Cyavana by 
Prathamatri. 277 Cyavana is also referred to in dharmasastra texts 278 as one of the 
eighteen founders of astrology,279 and as an authority on jyoti~a.280 Dhanurveda, the 
science of weaponry, is the peculiar reserve of the descendants of Cyavana in the 
Mahiibhiirata. 281 

DE VALA 282 is amemberof the group of sages, assembled on the slopes of the Himala
ya, who are mentioned in the opening chapter of the Carakasaqihitii, as well as in the 
first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisii. 

Devala is mentioned as an originator of ayurveda in Hemiidri 's Lak$a11aprakiisa. 283 

A Devala is a Vedic r~i to whom some hymns are ascribed. Another Devala was 
cursed by Rambha, whose love for him he did not reciprocate; as a result of this curse, 
he was born as A~!1ivakra, with a crooked body, in a later life. 283' This Devala was the 
son of Asita, a sage also present at the meeting of sages described in the Carakasaqihitii. 
Other sources call him the father of Asita. 283b 

Sages called Devala are connected with dharmasastra,284 astronomy, 285 astrology, 
and medicine. 286 

The grandfather of Pa~1ini was also called Devala. 
Devala and his treatise, called Devalfya, are quoted by Anantakumara in his 

Yogaratnasamuccaya,287 in Ballalasena's Adbhutasiigara, 288 Lak~midhara's K,tya
kalpataru,289 Mitramisra's Vframitrodaya,290 Sivadatta's auto-commmentary on the 
Sivako$a,291 Srldasapai:it;!ita's commentary on the A${iiJigah[dayasa1)lhitii,292 and in 
the Tambiilakal pasar)lgraha. 

DHANVANTARJ. 293 

DHA UMY A is one of the sages who assembled on the slopes of the Himalayas, accord
ing to the first chapter of the Carakasa1phitii. He is mentioned in the same context in 
the first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa. 

Dhaumya was the youn~er brotherof Devala and the family priest of the Pai:it;!avas. 
His name is associated with works on dharmasastra and n1ti. 294 

A medical Dhaumyasa1phitiiis recorded in the Kavindracaryasi1cipattram. 295 

GA LA v A takes part in the meeting of the sages in the opening chapter of the 
Carakasa1phitii. The first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa mentions him in the same 
context. 
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Galava 296 figures in Vedic literature, the Mahiibhiirata and the Purapas. He is a 
pupil of Visvamitra in the stories told about him in the Mahiibhiirata,297 but a son of 
Visvamitra in most of the Puranas.297• 

His name is associated with the Sik~a and Kramapii!ha of the ~gveda298 and also 
with the Yajurveda.299 He was an authority on grammar according to Yaska's Nirukta 
and PiiQini's A${iidhyiiyf. 300 

Paiicala Babhravya, i.e., Galava, is mentioned as an author on kamasastra in Va
tsyayana's Kiimasiitra.301 

Hemadri's Lak$il.(1aprakiisa refers to Galava as an ayurvedasya kartar.302 The In
dian tradition regards him as the author of a lost tantra on salakya. 303 

QalhaQa remarks that some consider him to be one of the twelve pupils of 
Dhanvantari.304 

Galava is obviously an authority on medicine in a quotation, ascribed to the dha
nvantarfyiQi, in Sivadatta's auto-commentary on the Sivako$a. 305 

GARG A was one of the sages who gathered in the Himalayas according tothefirst chap
ter of the Bhiivaprakiisa The Bower MS (l.8) mentions him in a comparable context. 
He is not referred to in the Carakasaqihitii. 306 

Several Gargas are known in Sanskrit literature. They are associated with dharma
sastra, karmavipaka, 307 grammar, astronomy, astrology, prognostication, 308 fortune
telling, 309 vastusastra, 31 ° and medicine. 311 

Garga's name is found to be connected with the medical science as applied to hu
man beings and horses. 3 I 2 

A Jvarasiinti from the Gargasaq1hitii313 is recorded in the manuscript catalogues. 314 

The Matsyapuriil,1a contains some verses on abnormal pregnancies by Garga. 315 The 
KiisyapTyakf$isiikti refers to Garga as the author of a treatise on cookery (pakasa
stra)· 316 

Garga is quoted, as a medical authority, in CamuQ~a's Jvaratimirabhiiskara, 317 

KavikaQ!hahara's Prayogaratniikara, Srikr~Qavidyavagfsabha!!iicarya's ~atkaimadfpi
kii,318 and Toc:Jara's Ayurvedasaukhya. 319 

An authority called Vrddhagarga is known as an astronomical authority, referred 
to in Varahamihira's Brhatsaf!1hitii. 320 He is also quoted in Ballalasena's Adbhutasii
gara321 and in the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya. 

GARGY A takes part in the meeting of sages in the opening chapter of the Caraka
sarphitii. He is mentioned in the smne context in the first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa, 
where, moreover, Garga is present, whose name is not found in the list of the 
Carakasa1phitii. I;>alhaQa (ad Su.Su.1.3) states that he, along with some other sages 
who are known as specialists in salakya, is by some regarded as a pupil of Dhanvantari. 

. In the Kiisyapasa1phitii (Si.2.11) he expresses the view that a clystet (basti) can be 
given to children from the day they are born. The Hafitasa1phitii (parisi~!iidhyaya 9) 
mentions a medical Giirgfsaiphitii. A MS of the Atreyasaiphitii, probably containing 
some version of the Hiintasa1phitii, also mentions a medical treatise called Giirgf. 322 

'.I'he KalyiiIJakiiraka refers to Gargya as being opposed to a non-vegetarian diet. In 
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Piilakapya's Hastyayurveda Gargya is one of the sages at Romapada's court who want 
to be instructed in the medicine of elephants. The same treatise (IV.4) relates that 
in his opinion semen (sukra) and brain tissue (masti~ka) do not belong to the group 
of fatty substances to be employed in medicine; in this he contradicts Palakapya. A 
medical Gargyasaqihita is said to have formed part of the library of Kavindracarya. 323 

Several Indian scholars ascribe a lost salakyatantra to Gargya.324 

Several Gargyas, descendants of Garga, are known in Vedic literature, 325 the 
Mahabhlirata326 and the Purai:ias; they are connected, apart from medicine, with 
several sciences, 327 such as grammar, dhannasastra, tak~asastra, vastusastra, agricu
lture, 328 and meteorology. 329 

Gargya is quoted in the Virasiqihavaloka. 330 A medical treatise, called Utta.raga
rgya, is quoted several times in Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya. 331 

GAUT AMA is one oft he sages enumerated in the opening chapter of the Carakasa1p
hita. 332 He is present when a number of sages approach Indra on a second occasien 
(Ca.Ci. l ~.3) and takes part in the discussion with Atreya on the best drug to be used in 
a non-oleaginous enema, where he brings forward that the seeds of dhamargava are 
his choice (Ca.Si.11.4 and 6cd-7ab ). Gautama is also a member of the assembly of 
sages in the first chapter of the Bhavaprakasa. A Subhilti Gautama333 appears in the 
Susrutasaqihita (Sa.3.32), where he expresses the opinion that the trunk is the first part 
of the embryo to be formed. A MS of the li.treyasaqJ/1ita, probably containing a ver
sion of the Harftasaq1.hita, mentions a medical treatise called GautamI. 334 The Kalya
qakaraka refers to a Gautama who is opposed to a non-vegetarian diet, and to another 
authority of the same name who is favourably disposed towards such a diet. 

Several Gautamas are known in Sanskrit literature. Gotama and his sons are already 
mentioned in the ~gveda. A verse of ~gveda 10.137, said to be curative of all diseases, 
is ascribed to him. 335 A number of descendants of Gotama, called Gautamas, 336 are 
referred to in Vedic literature, the Mahabharata, the Puranas, etc. 337 The oldest dhar
masutra is that of Gautama.338 The Nyayasiitra is ascri~d to Ak~apada Gotama or 
Gautama. Other sciences, with which his name is associated, are astronomy, astrology, 
archery, and sakunasastra. 339 

Gautama's name is also met with in the field of veterinary science. He is men
tioned in the first chapter ofNI!akai:i\ha's Matai1ga/I1a as one of the sages who granted 
Romapada the boon to catch wild elephants. In Palakapya's Hastyayurveda he is one of 
the sages at Romapada's court who want instruction in the medicine of elephants; Pa
lakapya's treatise states that Gautama distinguished six classes of elephants (111.8.298) 
and four types of fatty substances to be employed in medicine (IV.4). Godavara's Hari
haracaturaiiga (1.173-174) refers to Gautama's distinction of six classes of elephants. 
Somadeva's Yasasti/aka also refers to him as an authority on elephant-lore. 340 A Go
tama is known as the author of a treatise on the diseases of cattle (gavayurveda), since 
quotations from it are found in the Rajamartai;u;ia.341 The Arthasastraisacquainted with 
Gautama as an authority on cattle-breeding. 342 

In the field of human medicine Gautama is traditionally regarded as the author of 

a salyatantra. 343 
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A medical Gautamasaq1hitii is also recorded. 344 

Apart from the above-mentioned medical treatises, Gautama is referred to or 
quoted in the A$/ii1igasaq1graha, 345 the Bhesajjamaiij11siisannaya, 346 by Gayadiisa,347 

in the Harpsariijanidiina, 348 the toxicological Kiis yapasaq1hitii, 349 the Niii;/f prabodhana, 
Riijivalocana's Siddhayogiin;iava,350 Viicaspati's commentary on the Miidhavanidii
na, 351 Vijayarak~ita's part of the Madhukosa on lhe Miidhavanidiina, 352 and the 
VIrasimhiivaloka. 353 

An.authority called Vrddhagautama is quoted in the Ayurvediibdhisiira354 and Vf
rasiqihiivalok a. 355 

The quotations from and references to Gautama do not justify the attribution of a 
surgical treatise (salyatantra) to him." but point to a specialist in toxicology and prog
nostication. 

The spread of Gautama's fame as a medical authority to Tibet is attested by 
the mention of Gotamabhartar as one of the authors from whose writings a Tibetan 
Ayurvedasarvasiirasaq1graha was compiled. 356 

HAR!TA is a member of the group of six pupils of AtreyaPunarvasu who are tradtion
ally credited with the composition of a treatise on kiiyacikitsii, based on the teachings 
of their preceptor (Ca.Sii.1.30-33). 357 

The samhitii ofHlit1ta is referred to by Adhamalla,358 and in the Brhannighap/u
ratniikara.359 Hiinta's opinion on a particular ;ubject is referred to by Viigbha\a, next 
to that of Agnivesa.360 His weight as a medical authority appears from Hemiidri's 
commentary on the A$/iiligahrdayasaqihita361 and K~emasarman's K~makutiihala, 362 

which give him the same status as Caraka and Susruta. 
The Bower MS 363 describes Hiirita364 as forming part of a group of sages who are 

interested in medicinal plants. 
Hemiidri's Lak$a1Japrakiifa makes mention of Hlirita as one of the originators of 

iiyurveda. 365 Hiirita is considered to be one of the paramar~is. 366 

The Tibetan tradition is acquainted with Hiirita as a medical authority; his Tibetan 
name is Ljail-silohi bu in the Mahiivyutpatti. 367 

Hiirita's position in the Haritasarphitii is comparable to that of Agnivesa in the 
Carakasaq1hitii and Bhela in the Bhe/asaq1hitii. He is represented as the chief pupil of 
Atreya and receives his medical instruction from the latter. 368 

Hiirita and his treatise are quoted in a large number of medical works. 369 
Medical works associated with Hlirita's name are the Hiirltavyutpatti, 370 a Loha

tantra, 371 a Nii<;/ftrutra, 372 and a Takrapiinavidhi.373 A Cikitsiirahasya is attributed to 
Hiintamuni. 374 

Persons called Hiirita are well known in Indian literature. Branches oflearning with 
which they are connected are, in particular, dhannasiistra and philosophy. 375 

HIRA~Y AK~A 376 is a member of the group of sages enumerated in the opening chap
ter of the Carakasaq1hitii. 377 In the discussion on the origin of the individual he re
jects Viiryovida's thesis and expresses the opinion that the individual and his diseases 
.arise from the six dhiitus, 378 as declared by the Siitpkhya philosophers (Ca.Su.25.14-
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15). HiraI_J.yaksais in his turn contradicted by Kausika, who calls his opponent Kusika. 
HiraI_J.yak~a is also present among the sages who deliberate on the tastes and holds the 
view that four tastes should be distinguished: savoury and wholesome, savoury and 
unwholesome, unsavoury and wholesome, unsavoury and unwholesome (Ca.Su.26.3 
and 8); in this chapter he is called Hirai)yak~a Kausika. The Kasyapasarphita (Su.27. 
3) presents HiraI_J.yak~a as a sage who distinguishes seven types of diseases: caused by 
one of the three do~as, by a combination of two do~as, and by all three collectively. The 
Bhiivaprakiisa mentions Hirar:iyiik~a in its first chapter as one of the sages assembled 
on the slopes of the Himalayas. The Kalya1_1akiiraka refers to Hirat)yak~aka as one of 
those who are opposed to a non-vegetarian diet. 

The Indian tradition regards Hirai:iyak~a as the author of a lost tantra on kauma
rabh~tya.379 

HiraI_J.yak~a is quoted by A<;Ihamalla,380 Anantakumara, 381 the Bhesajjamaiijiisii
sannaya, 382 Cakrapar:iidatta, 383 Gayadasa,384 the Kaira/f commentary on the Uttara
sthana of the A${fuigaflrdayasa1phitii, 385 Sivadasasena, 386 Sridasapar:i<;lita, 387 Srika
'.l!hadatta, 388 Vacaspati, 389 and the 1,,yiikhyiisara on the A${iirigahrdayasacphitii. 390 

JAMADAGNI 391 is a member of the assembly of sages in the opening chapters of the 
Carakasaqihitaand Bhavaprakiisa The Carakasarphitii (Ci.1 3.4-6) refers to him as one 
of the sages who, by means of the use ofa particular rasayana, acquired a life free from 
disease and the afflictions of old age. Hemiidri remarks in his Lak$a1Japrakiisa that Ja
madagni was an originator of ayurveda (ayurvedasya kartar). 392 Palakapya's Hastyii
yurveda mentions him as one of the sages at Romapada's court who want to be in
structed in elephant medicine. A medical Jamadagnisaqihita is also recorded. 393 

Jamadagni is already associated with medicine in the Vedas. A verse of ~gveda 
10.137, a hymn said to be curative of all diseases, is ascribed to him in SayaI_J.a's com
mentary. Atharvaveda 5.23.10 connects Jamadagni with the destruction of worms; 6. 
137 alludes to the story that he uprooted the herb nitatnI in orderto promote the growth 
of his daughter's hair. 394 

The Brhadiira1_1yakopani$ad associates Jamadagni with one of the prar:ias. 395 

Qalhar:ia quotes a verse from Jamadagni that deals with warfare 396 and may be from 
a treatise on dhanurveda or arthasastra. 397 ~cika passed on his knowledge of this sci
ence to his son Jamadagni. 398 

In the Mahiibhiirata and the PuraI_J.as, Jamadagni is famous as the father of Parasura
ma. 

lANAKA of Videha (Vaide~a) appears 01;ce in the Carakasaqihitii. He brings forward, in 
one of the chapters of the Sarirasthana (Sa.6.21), that the sense organs arise first during 
embryomc development. In the Kasyapasaq1hitii (Si.3) he is one of a number of sages 
~ho give their views on emetics and purgatives in the treatment of children. The Astii
ngasa.q1graha mentions him a~_one to be honoured during the preparation of a pan~~ea 
m the form of an eye-salve (anJana), called sarvarthasiddhaiijana (A.s.Su.8.58-59). 399 

AruI_J.adatta says that Janaka was the author of a treatise (tantra) on diseases of the 
ears, eyes, nose and throat, the domain of a specialist in siilakya.4DO A Janakatantra is 
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quoted in the glosses accompanying a MS of the A$/iiligahrdayasal/Jhitii. 401 

The BrahmavaivartapuriiIJa (BrahmakhaI)9a 16.9-22) refers to Janaka as a yogin 
who composed a medical treatise called Vaidyasarpdehabhaiijana. 402 Hemadri, in his 
Lak$aIJaprakasa, calls the royal sage (rajar~i) Janaka an originator of ayurveda. 403 

Janaka is said to be quoted in the Madhukosa and referred to by Gayadasa 4t4 A 
formula of prasarai)Haila is ascribed to him. 405 

Janaka was a king of Videha, 406 which implies that references to and quotations 
from (the king of) Videha may apply to Janaka; another king of Videha, Nimi, a spe
cialist is salakya as well, is, however, more often quoted than Janaka in medical texts, 
and also referred to as (the king of) Videha.407 

An illustration of this difficulty in identifying the king of Videha, when no proper 
name is added, 408 is found in Qalhai~'s commentary on Su. U. l .4cd-8ab, where the 
king of Videha is mentioned. Qalhal)a regards him as Nimi, but informs us that others 
read a number of additional stanzas, telling a story how Janaka lost his eyesight and 
later received from the sun god, who was pleased by his penance, the cak~urveda, i.e., 
the science of ophthalmology. The list of authors of a lost siilakyatantra, found in the 
books of several Indian scholars,409 comprise a Videha- and a Nimitantra, which either 
means that Videha is distinct from both Janaka and Nimi, or that he is identical with 
Janaka.41 ' 

The A${iiligahrdayasarphitii describes a remedy against all eye diseases (U .13 .26-
27) and another one against diseases of the oral cavity and throat (U.22.81-83), both 
said to be devised by the king of Videha, identified by the commentator Candrananliana 
as Janaka, c.q., the sage from Mithila (i.e., Janaka). 411 The A$[iiligasa1pgraha (U.17.7) 
recommends that obeisance be made to the king of Videha, identified as Janaka by the 
commentator Indu, before proceeding to the couching of a cataract. The same treatise 
describes the seven vegas of poison according to various authorities; one of these is the 
king of Videha, identified again as Janaka by lndu (U.40.34). 

The references to Janaka point to him as a specialist in salakya. 

JATUKAR~A 412 or-kan)ya 413 is in the Carakasar)lhitii one of the six disciples of Atreya 
Punarvasu who, each one separately, composed their own medical works. 414 

Several Jatiikarl)as and -karl)yas are known in Vedic literature and the Pural)as. 415 

Jiitiika~a is also quoted in works on dharmasastra. 41 6 

Jatiikan)a is traditionally regarded as the author ofa lost sa1,1hita on kayacikitsa. 417 

A JatiikaTl}yatantra and -saqihitii are recorded in the list of KavTndracarya's manu
scripts. 418 The J atilkarl_laSal/Jhitii was accessible to Niscalakara, since he consulted 
three old copies of this treatise in order to test the correctness of a particular reading. 419 

Cakrapai;1idatta remarks that the work of Jatiikarl)a was not, like the Agnivesatantra, 
redacted subsequently by another author. 420 

Hemadri's Lak$a,:iaprakiisa calls Jatiikarl)a one of the founders of ayurveda.421 It 
is said that he is mentioned by Salihotra as a medical authority. 422 Jatiikarl)a (Rgya
skyegs rna) is one of a series of medical authorities enumerated in a Sanskrit-Tibetan 
lexicon, called Mahiivyutpatti, prepared by order of the king Khri-lde sr01i-bcan (A.O. 
816-838). 423 
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Apart from the sources already mentioned, Jatukan:ia or -karr:iya is quoted or 
referred to by the following authors and in the following works: Anantakumara, 424 

the Basavariijfya,425 Bhavamisra, 426 the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, 427 Cakrapar:ii
datta, 428 Candra!a,429 Qalha1:ia, 430 Gaiigadhara, 431 Gayadasa, 432 Hemadri, 433 Indu,434 

Jejja!a, 435 the Jvaracikitsita and Jvarasamuccaya, the Kairalf commentary on the 
A$[iiligahrdayasarphita, 436 Karandikar in his N idiinadfpika, 437 the Klis yapasa!!]hi
tii, 438 Naganatha in his Nidanapradipa, Narahari in his Viigbha[amaiu;lana, 439 Niscala
kara,440 the Rasaratnakara,441 Sivadasasena, 442 Soc;lhala, 443 Sndasapar:i•ita, 444 SrI
kai:r\hadatta, 445 Vijayarak~ita, 446 Yogendranatha's A.yurvijiiiinaratniikara, and an ano
nymous text. 447 Jatukarr:ia is also quoted by the unknown author of the interpolated 
portions of Niscalakara 's Ratnaprabhii. 448 

The quotations from Jatiikarr:ia show that the treatise going under his name was a 
complete textbook, similarto the Agnivesatantra or Carakasa!!]hitii,449 and held in high 

esteem. 
Niscalakara refers very frequently to Jatiikan:ia's treatise, once called the Jii

tiikanJatantra,450 in order to confirm quotations on the same subjects from the 
Carakasal!]hitii. Both works were related to each other, as appears from Niscala call
ing the Jiitiikarr:iatantra a samanatantra.451 Occasionally, Jatukari:ra's views differed 
from those found in the Carakasamhitii. 452 

Jatukan;ra's work was one of the sources of Cakrapar:iidatta's Cikitsiisa!!]graha.453 

It was probably one of the sources of the Ma 'din al-$bifii', a Persian medical treatise, 
compiled by Miyan Bhiiwah in 1512.454 

Niscala remarks that Madhava followed a particular opinion of Jatiikan:ia. 455 Va
gbhaia sometimes preferred Jatiikarr:ia to Caraka. 456 Candra!a was also influenced by 
Jatiikarr:ia. 457 

KAIKASEY A 458 is a member of the assembly of sages described in the opening chap
ter of the Carakasaq1hitii. The first chapter of the Bhavaprakiisa omits his name in its 
enumeration of the participants in this assembly. 

G. Haldar regards Kaikaseya as a son of KaikasI, known from the Riimii yaiia, where 
she is the mother of Ravar:ia, Kumbhakarr:ia and VibhI~ar:ia; 459 in his opinion, Ravar:ia 
may be meant, who is well known as the author of medical treatises. 460 

KANKAYANA 461 is a member of the assembly of sages in the opening chapter of the 
Carakasa!!]hitii. He is mentioned in the same context in the first chapter of the Bhii
vaprakiisa. In the Carakasa!!]hitii he appears on a number of occasions. He takes part 
in the discussion on vata (Ca. Sii.12.6). In the chapter on the origin of the individual, he 
rejects Bharadvaja's thesis and declares Prajapati, the creator of the sentient and insen
tient world, to be the origin of all pleasure and pain (Ca.Sii.25.22-23). Kaiikayana also 
expresses his view on the number of the tastes, stating that they are innumerable (Ca. 
Sii.26.8).462 In the discussion on the formation of the embryo, he claims that the first 
part to develop is the heart (Ca.Sa.6.21). 463 The Carakasa1phitii calls him the physician 
from Bahlika (Sii.12.6; 26.8; Sa.6.21), even the best of physicians from that country 
(Sii.26.5), which is usually identified as Balkh, i.e., Bactria.464 The Carakasa1phitii is 
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the only text that informs us of the country of origin of Kiiilkiiyana. 
The KiisyapasaI!Jhitii (Sii.27.3)records that Kiiilkiiyana distinguished three types of 

diseases: curable, mitigable, and incurable. J;)alhai:ia states that some regard him as one 
of those pupils of Dhanvantari who were specialists in saliikya.465 The Indian tradition 
still regards him as the author of a lost tantra on siiliikya. 466 In Piilakapya's Hastyii
yurveda, Kiii1kiiyana figures among the sages who want instruction in the medicine of 
elephants. 

Kii1ikiiyana is not a name only found in medical literature. His name appears 
among the teachers of the AtharvavedapariSi$/a. 467 The Kausikasfitra mentions a 
Kailkiiyana who is neither designated as a Bactrian nor as a physician. 468 A medical 
authority Kakkiiyana, i.e .• Kiiilkiiyana, is met with in the Milindapaiiha.469 

P.V. Sharma470 suggested that the name Kiiilkiiyana may be derived from the term 
kai1ka471 as designating a pretended briihmai:ia (chadmadvija, chadmavipra),472 on ac
count of his origin from a peripheral and unorthodox part of the Aryan territory. 

Repeatedly the question has been raised whether or not Kiiilkiiyana is identical with 
an Indian, called Kailkah, whose name appears in a numberof Arabic texts as a physi
cian and astronomer-astrologer. 473 Opinions differ on this point. 474 

A small number of prescriptions are attributed to Kii1ikiiyana in many medical trea
tises. Some of these are: Ananta's Yogaratnasamuccaya,475 the Bower Manuscript, 476 
the Cakradatta,477 Candra\a's Yogaratnasamuccaya, Dattariima's Brhadrasariijasunda
ra, 478 the treatise called Dhanvantari, 479 Gopiilalq~i:ia's RasendrasiiraSaI!Jgraha, 480 Go
vindadiisa's Bhai$ajyaratniiva/i, 481 the Hiitftasarphitii, 482 the Miidhavacikitsii, 483 Mii
~1ikyacandra's Rasiivatiira, 484 Niscalakara's commentary on the Cakradatta, 485 Nitya
niitha's Rasaratniikara,486 the Rasasiirasaqigraha,487 the Sahasrayoga, 488 the Sarliga
dharasa1phita, 489 Soi;lhala's Gadanigraha,490 Tisa(a's Cikitsiikalika,491 the TOfiarana
nda, 492 Viigbha\a's A$/iliigasarpgraha,493 the Vaidyacintama;ii,494 Vailgasena's Ciki
tsasarasaJ/lgraha,495 and Vrnda's Siddhayoga. 496 

A Kalikayaniya is quoted in the Bhesajjamaiijfisasannaya. 

KAPINJALA is one of the members of the assembly of sages described in the opening 
chapter of the Carakasarphita. He is mentioned in the same context in the first chapter 
of the Bhiivaprakiisa 

Kapiiijala is uncommon as a personal name in Indian literature. 497 A variant, found 
in part of the MSS of the Carakasarphita, adopted by some editors, 498 and preferred by 
some scholars, 499 is Kapi~;hala. Sometimes Bharadviija and Kapighala, whose names 
follow one upon the other in the list of the CarakasaI!Jhita, are taken as indicating one 
person. 500 Another variant of Kapiiijala is Kapidhvaja.501 

The Kapi~;halas, a subdivision of the Ka\ha school of the Black Yajurveda, were 
to.be found in the Paiijiib, but have entirely disappeared in later times. Their recension 
of the Black Yajurveda has only fragmentarily been preserved. 502 

A Kapi~;hala is referred to as an authority on omina (sakuna) in the Brhatsamhita 
(86.1).503 . . 

A medical Kapiiijalatantra is recorded in some manuscript catalogues. 504 Some as
. cribe a lost tantra on rasiiyana to Kapii\jala. 505 
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KAPY A 506 is a member of the assembly of sages described in the opening chapter of 
the Carakasarphitii. He also figures as such in the first cha pterof the Bhiivaprakiisa. The 
Bower MS (1.8) mentions him in a comparable context. 

The Carakasarphitiipresents Kiipya as a sage who takes part in two discussions. The 
chapter on viita includes statements by him on the effects of soma, inherent in kapha 
(Ca.Sii.12. 12). 507 In thechapteron the best type of fruit to be used in a non-oleaginous 
enema, Kiipya's choice falls on that of krtavedhana 508 (Ca.Si.l ! .8cd-9ab). 

Kiipya is associated with the science of elephants in NTiiika(t!ha's Mii.taiigalT/a. 509 

and Piilakiipya's Hastiiyurveda. 510 

A person of the same name is known from other branches of Indian literature. 511 

KASYAPA and Miirici Kasyapa, both figuring in the Carakasarphitii, are probably iden
tical, Kasyapa being a son of Marici in the epics and the Puriit)as. 512 Kasyapa, as well 
as Kiisyapa and Miirica, are members of the group of sages described in the opening 
chapter of the Carakasarphitii. 513 The three names, as occurring in the first chapter of 
the Bhiivaprakiisa, are Kasyapa, Kiisyapa and Marici. 

The Carakasarphitii mentions Kasyapa again as one of the sages who approached 
Indra on a second occasion (Ci.1 4 .3). In the discussion on the question which part of 
the embryo. is formed first, Miiri:ci Kasyapa articulates the view that the problem is in
soluble, since the development of the embryo is inaccessible to observation (Ca.Sa.6. 
21). 514 

The A$/ii1igasar11graha refers to Kasyapa as one of the sages who received the ii
yurveda from Indra (Sii.1.4-10). He is referred to in the same context in Candranan
dana's Padiirthacandrikii (ad A.h.Sii.l.3-4ab). 

Kasyapa is the teacher of Vrddhajivaka in the Kiisyapasar11hitii or VrddhajfvakI
yatantra 515 This treatise, which calls Kasyapa also Manca and Prajiipati, relates that 
Kasyapa composed a medical treatise that was later abridged by Vrddhajfvaka. The 
Kiisyapasarphitii abounds in laudatory epithets applied to Kasyapa. 516 

Kasyapa's name is already connected with medicine in the ~g- and Atharvaveda. A 
Vedic hymn, called Kasyapa's spell and specifically concerned with the removal of dis
orders called yak~man, appears to have been popular, being preserved in three closely 
related forms. 517 

Kasyapa 518 is the father of the snakes in the Mahiibhiirata, where he is is endowed 
with the knowledge of curing those bitten by them. 519 

Kasyapa's name is also associated with dhannasiistra, 520 astrology, and related 
subjects. 521 

A medical work called Ayurveda is attributed to Kasyapa. 522 

He is quoted as a medical authority by Cakrapii(tidatta523 and in the Jvarasamu
ccaya.524 

Some formulae, said to derive from Kasyapa,525 are also known.526 Viigbhata's 
works contain a recipe devised by Vrddhakasyapa or -kiisyapa. 527 

KA_SYAPA 528 is one of the sages enumerated in the opening chapter of the Ciuakasam
hita. The first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa mentions him in the same context. The A$/ii-
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Iigasaq1graha (Sii.1.4-10) claims that Kasyapa belonged to the sages who received the 
ayurveda from Indra. His name is found a second time in the Carakasaq1hitii ( Ci.1 3 .4-
6) as one of the sages who acquired a life free from disease and the ravages of old age 
through the use of a particular rasayana preparation. 529 In the discussion on the forma
tion of the embryo, as told in the Bhelasaqihitii (Sa.4.30), Kasyapa brings forward that 
it is the eye which develops first. 

The name Kasyapa is, as a patronymic, applied to several persons in Vedic litera
ture, the Mahtibhtirata, and the Pura~ias. 530 The Mahiibhiirata presents Kasyapa as well
versed in the treatment of snake-bites. 531 Kalidasa's Abhijiianasiikuntala relates that 
Kasyapa gave protection to Du~ya'nta's son, Bharata. 

In Piilakapya's Hastyiiyurveda he is one of the sages who are interested in elephant 
medicine. The same treatise refers to the seven vegas, 532 as distinguished by Kasyapa, 
that occur after the bite of a poisonous animal (11.8.13); he is also mentioned in the 
chapter on spho\ika (11.11.1 2 and 25); another chapter (111.8.296) states that there are 
eighteen mixed types of elephants according to Kasyapa. These eighteen types of ele
phants, distinguished by Kasyapa, are also referred to in Godavara's Hariharacaturaiiga 
(1.185-186). 

Kasyapa is, apart from medicine, associated with agriculture533 and a number of 
other sciences. 534 

Medical texts ascribed to him are an Avagiihanavidhi, 535 Kiisyapasaqlhitii, 53 6 Kii

syapfyaroganidiina, 537 and Ayurvedasastra.538 A MS of the Atreyasaq1hitii, probably 
containing some version of the Hiitftasaq1hitii, mentions a medical treatise called Ka
s yapf, associated either with Kasyapa or Kasyapa. 539 

Hemadri's Lak$ai:iaprakasa calls Kasyapa one of the originators of ayurveda.540 

He appears as a medical teacher in the toxicological Kasyapasaq1hitii 541 and the Kii
syapar$iproktastrfcikitsiisiitra.542 He is usually regarded as a specialist in kaumarabh~
tya543 and agadatantra (toxicology). 544 

The references to and quotations from Kasya pa and his works indicate that at least 
three different kinds of treatise were attributed to one or more Kasyapas, namely works 
on kaumarabhftya (and internal medicine), agadatatantra, and rasasastra. 545 The same 
a pp lies to authors called Vrddhakasya pa. Kasyapa is also known as a medical authority 
in the Tibetan tradition. 54 6 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Kasyapa are: A<;lhamalla, 547 

Aru~1adatta, 548 Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta in their commentary on the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, the Ayurvediibdhisiira,549 Bhavamisra,550 the Bower MS, 551 

the Brhannighar.ituratniikara, 552 Cakrapli1)idatta, 553 Qalhaz:ia, 554 Dattarama's A)frr.ia
maiijari555 and Rasariijasundara, 556 Gayadasa,557 Govindadasa, 558 Gulrajsarmami
sra's Siddhaprayogalatikii, 559 Hemadri, 560 Indu, 561 the Jvaracikitsita, 562 the Kaira/I 
commentary on the Uttarasthana of the A$[ii1igahrdayasaq1hitii, 563 Karandikar's 
Nidiinadipikii, 564 Kasinatha's Cikitsiikramakalpava/li, 565 the N~fsiistrasarpgraha, 
Narahari's Viigbhatamary~ana, 566 the Nighar.ituratniikara, 567 NI!akaz:i\ha's Basavariiji
ya,568 Niscalakara's Ratnaprabha,569 Nityanatha's Rasaratniikara,570 Paramesvara's 
Viikyapradfpika, 571 Rava~1a's Biilatantra, 572 Riipanayana's commentary on the Yoga
$ataka, Sarpkara's Vaidyavinoda,573 Sridasapa~19ita,574 Sn--:kaz:i\hadatta, 575 To<;Iara,576 
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Trimalla,577 Ugriiditya, 578 Viigbha~a, 579 the Vaidyacintiima;Ii, 580 Vai1gasena's Ci!dtsii
siirasmpgraha,581 and the Yogaratniikara. 582 Kiisyapa is also quoted (on agadatantra) 
by the unknown author of the interpolated portions of Niscalakara's Ratnaprabha. 583 

A work called Kiisyapfya is quoted by Anantakumiira,584 the Bhesajjamaiijusa

sannaya, Cakrapii!]idatta,585 i;>alhar:ia,586 Gayadiisa,587 Hiirar:iacandra,588 Saq1kara, 5s9 

Sivadiisasena, 590 and the author of the Jvaracikitsita. 
A Vrddhakasyapa is quoted or referred to by Ac;lhamalla,591 Anantakumiira,592 

Cakrapiil)idatta,593 i;>alhar:ia, 594 Gayadiisa, 595 Indu, 596 the Kairalf commentary on 
the A$/ii1igalirdayasaqihita, 597 the Kasyapasaqihita, 598 Narasiipha in his commentary 
on the Madhavanidana, Niscalakara in his Ratnaprabha,599 Ravana in his Kumara
tantra,600 the Sahasrayoga, 601 Sivadiisasena,602 So~hala,603 SrTkar:i\hadatta, 604 Viicas

pati,605 and Viigbha\a. 606 
A Mahiikiisyapfya and Vrddhakasyapfya are quoted in the Bhesajjamaiijusii-

sannaya. 

KA TY AYANA is a member of the assembly of sages described in the opening chapter 
of the Carakasaqwita. His name occurs in the same context in the first chapter of the 

Bhiivaprakasa 
Kiityiiyana's name is rare in Sanskrit medical literature, but more frequent in rela

tionship to other branches of learning. 607 A Sarvanukramal)f of the [J.gveda, a Priitisa
khya of the White Yajurveda, a srautasiitra, sulvasiitra, and works on dharmasastra are 
attributed to him; a famous Kiityiiyana was the author of the Viirttika on Par:iini's A$/ii
dhyiiyf; 608 the name is also found in Bhaqotpala's commentary on the Brhatsaqihita of 

Variihamihira. 609 
Katyiiyana is regarded as the author of a lost tantra on siiliikya. 610 
A medical work, called Kiityayanfya, is quoted by Anantakumara6 11 and in the 

Bhesajjamaiijusasannaya. The Vlrasiqihiivaloka refers once to Kiityiiyana. 612 

KAU~J?INYA 613 is a member of the assembly of sages described at the beginning of 
the Carakasal)]hita. He is mentioned in the same context in the first chapter of theBhii
vaprakiisa. The Kalyiil)akaraka refers to him as one of those who are opposed to a non

vegetarian diet. 
Kaur:ic;!inya is the name of an ancient sage, amongst other things connected with the 

science of grammar. 614 

KAUSIKA isa sage whose name appears twice in the Carakasaqihita. He gives his opin
ion on the origin of the individual, declaring the parents to be the origin of the individ
ual and his diseases (Sii.25 .16-17). 615 He is also present among the sages who discuss 
which fruit can best be used in a non-oleaginous enema, but does not give his own view 
on the subject (Si.ll.4). 

Kausika's name is connected with the Kausikasutra of the Atharvaveda6 16 and 
with the Atharvavedaparisi$/a The Brhadiiral)yakopanisad mentions a teacher called 
Kausika, pupil of Kaur:ic;!inya. A sage called Kausik; was known to Par:iini; the 
Mahabhiirata also refers to a person of this name. 617 
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Hemadri's Lak$al)aprakiisa knows Kausika as one of the originators of ayurve
da.618 

He is also mentioned as a medical authority in a Kasyapasaf!Jhitii. 619 

Kausika is quoted or refen-ed to by Gopiiladasa in his Cikitsiill)!ta, in the Niiqf
siistraslll!]graha, 620 by Niscalakara, and by Srivallabhagar:ii in his commentary on 
Hemacandra's Nighaptuse$a. 621 

Siva (called Giritanayavallabha) revealed the formula of rasnadikviitha to a person 
called Kausika. 622 

Niscala quotes twenty-one verses of Kausika on the influence of nak~tras on the 
course of diseases and on rituals to avert or counter these influences. 623 

KJ!-~~ATREYA is a problematic figure in the medical tradition, since it is a vexed 
question whether he is identical with or different from Atreya Punarvasu.624 He is 
not mentioned as a member of the assembly of sages in the opening chapters of the 
Carakasarphita625 and the Bhiivaprakiisa The text of the Carakasal]lhitii as it has come 
down to us in the version by Dr<fhabala regards Km1atreya as identical with Atreya, 
the teacher of Agnivesa, in the chapter on the three desires (Sii.11), which is said to be 
expounded by Atreya at the beginning, but by Kr~I.Jatreya in the concluding verses. 626 

The remaining parts of the Carakasaqihita refer to K_f$~tii.treya in connection with 
a number of recipes, 627 which conveys the impression that he differs from Atreya 
Punarvasu. 

Kr~I.Jiitreya's name appears a number of times in the Bhelasaqihitii. He is appar
ently the same as Atreya in the vatakalaka!Iya chapter (Sii. 16.1); 628 his identity cannot 
be established with certainty on the other two occasions where his opinion is referred 
to.629 The A$/iiligasaq1graha mentions him on the subject of signs foreboding death 
(ari$!a),630 and, twice, in verses on technical rules (paribha~a) regarding the prepara
tion of medicines. 631 Technical rules of Kr~I.Jiitreya are also quoted or referred to by 
Niscalakara. 632 

Numerous ~uotations from and references to Kr~1)iitreya prove that he is usually 
another authority than Atreya, 633 although regarded as identical by some commen
tators 634 and quite a number of modem Indian scholars. 635 Some of the latter solve 
the problems raised by their propositions by assuming that one and the same person 
was, as Atreya Punarvasu, the teacher of Agnivesa in the Carakasal]lhita, and, as Kr
~I.Jiitreya, the author of a medical treatise. 636 Others refer to Vedavyasa, who was also 
called Km1advaipayana, and suggest that Atreya may have been known as Kr~1.1atreya, 
because he adhered to the Black Yajurveda.637 The treatise, attributed to Kr~1.1atreya 
and profusely quoted, was probably a comprehensive medical textbook, 638 and not, as 
often supposed on rather slender grounds, 639 a salakyatantra only.640 A number of ia
trochemical formulae are also ascribed to .Kr~1.1atreya. 

Authors and works referring to Krg1atreya or quoting him are: Anantakumli
ra, 641 Aru1.1adatta, 642 the Baba/a, 643 the Bhe$ajak1ilp11,644 the BrhannighaIJ/uratna
kara, 645 Cakrapiii:iidatta, 646 Candranandana, 647 Candra!J!, 648 the Carakasaiph1'tii, 649 

Qalha1.1a, 650 Dattatreya, 651 the Dhanvantari, 652 Govindadasa, 653 the Ha1itasa1J]hitii, 654 

r.ndu,655 Kr~i:iasastrl Bhii!ava~ekar's RasayanasalJ]graha, 656 the Madhavacikitsii, 657 
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Madhava Upadhyaya, 658 Niscalakara, 659 Nityanatha's Rasaratnii.kara, 660 the Rasakii.
madhenu, 661 the Rasaratnadfpikii., 662 the Rasendradntiima1,1i, 663 Sarngadhara, 664 

Sivadasasena, 665 So<;lhala, 666 Sndasapa1_19ita, 667 SrTka1_1ihadatta, 668 To<;lara, 669 Trima
lla, 670 Vagbha!a, 671 the Vaidyacintii.ma1,1i, 672 Varigasena, 673 and the Yogaratnii.kara. 674 

Formulae attributed to Kr~1_1atreya will certainly be found in many more treatises. 675 

The quotations from and references to Kr~1_1atreya cover the whole of a~\ariga
yurveda and not merely a particular branch of it. 676 The treatise that went under his 
name must have been rather close to the Carakasaqihitii., 677 but it also differed from 
it as appears from many references and quotations. 678 Some ve.rses said to derive 
from Kr~1_1atreya refer to diseases which are unknown in the classical sa1!lhitiis679 and 
thus give evidence of the tendency of giving weight to more recent knowledge by 
attributing it to ancient sages. This trend explains that even rasayogas are attributed to 
Kr~1_1atreya. 

It is remarkable that many more formulae are connected with Kr~1)atreya than with 
Atreya. Kr~1_1iitreya's father, Km1atri, is also mentioned in medical treatises. So<;lhala 
describes a fonnula that endows one with a memory like that of Kf~I)iitri. 680 To<;lara's 
Ayurvedasaukhya contains a prescription of Kt~1_1iitri. 681 Some, basing themselves on 
puriiI)iC literature, regard Kr~1)iitreya as identical with one of the sons of Atri, Durva
sas, who was called Kr~1_1atreya on account of his swarthy complexion. 682 Others refer 
to Vedic texts in order to prove that Kf~1_1atreya was a descendant of Atri. 683 

K$ARAPA1'1I 684 was one of the six disciples of Atreya Punarvasu who composed their 
own medical treatise (tantra). 685 Hemiidri mentions him as one of the founders of a
yurveda in his Lak$81,laprakii.sa 686 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to him are: the Amrtasii.gara, 687 Ana
ntakumara, 688 Aru1_1adatta, 689 the commentary on the Ayurvedabdhisii.ra, 690 the Bhesa
jjamaiijiisii.sannaya, Cakrapa1;iidatta, 691 Candranandana, 692 Candra\a, 693 Qalha1_1a, 694 

Jejja!a, 695 the Kaira/f commentary on the Uttarasthiina of the A${ii.Iigahrdayasaq1-
hitii., 696 Naganatha in his Nidii.napradfpa, 697 Narahari in his Vii.gbha;amal_lgana, 698 

Narasil!lha in his commentary on the Miidhavanidii.na, Niscalakara, 699 Paramesva
ra, 700 Sivadasasena, 701 Soqhala, 702 Sndiisapa1_1<#ta, 703 SrTka1_1ihadatta, 704 To<;lara,705 

Ugriiditya,706 Vacaspati, 707 Vijayarak~ita,708 the Yogaratnakara, 109 and YogTndranii
thasena. 710 K~arapaI)i is also quoted by the unknown author of the interpolated 
portions ofNiscalakara's Ratnaprabhii. 711 

The references to K~arapiil,li indicate that his treatise was held in high esteem. 
Verses of K~iirapii1_1i were incorporated in Cakrapa,1idatta's Cikitsii.saq1graha 712 and 
Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya. Formulae attributed to him are: bilvadyaghr
ta 713 and nilagh,ta. 714 

By far the lar~er majority of the quotations are in verse. 
Subjects covered by the quotations are: weights and measures, 715 the divisions of 

time, 716 the seasons and their importance in medicine, 717 the physiological transfor
mations of the elements of the body, 718 rules relating to sleep by day, 719 definitions 
of actions of drugs,720 the properties of medicinal substances,721 the description and 
treatment of various diseases, 722 recipes, 123 and paiicakarman. 724 
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The commentary on the Ji.yurvediibdhisiira refers to a K~Irapa1_1i who followed the 
views ofBha!!arahariscandra, Jejja!a and Gayadasa. 725 This late tradition cannot relate 
to the ancient authority K~arapa1_1i, who is quoted by Jejja!a. The same applies to the 
K~Iraplit:ti to whom the Amrtasiigara attributes the description of mantharajvara. 726 

KUMARASIRAS BHARADVAJA 727 is an authority found only in the Carakasarphitii. 
There he is one of those taking part in the discussion on vata (Sii.12.5). On another 
occasion he expresses as his opinion that five tastes, derived from the five elements, 
should be distinguished (Sii.26.4 and 8). In the chapter where a number of sages delib
erate on the part of the embryo that develops first he regards the head as this part, be
cause of its being theseatofall the sense-organs (Sa.6.21); 728 this view may be respon
sible for his being called Kumarasiras. 729 Some are convinced that the Bharadvaja of 
Ca.Sii.25.20-21 is actually Kumarasiras Bharadvaja. 730 Bharadvaja and Kumarasiras 
Bharadvaja are usually considered to be quite distinct, 731 the former being Atreya's 
teacher and the latter one of his pupils. Atreya's divergence ofopinion on the number 
of the tastes and on embryonic development, compared with the views of Kumarasiras 
Bharadvaja, implies that the former is the teacher and the latter a pupil. 732 

KUSA SAfy!K~TY AYANA 733 appears once in the Carakasatphitii, taking part in the de
liberations on vata by enumerating its six qualities (Sii.12.4). 734 

KUSIKA 735 is a member of the assembly of sages described in the opening chapter of 
the Carakasaq1hitii. He is mentioned in the same context in the first chapter of the Bhii
vaprakiisa The Kusika referred to at Ca.Sii.25.16 is the same as Hira1_1yak~a, but the 
first chapter of Carakasatphitii and Bhiivaprakiisa enumerate both Kusika and Hira1_1ya
~a as attending the meeting of the sages. 

~OKAK~A or Laugak~i736 is one of the sages who meet on the slopes of the Himalayas 
m the first chapters of the Carakasa1phitii and Bhiivaprakiisa 737 

Laugak~i is known in connection with a grhyasiitra of the Black Yajurveda 738 and 
as one of the expounders of dharmasastra. 739 

MAIM ATAY ANI 740 is a name found in the Carakasaq1hitii only, as one of the sages as
sembled on the slopes of the Himalayas. Gailgadhara interprets Maimatayani as an ep
ithet of Maitreya, the sage who precedes him in the list. 741 

MAITREY A 742 belongs to the group of sages described in the first chapters of the 
Carakasarpliitii and Bhiivaprakiisa He appears again, in the Carakasaqihitii, in a chap
ter that consists of a dialogue between Atreya and Maitreya (Sii.10) on the purpose 
of medical treatment; the points of view of Atreya and Maitreya are diametrically 
opposed and Maitreya poses as a sceptic who is doubtful about the benefit of any 
treatment (Sii.10.4.5 and 23). 

The Bhelasaiphitii (Sii.12) relates that Maitreya took part in a discussion on the 
tastes; his own view on the subject is not mentioned. 743 

A medical Maitreysa1phitii is only known from Kavindracarya's library. 744 
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MARICA. 745 

Carakasal]'lhitii 

MAR!CI746 is a sage who appears in the chapter of the Carakasaq1hitii on the merits and 
demerits of vata (Sii.12). He takes part in the discussion on this subject, puts a ques
tion which is answered by Varyovida, and expounds his views on the wholesome and 
unwholesome effects of fire (agni) as an element that is intimately connected with pitta 
(Sii.12.9-11). 747 The first chapter of the Bhavaprakiisa mentions Marici, instead of the 
Marica of the Carakasaqihitii, as one of the members of the assembly of sages. Palaka
pya's Hastyiiyurveda records his presence among the sages who want to be instructed 
in the science of hastyayurveda. 

The Tibetan tradition is acquainted with a female Marici, called l{od-zer-can-ma, 
as a medical authority. 748 

Marici is known as one of the ten Prajapatis 749 and forms part of the group of seven 
sages (saptarsi). 750 

Marici is ·also quoted as an authority on dharmasastra. 751 

MARKAf':'QEYA 752 is mentioned as a member of the group of sages described in the 
first chapters •f the Carakasarphitii and Bhiivaprakiisa In the SusrutasaIJihitii he is 
the one who regards hands and feet as the parts which develop first in an embryo 
(Sa.3.32), a view held by Ba~isa in the Carakasaqthitii. The Hiirftasa1,1hitii refers in 
its parisi§(iidhyaya to a medical MiirkaI,Kjeyasaq1hitii. A MS of the Atreyasa1phitii, 
probably containing some version of the Hiiri'tasa1J1hitii, mentions in its introductory 
verses a medical treatise called Miirkai;ic;Jf. 753 Hemadri's Lak$<Jl)aprakiisa regards him 
as one of the originators of ayurveda. 754 Marka1:u;leya is mentioned as a medical author 
in a Kasyapasaqihita. 155 The Indian tradition includes him in the list of authors of a 
lost tantra on kayacikitsa.756 

Markal)c;leya is the reputed author of a Niic;lfparfk$ii757 and is referred to as an au
thority on this subject in the Nii~siistrasa1pgraha. 758 

The Purai:ias tell a story about the way Markar:ic;leya acquired eternal youth and a 
very long life. 759 · 

A recipe found in the Bower MS, 760 which enabled Cyavana to regain his youth and 
lead a !if e free from decrepitude and disease, made Markar:ic;leya attain a very advanced 
age. Another formula (paficanimbavaleha), with a similar aim, is also connected with 
his name. 761 The Rasiiri:iavakalpa ( 423) mentions that Markar:ic;la acquired a long and 
prosperous !if e thanks to the use of the juice of the ucca\ii plant. 

A recipe ascribed to Markar:ic;leya is also found in Anantakumara 's Yogaratnasamu
ccaya. 762 

Markar:ic;!eya is moreover well known as a nan-ator in the Mahiibhiirata and the Mii
rkai:i9eyapurfu,1a. 763 

NARADA is a member of the group of sages described in the opening chapter of the 
Carakasa1phitii. He is mentioned in the same context in the first chapter of the Bhii
vaprakiisa 

Narada is a famous sage, already known in Vedic literature and figuring promi-
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nently in the Purar:ias and many other branches of Sanskrit literature. 764 Texts con
nected with his name are the Niiradapaiicariitra, NiiradapuriilJa and Niiradasmrti. 765 He 
is, apart from medicine and dharmasastra, associated with other sciences, such as mu
sic and dancing, jyotil,sastra, samudrika, arthasastra, and vastusastra.766 He is also an 
authority on ratnasastra.767 The Mahiibharata describes him as an expert in Nyaya. 768 

Hemiidri's Lak$a1Japrakiisa refers to Narada as one of the originators of a
yurveda.769 He is known as a medical authority in the Milindapaiiha.77° 

The Tibetan medical tradition is acquainted with Narada under the name of Mis
byin-gyi bu.771 

Texts on veterinary medicine mention him as a sage interested in elephantology. 772 

Medical treatises attributed to him are the Dhiitulak$a(ia773 and Sphopkiivaidya.114 
Medical works associated with his name are the Ak$iroganirmiilana 775 and ii.lokiimr
ta. 776 

Narada is mentioned in a mantra found in the Susrutasaiµhitii. 777 He is praised in 
the man.gala of the Miidhavanidiinasiira and Sarasvatlnighapfu. 

Quotations from, formulae attributed to, and references to Narada occur in Anan
takumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya, 778 Bhavamisra's Bhiivaprakiisa,179 Dattarama's Br
hadrasariijisundara, 780 the Dhanvantari, 781 Gayadasa's commentary on the Sarirastha
na of the SusrotasaJiihitii, Gopalakr~r:ia's Rasendrasiirasarµgraha, 182 Govindadasa's 
Bhai$ajyaratniiva1T, 783 the Kiimaratna, 784 Nityanatha's Rasaratniikara, 785 Rajivalocana 
Dhanvantari's SiidhayogiirlJava, 786 the Rasaratnadlpikii, 787 Rasaratnasamuccaya, 788 

Rasiir1Javakalpa, 789 Rasendracintiimai,ii,790 Trn;lara's ii.yurvedasaukhya,791 Trimalla's 
Brhadyogataratigi(II, 792 Ugraditya's Kalyii(iakiiraka,793 Vagbhafa's A$(iitigasa,µgra
ha,194 Vaiigasena's Cikitsiisiirasaiµgraha, 795 and the Virasirµhiivaloka. 196 

Formulae attributed to Narada, in particular rasayogas, are found in many more 
treatises.797 It is noteworthy that these formulae aim for the greater part at rasayana 
and va jikarar:ia purposes. 

NIM!, 798 said to be a king of Videha, takes part in the discussion on the number of 
tastes in the Carakasarphitii (Sii.26.4 and 8); he proclaims that seven tastes should be 
aistinguished, the six usual ones, and k~ara, the taste of alkaline ft uids. 799 In the Kii
syapasarphitii (Sii.27 .3), Nimi Vaideha represents the view that diseases are of eight 
types: the seven caused by one, two or three do~as, and, added to these, a type of ex
ogenous (agantu) origin. The A$tiitigasa1pgraha (Sii.1.4-10) mentions Nimi among the 
sages who received the ayurveda directly from Indra. r;>alhar:ia states (ad Su.Sii.1.3) 
that he is reckoned by some among the twelve disciples of Dhanvantari. Hemadri's 
Lak$a1Japrakiisa refers to him as one of the originators of ayurveda. 800 

Nimi is well known in Indian literature. 801 According to an interesting tale he aban
doned his body, 802 and was, in conformity with his desire, placed by the gods in the 
eyes of all living creatures, in consequence of which their eyes are blinking. 803 Nimi, 
king of Videha, is also the central figure in one of the Jatakas. 804 The medical tradition 
regards Nimi as an outstanding ophthalmologist. 805 Nimi's son, Kara.la, specialized in 
the same branch of medicine as his father. 806 

. Being a king of Videha, Nimi is frequently referred to as the king of Videha, 807 or, 
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shortly, Videha. 808 Another medical authority, also called the king ofVideha, is Janaka, 
which results in ambiguity when no proper name is added. 809 Close study of the quo
tations from Janaka, Nimi and Videha shows that Nimi and Videha can usually be re
garded as identical, Janaka being meant only sporadically. A number of quotations and 
references are indiscriminately attributed to Nimi or Videha and differences of opinion 
between them do not occur. G. Mukhopadhyaya's suggestion 810 thatJanaka, Nimi and 
Videha may be identical, since Janaka was a family name employed by several kings 
of Videha, is not supported by evidence. On the contrary, Hemadri's Lak$al}aprakii
sa enumerates both Janaka and Nimi among the originators of ayurveda. An unsolved 
problem is that Videhais said to be Janaka's son in Candra!a's commentary on the Cik
itsiikalikii, 811 whereas the reverse is found in the purai:iic stories. 812 

The Indian tradition regards Nimi, (king of) Videha, as the author of a treatise on 
salakya and in particular as an authority one ye diseases. 813 The lists of authors of a lost 
salakyatantra record, however, treatises on the subject by Nimi and Videha, 814 which 
can only be explained by assuming that the latter is thought to be the same asJanaka. 815 

The title of the treatise by Nimi/Videha may have been Catu/1$a$µ, 81 6 
The quotations from and references to Nimi/Videha indicate that his work, 817 

written in verse, sis dealt in particular with the whole range of diseases belonging to 
the divisien of ayurveda called salakya, and show that its author was held in high 
esteem as an oculist. 819 The evidence available reveals that it may have been similar 
to the Susrutasarphitii in covering many aspects of medicine, but with an emphasis on 
salakya, in the same was as the Susrutasarphitii emphasizes salya. A not inconsiderable 
number of quotations are concerned with general aspects of medicine, technical rules 
relating to the preparation of medicines, the properties of drugs, and diseases outside 
the range of salakya. Works quoted as Mahiivideha and Riijavaidehfya do not show 
features that differentiate them from Nimi/Videha and his treatise. The quotations 
from Vrddhavideha by Anantakumara deal with diseases belonging to kayacikitsa and 
kaumarabhrtya. 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Nimi are: 820 A9hamalla, 821 

Arunadatta 822 the Bower MS, 823 Candrata 824 Dalhana 825 Jndu 826 the Kaira/f com
mentary o~ the A${ii1igahrdayasa1phit/i, 827 'Kalidasa, 828 K~Iras;amin, 829 Narasiipha 
in his commentary on the Miidhavanidiina, Narasi1pha in his commentary on the 
Rasavaise$ikasiitra, 830 Niscalakara, 831 Paramesvara, 832 the Sahasrayoga, 833 Sivada
sasena,834 Somadeva in his Yasastilaka, 835 Sridasapai:i9ita,836 Snl<al)\hadatta, 837 Sri
nathapaI)9ita, 838 Vacaspati, 839 Vagbha\a, 840 and the Yogaratniikara. 841 Nimi is 
also quoted by the unknown author of the interpolated portions of Niscalakara's 
Ratnaprabhii. s42 

Videha is mentioned in the Susrntasarphitii843 and in Vagbha\a's works. 844 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to VidehaB45 are: AdJ:iamalla,846 
Anantakumara,847 the Ayurvediibdhisiira and its Gommentary,848 Bhavamisra,849 

Binod Lal Sen,85° Cakrapiil)idatta,851 Candra!a, 852 J;)alhai:ia, 853 Gadadhara,854 Galiga
dhara,855 Gayadasa,856 Hemadri, 857 Jejja\a,858 Naganatha in his Nidiinapradfpa, 
Narasirp.ha in, his commentary on the Mii~havanidana, Niscalakara,859 Satyadeva 
Vasi~!ha, 860 Sivadasasena, 861 So9hala,862 Snl<ai:i\hadatta,863 Tisa\a,864 T09ara, 865 
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Trimalla, 866 Viicaspati, 867 Vailgasena, 868 Vijayarak~ita, 869 and the Yogaratniikara. 870 

Videha is also quoted by the unknown author of the interpolated portions of Niscala
kara 's Ratnaprabhii. 871 

Some quotations are ascribed to Nimi in one source, to Videha in another. 872 

Vaideha is mentioned in a gloss on the Bhiivaprakiisa, 873 by Cakrapiil)idatta,874 the 
Kaira/f commentary on the A§(iirigahrdayasatphitii, 875 the MiidhavadravyaguQa, 876 

the Rasakamadhenu, 877 and by Vailgasena. 878 Treatises called Vaidehfya ana Rii
ja vaidehfya, as well as a work called Vrddhavideha, are quoted by Anantakumiira. 879 

The Vaidehfya is also quoted in the Bhesajjamafijfisiisannaya. Vrddhavideha is cited 
by Candra!a and Niscala,880 Mahiivideha by Srikap\hadatta.881 

An authority called Buddhavaideha is quoted in the Bhesajjamaiijusiisannaya. 
A Vaidehasa,phita by Skandarak~ita is quoted by Indu in his commentary on the 

A§fiitigahrdaya. 882 An identical quotation, said to be from the Vaidehfsatphitii, is found 
in his Sasilekhii on the A§{ii1igasa1pgraha 883 and in Sridiisa's Hrdayabodhika.88 4 

Videha's work was one of the sources of Cakrapiil)idatta's Cikitsiisa,pgraha. 885 

Remarkable features of the quotations are: some quotations are common to 
Videha and Cak~u~yei:ia (or Cak~u~ya); 886 another one consists of a verse found in the 
Carakasaqlhitii; 887 Nala is referred to as an earlier authority; 888 Gayadiisa is said to 
agree with Videha, 889 as well as Siityaki; 890 one quotation is common to Videha and 
Gadiidhara;891 the latter was acquainted with Videha's treatise; 892 Brahmadeva was 
also acquainted with Videha's work. 893 

Contributions of NimiNideha to medicine are: the view that viiyu is one, but 
has five different names according to its seat and actions; 894 the description of a 
type of unmada caused by a brahmariik~asa; 895 the enumeration of seventy-six eye 
diseases896 and sixty-four diseases of mouth and throat; 897 the description of a 
type of sarvasara (a disease of the whole oral cavity) caused by blood and called 
mukhapiika; 898 specification of the do~as involved in a particular disease; 899 the 
recognition of blood as a causative factor on an equal footing with the do~as; 900 the 
statement that baldness (khaliti) does not occur in women; 901 the enumeration of the 
complications of karl)asiila; 902 a different aetiology of apinasa; 903 the enumeration 
of the coniplications of pratisyiiya; 904 the description of a seventh type of arbuda of 
the nose;9 05 the description of a second type ofhatadhimantha, called ak~iso~a; 906 the 
use of the term pilla as a synonym of aklinnavartman; 907 the description of nirne~a908 

and raktarfas 909 as incurable diseases; the description of siiryiivartaviparyaya as a 
variety of siiryavarta9" and of anantaviita as a disease of the head; 911 the description 
of amlapitta as a distinct nosological entity, identical with sitapitta. 91 2 

PA!NGI 913 is one of the sages taking part in the meeting described at the beginning of 
the Carakasatphilii. He is not mentioned in the corresponding description of this as
sembly in the first chapter of the Bhavaprakiisa 

PARASARA 914 is one of Atreya's six disciples who wrote a medical treatise (tantra), 
based on Atreya's teachings (Ca.Sii.1.30-35). A number of medical texts and com
mentaries mention his forming part of this group of authors. 915 The venerable status 
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of Parasara appears from the rather frequent occurrence of his name when series of 
ancient authorities are enumerated. 916 The Bower MS (I.8) refers to him as a member 
of a group of sages interested in medicinal plants. Hemadri considers him to be one 
of the eighteen originators of ayurveda. 917 The Brfiannigha1_1furatniikara refers to him 
as one of the authors of an ayurvedic sarphita. 918 A MS of the Atreyasarphitii, proba
bly containing some version of the HiirTtasaq1hitii, mentions a medical treatise called 
Pariisarf. 919 

Parasara represents the view that the heart is the first part of the embryo to devel
op 921 in the Bhelasal/lhitii (Sa.4.30), whereas the Susrutasarphitii (Sa.3.32) states that 
this part is the navel according to Parasarya. 921 The Kasyapasaiphitii shows Parasarya 
as taking part in discussions on the application of clysters in the treatment of children 
(Si.I) and on the various dosages of an emetic (Si.3). Parasara is mentioned as a med
ical author in a Kasyapasarphitii. 922 

The Tibetan tradition is also acquainted with Parasara as a medical authority, called 
Rcibs-logs skyes923 or Rcibs-sogs skyes.924 

Parasara's name is also met with in connection with veterinary medicine, agricul
ture, vastusastra, astronomy-astrology, omina, 925 dharmasastra, and arthasastra. 926 In 
Palakapya's Hastyiiyurveda (I.I) he is one of the sages at Romapada's court who are 
eager to be instructed in elephantology. Varahamihira mentions him on diverse sub
jects in his Brhatsarphitii and Brhajjiitaka. 927 The commentator on the Brhatsal/Jhitii, 
Bhanotpala, quotes him profusely, amongst other things on the characteristics of cattle, 
horses, and elephants. 928 Bhoja's Yuktikalpataru cites him in its sections on vastusastra 
and horses. 929 

A manual of husbandry, called Kr$ipaddhati,930 and one on horticulture, 931 are as
cribed to Parasara, as well as works on astronomy-astrology 932 and a smrti. 933 The 
Arthasiistra mentions the Parasaras, a school that followed Parasara's views. 934 Panini 
attributes a Bhik~usutra to Parasarya. 935 · 

Parasara is well known from Vedic literature, the epics, the Pural_las, etc.936 Ac
cording to the Niruktahe was a son ofVasi~!ha, but the Mahiibhiirata and Vi$IJUpuriipa 
make him his grandson. 937 His son, K!~l)advaipayana Vyasa is sometimes called Para
~arya. 938 

A medical treatise ascribed to Parasara is a Takra vidhi, also called Takrakalpa 939 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Parasara941 are: A~hamalla,941 

Ananta in his Pratiipakalpadruma, Anantakumara, 942 Arui:iadatta, 943 the commentary 
on the A.yurvediibdhisiira,944 the Basavarii]Tya,945 Bhoja,946 Cakrapai:iidatta,947 Ca
ndra!a, 948 I;Jalha1_1a, 949 Dattarama in the Brhannighap/uratniikara, 95o Dhanvantari's 
Cikitsiikalikii, Gai1gadhara, 951 Gopaladasa in his Cikitsamrta, the Haipsarajanidii
na, Haral_lacandra,952 Hemadri,953 the Hiirftasarphita,954 Indu, 955 Jayaratna in his 
Jvarapar/ijaya, Jejja!a, 956 Hvananda Vidyasagara, 957 the Jvaracikitsita, Kaiyadeva, 958 

Kal)iida in his Na<;Jfv{iiiiina, Lak~mai:ia Pai:i<;lita in his Yogacandrikii, Madhava in his 
Miiflhavadravyagu1_111, 959 Ma1_1ikyacandra's Ras/ivatiira, 960 Moresvara, 961 Narahari in 
his Viigbha_tama1_1<;1ana, 962 Narayai:iabhiipati's Niiriiya1_1aviliisa, 963 Ni"Jamegha, 964 

Niscalakara,965 Raghunathaprasada,966 Saipkara,967 Sivadasasena, 968 Srfdasapai:i<;li
ta, 969 Srfkai:i!hadatta, 971 Tfsa!a, 971 To<;lara,972 Ugraditya,973 Vacaspati,974 Vagbha-
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ia,975 the Vaidyacintiima!)i, 976 Vijayarak~ita, 977 and Vrnda.978 

Vrddhapariisara is quoted in the A.yurvediibdhisara979 and Vfrasil)lhiivaloka. 980 

The quotations show that Parasara's tantra dealt with many aspects of medicine: ba
sic principles, dravyagui:ia, 981 embryology and anatomy, the aetiology, symptomatol
ogy and therapy of diseases belonging to the division ofkayacikitsa, and pailcakannan. 

Contributions of Parasara to medicine are: a definition of the term piirvariipa 
(prodrome ); 982 the view that one day is required for the transformation of a dhatu into 
the next one of the series; 983 a definition of ojas; 984 an aberrant view of vipaka; 985 

the statement that the hairs of the human body are three ko\i and a half in number; 986 

statements about the development of the foetus; 987 a description of the fever called 
catmthakaviparyaya; 988 a description of the disease called pravahika, its designation 
as antargranthi, and a reference to another authority (i.e., Harita, who calls it nisca
raka); 989 a statement about the quantity of a niriiha clyster to be given to particular 
patients. 991 

PAR!K~r991 is one of the sages enumerated in the first chapter of the Carakasa1phitii. 
The corresponding part of the first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa calls him Pank~aka. 
He takes part in the discussion on the origin of the individual and his diseases in the 
Carakasarphitii (Sii.25.8-9). Gai1gadhara992 regards Pank~i as a son of Atreya, G. 
Haldar993 as the king of a city called Asindavant. Piin:iak~a Maudgalya, mentioned 
in another chapter of the Carakasaqihitii, may or may not be the same as ParTic~i 
Maudgalya.994 

PULASTYA 995 is a member of the group of sages described at the beginning of the 
Carakasarphitii. His name is found in the same context in the first chapter of the Bhii
vaprakasa The Carakasaiphitii mentions him again as one of the sages who go to Indra 
for help when their health has declined (Ci.1 4.3). Pulastya is met with a third time in 
the Carakasaq1hitii when a number of sages dicuss which fruit is the best for use in a 
non-oleaginous enema (asthapana), but his own opinion on this issue is not recorded 
(Si.11.3--4 ). 

Pulastya is referred to in Palaka pya's Hasty ii yurveda as one of the sages assembled 
at Romapada's court who want to be instructed in elephantology. 

Pulastya is known as a medical authority in the Tibetan tradition. 996 

The Tamil medical tradition regards him as one of the eighteen Siddhas. 997 

Pulastya is one of the Prajapatis (Manusmfti 1.33-34) and one of the seven sages; 
he is well known in the epics and Purai:ias. 998 He is said to be one of the originators 
of astronomy-astrology. 999 The Sivatattvaratniikara refers to him on the subject of 
averting strokes of lightning. 1000 Verses from a Pulastyasmiti are quoted in works on 
dharmasastra. 1001 One such verse is found in Yogindranathasena's commentary on 
the Carakasaqihitii. 1002 

PUR~AKSA MAUDGALYA 1113 is in the Carakasaq1hitii one of the sages who, meet
ing in the Caitraratha forest, deliberate on the number of tastes. In this discussion he 
brings forward that three tastes should be distinguished, namely eliminating (chedanI-
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ya), pacifying (upasamaniya), and intermediate between the two (slidhlira1)a) (Sii.26.3 
and 8). wo4 In this way he adds one taste, the intermediate one, to the two recognized 
by Siikunteya. Piir~1lik~a Maudgalya is sometimes considered to be the same as Parilqi 
Maudgalya. wos 

SAKUNEYA 1006 is one of the sages of the assembly described at the beginning of the 
Carakasa1phitii. He is also mentioned in the first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa. 1007 

SAKUNTEY A 1008 is a brlihma~ta who takes part in the discussion of the CarakasB.J!lhitii 
on the number of tastes. According to his view, two tastes should be distinguished, an 
eliminating (chedaniya) and a pacifying one (upasamaniya) (Ca.Sii.26.3 and 8). 1009 

SAl'{!KHYA iow is a sage taking part in the meeting described at the beginning of the 
Carakasaiphitii. He is also mentioned in the corresponding pait of the first chapter of 
the Bhiivaprakiisa Gatiglidhara regards Saq1khya as an epithet of Gautama, who pre
cedes Saq1khya in the list, claiming that this epithet distinguishes this Gautama from 
the founder of Buddhism. 1011 

SAtyIK~TYA 1012 forms part of the group of sages mentioned in the first chapter of the 
Carakasa1phitii. He is referred to in the same context in the first chapter of the Bhii
vaprakiisa. 

SA!:,JJ?ILYA 1oi 3 is a member of the group of sages described in the first chapter of the 
Carakasaiphitii. He is also mentioned in the first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa Hemadri 
describes him in his Lak$ai_iaprakii.</a as one of the originators of ayurveda. 1014 

Siil)~ilya is the name of an authority known from Vedic literature. His name is also 
connected with the Pliiicarlitra-system and he is the reputed author of the Bhaktisii
tra. 101 s 

The formula of sai1khaciirl)a is ascribed to Sli~1~ilya. I0 16 

SARALOMAN 1017 takes part in the meeting of sages described in the first chapter of the 
Carakasaiphitii. He is also mentioned in the corresponding part of the first chapter of 
the Bhiivaprakiisa. In the chapter of the Carakasazphitii on the origin of the individual 
he expresses the view that the mind (manas), or sattva, full ofrajas and tamas, is at the 
origin of one's body and its diseases (Sii.25.10). 

SARKARAK~A I0l 8 is present at the meeting of sages described in the first chapter of 
the Carakasaiphitii. He is absent from the list in the first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa 
Someone called Jana Sarkarlik~ya is mentioned jn the Chiindogyopani$ad (5.11.1). 

SAUNAKA: see Bhadrasaunaka. 

VAIJAV APJ 1019 is a member of the assembly of sages described in the first chapter of 
the Carakasaiphitii. His name is Vaijavlipa in the first chapter of the Bhiivaprakiisa A 
Vaijaviipagrhyasiilra is known from quotations. w2o 
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VAMADEVA w21 is a sage present at the assembly described in the first chapter of the 
Carakasal]lhita. His name is found in the same context in the first chapter of the Bha
vaprakiisa. The CarakasaJ?ihita mentions him again as one of the sages who approach 
Indra for relief when their health has declined (Ci.1 4 .3). Hemii.dri's Lak$aI)aprakiisa 
refers to Vii.madeva as one of the originators of ayurveda. 1022 

Vii.madeva is known from Vedic literature, dharmasii.stra, I02J the epics, and the 
Pural)aS. w24 

Vii.madeva is quoted as a commentator in the Kairalf commentary on the Ut
tarasthana of the A$tii1igahrdayasa1phita w25 and in Sridasapal),ita's commentary on 
that work. 1026 

A formula attributed to Vamadeva is found in so,hala's Gadanigraha. 1027 

VAMAKA w2s appears twice in the CarakasaJ?lhita. He initiates the discussion on the 
origin of the individual (Sii.25.3-7) and asks Atreya in the same chapter which are the 
causes of a person's growth when healthy, and decline when suffering from disease 
(Sii.25.30). In both passages he is said to be a king of Kasi. 

Vamaka also takes part in the deliberations on the choice of the best frnit foruse in 
a non-oleaginous enema and says that in his opinion ka!utumba 1029 should be chosen. 
G. Haldii.rregards Vii.maka as a forefather of Divodii.sa Dhanvantari and as the author of 
the Cikitsakaumudf. 1030 P. Cordier mentions that Vii.maka, together with Bharadvaja, 
is referred to in the Mahavagga 1031 

VARK~I 1032 is a member of the group of sages described in the first chapter of the 
CarakasaJ?ihita. His name is not found in the corresponding list of the first chapter of 
the Bhavaprakafa 

VARYOVIDA 1033 appears on three occasions in the Carakasarphita, where he is called 
a royal sage or king. As a participant in the discussion on vata, he describes its actions, 
when vitiated and not vitiated, inside and outside the body, and the relevance of this 
knowledge to medicine (Sii.12.8-10). 1034 He is present when a number of sages de
liberate on the origin of the individual and his diseases; contradicting Saraloman, he 
expresses as his opinion that living beings and their disorders are the product of rasa, 
because the element water as the cause of its manifestation is endowed with rasa (Sii. 
25.12-13 ). He is also a member of the group of sages who, assembled in the Caitraratha 
forest, converse about the number of tastes (Sii.26.3-7); Varyovida is convinced that 
six tastes should be distinguished (Sii.26.8): heavy (guru), light (laghu), cold (sita), hot 
(ug1a), oleaginous (snigdha), and dry (riik~a). 

Vii.ryovida is known to the Kiisyapasaf!1hita as well. He is said to recognize two 
chief categories of disease (Sii.27.3): endogenous (nija) and exogenous (ii.gantu). He 
gives his view in the chapter on the treatment of children by means of emetics and 
purgatives (Si.3), but the pertinent passage has not been preserved. The chapter on the 
treatment of kukkul)~ka and other children's diseases (Khi.13) consjsts of teachings 
by Kasyapa to king Varyovida. The same applies to the chapter on the treatment of 

_pregnant women (antarvatnicikitsii.) where, to be sure, he is not mentioned by name, 
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but a king is addressed who cannot be but Varyovida. 1035 The last chapter of the Kii
syapasarphitii (Khi.25: desasatmyadhyaya) consists of an exposition by a king of Ka
si, who must be Varyovida again; answering a question put by Kasyapa, he describes 
which kinds of foods are suitable to the inhabitants of particular countries. 

VAS1$THA 1036 is a member of the group of sages described in the first chapter of the 
Carakasaqihitii. He is mentioned in the same context in the first chapter of the Bhii
vaprakiisa, and, in a comparable situation, in the Bower MS (I.8). The Carakasaq1hitii 
refers to him as one of the sages who became f reef rom disease and decrepitude through 
the use of a particular rasayana (Ci. J 3 .4-6); he also belongs to those who approached 
Indra for help in improving their declined health (Ci.1 4 .3). The Kiisyapas111phita (Vi. I) 
relates that Indra bestowed the ayurveda on Kasyapa, Vasi~\ha, Atri, and Bhrnu. The 
Susrutasar/Jhitii (Ka.8.90-93) and A$/iitigasarpgraha (U.44.2) refer to the story about 
the enmity between Vasi~\ha and Visvamitra, tracing the origin of spiders (Iii ta) to drops 
of sweat that fell from the forehead of the infuriated Vasi~!ha. 

Hemadri's Lak$al)aprakiisa mentions Vasi~!ha as one of the originators of ii
yurveda.1037 An unspecified Kiisyapasar/Jhitii considers him to belong to a group of 
eight ancient medical authors. 1038 The Indian tradition regards him as the author of a 
lost rasiiyanatantra. 1039 A medical text, called Vasi$/hakalpa, is known from the list 
of Kavindriicarya's books. 1040 Vasi~!ha is the pupil of the alchemist Mii1]9avya in the 
Rasendrama1igala. An anonymous medical text, called Rudantika/pa, is in the form of 
a dialogue between Vasigha and Agastya. 

The Tibetan tradition is acquainted with Vasi~!ha as a medical authority. 1041 

Piilakapya's Hastyiiyurveda knows Vasi~\ha as one of the sages who wereeagerto 
be instructed in the science of elephantology (I.I); the same treatise states that Vasi~\ha 
protected animals from poison (Il.11.23 ). 

Vasi~tha is well known in Indian literature. 1042 Many Vedic hymns are ascribed 
to him 1043 and numerous stories are found in the epics and the PuriiI]aS. Vasi~\ha is 
counted as one of the seven brahmar$iS 1044 and one of the ten Prajapatis. 1045 He also 
figures in texts on Yoga 1046 and in Tantric literature. 1047 

Sciences with which Vasi$\ha's name is associated, apart from medicine, are 
dharmasiistra, 1048 jyoti~a, 1049 vastusiistra, 1050 and dhanurveda. 1051 

Vasi~\ha is quoted or referred to, apart from the works already mentioned, in the 
commentary on the A.yurvediibdhisiira, 1052 Bindu's Rasapaddhati, 1053 Hiiriil}acandra's 
commentary on the Susrutasarphitii, 1054 Kapilamisra's Nii~Tprabodhana, Lak~mI
riima's commentary on the Siddhabhe$aj11I11ar_1imiilii, 1055 the Niilflisiistrasar/Jgra
ha, 1056 Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii, 1057 the Rasaratnadfpikii, 1058 Rasendracintiima
(li, 1059 Rasendrama1igala, Ratniikarau$adhayograntha, Revaiiasiddha's V[rabhaiifya, 
So9hala's Gadanigraha, 1060 the Tiimbiilakalpasarpgraha, T0ara's A.yurvedasau
khya, 1061 Trimalla's Brhadyogatararigi(if, 1062 Viigbha\a's works, 1063 the Vaidyacintii
maQi, 1064 and Vailgasena's Cikitsiisiirasar/Jgraha. 1065 A work called Vfddhavasi$/ha is 
quoted in the Tiimbiilakalpasar/Jgraha. 

The quotations show that Vasi~\ha's work was not restricted to the subject of rasii
yana. 
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VIDEHA: see Nimi. 

V1sv A MITRA 1066 is one of the members of the assembly of sages described in the first 
chapter of the Carakasarp./Jitii. He is referred to in the same context in the first chapter 
of the Bhiivaprakiisa. The Susrutasa1phitii mentions him on two occasions (Ci.2.3; U. 
66.3-4ab) as the father of Susruta; the latter is also called Vaisviimitra (U.18.3) and the 
son of the brahmarsi, i.e., Visviimitra (Ni.7.3). 1067 The Susrutasamhitii also alludes to 
the well-known qu~rel between Vasi~\ha and Visviimitra (Ka.8.90-93), 1068 known to 
the A$[ii1igasa1pgraha too (U.44.2). A medical treatise, called Vaisviimitri, is mentioned 
in the introductory verses of a MS of the Alreyasaiphitii. 1069 

Hemiidri 's Lak~1_1aprakiisa regards Visviimitra as one of the of the originators of 
iiyurveda. 1070 The Indian tradition considers Visviimitra to be one of the authors of a 
lost tantra on kiiyacikitsa. 1071 Piilakiipya's Hastyiiyurveda (I.I) relates that Visviimitra 
was among the sages at Romapiida's court who were desirous of being instructed in 
elephantology. 

Besides medicine, Visviimitra's name is associated with dharmasiistra 1072 and 
dhanurveda 1073 

Visviimitra is well known in Vedic literature, the epics, the Puriil).as, etc. 1074 ene of 
the verses of a Vedic hymn,.said to be curative of all diseases (RV 10.137), is ascribed 
to Visviimitra. 1075 Gayadiisa and r;>alha11a, two commentators on the Susrutasar:phitii, 
refer to the story that Visviimitra, who was a k~atriya by birth, acquired the status of 
a briihmal).a by means of his austerities. 1076 r;>alhal).a calls him king of Giidhi, 1077 al
though, inlatersources, he is usually said to be a son of Giidhi, king of Kanyakubja. 1078 

Some Indian authors distinguish a number of different Visviimitras. Their 
number is three according to Gal).aniithasena: (]) the Visviimitra of the Riimiiya11a, 
who lived in the Tretiiyuga; (2) the one of the Mahiibhiirata, mentioned in the 
story about Hariscandra; this Visvamitra was the father of Susruta and figures in the 
Carakasarphitii; he lived in the Dviiparayuga; (3) the medical authority Visviimia-a. 1079 

Authors and worksquoting from or referring to Visviimitra are: 1080 the Arkaprakii
sa, 1081 Ayurvediibdhisiira, Bhiivaprakiisa, 1082 the Bower MS, 1083 Cakrapiil).idatta, 1084 

Candra\a, 1085 r;>alhaz:ia, 1086 Gayadiisa, 1087 Gulriijsarmamisra in his Visikhiinupravesa
vijiiiina, Hemiidri, 1088 Indu, 1089 Jiiiinacandra, 1090 the Kiimim1tna, 1091 Niscalakara, 1092 

Nityanlitha's Rasaratniikara, 1093 the Paribhii$iipradfpa, the Rasakiimadhenu, 1094 Siva
diisasena, 1095 Sridiisapal).1ita, 1096 Srikaz:i\hadatta, 1097 T~ara, 1098 Ugraditya, 1099 Va
rigasena, 1100 and the Yogaratniikara. uoi 

The quotations show that Visviimitra's work dealt with many aspects of medicine. 



Chapter 15 

Commentaries on the Carakasarphita 

AGNIVESA 1 is credited with a commentary on the Carakasaq1hitii by C.G. Kashik,u·.2 

Thisclaimis very implausible. 

AMARAKARA is regarded as a commentator on the Carakasa,phitii by P. Cordier. 3 

AMIT APRABHA 4 wrote a commentary, called Carakanyiisa,5 on the Carakasaqihitii. 
Niscalakara quotes in his Ratnaprabhii on the Cakradatta from Amitaprabha's 
Carakanyiisa, which, as appears from one of the quoted passages, 6 covered the whole 
of the Carakasaqihitii as redacted by Dr9habala. Amitaprabha refers to predecessors 
(pGrvlidiryliJ:i) and to particular schools of interpretation of the Carakasa,phitii, such as 
the Dlik~i1,1atyas (the Southerners), Maill'eyas, Paitlimahas, Udicyas (the Northerners), 
Vaisnavas, and the followers of VIravarman. 7 

Some quotations from Amitaprabha in Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii, not explicitly 
said to be from the Carakanyiisa, are probably from this commentary. 8 

A Carakanyiisa, which is either Bhanarahariscandra's or Amitaprabha's commen
tary, is cited in Anantakumlira's Yogaratnasamuccaya. 9 

Amitaprabha also wrote a metrical treatise on therapy, used by Cakrapli1,1idatta as 
one of his sources in compiling the Cakradatta 10 

r;>alha1,1a refers to a commentator (!ikliklira) Amitaprabha, who may be the author 
of the Carakanyiisa. 11 Amitaprabha/ Amrtaprabha is among the sources of Candra!a's 
Yogaratnasamuccaya. Gopliladlisa quotes him in his Cikitsiimrta. An Arnita- or Amr
taprabhiya is cited in the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya. 

Many quotations from the Amitaprabhfya are found in Anantakumlira's Yogara
tnasamuccaya. 12 The Amrtaprabhiya, also used by Anantakumlira, 13 is identical with 
the Amitaprabhiya, because one quotation from the former work is also found in the 
Cakradatta and attributed to Amitaprabha by Niscala. 14 

Niscala mentions, apart from the Carakanyiisa, one work of Amitaprabhaby name, 
namely the Cikitsiitisaya The quotations prove that it was a treatise in verse. 15 

A Yogasataka, as well as a commentary on the Yogasataka ascribed to Nliglirjuna, 
are also recorded as works of Amitaprabha or Amrtaprabha. l6 

Niscala, who mentions in one place three authorities, namely Qr9habala, Ami
taprabha, and Jejjaia, 17 may have placed them in chronological order. 18 However that 
may be, Amitaprabha is in any case later than Dr~habala, because he commented on 
Dr9habala's version of the Carakasa//]hitii and is said to agree with him by Niscala; 
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he is anterior to Vrnda, who incorporated verses from Amitaprabha's work in his 
Siddhayoga, and Candra!a, who quotes him. 19 

ANGIR1 20 is a commentator on the Carakasa1phitii, quoted by Cakrapai:iidatta in his 
AyurvedadTpikii (ad Ca.Si. l.20-22ab ). 

Ailgiri is an early commentator, 21 sometimes assigned to the tenth century. 22 

ARU~ADATIA 23 is sometimes regarded as a commentator on the Carakasarphitii. 24 

A~AQHAVARMAN25 is a commentator, quoted by Jejja!a, 26 Cakrapai:iidatta in his 
Ayurvedadfpikii, 'l7 Niscalakara, 28 and Vijayarak~ita. 29 These quotations indicate that 
he commented on the whole of the Carakasaiphita. 30 The name of his commentary 
was probably Parihiiravarttika 31 

A~a9havannan is placed in the eighth 32 or ninth century, 33 but is probably earlier 
on account of the date of Jejja!a, who quotes him. 

BAKULA, also called Bakulakara, Bakulamisra,34 and Vakula,35 wrote one or more 
commentaries and a medical work in verse. 

He is quoted or referred to in the B[hannigha;ituratniikara, 36 by Gopaladasa in 
his CikitsJ.rnrta. Niscalakara,37 Sivadasasena,38 Sril<at:i!hadatta,39 Vacaspati,40 and 
Vijayarak~ita, 41 

Bakula wrote a commentary42 on the Carakasarphitii43 and probably also one on 
the Sufrutasamhitii.44 

A work i~ verse by Bakula is quoted by Niscala45 and Srikar)!hadatta.46 Niscala 
also mentions treatises by Bakula, called Bakulatantra47 and Siiroccaya 48 

The quotations from Bakula(kara) indicate that he is later than Jejja!a,49 Gada
dhara, 5° Karttikakunda, 51 Govardhana, 52 the Candrikakara, 53 V mda, 54 N aradeva, 55 

and CakrapiiQidatta,56 while Bakula is earlier than Vijayarak~ita ·and Srikat:i!hadatta, 
who quote him. 

Bakula may therefore have been either a contemporary of Cakrapai:iidatta or of a 
somewhat later date.57 

D.Ch. Bhattacharyya and G. Haldarregard him as a Bengali and assign him to the 
eleventh century. 58 A. Pandey and K. Raghunathan regard the ending-kara of Baku
lakara's name as evidence supporting the view that he was a Bengali; these authors 
place him in the period between the first half of the eleventh and the first half of the 
twelfth century. 59 B. Tripa!IJI refers to him as a commentatorof the thirteenth century. 60 

Niscala bestows some nowery laudatory epithets on Bakula; he is called anava
dyavaidya, vividhavidvadvrndaraka, and mahopadhyaya. D.Ch. Bhattacharyya61 sup
posed Bakula to have been a close connection of Niscala, may be his own uncle (pitr
jye~!ha), who is once mentioned in the Ratnaprabhii; 62 P. V. Sharma regards this as very 
unlikely, on account of the gap of time between Bakula and Niscala.63 

BHADRA VARMAN64 is by some scholars regarded as a commentator on the Caraka
~aiphitii. 65 He is quoted by Anantakumara, 66 Cakrapai:iidatta, 67 Candra!a, 68 and Nisca-
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lakara. 69 

Bhadravarman's work was one of the sources of Cakrapiil)i's Cikitsasmpgraha. 70 

Vr;nda was already acquainted with Bhadravarman 's treatise, as shown by verses that 
the Siddhayoga and Cakradatta have in common. 71 

P.V. Sharma regards Bhadravarman as belonging to the ninth century, 72 probably 
because Candra!a borrowed from him. 

BHASADATTA 73 is quoted by Cakrapiii:iidatta (adCa.Ci.3.216--217) 74 as an early com
mentator on the Carakasalphita. P.V. Sharma is of the opinion that he belongs to the 
tenth century; 75 B. Tripii!hI assigns him to the eleventh century. 76 

BHAVYADATTA 77 was a commentator on the Carakasaq1hita according to P.V. Shar
ma. 78 

Bhavya(datta) is quoted by Gopiiladiisa in his Cikitsiim[ta, Niscalakara,79 and 
Sivadiisasena.80 

Some quotations may be from a commentary, but not clearly from a commentary 
on the Carakasalphita.81 

Works by Bhavya(datta), mentioned byNisca!a,arethe Vaidyapradfpa, als• called 
Vaidyakapradfpasa1pgraha and Bhavyadattasaipgraha, and the Yogaratnakara. 82 

Bhavyadatta's Vaidyapradfpa was esteemed by Niscala, who calls its author a prii
miii:iikiigrai:iI. 83 The author of the Yogaratniikara is referred to as a vidyiimahiivrata. 84 

Bhavyadatta's Vaidyapradfp11 bases its text more than once on the works of Vii
gbha\a.85 Niscala rather often mentions Bhavya( datta) in the company of Bakula. 

P.V. Sharma assigns Bhavyadatta to the twelfth, 86 G. Hiildiir to the eleventh 
century. 87 

~HIMADANT':. 88 was a C<:Jmmentator on the Carakasaq1hita, as appears from a quota
tion m Cakrapai:i1datta's Ayurvedadfpika (ad Ca.Ci.10.53). 

The Vyakhyakusumavalf (ad Siddhayoga 81.41) quotes him as Bhimadatta. 
He liv~d in the tenth century according to P.V. Sharma, 89 in the eleventh century 
accordmg to B. Tripii!hT. 90 

BHOJA wrote a V{tti on the Carakasan;ihita according to the Gulabkunverba editors of 
this sarphitii. 91 

BRAHMADEVA92 is sometimes93 regarded as a commentator on the Carakasamhita, 
which may be right in spite of rather scanty evidence. 94 · 

<:AKRAPA~IDATTA 95 wrote a commentary on the Carakasamhita that is called 
Ayurvedadfpika.96 · 

The fo!lowing authors, works and schools are quoted or referred to in it: Abhidha
nasastra (Sii.1.112), 97 Agastya (Sii.l.62-63ab), Agnivesa (Sii.2.17; Ci.3.197-200ab· 
Ci:4.62-72 and 8~; Ci.7.60-64), Agnivesasaiphita (Ci.3.!79cd-188ab), Aiigiri 
(S1.l.20cd-22ab), A~ii<;lhavarman (Ci.3.216-217; 23.137-139; Si.l.13cd-14ab and 
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25), Asvavaidyaka (Sii.7.39-40), Atreya (Ci.3.197-200ab), bauddhiil,l (Sii.1.46-47), 
Bauddhasiddhiinta (Sii.8.12), Bhadrasaunaka (Si.l.20cd-22ab), Bhiilukfya (Ci.3.108), 
Bharadviija (Si.l.3-6ab), Bharata (Ci.21.9),98 Bhiisadatta (Ci.3.216-217), Bhana 
(Sii.30.84-85; Vi.8.42), Bhanaraharicandra (Sii.1.45; Si.12.4lcd-45ab), Bhela 
(Ci.3.285cd-287ab), BhTmadanta (Ci.10.53), Bhoja (Ci.5.158; 15.17 and 93; Ci. 
25.24-25; Si.l.20cd-22ab), Brahmadeva (Ci.3.216-217), Cak~u~yei:ia (Ci.7.62-64), 
Candrikii (Sii.27.129; Ci.26.293), Caraka (Sii.11.25; Ci.3.160cd-16lab; Si.12.36cd-
4lab), carakasa1µskiira (Ci.6.5-6), Diiruka (Ci.3.l 97-200ab), Diiruviiha (Ci.3.74), 
dhiinvantarTyiiJ.l (Ci.5.44), Dp;lhabala (Sii.7.45-50; Ci.14.234-242; Ka.12.87-97; Si. 
12.36cd-4lab), gandhasiistra (Ci.28.155), Haricandra (Sii.7.46; Ci.3.I79cd-l88ab), 
HiirTta (Sii.1.30-31 and68-74ab; 21.39-43; 26.25-26; 27.4, 114, 197, 213-216, 231-
234ab, 237-238ab, 243-246, 338; 28.4; Ni.1.8; Sii.2.6-10; 8.5-8; I.7.3; Ci.3.71-72, 
138cd-139ab, 139cd-140ab, 149cd-155ab, 160cd-16lab, 16lcd-163ab; Ci.8.145-
148; 16.34-39ab; 17.141cd-144; 22.8; Si.l.20cd-22ab and 23cd-24; 3.12cd-13ab, 
30cd-3 lab and 3 lcd-33ab; 9.50cd-57), HarivaI!lfa (Sii.1.2), Hastivaidyaka (Sii. 
6.9-18), Hirai:iyak~a (Si.12.41cd-45ab), Isvarasena (Ci.15.88-93; Si.l.20cd-22ab), 
Jatiikarna (Sii.1.2 and 44; 2.18-33; 4.12 and 17; 5.16-18ab, 49cd-5lab, 63cd-7lab; 
7.61-62; 26.63 and 84; 27.197; Sa. 4.24; 8.19, 47, 51, 55, 62; Ci.1 1 .41 and 77-80; 
12 .16; 22 .3; 23 .3-5 and 15-17; 3.42-47ab, 74, 138cd-139ab, 197-200ab; 5.96 and 
149-151; 7.60-64 and 136-139; 8.145-148; 9.42cd-44; 10.34-36; 11.25-26, 56-61, 
66-69, 88-90, 91-92; 12.50-52; 13.112cd-116ab; 14.76-88 and 138-169; 15.82-86; 
17.42-44; 19.82-84and 104cd-113ab; 23.229-242ab; 26.73-75, 166-175, 221-230; 
2S:l36cd-l38ab, 138cd-142ab, 142cd-157ab; 29.49-60 and 123; Ka.4. 7cd-9ab; 
6.5cd-7 and 12cd; 8.11; 9.14-16; Si.l.20cd-22ab, 25, 47cd-49ab; 3.26cd, 27-31ab, 
30cd-3lab; 9.12-15; I0.37-38ab), Jejja\a (Si.l.20cd-22ab), jyoti$a (Sii.15.9), Ka
malasTia (Sii.11.25),99 kiimasiistra (Ci.21.4cd-8ab), Kapila (Sii.26.8), Kapilabala 
(Sii.7.45-50), Kariila (Ci.26.129-131), kiismTriil,l (Ci.3.114cd-128ab; 10.54-63; 
13.112cd-116ab; 25.39cd-43; 30.127cd-132; Si.12.16), Kiisyapa (Vi.8.125; Ci. 
23.32), Kharaniida (Ci.3.74, 137cd-138ab, 160cd-16lab, 216-217; 28.15-19ab; 
29.24-29), Ki·~i:iiitreya (Ci.3.197-200ab; 4.73-77; 15.129-131), K~iirapiir:ii (Sii.8.18; 
21.39-43; Ni.3.13-14; Ci.3.216-217; 19.7), ksiiratantra (Ci.5.60cd-64ab), KsTrasvii
midatta (Ci.4.93-94), Kumiiratantra (Sii.6.27), IOO Lalitesvara (Sii.30.35), 161 Nala 
(Sii.27.265-267), 102 Nighal)tl1 (Ci.7.70-72), 1°3 Nighai1\ukiira (Sii.27.4 ),104 Nirii
tmaviidimata (Sii.1.46-47), Nyiiya (Vi.8.18, 36, 56, 65-66), 1°5 nyiiyavidal,l (Sil.1.48; 
2.7-8; 4.4), Pariisara (Ci.15.20cd-35; Si.l.29-31), Parihiiraviirttika (Ci.23.137-139), 
piirva!Tkiilqtal,l (Ci.29.24-29), Pu~kaliivata (Ci.3.160cd-16lab; 12.98; 20.20-22), 
Saindhava (Si.l.20cd-22ab), saindhavii~ (Ci.10.54-63), Siiliikya (Sii.2.3-6; 5.7, 
l 6-l 8ab, 20cd-25ab, 26cd-27ab; 8. 9; Sii.8.32; Ci.11.56-61; 15.3-4; 26.104-I07ab, 
I07cd-109, 119-123, 127-128, 180-187ab, 187cd-205; Si.9.74-78 (twice) and 
111-115, 106 Salyatantra (Ci.5.48cd-56ab and 60cd-64ab; 12.96-97; 25.40), Siil!lkhya 
(Sii.8.3; Sii. l.24; 2.31-36; 3.8), Saq1khyadarsana (Si.9.4-5), sa,µkhy~ (Sii.1.17), 
siimudrakiil) (Sii.8.9), Siimudrika (I.I. 7), Siintarak~ita (Sii.11.25), 1°7 Siityaki (Ci. 
26.129-131), Saunaka (Sii.4.7; Ci.3.l 97-200ab), Smrti (Sii. l.48),108 siidasastra 
(Sii.2.17; Ci.3.190cd-194ab; Ka.1.23; Si.l.llcd-12ab), Susruta (many times), 
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susrutavyiikhyiitara~ (Sii.4.24), Svfunidiisa (Ci.3.216-217), Viigbha\a (Sii. 1.30-31; 
6.33-40 and 41-48; 7.41 and 45-50; 17.3-7; Ni.1.8, 10, 11; Vi.8.100; Ci.3.48cd-49 
and 197-200ab; 16.34-39ab), Vaideha (Ci.26.119-123), Vaisesika (Sii.1.44 and SO; 109 

8.3; 26.29-35), 110 Variiha (Sii.12.67-70), Ill Viiryovida (Si.i2.4lcd-4Sab), Videha 
(Ci.26.129-131 and 134-143), Visiikhin (Ni.7.7), 112 Visviimitra (Sii.27.209-212; 
Ci.S.71-73), Vrddhakasyapa (Ci.23.14), l,yiikarillJa (I.1.1-2), 113 and Vyiisa (Sii.1.3; 
Vi.3.24; Ci.23.4-7ab). 

Sources quoted anonymously are A$iiiligasarpgraha (Ci.8.ll 7-134ab), 114 Mahii
bhii$ya (Sii.1.1, etc), Nyayasiilea (Sii.1.49), Pii1_1ini's A$iiidhyayf(Sii. l. l, etc.), Raghu
vaqisa (Sii.1.1), Sii1pkhyakarikii (Sii.1.20-21, 24, 29-30, 37-38, 63-64, 66-67ab, 
67cd-69), Viigbha\a (Sii.26.57cd-58), and Vaise$ikasiitra (Sii.1.1, etc.). 

Cakrapii1_1idatta's ii.yurvedadfpikii is quoted115 in Satyaniiriiya1_1asiistrin's Padii
rthavijiiana, Priyavrat Sarmii's auto-commentaries on ii.yurvedadarsana and Dravya
gw;iasiitra, and Sivadiisasena's commentary on the Siitrasthiina of the Carakasaiphitii. 
The latter has extensively borrowed from Cakrapii1_1i. The commentaries on the 
Carakasa1phita by Gai1giidhara and Yogindraniithasena refer very often to the 
ii.yurvedadfpikii without mentioning Cakrapii1_1idatta or his work by name. 

Niscalakaraquotes the ii.yurvedadfpikii as (Cakra's) Df pikii; its author is referred to 
as the Dfpikiikiira or -!qt. Sivadiisasena quotes the ii.yurvedadfpik11 in his commentary 
on the Cakradatta IIS Cakravyiikhyii and Dfpikii, possibly also as Cakra. 

Cakrapii1_1idatta's commentary contains information on the text of the Carakasa1p
hitii. He indicates which verses he regards as not belonging to the original text, ll6 and 
points to verses accepted by some, but rejected by other commentators or schools of 
interpretation. 117 Variant readings are rather often recorded. 118 He mentions his pref
erence for particular readings 119 or remains undecided. Cakrapa1_1idatta's text of the 
Carakasarp.hitii emends some readings of the text of the Nir11ayasiigar edition. 120 

Cakrapii1_1idatta frequently quotes the views of predecessors and their interpreta
tions of the text. In contrast with Dalhana, however, it is difficult to make out which 
earlier commentator was his favou;ite authority. 121 Noteworthy are the numerous quo
tations from Jamkar1_1a and, in particular, the rarity with which Jejja\a is cited. It is not 
uncommon to see Cakrapii1_1idatta refer to a series of interpretations by predecessors 
without making a choice, or placing side by side a number of explanations. 122 The pre
cise meaning of particular technical terms was unknown to him. 123 The same applies to 
the identity of a number of particular medicinal substances. 124 The vernacular names 
of drugs mentioned by him are usually those known in Bengal. 125 

Cakrapii9idatta's commentary is characterized by a conciliatory attitude. Differ
ences between the Caraka- and Susrutasal)111ita are smoothed out. 126 

Cakrapii1_1idatta was not interested in psychopathology since, in his opinion, the 
Carakasa1phitii is exclusively devoted to kiiyacikitsii: the miinasado~as are therefore of 
no importance. 127 He did not admit blood as a do~a 128 and was in doubt regarding the 
relationship between pitta and agni. 129 The concepts of po~ya or sthayin and p~ka or 
asthiiyin dhiitu were known to him. 130 Regarding the metabolism of the dhatus, he con
cluded that the khalekapotanyiiya had an explanatory force equal to (tulyabala) that of 
the kediin1;:ulyiinyiiya and other theories. 131 On another occasion, 132 he preferred either 
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the kedarlkulyanyayaorthe dadhik~Iranyaya to the khalekapotanyaya. 133 Noteworthy 
is the limited role he gives to the pathophysiological processes calledsarµprapti. 134 Im
portant is the remark on the clay-like colour of the stools in obstructive jaundice. 135 A 
sahaja and vainayakI buddhi are distinguished. 136 

With regard to dharma, Cakrapar:iidatta was of the opinion that animals may be 
killed if required for the preservation of health or the curing of disease, since ayurveda 
is concerned with arogyasadhana and not with dharmasadhana. 137 

Cakrapar:iidatta's philosophical views are in agreement with the later stages ofNya
ya, Vaise~ikaand Sarpkhya. This explains that he is sometimes critical ofCaraka 138 and 
tries to conciliate statements found in the Carakasaqihitii with Nyayadoctrines. 139 In 
contrast wt"th Caraka, Cakrapar:iidatta does not accept yukti as a separate pramar:ia. 140 

He quotes Santarak~ita and KamalasTia in support of his thesis that it is almost the same 
as anumana, 141 or regards it as identical with iiha. 142 An important source of Cakrapa
I)idatta was the Prasastapiidabhii$ya, which is extensively quoted. 143 144 

A CANDRIKAKARA, -kiiraka or -}qt, 145 the author of a commentary called Candri
kii, and this commentary itself, are repeatedly quoted. 146 It has to be taken into con
sideration that more than one commentary can be referred to as Candrikii, and that in 
many instances it is impossible to decide which one is meant. 147 Part of the quotations 
are from Gayadasa's Nyayacandrikiipaiijika on the Susrutasarphita; 148 some are from 
Candranandana's Padiirthacandn"kii on the A$taiigahrdayasa1phitii, 149 other ones again 
may be from commentaries on the Carakasa1phita150 and Susrutasarphitii which have 
not been preserved. 151 P. Cordier supposed that Gayadasa wrote a commentary on the 
Carakasa1phita, called Carakacandrikii and quoted as Candrikii. 152 The same view has 
been expressed byP.V. Sharma. 153 

The Candrikii and its author are quoted by Arui:iadatta, 154 Cakrapa!lidatta in his 
Ayurvedadfpika, 155 J?alhai:ia,1 56 Gopaladasa in his Cikitsfun[Ta, Harisarar:iasena in 
his Dravyaguiiakara, Jivanandavidyasagara in his commentary on the Rasendrasii
rasa1pgraha, 157 Lak~mirama in his commentary on the Siddhabh~ajamal)imii/ii, 158 

Meghadeva in his commentary on the Miidhavadravyagul)a, Naganatha in his Nidii
napradfpa, Narahari in his ViigbhatamaIJ,;Jana, 159 Niscalakara, l60 Sivadasasena in his 
commentaries on Cakrapar:iidatta's Cikitsiisarpgraha 161 and Dravyagul)a, 162 Srika-
1)\hadatta in the Madhukosa, 163 Tcx:lara in his Ayurvedasaukbya, 164 and Vijayarak~ita 
in the Madhukosa. l65 

CELLADEVA 166 is a commentator quoted by Jejja\a. 167 According to P.V. Sharma he 
lived in the eighth century, 168 but in my view at least a century earlier on account of 
Jejja\a's date. 

QALHA~A is sometimes mentioned as a commentator on the Carakasa,phitii. 169 

GADADHARA wrote a commentary on the Carakasarphitii according to some scho
lars. 170 The two pieces of evidence on this point are problematic. Vijayarak~ita and 
Niscalakara quote the same series of interpretations of a particular technical term; one 
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of these !nterpretations is, according to Vijayarak~ita, from Gadadhara, but from the 
Candnka according to Nisc!lakara. 171 A gloss to the Bhiivaprakiisa 172 is problematic 
since 11 quotes a verse of Gadadhara that conflicts with a verse of Dr<:lhabala. 

GANGADHARA KAV!RAJA wrote a commentary on the Carakasaf/Jhitii, called Jalpa
kalpataru. 173 This very elaborate commentary deals at great length with philosophical 
subjects, but gives much less attention to specifically medical topics. The information 
on drugs is in general disappointing. 174 The views of Cakrapa1_1idatta are on many oc
casions challenged _wlthout reference to him by name. 175 

Authorities and works quoted by Gai1gadhara are: Agastya (177: Sii.l.62-63ab), 
Agnipuriil)a (522: Sii.11.23-26), Atcisaq1hitii (16: Sii.l .8-16ab), 176 Badaraya1_1a (1867 
and 1869: Sa.1.152-154), 177 Bhagavadgltii (1826: Sa.1.75-76; 1958: Sa.4.9-12), 
Bhaluki (2442: Ci.3.108), Bhii§ya (many times), 178 Shela (2428: Ci.3.72), Caraka 
(passim), Chiindogyopani§ad (876: Sii.25.27-29; 1881: Sa.1.152-154; 1891: Sa. 
1.155), Gautama and Gautama Ak~apada (often),179 Harlta (2312: Ci.1 3 .36-40; 
2428: Ci.3.72; 2438: Ci.3.87), Jaimini (39: Sii.1.45; 1869: Sa.1.152-154), 180 Jati1-
kan;1a (297: Sii.5.49cd-51ab; 985: Su.26.84; 2412: Ci.3.50ab), Kaivalyopani§ad 
(796: Sii.21.34-35), 181 Ka~tiida (often), 182 Kapila (several times), 183 Ka{havallf 
(163: Si1.L56), 184 Kiityiiyanaviirttika (527: Su.11.23-26), Lai1iga (48: Sii.1.47; 864: 
Sii.25.18-19; 1883: Sa.1.155), 185 Mahiibhiirata (326: Sii.6.7), Miip<;liikyopani§ad 
(138, 160 and 161: Sii.1.56; 795 and 796: Sii.21.34-35), Mul)~akopani§ad (1825: 
Sa.1.75-76; 1869: Sa.1.152-154), Niigabhartrtantra (2428: Ci.3.72), Narada (432: 
Sii.11.18-29), 186 Nyiiyasiitra (142; Sii.1.56), Parasara (864: Sii.25.14-15; 1214: Ni. 
1.8; 2432: Ci.3.73), 187 Piitanjala ( 1854; Sa.1.141; 1877: Sa.1.154; 1884: Sa.1.155), 188 
Pataiijali (513: Sii.11.20), Prasnopani§ad (1882: Sa.1.154), Rava1_1a's Kumaratantra 
(2138-2141: Sa.8.65), Siiqikhya (Sa.1.155), Susruta (passim), Svetiisvataropani§ad 
(875 and 876: Sii.25.27-29; 1825: Sa.1.75-76), Taittirfyopani§ad (443: Sii.9.4; 874: 
Sii.25.27-29), Vaise§ika (531 and 532: Sii.11.23-26), Vatsyayana (many times), 189 
Videha (690,691,692: Sii.17.26), Vyasa (431: Sii.8.18-29; 585: Sii.12.8), 190 and 
Yajiiavalkya (431: Sii.8.18-29; 1826: Sa.1.77; 1828: Sa.1.79).191 

Gailgadhara is quoted in Asubodha Vidyabhii~a1_1a's commentary on Govin
dasena's Paribhii§iipradlpa. Gai1gadhara and his Jalpakalpataru are referred to in 
Satyanarayru:iasastrin's Padiirthavijiiiina. Gailgadhara's commentary is quoted in 
Gulrajsarmamisra's commentary on the ii.yurvedaprakiisa The Jalpakalpataru is 
quoted in Hara~1acandra's commentary on the Susrutasaq1hitii (ad Su.Sii.6.21-38), 
Priyavrat Sarma's auto-commentary on the ii.yurvedadarsana, and the same author's 
Do§akiiral)atvaml miiq1sii. 

~ANG~DHARA KAVIRA/A was_the author of the following medical works: 192 (I) 
Agney~Yl!_rveda~~iikhyii, 93 (2) Arogyastotra, l94 (3) ii.yurvedasaf/Jgraha, 195 (4) Bhai
§aJyaramayal)~, (5) Bhiiskarodaya, 197 (6) Jalpakalpataru, the commentary on the 
Carak~sarµhita20(7) M[tyuii1ayasaq1hitii, 198 (8) Niil;flpan""k§ii, 199 (9) Paribhiisii,200 (JO) 

Pathy~pathya, \11) Prayogacandrodaya,202 (12) a commentary, called ·vivrti, on 
the RiiJavallabhamghal){U,203 and (13) Vaidyatattvaviniscaya.204 · 
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Gai1giidhara was born in a village called Yasohara 205 orMiigura,206 in the district of 
Jessore, now in Bangla Desh, in the year 1798207 or 1799. 208 His parents were Bhavii
niprasad Roy and Abhaya Devr. After having become proficient in Sanskrit at the age 
of eighteen, he studied ayurveda under the guidance of Riimakiinta Sena in Belgharia, 
in the district of RajsiihI. He started practice in Calcutta, but, due to ill health, moved 
to Mursidabad,209 where he became a very renowned physician,2 10 who, due to his 
extensive learning, was called sarvasiistrajfia. 211 

Gai1giidhara is closely connected with the nineteenth--<:entury revival of ayurveda 
in Bengal, and trained a large number of pupils who, in their tum, became influential 
teachers in various parts of India. Some well-known pupils of his were Dviirakiinii
thasena, 212 Hiirfu:iacandra, 213 and Paresaniithasena. 214 Gai1giidhara died in 1884215 or 
1885. 216 

GAYADASA 217 wrote, according to some scholars, commentaries on both the Caraka
and Susrutasaq1hitii. 218 Conclusive proofs that he commented on the Carakasarpbitii 
have not been adduced. It can, however, not completely be ruled out that some quota
tions from the Candrikii and its author refer to a commentary, called Carakacandrikii, 
on the Carakasaqihitii by Gayadasa.219 

GOVARDHANA is regarded as a commentator on the Carakasal)lhitii by P. Cordier. 220 

GU~AKARA is regarded as the author of a commentary on the Carakasal)lhitii.221 The 
few quotations which are available may be in support of this hypothesis. Vijayarak~ita 
and Viicaspati mention in their commentaries on the Miidha vanidiina ( 5. 31-32 = Ca. Ci. 
14.21-22) explanations of a particular technical term by Cakra(piit)idatta), Gul).iikara 
and Gadiidhara. Niscalakara repeats these comments, with slight variants, in his Rat
naprabhii, replacing Gadadhara by a work called Candrikii. 222 The quotation in the Mii
dhavanidiina may imply that, besides Cakrapiil).idatta, Gul).iikara and Gadiidhara com
mented on the Carakasaq1hitii; this piece of evidence is unfortunately not conclusive, 
because the technical term involved (ii\opa) also occurs in the SufrutaSaI?Jhitii. More
over, Niscala's remarks form part of his comments on a verse from an unknown source, 
which may or may not be Caraka. 223 Another quotation from Gul).iikara in Niscala's 
commentary224 is inconclusive, because it refers to a verse borrowea from an unknown 
source again. 

The Gul).iikara referred to is without any doubt different from the author of the 
same name who wrote a commentary on the Yogaratnamiilii ascribed to Niigiirjuna, 225 

because the latter Gul).iikara is later than Vijayarak~ita. The Gul).iikara quoted by 
Vijayarak~ita, Niscalakara and Viicaspati may belong to the eleventh centu}y, since 
Vijayarak~ita lived in the first half of the twelfth century. 226 

A medical authority called Gm)iikara whose identity cannot be determined is 
quoted in Gopiiladasa's Cikitsii1Ufta and Naganatha's Nidiinapradipa 

HARICANDRA or HARISCANDRA, also called Bhattiira(ka)hari(s)candra,227 and 
~ometimes indicated merely by his title of distinctio~; Bhaqara(ka), 228 was a very 
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early, probably even the earliest, commentator on the Carakasal'/1hitii. A small portion 
of his commentary, the Carakanyiisa,229 has been preserved. 230 Its mailga!a is ad
dressed to Siirya. 231 The extant part shows that Haricandra was well acquainted with 
the tantrayuktis. 232 

Bhattliraharicandra also wrote a revised version of the Kharaniidasamhitii, which 
he based on the Carakasarphita.233 Niscalakara may have had this revis~d Kharanii
dasaqihitii in mind when quoting from Bha!!lira's own saiµhita, 234 unless the latter was 
a separate work. 235 

Some suppose that Bha!!lirakahariscandra was also the author of a commentary on 
the A~{ii1igahrdayasarphitii; 236 this view is contradicted by Niscalakara, who remarks 
that Vagbha!a quotes Haricandra. 237 

(Bha(\lira)hari(s)candra is quoted by A•hama!la, 238 Anantakumlira, 239 Aru~ia
datta, 240 in the Brhannigha1_1furatniikara,241 by Cakraplil)idatta,242 Candrananda
na, 243 QalhaI_Ja,244 Gopliladlisa in his Cikitsamrta, Hemadri, 245 Jndu, 246 Jejja!a, 247 

Karandikar in his Nidanadipikii, 248 Nliganlitha in his Nidanapradipa, Narahari in 
his Viigbhata(kha~uJana)ma1_1~ana, 249 Narasirpha in his commentary on the Mii
dhavanidiina, Niscalakara,250 Riipanayana in his commentary on the Yogasataka, 
Sivadasasena in his commentaries on the Carakasa1phitll, 251 Cakrapal)idatta's Cikitsii
saqigraha252 and Dravyagu1_1a,253 Sridlisapa[_Jdita,254 Srikal)!hadatta,255 Todarananda 
in his ii.yurvedasaukhya, 256 Vlicaspati, 257 Vijayarak~ita, 258 Vopadeva,259 and in the 
Yogarntniikara.260 Haricandra is referred to in the Brhannigha1_1{uratna1<:ara, 261 by 
Candra!a, 262 in the Miidhavadravyagu1_1a,263 by Svamikumlira, and in an anonymous 
commentary on the A~{ii1igasal'/1graha. An unidentified Hariscandra is cited in the 
Bhesajjamaiijilsiisanna y a. 

An authority called Vrddhahiiriscandra is quoted in Anantakumlira's Yogaratnasa
muccaya.264 

The Naiyasika, quoted by S11dlisapa11•ita, 265 may be Hariscandra, and the Nyasa, 
quoted by the same author, 266 his Carakanyiisa. 

Haricandra's commentary acquired great fame. 267 Hemiidri refers to Haricandra 
(in the introduction to his ii.yurvedarasiiyana) as the model of the commentators on 
the Carakasarphitii. Haricandra's commentary was often praised by later authors for 
its high qualities. Candra!a says in the introductory verses of his commentary on the 
Cikitsiikalikii: "As there exist commentators like Haricandra, Jejja!a, and Sudhira, it is 
presumptuous for anyone else to comment on the liyurveda". Another statement testify
ing to his reputation runs as follows: 268 "The ignorant one who attempts to understand 
Caraka's thought without (consulting) Haricandra's commentary, is (like) a man who 
wants to drink up269 the ocean." Niscala regards Haricandra on many occasions as an 
important authority. 

Niscalakara270 and Sivadasasena271 are sometimes critical of Haricandra's opin
ions. Jndu often rejects his interpretations. 

Narahari gives in his Viigbha{ama1_1;iana the following laudatory epithets to 
Hariscandra: munitulya, nayavid and sakalavaidyamlinyatama. SridasapaI_J<;lita eulo
gizes Haricandra as the foremost authority on internal medicine. 272 Some of his views 
on particular subjects are mentioned by Niscala. Haricandra acknowledged eighteen 
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types ofk~aya; 273 he distinguished a gulma in women caused by artava and a gulma 
caused by blood occurring in both males and females. 274 

Haricandra and Jejja\a are more than once bracketed together in Niscala's 
Ratnaprabhii. They are said to agree on many points,275 but exceptions do occur 
too. 216 

Haricandra is mentioned as a commentator on the Carakasaq1hitii by Mahesvara in 
his Visvaprakiisa: "He whose name was Haricandra, whose behaviour was as agreeable 
as that of the moon, held in a wholly unrivalled way the position of an irreproachable 
court physician to King Sahasat,ka and adorned the treatise of Caraka with his own 
commentary". 277 

Hariscandra is one of a series of medical authorities enumerated in a Sanskrit
Tibetan dictionary, called Mahiivyutpatti, prepared by order of Khri-lde sroil-bcan 
(A.O. 816-838); his Tibetan name is Seil-ge zla-ba.27 8 

A prose writer called Haricandra 279 is referred to in Bar:ia 's Ha.r§Bcarita 280 and Va
kpati's Gaii~avah•.281 An author of the same name is referred to and quoted in SrI
dharadasa's Saduktikarniimrta 282 and Vallabhadeva's Subhiisitiivalf. 283 

A Haricandravaidy~tilaka is mentioned as one of the six ~ons of Sabarasvamin. 284 

A Jain poet of the name Haricandra, belonging to the Oigambaras, and a son 
of Ardradeva and Radhii,285 is undoubtedly different from Bhagaraharicandra. 286 

Syamilaka's Piiliatii~itaka287 refers to a Bahlika physician called Haricandra, who 
belonged to the Kailkayanagora and was a son of Isanacandra. 288 A Haricandra who 
was much later than our commentator lived at the couit of Bhillama III of Oevagiri 
and composed an inscription in the year 1205. 289 

The evidence available points to an early date for Haricandra because he is already 
quoted by Jejja!a. 29° Cakrapal)idatta 291 and Niscalakara 292 were convinced that he pre
ceded Vagbha!a, 293 which would mean that he lived before A.O. 600. More difficult 
to determine is whether or not he wrote his commentary before the Carakasaq1hitii had 
been completed by Orghabala. P.V. Sharma's statement that Haricandra deals with the 
tantrayuktisat the beginning of his commentary 294 may indicate that he was not yet ac
quainted with Orghabala's redaction, which treats the subject at the end.295 A remark 
made by Jejja!a,296 namely that the chapter on madatyaya (Ca.Ci.24) was redacted by 
Caraka (and not by or,habala) and has been well explained by Bha!!lirahariscandra, 
may be seen as slightly in favour of the view that Haricandra preceded Orghabala. 297 

Mahesvara 's statement that Haricandra, the commentator on the Carakasacphitii, 
lived six generations earlier would make Haricandra belong to the early part of the tenth 
century, which does not tally with the probable date of Jejja!a, 298 

The identity of King Sahasai,ka, Haricandra 's patron according to Mahesvara, 
is a matter of dispute. The names of five kings are found in the literature on this 
subject: Candragupta II Vikramaditya (A.O. 380-413), Skandagupta (A.O. 455-467), 
Yasodharman of Mlil wa ( sixth century), Narendra of Bengal (sixth-seventh century), 
and Sricandradeva of Kanau j ( eleventh century). 299 Since the only concrete evidence 
we can hold on to with regard to Haricandra's date is that he preceded Jejja!a, and, 
according to Cakrapar:iidatta and Niscala, Vagbha!a, it is in my view impossible to 
,ecide which king may have been Haricandra 's patron, the more so because the epithet 
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of Sahasai1ka was given to several kings. 300 Equally uncertain is the identity of one or 
more authors called Haricandra with the physician of that name. 301 Haricandra's place 
of residence is unknown, although it has been suggested that he lived in Ujjayin1. 302 

HEMACANDRA is by some303 regarded as a commentator on the Carakasarphitii. 

HEMADRI is by some304 regarded as a commentator on the Carakasaiphitii. 

HIMADATIA 305 is quoted as an early commentator on the Carakasa1phitii by Jejja\a, 306 

who accepts a certain reading on the authority of this author and some others, men
tioned along with him. 307 According toP.V. Sharma, he also wrote a commentary on the 
A!,[azigahrdayasaiphitii and has to be placed in the eighth century. 308 G. Haldar309 also 
mentions this commentary on the A${a1igahrdayasarphitii and asserts that he is some
what earlier than the ninth century. B. Tripa\hI 31 ' places him in the ninth century. Ac
tually, Himadatta's date depends on that of Jejja\a, who quotes him. 

lNDUKARA is by some 311 regarded as a commentator on the Carakasaiphitii. 

!sANA odsANADEVA 312 was a commentator on the Carakasamhita.3 13 A commen
tary (vyakhya) by Isana is explicitly referred to in Srikar:i\hadatt;'scommentary on the 
Siddhayoga Niscalakara's quotations are for by far the larger part from a commentary 
on the Carakasamhitii. 

Isana(deva) is quoted by Naganatha in his Nidiinapradfpa, Niscalakara, 314 SrI
kar:i\hadatta,315 Vacaspati,316 and Vijayarak~ita. 317 Isana is mentioned as a commen
tator in the Brhannigh8.I)[uratniikara. 31 8 

Niscala's quotations indicate that Isana disagreed with Jejja\a on many points. 319 

Cakrapa~u.datta supported Isana's views occasionally against those of Jejja\a. 320 Ami
taprabha accepted some of Isana's interpretations of Caraka. 321 An author quoted by 
Isana is Palakapya.322 

D.Ch. Bhattacharyya323 suggested that Dev a might be Isana's family name. Ac
cording to some scholars he was the son of Kesavadeva, ruler of Tripura, 324 and held 
the same position as his father after the latter's death. 325 

Support for P. Cordier's claim 326 that Isana was a Buddhist is not available. 
Isana is earlier than Vijayarak~ita who quotes him; he is also anterior to Ami

taprabha and Cakrapiil)idatta, who are said to agree with him on some issues. 
Palakapya, cited by Isana, evidently preceded him. 327 

!sVARASENA 328 was a commentator on the Carakasalphitii. 329 He is quoted by 
Cakrapar:iidatta,330 Narahari, 331 Niscalakara, 332 Srikar:i\hadatta, 333 and Vijayarak~i
ta.334 The Brhannigha1_1[uratniikara refers to Isvarasena as a commentator. 335 He is 
said to have commented on the A!,{ii1igahfdayasa1phitii as well.336 

Isvarasena was the son of Siddhesvarasena. 337 His chronological position depends 
on the issue whether or not Cakrapar:iidatta and Niscalakara mention a series of authors 
and commentators in chronological order. Both lists give the impression that this is the 
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case,338 which is in favour of the conclusion that Isvarasena has to be placed in the 
period between J e jja \a on the one hand, and Gadiidhara on the other. 339 

JA YANANDIN is sometimes mentioned as a commentator on the Carakasaq1hitii. 340 

JEJJATA 341 wrote commentaries on the Caraka- and Susrutasaqihitii. The commentary 
on the Carakasaq1hitii, called Nirantarapadavyiikhyii, 342 has partly been preserved. 343 

The extant portions cover Ci.13 .32-5.73; 23.159-24.20; 24.29-26.10; 28.83cd-29.ll; 
29.49-30.132; 30.288-312; Ka.1.1-4; Si.3.8-7.32; 12.74-78.344 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to by Jejja\a in this commentary are: 
Agnivesa (Ci.3.63-67 and 71-72), A~a9havarman (Ci.3.73, 161cd-163ab, 216-
217), Bhiilukfya (Ci.3.89cd-109ab), Bhagarahariscandra (Ci.3.137cd-138ab and 
149cd-155ab; 24.3-5), 345 Bhela (Ci.3.160cd-161ab and 197-200ab; Si.3.13cd-
20ab), Bhoja (Ci.25.24-25 and 31ab; Si.3.13cd-20ab),346 Celladeva (Si.4.38-40; 
6. 24),347 Daruviiha (Ci.3.63-67), dhiinvantarTyaJ:i (Ci.5.61cd-64ab), 348 D{9habala 
(Ci.30.127cd-132and 289-290), 349 HarTta(Ci.3.71-72, 75-83, 138cd-139ab, 146cd-
147ab, 149cd-155ab, 160cd-16lab, 161cd-163ab), Himadatta (Ci.3.216-217), 350 

Jatfikama (Ci.3.63-67 and 258-259), Kharaniida (Ci.3.160cd-161ab and 216-217), 
K~arapli.Qi (Ci.3.63-67 and 216-217; Si.4.25), 351 nyayavida~ (Ci.25.27), Parasara (Ci. 
3.73), Parasarya (Si.3.13cd-20ab), Salyatantra (Ci.25.40), samaptikara (Si.6.5-6),352 

sausruta~ (Ci.23.250-253), siidasiistra (Ci.24.10-20), 353 Susruta (Ci.3.149cd-155ab, 
160cd-161ab, 197-200ab, 216-217; 354 23.170-174; 24.107-111), Svamidasa (Ci. 
3.216-217, Tiirk$yatantra (Ci.23.250-253), 355 viirttikakiira (Ci.4.93-94),356 and 
Yogasiistra (Ci.28.220cd-222ab). 357 

Additional sources are, according to Haridattasastrin: 358 Manu (p. 836), Nirukta 
(p. 833), Saunaka (p. 876), smrti (p. 840), sruti (pages 839 and 844), Vyiikarll{lakiirikii 
(p. 880), 359 and Vyasabhanaraka (p. 839). P.V. Sharma adds Saunaka and Vagbha\a. 360 

P.V. Sharma and G.P. Sharma 361 add the aupani~ada chapter of the Kiimasiitra (Ci. 
2.47), Pataiijali's Mahiibhii$Ja (Ci.24.88), and Vagbha\a. K.R. SrikanthaMurthy adds 
the A$[iiligiivatara. 362 Some anonymous quotations (Ci.28.83cd-89ab; Ci.30.63-70ab) 
may derive from an early nighal)\U. 

Jejja\a quotes Videha according to Niscala. 363 

Schools of interpretation of the Carakasaq1hitii, referred to by Jejja\a, are the 
gaut;lii~ (Ci.3.197-200ab; 28.89cd-99ab), hariscandra~ (Ci.3.179cd-188ab), 364 ka
smira~ (Ci.3.210-214; 30.127cd-132), paitamaha~ (Si.3.30cd-31ab), 365 saindha
viil) (Ci.3.210-214; 30.127cd-132), sivasaindhava!J (Ci.3.73), 366 and vai~I).avii!J 
(Si.3.27-30ab; 6.24). 

As can be seen from the above lists, Jejja\a had many predecessors, sometimes 
quoted as \Tkiikiirii~ (e.g., Ci.3.139cd-140ab) orvyakhyakiirii~ (e.g., Ci.3.194cd-196). 

It mattered very much to Jejja\a to determine which readings of the Carakasa111hitii 
could be regarded as genuine. An important example is found in his comments to chap
ter thirty of the Cikitsiisthiina, where verses 128cd-287 are rejected by him, although 
these are acknowledged by the kiismirii~ and saindhava~. 367 Some other verses, re
garded as spurious by Jejja\a, are Ci.3.194ab-195cd and 211-214. 368 Niscala records 
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that Jejja\a did not accept Ci.4.66 as authoritative. 369 The recension adopted by Jejjaµ 
as authoritative differs at a considerable number of places from the one recognized by 
Cakrapal).idatta. 370 An interesting example is Ci.30.82, where biika and pullasaare sub
stituted forve1~u and kosamra. 371 Jejja\a does not accept the readings of the gau~a, ka
smira and saindhava recensions of the Carakasa1phitii. 

The information on drugs provided by Jejja\a shows that differences of opinion al
ready existed with regard to the identity of a number of medicinal substances. 372 De
scriptions of plants, 373 the names of the regions where they grow, 374 and their local 
names 375 are relatively rare. 

Cakrapiil)idatta's commentary on the Carakasaiphitii shows the influence of 
Jejjaµ, 376 although the latter is referred to once only. 377 

flakula versified parts of Jeiia\a's commentary on the Carakasaqihitii.378 

It is beyond all doubt that Jejja\a also wrote a commentary on the whole of the 
Susrutasa1phitii. This commentary, also partly preserved,379 must have been one 
of the oldest, or even the oldest one, on that treatise. Its title is nowhere recorded, 
although P. Cordier380 and S. Dasgupta 381 held the opinion that it was called Br
hallaghupaiijikii. 382 Jejja\a's commentary on the Susrutasa1phitii must have remained 
available for a long time, since it was consulted by Candra\a before he started writing 
his Susmtapii{hasuddhi. Niscala's Ratnaprabhii on the Cakradatta and I;>alhaQa's 
Nibandhasa1pgraha on the Susrutasa1phitii are rich sources of quotations from Jejja\a's 
commentary. 383 Hemiidri still refers to it in the introduction to his li.yurvedarasiiyana 
on the A${iiiigahrdayasaiphitii as the model of the commentaries on the Susrutasaiphitii. 

The quotations in Qalhal).a's commentary prove that one of Jejja\a's aims was, in 
the same way as in his commentary on Cai·aka, to establish a reliable te·xt and to dis
card readings which he considered to be inauthentic (aniir$a). 384 On the other hand he 
sometimes added verses, composed by himself, to the text of the Susrutasaq1hitii, as is 
madeclearby Gayadasa and Qalhal).a. 385 

Some scholars claim that Jejja\a wrote a commentary on Vagbhaµ' s works. 386 This 
assertion, which is not supported by evidence, is probably based on the tradition that 
Indu and Jejja\a were pupils of Viigbha\a. 

Authors and works quoting from or refeuing to Jeijata387 are: A<;thamalla in his 
commentary on the Siiriigadh11rasaq1hitii, 388 Ambikiidattasastrin in his commentary on 
the Rasendrasiirasaipgraha,389 Anantakumiira,390 the commentary on the li.yurvedii
bdhisiirn, Bhiivamisra,391 Cakrapal)idatta,392 Candra\a, 393 Qalhal).a, 394 Gayadasa,395 

Gopaladiisa in his Cikitsiimrta, Gulriijsarmamisra in his Visikhiinupravesavijiliina, 
Hemiidri, 396 Indu,397 the Kairali commentary on the Uttarasthiina of the A${ii1igahr
dayasa1phitii, 398 Karandikar in his Nidiinadipikii, 399 Kasiriima's commentary on the 
Siiriigadharasa1phitii, 400 K~l).adatta's commentary on Trimalla's Satasloki, Meghade
va's commentary on the Miidhavadravyagul)a, Naganii.tha's Nidiinapradipa, Nara
hari's Viigbha{amal)gana, 401 Narasirpha's commentary on the Miidhavanidiina, 
Nariiyal).a's Jvaranirl)aya, NTiamegha's auto-commentary on the Tantrayuktiviciira, 
Niscalakara,402 Riipanayana in his commentary on the Yogasataka, Sivadiisasena 
in his commentaries on the Carakasaiphitii, 403 Uttarasthiina of the A${ii1igahr
dayasa1phitii, 404 CakrapiiQidatta's Cikitsiisa1pgraha405 and Dravyagul)a,406 Sivadatta 
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in his auto-commentary on the Sivakosa, 407 Srika!l!hadatta in the Madhukosa408 
and Kusumiiva!I, 409 Sukhii.nanda in his commentary on the Vaidyajlvana, 4LO Toc_lara 
in his Aymvedasaukhya, 411 Trimalla in his Brhadyogataracigil)I412, Vii.caspati in his 
Atacikada1paQa, 413 Vasudeva in his Viisudeviinubhava, Vijayarak~ita in the Madhu
kosa, 414 and Vopadeva in the Siddhamantraprakiisa. 415 Jaijja\a's commentary on the 
Carakasa1phitii is quoted in the Yogaratniikara. 416 He is also quoted by the unknown 
authorof the interpolated portion of Niscala's Ratnaprabhii.. 417 

Mahii.jahnupati Vii.ha\a is mentioned as Jejja\a's teacher. 418 D.Ch. Bhattacha
ryya419 regarded Mahii.jahnu as a place-name, suggesting moreover that it survives 
in the name of a small town, called Majhanda, situated about fifty miles to the north 
of Hyderabad, on the west bank of the Indus. P.V. Shanna and G.P. Sharma,420 on the 
other hand, consider MabajahnuvatT to be the name of a place in Kasmir. 

Some identify Jejja\a's teacher with the famous medical author Vagbha\a, 421 

whereas others are opposed to this identification. 422 A South-Indian tradition makes 
lndu, who commented on Vagbha\a's works, a fellow pupil of Jejja\a 423 

Some adhere to the view that Jejja\a was the same as Jaiya\a, father of Kaiya\a, 
the author of the Pradipa on the Mahii.bhii§ya, and Mamma\a, who composed the Kii
vyapra kiisa, but this hypothesis is rejected by others. 424 

Jejja\a's place of residence is a point of contention as well. Those who are in favour 
of the view that Jejja\a was a pupil of the medical author Vagbha\a consider him to 
have resided.together with his teacher, in Sindh,425 whereas others give preference to 
Kasmir. 426 

Jejja\a's faith is another controversial issue. Probably he was a Hindu and not, as 
advanced by some, a Buddhist. 427 

The following points have to be taken into consideration when trying to deter
mine the period in which Jejja\a lived. Dr~habala and Bhanaraharicandra preceded 
him because they are quoted. The same applies to Vagbha\a, one of whose verses 
(A.s.Ni.2.96cd-97ab) is quoted (ad Ci.1 3.32-35) as coming from another treatise 
(tantrii.ntara). 428 The claim that Jejja\a is later than Madhava, the author of the 
Rugviniscaya, put forward by P.V. Sharma and G.P. Sharma,429 is unfounded, since 
the quotation they refer to (ad Ci.3.51 cd-52cd) does, contrary to their assertion, not 
occur in Mii.dhava's work; it forms part of the A$tiicigasaqigraha (Ni.2.65), where it 
is said to be derived from Harita. Consequently, Jejja\a's terminus ad quern is about 
A.D. 600. Jejja\a is quoted or referred to by Gayadasa (about A.D. 1000), Candra\a 
(tenth century) and Vrnda (about A.D. 900). 

The chronological limits thus established, A.D. 600-900, can be na1TOwed down 
by a careful consideration of pieces of information provided by other commentators. 
A remark by Vijayarak~ita (ad Miidhavanidiina 22.70cd-72), who states that Ka
rttikaku!Jc,la copied a particular interpretation of Jejja\a, proves that the latter preceded 
the fonner. Niscalakara, who mentions Jejja\a and Kii.rttika together in a number of 
instances, places the latter always after the fonner. Vopadeva's commentary on the 
Siddhamantra (ad 122 and 123) contains clear indications on Jejja\a's anteriority to 
Vapyacandra. A reference by Srikal).\hadatta (ad Miidhavanidiina 35.22d-24) to the 
views of Jejja\a and Gadii.dhara implies that the latter is later than Jejja\a.430 
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The anteriority of Jejja!a with regard to Gadadhara, Vapyacandra and Karttika
kur;t9a appears to be confinned by the order of the names of a series of commenta
tors431 on the Susrutasruphitii, as given by Vijayarak~ita on two occasions: Jejja!a
Vapyacandra-Madhavakara-Karttikakur;t9a (ad Miidhavanidiina l.Sd-6), Jejja!a-Ga
dadhara-Vapyacandra (ad Miidhavanidiina 1.11-13 ). 432 

A relative chronology has thus been obtained, which enables us to place the com
mentators Jejja!a, Gadadhara, Vapyacandra, Madhavakara and Karttikakm}~a, the one 
following upon the other, in the period A.O. 600-900.433 Unfortunately, the identity of 
the commentator Madhavakara cannot be established with certainty; otherwise, if he 
were the same as the author of the Miidhavanidiina, the first three could be assigned to 
the period between A.D. 600 and the eighth century. 

The relative chronological position of Jejja!a, however, makes it seem reasonable 
to piace him in the seventh or, at the latest, the eighth century. 434 This does not disagree 
with the statement by P.V. Sharma and G.P. Sharma435 that Jejja\aquotes Dharmakirti 's 
Pramii1_1aviirttika, 436 but excludes that he was the father of Kaiya!a and Mamma!a.437 

JINADASA was a commentator on the Carakasaqihitii, 438 as appears from quotations 
in Sn1-a~J!hadatta's commentary on the Siddhayoga 439 and Niscalakara's commentary 
on the Cakradatta. 

Niscalakara had access to Jinadasa's works. The Ratnaprabhii refers to Jinadasa 
several times. The references and quotations indicate that he wrote a commentary on 
the Carakasamhitii and a treatise called Kannadandi. 440 

Other wo~ks by this Jain author are a Jambiis·,;iimicarita 441 and a Kalpabhii$yacii
rni.442 

· Jinadasa is said to have been a pupil of Pradyurrmak~ma. 443 He is sometimes 
placed in the twelfth century,444 but his terminus ante quern depends on that of 
Sn1<a(.J\hadatta. Jinadasa is later than Je jja\a according to the references to him in 
Niscala's commentary on the Cakradatta. 

JN A TADE VA, son of Kasmira Rudradeva, wrote the Siiriirthasaqigraha, which may be 
a commentary on the Carakasaqihita.445 

JYOTI?ACANDRA SARASVATI 446 wrote acommentary,called Carakapradipikii, on the 
Siitrasthana of the Carakasal!lhitii. 447 The views of Gal_lanathasena are repeatedly re
ferred to in this commentary. 448 The author was a Bengali. 449 

KARTTIKA(KU~r;>A) 450 wrote, according to some scholars, 451 apart from his commen
tary on the Susrutasa1phitii, also one on the Carakasaiphitii. Evidence in favour of this 
view is not available. 

Klj.~~A VAIDYA, also called Kij.~~ABHATTA, is said to have written a commentary 
on the Carakasarphitii. 452 Kr~r:ia Vaidya may be the father of Naganatha, the author of 
the Nidiinapradipa, who probably lived in the fifteenth century. 453 Some assign him 
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to the eleventh century454 and regard him as the father of Mahesvara, who wrote the 
Visvaprakiisa 455 in 1111/12. Others suppose him to beMahesvara's grandfather. 456 

K~iRASV AMIDATTA 457 may have composed glosses on theCarakasar!]hitii, as appears 
from quotations by Jejja!a and Cakraplil)idatta (ad Ca.Ci.4.93-94).458 P.V. Sharma 
places him in the eighth century, 459 but he is probably earlier on account of Jejja!a's 
date. 

MADHAVA, the author of the Susrutaslokaviirttika, is sometimes also regarded as 
a commentator on the Carakasa,phita.460 

MAITREYA 461 was, according to P.V. Sharma,462 probably a commentator on the 
Carakasarphitii. Vijayarak~ita mentions him as a medical author,463 the Brhannigha
IJ/uratniikara as a commentator. 464 In the Carakasarphitii he is a sage whose views 
are opposed to those of Punarvasu Atreya.465 P.V. Sharma places him in the twelfth 
century. 466 

MEDHAVIN is quoted as a commentator, probably on the Carakasa1phitii, by Sn
kal).\hadatta in the Vyiikhyiikusumiivali: 467 

MUNIDASA is regarded as a commentator on the Carakasa1phitii by P. Cordier. 468 

NAGADEVA 469 is by some regarded as a commentator on the Carakasarphitii, 470 but 
the reference to him in Niscala's Ratnaprabhii411 points to him as the authorof a com
mentary on the Susrutasaiphitii. 472 

NANDIN is mentioned as a commentator on the Cara.kasa1phitii by Gayadlisa (ad Su. 
Ni.6.15-19). He also wrote a commentary on the Susrutasar!]hita.413 

NARADATTA 474 was the author of a commentary on the Carakasarphita. 415 

Naradatta is quoted by Niscalakara as a commentator on the Carakasarphitii. 476 

Naradatta's school of intelJ)etation is referred to as Naradantavylikhylisampradliya 
in the Kusumiivalf. 411 The same school of interpretation is quoted as the Narade
vopadesaparamparli by Niscala.478 The followers of Naradatta are cited by Niscala 
as the naradattasampradliyinalJ.479 Cakraplil)idatta is said to adhere to Naradatta's 
views. 480 The !ippar.1I of a pupil of Naradatta (naradattasi~ya!ippai)I) was also known 
to Niscala. 481 

The references to Naradatta suggest that he wrote, apart from the commentary on 
the Carakasaqihitii, a medical treatise. This work may have been the Brhattantrapradf
pa, quoted by Niscala. The authorship of this work is uncertain, since Niscala 
only mentions its title, but it may well have been written by Naradatta, Cakrapli
I)i's teacher, which would explain that Cakraplir)i incorporated two recipes from the 
Brhatta.ntrapradfpa in his Cikitsiisa1pgraha 482 Niscala mentions the Brhattan.-apradf pa 
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twice in his commentary on the mukharoga chapter. He says that some verses of 
Cak~u~yei:ia are found in that work; 483 he also quotes it on the subject of a disorder 
called khai:i<;lau~;ha, described by Cak~u~yei:ia, Candra\a, Niigabhartf, Viigbha\a, and 
in the Carakottaratantra, Ji.yurvedasiira and Brhattantrapradipa.484 

The Brhattantrapradipa is a work of Naradatta according to G. Haldiir. 485 P.V. 
Sharma, who regarded it as a work of Naradatta in an earlier publication, 486 changed 
his opinion and attributes it to Bhavyadatta in his edition of Niscalakara's Ratna
prabhii. 487 

A treatise called Tantrapradipa, quoted by Niscala 488 in his comments on the same 
chapters which mention the B,tiattantrapradipa, might well turn out to be the same 
work. A Tantraprw:lipa is also quoted by Sivadasasena. 489 

Naradatta was Cakrapai:iidatta's teacher,490 which fixes his chronological position. 

N ARASl1'!1HAKA VIRAJ A wrote a commentary on the Carakasamhitlf called Carakata
ttvaprakiisakaustu bhatikii. The author refers to this commentary in th~ one he wrote on 
the Miidhavanidiina. 491 

PATANJALI is by some regarded as the author of a Carakaviirttika.492 

SADANANDA wrote a commentary, called Au~adhavivrti, on the chapters of the 
Carakasaqihitii containing rules for the preservation of health (svasthavf!ta). 493 

SAINDHAVA was a commentator on the Carakasaq1hitii according to Cakrapai:iidatta, 
who mentions him in the series Ai1giri-Saindhava-Jejjata-lsvarasena (Si.l.20cd-
22ab)_494 · 

SAMDHYAKARA is a commentator on the Carakasaq1hita495 who is quoted by 
Nis~alakara. 496 

SIVADASASENA 497 wrote a commentary, called Carakatattvapradipikii,498 on the 
Carakasaf!]hita. 499 The part dealing with Siitrasthana I.I to 26.58 has been preser
ved, 500 but, originally, it must have covered the whole of the sarphita. 501 

Sivadasasena's commentary is in general based on Cakrapai:iidatta 's Ji.yurvedadi
pikii, but he deviates from it repeatedly, which makes the work interesting and valuable. 
He refers to the views of his father, Anantasena, who was his teacher in ayurveda, adds 
quotations to those found in the commentary by Cakrapai:iidatta, and cites, since he is 
later than Cakrapai:ii, commentators like Arui:iadatta and Vijayaraiq;ita. 

The Carakatattvapradipikii is several times referred to in Sivadasasena's commen
tary on the Cakradatta and twice in his commentary on Cakrapai:iidatta's Dravyagu
I_JaSai/Jgraha, which proves that it was composed before the latter two works. 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to by name in the Carakatattvapradipikii 
are: 502 Acarya (1.45 and 50; 10.5; 11.41), A.gama (1.48; 8.19 and 20), Agnivesa 
(1.1, 2, 30-31; 26.53-57ab), Amara (4.17; 16.1-2; 21.50), Arui1a(datta) (1.2 and 
24; 5.15; 8.19; 11.34-35), li.tmatattvaviveka (by Udayana) (16.34-36), Atreya (1.2 
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and 30-31), Atri ( 1.2), Bharadviija (1.3, 18cd-23, 24, 25-26, 27-29, 30-31; 13.3), 
Bhii§ya (by Prasastapiida) (1.44 and 50), Bhanara(haricandra) ( 1.66; 6.49 and 50), 
Bhanaraharicandra (5.13), 503 Bhela (2.15), Brahmadeva (1.24), Cakra (1.50, 51, 64, 
66; 4.5; 5. ?led-76ab; 6.50; 11.34-35), Caraka (4.16; 13.18; 22.34-37), Cak~u~ye1_1a 
(5.49cd-5lab), Drc:Jhabala (6.4; 13.51 and 65-69; 17.62), gau9Iyiil_1 (3.3-17), 504 

Haricandra (7.45-50; 13.19),505 Hiirfta (1.30-31), Jatiikaqia (1.44; 2.18-33; 4.12 and 
17; 5.49cd-5laband 63cd-71ab), Jejja\a (6.4),jyotil,isiistra (5.95-102), Kal)iidasiitra 
( 1.45; 11.12), Kapilabala (7.45-50), Kariila (5.49cd-5 lab), kiismiral,i (3.3 and 13-17; 
5.49cd-5lab), Kiisyaplya (6.4), k~a1_1abhailgaviidin (16.34-36), k~a1_1abhar1gavadinal,i 
(I.I), 506 K~ra(pii1_1i) (8.18), MedinI (1.2, 24, 25-26; 7.39-40; 8.18 and 27; 12.8; 
15 .11 ), Niigiirjunatantra (21.21-28),507 NyiiyaviirttikatatparylJ!lkii ( 11.21-22), 503 pitr
cara1_1iil,i (1.2, 50, 51, 64; 5.49cd-5lab and 71cd-76ab; 7.45-50; 25.45-47),509 Priiii.ca 
(10.5),510 PuriiIJa (1.59-61), tjaval,i (I.I), Rudramisra (l.57; 511 5.15 512 ), 513 Siiliikya 
(5.16-18ab and 26cd-27ab), Siilihotra (14.16), Sii1µkhya (19.6), Smpkhya(kiirikii) 
( 1.43), saugatal,i (16.27), S.mrti (I .I), siidasiistra (15.16), Susruta (many times), Sva
bhiiti (8.19), 514 tantriintara (13.18 and 65-69; 17.73-75; 24.25-29; 515 26.57cd-58), 
Tattvakaumudl (11.21-22), 516 Viigbha\a (many times), Vaise§ika (1.42 and 50),517 

Vijayarak~ita (1.57), Vrddhasu§ruta (13.29-40), vrddhavaidyiil_1 (2.18-33; 13.65-69; 
20.20-22), and Vyiisa (1.3). 

Many quotations and references are also found in Cakrapii1_1idatta's commentary. 
Sivadasasena adds quotations from well-known authorities 518 and mentions sources 
which are absent from the Ayurvedadlpkii. 519 

Anonymous quotations are frequent and have only in part been traced. 520 Usually, 
Sivadiisasena agrees with Cakrapa1_1idatta, but on several occasions he disagrees with 
him, 521 preferring the views of Viigbha\a522 and their interpretation by Aru1_1adatta, 523 

or those of Anantasena, his father and teacher. 524 On other occasions he rejects Vii
gbha\a525 or does not decide, regarding a series of contradictory statements as equally 
authoritative. 526 Of special interest are Sivadiisasena's expositions on the nature of the 
do~as, 527 as well as those on taste (rasa) 528 and vipaka. 529 He distinguishes between 
two types of health (iirogya) 530 and describes three types of ko~\ha, adding a group of 
persons with a madhyako~\ha to those with a rll]"du- and kriirako~\ha. 531 

SIVADASA(SENA) 532 was the author of commentaries on the Carakasaq1hitii (called 
Tattvapradlpikii), Uttarasthiina of the A$/iirigahrdayasaqihitii ( called Tattvabodha), 
Cakrapii1_1idatta's Cikitsiisa1pgraha (called Thttvacandrikii), and the latter's Dravyagu
I)asarµgraha. 533 

Sivadasasena was the son of Anantasena, son of Uddharana, son of LaksmI
dharasena, son of Kakutsthasena, son of Siihisena, 534 who li~ed at the court of 
Sikharesvara535 and acquired fame as a poet. This is the information given by Sivadii
sasena atthe end of three of his fourcommentaries. 536 He adds the name of his mother, 
BhairavI, to that of his father in the introductory verses of two of his commentaries. 537 

Sivadiisa also tells us that his father was an expert in Vaise~ika, Slirjlkhya and 
Ayurveda,538 lived in Miilaficika,539 and held the position of court physician (an
.tarailgapadavI) to Biirbak Sah, ruler of Bengal (Gau,a), who presented him with a 
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ceremonial parasol (chattra). 540 Sivadasa was trained in ayurveda and other sciences 
by his father, 541 to whom he repeatedly refers in his commentary on the Sfltrasthana 
of the Carakasamhita. 

Malaficika ~ay have been situated in the area of Kocbihar, Rangpur and RajsahI, 542 

in the Pavana (Pavna) disErict of Varendra. 543 . 544 
In spite of his name, Sivadasas~na may have been a devotee of V1~i:iu. . 
The chronological position of Sivadasasena depends, on the dates of the reign of 

Barbak Shah given by some authors as 1457-1474. 545 Sivadasa may therefore have 
' 546 been active as an author during the last quarter of the fifteenth century. 

An unspecified work of Sivadasasena is quoted in Sivamisra's Vaidyasastrasiva-

nubandha. 

S!VASAINDHAVA is sometimes regarded as a commentator on the Carakasaq1hita. 547 

SR IKA~THA is by some548 regarded as a commentator on the Carakasaq1hita. 

SUDANTASENA is sometimes mentioned as a commentator on the Carakasarphita. 549 

SUDHIRA, who commented on the Susrutasarphita, may have written a commentary 
on the Carakasaq1hitii too. 550 

SVAMIDASA'S commentary 551 on the Carakasaiphitii is referred to by CakrapiiI)idatta 
in his A.yurvedadipika,552 Gayadasa in his commentary on the Susrutasaf!!hitii, 553 and 
Jejja\a 554 Vijayarak~ita (ad Madhavanidiina l.14cd-1Sab) mentions him, together 
with A~a1hadharma, as an early commentator. Niscalakara mentions Svamida
sa, together with Isvarasena, as an author who distinguished twenty-five k~ayaja 
diseases. 555 He is, finally, also quoted or referred to by Sivadasasena. 556 Svamidasa is 
earlier than Jejja\a since the latter quotes him. Svamidasa is sometimes considered to 
be identical with Svamikumara. 557 

Sv AMIKUMARA 558 wroteacommentary on the Carakasaiphitii. A small portion of this 
Pailjikii 559 has .been preserved. 560 In the introductory verses the author pays homage 
to several deities, as well as to Bharadvaja, Atreya and Agnivesa. The mangala shows. 
that he was a Saiva.561 Svamikumara was perhaps the first author to confuse Caraka 
and Patafijali. 562 According to P.V. Sharma he may have lived in Avanti. 563 

Svamikumara states that he consulted Hariscandra's commentary before starting to 
write his own and repeatedly quotes from it; 564 for his part, Svamikumara is quoted by 
Je jja\a; he is therefore later than Hariscandra and earlier than Je jja\a. 565 An unsolved 
problem is whether a commentator called Svamidasa 566 is the same as Svamikumara 
or not. 567 It has been suggested that one of the pafijikakaras, mentioned by .Qalhai:ia, 
may be Svamikumara,568 and that he also may be identical with an Indian physician, 
called Kumarabha!!a, who became a popular teacher of ayurveda in Thailand. 569 

VACASPATI is by some570 regarded as the author of a commentary on the Caraka
sarphitii. 
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VAI~~AVA is sometimes regarded as a commentator on the Carakasaiphitii.571 

VANGASENA, the author of the Cikitsiisiirasa1pgraha, is occasionally regarded as a 
commentator on the Carakasa1phitii. 572 

VAPYACANDRA,573 also called Ba~pacandra,574 was, as appears from quotations, a 
commentator on the Carakasamhitii. 

Vapyacandra is quoted by Gopaladasain his Cikitsii111fta, Hemadri, 575 Kmiadatta 
in his commentary on Trimalla's Sataslok,, Lak~mirama in his commentary on the 
Siddhabhe$a)ama1_1imiilii, 576 Meghadeva in his commentary on the Miidhavadra
vyagu1_1a, Naganatha in his Nidiinapradfpa, Narahari in his Viigbhafama1_1gana, 577 

Narasiq1ha in his commentary on the Miidhavanidiina, Niscalakara, 578 Sivadatta in 
the commentary on his Sivakosa,579 Sivadasasena in his commentary on Cakrapa
z:iidatta's Dravyagu1_1a, 580 Srikaz:i\!Jadatta in the Madhukosa 581 and Kusumiivali, 582 

Vacaspati in his Atmikada1pa1_1a, 583 Vijayarak~ita in the Madhukosa, 584 and Vopadeva 
in his Siddhamantraprakii.fa. 585 Vapyacandra is mentioned as a commentator in the 
Brhannigha1_1furatniikara. 586 

Vapyacandra may also have commented on the Sufrutasarphitii, 587 but the 
claim of some scholars that he wrote a commentary on the A$!iirigahrdayasa1phitii 
is unfounded. 588 A Bii$pacandratanlra, the nature of which is unknown, seems to 
have existed in former years. 589 Some scholars assume that Vapyacandra com
posed a nighaz:i!n, 590 because a number of quotations, found in particular in the 
Siddhamantraprakiisa, elucidate the nature and properties of medicinal substances. In 
favour of the view that Vapyacandra wrote a nigha1)!U is the fact that some of these 
quotations are in verse. 591 

The upper limit of Vapyacandra's date is provided by the earliest authors to quote 
him, Vijayarak~ita and Srikaz:i!hadatta. The lower limit can be deduced from the 
Siddhamantraprakiisa in which Vopadeva twice states that Vapyacandra disagrees 
with Jejja!a, which means that he is later than the latter. Vapyacandra's posterimity 
to Jejja!a is probably confirmed by Vijayarak~ita who, on two occasions, mentions a 
series of commentators who may have been put in chronological order: Jejja\a-Va
pyacandra-Madhavakara-Karttikakuz:i9a, 592 and Je jja!a-Gadadhara-Vapyacantlra. 593 
The correctness of the hypothesis of a chronological order would narrow down the 
chronological position of Vapyacandra in making him later than Gadadhara 594 and 
earlier than Karttikakur:i9a. Two quotations, found in the Kusumiivalf, suggest that 
Vapyacandra preceded Cakraplii)idatta.595 

The most probable conjecture concerning Vapyacandra's date is that he lived in the 
seventh or eighth century. 596 

V~NDA is sometimes said to have written a commentary on the Carakasa,phitii.597 

YoofNDRANATHASENA wrote a commentary, called Car11kopaskiira, on part of the 
Carakasarphitii (Su.l-Ci.20).598 It is written in simple Sanskrit,599 follows in its ex
~lanations Caraka's text word for word 600 and analyses each compound. Yogindrana-
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tha sometimes agrees in his intetpretations with Cakrapiil)idatta, 601 sometimes with 
Gat'tgiidhara;602 at other places he tries to synthesize their views6°3 or gives his own 
opinion.614 On rare occasions the Bengali equivalents of the names of medicinal sub
stances are mentioned. 605 

Authors and works quoted or referred to in vols. I and II are: A§/ii1igahrdaya
saq1bitii (passim), A§/iiligasaq1graha (passim), Bhagavadgitii (1138: Sii.1.37; 1147: 
Sii.1.65),606 Bhii§iipariccheda (20: Sii.1.48; 28: 1.59),607 Bhiivaprakiisa (11: Sii.1.28-
29; 40: 1.93-94; 72: 3.21; 624: 27.8-10; 626: 27.15; 646: 27.88cd-89ab), Bhela 
(many times), Caraka (passim), Gautamasiitra (260: Sii.11.20; 1055: Vi.8.39),608 

Isvarakm1a (256: Sii.11.8), 609 Kiityiiyana (203: Sii.8.18), K~iirapiil)i (203: Sii.8.18), 
Kusumiiiijali (I 142: Sii.1.48),610 Miidhavanidiina (68: Sii.3.7; 86: Sii.4.8), Nyii
yadarsana (many times), Nyiiyasiitra (762: Sii.30.17-19), Piit~ini (many times), 
Piitanjala (6: Sii.1.8-14; 1150: Sa.1.70-72), 611 Pulastya (204: Sii.8.18), Riijanighal}/U 
(37: Sii.1.81-85; 56: Sii.2.9-10; 57: Sii.2.11-13; 61: Sii.2.23; 99: Sii.4.16; 623: 
Sii.27.8-10), Siiq1khyadarsana (25: Sii.1.56), Siiqikhyakiirikii (1135: Sii.1.25-26; 
1148: Sii.1.66-67), Siddhayoga (73: Sii.3.23), Siiryasiddhiinta (146: Sii.6.4), Susruta 
(passim), Susruta/ikii (446: Sii.19.4),612 Viigbha!a (passim), Vaise§ika (many times), 
Vastuvidyii (342: Sii.14.46), Vt:rliintabhii§ya (2: Sii.1.1), 613 Visvaniithakiirikii (I 132: 
Sii.1.18-19),614 Vrddhavii.gbha/a (passim), Vfllda (66: Sii.3.4),and Yogadarsana (264: 
Sii.11. 28-29).615 616 

Yogindraniitha's Carakopaskii!-a is quoted in Priyavrat Sarmii's auto-commentary 
on the Ayurvedadarsana. 

Yogindraniithasena was born in 1871 as the eldest son of Mahiimahopiidhyiiya 
Kaviriija Dviirakiiniithasena,6 17 one of the pupils of Gaiigiidhara.6 18 He studied 
ayurveda under his father and came to be recognized as one of the foremost iiyurvedic 
physicians of India, the first one upon whom the title of Vaidyaratna was conferred by 
the Government of India in 1922. He died in 1931. 619 

ANONYMOUS COMMENTARIES on the Carakasaq1hitii are recorded in MSS 
catalogues.620 



Part 2 

Susrutasamhita . 





Chapter 1 

Siitrasthana 1 

Chapter one, called vedotpatti, begins, like the Carakasaf/Jhitii, with a story concerning 
the origin (utpatti) 2 of (ayur)veda. 

A group of sages, desirous of being helpful to human beings afflicted by diseases, 
and wanting to preserve their own health,3 approaches Divodasa, king of Kasf, (an 
incarnation oO Dhanvantari, 4 with the request to teach them the science of ayurveda. 
This group consists of Aupadhenava, Vaitaral)a, Aurabhra, Pau~kalavata, Karavira, 
Gopurarak~ita, Susruta, and others (1.1--4 ). 

Dhanvantari complies and relates that Svayambhu (= Brahma), even before creat
ing mankind, composed the ayurveda, which forms one of the upaiigas of the Atharva
veda, 5 in one hundred thousand verses, arranged in thousand chapters; in consideration 
of the short life span and restricted intelligence of men, he recast it into the following 
eight divisions: salya, salakya, kayacikitsa, bhutavidya, kaumarabhrtya, agadatantra, 
rasayanatantra, and vajikaral)atantra (1.5-8).6 

All the sages express the wish to receive, first of all, instruction in salya; Susruta 
is appointed as the one to ask questions, while the others will listen attentively to Dha
nvantari 's answers (1.9-13). 

Dhanvantari begins his teaching by expounding the object (prayojana) ofayurveda: 
making the diseased free from disease and preserving the health of the sound; he also 
explains the etymology of ayurveda ( 1.14-15). He announces that his instruction will 
be in conformity with pratyak~a (perception), agama (authoritative scripture), anuma
na (inference), and upamana (analogy) (1.16). 7 

Salya is declared to hold he foremost place among the branches of ayurveda, be
cause it was applied, on the occasion ofDak~a·s 8 sacrifice, with a view to the healing of 
the wounds inflicted and the restoration of the head of the sacrifice. 9 It is pre-eminent 
too on account of its quick action, owing to the use of sharp and blunt instruments 
(sastra,yantra), caustics (k~ara), and cautery (agni) (1.17-18). 

Brahma was the first to promulgate ayurveda; from him Prajapati learnt it, from 
Prajapati the Asvins, from the Asvins Indra, from Indra myself (i.e., Dhanvantari) 
(1.20). A verse follows, in which Dhanvantari, who calls himself Adideva, 10 an
nounces to have appeared on the earth in order to teach surgery, as well as the other 
branches of medical science (1.21). 

In this science, the puru~a is the living body, composed ofthefivemahabhutas. The 
world is divisible into beings that cannot move (sthavara) and those that move about 
GMgama), into fiery (agneya) and cool (saumya) substances, into substances with a 
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preponderance of one of the mahiibhiitas, and into four classes of beings: saq1svedaja, 
jariiyuja, ai:i~aja, and udbhijja 11 ( 1.22). 

The four classes of diseases are defined: iigantu, siirira, miinasa, and sviibhiivika 
( 1.23-26). 12 The means for checking diseases are sa1psodhana, sa1psamana, (rules re
garding) diet (iihiira), and (rules regarding) conduct (iiciira) ( 1.27). 

Medicinal substances (o~adhi) derive from immobile (sthiivara) and mobile (jailga
ma) living beings ( 1.28). The immobile class consists of the types called vanaspati, vr
k~a, virudh, and o~adhi; their characteristics are given ( 1.29). 13 The four classes of mo
bile beings are enumerated again 14 and examples are given ( 1.30). The parts of these 
beings used as medicinal substances are mentioned (1.31). Inorganic (piirthiva) sub
stances are listed (1.32). The importance of the divisions of time for medicine is dis
cussed (1.33-34). 

The subjects dealt with so far are summarized (1.35-38). A more detailed exposi
tion of the therapeutic science, in one hundred and twenty chapters, will now follow. 
It is divided into five sections: Siitra-, Nidiina-, Siirira-, Cikitsita- and Kalpasthiina; the 
remaining subjects will be dealt with in the Uttaratantra (1.39-40). 

Chapter two (si~yopanayaniya) describes the initiation of a student. 15 

Chapter three (adhyayanasa1!1praliiiniya) gives a table of contents (3.3-45). 16 

The necessity of both theoretical instruction and practical training in the eight
limbed science of medicine, revealed by Adideva, is stressed (3.46-53). The chapter 
ends with instructions regarding the method of study 0.54-56). 

Chapter four (prabhii~ai:iiya) is about the importance of correctly understanding the 
text of the treatise and its terminology. The textbooks called Aupadhenava, Aurabhra, 
Sausruta and Pau~kaliivata after their authors are mentioned as the basic surgical trea
tises ( 4.9). 

Chapter five (agropaharai:iiya) is concerned with the arrangements preliminary to sur-

gical interventions. _ . . 
Surgical treatment (karman) consists of t!U'ee stages: pu~v~karman (prehminary 

measures), pradhiinakarman (principal measures) and pascatk_arman (after-treat
ment) 11 (5.3). Surgical procedures (sastrakarman) are of eight kinds: chedya (exci
sion), bhedya (incision), lekhya (~carification~, vedhya (?un~~unng), e~ya (probing), 
ahiirya (extraction), visriivya (drainage), and s1vya (suturing) _(5.5). . 

The items of the equipment to be collected before performing any of these inter
ventions, and the nursing staff, are dealt with (5.6). 

The proper way of draining (an abscess) is described_ (5.7), followed by the char
acteristics of a good incision (5.8-9), praiseworthy qu~hues of a surgeo_n (5.10), the 
proper way of making a counter-incision (in order to assure co_m~lete drainage) (5.11) 
or multiple incisions (5.12). Places where an oblique or curved inc1s1on should be made 
are listed (5.13-14 ). The bad effects of an improper incision are dealt with (5J5) .. 

Pre-and post-operati;,e measures are discussed ( 5.16-17), followed by fum1gat10n 
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(dhiipana; 5.18), 19 and protective mantras to be used in a ritual called rak~likarman 
( 5.19-33). 20 

The remaining part of the chapter is devoted to after-treatment, in particular wound 
dressing and the change of dressings (5.34-42). 

Chapter six (rtucarya) discusses seasonal regimen. 21 

The chapter begins with an enumeration of the units of time: 22 ak~inime~a (the time 
required to pronounce a short syllable), 23 kii~!hli, 24 kala, 25 muhii1ta, 26 ahorlitra (a day 
and a night), 27 pak~a (a fortnight), and masa a (month) (6.4-5). 28 

The twelve months, beginning with Mligha, make up six seasons, 29 each consisting 
of two months: sisira (the cool season) consists of Tapas (= Magha) and Tapasya (= 

Phalguna), vasanta (the spring) of Madhu (= Caitra) and Madhava (= Vaisiikha), grl
~ma (the summer) of Suci (= Jye~!ha or A~ac_lha) and Sukra (= A~a9ha or Jyegha),30 

va1~ai) (the rainy season) ofNabhas (= Sravai:ia) and Nabhasya (= Bhadrapada), sarad 
(the autumn) ofl~a (= Asvina) and Orja (= Karttika), and hemanta (the winter) of Sahas 
(= Margasir~a) and Sahasya (= Pau~a) (6.6). 31 

The year is divided into two halves, called after the direction of the sun's course 
(ayana); the southern course (dak~ii:iayana) covers var~a~, sarad and hemanta, the 
northern course (uttarayai:ia) sisira, vasanta and grl~ma; the moon and the correspond
ing tastes are strong during the dak~ii:iayana, the sun and the corresponding tastes 
during the uttarayai:ia (6.7-8).32 The two ayanas together make one year; five years 
make one yuga. Some refer to this whole series of divisions of time as the kiilacakra 
(wheel of time) (6.9). 

In this treatise, with regard to the seasonal variations of the do~as, the seasons are 
arranged thus: var~a~, consisting ofBhadrapada and Asvayuja (= Asvina), sarad, con
sisting of Kruttika and Margasir~a, hemanta, consisting of Pau~a and Magha, vasanta, 
consisting ofPhii]guna and Caitra, grI~ma, consisting ofVaisakha and Jye~\ha, and pra
Vf~ (the early rainy season), consisting of A~a9ha and Sravai:ia (6.10). 33 

The effects of the seasons on the do~as are described. Pitta accumulates (sa1pcaya) 
during the rains and gets excited (prakopa) in the autumn; sle~man ( = kapha) accumu
lates in the winter and gets excited in the spring; vliyu accumulates in the summer and 
gets excited during the early rains (6.11 ). These accumulated and excited do~as ought 
to be eliminated (6.12). The diseases caused by pitta subside naturally (svabhavatas) 
in the winter, those by sle~man in the summer (nidagha), those by vlita in the autumn 
(6.13). The divisions of day and night have characteristics similar to the seasons: the 
forenoon (piirvahna) is the analogue of the spring, the noon (madhyahna) of the sum
mer, the afternoon (aparahna) of he early rains, the dusk (prado~a) of the rainy season, 
the midnight (ardharatra) of the autumn, the dawn (pratyu~as) of the winter (6.14 ). Ir
regularities in the seasons, due to fate (adr~!a),34 cause various diseases or epidemics 
(maraka) (6.16-17). Sometimes, even when the seasons are regular, the people of a 
country may suffer through sorcery (kftyli), curses (abhisapa), the wrath of a rak~as, or 
adhanna.35 Other causes are the exhalations of poisonous flowers, the noxious influ
ences of planets (graha) and asterisms (nak~atra), 36 and inauspicious omina (6.19).37 
The measures to be taken in such cases are listed (6.20). 
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The characteristics of the normal seasons are described, beginning with the winter 
and ending with the autumn (6.21-36). 38 

Chapter seven (yantravidhi) is devoted to the blunt instruments (yantra). 39 

The number of blunt instruments is one hundred and one; the most important 
among them is the hand (7.3). Salyas cause injury (iibiidha) to body and mind; 
yantras are the means of their removal (iiharai:ia) (7.4). The yantras are of six types: 
svastikayantra (cruciform), sarµllarpsayantra (pincer-like), tiilayantra (picklock-like 
or spoon-shaped), niic,!Tyantra (tubular), saliikiiyantra (rod-like),40 and upayantra (an 
accessory instrunient) (7 .5). There are twenty-four varieties of svastikayantra, 41 two 
sa1pdamsayantras, 42 two tiilayantras, 43 twenty varieties of niic,!Tyantra, 44 twenty-eight 
varieties of saliikiiyantra, 45 and twenty-five upayantras 46 (7.6). As a rule, they are 
made of iron (lauha), or, when it is not available, of its substitutes (7.7). 47 Their shape 
in general and the qualities required are mentioned (7.8-9). 

The twenty-four svastikayantras are described; their mouth parts resemble the 
snout or beak of twenty-four different animals and birds: siIJJha, vyiighra, vrka, 
tarak~u. rk~a. dvrpin, miirjiira, srgiila, mrgairviiruka, kiika, kar1ka, kurara, cii~a. bhiisa, 
sasaghiitin, uliika, cilli, syena, grdhra, kraufica, bhrrigariija, afijalikari:ia, avabhafijana, 
and nand"(mukha; 48 they are used for removing a salya from within a bone (7.10). 
The two sarpdrupsayantras are described; they are provided with a catch (nigraha) or 
without it;49 they are employed in the extraction of salyas from the skin, muscles, 
siriis and sniiyus (7.11). so The two tiilayantras, with one blade (tiilaka) or two blades, 
are useful in the removal ofsalyas from the passages of the ears and the nose (7.12). 
The niic,!Tyantras are of many varieties and applied for various purposes (7 .13 ). The 
many saliikiiyantras and their various uses are.described (7.14). The upayantras are 
listed (7.15). 51 

The twenty-four uses of yantras are dealt with : nirghiitana (wrenching out), 
piirai:ia (filling, with oil, etc.), bandhana (bandaging), vyiihana (retraction), 52 varta
na (approximation), ciilana (displacement), vivartana (turning round), 53 vivarar~a 
(dilatation), 54 pTc,lana (squeezing), miirgavisodhana (clearing passages), vikar~ai:ia 
(loosening), iiharai:ia (extraction),iifichana(traction), unnamana (elevation), vinamana 
(depression), bhafijana (breaking), 55 unmathana (stirring with a probe), iicii~ai:ia 
(suction), e~ai:ia (probing), darai:ia (splitting), Jjiikarai:ia (straightening), prak~iilana 
(irrigation), pradhamana (insuffiation), and pramiirjana (mopping up) (7.17). 

The twelve defects of a yantra are enumerated (7 .19). The ideal yantra is charac
terized (7.20} Some general guidelines are given (7.21). The kati.kamukhayantra (one 
of the svastikayantras) is praised as the foremost among the yantras (7.21). 56 

Chapter eight (sastriivacarai:irya) 57 is devoted to the twenty shrup instruments 
(sastra). 58 

This group consists of: ma~1~liigra (circular-headed), 59 karapattra (saw), 60 vrddhi
pattra (scalpel), 61 nakhasastra (nail-parer), 62 mudrikii (ring knife), 63 utpalap;ttraka 
(lancet), 64 ardhadhara (single-edged knife), 65 siici (suturing needle), 66 kusapattra 
(bistoury), 67 ii!Imukha (ii!I-bill scissors), 68 sariirimukha (sarari-bill scissors), 69 anta-
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rmukha (curved bistoury), 70 ttikiircaka, 71 ku\hiirikii,72 vrihimukha (trocar),73 iirii 
(awl),74 vetasapattraka (a kind of scalpel),75 ba9isa (a sharp hook),76 dantasailku 
(tooth-scaler),77 and e~at,1I (a sharp probe) (8.3). 78 

Mat,19aliigra79 and karapattra are used for chedana (excision) and lekhana (scarifi
cation, scraping); vrddhipattra, 80 nakhasastra, mudrikii, utpalapattraka and ardhadhii
ra for chedana and bhedana (incision); siicI, 81 kusapattra, 82 ii\Imukha, sariirimukha, 
antarmukha and trikiircaka for visriivar:ia (drainage); ku\hiirikii, 83 vrihimukha, 84 iirii, 85 

vetasapattraka and siicI86 for vyadhana (puncturing); ba9isa 87 and dantasai1ku for ii
harar:ia (extraction); the ~a~1188 for ~ar:ia (probing) and iinulomya;89 the siicI for sivana 
(suturing) (8.4). 

The correct ways of handling the sastras are described (8.5), the way they are 
named (8.6), their sizes (8.7), their qualities (8.8) and defects (8.9), and the thickness 
of their edges (dhiirii) (8.10). The shapes of ba9isa, dantasai1ku and e~at,1I are dealt 
with (8.11). 

Three kinds of tempering (piiyanii) are described: by means of caustics (k~iira), 
water, and oils; the purposes of sastras tempered in a particular way are enumerated 
(8.12). 90 

Sastras should be sharpened with a smooth stone (slak~t,1asilii); 91 their edges should 
be smoothened with a piece (phalaka) of siilma!I wood (8.13). 

Accessory sastras (anusastra) 92 are the following: bamboo (tvaksiira), spha\ika 
(quartz), glass (kiica), 93 kuruvindii, 94 leeches, fire, caustics, the nails, leaves of gojI, 
sephiilikii and siika, (the shoots ot) karira, 95 hairs, and the fingers (8.15). Their uses are 
specified (8.l 6-l 9a). A wise (physician) should get the sharp instruments of pure 96 

iron 97 (iiyasa) manufactured by a skillful 98 and experienced blacksmith (karmiira) 99 

(8.l 9b-f). 

Chapter nine (yogyiisiitriya) is about the practical training in surgical operations. 100 

The importance of the acquisition of practical skills, next to study of the textbooks, 
is stressed (9.3). Objects on which to practise excision, incision, etc., are enumerated 
(9.4).IOI 

Chapter ten (visikhiinupravesaniya) 102 gives general directions for visiting a patient. 103 

A fully qualified physician should, after obtaining royal permission, go to visit his 
patients, appropriately dressed, 104 without ostentation, friendly inclined, etc. (10.3). 
At a time when the signs regarding the messenger (diita) 105 and the various kinds 
of omina106 are auspicious, he should make his way to the patient's house and 
examine him by inspection, palpation and interrogation. Some say that this is usually 
sufficient, 107 which, however, is not correct. There are six ways of obtaining knowl
edge about diseases (vijiiiinopiiya): the five senses and interrogation (10.4). The signs 
discernible by each of the senses and the information obtainable by questioning are 
dealt with in more detail (10.5). IOS 

After ca1Tying out this examination completely, the physician should cure the cur
able ones and give palliative treatment to the palliable ones; incurable ones should not 
be treated, and pathological conditions that have persisted for more than a year should, 
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as a rule, be avoided (10.6). A summarizing verse follows (10.7). 109 Typesofpatients 
in whom even curable diseases become most difficult to manage are enumerated (10.8). 

The chapters ends with a verse on the proper behaviour towards women (10.9). 

Chapter eleven (k~arapiikavidhi) deals with the preparation and uses of caustics (ksa-
ra).110 · 

The importance of caustics is emphasized (11.3). The term k~ara is derived from 
ksar- or ksan- (11.4). 111 The properties and actions of caustics are enumerated (11.5). 
T~o type~ of caustic are distinguished: for external application (pratisiiral).Iya) and for 
internal administration (paniya) (11.6). Their indications are listed (10.7-8), followed 
by the contra-indications for the paniya type (11.9). A paniyak~ara should be prepared 
in the same way as a pratisaral).Iya (11.10). 

The pratisara1;Iya k~ra is of three kinds: weak (Jllfdu), moderate (madhya) 
and strong (tI~l).a) (11.11). The preparation of the moderate variety is elaborately 
described, 112 followed by the preparation of the weak variety, also called sarpvyiihima, 
and the strong variety, also called pakya (11.11-13). 113 

The eight good qualities of a k~ara are enumerated (11.16), followed by its eight 
defects (11.17). 

The correct way of applying a k~ara is described (11.18); turning black of the dis
eased part is the sign of proper burning (dagdhalak~a~1a) by the caustic; when this oc
curs, neutralization (samana) by an acid should follow ( 11.19). A particular ointment 
should be applied if the diseased part does not comeoff(ll.20-21). The granulation 
(ropaQa) of the wound should be promoted by a particular paste (1 l.22ab). The way in 
which acids neutralize caustics is explained (1 l.22cd-25). 114 The signs of adequate, 
inadequate and excessive application are mentioned (11.26), followed by the way to 
treat the lesion (k~radagdhavral).a) (11.27). 

Patients and disorders, as well as sites, which are unsuitable for treatment with a 
k~ara, are discussed (11.28-30). 

Chapter twelve (agnikarmavidhi) isaboutcauterization (agnikarman), 115 characterized 
as superior to treatment with a caustic (12.3). 11 6 

The means for carrying out cautery are: long pepper (pippa!I), goat's dung, the tooth 
of a cow, an arrow (sara), 117 or a salaka for skin lesions; ajambavau~\ha 118 or a similar 
instrument made of a metal for lesions of the muscles; honey, gu~a (treacle) or a fatty 
substance 119 for lesions of siras, snayus, sandhis and bones (12.4). 120 

The seasons for the application of cautery are discussed (12.5). The preliminary 
treatment is described (12.6). Some are of the opinion that only skin and muscles are 
to be cauterized, but in this treatise the siras, etc., can be treated as well (12.7). 121 

The signs of adequate cauterization of skin, muscles,sirasand snayus,sandhis and 
bones (12.8), specific sites for cauterization in particular diseases (12.9), and the indi
cations are listed (12 .I 0). 

Various patterns of cautery are described: circles (valaya), dots (bindu), lines 
(vilekha), 122 and patterns produced by rubbing (pratisiiral).a) 123 (12.11). ' 24 

The after-treatment is dealt with (12.13); the contra-indications are listed (12.14). 
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Burns (dagdha) form the next subject of this chapter. 125 Two groups are dis
tinguished, caused by dry heat and by heated fatty substances, and four degrees: 
plu~\a (singeing), durdagdha (blister formation), samyagdagdha (proper application), 
and atidagdha (a deep burn); their characteristics are described (12.15-16). 126 The 
pathogenesis of burns is explained (12.17-19ab). The management of the four 
kinds of burns is discussed (12.20-27ab), followed by an ointment for all kinds of 
burns (12.27cd-28), and the treatment of scalds by heated oils and fatty substances 
(12.29ab). 

Next, the symptoms of smoke poisoning (dhiimopahata) are described (12.29cd-
32) and its management by emetics, gargles (kavalagraha), evacuation of the head 
(sirovirecana), and diet (12.33-37). 

The chapter ends with the treatment of those afflicted with the effects of hot winds 
(u~I_1avatadagdha), the heat of the sun (atapadagdha), cold rains (sitavar~adagdha), and 
cold winds (sitaniladagdha). Severe cases of sunstroke (atitejodagdha) and lightning 
burns (indravajragnidagdha) cannot successfully be treated (12.38-39) .127 

Chapter thirteen (jalaukavacarai1Iya) deals with the application of leeches. 128 

Groups of patients in whom bloodletting by means ofleeches is preferable to other 
procedures are mentioned (13.3). 

Bloodletting (raktavasecana) can be carried out by means of cow's horns (sr
ilga), 129 leeches (jalauka) and gourds (alabu) respectively; horns are preferable when 
the blood is deranged (upa~rga) by vata, leeches when by pitta, gourds when by kapha 
(13.4-7). 13° Cupping by means of a horn or gourd is described (13.8). The name of 
leech (jalayuka,jalaukas) is explained (13.9). 

Six poisonous and six non-poisonous kinds ofleeches are distinguished (13.10). 131 

The names of the poisonous leeches are: kr~J.la, karbura, alagarda, 132 indrayudha, 133 

samudrika, and gocandana. A description of these leeches follows. 134 The symptoms 
of leech-bites and their treatment by means of a compound drug, called mahagada, 135 

are discussed; patients bitten by an indrayudha are, however, incurable (13.11). 
The names of the non-poisonous leeches are: kapila, piilgala, sailkumukhI, mii~ika, 
puI_19arikamukhI, and savarika. 136 A description of these leeches follows (13.12). 137 

Non-poisonous leeches, with good qualities, are found in the Yavana, 138 PaI_19ya, 139 

Sahya, 140 and Pautana141 countries (13.13). 142 

The habitats of poisonous and non-poisonous leeches are described (13.14-15). 
The collection and storage of leeches is dealt with (13.16-17). Leeches regarded as 
unfit are described (13.18). The application of leeches is dealt with, their withdrawal, 
and their emptying. 143 An insufficiently emptied leech develops an incurable disease 
called indramada (13.19-22). 144 The treatment of the wounds after the application of 
leeches is discussed (13.23). 

Chapter fourteen (soI_1itavan:1aniya) describes blood. 
The chapter opens with the formation of rasa (the nutrient fluid) from the ingested 

food; this rasa is the extremely subtle essence (sara) derived from the food; its seat is 
_theheart145 and itis of a saumyacharacter (14.3). 146 The wateryrasa gets coloured by 
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tejas 147 in liver and spleen (14.4-5). The rajas 148 of females is derived from the same 
rasa; it begins to appear at the age of twelve, ceases at the age of fifty, and is of an 
agneya (fiery) nature (14.6-7). 

Others are of the opinion that the life-blood Uivarakta) is composed of the five 
mahabhiitas, since their qualities are present in it (14.8-9). 

Rasa gives rise to blood (rakta), from which muscular tissue (maq1sa) is produced; 
muscular tissue gives rise to fatty tissue (medas), from which osseous tissue (asthi) is 
produced, which in its tum gives rise to bone marrow (majjan); bone marrow gives rise 
to semen (sukra). 149 

The pre-eminence of rasa as the primary source of the other elements ( dhatu) is em
phasized (14.10-12). The derivation of the term rasa is discussed (14.13). Each step in 
the transformational chain of the elements takes 3,015 kalas; 150 the entire series takes 
18,090 kalas, which view is accepted in this as well as in other treatises (14.14-15). 151 

Aphrodisiacs possess, by dint of their special power and qualities (svabalagur:iotka
r~a), the ability to form semen more quickly (14.17). Semen, as well as the secondary 
sexual characteristics, are compared to the fragrance in a flower bud; both, being im
perceptible at first, make their appearance in the course of time (14.18). 152 The rasa 
derived from the food is, however, unable to replenish the body of old people (14.19). 

The elements (dhatu) are called thus because they support (dharar:ia) the body 
(14.20). 

The characteristics of blood corrupted by each of the do~as, by two and by all 
three dosas are described (14.21), followed by those of blood in its normal condition 
(14.22). i53 

Bloodletting (raktavisravai:ia) constitutes the next subject. 154 Contra-indications 
are mentioned first (14.24). 155 There are two kinds of bloodletting by means of 
sharp instruments: 156 pracchana (scarification) 157 and siravyadhana (venepuncture 
or phlebotomy) 158 (14.25). The technique is described (14.26). 159 The causes of an 
insufficient flow of blood are dealt with (14.27-28), followed by the symptoms in 
such a case (14.29). The causes and symptoms of an excessive flow are described 
too (14.30). Proper bloodletting, its effects and advantages are discussed (14.31-34). 
Powders to increase the blood flow, styptics (raktasthapana) 160 and other methods 
of checking the bleeding are described (14.35-36), followed by dietary instructions 
(14.37-38). 

Four ways of arresting haemorrhage and their indications are discussed: sarµdha
na 161 (contraction of the vessels) by means of astringent (ka~aya) fluids, skandana 162 

(thickening of the blood) by cold applications, pacana (desiccation of the wound) by 
means of ashes, and dahana (cauterization) (14.39-42). A small amount of impure 
blood that remains (in the system) after bloodletting does not require any further 
treatment (14.43). Blood should be protected carefully, because it constitutes the root 
of the body and is the substance that sustains it ( 14.44 ). The treatment of excited vayu 
after bloodletting closes the chapter ( 14-45). 

Chapter fifteen (do~adhatumalak~ayavrddhivijiianiya) discusses the signs of de
crease (k~aya) and increase (vrddhi) of do~as, dhatus and malas. 163 
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The functions of each of the five kinds of vii yu, pitta and kapha are enumerated 
(15.4), 164 followed by the functions of the seven bodily elements (dhatu), the three 
main impurities (mala), i.e., faeces (purf~). urine (miitra) and sweat (sveda), and the 
female procreational fluid (artava) (15.5). All these constituents should be protected in 
the proper way (15.6). 

The chapter proceeds with the description of the signs of decrease of each do~a 
(15.7) 165 and the treatment of these conditions (15.8), 166 the signs of decrease of each 
dhatu (15.9) 167 and the treatment of these conditions (15.10), the signs of decrease of 
each mala and the treatment of these conditions (15.11), the signs of decrease of the 
artava and the breast milk (stanya), as well as the signs pointing to a defective devel
opment of the foetus (garbhak~aya), 168 followed by the treatment of these conditions 
(15.12). 

The signs of increase ofall the mentioned elements are described, followed by the 
general treatment of these conditions (15.13-17). 

The next subject is ojas, in this treatise regarded as identical with bala. 169 Bala 
and ojas 170 are described, together with their functions (15.19-22). Three disorders 
of ojas/bala are distinguished and characterized: visra1psa (dislodgment), vyapad (de
rangement) and k~aya (decrease) (15.23-28ab); 171 themanagementand degrees of cur
ability of these disorders are dealt with (15.28-31). 

Sthaulya (obesity) and karsya (leanness) constitute the next subjects. Their causes, 
features and management are dealt with (15.32-33). 172 An average build (madhyasarf
ra) is regarded as the best; leanness is preferable to obesity (15 .34-36). 

The normal values (parimai:ia) of do~as, dhatus and malas cannot be ascertained, 
due to their variations; 173 a physician should for that reason infer their equilibrium or 
degree of disorder; it is his task to maintain the equilibrium when present and to estab
lish it gradually when out of order (15.37-40). 

The chapter ends with the definition of a healthy person(svastha) (15.41). 

Chapter sixteen (kari:iavyadhabandha vidhi) is concerned with the piercing (vyadha) 
and repair (bandha) of the ears. 174 

The age at which a child's ears should be pierced 175 and the technique of piercing 
are discussed (16.3-4). 176 

The complications (upadrava) which may arise when an ignorant physician acci
dentally (yadrcchaya) pierces one of the three siras called kalika, marmarika and lohi ti
ka are described (16.5), followed by the management of improper piercing, the care af
ter a proper technique has been employed, and the gradual dilatation of the hole ( I 6.6-
8). 

The next subject is formed by the repair (sa1pdhana) ofear lobules which split dur
ing the process of dilatation, either on account of ( corrupted) do~as or due to a trauma 
(abhighata) (16.9). m 

Fifteen types of split earlobes and their repair are described. 178 Theirnames are: 
nemisaq1dhanaka, utpalabhedyaka, valliiraka, asailgima, gai:i<;lakari:ia, aharya, nirved
hima, vyayojima, kapa\asandhika, ardhakapa\asandhika, salJ')k~ipta, hfnakari:ia, vallf
lcan1a, yagikaqta, and kakau~\haka. The first ten of these types may be repaired sue-
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cessfully, the treatment of the last five is likely to fail due to complications (16.10). 
Special procedures to be employed in difficult cases are added (16.11-13 ). 

The technique of reconstructing an absent earlobe by means of a pedicle flap from 
the cheek is succinctly dealt with in one verse (16.14 ). 179 

The repair techniques in general are more elaborately described in prose (16.15), 
followed by post-operative precautions to be observed (16.16), contra-indications 

(16.17), 180 and after-treatment (16.18 ). 
Subjects discussed next are: the techniques of elongating the earlobes (paliva

rdhana) (16.19-25); 181 diseases of the earlobes (kan:iapalyamaya) caused by the do~as, 
and their treatment (additional verses 1-5); 182 a series of particular complications 
(upadrava) and their treatment; 183 the names of these complications are: utpa\aka, 
utpu\aka, syava ( discoloration), saka1:i<;liika (itching), avamanthaka, kal_l<;liimant (se
vere itching), granthika (keloid), jambula, sravin (formation of a discharge), dahavant 
(the occurrence of a burning sensation) (additional verses 6-19). 

The chapter ends with the famous verses on plastic surgery. 184 Reconstruction of 
a cut off nosel85 by means of a flap of skin is described (16.27-31), 186 followed by a 
similar technique for repairing a cleft lip (16.32 ). 

Chapter seventeen (amapakvai~al_!Iya) is devoted to the knowledge (e~al_la) concerning 
unripe (a.ma) and ripe (pakva) (inflammatory swellings). 

Subjects dealt with are: the characterization of sopha (swelling) (17.3); the signs 
of the six types of sopha, caused by one of the three do~as, all three together, blood, 
and a trauma (the agantu type) (17.4 ); the signs of sopha, when unripe (a.ma), ripen
ing (pacyamana) and ripe (pakva) (17.5); a real vaidya as the one who can recognize 
these stages (17.6); two competing theories about the patho-physiological processes 
leading to suppuration (paka) (17 .7-8); the dangers when an unripe swelling is incised 
or a ripe swelling not incised (17.9); the pre-operative regimen (17.11-13); the dan
gers of!eaving sopha untreated (17 .14) and the advantages of starting its management 
early (17.15); the necessity of draining pus (piiya) (17.16); the seven main ways of 
treating a vral_la (ulcer or inflamed wound): 187 vimlapana (light massage), avasecana 
(bloodletting and other eliminative procedures), upanaha (the application of poultices), 
pa\ana (operative procedures), sodhana (purification), ropal_la (granulation-promoting 
measures), and vailqtapaha (restoration of the natural colour and the growth of hair) 188 

(17.17-18).189 

Chapter eighteen (vral_lalepanabandha) is devoted to pastes (iilepana) and bandages 
(bandha) to be employed in the treatment of sores (vral_la). 190 

Subjects discussed in its first part are: the importance of pastes and bandages (18.3); 
the rule that a paste should be applied against the direction of the hair (pratiloma) and 
the reasons for doing so (18.4 ); a desiccated paste should not be used, unless pressure 
(pI<;lana) is required (18.5); the three types of paste: pralepa (a thin paste), pradeha (a 
thick paste) and alepa (a paste of medium consistency); their actions and indications; 
the nature of a kalka, 191 its actions and indications (18.6); actions and uses of an alepa 
(18. 7-9); a special rule for the ingredients of an alepana in disorders caused by vii.ta, 
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pitta or kapha (18.10); 192 the thickness o fan a!epa (18.11 ); 193 the appropriate time for 
alepana (18.12-12); a lepa should always be freshly prepared (18.14-15). 

The subjects of the second part are: bandaging materials (vral)abandhanadravya) 
(18.16); 194 the fourteen types of bandage: 195 kosa, 196 daman, 197 svastika, 198 anuve
llita, 199 pratoli or muto!i,200 ma;19ala, 201 sthagika,202 yamaka, 203 khaiva, 204 cina, 205 
vibandha, 206 vitana, 207 gopha;1a, 208 and paficai1g1209 (18.17); 210 the places of the body 
where to apply these bandages (18.18); technical rules (18.19-21); 211 three kinds of 
bandages: tight (ga9ha), even (sama) and loose (sithila), their characteristics and in
dications (18.22-25); the frequency of changing the dressing (18.26); the bad effects 
of improper bandaging, the advantages of correct bandaging, the disadvantages of not 
applying a bandage (18.27-31); contra-indications for applying a bandage (18.32-34 ); 
the site of the sore, the do~a(s) involved, (the nature of) the sore and the season as 
the chief elements to be taken into consideration when selecting the proper bandage 
(18.35); the three types of making a knot (yantra;1a): above, laterally of, and below 
(the sore) (18.36). The chapter ends with a series of verses that give a summary of its 
contents (18.37-45).212 

Chapter nineteen (vra\1itopasaniya) is devoted to the care of patients suffering from 
Vral)a. 

The subjects dealt with are: the selection of an appropriate sick room (agara) 
(19.3-4); the bed of the patient (19.5-6); 213 the importance of friendly company 
(19.7-8); rules for the patient (19.9-20); the effects of not observing the prescribed 
regimen (19.21-22); special rules aiming at warding off malevolent beings (rak~as), 
attracted by the sore(s); these beings belong to the attendants of Pasupati, 214 Kubera 
and Kumara (19.23); various measures to ward off these beings ((19.24-26); the 
recitation of benedictory verses (asirvidhana) from the four Vedas by priests and 
physicians to protect the patient (19.27); fumigation as a protective measure (19.28); 
protective plants to be placed upon the head of the patient (19.29); various measures 
promoting healing of a vral)a (19.30-37). 

Chapter twenty (hitahitiya) is devoted to wholesome (hita) and hannful (ahita) (diet 
and regimen). 

Subjects dealt with are: the thesis that no medicinal substance is either entirely 
wholesome or unwholesome; the rejection of this thesis, because these substances are 
of three categories: beneficial, non-beneficial, or of a mixed character (20.3-4 ); a list 
of articles of diet which are most wholesome (pathyatama) (20.5); regimen declared 
to be most wholesome (20.6); articles of diet and regimen of a mixed character (20.7); 
combinations of substances which become equivalent to poisons (20.8); a second dis
course on the thesis that no substance is either entirely wholesome or unwholesome 
(20.10-12); a list of insalutary combinations of articles of diet (20.13 ); 215 incompati
bilities regarding prepared dishes (20.14 ); 21 6 quantitative incompatibilities (20 .15 ); 21 7 

incompatibilities regarding taste (rasa), potency (virya) and vipaka (20.16); 218 articles 
of diet to be avoided are those with an excess of any property (20.17); the harmful ef
fects of incompatible substances and the management of the disorders resulting; cir-
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cumstances which diminish the bad effects (20.18-22); the properties and actions of 
winds coming from the east, south, west, and north (20.23-30). 

Chapter twenty-one (vrai:iaprasna) is concerned with questions (prasna) relating to 
sores (vrai:ia). 

Subjects dealt with in the first part of the chapter are: the three do~as support 
the body, like the pillars (sthiii:ia) of a house; the body is called tristhiii:ia for that 
reason; when deranged (vyapanna), the same do~as bring about the body's dissolution 
(pralaya); the three do~as, together with blood as the fourth, are always present in 
the body, maintaining it (21.3- 4 ); the etymologies of the names of the do~as (21.5); 
the chief seats (sthana) of the do~as; vii.ta is located in the sroi:ii (pelvic region) 
and guda (recto-anal region), pitta between pakvasaya and amasaya, 219 kapha in 
the amasaya220 (21.6); the seats of the five kinds of pitta and kapha 221 (21.7); the 
maintaining functions of kapha, pitta and vii.ta are likened to the emission (visarga), 
absorption (adana), and the capacity of imparting motion (vik~epa) of moon, sun and 
wind respectively (21.8); the relationship between pitta and agni; the internal fire 
(antaragni) is declared to be the same as pitta (21.9); 222 the seats and functions of the 
five kinds of pitta: pacaka, located between pakvasaya and amasaya, raiijaka, located 
in liver and spleen, sadhaka, located in the heart, alocaka, located in the eyes, and 
bhrajaka, located in the skin (21.10); 223 the qualities of pitta (21.11); 224 the seats and 
functions of the five kinds of kapha, located in the amasaya, chest, root of the tongue 
and throat, head, and junctures (sandhi) respectively (21.12-14); 225 the qualities of 
kapha (21.15); 226 the main seats (liver and spleen) and function of blood (21.16); the 
qualities of blood: neither hot nor cold, sweet (madhura), oleaginous (snigdha), red 
in colour, heavy (guru), of a musty smell (visra), and with a vidaha like that of pitta 
(21.17). 227 

The second part of the chapter is devoted to the six stages of development of a dis
ease, which are called kriyakala because they necessitate treatment 228 The symptoms 
of accQmulation (sa1pcaya) of the do~as, the first stage, are described (21.18); 229 the 
second stage, excitement (prakopa) of the do~as, is elaborately discussed; the factors 
leading to excitement of each of the do~s and blood are separately enumerated, fol
lowed each time by the seasons, parts of day and night, and stages of the digestive pro
cess during which this excitation is likely to occur (21.19-26); the symptoms of excite
ment are listed (21.27); the third stage, spread (prasara) of the do~as, 230 impelled by 
vii.ta, throughout the body, shows fifteen varieties, dependent on the number of do~as 
involved 231 and all their combinations (21.28); the way morbid changes (vikara) are 
produced during this stage, their management, and the signs indicating prasara are dealt 
with (21.29-32); the fourth stage is called sthanasaq1sraya because localized disorders, 
or even generalized ones, begin to appear; these disorders may affect a particular part of 
the body or one of the seven elements; the characteristic sign of this stage is the pro
drome (piirvariipa) (21.33); the fifth stage (vyakti) 232 is characterized by the appear
ance of the fully manifest signs (pravyaktalak~ai:ia)233 of particular diseases (21.34 ); 
the sixth stage (bheda) 234 is that in which sores appear and generalized diseases be
come chronic (21.35); a good physician is he who has acquired an accurate knowledge 
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of these six stages (21.36). 
The do~as should be eliminated in the stage of accumulation in order to prevent 

that the next steps of the process are reached (21.37). A partially excited do~a may get 
more excited when it comes in contact with a (completely) excited one (21.38). 235 The 
most excited one of a combination of do~as should be counteracted first (21.39). 

The chapter ends with the etymology of the term vraI.Ja (21.40). 

Chapter twenty-two (vraI.Jii.Sravavijiianiya) is about sores, their discharges (srava),236 
and some other subjects. 

Subjects dealt with are: the eight substrates (vastu) of sores: skin, muscular tissue, 
siras, snayus, osseous tissue, junctures (sandhi), viscera (ko~\ha), and vital spots 
(marman) (22.3); 237 a sore in the first of these substrates, which makes the skin burst, 
is easy to treat; sores in the remaining substrates are difficult to manage (22.4 ); 238 the 
shapes (filqti) of sores: oblong (ayata), rectangular (caturasra), round (v1tta), triangular 
(tripu\aka); sores with other, irregular shapes (vilq'talq'ti) are difficult to treat (22.5); 239 
sores heal rapidly when the patient keeps to the rules concerning diet and conduct and 
when the physician is competent (22.6); the characteristic features of corrupted sores 
(du~\avrai1a): a very na1row opening (atisa1pv1ta), a very wide opening (ativiv1ta), 
excessive induration (atika\hina), excessive softness (atimrdu), excessive elevation 
(atyutsanna), excessive depression (atyavasanna), excessive coldness (atisita), ex
cessive heat (atyu~I.Ja), a fierce (bhairava) aspect due to the presence of a black, red, 
yellow, white, or other colour, being filled with foul-smelling (piiti) pus (piiya), 240 

muscular tissue, siras, snayus, etc., and discharging foul-smelling pus, deviation 
from the usual track (unmargin),241 a pouchy aspect (utsangin),242 an unpleasant 
(amanojiia) aspect and smell, severe pain (vedana), association with an excessive 
burning sensation, suppuration (paka), redness (raga), itching, swelling, and boils 
(pi<;laka), a discharge of corrupted blood, and chronicity (dirghakalanubandhin); 243 

these types should be arranged in six groups, dependent on the excess (ucchraya) of 
the do~a(s) involved,244 and treated accordingly (22.7); types of discharge (srava) 
according to the substrate of the sore and the do~a(s) involved (22.8); 245 incurable 
discharges (22.9-10); types of painful sensations (vedana), caused by vii.ta, pitta, 
blood, kapha, and all the do~as together (22.11 ); 246 the colours of sores, dependent on 
the do~a(s) involved (22.12). 247 

The chapter ends with a verse expounding that the characteristics of sores as de
scribed also apply to all kinds of swelling (sopha) (22.13). 

Chapter twenty-three (kJtyalq'tyavidhi) is devoted to tractable (ki;tya) and intractable 
· (alq'tya) (lesions). 

Its subjects are: the qualities of an easily curable patient (23.3); 248 the opposite 
qualities, leading to incurability (23.4 ); 249 sites where sores easily heal (23.5); sites, 
along with other features, which make sores difficult to treat (duscikitsya) (23.6); 
other conditions making sores curable with difficulty (23.7); conditions making sores 
amenable to palliative treatment (yapya) only (23.8); without treatment, curable 
~ores become pa!liable, palliable ones incurable, and incurable ones fatal (23.9); the 
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definition of palliability (23.10-11 ); features of incurable sores (23.12 ); 250 some kinds 
of agantu ~traumatic) sores which are curable, whereas the same kinds caused by the 
do~as are mcurable (23.13); a sore that spreads (to other elements of the body) and 
becomes deep-s~ated should be regarded as incurable (23.14-16); sores with opposite 
qualities are easily cu~able (23.17); the characteristics of a clean (suddha), healing, 
and healed (samyagrui;Jha) sore (23.18-20); causes making a healed sore re-open 
(23.21). 

Chapter twenty-four (vyadhisamuddesiya) discusses the classification of diseases. 
Diseases are of two categories: curable by surgical means (sastrasadhya) and 

curable by means of oleation and related procedures; oleation, etc., are not contra
indicated in the first category, but surgery should not be carried out if oleation, etc., 
are thought to be adequate (24.3). 

All the diseases will be dealt with in this treatise. As already mentioned, 251 disease 
(vyadhi) is a condition associated with suffering (duJ:,khasa1pyoga). This suffering 
is of three types: adhyatmika (of internal origin), adhibhautika (of external origin) 
and adhidaivika (of celestial or divine origin). 252 These types are divided into seven 
groups: adibalapravrtta, janmabalapravrtta, do~balapravrtta. srupghatabalapravrtta, 
kalabalapravrtta, daivabalapravrtta, and svabhavabalapravrtta (24.4 ).253 

Adibalapravrtta are the diseases resulting from a defect (do~a) of semen (sukra) 
or female procreational fluid (foQ,ita), which means that they are transmitted by one 
of the parents; examples are ku~!ha and arsas (haemorrhoids). Janmabalapravrtta dis
eases result from transgressions (apacara) of the mother (during pregnancy); they are 
either caused by the rasa (derived from an improper diet) or neglect of the pregnant 
woman's cravings (dauhrda); examples are pangu (lameness), jatyandha (congenital 
blindness), badhira (deafness), miika (dumbness), minmina (a nasal voice), and va
mana (dwarfism). Do~abalapravrtta are the diseases arising from (an already present) 
illness (atalika),254 as well as those caused by a faulty diet (ahara) and conduct (acara); 
they are of two kinds again: originating from the amasaya or the pakvasaya; they are of 
two kinds too when distinguished into bodily and mental ones. 255 These three groups 
together constitute the diseases called adhyatmika. 

Sa!]1ghatabalapravrtta are those agantu 256 disorders which are caused by contests 
(vigraha) ofa weaker with astrongerone; they are of two kinds: brought about by sharp 
objects (sastra) 257 and by wild animals (vyala). 258 These are the disorders called a
dhibhautika. 

Kalabalapravrtta are the disorders caused by cold, heat, wind, rain, the heat of 
the sun (atapa), etc.; they are of two kinds: arising from seasonal abnormalities 
(vyapannartuka) or arising ( even) when the seasons are normal. 259 

Daivabalapravrtta are the disorders resulting from offenses against the gods 260 (de
vadroha), curses (abhisaptaka), Atharvavedic charms (atharva1,1a), and upasarga; 261 

they are of two kinds: caused by lightning and thunder, or by Pisacas and other 
(malevolent beings); they are of two kinds again when divided into sat]1sargaja 262 and 
akasmika. 263 

Svabhavabalapravrtta diseases are of natural origin: hunger, thirst, ageing, death, 
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sleep, etc.; they are of two kinds: occurring at the proper time (kalaja) or at an im
proper time (akalaja); they appear in those taking care of themselves (parirak~al,la) or 
those neglecting the rules regarding health respectively. These are the disorders called 
adhidaivika (24.7). · 

All the diseases are rooted in vata,pitta and kapha; in the same way all the evolutes 
(vikara) derive from sattva, rajas and tamas.264 The diversity of the diseases arises from 
the interplay (saIJ1sarga) among do~as, dhatus and malas, the specificity of their seats 
(ayatanavise~a), and their (various) causes (nimitta). They are called after the dhatu 
that has been com1pted by a do~a (24.8). 

Disorders (vikara) arising from a corrupted condition (do~a) of rasa, rakta, 265 

marpsa, medas, asthi, majja, and sukra 266 are enumerated, followed by those appearing 
when the seats of the malas 267 and indriyas (senses)268 are in a corrupted condition 
(24.9). 

Diseases arise there, where the excited do~as, circulating in the body, get obskucted 
due to an abnormality (vaiguI,1ya) of the channels (kha) (24.10). Diseases are always 
associated with the do~as, but the production (utpatti) of a disease can only come about 
in the presence of an accessory cause (nimitta) (24.11). 

Chapter twenty-five (a~!avidhasastrakarm1ya) is devoted to the eight surgical proce
dures (sastrakarman). 269 

The subjects are: disorders to be treated by means of excision (chedya), incision 
(bhedya), scarification (lekhya), puncturing (vedhya), probing (e~ya), extraction (aha
rya), drainage (sravya), and suturing (sivya) (25.3-l 7ab ); 270 contra-indications for su
turing (25. l 7cd-18ab ); wound toilet before suturing (25. l Scd-19); the technique of 
suturing and the materials to be used (25.20-21); various types of suturing: vellitaka 
(curved), 271 gophal,lika (reinforcing), 272 tunnasevanI (a suture of the darning type), 273 

;jugranthi (interrupted), 274 etc. (25.22); the three types of suturing needles (silcI): cir
cular (vrtta), straight (ayata), and semicircular (dhanurvakra); the uses of these types 
(25.23-25ab); the correct distance to be observed in making a suture (25.25cd-26); 275 

after-treatment: dressing, powdering (pratisaraI,1a) and bandaging (25.27-28); the four 
misfortunes (vyapad) of surgical interventions: incisions that are too small (hina), too 
large (atirikta), or slanting (tiryaiic), and self-injury on the part of the physician as the 
fourth type (25.30); complications due to errors of the surgeon (25.31-32); the signs 
of injury to vital spots in general (marman), siras, snayus, junctures (sandhi), bones, 
and a marpsamarman (25.33-40); self-injury (25.41); care to be taken with regard to 
sharp instruments (25.42); the importance of trust (visvasa) on the part of the patient 
(25.43-44); the praise of a reliable physician (25.45); the occasional necessity of hav
ing recourse to more than one surgical intervention (25.46). 

Chapter twenty-six (prana~!asalyavijiianiya) is devoted to the knowledge about 
salyas276 invisibly lodged (prana~!a) (in the body). 277 

The subjects discussed are: the etymology of the term salya (26.3); the two types of 
Salya: arising within the body (sarira) and coming from outside (agantuka) (26.4 ); any
thing giving rise to pain (abadha) all over the body is called salya, and salyasastra is the 
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science concerned with salyas (26.5). The sarTra type of salya consists of teeth, hairs, 
nails, etc., as well as corrupted bodily elements (dhatu), foods (anna), impurities (mala) 
and do~as; all the other ones belong to the agantuka type (26.6); the agantuka salyas 
may be (pieces of) metal (loha), bamboo (vetfu), wood (vrk~a), grass, horn or bone; 
out of these, the metallic ones, and among the metallic ones, arrows (sara), should be 
taken into consideration primarily; arrows are of two types: barbed (kall.lin) and smooth 
(slakg1a), and of various shapes (26. 7); 278 the five directions from which a salya may 
enter the body (26.8); the sites where it may lodge (26.9); the general features after en
try; the specific signs of a salya lodged in the skin, muscular tissue, a muscular belly 
(pesI), a sira, snayu, srotas, or dhamanI, a bone, a cavity within a bone (asthivivara), a 
juncture, the viscera (ko~!ha), or a marman (26.10); prognostic features (26.11); pro
cedures for detecting salyas which are invisibly lodged somewhere within the body 
(26.12); general tests which may be helpful in localizing a salya (26.13); other signs 
indicating the site of a salya (26.14-15); exploration of the track with a probe (e~ai:iI) 
(26.16-17); sequelae of unextracted salyas (26.18-22). 

Chapter twenty-seven (salyapanayaniya)279 is about the removal (apanayana) of 
salyas.280 

The subjects dealt with are: the two types of salya: fixed (avabaddha) and loose 
(anavabaddha) (27.3); the fifteen measures for the removal (uddharatfa) ofloose salyas: 
svabhava (natural bodily functions), pacana (maturation), bhedana (incision), diiraQa 
( causing a burst), pI<:Jana (squeezing), pramarjana ( cleansing), nirdhmapana (blowing), 
vamana (emesis), virecana (purgation), prak~alana (irrigation), pratimarsa, 281 prava
haQa (straining), acii~a1fa (sucking), ayaskanta (a magnet), and haqa (cheering) (27.4); 
indications for each of these measures (27.5); two ways ofremoving (aharaQa) a salya: 
in the opposite direction (pratiloma) or in the direction of entry (anuloma); 282 indi
cations for the pratiloma and anuloma techniques (27.6-7); a sharp-pointed (chedanI
yamukha) salya, if protruding (uttui:i<:Jita), should be manually removed after making 
an incision (27.8); the same type of salya 283 is to be removed manually through its own 
track if lodged in the belly (kuk~i), 284 chest, an armpit (kak~a), groin (vatik~ai:ia), or in
tercostal space (parsukantara) (27.9); if manual removal proves to be impossible, then 
the track should be widened with a sharp instrument and the salya removed with a blunt 
instrument (27.10); measures to be taken if the patient faints (27.11); post-operative 
care; the techniques to be employed in some difficult cases (27.12);285 the removal of 
a salyalocatedin the vicinity of the heart (27.13); the removal of a salya that has pene
trated into the cavity of a bone or has got a stuck in a bone; the shaft (varatiga) of such a 
salyashould be tied to a bow-string, the other end of which is to be fastened to the rein 
of a horse with a paiicatigI bandage; 286 the horse should be whipped, and, when it lifts 
its head forcibly, the salya comes out; or, a strong branch of a tree should be bent and 
tied to the salya, which comes out when the branch straightens (27.14 ); 287 a protruding 
(uttui:i<:Jita) salya, located where it cannot be removed surgically, should be loosened by 
strokes of an a~\hTla, 288 stone or mallet (mudgara), and removed through its own track 
by means of a blunt instrument (27.15); the extraction of barbed arrows (27.16); the re
moval of lac (jatu~a) from the throat by means of a heated salaka inserted into a hollow 
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tube; a related method for the removal ofother substances (27.17-18); the removal of 
a salya consisting of bone or a similar substance when stuck up in the throat (27.19); 
treatment of a patient whose belly is filled up with water (27.20); 289 the treatment to be 
applied when a morsel of food (grasasalya) is mrnsted in the throat(27.21); l"eatment 
of strangling (27.22). The chapter ends with some general directions (27.23-26). 

Chapter twenty-eight (viparitaviparitavrai;iavijiianiya), the first of a series of chapters 
on ( a)ri~tas, 290 is concerned with the knowledge about signs indicating an unfavourable 
prognosis in patients with sores (vrat).a). 

The chapters opens with some general verses on ri~\as, which are signs pointing to 
a fatal outcome in due course of time. The effects of ari~\as can be overcome only by 
brahmat).aS without any blemish, who are experts in rasayana, ascetic practices (tapas) 
andjapya291 (28.3-7). 

Subjects dealt with are: deviations from the norn1al smells, colours and tastes 
point to a bad prognosis in patients with sores (28.8); the normal smells of sores 
associated with one or more of the dosas and blood (28.9-10); 292 unfavourable smells 
(28.11-12); 293 unfavourable characte~istics of sores associated with pitta, kapha and 
vata (28.13-15); other bad signs (28.16-18ab); to be rejected are patients with sores 
shaped like a spear (sakti), 294 banner (dhvaja), 295 chariot (ratha), javelin (kunta), 296 

horse, elephant, cow, bullock, or prasada, 297 as well as those with sores that appear 
as covered with powder (ciin;ia) (28.18cd-19); general characteristics of patients with 
sores who should not be accepted for treatment (28.20); a patient should be discarded 
when his sores do not heal in spite of proper treatment (28.21). 

Chapter twenty-nine (viparitaviparitasvapnanidarsaniya) is about prognostic signs re
lating to the messenger (diita) 298 and to dreams (svapna). 299 

Subjects dealt with are: the factors of prognostic significance in the messenger and 
the physician (29.3--4 ); similarity with regard to faith, 300 stage of life (asrama) and so
cial class (vart).a) indicates success in treatment, the reverse portends failure (29.5); 
various unfavourable characteristics of messengers (2 9.6-15 ab ); characteristics of the 
physician which make the approach of a messenger betoken evil (29.15-19); differ
ences in the meaning of particular characteristics of a messenger, dependent on the 
d~ that prevails in the disease of the patient (29.20-21); favourable signs relating 
to messenger and physician (29.22-26); auspicious omina observed by the physician 
on his way to the patient (29.27-31); 301 auspicious and inauspicious omina relating 
to birds and other animals (29.32-37); 302 unfavourable sights observed by the physi
cian on his way (29.38-40); favourable and unfavourable winds (29.41); favourable 
and unfavourable words and sounds (29.42-44); inauspicious omina observ.ed when 
the physician arrives at or departs from the patient's house (29.45-48); bad omina ob
served within the patient's house (29.49-53ab); 303 unfavourable dreams dreamt by the 
patient or those friendly disposed to him or her (29.54cd-66); dreams having no prog
nostic significance (aphalada)304 are those which are in conformity with one's constitu
tion (pralqti ), 305 forgotten ( vismi1a), superimposed by another dream ( vihata), 306 pro
?uced by anxiety (cinta),307 and experienced by day 308 (29.67); dreams indicating a fa-
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ta! prognosis of particular diseases (29.62-7 lab); 309 means of warding off the effects 
of inauspicious dreams: gifts to brahmal)aS, 310 the muttering of auspicious mantras 
and the tripada gayatri, thinking of auspicious things or Veda recitation, 311 keeping 
silent about the dream, staying at a temple for three nights, and worship of brahmal)as 
(29.71cd-74); auspicious dreams (29.75-81). 

Chapter thirty (paficendriyarthavipratipatti) is devoted to unfavourable prognostic 
signs connected with the five senses. 312 

Subjects discussed are: signs related to hearing (30.4-6), the tactile sense (30.7-
10), taste (30.ll-i2), smelling (30.13-14ab), and vision (30.15cd-23). One verse 
(30.14cd-15ab) is about the perception of qualities opposite to the actually present 
ones. 

Chapter thirty-one (chayavipratipatti) is about unfavourable types of chaya313 and var
ious other prognostic signs. 

Unfortunate signs are: the sudden appearance of a syava, lohitika (reddish), nila 
(dark-blue) or pitika (yellowish) chaya (31.3); 314 the unaccountable loss of particular 
character traits, such as modesty (hrT), memory (smrti), and resolution (dhrti), and the 
loss of aspects of the outward appearance, such as lustre (prabha) of the corn plexion 
and beauty (srT), or their sudden emergence (31.4 ).315 

A series of unfavourable signs pointing to imminent death are described. Some 
of these signs relate to the appearance of the lips (31.5), 316 teeth (31.6), 317 tongue 
(31. 7), 318 nose (31.8), 319 eyes ( 31.9), 320 hairs, brows and eyelashes (31.10).321 Other 
signs consist of various pathological phenomena: the inability to swallow food and 
to keep the head steady (31.11), 322 fainting fits (sarpmoha) (31.12), 323 changes in 
the sleeping posture (31.13 ), respiratory abnormalities (31.14), 324 sleep disorders 
(31.15), 325 talking with ghosts (31.16), haemorrhages (31.17), a vata~\hila in the 
cardiac region (31.18), 326 an oedema (sopha) spreading over the body upwards or 
downwards (31.19), 327 a series of complications of svasa (respiratory disorders) 
(31.20), excessive sweating, a burning sensation, and hiccup or svasa in a strong 
patient (31.21). 

The remaining subjects are: signs of imminent death (31.22-26); 328 some syn
dromes pointing to a fatal outcome within a short time (31.27-29); factors leading to 
the death of living beings (31.30); malevolent beings haunting those who are about to 
die (31.31-32). 

Chapter thirty-two (svabhavavipratipatti) describes various fatal signs, consisting of 
changes in the normal features (svabhava) of a number of parts of the body (32.3), fol
lowed by a long list ofprognosticallyvery bad signs (32.4-6).329 

Chapter thirty-three (avarai:iTya) 330 discusses disorders which become untreatable, 331 

except by means of rasayana, because of the presence of complications (upadrava) 
(33.3). 

Subjects discussed are: the eight major diseases (mahagada): vata vyadhi ( vata dis-
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eases), prameha (urinary disorders), ku~\ha (a group of skin diseases), arsas (haemor
rhoids), bhagandara (ano-rectal fistulas), asmarI (vesical calculi), miic;lhagarbha(foetal 
malpresentations), and udara (a group of abdominal disorders) (33.4-5ab); 332 compli
cations that should be rejected for treatment (33.5cd-6); fatal complications of each of 
the eight major diseases (33.7-14 ); untreatable complications of jvara (fever) (33 .15-
18), atisara (diarrhoea) (33.19), yak~man (wasting diseases) (33.20), gulma (33.21), 
vidradhi (an abscess) (33.22), pai:i~uroga (morbid pallor) (33.23), raktapitta (haemor
rhagic disorders) (33.24), unmiida (insanity) (33.25), and apasmiira (epilepsy) (33.26). 

Chapter thirty-four (yuktaseniya)333 is concerned with the duties of a royal physician 
and army surgeon, 334 as well as with the four pillars of treatment. 

The subjects discussed are: the duty of a physician to protect a king, his chief of
ficials (amiitya) and his army, when this king plans to conquer the enemy (34.3-4 ); 335 

the physician should in particular protect the king from being poisoned (34.4 ); 336 

everything likely to be poisoned by the enemy should be purified by the physician 
(34.5);337 poisons will be discussed in the Kalpasthiina (34.6ab); the Atharvaveda 
experts acknowledge one hundred and one kinds of death, 338 only one of which is 
natural (kiilasaq1yukta), while all the rest are due to agantu agencies; the physician 
(vaidya) and the priest (purohita), expe1ts in rasa 339 and mantra respectively, should 
protect the king from dying by do~aja and iigantuja disorders (34.6cd-8ab); Brahma 
expounded the eight-limbed iiyurveda, which is a vedanga; this implies that a physi
cian should act in accordance with the opinions of the purohita (34.8cd-9ab ); the 
importance of a king; the preservation of his life is all-important (34.9cd-12ab); the 
duties of an army surgeon in the camp (skandhiiviira)340 (34.12cd-14ab); a physician 
who has mastered other sciences than medicine deserves to be praised by the king and 
the experts (34. l4cd-l5ab); the physician, the patient, the drug and the attendant as 
the four pillars (piida) on which the success of treatment depends 341 (34.15cd-16ab); 
the physician holds the most prominent place among the four, like the adhvaryu 
among the group of priests at an adhvara; 342 he is, even when quite alone, able to save 
a patient, like a helmsman without the crew can save a ship (34.16cd-19ab); good 
qualities of a physician, patient, drug and attendant (34.19cd-24 ). 

Chapter thirty-five (iituropakramai,Iya) contains an exposition on general principles re
lated to treatment (upakramai,a). 

Subjects dealt with are: before beginning treatment, a patient's iiyus (life ex
pectancy) should be examined; when no dangerous signs with regard to a patient's 
iiyus can be detected, the physician should proceed to an examination of the disease, 
the season, the digestive fire, age, bodily strength, sattva, siitmya, and constitution 
(pralqti) (of the patient), the drug, and the type of country (35.3); general features 
of persons with a long life expectancy; those with opposite features have a short, 
those with features intermediate between the two extremes a moderate life expectancy 
(35.4 ); 343 more characteiistics of a long-lived person (35.5-6); 344 features of persons 
with a moderate345 (35.7-9ab) and short life span346 (35.9cd-ll); the standard 
i:neasurements (pramiii,a) of various parts of the human body; the major parts (anga) 
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are the trunk (antariidhi), lower extremities (sakthi), upper extremities (biihu), and 
head; the subdivisions are the minor parts (pratyailga); the yardstick is (the breadth 
of) the patient's own finger (ailgula); the total length of the (male) human body is 120 
ailgu!a347 (35.12); 348 the human male attains complete bodily maturity in his twenty
fifth, the female in her sixteenth year (35.13); those whose bodily measurements are 
in conformity with the standards are long-lived and acquire great wealth (vitta); the 
life expectancy and material welfare are moderate, respectively inferior, in those with 
medium or inferior proportions (35.14-15); the physical and mental characteristics 
of persons with a sattvasiira, sukrasiira, majjasiira, asthisiira, medal)siira, mii1psasara, 
raktasiira, and tvaksiira; their life-expectancy and welfare (saubhiigya) decrease in the 
mentioned order (35.16); 349 the classification of diseases into curable ones (sadhya), 
palliable ones (yiipya), and those to be rejected (for treatment) (pratyiikhyeya); 
their classification into aupasargika, priikkevala and anyalak~ai:ia; an aupasargika 
disease is added to an already existing disease, has the same basis (miHa) as the 
primary one, and is called upadrava (complication); a priikkevala disease is devoid 
of prodromes and complications; an anyalak~ai:ia disease forecasts a future disease 
and consists of prodromes; an aupasargika disease needs a type of treatment that is 
not in disagreement with the primary one, or the complication should be treated first; 
a priikkevala disease should be treated on its own merits; an anyalak~ai:ia disease 
should be treated like the particular disease in this early stage of its development 
(35.18); 350 any disease should be treated according to the do~a(s) involved (35.19); 
treatment according to the seasons (35.20-22); the definition of correct treatment 
(35.23); the four types of digestive fire: unaffected by the do~as (do~iinabhipanna) 
or affected by these; it is vi~ama (irregular) when affected by viita, tik~i:ia (sharp) 
when affected by pitta, manda (sluggish) when affected by kapha; the characteristic 
features of these types and those of an excessively (burning) digestive fire (atyagni) 
(35.24 ); 351 a vi~ama fire gives rise to vii ta diseases, a ti~i:ia fire to pitta diseases, a 
manda fire to kapha diseases (35.25); the treatment of disorders of the digestive fire 
(35.26); the divine nature of the digestive fire, its subtlety and invisibility; its is stirred 
up and protected by priii:ia, apiina and samiina (35.27-28); the stages of life (vayas) are 
youth (biilya), adulthood (madhya) and old age (vrddha); 352 youth extends up to the 
sixteenth year of life; the young are classified into those drinking milk only (~irapa), 
those both drinking milk and taking solid food (k~Iriinnada) and those taking solid 
food only (annada); the first group consists of infants up to the end of the first year of 
life, the second group of those in their second year, the third of those who are older; 
adulthood is divided into four stages: growth (vrddhi), up to twenty years, young 
adulthood (yauvana), up to thi1ty years, maturity (sarppuri:iatii), up to forty years, 
and gradual deterioration (parihiini), up to seventy years; the signs of old age are 
described (35.29); 353 the dosages of medicines should be increased progressively with 
the advance of age, but when deterioration is present, the dosages to be prescribed 
are the same as those in the first stage of life (35.30); kapha increases in the young, 
pitta in the adult, viita in the elderly; this should be taken into consideration before 
beginning treatment; cauterization, treatment with caustics and purgatives should in 
general be avoided in the young and the elderly, but, when necessary, applied in a 
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mild form (35.31-32); the general physique is obese (sthiila), lean (krsa), or average 
(madhya); this general physical type and a patient's bodily strength (bala) or weakness 
are factors influencing treatment (35.33-36); characteristics of siittvika, rajasa and 
tiimasa individuals in relation to treatment (35.37-38); siitmya is defined; several 
types are mentioned: desa-, kiila-, jiiti-, rtu-, raga-, vyiiyiima-, udaka-, divasvapna
(~ay-sleep), rasasiitmya, etc. (35.39-40); 354 constitutions and dn1gs are topics to be 
discussed later on (35.41); the three types of country: iiniipa, jiiilgala and sadhiirana· 
their description and some rules concerning one's residence (35.42-45); 355 featu;~ 
which characterize easily curable (sukhasadhya) diseases, incurable ones and those 
which are difficult to cure (35.46-4 7); therapeutic procedures should be tried one after 
another and never simultaneously (35.48-49). 

Chapter thirty-six (bhiimipravibhiigiya) 356 is about the classification of soi!s357 and 
some other subjects. 

The subjects dealt with are: the type of soil most suitable to the collection of medic
inal plants; selection criteria for these plants (36.3); 358 the characteristics of soils in 
which one of the five mahiibhiitas predominates (36.4 ); the opinion of some experts that 
roots, leaves, barks (tvac), milky juices (k$Ira),heartwoods(siira), and fruits should be 
collected in the seasons of priiVf$ (early raining season), var$ii~ (rainy season), sarad 
(autumn), hemanta (winter), vasanta (spring), and grI$ffia (summer) respectively; 359 

the rejection of this opinion, on account of the saumya or iigneya character of every
thing in the world; saumya drugs are to be collected in saumya seasons, iigneya drugs 
in iigneya seasons360 (36.5); purgative drugs should be taken from soils with a predom
inance of earth and water, emetics from soils with a predominance of fire, iikiisa and 
air; soils possessing a combination of these properties produce drugs with both types 
of action; 361 soils in which iikiisa predominates produce sa1psamana drugs (36.6); all 
drugs should be used when still in a fresh state; exceptions are honey, ghee, treacle 
(gu«;la), pippalI and vic;lailga, which are beneficial when old; honey, etc., of at least one 
year old, should be taken when older samples are unavailable (36.7-9); 362 information 
on the identity (vyakti) of drugs may be collected from cowherds, ascetics, hunters, 
forest-dwellers and those living on food of vegetable origin (36.10); drugs all parts of 
which can be employed medicinally, may be collected in all seasons (36.11); 363 some 
generalities on soils and the drugs growing in them; the unmanifest (avyakta) taste of 
water, which becomes manifest due to the taste of a particular kind of soil (36.12-
15); 364 medicinal substances of animal origin should be collected from grown-up in
dividuals; their milk, urine and faeces should be collected after digestion of the food 
(36.16); rules for the room in which drugs are stored (36.17). 365 

Chapter thirty-seven (misraka) 366 is devoted to miscellaneous prescriptions. 
The subjects dealt with are: pralepas against swellings (sopha) due to the do$aS, 

blood and a trauma (37.3-7);367 some rules for the application of these pralepas (37 .8); 
applications which are piicana (37.9), diirar;ia (making a swelling burst) (37.10), 368 

and prapI~ana (having a squeezing effect) (37.11); prescriptions which are sodhana 
.(purifying): ka$iiyas (decoctions) (37.12), 369 vartis 370 and kalkas (pastes) (37.13-15), 
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a medicated ghee (37.16-17ab), a medicated oil (37.17cd-18), cun:ias (powders) 
(37.19), and rasakriyas (inspissated juices) (37.20); 371 dhiipana (fumigation) of a 
vrana (37.21); prescriptions which are ropai:ia (promoting the healing of sores): srtas 
(de~octions) and sitaklliiayas (cold infusions) (37.22),372 vartis (37.23), ka_lk!s (37.24), 
a medicated ghee (37.25) and oil (37.26), 373 ciiri:ias (37.27-28), rasaknyas (37.29); 
drugs used for the pmpose of utsadana (the promotion of granulation) (37.30) 374 and 
avasadana (the removal of an excess of granulation tissue) (37.31-32).375 

Chapter thirty-eight (dravyasarpgrahai:iiya) lists thirty-seven groups (gai:ia)376 of drugs 
and their medicinal actions. 377 

These groups, named after their first member, and their actions, are described: 
vidarigandhadi (38.4-5),378 aragvadhadi (38.6-7), salasaradi (38.8-9),379 varu11adi 
(38.10-11), viratarvadi (38.12-13), 380 rodhradi (38.14-15), arkadi (38.16-17), sura
sadi (38.l&-19), mu~kakadi (38.20-21), pippalyadi (38.22-23), 381 eladi (38.24-25), 
vacadi and haridradi (38.26-28), syamadi (38.29-30), brhatyadi (38.31-32), pa!oladi 
(38.33-34), kakolyadi (38.35-36), ii~akadi (38.37-38), sarivadi (38.39-40), aiijanadi 
(38.41-42), parii~akadi (38.43-44), priyailgvadi and amba~!hadi (38.45-47), nyagro
dhadi (38.48-49), gu.ucyadi (38.50-51), utpaladi (38.52-53), mustadi (38.54-55), 
the group called triphala (38.56-57), the group called trika!uka or tryii~a11a (38.58-59), 
amalakyadi (38.60-61), trapvadi (38.62-63), lak~adi (38.64-65), the smaller (laghu) 
paiicamiila group (38.66-67),382 the greater (mahat) paiicamiila group (38.68-69), 
the actions of the dasamiila group which consists of a combination of the items of the 
smaller and greater paiicamiila groups (38.70-71), the va!H- and kai:i!akllpaiicamiila 
groups (38.72-74), the tri:iapaiicamiila group (38.75-76); 383 the actions on the do~as 
of the five paiicamiila groups (38.77). 

A passage that may be interpolated 384 says that trivrt, etc., will be described else
where (38.78). The drugs mentioned will be described in more detail in the Cikitsa
sthana; they may be used in decoctions, medicated oils, etc. (38.79-80). 

Drugs should be carefully stored (38.81).385 
The drugs mentioned in the groups may be prescribed singly or in combination with 

other items of the same group; a group of drugs may be prescribed singly or combined 
with another group or other groups, etc. (38.82).386 

Chapter thirty-nine (sarpsodhanasa,psamaniya) is devoted to drugs which purify or 
pacify (the do~as). 

The subjects dealt with are: medicinal plants which eliminate (the do~as) along the 
upper route (iirdhvabhagahara); the parts of the plants used (39.3); those which elim
inate them along the lower route (adhobhagahara); the parts used (39.4 ); those which 
eliminate them along both routes (ubhayatobhagahara); the juices (svarasa) of these 
plants should be used (39.5); drugs which evacuate the head (sirovirecana); the parts of 
the plants to be used; non-vegetable substances (39.6); drugs which pacify vata, pitta, 
kapha (39.7-9); general principles in determining the adequate dosage for a particular 
patient(39.10-13); the standard dosages for a patient whose (disease, digestive fire and 
physical strength) are average 387 are one aiijali388 of a decoction (kvatha), one bi•a-
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lapadaka389 of a powder (ciin:ia), and one ak~a390 of a paste (kalka) (39.14 ).391 

Chapter forty (dravyarasagmJaviryavipakavijflaniya) discusses the subjects mentioned 
in the title. 

Some authorities (aciirya) claim that substance (dravya) is pre-eminent (in 
pharmacology) for the following reasons: its stability (vyavasthitatva), constancy 
(rrityatva), maintenance of its generic characteristics (svajatyavasthana), perceptibility 
by the five senses (paflcendriyagrahaQa), its being a container (asrayatva) (of the 
tastes, etc.), prescriptability (arambhasamarthya), recognition by the sastras (sastra
pramaQya), successive dependency ( of taste, etc.) on substance (kramapek~itatva), 
and curability (of diseases) by component parts of it (ekadesasadhyatva); shortly, 
substance is pre-eminent because it is a whole (niravayavatva) and an inherent cause 
(samavayikaraQa) 392 ( 40.3). 

Others do not endorse this view and regard taste (rasa) as being pre-eminent for 
the following reasons: recognition by the agamas, recognition by authoritative teach
ers (upadesa), inferability (anumana), and recognition by the sages (r~i); 393 taste is in
cluded in the concept of gm}a (40.4). 

Others again reject this claim and regard potency (virya) as pre-eminent, adducing 
as an argument that it is the power (vasa) of potency which brings about the actions 
of drugs (karmani~patti); 394 this potency is of two kinds: hot (u~rJa) and cold (sita), 
in conformity with the agnI~omiyatva 395 of the universe; some acknowledge the exis
tence of eight kinds ofvirya: cold, hot, oleaginous (snigdha), dry (riik~a), clear(visada), 
mucilaginous (picchila), mild (mrdu), and sharp (tik~Qa);396 virya, due to the superior
ity (utkar~a) of its inherent power, overcomes rasa; 397 this is illustrated by a series of 
specific examples ( 40.5)398 and some rules of a more general nature ( 40.6-8). 

Another group of authorities again disagree, considering post-digestive taste 
(vipaka) to be pre-eminent, because all substances, properly or improperly digested 
(vipakva) after ingestion, produce good or bad effects. Some advance that each taste is 
retained during the digestive process. Others hold that vipaka is of three types: sweet 
(madhura), sour (amla) and pungent (ka!uka); this view is not correct, because an 
amla vipaka cannot exist according to the theory of the qualities of the mahabhiitas, 
while it is also rejected by the authoritative scriptures (agama); a sour (amla) taste 
develops when pitta is subject to vidaha; the acceptance of a sour post-digestive 
taste would have as a consequence that a salty one, which results from vidaha of 
kapha, should also be acknowledged. The arguments of those asserting that each taste 
remains unaffected during the digestive process are referred to and rejected, as well 
as the theory that strong tastes may overpower weak ones. 

The authoritative theory (agama) says that (vi)paka is either sweet or pungent; the 
sweet vipaka is heavy, the pungent type is light, in agreement with the two groups of 
mahabhiltas: earth and water are heavy, the remaining ones light (40.10). 

Substances, in which the properties of earth and water dominate during digestion, 
have a sweet vipaka; when fire, air or akasa dominate, the vipaka is of the pungent type 
(40.11-12). 

The four theories described, defended by those who adhere to one particular view 
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(prthaktvadarsin), ought to be regarded as of equal importance by a discriminating 
physician (40.13). Some drugs excite or alleviate the do~as by their substance, other 
drugs by their potency, other ones again by their taste or post-digestive taste (40.14}. 

Substances are the most important, for all the other factors mentioned are depen
dent on them as their substrate (40.15-18). 

Drugs, well known as to their nature (svabhiiva), the actions of which are beyond 
discussion (amimii1psya) and inexplicable (acintya), should, based only on authorita
tive scripture (iigama), be used with confidence by a physician, without testing them 
again (40.19-21). 

Chapter forty-one (dravyavise~avijiiiiniya) is devoted to particulars of medicinal sub
stances which manifest themselves due to the predominance of one of the five mahii
bhii!as. 

The subjects dealt with are: properties and actions of substances with a predomi
nance of earth, water, fire, air and iikiisa ( 41.4 ); 399 generalities on medicinal substances 
and their actions (41.5),400 relationships between the mahiibhautika composition of 
drugs and their actions ( 41.6); 401 relationships between the do~as and the mahiibhii
tas ( 41.7-10); relationships between the eight potencies and the mahiibhiitas; rela•on
ships between the potencies and the do~as; relationships between the post-digestive 
tastes and the do~as; the senses suitable to discriminate particular potencies; the ef
fects enabling a physician to determine the post-digestive taste of a medicinal sub
stance ( 41.11). 

Chapter forty-two (rasavise~avijiiiiniya) is devoted to particulars of the tastes. 
The subject dealt with are: the mahiibhiitas and their gu~1as; the doctrine of bhii

tiinupravesa; 402 the differentiation of taste (rasa), which is fundamentally of a watery 
(apya) character, into six kinds, due to its contact (saipsarga) with the other four mahii
bhiitas; the relationships between the tastes and the mahiibhiitas 403 ( 42.3); the relation
ships between the tastes and the do~as ( 42.4-6); the classification of the tastes into 
saumya and iigneya, as recognized by some authorities ( 42.7); relationships between 
actions of the tastes and qualities of the do~as ( 42.8); actions of each of the tastes ( 42.9); 
characteristic properties and actions of each of the tastes; the effects of the excessive 
use of(substances with) a particular taste (42.10); 404 Jists of substances in which a par
ticular taste predominates ( 42.11); 405 a brief exposition on the sixty-three combinations 
of tastes ( 42.12). 406 

Chapter forty-three (vamanadravyavikalpavijiianiya) is devoted to preparations of 
emetic drugs (vamanadravya). 

Its subjects are: preparations containing madana fruits, which are the best among 
the fruits with an emetic action ( 43.3);407 preparations with the flowers and fruits of 
JTmiitaka ( 43.4), 408 the fruits ofkuiaja ( 43.5) 409 and kjtavedhana ( 43.6),410 the flowers 
ofik~viiku (43.7), 411 and various parts ofdhiimiirgava(43.8); 412 a preparation with the 
seeds oflqtavedhana fruits ( 43.9); general rules concerning these preparations ( 43.10-
11). 
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Chapter forty-four (virecanadravyavikalpavijfianiya) is devoted to preparations of 
purgative drugs (virecanadravya). 

The subjects are: the best purgative among roots: arm:iatrivrt, 413 among barks: 
tilvaka, among fruits: haritakI, among oils: erar:i<;lataila, among expressed juices: 
that of kiiravel!ikii, among milky juices (payas): that of sudhii (44.3-4); prepara
tions with trivrt;414 preparations useful in viita, pitta and kapha disorders ( 44.5-6); 
various preparations (44.7-9); pills (gu\ika) (44.10-11); 415 modakas (44.12-13); 41 6 
yu~as (44.14);417 a pu\apiika preparation (44.15); lehas (44.16-22); 418 a modaka 
(44.23); a leha or gu\ika (44.24-26ab); a curr:ia (44.26cd-27); 419 an asava (44.28-
30); a surii (44.31-34);420 a medicated sauviraka (44.35-40ab);421 a medicated 
tu~odaka (44.40cd-45);422 pu\apiika preparations (44.46-47ab); medicated oils 
and ghees (44.47cd-49ab); 423 a powder soaked in cow's urine (44.49cd-51); 424 

a modaka (44.52-54ab); the recipe of trivrda~\aka (44.54cd-59); 425 a preparation 
with tilvaka (44.60-62a); 426 preparations with haritakI (44.62-69); preparations 
with triphalii ( 44.70-72); preparations with catura1igula ( 44.73b-76ab );427 prepa
rations with erar:i<;lataila ( 44.75cd-77); preparations with the milky juice of sudhii 
(44.78b-86ab); 428 a good purgative for general use (44.87-89); the six forms of 
pharmaceutical preparation, which are successively weaker in the following order: 
milky juice (k~Ira), expressed juice (rasa), paste (kalka), decoction (srtak~iiya), cold 
infusion (sitaka~aya), and powder (curr:ia) (44.90-91). 

Chapter forty-five (dravadravyavidhi) is devoted to the description of liquid sub
stances, their properties, and their actions. 

The sub jectsdealt with are: water ( 45.3-46); 429 milk ( 45.47-64); 430 dadhi ( 45.65-
83);431 takra (45.84-89);432 takrakurcika (inspissated takra) 433 and its liquid part 
(mar:i<;ta) ( 45.90); kilii\a, piyu~a and mora\a( 45.91); 434 butter (navanita) ( 45.92-93); 435 

the cream of milk (sarptiinikii) ( 45.94 ); the properties of dadhi, which are dependent on 
the type of milk used as its source ( 45.95); the various kinds of ghee ( 45.96-105); 436 
sarpirmar:i<;la (the supernatant liquid portion of ghee) ( 45.106); the properties of old 
ghee (purar:iaghrta) 437 ( 45.107-108), kumbhasarpis,438 and mahiighrta439 ( 45.109-
111); 440 the properties, actions and uses ofoils (taila) (45.112-113), 441 with sesamum 
oil (tilataila) as the best kind (45.114-130); vasii, medas and majjan (bone marrow) of 
various animals ( 45.131); the properties and actions of honey in general (45.132); the 
eight kinds of honey (45.133-140ab ); 442 fresh and old honey (45.140cd-141); honey 
as the best among the excipients (yogaviihin) ( 45.142);443 incompatibilities between 
honey and other substances (45 .143-146); the toxicity of immature honey ( 45.14 7); 444 

properties and actions of thesugarcane (45.148); the types of sugarcane, 445 their prop
erties and actions; the tastes of the different parts of the sugarcane (45.149-156); the 
prope1ties and actions of sugarcane juice, extracted by chewing, 446 extracted by a 
machine (yiintrika), 447 and by boiling ( 45 .15 7-158 ); 448 phar:iita (inspissated sugarcane 
juice) (45.159); 449 impure and pure gu<;Ia (treacle)45' (45.160--161); matsyar:i~ika, 451 

khar:i<;ta, 452 sarkarii.453 (45.162-165); 454 madhusarkara (honey sugar) (45.166); 455 

yavasasarkara (45.167); 456 actions of all kinds of sugar (45.168);457 phar:iita from 
madhuka flowers (45.169); the properties and actions of alcoholic beverages (madya) 
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(45.170-171); 458 mardvika, the alcoholic drink prepared from grapes (rnrdvika); its 
properties and actions (45.172-173);459 kharjiira, the alcoholic drink prepared from 
dates (kharjiira); its properties and actions (45.174-175ab); 460 the actions of sura 
(45. I 75cd-176ab),461 svetasura ( 45.I 76cd-l77ab), 462 prasanna (45.177cd-178ab), 463 

sura made from yava ( 45. I 78cd), 464 madhiilaka ( 45.l 79ab ), 465 ak~ikI ( 45.179cd), 466 

kohala,467 jagala,468 and bakkasa469 (45.180-182ab); the properties and actions of 
various kinds of sidhu: 470 gauc;!a (made from guc;!a), 471 sarkara (made from sugar),472 

pakvarasa (made from boiled sugarcane juice),473 sitarasika (made from sugarcane 
juice that is not boiled), 474 ak~ika, 475 andjambava 476 (45.182cd-187ab); surasava,477 

madhvasava,478 maireya, 479 ik~urasasava (made from sugarcane juice),480 an asava 
made from madhiika flowers,481 asavas482 made from various tubers, roots and 
fruits483 ( 45. l 87cd-I 92ab ); the properties and actions of freshly prepared and old 
alcoholic beverages (45.192cd-194ab); the actions of ari~!as484 in general and of 
pippalyadyari~!a (45.194cd-197ab); properties which make an alcoholic preparation 
unsuitable for medicinal use (45.197cd-200ab); the bad actions of these unsuitable 
madyas (45.200cd-203ab); the properties and actions of a good alcoholic preparation 
(45.203cd-204ab); the physiological actions of an alcoholic fluid (45.204cd-205); 485 

its effects in persons with a constitution dominated by kapha, vata or pitta, 486 and in 
those with a sattvika, rajasa or tamasa mental make-up487 (45.206-209); the actions 
of sukta 488 in general, of medicated suktas, sukta made from guc;!a, (sugarcane) juice, 
and honey (45.210-212); the actions of tu~ambu 489 and sauviraka490 (45.213); the 
actions of dhanyiimla491 (45.214-216); the properties and actions of the urine of 
various animals ( 45.217-228). 492 

Chapter forty-six (annapanavidhi) is devoted to articles of diet (and medicinal sub
stances). 

The subjects are: the importance of diet ( 46.3); the properties and actions of the 
varieties of sali rice493 (46.4-7), 494 sastika rice (46.8-11 ), 495 vrihi rice ( 46.12-14 ), 496 

sali grown on burnt fields (46.15): ri~ growing in a dry type of soil (sthalaja) 497 

and on irrigated fields (kaidara) 498 (46.16-17), rice which has been transplanted 
once (ropya) or several times (atiropya) (46.18-19), inferior cereals (kudhanya)499 

(46.20-26), 500 pulses (vaidala) 501 (46.27-38), sesamum (tila) (46.39-40),502 barley 
(yava) 503 and atiyava ( 46.41-43ab), 504 wheat (godhiima) (46.43cd-44ab), 505 various 
kinds of beans (simba) (46.44cd-48ab), the seeds of kusumbha (46.48cd), linseed 
(atasI) (46.49ab), white and black mustard seeds (siddharthaka and asitasar~apa) 
(46.49cd-50ab); 506 some generalities on all the items from rice up to mustard seeds 
( 46.SOcd-52). 

The six groups of animals the flesh of which may be used are dealt with next: the 
aquatic (jalesaya) animals, those living in regions rich in water (aniipa), the domestic 
(gramya), carnivorous (kravyabhuj), not-cloven-hoofed (ekasapha) animals, and those 
living injailgala regions; the flesh of these groups of animals increases in good qualities 
in the mentioned order. 

The animals can also be divided into jailgala and aniipa; the jailgala group is subdi
vided into eight subgroups, called respectively jailghala (swift runners), vi~kira (scat-
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terers), pratuda (peckers), guhasaya (hole-dwellers), prasaha (snatchers), pan:iam:rga 
(tree-dwellers), bilesaya (living in burrows in the earth), and gramya (domestic); 507 

the most important among them are the jailghala and vi~kira ( 46.53). 
The properties and actions are described of the flesh of the jailghala ( 46.54-

58), vi~kira (46.59-66),508 pratuda (46.67-71), 509 guhasaya (46.72-73), prasaha 
(46.74-75), 510 pan:iam:rga (46.76-77), bilesaya (46.78-84),511 and gramya animals 
( 46.85-90ab ), followed by types of flesh which are abhi~yandin (secretion-promoting) 
( 46.90cd-92). 

The jailghala group of animals 512 consists of: el).a, 513 haril).a, 514 rk~a. 515 kura
ilga, 516 karala,517 kftamala, 518 sarabha, 519 svadarp~!ra, 520 Pr~ata, 521 caru~kara, 522 

rnrgamatrka, 523 etc. ( 46.54 ). 
The vi~kira group consists of: lava,524 tittiri, 525 kapifijala, 526 vartira, 527 vartika, 52! 

vartaka,529 naptrka, 530 vartYka, 531 cakora,532 kalaviilka,533 mayiira,534 krakara, 535 

upacakra, 536 kukku!a,537 sarailga,538 satapattra,539 kutittiri, 540 kuruvahaka, 541 ya
valaka,542 etc. ( 46.59). 

The pratuda group consists of: kapota,543 paravata, 544 bh[ligaraja,545 parabhr
ta, 546 koya~!ika, 547 kuliilga,548 grhakuliilga, 549 gok~ve9aka, 550 9ii:i9imai:iavaka, 551 

satapattraka, 552 matrnindaka, 553 bhedasin, 554 suka, 555 sarika, 556 valguli, 557 girisa, 558 

la!va,559 lagii~aka,560 sugrha,561 khaiijari!a,562 harita,563 datyiiha,564 etc. (46.67). 
The guhasaya group consists of: si1pha (lion), 565 vyaghra(tiger),566 vrka (wolf), 567 

tarak~u (hyena), 568 rk~a (bear), 569 dvipin, 570 marjara (wild cat), 571 srgala (jackal), 572 

rnrgervaruka,573 etc. (46.72). 
The prasaha group consists of: kaka, 574 kanka, 575 kurara, 576 ca~a,577 bhasa, 578 sa

saghatin, 579 uliika, 58° cilli, 581 syena,582 grdhra,583 etc. ( 46.74 ). 
The pan:iarnrga group consists of: madgumii~ika, 584 vrk~asayika, 585 avakusa, 586 

piitighasa,587 vanara,588 etc. ( 46.76). 
The bilesaya group consists of: svavidh, 589 salyaka, 590 godha, 591 sasa,592 vr~a

daq1sa, 593 lopaka, 594 lomasakan:ia, 595 kada!I,596 rnrgapriyaka, 597 ajagara, 598 sarpa (a 
snake),599 mii~ika (mouse or rat), 600 nakula,601 mahababhru,602 etc. ( 46.78). 

The gramya group consists of: asva (horse), 603 asvatara (mule), 604 gaus ( cow), 605 

khara (donkey), 606 u~!ra (camel),607 basta (goat), urabhra (sheep), medal!pucchaka 
(fat-tailed sheep), 608 etc. (46.85). 

The aniipa animals are subdivided into those called kiilacara (living along 
banks), plava (divers and swimmers), kosastha (living within shells), padin (reptiles, 
crustaceans, etc), and matsya (fishes) ( 46.93). 

The kiilacara group609 consists of: gaja (elephant), 610 gavaya, 611 mahi~a (buf
falo),612 ruru,613 camara,614 spnara,615 rohita, 616 varaha (pig), 617 kha9gin (rhino
ceros), 618 gokarl).a, 619 kalapucchaka,620 iidra, 621 nyai1ku, 622 aranyagavaya,623 etc. 
(46.94). . 

The plava group consists of: haqisa,624 sarasa,625 kraufica,626 cakravaka, 627 

kurara, 628 kadamba,629 karal).9ava, 630 jivaiijivaka, 631 baka,632 balaka,633 pul)9an
ka, 634 plava, 635 sararimukha,636 nandimukha,637 madgu, 638 utkrosa,639 kacak~. 640 

mallikak~a. 641 suklak~a. 642 pu~karasayika, 643 konalaka,644 ambukukku!ika, 645 me
. gharava, 646 svetavarala,647 etc. ( 46.105). 
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The kosastha group consists of: sailkha, 648 sarikhanaka, 649 sukti, 650 sambilka, 651 
bhallilka, 652 etc. ( 46.108 ). 

The padin group consists of: klirma (turtle or tortoise), 653 kumbhfra, 654 karkataka 
(a crab), 655 kr~i:iakarka!aka, sisumara,656 etc. (46.109). · 

The properties and actions are described of the flesh of the kiilacara (46.94-104)657 
and plava animals. 658 ( 46. 105-107). 

The properties and actions of their flesh follow (46.110-11 I). 
The two groups offishes 659 are dealt with: those living in rivers and those living in 

the sea ( 46 .112 ); the names of river fishes; the general properties and actions of their 
flesh; the properties and actions of the flesh of particular river fishes and those living 
in ponds and lakes ( 46. II 3-117 ); 660 the names of sea fishes; the general properties and 
actions of their flesh (46.118-119); the comparative actions of the flesh of fishes liv
ing in rivers, the sea and various water reservoirs ( 46.120-121); differences among the 
properties of various body parts of fishes (46.122-124).661 

River fishes are: 662 rohita,663 pii!hfna, 664 pii!ala,665 rajfva,666 varmi, 667 goma
tsya, 668 kr~i:iamatsya, 669 vaguiijara, 670 murala,671 sahasradai)lgra,672 etc. (46.113). 

Sea fishes are: timi, 673 timiilgila,674 kulisa,675 pakamatsya, 676 nirula,677 nandiva
ralaka,678 makara, 679 gargara, 680 candraka,681 mahiimfna, 682 rajfva,683 etc. (46.118). 

Harmful kinds of flesh are discussed (46.126-128); 684 comparative qualities 
of flesh, depending on the sex and size of the animal ( 46.129); relative heaviness 
and lightness of flesh, according to the body part, organ, and sex of the animal 
(46.130-133); actions on the do~as of the flesh of birds, dependent on their feed
ing habits (46.134-135); other criteria for assessing particular properties of flesh 
(46.135cd-138). 

The chapter continues with a list of fruits (46.139); 685 the general properties and 
actions of these fruits ( 46.140); the properties and actions of a series of particular fruits 
(46.141-162); a group of fruits (46.163-165); another series of fruits (46.166-176); 
a group of fruits (46.177-181); a series of fruits again (46.182-207);686 the actions 
(vfrya) of fruit pulps (majjan) are similar to those of the fruits themselves ( 46.208); 
ripe (paripakva) fruits should be used, with the exception of bilva (46.209); fruits 
should not be used when unripe, over-ripe, etc. (46.210); 687 the properties and actions 
of a series of vegetables (saka) ( 46.211-220); the pippalyadi group, its general 
properties and actions (46.221-222); the properties and actions of items of this group 
(46.223-248); the cuccvadi group, its general properties and actions (46.249-250); 
the properties and actions of items of this group (46.251-252); the properties and 
actions of the milky juice of the k~fravrk~as, utpala, etc. ( 46.253); the punarnavadi 
group, its properties and actions ( 46.254-255); the tai:ic;lulfyakadi group, its general 
properties and actions (46.256-258ab); the properties and actions of items belonging 
to this group ( 46.258cd-26 I); the mai:idukapari:iyadi group, its general properties 
and actions ( 46.262-263 ); properties and actions of items belonging to this group 
(46.264-273); the loi:iikadi group, its general properties and actions (46.274-275); the 
properties and actions of items belonging to this group (46.276-278); 688 the actions 
and properties of tambiila (betel leaves) (46.279-280); 689 the properties and actions 
of a series of flowers ( 46.281-289); 690 the properties and actions of the young shoots 
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(karlra) of a number of plants (46.290-292);691 the properties and actions of mush
rooms (bhiimija), dependent on their substrate ( 46.293); 692 the actions of pil)yiika 
(oil-cakes), 693 tilakalka (sesamum paste), sthiil)ika, 694 dried vegetables (su~kasaka), 
all sorts of vaiakas (small balls), sii:i<:laki695 (46.294-295); general properties of 
vegetables; 696 they are heavier in the following order: flowers, leaves, fruits, stalks 
(nala), and tubers (kanda) ( 46.296); unsuitable vegetables ( 46.297); a list of tuberous 
vegetables (kanda); their general properties and actions (46.298-299); the properties 
and actions of a number of tubers and rhizomes (46.300-309); 697 the properties and 
actions of the inner parts of the top portions of the stems (mastakamajjan) of some 
palms (tala, narikela, kharjiira) ( 46.310-311 ); 698 tubers which are unsuitable (46.312); 
the salts (lavai:ia), 699 their properties and actions in the mentioned order (46.313); 700 

the properties and actions of particular kinds of salt (46.314-320); 701 three kinds of 
salt which are known as ka\ulavai:ia: ii~asiita (originating from an ii~a type of soil), 7m 
valukaila (originating from a sandy soil),703 and sailamiilakarodbhava (originating 
from particular mines) 704 (46.321); 705 the properties and actions of a number of 
caustic substances (k~ara) (46.322-325); 706 the properties and actions of gold, silver, 
copper, bell-metal (karpsya), iron, tin (trapu) and lead (sisa), followed by those of 
some precious and semi-precious stones (mai:ii) (46.326-330);707 any substance 
left without a description should be examined by a physician in order to determine 
its properties (46.331); the best (prasasta, pravara, sre~\ha) among the substances 
belonging to a particular group ( 46.332-339); 708 prepared foods, their properties and 
actions: 709 lajamai:i<:Ia (46.340cd-34lab), 710 peya ( 46.34lcd-342ab) 7lJ and vilepi 
(46.342cd-344ab),712 followed by distinctive characteristics of these preparations 
(46.344cd-345ab); 713 payasa (46.345cd); 714 lqsara (46.346ab); 715 odana (boiled rice) 
(46.346cd-349ab); 716 siipa (soup) (46.349cd); 717 prepared vegetables (46.350); meat 
dishes (46.351-353ab); parisu~kamaq1sa (fried or toasted meat) (46.353cd-354ab); 718 

ullupta (46.354cd-355ab); 719 siilya (broiled on the spit or skewered) and pradigdha 
meat (46.355cd-356ab); 72• ullupta, bharjita (fried), pi~\a (minced), pratapta (slightly 
fried), kandupacita (fried with mustard paste), 721 parisu~ka, pradigdha, siilya, and 
other kinds of meat dishes, when prepared with oil or ghee (46.356cd-358); ma
msarasa (meat broth) (46.359-361ab); 722 saurava (46.362); 723 broth without the meat 
(46.363); khani~ka (46.364ab); 724 vesavara (46.364cd-366ab);725 mudgayii~a and 
raga~a9ava (46.366cd-368ab); 726 various kinds ofyii~a 727 (46.368cd-375); kha<:Ia and 
kambalika 728 (46.376ab); other sour yii~as, prepared with pomegranate juice, dadhi 
and takra (46.376cd-377); alqta- and lqtayii~as ( 46.379); 729 general properties of sour 
yii~as (46.380); the ingredients of akambalika(46.38lab); general properties of foods 
prepa1ed with sesamum, dried vegetables, virii<:Ihaka,730 and sii:i<:lakI (46.381cd-382); 
rli.ga~a9avas (46.383); 731 rasala (46.384ab); 732 dadhi to which gu9a has been added 
( 46.384cd); the preparation of a mantha, 733 its properties and actions ( 46.385-
388ab ); 734 various panakas, their properties· and actions (46.388cd-39I); 735 various 
kinds of confectionery (bhak~ya), their properties and actions;736 confectionery pre
pared with milk ( 46.392cd-393ab ); 737 gh1'tapiira ( 46.393cd-394ab ); 738 confectionery 
prepared with gu~a (46.394cd-395ab);739 madhusir~ka,740 sarpyava,741 piipas 742 

~nd modakas (46.395cd-396ab); sagaka (46.396cd-397ab); 743 vi~yanda (46.397cd-
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398ab ); 744 food preparations called phenaka ( 46.398cd-400ab), 745 piilala 746 and 
sa~kuII747 (46.400cd); foods prepared from rice flour (pai~\ika) (46.401), pulses 
(vaidala) 748 (46.402), miisa beans (46.403ab), kiircikii749 (46.403cd), and viriidhaka 
(sprouted grains) (46.404); 750 foods prepared with ghee (46.405) or oil (46.406); the 
properties and actions of some groups of confectionery ( 46.407); 7 51 the properties and 
actions of confectionery prepared in an earthenware pan (kapiila) on a charcoal fire 
(46.408);752 confectionery prepared from kilii\a and similar substances (46.409ab); 
kulmii~a (46.409cd);753 vii\ya (46.4l0ab);754 dhiinii755 and ulumbii756 (46.4!0cd); 
saktu (46.4ll-412);757 liija (46.413);758 liijasaktu (46.414);759 pfthuka (46.415); 760 

rice flour (ta1:u;lulapi~\a), new and old (46.416-417ab); anupiinas (accompanying 
drinks);761 general rules concerning the selection of an anupiina (46.419-42Iab); 
the very best among the anupiinas is rain (maighya) water, kept in a clean vessel 
(46.42Icd); special rules (46.423-433); the best anupiina is rain (miihendra) water or 
the water to which one is accustomed; warm water is recommended in vii ta and kapha 
disorders, cold water in those caused by pitta or blood (46.434-435ab); advantages 
of anupiinas in general ( 46.435cd-438ab ); the effects of an anupiina taken prior to 
a meal, during a meal, and afterwards ( 46.438cd-439ab); the disadvantages of not 
taking an anupiina ( 46.439cd-440ab ); contra-indications for an anupiina ( 46.440cd-
441ab ); behavioural rules for the period after taking an anupiina (46.441cd-442); 
heaviness and lightness of articles of diet ( 46.443-445); rules for the (royal) kitchen 
(mahiinasa) (46.446-448); rules for serving the food; the materials for the vessels, 
plates, etc., dependent on the type of food or drink ( 46.449-459ab ); 762 the dining 
room (46.459cd-460ab); the order in which particular foods should be consumed 
(46.460cd-464); rules for taking a meal (46.465-466ab); the beneficial effects of 
observing these rules ( 46.466cd-468ab ); the times for taking a meal, dependent on 
the season (46.468cd-471ab); the bad effects of neglecting these rules (46.47Icd-
476ab); foods to be discarded (46.476cd-478ab); rules.for enjoying tasteful food 
(46.478cd-482ab); rules to be observed after a meal (46.482cd-490); special rules 
regarding particular foods and arinks (46.491-497ab); the causes of disorders of 
the digestive fire (vahnivyiipad) (46.497cd-498);763 digestive disorders (ajin;ia) 
are of three types: iima, vidagdha and vi~\abdha, caused by kapha, pitta and viita 
respectively; some distinguish a fourth type, due to a remnant of the rasa (rasase~a) 
( 46.499); 764 other causes of improper digestion (46.500-501); 765 the symptoms of 
the four types of ajI~ (46.502-503); 766 the upadravas (complications) of ajin;ia 
(46.504);767 the treatment of ajin:ia (46.505-507); the harmfulness of samasana,768 

vi~amiisana769 and adhyasana 770 (46.508-509); the treatment of the vidagdha type of 
ajiri:ia (46.510); the treatment of vidiiha occurring immediately after the ingestion of a 
meal ( 46.51 I); the treatment of the rasase~a type of ajin:ia ( 46.512); a warning regard
ing the iima type (46.513); the characteristic actions ofa first series of ten gm;ias: sita 
(cold), u~i:ia (hot), snigdha (oleaginous), riik~a (dry), picchila (mucilaginous), visada 
(clear), tik~i:ia (sharp), mrdu (soft), guru (heavy), and laghu (light) (46.514-519); the 
characteristic actions of a second series of ten gui:ias: drava (liquid), siindra (viscid), 
slak~i:ia (smooth), karkasa (rough), sugandha (fragrant), durgandha (bad-smelling), 
sara (nowing), manda (sluggish), vyaviiyin (diffusive), vikiisin (relaxating), iisukiirin 
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(acting quickly), and siik~ma (subtle) (46.520-525ab); 771 the physiology of digestion 
( 46.525cd-528); the impurities (mala) derived successively from the first six of the 
seven bodily elements (dhatu); kapha (phlegm) derives from rasa, pitta (bile) from 
rakta, the products excreted from the bodily orifices (khamala) from maqisa, sveda 
(sweat) from medas, nails and hairs from asthi, the excretory product of the eyes 
(netravi~) and the sebum (sneha) of the skin from majjan ( 46.529); 772 a meal at night 
is permissible when ajin:1a is suspected, but not a meal next morning ( 46.530-531 ). 



Chapter 2 

Nidanasthana 

Chapter one is devoted to vata diseases (vatavyadhi). 1 

The subjects dealt with are: Susruta's questioning of Dhanvantari on the seats and 
actions of vata in a normal and abnormal state and the diseases caused by it ( 1.3-4 ); 
the nature of vata, called Bhagavant Svayambhii (1.5-7ab ); 2 the qualities, actions and 
seats of vata (l.7cd-9ab); 3 the functions of vata when in a normal state (l.9cd-10); 
the five types of vata (1.11-12); the seats and actions of and the disorders caused by 
priil)a, udana, samana, vyana and apana (1.13-2lab);4 disorders caused by excited 
vata when staying in the amasaya (l.22cd-23ab),5 pakvasaya (1.23cd-24ab),6 ears 
(and other sense organs) (l.24cd), 7 skin (1.25),8 blood, muscular tissue, fatty tissue, 
siras, snayus, junctures (sandhi), bones, bone marrow, and semen ( I. 26-29);9 disor
ders caused by a generalized excitation of vata (l .30-3lab); disorders caused by an 
association of vata with pitta, kapha, or blood (l.3 lcd-34ab ); 10 disorders caused when 
priil)a, udana, samana, apana, or vyana are covered (avrta) by pitta or kapha (1.34cd-
39); 11 the aetiology and pathogenesis of vatarakta, 12 and the occurrence of related 
disorders caused by the corruption of blood (rakta) by pitta and kapha (1.40-44); 13 
the symptoms of corruption of blood by vata, pitta, kapha, or all three do~as together 
(1.45-46); 14 the prodromes of vatarakta ( 1.47); 15 its way of spreading over the body 
(1.48); prognostic features of vatarakta ( l.49-50ab); 16 descriptions of ak~epaka 
(l.50cd-51), 17 apatanaka 18 and dai:i~apatanaka 19 (l.52-53ab), hanugraha (l.53cd), 20 

dhanu~stambha21 and its two varieties: abhyantarayama22 and bahyayama23 (l.54-
57ab); prognostic features of dhanu~stambha (l.57cd); the causes ofak~epaka (1.58); 
incurable types of apatanaka (1.59); the pathogenesis and symptoms of pak~aghata 
(1.60-62); 24 degrees of curability, etc., of pak~aghata (1.63);25 the pathogenesis 
and symptomatology of apatantraka ( 1.64-66);26 the aetiology of manyastambha 
(l.67); 27 the aetiology, pathogenesis, symptoms, prodromes and prognosis of ardita 
(1.68-73); 28 the pathogenesis and symptoms of grdhrasr (1.74), 29 visviicT (1.75),30 
kro~\ukasiras (1.76), 31 khai\jatva32 and paitgutva,33 kalayakhai\jatva (1.78), 34 va
takal)!aka ( 1.79), 35 padadaha (I. 80), 36 padahar~a ( 1.81), 37 avabfiltuka (1.82 ), 38 
badhirya (l.83),39 kari:iasiila (1.84),40 miikatva,41 mii:iminatva42 and gadgadatva43 
(1.85), tiinT (1.86), 44 pratitiinT ( 1.87),45 adhmana,46 (1.88) pratyadhmana (1.89), 47 

vata~\hila (1.90), 48 and pratya~!hila ( I. 91). 49 

Chapter two is devoted to haemorrhoids (arsamsi).5o 
The subjects dealt with are: the six types of haemorrhoids: due to vata, pitta, 

kapha, blood, concertell action of the do~as, and those which are congenital (sahaja) 
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(2.3); 51 their aetiology and pathogenesis (2.4 ); the anatomical position of the anal 
region (guda); the three folds (vali) found in it, called pravahaqI, visarjani and 
sarpvarai:ii; their position, shape and colour; 52 the position of the anal lip (gudaugha) 
and the distance of the first fold from the anal lip (2.5-7); 53 the general prodromes,54 

which, when the haemorrhoids have arisen, develop into symptoms (2.8-9); the 
characteristics and symptoms of haemorrhoids caused by vata, pitta, kapha, blood, 
and concerted action of the do~as (2.10-14);55 the characteristics and symptoms 
of congenital haemorrhoids (2.15); 56 features determining the prognosis (2.16); 57 

fleshy growths resembling haemorrhoids occurring in other regions of the body: 58 

the penis, 59 female genitals,60 umbilical region, 61 ears, eyes, nose, and mouth62 

(2.17); warts (carmakila) (2.18); 63 features of warts associated with the dosas and 
blood (2.19-20); 64 the six types of haemorrhoids caused by two do~as (2.22); 65 the 
prognosis of haemorrhoids dependent on the do~as involved (2.23-24); 66 a serious 
type of haemorrhoids (2.25-26). 

Chapter three is devoted to urinary calculi (asmarI). 
Its subjects are: the four types of asmari, caused by kapha, vata, pitta, and semen 

(sukra) respectively (3.3);67 the aetiology and pathogenesis (3.4); the prodromes (3.5-
6); the symptoms (3.7); 68 the aetiology, pathogenesis, symptomatology, form, colour, 
consistence, etc., of calculi caused by kapha, 69 pitta, 10 and vata 71 (3.8-10); the occur
rence of these three types of calculi in children; 72 calculi due to semen occur in adults 
(3 .11); the aetiology, pathogenesis and symptomatology of calculi due to semen (sukra
smari) (3.12); changes occurring in calculi may give rise to gravel (sarkara) and related 
substances, resembling sand (sikata) or ashes (bhasman); the way these substances are 
produced and the symptoms they bring about (3.13-16ab);73 complications of gravel 
(3.16cd-17); the anatomy of the urinary bladder(basti) (3.18-20ab); its physiology (3. 
20cd-24ab); the pathogenesis of calculi (3.24cd-27ab); disorders caused by abnormal 
actions of vata on the bladder: the various types of miitraghata, prameha, sukrado~a 
and miitrado~ (3.17cd-28). 

Chapter four is devoted to anorectal fistulas (bhagandara). 74 

Its subjects are: the five types of bhagandara: sataponaka, 75 u~\ragriva, parisravin, 
sambiikavarta, and unmargin, caused, in the mentioned order, by vata, pitta, kapha, 
concerted action of the three do~as, and exogenous factors (agantunimitta); the etymol
ogy of bhagandara; 76 the disorder is called pi<;laka when there is no opening (abhinna) 
and bhagandara (sensu stricto) when one or more openings are present (bhinna) ( 4.3); 
the prodromes ( 4.4 ); the aetiology of bhagandara; 77 the pathogenesis and symptoma
tology of each of the five types ( 4.5-9); 78 the difference between a common pi<;laka 
(boil) in the region of the anus and the pi~aka (abscess) that may develop into a fistula 
(4.10); the characteristics of the latter type of pi~aka (4.11); the prodromes of bhaga
ndara sensu stricto ( 4.12); the degrees of curability of bhagandara (4.13). 

Chapter five is devoted to ku~\ha. 79 

The subjects are: the aetiology and pathogenesis ofku~\ha (5.3);80 the prodromes 
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(5.4 ); 81 the eighteen types of ku~!ha, divided into seven major (mahiiku~!ha) and 
eleven minor ones (k~udraku~iha); 82 the seven mahaku~ihas are: arui,a, udumbara, 
r~yajihva, kapiila, kiikaz:iaka, puz:i<;larika, and dadru; the eleven k~udraku~ihas are: 
sthiiliiru~ka, mahiiku~!ha, ekaku~!ha, carmadala, visarpa, parisarpa, sidhma, vicarcikii, 
ki!ibha, plimii, and rakasii (5.5); the association of these ku~ihas with the do~as 
and with parasites (krimi); the order of the degree of difficulty to manage (kriya
gurutva) them; the order of their ability to invade the dhiitus (dhiitvanupravesa), 
and of their curability, respectively incurability (5.6-7); the features of each of the 
mahiiku~!has, arranged according to the do~a mainly involved: vii ta is the main do~a 
in the aru~1a type; 83 pitta predominates in (a)udumbara, 84 r~yajihva, 85 kapalaku~iha 86 

and kiikaz:iaka;87 kapha is predominant in p(a)u~u;larika88 and dadru 89 (5.8); the char
acteristic features of the k~udraku~!has: sthiiliirus, 90 mahiiku~!ha 91 (5.9), ekaku~!ha, 92 

carmadala93 (5.10), visarpa 94 (5.1 I), parisarpa,95 sidhma96 (5.12), vicarcika97 (5.13), 
ki!ibha,98 plimii 99 (5.14 ), kacchii, 100 and rakasii 101 (5.15); arus (= sthiiliirus), sidhma, 
rakasii, mahiiku~iha and ekaku~iha arise from kapha, parisarpa arises from viita, the 
remaining ones arise from pitta (5.16); 102 kiliisa is related to ku~iha and of three 
types: caused by vata, pitta and kapha; it differs from ku~!ha in being restricted to 
the skin and having no discharge (aparisriivin); the characteristic signs of the three 
types are described, followed by incurable forms (5.17); 103 symptoms of ku~iha due 
to viita, pitta and kapha (5.18); 104 the incurability ofpam,9arikaand kiikaz:ia.(5.19); 105 

kuHha, which makes its appearance in the skin first, invades successively the other 
dhiitus if left untreated (5.20-21); the features of kustha when located in the skin, 
blood, muscular tissue, fatty tissue, bones, marrow, anci'semen (5.22-27); 106 the child 
of parents whose female procreational fluid (soz:iita) and semen are corrupted by the 
ku~!hado~a should be regarded as affected by the disease (ku~!hita) (5.28); ku~iha 
located in the skin, blood and muscular tissue is curable; it is palliable when located 
in the fatty tissue, but incurable when located in the remaining dhiitus (5.29); ku~iha 
as a paparoga due to sinful acts (5.30);107 when a person suffering from ku~iha dies, 
the disease will become manifest again in his or her next life (5.31); a proper diet 
and behaviour, suitable medicines, and religious austerities (tapas) may overcome 
the disease and lead to a good life (5.32-33); ku~iha, jvara (fever), so~a (wasting 
diseases), netrabhi~yanda 108 and epidemic diseases (aupasargikaroga) 109 spread a
mong human beings due to fre41Juent contact in general (abhyasa) and bodily contact 
(giitrasaipsparsa), by means of breath (nisviisa), due to sharing the same food, sharing 
the same bed, and using the same seats, by means of clothing, garlands, and cosmetics 
(anulepana) (5.34 ). 

Chapter six is devoted to prameha (urinary disorders). 
Its subjects are: the general aetiology ( 6.3) 110 and pathogenesis ( 6.4 ); 111 the general 

prodromes (6.5); 112 features present in all types of prameha are turbidity (avilatva) of 
the urine and polyuria(prabhiitamiitratva) ( 6.6); all the pramehas, as well as the pi<;lakiis 
(associated with them), arise from all the do~as together (6.7); 113 kapha 114 gives rise to 
udakameha, ik~uviilikiimeha, suriimeha, 115 sikatameha, sanairmeha, lavaz:iameha, 116 
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pigameha, 117 sandrameha, sukrameha, and phenameha; 118 these ten pramehas are 
curable, because the do~a involved and the corrupted bodily elements (dii~ya) can be 
corrected by the same remedial measures; 119 pitta gives rise to nflameha, haridrameha, 
amlameha, 120 k~arameha, mafiji~\hiimeha, and SOI].itameha; 121 these six pramehas are 
palliable, because the do~a involved and the corrupted bodily elements are dissimilar 
with regard to corrective measures; 122 vata gives rise to sarpirmeha, 123 vasameha, 124 

k~audrameha, 125 and hastimeha; these four pramehas are incurable on account of their 
very serious nature (mahatyayikatva) 126 (6.8); the kapha types are caused by kapha, in 
combination with vata, pitta and fatty tissue (medas), the pitta types by pitta, in combi
nation with vata, kapha, blood and fatty tissue, the vata types by vata, in combination 
with kapha, pitta, vasa, bone marrow and fatty tissue (6.9); the characteristics of each 
of the ten types of prameha caused by kapha ( 6 .I O ), 127 each of the six types caused by 
pitta (6.11), 128 and each of the four types caused by vata (6.12); 129 the complications 
of the pramehas brought about by each of the three do~as (6.13); 130 the ten types of 
pi9aka arising from the three do~as in prameha patients with a large amount of fatty 
tissues ( vasa and medas): saravika, sar~apika, kacchapika, jalinI, vinata, putri!].I, masii
rika, alajI, vidarika, and vidradhika ( 6.14 ); 131 the characteristics of each of these types 
(6.15-19); 132 the aetiological factors of the pi~akas are the same as those of prameha 
( 6.20a b ); 133 features leading to incurability of the pi9akas ( 6.20c-f); 134 the incurability 
of pi9akas caused by vata which has affected medas, majjan and vasa ( 6.21); the signs 
indicating that a patient should be diagnosed as suffering from prameha (6.22-23); a 
patient with pi9akas and severe complications suffers from madhumeha 135 and is in
curable; the characteristics of the behaviour of such a patient are described (6.24-25); 
the varieus types of prameha are compared to mixed colours 136 arising from combina
tions of the five colours (6.26); 137 all types of prameha, if not properly treated, develop 
into madhumeha, thus becoming incurable (6.27). 

Chapter seven is devoted to udara (abdominal swelling). 138 

Its subjects are: the eight types of udara: caused by vata, pitta, kapha, all three 
do~as, and those called plihodara, baddhaguda, agantuka, and dakodara (7.4); 139 the 
aetiology and pathogenesis of udara (7.5-7ab); 140 the general prodromes (7.7cd-
8ab); 141 the symptoms of udara caused by vata, pitta, kapha (7.8cd-llab); 142 the 
aetiology and symptomatology of udara caused by concerted action of the three do~as; 
this type is also called d~yudara (7.llcd-14a); 143 the aetiology, pathogenesis and 
symptomatology of plihodara (splenomegalia), located on the left side of the abdomen 
(7.14b-!6ab ); 144 when the same features appear on the right side, due to involvement 
of the liver, the disorder is called yalqddalyudara (7.16cd); 145 the aetiology and 
symptomatology of baddhaguda (intestinal obstruction) (7.17-19a); 146 the aetiology 
and symptomatology of parisravyudara (intestinal perforation) (7.!9b-21a); 147 the 
aetiology, pathogenesis and symptomatology of dakodara (ascites) (7.21b-23); 148 the 
general symptoms of ja\hara (= udara) (7.24); 149 ultimately, accumulation of water in 
the abdomen develops in all types of ja\hara; this makes them unsuitable to treatment 
(7.25). 150 
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Chapter eight is devoted to mii~hagarbha (foetal malpresentation) and some related 
obstetrical topics. 151 

The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology and pathogenesis of mii<;lhagarbha 
(8.3); 152 the classification into four types: kila, pratikhura, bijaka and parigha; when 
the arms, legs and head of the child point upwards, thus obstructing the opening of 
the uterus like a peg (kila), the malposition is called kila; 153 when the hands, feet 
and head come out, while the remaining part of the body remains stuck, it is a case 
of pratikhura; 154 when the head and one limb come out, it is called bijaka; 155 when 
the foetus covers the opening of the uterus like a bar for closing a door (parigha), 
it is called parigha; 156 the classification of mii<;lhagarbha into these four types, 
adopted by some authorities, 157 is not correct, because abnormalities of vata lead 
to several kinds of obstruction in the birth channel; this makes the number of four 
insufficient (8.4 ); actually, mii<;lhagarbha is of eight types: 158 presentation by the 
two lower extremities or by one lower limb with the other one flexed; 159 the foetus 
may present itself with both lower limbs flexed over the body, while the buttocks 
are presented obliquely; 160 presentation by the lateral part of the chest (parsva), thus 
obstructing the opening of the uterus; 161 presentation by one arm with the head turned 
sideways; 162 presentation by both arms and with bent head; presentation by hands, 
feet and l)ack and with the trunk bent; presentation by one lower limb, while the 
other points towards the anus (8.5); 163 the last two types of mii<;lhagarbha cannot be 
managed; the remaining types should not be accepted for treatment when ihe woman 
in child-bed is delirious, suffers from convulsions (ak~epaka), a vaginal prolapse 
(yonibhraq1sa), yonisarpvarai:ia, 164 makkalla, shortness of breath, cough, or giddiness 
(8.6); 165 the normal delivery (8.7-8); expulsion of the foetus up to the fourth month is 
called garbhavicyuti (abortion); 166 when it occurs later, from the fifth or sixth month 
onwards, it is called garbhapata (8.9-10); 167 signs indicating the imminent death of 
the foetus or the mother (8.11); signs pointing to a dead foetus (8.12); 168 mental or 
exogenous disorders of the expectant mother may kill the child in her womb (8.13); 169 
if the woman in child-bed 170 is dying, but movements are still visible in her abdomen, 
the physician should open the belly and take out the child (8.14 ). 171 

Chapter nine is devoted to vidradhi (abscesses). 
Its subjects are: the pathogenesis and general appearance ofvidradhi; its six types: 

caused by a single do~a. all the do~as together, a trauma (k~ata), and blood (9.4-6), 172 

the characteristics of vidradhi caused by vata, pitta, kapha, and a combination of 
the do~as (9.7-llab); the aetiology, pathogenesis and symptoms of vidradhi caused 
by a trauma 173 (9.l lcd--13ab ); the characteristics of vidradhi caused by blood (9. 
13cd-14ab); vidradhi caused by all the do~as is incurable (9.14cd); 174 the aetiology 
and pathogenesis of internal (iibhyantara) vidradhi, which resembles a gulma and 
has the shape of a termite hill (valmfka) (9. I 5-17ab ); the sites of internal vidradhis; 
their features, which are like those of the external type; the signs of ripe and unripe 
vidradhis (9.17cd-19ab ); 175 special features dependent on the site involved: anorectal 
region (guda), bladder (basti), umbilical region (nabhi), lateral parts of the abdomen 
(kuk~i). groins (vai1k~ai:ia), kidneys (vrkka), spleen (p!Ihan), cardiac region (hrd), liver 
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(yalqt), kloman (9.l 9cd-22); 176 degrees of amenability to treatment (9.23-25); 177 

the special type of vidradhi, caused by blood, and called makkalla; 178 this disorder 
occurs in women after a miscarriage (apaprajlitli) 179 and after a normal delivery when 
the blood has not come out (9.26-27); suppuration will set in when makkalla does 
not subside within seven days (9.28ab); the differences between gulma and vidradhi 
(9.28cd-33); incurable types of vidradhi (9.34ab); 180 inflammatory and suppurating 
processes in the bone marrow (majjapariplika) (9.34cd-38). 181 

Chapter ten is devoted to visarpa ( erysipelas or cellulitis ), nli9i ( a sinus), and stanaroga 
( diseases of the breasts). 

The subjects dealt with are: the pathogenesis and general features of visarpa; the 
explanation of its name (10.3); 182 the characteristics of visarpa due to vlita (10.4), 183 

pitta (10.5), 184 kapha (10.6ab), 185 and all the do~as collectively (l0.6cd); 186 the fea
tures ofvisarpa in someone with a recent sore due to a trauma (k~atavral)a) (10.7); 187 

degrees of amenability to treatment (10.8); 188 circumstances leading to the develop
ment of a nli9i or gati (10.9-lOab); this disorder is caused by one of the do~as sepa
rately, a combination of two do~as, concerted action of the three do~as, or the presence 
of a foreign body (salya) ( 10.l Ocd); the characteristics of a nli9i due to vlita, pitta, kapha 
(l0.ll-12ab), a combination of two do~as (10.12cd), concerted action (10.13), and a 
foreign body(I0.14 ); stanarogahas the same group of causes asgatiandis divided into 
the same number of types (10.15); the openings (dvlira) of the ducts (dhamani) in the 
breasts of virgins are closed, which explains that stanarogas do not occur in them; they 
are open in pregnant women and those who have given birth, which makes them liable 
to these disorders (10.16-17); the physiology of milk secretion, which is comparable 
to the production of semen (sukra) in the male (10.l 8-23ab); 189 the characteristics of 
breastmilk corrupted by vlita, pitta, kapha, and all the do~as together (l0.23cd-24); 190 

the characteristics of normal breastmilk (I 0.25); 191 stanaroga is brought about by do~as 
which reach the breasts of women, lactating or not lactating, and corrupt the blood and 
the tissues (mliq1sa) present there; the disorder is of the same five types and produces 
the same symptoms as an external abscess (blihyavidradhi), with this difference that a 
type caused by blood does not occur (10.26-27). 192 

Chapter eleven is devoted to the disorders called granthi, apaci, arbuda and galagal)9a. 
The subjects dealt with are: the pathogenesis and general appearance of granthi 

(11.3); 193 the characteristics of granthi due to vlita, pitta, and kapha (11.4-6); 194 the 
characteristics of granthi brought about by fatty tissue (medas) ( 11.7); 195 the aetiol
ogy, pathogenesis and appearance of granthi arising from the sirlis; the degrees of cur
ability of this disorder ( 11.8-9); the origin, appearance, symptoms, course, duration, 
and amenability to treatment of apaci (11.10-12); 196 the origin, appearance and evo
lution of arbuda; 197 its six types: due to vlita, pitta, kapha, blood, muscular tissue, and 
fatty tissue; its characteristics are like those of granthi ( l l. l 3-l 5ab ); 198 the pathogen
esis, appearance, course, etc., ofarbuda due to blood (raktarbuda) (l l.l5cd-17ab) and 
to muscular tissue (marpslirbuda) (l 1.l 7cd-19); an arbuda developing when another 
one is already present is called adhyarbuda; two arbudas growing simultaneously or 
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successively are called dvirarbuda; these conditions are incurable ( 11.20); suppuration 
(piika) does not occur in arbudas, due to their very nature (nisarga): kapha predominates 
in them, they abound in fatty tissue (medas), and their do~as are immobile (sthira) and 
knotted together (grathana) ( 11.21); the pathogenesis of galagai:i9a (11.22); t99 charac
teristics of galagai:i9a due to viita, kapha, and fatty tissue (medas) ( 11.23-27); 200 signs 
of incurability in galagai:i9a ( 11.28); 201 the definition of galagai:i9a: it is a large or small 
swelling (svayathu), resembling a testicle (mu~ka), attached to and hanging from the 
throat (gala) (11. 29). 

Chapter twelve is devoted to vrddhi (swellings of the scrotum), upadarpsa (swellings 
and sores of the penis), and s!Ipada (filariasis). 

The subjects dealt with are: the seven types ofvrddhi: due to viita, pitta, kapha, 
blood, fatty tissue (medas), urine, and intestine (antra); 202 the types brought about by 
urine and intestine arise from viita and differ only in the ground of their production 
(utpattihetu) (12.3); 203 when any one of the do~as gets excited in the lower part (of 
the trunk) and reaches the ducts (dhamanI) of the scrotum, the resulting enlargement 
is called vrddhi (12.4); 204 the prodromes (12.5); the characteristics of vrddhi caused 
by viita, pitta, kapha, fatty tissue, and blood; 205 the aetiology and characteristics of 
the type caused by urine; 206 the aetiology, pathogenesis and characteristics of the type 
brought about by a part of the intestines 207 ( 12.6); the aetiology ofupadarp§a, a disorder 
consisting of swelling (svayathu) of the penis, with or without a sore (k~ataJ ( 12. 7); 208 

the five types ofupadarpsa: caused by a single do~a, concerted action of the do~as, and 
blood (12.8); 209 the characteristics of these five types (12.9); 210 the pathogenesis of 
sli'pada, which consists of a swelling of the legs; 211 it is caused by viita, pitta or kapha 
(12.10); the characteristics of the three types (12.11); 212 features making slipada un
suitable to treatment (12.12); 213 the predominance of kapha in s!Ipada (12.13); 214 s!I
pada is prevalent in regions with much stagnant water and a cool climate (12.14); s!I
pada occurs not only in the legs but also in the hands; some say that it may affect the 
ears, eyes, nose and lips (12.15). 21 5 

Chapter thirteen is devoted to the k~udrarogas, 216 a group of forty-four diseases, listed 
at the beginning of the chapter (13.3), 217 and described afterwards. 

The k§udrarogas are: ajagallikii (13.4),218 yavaprakhyii (13.5), 21 9 andhiilajI 
(13.6),220 vivrta (13. 7), 221 kacchapikii (13.8), 222 valrmKa (13.9-10), 223 indravrddhii 
(13.11),224 gardabhikii (13.12ab),225 panasikii (l3.12cd),226 pii~ai:iagardabha (13. 
13),227 jalagardabha (13.14), 228 irivellikii (13.15), 229 kak~ii (13.16), 230 gandhaniimii 
(13.17),231 vispho!aka (13.18),232 agnirohii:iI (13.19-20),233 cippa (l3.21-22ab),234 

kunakha or ku!Ina ( 13 .22cd-23ab ),235 anusayI (l 3.23cd-24ab), 236 vidarikii (l 3 .24cd-
25ab),237 sarkariirbuda (l3.25cd-28ab),238 piimii, vicarcI and rakasii (13.28cd),239 

piidadiiti (13.29),240 kadara (13.30-31), 241 alasa (13.32), 242 indralupta, also called 
khiilitya and rujyii (13.33-34), 243 darui:iaka (13.35), 244 arurp~ikii (13.36), 245 palita 
( 13. 3 7), 246 masiirikii ( 13. 38 ), 247 mukhadii~ikii ( 13. 3 9), 248 padminikai:i!aka ( 13 .40 ), 249 

jatumar_1i (13.41), 250 ma~aka (13.42),251 tilakiilaka (13.43), 252 nyaccha (13.44), 253 

carmakila (l 3.45ab),254 vyariga (13.45cd-46), 255 ni1ikii (13.47ab), 256 parivartikii 
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(13.47cd-50ab), 257 avapa!ika (l3.50cd-52ab), 258 niruddhaprakasa (l3.52cd-54), 259 

saqmiruddhaguda (13.55-56), 260 ahipiitana (13.57-58), 261 vr~ai:iakacchii (13.59-
60),262 and gudabhrarpsa (13.61). 263 

Chapter fourteen is devoted to siikado~a, 264 a group of diseases occurring in men with 
improper sexual practices 265 who want to increase the size of their penis. 

Eighteen types of siikado~a are distinguished and described: 266 sar~apika, 267 

asthilika, 268 grathita,269 kumbhika,270 alajI,271 mrdita,272 sarpmiic)hapic;laka,273 ava
~~ntha, 274 pu~karika, 275 sparsahani,276 uttama,277 sataponaka, 278 tvakpaka,279 so
i:iitarbuda, marpsarbuda, marpsapaka,280 vidradhi,281 and tilakalaka282 (14.3-17). 
Incurable are marpsarbuda, marpsapaka, vidradhi and tilakalaka (14.18). 

Chapter fifteen is devoted to bhagna (fractures and dislocations).283 

Its subjects are: the various traumas (abhighiita) causing bhagna (15.3); the two 
groups of bhailga (= bhagna): sandhimukta (dislocation of joints) 284 and kai:ic;labhagna 
(fractures); 285 sandhimukta is of six, kai:ic;labhagna of twelve types (15.4); the six 
types of dislocation: utpi~ta, 286 visli~!a, 287 vivartita,288 avak~ipta, 289 atik~ipta,290 and 
tiryakk~ipta 291 (15.5); the general features of dislocations (15.6); 292 the characteristics 
of the six types (15.7);293 the twelve types of fracture: karka[aka,294 asvakaqia,295 

ciiri:iita,296 piccita, 297 asthicchallita,298 ka~ic;labhagna,299 majjanugata, 300 atipatita,301 

vakra,302 chinna,303 pa!ita,304 and sphutita305 (15.8); 306 the general features of frac
tures (15.9); 307 the characteristics of the twelve types (15.10); features of dislocations 
and fractures and of patients which lead to difficulties in treatment or incurability 
(15.11-13); cases which should not be accepted fortreatment (l5.l 4-15ab); the influ
ence of the patient's age on the healing process (15.15cd-16ab); the characteristics of 
fractures in particular types of bones (15.16-17). 308 

Chapter sixteen is devoted to diseases of the mouth, oral cavity and throat (mukharo
ga).309 

The subjects dealt with are: the total number of these diseases, namely sixty
five;310 their seven sites: lips (o~!ha), roots of the teeth and the gums (dantamiila), 311 
teeth (danta), tongue (jihva), palate (talu), throat (gala), and the whole of these 
structures together; there are eight diseases of the Ii ps, fifteen of the roots of the teeth 
and the gums, eight of the teeth, five of the tongue, nine of the palate, seventeen of 
the throat, and three affecting the whole of these sites (16.3); diseases of the lips are 
caused by vata, 312 pitta, 313 kapha, 314 concerted action of the three dosas 315 blood 316 
muscular tissue, 317 fatty tissue, 318 and traumata (abhighata) (16.4 ); th~ characteris;ics 
of these diseases (16.5-12);319 the diseases of the roots of the teeth and the gums 320 
are: sitada,321 dantapupputaka, 322 dantavesta(ka) 323 sausira 324 mahasausira 325 pari·-

326 " ' , '. ' ' ' · ' 
dara, upakusa,327 (danta)vardarbha,328 vardhana?29 adhimarnsa, 330 and the five 
types of nac;II 331 ( 16.13 ); the characteristics of these diseases· (16.14-26); 332 the 
d1seas_es of the teeth: 333 dalana, 334 Iqrnidantaka, 335 dantahaqa, 336 bhaiijanaka, 337 
dantasarkara,338 kapalika,339 syavadantaka, 340 and hanumok~a341 (16.27); the char
_actensucs of these diseases (16.28-35);342 the diseases of the tongue: three types of 
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kai:itaka,343 caused by vata, pitta and kapha respectively, alasa,344 and upajihvika 345 

(16.36); the characteristics of these diseases (16.37-39); 346 the diseases of the palate: 
kan!I:iasu1,1c;II or galasuvc;lika, 347 tui:ic;likerI, 348 adhru~a, 349 kacchapa, 35o arbuda, 35 I ma!Jl
sasarpghata, 352 talupupputa, 353 taluso~a, 354 and talupiika (16.40); 355 the character
istics of these diseases (16.41-45); 356 the diseases of the throat the five types of 
rohil)I, 357 kaighasaliika, 358 adhijihva, 359 valaya, 360 balasa, 361 ekavrnda,362 Vfllda, 363 

sataghnI, 364 gilayu, 365 galavidradhi, 366 galaugha, 367 svaraghna, 368 ma!Jlsatana, 369 

and vidarI370 (16.46); the characteristics of these diseases (16.47-63); 371 the disease 
affecting all the mentioned structures is called sarvasara;372 it is of four varieties, 
caused by vata, pitta, kapha and blood (16.64); the characteristics of the first three 
of these varieties (16.65-66ab); 373 the fomth type, caused by blood, is not a distinct 
entity, but a subtype of that caused by pitta; some call it mukhapaka (16.66cd). 374 



Chapter 3 

Sfuirasthana 

Chapter one, called sarvabhiitacintasarira, is devoted to an exposition of the Sa!Jlkhya 
philosophy and its relevance to medicine. 1 

The subjects dealt with are: the avyakta and its characteristics (lak~a~1a); sattva, ra
jas and tamas; the eight forms (riipa) of avyakta; 2 the avyakta is the seat (adhi~\ha
na) of many k~etrajiias (1.3); mahat originates from the avyakta, aha!Jlkara from ma
hat; aha!Jlkara is of three kinds: vaikarika, taij asa and bhiltadi; the vaikarika ahaq1kara, 
with the cooperation of the taijasa aha!Jlkara, is the origin of the eleven indriyas: the 
five buddhindriyas, the five karmendriyas, and manas; the five tanmatras arise from the 
bhiitadi aha111kara, with the c·ooperation of the taijasa aha!Jlkara; the tanmatras and their 
specific qualities (vise~a); the development of the (maha)bhiitas from the tanmatras; 
twenty-four tattvas arise in this way (1.4 ); 3 the objects of the five senses (buddhindriya) 
and the actions (viharal).a) of the karmendriyas (1.5); the eight principles (tattva) col
lectively called pralq-ti consist of avyakta, mahat, aha!Jlkara and the five tanmatras; the 
remaining sixteen are vikaras (derivatives) (1.6); the deities connected with buddhi, 
aha!Jlkara, manas, the buddhindriyas and the karmendriyas (1.7);4 these twenty-four 
tattvas are not endowed with consciousness (they are acetana), but the twenty-fifth, 
the puru~a, is, when combined with pralqti and the vikaras, the source of this princi
ple ( 1.8 ); the differences between pralqti and puru~a ( I. 9); all the twenty-four tattvas 
have sattva, rajas and tamas as their constituents; some are of the opinion that this also 
applies to the puru~as (1.10); in medical science, however, the far-sighted (p!1huda
rsinal,) regard svabhava (inherent nature), kala (time), yadrccha(chance), niyati (fate) 
and paril).ama (transformation) as prak!1i (1.11); 5 the mahiibhiltas (1.12); their impor
tancein medicine (1.13); all the substances (dravya) derive from the bhiltadi; the sense 
organs and their objects are regarded, in the medical science, as derived from the five 
mahiibhiitas ( 1.14 ); the specific relationships between the sense organs and their ob
jects ( 1.15); the non-omnipresent (asarvagata) karmapuru¥ 6 as the object of themed
ical science; the k~etrajiia, its eternal (nitya) nature, etc., can be grasped only by means 
of inference (1.16); the qualities of the pum~a (1.17); the characteristics of sattvika, 
rajasa and tamasa persons (1.18); 7 the derivatives of the five mahiibhiltas in the hu
man body (1.19); 8 sattva predominates in akasa, rajas in vayu (wind, air), sattva and 
rajas in agni (fire), sattva and tamas in a.pal, (water), tamas in pfthivI (earth) (1.20); 
the anyo'nyanupravesa of the mahabhiltas; a substance is called after the mahabhilta 
predominantly present in it (1.21). 
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Chapter two, called sukra:for:iitasuddhisarira, is devoted to the purity (suddhi) of the 
male and female procreational fluids (sukra and :fot:iita) and a number of related issues 
(conception, the development of the foetus, etc.). 

The subjects dealt with are: the enumeration of the characteristics of the kinds 
of semen (retas) unsuitable for generating offspring (2.3); the description of these 
conditions: 9 semen corrupted by vata, pitta or kapha possesses the colour of these 
do~as and leads to painful sensations (vedana) characteristic of them; when corrupted 
by blood, the semen smells like a decomposing corpse (kur:iapagandhin) and is profuse 
in quantity; semen corrupted by kapha and vata shows clots (granthibhiita); corrupted 
by pitta and kapha, it resembles foul-smelling pus (piitipiiyanibha); corrupted by pitta 
and vata, it is small in quantity (k~it:ia) and shows the features described; 10 semen 
corrupted by concerted action of the do~as smells like urine or faeces; curable with 
difficulty are the disorders in which the semen smells like a decomposing corpse, is 
clotted, smells like pus, and is small in quantity; the patients whose semen smells like 
urine or faeces cannot be cured at all (2.4); the disorders of the artava 11 are of the 
same eight types as those of the semen and possess the same characteristics; incurable 
are the types in which the artava (menstrual discharge) smells like a decomposing 
corpse, is clotted, resembles pus, is small in quantity, and smells like urine or faeces; 
the remaining types are curable (2.5); 12 the treatment of the disorders of the semen 
(sukrado~a) (2.6-llab); 13 the characteristics of normal semen (2.llcd-12ab); 14 the 
treatment of the disorders of the artava (2.12cd-16 ); the characteristics of normal 
artava (2.17); 15 the disorder called asrgdara, characterized by an excessive discharge 
of menstrual blood (menorrhagia) or bleeding from the uterine tract at irregular times 
(metrorrhagia) (2.18); the symptoms of asrgdara (2.l 9-20ab); 16 asrgdara should 
be treated on the same lines as raktapitta (2.20cd-2lab ); 17 amenonhoea and its 
treatment (2.2lcd-22); the already described oligomenorrhoea 18 should be treated 
like amenonhoea (2.23); things to be avoided by a menstruating woman; the specific 
bad effects that infringements on these rules may have on a child conceived during 
the fertile period; rules regarding sleeping habits and diet during the first three days of 
the menstrual cycle; coitus should be avoided during these three days, but is permitted 
on the fourth day (2.25); 19 a woman should see her husband after the bath at the 
end of her impure period, because the child that might be conceived resembles the 
person first seen (2.26); rites and various prescriptions regarding behaviour and diet 
leading to the conception of a male (2.27-20) or female child (2.30); 20 intercourse 
on the first day of menstruation reduces a man's span of life; a child conceived on 
that day would die during delivery; a child conceived on the second day would die 
during the mother's stay in the lying-in room; conceived on the third day, it would 
have incompletely developed body parts and a short life; conceived on the fourth day, 
its body will be completely developed and it will have a long life; semen which enters 
the womb when the blood is still flowing out will not be fruitful; for that reason no 
intercourse should take place during the first three nights (2.31); the ritual to ensure 
that a child conceived will be male (2.32); 21 the four requirements for conception, 
comparable to season, soil, water and seed with regard to the production of crops 
(2.33-34 ); the preponderance of one or more of the mahabhiitas determines the 
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complexion of the child; fire (tejodhatu) is the source of colours; when at the time 
of conception this (fiery principle) is mainly mixed with water the child will be fair 
(gaura), when mainly mixed with earth it will be dark (kr~f.!a), when mainly mixed 
with earth and akasa it will be kr~f.!asyama, when mainly mixed with water and akasa 
it will be gaurasyama; 22 others are of the opinion that the colour of the child's skin 
depends on the colour of the food taken by the mother; pa1ticulars with regard to the 
fiery principle (tejodhatu) determine the colour of the eyes, the presence of blindness, 
and abnonnalities of the eyes23 (2.35); the procreational substance (artava) of a 
woman is dislodged during intercourse, like a lump of ghee, melting in contact with 
the heat of fire (2.36); when the vata lodged within a bija 24 divides it into two halves, 
twins will be born,25 who are beings deriving from adhanna26 (2.37); abnormalities 
of sexual behaviour: 27 due to scantiness of the parental bija an asekya may be born, 
who gets an erection (dhvajocchraya) after swallowing (another man's) spenn; when 
the female genitals are foul-smelling (piitiyoni), a saugandhika may be born, who is 
sexually stimulated by the smell of vagina and penis; a man who first accepts to be the 
passive partner in anal intercourse and then proceeds to anal penetration of a woman 
is known as kumbhika; a man who is potent on! y after looking at the intercourse of 
another couple is called ir~yaka; when a man, in a female fashion, has intercourse 
with his wife (during the menstrual period), a ~af.!•haka may be born, who looks and 
behaves like a woman; when a woman, still menstruating, assumes the male position 
during intercourse, and a daughter is conceived, she will show male behavioural traits 
(2.38-43); 28 the asekya, sugandhin, kumbhika and ir~yaka do have semen, but the 
~af.!c;iha is devoid of it (2.44 ); the semen-transporting vessels (sira) in these types of 
persons get engorged by unnatural practices only, thus leading to an erection (2.45); 
the qualities of a child are determined by the diet, behaviour and acts of the parents 
at the time of intercourse (2.46); the intercourse of two women, who both discharge 
their sukra, 29 ieads to the conception of a child without bones (2.4 7); when a woman, 
after the bath at the end of her impure period, experiences intercourse in a dream, vata 
will dislodge the artava and an embryo will be fanned; the signs of pregnancy will 
develop from month to month, but the paternal elements will be entirely absent in 
this child, which is called kalala (2.48-49); 30 the birth of deformed children, looking 
like a serpent, scorpion or gourd, should be regarded as the result of bad acts (2.50); 
when a woman's longings during pregnancy are not respected and vata becomes 
excited, the child that will be born may be humpbacked (kubja), have a deformed 
ann (km.ii), be lame (pailgu) or dumb (miika), or have a nasal voice (minmiQa) (2.51); 
due to the small amount of impure matter and the negligible activity of vata in its 
pakvasaya, the foetus in the womb does not discharge Jlatus, urine and faeces (2.53); 
the foetus does not cry because, its mouth being covered by the foetal membranes 
(jarayu)31 and its throat being full of kapha, the pathway of vata is blocked (2.54); 
the inhalations (nit1svasa), exhalations (ucchvasa), movements (sa1pk~obha) and sleep 
of the foetus are intimately connected with the same functions of the mother (2.55); 
the structure (saqmivesa) of bodily beings, the eruption and falling out of the teeth, 
and the absence of hairs on the palms of the hands and the sole.s of the feet are due to 
svabhava (inherent nature) (2.56); those who were constantly engaged in study of the 
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sastras in their previous lives, become men with a predominance of sattva, who can 
remember their former existences (jatismara) 32 (2.57); the kind of actions pe1formed 
in a previous life reappears on rebirth; this also applies to virtues practised in an earlier 
existence (2.58). 

Chapter three, called garbhiivakriintisanra, 33 is devoted to conception, the develop
ment of the child within the womb, and some related topics. 34 

The subjects are: the saumya character of sukra (semen), the iigneya (fiery) char
acter of iirtava (the female procreational fluid); the reasons for positing that the other 
mahiibhiitas are present in them too, although in small amounts (3.3); 35 the descrip
tion of conception: tejas (the fiery principle), activated by vata, makes the male dis
charge his semen during sexual intercourse into the female genitals; semen and iirtava 
unite and, through (this) conjunction of agni and soma, (the product) reaches the uterus 
(garbhasaya); the k~etrajiia, endowed with many names, 36 enters, impelled by vata, and 
accompanied by the bhiitatman, at the same moment (anvak~am), the same organ and 
remains settled there, together with sattva, rajas, tamas and all theirderivatives (3.4 );3'.' 

predominance of sukra leads to the formation of a male, predominance of iirtava to the 
formation of a female child; if both are present in equal amounts, the child will be a 
napurpsaka (neither male nor female) (3.5); 38 the period suitable to impregnation (rtu) 
consists of twelve days after (the cessation of) the menses; some are of tj1e opinion 
that the same rule holds good when the woman has not menstruated visibly (adma
rtava) (3.6 ); the characteristics of a woman in the fertile part of the menstrual cycle 
(rtumatI) (3.7-8); on expiry of the fertile period (rtu), the uterus (yoni) contracts, in 
the same way as the flower of a water-lily at the end of the day (3.9); the iirtava, which 
comes from two vessels (dhamanI), accumulates in the course of a month and is led to 
the opening of the female genitals (yonimukha) by vata; its normal colour is slightly 
dark (kr$1_1a) and different from (that of normal blood) 39 (3.10); 40 menstruation starts 
at the age of twelve years and stops at the age of fifty ( 3.11); intercourse on even days 
leads to the conception of a male, on odd days to the conception of a female child (3. 
12); signs indicating that a woman has recently conceived (3.13); 41 signs indicating 
pregnancy (3.14--15); 42 things to be avoided by a pregnant woman (3.16); 43 disorders 
of particular parts of the mother's body, caused by the do~as, manifest themselves in 
the same parts of the unborn child (3.17); in the first month of pregnancy the embryo 
becomes what is called a kalala; 44 in the second month, due to the action of the mahii
bhiitas, it develops into a solid mass, which is globular (pi1_19a), elongated (pesI) or 
like an arbuda, which are characteristics pointing to the formation of a male, female 
or napmpsaka child; 45 in the third month the arms, legs and head begin to appear, and 
all the major and minor divisions of the body are already present in a subtle form; 46 

in the fourth month the major and minor body parts become visible, and the cetanii
dhiitu (the principle of consciousness) begins to manifest itself because the heart of 
the foetus has been formed; the heart is the seat of cetanii; for this reason the foetus 
begins to long after the objects of the senses; the mother, now possessing two hearts, 
is called dauhrdinI from this time onwards; 47 the defects of children, resulting from 
neglect of the pregnant woman's longings; the importance of their satisfaction (3.18-
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21); 48 the effects on the child of particular longings (3.22-28); the pregnancy longings 
are determined by fate (daiva), just like the actions in a former existence determine 
those during the present life (3.29); in the fifth month the mind (manas) of the foetus 
awakens more fully, in the sixth month the buddhi; in the seventh month the major and 
minor body parts go on to develop; in the eighth month the ojas becomes unstable; a 
child born in this month will not survive, because of the deficiency of its ojas (niro
jastva), and also because it belongs to Nifl"li,49 to whom propitiatory offerings (bali) 
of ma111saudana50 should be given in this period; 51 delivery takes place in the ninth, 
tenth, eleventh or twelfth month; if otherwise, it should be regarded as an abnormal
ity (3.30);52 the umbilical cord (garbhaniibhina9l) is attached to the rasa-transporting 
vessel (na9T) of the mother, which carries the vTrya of the iihiirarasa53 of the mother 
to the foetus, which grows thanks to the upasneha (nutrients) this rasa contains; this 
upasneha, carried by the rasa-transporting vessels (dhamanT), which run through the 
whole body, supports the life of the unborn child (3.31); 54 the opinions ofa numberof 
authorities on the question which part of the embryo develops first; this part is the head 
according to Saunaka, the heart according to KftavTrya, the umbilical region according 
to Parasarya, hands and feet according to Markal).9eya, the trunk according to Subhiiti 
Gautama; the final verdict came from Dhanvantari who, declaring all these opinions 
to be false, expounded that all major and minor parts of the body develop simultane
ously, although they cannot be distinguished clearly in the early stages (3.32); 55 the 
constituents of the foetus derive from father, mother, rasa, atman, and satmya; of pater
nal origin are all the firm (sthira) parts: hair of the head (kesa), face (smasru) and body 
(loman), bones, nails and teeth, siras, snayus and dhamanTs, semen (retas), etc.; derived 
from the mother are all the soft (m.rdu) parts: muscles, blood, fat(medas), bone marrow, 
heart, umbilical region, liver, spleen, intestines, ano-rectal region, etc.; derived from 
rasa are: bodily solidity (upacaya), strength (bala), complexion (varl).a), maintenance 
(sthiti) and decay (hani); derived from the iitman are: the senses, spiritual and worldly 
knowledge (jiiana and vijiiana), span of life (ayus), happiness (sukha), grief (du~kha), 
etc.; the constituents derived from sattva will be discussed in one of the subsequent 
chapters; derived from satmya are: virya, health, strength (bala), complexion (van~a) 
and intelligence (medha) (3.33);56 signs indicating that the child carried is male, fe
male, or a napmpsaka; the sign indicating that a twin-birth is to be expected (3.34);57 

the formation of the major and minor body parts is due to svabhiiva, but the good or 
bad features of these parts are due to (the balance of) dharma and adharma (in previous 
lives) (3.36). 

Chapter four, called garbhavyakaral).a, is devoted to a more detailed exposition on the 
foetus. 

The subjects dealt with are: the priil).aS, which consist of agni, soma, 58 vayu, 
sattva, rajas, tamas, the five sense organs, and the bhiitatman ( 4.3);59 the formation of 
the seven layers of the skin, called avabhasinf, lohita, svetii, tiimrii, vedinI, rohil).I, and 
ma1J1sadhara; the thickness of each of these layers; the disorders located in them; 60 the 
measurements given are those found in fleshy parts, not in parts with a thin skin like 
!he forehead, etc. (4.4); 61 the kalas, which are seven in number; a kala is the tissue 
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forming a boundary between dhatu and asraya (receptacle) ( 4.5); a dhatu becomes 
visible on cutting through fleshy parts; the structures called kala are covered by sna
yus, encased in a membrane (jarayu), and surrounded by phlegm (sle~man) (4.6-7);62 

descriptions of the seven kalas, called successively marp.sadhara,63 raktadhara,64 

medodhara, 65 sle~madhara, 66 purI~adhara, pittadhara, and sukradhara (4.8-20);67 

semen is present throughout the whole body, just as ghee in milk and juice in the 
sugarcane (4.21); the place where the sukra enters the urethra; it flows out through the 
urethra (4.22); the process of ejaculation (4.23); pregnant women do not menstruate 
because the channels (srotas) transporting artava are obstructed by the foetus; part of 
the artava is the material out of which the placenta (apara) is formed, the remaining 
part makes the breasts swell ( 4.24 ); liver (yalqt) and spleen (p!Ihan) of the foetus are 
formed from blood, the phupphusa 68 from the foam (phena) of blood, the u1,19uka 69 

from the waste products (ki!!a) of blood ( 4.25); the intestines, ano-rectal region and 
bladder are formed from the pure parts (prasada) of blood and kapha, acted upon by 
pit ta and vata ( 4.26-27ab); the tongue is formed from the pure parts of kapha, blood 
and muscular tissue (4.27cd-28ab); the channels (srotas) arise from the combined 
action of vata and u~man 70 ( 4.28cd); the pesis (muscles) arise in the same way; vata 
and pitta are also the agents transforming (part of) the muscles, in combination with 
the sneha of medas, into siras and snayus; mild (ll'lj'du) heating (paka) leads to the 
formation of siras, strong (khara) heating to the formation of snayus (4.29-30ab); 
repeated action of vata leads to the formation of asayas (receptacles) ( 4.30cd); the 
kidneys (vrkka) arise from the pure parts of blood and fatty tissue (medas), the 
testicles (vr~a1,1a) from the pure parts of muscular tissue (maq1sa), blood, kapha and 
fatty tissue (medas), the heart from the pure parts of blood and kapha; the heart is 
the basis (asraya) of the pra1,1a-transporting dhamanis; below the heart, on the left 
side, are spleen and phupphusa 71 located, on the right side liver and kloman; the 
heart is in particular the seat of consciousness (cetana), which explains that all living 
beings sleep when it is covered by tamas (4.31); the heart resembles an inverted 
water-lily (pu1,19arika); 72 it is open when one is awake and closed during sleep ( 4.32); 
sleep in general and types of sleep ( 4.33-35); 73 the origin of dreams ( 4.36); a mind 
(bhiitatman), although awake, may be called sleeping when tamas has increased in it 
and affected the senses ( 4.37); rules concerning sleeping and waking, in particular day 
sleeping (divasvapna) ( 4.38-41 ); 74 the aetiology of insomnia (nidranasa) ( 4.42); 75 

the treatment of insomnia ( 4.43--46); 76 the treatment of excessive sleep (nidratiyoga) 
(4.47);77 indications for waking at night and sleeping by day (4.48);78 definitions of 
tandra (drowsiness), 79 jrmbha (yawning), klama (a sense of tiredness without physical 
exertion), 80 alasya (laziness), 81 utklesa (nausea accompanied by salivation),82 glani 
(languor),83 and gaurava (a sense of heaviness) (4.49-55);84 miircha (fainting) arises 
from pitta and tamas, bhrama (ve1tigo) from rajas, pitta and vata, tandra from tamas, 
vata and kapha, sleep from kapha and tamas ( 4.56); the foetus grows thanks to the 
rasa (of the mother) and the blowing (adhmana) of vata ( 4.57); traditionally, fire 
(jyotis) is firmly established in the umbilical region; the (foetal) body grows through 
the fanning (of this fire) by vata; vata, with the assistance of u~man (= pitta), opens 
the channels (srotas), running in various directions; the pupil (dr~(i) and the pores of 
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the hairs (romakiipa) never increase in size and number according to Dhanvantari; the 
nails and the hairs of the head keep growing even if the body decays, which is due to 
svabhava, acting as prakz:ti ( 4.58-61); the seven constitutions (prakz:ti): (dominated). 
by one of the do~as, two do~as or all the do~as together ( 4.62); the do~a prevailing at 
the time of union of semen (sukra) and female procreational fluid (SOI)ita) determines 
the constitution ( 4.63); the physical and mental characteristics of persons with a 
constitution dominated by vata (4.64-67), pitta (4.68-71), kapha (4.72-76),85 or a 
mixture of the do~as ( 4.77); 86 changes with regard to one's constitution do not occur 
naturally (svabhavena) and point to the approach of death ( 4.78);87 just as an insect 
or other small animal (kI(a), born in an environment full of poisonous substances, 
does not suffer any harm, the constitution is never a cause of suffering ( 4.79); the 
five constitutions in which one of the mahabhiitas predominates, as acknowledged 
by some authorities; 88 those in which vayu, agni (fire) and jala (water) predominate 
are the same as those dominated by vata, pitta and kapha; the constitutions with a 
predominance of earth (the parthiva constitution) and akasa (the nabhasa constitution) 
possess their own distinctive characteristics ( 4.80);89 the mental characteristics of 
persons with a preponderance of sattva, ra jas or tamas; 90 the seven sattvika types 
described are: brahma-, mahendra-, 91 varul)a-, kaubera-, gandharva-, yamya-, and 
i:~isattva 92 or -kaya; the six tamasa types are: asura-, sarpa-, sakuna-, rak~asa-, 
paisaca-, and pretasattva or -kaya; the three tamasa types are: pasava-, matsya-, and 
vanaspatyasattva or -kaya ( 4.81-98). 

Chapter five called sarirasamkhyavyakaral)a, gives an exposition on human anatomy 
' • 93 

and the numbers of the various structures present in the body. 
The product of the union of sukra and SOI)ita, coalesced with atman, prakz:ti and the 

v1karas (evolved from pralqti), and staying in the uterus, is called garbha (embryo); this 
garbha, stably lodged (avasthita) there thanks to its cetana, is subject to the dividing 
action ofvata, maturational action of fire (tejas), moistening action of water, and the 
consolidating action of earth, while akasa makes it grow; after the differentiation of 
various body parts, such as hands, feet, tongue, nose, ears, buttocks, etc., it is called 
sarira (body); this body has six main parts ( ailga): the four extremities (sakha), the trunk 
(madhya), and the head (5.3).9 4 

The minor parts of the body (pratyailga) are enumerated; single parts are: head, 95 

abdomen, back, umbilical region, forehead, nose, chin, urinary bladder, and neck; 
paired parts are: ears, eyes, eyebrows, temples, shoulders, cheeks, axillae (kak~a), 
breasts, testicles, lateral parts of the chest (parsva), buttocks (sphic), knees, elbows 
(kiipara), arms, and legs; the fingers and toes are twenty in number; the channels 
(srotas) will be described later (5.4).96 

Components of the body are: the layers of the skin, kalas, dhatus, impurities (mala), 
do~as, liver and spleen, phupphusa, UI)9uka, heart, receptacles (asaya), intestines, kid
neys, channels (srotas), kaI)9aras, jalas, kiircas, rajjus, sevanis, saipghatas, simantas, 
bones, junctures (sandhi), snayus, pesis, marmans, siras, dhamanis, and channels (sro
tas) of the yogavaha type97 (5.5). 

The numbers of these components: seven layers of the skin, seven kalas, seven re-
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ceptacles, seven dhatus, seven hundred siras, five hundred pesis, nine hundred snayus, 
three hundred bones, two hundred and ten junctures, one hundred and seven mannans, 
twenty-four dhamanis, three do~as, three impurities, nine channels, (sixteen kai:i9aras, 
sixteen jalas, six kurcas, four rajjus, seven sevanis, fourteen samgl)iitas, fourteen sI
mantas, twenty-two channels of the yogavaha type, and two kinds of intestine) (5.6).98 

Structures already described are the layers of the skin, kalas, dhatus, impurities, 
do~as, liver and spleen, phupphusa, ui:i9uka, heart, and kidneys (5.7). 99 

The receptacles are: the receptacles of vata, pitta, kapha and blood, the amiisaya, 
pakvasaya, and mutrasaya (the urinary bladder); females possess an eighth receptacle, 
the ute1us (garbhasaya) (5.8). The length of the intestines is three and a half vyama 100 

in males; they are half a vyama shorter in females (5.9). The nine channels (srotas) 
with an opening to the exterior (bahirmukha) IOI are: the ears, eyes, mouth, nostrils, 
anus (guda) and urethra (me9hra); three additional channels are present in females: 
those in the breasts and the one transporting the (menstrual) blood (5.10). Out of the 
sixteen kal)9aras four are found in the legs; the same number is present in the arms, 
neck and back; the nails are the terminal offshoots (agrapraroha) of the kai:i9aras of 
hands and feet; the penis (me9hra) is the terminal part of the kai)daras of the neck, 
which are connected with the heart and run downwards; the buttocks (bimba) form 
the terminal part of those downwards going ka~19aras which connect back and pelvic 
region (sroi:ii); the upwards going off-shoots of the four groups of four kai:i9aras are 
situateli in the vaulted parts (bimba) 102 of the head, thighs, chest (vak~as), shoulder 
regions (arpsapi~19aka), etc. (5.11). Muscular tissue, siras, snayus and bones have 
four jalas (network-like structures) 103 each; these are situated in the regions of the 
wrists (ma~1ibandha) and ankles (gulpha); their component parts are connected with 
each other and interpenetrate to such an extent that numerous holes are formed 
(parasparagaviik~ita); the body abounds in these structures with large numbers of 
perforations (5.12). There are six kurcas (brush-like structures): two in the hands, two 
in the feet, one in the neck, and one in the penis (5.13). 104 There are four large rajjus 
(cords} of muscular tissue; they are situated on both sides of the vertebral column 
(pf~!havaq1sa), 105 two of them superficially, two of them more deeply; they serve 
to bind together the muscles (pesI) (15.14 ). !06 The sevanis are seven in number; 107 

five of them are present in the skull, 108 one is found on the tongue and one on the 
penis; 109 one should avoid these sevanis during surgical interventions (5.15). The 
asthisa'llghatas (groups of bones) are fourteen in number; 1 iO three of these are found 
in ankle, knee and groin (varik~ai:ia) of each leg; three are present in the corresponding 
parts of each arm; one is found in the trika 111 and one in the head (5.16); the simantas 
are fourteen in number and found at the same places as the asthisaJilghatas, being 
connected with them; some are of the opinion that the simantas are eighteen in 
number 112 (5.17). 

The bones are three hundred and sixty in number according to those who follow 
the (ayur)veda, 113 but the recognized number is three hundred in surgical treaties 
(salyatantra). 114 One hundred and twenty out of these are found in the extremities 
(sakha), one hundred and seventeen in the pelvic region (srrn;ii), lateral pa1ts of the 
thorax (parsva), back and chest, and sixty-three above the neck (5.18). 115 
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Each toe has three bones, which makes a total of fifteen in each foot; ten bones 
are present in the sole, tarsal region (kiirca) and ankle region (gulpha); the heel region 
(parwi) possesses one bone; the lower leg (jailgha) has two bones; the knee and thigh 
have one bone each; one lower extremity (sakthi) has therefore thirty bones; the same 
number is present in the other lower and in the two upper extremities. 

The pelvic region (sro~1i) has five bones, four of which are found in the anal region 
(guda), pubic region (bhaga) and glutaeal region (nitamba), while one is present in the 
sacral region (trika). Thirty-six bones are found in each side of the chest (parsva); the 
back possesses thirty and the chest eight bones; the scapulae (a,psaphalaka) are two in 
number. 

The neck has nine and the trachea (kal)\hana~I) four bones; the jaws (hanu) have 
two bones. The teeth are thirty-two in number. The nose has three bones; the palate (ta
lu) has one bone; each of the cheeks (gal)<;la), ears and temples has one bone; the skull 
possesses six bones (5.19). 

Bones are of five types: flat bones (kapala), the type called rucaka, cartilages 
(tarul)a), ring-like bones (valaya), and tubular ones (nalaka). 116 

Flat bones are found in the knee, pelvic region (nitamba), shoulder region (a1r1sa), 
cheek, palate, temple, and head; the teeth are of the rucaka type; cartilages are found in 
nose, ear, throat (gnva), and the eye socket (ak~iko~a); ring-like bones are found in the 
lateral parts of the chest, the back, and the front part of the chest (uras); the remaining 
bones are of the tubular type (5.20). 

The impmtance of the skeleton is emphasized in a few verses (S.21-23). 
Joints and other junctures (sandhi) are of two types: movable (ce~\avant) and im

movable (sthira); movable sandhisare found in the extremities,jaws and pelvic region 
(ka\i); all the other ones are immovable (S.24-25). 117 

The joints and other junctures are two hundred and ten in number; 118 out of these, 
sixty-eight are found in the extremities, fifty-nine in the trunk, and eighty-three in the 
region above the neck. 

The toes have three sandhis, apart from the great toe, which has two; 119 this makes 
a total of fourteen. Knee, ankle and groin have one sandhi each, which makes a total 
of seventeen for one lower extremity. The same number is found is the other lower and 
the two upper extremities. Three sandhis are present in the pelvis and twenty-four in 
the vertebral column; the same number is present in the lateral parts of the chest; the 
front part of the chest has a numberof eight. Eight sandhis are found in the neck (grTva) 
and three in the throat (kal)\ha). 

Eighteen sandhis are present in the na<;[Is connected with heart and kloman. 120 The 
sandhis of the roots of the teeth are equal in number to the teeth. One sandhi is found in 
the kakalaka 121 and the nose, two are present in the eyelids, one is found in each cheek, 
earand temple; the sandhis of the jaws are two in number; the same number of. sandhis 
is present above the eyebrows and temples; five sandhis are found in the bones of the 
skull, and one in the (part of the head called) miirdhan 122 (5.26). 

Sanllhis are of eight types: 123 kora, 124 uliikhala, 125 samudga, l26 pratara, 127 tunna
sevs.nf, 128 vayasatui:i<;[a, 129 mal)<;[ala, 130 and sailkhavarta. 131 

Sandhis of the kora type are present in fingers and toes, wrists (mal)ibandha), an-
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kles, knees, and elbows (kiirpara); the uliikhala type is found in the axillae (kak~a), 
groins (vaiik~ai:ia) and teeth, the samudga type in the arpsapi\ha, 132 ano-rectal region, 
pubic region (bhaga) and glutaeal region (nitamba), the pratara type in the neck and 
vertebral column, the tunnasevanr type in the region of the flat bones of cranium and 
pelvis (ka!i), the vayasatui:i~a type on each side of the jaw, the mai:i9ala type in the na9Is 
of throat, heart, eyes and kloman, the sarikhavarta type in the ears and the srngii!akas 133 

(5.27). These are the sandhis between bony structures. 
The sandhis of muscles (pesi), snayus and siras are innumerable (5.28). 
The snayus 134 are nine hundred in number. 135 Six hundred is their number in the 

extremities, two hundred and thirty in the viscera (ko~!ha), and seventy in the region 
of the neck and upwards of it. Each toe has six snayus, which makes a total of thirty 
in one foot; the same number is found in the sole, kiirca and ankle, as well as in the 
lower leg; the knee has ten, the thigh forty, and the groin ten of them; the total number 
is one hundred and fifty in one lower extremity; the same applies to the other lower 
extremity and the two arms. Sixty snayus are present in the pelvic region (ka!i), eighty 
in the back, sixty in the lateral parts of the chest, thirty in the front part of the chest. 
Thirty-six snayus has the neck, while the head possesses a number of thiity-four of 
them (5.29). 

Snayus are of four types: pratanavant (branched), vrtta (round), Prthu (flat), and 
su~ira (provided with holes). 136 The branched ones are found in the extremities and 
all the sandhis; the round ones are called kal}9ara; snayus with holes are present in a
masaya, pakvasaya and bladder; the flat ones occur in the lateral and front parts of the 
chest, the back and the head (5.30-32). 

The sandhis, fastened with manysnayus, sustain the human frame, as a boat, made 
of timber and fastened by many bindings, can bear the weight of a large number of 
people (5.33-34). Injuries to the snayus are more serious than those affecting bones, 
muscles, siras and sandhis (5.35). A physician with a thorough knowledge of the su
perficial and deep snayus is able to extract successfully a deeply lodged foreign body 
(5.36) .. 

The muscles (pesI) are five hundred in number. 137 Four hundred are found in the 
extremities, sixty-six in the trunk (ko~!ha), thirty-four in the neck and upwards of it. 
Each toe has three muscles, which makes a total of fifteen for all the toes; the anterior 
part of the foot (prapada) 138 and the tarsal region (kiirca) have ten muscles each; the 
same number is present in the ankle region (gulpha) and sole; between the ankle and the 
knee are twenty muscles; the knee region has five, the thigh twenty and the region of 
the groin ten muscles; thus one whole leg (sakthi) has a total of one hundred muscles. 
The other leg and the two arms possess an identical number. The anal region (payu) 
has three muscles, the penis one, the sevanr(raphe) one, the scrotum two, each buttock 
(sphic) five, the head of the bladder (bastisiras) two, the abdomen five, the umbilical 
region one muscle(s); two sets of five long muscles are present in the region of the 
back; six muscles are present in the two sides of the chest (parsva), ten in its front part 
(vak~as), seven in the two regions of the clavicles (ak~aka) and shoulders (atpsa), two in 
heart and amasaya, six in liver,spleen and u1]9uka. The neck has four muscles, the jaws 
have a number of eight; kakalaka and throat (gala) have one muscle each; the palate has 
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two muscles; one muscle is present in the tongue; the lips, nose and eyes possess two 
muscles; the cheeks have four and the ears two muscles; the forehead has four muscles; 
the head possesses one muscle. 139 A total number of five hundred muscles is reached 
in this way (5.37). 

The siras, snayus, bones, parvans and sandhis 140 derive their strength from the mus
cles which cover them (5.38). 

Women possess twenty additional muscles: 141 each breast has five muscles, which 
develop during puberty; four muscles are found in the vagina and external genitals 
(apatyapatha): two spreading ones inside and two circular (vrtta) ones outside, at the 
opening; 142 three muscles are situated at the garbhacchidra 143 and three other ones 
carry sukra and artava 144 The uterus (garbhasayya) lies between pittasaya and pakva.
saya (5.39). 

The various characteristics of muscles are enumerated, such as largeness, small
ness, thickness, thinness, etc. (5.40). 

The muscles which have been mentioned as present in the penis and scrotum of 
males are found in the interiorof the female body, where they cover the uterus (phala) 
(5.41).145 

The marmans, siras, dhamanis and srotases will be described elsewhere (5.42). 
The female genital tract (yoni) resembles the conch-shell called salikhanabhi and 

possesses three folds (avarta); the foetus is lodged in the third fold, called garbha
sayya, 146 which has the fonn of the mouth part of a rohita fish 147 (5.43-44). 148 The 
foetus lies doubled up (abhugna) in the uterus (garbhasaya), with its head pointed 
downwards; 149 due to svabhava, 150 it moves towards the birth-channel (yoni), head 
first, at the time of delivery (5.45). 

The description of the whole body,given in this chapter, is a characteristic element 
of the surgical science, not found in the other divisions ( of ayurveda) (5.46). 

A surgeon (salyahartar), who wants to acquire certain (ni~1sarpsaya) anatomical 
knowledge, should, with that aim in mind, thoroughly examine a dead body, after 
cleansing it, for increase of knowledge arises from the combination of perception 
(pratyak~a) and study of the science (5.4 7-48). For this purpose, a cmpse should be 
selected which is intact, originating from a person who has not died from poison, has 
not suffered from a disease for a long time, and has not lived until a very old age. 151 
This corpse, with the intestines and their contents removed, should be wrapped in 
coverings of muiija grass, bark, kusa grass, sar:ia (hemp), or any other suitable material, 
and placed in a running stream, kept within a cage (paiijara), at a place where it is not 
easily noticed; it should be left there in order to decompose; then, after seven days, 
one should take it out for examination, very gradually scraping away all the tissues, 
beginning with the skin, and, subsequently, the major and minor external and internal 
parts of the body which have been mentioned; the scraping away should be carried out 
by means of a brush (kiirca), made of usira grass, animal hair (bala), ver:iu (bamboo), 
balbaja grass, or any other suitable material (5.49). 152 

The vibhu (atman), being extremely subtle, cannot be perceived with (normal) 
eyes, but only by means of (the sight acquired through) spiritual knowledge (iiiana) 

• ,tnd penance (tapas) (5.50). 
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An expert is one who has acquired practical and theoretical knowledge of the body; 
practice should be started after clearing away all doubts by seeing and hearing (5.51). 

Chapter six, called pratyekamarmanirdesa, is devoted to the vital and vulnerable areas 
of the body called marman. 153 

The total number of marmans is one hundred and seven. 154 Five groups are dis
tinguished: marmans located in muscular tissue, siras, snayus, bones, and junctures 
(sandhi). Other types of marman do not exist ( 6.3). 155 Eleven marmans are found in the 
muscular tissue, forty-one in the siras, twenty-seven in the snayus, eight in the bones, 
and twenty in the junctures, which makes a total of one hundred and seven (6.4). 

Eleven marmans are present in each leg (sakthi) and arm; 156 twelve are present in 
abdomen and chest, fourteen in the back, and thirty-seven in the neck and the region 
above the neck ( 6.5). 

The marmans in the leg are: k~ipra, 157 talahrdaya, 158 kiirca, 159 kiircasiras, 160 gu
lpha, 161 indrabasti, 162 janu, 163 a.1:iI, 164 urvf, 165 lohitak~a, 166 and vi!apa; 167 the marmans 
in abdomen and chest are: guda, 168 basti, 169 nlibhi, 170 hrdaya,J71 and the following 
paired ones: stanamiila, 172 stanarohita, 173apallipa, 174 and apastambha; 175 the marmans 
in the back are: ka\Ikatarm:ia, 176 kukundara, 177 nitamba, 178 plirsvasandhi, 179 brhatI, l80 
atpsaphalaka, 181 and aq1sa, 182 all of which are present in pairs; the marmans in the arms 
are: k~ipra, 183 talahrdaya, 184 kiirca, 185 kiircasiras, 186 ma1,1ibandha, 187 indrabasti, 188 kii
rpara, 189 a.1,11, l90 urvi, 191 lohitak~a, 192 and kak~adhara; 193 the marmans in the region 
above the clavicles (jatru) are: four dhamanis, 194 eight matrkas, 195 two krkli!ikas, 196 

two vidhuras, 197 two phai:ias, 198 two apailgas, 199 two avartas, 2'° two utk~epas, 201 two 
sailkbas, 202 one sthapanI, 203, five simantas, 204 four sfilgaiakas, 205 and one adhipati 206 

(6.6). 
Talahrdaya, indrabasti, stanarohita and guda are marmans of the muscular tis

sue; nfladhamanI, matrka, srngli!aka, apliilga, sthapanI, pha1,1a, stanamiila, apallipa, 
apastambha, hrdaya, nabhi, parsvasandhi, brhatI, lohitak~a, and urvI are marmans of 
the siras; a1,1I, vi!apa, kak~adhara, kiirca, kiircasiras, basti, k~ipra, aq1sa, vidhura, and 
utk~epa are marmans of the snayus; ka!Ikataru1,1a, nitamba, aq1saphalaka and sailkba 
are marmans of the bones; janu, kiirpara, simanta, adhipati, gulpha, ma1,1ibandha, 
kukundara, avarta, and krka!ika are marmans of the sandhis (6.7). 

These marmans are classified into five groups: instantly fatal (sadyal:tpra9ahara), 
fatal after a lapse of time (kalantarapra1,1ahara), fatal on extraction of a salya (visa
lyaghna), disabling (vaikalyakara), and painful (rujakara); the numbers of these five 
groups are: nineteen, thirty-three, tbree, forty-four, and eight (6.8). 

To the first group belong srnga!aka, adhipati, sai1kha, ka1,1ihasira, 207 guda, hrdaya, 
basti, and nabhi; to the second group belong the marmans of the chest, simanta, tala(hr
daya), k~ipra, indrabasti, ka!Ikataru1,1a, parsvasandhi, brhatI, and nitamba; to the third 
group belong the two utk~epas and the sthapanI; to the fourth group belong lohitak~a, 
lil,II,janu, urvI, kiirca, vi!apa, kiirpara, kukundara, kak~adhara, vidhura, krkli!ika, aq1sa, 
aq1saphalaka, apailga, nna,208 manya,209 pha1,1a, and avarta; to the fifth group belong 
gulpha, ma9ibandha, and kiircasiras. Injury at the k~ipras is either immediately fatal or 
after some time (6.9-14). 
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Marmans are meetingplaces (sruµnipata) of muscular tissue, siras, snayus, bones 
and sandhis; due to theirinherent nature (svabhava), they are, in particular, seats of the 
priil).aS, which explains the features which arise when they are injured (6.15). 

The sadyal)priil).ahara group of marmans shows predominantly fiery characteristics; 
the kalantarapriil).ahara group has characteristics pointing to a predominance of fire and 
water; the visalyaghna group possesses properties mainly related to vii.ta, while those 
of the vaikalyakaragroupare mainly related to water; the characteristics of the rujakara 
group are dominated by a mixture of fire and vii.ta (6.16). 

An alternative view, brought forward by some authorities, is as follows: all five 
components (muscular tissue, sira,·snayu, bone, sandhi) of a marman are manifestly 
present in the sadyal~priil).ahara group; the other four groups are characterized by the 
absence or relative insignificance of one, two, three or four of the components. This 
view is not correct, since blood appears even when a marman of the bones is injured 
(6.17). 

Usually, the four types of sira 21° are present in a marman; they provide the other 
four components with the substances needed by them and thus maintain the body; on 
injury to a marman, vii.ta increases, surrounds the siras, and causes intense pains; the 
body gets damaged and consciousness is impaired. This is the reason forthe basic rule 
that a physician should always carefully examine a marman before proceeding, for ex
ample, to the extraction of a salya (6.18-21). 

The effects of an injury to one of the five groups of marman become gradually 
milder when this injury occurs in the neighbourhood (anta) 211 of a marman (6.22). In
jury to a sadyal)priil).ahara marman is fatal within a week; injury to a kalantarapra;1ahara 
marman within half a month or a month; injury to a k~ipra may, however, sometimes 
quickly lead to death; injury to marmans of the visalyaghna and vaikalyakara groups 
are sometimes lethal ( 6.23). 

The location of the marmans in the extremities and the disorders resulting when 
they are injured are described ( 6.24 ); the same regarding the marmans in abdomen and 
chest (6.25), back (6.26), neck and head (6.27); 212 the measurements of the marmans 
(6.28-29); 213 the usefulness of knowledge concerning these measurements (6.30). 

The fact that amputation of a limb does not lead to death is explained ( 6.31); injury 
to the marmans called k~ipra and talahrdaya results in the loss of very much blood and 
in severe pain; amputation of hand or foot above the wrist or ankle is necessary in such 
cases in order to save the life of the patient (6.32-33ab). 

The importance of knowledge of the marmans is stressed (6.33cd-34ab ). All kinds 
of traumata, loss of limbs, etc., may be lived through if the marmans remain free from 
injury (6.34cd-35ab). One does not survive injury to the marman~, because these are 
the seats of soma ( = kapha), vii.ta, tejas (= pitta), sattva, rajas, tamas, and the bhiitatman 
( 6.35-36ab ). 

The features of injury to each of the five groups of marman are described (6.36cd-
40). The signs of injury to parts lying near a marman resemble those of injury to the 
marman itself (6.41). Injury to a marman has always serious consequences, leading 
to either disability or death (6.42), and belongs to the conditions which m·e the most 
difficult to treat ( 6.43). 
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Chapter seven, called siravar~1avibhaktisar1ra, is devoted to the siras. The seven hun
dred siras 214 provide the body with what it needs, thus protecting and preserving it. 
The navel is the origin (mula) of the siras; thence they spread, upwards, downwards 
and obliquely (7.3). The navel, to which all the siras are attached, is the seat of the 
prai:ias; it resembles the nave of a wheel (cakranabhi), surrounded by spokes (araka) 
(7.4-5). 

There are forty principal siras (mulasira), divided into four groups of ten, which 
transport vii.ta, pitta, kapha and blood; each group splits up into one hundred and 
seventy-five branches when reaching their respective seats; these seats are the seats of 
vii.ta, pitta, kapha, and liver and spleen (7.6). 

One leg (sakthi) has twenty-five siras which carry vii.ta; the other leg and the two 
arms possess the same number. The trunk (ko~\ha) has thirty-four of these siras; eight 
of these are present in the ano-rectal region (guda), penis (me<;lhra) and pelvic region 
(sroi:ii); two are present in each lateral part of the chest (parsva), six in the back, six 
in the abdomen, and ten in the anterior part of the chest (vak~as). Forty-one siras are 
found in the region above the clavicles; fourteen among these are present in the neck, 
four in the ears, nine in the tongue, six in the nose, and eight in the eyes. This makes 
a total of one hundred and seventy-five vii.ta-carrying siras. The other siras are simi
larly distributed, with this difference that the eyes have ten and the ears two siras which 
transport pi tta ( 7. 7). 

The functions of normal vii.ta, pitta, kapha and blood, when being transported in 
their siras, are described; when excited, they cause the diseases known to be caused by 
them (7.8-15). Siras which exclusively carry vii.ta, pitta, kapha or blood do not exist, for 
corrupted do~as, coalesced with each other (murchita) and coursing through (the whole 
body), will certainly leave their own pathways (unmiirgagamana); for this reason the 
siras are called sarvavahii, i.e., transporting the whole (group mentioned) (7.16-17). 

The vii.ta-transporting siras are ruddy (arui:ia) in colour, those transporting pitta are 
warm and dark blue (nila), those carrying kapha are light (gaura) in colour, cold and 
stable (sthira), those carrying blood are red (rohi~1a) and neither particularly warm nor 
particularly cold (7.18). 

Some of the siras should not be opened, because this would result in disability 
(vaikalya) or death. Regarded as not be pierced (avyadhya) are sixteen siras in 
the extremities, thirty-two in the trunk, and fifty in the region above the clavicles 
(7.19-21). 

Out of the hundred siras in a leg the one calledjaladharii 215 should not be pierced, 
nor three internal ones, namely the two urvis and the lohitak~a; this also applies to the 
other leg and the two arms, which makes a total of six.teen unsuitable siras in the ex
tremities. Out of the thirty-two siras in the pelvic region eight should not be cut, namely 
the two present in each vi\apa and the two in each ka\Ikatarui:ia; out of the eight siras in 
each lateral part of the chest one should avoid the one going upwards on each side and 
the two located in the parsvasandhis; out of the twenty-four siras found on each side of 
the vertebral column 216 one should avoid the two upwards going ones of the brhatis; 
out of the twenty-four siras of the abdomen one should avoid the two situated above 
the penis and the two found on each side of the line of hair between pubic region and 
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navel (romariiJ1); 217 out of the forty siriis in the anterior pait of the chest (vak~as) one 
shoula avoid a number of fourteen: two in the cardiac region, two in each stanamiila, 
and eight in the two stanarohitas, apaliipas and apastambhas; thus the total of siras to 
be a voided in the trunk is thirty-two. 

One hundred and sixty-four siriis are found in the region above the clavicles; the 
neck has fifty-six siriis, out of which sixteen should be avoided: the twelve which are 
called marman, 218 the two krkii\ikiis and the two vidhuras; out of the eight siriis in the 
region of each of the jaws, 219 one should avoid the two dhamanis of each joint; out 
of the thirty-six siras of the tongue, one should not cut the sixteen of the inferior sur
face, the two which are rasavahii (carrying taste) and the two which are viigvahii (car
rying speech); out of the twenty-four siriis of the nasal region, one should avoid those 
four which are situated near the nose (aupaniisika) and the one in the soft part of the 
palate; 220 out of the thirty-eight221 siriis of the eyes, one should avoid the sirii of each 
outer corner of the eye; out of the ten siriis of the ears, one should avoid the sabdavii
hinI (sound-canying) sirii; to be avoided among the sixty siriis of the forehead (lalli\a), 
which belong to the regions of nose and eyes,222 are the four lying near the hair line 
(kesiinta), one of each iivarta, and the one of the sthapanI; out of the ten siriis of the 
temples (salikha), 223 one should avoid the sirii of each salik:hasandhi; out of the twelve 
siras of the head, one should avoid the two in the utk~epas, the one in each of the (five) 
simantas, and the one in the adhipati;224 thus, fifty siriis in the region above the clavi
cles should be avoided (7.22). 22s 

The last verse compares the siriis, which, taking their origin from the navel, spread 
through the whole body, with the roots of a lotus, which, taking their origin from the 
rhizome (kanda), spread through the water (7.23). 

Chapter eight is devoted to phlebotomy (siriivyadhavidhi). 
The subjects dealt with are: types of patients in whom phlebotomy should not be 

performed; siras unfit for the purpose: those mentioned as such (in the preceding chap
ter), siras which are suitable but invisible, suitable and visible siriis which cannot be 
compressed (ayantrita) or which on compression do not raise up (8.3); indications for 
phlebotomy (8.4-5); the preparation of the patient (8.6); climatic contra-indications 
(8.7); the positioning of the patient and the type of bandaging to be employed for the 
•pening of a sira in the head, the oral cavity excepted; the positioning and bandag
ing for the opening of a sirii in a leg or arm; the procedure to be carried out when the 
patient suffers from grdhrasI or visviicI; the correct techniques for the opening of a 
sirii in the pelvic region (srot)I), back or shoulders (skandha), abdomen or chest, lat
eral parts of the chest, penis, tongue, palate or gums; other techniques should be de
vised according to the requirements of the circumstances (8.8); the incision should 
have the depth of a barleycorn (yava) in fleshy parts of the body, but of half a barl
eycorn or a grain of rice only elsewhere; the instrument to be used is the vrThimukha; 
the incision should be half a barleycorn deep and be made with a ku\hiirikii in bony 
areas (8.9); suitable days for phlebotomy in rainy season, summer and winter (8.10); 
the signs of successful phlebotomy (8.11-12); causes of improper bleeding after phle
botomy (8.13); indications for repetition of the procedure (8.14); the flow of blood 
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should be checked when still a remnant of the do~a is present in it; this remnant should 
be treated with pacifying measures (8.15); the maximum amount of blood to be let in a 
strong and adult patient with profuse do~as is a prastha226 (8.16); the suitable sites for 
phlebotomy in a large number of diseases (8.17); the twenty types of defective phle
botomy and their description: durviddhli (inefficient), atividdhli (excessive), kuiicita 
(crooked), piccitli (crushed by a blunt instrument), ku~!itli (lacerated), apasrutli (fol
lowed by only slight bleeding), adhyudin:1a (too widely incised), anteviddhli (followed 
by slight bleeding due to a marginal incision), parisu~kli (practised on a patient with 
a decrease of blood and an increase of vlita), kiii:titli (incised to only a quarter of the 
proper length), vepita (unsuccessful phlebotomy on a quivering sirli), anutthitaviddha 
(unsuccessful phlebotomy on a sira that is not raised up), sastrahata (total transection 
of the sira), tiryagviddha (an almost total transection of the sira), aviddha (unsuccessful 
phlebotomy in spite of several attempts with an unsuitable instrument), avyadhya (car
ried out on a sira that should not be opened), vidruta (carelessly carried out), dhenukli 
(a deep incision after several attempts), and punai)punarviddha (repeated small inci
sions); complications due to improper phlebotomy (8.18-19); phlebotomy is described 
as a difficult technique, because siras are not steady by their inherent nature (svabha
va) and roll to and fro like fishes (8.20-21); bloodletting by means of phlebotomy may 
be regarded as half the science of surgery and is as important as the treatment with 
enemas in internal medicine (8.22-23); after-treatment (8.24 ); the various methods of 
bloodletting, namely phlebotomy, the application of horns, gourds, leeches, and scari
fications (pada), should be employed in the reverse order, dependent on the severity of 
the disease; leeches should be used for the extraction of blood from deep-seated siras; 
scarifications (pracchanna) are useful when collections (pi~1<;lita) of blood are present; 
phlebotomy is indicated when the (corrupted) blood has spread all over the body; horns 
or gourds should be used when the (corrupted) blood is present in the skin (8.25-26). 

Chapter nine, called dhamanivyakarai:ia, contains an exposition on the dhamanis. 
Twenty-four dhamanis take their origin from the umbilical region. 227 The opin

ion of some authorities that there is no difference between the structures called sira, 
dhamani and srotas, because the latter two are simply varieties of sira, is not correct. 
Dhamanis possess their own characteristics, have their own number, and perform their 
own functions; they are also distinct according to the (medical) tradition. The confusion 
with the structures called sira and srotas derives from their anatomical vicinity, simi
larity in function, and (shared) minuteness (9.3). 228 Out of the twenty-four dhamanis, 
ten run upwards, ten downwards, and four in an oblique direction (9.4). 

The ten upwards running dhamanis go to the heart, where each divides into three 
branches, making thus a total of thirty. Va.ta, pitta, kapha, blood and rasa are transported 
by two dhamanis each; sound, vision, taste and smell are transported by two dhamanis 
each; two dhamanrs serve speech, two are for other sounds (gho~a), two for sleep, two 
for awakening, two for shedding tears; two dhamanis serve milk secretion in women 
and transport semen in men. These dhamanis sustain and maintain the parts of the body 
above the umbilical region (9.5). 

The functions of the downwards running dhamanis are described. These go to the 
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pittasaya, between the amasaya and pakvasaya, where each divides into three branches. 
Vata, pitta, kapha, blood and rasa are carried by two dhamanis each; two dhamanis, 
belonging to the intestines, transport (nutrients derived from the) food; two transpo1t 
water; two, belonging to the urinary bladder, transport urine; two transport semen and 
two other ones are for its ejaculation (visarga); in females, the same dhamanis carry 
and discharge artava; two dhamanis, connected to the large intestine, serve defecation; 
the remaining eight dhamanis serve perspiration. These dhamanis sustain and maintain 
the parts of the body below the umbilical region (9.7). 

The four obliquely running dhamanis divide and re-divide into hundreds and thou
sands ( of branches); they are actually countless, form networks in the body and bind it 
together. Their openings are connected with the pores of the hairs (romakiipa), where 
they carry sweat and rasa, thus providing the body with essential substances, internally 
and externally. They carry the potent constituents (virya) of substances used for in unc
tion (abhyailga), medicinal baths (pari~eka and avagaha), and plasters (alepana), to the 
interior of the body; they are the structures responsible (or experiencing agreeable and 
disagreeable sensations of touch (9.9). 

The dhamanis possess pores, which are just like those present in m11:1alaand bisa; 22' 

these pores serve to supply the body with rasa (9.10). 
The dhamanis are made up of the five mahabhiitas, are present in the five sense 

organs, and provide the human being with the sensations derived from these senses, 
until the dissolution of the body (9.11). 

The characteristic signs produced by injury to the structures called channel (sro
tas) are described. The channels distinguished are those called prai:iavaha, annavaha, 
udakavaha, rasavaha, raktavaha, ma1psavaha, medovaha, miitravaha, puri~avaha, su
kravaha, and artavavaha. 230 

The heart and the dhamanis cm-rying rasa constitute the roots of the two pra
~1a-transporting channels; the amasaya and the anna 231 -carrying dhamanis are the 
roots of the two anna-transporting channels, palate and kloman of the two water
transporting (udakavaha) channels, the heart and the rasa-carrying dhamanis of the 
two rasa-transporting channels; liver, spleen and the blood-carrying dhamanis are the 
roots of the two blood-transporting channels, snayus, the skin and the blood-carrying 
dhamanis the roots of the two muscular tissue-transporting channels, the pelvic region 
(ka~i) and kidneys of the two fatty tissue-transpmting channels, urinary bladder 
and penis of the two urine-transporting channels; pakvasaya and ano-rectal region 
constitute the roots of the two faeces-transporting channels, breasts and testicles of the 
two seed-transporting channels, uterus (garbhasaya) and the artava-carrying dhamanis 
of the two a1tava-transporting channels. 232 

The disorders resulting from injury to each group of these channels are enumerated. 
Severe pain follows upon cuts in the sevanis, together with the signs of injury to bladder 
and ano-rectal region. Injury to a channel may be treated like a wound after extraction 
of a salya, but the prospect ofrecovery should never be held out (9.12). 

Chapter ten, 233 called garbhi~livyakara~1a, contains an exposition on the care for 
women during pregnancy, during delivery, and in the puerperium, followed by the 
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care for the newborn child. 
The subjects dealt with are: rules regarding behaviour and diet to be observed by 

a pregnant woman (10.3); 234 the regimen to be followed from the first up to the eighth 
month of pregnancy (10.4 ); 235 the construction of the maternity home (siitikiigiira); its 
equipment (10.5); 236 the signs of approaching labour (10.6); the signs of early labour 
(10. 7); 237 the management of labour and delivery (10.8-9);238 abnormal (pratiloma) 
presentations should be corrected (10.10); the treatment of protracted labour (garbha
sailga) (10.11); the care for the newborn, the cutting of the umbilical cord, the rituals 
(jiitakarman) to be performed (10.12-13); 239 the production of breastmilk, which be
gins on the third or fourth day after parturition (10.14); the diet of the newborn during 
the first three or four days, before the beginning of breast-feeding (10.15); the care to 
be provided in the puerperium (10.16-18); 240 disordersduringthe puerperium (JO.I 9-
20); 241 the management of a retained placenta (10.21); 242 the aetiology, symptomatol
ogy and treatment of makkalla 243 ( 10.22); 244 protective measures for a newborn child 
(10.23); 245 the naming ceremony (10. 24); 246 the selection ofan appropriate wet-nurse 
( dhiitrI) 247 and the ritual to be performed, accompanied by mantras, on her first feed
ing of the child (10.25-27); unsuitable kinds of breastmilk and the ensuing disorders 
(10.28-29); insufficient milk secretion, its causes and treatment (10.30); the charac
teristics of pure breastmilk; 248 circumstances making the breastmilk unsuitable to the 
infant; cases in which an infant should not be breastfed (10.31); causes of corruption 
of the milk ofa wet-nurse and its bad effects on the infant (10.32-33); signs enabling a 
physician to diagnose diseases in children (10.34-36); medicines suitable to a breast
fed child (10.37); dosages to be administered to children in various periods of the first 
year(s) oflif e, dependent on their diet ( 10 .38 ); medicines for breastfed children should 
be applied to the breasts of the one who nurses it (10.39); treatments not fit for breast
fed children ( 10.40-41); the treatment of a children's disease in which the brain tissue 
(mastuluilga)249 shrinks (k~aya) and viita bends down the palatal bone (tiilvasthi) 250 

(] 0.42-43ab ); the treatment of inflammation of the navel, called tundi (I 0.43cd-44ab ); 
the treatment of inflarmnation of the anal region (gudapiika) (I oi4.c-f);251 medicated 
ghees that can be prescribed to children of different ages (10.45); rules for the care of 
a child (10.46-47); substitutes forbreastmilk (10.48); weaning (10.49); the protection 
of a child against the attacks of malevolent beings (grahopasarga) ( 10.50); the general 
symptoms of a child afflicted by a graha; the afflictions by grahas will be described 
more elaborately in the Uttara(tantra) (10.51); as soon as a child is ready for it, one 
should start its instruction, in agreement with the van_1a (social class) to which it be
longs (10.52); a boy should be married, when he has attained the age of twenty-five 
years, to a girl whose age is sixteen years (10.53); 252 the bad effects on the child of 
conception before the mentioned marriageable ages (10.54-55); features making men 
and women unfit for procreation ( I 0.56); disorders of pregnancy and their treatment 253 

imminent abortion, an excess of foetal movements (garbhasphural_la), foetal displace
ment (prasrarpsana), repeated displacement, painful sensations (vedanii), retention of 
urine (miitrasailga), iiniiha (retention of faeces accompanied by abdominal distension), 
excessive loss of blood, pain not accompanied by bleeding, miscarriage, pains in blad
der and abdomen, resorption (laya) of the foetus, prolongation of pregnancy beyond the 
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proper time, drying up of the foetus (su~kagarbha), and nagodara254 (foetal death, fol
lowed by withering) (I 0.57); the treatment of imminent miscarriage (garbhasrava) in 
the first to seventh months of pregnancy (10.58-62) and in the eighth to tenth months 
(10.63-65); a (second) child, born six years after a first one, has a short span of life 
(10.66); special rules for the treatment of diseases in pregnant women (10.67); four 
electuaries (prasa) which promote the bodily and mental development of a child ( I O. 
68-70). 



Chapter 4 

Cikitsasthana 

Chapter one (dvivral)fya) 1 is devoted to the management of the two kinds of sores 
(vral)a). 

The subjects dealt with are: the two kinds of sores: endogenous (sarira) and 
exogenous (agantu); 2 endogenous sores are caused by vata, pitta, kapha, blood, and 
combinations of these; exogenous sores are due to traumata (abhighata) of various 
kinds3 (1.3); exogenous sores should, first of all, be treated with cooling measures 
(sitakriya) of the same kind as in pitta disorders, in order to pacify the heat (ii~man) 
spreading from the site of the lesion (k~ata), and, in addition, honey and ghee should 
be applied in order to promote union (of the edges); the necessity of these first 
measures justifies the distinction of two kinds of sores; in a later stage,4 (exogenous 
sores) can be treated in the same way as endogenous ones ( 1.4 ); 5 there are fifteen 
varieties· of sores, as discussed already in the vral)aprasna chapter; 6 some add the 
clean sore as the sixteenth variety (1.5); the symptoms of sores are of two kinds: 
common (samanya) and specific (vaise~ika); the symptom common to all of them is 
the presence of pain (ruj); the tenn vra~1a refers to the loss of intactness (viciirl)ana) 7 

of the body and the process through which a sore is produced; specific symptoms are 
those caused by the do~as (1.6); the symptoms of sores caused by vata, pitta, kapha, 
blood, and the various combinations of these factors (1.7); 8 the sixty therapeutic 
procedures (upakrama) for the management of sores: 9 apatarpal)a (reduction of food 
intake), alepa (the application of pastes), pari~eka (sprinkling with medicated fluids), 
abhyaliga (anointing), sveda (sudation), vimlapana (gentle massage), upanaha (the 
application of poultices), pacana (suppuration-promoting measures), 10 visraval)a 
(bloodletting), sneha (the internal use of fatty substances), vamana (the administration 
of emetics), virecana (purgation), chedana (excision), bhedana (incision), dara1la 
(the application of medicines which make a swelling burst), lekhana (scarification), 
e~a,la (probing), aharal)a (extraction), visraval)a (by means of) vyadhana (drainage by 
means of puncturing), 11 sivana (suturing), Sa1J1dhana (approximation of wound edges), 
pI«;lana (the application of me4icinal pastes which help to squeeze out accumulated 
pus), 12 SOl)itasthapana (the application of styptics), nirvapal)a (cooling measures), 
utkarika (the application of the warming poultices called utkarika), ka~aya (the 
application of decoctions), varti (the use of wicks), kalka (the use of pastes), sarpis 
(the use of medicated ghees), taila (the use of medicated oils), rasakriya (the use of 
inspissated extracts), avacii~1ana (the application of dusting powders), vra1ladhiipana 
(fumigation), utsadana (the promotion of granulation, thus raising the bed of the sore), 
avasadana (measures removing an excess of granulation tissue, thus depressing the bed 
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of the sore), midukarman (softening), 13 darui;iakarman (making soft tissues firmer), 14 

k~rakarman (the application of caustics), agnikannan (cauterization), lq~i;iakarman 
(inducing a darker colour), pli~1<;lukarman (making the new skin assume a lighter 
colour), pratisarai;ia (rubbing), romasar11janana (promotion of the growth of hair), 15 

lomapaharai;ia (depilatory measures), 16 bastikarman (the application of enemas), 
uttarabastikarman (the application of uttarabastis), bandha (bandaging), pattradlina 
(the application of leaves on the surface of a sore), 17 lqmighna (the application of 
drugs which kill animals called lqmi, e.g., the larvae of insects), br1phai;ia (restorative 
measures), vi~aghna (drugs useful against poisons), sirovirecana (evacuation of the 
head), nasya (errhines), kavaladhlir~1a (gargles and mouth washes), dhilma (medicinal 
smoking), madhu (the internal use of honey), sarpis (the internal use of ghee), yantra 
(instruments), ahara (dietary measures), and rak~lividhlina (protective measures) 
(1.8); ka~ayas (decoctions), vartis (wicks), kalkas (pastes), ghees, oils, rasakriylis 
(inspissated extracts), and avacilri;ias (dusting powders) serve to purify (sodhana) a 
sore and to promote its healing (ropai;ia); eight ( out of the sixty procedures) are surgi
cal interventions; 18 soi;iitasthlipana, k~lirakarman, agnikarman, instruments (yantra), 
dietary rules (ahara), protective measures (rak~lividhlina), and the application of 
bandages (bandhavidhlina) have already been described; 19 sneha (oleation), svedana 
(sudation), vamana (emetics), virecana (purgatives), basti (enemas), uttarabastis, 
sirovirecana (evacuation of the head), nasya (errhines), dhilma (medicinal smoking), 
and kavaladharai;ia (gargles and mouth washes) are subjects that will be described 
elsewhere (in this treatise); the remaining procedures will be dealt with in this 
(chapter) (1.9); the eleven procedures which begin with apatarpai;ia and end with 
virecana 20 are particularly useful in counteracting swelling (sotha), described earlier 
as a disorder of six types; 21 these same procedures are not con1ra-indicated when a 
swelling has developed into a sore (vrat)a); the remaining (forty-nine) procedures are 
efficacious when sores are present (1.10); particulars regarding each of the procedures 
mentioned, their indications, ingredients of preparations employed, etc. ( 1.11-133 ); 
a recapitulatory verse characterizes sores as having six roots (milla), 22 eight sites 
(a~!aparigrahin), 23 and five groups of symptoms; 24 they are treated by means of 
the sixty procedures; their cure depends on four factors25 ( 1.134 ); the addition of 
ingredients, similar to those mentioned in a rather simple formula, is not prohibited; 
rare drugs mentioned in a compound formula may be omitted, and those unavailable 
replaced by substitutes; if a drug belonging to a particular group should prove to 
be harmful in a particular case, one should leave it out and take a more suitable 
one (l.135-137); the local complications of sores are five in number: smell, etc.; 
the general complications are fever, diarrhoea, fainting (milrcha), hiccup, vomiting, 
aversion to food (arocaka), respiratory problems, cough, digestive disorders (aviplika), 
and thirst ( 1.138-139); 26 the discussion of the treatment of sores will be continued in 
the chapter on sadyovrat)a27 (l.140). 

Chapter two is devoted to recent traumatic wounds and sores (sadyovra\la) and their 
treatment. 28 

The subjects dealt with are: the various shapes (alqti) of sores in various parts 
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of the body, caused by weapons with diverse edges (dhara) and tips (mukha); sores 
caused by the do~as may assume the same shapes when bursting spontaneously 
(2.4-8ab); the six main types of traumatic wounds: chinna (cut), bhinna (stabbed), 
viddha (pierced), k~ata (contused), piccita (crushed), and ghma (abrased) (2.8cd
!Oab); 29 the characteristics of the chinna and bhinna types (2.10cd-12ab); the organs 
collectively called ko~!ha: amasaya, agnyasaya, pakvasaya, miitrasaya (urinary 
bladder), rudhirasraya (the receptacle of blood), hrd (heart), ui:i<;!uka, and phupphusa 
(2.!2cd-13ab); the general symptoms of the bhinna type when the ko~!ha is affected 
(2.13cd-!6ab); the symptoms of bleeding into the amasaya (2.16cd-17ab) and 
pakvasaya (2.17cd.:_18ab);30 the intestines become filled with blood even when (the 
walls of) the receptacles have remained intact (abhinna), for blood oozes through 
the subtle pores (kha), in the same way as water oozes through the pores of a closed 
pitcher (dipped in water) (2.18ctl-19ab); the characteristics of the viddha, k~ata, 
piccita and ghma types (2.19cd-23ab); the general treatment of the six types of 
sadyovrai:ia (2.23cd-29ab ); the treatment of chinna wounds of the head and the lateral 
parts of the chest31 (2.29cd-30); a severed ear should be repaired in the way described 
(2.31); 32 the treatment of a chinna wound in the region of the krka!ika (2.32-33); 
the treatment of chinna wounds of the extremities (2.34-35), back, and anterior part 
of the chest (2.36); the treatment of patients with a whole arm or leg tom off (2.37); 
recipes promoting wound healing (2.38-4!ab); the treatment ofbhinna injuries to the 
eyes (2.42-45ab ); the treatment of bhinna injuries to the abdomen that result in the 
extrusion of lumps (varti) of fatty tissue (medas) (2.45cd-49); a foreign body (salya) 
that has penetrated into the ko~!ha and got stuck there gives rise to the complications 
already described33 (2.50); characteristics of incurable patients (2.51); the treatment 
of bleeding into the amasaya and pakvasaya (2.52-54); signs indicating that a patient 
with a bhinna type of injury to his ko~!ha will survive (2.55); the replacement of ex
truded intestines which have remained intact (abhinna); 34 the repair of tom intestines, 
before replacing them, by joining the tom parts by means of the bites of ants35 (2.56-
60ab );36 enlargement of the wound if replacement would be too difficult otherwise; 
suturing of the abdominal wall (2.60cd--02ab); after-treatment (2.62cd-66ab); the 
treatment of extruded testicles (2.66cd--09ab ); injuries to the skull; 37 the insertion of a 
plug (varti), made of hair, is necessary, after the removal of a foreign body, in order to 
prevent the discharge of brain tissue (mastuluilga) (2.69cd-71 ab ); a plug soaked in oil 
(snehavarti) should be inserted after the removal of a foreign body from any other part 
of the body (2.7lcd-72ab); deep wounds with small openings should be filled with 
cakrataila by means of a thin tube, 38 after removal of all the blood (2.72cd-73ab); 39 

medicated oils which promote wound healing (2.73cd-76ab); the treatment of the 
k~ata, piccita and ghma types of sadyovrai:ia (2.7 6cd-77ab); the treatment of patients 
with multiple injuries due to a fall or other causes; these patients should be placed in 
a tub (droi:iI) filled with oil (2.77cd-78); the external and internal use of oils and ghee 
in the treatment of patients with recent wounds (sadyovrai:ia) (2.79-81); the recipe of 
a wound-healing oil (2.82-85ab); some rules for the treatment of recent wounds in 
general (2.85cd-86ab); the treatment of corrupted wounds (du~!avrat)a) (2.86cd-92); 
the treatment of wounds corrupted by vata, pitta, or kapha (2.93-94ab); the rules 
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for the treatment of corrupted wounds also apply to the sores occurring in meha and 
k~\ha (2.94cd); the defense of the distinction of six types of sadyovrai:ia, and the 
rejection of the views of those admitting a larger number (2.95-97). 

Chapter three is devoted to the treatment of fractures and dislocations (bhagna). 41 

The subjects are: general features making fractures and dislocations hard to cure 
(3.3);41 dietary and behavioural rules for patients with a fracture or dislocation (3.4); 
recommendations regarding diet (3.5); trees possessing a oork suitable for the mak
ing of splints (kusa) (3.6);42 local applications in the fonn of plasters (alepana) (3.7); 
rules for changing the bandage and for its proper degree of tightness (3.8-10); rules 
for local irrigations (pari~eka) (3.ll-!3ab); a recipe for internal use (3.!3cd-!4ab); 
the treatment ofa compound fracture (3.14cd-15ab ); the dependence of the healing of 
a fracture on the age of the patient (3.15cd-17ab); the various ways of reducing frac
tures and dislocations (3.l 7cd-l 9); the utpi~!a and visli~!a types of dislocation should 
not be reduced, but treated with cold inigations and plasters (pradeha) (3.20); the tech
nique of splinting (3.2!-22ab ); the treatment of fractures and dislocations at particular 
sites: the junction of nail and skin (3.23), the fingers and toes (3.24), the sole of the 
foot (3.25), lower leg or thigh (3.26), hip joint (iirvasthi)43 (3.27), pelvis (3.28), ribs 
(parsuka) (3.29-30), shoulder joint (arµsasandhi) (3.31), elbow, knee, ankle and wrist 
(3.32-33), palm of the hand (3.34-35), clavicle (ak~aka) (3.36), upper arm (3.37ab), 
neck (3.37cd-39ab), jaw (3.39cd-40), teeth (3.41-43ab),'M nose (3.43cd-44), (pinna 
of the) ear(3.45), and skull (3.46); the treatment of sprains (3.47); the immobilization 
of a patient on a fracture-bed (kapa!asayana) 45 and the indications for this type of treat
ment (3.48-51); the treatment ofa malunited fracture by refracturing and setting it in 
the right position (3.52); debridementofacompound fracture by trimming the project
ing part of the bone (3.53); general measures for fractures of the upper part of the body 
(3.54 ); 46 the preparation of gandhataila and its indications (3.55-66); another useful 
medicated oil (3.67-68); the prevention of infection and suppuration (paka) (3.69); the 
signs of successful healing (3.70). 

Chapter four is devoted to the treatment of vata diseases. 47 

The subjects are: the treatment of vata located in the amasaya by means of the 
recipe called ~c;ldharai:ia ( 4.3-4 );48 the treatment of vata located in the pakvasaya ( 4. 
5), bladder, ears, etc. ( 4.6), skin, muscular tissue, blood and siras ( 4. 7), snayus, junc
tures and bones ( 4.8); the treatment of vata, confined within a bone, by perforating the 
bone by means ofa hand drill (pai:iimantha),49 and sucking vata out through a tube (4. 
9); the treatment of vata lodged in the semen ( 4.1 Oab ); the general treatment of vata 
affecting the whole body or one of its limbs ( 4.1 Ocd-11 ); combinations of vata with 
kapha, pitta and blood should be treated by means of procedures which are contradic
tory (in pacifying one, but exciting another do~a) (4.12ab); the treatment of suptivata 
(local numbness)50 (4. !2cd-!3ab); dietary items beneficial in vata diseases (4.l0cd-
14ab); the preparation of the type of poultice called salvai:ia; 51 the ways of applying it; 
special rules when contractures are present (4.14cd-18ab);52 emetics and errhines in 
\la.ta diseases ( 4.l 8cd-l 9ab ); sirobasti and bloodletting as useful measures when vata 
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has affected the head ( 4.19cd-20ab); the usefulness of enemas in all kinds of vata dis
eases ( 4.20cd-2lab ); a long series of general measures to be employed in the treatment 
of vata diseases ( 4.2lcd-26); the preparation of tilvaka-, asoka- and ramyakaghrta ( 4. 
27); 53 the preparation of al)utaila ( 4.28); 54 the preparation of sahasrapaka and satapaka 
medicated oils ( 4.29); 55 the preparation of pattralaval)a ( 4.30), sneha- or ka1f~lava1fa 
(4.31), and kalyiil)akalava~1a (4.32-33). 

Chapter five is devoted to the treatment of serious vata diseases (mahavatavya4ihi). 
Its subjects are: vatasol)ita as a single disease, by some authorities incorrectly de

scribed as of two kinds, called uttana (superficial) and avaga<;lha (deep); this distinc
tion is to be rejected, because vatafol)ita, in the same way as ku~\ha, begins by affect
ing the superficial constituents of the body and gradually invades the deeper ones (5. 
3);56 the aetiology, pathogenesis, chief symptoms, and prodromes of vatarakta (= va
tasol)ita); 57 if neglected, the disease progresses and leads to disability (vaikalya) (SA); 
persons predisposed to the disease (5.5); patients to be accepted for treatment and com
plications to be regarded as contra-indications (5.6); 58 !be treatment of vatarakta with 
a predominance ofvata (5.7), pitta (5.8), blood (5.9), kapha (5.10), and a combination 
of do~as ( 5 .11); 59 the general treatment of vatarakta ( 5.12 ); 60 prescriptions against the 
pains occurring in vatarakta (5.13}; 61 the mentioned treatments may easily cure va
tarakta of recent origin and be alleviating in chronic cases (5.14 ); things beneficial (5. 
15-16) and harmful (5.17) to patients with vatarakta; conditions making the disease 
called apatanaka amenable to treatment; the treatment of apatanaka (5.18); 62 condi
tions making a patient with pak~aghata 63 acceptable for treatment; the description of 
the treatment procedures, 64 to be centinued for a period of three to four months (5.19); 
manyastambha65 should be treated in the same way as pak~aghata; errhines which re
move vata and kapha, and dry methods of sudation (riik~asveda), are particularly useful 
(5.20); the treatment of apatantraka(S.21)66 and ardita (5.22); 67 vata diseases in which 
phlebotomy is indicated (5.23); the treatmentof kanfasiila ( otalgia) (5.24 ); 68 tiinI69 and 
pratiinI 70 (5.25), adhmana 71 and pratyadhmana 72 (5.26), a~\hiia 73 and pratya~\hTla74 

should be treated in the same way as gulma and internal abscesses (5.27); the prepara
tion of hii1gva4iiciirl)a and its indications (5.28); 75 a disease caused by vata singly, by 
vata in combination with one or more do~as, or by vata covered (avrta) by one of the 
dhatus, should be recognized by means of its signs and their due consideration (iiha) 
(5.29); 76 a painful, firm swelling, cold to the touch, is caused by a combination of vata 
and medas (fatty tissue); it should be treated like a local swelling (sotha) (5.30); 77 the 
disease called iirustambha or a<;lhyavata, 78 which arises when vata, covered by kapha 
and medas, becomes lodged in the thighs; the symptoms of this disease (5.31-33ab); 
its treatment (5.33cd-39); 79 the properties, actions, uses, and indications of guggulu 
(5.40-45). 80 

Chapter six is devoted to the treatment of haemorrhoids (arsa111si). 81 . 
The subjects dealt with are: the four methods of treatment for haemorrhoids: treat

ment with medicines, treatment with caustics (k~ara), cauterization (agni), and surgical 
measures (sastra); 82 types of haemorrhoids suitable to these treatments (6.3); the treat-
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ment with a caustic (6.4); haemorrhoids caused by vlita and kapha should be treated 
with cautery and caustics, those by pitta and blood with mild caustics only (6.5); the 
signs of adequate, excessive and inadequate cauterization (6.6); the treatment of some 
particular types of haemorrhoids and some complications (6.7); a caustic should be ap
plied by means of a ladle (darvI), brush (kiircaka), or rod (saliikli); when a prolapse 
of the rectum is present, a caustic may be applied without using any instrument; di
etary rules for patients with haemorrhoids (6.8); post-operative measures (6.9); dis
orders arising from the improper use of caustics, cautery, or surgery (6.10); 83 the de
scription of the rectal speculum ( 6.11); 84 pastes (lilepa, pi~\a) which may make haem
on-hoids disappear ( 6.12); a series of recipes for the treatment of haemorrhoids which 
are not visible (from outside) (6.13-15); 85 general rules for the medicinal treatment, 
dependent on the do~a(s) involved (6.16); the treatment of haemorrhoids with bhallii
taka preparations (6.17-18);86 vrk~aka (= ku\aja) and aru~kara (= bhalliitaka) are the 
best medicines against haemorrhoids (6.19); caustics and cautery cure visible haemor
rhoids ( 6.20); things to be avoided by patients suffering from haemorrhoids ( 6.21-22). 

Chapter seven is devoted to the treatment of asmari (urinary calculi). 87 

Its subjects are: asmarI as a serious disease, resembling death itself; it is amenable 
to medicinal treatment in the early stages, but in an advanced stage surgical interven
tion is necessary (7.3); treatment in the stage when prodromes only are present (7. 
4); the medicinal treatment of calculi caused by vlita (7.5-9ab), pitta (7.9cd-13), and 
kapha (7.14-16); the treatment of sarkarli (gravel) (7.17-19ab); more recipes against 
calculi and gravel (7.l 9cd-26); conditions making surgical treatment inevitable (7.27-
29); 88 pre-operative measures, the positioning of the patient, the manipulation of the 
calculus before its removal (7.30); signs presenting themselves during the preparatory 
stage which indicate that it is better to abstain from carrying out the operation (7.31-
32); the lithotomic operation (7.33-34); 89 post-operative management; the treatment 
of sukrasmari or gravel that has got stuck in the urethra (7.35); organs that should not 
be injured during lithotomy; complications arising from injury to these organs (7.36); 
the eight marmans to be avoided by a surgeon performing lithotomy: the sevanI (the 
raphe of the perineum), the semen-expelling (sukrahara) channels, the channels be
longing to the testicles, the ano-rectal region, the miitrapraseka, 90 the urinary passage 
(miitravaha), the female genitals (yoni), and the bladder 91 (7.37-38). 

Chapter eight is devoted to the treatment of bhagandara (ano-rectal fistulas). 92 

Its subjects are: the sambiikavarta type and the one caused by a foreign body 
(salya) are incurable; the remaining ones are curable with difficulty (8.3); 93 a bha
gandarapi~akli should, when not suppurating, be treated by means of the eleven 
procedures beginning with apatarpaQa and ending with virecana; 94 suppuration makes 
surgical treatment necessary; the surgical intervention: excision of the fistular track; 
alternative treatments: cauterization or the application of caustics (8.4 ); particulars 
with regard to the surgical interventions in a fistula of the sataponaka type (8.5-9ab ); 
the shapes of the incisions to be made in fistulas with many openings (i.e., the 
sa\aponaka type): liit\galaka,95 ardhalliiigalaka,96 sarvatobhadraka,97 and gotirthaka98 
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(8.9cd-lO); passages with a discharge (sravamarga) should be cauterized (8.11); 
after-treatment by means of sudation (sveda) (8.12-16ab); medicines to be taken 
after sudation (8.l6cd-I7ab); fluids for irrigation of the wound(s) and the anal region 
(8.I7cd-19); particulars with regard to the treatment of the u~µ-agriva (8.20-23ab) 
and the parisravin types of bhagandara (8.23cd-25); the shapes of the incisions to be 
made when the fistula is of the parisravin type; the subsequent measures (8.26-28ab); 
the treatment of fistulas in children (8.28cd-29); a recipe for local application (8.30-
3 lab); particulars with regard to the treatment of the exogenous(= unmargin) type 
(8.3lcd-33ab); complete recovery should not be expected in the exogenous type; the 
type caused by all three do~as should not be accepted for treatment (8.33cd-34ab ); 
local application of ai;mtaila99 is beneficial for relieving the pain after surgery (8. 
34cd-35ab ); other measures for relieving the pain: particular types of sudation and a 
sitzbath (8.35cd-36), poultices with the skins of particular animals or poultices of the 
salvai:ia type (8.37); a series ofrecipes for the treatment of fistulas (8.38-52); 100 the 
adaptation of the rectal speculum (arsoyantra) for use in cases of ano-rectal fistula 
(8.53); things to be avoided for a year after healing of a fistula (8.54). 

Chapter nine is devoted to the treatment of ku~!ha. 102 

Its subjects are: the aetiology of kugha (9.3); 103 articles of diet, dietary habits and 
patterns of behaviour which are harmful to patients suffering from ku~!ha (9.4 ); arti
cles of diet and some medicinal preparations which are beneficial (9.5); 104 the general 
management of ku~!ha in the prodromal stage and in those stages where the first to the 
fourth elements of the body are affected; ku~!ha is incurable when the fifth element has 
become involved (9.6); medicated ghees and oils to be prescribed in ku~!ha with a pre
dominance of vata, pitta or kapha; tuvaraka 105 or bhallataka oil may be used in ku~!ha 
of all types (9.7); the preparation of mahatiktakagh\ta 106 and its indications (9.8); the 
preparation of tiktakaghrta 107 and its indications (9.9); after oleation and sudation of 
the patient with one of these ghees (i.e., mahatiktaka or tiktaka), the physician should 
perfomi phlebotomy and open from one up to five siras; the raised (utsanna), round 
patches (mai:i9ala) ( ofku~!ha) should be scraped or scarified many times; subsequently, 
a paste should be applied; 108 seven different pastes are described (9.10-llab); 109 

recipes for preparations to be applied locally in cases of dadru (9.12-14) and svitra 110 

(9.15-22); 111 various preparations against kilasa and svitra (9.23-29ab); the prepara
tion, uses and indications of nilaghrta (9.29cd-33) 112 and mahanI!agh\ta (9.34-38); 113 

some prescriptions against svitra and other disorders (9.39-40); procedures which 
remove the do~as in cases of ku~!ha, and prevent that the disease becomes incurable; 
the intervals for repeating these procedures (9.41-43); various prescriptions against 
ku~!ha (9.44-50); medicinal preparations which are useful in threatening loss of body 
parts or when living organisms are present in the lesions; in general, the inflamed 
and ulcerating lesions of ku~!ha should be treated in the same way as du~!avrai:ia 114 

(9.51-53); the recipes of vajrakataila 115 and mahavajraklitaila, useful against ku~!ha, 
du~!avrai:ia, and some other disorders (9.54-64ab); a useful oil (9.64cd-66ab); some 
preparations with khadira (9.66cd-67ab); some other preparations (9.67cd-68ab); the 
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usefulness of daily purgation (9.68c-t); further recipes (9.69-71); general recommen
dations for ku~iha patients (9.72). 

Chapter ten is concerned with the treatment of mahaku~!ha 116 according to its title, but 
the introductory verse (10.3) makes clear that medicines will be described which may 
be employed in serious (darutJ.a) cases ofku~\ha, meha, kapha diseases, and generalized 
swelling (sarvailgasopha), as well as in obese persons wanting to reduce their weight. 

The subjects discussed are: the preparation of some manthas (I 0.4 ); 117 the dietary 
regimen to be observed during the treatment with these manthas (10.5); the prepa
ration of a number of ari~ias (10.6), 118 asavas (10.7), 119 suras (10.8), 120 avalehas 
(electuaries) (10.9), and ciirtJ.aS (powders) (10.10); the preparation of an ayask~ti 
(an iron-containing compound drug); any metal may be used as the base for this 
type of drug, which increases the span of life 121 (10.11); two more iron-containing 
preparations, called au~adhayaskrti and mahau~adhayask~ti (I 0. 12); the preparation 
of drugs containing the wood of the khadira tree as the basic material; 122 the same 
procedure may be applied to the heartwood (sara) ofothertrees (I 9.13); preparations 
with gu~iicI (10.14); a medicated ghee (10.15). 

The concluding verse ( I 0.16) declares that the description of the preparations men
tioned in this chapter will enable an intelligent physician to make countless more va
rieties of mantha, ari~\a, asava, etc. 

Chapter eleven is devoted to the treatment of prameha (urinary disorders). 123 

The subjects dealt with are: the two groups ofurinarydisorders: congenital (sahaja) 
and caused by unwholesome things; the congenital group is caused by defects (do~a) 
of the maternal and paternal seed (bija), the other one by unhealthy dietary habits·, pa
tients with a type of prameha belonging to the former group are lean and dry, do not 
eat much, are usually thirsty, and in particular restless (parisara~1asila); those with a 
prameha of the latter group are obese, voracious, glossy (snigdha), -and inclined to sit
ting or lying down, and sleeping much (I 1.3 ); 124 the general management of these two 
groups of patients( 11.4); 125 articles of diet to be avoided by patients with prameha (11. 
5) or to be recommended to them ( 11.6 ); 126 purificatory procedures in the preliminary 
stage of treatment (I I. 7); 127 five recipes for general use in prameha (11.8); specific 
prescriptions for each of the ten pramehas due to kapha, the six pramehas due to pitta, 
and the fourpramehas due to vata (I I. 9); 128 ari~ias, asavas, lehas and ayaskrtis useful 
in pfameha; foods prepared from barley, 129 medicated gruels (yavagii), and decoctions 
may also be prescribed (11.10); special prescriptions for wealthy patients and members 
of a royal family; recommended physical exercises 130 for these types of patients in an 
advanced stage ofprameha ( 11.11); special rules concerning diet and behaviour for pa
tients who are poor and without relatives, those who are affluent (mahadhana), those 
who are brahmatJ.as, and those belonging to the other classes ( 11.12); a poor patient 
who unrelentingly follows the directions of his physician, may get rid of the disease 
within a year (I 1.13). 
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Chapter twelve is devoted to the treatment of the boils (pi<;laka) associated with 
prameha. 131 

Its subjects are: characteristics indicating curability of pramehapi<;lakas (12.3); 132 

general rules for the treatment of prameha patients who develop pi<;lakas; the stages of 
this development and the dangers involved (12.4); the preparation ofdhanvantaraghrta 
and its indications (12.5); 133 the difficulty of inducing purgation in patients with mad
humeha, owing to the abundance of fatty tissue (medas) in their body; strong purifi
catory measures are therefore required; cases of prameha in which pi<;lakas and other 
complications are present always show sweetness of the urine, etc., which smells like 
honey (madhu); forthat reason, this disorder is technically known as madhumeha (12. 
6); 134 sudation is contra-indicated in this disorder, because of the excess of fatty tis
sue, which would dissolve and make waste away the whole body (12. 7); the weakness 
of the rasayani channels 135 prevents that the do~as reach the upper part of the body 
in prameha patients; pi~akas appear for that reason in the lower half of the body of 
patients with madhumeha (12.8); non-suppurating (apakva) pi<;lakas should be treated 
like a local swelling (sopha), suppurating ones like a sore (vrat>a); various prescrip
tions which may further healing of the pi<;lakas (12.9); the preparation of an electuary 
(leha) useful in all types of (pra)meha (12.10); the preparation of navayasa 136 and its 
indications (12.11); the preparation of lohiiri~!a and its indications (12.12-19); char
acteristics of the urine indicating that a prameha patient should be regarded as cured 
(12.20). 

Chapter thi1teen is devoted to the treatment of madhumeha. 137 

Patients who have developed madhumeha and have been given up by ( other) physi
cians may be treated by means of the prescriptions that follow (13.3). 

Silajatu is described, called thus because it exudes from rocks (sila) heated by the 
sun, and resembles lac (jatu); 138 it has six sources (yoni); consisting of the six metals 
(loha), which can be recognized by their specific odour; the potency (virya) and taste of 
silii jatu correspond to the metal from which it derives; the relative superiority and infe
riority of the types of silajatu depend on these metals, the merits of which increase in the 
following order: tin, lead, (copper, silver, gold,) iron 139 (13.4-8ab). The general prop
erties of silajatu (!3.8cd-9ab) and the best variety (!3.9cd-!Oab) are described, fol
lowed by the way to prepare it for medicinal use, the proper administration of the drug, 
and the results that may be expected from its regular employment (13.10cd-17ab). 140 

The mineral (dhiitu) called mak~ika, found near (the river) Tapi, and occurring 
in two varieties, with a golden and a silvery hue respectively, also possesses cura
tive properties of a broad range, and can be employed in the same way as silajatu 
(!3.17cd-18). Patients using silajatu or mak~ika should observe particular dietary 
restrictions ( 13. l 9ab). 

The next subject is the treatment suitable to patients with ku~!ha who did not benefit 
frompaiicakarman, who preserved their trust (in the physician), and who want to live 
(13.19cd-20ab). 141 

The preparation of tuvaraka oil is described (13. 20cd-23); the mode of administra
tion of this oil, together with the preparatory measures, the mantra to be recited, 142 the 
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dietary rules, the after-treatment, etc. (13.24-28); all types of ku~\ha are cured by this 
oil within five days (13.29ab ). Another preparation with tuvaraka oil, very effective in 
ku~\ha and meha, and a powerful rasayana, is eulogized (13.29cd-34). A collyrium, 
prepared with tuvaraka pulp (majjan) and other ingredients, cures a number of eye dis
eases (13.35). 143 

Chapter fourteen is devoted to the treatment of udara (abdominal swelling). 144 

The subjects dealt with are: prognostic features of the various types of udara: the 
baddhaguda and parisravin types are incurable, while the remaining ones are curable 
with difficulty; the treatment should always be carried out without holding out hope 
of complete recovery; the first four (of the eight types of udara) should be treated by 
means of drugs, the last four require surgical treatment; udara of!ong standing, of what
ever type, is either curable by surgery only or should be given up (14.3); 145 dietary 
and behavioural rules for udara patients (14.4 ); 146 the management of vatodara (14.5), 
pittodara (14.6), kaphodara (14.7), and du~yodara (14.8); an anulomana 147 treatment 
is useful in all cases of udara (14.9); three purgative recipes 148 for udara in general; 
their way of administralion; the fourth general recipe to be employed for purgative 
purposes in udara and other diseases is tilvakaghrta 149 (14.10); the preparation of a
nahavarti, its administration and indications (14.11 ); a second kind of anahavarti (14. 
12); the treatment of plihodara (14.13); the preparation of ~a\palakasarpis, useful in 
plihodara and other diseases (14.14); the treatment of yakfddalyudara is the same as 
that of plihodara; more specifically, phlebotomy of the right arm is useful (14.15); cau
terization of the sira near the left thumb may bring relief to a patient with plihodara 
(14.16); patients with baddhagudodara and parisravyudara should undergo oleation, 
sudation and inunction before being subjected to surgery; subsequently, their abdomen 
should be opened and the intestines brought out; in a case of baddhagudodara the ob
jects or substances causing intestinal obstruction should be removed, the intestines put 
back, and the wound sutured; in a case of parisravyudara, one should remove the for
eign body, cleanse the intestines, bring the edges of the rupture together, and join them 
firmly by the bites of black ants; the bodies of these ants can then be removed, but their 
heads should be left behind; 150 the wound should be sutured, etc., as described already; 
the post-operative treatment should take place in a sheltered room, where the patient 
should be made to sit in a drOI)T full of oil or ghee; he should be kept on a milk diet (14. 
I7); the treatment of dakodara (ascites): the preparatory stages, the positioning of the 
patient, the puncturing of the abdomen by means of the instrument called vnhimukha, 
the inse1tion ofacanula (nli<;lT), and the draining of the fluid accumulated in the abdomi
nal cavity; this draining should be carried out little by little, with intervals of three, four, 
five, six, eight, ten, twelve or sixteen days; the wound should be bandaged; the patient 
should be kept on particular diets for the period of a year after the operation (14.18); 
boiled milk and broths of the flesh of jailgala animals are beneficial in all types ofudara 
(14.19). 

Chapter fifteen is devoted to the management of mfi~hagarbha (foetal malpresenta
tion).151 
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The extraction of a salya consisting of a malpresenting foetus is the most difficult 
(of all kinds of removal of a salya), because it has to be carried out manually in the 
region of the female genitals, liver, spleen, intestines and uterus. All the manipulations 
have to be performed with one hand only, while avoiding injury to the foetus and the 
pregnant woman. These manipulations consist of pushing upwards (utkar~al)a), pulling 
downwards (apakar~al)a), version (sthanapavartana), cutting up (utkartana), incision 
(bhedana), excision (chedana), pressure (pI9ana), straightening (rjukaral)a), and tear
ing apart (daral)a). Therefore, after due permission from the king, 152 all these proce
dures should be carried out with the utmost care (15.3 ). 

Eight types ofmalpresentation have been described. 153 Three types of being stuck 
(sailga) (in the birth-channel) occur naturally (svabhavagata): due to a malposition 
(vaigul)ya) of the head, shoulder region (arpsa), or buttocks (jaghana) (15.4). The 
physician should do his level best in order to deliver a living child; if he fails in his 
efforts, the cyavanamantras 154 should be recited (15.5-8). 

Obstetric manipulations are described which become necessary in case the foetus 
is dead, 155 in case of presentation of both legs, one leg, or the buttocks (sphigdesa), in 
transverse presentation (tiryagagata), in a presentation where the head is bent to one 
side (parsvapavrttasiras), and in case of presentation of both arms. The two remaining 
types 156 are incurable and make surgical intervention inevitable (15.9). 

A living foetus should never be cut up by surgical means. If the situation has be
come unbearable, one should terminate the pregnancy and avoid any loss of time, in 
order to save the mother's life (15.10-11). 

A number of techniques are tlescribed, all having in view the extraction of a dead 
foetus by cutting up those parts which got stuck up; a dead foetus should be removed as 
soon as possible; the instrument preferably to be used is the maI)9alagra (15.12-16). 157 

Measures to deliver a retained placenta (apara) are described, 158 followed by the 
treatment required after its successful removal (15,.17-20ab). The regimen during the 
puerperium and some useful prescriptions for this period are dealt with (15.20cd-
28ab). The preparation of balataila is described, 159 a drug that cures all vata disorders; 
it is to be recommended in the puerperal period, and is effective in a long series of 
various disorders ( 15.28c4-39). Another type of balataila can also be used (15.40-43), 
as well as medicated oils derived from other plants, to be prepared and employed in 
the same way as balataila ( 15.44-47). 

Chapter sixteen is devoted to the treatment of vidradhi (abscesses). 160 

Its subjects are: the incurability of vidradhi caused by all the do~as together 
(16.3ab); 161 the other types should, in the unripe (ama) stage, be treated like a local 
swelling (sopha) (16.3cd); the treatment of abscesses caused by vata ( 16.4-9) and pitta 
( 16 .1 0-16a b ); the preparation of k arafi jadighrta, useful in corrupted sores ( d u~\a vral)a) 
and other types of wounds and ulcers (16.16cd-22ab); 162 the treatment of abscesses 
caused by kapha ( 16.22cd-26), blood, and a trauma ( 16.27); the treatment of internal 
(abhyantara) abscesses when still unripe (apakva) (16.28-33); directions for phle
botomy (16.34); the treatment of internal abscesses, when ripe (pakva) and bulging 
(16.35-39ab); the treatment of abscesses affecting the bone marrow (16.39cd-43). 163 
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Chapter seventeen is devoted to the treatment of visarpa (cellulitis, erysipelas), nru1I 
(sinuses), and stanaroga ( diseases of the breasts). 164 

The subjects dealt with are: the first three of the (five) types of visarpa are cur
able, but those caused by concerted action of the do~as and by a trauma (k~ata) are in
curable (17.3ab ); 165 general directions for the treatment of the curable types (17.3cd); 
the treatment of the types caused by vata (17.4-5) and pitta (17.6-9); the preparation 
of gauryadighrta, useful in visarpa and na9I caused by pitta, as well as in a series of 
other disorders (17.10-13); 166 the treatment of visarpa caused by kapha (17.14-15); 
procedures useful in all types of visa.ipa (17.16-17ab); a na9I caused by all the three 
do~s together is incurable; the other four types require efforts in curing them (yatna
sadhya) (17.17cd); the treatment of sinuses caused by vata (17.18-20ab), pitta (17. 
20cd-22), kapha (17.23-25), and a foreign body (salya) ( 17 .26-28); the treatment of 
a sinus by means of a k~arasiitra, i.e., a thread impregnated with a caustic substance 
(17.29-33); 167 medicated wicks (varti) (17 .34-36), powders, etc. (17.37-38), oils (17. 
39-42ab) in the treatment of sinuses; the treatment of disorders of the breastmilk (17. 
42cd-45ab ); 168 the treatment of mastitis 169 and mammary abscesses ( 17 .45cd-4 7). 

Chapter eighteen is devoted to the treatment of granthi, apacI, arbuda, and galaga~,a. 110 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of granthi in general (18.3-4); the treat
ment of granthi caused by vata (18.5-8ab), pitta (18.8cd-ll), and kapha (18.12-14 ); 
the treatment of growths called marpsakandI (18.15-16); 171 the treatment of granthi 
due to medas (18.17-20ab); 172 the medicinal treatment of apacI (18.20cd-23); the sur
gical treatment of granthi (18.24); the surgical treatment of apacI (18.25-27); after
treatment subsequent on surgery (18.28-29ab); the treatment of arbuda due to vata (18. 
29cd-31), pitta (18.32-34), kapha (18.35-40), and medas (18.41-43ab); 173 the treat
ment of galaga~9a due to vata (18.43cd-47), kapha (18.48-51), and medas ( 18.52-
55).174 

Chapter nineteen is devoted to the treatment of vrddhi, 175 upadarpsa, and slipada. 176 

The subjects dealt with are: things to be avoided by patients with v,ddhi, with the 
exception ofantrav,ddhi (19.3-4ab); the treatment ofv,ddhi due to vata (19.4cd-9ab), 
pitta (19.9cd-lO), blood (l 9. l 1-12ab), kapha (19.12cd-14), medas(19.15-l 8ab), and 
urine (19.18cd-20ab); the treatment of antrav,ddhi (19.20cd-22); 177 cauterization 
(19.23) and phlebotomy (19.24) in cases of v,ddhi; 178 the general treatment of curable 
types of upadarpsa (19.25); elimination of the do~as in upadarpsa (19.26-27); the 
treatment of upadarpsa due to vata (19.28-30ab), pitta (19.30cd-33ab), and kapha 
(19.33cd-35); the surgical treatment of upadarpsa (19.36-39); recipes for a powder 
(cii~a) (19.40-41), decoction (kvatha) (19.42-43), and oil (19.44-45ab); some more 
recipes ( 19.45cd-48ab ); the treatment of the remaining two types of upadarpsa, which 
cannot always be cured (I 9.48cd-49ab); the treatment of upadarpsa caused by all 
three do~as together (19.49cd-51); the treatment of slipada due to vata (19.52-54), 
pitta (19.55), and kapha (19.56-59); recipes useful in s1Ipada (19.60-69). 179 
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Chapter twenty is devoted to the treatment of the k~udrarogas. 180 

Its subjects are: the treatment of ajagallika (20.3-4), andhalajI, yavaprakhya, 
panasI, kacchapI, and pa~al_lagardabha (20.5-6); the treatment of vivrta, indravrddha, 
gardabhI, jalagardabha, 181 irivelli, gandhanamnI, kak~a. and vispho\aka; these dis
orders should be treated in the same way as pittaja visarpa (20.7-8); the treatment 
of cippa (20.9-10); kunakha should be treated in the same way as cippa; anusayI 
should be treated like vidradhi (an abscess) caused by kapha (20.11 ); the treatment of 
vidarika (20.12-16); the treatment of sarkararbuda, which is like that of arbuda due 
to medas; kacchii, vicarcika and pa.ma are to be treated like ku~\ha; some beneficial 
pastes (lepa) and oils (20.17-19ab); the treatment of padadarI (20.19cd-20), alasa 
(20.21-23ab), kadara (20.23cd), indralupta (20.24-27ab), ariirpsika (20.27cd-29cd), 
and darul_laka (20.29ef-30); the treatment of palita will be described later (20.3lab); 182 

masiirika should be treated like ku~\ha or visarpa caused by pitta and kapha (20.31 cd-
32ab ); 183 the treatment of jatumal_li, m~aka and tilakalaka (20.32cd-33ab), nyaccha, 
vyailga and nilika (20.33cd-36), yauvanapi~akas l84 (20.37-38ab), padminikaI_1!aka 
(20.38cd-39), parivrti, 185 avapii!ika (20.40-42), and niruddhaprakasa (20.43-46ab); 
sa111niruddhaguda, valmika and vahnirohil_lI ( = agnirohil_lI) should be treated without 
expecting full recovery; agnirohiI_!I should be treated on the same lines as visarpa, 
sa111niruddhaguda on the same lines as niruddhaprakasa (20.46cd-48ab); the treat
me.nt of valmika (20.48cd-55); characteristics of valniika making it not amenable 
to treatment (20.56); the treatment of ahipiitana (20.57-60ab); 186 mu~kakacchii 187 

should be treated like ahipiitana and pama (20.60cd); the treatment of gudabhra1psa 
(20.61-63). 

Chapter twenty-one is devoted to the treatment of siikadosa. l88 
It deals with the following subjects: the treatment ~f sar~apI (21.3), a~!hilika 

(21.4), grathita (21.5), kumbhika (21.6), alajI(21.7), mrdita (21.8), sarpmii~hapi~aka 
(21.9), avamantha (21.10), pu~karika (21.11), sparsahani (21.12), uttama (21.13), 
and sataponaka (21.14 ); tvakpaka should be treated like visarpa, sol_litarbuda (= 
raktarbuda) like vidradhi due to blood (21.15); some useful recipes in these conditions 
(21.16-17); arbuda (= ma1psarbuda), marpsapaka, vidradhi and tilakalaka should 
properly be treated without giving hope of full recovery (21.18). 

Chapter twenty-two is devoted to the treatment of diseases of the mouth, oral cavity 
and throat (mukharoga). 189 

It deals with the following subjects: the treatment of curable diseases of the lips: 
o~\hakopa due to vata (22.3-5), pitta, blood, a trauma (22.6), kapha (22.7-8), or 
medas (22.9); the treatment of the diseases of the roots of the teeth and the gums: l90 
sitada (22.11-12), 191 dantapuppu\aka (22.13-14ab), 192 dantave~\a(22.14cd-16ab),J93 
sau~ira (22.16cd-18ab), 194 paridara (22.18cd), upakusa (22.19-21), 195 dantavaidarbha 
(22.22), 196 adhikadanta (22.23), 197 adhimaq1sa (22.24-25), l98 and dantana~I (dental 
sinuses) (22.26-33ab); 199 the extraction of teeth2" from the lower jaw (22.27); the 
extraction of teeth from the upper jaw (22.29cd-3 lab);201 the treatment of curable 
diseases of the teeth: dantahar~a (22.34-36a b ), 202 dantasarkara (22.36cd-37), 203 kapa-
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lika (22.38ab ), 204 k!midantaka205 (22.38cd-4lab ), 206 and hanumok~a; hanumok~a 
requires the same measures as ardita (22.4lcd); 207 dietary rules for patients with 
dental diseases (22.42); the treatment of curable diseases of the tongue: kar:i!aka due 
to vata (22.44), pitta (22.45), and kapha (22.46-4 7), upajihva (22.48); the treatment of 
diseases of the palate, beginning with galasur:i~ika (22.49cd-56); tur:i~ikerI, adhru~a. 
kiirma,20s miil)1sasal)lghata and talupuppu!a are to be treated like galasur:idika, in 
particular with the surgical measures described with regard to that disease (22.57); 
the treatment of talupftka and taluso~a (22.58); the treatment of diseases of the throat: 
rohir:iI in general, rohir:iI due to vata, pitta, kapha (22.59cd-64ab), kar:i!hasaliika 
(22.64cd-6Sab), adhijihvika, to be treated in the same way as upajihvika (22.6Scd), 
ekav!llda (22.66ab), gilayu (22.66cd), and galavidradhi (22.p7ab); the treatment of 
sarvasara caused by vata (22.67cd-{58); a recipe for a dhiima (fumigation) useful in 
sarvasara (22.69-71); the treatment of sarvasara caused by pitta (22.72) and kapha 
(22.73-75); some prescriptions against sarvasara (22.76); the enumeration of the 
nineteen incurable mukharogas, which may be treated after giving due warning that 
full recovery cannot be expected; these diseases are: o~!haprakopa (inflammation of 
the lips) due to ma,psa, blood and all the three do~as together; sinuses (gati) of the 
gums (dantamiila) due to the three do~as, and sau~ira; the diseases of the teeth called 
syava(dantaka), dalana and bhafijana; the tongue disease called alasa; the disease of 
the palate called arbuda; the throat diseases called svaraghna, valaya, vrnda, vidarI, 
alasa, galaugha, ma,psatana, sataghnI, and rohil)I (22.77-81). 

Chapter twenty-three is devoted to the treatment of swellings (sopha). 209 

It deals with the following subjects: the local (avayavasamuttha) swellings, which 
are of six types, have already been described, together with their symptoms and 
treatment;210 generalized (sarvasara) swelling 211 is of five types: caused by vata, 
pitta, kapha, concerted action of the do~as, and poisons (23.3); the aetiology of this 
disorder (23.4); the symptoms and characteristic features of svayathu (= sopha) due 
to vata, pitta, kapha, and concerted action; the poisonous substances causing the fifth 
type, its symptoms and characteristic features (23.S); do~as staying in the amasaya 
give rise to swelling of the upper part of the body, those staying in the pakvasaya of 
the middle part, those staying in the faecal receptacle (varcaJ.isthana) of the lower 
part; a generalized (sarvasara) swelling arises when the do~as have pervaded the 
whole body (23.6-7ab ); swelling of the middle part and of the whole body is curable 
:,Vith difficulty; swelling of one half of the body anil swelling which spreads upwards 
md1cate that death is approaching (ari~!abhiita); other symptoms pointing to a fatal 
outcome (23.7cd-9ab); articles of diet to be avoided by a patient with swelling (23.10); 
the treatment.of swelling due to vata, pitta, kapha, and concerted action; swelling 
caused by pmsonous substances will be dealt with in the Kalpasthana (23.11); the 
general treatment of swelling (23.12); rules concerning diet and behaviour which are 
beneficial in cases of swelling (23.13). · 

Chapter twenty-four, called anagatabadhaprati~edha, is concerned with the prevention 
o_f diseases. 212 
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The chapter begins with rules for the daily regimen (24.3). Subjects dealt with 
are: rules for cleansing the teeth (dantapavana) (24.4-10ab);213 contra-indications for 
cleansing the teeth (24.!0cd-12); the tongue-scraper (jihviinirlekhana) (24.13); 214 

the beneficial effects of using a gargle (ga1:1';1ii~a) (24.14 ); 215 the beneficial effects 
of washing (prak~iilana) face and eyes (24.15-17); the beneficial effects of the 
daily use of a collyrium (afijana), in particular sroto'fijana, produced in the Sindhu 
(region) (24.18-19); 216 contra-indications for the use of a collyrium (24.20); the 
beneficial effects of chewing betel leaves (24.21-23); 217 contra-indications for 
the use of betel leaves (24.24); anointing (abhyaiJ.ga) of the head (24.25-26); 218 a 
recipe for an oil to be employed in anointing the head (24.27-28); combing the hair 
(kesaprasiidhanI) (24.29ab); pouring oil into the ears (karr:iapiiraJ)a) (24.29cd); 219 
anointing (abhyai1ga) of the whole body (with oil) (24.30);220 affusion of water upon 
the body (seka) 221 (24.31-34); contra-indications for anointing the body (24.35-37); 
the beneficial effects of physical exercise (24.38-47ab);222 complications due to ex
cessive physical exercise (24.49cd-50ab); 223 contra-indications for physical exercise 
(24.50cd-5lab); 224 the beneficial affects of udvartana (24.5lcd-52ab), udghar~ai:ia 
and utsadana (24.52cd-56);225 bathing (sniina) (24.57-61); 226 contra-indications for 
bathing (24.62); in unction (anulepana) (24.63-64ab ); the beneficial effects of wearing 
flowers, (clean) clothes, and gems (24.64cd---05ab ); 227 anointing of the face (mukhii
lepa) (24.65cd-66ab); the application of a collyrium (afijana) (24.66cd-67ab); 228 
the beneficial effects of paying homage to gods, guests, and briihmai:ias (24.67cd-
68ab ); the importance of food (24.68cd-69ab ); washing of the feet (piidaprak~iilana) 
(24.69cd-70ab ); 229 massage of the feet (piidiibhyai1ga) (24.70cd-7 lab); 230 the use 
of footwear (padatradharai:ia) (24.7lcd-73ab); 231 haircutting, nail-paring, shaving 
(kesanakharomiipamiirjana);232 the wearing of armour (bai:iaviira) (24.73cd-74); the 
beneficial effects of wearing a head covering (u~i:iI~a)233 (24.75ab), using an umbrella 
or parasol (chattra) (24.75cd-76ab),234 and a stick (dai:i9a) (24.76cd-78ab); 235 the 
impo1tance of sitting comfortably (iisyii), the habit of regular walking (adhvan, 
caiJ.kramai:ia) (24.78cd-80), sleeping comfortably (24.81), and using a fan (vyajana) 
(24.82); gentle massage (sa1pvahana) (24.83); the effects of various winds (24.84-85), 
the heat of the sun (24.86), and the heat of a fire (24.87); the importance of sleeping 
at an appropriate time (24.88); various rules of conduct (24.89-101); 236 some rules 
concerning seasonal regimen (24.102-109); the importance of not diverting one's 
attention when answering nature's calls, etc. (24.110); rules concerning sexual inter
course (24. l l l-l l4ab ); undesirable sexual activities (24. ll 4cd-130ab ); conditions 
making sexual intercourse desirable and salutary (24.130cd-132). 

Chapter twenty-five is devoted to the treatment of miscellaneous disorders (misraka). 
It deals with the following subjects: the diseases of the earlobes (piilyiimaya) may, 

as already stated, be treated by means of bioodietting; these diseases, five in number, 
are: paripo!a, utpiita, unmantha, dul~khavardhana, and pa1iiehin (25.3-4ab); the causes 
of these diseases and their characteristics (25.4cd- l l); the sequeiae of neglecting these 
diseases (25 .12 ); general treatment (25.13); the specific treatment of each of these dis
eases (25.14-23); the preparation of a medicated oil making the earlobes healthy, soft, 
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smooth, and capable of bearing ornaments (25.24-28ab); the preparation of nTIItaila, 
an oil arresting premature greying of the hair (palita)237 (25.28cd-3 l ); the preparation 
of sairTyakaditaila, which makes the hair thick, curly and black, which promotes the 
growth of new hair in cases of baldness (khalati), and prevents the premature onset 
of the signs of old age, such as wrinkles of the face (25.32-37); the preparation of la
k~adighrta, which cures vyailga, nilika and vispho!akas of the face, removes wrinkles, 
gives beauty to the face, etc.; it should be prescribed to kings and ladies (25.38-42); a 
recipe for an ointment (lepa) imparting a beautiful complexion (ai1garaga) (25.43). 

Chapter twenty-six is devoted to·the treatment with aphrodisiacs (vajikarai:iacikitsita) 
of sexually weak (k~i~iaba!Iya) males. 

The subjects dealt with are: persons suitable to be treated with aphrodisiacs (26. 
3-5); various means of stimulating sexual desire (26.6-9cd); 238 types of impaired po
tency (klaibya): caused by psychological factors (miinasa), decrease of the saumya el
ement(s) (saumyadhiituk~aya), decrease of semen (sukrak~aya) due to sexual excesses, 
a disease of the penis or injury to a marman, and congenital (sahaja) factors (26.9ef-
14); 239 the congenital type and that caused by injury to a marman are incurable; the 
other types can be cured by counteracting the causes (26.15); 240 aphrodisiac recipes 
(26.16-39). 241 

Chapter twenty-seven is devoted to measures, belonging to the realm of rasayana, 242 

which settle (samaniya) all kinds of damage (sa1vopaghata) (to the human system). 
The subjects dealt with are: rasayana measures are always indicated in youthful 

and adult patients after oleation and purification (i.e., emesis and purgation), but 
should never be prescribed to those whose body has not previously been purified 
(27.3-4);243 articles of diet useful in preserving a youthful appearance (27.5-6); 
five preparations, with vi9ailga seeds as their chief ingredient, which, when their 
daily ingestion is followed by the proper diet, increase the life expectancy (27.7); 244 

another preparation with vi9ai1ga seeds, which, when taken in the proper way during 
a period of four months, rejuvenates old people and endows them with superhuman 
(amanu~a) qualities (27 .8); substitution of the vi9ailga seeds by dehusked (ni~kulrk(ta) 
seeds of kasmarya gives, with some adjustments of the course of treatment, the same 
results; these recipes are also applicable in diseases caused by blood and pitta (27.9); 
preparations having siJitilar rasiiyana effects and useful in a number of diseases, with 
as chief ingredients the roots of baia,245 atibala,246 niigaba!a,247 vidiiri, or satavarl 
(27.l 0); a rasiiyana preparation with the rhizomes of varahi (27. II); a rasayana 
preparation, specifically promoting eyesight, with the pith (sara) of bijaka and the 
roots of agnimantha as its main ingredients (27.12); sai:ia fruits boiled in milk and 
taken with milk are effective in preserving youthful vigour (27.13). 

Chapter twenty-eight is devoted to rasayana measures which improve the mental fac
ulties and impa1t longevity (medhayu~kiimiyarasayana). 

Its subjects are: the preparation, instructions for use, and effects of a rasayana with 
t?e seeds of the white avalguja (= bakucf); the roots of citraka or those of haridra may 
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also be used, with an adjustment of the maximum dose (28.3); the preparation, etc., of 
a rasayana with mai:ic;Iiikapan:iI (28.4 ),248 brahmT (28.5-6), 249 and vaca (28.7); 250 the 
effects of a ghee, processed one hundred times with vaca (vacasatapakasarpis) (28.8); 
a series of rasayana recipes; their preparation should be accompanied by the recitation 
of mantras (28.9-26); elements of behaviour which improve one's mental faculties (28. 
27) and confer longevity (28.28). 251 

Chapter twenty-nine252 is devoted to rasayana measures which aim at counteracting 
naturally occun"ing diseases (svabhavavyadhi). 253 

Brahma and the other gods created in the days of yore an a!Tlfta known as soma, 
which prevents old age and death; the way of using it will now be expounded (29.3). 254 

This one and venerable soma is divided into twenty-four varieties according to their 
habitat, name, form and potency (29.4). Their names are: arpsumant, mufijavant, ca
ndramas, rajataprabha, diirvasoma, kaniyas, svetak~a. kanakaprabha, pratanavant, ta
lavrnta, karavira, aq1savant, svayatµprabha, mahasoma, garuc;lahrta, gayatra, trai~!U
bha, pati.kta,jagata, sakvara, agni~!oma, raivata, yathokta, and uc;Iupati; all these auspi
cious names are mentioned in the Vedas; 255 all the varieties enumerated have the same 
properties and are used in one and the same way, to be explained next (29.5-9).256 

A very elaborate, long-lasting course of treatment, covering a total off our months, 
with soma of the atµsumant variety, accompanied by many rituals, is described; com
plete rejuvenation and the acquisition of the eight aisvaryas 257 are its result(29.I0-13). 
The wonderful effects of the use of soma are eulogized (29.14-19). 258 

A soma plant grows one leaf on each of the fifteen days of the moon's increase and 
loses one leaf on each day of its waning (29.20-22). Some characteristics of the vari
eties of soma are mentioned. A1µsumant smells like ghee, 259 rajataprabha has a tuber
ous root (kanda) like that of the plantain, 260 mufijavant possesses leaves like those of 
garlic, 261 candramas is of a golden colour and has an aquatic habitat, 262 garuc;Iahrta263 

and svetak~a264 are pale (pal).c;!ura) in colour, look like the cast-off skin of a snake, and 
are found pendent from the branches of trees; all the other varieties are decorated with 
variegated rings (29.23-25). All the varieties of soma have fifteen leaves and a tuber 
with a milky juice, are creeper-like in appearance, and possess leaves of various fonns 
(29.26). 

Habitats of soma 265 are the mountains Himavant, Arbuda, Sahya, Mahendra, 
Malaya, Sriparvata, Devagiri and Devasaha, (the mountain ranges called) Pariyatra 
and Vindhya, and the Devasunda lake. Candramas, the best variety , floats like (the 
plant called) haiha on the water of the great river Sindhu, where it flows down at 
the foot of the five large mountains lying to the north of the Vitasta; mufijavant and 
atµsumant are found in the same locality; the little Manasa lake in KasmTr266 is the 
place where gayatra, trai~\ubha, pailkta, jagata and sakvara occur, as well as other 
varieties of soma which glow like the moon (29.27-31). 

The soma plants are invisible to those unfortunate persons who have no respect 
for physicians, who do not observe the dharma, are ungrateful, decry medicines, and 
dislike brahmaJJaS (29.32). 
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Chapter thirty is devoted to rasayana measures which remove distress (nivrttasarritapi
ya rasayana). 

Persons who can secure these (rasayana) drugs become free from distress and en
joy the same happiness on earth as the gods in heaven (30.3). Seven groups of persons 
are unfitforthisrasayana treatment: those not self-possessed, lazy, indigent, negligent, 
vicious, wicked, and disregardful with respect to medicines; success cannot be reached 
in these persons due to their ignorance, inactivity, poverty, mental instability, intemper
ance, impiety, and inability to secure the (appropriate) drugs (30.4 ). 267 

The eighteen great drugs (mahau~adhi) with the same potency as soma are: 
ajagari, svetakapoti, kf~l)akapotI, gonasi, varahi, kanya, chattra, aticchattra, kareirn, 
aja, cakraka, adityaparl)i, brahmasuvarcala, sraval)i, mahasraval)i, golomi, ajalomi, 
and mahavegavatI; 268 their mode of action, the accompanying rituals (asis),269 and 
the praise (of their effects),270 compared to those of soma, have been described in the 
(medical) scientific treatises (sastra). 

The parts of the plants fit for use are mentioned, the quantities of these parts to be 
taken, the preparation of the drug by boiling the plant parts with milk, the dose to be 
taken, and the regimen to be followed during the treatment; after completion of the 
course of treatment, the body should be anointed with butter (navanita), and not with 
the substances described in the treatment with soma271 (30.5). 

The wonderful effects of the treatment are extolled (30.6-8). 272 

The morphological characteristics of each of the eighteen great drugs are enumer
ated (30.9-25). 273 

The first seven of the great drugs, whichhave the appearance of a snake, should be 
culled while reciting a particular mantra (30.26-28ab). 

Soma and the drugs similar to it cannot be secured by those who are unbelievers, 
lazy, ungrateful, and wicked (30.28cd-29ab). Brahma and the other gods placed the 
remnant of the amita, after they had drunk of it, 274 in the drugs with the potency of 
soma and in soma, the lord of the medicinal herbs (30.29cd-30ab). 

The habitats of the great drugs and the proper seasons for their collection: brahma
suvarcala grows in the waters oflake Devasunda and the river Sindhu; the same applies 
to adityaparl)i, ajagart and gonasi; karel)u, kanya, chattra, aticchattra, golomi, ajalomi 
and mahasraval)i grow in a divine lake in Kasmir, called K~udrakamanasa (the little 
Manasa); kf~l)asarpa (= varahi) and gonasi are found there too; svetakapotI grows on 
top of termite hills in a region covering three yojanas on the other side of the river 
Kausiki275 and to the east of Saiijayanti;276 vegavatI grows on the Malaya mountains 
and the Nalasetu277 (30.30cd-36ab). 

All these drugs should be taken, after a fast, on the full-moon day of the month of 
· Karttika; the rules concerning diet and behaviour, as well as the effects, are the same 
as those described for soma (30.36cd-37ab). 

All these drugs, soma included, may be collected on the mountain Arbuda; this 
mountain is poetically described (30.37cd-39). 

All (these drugs) should be searched for in auspicious locations, whether they be 
rivers, mountains, lakes, forests, or hermitages, since the world holds precious sub
~tances everywhere (30.40). 
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Chapter thirty-one is concerned with treatments by means of fatty substances (sneho
payaugikacikitsita). 278 

The subjects dealt with are: fatty substances (sneha) are essential constituents of 
the human organism; the prai:ias abound in them; this makes the prai:ias manageable by 
means of these substances; fatty substances may be administered in drinks, enemas of 
the anuvasana type, masti~kas, 279 sirobastis, uttarabastis, errhines, eardrops (kari:iapii
ra1_1a), massage oils, and articles of diet (31.3); fatty substances can be obtained from 
two sources 280 and are of four kinds; 281 ghee made from cow's milk is the best sneha 
from an animal source, sesamum oil the best from a vegetable source (31.4); many 
vegetable oils are mentioned, together with the disorders in which they are useful (31. 
5); 282 the description of the way in which, according to some authorities, a medicated 
sneha should be prepared; the rejection of this method on account of the wrong system 
of weights and measures applied (31.6); the approved system of weights and measures 
(31.7); 283 two methods for preparing a decoction, and, with this decoction as a basic 
ingredient, a sneha (31.8); some general rules: these methods of snehapaka should be 
followed when the quantities of sneha, drug and water are not specified; in case these 
quantities are mentioned, the instructions should be complied with; water should be 
used when no particular liquid is referred to; when no specific drug is prescribed, one 
should take the group of drugs (gai:ia) concerned (31.9-!0); 284 snehapaka is of three 
types: mrdu (mild), madhyama (medium), and firm (khara); the characteristics and the 
uses of these types are described (31.11); 285 the characteristics indicating that the pro
cess of preparing a medicated ghee or oil is completed (3 I.I 2-13); the way in which a 
patient should take a medicated ghee or oil (31.14 ); 286 indications for a medicated ghee 
(31.15), 287 oil (31.16), 288 vasa (31.17) 289 and bone marrow, 290 or ghee (31.18); ghee 
alone, without the addition of any other substance, should be prescribed in diseases 
caused by pitta, ghee mixed with saJt291 in vata diseases, ghee mixed with vyo~a 292 

in kapha diseases (31.19 ); the sixty-three tastes, sing! y or corn bined, should be used in 
snehas, keeping in view the degree of involvement ofthedo~as and their combinations 
(31.20); 293 rules concerning the taking of a sneha by day or at night and in the various 
seasons (31. 21-22); 294 disorders resulting from the non-observation of these rules (31 . 
23); 295 the treatment of thirst after drinking a sneha (31.24-25ab ); 296 dosage schedules 
for a sneha, their effects and indications; these dosages are connected with the time re
quired for their digestion (31.25cd-3 lab); 297 the treatment of improper use or an over
dosage298 by making a patient vomit the sneha 299 (31.3lcd-32ab); the repetition of the 
procedure, if necessary, in such a patient and his after-treatment (31.32cd-35); the du
ration of the treatment with a sneha; the maximum is a period of six days (31.36); 300 

indications for taking a sneha together with food (31.37); 301 methods of snehana which 
give results in a short time (sadya~snehana) (31.38-44); indications for sadyal~snehana 
(31.4 5); contra-indications for treatment with a sneha ( 31.46-51 ab ); 302 indications for 
treatment with a sneha (31.5lcd-52); 303 signs indicating proper treatment (31.53)304 

and excessive treatment ( 31.54 );305 the management of those inadequately or exces
sively treated (31.55); the beneficial effects of a sneha in health and disease (31.56-
57). 
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Chapter thirty-two is devoted to treatment by means of sudation (svediivaciiranI
yacikitsita). 306 

It deals with the following subjects: the four types of sudation: application of direct 
heat (tiipasveda), 307 direct and indirect heat (ii~masveda), 303 poultices (upaniihasveda), 
and liquids (dravasveda); 309 a description of various types of tiipasveda (32.4) and ii
!imasveda (32.5-9); 310 some more types of ii~masveda (32.10-11); 311 poultices (32. 
12);312 dravasveda (32.13); 313 tiipa- and ii~masveda are indicated in kapha diseases, 
poultices curevata diseases, dravasveda is useful in combinations of pitta with kapha or 
viita (32.14 ); when viita is associated with kaphaand medas, sudation may be achieved 
by remaining in a place free from draughts (niviita), by exposure to the sun, by warm 
clothes, wrestling (niyuddha), walking, physical exercise, load-carrying, and arousing 
anger (32.15); 314 the described types of sudation may be applied to the whole body 
or part of it (32.16); 315 indications for sudation (32.17-19);316 massage with oil (a
bhyai1ga) and oleation (sneha) should always precede sudation (32.20); 317 the mode 
of action of sudation (32.21); characteristic features of proper, improper and exces
sive sudation (32.22-24 ); 318 contra-indications for sudation (32.25); 319 mild sudation, 
including the cardiac region, scrotum and eyes, is advisable in patients with diseases 
curable by this method, even in the presence of contra-indications (32.26); 320 general 
rules forsudation (32.27-28ab); 321 rules for after-treatment (32.28cd-29). 322 

Chapter thirty-three is devoted to the treatment of disorders curable by means of emet
ics and purgatives (vamanavirecanasiidhyopadravacikitsita). 

The subjects dealt with are: the do~as should be strengthened when decreased, paci
fied when excited, eliminated when increased, and protected when in balance (33.3); 323 

emesis and purgation are mainly employed for elimination (nirharai:ia) of the do~as (33. 
4); the preliminary treatment, prior to emesis, with oleation and sudation, will lead to 
dislodgment (utklesa) of do~as which have got stuck (avabaddha) (33.5-6); 324 the pro
cedures to be adopted in emesis (33.7); 325 signs indicating a deficient and excessive ad
ministration of emetics (33.8);326 the signs of properemesis (33.9); 327 after-treatment 
(33.10-Il); 328 the beneficial effects of emesis (33.12-13); contra-indications foreme
sis (33.14-17);329 indications for emesis (33.18);330 the preparation of a patient for 
purgative treatment (33.19-20);331 the three types of ko~\ha (bowel activity): mrdu 
(soft), kriira (hard) and madhyama (moderate), to be treated with weak, strong and 
moderate dosages of purgative drugs (33.21);332 after-treatment (33.22); the mode of_ 
action of purgatives (33.23); signs indicating a deficient and excessive administration 
(33.24);333 the signs of proper purgation (33.25);334 dietmy rules after purgation (33. 
26); 335 the beneficial effects of purgation (33.27-28);336 contra-indications (33.29-
31);337 indications for purgative treatment (33.32);338 specific properties and actions 
of emetics and purgatives (33.33-34); rules for purgation in various types of patients 
(33.35-46); do~as in the ko~\ha are dislodged by oleation and sudation and can then 
easily be eliminated by purificatory measures (33.47). 

Chapter thirty-four (vamanavirecanavyiipaccikitsita) is concerned with the treatment 
of disorders (vyiipad) caused by (the injudicious administration of) emetics and 
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purgatives. 339 

The subjects dealt with are: the fifteen disorders caused by (injudiciousness of) 
physician or patient; passing downwards (adhogati) of emetics and passing upwards 
(iirdhvagati) of purgatives are the kinds of vyapad peculiar to these types of treatment; 
the remaining fourteen are common to emetic and purgative treatments; these disorders 
are: retention of part of the administered drug (savase~au~adhatva), complete diges
tion of the drug (jYn_1au~dhatva), insufficient elimination of the do~a(s) (hYnado~apahr
tatva), piercing pain due to vata (vatasiila), underdosage (a yoga), overdosage (atiyoga), 
jYvadana (bleeding), tympanitis (adhmana), parikartika, parisrava,pravahika, hrdayo
pasarai:ia, constipation (vibandha), and ailgapragraha (34.3); 340 adhogati and its treat
ment (34.4 ); 341 iirdhvagati and its treatment (34.5); 342 savase~au~adhatva, its symp
toms and treatment (34.6); 343 jYri:iau~adhatva, its symptoms and treatment (34.7); 344 

hinado~apahrtatva after the treatment with emetics and purgatives; the treatment of this 
untoward condition (34.8); 345 vatasiila, its causes, symptoms and trea1ment (34.9); 346 

ayoga and its treatment (34.10); 347 atiyoga of emetics and purgatives, the symptoms 
and treatment of the disorders resulting from it; 348 jYvadana349 (loss of fresh blood by 
way of the mouth or anus) (34.11-13 ); the differences betweenj1vaso1_1ita (fresh blood) 
and raktapitta (34.14 ); 350 the causes, symptoms and treatment oftympanitis (34.15), 351 

parikartika (34.16), 352 parisrava (34.17, 353 pravahika (34.18), 354 hrdayopasarai:ia (34. 
19), 355 and vibandha (34.20);356 gudaparikartika (a cutting pain in the anal region) as 
a disorder caused by purgatives is an equivalent of kai.l!hak~arai:ia357 after inadequate 
treatment with emetics; parisravarya and pravahika after improper application of purga
tives are equivalents of an abundant secretion of saliva (sle~mapraseka) and dry eruc
tations (su~kodgara) after improper emesis. 

Chapter thirty-five is concerned with the dimensions (of the component parts) of a 
clyster and the types of enemas (netrabastipramai:iapravibhaga). Related topics are 
added. 

The subjects dealt with are: the importance of enemas and their general effects (35. 
3-4 );358 indications for enema treatment (35.5-6); 359 specifications for the dimensions 
of the clyster-pipe (netra) and the kari:iika; 360 the quantity of the drugs for an astha
pana enema should be two, four or eight prasrta, dependent on the age of the patient; 
a prasrta is in this case the quantity equal to what the hollow of the patient's own hand 
can contain361 (35. 7); the measurements of pipe and bag vary according to the age of 
the patient, his strength and his bodily make-up (35.8); specifications for the dimen
sions of the pipe in patients more than twenty-five years of age; the pipe should pos
sess two kari:iikas in these cases; the quantity of the drugs should be twelve prasrta; 
the requirements for patients above seventy years of age are the same, but the quantity 
of the fluid should be as that for a youth of sixteen (35.9); 362 a mild enema should be 
used in children and elderly patients, because a strong one would be harmful (35.10); 
the appropriate length of a vrai:ianetra 363 and the width of its aperture (35. I I); suitable 
materials for the pipe of a clyster, 364 its form, and its opening (35.12); the most suit
able material for the clyster bag; the properties it should have (35.13); 365 substitutes 
for the materials for pipe and bag (35.14 ); 366 requirements for the bag, its preparation, 
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and the putting together of the complete instrument (35.15-17); the two types of en
ema: nairilhika (non-oleaginous) and snaihika (oleaginous); asthapanaand nirilha are 
synonyms; a madhutailika enema is a variety of asthapana and is also called yapana, ""7 

yuktaratha and siddhabasti; 368 the explanation of the terms nirilha and asthapana; the 
madhutailikabasti will be described in the chapter on nirilha; 369 an anuvasana enema is 
a variety of oleaginous enema (snehabasti) with a reduced quantity of fluid; 370 it does 
no harm when retained within the bowels and may be administered daily; the subvari
ety ofanuvasana called matrabasti 371 contains one quarterof the fluid used in an anuva
sana enema (35.18); the modes of action of nirilha and snehabasti (35.19-20); contra
indications for an anuvasana enema (35.21-23); 372 the effects of properly administered 
enemas (35.24-31 ); the six types of defective handling of the clyster pipe (pral]idha
nado~a); 373 the eleven defects of the pipe (netrado~a); 374 the five defects of the bag; 375 

the four types of improper squeezing of the bag (pic;lanado~a); 376 the eleven undesirable 
qualities of the fluid used; the seven inappropriate postures of the patient (sayyado~a); 
these forty-four defects (vyapad) are due to the physician; the fifteen defects which are 
due to the patient will be described in the aturopadravacikitsita chapter;377 the oleagi
nous vehiculum of an enema may be retained without coming out again due to eight 
causes: 378 the three do~as are overwhelmed by ingested food, the fluid has got mixed 
with faecal matter, has been administered too high up into the rectum, has been admin
istered without prior sudation, is too cold, has been administered to a patient who has 
taken (too) little food, or has been administered in (too) small a quantity; 379 these con
ditions are the fault of both physician and patient; nine disorders arise due to faults of 
the practitioner: defective administration of both (anuvasana and asthapana), tympani
tis (adhmana), parikartika, parisrava, pravahika, hrdayopasarai:ia, ailgapragraha, over
dosage, andjivadana (35.32); thus seventy-six disorders due to defects (vyapad) have 
been described; (signs leading to their) knowledge and their cure (siddhi) will be dealt 
with in the next chapter (35.33). 

Chapter thirty-six is devoted to the treatment of disorders due to the improper applica
tion of the pipe, etc., in the administration of an enema (netrabastiyvapaccikitsita). 380 

The subjects dealt with are: disorders due to defects of the pipe and its inadequate 
handling; the treatment of these disorders (36.3-!0ab); 381 disorders due to defects 
of the bag, its improper pressing, and allowing the fluid to remain inside longer than 
the proper period; the treatment of these disorders (36.!0cd-16);382 disorders due 
to shortcomings of the enema fluid; the treatment of these disorders (36.17-22); 
disorders caused by a wrong positioning of the patient; their treatment (36.23-30ab ); 
disorders due to the nine defects of the enema itself; the treatment of these disorders 
(36.30cd-48); 383 these nine defects of a nirilha (non-oleaginous enema) may also 
occur in a snehabasti (36.49); thus all the disorders caused by improper application 
(vyapad) of enemas have been described, along with their treatment; the physician 
should proceed in such a way that they do not occur (36.50); a patient should be purged 
for a fortnight after his treatment with emetics; a nirilha should be administered seven 
days after the purgative treatment; it should be followed that very day by an anuvasana 
e.nema (36.51 ). 384 
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Chapter thirty-seven is devoted to the treatment with anuvasana (an oleaginous enema) 
and uttarabasti. 

The subjects dealt with in the first part are: an anuvasana may be administered 
seven days after a treatment with purgatives, when the patient has recovered his 
strength and his normal diet (37.3); the dosage of a snehabasti (oleaginous enema) is 
one-fourth (padavakma) of that for a niriiha (37.4); 385 an enema should always be 
given only after the patient has passed urine, stool and flatus, for it would be obstructed 
otherwise (37.5); a snehabasti should always be preceded by emesis and purgation 
(37.6); (ten) recipes for medicated oils which are, as drinks, in an anuvasana,386 

or as an errhine, active against many diseases (37.7-42); special indications and 
precautions concerning the treatment with anuvasana enemas (37.43-57); the correct 
proc:edure for the administration of an anuvasana (37.58-63); 387 the treatment of 
problems that may arise: the enema fluid is not retained for a sufficiently long time, 
comes out at once, etc. (37.64-69); courses of treatment with enemas: 388 a course of 
six, seven, eight, or nine snehabastis may be given, alternating with the administration 
of a niriiha; the first oleaginous enema lubricates the bladder and the groins, the 
second subdues vata located in the head, the third bestows strength and enhances the 
complexion, the fourth to ninth oleate rasa, blood, muscular tissue, fatty tissue, bones, 
and bone marrow in the mentioned order; applied twice in this way, the whole series of 
eighteen enemas cures disorders of the semen (37.70-74 ); those taking eighteen times 
such a course of eighteen enemas, while observing the rules and prohibitions, acquires 
the strength of an elephant, the speed of a horse, a divine beauty, freedom from sins, 
an excellent memory, and a life span of thousand years (37.75-76); snehabastis or 
niriihas should not be used exclusively, but in alternation, because the snehabastis 
would destroy the digestive fire and cause utklesa (due to kapha), while the niriihas 
would provoke vata (37.77-78); 389 a snehabasti may be administered daily to patients 
with much vata,390 but to others only every third day, 391 for fear of damage to the 
digestive fire; small quantities of a snehabasti during a long time are not harmful 
to dry (riik~) patients; 392 the same applies to the use of a niriiha in patients who 
have been oleated (snigdha) (37.79-80); the treatment of the conditions, due to eight 
causes, in which a snehabasti is retained, does not come out at all, or leaks out slowly 
(37.81-lOOab). 393 

The subjects dealt with in the second part, on uttarabasti (urethral and vaginal 
irrigations), are: the length of the pipe (netra): fourteen ailgula, to be measured by 
the patient's own fingers; 394 the shape of its proximal end; the width of its aperture 
(37.IOOcd-lOI); 395 the maximum dose ofan oleaginous substance is one prakuiica; 396 

the appropriate dose for persons below twenty-five years of age should be detennined 
by the physician (37.102); 397 the place of the kanJika (protrusion) on the pipe for 
males and females (37.103ab); 398 the lumen should agree with that of the urethra 
(miitrasrotas) and it should be ten ailgula long (37.I03cd); 399 some require its length 
to be the same as that of the penis (37.I04ab ); 400 the extent to which the pipe should be 
introduced into the vagina (apatyamarga) or urethra (miitramarga) (37 .104cd-l 05); 401 

the maximum dose (in females) 402 is a prasrta, i.e., the quantity that the hollow of the 
patient's own hand can contain;403 smaller doses should be fixed by the physician for 
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young patients or as the case may require (37.106); suitable materials for the bag and 
their substitutes (37.107-108ab); 404 the preparation of the patient and his positioning 
(37.108cd-109);405 the mode of administration of an uttarabasti to a male patient; 
the after-treatment (37.110-113);406 three orfourbastis should be given (37.114ab); 
the positioning of a female patient; the mode of administration (37.114cd-115); 407 
the quantity of the sneha should be doubled for purification of the uterus (37.116ab); 
the quantity of the decoction (kvatha) to be used should be one prasrta for a male 
patient, two prasrta for an adult female patient, and one prasrta for an unmarried girl 
(37.ll.6cd-117ab); when the uttarabasti is retained, the treatment should be repeated, 
with the addition of purificatory drugs (37.117cd-118ab), or a suppository (varti) 
should be introduced through the anus, prepared with purificatory drugs, or a probe 
(e~ai:ii') should be introduced through the opening of the bladder (bastidvara), or the 
region below the navel should firmly be pressed with the upper part of the closed fist 
(uttaramu~ti) (37.118cd-ll 9), or a particular varti, of a size appropriate to the age of 
the patient, should be introduced 4os by means of a salaka, thus making the retained 
fluid come out (37.120-121); another varti may also be successful (37.122);409 the 
measures described for the successful application of anuvasana enemas may be 
adopted too (37.123ab); prescriptions against a burning sensation in the bladder 
(37. l 23cd-124 ); indications for the application of uttarabasti (3 7.125-126 ); the signs 
of proper application of an uttarabasti, the disorders resulting from an injudicious 
application, and the treatment of these disorders are the same as those of a snehabasti 
(37.127).4!0 

Chapter thirty-eight is devoted to the treatment with niniha (a non-oleaginous enema). 
The subjects dealt with are: an asthapana (= niriiha) should be administered to pa

tients who have already been treated with an anuvasana; the preparation of the patient 
and his positioning; the preparation of the clyster and its mode of application;4ll the 
enema should come out again within a muhiirta; a second, third, or fourth enema may 
be administered, as the case requires; 412 the treatment should be discontinued when 
the signs of proper application appear (38.3-7ab); a smallernumber of enemas may be 
preferable in delicate persons; an excess should always be avoided (38.7cd-8ab); the 
signs of inadequate, excessive and proper treatment with a niriiha (38.8cd-l lab); after
treatment (38.l lcd-17ab); the treatment required when the enema does not come out 
within a muhiirta (38.17cd-18ab); the disorders arising when the enema is retained for 
a long time (38.18cd-l 9ab); contra-indications for niriiha treatment (38.19cd-23); 413 

substances and drugs suitable for a niriiha (38.24-28); the preparation of the niriiha 
fluid (38.29-36); the preparation of the dvadasaprasrta niriiha; the maximum dose of 
twelve (dvadasa) prasrta may be reduced according to the age of the patient (38.37-
41);414 recipes for a long series of enemas, their indications and effects (38.42-89); 415 

patients with a high degree of sattva should be given a strong (tikg1a) enema, those 
with a moderate or low degree of sattva a moderate or mild enema (38.90); a physician 
should administer an enema after assessing theperiodoftime, the patient's strength, the 
do~a(s) involved, the disorder, and the strength of the drugs in the enema fluid (38.91); 
a physician should give first an enema that makes the do~as move (utklesana), then one 
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that eliminates them (do~ahara), and finally one that pacifies(sa111samanfya) them (38. 
92);recipes for these three kinds of enema (38.93-95); the effects of amadhutailikaen
ema; persons suitable for treatment with it; the way of its preparation (38.96- JO I); 416 

the recipe of a yuktaratha enema (38.102); 417 the recipe of a do~ahara enema (38.103); 
the recipe of an enema called paficamiilika madhutailika (38.104); the recipe of a si
ddhabasti (38.105); 418 the preparation and effects of an enema called the king among 
the yapana enemas (38.106-1 I!); 419 general rules concerning the treatment with ene
mas (38.112-113 ); explanations of the terms madhutailika, yuktaratha, and siddhabasti 
(38.114-116); indications for the treatment with a madhutailika enema (38.117); the 
siddhabasti is mild; it should be administered once in a small dose, and may be used 
without observing all the rules (38. 118). 

Chapter thirty-nine is concerned with the treatment of side effects (upadrava). 
The subjects dealt with are: oleation, emesis, purgation, b!oodletting, and the treat

ment with niriiha enemas may lead to weakness of the digestive fire (kayagni); this fire 
also loses strength by an excess of heavy articles of diet; it is stimulated by light articles 
of diet in small quantities (39.3-5); the quantity ofone's diet should always be adapted 
to the quantity of eliminated do~as; the measures (used with regard to the eliminated 
do~as) are a prastha, 420 half an ac;lhaka, and an a~haka, 421 which are the smallest, the 
intermediate, and the largest quantity respectively (39.6-7ab); dietary rules for partic
ular groups of patients afterundergoing eliminative treatment (39.7cd-!5ab); the rule 
with respect to the quantity of eliminated do~as, measured as a prastha, half an a~haka 
or an a~haka, is rejected by some experts, who hold the opinion that a treatment with 
purgatives should always end with the passage of mucous discharges (39.I 5cd-16); a 
patient's strength (bala) is of three degrees; accordingly, three types of dietary regimen 
are distinguished; a strong patient should observe the regimen once, one of moderate 
strength twice, a weak patient thrice; others are of the opinion that this rule regarding 
regimen applies to patients with a sluggish, moderate or strong digestive fire (39.17-
18); the recommended order of the tastes of the articles of food in the meals of patients 
with an increased digestive fire after observing a particular regimen; the gradual tran
sition to a normal diet (39.19-20); after o!eation or emesis, a patient should take light 
food only for seven days (39.21); things to be avoided during and after elimination 
therapy (39.22-25); disorders arising from sexual intercourse during treatment (39.26-
27); disorders arising from day-sleep (39.28-29), loud speaking, and other excesses 
(39.30-38); light articles of diet which are beneficial after treatment with emetics and 
purgatives (39.39). 

Chapter forty is devoted to treatment by means of fumigations and smoking (dhiima) 
errhmes (nasya), and gargles (kavalagraha). ' 

The subjects ~ea!t with are: the fiv~ ~ypes of fumigation and smoking: prayogika 
(f_or regular ~se i_n the hea~hy), _ sna1h1ka (oleaginous), vairecanika (evacuative), 
kasaghna (anutuss1ve), a~d vamamya (emetic) (40.3); 422 the preparation of the wick 
(vart1~ for these fum1gat1?ns; the materials and drugs to be employed (40.4);423 the 
materials for the pipe (dhumanetra) for fumigation and smoking; the measurements of 
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the pipe, dependent on the type of fumigation; 424 the vra9anetra (used for fumigating 
a sore), its length and girth, the width of the orifice (40.5); the ways of inhaling and 
exhaling the smoke through mouth and nose, dependent on the type of fumigation 
( 40.6-9);425 special rules regarding the wick in the various types of fumigation 
( 40.10 ); contra-indications for fumigation and smoking ( 40. 11); 426 disorders resulting 
from smoking at improper hours (40.12); 427 the twelve occasions on which the first 
three types of inhaling smoke may be practised; the occasions most suitable to the 
use of the snaihika, vairecanika and prayogika types (40.13);428 the effects on the 
do~as of these three types ( 40.14 ); the beneficial effects of fumigation and smoking 
(40.15); 429 the disorders warded off (40.16); 430 the features of adequate, inadequate 
and excessive application (40.17);431 rules regarding the number of times the smoke 
should be inhaled in the prayogika type; the treatment with the snaihika type should be 
continued until tears begin to flow, the vairecanika type until the do~as are eliminated; 
rules regarding the vamaniya and kasaghna types (40.18); 432 the fumigation of sores 
(40.19); an errhine (nasya) is a (powdered) drug or a medicated fatty substance 
(sneha), administered through the nostrils; it is of two main types: sirovirecana (evac
uative with regard to the head) and snehana (oleating); five varieties are distinguished: 
nasya, sirovirecana, pratimarsa, avapI<;\a, and pradhamana; nasya and sirovirecana 
are the most important varieties; pratimarsa is a special form of nasya; avapi:•a 
and pradhamana are special forms of sirovirecana; the term nasya covers all five 
varieties ( 40.21 ); 433 the preparation of a nasya and a sirovirecana, their indications, 
and the times of their administration (40.22-24);434 the technique of administering 
a sirovirecana errhine and the rules to be observed by the patient (40.25-27); 435 the 
administration of a snehana errhine, which should not be retained and swallowed, 
but spit out; the minimum dose is eight drops, the intermediate dose a sukti, 436 the 
maximum dose a pa~1isukti437 ( 40.28-30); after-treatment; things to be avoided by 
the patient ( 40.31); the signs of adequate, deficient and excessive administration of a 
snehana errhine ( 40.32-35); the proper doses of a sirovirecana errhine are four, six or 
eight drops, dependent on the strength of the patient; the signs of adequate, deficient 
and excessive administration; the procedure to be adopted in cases of deficient and 
excessive treatment ( 40.36-41); an errhine (nasya) should be used on alternate days or 
every third day, either for a week or three weeks, or as long as necessary ( 40.42); a pa
tient overwhelmed by vii.ta should be treated with a nasya twice daily ( 40.43);438 rules 
fer the preparation, the administration, and the indications of an avapi•a (40.44); 439 

sirovirecana in particular groups of patients (40.45); powdered drugs (Ciill)a) should 
be used for pradhamana; indications for this treatment (40.46); 440 contra-indications 
forthe treatment with errhines ( 40.47); 441 disorders due to an improper administration 
of errhines; these disorders are caused by aggravation (utklesa) or decrease (k~aya) of 
the do~as; the treatment of the disorders ( 40.48-50); the fourteen occasions suitable 
to the use of a pratimarsa (40.51); the beneficial effects on each of these occasions 
(40.52); the correct dose of medicated oil for a pratimarsa is that which, when snuffed, 
just reaches the oral cavity ( 40.53); beneficial effects of the treatment with an errhine 
(40.54-55); oil should be used as the vehiculum of an errhine in disorders caused by 
a combination of kapha and vii.ta, fat (vasa) in vii.ta disorders, ghee in pitta disorders, 
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bone marrow in disorders by a combination of pitta and vii.ta; oil, however, may be 
used in all cases since it does not disagree with the seat of kapha involved (i.e., the 
head) (40.56-57); gargles (kavala) 442 are of four types: snehin (oleating), prasadin 
(soothing), sodhin (purifying), and ropa1fa (promoting the healing of sores) ( 40.58); 
these should be used in disorders due to vii.ta, pitta, or kapha, and when sores are 
present in the oral cavity ( 40.59-60); the preparation of a gargle; the preparation of 
the patient ( 49.61); when the quantity of fluid can easily be moved about in the mouth 
it is called a kavala; when this is difficult, it is called a gary9ii~a (50.62); both should 
be kept in the mouth until the cheeks are full of do~as, and both nostrils and eyes 
begin to secrete a watery fluid; it should then be expelled and a fresh dose taken again 
(40.63); the fluids that may be employed (40.64); the signs of proper, deficient and 
excessive treatment (50.65-67); the treatment of a burning sensation in the mouth 
due to over-dosage ( 40.68); the remedy called pratisararya 443 may be prepared with 
a kalka (paste), rasakriya (inspissated juice), with honey as the vehiculum, and with 
a ciirrya (powdered drug) ( 40.69); it is used in diseases of the mouth and should be 
applied with the tip of a finger; the signs of deficient and excessive treatment are like 
those of a kavala; pratisara1fa cures the same diseases as ka vala; a particular dietary 
regimen should be observed during the treatment (40.70-71). 



Chapter 5 

Kai pasthana 

Chapter one is devoted to the protection of foods and drinks (annapanarak~a). 
The subjects dealt with are: a king is always in danger of being poisoned; 1 women, 

wanting to secure a man's affection, may try to achieve their aim by the administration 
of (poisonous) preparations;2 the contact with a poison-girl (vi~akanya) 3 may also 
prove to be instantaneously fatal to a man; the (royal) physician should therefore 
always do his utmost to protect a king from being poisoned (1.4-7); the qualities 
the physician should possess who is in charge of the (royal) kitchen (mahanasa) 
(1.8-11); the royal kitchen, its location, design, utensils, personnel, etc. (1.12-13); 
the supetintendent (adhyak~a) of the kitchen should possess the same qualities as the 
(royal) physician (l.14ab); 4 the qualities required in those working in the kitchen 
(l.14cd-16ab); the responsibilities of the physician attached to the royal kitchen 
(1.16cd-17ab); all those with specialized tasks should be under the direct control of 
the (responsible) physician (1.17cd-18ab); characteristic features of a poisoner; his 
detection (l.18cd-24); 5 articles which may be poisoned (1.25-27); the detection of 
poisoned food by throwing it into a fire or giving it to various birds and other animals 
(l.28-34ab);6 poisoning by the inhalation of the vapours (ba~pa) arising from food, 
its symptoms and treatment ( l.34cd-36); 7 the symptoms and treatment of poisoning 
by touching food with the hands (1.37) 8 and taking it into the mouth (1.38-39); 9 the 
symptoms and treatment in case the poison has reached the amasaya ( 1.40-41) 10 or 
pakvasaya (1.42-43); 11 the characteristics of poisoned liquids ( 1.44-45), vegetables, 
fruits, soups, etc. (1.46-47); 12 the characteristic of a poisoned toothbrush (dantaka
~\ha), the symptoms caused by its use, and the treatment of this type of poisoning 
(1.48-50); 13 the disorders caused by a poisoned tongue-scraper (jihvanirlekha) or 
gargle (kavala) should be treated in the same way (1.5lab); the characteristics of 
poisoned substances used for abhyar1ga (massage oils); the disorders caused by their 
use and the treatment of these disorders (l.51cd-54); 14 poisoning by substances used 
for utsadana and pari~eka, by decoctions (ka~aya), ointments (anulepana), bedlliing, 
garments, and armour (tanutra) shows the same features (1.55); 15 the symptoms 
caused· by a poisoned avalekhana 16 and their treatment (1.56-58); poisoning by hair 
oils (siro'bhyailga),head covers, bathing water, turbans (u~i:iI~a), and garlands requires 
the same treatment (1.59); 17 symptoms caused by poisoned facial cosmetics (mukha
lepa) and their treatment (1.60-61); l8 the symptoms of poisoning in an elephant and 
other animals used for riding; the symptoms occurring in those riding these animals; 
the treatment of animal and rider is the same as that in poisoning by an abhyar1ga 
(I.62-63ab); 19 the symptoms of poisoning by errhines (nasya) or medicinal smokes 
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and fumigations (dhiima) and their treatment (l.63cd-65ab);2~ the characteristics of 
a poisoned flower garland and the symptoms caused by _smelling 1_1; the treatment_~~ 
similar to that employed in poisoning by vapours and facial cosmeucs (J.65cd-66), 
the symptoms caused by poisoned oils for the ears and th: _treatment of_ such cases 
( 1.67-68); the symptoms caused by a poisoned collynum (anJ~na) ~nd their trea~ment 
(1.69-72ab); 22 the symptoms caused by poisoned sanda;s3 (paduka), shoes_ (upanah), 
and foot-stools (padapI!ha); their treatment (1.72c?-73); 4 the charactensucs _of pm
soned ornaments and the symptoms caused by their use; 2 the treatment of p01sonmg 
by footwear orornaments is like that of poisoning by an abhyail ga ( 1.7 4-75a ); _general 
therapeutic measures: the mahasugandhyagada, _strong purgat~ves and emeucs, ~nd 
phlebotomy ( J .75cd-78ab); the plants called mil~tka and a1aruha, ue_d round the wnsts 
of a king, make all poisoned foods harmless (l.78cd-79ab); a w~s5e (kmg) should, 
surrounded by his friends, always protect his hean(~dayavara1~a), _dnnk the ghee~ 
called ajeya26 and a~a,27 and regularly take particular articles of diet (1.79cd-81), 
meat dishes and other dietary items which counteract p01sons (1.82-84); someone 
who has ingested a poisonous substance should protect his heart and be made to vomit 

(1.85). 

Chapter two is devoted to the knowledge of poisons of vegetable and mineral origin 
(sthavaravi~a). 

Its subjects are: the two groups of poisonous substances: sthavara and jailgama 
(of animal origin); the sources (adhi~!hiina) of the first group are ten, those of the 
second group sixteen in number (2.3); the ten sources of sthavara poisons are: roots, 
leaves, fruits, flowers, barks, milky juices (k~Ira), piths (sara), gums and resins 
(niryasa), inorganic substances (dhatu), and bulbs and tubers (kanda) (2.4); the 
poisonous roots, eight in number, are those of k1Itaka, asvamara, gufija, sugandha, 
garsaraka, 28 karaghaia, vidyucchika, and vijaya; the five plants with poisonous leaves 
are vi~apattrika, lamba, (a)varadaru, karambha, and mahakarambha; the twelve plants 
with poisonous fruits are kumudvatI, ve1~uka, karambha, mahakarambha, karkopka, 
re\]uka, khadyotaka, carmarI, ibhagandha, sarpaghatin, nandana, and sarapaka; 
the five plants with poisonous nowers are vetra, kadamba, vallija, karambha and 
mahakarambha; the seven plants with a poisonous bark, pith or gum are antrapacaka, 
kartanya, sauriyaka, karagha!a, karambha, nandana, and naracaka; 29 the three plants 
with a poisonous milky juice are kumudaghnI, snuhI and jalak~Irl; the two mineral 
poisons are phenasman and haritala; the thirteen plants with poisonous bulbs or tubers 
are kalakil!a,30 vatsanabha, sar~apa, palaka, kardamaka, vaira!aka, mustaka, s\Tigivi~a. 
prapul)9an1a!, miilaka, halahala, 31 mahavi~a. and karka\aka; 32 the total number of 
sthavara poisons is fifty-five (2.5); the general symptoms caused by each of the first 
nine types of sthavara poisons (2.7-10); after some time, all these poisons prove to be 
fatal (2.1 lab); 33 the poisons of bulbs and tubers have a strong action; the symptoms 
caused by each of the thirteen plants belonging to this group (2. l lcd-18ab ); the ten 
properties they have in common: riik~a. u~~1a, tik~l)ll. siik~ma, asu, vyavayin, vikasin, 
visada,laghu, and apakin(indigestible)(2.l 8cd-20ab); 34 the effects of these properties 
(2.20cd-23); 35 any poison, whether sthavara, jailgama or krtrima (artificial), which is 
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instantaneously fatal, should be known as possessing the ten (mentioned) properties 
(2.24); any poison, not fully eliminated from the body, present within the system for 
a long time (Jin!a), enfeebled by the action of antidotes, desiccated by the action of 
fire, wind or sun, or naturally lacking part of the properties of a poison, is designated 
as dii~Ivi~a; 36 dii~Ivi~ ceases to be fatal owing to the weakness of its potency, and is, 
covered by kapha, retained for a long time (2.25-26); 37 the general symptoms caused 
by dii~Ivi~a (2.27); 38 the actions on the do~as and dhatus of dii~Ivi~a when lodged in 
amasaya, pakvasaya or one or more of the dhatus (2.28-29ab); 39 the symptoms flare 
up by exposure to cold, wind and bad weather (durdina) (2.29cd);40 the prodromes 
of poisoning by dii~Ivi~a (2.30ab); the symptoms and disorders caused by dii~ivi~a 
(2.30cd-32); 41 the derivation of the term dii~Ivi~a (2.33); 42 the signs characteristic of 
the seven stages (vega) of poisoning by a sthavara substance (2.34-39);43 treatment 
during each of these stages (2.40-43);44 general measures in cases of poisoning 
(2.44-46); the preparation of ajeyaghrta. which counteracts all poisons (2.47-49); the 
antidote (agada) called dii~Ivi~ari; the preliminary treatment of the patient anli the 
preparation of this drug (2.50-52); complications that may arise in poisoning; their 
treatment (2.53-54 ); (the disorders caused by) dii~Ivi~a are curable in self-possessed 
patients and when they are of recent origin; cases of more than one year's standing 
are generally palliable, but become incurable when the patient has become weak and 
leads an unhealthy life (2.55). 

Chapter three is devoted to the knowledge of poisons of animal origin Uangamavi~a). 
Its subjects are: the enumeration of the already briefly mentioned sixteen sources 

of poisons of animal origin; these poisons reside in the gaze (dmi), breath (niJ,!svasa), 
fangs (darp~\ra), nails (nakha), urine, excrement, semen, saliva (lala), menstrual 
discharge (artava), biting parts (mukhasa1pdarpsa), flatus (visardhita), mouth parts 
(tm!9a), bones, bile, bristles (siika), and dead bodies (sava) (3.4); the poison of 
celestial (divya) serpents resides in their gaze and breath, that of earthly (bhauma) 
snakes in their fangs; the poison is located in the teeth (darp~!rii) and nails of cats, 
dogs, monkeys (vanara), makaras, 45 frogs, pakamatsyas, 46 godhas, 47 sambiikas, 48 

pracalakas, 49 grhagodhikas, 50 small invertebrates with four legs (catu~padakI!a), etc., 
in the urine and excrements of cipi!as, picci!akas, 51 ka~ayavasikas, 52 sa~apakas, 53 

to\akas, 54 varcal:ikI\as, 55 and kaul)~inyakas, 56 in the semen of mii~ikas, 57 in the saliva, 
urine, excrements, biting parts, nails, semen and menstrual discharge of spiders 
(liita), in the stinging parts (ara) of scorpions (vrscika), visvambharas, 58 vara!Is, 59 

rajivamatsyas,60 ucci!iilgas, 61 and samudravrscikas,62 in the biting parts, flatus, urine 
and excrements of the animals called citrasiras,63 sarava,64 kurdisata, daruka, arime
daka, 65 and sarikamukha, 66 in the biting parts of mak~ikas, 67 kai:iabhas 68 and leeches, 
in the bones of animals killed by a poison, in the scales (kal)\aka) of a snake, in the 
bones of a vara!Imatsya, in the bile of a saku!Imatsya, raktaraji 69 and vara!Imatsya,70 

in the bristles and mouth parts of the animals called siik~matul)9a, ucci!iilga, vara!I, 71 

satapadI, 72 siika, valabhika,73 srilgI,74 and blu-amara,75 in the dead bodies ofkI!as and 
snakes, and in the biting parts of animals not mentioned (3.5); the enemies of a king, 
when invading his country, poison the pastures, waters, roads, food, smoke, and air; 76 
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purificatory measures should be taken after recognizing the characteristics (3.6); signs 
indicating that water has been poisoned; disorders caused by it; methods of purifying 
poisoned water (3.7-lOab); 77 the disorders caused by poisoned soil (k$iti), stone slabs 
(silatala), steps on the bank of a river at a tirtha (place of pilgrimage), uncultivated 
soil (Tril).a); purificatory measures (3.lOcd-12); symptoms caused by poisoned grass 
and other fodder; treatment by means of appropriate drugs and by beating on drums 
and sounding other musical instruments, besmeared with anlipoisonous substances 
(3.13-15); 78 signs of poisoned air; disorders caused by it; purification of the air 
(3.16-17); the my_thic origin of poison, associated with Brahma's wrath over the 
asura Kai!abha, 79 who obstructed the creation of the living beings (3.18-22); 80 just 
like rain water, which has no manifest taste and acquires the taste of the soil it falls 
upon, poison acquires the taste of the substance in which it stays after pervading it 
(3.23-24); poisons excite all the d~s by their sharp (tik$l).a) property; for that reason, 
these do$aS forego their proper functions; since poisons cannot be digested, they 
obstruct the priil).as; breathing becomes difficult because its pathway is covered by 
kapha; consequently, a poisoned person, though remaining alive, loses consciousness 
(3.25-27); the venom of snakes is, like semen, present throughout their body; just 
like semen is collected and ejaculated by friction, snake venom is collected in the 
hook 81-like fangs in a state of anger and cannot be emitted without lowering them 
(3.28-29); 82 sprinkling (pari$eka) with cold water is indicated in poisoning by hot 
and sharp substances; sudation is, however, not contraindicated in poisoning by kI!as 
with slow-acting and not very hot poisons; poisoning by kiias with strong poisons 
should be treated like cases of snake-bite (3.30-32ab); the flesh of animals killed by 
a poisoned arrow or the bite of a poisonous animal should not be eaten, except when 
consumed within a muhiirta and when the area of the injury is excluded, because the 
poison spreads from the site of injury to all the other parts of the body (3.32cd-35ab); 
the symptoms of someone who has taken poison; the heart of such a person cannot be 
consumed by fire, because it is pervaded by the poison (3.35cd-37); 83 signs indicating 
a fatal outcome in cases of snake-bite (3.38-44).84 

Chapter four is devoted to the knowledge about the bites of venomous snakes. 
Its subjects are: Susruta'squestions to Dhanvantari on the number of snakes, their 

classification, the symptoms caused by their bites, and the stages of poisoning ( 4.3-4); 
the innumerability of snakes, of which Vasuki, Tak$aka, etc., are the foremost; 85 

their actions and functions; the incurability of the disorders due to the breath86 and 
gaze 87 of these (celestial) snakes, who deserve to be honoured by human beings 
( 4.5-8ab); the earthly snakes with poisonous fangs are eighty in number; they are 
divided into either five: darvikara, mai:i~alin, rajimant, nirvi$a and vaikaraiija, or three 
groups: darvTkara, mal).9alin and rajimant; 88 there are twenty-six kinds of darvikara, 
twenty-two kinds of mai:i<:falin, ten kinds of rajimant, twelve kinds of nirvi$a, and three 
kinds of vaikaraiija; 89 the snakes of vaikaraii ja origin are seven in number, variegated 
(citra), and either mai:i<:falin or rajila ( 4.8cd-13ab ); 90 circumstances inciting a snake to 
bite; the three types of bite: sarpita, radita and nirvi$a; some add a fourth type, called 
sarpailgabhihata (coming in contact with a snake's body) (4.13cd-14); the character-
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istics of these four types (4.15-19); bites by diseased, frightened, very old or young 
snakes are less venomous ( 4.20); 91 snake poison does no hann in regions inhabited by 
Garu9a,92 deities, brahmar~is, yak~as and siddhas, nor in places where antipoisonous 
drugs abound (4.21); 93 the characteristics of daivikara, 94 ma~19alin,95 and riijimant96 
snakes ( 4.22-24); 97 the characteristics of brahmai:ia, k~atriya, vaisya, and sudra snakes 
(4.25-28); 98 snakes which are hooded (phai:iin)99 excite vata, mai:i9alin snakes pitta, 
rajimant snakes kapha; IOO hybrid snakes 101 excite two do~as, dependent on those 
associated with their parents (4.29-30c); 102 riijimant snakes move about in the last 
quarter (yama) of the night, mai:i9alin snakes in the first three quarters, darvikara 
snakes during the day (4.30d-3 l); fatal bites are those of a young darvikara, an old 
mai:i9alin, and a riijimant of middle age ( 4.32); 103 less dangerous are the bites of snakes 
which are defeated by a mongoose (nakula), or which are very young, distressed by 
water, weakened, or old, and which have recently cast off their skin ( 4.33); 104 the 
darvikara snakes are: 105 lq~i:iasarpa, 106 mahalq~i:ia, lq~i:iodara, svetakapota, mahii
kapota, 107 baliihaka, mahiisarpa, sar\khakapala, lohitak~a. gavedhuka, parisarpa, 
khai:i9aphai:ia, kakuda, padma, mahapadma, darbhapu~pa, dadhimukha, pu~19anka, 
bhriiku!Imukha, vi~kira, pu~pabhikiri1a, girisarpa, ciusarpa, svetodara, mahasiras, 
alagarda, and asivi~a; 108 the mal)9alin snakes are: adarsamai:i9ala, svetamai:i9ala, 
raktamai19ala, citramaz:i9ala, Pf$ata, rodhrapu$pa, milindaka, gonasa, 109 vfddhagona
sa, panasa, mahapanasa, vei:iupattraka, sisuka, madana, palindira, pir\gala, tantuka, 
pu~papa1~9u, ~a9ar\ga, agnika, babhru, ka$iiya, kalu$a, paravata, hastiibharai:ia, citraka, 
and ei:iipada; 110 the riijimant snakes are: pui:i9arika, riijicitra, ar\gularaji, binduraji, 
kardamaka, tri:iaso$aka, sar$apaka, svetahanu, darbhapu$pa, cakraka, godhumaka, 
and kikkisada; 111 the nirvi~a snakes 112 are: galagolI, sukapattra, ajagara, divyaka, 
var$iihika, pu$pasakalin, jyotiratha, k$Irikiip11$paka, ahipatiika, andhahika, gaurahika, 
and vrk~esaya; 113 vaikaraiija snakes are cross-breeds of the above three groups; they 
are called makuli, poiagala, and snigdharaji; 114 makuli is a cross-breed of lq$I~asarpa 
and gonasa, poiagala of riijila and gonasa, snigdharaji of lq$i:iasarpa and riijimant; 
some are of the opinion that the poison of a makuli is like that of its male parent, 
that of the other two like that of their female parent; the vaikaraiija snakes are of 
seven subtypes: divyelaka, rodhrapu$paka, riijicitraka, po!agala, pu$piibhikiri:ia, 
darbhapu~pa, and vellitaka; the first three resemble the rajila (= riijimant), the other 
four the mai:i9alin; 115 thus the eighty kinds of snakes have been described ( 4.34); 
characteristic features of male, female and napur!lsaka snakes ( 4.35); 116 the general 
effects of snake-bite ( 4.36); the signs and symptoms of bites by darvikara, maz:i9alin 
and riijimant snakes ( 4.37); 117 characteristic features of persons bitten by a male, 
female or napur!lsaka snake, 118 by a pregnant (garbhil)I) snake, or one which has 
recently given birth (sutika), 119 by an old, young or non-venomous snake; some 
assert that the bite of a blind snake causes blindness; an ajagara 120 kills its victim 
by swallowing it, and not by means of poison; a person bitten by a serpent with an 
instantaneously deadly (sadyat1prai:iahara) poison drops down and loses conscious
ness ( 4.38); the characteristic of the seven stages (vega) of poisoning by the bite of 
a darvikara, mai:i9alin, and riijimant snake respectively ( 4.39); 121 these stages result 
from the successive involvement of the seven kaliis, which are located between the 
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dhatus; 122 the amount of time which a poison, transported by vata, requires for the 
penetration of each subsequent kala is called vegantara (4.40-41); the characteristics 
of the four stages of poisoning by a snake-bite which occur in mammals (pasu); some 
are of the opinion that three stages, which include the fourth (described above), are 
characteristic of mammals; the charac.teristics of the three stages of poisoning by a 
snake-bite in birds; some hold that one stage only occurs in birds ( 4.42-45ab); 123 cats, 
mongooses, etc., are not much affected by (snake) poison ( 4.45cd). 124 

Chapter five, devoted to the treatment of snake-bites, 125 deals with the following 
subjects: bites in the extremities should be treated by the application of a tourniquet 
(ari~!a), 126 four aligula above the site of the bite; a piece of cloth (plota), leather 
(carmanta), (inner) bark of a tree (valka), and similar soft materials are suitable for 
a tourniquet; a tourniquet prevents spreading of the poison over the whole body 
(5.3-4); 127 wherever a tourniquet (bandha) cannot be applied, one should resort to 
incision (cheda), sucking (acu~ar:ia), and cauterization (daha) (5.6); 128 the patient 
should fill his mouth with a piece of cloth 129 and then suck the bite, or he should 
immediately bite the serpent, or, failing that, a clod of earth (lo~!a) (5.6);130 the seat 
of the bite by a mal_l~alin snake should never be cauterized because pitta, prevalent 
in a mar:i~·alin poison, would rapidly spread due to its heat (5. 7); the tying of the 
tourniquet should be accompanied by the muttering of mantras by an expert (5.8); the 
effectiveness of mantras, 131 which act more rapidly than drugs; rules to be kept by the 
mantra specialist; antidotes (agatla) should also be prescribed, because the improper 
use of mantras will not take effect (5.9-13); bloodletting in cases of snake-bite 
(5.14-15); 132 scarification (pracchana) of the bite, the application of a paste (pralepa), 
and irrigation (pari~eka) of the lesion (5.16); oral medications (5. 17-18ab); articles of 
diet to be avoided by the patient (5.l 8cd); the induction of vomiting (5.19); treatment 
during each of the seven stages of poisoning 133 by the bite of a darvikara (5.20-24ab), 
mal_l~alin (5.24cd-27), and rajimant snake (5.28-30ab); the described measures 
should be adopted in a milder form in case the patient is a pregnant woman, a child, 
or someone advanced in age ( 5.30cd-3 lab); special rules for the treatment of animals 
bitten by a venomous snake (5.3lcd-33ab); general rules regarding the dosages of 
medicinal preparations to be prescribed against snake-bite (5.33c-t); factors to be 
taken into consideration before beginning treatment: type of country, constitution, 
satmya, season, stage of poisoning, and strength of the patient (5.34); bloodletting 
should speedily be resorted to when the bitten part is discoloured, hard, swollen, and 
painful (5.36); dietary rules for hungry patients and those with a predominance of 
vata (5.37); the treatment of patients with symptoms mainly due to pitta (5.38); the 
treatment of patients with a constitution dominated by kapha and suffering from a 
type of poison that provokes kapha (5.39); 134 indications for purgation (5.40); the 
application of a collyrium (5.41); evacuation of the head (sirovirecana) (5.42); the 
treatment of patients who lost consciousness (5.43-50ab); 135 treatment after the 
removal of a tourniquet (5.50cd-51 ab); treatment of do~as which remain excited after 
the elimination of a poison (5.Slcd-54); treatment of patients who are unconscious 
due to a fall, drowning, or hanging (5.55); gangrene (putimazpsa) may be caused by a 
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too tightly applied tourniquet, too deep scarifications, irritant pastes, etc.; its charac
teristics (5.56); the characteristic signs of arrow wounds and the symptoms occurring 
when it was besmeared with a poison (digdhaviddha) (5.57-58ab); 136 the treatment of 
gangrene (putimlirpsa) (5.58cd-6 lab); recipes ofantidotes(agada) 137 and their effects: 
mahagada (5.6lcd-63ab), 138 ajitligada (5.63cd-65ab), 139 tlirk~yagada (5.65cd-68ab), 
r~abhligada (5.68cd-73ab), and sarpjivanligada 140 (5.73cd-75ab); specific antidotes 
against darvikara and rlijila snake venom (5.75cd-76ab) 141 and one against ma\)c_lalin 
snake venom (5.76cd-78ab); 142 another antidote: varpsatvaglidyagada (5.78cd-80); 
antidotes which are specifics against the poison of ld\as (5.81) and mu~ikas (5.82-83); 
the drugs belonging to the ekasara group; singly, or in a combination of two or three, 
these drugs counteract poisons (5.84-86). 143 

Chapter six is, in agreement with its title (dundubhisvaniya), devoted to the (antipoi
sonous) sounds of drums, but this does not exhaust its contents. 

The subjects dealt with are: the preparation of the antidote called k~liragada 
(6.3), 144 to be smeared on drums (dundubhi), 145 banners (patlika), 146 and gateways 
(torat)a); people hearing these drums, looking at these banners, or touching these 
gateways get rid of (the effects of) poison ( 6.4 ); 147 other disorders cured by k~lirligada 
( 6.5-6); this drug can be used always in all types of poisoning, for it subdues even 
Tak~aka, 148 the chief one (among the celestial serpents) (6.7); the preparation of 
kalyar:iakasarpis, which is recommended against many disorders, including those 
caused by gara 149 (6.8-11); 150 the preparation of amrtagh~a 151 and its effects in cases 
of poisoning (6.12-13); the preparation of mahlisugandhyagada, a compound drug 
with eighty-five ingredients, the chief one among the antidotes, able to subdue even 
the infuriated Vlisuki, 152 the king of the nligas (serpents); a king should always have 
it at his disposal and use it after bathing, which will make him beloved among his 
subjects and shining with majesty amidst his enemies (6.14-27); 153 all remedial mea
sures, heating ones excepted, should be adopted in cases of poisoning; however, the 
disorders caused by poisonous ki\as are aggravated by cooling measures (6.28); rules 
concerning the diet and behaviour of patients suffering from poisoning (6.29-31); 154 

signs indicating the elimination of poison and cure of the patient (6.32). 

Chapter seven (mu~ikakalpa) is devoted to poisoning by rat-bites. 155 

Its subjects are: rats (mu~ika), as mentioned before,156 have poison in their 
semen; they are of eighteen kinds: lalana, putraka, kr~r:ia, harpsira, cikvira ( or cikkira), 
chucchundara, alasa, ka~liyadasana, kuliilga, ajita, capala, kapila, kokila, arur:ia, 
mahlikf~l)a, sveta, mahlikapila, and kapotlibha (7.3-6); 157 corruption of the blood 
occurs in that part of the body which has come in contact with the semen of a 
mii~ika, or its nails, teeth, etc., besmeared with semen (7.7); the general symptoms 
of poisoning by the bite of a mii~ika (7.8.:...!0ab); 158 the symptoms and treatment of 
a bite by a llilana (7.!0cd-llab), putraka (7.l lcd-12), lq-~l)a (7.13), harpsira (7.14), 
cikvira (7.15-I6ab), chucchundara (7.16cd-18ab), alasa (7.18cd-19ab), ka~liyadanta 
(7. l 9cd-20ab), kuliilga (7.20cd-2Iab), ajita (7.2lcd-22ab), capala (7.22cd-23ab), 
kapila (7.23cd-24ab ), and kokila (7.24cd-25ab ); the bite of the aru~1a excites vlita, that 
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of the mahalqg1a pitta, that of the sveta kapha, that of the mahakapila blood, and that 
of the kapota all four (do~as) (7.25cd-26); the disorders caused by these bites (7.27) 
and their treatment (7.28-32ab); general measures against rat-bite poisoning (7.32cd-
42); 159 the pathogenesis and characteristic signs of rabies in dogs, jackals (srgala), 160 

hyenas (tarak~u), 161 bears (rk~a), tigers, etc. 162 (7.43-44); 163 the symptoms caused 
by the bite of a rabid animal (7.45-46a); a person bitten imitates the behaviour of the 
animal by which he has been attacked 164 and dies ultimately (7.46cd-47ab); when the 
person bitten by an animal sees its image reflected in water or a mirror, this should be 
regarded as a sign foreboding death (7.47cd-48ab ); when the patient becomes very 
frightened at the sight or touch of water, the disorder should be known as jalatrasa 
(hydrophobia), which is a sure sign of impending death (7.48cd-49ab); hydrophobia 
developing in someone not bitten or in a healthy person, either awake or asleep, is 
also incurable (7.49cd-50ab); the management of the disorders caused by the bite 
of a rabid animal; 165 after-treatment (7.50cd-59ab); religious healing measures, 
accompanied by a mantra, 166 and followed by purificatory treatment (7.59cd-63ab); 
the wild animals mentioned, with poison in their teeth (dal)l*a), make the bitten 
person imitate their behaviour and cries (ruta); such a patient, even when treated with 
care, dies within a short time (7.63cd-64); the wounds caused by the nails and teeth 
of these wild animals should be rubbed and sprinkled over with tepid oil, since the 
poison of these animals excites vata (7.65).1 67 

Chapter eight (kI!akalpa) is devoted to poisoning by kI!as. 
The subjects dealt with are: kI!aS, which arise from the semen, excrements, urine, 

dead bodies and decomposing eggs of snakes, are constitutionally dominated by vayu, 
agni or ambu, 168 and are of various kinds; those which are constitutionally connected 
with all three do~as are, due to pari~1ama, 169 very dangerous (sughora), in spite of 
being only kI!as; four groups of kI!as are distinguished (8.3-4 ); the kI!as dominated 
by viita, which make viita excited and cause vata diseases by their bites, are eighteen 
in number: kumbhinasa, tuI_19ikerI, sp'lgI, 170 satakuliraka, 171 ucci!iilga, 172 agninii
man, cicci!iilga, mayiirikii, iivartaka, urabhra, siirikiimukha, vaidala, sariivakurda, 173 

abhiriiji, parusa, citrasir~aka, 174 satabiihu, and raktaraji 175 (8.5-8ab); the kI!as, in the 
same way dominated by agni (= pitta), are twenty-four in number: kauI_19inyaka, 176 

kaI_1abhaka, 177 vara!I, pattravrscika, viniisikii, briihmal_likii, bindula, 178 bhramara, 179 

biihyakI, picci!a, 180 kumbhI, varcal.ikI!a, 181 arimedaka, 182 padmakI!a, dundubhika, 
makara, satapiidaka, 183 paiiciilaka, piikamatsya, 184 lq~I_1atuI_19a, gardabhI, klita, lq
misariirI, and utklesaka (8.8cd-12ab); the kI!aS, similarly dominated by soma (= 
kapha), are thirteen in number: visvambhara, 185 paiicasukla, paiicalq~I_la, kokila, 
saireyaka, pracalaka, 186 valabha, 187 ki!ibha, silcimukha, lq~I_lagodha, ka~iiyavasi
ka, 188 gardabhaka, and troiaka 189 (8.12cd-15ab); the twelve kI!as with fatal bites 
are: tuilginiisa, vicilaka, tiilaka, viihaka, ko~!hiigiirin, 190 krimikara, maI_19alapucchaka, 
tuI_19aniibha, sar~apika, 191 valguli, sambuka, and agnikf!a; 192 the characteristics of the 
stages of poisoning by their bites are similar to those by snake-bites; their bites give 
rise to severe pains and diseases caused by concerted action of the do~as; the site of 
their bite shows the same colours as those produced by a caustic or by cauterization 
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(8.15cd-18); symptoms caused by kI\as with a sharp (tik~i;ia) poison (8.19-21); the 
other symptoms they cause are like those of dii~Ivi~a or poisonous plasters 193 ( 8. 22-
23a ); symptoms brought about by kI\as with a slow (manda) poison (8.23b-24ab); 
the powdered bodies ( of these kI\as), which act like d~Ivi~a, turn into gara 194 when 
combined with various drugs or employed in a plaster (anulepana) (8.24cd-25ab); the 
four kinds of kai;iabha: 195 trika1ga, 196 karii;iI, hastikak~a. and aparajita; the symptoms 
their very painful bites give rise to (8.26-27); 197 the five kinds of godheraka: l98 
pratisuryaka, pingiibhiisa,199 bahuvan:ia,200 nirupama, and godheraka;2°1 the iiy"mp
toms produced by their bites (8.28); the six kinds of galagolika: sveta, lq~i;ia, raktariijI, 
raktamai;i9alii, sarvasvetii, and sar~apika; the symptoms caused by the bites of the 
first five; the symptoms caused by the fatal bite of the sar~pikii (8.29); the eight 
kinds of satapadI: paru~a. lq~i;ia, citrii, kapilii, pitika, raktii, svetii, and agniprabhii; the 
symptoms produced by their bites; 202 the additional symptoms of the bite by a svetii 
or anagniprabhii (8.30); the eight kinds offrogs203 (mai;i9uka): 204 kr~i:ia, siira, kuhaka, 
harita, rakta, yavavari;iiibha, bhrkuµ, and ko\ika; 205 symptoms caused by their bites; 206 
additional symptoms by the bite of a bhrku\I or a ko\ika (8.31); the characteristics of 
and symptoms caused by the bites of a visvambhara (8.32), ahii;i9ukii, kai;i9umakii, 
and sukavrntii (8.33); the six kinds of ants (pipilika): sthiilasir~n, sarpvahika, brii
hmai;iika, a1igulika, kapilika, and citravari;ia; the characteristic signs caused by their 
bite (8.34 ); the six kinds of mak~ika: 207 kiintiirika, kr~i:ia, pingalii, madhiilika, ka~iiyI, 
and sthiilika; the characteristic signs caused by their bite; 208 additional symptoms 
caused by the fatal bite of a ka~yI or a sthiilika209 (8.35); the five kinds of masaka: 210 

siimudra, parimai;i9ala, hastimasaka, lq~i;ia, and piirvatiya; the characteristic signs of 
their bite; 211 the bite of a piirvatiya is fatal (8.36); the signs of a scratch by finger 
nails; the bites of leeches and their treatment have already been described 212 (8.37); 
(the bites of) the godherika, sthiilika, svetii, agniprabhii, bhrkuJT, and ko\ika are 
incurable (8.38); 213 the symptoms elicited by contact with the dead body, urine, or 
excrements of a poisonous animal; the treatment is like that of a wound by a poisoned 
arrow (digdhaviddha) (8.40); characteristics of kI\a bites which make treatment very 
troublesome (8.41); the treatment of bites by kI!as with a powerful (ugra) poison 
(8.42-44ab ); treatment with the utkiirika type of sudation (8.44cd-45); this treatment 
is contra-indicated in scorpion stings (8.46ab ); specific antidotes (agada) against 
the bites of a trikai;i\aka, galagolika, satapad, mai;i9uka, visvambhara, ahii;i9ukii, 
kai;i~iimaka, siikavrnta, pipilika, mak~ika, and masaka (8.46cd-55); the treatment of 
scratches by finger nails (8.56ab ); the bite by a pratisuryaka should be treated like a 
snake-bite (8.56cd); three groups of scorpions (vrscika) 214 are distinguished: those 
with a mild (manda), moderate (madhya) and strong poison (mahavi~a); 215 scorpions 
arising from cow dung and similar materials possess a mild poison, those arising from 
wood or bricks a moderate, 216 those arising from the decomposing body of a snake or 
from other poisonous materials a strong (tik~i;ia) poison (8.56ef-57); those with a mild 
poison are twelve, those with a moderate poison three, and those with a strong poison 
fifteen in number, thus making a total of thirty (8.58); the scorpions with a mild poison 
are lq~i;ia (black), syiiva, karbura (variegated), p~19u (pale), gomiltriibha (coloured 
like cow's urine), karkasa (rough), mecaka (bluish black), pita (yellow), dhumra 
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(smoke coloured), romasa (hairy), siidvaliibha (coloured like grass), or rakta (red), and 
svetodara (having a white abdomen); these scorpions have more joints in their tails 
than other types (8.59-60ab); the symptoms caused by their stings (8.60cd-61ab); 
the scorpions with a moderate poison are rakta (red), pita (yellow) or kapila, with a 
dhiimra (smoke coloured) belly; all of them have three joints (in their tails); they arise 
from the urine, excrements and decomposing eggs of the three groups of snakes, 217 

and cause disorders of the same do~as as these snakes (8.6lcd-62); the general 
symptoms of stings by these scorpions (8.63ab ); the scorpions with a strong poison 
are sveta (white), citra (spotted), syiimala, lohitiibha (coloured like blood), rakta (red) 
or sveta (white) with a rakta (red) or nila (dark blue) belly, pitarakta (yellow and red), 
nTiapita (dark blue and yellow), raktanila (red and dark blue), nilasukla (dark blue and 
white), or raktababhru (red and brown), possessing the same number of joints (three) 
as the previous group, one joint, no joints at all, or two joints; they are of various 
forms and colours, dreadful, and deadly; they find their origin in the decomposing 
bodies of snakes and animals killed by poison (8.63cd-65); their stings give rise to the 
same seven stages of poisoning as those caused by a snake-bite, and also to a series 
of other symptoms, ending in death (8.66); 218; treatment of stings by scorpions with 
a moderate or strong poison (8.67-68ab) treatment of stings by scorpions with a mild 
poison (8.68cd-74); 219 a physician should accurately detennine whether a person has 
been bit.ten by a venomous or non-venomous spider (liitii), because spider poisons are 
very dangerous; in case of doubt, he should employ drugs which are non-contradictory 
(avirodhin) under the circumstances; antidotes (agadas) are only useful in cases of 
poisoning, and, employed otherwise, harmful (8.75-78); the symptoms caused by 
spider venom develop slowly; shortly after the bite, they are very difficult to ascertain; 
the symptoms appearing on the first to seventh day; the victim is liable to die on the 
seventh day, if the poison is sharp (tik~i:ia), violent (cai:i<;la), and strong (ugra); poisons 
of a moderate potency take some more time; mild poisons kill after a fortnight; the 
physician should therefore initiate treatment immediately after the bite (8.79-84 ); 
spiders emit their poison in seven different ways; it is present in their saliva (Iii.Iii), 
nails (nakha), urine, fangs (da1pWii), menstrual discharge (rajas), excrements, and 
semen (indriya); its potency is strong, moderate or mild (8.85); the symptoms caused 
by contact with spider venom from these seven sources (8.86-88ab); 220 the mythic 
origin of spiders, which arose from the drops of sweat falling from the forehead of 
Vasi~!ha, whose wrath was aroused by the behaviour of Visviimitra (8.88cd-93); 221 

there are sixteen kinds of spiders; 222 the bites of eight kinds are curable with dif
ficulty, while the others are incurable (8. 94 ); 223 the spiders of the first group are: 
trimai:i<;lalii, svetii, kapilii, pitikii, iilavi~ii, miitravi~ii, raktii, and kasanii; the symptoms 
caused by their venom; characteristic features are disorders caused by kapha and vii.ta 
(8.95-96); the spiders of the second group are: sauvari:iikii, liijavari:ia, jalinI, ei:iipadI, 
lq~l)ii., agnivan)ii, kiikiii;i•ii, and miiliigui:ia; the symptoms caused by their venom; 
characteristic features are disorders brought about by the three do~as (8.97-99); 224 

the symptoms of the bite by a trimai:i<;lalii and their treatment (8.101-102); the same 
with regard to the bite by a svetii (8.103-104), kapilii (8.105-106), pitikii (8.107-108), 
iilavi~ii (8.109-110), niiitravi~ii (8.111-112), rakta (8.113-114), kasanii (8.115), kf~l)ii. 
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(8.116-117), and agnivaktra 225 (8. ll 8- ll 9ab ); general remedies against spider bites 
(8.119cd-120); 226 the symptoms and treatment of the bites of eight spiders which are 
curable with difficulty have been described, along with two of the incurable ones; 
they may, sometimes, with good luck (yadrcchaya), be treated successfully (8.12lab); 
the symptoms caused by the six remaining kinds, which are incurable (8.12!cd): 
sauvaq1ika (8.122), lajavarr:ia (8.123), jalinI (8.124), er:iipadI (8.125), kaka1.1~ika 
(8.126), and malagur:ia (8.127); these bites should be managed by all the described 
measures, taking particularly into consideration the derangements of the do~as, and 
excluding cauterization and excision (8.128); excision of the area of the bite should 
at once be carried out in curable cases, provided the lesion is not in the area of a 
marman, the patient is free from fever, and local swelling is minimal (8.129-130); 
afterwards, a plaster (lepa) should be applied (8.131); the recipe of the potion to be 
administered to the patient (8.132); the decoction to be used for washing the lesion 
(8.133ab); the treatment of complications (8.133cd); any of the following measures 
should be employed, as required by the case, against spider bites: errhines, collyria, 
unguents (abhyaiiJ'ana), potions, fumigation, avapI.as, gargles, intense purificatory 
measures of both types (i.e., emetics and purgatives), and bloodletting by means of 
phlebotomy (8.134); ulcers (vra~1a), incidental to the bites ofkitas and snakes, should 
be treated like corrupted sores (du~~avral_la) (8.135); the treatment of an excess of 
granulation tissue (kan}ika) (8.136-138); thus the classification, the characteristics of 
the bites and the treatment of these bites, of one hundred and sixty-seven kitas have 
been described (8.139). 

This last chapter of the Kalpasthana ends with the statement that one hundred and 
twenty chapters are completed now, divided over the various sections; subjects not yet 
mentioned will be dealt with in the Uttara(tantra) (8.140); some verses are devoted to 
the praise of ayurveda (8.141-143). 



Chapter 6 

Uttaratantra 

Chapter one, called aupadravika, 1 begins with the statement that the Uttaratantra,often 
referred to in the preceding one hundred and twenty chapters, will be concerned with 
various kinds of diseases (raga) (1.3-4). The Uttaratantra will deal with the subjects of 
the salakyatantra, as expounded by the king of Videha, 2 with the diseases of children 
(kumarabadha) and their causes,3 the diseases belonging to kayacikitsa, as described 
in the six books on this subject by the great sages, 4 the diseases belonging to the cat
egories upasarga 5 and agantu, 6 the sixty-three combinations of tastes, 7 rules relating 
to the maintenance of health (svasthavrtta), 8 the (tantra)yuktis and their applications, 9 

and, finally, the do~as and their combinations 10 (1.5-7). 
The diseases pertaining to the head (uttamaliga) will be described first ( l.8cd-9). 11 

The subjects dealt with are: 12 the measurements of the eyeball 13 (nayanabu
dbuda); it is two aligula in depth (bahulya), 14 or as deep as the udara of one's own 
thumb; 15 it is two aligula and a half on all sides (sarvataJ:i) 16 (1.10); the eyeball is 
perfectly globular (suvrtta), resembles the teat of a cow, and originates from all the 
(maha)bhiitas; the muscular tissue (pala) derives from earth, the blood from fire, the 
black portion from air (vii.ta), the white portion from water, and the channels for the 
tears (asrumarga) from iikasa (l.ll-12ab); the black circular portion (km1amaQ9ala) 
is said to measure one-third of the height (ayama) 17 of the eyeball; the pupil (drni) 
is said to measure one-seventh of the black portion (l.12cd-13); 18 the eye consists 
of ma1:i4alas, sandhis and pa!alas, which are five, six and six in number respectively 
(l.J4); 19 the maQ~alas (circular structures) are successively, when moving from the 
periphery towards the central part: 20 pak~mama~19ala (the eyelashes), vartmamai)dala 
(the eyelids), svetamaQ1ala (the white part), 21 kf~Qamal)gala (the black part), 22 and 
dr~!imaQgala23 (I. 15);24 the sandhis (junctures) are found between eyelashes and 
eyelids, eyelids and white part, white part and black part, black part and pupil, at the 
kaninaka (inner canthus), and at the apaliga ( outer canthus) ( l.J 6); two pa!alas (layers) 
are present in the eyelids; the other four in the eye itself are the seats of a very serious 
disease, called timira (I.I 7); the outermost of these four pa!alas is closely connected 
(asrita) with the fiery and watery parts of the eye, 25 the other ones are connected with 
the muscles, fatty tissue, and bones respectively ( l.18); 26 their thickness (bahulya) is 
one-fifth of the dr~\i ( l.!9ab ); the (structures) holding (the parts of) the eyes together 
are the siras, kaQ~aras, fatty tissue (medas), cartilaginous tissue (kalaka), 27 and, 
beyond the kala,28 the phlegm (sle~man), along with its siras (I. 19cd-20ab); the 
do~as, spreading upwards through the siras, cause very serious diseases when they 
reach the eyes (l.20cd-2lab); 29 the prodromes of eye diseases (l.2lcd-23); general 
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principles of treatment (1.24-25); aetiological factors in eye diseases (1.26-27); ten 
eye diseases are due to viita, ten to pitta, thirteen to kapha, sixteen to blood, twenty-five 
to all the do~as together, and two to exogenous (bahya) factors, thus making a total 
of seventy-six (l.28-29ab);30 incurable diseases due to vata are: hatiidhimantha, 31 

nimi~a,32 gambhirika dmi~, 33 and vatahatavartman;34 viitajakiica35 is amenable to 
palliative treatment; curable are: anyamaruta, 36 su~kiik~ipaka, 37 vatadhimantha, 38 

vatasyanda, 39 and miirutaparyaya 40 ( I. 29cd-3 lab); incurable diseases due to pitta are: 
hrasva jii<:Jya 41 and the pitta type of jalasriiva; 42 the parimliiyin 43 and nila types of kii
ca 44 are amenable to palliative treatment when due to pitta; curable are the pitta types 
of abhi~yanda 45 and adhimantha, 46 amladhyu~ita, 47 suktikii, 48 pittavidagdhadmi,49 

and dhiimadarsin5° (1.3lcd-33ab); an incurable disease is sriiva caused by kapha; 51 

kaca due to kapha is amenable to palliative treatment; 52 curable are the kapha 
types of abhi~yanaa 53 and adhimantha, 54 balasagrathita, 55 sle~mavidagdhadr~\i, 56 

pothakT, 57 lagaQa, 58 krimigranthi, 59 pariklinnavartman, 60 suklarman, 61 pi~\aka, 62 

and the kapha type of upanaha63 (l.33cd-35); incurable diseases due to blood are 
raktasrava,64 ajakiijiita,65 s01fttiirsas,66 and vraQiinvitasukra; 67 kaca due to blood 68 is 
amenable to palliative treatment; curable are the rakta types of (adhi)mantha69 and 
(abhi)~yanda, 71 kli~\avartman, 71 sirahar~a, 72 sirotpata, 73 anjanakhya,74 siriijiila, 75 

parva~T,76 avranasukra, 77 foQitarman, 78 and arjuna 79 (1.36-38); incurable diseases 
due to all the do~as are: piiyasriiva, 80 nakulandhya, 81 ak~ipiikiityaya, 82 and alaji; 83 

amenable to palliative treatment are: kiica, when caused by all the do~as, 84 and 
pak~makopa; 85 curable are: vartmiivabandha, 86 siriipi1aka, 87 prastiiryannan, 88 ad
himiifT!Siirman, 89 snayvannan, 90 utsar1gini, 91 piiyalasa,92 arbuda,93 syavavartman, 94 

kardamavartman, 95 arsovartman, % su~karsas, 97 sarkariivartman,98 sasopha- and aso
phapaka, 99 bahalavartman, 100 aklinnavartman,101 kumbhikii, 102 and bisavartman 103 

(1.39-42); the sanimitta and animitta types of exogenous eye disease 104 are incurable 
(l.43ab); thus the seventy-six eye diseases have briefly been enumerated (l.43cd); 
nine eye diseases occur in the junctures (sandhi), twenty-one in the eyelids, eleven in 
the white part, four in the black part, seventeen in the whole eye, and twelve in the 
dr~\i; the two exogenous diseases are very serious; all these diseases will (now) be 
dealth with separately, along with their symptoms and treatment (1.44-45). 

Chapter two is devoted to the knowledge concerning diseases of the junctures (sandhi). 
The subjects are: the nine diseases of the junctures: piiyalasa, upaniiha, (the 

four types ot) srava, parvat)ika, alaji, and krmigranthi (2.3); the characteristics of 
piiyalasa 115 (2.4ab) and upanaha 106 (2.4cd); the pathogenesis of srava, 107 regarded by 
some as netranii<:Ji; 108 the characteristics of the four types of srava: 109 piiyiisriiva, 110 

asrava due to kapha, 111 blood, 112 and pitta 113 (2.5-7); the characteristics of parvaQi 114 

and alaji 115 (2.8), and those ofkrimigranthi. 116 

Chapter three is devoted to the knowledge about diseases of the eyelids. 117 

Its subjects are: the pathogenesis of these diseases (3.3-4 ); the twenty-one diseases 
of the eyelids and their characteristics: utsaiigini 118 (3.9cd-I0ab), 119 kumbhikapi<:Ja
kas 120 (3. !0cd-1 lw ), 121 pothaki 122 (3.11 c-f), 123 vartmasarkara (= sarkaravartman) 124 
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(3.12), 125 arsovartman 126 (3.13 ), 127 su~karsas 128 (3.14 ), 129 anjananamika (3.15) 130 

bahalavartman 131 (3.16), 132 vartmabandha (= vartmavabandhaka) 133 (3.17), 134 kli
~\avartman 135 (3.18), 136 vartmakardama (= kardamavartman) 137 (3.19).'3 8 syava
vartman 139 (3.20), 140 (pra)klinnavartman 141 (3.21), 142 a(pari)klinnavartman 143 (3. 
22),144 vatahatavartman 145 (3.23), 146 arbuda 147 (3.24 ), 148 nimesa 149 (3.25), 150 senita
rsas 151 (3.26), 152 lagai:ia 153 (3.27), 154 bisavartman 155 (3.28), 156 and pak~makop~ 157 

(3.29-30).'5 8 

Chapter four is devoted to the knowledge about diseases of the white portion of the 

eye. . .. 
The eleven diseases of this group are enumerated and their charactensttcs 

described: prastaryarman 159 ( 4.4cd), 160 suklarman 161 ( 4.Sab ), 162 lohitarman (k~ataf
rmun) 163 (4.Scd), 164 adhimarµsarman 165 (4.6ab), 166 snayvarman 167 (4.6cd),168 su
kti(ka) 169 ( 4.7ab ), 17o arjuna 171 ( 4.7cd), 172 pi~\aka 173 ( 4.8ab), 174 sirajala 175 ( 4.8cd), 176 

sirapi9aka 177 ( 4.9ab ), 178 and balasagrathita 179 ( 4.9cd). 180 

Chapter five is devoted to the knowledge about diseases of the black portion of the eye. 
The four diseases of this group are enumerated (5.3); the characteristics of 

savranasukra 181 are described and the degrees of its curability, dependent on various 
factor·s (5 . .4-7); 182 the easily curable avra~1asukra183 is described, followed by a 
type of this disease that is curable with difficulty (5.8-9ab); 184 the characteristics of 
ak~ipakatyaya 185 (5.9cd-10ab) 186 and ajakajata 187 (5. !0c-f) 188 are dealt with. 

Chapter six is devoted to the knowledge about diseases of the whole eye. 
The subjects dealt with are: the enumeration of the seventeen diseases belonging 

to this group (6.3-4); the diseases affecting the whole eye usually originate from 
abhi~yanda, 189 which should therefore be treated as soon as it begins to develop 
(6.5); the characteristics ofabhi~yanda due to vata, 190 pitta, 191 kapha, 192 and blood l93 
(6.6-9); 194 these four types of abhi~yanda, not treated properly and therefore aggra
vating, ·1ead to the corresponding very painful types of adhimantha 195 (6.10); 196 the 
general characteristics of adhimantha (6.11); 197 the characteristics and symptoms of 
adhimantha due to vata, 198 pitta, 199 kapha, 200 and blood201 (6.12-19); 202 prognostic 
features: improperly treated adh!mantha leads to the loss of eyesight within seven 
days when it is due to kapha, within six days when due to vata, within five days when 
due to blood, and instantaneously when due to pitta (6.20);203 the characteristics of 
sasopha204 and asopha ak~ipaka205 (6.21-23ab); 206 neglect of adhimantha due to vata 
may lead to hatadhimantha,207 which is incurable (6.23c-f); 208 the pathogenesis of 
hatadhimantha (6.24); 209 the pathogenesis and symptoms of vataparyaya210 (6.25); 211 

the characteristics of su~kak~ipaka 212 (6.26); 213 the pathogenesis and characteristics 
of anyatovata214 (6.27) 215 and am.ladhyu~ita 216 (6.28); 217 the characteristics of 
sirotpata 218 (6.29); 219 neglect of sirotpata may lead to siraprahar~a220 (6.30).221 

Chapter seven is devoted to the knowledge about diseases of the dr~\i. 
The subjects dealt with are: the dr~!i as described by ophthalmologists (naya-
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nacintaka): its size is like that of a split lentil (masiiradala); it is composed of pure 
parts (prasada) of the five mahabhiitas, glows like a firefly (khadyota) or spark of fire, 
is covered by the outer pa\ala, has the form of a hole, and has a tolerance for cold 
(7.3-4 ); the two groups of six diseases of the dr~!i, including timira, which affect 
the pa\alas successively, will now be described (7.5); symptoms arising when the 
pa\alas are affected by the do~s: affection of the first pa\ala gives rise to blurred 
(avyakta) vision (7.6-7ab); 222 the disorders of vision by affection of the second 
pa\ala (7.7cd-10);223 the disorders of vision caused by affection of the third pa\ala; 
these disorders, the details of which depend on the location of the do~a(s) in the 
drgi, are collectively called timira224 (7.l 1-15c);225 the gradual development of 
litiganasa,226 also called nilika and kaca,227 which results from an affection of the 
fourth papla (7.15d-18ab ); 228 the characteristics of timira due to vata (7.18cd-19ab ), 
pitta (7.l 9cd-20ab), kapha (7.20cd-22ab), 229 blood (7.22cd-23ab), and concerted 
action of the do~as (7.23cd-24); 230 the characteristics of the sixth type of timira,231 

called parimlayin, caused by pitta in combination with (miirchita) the fiery energy 
(tejas) of blood (7.25-26ab); 232 the colours of the six types of litiganasa: ruddy 
(arul)a) due to vata, parimlayin233 or dark blue (nTia) due to pitta, white (sita) due to 
kapha, red (rakta) due to blood, and variegated (vicitra) due to all the do~as together 
(7.26cd-27); 234 a round patch (mai;c.Jala), arising from blood, resembling thick glass 
and glowing like fire, of a faint (mlayin), bluish (anTia) colour, occurs in the disease 
called parimlayin; it sometimes happens that vision is (partly) restored thanks to a 
decrease in the amount of (excited) do~as (7.28-29ab );235 features of the round patch 
(ma\19ala) in litiganasa due to vata, pitta, kapha, blood, and all three do~as together 
(7.29cd-33); 236 the other six diseases pe1taining to the dmi (7.34-35ab); the charac
teristic features of pittavidagdhadrgi 237 (7.35cd-37ab )238 and kaphavidagdhadr~!i 239 

(7.37cd-38); 240 the aetiology and characteristics of dhiimadarsin241 (7.39); 242 the 
characteristics of hrasvajac.Jya 243 (7.40ab ), 244 nakulandhya 245 (7.40cd-4lab ), 246 and 
gambhirika247 (7.41cd-42ab); 248 out of the two exogenous (types of litiganasa), 
nimittaja and animittaja, the former is caused by too much heat (abhitapa) in the 
head249 and characterized by the same features as abhi~yanda (7.42cd-43ab); 250 

the animitta type is the result of seeing gods, sages, gandharvas, celestial serpents 
(mahoraga), and other very bright (bhasvara) objects; in this disorder, the df~!i is 
transparent and clear, with the colour of vaidiirya (7.43cd-44); 251 traumatic disorders 
of the dr~!i (abhighatahatadrgi) are described (7.45). 

Chapter eight is devoted to classifications regarding the treatment of eye diseases. 252 

The subjects are: the eleven diseases curable by excision (chedya) (8.6), 253 scarifi
cation (lekhya) (8.7), 254 incision (bhedya) (8.8ab), and phlebotomy (8.8cd-9ab); dis
eases in which surgical measures (sastrapatana) are contra-indicated (8.9cd-I0); dis
eases amenable to palliative treatment (8.11 ab ); incurable diseases (8.1 lc-f). 

Chapter nine is devoted to the management of vatabhi~yanda (and other vata disorders 
of the eyes). 

The subjects dealt with are: general measures to be adopted in cases of ( abhi)~yanda 
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and adhimantha (due to vata) (9.3-5ab); 255 local measures in these diseases (9.5cd-
7ab); the diet to be recommended (9.7cd-8ab); drinks to be used after a meal 
(9.8cd-10ab); suitable en'hines (9.!0cd-llab); the application of irrigation (seka, 
secana) and eyedrops (Mcyotana) (9.l lcd-13ab);256 eyedrops for relieving pain 
(9.13cd-14ab); collyria (aiijana) (9.14cd-15ab); the recipe of a gu!ikaiijana (9.l 5cd
l 6ab); a snehaiijana (9. 16cd); the same treatments should be adopted in cases of 
anyatovata and marutaparyaya (= vataparyaya) (9.17); beneficial drinks in these two 
disorders (9.18-20ab); 257 the management of su~kak~ipaka (9.20cd-24); 258 any eye 
disease caused by vata should be treated on the lines described (9.25). 

Chapter ten is devoted to the treatment of pittabhi~yanda (and other disorders of the 
eyedueto pitta). 259 

The subjects dealt with are: general measures to be adopted in cases of abhi~yanda 
and adhimantha due to pitta (10.3 ); medicinal substances to be used for tarpa9a, irri
gation (seka), and the four types of nasya (10.4-6ab); any drug counteracting pitta is 
useful, as well as an enhine prepared with ghee (k~1rasarpis) (10.6cd); collyria (10. 
7-llab); 260 eyedrops (10.llcd-12); the treatment of amladhyu~ita and sukti (10.13-
15);261 the treatment ofdhiimadarsin (10.16). 

Chapter eleven is devoted to the treatment of kaphabhi~yanda (and other disorders of 
the eye due to kapha). 

The subjects dealt with are: the general management of abhi~yanda and adhimantha 
due to kapha (11.3-Sab); drugs to be used for sudation and in plasters (anulepa) (II. 
5cd-6ab); collyria which are useful in all eye diseases caused by kapha (I I.6cd-l Oab); 
k~aras to be employed as collyria in cases of balasagrathita (I I.I Ocd-12); collyria to 
be employed in cases of pi~!aka (II. 13-15ab); a yogafijana against praklinnavartman 
( I I.l 5cd-16ab); a collyrium against itching (ka~19ii) of the eye (I I.I 6cd-17ab); a col
lyrium aginst itching and swelling (sopha) of the eye (II .17cd-18ab); generally, the 
management of (balasagrathita, pi~!aka and praklinnavartman) is the same as that of 
abhi~yandaandadhimantha (due to kapha) (ll.18cd). 

Chapter twelve is devoted to the treatment ofraktabhi~yanda (and other diseases of the 
eye due to blood). 

The subjects dealt with are: the general treatment of four diseases caused by 
blood (rakta): the raktaja types of abhi~yanda and adhimantha, sirotpata, and sirahar~a 
(12.3-6ab); local therapeutic measures in these diseases (12.6c-f); the recipe of a 
plaster (pralepa) (12.7); analgesics (12.8-9); eyedrops (12.10); a collyrium useful in 
abhi~yandadueto blood (12.11-12); a big type of varti used as a collyrium (12.13-14 ); 
collyria against sirotpata (12.15-l?ab) and sirahar~a (12.l 7cd-18); the treatment 
of arjuna (12. 19-24ab), avrar:iasukra (12.24cd-27), 262 savrar:iasukra (I 2.28-36ab), 
and ajaka (12.36cd-37); the general treatment of sasopha- and asophapaka (12.38-
39ab); collyria (12.39cd-42ab); a rasakriya (12.42c-f); eyedrops and collyria against 
ak~ipaka (12.43-44); the general treatment of piiyalasa (12.45); collyria against 
piiyalasa (12.46); the general treatment of praklinnavartman (12.47); eyedrops, col-
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lyria and rasakriyas against praklinnavartman (12.48-50ab); a pratyaiijana263 against 
praklinnavartman ( l 2.50cd-5 lab); collyria against aklinnavartman (12 .5 lcd-53 ). 

Chapter thirteen is devoted to the management of diseases in which scarification is in
dicated (lekhyaroga). 

The subjects dealt with are: the technique of scarification, together with the prepa
ration of the patient and the after-treatment (13.3-9ab); the signs of proper scarifica
tion (13.9cd-!Oab); the signs of inadequate sca1ification, necessitating repetition of 
the procedure (13.!0cd-12); the signs of excessive scarification; its treatment (13.13-
14 a b ); special rules for particular groups among the nine diseases treatable by means 
of scarification 264 (13.14cd-16); the treatment of pi<;fakas (b•ils) of the eyelids (13.17-
18). 

Chapter fourteen is devoted to the management of diseases in which incision is indi
cated (bhedyaroga). 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment ofbisagranthi ( 14.3-4),laga~ta (l.5-6ab ), 
aiijananamika (l 4.6cd-8ab), krimigranthi (14.8cd-9ab ),and upanahadue to kapha (14. 
9cd-!Oab); measures to be adopted prior to incision (14.!0cd-11). 

Chapter fifteen is devoted to the management of diseases is which excision is indicated 
(chedyaroga). 

The subjects dealt with are: treatment preliminary to the excision (of an arman) 
(l5.3 ); the surgical procedures 265 for the excision of (the five types of) arman ( 15.4-
11 ab ); 266 after-treatment (15.11 cd-14ab); analgesic preparations (15.14cd-16ab); re
moval of the remnants of an arman by means of lekhyaiijanas (caustic collyria) (15. 
16cd); the early stage ofan arman should be treated like (the disease called) sukra (15. 
17); particular types of arman that should be excised (15.18); signs indicating properly 
performed excision (15.19); the treatment of sirajala (15.20) and sirapi<;fakas (15.21); 
the treatment after excision (15.22); the treatment of parvai;ilka (15.23-25ab); a col
lyrium against arman, sirapi<;faka, and sirajala (15. 25cd-28); the treatment of arsas, 267 

su~karsas, and arbuda (15.29-30); after-treatment in these disorders (15.31-33). 

Chapter sixteen deals with the treatment of pak~makopa. 268 

Its subjects are: the surgical treatment ofpak~makopa (16.3-5ab); after-treatment; 
the removal of the stitches (I 6.5cd-6); treatment by cauterization or the application of 
a caustic(l6.7); epilation of the affected eyelid (16.8); other treatment measures (16.9). 

Chapter seventeen is devoted to the management of diseases of the df~!i. 
The subjects dealt with are: three (diseases of the dmi) are curable269 and three 

incurable; 270 six (diseases) are amenable to palliative treatment; 271 the treatment of 
dhiimadarsin has already been described272 (17.3); the treatment of pittavidagdhadr
~!i and kaphavidagdhadr~!i (17.4-6ab); 273 collyria274 useful in these two diseases 
(l 7.6cd-27); 275 the six diseases amenable to palliative measures should be treated by 
bloodletting and evacuative (virecana) procedures (17.28); purificatory (sa(!lsodhana) 
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and pacificatory (sal)lsamana) recipes useful in the various types of timira (17 .29-
32ab );276 an errhine (navana) against all types of timira (l 7.32cd); errhines against 
timira caused by pitta (17.33ab), a combination of vata and blood (17.33cd), and 
vata (17.34); collyria against timira due to vata (17.35); a pratyafijana against timira 
due to vata (17.36ab); a collyrium against timira due to vata when it has assumed its 
particular colour (17.36cd-37); 277 prescriptions against timira due to pitta (17.38); 
a k$udraiijana (17.39ab) and pratyafijana278 (17.39cd) against timira due to pitta; 
another pratyafijana against timira due to pitta (l 7.40ab); a collyrium against timira 
due to pitta when i\ has acquired its particular colour279 ( l 7.40cd); a rasakriyafijana 280 

against timira due to pitta (17.41ab); the treatment of timira due to kapha (17.41cd-
44ab); the treatment oftimira caused by all the do~as (17.44cd-46a); the treatment of 
timira caused by a trauma (k~ataja) and of the cype called parimlayin (l 7.46ab ); the 
measures adopted in cases of abhi~yanda are also to be used, dependent on the do~a(s) 
involved (17.46cd); these measures are useful when the do~as begin to manifest 
themselves (do~odaya), but have not yet spread (through the eye)281 (17.47ab); the 
collyria to be described in the kalpa282 are also beneficial (17.47cd); general dietary 
habits which prevent the development of timira (17.48); specific articles of diet 
preventing timira (17.49); articles of diet which preserve and improve one's eyesight 
(17.50-51); phlebotomy is contra-indicated when timira has acquired a particular 
colour (17.52); timira is curable when it is located in the first pa!ala and has not 
yet acquired a particular colour; when located in the second pa!ala and possessing a 
colour,it is curable with difficulty; when located in the third pa!ala, it is only amenable 
to palliative treatment (17.53); when a colour is already present, all the palliative 
measures described should be employed too, as well as bloodletting by means of 
leeches (17.54 ); surgical treatment of lii1ganasa due to kapha can successfully be 
carried out when the do~a in the d~Hi is not crescent-shaped (ardhendvalqti) and does 
not resemble a drop of sweat (gharmambudindu) or a pearl (mukta); it should not 
be fixed (sthira), irregular (vi~ama), thin in the centre, marked by lines (rajimant), 
very glossy (bahuprabha), associated with pain, or red ( 17.55-56); the proper weather 
conditions, the preparation of the patient and his positioning prior to surgical interven
tion; the technique of couching a cataract (liiiganasa) due to kapha (17 .57-64ab ); 283 

the signs indicating that the operation has been successful (17 .64cd---o5ab ); in case 
of failure, the whole procedure should be repeated (17 .65cd-66ab ); after-treatment 
(l 7.66cd-70); the operation should not be performed in those cases where phlebotomy 
is contra-indicated (17.71); complications of couching (17.72-77); the complications 
arising from trying to dislocate an immature (tarui:ia) cataract; the treatment required 
in such a case (17.78-81); the complications arising from the use of an improper 
salaka; the prope1ties of a proper salaka (17.82-85ab); complications resulting from 
technical errors or an improper regimen (17.85cd-86); recipes against postoperative 
pain and redness (17.87-95); collyria to improve vision (17.96-99); the collyria to be 
described in the kalpa284 are also recommended (17.100). 

Chapter eighteen is devoted to the preparation of (externally applied) medicines 
(against eye diseases) (kriyakalpa). 
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The subjects dealt with are: the enumeration of therapeutic measures and prepa
rations employed in eye diseases: tarpar:ia,285 puiapaka,286 seka (irrigation), ascyotana 
(eyedrops), 287 and aiijana (collyrium) (18.4); the technique of tarpar:ia; rules for vari
ous groups of diseases (l 8.5-12ab); the signs of proper, deficient and excessive tarpar:ia 
(18. l 2cd-15); treatment in cases of deficient and excessive tarpa1)a (18.16 ); indications 
and contra-indications for tarpar:ia (18.17-19ab); indications for pu!apaka (18.19cd-
20ab ); pu!apaka should be employed when the do~as have been pacified and when the 
eyes can tolerate this type of preparation; pu\apaka is of three varieties: snehana ( oleat
ing), lekhana (scarifying) and ropat)a (healing) (18.20cd-21); indications for each of 
these three varieties ( 18.22); the ingredients of a snehana pu!apaka and the period of 
time during which the fluid should be retained (18.23); the same particulars with re
gard to a lekhana (18.24-25) and ropar:ia (18.26) pu!apaka; procedures to be associ
ated with pu\apaka of the snehana and lekhana types are fumigation, oleation and su
dation (18.27); puiapaka should be employed for one, two or three days; the period 
during which a particular regimen should be observed (yantrar:ia) is twice as long ( 18. 
28); rules for the period after treatment with tarpat)a and pu!apaka ( 18.29); the treat
ment of complications due to improper application of tarpar:ia and pu!apaka (18.30); 
signs indicating proper, deficient and excessive treatment with pu!apaka (18.31-32); 
the method of preparing a pu\apaka 288 and the way of application (18.33-38); the bad 
effects of improper administration of tarpat)a and pu!apaka (18.39-40); the merits of 
proper tarpar:ia and pu!apaka (18.4 l-42ab); the treatment of disorders due to improper 
use (l 8.42cd); particularities with regard to sudation and fumigation before and af
ter tarpar:ia and puiapaka (18.43); ascyotana (the application of eyedrops) is indicated 
when the disease is not very grave; seka (irrigation) is indicated in more serious cases 
(18.44); ascyotana and seka are of the same three varieties as pu!apaka (l 8.45ab); 289 

the proper dosages of the three varieties of ascyotana ( 18 .45cd-46ab ); seka should be 
applied for a period twice as long as that for pu\apaka (18.46cd-47ab); the parts of 
the day suitable to the application ofascyotana and seka (18.4 7cd); the signs of proper 
and improper application of seka are like those of tarpar:ia (18.48ab); sirobasti cures 
very serious diseases and has the same effects as miirdhataila290 (18.48cd-49ab ); the 
technique of applying a sirobasti: a bladder filled with medicated oil or ghee is tightly 
fastened over the scalp of the patient; it should be kept there for a period ten times 
as long as has been prescribed for tarpar:ia (l 8.49cd-5 lab); the stage of the disease in 
which a collyrium (aiijana) should be applied (18.5!cd-52ab); 291 the three varieties of 
collyrium are: lekhana, ropar:ia and prasadana 292 (18.52cd); the tastes to be employed 
against the do~as in a lekhanacollyrium (18.53); the effects ofalekhanacollyrium (18. 
54); a ropar:ia collyrium should consist of drugs with an astringent or bitter taste and 
some oil; it restores the colour and invigorates the eyes (18.55); a prasadana collyrium 
should consist of drugs with a sweet taste and (much) oil; it soothes (prasadana) the 
do~as affecting vision and is also beneficial as an oleating agent (18.56); these collyria 
should be employed in the morning, evening or night, dependent on the do~a involved 
(18.57); 293 the three forms of collyrium: gu!ika fpill), rasa ( = rasakriya: inspissated 
juice) and ciifr:ia (powder); 294 their strength decreases in the mentioned order (18.58); 
the sizes of lekhana, ropa1)a and prasadana gu!ikas (18.59); the dose of a rasaiijana 295 
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is the same as that of a varti 296 (18.60ab); the doses of a collyriumin the form ofa pow
der are two, three or four salakiis, for the lekhana, ropar:ia and praslidana varieties re
spectively (18.60cd); the materials for the containers (bhiijana)297 and the rods (sallika) 
(for applying a collyrium) 298 (18.61-62ab); 299 requirements as to the form, measure
ments, etc., of a sallikii (18.62cd-63); the technique of applying a collyrium (18.64-
65); technical errors to be avoided ( 18.66-67ab ); after observing the proper action of a 
collyrium, the eye should be washed (prak~iilana) with water, and a pratyaiijana applied 
(18.67cd-68ab ); contra-indications for a collyrium and the disorders resulting from ne
glect of these rules (8.68cd-69); complications (vyiipad) brought about by improper 
application of collyria (18.70-74ab); the treatment of these complications (18.74cd-
75ab); signs indicating an adequate, excessive and deficient application of a lekhana 
collyrium; treatment in cases of excessive or deficient application (18. 75cd-78); signs 
indicating an adequate or excessive application of prasiidana and ropar:ia collyria; treat
ment in cases of excessive application (18. 79-81); deficient application of snehana ( = 
praslidana) andropar:ia collyria produces no effect at all (18.82); the preparation of a cii
rr:iaiijana for royal use, which makes a king dear to all his subjects, invincible, and free 
from eye diseases (18.84-93);300 another collyrium, called bhadrodaya, fit for royal 
use (18.94-97); 301 some more recipes for collyria (18.98-102); an analgesic collyrium 
(18.103-104); a collyrium fcr general use (18.105); pir:i<;liiiijanas302 should be prepared 
and used in the same way as rasakriyiiiijanas (18.106). 

Chapter nineteen is devoted to the management of injuries to the eye (nayaniibhighiita) 

(and eye diseases in children). 
The subjects dealt with are: general symptoms and treatment ( 19.3-4 ); the general 

measures should be employed when the injury is still fresh (sadyohata); 303 in a later 
stage, the treatment should be like that of abhi~yanda; the pain of a minor trauma dis
appears by the application of warm breath (iisyabii~pa) (19.5); prognostic featurns_ of 
eye injuries (19.6-7ab); the treatment of cases in which the eyeball is pushed ms1de 
or protruding (19.7cd-8ab ); the seventy-six eye diseases described occur in both chil
dren and adults, but one additional and distinct disease, kukiir:iaka, affects the eyelids 
of children only; it is caused by vitiated breastmilk, kapha, viita, pitta, and blood (19. 
8cd-9ab); the symptoms and treatment of kukiir:iaka (19.9cd-10); 304 treatment by the 
induction of vomiting (19.11-12); washing (paridhiivana), irrigation (avasecana) and 
eyedrops (iiscyotana) in cases of kukiir:iaka (19. 13); collyria against kukiir:iaka (19.14 ); 
gu!ikiiiijanas (19.15); the treatment of sukra and kaphiibhi~yanda in children (19.16); 
the importance of a thorough study of the medical science (19.17-20). 

Chapter twenty is devoted to the knowledge concerning diseases of the ears (karr:iaro
ga). 

The subjects dealt with are: the twenty-eight diseases of the ears: 305 karr:iasii
la, 306 karr:iaprar:iada, 307 biidhirya, 308 karr:iak~ve<;ia, 309 kan~asriiva, 310 karr:iakar:i<;lii, 3!! 

karr:iavarcas, 312 lqmikarr:ia, 313 pratiniiha, 314 the two types of vidradhi, 315 karr:iapii
ka, 316 piitikarr:ia, 317 the four types of arsas, 318 the seven types of arbuda, 319 and the 
four types of sopha321 (20.3-5); the pathogenesis and symptomatology of karr:iasiila 
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(20.6), 321 karr_1aprai:iada (20.7),322 badhirya (20.8), 323 kari:iak~vei;Ja (20.9), 324 kari:iasra
va (20.10), kari:iakai:ii;Jii (20.llab), kari:iavarcas (20.llcd), kan:iapratinaha (20.12), 
lq-mikan:iaka (20.13), the two types of vidradhi (20.14), kari:iapaka (20.15ab),325 and 
piitikari:ia (20.15cd-16ab);326 the features of arsas, 327 sopha328 and arbuda329 have 
already been described (20.16c-f). 

Chapter twenty-one is devoted to the management of ear diseases. 330 

The subjects dealt with are: general measures (21.3); the common treatment of 
kari:iasiila, kari:iaprai:iada, badhirya, and kari:ia~ve9a 331 (21.4-5); the treatment of 
kari:iasiila due to kapha and vata by means of nai;Jisveda (21.6-7); pii:ii;Jasveda in cases 
ofkan:iasiila (21.8); a warm medicated oil against kari:iasiila (21.9-10); 332 fumigation 
in cases ofkan:iasiila (21.11); 333 dietary rules (21. 12ab ); the use of sataplikabalataila 334 

(21.12cd-13ab); several recipes for karl)apiirai:ia335 (21.13cd-19); the preparation of 
dipikataila336 and its use in cases of kan:iasiila (21.20-22); recipes for kafl)apiiral)a 
(21.23-26); 337 more recipes for kan:iapiira~1a (21.27-33); the treatment of kan:iasiila 
due to blood (21.34); the treatment of badhirya (21.35-39ab); the general treatment 
of kari:iasrava, piitikari:ia, and krmikarl)a (21.39cd-4lab); 338 the specific treatment of 
kari:iasrava (21.41 cd--49ab), 339 piitikan:ia (21.49cd-5 lab), and lq-mikafl)a (2!.5 lcd-
53); the treatment of kari:iak~vei;Ja (21.54ab), kari:iavidradhi (21.54cd), kllfllaVi!ka340 

(21.55), kari:iakai:ii;Jii (21.56), kari:iapratinaha (21.57), and kari:iapaka (21.58ab); the 
removal of kI\as, cerumen, and dirt from the auditory canal (21.58cd-59ab); the 
treatment of the remaining ear diseases has already been described (21.59cd). 

Chapter twenty-two is devoted to the knowledge concerning diseases of the nose (na
sliroga). 

The subjects dealt with are: the enumeration of the thirty-one diseases affecting the 
nose (22.3-5); the symptoms of apinasa, 341 which· is caused by vata and kapha, and has 
features in common with pratisyaya (22.6-7ab); 342 the pathogenesis and symptoms 
of piitinasa (22. 7cd-8ab), 343 nasikapaka (22.8cd-9ab), 344 nasaraktapitta (22.9cd), 345 

piiyarakta (22.10),346 the two types 347 of k~avathu (22.ll-13ab), 348 bhraip.sathu 
(22.13cd-14ab), 349 dipta (22.14cd-15ab), 350 nasapratinaha (22.15cd-16ab), 351 nasa
parisrava (22.16cd-17ab), 352 and nasaso~a (22.17cd-18ab); 353 nasarsas354 and nasa
sopha 355 are caused by each of the do~as separately and by the three do~s collectively 
(22.18cd); a seventh type of arbuda (of the nose), 356 caused by all the do~as, is added, 
according to the salakya treatises, (to the usual six types) 357 (22.19ab); pratisyaya, a 
disease offive types, will be described later358 (22.19cd); thus, the thirty-one diseases 
of the nose have been described (22.20ab); a big mass, enclosed within a capsule 
(kosa), and present within the nasal passages, is called an arbuda (22.20cd); nasasopha 
possesses all the characteristics of sopha, but is confined to the nasal passages; 
nasarsas should be diagnosed according to the characteristics of arsas as described in 
the Nidanasthana 359 (22.21). 

Chapter twenty-three is devoted to the management of diseases of the nose. 
The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of apinasa and putinasya360 (23.3-5ab), 
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nasapaka (23.5cd-6ab ), 361 raktapitta and piiyarakta (23.6cd-7ab ), 362 k~a vath u 363 and 
bhrarpsathu (23.7cd-8ab), dipta (23.Scd), nasanaha 364 (23.9), nasasrava365 (23.10), 
and nasaso~a (23.11); 366 the remaining diseases of the nose367 should be treated as 
described for diseases of the nose in general (23.12). 368 

Chapter twenty-four is devoted to the management of pratisyaya. 369 

The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology ofpratisyaya (24.3); its pathogenesis (24. 
4 )370 and prodromes (24.5); 371 the symptoms of pratisyaya due to vata (24.6-7ab), 372 

pitta (24.7cd-8), 373 kapha (24.9-IOab), 374 all three do~as (24. !0cd-11 ), and blood (24. 
l 2-I4ab);375 the symptoms of du~\apratisyaya, more difficult to cure than pratisya
ya (24. l4cd-I6ab); 376 complications of pratisyaya (24. l 6cd-I7); the treatment of all 
types of pratisyaya (24.18-21); the general treatmentofpinasa377 (24.22-23); the treat
ment of pinasa caused by a combination of vata and kapha (24.24 ); the treatment of 
pratisyaya due to vata (24.25-26ab), pitta and blood (24.26cd-30ab), kapha (24.30cd-
33), and conceited action of all the do~as (24.34-42). 378 

Chapter twenty-five is devoted to the knowledge of diseases of the head (siroroga). 

The subjects dealt with are: the eleven diseases of the head: those caused by 
vata, pitta, kapha, all three do~as, blood, k~aya, and parasites (krimi), and the dis
eases called siiryava1ta, anantavata, ardhavabhedaka, and salikhaka (25.3-4 ); the 
symptomatology of siroroga due to vata (25.5), 379 pitta (25.6), 380 kapha (25.7),381 

all three do~as (25.Sab),382 and blood (25.Scd); the aetiology and symptomatology 
of siroroga caused by k~aya (decrease) of fatty tissue (vasa) and balasa (= kapha) 383 

(25.9-!0ab); the symptoms of siroroga caused by parasites (25.!0cd-llab); 384 the 
symptoms of siiryavarta,385 caused by all the do~as together and very difficult to 
cure (25.llcd-I3ab);386 the symptoms of anantavata, 387 caused by all three do~as 
collectively (25.13cd-15ab); 388 the symptoms of ardhavabheda, 389 caused by all three 
do~as collectively (25.15cd-16ab); 390 the symptoms of salikhaka, 391 which is caused 
by vata,pitta, kapha, and blood, and is incurable (25.I6cd-18). 392 

Chapter twenty-six is devoted to the management of diseases of the head. 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of siroroga caused by vata (26.3-11 ), 393 

pitta394 and blood (16.12-I8ab), kapha (26.I8cd-23),395 all three do~as (26.24),396 

k~aya (26.25-26ab), and parasites (26.26cd-30ab); 397 the general treatment of sii
ryavaita (26.30cd-3Iab) and ardhabhedaka 398 (26.3Icd); the specific treatment of 
siiryavarta 399 and ardhavabhedaka400 (26.32-35); the same measures are useful in 
siroroga due to kapha (26.36ab ); the treatment of anantavata (26.36cd-38ab )40! and 
salikhaka (26.38cd-41); 402 general rules for the treatment of diseases of the head 
(26.42-44ab);403 thus, the aetiology and treatment of the seventy-six diseases of the 
eyes, twenty-eight diseases of the ears, thirty-one diseases of the nose, eleven diseases 
of the head, and sixty-seven diseases of the mouth, oral cavity and throat 404 have 
been dealt with; these are the diseases of the upper main part of the body (uttamaliga), 
described according to their number, characteristics and lreatment ( l 6.44cd-46). 
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Chapter twenty-seven is devoted to the knowledge about the specific features (filqti) 
of the nine grahas. 405 

The names of these nine grahas are: Skanda,406 Skandapasmara, Sakuni, Revati, 
Piitana, 407 Andhapiitana, Sitapiitana, Mukhamat~<;lika, and Naigame~a, also called Pitr
graha (27.4-5). 408 

These grahas hurt children when wet-nurse or mother do not observe the prescribed 
code of conduct, when cleanliness is neglected, when auspicious rituals (mailgala) are 
not performed, and when the children themselves are upset (trasta), anxious (hr1ga), 
scolded (tarjita), or beaten (ta<;lita). 

The aim of the grahas is to obtain worship (pii ja). They possess supernatural powers 
(aisvarya), can assume various forms, and enter a child's body without being seen (27. 
6-7ab ). Their characteristic signs will be described according to tradition (27.7cd). 

The chapter proceeds with descriptions of the characteristic features of children 
afflicted by Skanda (27.8),409 Skandapasmara410 (27.9), 411 Sakuni (27. 10),412 Re
vati (27.11), 413 Piitana (27.12),414 Andhapiitana (27.13), 415 Sitapiitana (27.14),416 

Mukhamal)<;lika (27 .15), 417 and Naigame~a (27.16). 418 

The signs indicating incurability or curability are mentioned (27.17-18ab). The 
general rules regarding treatment are dealt with; these rules consist largely of ritual 
acts, accompanied by a mantra (27.l 8cd-21 ). 

Chapter twenty-eight deals with the treatment of children attacked by Skanda. 
Measures described are: sprinkling (pari~ecana) with a particulardecoction (28.3), 

inunction (abhyailga) with a medicated oil (28.4 ), the oral administration of a medi
cated ghee (28.5), fumigation (28.6), the wearing of particular garlands (28.7), the of
fering (bali) of particular objects to Skanda (28.8), the performance of a ritual (28.9), 
and the recitation of particular mantras (28.10-14 ). 

Chapter twenty-nine deals with the treatment of afflictions caused by Skandapasmara. 
Measures described are: sprinkling with a decoction (29.3), inunction with a med

icated oil (29.4), the oral administration of medicated ghees (29.5), fumigation (29. 
6), the wearing of particular garlands (29.7ab ), offerings and rituals (29.7cd-8), and a 
mantra (29.9) 

Chapter thirty describes the following measures against afflictions caused by Sakuni: 
sprinkling with a decoction (30.3), inunction (30.4ab ), a plaster (pradeha) (30.4cd-
5ab), the powders (Ciifl)a) and beneficial articles of diet used in the treatment of sores 
(vral)a) (30.5cd), the same fumigations as those against Skanda (30.6ab), (the wearing 
of) particular drugs (as charms) (30.6cd-7ab), offerings (bali) and a ritual bath (30. 
7cd-8), the administration of the same medicated ghee as that against Skanda(30.9ab), 
the worship (piija) of Sak uni by offering auspicious flowers (30.9cd), and the recitation 
of mantras (30.10-11 ). 

Chapter thirty-one describes the following measures against afflictions caused by Re
vatI: sprinkling with decoctions (31.3), inunction (31.4), the administration of a med-
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icated ghee (31.5), a plaster (31.6ab), fumigation (3I.6cd-7ab), the wearing of a par
ticular necklace (rucaka) (3I.7cd-8ab), offerings and a ritual bath (31.8cd-9), and the 
recitation of mantras (31.10-11).419 

Chapter thirty-two deals with measures against afflictions caused by Piitan_a. They con
sist of: sprinkling (32.3), in unction (32.4 ), a medicated ghee (32.5), fumigations (32. 
6-7), the wearing of particular drugs (as charms) (32.8ab), offerings and a ritual bath 
(32.8cd-9), and the recitation of mantras (32.10-11). 

Chapter thirty-three describes the following measures against afflictions caused 
by Andhapiitana: sprinkling with a decoction (33.3ab), inunction (33.3cd-4ab), a 
medicated ghee (33.4cd-5ab), a plaster (pradeha) (33.Scd), fumigation (_33.6),420 

drugs to be worn (33.7ab), offerings and a ritual bath (33.7cd-8), and the recitation of 

a mantra (33.9). 

Chapter thirty-four describes the following measures against afflictions caused by Si
tapiitana: sprinkling (34.3), inunction (34.4), a medicated ghee (34.5), fumigation (34. 
6), particular drugs to be worn (34.7ab), offerings and a ritual bath (34.7c4-8), and the 
recitation-of a mantra (34.9). 

Chapter thirty-five describes the following measures against afflictions caused by 
Mukhama~H;lika:421 sprinkling (35.3), inunction (35.4), a medicated ghee (35.5), 
fumigation (35.6ab), the wearing of the tongues of particular animals (as charms) 
(35.6cd),422 offerings (35.7-8ab),423 and a ritual bath accompanied by a mantra 
(35.8cd-9). 

Chapter thirty-six describes the following measures against afflictions caused by 
Naigame~a: sprinkling (36.3), inunction (36.4), medicated ghees (36.5), the wearing 
of particular drugs (as charms) (36.6ab ), the same utsadana (massage with a med
icated oil) as for disorders caused by Skandapasmara (36.6cd), fumigation (36.7), 
a fumigation to be employed against afflictions caused by the nine grahas (36.8), 
offerings and a ritual bath (36.9-10), and the recitation of a mantra (36.11). 

Chapter thirty-seven is about the origin (utpatti) of the grahas (and related subjects). 
The nine grahas who afflict children are endowed with radiance (srl), possess a 

divine body, and are either female or male (37.3). They were created by Krttika,424 
Uma,425 Agni 426 and Siilin427 in order to guard the newborn Guha,428 although, while 
staying in the Saravai:ia,429 he was protected by his own fiery energy (atmatejas) (37. 
4). The female grahas described are of a rajasa or tamasa character and partake of the 
nature of Ganga, 430 Uma and the Krttikas (37.5). 

Naigame~a. who has the face of a ram (me~a), was created by ParvatT431 as the pro
tector and companion ofGuha (37.6); Skandapasmara, also called Visakha, and glow
ing like fire, was created by Agni as a companion of Skanda432 (37.7); Skanda, also 
called Kumara, was created by Tripurari (37.8); 433 this god, born from Rudra and Agni, 
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is frolicsome like a child and cannot possibly be intent on bad actions; it is therefore 
lack of knowledge that makes some medical authorities (dehacintaka),434 misled by 
the similarity of the names, assume that the graha called Skanda is identical with the 
deity called Kumara (i.e., Skanda) (37.9-10). 

A mythological story follows, telling that the grahas, who waited upon Skanda, the 
chief of the heavenly army, asked him for means of subsistence; Skanda referred this 
question to Siva, who gave the grahas, as their sphere of influence, the children of par
ents who do not behave properly; this explains that the grahas, eager for ample subsis
tence and worship, afflict children (37.11-20). 

Afflittions by grahas are difficult to cure; disabilities (vaikalya), and even death, 
result from an attack by the graha Skanda, who is the most dreadful among them (37. 
2 l-22ab). Attacks by other grahas are also incurable if they present all the symptoms 
(37.22cd). 

Chapter thirty-eight is devoted to the management of gynaecological disorders 
(yonivyapad). 435 

The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology and pathogenesis of yonivyapad; the 
general causes of the twenty types of yonivyapad, consisting of improper behaviour 
(mithyacara), corrupted artava, bijado~a, and fate (daiva) (38.3-oab);436 the types of 
yonivyapad arising from vata are: 437 udavarta,438 vandhya,439 vipluta,440paripluta,441 
and vatala; 442 those arising from pitta are: rudhirak$ara, 443 vaminI,444 sral)lsinI,445 

putraghnI,446 and pittala; 447 those arising from kapha are: atyananda, 448 kan:iinI,449 

the two kinds of caral)ii, 450 and sle$mala; 451 those arising from all three do$aS are: 
$a99a,452 phalinI, 453 mahatI,454 siicivaktra,455 and sarvaja456 (38.6cd-9ab); the char
acteristics of the vata types; other painful sensations (vedana) due to vata are also 
present (38.9cd-ll); the characteristics of the pitta types, which also present other 
symptoms due to pitta (38.12-14); the characteristics of the kapha types, which 
present other symptoms attributable to kapha (38.15-17); the characteristics of the 
types caused by all the do~as, which also present other symptoms caused by them 
and which are incurable (38.18-20); general treatment (38.21); 457 the treatment 
of yonivyapad due to vata (38.22-24ab),458 pitta (38.24cd-26),459 and kapha (38. 
27-29ab);460 some general prescriptions (38.29cd-30); other procedures that may 
be employed (38.3 l-32ab); disorders caused by immature and premature labour 
(apaprajataroga) should be treated as described (38.32cd). 

Chapter thirty-nine is devoted to fevers and their management. 461 
The chapteropens with questions by Susruta and his fellow students to Dhanvanta

ri, who is requested to give a more detailed account of the complications (upadrava) 
occurring in patients with sores (vrai)a), a subject discussed only briefly in the preced
ing sections of the treatise (39.3-7). Dhanvantari, who complies, begins with an expo
sition on fever (jvara), because this is the king among the host of diseases (39.8). 462 

The subjects dealt with in the first part of the chapter are: fever owes its origin 
to the fire of Rudra's wrath; it afflicts all living creatures and is known by different 
names (dependent on the type of creature or substance affected) (39.9);463 as a disor-
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derthat may take possession of a living being from birth until death, 464 it is regarded 
as the king among all diseases (39.10); only gods and human beings are able to endure 
fever, while all other living creatures perish by it (39.11-13ab); the main characteris
tics of fever consist of the simultaneous occurrence of absence of perspiration (sveda
varodha), a general sense of heat (sar!Jtiipa), and an ache of all the parts of the body 
(sarviitigagrahaiJa) (39. !3cd-14ab);465 fever has various causes and is of eight types: 
caused by one of the do~as singly, by a combination of two do~as, by all the do~as col
lectively, and by exogenous (agantu) factors (39.14cd-15ab); 466 the pathogenesis of 
fever (39. ! 5cd-19ab ); 467 aetiological factors (39.19cd-22); 468 the pathophysiology of 
the rise of temperature and the obstruction to the flow of perspiration (39.23-24); 469 the 
general and specific prodromes (39.25-28);470 the symptoms of fever due to vata (39. 
29-30), 471 pitta (39.31-32), 472 kapha (39.33-34),473 and concerted action (sar!Jnipa
ta) of the do~as (39.35-38c);474 the symptoms of a specific type of saqmipata fever, 
called abhinyasa;475 others call it hataujas476 (39.38-4lab); a sar)mipata fever is dif
ficult to cure; according to others, it is incurable (39.4!cd); 477 a sar!Jnipata fever as
sociated with sleepiness should be known as abhinyasa, associated with decrease ( of 
bodily constituents) ashataujas, and associated with inertia of the limbs (sarpnyastaga
tra) as sar!Jnyasa (39.42);478 the symptomatology of a fever characterized by an ob
struction (µirodha) to ojas, caused by aggravation of pitta and vata (39.43-45ab);479 

(a saqmipata fever) aggravates again on the seventh, tenth, or twelfth day, followed 
by a favourable turn (prasama) or death (39.45cd-46ab );480 the symptoms of fevers 
due to the combined action of two do~as: 481 vata and pitta, vata and kapha, pitta and 
kapha (39.46cd-50);482 even a very small amount of a do~a may increase in patients, 
released from fever and still weak, when they indulge in unwholesome diet and be
haviour; this do~a, reaching the seats ( of kapha) successively, staying at each seat for 
one day and night, and ultimately arriving at the amasaya, causes the fevers called sa
tata, anyedyu~ka (quotidian), tryakhya (tertian), caturtha (quartan), and pralepaka (39. 
51-53);483 the slow fever called pralepaka, which leads to desiccation of the elements 
of the body; it is very troublesome and extremely difficult to cure (39.54);484 reversed 
types of irregular (vi~ama) 485 fevers arise when the do~a486 stays in two, three, or four 
seats of kapha;487 these fevers are difficult to cure (39.55); some assume that an out
side factor or inherent nature (svabhava) produces irregular fevers; usually, however, 
an exogenous (agantu) factor is secondarily involved (anubandha) in an iiTegularfever 
(39.56);488 titfyaka and caturthaka fever are characterized by a predominance of va
ta; 489 the fever occurring in lowlands at the foot of mountains (aupatyaka), 490 as well 
as the fever caused by (the abuse of) alcoholic drinks, are due to pitta; kapha is the 
predominant do~a in the fevers called pralepaka and vatabaliisaka; 491 irregular fevers 
with fainting (milrcha) as a secondary development (anubandha) usually arise from a 
combination of two do~as (39.57-58); kapha and vata, staying in the skin, generate a 
fever beginning with shivering; later, after the pacification of these two (do~as), pitta 
brings about a burning sensation; pitta, staying in the skin, causes an intense burning 
sensation at the onset ( of fever); later, after the pacification of pitta, shivering arises 
due to kapha and vata; these two fevers, beginning with a burning sensation or shiv
ering, are caused by a combination of two do~as; out of the two, the fever beginning 
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with a burning sensation is troublesome and difficult to cure (39.59-61); the same ap
plies to protracted (prasakta) fevers of traumatic or mental origin (39.62ab ); an irreg
ular fever may become manifest during any of the six parts of day and night; actually, 
it never leaves the body completely, as is evident from symptoms like languor (gla
ni), a feeling of heaviness, and loss of weight (39.62cd--{i4ab); during periods with
out bouts of fever, the disease appears to be gone, but this is due to its being hidden 
within the bodily elements and to other factors; indulgence in unwholesome diet and 
behaviour makes it flare up again, and causes a new attack when one of the bodily ele
ments· has been reached (39.64cd--{i6);492 satata (continuous) fever resides in rasa and 
blood, anyedyu~ka in muscular tissue, tftTyaka in fatty tissue, caturthaka in the bones 
and bone marrow; 493 the last mentioned fever is serious, may terminate fatally, and 
brings on a mixture of disorders (39.67-68ab ); some are of the opinion that irregular 
fevers arise from possession (abhi~anga) by bhiitas (39.68cd); 494 the fever that contin
ues for a period of seven, ten or twelve days is known as sa1ptata; 495 satataka appears 
twice in a day and night; anyedyu~ka appears once within twenty-four hours, tf!Iyaka 
on alternate days, and catmthaka on every fourth day 496 (39.69-71 ab ); the appearance 
and subsidence of bouts of fever caused by the do~as, which are impelled by vata, are 
compared to the tidal movements of the sea (39.71cd-75ab); traumatic fevers should 
betreatedaccording to the do~a(s) involved (39.75cd-76ab);497 the symptoms of fever 
caused by poisoning (39.76cd-77ab); 498 the symptoms off ever provoked by the smell 
of herbs (o~adhigandha) (39.77cd);499 the symptoms of fevers caused by sexual de
sire (kama) (39.78), fear and grief (39.79ab), magic (abhicara) and curses (abhisapa) 
(39.79cd), and possession by malevolent beings (bhiitabhi~anga) (39.80ab); 500 vata, 
when excited by fatigue, wasting ( of bodily constituents) or a trauma, may pervade 
the whole body and give rise to a violent fever (39.80cd-8lab); fevers resulting from 
other diseases, vidaha, 501 exogenous factors, etc., do not present other symptoms than 
those which are characteristic of one or more of the do~as (39.Slcd-82);502 the symp
toms presented by fevers after having reached and affected rasa, blood, muscular tis
sue, fatty tissue, bones, bone marrow, and semen (39.83-90ab);503 the involvement of 
one or more of the do~as in these fevers should be ascertained by means of the signs 
characteristic of them (39.90cd-92ab ); the characteristics of a deep-seated (gambhira) 
fever (39.92cd-93ab); 504 features indicating incurability of a fever (39.93cd-94ab); 505 

slight, moderate and severe (excitement of the) do¥ts leads to attacks of fever during 
three, seven or twelve days; the possibility of successful treatment diminishes in the 
mentioned order (39. 94cd-95a b ); fever is like kala (time as a devouring factor), Yama 
(i.e., the god of death), niyati (fate) and death itself; someone who has got rid of it 
should be regarded as having gained rebirth (39.95cd-%ab). . 

The second part of the chapter, devoted to treatme.nt, deals with the following 
subjects: treatment during the prodromal stage (39.97-99); the difference between 
symptoms and prodromes is like that between fire and smoke (39. IOOab ); fasting 
(apatarpai:ia or langhana) is the most important therapeutic measure after manifestation 
of the symptoms, but emetics should be administered when the do~a stays in the ama
saya; the proper duration offasting; contra-indications; the beneficial effects of fasting; 
the signs of adequate and excessive fasting (39.100cd-106ab);506 the indications for 
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administering warm water (39.106cd-108ab);507 indications for a particular cooled 
down decoction (39. I08cd-I09ab);508 the antipyretic effects of a medicated gruel 
(peya) (39.109cd-l 10ab);509 general indications for ka~yas; ka~ayas which are useful 
in fevers due to vata, pitta, kapha, or a combination of two do~as; contra-indications 
for ka~ayas (39. IIOcd-114);510 some general characteristics of fevers with immature 
(ama) and mature (pakva) do~as (39.115a-d); 511 the characteristics of maturity of 
the do~as, which means that medicinal treatment may be initiated (39. l l 5e-h); a 
divergent view on the recognition of maturity (39.116ab); the characteristics of an 
immature fever (amajvara) (39.116cd-119ab);512 medicinal treatment may begin 
seven days after the onset of fever according to some authorities, whereas others hold 
the view that this period should cover ten days (39.119cd-120ab);513 exceptions to 
this rule (39.120cd-12lab); special directions for eliminative treatment in immature 
and mature fevers (39.l 2lcd-125); 514 the preliminary treatment (prakkarman) should 
successively consist of: emesis (vamana), an asthapana enema, purgation (virecana), 
and evacuation of the head (sirovirecana) (39.126); emesis is the most important 
measure in fevers caused by kapha, purgation in those caused by pitta, an enema in 
those caused by vata, evacuation of the head when the head is full of phlegm (39. 
127-129); treatments for special cases (39.130-132); the treatment of residual do~as 
after eliminative measures (39.133-l 34ab); fasting is always to be recommended 
in strong patients (39.l 34cd); dietary rules for patients with various types of fever 
(39.135-156ab); 515 things to be avoided by a patient with fever (39.156cd-159); 516 

rules for a patient who has just recovered from fever (39.160-162); 517 the importance 
of bed rest during fever (39.163); indications for purificatory measures after subsi
dence of a fever (39.164); an emaciated patient with fever should never rashly be 
given a bath (39.165); all fevers should be treated with measures counteracting their 
causes (39.166); women who get fever due to an abnormal delivery or during lactation 
should be given a treatment that appeases the do~a(s) involved (39.167); appeasing 
(saq1samaniya) ka~ayas to be employed against fever by vata (39.168-175ab) and 
pitta (39.175cd-l 78); preparations against complaints associated with fever due to 
pitta, such as thirst, a burning sensation, 518 desiccation of mouth and throat, and a bad 
taste in the mouth (vairasya) (39.179-l 86ab ); ka~ayas against fever caused by kapha 
(39.l 86cd-191), kapha and vata (39.192-195ab), pitta and kapha (39.195cd-199ab), 
vata and pitta (39.199cd-20lab), and all three do~as (39.20lcd-2llab); the treatment 
of irregular (vi~ama) fevers (39.21lcd-218ab); a medicated ghee against chronic 
(jirl)ll) fever and other disorders (39.218cd-22lab); the preparation and indica
tions of gu"ucyadighrta (39.22lcd-223ab), 519 kalasyadig~a (39.223cd-226ab), 
pa!olyadigh!"ta (39.226cd-229ab), kalyai;iakag~a (39.229cd-234ab), 520 mahakalya-
1~akagh!"ta (39.234cd-240ab),521 paficagavyaghrta (39.240cd-242) 522 and its varieties 
(39.243-244ab), paficavika-, paficaja-, paficamahi~a-and caturu~!raghita (39.244c-f), 
triphaladigh!"ta (39.245-249), a second variety of pa!oladig~a (39.250-254ab), 523 

paficasara (39.254cd-255), lak~ataila (39.256), and k~Irivr~aditaila (39.257-258); 
treatments to be employed in particular kinds of irregular fever (39.259-261); 524 

fumigations for irregular fevers (39.262-263ab); a collyrium (39.263cd); the medi
cated ghees mentioned in the chapter on the treatment of udara 525 and the ajita ghee 
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mentioned in the Kalpa(sthana)526 cure (irregular) fevers (39.264); a fever arising 
from possession by malevolent beings should be treated with bandha,527 avesana 528 

and worship, as taught in the chapters on bhiltavidya;529 a fever of mental origin re
quires mental treatment (39.265);530 the treatment of fever due to fatigue and wasting 
(39.266ab), curses and magic (39.266cd),531 portents (utpata) and bad influences of 
planets (grahapI9ana) (39.267ab); the treatment of fever resulting from a traumatic 
injury (39.267cd-268ab),532 the inhalation of the smell of herbs, or the ingestion of 
poisonous substances (39.268cd-269); the diet beneficial to patients with an irregular 
fever (39.270ab); these patients should also pay homage to brahma1_1.as, cows, i'sana533 

and Ambika 534 (39.270cd) ;535 external measures to be employed against the feeling of 
coldness in patients with fever (39.271-281); 536 internal and external treatment when 
a burning sensation is the predominant symptom (39.282-294ab);537 pitta should be 
eliminated first in fevers caused by concerted action of the do~as (39.294cd-295ab); 
the general treatment of complications of fever (39.295cd-296ab); the specific treat
ment of particular complications (39.296cd-305); the treatment of mature pitta fever, 
raktapitta which moves upwards, and tremors (vepathu) (39.306-307ab), fever by 
kapha and vata (39.307cd), giddiness (39.308ab ), fever due to vata (39.308cd-309ab ), 
fever due to pitta (39.309cd-312ab), a burning sensation (39.312cd), and fever due to 
kapha (39.313-315ab); the use of fatty substances (39.315cd-316); medicated ghees 
to be used in fevers caused by pitta, kapha, and combinations of do~as (39.317); the 
treatment of residual do~as (39.318-319); ghee should be administered in all fevers 
after the lapse of twelve days (39.320); the state of the patient during remissions 
(39.321);538 the signs of release from fever (39.322);539 the dangers inherent in fever 
(39.323-324 ). 540 

Chapter forty is devoted to atisara (diarrhoea) and its management. 541 

The subjects dealt with are: aetiological factors ( 40.3-5);542 pathogenesis ( 40. 
6);543 the six types of diarrhoea: caused by vata, pitta, kapha, all the do~as, grief 
(soka), and ama ( 40.7ab);544 the rejection of the view that diarrhoea is of many types; 
Kasiraja (= Dhanvantari) proclaims that these diverse types are related to stages 
(avastha) of the involvement of the do~as (40.7cd-8ab); the prodromes (40.8cd-
9ab ); 545 the symptoms of diarrhoea due to vata, 546 pitta,547 kapha,548 and all.the do~as 
(40.9cd-13ab);549 the pathogenesis and symptomatology of diarrhoea caused by grief; 
this disorder is troublesome and extremely difficult to cure (40.13cd-15ab);550 the 
aetiology, pathogenesis and symptomatology of the ama type; the characteristics of 
ama and pakva stools (40.15-18); 551 types of diarrhoea that should not be accepted 
for treatment ( 40.19-21);552 all types of diarrhoea exhibit the features ofone or more 
of the do~as, including those types which are due to poorly digested fatty substances, 
visilcika, various types of disorders of digestion, poisoning, haemorrhoids, and para
sites ( 40.22-23);553 careful distinction of the ama and pakva stages is essential in the 
treatment of diarrhoea ( 40.24); fasting (lail.ghana) is the first therapeutic measure to be 
taken, followed by the administration of gruels (yavagil), etc., prepared with pacana' 
(maturation-promoting) drugs ( 40.25); the treatment of the ama stage ( 40.26-28);554 

contra-indications for constipating (sa1pgraha,ia) measures; disorders resulting from 
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neglect of these contra-indications ( 40.29-30); the treatment of patients passing 
stools frequently, with difficulty, and in small quantities, associated with piercing pain 
( 40.31); the treatment of watery diarrhoea ( 40.32 ); the treatment of patients repeatedly 
passing small amounts of hard stools, associated with piercing pain ( 40.33); fasting 
and maturation-promoting preparations should always be employed first (40.34ab); 
twenty prescriptions against amatisara ( 40.34cd-46); more prescriptions against 
this type of diarrhoea (40.47-50); more recipes against diarrhoea (40.51-57); the 
treatment of the a.ma and pakva varieties of diarrhoea caused by pitta ( 40.58-75ab ); 555 
the treatment of pjercing pain (siila) after the elimination of a.ma (40.75cd-77ab); 556 

the treatment of diarrhoea due to the three do~as ( 40.77cd-78ab); 557 the treatment of 
piercing pain associated with diarrhoea ( 40.78cd-80ab); indications for the treatment 
with pu\apakas (40.8lab); various pu(apakas (40.81cd-89ab); various other prescrip
tions (41.89cd-99ab); the use of (medicated) milk in diarrhoea (40.99cd-101); 558 the 
use of purgatives and medicated ghees ( 40. I 02 ); medicated ghees against bloody diar
rhoea (40.103-104ab) and diarrhoea due to all the do~as (40.104cd-105); indications 
for emetics (40.106); cases in which particular enemas are useful (40.107-111); the 
treatment of weakness of (the sphincters of) the anus (gudadaurbalya) in diarrhoea 
of long standing (40.112); 559 dietary instructions (40.113-115); the pathogenesis 
and symptoms of bloody diarrhoea (raktatfsara)560 (40.116-117ab); 561 its treatment 
( 40.l 17cd-129); 562 the treatment of the stage of diarrhoea in which the stools have 
become bound (saktavi~) ( 40.130--131), are frothy (phenila) ( 40. I 32-134ab), or slight 
in quantity ( 40.134cd-137); the aetiology and pathogenesis of pravahika ( 40.138); 563 
the symptoms of pravahika 564 due to vata, pitta, kapha, and blood ( 40. I 39-140ab ); 565 

its general treatment ( 40.140cd-14 lab); 566 specific treatments ( 40.141cd-!56); the 
general treatment of diarrhoea (40.157-158); the treatment of diarrhoea caused by (an 
excess of) dry or fatty articles of diet, by fear (bhaya), grief, poisons, haemorrhoids, 
and parasites (40.159-160ab);567 the treatment of complications (40.160cd); when 
more do~as are involved, pitta should be counteracted first in diarrhoea and fever, 
but vata in all other diseases ( 40.161); 568 the signs of cure in cases of diarrhoea 
( 40.162 ); 569 diseases in general are caused by karman, by the do~s. or by a com
bination of both; the ways in which these groups of diseases may subside or be 
cured (40.l 63-166ab); the aetiology of graha1.1Iroga570 (40.l 66cd-168); 571 the organ 
called graha1.1I is the same as the pittadhara kala, situated between amasaya and 
pakvasaya (40.169); 572 graha1.1I and digestive fire are closely connected, because 
the latter resides in the graha1.1I; corruption of the digestive fire leads for that reason 
inevitably to corruption of the graha1.1I (40.170); 573 general features of graha1)Ir0ga 
(40.171-172); 574 the prodromes (40.173); 575 the general symptoms (40.174-175); 
symptoms due to vii.ta, pitta, kapha, and all three do~as (40.176-177);576 treatment 
measures (40.178-l 82ab); 577 treatment of the complications (40.l 82cd). 

Cha1;>ter forty-one is devoted to dessication (so~a) 578 and its management. 579 
So~a is described as an illness following upon several ( other) diseases and preced

ing many other ones, difficult to be diagnosed and to be restrained, and therefore of a 
very serious character ( 41.3). It is called so~a because it dries up (samso~a(1a) the ·rasa 
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and the other elements of the body, and k~aya because it leads to decline of bodily func
tions; some call it rajayak~man because Candramas (i.e., the lunar deity) was the first 
one to suffer from it ( 41.4-5).580 Some regard this disease as arising from each of the 
three do~as separately, but it should be considered to be one single entity caused by 
concerted action of the do~as ( 41.6-8ab). 581 

The next subjects of the first part of the chapter are: the aetiological factors ( 41. 
8cd-I0); 582 the six main general symptoms (41.11);583 the eleven symptoms due to 
the d~as ( 41.12-13); 584 the characteristics of incurable cases ( 41.14-15); 585 accord
ing to a divergent view, the causes of so~a are: (excessive) sexual intercourse, grief, old 
age, (excessive) physical exercise, travelling, fasting, sores,and ural)k~ata ( 41.16); the 
symptoms of so~a due to (excessive) sexual intercourse (41.17), 586 grief ( 41.18), old 
age (41.19-20), travelling ( 41.21), 587 excessive physical exercise (41.22),588 and sores 
( 41.23); the causes and symptoms of ural)k~ata589 ( 41.24-26ab); 590 some are of the 
opinion that so~a may be brought about by a variety of causes; 591 this view should be 
rejected, because the disorders described by these authorities do not present the com
plete set of eleven symptoms and m·e actually states with decrease (k~aya) of one of 
the dhatus; these conditions and their treatment have already been described 592 ( 41. 
26cd-28); the prodromes of so~a ( 41.29-30); 593 cases to be rejected and accepted for 
treatment ( 41.31-32ab). 594 

The subjects of the second part of the chapter are: general principles. of treatment 
( 41.32cd-35); 595 treatment with meat preparations and the accompanying diet ( 41.36-
39);596 treatment with medicated ghees ( 41.40-54 ); 597 the (~a\palaka)g~a, employed 
against p!Ihodara, as well as the three other medicated ghees, described in the chap
ter on udara,598 are also useful (41.55ab); complications like svaravaikrta (affections 
of the voice), etc., should be treated according to the methods described (41.55cd); 599 

treatment with various products of a goat ( 41.56); various prescriptions ( 41.57); things 
to be avoided by a patient and rules regarding his behaviour ( 41.58).600 

Chapter forty-two is devoted to gulma 601 and its management. 602 

The subjects dealt with in the first part of this chapter603 are: the aetiology and 
pathogenesis of gulma, a disease of five types (42.3); 604 a gulma is a round (vrtta) 
lump (granthi), located between the cardiac region and the bladder, mobile (saqicarin) 
or immobile (acala), and increasing or decreasing in si?e (42.4); the five locations of 
gulma are the two sides of the chest (parsva), the cardiac region, the umbilical region, 
and the region of the bladder ( 42.5ab ); 605 this disease is called gulma because it 
originates from hidden vii.ta, possesses deep roots, and covers a large space, thus being 
like a shrub (gulma); since it consists of an accumulation ( of the do~as) themselves and 
develops like a bubble in water, moving about within (the abdominal cavity), it does 
not reach the stage of maturation (paka) 606 (42.5cd-7ab); gulma may arise from each 
of the do~as singly or by all the do~as collectively; 607 an additional type, caused by 
blood, occurs in women ( 42.7cd-8ab); the general prodromes of gulma ( 42.8cd-9); 608 

the symptoms of gulma due to vii.ta (42.10), 609 pitta (42.11),610 kapha (42.12), 611 

and all the do~as (42.13ab);612 the aetiology and pathogenesis of raktagulma, due 
to blood and only occurring in women; its general features are like those of gulma 
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due to pitta; signs pointing to pregnancy are also present, but the abdomen does 
not swell as much and movements of the child are absent; it should be treated after 
the term of (a normal) pregnancy (42.13cd-15); 613 the treatment of gulma due to 
vata (42.16), pitta (42.17), kapha (42.18), concerted action of the do~s (42.19ab), 
and blood (42.19cd-21); 614 anuvasana enemas to be employed in cases of gulma 
caused by vata, pitta, or kapha (42.22-23); 615 medicated ghees against gulma616 

arising from vata: a ghee prepared with ~ac;Iangaghrta (42.24), citrakadig~a (42. 
25-26), 617 hiilgvadighrta (42.27-28), 618 dadhikaghrta (42.29-30),619 rasonadig~a 
( 42.31-33),620 and.another ghee ( 42.34-35); ghees against gulma due to pitta or blood 
(42.36-37ab) and kapha (42.37cd-38); the treatment of gulma with involvement of all 
the do~as (42.39-40ab); caustic preparations for internal use (42.40cd-46ab); 621 the 
preparation of vrscivyadyari~!a 622 and pa!haeigu!ika, together with their indications 
(42.46cd-52ab); indications for bloodletting (42.52cd-53ab); 623 useful liquid prepa
rations (42.53cd-54ab), peyas, and khalas (42.54cd-55ab); the treatment of cases 
with constipation (baddhavarcas) as a prominent symptom; various types of sudation 
(sveda) are indicated to relieve this symptom ( 42.55cd-56ab); 624 purgation in patients 
suffering from gulma (42.56cd-57ab); various therapeutic measures (42.57cd-59ab); 
suppositories (varti) against constipation (varconirodha) in patients suffering from 
gulma (42.59cd-60ab); some special prescriptions (42.60cd-66ab); sula (piercing 
pain) as a complication of gulma; its characteristics and the symptoms produced by it 
( 42.66cd-68); prescriptions useful in siila due to a single do~a, two do~as, and all three 
do~as (42.69-73ab); other measures against siila in cases of gulma (42.73cd-75ab); 
articles of diet to be avoided by patients with gulma (42.75cd-76ab). 

The second part of the chapter, devoted to siila (piercing pain), deals with the 
following subjects: siila may occur without gulma; its seats are identical with those 
of gulma (42.76cd-77ab); 625 the aetiology and pathogenesis (42.77cd-80);626 siila 
is called thus because it is characterized by severe pains (vedana), as if one's body 
is pierced by a nail (sailku) or spike (siila) (42.81); the features of siila due to vata 
( 42.82-83), pitta ( 42.84-85ab ), kapha ( 42.85cd-86), and concerted action of the do~as 
(42.87); 627 the general and specific treatment of the vata type (42.88cd-103ab),628 

pitta type (42.103cd-108), 629 and kapha type (42.109-111); 630 a recipe against all 
types of siila (42.112-115); a bhasman,631 to be taken with warm water, against siila 
due to kapha (42.116-117ab); the pathogenesis and symptoms of parsvasiila, due 
to vata and kapha (42.117cd-119); its treatment (42.120-123ab); the pathogenesis 
and symptoms of kuk~isiila, 632 due to vata and arising from a.ma (42.123cd-125); 
its treatment (42.126-13lab);633 the pathogenesis and symptoms of hrcchiila, due 
to vata and rasa (42.13lcd-132), and to be treated like hrdroga634 (42.133ab); the 
pathogenesis and symptoms ofbastisiila, due to vata ( 42. l 33cd-134 ); the symptoms of 
miitrasrna, due to vata ( 42. 135); the aetiology, pathogenesis and symptoms of vi!siila, 
due to vata (42. 136-139); its treatment (42.140--141); siila arising from undigested 
food (annado~a); its aetiology, pathogenesis, symptoms, and treatment ( 42.142-145); 
all the therapeutic procedures employed in cases of gulma are useful too in patients 
with siila (42.146). 
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Chapter forty-three is devoted to diseases of the cardiac region (hrdroga) and their man
agement. 

The subjects dealt with are: aetiology and pathogenesis (43.3-4); 635 the four types 
of hrdroga: due to vata, pitta, kapha, and parasites (krmi) ( 43.5); 636 the symptoms of 
hrdroga due to vata ( 43.6), 637 pitta ( 43.7),638 kapha ( 43.8), 639 and parasites ( 43.9); 640 

the complications ofhrdrogacaused by the do~as (43.lOab) and parasites (43.!0cd); 
the treatmentofhfdrogaduetovata(43.ll-14), 641 pitta (43.15-17ab), 642 kapha (43. 
17cd-19),643 and parasites (43.20-22).644 

Chapter forty-four is devoted to morbid pallor (pat)9uroga) and its management. 
The subjects dealt with are: aetiology and pathogenesis (44.3); 645 the four types of 

pai:i9uroga, 646 called thus on account of excessive pallor as its characteristic feature 647 
(44.4); the prodromes (44.5);648 names of diseases covered by the general term 
pai:i9uroga are kamala, panakI,649 pai:i9uroga, kumbha, lagharaka, 650 and alasa (44.6); 
the symptoms of pai:i9uroga due to vata (44.7),651 pitta (44.8),652 kapha (44.9),653 

and all the do~as together ( 44. !0a); 654 the aetiology and symptoms of kamala655 
(44.10b-l !ab); 656 the variety of kamala called kumbhakamala presents a large 
amount of swelling (sopha) and pain in the joints ( 44.11 cd);657 when associated with 
a number of other symptoms, kamalais known as lagharaka or alasa (44.12ab); when, 
due to vata and pitta, the body assumes a greenish, yellow, or dark blue colour, the 
variety (of kumbhakamala) is called halimaka (44.12cd);658 complications that may 
arise in these disorders (44.13); the general treatment of curable cases (44.14-15); 659 

some purgative recipes (44.16); recipes containing iron (44.17); 660 do~as should 
be eliminated repeatedly in small amounts in order to prevent the development of 
swelling (44.18ab); the recipes of a mantha (44.18cd) and a medicated ghee (44.19-
20ab);the ka~aya ofya~!Imadhu (liquorice) as a useful drng (14.20cd); ciiri:ias, paitly 
with the addition of powdered iron (44.21); 661 an avaleha, containing salts and other 
substances (44.22); an avaleha, containing mal).9iira, iron, and a number of medicinal 
plants ( 44.23);662 vaiakas, containing ma1]9iira and vegetable drugs ( 44.24 ); 663 some 
more recipes, mostly avalehas ( 44.25-30ab ); preparations for kamala ( 44.30cd-
3 lab) 664 and kumbhakamala (44.3lcd-33ab); a preparation containing rock salt and 
mal).9iira (44.33cd-35);.the treatment of lagharaka (44.36ab); dietary prescriptions 
(44.36cd-37); the treatment of complications ( 44.38); signs indicating incurability 
( 44.39-40). 665 

Chapter forty-five is devoted to haemorrhagic disorders (raktapitta) and their manage
ment. 

The subjects dealt with are: aetiology and pathogenesis (45.3-4);666 the types 
moving upwards, downwards, and both ways simultaneously (45.5-6ab);667 some 
authorities assert that the blood which appears comes from liver and spleen ( 45. 
6cd); 668 the type moving upwards is curable, that moving downwards is amenable 
to palliative treatment, that which affects both pathways is incurable (45.7ab);669 
the prodromes ( 45.7cd-8ab ); 670 the involvement of the dosas should be detennined 
according to the characteristics of the (expelled) blood (45.8cd);671 complications 
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( 45.9); 672 signs indicating incurability ( 45.10);673 disorders arising when the bleeding 
is checked in the initial stage in strong and well nourished patients (45.11);674 the 
general treatment of raktapitta (45 .12-14 ); 675 suitable emetic preparations ( 45.15); 676 

beneficial articles of diet677 and various other preparations (45.16-27); six kinds of 
avapI9a (nasal drops) useful in nose bleeds (45.28ab); 678 animal blood and goat's 
liver, together with the bile, as useful remedies in excessive loss of blood ( 45.28c-f); 
a series of recipes against raktapitta ( 45.29-36); recipes against nose bleeds ( 45.37); 
the beneficial effect of cooling measures679 and sweet substances ( 45.38ab ); salutary 
enemas ( 45.38cd-42); bleeding from the urinary bladder should be treated by the 
application of uttarabasti ( 45.43ab ); all the measures described for raktapitta are to 
be employed in bleeding haemorrhoids ( 45.43cd), asrgdara, and excessive blood loss 
during surgery ( 45.44); raktapitta should be treated only after a thorough examination 
of the signs indicating the involvement of the do~as and blood ( 45.45). 

Chapter forty-six is devoted to fainting (mi.ircha) and its management. 68° 
The subjects dealt with are: aetiology and pathogenesis (46.3-4); 681 the general 

prodromes ( 46.5); a more detailed description of the pathogenesis of mi.ircha or moha 
(46.6-7c); the six types of miircha: caused by each of the three do~as, blood, alcoholic 
drinks, an, poisons; pitta is predominant in all these types ( 46.7d-8); 682 the features 
(of the types caused by the do~as) are the same as those described for apasmara (46. 
9ab); 683 the gul_la called tamas predominates in the smell emanating from blood, as it 
does in earth and water; this explains that people may faint when smelling blood; oth
ers faint when seeing (blood), which, according to some authorities, is due to the inher
ent nature (svabhava) of blood itself(46.9cd-10); poisonous substances and alcoholic 
drinks are very violent (tivra) as to their properties, 684 which makes them capable of 
producing fainting ( 46.11); the symptoms of fainting due to blood (46.12ab), alcoholic 
drinks ( 46.12c-f), and poisonous substances ( 46.13); the treatment of miircha ( 46.14-
20ab);685 the condition of someone who has fainted and does not recover conscious
ness, due to an excess of do~as and tamas, is called sa11myasa, a disorder very difficult 
to cure; treatment should be initiated immediately ( 46.20cd-22ab ); measures that may 
help the patienttoregain consciousness; symptoms occurring when treatment fails and 
the patient should be given up; treatment after the recovery of consciousness ( 46.22cd-
24 ); antipyretic ka~ayas should also be prescribed in cases of miircha, dependent on the 
do~a(s) involved; antidotes are useful in miirchii caused by poison (46.25). 

Chapter forty-seven is devoted to disorders caused by the abuse of alcoholic drinks 
(piiniityaya) and the management of these disorders. 686 

The subjects dealt with are: the eight properties of alcoholic drinks: u~l_la (hot), 
tik~l_la (sharp), siik~ma (subtle), visada (clear), riik~a (dry), asukara (quickly acting), 
vyavayin (relaxation-promoting), 687 and vikasin (diffusive); the actions and effects of 
these properties ( 47.3-5); 688 alcoholic drinks are acid in taste and light, they stimulate 
the appetite and the digestive fire; 689 some assert that all the tastes, the saltish one ex
cepted, are present in them ( 47.6); the beneficial effects of alcoholic drinks when used 
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pr~perly (47.7-8); 690 when used without food and immoderately, these drinks, being 
of a fiery nature, combine with the bodily fire and produce intoxication (mada) ( 47. 
9);691 intoxication leads to loss of mental balance and the expression of hidden feelings 
(47.1 O); 692 the three stages (avasthii) of intoxication: piirva, madhya and pascima; the 
characteristics of these stages ( 47 .11-12 ); 693 persons with a predominance of kapha, 
those with a slight amount ofpitta, those who regularly use fatty substances, and those 
who drink in moderation, are not very much affected by alcoholic drinks, while the 
contrary applies to the opposite types (47.13); 694 those who habitually drink on an 
empty stomach, and when alone, develop very troublesome diseases which ultimately 
destroy the body ( 47.14); types of persons prone to develop disorders caused by alco
hol abuse ( 4 7.15-16); the disorders due to abuse of alcohol are: panatyaya, paramada, 
piinajin:ia, and the serious (ugra) condition called panavibhrama (47.17); 695 the symp
toms of panatyaya due to viita, pitta, kapha, and all the three do~as (47.18-19ab);696 

the symptoms of paramada ( 47.l 9cd-20ab), 697 paniijin:ia ( 47.20cd-2lab),698 and pii
navibhrama ( 47.2lcd-22ab); 699 signs indicating incurability (47.22cd-23ab); compli
cations arising from alcohol abuse (47.23cd); the treatment of panatyaya due to vii
ta (47.24cd-26ab), 7oo pitta (47.26cd-27), 701 kapha (47 .28-29ab), 702 a combination of 
two do~as, and all threedo~as together (47.29cd-30ab); 703 recipes against paniityaya 
(47.30cd-34ab); the treatment of paramada ( 47.34cd-36), paniijI11:ia (47.37-39a), and 
piinavibhrama ( 47.39b-4 l ); a recipe against all disorders caused by alcohol abuse ( 47. 
42); things to be recommended to persons habitually enjoying alcoholic drinks ( 47. 
43-44); two recipes usefill in piinatyaya ( 47.45-46); the type of alcoholic drink habit
ually used by a patient with one of the described disorders should be prescribed in a 
methodical way during his treatment ( 47.47-48); 704 someone who, after a period of 
abstinence, suddenly resumes drinking too much, develops the disorders described in 
relation with paniityaya ( 47.49); 705 the pathogenesis of thirst (tm1a), resulting from al
cohol abuse ( 4 7.50); the treatment of this condition ( 47.5 !-54ab); the pathogenesis of 
a severe burning sensation (diiha), resulting from alcohol abuse (47.54); the general 
treatment ofthisdisorder(47.55-65); the accompanying symptoms and the treatment 
ofa burning sensation due to blood ( 4 7.67-69); the pathogenesis, accompanying symp
toms, and treatment of a burning sensation due to pitta ( 47.70-73ab ); the accompa
nying symptoms and the treatment of a burning sensation due to filling of the ko~\ha 
with blood are like those described in the sadyovrar:iiya chapter 706 (47.73-74ab); the 
accompanying symptoms of a burning sensation caused by decrease of the elements 
of the body; the treatment of this condition is like that of raktapitta (47.74cd-75); the 
treatment of a burning sensation in patients with a trauma, those who do not observe 
the rules of diet, and those suffering from grief ( 47.76-77); patients with a burning sen
sat.ion due to an injury to a vital spot (marman) are incurable and should not be treated 
when their body feels cold ( 47.78); after subsidence of the complications of the disor
ders due to drinking, purificatory measures should be carried out ( 4 7.79); the treatment 
of thirst by administering a diluted and medicated alcoholic drink ( 47.80); the proper 
way of enjoying a drink, without running the risk of intoxication or the development 
of a disease produced by alcohol (47.81). 
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Chapter forty-eight is devoted to (pathological) thirst (trg1a) and its management:·707 

The subjects dealt with are: a person who is not satisfied, although drinking water 
constantly, and craves for water again and again, suffers from the disorder called tr~i:ia 
( 48.3); aetiology and pathogenesis ( 48.4-5); 708 the seven types oftr~i:ia: due to each of 
the three do~as, a trauma (k~ata), depletion (k~aya), ama, and diet (bhakta) ( 48.6); 709 

the general prodromes ( 48.7); 710 the symptoms of tr~i:iadueto vata (48.8), 711 pitta (48. 
9), 712 kapha (48.10-11), 713 a trauma ( 48.12), 714 depletion of rasa ( 48.13-14ab), 715 a
ma ( 48.14cd), 716 and the excessive intakeofoleaginous,sour, saltish, and heavy arti
cles of food (48. ISab); 717 signs pointing to a bad prognosis ( 48.IScd); 718 general treat
ment ( 48.16-18); 719 the treatment of tr~i:ia due to vata ( 48.19), 720 pitta ( 48.20), 721 and 
kapha (48.21); 722 measures against pitta are useful in all types of tm1a ( 48.22-23ab); 
the treatment of tr~i:ia due to a trauma ( 48.23cd-27), depletion (48.28ab), 723 ama ( 48. 
28cd-29ab), heavy articles of food (48.29cd),724 fatigue (48.30ab), abstention from 
food (bhaktoparodha) (48.30cd), 725 the drinking of fatty substances (48.31ab), abuse 
of alcohol ( 48.3 lcd), heat ( 48.32ab ), and the do~as ( 48.32cd); measures which are ben
eficial in all types of tr~i:ia ( 48.33). 

Chapter forty-nine is devoted to vomiting (chardi) and its management. 726 

The subjects dealt with are: aetiology ( 49.3-5); 727 pathogenesis ( 49.6-7); 728 the 
prodromes (49.8); the symptoms of vomiting due to vata (49.9),729 pitta (49.10),730 
kapha (49.11), 731 and all the do~as ( 49.12ab);732 exogenous factors which may lead to 
vomiting are: loathsome sights, 733 daulJ:rda during pregnancy, ama, uncongenial diet, 
and parasites; these conditions should be diagnosed according to the do~a(s) involved 
(49.12c-f); the symptoms of vomiting caused by parasites (49.13); characteristics of 
cases not to be treated, being incurable (49.14); 734 general treatment measures ( 49.IS-
18ab); 735 the treatment of vomiting due to vata (49.18cd-20), 736 pitta ( 49.21-22),737 

kapha ( 49.23), 738 all three do~as ( 49.24 ), 739 and exogenous factors ( 49.25-26); 740 vari
ous recipes against vomiting ( 49.27-34 ); articles of diet to be recommended in all cases 
of vomiting ( 49.35). 

Chapter fifty is devoted to hiccup (hikka) and its management. 741 

The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology of hiccup, respiratory disorders (svasa), 
and cough (kasa) (50.3-5); 742 the characteristics of hiccup and the derivation of its 
name (50.6); 743 vata, associated (anugata) with kapha, gives rise to five types of hic
cup: annaja, yama!a, k~udra, gambhira, and mahatI (50.7); 7'14 the general prodromes 
(50.8); 745 the aetiology and pathogenesis of annaja hiccup (50.9-!0ab); 746 yamala 
hiccup appears in two successive bouts and with long intervals (50.!0cd-1 lab);747 

the characteristics of k~udra (S0.1 lcd-12ab),748 gambhira (50.12cd-13),749 and 
mahahikka (50.14); 750 signs indicating incurability; 751 gambhira and mahahikka are 
also incurable and should not be accepted for treatment (SO. IS); general treatment 
measures ( 50. I 6ab ); 752 errhines ( SO.l 6cd); beneficial drinks; emetics ( 50.17a b ); three 
errhines ( 50.17 cd-18a b ); fumigations; 753 sudation 754 ( SO.I 8cd-19ab ); six electuaries 
(SO.l 9cd-21ab); beneficial dietary items (50.2lcd); medicated milk preparations 
(S0.22ab); medicated urine preparations which relieve hiccup when smelled (50. 
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22cd-23ab); useful drinks (50.23cd-25); a series of recipes (50.26-28); useful broths 
(50.29); purgation (50.30ab); some recommend anuvasana enemas (50.30cd). 

Chapter fifty-one is devoted to respiratory disorders (svasa) and their management. 
The subjects dealt with are: the aetiological factors, which are the same as those 

for hiccup (51.3); 755 pathogenesis (51.4 ); 756 svasa, a serious disease (mahavyadhi), 
is, though one in its nature, divided into five types: k~udraka, tamaka, chinna(svasa), 
maha(svasa), and urdhva(svasa) (51.5); 757 the prodromes (51.6); 758 the character
istics and symptoms of k~udrasvasa759 (51.7),760 tamaka761 and a variety called 
pratamaka 762 (51.8-10), 763 chinnasvasa 764 (51.11 ), 765 mahasvasa 766 (51.12), 767 and 
urdhvasvasa768 (51.13); 769 k~udrasvasa is easily curable, tamaka is difficult to cure; 
the remaining three types, as well as tamaka in a weak patient, are incurable (51.14); 770 
general treatment; some authorities assert that purificatory measures by both the upper 
and lower routes, with the exception of snehabasti, should be applied; actually, only 
mild varieties of these measures should be employed in patients with an adequate 
vital power (51.15); 771 medicated ghees: abhayadighrta (51.16), sauvarcaladighrta 
( 5 l.17-18ab ), hiq1sradighrta (5 l.18cd-20ab ), vr~aghrta ( 51.20cd-21ab ), spi.gyadi
ghrta (51.21cd-23ab), suvahadighrta (51.23cd-25ab); a second sauvarcaladighrta 
and a variety of it, prepared with a decoction of gopavalli (51.25cd-26); the five 
ghees mentioned772 are to be employed in svasa and kasa (5I.27ab); 773 the recipe 
of ta!Isadigh1ta (51.27cd-29ab); vasaghrta 774 and ~a\palaghrta 775 are also beneficial 
(51.29cd); bhp'lgarajataila (51.30);776 meat broths, vegetable yu~as, 777 and milk 
preparations (51.31-32ab); five electuaries (leha) (51.32cd-35); 778 a series of various 
recipes (51.36-43ab ); the recipes describedforpai:i<;luroga, sotha and kasa may also be 
used in cases ofsvasa (51.43cd-44ab); some more recipes (51.44cd-46ab); beneficial 
articles of diet and related items (51.46cd-4 7); treatment with oleation and sudation 
(51.48-49ab); 779 treatment with medicinal smokes (dhuma) (51.49cd-53ab); 780 

treatment of strong and weak patients (51.53cd-54 ); 781 an electuary (51.55); svasa, 
kasa and vilambika are as difficult to restrain as a fire fanned by the wind, or the vajra 
hurled by the king of the gods 782 ( 51.56). 

Chapter fifty-two is devoted to cough (kasa) and its.management. 783 
The subjects dealt with are: the aetiological factors of kasa are the same as those 

of hikka and svasa (52.3); 784 pathogenesis (52.4-5); 785 cough is of five types: due 
to vata, pitta, kapha, a trauma (k~ata), and wasting (k~aya); aggravation of cough 
may lead to the development of yak~man 786 (52.6); 787 the prodromes (52.7); 788 the 
symptomatology of cough due to vata (52.8), 789 pitta, (52.9) 790 and kapha (52.10); 791 

the aetiology and symptomatology of coughing due to (ura):i)k~ata 792 (52.11); 793 the 
symptoms of cough caused by wasting (52.12), 794 which is extremely difficult to cure 
(52.13ab);795 cough occurring in old age is only amenable to palliative treatment 
(52.13cd); 796 recipes against cough in general (52.14-25); 797 the treatment of cough 
due to vata (52.26-28ab) 798 and kapha (52.28cd-30ab); 799 a recipe against all types 
of cough (52.30cd-32ab); the treatment of the types caused by pitta, 800 k~ata, 801 

and k~aya802 (52.32cd-37); the preparation of kalya11akagu<;1a and its indications 
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(52.38-41); the p~eyaration and indications of agastyiivaleha (52.42-46);803 the 
preparation of kuhrad1ghrta, useful against the k~ataja and k~ayaja types of cough 
(52.4 7); a ghee agamst all types of cough (52.48). 

Chapter fifty-three is devoted to disorders of the voice (svarabheda) 804 and their man
agement. 

The subjects dealt with are: aetiology and pathogenesis of the six types of 
svarabheda (53.3); the symptomatology of svarabheda due to vii.ta, pitta, kapha, all 
the do~s together, k~aya (wasting), and accumulatiQn of fatty tissue (medascaya) 
(53.4-6); 805 cases which are incurable (53.7); general treatment (53.8); the measures 
described against sviisa and kiisa should also be carried out (53.9ab); the treatment 
of svarabheda due to vii.ta (53.10-12), pitta (53.13-14), kapha (53.15), fatty tissue 
(53.16ab), all the do~as and k~aya (53.16cd), and loud speaking (53.17). 

Chapter fifty-four is devoted to parasites 806 and the treatment of disorders caused by 
these organisms (lqmiroga). 

The subjects dealt with are: aetiological factors leading to excitement ofkapha and 
pitta, which, in its turn, brings about the coming into being of numerous kinds of para
sites at various places of the body (54.3-6ab ); 807 these organisms, living upon phlegm 
(kapha) and faeces, usually occur in iimiisaya and pakviisaya, or, when arising from 
blood, in the dhamanis (54.6c-f); the parasites, arising from faeces, kapha and blood, 808 

are of twenty kinds (54.7); the seven kinds originating from faecal matter are: ajava, 809 

vijava, 810 kipya,811 cipya,812 gai:i9upada, 813 curu, 814 and dvimukha; 815 their outward 
appearance; symptoms caused by them (54.8-11); the six kinds originating from kapha 
are: darbhapu~pa, mahiipu~pa, praliina, cipifa, pipflikii, and darui:ia; their o_utward ap
pearance; their location; diseases caused by them (54.12-14); the seven kinds origi
nating from blood are: kesiida, romiida, nakhiida, dantiida, kikkisa, ku~thaja, and parI
sarpa; their outward appearance; they usually give rise to diseases located in the blood 
(54. J5.:.J6); 816 the dietary origin of the three groups of parasites (54.17-18ab); general 
symptoms ( 54.18cd-l 9a b ); the first thirteen kinds are visible, the remaining seven ones 
invisible; 817 (infestations by) kesiida and romiida should not be accepted for treatment 
(54.19cd-20ab); general treatment of (54.20cd-25ab) and particular recipes against in
festations by parasites originating from faecal mater and kapha (54.25cd-33); 818 par
asites invading the head, heart, nose, ears, or eyes should be counteracted by collyria, 
errhines and nasal drops (54.34); 819 nasally administered drugs (5.35-36); parasites 
living on the hairs should be treated in the same way as baldness (indralupta); the treat
ment of dantiidas is like that of diseases of the oral cavity (54.37); parasites originating 
from blood require the same treatment as ku~\ha (54.38ab ); drugs to be used against all 
kinds of parasites (54.38cd); beneficial articles of diet and those to be avoided (54.39-
40). 

Chapter fifty-five is devoted to udiivarta and its manaoement 
T?e subjec:s dealt with are: natural urges shou!ct° not be suppressed (55.3); sup

press10n (v1dharai:ia) of the natural urges of passing flatus, faeces and urine, yawn-
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ing, shedding tears, sneezing, belching, vomiting, and ejaculating leads to udavarta, 
as well as the suppression of hunger, thirst, breathing, and sleep; these thirteen types 
will be described, sio together with their treatment; an additional, fourteenth, type is 
due to unwholesome diet (55.4--6); the symptoms of udavaita caused by suppression 
of the urge to pass flatus (55.7-8ab),821 faeces (55.8cd-9ab),822 and urine (55.9cd
I0), 823 by suppression of the urge to yawn (55.11), 824 shed tears (55.12), 825 sneeze 
(55.13), 826 belch (55.14ab),827 vomit (55.14cd), 828 and ejaculate (55.15), 829 by sup
pression of hunger (55.16ab), 830 thirst (55.16cd), 831 breathing (55.17ab), 832 and sleep 
(55.17cd); 833 cases not to be accepted for treatment (55.18); the general treatment is 
like that ofvata diseases (55.19-20ab); 834 the treatment of udavarta caused by sup
pression of the urge to pass flatus (55.20cd),835 faeces (55.2lab),836 and urine (55. 
2lcd-27), 837 suppression of the urge to yawn (55.28ab),838 shed tears (55.28cd),839 

sneeze (55.29-30ab), 840 belch (55.30cd-3 lab), 841 vomit (55.3 lcd-32ab), 842 and ejac
ulate (55.32cd-33), 843 suppression ofhunger(55.34ab),844 thirst (55.34cd), 845 breath
ing (55.35ab), 846 and sleep (55.35cd); 847 the treatment of complications (55.36); the 
aetiology and pathogenesis ofudavarta due to the intake of particular foods (55.37-38); 
the symptoms and complications of this disorder (55.39-4lab); 848 the general treat
ment (55.4lcd-43ab); 849 specific recipes (55.43cd-53).850 

Chapter fifty-six is devoted to visiicika (and related disorders) and their treatment. 
The subjects dealt with are: the three disorders of digestion (aJ1r~1a), called a.ma, 

vi~!abdha and vidagdha, which have already been described, 851 may develop into visii
cika, 852 alasaka, 853 and vilambika 854 respectively (56.3); the derivation of the name 
visiicika (56.4); its aetiology (56.5) and symptomatology (56.6); 855 the symptoms of 
alasaka (56.7-8); 856 the characteristics of vilambika, which is extremely difficult to 
cure (56.9); ama, 857 pervaded by the do~as, produces disorders in those parts of the 
body where it is located; one should diagnose these disorders by means of the signs 
characteristic of the do~asand ofama (56.10); 858 signs indicating a fatal outcome (56. 
11); the general treatment of curable cases ofvisiicI (56.12-13); 859 specific treatment 
(56.14--19ab ); after-treatment (56. l 9cd-20ab ); the general characteristics of anaha (56. 
21cd-2 lab); 8© the symptoms ofanaha due to a.ma (56.2lcd-22ab ); the symptoms ofa
naha originating in the pakvasaya (56.22cd-23ab); 861 the treatment ofanaha(56.23cd-
27). 

Chapter fifty-seven is devoted to arocaka (loss of appetite) and its treatment. 
The subjects dealt with are: the pathogenesis of aversion to food (bhaktopagha

ta), which is of five types: due to one of the do~as singly, all the do~as together, and 
psychological factors (57.3); the symptoms of arocaka due to vii.ta, pitta, kapha, and 
the threedo~as collectively (57.4--5); 862 the aetiology of arocaka of mental origin (57. 
6ab);863 the treatment of the do~ic types of arocaka (57.6cd-8);864 four avalehas as 
specifics against the four do~ic types.(57.11); beneficial articles of diet in arocaka (57. 
12); treatment with asthapana enemas, purgation, and evacuation of the head (57. l 3ab ); 
various preparations stimulating the appetite (57.13cd-15); the treatment of arocaka of 
mental origin (57.16--17).865 
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Chapter fifty-eight is devoted to miitrlighata 866 and its management. 
The subjects dealt with are: the twelve types ofmiitrlighlita(58.3-4); 867 the aetiol

ogy, pathogenesis and symptomatology of each of these twelve types: vlitakuI.J~alikii 
(58.5-6), 868 vlitlisthila (58.7-8), 869 vlitabasti (58.9-10), 870 miitrlitita (58.11-12), 871 

miitrajaihara (58j3-14),872 miitrotsailga (58.15-16), 873 miitrasa1,1k~aya (58.17), 874 

mtitragranthi (58.18-19), 875 miitrasukra (58.20-21), 876 u~i:iavlita (58.22-23), 877 mii
traukasiida due to pitta878 (58.24-25ab), and miitraukaslida due to kapha879 (58. 
25cd-26);880 general treatment (58.27-28);881 four recipes against miitrakrcchra882 

(58.29-32); the treatment of miitrlighata due to vlita and pitta (58.33-34); twelve 
recipes against miitrado~a883 and asmarT (bladder stones) (58.35-49ab); general 
treatment of miitrado$a (58.49cd-50); treatment of haematuria resulting from sexual 
excesses (58.51-52); a medicated ghee against miitrado~a (58.53-57); the preparation 
of ballighrta, useful in cases of miitrado~a (58.58-62ab); 884 a variety of baliighrta 
to be employed in disorders of the semen (sukrado~a) in order to restore potency 
(58.62cd-65ab ); the preparation of mahaballigh\ta, to be used against disorders of the 
semen, as a rasliyana and aphrodisiac (vr~ya), to promote fertility in women, against 
disorders of the blood (asrgdo~a), yonido~a, and miitrado~a (58.65cd-72). 

Chapter fifty-nine is devoted to miitrakrcchra885 and its management. 886 

The subjects dealt with are: miitropaghlita (= miitrakrcchra), a very distressing dis
ease, is of eight types: due to vlita, pitta, kapha, all threedo~as, traumata, faeces, urinary 
calculi (asmari), and gravel (sarkarli) (59.3); 887 the symptoms of miitrakrcchra caused 
by vlita (59.4),888 pitta (59.5),889 kapha (59.6), 890 concerted action of the do~as (59. 
7), 891 a trauma (59.8-9ab ), 892 retention (pratighlita) of faeces (59.9cd-10ab ), 893 uri
nary calculi (59.!0cd), 894 and gravel (59. ll-15ab);895 general treatment(59.15cd-16); 
treatment of miitrakrcchra due to vlita (59.l 7-20ab), 896 pitta (59.20cd-22), 897 kapha 
(59.23), 898 all the do~as (59.25ab), 899 a trauma (59.25cd), (retention of) faeces (59.26), 
urinary calculi, and gravel (59.27). 

Chapter sixty is devoted to afflictions (upasarga) caused by non-human (amlinusa) 
agents. 900 · 

The subjects of this chapter are: as already referred to, 901 patients with sores should 
always be protected from (malevolent) beings moving about by night (60.3); the gen
eral characteristics of persons afflicted by a graha ( 60.4 ); these grahas try to hurt those 
who are impure and transgress (proper) limits (of behaviour),902 whether or not they 
are suffering from wounds (k~ata); the aims of these grahas are: the use of violence 
(hiqisli), playful activities (vihlira), and getting offerings (satklira) (60.5); 903 the gra
has are innumerable, but their main groups are eight in number: the gods (deva), the 
enemies of the gods, gandharvas, yak~as, pitars (manes), bhujailgas (serpent deities), 
rlik~asas, and pislicas (60.6-7); 904 the characteristics of persons visited by a deity (60. 
8), an enemy of the deities (60.9), a gandharva (60.10), yak~a (60.11), pitar (60.12), 
bhujailga (60.13), rlik~asa (60.14), and pisaca (60.15); 905 signs indicating incurability 
(60.16 ); 906 the periods of time characteristic for possession by each of the eight groups 
of grahas (60.17-18); 907 the grahas themselves remain invisible when they enter a hu-
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man being; their way of getting entrance resembles the fonnation of an image in a mir
ror, the penetration of cold and heat into the human body, the penetration of the rays of 
the sun into akhamai:ii, 908 and the entrance of the atman into the body (60.19); 909 char
acteristic features of persons visited by a graha (60.20); 910 the grahas never actually 
enter a human being; those who are convinced that states of possession exist are fools 
without proper understanding of bhiitavidya (60.21); not the grahas themselves, but 
their innumerable attendants, living on blood, fat and meat, very dreadful, and roam
ing about at night, are the ones who take possession of human beings (60.22); these 
attendants exhibit the same features as their lords; they are the offspring of the daugh
ters of Niqti and are called bhiitas (60.23-27ab); bhiitavidya is the science concerned 
with knowledge about the grahas called bhiitas (60.27cd-28ab); treatment should start 
with the muttering ( of mantras), religious observances (niyama), and offerings (homa) 
(60.28cd-29ab); 911 offerings propitiating all the groups of grahas (60.29cd-30ab); spe
cial requirements for the offerings to each type of graha (60.3lcd-37ab); treatment by 
means of drugs should be carried out when the described measures are unsuccessful 
(60.37cd-38ab); treatment by the use of fumigations (60.38cd-39), snuffs, in unction, 
sprinklings (60.40-42), and collyria (60.43-46ab); recipes against all kinds of mental 
disorders (60.46cd-54ab); impure (acauk~a) articles should never be employed in the 
treatment of afflictions by grahas, excepting those caused by pisacas (60.54cd-55); a 
physician should always observe the rules described in the hitahitiya chapter912 (60. 
50). 

Chapter sixty-one is devoted to epilepsy (apasmara) and its management. 
The subjects dealt with are: the derivation of the tenn apasmara (61.3); 913 

aetiology (61.4-6);914 prodromes (6!.7); 915 pathogenesis (61.8-!0c); 916 the four 
types of apasmara: due to vii.ta, pitta, kapha, and concerted action of the do~as 
(61.10d-llab);917 the symptoms of apasmiira due to vata (61.llcd-12), 918 pitta 
(61.13-!4ab), 919 and kapha (61.14cd-15); 920 the most specific symptom of the types 
due to vii.ta, pitta and kapha respectively, and some symptoms common to these 
three types (61.16); features of all three types are combined in the one caused by 
all the do~as collectively (61.17ab); 921 some are of the opinion that apasmara is not 
brought about by the do~as, since it appears and disappears again, even when left 
untreated, without any apparent cause (61.17cd-!8ab); 922 the experts, however, claim 
that it is caused by the do~as, firstly because the various stages of their excitement 
are observed, secondly on account of the momentary character (k~ar:iikatva) of this 
excitement, thirdly, because of the trustworthy tradition (agama), and, fourthly, on 
account of the presence of the signs of all (the aetiological factors) (vaisvariipya) 
(61.18cd-!9ab); do~as are compared to seeds, which, having lain donnant in the 
earth, manifest themselves under the influence of the rains; although always present, 
they may increase, after an interval of time, thereby giving rise, in agreement with 
their inherent nature (nisarga), to various kinds of disorders; for these reasons the 
serious disease called apasmara should be regarded as arising from the do~as ( 61. 
19cd-21);923 apasmara may in general be treated in the same way as unmada924 and 
afflictions by grahas; 925 old ghee is always to be recommended926 (61.22-23cd); 
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a medicated oil for inunction (abhyaiijana) (61.23ef-24ab); another medicated oil 
(61.24cd-25ab); purification along both (upper and lower) routes and evacuation 
of the head should be canied out ( 61.25cd); Rudra and his attendants should be 
worshipped ( 61.26ab ); enemas are useful in the vata type, purgatives in the pitta type, 
and emetics in the kapha type (61.26cd-27ab); 927 specific treatment of the types due 
to vata (61.27cd-28), pitta (61.29), and kapha (61.30); the preparation and indications 
of siddharthakasarpis (61.31-33), paiicagavyasarpis (61.34-37)928 and bhargyadisura 
(61.38-4lab); phlebotomy and the use of auspicious articles (mailgalya)929 are also 
recommended (61.4lcd). 

Chapter sixty-two is devoted to insanity (unmada) and its management. 
The subjects dealt with are: the derivation of the term unmada (62.3); 930 the six 

types of unmada: due to one of the three do~as singly, all the do~as collectively, mental 
imbalance, and poison (62.4-5ab); 931 when in an early and not advanced stage, the dis
ease is called mada (62.5cd); 932 the prodromes (62.6-7); 933 the symptoms of unmada 
due to vata (62.8), 934 pitta (62.9),935 kapha(62.10), 936 and all the do~as (62.11); 937 the 
aetiology and symptomatology of unmada due to mental factors (62. l 2-13ab ); 938 the 
symptoms of unmada caused by poisonous substances (62.!3cd); general treatment, in 
particularby purificatory measures (62.14-15); 939 fumigation (62.16ab ); 940 the bene
ficial effect of mustard oil (62.16cd); treatments inducing fright in the patient (62.17-
20ab);941 prescriptions regarding diet (62.20cd-21); the preparation and indications 
of kalyai:iaghjta (62.22-24 ), 942 mahakalyai:iagh;ta (62.25-26)943 and phalaghjta (62. 
27-29);944 vartis (62.30-32); places forbloodletting (62.33ab); 945 the treatments de
scribed for apasmara and afflictions by grahas may also be carried out ( 62.33cd); 946 

after-treatment by snehabastis (62.34ab); appeasement of the mind is important in all 
cases of unmada (62.34cd); 947 mild forms of treatment should be employed in cases 
of mada (62.34ef); unmada of mental origin should be treated by the removal of grief 
( 62.35a b ); 948 unmada due to poison requires mild forms of treatment and antidotes ( 62. 

35cd). 

Chapter sixty-three is devoted to the combinations of the different tastes (rasabheda
vikalpa). 949 

The fifteen kinds of prasara of the do~as, which have already been mentioned, 950 
are useful in the context of the classification of the tastes and their combinations (63.3). 
The tastes, whichare, singly and in combination, sixty-three in number, should duly be 
taken into consideration with respect to treatment of the do~as, which may be roused 
singly, in combination, or with part of their properties (bhagasas) only, thus also mak
ing a total of sixty-three kinds of arousal (63.4-5). The fifteen combinations of two 
tastes(63.6-8), twenty combinations of three tastes (63.9-10), fifteen combinations of 
four tastes (63 .11-12), and six combinations of five tastes (63.13-14 ); the combination 
of all six tastes together ( 63.15); the six tastes taken separately (63.16). 

Chapter sixty-four is devoted to rules concerning the preservation of health (svasthavr
tta). 951 
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The subjects dealt with are: the rules for the preservation of health, which have al
ready been outlined in brief in the Siitrasthiina,952 will be described in more detail in 
this chapter (64.3-4); substances with particular tastes should be prescribed by taking 
into account which do~a or do~as are excited in a particular season ( 64.5); the regimen 
to be observed during the rainy season (var~ab) (64.6-Bab), 953 autumn (sarad) (64. 
13cd-21ab), 954 winter (hemanta) (64.21cd-31), 955 spring (vasanta) (64.32-40ab),956 

summer(nidagha) (64.40cd-46ab), 957 and early rains (pravr~) (64.46cd-55ab); 958 the 
benefits of observing the seasonal regimen (64.55cd-56ab); the twelve types of diet, 
useful in particular groups of persons for the preservation of health, as well as in par
ticular types of patients: a diet rich in cold, hot, oleaginous, dry, liquid, or solid foods, 
one meal or two meals a day, meals with medicines added, meals which are less in 
quantity than usual, a do~a-appeasing diet, and a normal diet (64.56); groups of persons 
fit for these twelve types of diet (64.57-64); the enumeration of the ten proper times 
for the administration of medicines (64.65), their description, indications, and effects: 
abhakta (taken separately, without any food), pragbhakta (before a meal), adhobhakta 
(after a meal), madhyabhakta (during a meal), antarabhakta (between two meals), sa
bhakta (mixed with food), samudga (at the beginning and end of a meal), muhurmuhur 
(repeatedly, with and without meals), grasa (with a morsel offood), and grasantara (be
tween morsels of food) (64.66-83); ' 59 the proper time for taking a meal (64.84). 

Chapter sixty-five is devoted to the tantrayuktis. 
The thirty-two tantrayuktis are enumerated (65.3). 960 Their purpose is to make 

up sentences (vakyayojana) and make them meaningful (arthayojana) (65.4). They 
are useful in refuting false statements and establishing one's own points; they are 
also meant to elucidate statements which are not clear (avyakta), those with a hidden 
meaning (!Tnartha), and those with a meaning only hinted at (lesokta) (65.5-7). 

The thirty-two tantrayuktis are defined and illustrated by means of examples: 
adhikaraffa (65.8),961 yoga (65.9), 962 pada1tha (65.10), 963 hetvartha (65.11 ), 964 udde
sa (65.12), 965 nirdesa (65.13), 966 upadesa (65.14), 967 apadesa (65.15), 968 pradesa 
(65.16), '69 atidesa (65.17), 970 apavarga (65.18), 971 vakyase~a (65.19), 972 arthapatti 
(65.20), 973 viparyaya (65.21), 974 prasailga (65.22), 975 ekanta (65.23), 976 anekanta (65. 
24),977 purvapak~ (65.25),978 nirffaya (65.26-27),979 anumata (65.28), 980 vidhlina 
(65.2,), 98 l anagatavek~affa (65.30), 982 atikrantiivek~a~ia ( 65.31 ), 983 sarpsaya (65. 
32),9M vyakhyana (65.33),985 svasarpjfia (65.34), 986 nirvacana (65.35), 987 nidarsana 
(65.36), 988 niyoga (65.37),989 samuccaya (65.38), 990 vikalpa (65.39), 991 and iihya 
(65.40). 992 

The general features of the tantrayuktis have thus been determined; their special 
features depend on the context (65.41). They have been laid down for the sake of the 
search for the true meaning of (this) treatise (65.42). Physicians able to understand 
them properly deserve to be honoured; so says Dhanvantari (65.43). 

Chapter sixty-six is devoted to the determination of the different combinations of do?as 
( do~abhedavikalpa). 

The chapter opens with Susruta questioning Divodasa on the sixty-two combina-
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tions of do~as, which are referred to earlier in his exposition993 (66.3--4). He asks how 
many the do~as are when grouped together singly, in pairs, or in triads (66.5ab). 

Divodasa proceeds to answer these questions. The three do~as, the(seven) elements 
of the body, faeces and urine sustain the body when, due to (the intake of substances 
with) salutary tastes, they are not vitiated. The individual human being consists of six
teen components (puru~al~ ~oc;lasakala~); 994 the prai:iasareeleven in number; 995 the dis
eases are 1,120 in number 996 and the drugs 573; the three do~as, together with all their 
combinations, make a total number of sixty-two; these do~as are predominantly asso
ciated with one of.the three gur:ias 9'YI (66.5cd-9). 

Each of the three do~as may be increased, while the two other ones remain in their 
normal state; three combinations are possible when two do~as have increased to an 
equal degree, and six combinations when the increase of one of the two exceeds that 
of the other; the number of combinations is thirteen when the three do~as are involved: 
they have increased to an equal degree(!), one of them has increased more than the 
other two (3), two do~as have increased more than the third (3), and their increases are 
slight, moderate and excessive respectively (9). This number of twenty-five combina
tions with increase is matched by a same number of combinations with decrease of one, 
two or three do~as, to an equal or unequal degree. The number of combinations with a 
mixture of increased and decreased do~as is twelve. Thus a total of sixty-two combi
nations is reached ( 66.I0-12ab ). 998 The combinations of do~as, elements of the body 
(dhatu) and impurities (mala) are innumerable (66. !2cd). 

A physician should duly give attention to all these combinations, diagnose the dis
ease, and begin treatment with (substances possessing) the proper tastes (66.13 ). The 
physician is the agent(kartar), the tastes are the means (karai:ia), and the do~as are the 
causal factors (karai:ia); the aim is health (arogya); anything else is disease (66.14 ). 

Thus the Uttaratantra has been expounded and explained. The physician who has 
duly studied the whole treatise, together with the Uttara(tantra), which derives from 
Brahma, will realize his wishes, because Brahma's words come true (66.15-17). 



Chapter 7 

Susruta and the Susrutasarµhita 

Persons called Susruta and their identities 

The Susrutasair,hitii presents a Susruta who is the son of Visvamitra and a pupil of Ka
siraja Divodasa Dhanvantari. Apart from this Susruta, other persons of the same name 
are known from a variety of Sanskrit sources. 

A Susruta who was the son of Subha~a is mentioned as one of the kings of Mithila 
in the Vi$,:iupurii,:ia. 1 A quite unrelated Susruta figures, together with his son Visruta, in 
Dai:i~in's Dasakumiiracarita, which is a work of fiction. 2 More interesting is a Susruta 
of the Mahiibhlirata, 3 who is, like the Susruta of the Susrutasarphitii, described as one 
of the sons of Visvamitra. 

Imp01tant in the context of the discussions on the identity and date of the Susruta 
of the Susrutasa1r,hitii is the occurrence of the compound sausrutaparthava.1) 4 in the 
Ga,:iapii/ha, belonging to Pai:iini's 11$/iidhyiiyI. 5 This compound is elucidated in Ka
tyayana's Viirttika, 6 the Mahiibhii$ya, 1 the Kiisikiiv[tti, 8 and Jinendrabuddhi's Nyasa. 9 

The sausrutaparthaviil) are interpreted as the pupils of Susruta and Prthu. 10 A varttika 
of Katyayana says that the Sausruta is a work proclaimed by Susruta. 11 Notew01thy 
too is the term kutapasausruta, used in the Mahiibhii$ya, 12 and explained as denoting a 
sausruta wearing the type of warm clothing called kutapa 13 

Four Susrutas, connected with the medical science, make their appearance in texts 
not related to the Susrutasarphitii. 

A Susruta belongs to a group of munis, assembled in the Himalayas, in pa1t I of 
the Bower MS. This Susruta approaches a person called Kasiraja with questions on 
the nature of a particular medicinal plant, which proves to be garlic. Another Susruta 
is found in the Upiiyahrdaya, ascribed to Nagarjuna. 14 A third Susruta, known to the 
Bhavi$Japurii,:ia, is described as the pupil of a Dhanvantari who was born in KasTas the 
son of the brahmai:ia Kalpadatta; this Dhanvantari, an incarnation of Siirya, compose• a 
treatise called Kalpaveda, which became the model of Susruta's Sausrutatantra, a med
ical work in one hundred chapters. 15 A fourth Susruta, regarded as the son and pupil 
of Salihotra, the famous expert on horses, figures in several texts on asvasastra 16 

A person, unrelated to the Susruta of the Susrutasa1r,hitii, but yet sometimes iden
tified with him, is the Susrotar Medhavin of the Bhelasarphitii. 17 

Susruta, as a medical authority and pupil of Dhanvantari, is mentioned in the Agni
purii,:ia and Garuc;lapurii,:ia.18 Susruta and Caraka are medical authorities in SrTha~a's 
Nai$adhacarita, 19 while Susruta is known as a medical expert in Ballalasena's Adbhu
tasiigara20and Rajasekhara's Biilariimiiya,:ia. 21 The claim of P. Ray,22 that one of the Ja-
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takas is acquainted with Susruta as a teacher in the university ofKasI and as a younger 
contemporary of Atreya, appears to be unfounded. 

A very large number of medical works refer to Susruta or quote him. 
The connections between some of the Susrutas referred to and the Susruta of 

the SusrutasaI?Jhitii constitute a controversial and vexed issue. The discussions in 
the secondary literature are complicated and sometimes confused by the distinction 
of two Susrutas: an Adyasusruta, Vrddhasusruta, Susruta I, or Susruta the Elder, 
the supposed author of a Sausrutatantra, and a Susruta II or Susruta the Younger, 
who rewrote that work, making it into the Susrutasaq1hitii. Some scholars add to the 
difficulties by calling a later reviser, who may have added the Uttaratantra, Susruta II 
or Susru ta the Younger. 

A survey of the views on Susruta's identity should include his father, Visvamitra. 23 

The Susrutasaqihitii itself contains a few passages mentioning father and son by 
name. 24 Visvamitra's paternity with regard to the Susruta who was a pupil of Dha
nvantari is acknowledged in the Garu~apurai:ia25 and Bhiivaprakiisa The latter treatise 
embellishes the story, telling that Visvamitra urged his son to travel to KasI in order 
to study there with Divodasa Kasiraja, called Dhanvantari; Susruta complied with his 
father's request, taking with him one hundred sons of sages. 26 

The Vedic sage Visvlimitra, already known from the IJgveda, is nowhere reported 
to have had a son called Susruta, which did not prevent some scholars to regard him 
as Susruta's father. 27 The same applies to the Visvamitra of the Riimiiya(la,28 who im
parts to Rama and Lak~mar:ia the knowledge about divine missiles (divyastra); 29 this 
Visvamitra, son of king Gadhi, ruled the kingdom of Kanyakubja for some time. 30 The 
Visvamitra of the Mahiibhiirata is by some seen as the propercandidate, 31 or even iden
tified with the Vedic sage and the Visvamitra of the Riimiiya(la. 32 Noteworthy in this 
context is the tale about a quarrel between Visvamitra and Vasi~!ha, incorporated in 
a chapter of the Kalpasthana of the Susrutasaq1hitii33 as an explanation of the origin 
of spiders. This tale, not known from other sources, reflects traditions about Visva
mitra absent from Vedic literature,34 but found in the epics. 35 The Visvamitra figur
ing in the Kalpasthana is still a king (nrpavara) and has not yet acquired the status of 
a brahmar:ia. 36 

The references in the Susrutasaq1hitii itself suggest that the epic Visvamitra 
is thought to be Susmta's father. The later traditions, represented by Gayadasa, 
I;>alhal)a 37 and Bha vamisra, are in agreement with this view. 

The assertion by an Indian author that Susruta's father was not the Vedic Visva
mitra, but a person of the same name who lived in the period of the Upani~ads, 38 does 
not contribute to a solution of the problem of his identity. Neither does the hypothesis 
that he was the Visvamitra who is quoted as a medical authority. 39 

The appearance of Susruta as Visvamitra's son in the Swfrutasaq1hitii may, in my 
view, be an expression of the wish to heighten the authority of the work by crealling a 
genealogy connecting one of the protagonists with an ancient sage. 40 The same practice 
is characteristic of the CarakasaI?Jhitii. 

Many Indian authors 41 are convinced that the sausrutaparthavaJ:i of the Gai:iapii{ha 
prove that the Susruta of the Susrutasaq1hitiiwas known in Par:iini's time. Such a claim 
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is unfounded since neither this source nor the later grammatical treatises indicate that 
a medical authority is meant. 42 

The Susruta of the Bower MS, also often identified with the Susrnta of the sarphi
ta,43 is remarkable on account of his association with Kasiraja, but the context differs 
entirely from that found in the Susrutasaqihitii. 44 The meeting of the sages takes place 
in the Himalayas, and, most importantly, surgery is not the subject of discussion. The 
conversation is about the properties of medicinal plants, and Susruta makes inquiries 
about those attributed to garlic (lasuna). A group of verses, similar to the lasunakalpa 
of the Bower MS, expounded by Kiisiraja to Susruta, is conspicuously absent from the 
Susrutasamhitii. 45 

The S~sruta of the Upiiyahfdaya is, according to Yiidavasarman,46 described 
as a physician (suvaidyaka) with an expertise regarding medicines (bhe~ajakusala), 
who enumerates as the six objects (bhe~ajadharma) of the science of medicinal herbs 
(o~adhividya): their names, properties (gul)a), taste (rasa), virya, Saf!mipata, and 
vipaka.47 This Susruta is, in spite of his being not a surgeon, sometimes identified 
with the Susruta of the Susrutasarphitii. 48 

The Susruta who, as a son and pupil of Salihotra, became an expert on horses, is 
also by some regarded as identical with the surgical specialist of the Susrutasamhitii.49 

The reasoning employed in support is that Salihotra was not actually Susruta's father, 
but his guru, who addressed his pupil as son; 50 more evidence is thought to be found 
in references to veterinary medicine in treatises on human medicine. 51 Others are un
decided on the identity of this Susruta52 or consider him to be a different person.53 

The majority of the persons called Susruta who have been discussed are distinct 
from the Susruta of the saf!ihita. Exceptions are those mentioned in Bhiivaprakasa, 
Bhav1~yapurii1_1a, Garu<;fapurii1_1a, Bii/ariimiiya1_1a, and N ai$adhacarita. 

The Susrnta of the Susrutasaqihitii is not only depicted as a son of Visvamitra, but 
also as one of the pupils, 54 actually the most important one, of Kasiraja Divodasa Dha
nvantari, who, surrounded by a group of sages 55 in his asrama, 56 answers questions on 
the art of medicine, in particular on surgery. 

The teaching takes place in one and the same hermitage throughout the Susruta
saqihitii, whereas, in the Carakasaiphitii, Atreya Punarvasu roams about the country. 57 

The location of this hermitage is not specified, which has led to speculations about the 
region where it may have been found. 

Hemarajasarman58 supposed Divodasa to have retired to some place in Northern 
India.59 He argued that the first of the two arrangements of the seasons, as found in 
the Siitrasthana (Sii.6.7 and 10), points to a northern climate, colder than that of Kasi. 
His second argument is drawn from the Mahiibhii$ya, where the sausrutii~ are charac
terized as people wearing wann clothing (kutapavasas). 60 Hemarajasannan developed 
this theory because he was convinced that two Susrutas should be distinguished: a Vf
ddhasusruta, author of a lost Sausrutatantra, and a later Susruta, who transfonned this 
tantra and made it into the Susrutasaqihitii. The second, medical, arrangement of the 
seasons, regarded as agreeing with a southern climate, 61 derives in his opinion from 
the later Susruta. 
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The layers of the Susrutasa111hitii 

Hemariijasarman belongs to the group of scholars who postulate two Susrutas and, 
accordingly, attempt to isolate elements belonging to an older and a younger stratum 
of the Susrutasal]lhitii. Apart from these two layers, some distinguish a third one, at
tributed to a reviser who is called Niiga1juna by J?alhai:ia. Others again assume the pres
ence of two strata, ascribed to Susruta and the reviser. A few scholars assume a suc
cession of four layers, supposed to derive from Susruta I, Susruta II, the reviser, and, 
finally, Candra!a, who wrote a Susrutapii/ha§uddhi. 

This state of affairs, liable to give rise to confusion, can best be elucidated by giving 
a few examples, illustrating the reasonings of a number of authors and their ideas on 
the age to which particular elements of the Susrutasaqihitii belong. 

A scholar who assumes that one and the same Susruta first wrote a Sau§rutatantra, 
which was rewritten later and thus transformed into the Su§rutasai;1hitii, is R. Sastrf. 62 

He expresses as his opinion that the Su§ rutasaqihitii is based on the earlier surgical 
treatises by those four of the seven pupils of Divodasa who are mentioned at the end 
of chapter four of the Siitrasthana. The concluding verse of this chapter says that the 
treatises of Aupadhenava, Aurabhra, Susruta and Pau~kaliivata form the basis (miila) 
of other works on surgery (salyatantra). This implies, according to J?alhai:ia, that the 
salyatantras of the three pupils called Karavirya, Gopurarak~ita and Vaitarai:ia, were 
considered to be less important than that of Susruta. R. Siistri claims that the contents 
of all four authoritative tantras referred to were incorporated in the Susrutasaq1hitii; 
the tantras themselves got irretrievably lost, apart from remnants preserved in quota
tions from the Sausrutatantra or Vrddhasusruta. The fact that these quotations partially 
agree, partially disagree with the text of the Su§rutasaqihitii makes R. Siistrf compare 
the relationship between Susruta's tantra and his sa1phitii with that between Viigbha!a's 
~/ii1igasaq1graha and ~/ii1igahrdayasaq1hitii. 

A scholar distinguishing four layers in the Su§rutasarrillitii is P.V. Sharma, 63 who 
put forward that Adyasusruta, the earliest one, also called Vfddhasusruta, belongs to 
the period of the Upani~ads. The description of the initiation ofstudents (Su.Sii.2) is 
regarded as deriving from this age, although the text as it is known shows that changes 
have been introduced, as attested by the passage mentioning that, according to some 
authorities, siidras may be admitted (Su.Sii.2.5).64 P.V. Sharma highlights in particu
lar agreements between passages from the Svetiisvataropani§ad and chapters one and 
nine of Susruta's Siirirasthana.65 The SiiI11khya doctrines of Susruta (Sa. I) betray in 
his view, in spite of their being mostly in line with Isvarakr~i:ia's Siiq1khyakiirikii, in
fluences from an earlier stage, represented by the Svetiisvataropani$ad. 66 Susruta di
vides the twenty-four tattvas into a group of eight, belonging to prakrti, and a group 
of sixteen vikiiras (Sii.1.6), whereas Isvarakrsna adheres to a threefold classification: 
miilapraqti, seven prakftivikrtis, and sixtee~- ~ilqtis. 67 One need not agree with P.V. 
Sharma on this point, since Susruta's classification of the tattvas was not necessarily 
influenced by the Svetii§vatarepani$ad; the same classification is found in the Mahii
bhiirat"a, the Tattvasamiisa, 68 Asvagho~a's Buddhacarita, and the Bhiigavatapurii1_1a. 69 

P.V. Sharma places Susruta II in the second century A.D., during the reign of 
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Gautamiputra Satakarryi, a king of the Satavahana dynasty.70 This hypothesis is 
underpinned by several arguments that will be surveyed. 

The Satavahanas were brahmaryas,71 and Gautamiputra Satakan,1i is known as a 
king who sought to restore the dhanna; 72 the brahmal)aS and the lower classes were ob
jects of his special care, while the k~atriyas were repressed as a conceited class. The re
ligious conditions found in the Smimtasaqihitii show that Hinduism was predominant, 
as to be expected during the Satavahana dynasty. The story about a conflict between 
Vasi~\ha and Visvarnitra (Su.Ka.8.90-93) reflects, in P.V. Sharma's opinion, GautamI
putra's hostility to the k~atriyas. The rather numerous passages of the Susrutasaqihitii 
which refer to a king, 73 the chapter on the surgeon of the royal army (Sii.34 ), etc., are 
in favour of regarding Susruta as a physician living during the reign ofa powerful king. 
P. V. Shanna believes that Gautamiputra is mentioned as Vikrama in the first chapter of 
the Kalpasthana (l.4), where enemies attacked by Vikrama may be alluded to. 74 

Many passages give evidence of developments within Hinduism in Susruta's 
times. Siva appears under various names: Bhava (U.57.16); 75 Liana (Ci.29.13; U. 
39.270); Pasupati (Sii.19.23); Sulin (U.37.4). The worship of Ambika (U.39.270)76 

and Uma (U.37.4 and 5) is attested. 77 Nagas are repeatedly referred to, 78 as well as 
yak~s 79 and their lord, Kubera (Sii.19.23) or Alakadhipati (Ka.7.61). The worship of 
Rama and K!wa began to flourish (Ci.30.27). 80 Vi~Qu is mentioned under the name of 
Acyuta (Ci.13.26), 81 Sarasvatr as VagdevI (Ci.28.5). Temples (Ci.24.93: devayatana) 
and images of deities (Sa.3.24: devatapratima) are known. 

The dominance of Hinduism is shown by numerous references to the Vedas, sac
rifices and priests;82 brahmaryas, gurus and cows are to be revered; 83 the four varryas 
are mentioned; 84 the gayatrI85 and srisiikta 86 are referred to; some varieties of the soma 
plant have names of Vedic origin; 87 a number of s.aqiskaras are mentioned; 88 tales from 
the Purai;ias are alluded to; 89 the jati and gotra system.s are referred to. 90 

The presence of some terms indicates that Jainas and Buddhists are known.91 

The prohibitions concerning pratibhii (bail),92 sak~itva (acting as a witness),93 
samahvana (summoning), etc., 94 reflect a society markedly differing from that in the 
age of the Guptas. 

In support of his hypothesis that Susruta II lived during the reign of Gautamiputra 
Satakari;ii, P.V. Sharma advanced that this Susruta must have belonged to Southern 
India, 95 since many geographical names connected with the South are found in the 
Susmtasaqihitii, 96 while they are for the larger part absent from the Carakasaqihitii.91 

Names connected with other regions are, however, far from rare. 
Relevant names of countries, mountains, rivers; etc., are: the Arbuda mountain 98 

(Ci.29.27; 30.37); the country called Avanti 99 (Sii.45.21); Dak~iryapatha 100 (Ci.4. 
29); the Devagiri mountain 101 (Ci.29.27); the Devasaha mountain (Ci.29.27); lake 
Devasunda (Ci.29.28; 30.30); the river Gat'tga (U.37.5); 102 the Himavant mountains 
(Sii.45.21; Ci.29.27); Kasmira 103 (Ci.29.30; 30.32); the river KausikI104 (Ci.30.34); 
lake Ksudrakamanasa 105 (Ci.29.30; 30.32); the Mahendra mountains 106 (Sii.45. 
2 l; Ci.29.27); the Malaya mountains 107 (Sii.45.21; Ci.29.27; 30.36); Nalasetu 108 

(Ci.30.36); the Pary~ya countryi09 (Sii.13.13); the mountain Pariyatra 110 (Sii.45.21; 
Ci.29.28); the country called Pautana 111 (Sii.13.13); the mountain Sahya 112 (Sii.13.13; 
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45.21; Ci.29.27); the river Sindhu (Ci.29.29; 30.30); 113 the mountain Sriparvata 114 

(Ci.29.27); the river Tapi 115 (Ci.13.17); the people called Uttarakurus 116 (Ci.29.17); 
the Vindhya mountain rangeil 7 (Sii.45.21; Ci.29.28); the river Vitasta 118 (Ci.29.28); 
the country of the Yavanas 119 (Sii.13.13). 

In contrast with these views of P.V. Sharma, the majority of the scholars who stud
ied the structure and contents of the Susrutasaq1hitii agree that the work is due to two 
authors and consists of two layers, an early one, attributed to Susruta, and a later one, 
deriving from a reviser, who not only rewrote parts of the text, but also added the Utta
ratantra. This reviser is usually referred to as Nagarjuna. 

Some of the early Indologists, who studied MSS of the Susrutasaq1hitii or its editio 
princeps, expressed disagreeing opinions on the structure of the text. F. Hessler, who 
translated the Susrutasa1phitii into Latin, 120 regarded the whole work, its Uttaratantra 
included, as composed by one author, a very ancient Susruta. 121 Others were inclined to 
see the parts in verse as older than those in prose, which were supposed to form a kind 
of commentary or complement. 122 An early scholar who clearly stated that the text of 
the Susrutasaiphitii consists of layers belonging to various ages and must be the result 
of a series of revisions was G. Lietard; he also stressed that the Uttaratantra cannot be 
but a kind of appendix of a later date. 123 

The opinions put forward on the identity and date of the author who revised an 
earlier surgical treatise attributed to Susruta, and who has probably added the Uttara
tantra, are very diverse. The arguments adduced in favour of a particular hypothesis 
are usually intimately connected with the elements of the Susrutasa1phitii thought to 
belong to this reviser. A survey of some of the opinions may be useful in clarifying the 
complications of the situation. 

Atrideva 124 suggested that the following features may be due to a reviser who lived 
during the Satavahana dynasty: the four different colours of the soil on which, depen
dent on the varl)a of the woman in childbed, the delivery hut (siitikagara) should be 
constructed (Sa.10.5); the four different kinds of timber from which, dependent on the 
van:ia again, the hut and the bed should be made (Sa. l0.5); the admission of siidra 
students to the medical training (Sii.2.5); the reference to the feeding of brahmal)as 
after the preparation of a particular compound medicine (Ci.4.29); the veneration of 
(Bala)rama and Kj'~l)a (Ci.30.27). 

P.V. Sharma, who accepts the tradition that the reviser was a Nagru:juna and places 
him in the Gupta period, mentions as elements added by him: 125 passages indicating the 
presence of Pasupatas, 126 Kapalikas 127 and Tantrikas; 128 passages pointing to an in
creasing influence of astrology; 129 the reference to the vi~akanya; 130 the use of the term 
visikha; 131 anumberofgeographical names; 132 the presence of the term kuhaka; 133 the 
important place of inorganic substances in the materia medica; 134 the use of enigmatic 
language. 135 

K.R. Srikanta Murthy 136 mentions as elements due to the reviser, whom he sup
poses to be a Nagarjuna who lived in the fourth or fifth century: the reference to Subhiiti 
Gautama; 137 the association of the surgeon with the king and his army; 138 the use of 
mercury as a medicinal substance; the presence of murangi/murur1gi as a medicinal 
plant; 139 the names of mountains and rivers found in Southern India. 
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S. Dasgupta, 140 who accepts that a Niigiirjuna was the reviser, observed that an 
ardhasloka, incorporated in the cu1Tent text of the Susrutasaf/lhitii (Ni.3.13ab), is 
quoted as a variant ascribed to Niigiirjuna in Gayadiisa's commentary (ad Ni.3.12), 
which may mean that it is an interpolation. 141 Another quotation from Niigiirjuna, 
found in Narahari's Viigbhafama1:u;1ana, presents a variant of Ni.8.14 disagreeing 
with the reading accepted by Gayadiisa and Qalhai:ia, which is hard to explain, unless 
we assume that a later reviser changed Niigiirjuna's reading again. S. Dasgupta also 
suggested that the process of making additions to the Susrutas11111hitiicontinued until 
rather late times. He advanced that parts of the material on bastikriyii (Ci.37-38) 
were still unknown to Cakrapiii:iidatta who, though very well conversant with the 
Susrutasaqiliitii, ignores this material in his commentary on th~ Siddhisthiina of the 
Carakasairhitii and does not use it in his own Cakradatta; this made S. Dasgupta infer 
that the relevant particulars were added in the twelfth century, since Qalhai:ia did know 
the material in question and explained it in his commentary. 

As remarked earlier, the identity of the reviser, who may have added the Uttara
tantra, is a controversial issue. Qalhai:ia, the only commentator to mention his name, 
calls him Niigiirjuna, 142 but it is difficult to accept this tradition, which dates from a 
period in which Niigiirjuna had developed into a multifaceted legendary figure. This 
did, however, not prevent many scholars from expressing their opinion on the question 
which Niigiirjuna Qalhai:ia may have had in mind. Others expressed their doubt on the 
trustworthiness of Qalhai:ia's assertion or rejected it altogether. 

A.F.R. Hoernle 143 appears to have inclined to the view that ·the Niigiirjuna of 
Qalhai:ia was the well-known Buddhist patriarch of that name, often regarded as 
a contemporary of Kani~ka. Accordingly, the compendia of Agnivesa and Susruta 
would, in this theory, have been revised at about the same time. 

Jyotir Mitra 144 is one of the contemporary scholars to hold that the Buddhist 
philosopher Niigiirjuna redacted the Susrutasairhitii. S.K. Ramachandra Rao 145 put 
forward that the reviser may have been the great Mahayana master and alchemist 
Niigiirjuna, who lived in the first century A.D. 

Gai:ianiithasena 146 identified the reviser as Siddhaniigiirjuna, author of Lohasiistra, 
Kak$apufa, etc., whom he assigned to the beginning of the Christian era. Similarly, G.P. 
Srivastava 147 regarded the Buddhist chemist Niigiirjuna, placed by him in the first cen
tury B.C. or the first century A.D., as the reviser and the author of the Uttaratantra. 
Biipiiliil Vaidya 148 and Umesacandragupta 149 claimed that Siddhaniigiirjuna, assigned 
to the beginning of the Christian era, was the proper candidate. P.S. Sankaran 150 chose 
the chemist Niigiirjuna who lived during the reign of Kani~ka, R. SiistrI 151 the Niigii
rjuna who lived during the Siitaviihana dynasty. 

J. Filliozat, 152 who accepted as a possibility that the reviser was indeed a Niigii
rjuna, suggested that he may have been the author of the Yogasataka, who lived in the 
sixth century, or the Niigiirjuna of the tenth century, mentioned by al-BiriinL 153 O.P. 
Jaggi 154 showed to have a preference for the Niigiirju"na of al-BiriinL 

P.V. Sharma 155 argues that the revision of the Susrutasairhitii and the addition 
of the Uttaratantra are due to a Niigiirjuna who lived during the Gupta period, in 
the fifth century. His arguments are: the tantrayuktis (U.66) are borrowed from the 
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Kau,tilfya Artha.siistra; 156 the author of the Uttaratantra made use of Dp;lhabala's 
contributions to the Carakasaqihitii; Vagbha\a was acquainted with the Uttaratantra. 
P.\I. Sharma regards this fifth-century Nagarjuna as the author of a Loha.siistra and 
the Rasavaise$ikasiitra. An alternative solution is, according to the same scholar, 
that the name of Nagarjuna became associated with the Sus mtasaqihitii because the 
Nagarjuna, known as a friend and counsellor of the Satavahana king Gautamiputra 
Satakanµ, was a contemporary of Susruta 11 

K.R. Srikanta Murthy 157 employs some of the same arguments as P.V. Sharma He 
regards a physician Naga1juna, who belongs to the fourth or fifth century, as the most 
probable candidate and credits him with a series of medical treatises. This Nagarjuna 
was in his opinion a Buddhist scholar who had many followers known as the Niiga
rjuniyas. 

G. Haldiir 158 rejected )?alhaqa's claim and developed his own theory by distin
guishing an early Susruta, author of the Sausrntatantra, and a Navinasusruta, who re
vised this tantra and made it into the Susrutasa1phitii. He regarded the quotations from a 
Vrddhasusruta as evidence proving that an earlier version of the sa[J1hita once existed. 
He was also convinced that the early tantra dealt with all eight divisions of ayurveda 
and that the Uttaratantra has not been added later, but already formed part, in a shorter 
version, of the original work. The Navinasusruta, who revised the tantra and expanded 
it, was in his view Kiipilabala, the son of Kapilabala, who lived during the reign of 
Kani~ka in the second century A.O. 159 G. Hiildar repudiated Qalhaqa's identification 
of the reviser, arguing that Nagiirj una, as a Buddhist, would have left traces of Buddhist 
thought in the Susmtasarphitii; the absence of these vestiges made him see J?alhaqa's 
claim as untrustworthy. 

Hariprapanna 160 is anotherauthor who categorically refuted )?alhaqa's claim, con
sidering it to carry no value from a historical point of view. Atrideva 161 also held that 
the reviser was not Nagarjuna, but someone whose name remains unknown. 

Hemarajasarman 162 developed his own theory on the author of the Uttaratantra. 
He called attention to the absence of colophons, of the same type as those in the 
Carakasa1phitii, pointing to a revision of the Susmtasal)1hitii. 163 He also stressed that 
an interest in surgery cannot be detected in any of the writings attributed to authors 
called Nagarjuna. The presence of Susruta as a physician interested in the properties 
of medicinal substances in the Upiiyah[daya, 164 by some ascribed to Niigiirjuna, 
pleads against the latter's involvement in the Susrutasarphitii. Moreover, Buddhist 
influences are entirely lacking in Susruta's work. Decisive evidence is, according to 
Hemarajasarman, found in a MS of the Susmtasarphitii, dating from the year 633 
of the Newar era (A.O. 1511). The colophon of this MS reads, at the end of the 
Kalpasthana, 'susrute salyatantre'; the colophon at the end of the appended nighaq\u 
has 'sausrutyii!J1 sarp.hitayarp mahottarayam'. Hemariijasarman concluded from this 
that the Uttaratantra was added to Susruta's text by a Sausrutacarya belonging to 
Susruta's lineage; the nighaq\u must have been written by the same acarya, because 
items found in the Uttaratantra only are incorporated in it. Hemarajasarman supposed 
that this acftrya revised Susruta 's text by filling in incomplete parts. He suggested that 
the Sausrutacarya of the MS he studied was one of the sausrutas mentioned in the 
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Mahiibhii$ya. 165 

Yiidavasannan 166 refused to acknowledge the Uttaratantra as a later addition to 
the Susmtasarrhitii. This scholar adduces as an argument in support of his thesis 
that the Harivaq1sa 167 describes Dhanvantari as having divided the iiyurveda into 
eight branches and taught it to his pupils; this implies that he also gave instruction in 
the subjects dealt with in the Uttaratantra. The thesis that Dhanvantari's teachings, 
embodielli. in the Susrutasal)1i1itii, comprise all the divisions of iiyurveda and not only 
surgery (salya), is thought to be supported by the verse (Sii.1.21) where Dhanvantari 
proclaims that he has re-appeared in the world in order to teach salya, along with the 
other aiigas. 168 r;>alhai:ia's reference to the commentators Suki:ra and Sudhira, who 
regarded particular verses of the Uttaratantra (U.58.58-65ab) as genuine (iir~a), is 
considered to constitute additional evidence, as well as a verse of the Uttaratantra 
(U.40.7), where Kiisiriija defends his own view against that of other authorities. 
Yiidavasarman arrives at the conclusion that the original Uttaratantra got partiaHy lost 
and was completed again by some later author (a Niigiirjuna or a member of Susruta's 
school); an alternative possibility is that it was a rather short work, expanded later. 

Yiidavasarman 's exposition is acknowledged with approval by Siiramcandra. 169 

Ideas similar to those of Yiidavasarman have been expressed by Bhishagratna, 
one of the translators of the Susrutasarrhitii into English. 170 Although accepting a 
revision by Niigiitjuna, Bhishagratna considered the Uttaratantra to have fonned an 
integral part of the original treatise. He asserted that it would be unthinkable for 
Divodiisa to fall short of his duties by omitting to instruct his pupils in all the divisions 
of medicine which are listed and specified in the first chapter of the Siitrasthiina. 171 

He added that the general plan of the work shows that the more elementary topics 
were dealt with in the first five sections, while the discussion of those requiring a 
more advanced knowledge were reserved for the Uttaratantra, which has the nature of 
a supplement. 172 Bhishagratna identified the reviser Niigiirjuna as the founder of the 
Miidhyamika school of Buddhist philosophy and placed him in the latter part of the 
fourth century B.C. 

The Chronology Committee of the National Institute of Sciences of India con
cluded that a Niigiirjuna who belonged to the third or fourth century revised a much 
older work by Susruta. 173 

Authors accepting that the Susmtasmrhitii was redacted by a Niigiirjuna, but who 
did not reach a decision as to his identity and date are: D. Chattopadhyaya, 174 P. 
Cordier, 175 R.C. Majumdar, 176 P. Ray c.s., 177 and S.N. Sen. 178 

Some scholars assert that the text of the Susrutasairhitii as known to us represents 
the version made by Candra(a in the tenthcentury. 179 This thesis, developed first by P.V. 
Sharma, makes the current text identical with Candra\a 's Susmtapiit/Jasuddhi, which 
was, accordin~ to Candra\a's own information, based on Jejja\a's commentary. 180 Ele
ments which, in P.V. Sharma's opinion, derive from Candra\a are: a theoretical digres
sion on the do~as (Sii.24.11); 181 the concept of blood as the fourth do~a; 182 the pro
cedures for the purification of turbid water and the cooling down of water (Sii.45.17-
19); 183 the references to epidemic diseases as aupasargikaroga (Ni.5.34) 184 and maraka 
(Sii.6.17); the mention of asvabalii as a medicinal plant (Sii.46.256). 185 
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As is obvious from the foregoing, it is rather generally assumed that we owe the 
main part of the Susrutasarphita or an earlier version of it to a historical person called 
Susruta. This assumption,however, is not based on uncontrovertible evidence and may 
be illusory. The text of the Susrutasaiphita does not warrant that the one who composed 
it was a Susruta. The structure of the treatise shows without ambiguity that the author, 
who created a coherent whole out of earlier material, attributed the teachings incorpo
rated in his work to Klisirlija Divodlisa Dhanvantari, a mythic personality. 186 Susruta 
himself too is, as the son ofVisvlimitra, embedded in legendary tales. Both figures may 
have been selected to give authority to the treatise. Another reason for the choice of the 
name Susruta may have been that it means 'the famous one' or 'who listened (to his 
teacher) in the right way'. 187 

The positions of Divodlisa Dhanvantari and Susruta in the Susrutasa,phita tally 
with those occupied by Atreya Punarvasu and Agnivesa in the Carakasaiphita, which 
supports the thesis that they are literary fictions. 188 

The honorific epithets given to Susruta are in favour of this view, 189 since it is not 
likely that an author refers to himself as an r~i 190 (Ci.2.3), or as one who is subha and 
vinayopapanna (Ni.7.3)_191 

The appearance of a king of KlisI as a medical expert is not a unique feature of 
the Susrutasaiphita. Other royal sages, connected with Klis!, such as Vamaka 192 and 
Vliryovida, are known from the Caraka- and Kasyapasaq1hita, though without being 
characterized as surgeons. Both Vlimakaand Vliryovidaareconspicuouslyabsent from 
the Susrutasal)lhita. 

KlisI is sometimes depicted as an ancient centre of medical learning, in particular 
surgery. 193 A.FR. Hoernle 194 emphasized that at least the origin of ophthalmic surgery 
is placed by Indian tradition in Eastern India, in Bihar, being credited to Nimi, lord 
of Videha. Buddhist literature, on the other hand, does not picture KasI as a centre of 
instruction in surgical skills, but mentions, instead, Ta~asilli. 195 

Dates assigned to the Susrutasa1r1hitli 

Before turning to the structure and contents of the Susrutasaiphitaand the internal and 
external evidence on its layers and their dates, it may be useful to give a survey of the 
opinions in the secondary literature on the chronological positions of the one or more 
Susrutas and the reviser of the saiphitli. 

One of the earliest scholars te give his opinion on the date of the Swirutasaq1hita 
was H.H. Wilson, who stated that the work cannot have the prodigious age, which 
Hindu fable assigns to it; 196 he thought that, because Susruta is mentioned in the Purli
i:ias, the ninth or tenth century was the most modern conjectural limit, while the style 
indicates a long anterior date. 197 Later, he became acquainted with the discovery, made 
by F.R. Dietz in 1833, that Susruta was known in the Muslim world during the rule of 
Hliriin al-Ra~l!Id. 198 J.A. Vullers 199 misinterpreted Wilson's remarks, making him de
clare that Susruta lived in the ninth or tenth century B.C. at the latest. 

A. Stenzler200 reached about the same conclusions as HJ!. Wilson. Stenzler 
pointed to the fact that lbn AbI U~aybi'a explicitly states that Susruta's treatise was 
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translated into Arabic by order of Yal)yii ibn ~l}iilid,201 who died in the beginning 
of the eighth century, which establishes the lower limit for Susruta. Stenzler brought 
forward, as his own opinion, that the Susrutasaq1hitii, considering its style and the 
metres used, might date from some centuries after Christ. 

Ch. Lassen 202 advanced that the parts in verse of the Susrutasaq1hitii may belong 
to a slightly later period than the epics. A. Weber203 remarked that the work of Susruta 
exhibits a certain affinity to the writings of Yariihamihira. 

An author to give a very early date to the Susrur-asaqihitii, namely the tenth century 
B.C., was F. Hessler,204 whose arguments were convincingly refuted by A. Weber205 

and G. Lietard.206 T.A. Wise207 placed Susruta between the ninth and third centuries 
B.C. 

An extreme view was expressed by E. Haas,20s who tried to demonstrate that ii
yurveda heavily borTOwed from the medical science of the Muslims, in its tum based 
on Greek medicine. He was convinced that the name Susruta had developed from the 
Arabic equivalents of the name of the Greek father of medicine, Hippokrates. He de
nied that Susruta was known in the Muslim world in the eighth century, and considered 
him to belong to the twelfth century. The reasonings of E. Haas were invalidated by A. 
Miiller. 209 

J. Jolly 210 brought forward that the Arabic translation of the Susrotasaiphitii proves 
that a work closely resembling the version known to us existed in the seventh century, 

. while the style with its mixture of prose and verse is reminiscent of Yariihamihira. 
A.F.R. Hoemle, 21! who distinguished an original Susruta and a Susruta II, the re

viser who added the Uttaratantra, regarded the former as the pupil of a Kiisirii ja who 
was a teacher in the university of KiisI in Buddha's times. He argued that Susruta was 
acquainted with the osteological system of Atreya, 212 the leading professor of medicine 
at the university of Tak~asilii in the time of Buddha or shortly before, which proves that 
the former was a younger contemporary of the latter. He moreover advanced that the 
authorofthe Satapathabriihmm,ia, placed in the sixth century B.C., was conversant with 
the doctrines of Susruta. 213 Hoemle proposed for these reasons the sixth century B.C. 
as the date of the original Susruta. 

G. Lietard 214 was cautious with regard to the chronological position of the 
Susrutasaqihitii in the extant form. This author refrained from assigning a date to the 
original work and gave as his estimate that the revised version or a treatise closely 
resembling it probably existed about the beginning of the Christian era. 

A.A. Macdone11 215 suggested that Susruta cannot be later than the fourth century 
A.D., because the Bower MS contains passages not only parallel, but verbally agreeing 
with, passages in the Susrutasaq1hitii. 21 6 

P. Cordier217 accepted Hoemle's claim that the Susruta oft he Bower MS is identi
cal with the one of the Susrutasaqihitii, which explains his conclusion that the saqihitii 
in its original form is earlier than A.D. 400 and may date from the first century. 

M. Yallauri 218 placed the SusmtaSal?Jhitii in the fifth or sixth century A.D. 0. 
Botto 219 prefers the period between the second and fourth centuries. 

Indian authors ususally place the author of the original version of the Susrutasaqi
hitii, Susruta I or Yrddhasusruta, in early times. Dates mentioned are: 2000 to 3000 
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B.C.; 220 2000 B.C.;22 t the period between !SOO and 1000 B.C.; 222 1200 B.C.; 223 ear
lier than the period of the Mahiibhiirata (1000 B.C.); 224 !OOO B.C.; 225 not later than 
!OOO B.C.;226 about !OOO B.C.; 227 the period of the Atharvaveda;228 the period of the 
Upani~ads; 229 one hundred years before Rama; 230 a period up to three hundred years 
afterthe Mahiibhiirata; 231 !OOO years before the beginning of the Saka era; 232 the sixth 
or seventh century B.C. as the lower limit; 233 at least two centuries before the birth 
of Buddha; 234 the period before the rise of Buddhism; 235 the period between 1000 and 
600 B.C.; 236 earlierthan Pa1,1ini; 237 earlier than Katyayana, dated in this case to the late 
sixth or early fifth century B.C.; 238 about 600 B.C.; 239 about SOO B.C.; 240 later than the 
sixth century B.C.;241 the last few centuries B.C. 242 

The structure of the Susrutas1phita 

The text of the Susrutasamhitii itself indicates that the treatise consists of five sections 
(sthana), with a total of 120 chapters, and an Uttaratantra in sixty-six chapters. 243 The 
treatise is said to be an abbreviation, for the use by human beings with a restricted 
life span, of the original ayurveda of Svayambhu (i.e., Brahma) in 100,000 verses and 
1,000 chapters, which already existed before this deity created the living beings. 244 

The total number of chapters of the first five sthanas is not accidental. The same 
number, though differently distributed over the respective sections, is a characteristic 
feature of Carakasarphitii, Bhelasarphitii, Kiisyapasarphitii (without the Khilasthana), 
and A~/iiligahrdayasarp.hitii. 

A table of contents, which includes the Uttaratantra, is found in chapter three of the 
Sutrasthana. 245 

It has long been noticed that the way in which the extent and contents of the two 
distinct portions of the sa1phita are treated may mean that the first and main portion 
on surgery is more original than the second one, the Uttaratantra, devoted to the other 
branches of ayurveda, which gives the impression of being an addition. 246 The con
cluding verses of the last chapter of the Kalpasthana and the introductory verses of the 
first chapter of the Uttaratantra seem to support this view; if correct, this implies that all 
the references to the Uttaratantra in the preceding sections are due to a later author, the 
one who added the Uttaratantra The problems relating to this subject will be discussed 
later in this section. 

The Susrutasarphitii is primarily a treatise on surgery (salya),247 which forthat rea
son occupies the first place248 on the list of the eight divisions (ailga) of ayurveda. 249 

The Sutrasthana is devoted to surgical subjects (chapters S, 7-9, 11-14, 16-19, 
21-23, 25-27, 37), basic medical concepts (1-4, 6, 10, IS, 20, 24, 35-36, 40, 42), 
signs indicating a bad prognosis (ari~\ajfiana; 28-33), the duties of a royal physician 
(34), and dravyagu~1a (38-39, 41, 43--46). Differences with the Siitrasthana of the 
Carakasarphitii are the inclusion of a chapter on the teaching of ayurveda and the 
initiation of students (Su.2), a subject dealt with in Caraka's Vimanasthana, chapters 
on ari~\as, discussed in Caraka's Indriyasthana, and the absence of chapters describing 
particular groups of diseases. 

The Nidanasthana is distinct from the corresponding section of the Carakasarphitii 
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in being much longer and describing a larger number of diseases. The disorders 
discussed are for a large part selected because they belong to the domain of surgery, 
but this criterion does not fully explain the contents. Diseases like ku~!ha (Ni.5) and 
prameha (Ni.6), the only ones also dealt with in Caraka's Nidanasthana, form part 
of kayacikitsa; the same applies to vatavyadhi (Ni.I). Remarkable is the presence 
of a chapter on mukharoga (Ni.16), one of the subjects of salakya.250 The chap
ter on k~udrarogas (Ni.13) was already a problem to the commentators, since the 
Nidanasthana is, in general, about major diseases (mahavyadhi). 251 

The Sarirasthana corresponds partly to the same section of the CarakasaI]lhita. It 
differs by the incorporation of chapters on the marmans, siras, phlebotomy, and the 
dhamanis; some of these subjects are discussed in Caraka's Vimanasthana. 

The Cikitsasthana opens with two chapters on the treatment of vraI,1as. Chapter 
three is devoted to the treatment of bhagna, while its aetiology is found in chapter fif
teen of the Nidanasthana. Chapters four to twenty-two are about the therapy of the 
diseases discussed, in the same order, in chapters one to fourteen and sixteen of the 
Nidanasthana. Chapter twenty-three, on sopha, has parallels in Caraka 's Siitra- and 
Cikitsasthana. The contents of chapter twenty-four are similar to those of chapter five 
of Caraka's Siitrasthana. Chapter twenty-five is without a parallel in Caraka's treatise. 
Chapters twenty-six to thirty are about vajikaraI,1a and rasayana,252 which are the sub
jects of the first two chapters of Caraka's Cikitsasthana. Chapters thirty-one to forty 
are concemed with paiicakarman and related topics, discussed in some chapters of the 
Siitrasthana and in the Siddhisthana of the Carakasarphita. 

The Kalpasthana is dissimilar from the same section of the Carakasarphitii and is 
about toxicology (vi~atantra), 253 a subject to which one chapter of Caraka's Cikitsa
sthana is devoted. 

The Uttaratantra is about subjects belonging to salakya ( chapters one to twenty
six), kaumarabhrtya (chapters twenty-seven to thirty-eight), kayacikitsa (chapters 
thirty-nine to fifty-nine), and bhiitavidya (chapters sixty to sixty-two). 254 The con
cluding chapters are concerned with rasabhedavikalpa, svasthavrtta, the tantrayuktis, 
and do~abhedavikalpa (chapters sixty-three to sixty-six), subjects treated in the Siitra
and Siddhisthana of the Carakasarphitii. 

The text of the Susrutasazphita. Quotations from Susruta 

The text of the Susrutasaqihita presents many problems deserving serious attention. 
A critical edition, high! y desirable, does not exist so far. 255 The remarks on the text, 
its variants and altemative readings, etc., found in the commentaries of Gayadasa, 
Cakrapiil,li and Qalhal,la, provide valuable information and show that there were 
numerous disagreements on the correct readings, the genuineness or spunousness of 
particular passages in verse or prose, the order of the chapters, etc. . .. 

The extant text exhibits features which unmistakably indicate that ear her traditions 
and treatises were known. Diverging opinions, held by various unnamed authorities, 

256 "d' h · · d 257 are repeatedly referred to. The school of the vedava ma. zs menuone once .. 
Opinions attributed to particular authorities do occur, 258 but are less frequent than m 
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the Carakasamhitii. 
The Susr~tasa1)1hitii is undeniably the work of an author who put to use and drew 

on a number of sources at his disposal. The commentaries contain hints pointing to at 
least part of these sources. Among them were the works of Bhaluki and Bhoja, em
ployed in composing the chapters on surgical instruments, as is attested by quotations 
in the commentaries of CakrapaQ.i and Qalhai1a. These quotations give evidence of a 
much more detailed knowledge on the subject in the treatises of these predecessors. 259 

Cakrapai:ii remarks that a particular verse of the Susrutasaq1hitii260 has been borrowed 
from Bhoja, while Gayadasa identifies a verse261 as coming from another treatise. 

The large body of quotations from Susruta, eitherby name or anonymously, in com
mentaries and later medical treatises, should also be taken into consideration in studies 
concerning the text of the satphita and the versions that circulated in various periods. 

The Miidhavanidiina, for example, contains many verses, taken from the Susruta
saq1hitii, which present variants. Part of these variants are recorded in Qalhai:ia's N iba
ndhasaf!l'lfaha, but others are absent there and would have remained unknown other
wise. The same applies to the quotations in the Madhukosa on the Miidhavanidiina.262 
Another treatise containing quotations from Susruta which present variants, as well as 
a number of untraceable passages in prose and verse attributed to Susruta, is Ananta
kumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya.263 

Toc_lara's Ayurvedasaukhya presents a number of unidentified quotations from 
Susmta. 264 In spite of their being unidentified by the editors of the text, they cannot 
be regarded as evidence for an unknown version of the Susrutasaq1hitii without a large 
dose of caution, since part of them can be traced and are closely related to readings 
of the current text. 265 Some of the passages ascribed to Susruta are noteworthy and 
interesting. One verse is almost identical with a sloka of the Carakasarphitii. 266 Two 
other verses reproduce a recipe, called pippalyadighrta, found in Tisa\a's Cikitsii
kalikii; this prescription is probably attributed to Susruta because a pippalyadighrta, 
containing largely the same ingredients, but differently worded, does form part of the 
Susmtasarphitii. 267 More difficult to explain is the attribution of two verses from the 
Susrutasarpliitii to Atreya. 268 

Susruta's treatise may have been known in versions that differed as to their extent. A 
Laghususmta is recorded in a list of MSS. 269 A K[sasusmta is quoted in Meghade
va's commentary on Madhavakavi's Madhavadravyagu1_1a. The Navinasusruta, cited 
by Vallabhabha(!a in his commentary on Sari1gadhara's TrisatI, 270 is obviously the au
thor of the Uttaratantra, because the quotation refers to one of the vi~amajvaras. 271 

The quotations from Vfddhasusruta, which are often regarded as being from the 
early, original work, are actually from a version that included the Uttaratantra.272 

These quotations are found in the Ayurvediibdhisiira,273 Bhiivaprakiisanighal_lfu,214 
Bhiivaprakiisa,275 Bhojanakutiihala, 276 Brhadyogatara1igi1_1I, 277 Qalhai:ia's Nibandha
saqigraha, 278 Jvaranir1_1aya, 279 Jvaratimirabhiiskara, 280 Niscala's Ratnaprabhii, 281 Siili
griimanigha1_1tu,282 the commentary on the Siddhiintanidiina,283 Sivadasa's commenta
ries on the Carakasaqihitii284 and Cakradatta, 285 Sndasapai:ic_lita's commentary on 
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the A$[ii1igahrdayasa1phitii, 286 Srika1ghadatta's commentary on the Siddhayoga, 287 

To<:tara's Ayurvedasaukhya, 288 Vacaspati's Ata1ikadarpa1Ja,289 Vallabhabhaga's com
mentary on Samgadhara's Trisatf, 290 and Vijayarak~ita's part of the Madhukosa. 291' 

The Sausrutatantra, mentioned by I;>alhai:ia,292 is simply the Susmtasarphitii. 

The reviser of the Susrutasarphita and the position of the Uttaratantra 

As already repeatedly stated, the Susrutasarphitii is usually regarded as a work 
con~isting of two or more strata, which belong to different periods. The tradition that· 
an original treatise by a historical Susruta was later revised and transformed into the 
Susrutasa!)ihitii as we know it is already found in the commentaries of Cakrapai:iidatta 
and palhai:ia. The identity of this reviser, his date, and the question whether or not the 
same reviser added the Uttaratantra to an earlier version ending with the Kalpasthana, 
are controversial issues. 

The very first mention of a reviser (pratisaq1skartar) is found in the commentary 
of Cakrapai:ii (ad Su.Sii. l.1-2), who discusses the characteristics of siitras to be as
cribed to him. I;>alha~ia repeats Cakra's statements, adding that the reviser was Naga
rjuna. These two references are the only direct testimonies of the tradition that an older 
text was later expanded. The so-called pratisaipskartrsiitras, 293 and the classification of 
the siitras in general, were, however, already disputed issues in the times of Cakra and 
I;>alhai:ia, and even earlier, in the time of Gayadasa, as is evident from the commen
taries. 

The question discussed concerns the nature of the statement at the beginning of a 
chapter: "we are going to set forth the chapter on ... , as bhagavant Dhanvantari has ex
pounded it". The opinions are divided on the problem whether this type of statements 
should be attributed to Susruta himself who addresses his pupils or to a pratisaipskartar. 
Gayadasa, Cakrapai:ii and I;>alhai:ia held them to be pratisaq1skartrsiitras. This decision 
appears to be based on the belief that the Su!irutasa1phitii possesses the same struc
ture as the Carakasaqihitii, which is a recast of an earlier tantra. Many recent scholars 
expressed a similar opinion, claiming that the Susrutasaqihitii is a recast of an earlier 
Sausrutatantra 

A verse, often discussed in this context, is Su.Sii.4.9. This verse refers back to 
a sloka that precedes it (Su.Sii.4.7), which declares that a physician should study 
more than one sastra; Sii.4.9 states that the Aupadhenava-, Aurabhra-, Sausmta- and 
Pau$kaliivatatantra form the basis of the other salyatantras. The verse is variously 
inte1preted; some regard it as proving that a Sausrutatantra, now lost, once existed, 
while others suggest that the Susrutasa1phitii incorporates the contents of the four 
tantras mentioned. In my view, the stanza does not point to a Saufrutatantr-a, distinct 
from the Susrutasmphitii, but to that sarphita itself; otherwise, it would conflict with 
Su.Sii.4.7. Another point to be considered is that the verse mirrors the references of the 
Carakasaqihitii to the treatises composed by each of the pupils of Atreya Punarvasu. 

The quotations from V[ddhasusruta,adducedin the same context by many authors, 
do not allow us to conclude to the early existence of a work that preceded the Susruta
saqihitii. 
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The Susrutasarphitii is most probably the work of an unknown author who drew much 
of the material he incorporated in his treatise from a multiplicity of earlier sources from 
various periods. This may explain that many scholars yield to the temptation to recog
nize a number of distinct layers and, consequently, try to identify elements belonging 
to them. As we have seen, the identification of features thought to belong to a particu
lar stratum is in many cases determined by preconceived ideas on the age of the strata 
and their supposed authors. 

It seems therefore to be more sensible and profitable to examine each verse and 
prose passage on its own merits, without immediately proceeding to attribute them to 
a particular authorto whom we owe a particular layer of the Susrutasaqlliitii. 

In general, it appears to be hazardous to claim that concepts, terms,etc., which con
vey the impression of being old, belong to an ancient stratum, for they may well have 
been used deliberately in order to give a particular flavour to the text. 

In the same way as the Carakasaqihitii, but less pronouncedly, the Susrutasa,phitii 
displays a tendency to associate medical science with the Vedas. The work begins with 
a chapter entitled 'the origin (utpatti) of the veda'. This veda, i.e, the iiyurveda, is said 
to be an upailga of the Atharvaveda.294 The four Vedas are referred to as well. 295 A 
trend conflicting with the Vedic connotations is the appearance of Dhanvantari, 296 re
born as Kasiraja Divodasa. In the mythic tale about the transmission of ayurveda, 297 he 
received the ayurveda from lndra, who received it from the Asvins, who, in their turn, 
were instructed by Prajapati, whose teacher was Brahma, the original promulgator of 
the science. 298 

The material relating to myths, legends, etc., found in the Susrutasamhitii is thus 
clearly of a composite nature, drawn from various sources, and partly embellished with 
details not occurring elsewhere. 299 

Some authors, who want to lay stress on the scientific attitude of Susruta, assert that 
he tried to cast off whatever shackles of priestly domination remained at his time. 300 

This claim is unjustified, since many passages give evidence of the prominent position 
of brahmai:ias. One of these passages declares that a physician should be subservient to 
the priest (purohita), for it was Brahma who expounded the eight-limbed ayurveda.301 

Another verse, from the same chapter, says that the position of a physician is compa
rable to that of the adhvaryu at a sacrifice. 302 

The nature of the text of the Susrutasa,phitii has, as we have seen, given rise to a series 
of hypotheses regarding its layers and their dates. The search for elements belonging 
to these layers has not led to generally accepted results. The disagreements are legion. 
It may therefore be useful to concentrate first on those features which appear to be late 
and are probably due to the activities of a reviser. The terminus ante quern for the cur
rent text might thus be determined as a first step to the elucidation of the chronological 
position of the earlier text available to the one who reworked it. 

The hypothesis that the text of the Susrutasal/1hitii as we know it is due to a reviser 
who also added the Uttaratantra is commonly accepted as a fact, but this does not re
lieve us of the obligation to examine the evidence. 

The position of the Uttaratantra is a major issue to be taken into account. Some 
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of the introductory verses of this section are usually interpreted as proving it to be a 
later addition to a more original treatise ending with the Kalpasthana. These verses re
fer to sources for the Uttaratantra, among which are the salakyatantra of king Videha 
and the six treatises on kayacikitsa written by great sages. 303 This mention of sources 
is unique and means that the treatise of Videha 304 and the tradition about the treatises 
written by the six pupils of Atreya Punarvasu were known to the author. The type of 
information given suggests indeed that the Uttaratantra is an appendix not forming part 
of the original work. Cakrapiil)i and J;)alhal)a however, who point to a pratisarpskartar 
of the Susrntasa1phita at the beginning of their commentaries, are silent on the ques
tion whether or not this person added the Uttaratantra. The fact that the structure of 
the chapters of the Uttaratantra is identical with that of the chapters of the preceding 
sections cannot resolve the issue, for the same similarity is found in the chapters that 
Dr<;lhabala contributed to the Carakasarphita. 

The problem whether or not the Uttaratantra is a later addition, along with the prob
lem of its date, might be elucidated if it could be demonstrated that its author was ac
quainted with Dr<;lhabala's revised and completed version of the Carakasarphita. 

Some scholars claim, unfortunately without presenting evidence, that Dr<;lhabala's 
contributions to the Carakasa111hita are incorporated in the Uttaratantra. 305 A compari
son of some views expressed by Dr<;lhabala and the corresponding opinions found in the 
Uttaratantra create doubt regarding the validity of this claim. Dr<;lhabala follows Kara.
la in distinguishing ninety-six eye diseases, whereas Nimi's number306 of seventy-six 
is accepted in the Uttaratantra. Dr<;lhabala accepts the four types of diseases of the ears, 
recognized by Caraka, while the Uttaratantra acknowledges a number of twenty-eight. 
The number of tanl.-ayuktis described in the Uttaratantra disagrees with Dr<;lhabala's 
number. Some more among the numerous differences concern the types of yonivya
pad, tf~l)ii, hikka, and other disorders. 

These few examples may suffice to show that it is unjustified, without data based 
on a careful and detailed comparative study, to assert that the author of the Uttaratantra 
made use of Dr<;lhabala's work. 307 

The evidence collected so far is slightly in favour of considering the Uttaratantra as 
an addition to an earlier work. Its chronological position is difficult to determine. As we 
have seen, the date of Dr<;lhabala (A.O. 300-500) is not decisive in elucidating that of 
the Uttaratantra. Other clues that might establish an upper limit are hardly available.308 

Thelowerlimit presents difficulties as well and depends on the question whetheror not 
the authors of A~/iiligasa111graha and ~/iiligahrdayasa111hita were acquainted with the 
Uttaratantra and made use of it 309 A.F.R. Hoernle's contention that the author of the 
Navannaka, which forms part of the Bower MS, borrowed from the Susrutasa11t/Jita, 
its Uttaratantra included, is not based on solid evidence. 

The author who probably added the Uttaratantra may have changed and expanded 
the text of the first five sections of the Susrutasa111hita. The efforts at identifying these 
changes and additions have, in general, not led to results on which a consensus has been 
reached. Less liable to conflicting interpretations are the references to the Uttaratantra 

. in preceding sections. 310 Noteworthy too are some verses on ari~!as which mention 
diseases dealt with in the Uttaratantra. 311 
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The identity of the author who probably revised the Susrutasa1phitii and added the Utta
ratantra is unknown. Nevertheless, many scholars are convinced that his name was Na
garjuna. The main lead on this point is a remark in Palhal).a's NibandhasllJ!lgraha. 312 

It is difficult to give credit to this tradition from a period in which Nagarjuna had de
veloped into a legendary figure to whom a large number of very diverse works were 
ascribed, the more so since Cakrapiil).i refrains from identifying the reviser. 

S. Dasgupta 313 suggested that Palhai)a, by saying that the pratisaq1skartar was Na
garjuna eva, may have meant, as indicated by the particle eva, that there have been 
other revisions; he ~dded that the hepelessly muddled condition of the readings of the 
Susrutasarrihitii is such that there can be no doubt that from time to time many hands 
were in operation on the work. Ga~1anathasena 314 came to the contrary conclusion and 
brought forward that the particle eva implies that palhal).a did not acknowledge any 
other reviser than Nagarjuna. 

A remarkable, but unfortunately untrustworthy, piece of information, found in 
some editions of palha!la's commentary,315 says that, at the time of the struggle 
against the Buddhists (more than a thousand years ago), the world-famous and 
excellent rasayana expert, Siddhanagarjuna, who was a protector of the Buddhists, 
revised the Sausrucatantra, divided it into five sections, and added the Uttaratantra; 
since that time, the work is called Susrntasamhitii. This additional infonnation is 
undoubtedly a later interpolation. 316 · 

The iilentification of the reviser as a Nagarjuna may be bound up with quotations 
from Nagar juna and a treatise called Niigiirjunfya, found in Gayadasa's commentary 
on the Nidanasthana of the SusrutasaI!lhitii. This commentator cites (ad Su.Ni.3.12) an 
ardhasloka of Nagarjuna on the disorders called sarkara, sikata and bhasmameha This 
ardhasloka, not regarded by Gayadasa as forming part of Susruta 's text, was interpreted 
as unquestionably belonging to it by palhal).a, who d·oes not refer to Nagarjuna as its 
source. This may mean that Gayadasa's text is more original and contains less interpo
lations. The quotation, identical with Su.Ni.3.13ab of the current text, is the more in
teresting since it, according to palhai:ia, mentions a type of miitraghata described in the 
Uttaratantra (Su.U.58.20-21). 317 This state of affairs suggests that Gayadasa was ac
quainted with a version of Susruta's work associated with a Nagarjuna, but did not ac
cept the changes and additions of this Nagarjuna as authoritative. Ga yadasa also quotes 
(ad Su.Ni.8.4) some stanzas about the types of mii«;Jhagarbha which are related to the 
prose description of the Susrutasa1phitii. These verses from a work called Niigiiijunfya 
indicate that a Nagarjuna was associated with surgery. The opinions which Gayadasa 
ascribes to him are rejected in the now current text of the Susrutasa1phitii, which makes 
it improbable that this Nagarjuna was the reviser. 

Noteworthy too are references to the nagarjuniyai), probably a school of inter
preters of the Susrutasa1phitii, who adopted their own readings of the text. 318 

The relative chronological positions of the Carakasaq1hita and Susrutasatµhita 

The period of composition of the first five sections of the Susrutasa1phitii is a disputed 
issue. Several views found in the secondary literature have already been discussed, as 
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well as Cakrapa1fi's remark that Dr9habala made use of the Susrutasaf!lhita in com
pleting the Carakasa1phita, which, if correct, means that the first five sections of the 
Susrutasa1phita are earlier than A.D. 300-500. The problem of the relative chronolog
ical positions of the Carakasacphita before its revision and completion by Dr9habala 
and the Susrutasa1phitabefore its revision and the addition of the Uttaratantra has been 
discussed by a number of scholars. 

F. Hessler claimed that Susruta must be earlier than Caraka, because the latter men
tions Dhanvantari. This thesis was brushed aside, too easily, by G. Lietard, 319 who in
terpreted the Dhanvantari of the Carakasarphita as a mythical being, which is only jus
tifiable for the reference to him as the god of healing (Ca.Vi.8.11). The Dhanvantari, 
mentioned in the Sarirasthana (6.21), is a different person, obviously a medical spe
cialist, whose theory on embryonic development is accepted as authoritative. The same 
theory, declaring that all the paits of the embryo arise simultaneously, is expounded by 
Dhanvantari in the Susrutasaiphita and acknowledged there as the final verdict on the 
issue (Su.Sa.3.32). This need not mean that the Susrutasaf!lhita was known to Caraka, 
but shows that particular teachings were associated with Dhanvantari, and that a med
ical school recognizing him as their authority may already have been in existence. 

The Carakasaiphita does not only mention a medical authority called Dhanvanta
ri, but also the dhanvantariyal~, i.e., those belonging to the school of Dhanvantari. The 
two references to them are found in the chapter on the treatment of gulma, which de
rives from Caraka, not from Dr9habala. The treatment of a ripe gulma is described 
as being part of the domain of the dhanvantariya~, who are experienced in punctur
ing (vyadha), cleansing (sodhana), and wound-healing (ropal_la) (Ca.Ci.5.44 ); they are 
also said to be experts in cauterization (daha; Ca.Ci.5.63cd). 320 These passages point 
to the abilities of surgical specialists in general, without implying an acquaintance with 
the Susrutasrup})ita, 321 which is proved by the fact that Susruta disagrees with Caraka 
and rejects the occurrence of ripening (paka) in cases of gulma.322 Cakrapal_Jidatta 323 

appears to agree that Caraka had a particular school of surgeons, accepting a Dhanva
ntaritantra as their textbook, in mind, or surgeons in general. 324 Some Indian scholars 
are, in spite of the evidence to the contrary, convinced that the dhlinvantariya~ of the 
Carakasa1phita are surgeons adhering to the teachings of the Susrutasaf!lhita.325 

The arguments adduced in defending Susruta's anteriority to Caraka are usually 
thought to be unconvincing. Most scholars regard Susru·ta as later than Caraka. 326 The 
general impression that the Susrutasaiphita is more systematic and scientific than the 
Carakasaqihita has led some to the conclusion that the former must be posterior to the 
latter. 327 Others advanced that the stanzas which the Susrutasamhita has in common 
with the Carakasa1phita prove that the latter preceded the forme;. 328 Although this ar
gument is not conclusive in itself, because it can also be used in support of the opposite 
thesis, it is remarkable that the correspondences are mostly found in the Uttaratantra. 329 

The version of Sarpkhya found in the Susrutasaqihita is very often interpreted 
as later than the version of the Carakasarphita, thus testifying to the posteriority of 
Susruta. 

An interesting detail, noticed by Atrideva,330 may throw light on the relationship 
between Caraka- and Susmtasaiphita. A passage occurring in the visikhanupravesaniya 
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chapter of the Susrutasa1phitii (Sii.10.4) rejects the view, said to be held by some, that 
the number of means to acquire knowledge about diseases is three, replacing this num
ber by six. This may show familiarity with the doctrines of the Carakasarphitii, where 
indeed the three means referred to are described (Ca.Ci.25.22). Caution is, however, 
required, for it cannot be excluded that the Carakasa1phitii shared the doctrine in ques
tion with other treatises belonging to the same school. 

The Hiintasa1phitii shows that, at least in the tradition to which this treatise belongs, 
Caraka was held to have preceded Susruta. Hiirita's parisi~\adhyaya describes Caraka 
as belonging to the Kitayuga, Susruta to the Dvaparayuga. 

Susrnta outside India 

The references to Susruta known from outside India do not shed additional light on the 
chronological position of his saiµhita. 

Susruta was known to the Khmer king Yasovarman I (A.D. 889 to about 900); 331 

one of his inscriptions compares the beneficial effects of the king's moral exhortations 
to those of Susruta 's medical treatments. 332 

The Susrutasa1phitii was rendered into Persian or Arabic by an Indian physician 
who is often called Manka, 333 who lived at the court during the reign of the 'Abbiisid 
caliph Hariin al-Ra§bid (A.D. 766-809). This translation was made at the request of 
the Barmakid Ya~ya ibn l):biilid.334 

Arabic authors referring toSusrutaor quoting himare: 335 'AII ibn Sahl al-Tabar I in 
his Firdaws a/-hikma, 336 Ibn al-Nadim in his Fihrist al- 'uliim, 337 Wadil, al-Ya'qiibI, 338 

al-Raz I in his Kitiib aI-tzawf, 339 al-BiriinI in his Kitiib al-~aydana fi'l-/ibb, 340 and Ibn 
AbI U~aybi 'a. 341 

The Susrutasa1phitii was one of the souces of theM a'din al-§bifli'. 342 

Susruta is known as a medical authority in Tibetan literature, where his name is 
rendered as Legs-thos. He is the first one on a list of twenty-four great sages (mahar~i; 
Tibetan: drat1-sroil chen-po) in the Mahiivyutpatti. 343 The Tibetan translation of Sa
lihotra's Asviiyurveda mentions him as the son and pupil of Salihotra. 344 

Other works atribued to Susruta 

Apart from the Susrutasarphitii, a Lohatantra is ascribed to Susruta. The only references 
to this treatise are found in Suresvara's Lohasarvasva. 

G. Haldar345 regarded the Niivanltaka( sa1phitii), which forms part of the Bower 
MS, as a work of Susruta; he claimed that the preserved text represents a revision of 
the lost original by a Buddhist a.uthor. 

The materia medica of the Susrutasarphita 

Names of plants and vegetable substances occurring in the Susrutasarphitii,346 

but absent from the Carnkasa1phitii, are: 347 abda 348 (Ci.38.51; Ka.3.17; U.40.67; 
52.14); abhra349 (U.10.4); abja350 (U.40.74; 50.23); adarI351 (U.44.19); agastya352 
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(Sii.46.281 and 282); agav,;ttikii.353 (Ka.7.29); ahiiµsrii. 354 (Sii.37.3; U.21.15; 45.33); 
ahipu~pa 355 (Ci.17.28); ajalomI356 (U.60.47); ajaruhii 357 (Ka.1.78); alasiindra 358 

(Sii.46.35); alavana.359 (Sii.38.16; Ci.17.34); amara360 (Ci.37.11 and 23; 38.60, 61, 
64, 68); amaradru.ma361 (Ci.37.36; U.62.27); amariihva362 (U.52.14 ); amarakii~\ha 363 

(U.11.8); amaravariiyudhasiihvaya364 (Ci.17.41); iimaya 365 (U.39.256); ambhoda 366 

(Ci.38.44; U.39.222 and 224; 40.66; 41.50); ambhodhara 367 (U.52.31); ambhoja 368 

(Sii.6.27); ambhoruha369 (U.26.14); iimi~a370 (Ci.37.15; U.51.50); am,tiidvaya371 

(Ci.37.20); afijanakI372 (Ci.18.34); antrapiicaka 373 (Ka.2.5); ar:m 374 (U.19.13); a
pehiviitii.375 (Ci.18.4); iirar,yamii~a376 (Sii.46.36); iirevata377 (Sii.38.64; Ci.5.8; 9.10; 
10.12; 20.51; U.12.42; 55.47); arkaparr,I 378 (Ka8.106); arkapu~pI379 (Sii.46.262; 
Sii.10.69); iirtagala380 (Sii.38.10; 39.7; Ci.7.6; U.9.19; 17.51; 53.11); asanapu~paka381 

(Sii.46.8); asitamu~kaka 382 (Sii.11.11); asitasiirivii 383 (U .12.48); asitasar~apa 384 (Sii. 
46.50); asuklacandana 385 (U.50.18); asvabala. 386 (Sii.46.256 and 261; Ci.1.113; 6.8); 
asvahantrI 387 (Ci.9.28); asvamiitn388 (U.42.94); atimukta(ka) 389 (Sii.45.120; Ci.31.5; 
U.45.16; 60.35); atiyava390 (Sii.46.43); avaguttha 391 (Sii.46.221); bahupattraka392 

(U.21.9); bahuputrii. 393 (Ka. 1.68); biikucI394 (Ci.9.32; 25.18); biir,a395 (Sii.6.36); 
bandhiika 396 (Sii.6.36; Ka. 1.72); barhi~\ha397 (Ci.18.21; U .11.6 and 8; 39.230; 62.23 
and 27); bii~padvaya398 (Ci.4.32); bhadra.399 (Ci.38.60); bhadrakii~\ha40• (Ka.7.23; 
U.21.22); bhadrarohinI401 (U.40.105); bhalliika402 (Sii.38.12; Ci.7.6 and 10); bhii
r:i,1403 (Ci.31.5); bhiilo\a(ka) 404 (Ci.24.15; U.17.40); bhiruka405 (Sii.45.149 and 
151); bhp'!gav,;k~a406 (U.35.4); bhujarigapu~pa407 (U.46.17; 47.32 and 38); bhiimika
damba408 (Ci.2.90); bhiitakesI409 (U.60.47); bimbilota4IO (U.12.11); bimbitikii. 411 

(Sii.46.249); brahmadirir,I 412 (Sii.19.29); cakramarda41 j (Ci.9.12 and 13); campaka414 

(Sii.28.11; 45.12; 46.288; Ci.29.236; Ka.6.20); carmarI 415 (Ka.2.5); carmavrksa 416 
(Ci.11.1 O); chagaliintrI417 (Sii.38.29; 39.4; 46.249); citraphalii.418 (U.32.8; 58:66); 
coca419 (Sii.38.24; Ci.17.15; Ka.6.3); corakapattra420 (Sii.38.48); ciita 421 (Sii.6.27; 
Ci.9.23; 25.32 and 43); dadhiniiman422 (U.50.27); dala423 (Ka.3.17); diisikurur:ita
ka424 (Sii.38.6); devadii!I425 (Sii.39.5; Ka.7.35 and 36); devakiistha426 (U.18.100; 
26.22; 52.15); dhattiira427 (Ci.17.37; Ka.7.52 and 53); dirghamfilii.428 (Sii.38.45); 
dTrghapattra429 (Sii.45.150 and 154); dirghav,.-nta430 ( (Ci.1.107; U.40.70, 81, 87); 
driivi9I431 (Sii.38.54)'; 9u9uraka 432 (Sii.46.27 4 ); dii~aka433 (Sii.46.4 ); gajiidiniimii.434 

(Ci.18.45); gajiisanii.435 (U.40.155); galo9ya436 (Ci.5.8); gandhiihvii.437 (Ci.9.60); 
gandharvahasta(ka)438 (Ci.4.30; 33.7; 38.67; U.35.3); giirigeya439 (U.17.17; 39.109); 
gargaraka440 (Ka.2.5); giiyaui441 (U.41.50; 45.34; 52.19); ghoigii.442 (Ci.17.34); 
gi109ya443 (Sii.42.11; Ci.11.10); girihvii.444 (Ci.18.34; Ka.5.75); girikadambaka445 

(U.31.4; 32.6); giryiihvii.446 (Ka.2.45); gocandanii.447 (Ci.28.22); goji448 (Sii.8.15 and 
18; Ci.9.10; 18.5, 32, 33; 19.44; 22.19; Ka.6.3; 7.29; U.24.28); gopii.449 (Ka.1.37); 
go£agho1~\ii450 (Sii.38.6; Ci.11.10; Ka.6.3); g,;dhranakhI451 (Sii.38.73); gu9asarka
ra 52 (U.42.70); guptaphalii.453 (U.46.23); harigandhii.454 (U.35.4); harimantha455 

(Sii.46.277); hariv,;k~a456 (Ci.11.10); hastikan~a457 (Sii.39.9; 45.115); hastyiiluka 458 

(Sii.46.298); ha\ha459 (Sii.45.11; Ci.11.9; 29.29); hemiiriga460 (Ci.25.39); hima461 (U. 
4 2. 71 ); hira,1yapu~pi462 (Sa.I 0.11); hrasvasigruka463 (U .26.28); hutabhu j 464 (U .4 2.29; 
52.30); hutiisa(na) 465 (Ci.37.8; U.41.47; 61.32); ibha466 (Ci.38.52); ibhagandhii. 467 

(Ka.2.5); ibhakal)ii.468 (U.52.42); ibhalq~r,ii.469 (U.52.38); indTvara470 (Sii.38.12; 
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46.298; Sii.4.72; Ci.7.11 and 17; U.45.35); indraparI_1I471 (Ci.17.15); indrapu~pI472 

(Ci.17.15); indrasura473 (Ci.37.34; U.11.15); indravalli474 (U.28.7); indravrksa475 

(Sii.11.11; U.57.9; 61.34); jalak~in:476 (Ka.2.5); jalasiika477 (Sii.16.19); jilli~I478 
(Ci.2.91; Ka.7.15 and 34); ja!ii479 (Ka.6.15; 7.23; U.60.47; 62.30); jatukanda480 

(Sii.37.16 and 2I);jatumukha481 (Sii.46.12); jyoti~ka482 (Ci.9.10; 14.10); kaccaka483 

(Ci.7.6); kiidamba484 (Ka.2.5); kadambapu~pI485 (Ci.19.63; U.44.19); kahliira486 (Sii. 
39.8; U.26.13; 47.57); kiikiidanI487 (Sii.39.9; Ci.14.8; 18.13 and 36; 19.63; Ka 7.31; 
U.28.6; 32.8; 34.7; 44.19; 51.24); kiikajatigha488 (Ci.19.63); kiikalaka489 (Sii.46.8); 
kiiliiguru490 (Ci.39.275); kalaka491 (Sii.20.5); kiilaskandha492 (Sii.38.8); kaliiyavalli493 

(Ci.6.8); kiilika494-(U.51.23); kiilinda(ka)495 (Sii.9.4; 46.211 and 214); kiimboji496 
(Ci.19.42); kii9a497 ((U.60.47); kanakiihva498 (Sii.44.49); kiiiicanaka499 (Sii.39.7; 
46.4 ); kanda!I510 (Sii.39.8); katiku~!ha soi (Sii.28.13 ); kai:i!aki 502 (Sii.38.6 ); kiintara503 

(Sii.45.149 and 153); kapotavatika.504 (Sii.38.12; Ci.7.6 and 25; 31.5; U.32.3); kara
ghii!asos (Ka.2.5); karambha506 (Ka.2.5); karaiijika507 (Ci.2.74 and 91; 9.10; Ka.6.3); 
kiiravella(ka) 508 (Sii.19.33; 42.11; 46.269; Ci.5.12; U.17.51); kiiravi509 (Sii.46.230); 
kardamaka sio (Sii.20.5; 46.4; Ka.2.5); karko!aka 511 (Ka.2.5); kiirpiisinI 512 (U.47.34); 
kartanya 513 (Ka.2.5): kii~!hiiluka 514 (Sii.46.298); ka!ukikii 515 (Sii.46.262); ka!vI 516 

(Sii.44.26; Ci.37.37; Ka.7.39); kavaka 517 (Sii.20.8); kediira 518 (Sii.46.8); kenduka 519 

(U.21.15); ketakI520 (Sii.6.32; U.42.45); khadyotaka 521 (Ka.2.5); kharamafijari522 

(Ci.18.23; 25.14; 31.5; U.12.50; 19.11); kiµri 523 (Ci.2.91); kiµsatru 524 (U.12.44); 
kokiliik~aka525 (U.58.44); kola526 (U.51.33); kosakara 527 (Sii.45.155; U.40.126); 
kosakrt 528 (Sii.45.150); kosavati 529 (Ci.l 8.20; Ka.7.34; U.56.17); krmighatin530 
(U.42.42); krmighna 531 (Ci.9.59; U.10.8; 21.52; 26.29; 40.40; 52.29); kr;misatru 532 

(U.31.36); ksanada 533 (U.17.17); ksiradruma 534 (U.18.36); ksiramorata 535 (Sii.42. 
11; Ka.8.132);. k~irapalii1.1~u536 (SU.46.247); k~iravrk~a537 (Sii.46.163, 165, 253; 
Sii.10.13; Ci.1.17 and 114; 7.33, 34, 35; 20.16; 24.15; 38.80; U.21.30; 23.6; 29.4); 
~irin538 (Sii.37.23; Sii.10.61; Ci.2.65 and 83; 19.43; 20.34; 22.15 and 17; Ka.5.60; 
8.133; U.39.181; 40.104; 47.41); kuberiik~I 539 (Sii.39.7; U.35.3); kubjaka540 (Ci.7.6; 
U.17.8); kukkuta541 (U.60.47); kukkutiindaka542 (Sii.46.12); kukkuti543 (U.29.7; 
33.7); kuliihala544 (Sii.38.18; 46.221); k~l~tthika545 (Ci.16.26; 20.50); kulevara546 
(Sii.46.290); kulira547 (U.21.45); kumudaghni548 (Ka.2.5); kumudvati549 (Ka.2.5); 

· kunda550 (U.7.30; 51.38; 60.35); kuntalika 551 (Sii.46.274 and 276); kurabaka552 

(Ka.5.86); kuravaka553 (Sii.46.8); kuru1.1!ika 554 (Sii.38.12; 46.274 and 276; Ci.7.10); 
kuruvaka 555 (Sii.42.11); kusimbivalli556 (Sii.46.46); kuvalaya557 (Sii.13.14; 38.52; 
46.285); lak~mi558 (Sii.19.29); lamba559 (Ka.2.5); latiguii560 (Sii.19.29); latiikastii
rika561 (Sii.46.204); liivlik~aka 562 (Sii.46.12); lohitika563 (Ci.11.10); madhviiluka564 

(Sii.46.298); magadha565 (U.17.25; 26.7; 40.181; 41.49; 47.30 and 38; 52.34; 56.17); 
magadhiijii (U.17.23); magadhodbhavii (U.11.14; 52.44; 56.18); mahiidii~aka566 

(Sii.46.4); mahiikarambha567 (Ka.2.5); mahiimiisa 568 (Sii.21.23); mahanimba569 
(Sii.38.22); mahii~a~!ika570 (Sii.46.8); mahiisuga~dha 571 (U.26.40); mahasiika572 

(Sii.46.4); mahiisyiima573 (Sii.38.29); mahiivi~a574 (Ka.2.5 and 17); mahikadamba575 

(Ci.17.15; U.41.47); mahi~asiika576 (Sii.46.4); malayaja577 (U.47.55); mallika578 

(Sii.46.286); miinaka579 (Sii.46.306); mandiiri580 (Ci.19.63); mandiiki581 (U.57. 
11); matigalya582. (Sii.20.5; 46.27); miitulutigi583 (Sii.37.3; 39.6; U.45.36; 56.18); 
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mesa584 (U.17.45); mesavisananaman585 (U.17.31); misi 586 (Ci.38.44, 53, 57, 69, 
72); mocakI587 (Ci.2i4); · m'odayantT588 (Ci.25.33); mohanavallika589 (U.60.48); 
1nohanika590 (Ci.28.22); mok~aka591 (Ci.4.32; Ka.3.9; U.44.29); mrgabhojinI592 

(Ci.17.37); mrgadanT 593 (Ci.2.91; 9.58; Ka.5.69; U.28.7); mrgairvaru594 (Sii.39.3; 
U.30.6); muculunda 595 (Ci.18.10); miilaka596 (Ka.2.5); muiija597 (Sa.5.49); mura
ti.gT598 (Sii.39.6; Ci.23.12; Ka.5.68; U.21.17); muruti.gT599 (Ci.6.9; 14.10); mii~ika600 
(Ka.1.78); nadeyT601 (Ci.4.32); nadibhallataka602 (Sii.46.249); naga603 (Sii.45.12; 
46.287; Ci.25.38; U.47.61); nagavinna604 (U.62.31 ); nagavrttika605 (Ci.20.12); naga
vrttika606 (Ci.15.9; Ka.5.76); naipala607 (Sii.45.150 and 154 ); nandana608 (Ka.2.5); 
nandTvrk~a609 (Sii.38.46 and 48); naracaka61 0 (Ka.2.5); naradhipa 611 (Ci.37.11 and 
41); narati.ga612 (Sii.46.139 and 161); narendra(druma) 613 (Ci.9.40; 18.6; Ka.5.61); 
nTlapora 614 (Sii.45.150 and 154); nTraja615 (Ci.25.33); nirdahanT616 (Ci.4.32; U.40. 
39; 55.48; 57.10); nisacchada 617 (Ci.38.43 and 67); nTcaii)kadamba618 ((U.51.40); 
nniavrk~a 619 (U.42.61; 57.9); nrttakau\19aka 620 (U.51.34 ); paravataka 621 (Sii.46.12); 
paribhadra(ka) 622 (Sii.11.11; 29.64; Ci.4.32; Ka.3.9; 6.3; U.32.3; 54.26; 58048); 
parijata623 (Ci.11.9; 14.13); partha 624 (Ka.6.22); pa!o!T 625 (U.39.226); paui:i~raka 626 
(Sii.45.149 and 151; Ci.26.17); picu627 (Sii.46.187); picuka628 (Ci.7.17); pippala629 

(Ka.8.110 and 120); pitaka630 (Sii.20.5; 46.8); pracTbala631 (U.34.3); pracTbala632 

(Sii.38.18); prapui:iqarika633 (Ka.2.5); pui:i9arika634 (Sii.46.4); punnaga635 (Sii.6.23; 
38.24 and 45; Ka.2.47; 5.66; 6.16; U.47.61); pu~karavarti 636 (Sii.46.163); pu~pai:i~a
ka637 (Sii.46.4); pu~paphala638 (Sii.9.4; 46.211; U.47.45); putraiijTvaka639 (Ci.19.61; 
U.31.8); putrasre\tT640 (Sii.38.29; Ka.6.3); rajadmma641 (Ka.3.9; U.57.8); rajata
ru642 (U.57.14 ); rajika643 (Sii.46.221); rakta644 (Ci.37.31; 38. 71; Ka.5.61 and 68; 
U.52.35); raktaluka645 (Sii.46.298); raktasara646 (Ci.9.50); raktasar~apa647 (U.3.11); 
raktavrk~ 648 (Sii.46.284); raktotpala 649 (Sii.38.52); rama!ha650 (U.51.16); rambha 651 

(Ci.1.108); ramyaka652 (Sii.38.29; 39.4; 43.3; Ci.4.27); ratri 653 (Ci.9.12; U.10.5); 
rei:iu654 (Ci.37.17 and 40; 38.51 and 57); rer.mka655 (Ka.2.5); ret~uka 656 (U.17.16); 
ruj 657 (U.40.57; 42.29); riipika 658 (Sii.43.3; Ci.9.5; 17.25; Ka.7.52); rodhrap~paka 659 

(Sii.46.4); sadabhadra660 (U.24.32); sailabheda 661 (U.10.4); saka662 (Sii.8.15 and 
18; 38.43; 42.11; Sa.10.59; Ci.7.6 and 17; 9.10; 15.22; 18.32; Ka.6.3); sakhotaka 663 

(Ci.18.23); sakrahva664 (Ci.37.27); sakrayava665 (Ci.38.27; U.39.227; 40.66 and 
104); salamukha666 (Sii.46.12); sati.khaluka667 (Sii.46.298); santanu668 (Sii.46.21 and 
23.) saptahva669 (Sii.6.36; Ci.9.50); sarapaka670 (Ka.2.5); saraputi.kha 671 (Ka 7.53); 
sarpagandha672 (Ka.5.84; 7.29; U.60.47); sarpaghatin673 (Ka.2.5); sarpak~T674 (Ka.6. 
22; 8.117); sar~apa675 (Ka.2.5); sataparvaka676 (U.58.44); saurabhabija677 (U.23.4); 
saurTyaka678 (Ka.2.5); sauvTra679 (Sii.46.139 and 146); sephalika680 (Sii.8.15 and 18); 
siddhaka 68I (Ka.3.9); siITiha682 (Ci.9.27); siITihT683 (U.39.219); sinduka684 (U.31.7); 
sTri:iav\nta685 (Sii.46.216 and 220); sTtabhTruka686 (Sii.46.4); sitakari:iika687 (U.45.20); 
sTtaphala 688 (Sii.46.163); sitasariva689 (U.47.41); sitasindhuvara690 (Ka.5.66 and 
77); sTtasiva691 (Sii.14.35; 39.9; 42.11; Ci.11.10; 17.15; Ka.6.18); siva!T692 (U.23.4); 
soma693 (Ka.1.37); somavrk~a694 (Ci.11.8); srgalavinna695 (Ci.5.7; U.42.113; 58.59); 
srT696 (Ci.22.69; U.24.27); sriniketa697 (Ci.9.12); sthiilakanda698 (Sii.46.306 and 
307); siicipattra(ka)699 (Sii.45.149 and 154); sugandha 700 (Ka.2.5); sugandhaka 701 

(Sii.20.5; 38.18; 46.4 and 221); sugandha702 (Ka.5.76); sugandhika703 (Ci.17.8 and 28; 
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Ka.5.69; 6.15); suklihvaya704 (Ci.18.48); sukakhya 705 (Ci.18.36; 19.65); suklikhya706 

(Ci.2.90; Ka.7.34; U.44.19; 51.23); sukanasa707 (Ci.17.37; 19.63); sukanlisa708 

(Sii.42.11; Ci.1.115); suklamarica 709 (U.11.13 and 16; 12.51); sura11• (U.62.30); 
suradmma 711 (Ci.37.16; U.61.31); surakli~!ha 712 (U.11.6); surai:ia 713 (Sii.46.306 and 
307); surasI 714 (Sil.38.18; Ka.5.70); surendrakanda 715 (Sil.46.305); silryavallI716 

(Sil.45.120; Ci.31.5; Ka.2.45); svetacandana 717 (Ci.25.39); svetadilrva718 (Sli.10.69); 
svetakarka!aka 719 (U.58.42); svetamok~aka 720 (Ci.4.32); svetapora(ka)721 (Sil.45.149 
and 152); svetapunamava722 (Ka.7.24 and 52); svetasar~apa723 (Ci.5.10; 22.20); 
svetasurasa.724 (Sil.38.18); svetlivalguja 725 (Ci.28.3); talako!a 726 (U.51.45); talapa
tlrI727 (Sil.11.3; 37.30; Ci.18.5; 25.18); ta!Itala 728 (Ci.17.25); tlimravallI729 (Sli.10.59); 
tlipasavrk~a 730 (Sil.38.16; Ci.18.13); tlipasek~u 731 (Sil.45.149 and 153); taskara 732 

(Ci.37.17); tik~i:iagandhli 733 (U.23.4 ); tiktlillibu 734 (Sil.46.215); timira 735 (U.51.32); 
toya736 (Ka.2.51; 6.16; 8.114); tripu!aka 737 (Sil.46.27); trivarga738 (Ci.2.73; 24.7; 
U.41.45); trivamaka 739 (Sil.44.7); tundikera 740 (U.48.27); tundikeri:741 (Ni.2.10; 16. 
42); turai1gagandha742 (U.41.41 and 43); tuvara(ka)743 (Sil.45:122; 46.196 and 423; 
Ci.9.7; 13.20; 31.5; U.16.8); tvakslira 744 (Sil.8.15); tvaritaka745 (Sil.46.12); udumbari 
bhadrlisa,pjiia746 (Ci.9.15); ugra747 (Ci.25.38; 38.45; U.23.4; 41.50; 51.27; 61.36); 
undurukaqiika.748 (Sil.38.18); unmatta(ka) 749 (Ka.7.54; U.21.6); utpalasariva 750 

(Sli.10.60); uttamliral,1I751 (Ci.6.12; 10.8); vahni752 (Ci.9.47; U.52.35); vaijayanti753 

(Sil.42.11; Ci.4.32; 11.9; 19.39); vairli!aka 754 (Ka.2.5 and 14); vlijigandha755(Ci.37.12 
and 20;. 38.43; U.41.42; 62.27); vajraprokta756 (U.60.48); vajrlikhya 757 (Ci.9.55); 
vajravrk~a 758 (Sil.38.20); vakra 759 (Ka.5.63; 6.3; 7.29; 8.47, 48, 54, 104, 117; U. 
9.13; 18.94 and 98); vanamudga 760 (Sil.20.5; 46.27 and 29); vandlika 761 (Ci.6.13); 
vanyakulattha 762 (Sil.46.38); varadliru 763 (Ka.2.5); varlihakanda 764 (Sil.46.309); 
vlirlihI765 (Ci.7.10; 17.4 and 36; 27.11; 30.5 and 13); varavlistuka 766 (U.17.50); vli
rida 767 (Ci.38.71); vat'l,laka 768 (U.10.10; 35.7); vlitaghna 769 (Ci.16.4); veganliman 770 

(Sil.46.238); vei:iukli 771 (Ka.2.5); ve~mpattrikli772 (Ka.1.53); vidyucchika773 (Ka.2.5); 
vijaya774 (Ka.2.5); vinirdahanI 775 (U.44.28); virataru 776 (Sil.38.12; 39.7; Sli.10.22; 
Ci.7.26; 15.44; U.9.20; 40.41); vi~aghnI777 (U.62.30); visalya.778 (Sa.10.11; Ci.18.48; 
Ka.5.61; U.55.49; 62.30); vi~amu~!ika 779 (Sil.38.18); vi~apattrika780 (Ka.2.5); vr
ddhi 781 (Sil.38.35; Ci.37.12; 38.28); vylidhighlita 782 (Ci.9.14); yavaphala 783 (U.31.6); 
yavaphala784 (Ka.6.15); yojanava11I785 (U.38.45). 

The inorganic substances of the Susrutasa1)1hita186 are collectively referred to as pa
rthiva substances; 787 the items listed as such consist of gold (suvari:ia), silver (rajata), 
gems (ma~ti), pearls (muktli), manal~silli, clay (mrd), potsherds (kaplila), etc. 788 

Apart from salts,789 caustics (k~ara) 790 and some types of aiijana, 791 the Susruta
samhitii mentions: 792 ligliradhilma 793 (Sil.14.35; Ci.9.10); lila 794 (Ci. i .107 and 108; 9. 
27°and 55; 19.18; 20.21; 25.38; U.11.9; 52.22); ananta795 (Sli.10.13); asmajajatu796 

(U.41.57); asmajatajatu 797 (U.46.24); asmantaka 798 (U .15.26); asmaslira 799 (U.59.24); 
audumbara 800 (U.18.63 and 85); ayas (iron) and ayorajas (powdered iron) (Sil.9.19; 11. 
11; 16.18; Ci.10.11 and 12; 13.7; 19.47; 25.28; 35.12; 44.17 and 21; U.15.26; 17.85; 
18.62; 44.17); ayasklinta 801 (Sil. 7.15; 2 7.1); ayomala802 (U.44.24 and 32); bhasmasa
rkara.803 (Sil. I I .II); dhlitumlik~Ika8• 4 (Ci.9.6); gairika805 (Sil.14.36; Ci.19.30 and 40; 
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Ka.6.16; U.9.15; 10.8; 17.6, 87; 45.39);girija806 (Ci.13.12); gomedaka 807 (Ni.3.7); gr
hadhiima808 (Ci.9.60; 18.41); haritaia809 (Sii.37.14 and 18; Ci.1.60, 97, 105; 6.12; 9. 
10; 19.40 and 46; U.30.7); heman (gold) (Sa.10.13 and 68); i~!aka 810 (Ci.32.5); kaca 
(glass) (Sii.8.15; 46.453); kajjala (U.12.53); ka1psya (Sii.46.328; Ci.18.36; 32.4; U .18. 
61 and 103); klifflsyamala (U.12.14, 41, 50); kanaka (gold) (Sii.26.20; Sa.10.68); ka
nakagairika811 (Ka.2.51); kanakiikarodbhava812 (U.17.39); kaiicana (gold) (Sa.10.68); 
kaiicanagairika 813 (Ka.5.67; U.44.21); kaiicanahvagairika814 (U.50.19);kapala 815 (Sii. 
16.15; Ci.32.4 and 5; U.18.96); kardama 816 (Ci.25.32); kasisa 817 (Sii.37.14, 19, 31; 38. 
37; Ci.1.60, 96, 97, 103; 9.10 and 55; 18.54; 19.40; U.12.18 and 24; 14.4; 17.44; 18. 
25; 25.32; 50.27); kaiasarkara818 (Sii.11.12); km1akapalika819 (Ni.5.8); krg1aloha820 

(Sii.38.62; U.18.24); km1ayas 821 (Sµ.46.499; Ci.12.10 and II; 25.31); kuruvinda822 

(Sii.8.15; 37.31; Ka.3.14; U.15.26); loha823 (Sii.7.7; 9.8; 12.4; 18.16; 46.328; Ci.1.90; 
6.11; 9.25; 13.5, 6, 7; 32.5; 35.12); lohaciin)a 824 (Ci.9.25; U.12.24); lohaki!!a825 (U.44. 
32 and 34); lohamaia826 (Sii.38.62); lohapurI~a827 (Ci.18.52); loharajas828 (Sii.15.32; 
Ci.25.33); mak~ika829 (Ci.13.17 and 18); mana~sila830 (Sii.1.32; 37.14, 18, 31; Ci.l. 
60and 97; 9.!0and55; 19.40 and46; U.11.8 and9; 18.100; 17.7, !8, 27, 39, 98; 30. 
7; 18.100; 52.22); mai:i1iira 831 (U.44.23); mal)i 832 (Sii.1.32; 45.17; 46.330; Ci.1.100; 
35.12; 39.235); manohva833 (U.13.7); mrd (U.44.3; 45.33; Ka.3.12); mukta (Sii.1.32; 
45.17; 46.329; U.15.26; 44.21); nadija 834 (Ci.9.25); nadijadhatu835 (U.44.31); naipa
la836 (U.50.18); naipalI837 (U .12.16); nepalaja838 (U .19.14 ); nepalajata839 ( U .11.16 ); 
nepalI840 (U.12.16; 14.4); pa~aI,Ja841 (Ci.32.5); parada (Ci.25.39; 842 U.35.7); 843 prava
la (coral)844 (U.44.21); pulaka 845 (U.15.26); pu~pa846 (Ka.6.17); rajata (silver)847 (Sii. 
1.32; 26.20; 38.62; 46.449 and 451; Ci.35.12; U.10.15; 18.85); ratna848 (U.12.25; 18. 
94); riti (yellow brass) (Sii.26.20; Ci.35.12); riipya 849 (Sii.46.327); sailajajatu 850 (U.44. 
31); satakumbha851 (U.10.9 and 15; 17.85; 18.85 and 92); sila852 (Ci.2.60; 25.38; Ka. 
6.17; U.12.29; 14.7; 21.48); silajatu853 (Sii.38.37; Ci.9.6; 13.4-lOab; U.44.31); sisa
(ka) (lead) (Sii.26.20; 38.62; 46.329; Ci.13.7; 18.38); spha!ika (rock crystal) (Sii.8.15; 
46.329 and453; U .10.15; 12.17; 15.26; 18.92); srotoja (U.17.98); sudhasarkara 854 (Sii. 
11.11); sura~iraja855 (Sii.37.14; Ci.1.60; 19.24 ); sutara 856 (Ka.3.14); suvarl_la (gold)857 

(Sii.1.32; 38.62; 46.326 and 450; Sa.10.68; Ci.35.12); svarl_lagairika (U.17.12);858 ta
mra (copper) (Sii.26.20; 38.62; 46.327 and 452; Ci.9.23; 12.10; 18.38; 35.12; U.11.6; 
12.29 and 40; 15.26; 17.85 and 97; 18.24); tamraciifl_la (Ci.19.47; U.18.100); ianka
l_la (borax) (Sii.46.322 and 325; U.18.24); tapija859 (Ci.l3.17); tapya860 (U.44.23); ta
ra (silver) 861 (Ka.3.14 ); tI~~1aloha862 (Ci.10.11; 12.15); trapu (tin) (Sii.26.20; 38.62; 
46.329; Ci.13.5 and 7; 18.38; U.12.14; 54.33); tuttha (Ci.1.97; 2.69 and 73; 7.102; 9. 
10 and 27; 18.54; U.11.6 and 12; 12.16; 18.95); tutthaka (Sii.38.37; Ci.9.61); vaidiirya 
(Sii.46.329and 453; U.10.15; 15.26; 18.92); vajrendra(Sii.46.329); vidruma (coral) 863 

(Sii.46.329; U.10.15; 12.17; 17.98; 18.24). 



Chapter 8 

Authorities associated with the Susrutasarphita 

Dhanvantari 

Dhanvantari, 1 incarnated as Divodiisa, king of KasI, is the teacher of Susruta and a 
number of other disciples in the Susrutasaq1hitii. 

In conirast with Divodiisa, Dhanvantari is not mentioned in Vedic literature, 2 apart 
from its latest layer, the Siitra texts. 

The later Indian tradition is acquainted with him as the god of healing, closely as
sociated with the science of medicine. 3 

The earliest reference to Dhanvantari appears to be found in the Kausikasiitra 
(74.6), which prescribes that a portion of the daily offering (baliharal).a) be reserved 
for him.4 Offerings to Dhanvantari which f01m part of various rituals (baliharal)a, 
caityayajiia, piikayajiia)5 are mentioned in grhyasutras, 6 dharmasiistra texts,7 the 
Mahiibhiirata, 8 and some Puriil)as. 9 

Dhanvantari made his first appearance as one of the jewels that arose from the 
Ocean of Milk, 10 after it had been churned for a long time by the Devas ;ind Asuras 
in order to obtain the drink of immortality called amrta. 11 

Shoitly after this event, he asked Vi~~IU for his ·share in the sactifice and a place 
on earth; the shares having already been apportioned, the second request could be 
granted only; he would enjoy the dignity of a god and be worshipped by the twice-born 
with oblations of boiled rice and barley (caru), mantras, vratas, and muttered prayers 
(japa). ,2 . 

The second incarnation of Dhanvantari took place in the Dviiparayuga, when he 
was born as the son or grandson of Dirghatamas or -ta pas, king of KasI. 13 

The Susrutasaq1hitii refers to Dhanvantari, who was born again as Divodiisa, King 
of KiisI, 14 as Adideva (Sii.1.21) and amaravara (Sii.1.3); he is regarded as identical with 
the Dhanvantari who arose from the churning of the Milky Ocean (Ni.1.3; U.39.3). 15 

The Brahmavaivartapurii11a is acquainted with a Dhanvantari who was a pupil of 
Bhiiskara, and who composed a medical work called Cikitsiitattvajiiiina. 16 The same 
Purai:ia also tells a story about a Dhanvantari who was a toxicological expert, in par
ticular skilled in counteracting the effects of snake venom. 17 

The Bhavi$yapurii1.1a tells about a Dhanvantari who was an incarnation of Siirya; 
this Dhanvantari, born in KiisI as the son of the briihmai:ia Kalpadatta, became a fol
lower of Kr~l)acaitanya and wrote a treatise called Kalpaveda. He chose Susruta, the 
son of a king, as one of his pupils; Susruta composed, on the model of the Kalpaveda, 
his own medical work, a book in one hundred chapters, with the title Sausrntatantra. 18 
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A narrative about a Dhanvantari, born as the son of a vaisya girl called VIrabhadrii 
after her encounter with the sage Giilava, is found in the Garucja-, Miirka11cjeya- and 
Skandapuriiiu~ 19 and in a work called Amba~fhiiciiracandrika.20 

The Indian tradition is also familiar with a Dhanvantari who was one of the nine 
gems at the court of Vikramiiditya. 21 This Dhanvantari is often thought to be the author 
of the Dhanvantar1yanigh111,1;u. 

Finally, some Indian authors refer to a Dhanvantari who established a gotra of the 
Siirasvatabriihmanas. 22 

Dhanvantari'~ name also appears in some of the lists of the Tami! Siddhas.23 The 
guru of Konkal).ava.r, one of these Siddhas, was the pupil of a Dhanvantari. The intro
ductory verses of some Tamil medical treatises, for example Teraiyiir' s Makiikarisal, 24 

pay homage toDhanvantari. A Tamil medical work, called Tanvantarivaityam, 25 which 
contains many rasayogas, is also known. 26 

Iconographic descriptions of the deity Dhanvantari are found in the Samariif1ga
J.l8Siitradhiira (77.47), Silparatna, and Vi~1wdha1mottarapurii1Ja 27 Sculptures repre
senting Dhanvantari and shrines dedicated to him are rare. 28 

Dhanvantari's name is not absent from Indian folk traditions. He is mentioned in a 
tale on the origin of the Camiir caste and in the PafijiibI legend about a princess called 
Niwa) DaI. 29 

A number oflndian scholars have tried to determine the number of different Dhan
vantaris referred to in the texts. For obvious reasons, they have not succeeded in reach
ing a consensus; the number of Dhanvantaris distinguished varies from one to five. 30 

The divine Dhanvantari is, in general, associated with Vigm. He is considered to 
be a part (arpsa) of Vi~l).U, this god's twelfth avatiira, 31 or a part of Niiriiyal).a. 32 He is, 
however, also reckoned as a disciple of Siva. 33 Dhmwantari is one of the 1,008 names 
of Siva in the Mahiibhiirata. 34 The same epic lists Dhanvantari as one of the 108 names 
of Siirya, the sun god. 35 

Dhanvantari is also known to the Buddhist36 and Jaina traditions. He is a medical 
expert in the Milindapaiiha; 37 the Ayoghara-Jiitaka (Nr. 510) refers to him, together 
with Vaitaral).a and Bhoja, as a specialist in the treatment of snake-bites. 38 He is also 
mentioned in Aryasiira's Jiitakamiilii. 39 

The Vi viigasuya ( = Sanskrit Vipiikasruta), the eleventh at'1ga of the Svetiimbara 
Jaina canon, mentions a Dhanvantari as the court physician of Kanakaratha, king 
of Vijayapura An A.yurvedasiisll'a of Dhanvantari is mentioned in STiiilika 's Caiipa
IJl)amahiipuiisacariya.40 Some more Dhanvantaris are referred to in other Jaina 
texts. 41 

The popularity of Dhanvantari is attested by sayings found in the Hitopadesa and 
other works. 42 

Bhagvat Sinh Jee asserted that the tel1l! Dhanvantari is applied to a physician who 
is acquainted with no less than three hundred remedies for each and every affection. 43 

The divine Dhanvantari and his later namesakes are connected with the science 
of medicine. The Dhanvantari who arose during the churning of the Milky Ocean 
bore a pitcher (kama~1c;Ialu, kalasa), full of the drink of immortality (amrta), in one 
of his hands, and is described as a medical expert. 44 The descendmlt of Drrghatapas 
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is referred to as the founder of ayurveda. 45 The Dhanvantari who was the son of 
VIrabhadra bore the title of Vaidya. 46 

In his second existence, as the descendant ofDirghatapas, Dhanvantari received his 
ayurvedic knowledge from Bharadvaja; he divided the ayurveda into eight branches 
and taught it to his pupils. 47 The teacher is replaced by Bhaskara in the Brahmavaivar
taJXIrii(la48 and Matsyapurii,Ja.49 The Brahmavaivartapurii;Ja mentions Garu<;!a as the 
one who instructed Dhanvantari in mantrasastra. 5 0 

The Susrutasa1phitii (Sii.1.20), ~{iiligasaipgraha (Sii.1.6-10) and Bhiivaprakasa 
(1.1.71-72) relate that Dhanvantari received the ayurveda from lndra. 

Dhanvantari is a medical expert in general or a specialist in toxicology in the non
medical sources. The medical treatises regard him as an authority without special qual
ifications or as a specialist in surgery (salya). 

The Susrutasal)1hitii presents him in his incarnation as Divodasa as a surgeon. 51 

Qalhai:ia gives, as an etymology of Dhanvantari's name: dhanul) salyasastraq1, tasya 
antal!l pa.ram iyarti gacchatiti llhanvantari9, 52 which means that he completely 
mastered the science of surgery (dhanus = salyasastra). Cakrapai:iidatta's BhiinumatP3 

quotes the same etymological explanation, preceded by another one: jagadaithasa
dhanad dhanur dharma9, tasyanto vyadhyakiilamrtyusaq1padako 'dharma9, tasyarir, 
which means that he was the enemy of adharma, which leads to an untimely death due 
to disease. 54 

The dhanvantariya.9, i.e., those following Dhanvantari's teachings, are obviously 
surgeons. 

Dhanvantari, in his role as Susruta's teacher, was also an expert in asvasiistra 55 and 
rites beneficial to cattle. 56 

The SusrutasalJlhitii refers frequently to Dhanvantari, to whom many laudatory 
epithets are given·. ahatasasana (Ka.1.3), bhi~ajarp vara9 (Ni.1.5), dharmabhrtarp 
vari~\ha9 (Ni.1.3; Ci.2.3), mahaprajiia (Ka.4.3), nimittantarabhiimipa (Ni.9.3), sarva
maraguru (Ni.9.3), sarvasastriirthatattvajiia (U.18.3), sarvasastravisarada (Ka.4.3), 
srimant (Ni.9.3), tapodharmabhftiiIJ! vara9 (Ka.1.3), tapodfHi (U.18.3), vagvisarada 
(Ci.2.3), udaradhI (U.18.3). 

Works ascribed to one or more authors called Dhanvantari are: (I) Ausadha
prayoga(kiirikii);51 (2) Ayurvedasiiriivall; 58 (3) Biilacikitsii;59 (4) Ciirucarya;60 (5) 
Cikitsiidfpikii; 61 (6) Cikitsiisiira(Sal)1graha);62 (7) Cikitsiitattvajiiiina; 63 (8) Dhanva
ntarisarphitii;64 (9) Dhiitukalpa;65 (10) Dinaca,yii;66 (II) Gu~iicyiidi; 67 (12) Gu[ikii
dhikiira; 68 (13) Kiilajiiiina; 69 (14) Miisavar~acikitsii; 70 (14) Niimamiilii or Sabdasaqi
ketakalikii; 71 (15) Nibandhasal)1graha; 72 (16) Sa,pnipiitakalikii; 73 (17) Vaidyabhiiska
rodaya;14 (18) Vaidyasiira; 75 (19) Vaidyavidyiivinoda; 76 (20) Vidyiiprakiisacikitsii; 77 

(21) Yogacintiimapi; 78 (22) Yogadfpikii. 79 A Roganidiina and VaidyacintiimaQi are 
sometimes added to this list. 80 

Several works associated with the name of Dhanvantari are known. 81 

A Dhanvantarisaqihitii is one of the sources of the Am[lasiigara. 82 The Ayurveda
vijiiiina mentions a Siikteyagrantha by Dhanvantari. 83 

The Dhanvan tanyanigha(]{u is said to have emanated from the mouth of Dhanvan
tari. 
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Authors and works quoting Dhanvantari or referring to him are: 84 AgnipuriiI)a, 85 

Atreyasarphit/i, 86 Basava's Sivatattvaratniikara,87 Bhiivaprak/isa, 88 Bower MS, 89 

Cakrapai:iidatta,9° Candranandana, 91 Candra\a,92 Carakasarphitii, 93 Qalha9a,94 Garu
~apuriiI_Ja,95 lndu,96 the Kairalf commentary on the A$[iirigahrdayasar11hitii, 97 Kiisya
pasaqil1itii, 98 ~Irasviimin's commentary on the Amarakosa,99 Na,fjiiiinaprakilsikii, 
Narahari's Viigbha[amai1,ana, 100 Niiriiyai:ia's commentary on the Amarakosa, 101 

Rasakak$iipu[a, Sahasrayoga, 102 Sivadiisasena, 103 Sivadattamisra's auto-commentary 
on the Sivakog 104 So~hala, 105 Sr1diisapal)9ita, 106 To9ara, 107 and Vagbha\a. I08 

A MS of a Dhanvantarimantra is described by P.K. Gode. 109 

Dhanvantari is known as Than-la-bar in the Tibetan medical tradition. 110 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to the dhiinvantanya~. i.e., the 
representatives of a surgical school connected with the teachings of Dhanvantari, are: 
A$[iirigasa1pgraha, 111 Atreyasa1p~1it/i, 112 Cakraparyidatta, 113 Candra\a, 114 Carakasaqi
hitii 115 Gayadiisa 116 Hemiidri 117 Jejjata 118 Paramesvara 119 Sivadattamisra !20 srr
diis~pa1_19ita, 121 a;d Trsa\a. 122 The dhiin~~ntarii~ are cited by An11_1adatta.123 ' 

An unidentified work called Dhanvantari is quoted by Aru9adatta. 124 

Formulae attributed to Dhanvantari or associated with his name are: asvagandhii
dyataila, 125 brhacchrngariibhra, 126 brhannarikelakhai:i9a, 127 dhanvantaraghrta, 1,28 dhii
nvantarasarpis, 129 dinajvaraprasamanI va\I, 130 dviitri1psakaguggulu, 131 gatigiidhara
yoga, 132 kiimadevaciin:ia, 133 kiimadevagu\ikii, 134 madhupakvaharitakI, 135 mahamrtyu
njayalauha,136 mahodadhirasa, 137 a miitriibasti to be used against biilapak~iighiita, 138 

mrtyufijayalauha,139 rnrtyunjayaloha, 140 pasupatarasa, 141 piisupatastrarasa, 142 rajava
llabharasa, 143 riimabiil).arasa, 144 rasiibhraguggulu, 145 rasariijendra, 146 rasiiyanava\I, 147 

rasendragu\ikii, 148 rasendrava\ikii, 149 rogavidarai:iarasa, 150 romavedharasa, 151 sapta
triipsatikaguggulu, 152 saptavirpsatikaguggulu, 153 sindiirarasa, 154 svan;iak~Irirasa, 155 

tiilabhasmaprayoga,156 tiilasindiira, 157 viiriso~a1:iarasa, 158 vi~amajvariintakalauha, 159 

and vi~amajvariintakaloha. 160 

Divodiisa 

Divodiisa, 161 king of KiisI and an incarnation of Dhanvantari, 162 is the teacher of Su
sruta and other disciples in the Susrutasaq1hitii. 163 

Divodiisa is the name of several persons mentioned in Vedic and post-Vedic 
literature. It is not evident at first sight why a Divodiisa should be presented as an 
expert in the medical science, in particular as a surgical specialist; his association 
with medicine may have been facilitated by Divodiisa's relationship with Bharadviija 
in Vedic literature 164 and by his descent from a Dhanvantari in the Mahiibhiirata and 
a number of Puriinas. 

A Divodiisa appears eighteen times in the ~gveda. 165 Atithigva, a name occuning 
thirteen times in the ~gveda, 166 is by most scholars regarded as an epithet ofDivodiisa, 
at least in the majority of the verses where the word is found. 167 Divodiisa is a king, 
often associated with other kings; Bharadviija, repeatedly mentioned together with Di
vodiisa, 168 may have been his purohita. 169 

Other Vedic texts in which a Divodiisa or one of his descendants appears are: the 
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Kiithakasarphitii (7.8), 17° Kau§Ttakibra/Jma1,1a (26.5), 171 Kau§Ttakibriihmal)Opani§ad 
(3.l), 172 Asvaliiyana.frautasiitra,173 Baudhiiyanasrautasiitrn, 174 and Katyayana's Sa 
rvanukramll(1f of the ~gveda. 175 176 

The Mahiibhiirata tells several stories about a Divodasa who was the father of 
Pratardana: (I) Divodasa, son of Sudeva and father of Pratardana, was installed as 
the king of KasI, and built, at the instance of Indra, a city called Vara1,1asi; he lost a 
battle with the Haihayas and sought refuge in the hermitage of Bharadvaja; his son, 
Pratardana, inflicted a defeat on the Haihayas; 177 (2) Divodasa, great-grandson of 
Dhanvantari, son of Bhimaratha and father of Pratardana, established his capital at 
Vara1,1asi; 178 (3) Divodasa Bhaimaseni, king of Kasi, was the father of Pratardana. 179 

Divodasa is known to a number of Pura1,1as, 180 where he is the grandson or great
grandson of Dhanvantari, the son of Ketumant or Bhimaratha, and the father of Prata
rdana. 181 

Another Divodasa, son ofBadhyasva, Bahvasva(n), Brhadasva, Caiicasva, Paiica
sva, or Vindhyasva, is referred to in the Agnipurii1,1a, 182 Matsyapur~a, 183 Vayupura
(lll, 184 and Vi$1,1upurii(lll; 185 this Divodasa was a Paiicfila 186. 

Several scholars attempted to establish connections between the various Divoda
sas mentioned in V edic and post-V edic texts without reaching an agreement. 187 Others 
are convinced that the Divodasa who descended from Dhanvantari is not related to the 
Vedic Divodasa. 188 

The Divodiisas discussed so far are nowhere associated with the science of 
medicine, but it should be remembered that the Vedic Divodasa was Bharadvaja's 
patron. It may not be accidental that the medical tradition presents Divodasa_ as the 
teacher of Susrnta, and Bharadvaja as the one who passed the ayurveda on to Atreya. 
Both Divodasa and Bharadvaja received the science from Indra. 

The identity of the Divodasa, king of Kasi and regarded as an incarnation of Dhan
vantari, is a problem, since none of his namesakes appearing in non-medical texts is 
described as a surgical specialist or a physician in general. I;)alha1,1a does not identify 
him in his commentary (ad Su.Su.!. 3) and restricts himself to the remark that he is a 
royal sage (rajar~i), 189 who has given up his rule over the country (janapada) of Va
ra1,1asi 190 and has withdrawn to a hermitage (asrama). Almost the same comments are 
found in Cakrapa1,1i's Bhiinumatf. Both commentators add some etymological explana
tions of the name Divodasa. 191 

A large part of the secondary literature does not focus on the identity ofDivodasa, 
but on that of the Dhanvantari with whom he is identical. 192 

Divodasa's name is not often met with in the Susrutasaiphitii. All the chapters 
begin with the statement that a particular subject will be discussed according to the 
words spoken by Dhanvantari. The last chapter of the Uttaratantra, however, though 
beginning in the same way, presents Susruta as putting a question to Divodiisa, who is 
adorned with a number of laudatory epithets: a~\ailgavedavidvas, mahaujas, chinna
sastriirthasa1pdeha, and siik~magadhagamodadhi (U.66i3-4ab). Some more epithets 
are: mahatapas (U.66.Scd), nrpasardiila (U.66.6ab), and saipsayacchid (U.66.Scd). 193 

Dhanvantari, Divodasa and Kasiraja, three names for one and the same person 
in the Susrutasaq1hita, are regarded as three different pupils of Bhaskara in the 
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~rahmavaivartapurii(la, where each of them is reported to have composed a medical 
treatise; the titles of these works are Cikitsiitattva vijiiiina, Cikitsa.darpar;ia and Ciki
tsakaumudfrespectively.194 A similar view is expressed in a verse from an unknown 
source, which enumerates six healers (vyadhighataka): Dhanvantari, Divodasa, Kasi
raja, the Asvins, Nakula and Sahadeva. 195 

Divodasa is mentioned as a medical authority in Dhanvantari 's Sarpnipiitakalikii. 
A work on dhannasastra, called Divoda.saprakiisa, was written by a later name

sake. 196 

Kasiraja 

Kasiraja 197 is the title of Divodasa, 198 an incarnation of Dhanvantari, in the Susruta
saiµhitii. 199 

The quotations from and references to him are not always clear. Some sources re
gard him as an authority different from Divodasa and Dhanvantari. 

The BrahmavaivartapuriiQa mentions Dhanvantari, Divodasa and Kasirajaamong 
the sixteen pupils of Bhaskara and ascribes a Cikitsiikaumudlto Kasiraja.200 

An anonymous work associated with his name is the Kiislriijasarphitii. 201 

Authors and works quoting Kasiraja or referring to him are: the Bower MS, 202 

Dhanvantari 's Cikitsiikalikii, Govindasena 's Paribhii§iipradTpa, 203 Ravigupta's Siddha
sara,204 and Somadeva's Yasastilaka. 205 

Formulae attributed to Kasiraja are: am!"taprasaghrta, 206 brhatpun:1acandrarasa, 207 
garbhaviliisataila,208 pittantakarasa, 209 usiradyataila,210 and usirasava. 211 

Apart from Kasiraja, twootherroyal sages, Vamaka and Varyovida, mentioned in 
ayurvedic texts, are connected with the city of KasI. 212 

Nagarjuna 

Nagarjuna is the most famous representative of the Madhyamika school of Mahayana 
Buddhism. Many philosophical works are associated with his naine. 213 

The connection between the philosopher and the large number of treatises on di
verse subjects, said to be by someone called Nagarjuna, is a vexed question, still un
solved, in spite of the efforts of a long series of authors. 

One group of these scholars is convinced, or inclined to assume, that the philoso
pher Nagarjuna was also interested in Tantrism, magic, medicine,alchemy,etc. 214 Oth
ers are more cautious, wanting not to exclude the possibility of such a broad range of 
interests. 215 The majority of those who expressed their opinion on the subject distin
guish a number of authors called Nagarjuna, in order to explain the diversity of the 
treatises. 216 

A Tantric author, engaged in alchemy and magic, is very often thought to be distinct 
from the philosopher. 217 A third Nagarjuna is supposed to be the alchemist of this name 
referred to by al-BiriinL 21 8 

In my opinion it does not have much sense to engage in discusssions on the number 
of different Nagarjunas to be distinguished. The large number of very diverse works 
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ascribed to Nagarjuna and the material relating to his life are in favour of the hypothe
sis that Nagarjuna developed into a legendary figure, who was not only a philosopher, 
but also an alchemist and a colomful wizard, to whom all kinds of writings could be 
attributed by Buddhists, Hindus and Jains. 219 

The non-philosophical treatises fathered upon Nagarjuna may conveniently be di
vided into four groups, concerned with medicine, alchemy, magic, and erotics. 

References to Nagarjuna as a physician of an ayurvedic typearefarfromrare. Na
garjuna's Jivasutra is a work inspired by the ayurvedic tradition. The Yoga.'iataka is 
ascribed to Nagarjuna in part of the MSS. The 11.I'ogyamaiija.r:fand Viirttiimiilii, known 
from some quotations, were probably treatises of an ayurvedic type. More quotations 
from works ofNaga1juna that contain a yurvedic material are found in a number of med
ical treatises. 220 

Nagarjuna is in particular associated with the treatment of eye diseases. He 
attained the siddhi of the eye medicine according to Taranatha's 'Book of the seven 
revelations'. 221 An ophthalmological treatise, now lost, but used by later Chinese 
medical authors, is listed in the Sung Shih. 222 The formula of the nagarjunavarti, a 
medicine against eye diseases, found for the first time in Vrnda's Siddhayoga, became 
famous and was incorporated in many medical works of a later date; this medicine, 
which contains copper and copper sulphate, was written by Nagiirjuna on a pillar in 
Pa\aliputra. 223 

Nagarjuna's association with rasayana and longevity forms the link between 
medicine and alchemy. He is credited with a very long life and the elixir of longev
ity.224 A Rasiiyanasa1phitii ofNagarjuna is quoted by Vailgasena. Al-Biriinf attributes 
a comprehensive book on this subject to him. 225 

Nagarjuna is said to be the author of alchemical treatises. He is frequently men
tioned as an authority on the subject and regarded as a Rasasiddha, called Siddhana
garjuna. 226 His association with alchemy need not surprise because a large work, at
tributed to him, the .Wahiiprajfiiipiiramitopaliesa,227 refers to the transmutation of met
als and other substances into gold. 228 Aurifaction is one of Nagarjuna's interests in the 
biographies. 229 

Nagarjuna is in particular an expert on metallurgy and the use of metals and 
metallic compounds in medicine. He is credited with a Lohasiistra, a treatise on iron 
and other metals, extensively quoted in the Cakraliatta 230 and later works. References 
by A9hamalla, Kasframaand the commentator on the Rasenliramaligala give evidence 
of Naga1juna's preoccupation with iron and its varieties. 231 His knowledge about 
swords 232 is probably connected with this preoccupation. 

A number of works on magic and marvellous feats are fathered upon a Naga1juna, 
who is usually considered to be identical with the alchemist. Well-known among these 
treatises are the Kak§apu!a and Yogaratnamiilii. The biographies relate that Nagarjuna 
was an expert in treasure-finding, 233 making himself invisible,234 etc. He learned the 
art from a master-magician, called Saraha or Ra.hula; 235 this teacher is replaced by an
other great magician, Padaliptasiiri, in the Jain sources. 236 

Nagarjuna's treatises on erotics, called Kamasiistra, Ratirama!Ja and Ratisiistra, 
probably represent one and the same work. 
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As I have mentioned, the Madhyamika philosopher Nagarjuna developed into 
a legendary figure in a wide cultural area. Material relating to his life, activities 
and works is found in Indian, Tibetan and Chinese sources.237 This hagiographic 
literature depicts him as a composite personality, whose biography lends itself to 
embellishments of all s01ts. The stories concerning his life and activities were in the 
course of time adapted to the needs of Buddhist, Hindu and Jain communities,23! as 
can be illustrated by the works attributed to him and the holy places where he is said 
to have resided. 

The Yogasataka, a treatise not coloured by a particular religious persuasion, is said 
to be by Nagiirjuna in Buddhist and by Vararuci in Hindu circles. 

The Buddhist accounts of his life mention Bodhgayii and Nalanda.239 as places he 
visited on his wide travels; the Hindus believe that he stayed at the holy mountain site 
of Sriparvata, 240 while the Jain stories associate him with their sacred mountain Satru
fijaya. 241 

Another place connected with Nagarjuna is Nagarjunako;19a. 242 The reference to 
a Niigiirjuna who was a native of the fort Daihak near Somnath, found in al-BirilnI's 
[ndia, is, I suppose, based on Jain sources which describe him as a resident of Gujarat. 

Medical works ascribed to Nagarjuna 243 are: 

I ArogyamaiijarI. 244 Quoted by Niscalakara 245 and Vijayarak~ita.246 

2 Aryamiilako~amahau~a«hiivali: This work, lost in the original, is preserved in a 
Tibetan translation. Tibetan title: fjphags-pa rca-ba/)i mjcxl sman chen-po/)i rim
pa; translated by Chos-skymi bzaf1-po (Dharmapalabhadra) from the monastery 
of Za-lu. 247 

3 Aryariijaniimava!ikii. This treatise, lost in the original, is preserved in a Tibetan 
translation. Tibetan title: fjphags-pa rgya/-ma ies-bya-ba/)i ri/-bu. 248 

4 Avabhe~jakalpa. This work, lost in the original, is preserved in a Tibetan trans-
lation. Tibetan title: Sman a-babi cho-ga. 249 

5 Bdud-rci bum-pa. 250 

6 CittiinandapaµyasI. 251 

7 Dhiipayogacaturruigakdyii. This work, lost in the original, is preserved in a Ti
betan translation. Tibetan title: Spos-kyi sbyor-ba re/Ju-char byas-pa. 252 

8 Dhiipayogaratnamiilii. This work, lost in the original, is preserved in a Tibetan 
translation. Tibetan title: Spos sbyor rin-po-che/Ji phreii-ba. Translated by an un
known pai:i<;lita from Kasmir, assisted by Rin-chen bzaf1-po. 253 

9 Gces-bsdus. 254 

10 Gnad-/)grel gcig-ses kun-grol. 255 

II Gsaii-thig skar-khuiis phye-ba bdra. 256 

12 Gso maraca mjegso-ba/)i rgyud. 257 

13 J alastambhanamantra. 258 

14 Jivasiitra.259 

15 Kak~apu !a 260 

16 Kalyiil)akiimadhenu. 261 
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17 Kiimasiistra. 262 

18 Kanakamaiijafi. 263 

19 Kautiihalacintiimani. 264 

20 Kautukacintiimani: 265 

21 Laghuyogaratnii~alI. 266 
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22 Lag-Jen gsal-ba!Ji sgron-me. 267 

23 Lauha- or Lohasiistra. 268 Quoted in Cakradatta, 269 Rasakiimadhenu, 270 Rasendra
cintiimal)i, 271 Sivadiisasena's commentary on the Cakradatta,212 and Vailgasena's 
CikitsiisiirasllJ/igraha.213 Niigarjuna's Lohatantra, probably identical with the 
Lohasiistra,- is referred to in Suresvara's Lohasarvasva.214 The quotations in the 
commentaries of Aqhamalla and Kasirama on the Siirtigadharasarphitii215 are ap
parently from Nagarjuna's Lohasiistra, as well as Haridattasastrin's quotation 276 

and one found in Sivadasa's commentary on the Carakasaq1hitii. 277 

24 Mahendrakalpa.218 Quoted by Niscala.279 

25 Mdo I,ia. 280 

26 Mgo-thig rin-chen gnad-!Jgrel. 28 .l 

27 Niigiiijuna. 282 
28 Niigiiijunakalpa. 283 

29 Nii.giirjunatantra.284 Mentioned in Khare's commentary on the Rasarat~asanm
ccajra285 and Sivadasasena's commentary on the Carakas/lf/ihitii.286 Sivadasa 
probably refers to the Lohasiistra or -tantra. 

30 Niigiirjunavaidyaka. 287 

31 Niigiirjunfya.288 Quoted by Gayadasa 289 and Niscalakara. 290 

32 Rasaratniikara. 291 

33 Rasiimava.292 
34 Rasasiddhisiistra. 293 

35 Rasiiyanasaq1hitii. 294 Quoted by Vailgasena.295 

36 Rasendramangala. 296 

37 Ratiramana. 297 

38 Ratisiistr;. 298 

39 Rca-thig gser-gyi thig-le. 299 

40 Siirasarpgraha. 300 

41 Sa-thig rin-chen sags-pa. 3tl 

42 Siddhaniigiiljunfya.302 
43 Siddhaprayogatantra. 303 

44 Somariija.304 
45 Vaidyanighal){U. 305 

46 Varttiimiila.306 Quoted by Niscalakara307 and Srikai:i\hadatta.308 

47 Yan-lag gnad-kyi mjub-brcugs. 309 

48 Yantramantra. 310 

49 Yogamaiijarf. 311 Quoted by Niscalakara. 312 

50 Yogamuktiivalf. 313 

51 Yogaratnamiilii. 314 

52 Yogasiira. 315 Quoted by Trimalla316 and Vailgasena 317. A Yogasiira that may well 
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be Nagarjuna's work of this title 318 is cited in the Piiradasaq1hitii, 319 Trimalla's 
Yogataraligi(lI, 320 and the latter's Brhadyogataraligi(lI. 321 

53 Yogasataka. 322 

Works sometimes ascribed to Nagarjuna are the Rasakak$iipufB.,323 Rasavaise$ikasii
tra,324 and Rudrayiimalatantra. 325 

Nagarjuna is also credited with the revision of the Susnrtasaq1hitii and the addition 
of its Uttaratantra 326 

A Kautukasiiroddhiira is said to be based on the Niigiirjunasaq1hitii. 327 A Niigii
rjunakautuka is also recorded, 328 as well as a Niigiirjunasiddhiinta on rasayana. 329 A 
Niigiirjunfvidyii was written by an unknown Jain author. 330 

The nagarjuniyal), the adherents to the school of Nagarjuna, are referred to in Nara
hari 's Viigbha/akhaJ_Jc;fanam111_JC;fana. 33I 

Joseph Needham mentions that the bibliography of the Sui Shu (History of the Sui 
dynasty) lists three lost medical treatises ofNagarjuna: the Lung-Shu Phu-Sa Yao Fang 
(Pharmaceutics of the Bodhisattva Nagarjuna), Lung-Shu Phu-Sa Yang Sheng Fang 
(Macrobiotic prescriptions of the Bodhisattva Nagarjuna) and Lung-Shu Phu-Sa Ho 
Hsiang Fa (Methods of the Bodhisattva Nagarjuna for compounding perfumes). The 
bibliography of the Sung Shih (History of the Sung dynasty) records a lost Lung-Shu 
Ym Lun (Discourse of Nagarjuna on eye diseases), used in the composition of later 
works, such as the sixteenth-century Yen Kho Lung-Mu Lun (Nagarjuna's discussions 
on ophthalmology). 332 

Works and authors quoting Nagarjuna or referring to him are: 333 A~hamalla,33'1 

ii.nandakanda, 335 Anantakumara, 336 Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta's commen
tary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, 337 ii.yurvedaprakiisa, 338 BasavariijTya, 339 Bhiirata
bhai$a)yaratniikara,340 Bhe$a)asaq1hitii, 341 Bhesajjamaiij11siisannaya, Bhoja's Yuktika
lJJ<rtam,342 Brhadrasarajasundara, 343 Cakrapar:iidatta's Cikitsiisaqigraha,344 Candra
!a's Yogaratnasamuccaya, Caturbhuja's commentary on the Rasahrdaya, 345 an ano
nymous Cikitsiisiirasaqigraha,346 Qalhar:ia, 347 Dattarama 's Brhadrasariijasundara, 348 

Dhanvant111fyanighal)/U, 349 Gayadasa,350 Gopaladasa's Cikitsamrta, Govindadasa's 
Bhai$<Jjyaratniivalf, 351 Gulrajsarmamisra's commentary on the ii.yu1Yedaprakiisa, 352 

Haridattasastrin's commentary on the Rasatarangi{lf, 353 Hazanlal Sukul's comme
ntary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, 354 Jinadattasiiri, 355 Kiimaratna,356 Kasirama, 357 

Khare's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, 358 Lauhapradfpa, Lohapaddhati, 359 

Naganatha's Nidiinapradfpa, Niscalakara,360 Piiradasaq1hitii, 361 RasacaJ_Jfiiq1su, 362 

Rasajalanidhi,363 Rasakak$iipu/a, Rasakiimadhenu,364 Rasamaiijarf, 365 Rasapaddha
ti,366 Rasaprakiisasudhiikara,367 Rasariijalak$mf, 368 Rasariijasundara,369 Rasaratna
dfpika,370 Rasaratniikara,371 RasaraJllapradfpa,372 Rasaratnasamuccaya,373 Rasasaq1-
ketakalikii, 374 Rasasindhu,375 Rasatal"llligi{lf, 376 Rasayogasagara,377 Rasendracintii
mal)i, 378 Rasendraciic;fiimal)i, 379 Rasendramaiigala, 380 Rasendrapuriil)a, 381 Rasendra
ratnako§a, 382 Rasendrasambhava,383 Rasendrasiirasaq1graha, 384 Rasopani$ad, 385 Ra
tniikaraLJ$adhayogagrantha, Reva1!asiddha's Vfrabha//fya, Siibaratantra,386 Saq1k$i
ptasiira,387 Siddhasiirasaq1hitii, Sivadasasena, 388 Soc:Ihala, 389 Slikar:i\hadatta, 390 Sva-
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ll)araupyasiddhisiistra,391 To<;tara, 392 Trimalla,393 Vaidyakasiiroddhiira, 394 Vaidyaka
siistrapravartakiiciilyaniimasamuccaya, Vat'igasena,395 Viisudeva's Viisudeviinubhava, 
Vijayarak~ita, 396 Vrnda, 397 and Yogaratniikara.398 

Indian sources in Sanskrit and Prakrit, giving accounts of Niigiirjuna's life or referring 
to his activities 399 are: the Brhatkathiimaiija1f of K~emendra, 40° Caturasltisiddhapra
vrtti of Abhayadatta, 401 Gorak~asiddhiintasa1pgraha, 402 Har$acarita of Biir.ia, 403 Ka
thiisaritsiigara of Somadeva, 404 Kumiirapiilaprabodhaprabandha, 405 Kumiirapii/aprati
bodha of Somaprabhiiciirya,406 Kumiirapiilapratibodhasaqik$epa,401 LlliivatfpariJJaya 
of Kutiihala,408 Navaniithacaritra,409 the commentary on the Pi1J~avis1iddhi, 410 Pra
bandhacintiimal}i of Merutuilga, 411 Prabandhakosa of Rajasekharasiiri, 412 Prabhiiva
kacarita of Prabhiicandrasiiri, 413 Puriitanaprabandhasal)lgraha, 414 Riijataraligil)f of Ka
lhal}a, 415 Siibaratantra, 41 6 Siidhanamii/ii,417 the commentary on the Satruiijayakalpa
of Dharmagho~a, 418 Siddhiiniim iimniiyal,i, 419 and Vividhatf rthakalpa of Jinaprabhiisii-
. 420 n. 

The Navaniithaca1jtraofGaurana, written in Telugu, describes a visit ofNiigiirjuna 
to Srisaila; this work refers to an Atreya as an alchemist and a pupil of Niigiirjuna. 421 

Niigiirjuna is also mentioned in Devacandra's Riijiivalikathii.422 

Another Niigiirjuna known to the Jain tradition was a disciple of Himavant; he is 
referred to in the Nandisutta. 423 

Tibetan sources on Niigiirjuna 424 and his life are the iiryamaiijus11mii/akalpa,425 Bka/]
babs bdun-ldan of Tiiraniitha,426 Chos-/Jbymi of Bu-ston,427 Dpag-bsam ljon bza1i of 
Sum-pa mkhan-po Ye-ses dpal-!Jbyor, 428 Grub-mtha sel-gyi me-Ioli of Rdo-1je-!Jchail 
blo-bzail Chos-kyi iii-ma,429 Grub-thob brgyad-cu-rca-bii/Ji Jugs-bf in chul, 430 Grub
thob brgyad-cu-rca-bii/Ji rgyus of Smon-grub Ses-rab, 431 Grub-thob brgyad-cu-rca
bii/Ji mam-thar, 432 and Rgya-gar chos-/Jbymi ofTiiraniitha 433 

The thirteenth-century Tibet«n monk Dharmasviimin also wrote a biography ofNii
garjuna.434 

Many references to Niigiirjuna are found in the biography of the Elder G-yu-thog 
yon-tan mgon-po. 435 

Chinese accounts of Niigiirjuna and his life are found in the records left by Chinese 
pilgrims who visited India 436, Kumiirajiva's biography, 437 and some other works. 438 

Niigiirjuna is referred to as a source on iatrochemistry in a Persian medical treatise, the 
Majmii'ii-i pfyii'fby r;nya Mu~ammad Mas'iid Rashid ZangI 'Umar GhaznavI, who 
lived during the reign of Mu~ammad ibn Tughluq (A.D. 1325-1351). 439 



Chapter 9 

Authorities mentioned in the Susrutasarµhita, 
but absent from the Carakasamhita 

Authorities mentioned in the Susrutasa1phit1i are: 1 

o Aupadhenava Sii.1.3; 4.9. 
o Aurabhra Sii.1.3; 4.9. 
o Dhanvantari very often. 
o Divodiisa Sii.1.3; U.66.3. 
o Gopurarak~ita Sii.1.3. 
o Karavirya or Krtavirya Sii.1.3; Sii.3.32. 
o Kasipati Sii.1.41; U .18.3. 
o Kasiraja Sii.1.3; U.40.7. 
o M1irka!_19eya Sii.3.32. 
0 P1ir1isarya Sii.3.32. 
o ~au~ka!1iv~ta Sii.1.3; 4.9. 
o Saunaka Sii.3.32. 
o Subhiiti Gautama Sii.3.32. 
o Susruta Sii.1.3 and 4.9; Ni.7.3; Ci.2.3; Ka.1.3; U.39.4 and 66.4. 
o Vaitaral_la Sii.1.3. 
o Videha U.1.5. 

AUPADHENAVA 1' is mentioned in the Susrntasarphitii as an authority on surgery and 
as the author of a textbook on that subject. 1 The list of pupils of Divodiisa, who was 
Susruta's teacher, is headed by Aupadhenava. 2 

References to Aupadhenava are found in Cakrap1i!_1idatta 's Bhanumati, 3 Cani;!ra\a's 
Yogaratnasamuccaya and commentary on the Cikitsiikalikli, 4 J?alha~1a 's Nibandhasaip
graha,5 and H1ir1il_lacandra's commentary on the Susrutasarphitli. 6 Toi;!ara's Ayurveda
saukhya contains a quotation said to be from Aupadhenava and the Cikitslis1irasa1p
graha; 7 these verses, dealing with the transformation of rasa into rakta, etc., form, 
strangely enough, also part of the Carakasarphitii. 8 

AURABHRA9 is an authority on surgery and the author ofa treatise on that subject ac
cording to the Susrut11s111phitli, 10 which mentions him as one of the fellow pupils of 
Susruta II 

Authors and works quoting from or refen"ing to Aurabhra or Urabhra 12 are: Ana
ntakumiira, the Bhesajjamaiijiislisannaya, Candra\a, 13 J?alhal_la, 14 D1imodara, 15 lndu, 16 
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the Kairalf commentary on the Uttarasthana of the A$?imgahrdayasaI)'lhitii, 17 Narasirµ
ha, 18 Sridasapal)c/ita, 19 and Vinodalala Sena.20 

Although usually regarded as a specialist in salya, 21 the quotations show that the 
treatise attributed to this authority comprised more than surgery; it also dealt with ba
sic concepts, 22 weights and measures,23 materia medica, 24 kayacikitsa,25 and kauma
rabhrtya.26 

The disease called somaroga was known to Aurabhra.27 He also described eight 
types of masiirika, each of which has a particular name. 28 One of Anantakumara's 
quotations is concerned with the aetiology and symptomatology of ama-, sarkara
and gulmasiila,29 three types of this disease not separately characterized in the 
Miidhavanidiina. 30 The references to somaroga and the eight varieties of masiirika 
suggest that the treatise from which they derive cannot belong to an early period and 
must have been distinct from Aurabhra 's salyatantra mentioned in the Susrutasarphita. 
The dialogue between Atreya as a teacher and Urabhra as his pupil on the disease 
called tal)qavaroga, found in Vinodalala Sena's Ayurvedavijfiiina, proves that even 
late authors tried to impress their readers by ascribing verses to authorities like Atreya 
and Urabhra. 

GOPURARAK~ITA 31 or Gopura is mentioned as one of the fellow students of Susruta 
in the Su§ rut11samhitii. 32 Dalhana refers to him as the author of a salyatantra 33 and the 
Indian tradition ~till regar"ds hi~ as such. 34 · 

Gopurarak~ita is quoted and referred to by Niscalakara, 35 Sivadasasena,36 and To
c:Iara.37 Gopura is quoted by Candra\a and To~ara.38 A Gorak~ita, mentioned in the 
Miidhavacikitsii, 39 may or may not be the same as Gopurarak~ita. 

Some regard Gopurarak~ita as a compound, designating two individuals, Gopura 
and Rak~ita, 40 but an authority called Rak~ita is completely unknown in ayurvedic lit
erature, whereas both Gopura and Gopurarak~ita are quoted. 

Sivadasasena's quotation from Gopurarak~ita and one of Toc:Iara's quotations are 
about the quantities of dried and fresh drugs to be used in the preparation of medici
nal compounds. The quotations from Gopura in Toc:Iara's Ayurvedasaukbya are from 
a treatise with a much broader scope than salya; they deal with the definition of techni
cal terms, physiology, ari~\as, symptomatology, and the treatment of several diseases 
belonging to the realm of kayacikitsa. 

KARAV!RY A or -vira 41 is mentioned as a fellow pupil of Susruta at the beginning of 
the Sufrutasarphitii. J?alhal)a refers to him as the author of a salyatantra42 and he is 
still regarded as such in the Indian tradition. 43 

The Susrutasarphitii refers to an authority called Kftavirya 44 in the section of the 
third chapter of the Sarirasthana where a number of sages discuss which part of the 
embryo develops first. K1tavirya advances that this part is the heart because it is the 
seat of buddhi and manas.45 The Carakasarphitii attributes this view to Kar1kayana, 46 

the Bhelasarphitii to Parasara. 47 
An ancient acarya called Karavira is quoted by Niscala on the treatment of a form 

of ku~\ha. 48 A verse, dealing with the treatment of vatavyadhi, ascribed to Kartavirya, 
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is found in To~ara's Ayurvedasaukhya. 49 Vijayarak~ita and Vacaspati quote a verse of 
Karaviracarya in their commentaries on the Madhavanidana. 50 This verse, also found 
in the Ayurvedabdhisiira,51 is about types of atisara unsuitable for treatment. These 
quotations are obviously not from a treatise exclusively devoted to surgery. 

G. Haldar regards Karavira, on account of his name, as a resident of Karavirapura 52 

and assigns him to the tenth or eleventh century. 53 Hemara jasarman proposed the same 
derivation of Karavirya's name and added as an alternative explanation that it may refer 
to the dexterity (virya) of his hands (kara) as a surgeon. 54 

PU~KALAVATA 55 is an ancient medical authority and the repu.ted author of a lost tantra 
on surgery (salya). 56 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Pu~kalavata are: Anantakumara, 57 

Cakrapai:iidatta,58 Candra\a,59 Indu,60 Gayadasa, 61 the Kaira/I commentary on the 
A$[iingahrdayasar)lhita, 62 Niscala,63 Sivadasasena,64 SridasapaQ«;iita,65 Susruta,66 To-
9ara, 67 and Vagbha\a.68 

CakrapaQidatta's Cikitsasaqigraha contains one verse taken from Pu~kalavata. 69 

A medical treatise called Pau$kali is mentioned in the introductory verses of the 
MS of an Atreyasarµhita. 70 

The quotations 71 show that Pu~kalavata's treatise was a salyatantra, partly in 
verse, partly in prose, which also dealt with general subjects 72 and the treatment of 
diseases belonging to internal medicine.73 Its verses were composed in a variety of 
metres, mixed with some prose. 74 

Pu~kalavata's name refers to the ancient city of Pu~kalavatI in Gandhara, 75 men
tioned in the Ramiiyill,ia,76 some Pura1fas, 77 and other works. 78 Greek authors were ac
quainted with the city.79 

V AIT ARAl;A 80 is one of the fellow pupils of Susruta. 81 The Indian tradition regards 
him therefore as the author of a treatise on surgery. 82 

VaitaraQa is quoted or refetTed to by Anantakumara,83 Cakrapal)idatta,84 Candra
\a, 85 Qalhal)a, 86 Gayadasa,87 Indu,88 the author of the Kairalicommentary on the Ut
tarasthana of the A$!iingahfdayasaqihita, 89 Niscalakara,90 Sivadasasena, 91 Sridasapa
Q«;iita,92 SnKaQ\hadatta,93 To«;lara, 94 and Vagbha\a.95 

Cakrapai:iidatta incorporated a verse of Vaitara~a in his Cikitsasaqigraha. 96 

Vaitaral)a is also known in Buddhist literature. The Ayogharajataka (Nr. 510) men
tions him as VetaraQi, together with Dhanvantari and Bhoja, as a toxicologist The Vi
suddhimagga refers to him as a medical authority in general. 97 

The quotations are from a treatise that was not exclusively devoted to surgery. It 
also dealt with general principles of medicine, 98 general methods oftreatment,99 inter
nal medicine, IOO salakya, IOI and toxicology. 102 A particulartype of k~arabasti is called 
after Vaitaral)a I03 



Chapter 10 

Commentaries on the Susrutasarphita 

AMITAPRABHA.The single reference to an author of this name in Qalhal!a's Nibandha
sa1pgraha need not imply that he wrote a commentary on the Susrutasa1phitii. 1 

ARU~ADATTA is credited with a commentary on the Susrutasaiphitii. 2 

BAKULA may have written a commentary on the Susrutasmphitii. 3 

BHASKARA was the author of a PANJIKA on the Susrutasa1phitii, 4 as indicated by 
Qalhal!a in the introduction to his Nibandhasaipgraha, where he states to have made 
use of this work in composing his own commentary. Qalhal}a, however, never quotes 
Bhaskara· by name, 5 but refers to the views of the Pafijikakara and the Paiijikii, who 
may or.may not be Bhaskara and his work, since two commentaries called thus were 
consulted by Qalhal!a, the one written by Gayadasa, the other one by Bhaskara. 
Only in the instances where Qalhai:ia mentions that the two Paiijikakaras agree on 
a particular point, is it possible to be sure that Gayadasa and Bhaskara are meant, 
but it is difficult to determine whom he had in mind when he quotes the Paiijikii 
or Paiijikakara and the commentaries called Brhat-, Mahii-, and Laghupaiijikii. The 
Brhat- or Mahiipaiijikii is usually assumed to be Gayadasa's commentary, probably 
because those parts which have been preserved show it to be an extensive work, 
and presumably too because of Gayadasa's position as Qalhai:ia's chief authority. 
Convincing evidence on this point is not available. A hint pointing to Gayadasa as the 
author of the Brhat- or Mahiipaiijikii may be that Gayadasa's name precedes that of 
Bhaskara in the introduction to the Nibandhasarpgraha. 

In a single instance, the Pafijikakara and the Paiijikii of the Nibandhasrupgraha can 
be identified as Gayadasa and his work on account of a quotation, attributed by Qalhai:ia 
to the Pafijikakara, that agrees with a statement of Gayadasa. 6 

The Laghupaiijikii is quoted once, together with the Brhatpaiijikii.7 The two Pa
fijikakaras are quoted three times by Qalhai:ia. 8 

A medical authority called Bhaskara is referred to in Akalai1ka's Vidyiivinoda, Ma
dhava Kaviraja's Mugdhabodha, Madhava Upadhyaya's ii.yurvedaprakiisa, 9 and in the 
NasirasahI Kaiikiiligrantha. The identity of the commentator with this Bhaskara or one 
of these Bhaskaras is unlikely. 

Bhaskara is a name associated with the medical science in various works. In some 
cases, for example in the Jiiiinabhiiskara, he may be the same as Surya, the sun god. 
The BrahmavaivartapuriiIJa mentions him as the author of a medical Bhiiskarasa,11bitii 
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and the teacherof sixteen pupils, each of whom composed an ayurvedic treatise. 10 This 
tradition is reflected in the Brhannighai:ifuratniikara, a work that admits Bhaskara in a 
list of eighteen sa1phitakaras. 11 

Recipes attributed to a Bhaskara occur sporadically in medical treatises. 12 Some 
texts ascribe rasayogas to him 13 and regard him as one of the Rasasiddhas. 14 

Several historical personalities of medical repute called Bhaskara are known. Ke
sava, the father of Vopadeva and the author of the Siddhamantra, clearly states to have 
received his medical knowledge from Bhaskara. The grandfather of Sarilgadeva, who 
composed the Sa[!1gftaratniikara and was also well versed in ayurveda, was called Bha
skara P.V. Sharma assumes that this Bhaskara was the father and teacher of Socjhala. 15 

P.V. Sharma also interprets the first verse of the Yogaratnamiilii attributed to Nagarjuna 
as a eulogy of a guru called Bhaskara. 

Evidence concerning the identity of one of these Bhaskaras with the commentator 
· on the Susrutasa[!1hitii is not available. 16 The chronological positions of Kesava and 

Sari1gadeva speak against it, while the name of Soc_lhala's father is disputed. 
The date of the paiijikakara Bhaskara can only approximately be established. Some 

references by Qalhai:ia show that he is later than Bhagaraharicandra and Jejja[a 17, and 
probably earlier than Brahmadeva. 18 The close association of Gayadasa and Bhaskara 
in Qalhai:ia's Nibandhasrup.graha may indicate that both commentators belong to the 
same period. These data are in favour of placing Bhaskara in the period between A.D. 
700 and 1050, most probably in the tenth or the first half of the eleventh century. 19 

BRAHMADEV A 's 20 commentary on the Susrutasaqlhitii was one of Qalhai:ia's sources, 
as explicitly stated in the introduction to his Nibandhasa[!1graha, where Madhava and 
Brahmadeva are mentioned as authors of a [ippai:ia on the Susrutasaqlhitii. 

The medical author called Brahmadeva is quoted or ref erred to by Cakrapa
I)idatta, 21 Qalhai:ia,22 Hemadri, 23 Kr~i:iadatta in his commentary on Trimalla's Sata
slokf, Sivadasasena,24 and Snlcanthadatta.25 

Brahmadeva may also have ~~itten a commentary on the Carakasaqihita.26 

The numerous references to Brahmadeva in the \,yiikhyiikusumiiva/Ton the Siddha
yoga induced P.K. Gode, who overlooked the majority of Qalhai:ia's quotations and 
references, to write an article in which he supposed Brahmadeva to be the author cif 
a commentary on the Siddhayoga, 27 but a closer look at the data reveals that such a 
commentary never existed. More than half of the quotations from Brahmadeva in the 
Kusumiiva/fare also found in Qalhai:ia's commentary, usually without specification of 
their origin, which warrants the conclusion that they derive from Brahmadeva's com
mentary on the Susmtasaqlhitii.28 This conclusion is corroborated by the fact that the 
Kusumiiva/f quotes Brahmadeva on verses which are for the larger part taken from the 
Susrutasaiphitii. 

Brahmadeva's views were at variance or in agreement with those of predecessors 
like Bhasadatta, Svamidasa, A~a,havannan, 30 Suvira, 31 Jejja\a, 32 Bhaskara,33 and 
Gayadasa.34 Videha is an authority quoted with approval by Brahmadeva. 35 QalhaQa's 
attitude toward him varies from acceptance 36 to rejection. 37 Valuable are the variants 
of the text of the Susrutasaq1hitii, as read by Brahmadeva, which are preserved in the 
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Nibandhasaiµgraha. 38 

Contributions ofBrahmadeva to medical knowledge are: definitions of the actions 
of drugs called grahin and stambhana, 39 a classification of the types of ak~epaka, 40 the 
acceptance of forty-eight k~udrarogas 41 and eleven sirorogas, 42 a definition of rasa
yana, 43 and the distinction of three types of vajikarai:ia. 44 He had his own opinions on 
the identity of medicinal substances 45 and was obviously acquainted with plants from 
foreign countries. 46 

Brahmadeva's commentary was in prose, but contained some verse too, 4 7 probably 
quoted from earlier works. 

The identity of the commentator Brahmadeva has been discussed. by AF.R. 
Hoernie,48 who suggested that he might be the same as Snorahma, the father of 
the Mahesvara who wrote the Visvaprakiisa and a lost Siihasiiiikacarita.49 Since 
Mahesvara composed his Visvaprakiisa in 1111/1112, his father must have lived 
about 1080. As will be demonstrated, this date does not agree with Brahmadeva's 
chronological position. 50 

Brahmadeva's terminus ad quern can be deduced from Cakrapa~1idatta 's reference 
to him. The terminus post quern presents more difficulties. Brahmadeva is posterior to 
Jejja!a, as clearly stated by Qalhal).a, 51 which means that he is later than the seventh 
or eighth century. Qalhai)a also seems to indicate that the Paiijikakaras Bhaskara and 
Gayadasa antedated him. 52 This is corroborated with regard to Gayadasa by a remark 
in the Nibandhasaqigraha, claiming that Brahmadeva follows Gayadasa in regarding a 
particular verse of the Susmtasa,phitii as unauthentic. 53 These two statements may in 
my opinion be accepted as proofs demonstrating that Gayadasa preceded Brahmadeva, 
though AF.R. Hoernie, who already noticed Qalha~1a's second remark in 1906,54 re
mained cautious with regard to the chronological implication. The evidence, taken to
gether, establishes that Brahmadeva is later than Gayadasa (about AD. 1000) and ear
lier than Cakrapiil)idatta (about AD. 1060).55 

CAKRAPAl':fIDAITA 56 wrote a commentary, called Bhiinumatf, on the Susrutasa,phitii; 
the part of this commentary that deals with the Siitrasthana has been preserved. 57 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to in it are: Agama (1.16; 21.9; 24.8, 
etc), 58 Apiiracitta (6.9), Aupadhenava (1.3 and 12-13; 4.9; 6.5), bauddhal) (1.6-7), 
Bhaluki (2.3; 6.5; 8.5, twice), Bhana (1.16; 40.13-14),59 Bha!!iiraharicandra (1.1-2; 
6.12), Bhela (15.19; 37.9), Bhoja ( 1.6-7; 6.5; 8.6-7, six quotations; 11. 12-13, twice; 
14.5 and 20; 15.37-38; 16.1-2, 3-5, 15; 18.18; 19.32-37; 21.9; 22.9-10; 25.27-28; 
27.12; 36.7-8; 45.6lcd---{i3, 134-140ab, 197cd-198ab), Caraka (passim),60 dak~il)ii
tyfil) (16.27-32), Dhanvantari (1.1-2, 3-4, 6-7; 40.ll-12), Df~abala (1.25; 6.10), 
GTtii (1.1-2), Harlta (1.29; 2.3; 14.10; 32.4, twice; 45.21 and 157cd-158; 46.12-
14), Harivaqisa (1.1-2), Jatiikan)a (1.1-2, twice; 45.21), jyotil)siistra (2.4; 16.3-5), 
jyoti$asiistra (16.3), Kapila (6.12), Karttikakul)~a (35.18), Kasiraja (1.3-4), Kasyapa 
(11.15), Kasyapa (12.7), Kasyapfya (6.9 and 10), K~arapii1)i (31.17-29), Kumiiratantra 
(16.3-5), Nandin (44.26cd-27), Nighai:itu (11.11-13), 61 Nimittagrantha (29.27-40), 
nimittasastra (29.41-45), Parasara (14.16), Pu~kalavata (14.4-5), Siiqikhya (1.16; 
14.18; 24.4 and 8), Snl[ti (1.1-2), ffrthikadarsana (1.6-7), Vacaspatimisra's Sii1p-
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khyatattvakaumudf (!.16), Viigbha!a (14.5). Vaise$ika (6.3), Vaitara[_la (18.13-15 
and 17-18), Variiha (44.26cd-27), viistuvidyii (20.23-29), and Visviimitra (!.1-2; 
11.11-13; 11.15, twice; 11.19-25; 14.14-15; 26.8; 45.21). Remarkable is the absence 
of quotations from Jejja!a and Gayadiisa. 

Cakrapii[_li quotes anonymously Kiityiiyana's Viirttika (1.15), the Mahiibhii$Ja ( I. 
1-2), Manusmrti (1.22), Nyiiya (e.g., 1.16), Pa11ini (1.1-2, 6---7, 15; 6.i-2 and 3, etc.), 
and the Vaise$ikasiitras (Su.1.1-2). 

The question whether the Bhiinumatf covered the whole of the Sufrutasaiphitii or 
part of it is clarified by the quotations which are said to derive from it and by a close 
scrutiny of quotations from Cakrapii[_lidatta. 62 

The Bhiinumatfis quoted by Ac;lhamalla, 63 Aghoraniitha in the commentary on his 
Bhi$aksarvasva, Gopiiladiisa in his Cikitsiimrta, Niscalakara, 64 and Sivadiisasena.65 

Many quotations found in Niscala's Ratnaprabhii are from the Bhiinumatf on the 
Cikitsiisthiina and Uttaratantra. 66 

One of the quotations by Sivadiisasena 67 confirms that Cakrapii[_lidatta commented 
on the Cikitsiisthiina. Another quotation warrants the same conclusion, since it is con
cerned with the identity of a plant not mentioned in the Sutrasthiina, but only in the 
Ciki tsiis thiina. 6 8 

A number of quotations ascribed to Cakra, in particular among those found in Ni
scala's Ratnaprabhii, are also from the Bhiinumatf. One quotation from Cakra 69 must 
be derived from his commentary on the Nidiinasthiina, because it deals with the defi
nition of a disease described in that section of the Susrutasamhitii and absent from the 
Carakasa1phitii. A.F.R. Hoernle 70 indicated some quotation~ from Cakra that may be 
from the Bhiinumatfon the Cikitsiisthiina. 71 The same author suggested that a quota
tion from Cakrapii[_li in the N ibandhasa[!lgraha 72 was taken from the commentary on 
the Uttaratantra This suggestion is confirmed by Sivadiisasena,73 who states that this 
remark of Cakra is found in the Bhiinumatt 

These data indicate that Cakrapii[_lidatta's commenta1y on the Susrutasarp/Jitii cov
ered the whole treatise,74 which explains that its author was not only called Caraka
caturiinana but also Susrutasahasranayana.75 

The Bhiinumatf is an extensive commentary, of the same character as the 
Ayurvedadfpikii on the Carakasaqihitii. One of the features which makes it very 
valuable consists of its references to the text of the Susnitasa1phitii as read by 
Cakrapiit)idatta, and to variants adopted by others. 76 

The remarks by Cakrapa11idatta regarding the identity of medicinal plants have 
been collected by Biipiiliil Vaidya. 77 

CANDANA, quoted by Niscalakara, may be the author of a commentary on the Su
srutasarpl1itii. 78 

The CANDR!KA, only known from quotations, 79 is in many cases either a commentary 
on the SusnJtasa[!lhitii that has not been preserved or identical with Gayadiisa's Nyii
yacandrika.80 

The majority of the quotations from the Candrikii and its author, the Candrikiikiira 
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or -!qt, in Niscala's Ratnaprabhii on the Cakradatta 81 are from a commentary on the 
SusrutasaI!]bitii. The author of this Candrikii is, as indicated by the citations, later than 
Suvira anti Jeiia!a, 82 and earlier than Cakraplil)idatta 83 and Bakula. 84 The opinions of 
the Candrikakara conflicted with those of Karttika. 85 

The Candrikii quotes a Nigha(J/u86 and refers to an interpretation of the dak~iQa
tyal1 87 on subjects dealt with in the Susrutasarphitii. 

The Candrikii was one of the sources of l)alhaQa's Nibandhasarpgraha. 88 

The Candrika profusely quoted as an important commentary by Niscala cannot be 
but Gayadasa's commentary on the Susrutasa1phitii. An incontrovertible fact in support 
of this conclusion is the identity of the contents of a quotation from the Candrikii in Ni
scala's Ratnaprabhii with an opinion of Ga yin cited in the Kusumava/I. 89 

One single quotation from a Candrikasa1pgraha in Niscala's commentary on the 
Cakradatta is in verse. 90 The nature of this work is unknown. 

l)ALHA!IIA91 wrote a commentary, called Nibandhasrupgraha,92 on the Susrntasrup
hitii. 93 

Sources and authorities mentioned in this commentary are: Abhidhiina (U.55.4 ), 
Agnivesa (Ci.38.3-6; U.1.4cd-8ab; 39.5cd-7), Alambayana (Ka.7.7; 8.24cd-25ab, 
twice; 94 8.83-84 and 120), Amarako$1I (Ka.I .4-6), Amitaprabha (Ci.24.83), anya
sastra (Sil.4.6; U.65.34 ), 95 Arul)a (Ka.1.30), Atharvaveda (Ci.27.8-10; 28.9-13), 
atharvavidaQ (Ci.27.8-10), Aupadhenava {Sil.1.3; 4.9; U.39.5cd-7), Aurabhra (U .39. 
5cd-7), Bandhaka (U.1.4cd-8ab), Bhadrasaunaka {Sil.12.4; U.1.4cd-8ab), Bhaluki 
{Sil.13.8, twice; Ci.37.117cd-123ab; U.39.45cd-46ab), Bhaskara (introduction), 
Bhattara(ka)haricandra {Sil.21.38; 46.141-142), Bheda {Sil.33.19; U.1.4cd-8ab; 
39.5~d-7), Bhoja, 96 Brahmadeva, 97 Brhallaghupaiijikl4i (Sil.45.157), Brhatpaiijika
kara (U.1.4cd-8ab), Cakrapii:l)i (U.49.19), Cak~~yel)a (Ci.33.7; 40.6-9, twice), 
Candranandana (U.65.29), Candrikakara (U.49 .I 9), dak~i1.1atya bhi~ajal) (Su.16.32), 
Dhanvantari {Sil.1.1-2 and 3; U.40.7-8ab), dhatuvadinaQ (U.18.86), Divodasa 
(U.1.3), Dr9habala (Ci.37.117cd-123ab; 40.21; U.25.llcd-13ab), Galava {Sil.1.3), 
Gargya {Sil.1.3), gau~liQ (U.42.45), Gayadasa (passim), Gopurara4ita {Sil.1.3; 
4.9), Giighapadabhaliga(.tippa.pa) (Ci.14.10; 18.25-26, twice), Harita (Ci.38.71-76; 
U .I .4cd-8ab; 39.5cd-7; 40.7-8ab), hastisik$ii (Ci.28.27-28), Jamadagni (Ci.11.11 ), 98 

Janaka (U.1.4cd-8ab), Jatilkafl,la {Sil.45.112-113; U.1.4cd-8ab; 39.5cd-7), Jejja!a 
(many times), Jivaka (U.1.4cd-8ab), jyauti~iklil) (Sil.6.5), jyoti!Jsiistra (Sil.5.7; 32.4), 
jyotirvidaQ {Sil.6.14 ), kiimasiistra (Su.35.12), kamasiltrajiiliQ (U.39.276), kamatantra
caryal) (Ni 14.6ab), Kailkayana (Sil.1.3), Karala (U.1.4cd-8ab; 7.46), Karavira 
(Sil.4.9), Karttika(ku119a),99 Kasiraja (Su.1.3; U.40.7-8ab), Kasyapa (Sil.12.4; 
Sa.2.40; U.27.4-5), Kiisyaplya (U.57.9-11), Kf~l)atreya (Ci.40.51-53 and 70cd-
71), K~araplil)i (Ci.37.IOOcd-101; U.1.4cd-8ab; 39.5cd-7 and 42), Kwniiratantra 
(Sa.3.30), Laghuviigbha/a (Ci.14.8; 24.110-130ab), Lak$maJ.Ja/ippal)a(ka) (Sil.16.3 
and 18-19; 17.11-13), Madhava (introduction; Sil.15.41), Mahiipaiijikii (Sil.45.96 
and 112-113), Nagarjuna (Su.1.1-2; Sa.4.80; Ka.7.llcd-12), 100 Nala (Sil.46.376ab, 
396cd-397ab, 449-457), Nandin (Ni.13.3; Ka.8.5-8ab), nibandhii/.J (Sil.24.5; 27.9; 
45.107-111; Ni.16.65-66; U.21.19), nibandhakarliQ (Sil.12.11 and 38-39; 14.18 and 
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21; 15.28; 46.513; Sa.4.76; Ci.9.54-64ab; U.1.14; 17.27 and 34; 21.23-26; 24.3 and 
19; 25.1-4; 26.24cd; 39.71-75ab, 143cd-144,204cd-207;40.182cd), Nimi, 101 Nyiiya 
(Ci.28.27-28), Nyayacandrikii (Sil.27.23-27), Paiijikii, Paiijikakara, Paiijikakarau, 102 

Parasara (Ci.38.3-6 and 106-111; U.1.4cd-8ab; 39.Scd-7), paratantra (Sa.1.22; Ci. · 
28.27-28), 1°3 Parvataka (U .l.4cd-8ab), pataiijalimatanusari1.1a~ (Sa.1.4 ), pilrvacarya~ 
(Sa.1.4), rasayanavada (U.40.146), ~gveda (Ci.27.8-10), Siiliikya (Sil.35.12; Ci.40. 
69-70ab; U.10.4-6ab), Salyatantra (U.10.4-6ab), samiinatantra (U.45.29-33ab; 49.8; 
54.33; 64.2lcd-31, 104 Sa1µgraha (Sa.4. 18; Ka.l.28-34ab), Siiqikhya (Sa.1.9 and 22), 
sarpkhyal_i (Sa.1.16), Satyaki (U.7.25-26ab; 21.9-10; 25.13cd-15ab), saugatlil) (U. 
61.18cd-21), sausrutiya~ (Ci.22.67cd-75), Savitra (Ka.3.5), 1°5 Sripati (Sa.l.l I), 106 . 
Sudliira (Ci.l.24cd-27ab and 74cd-75ab; U.58.58-65ab), Sukira (U.58.58-65ab), 
susrutadhyayina~ (Sii.15.28; 16.26; U.25.1-4), Suvira (Ni.13.3; Ci.1.38-39; Ka8.5-
8ab), svapniidhyiiyasiistra (Sil.29.54cd-66), !Ikakaral_i (Sa.4.50 and 53-54; U.4.9cd), 
Upaskiira (U.42.54cd-55ab), 1°7 Usanas (Ka.l.75cd-79ab), Vagbhaia (eighteen quo
tations), Vais~ika (Ci.28.27-28), Vaitara!_la (Ci.3.55-66; 7.30-36; U.55.51cd-52ab), 
VaiJ.gadatta (Ci.3.55-66), Varaha or Varaha (Ni.13.3; Ka.8.5-8ab), Vasi~\ha (Ka.8. 
90-93), Vatsyayana (Ni.14.3), Vedanta (Sa.1.7), Videha, 100 Visvamitra (Ni.5.17; 
Sa.10.68-70; Ka.8.90-93; U.18.3; 54.39cd; 58.48-49ab; 66.3-4ab), Vfddhabhoja 
(U.41.36-39; 57.3), Vrddhakiisyapa (Sa.10.57; U.58.47), Vrddhasusruta (Ci.31.8; 
36.23-30ab; 37.7-14; 38.93-95; U.24.16cd-17), vrddhasusrutadhyayinal) (Ci.31.8; 
37.7-14; 38.93-95), Vfddhaviigbha{a (often), and \yasa (Sil.34.6ab-7ab). 

A commentary on the A~fiiligasaq1graha is also quoted by Qalha1.1a (Sa.JO.IS). 109 

A source not mentioned by Qalha1.1a may be the Madhukosa on the Madhavanidiina, 
which sometimes almost literally agrees with the text of the Nibandhasaqigraha. 110 

Long quotations in verse are found towards the end ofQal~ana's work. 111 

Qalha\1a records a large number of variants of the text of the Susrutasal)lhitii, which 
shows that a number of different versions existed in his time and that he consulted 
many manuscripts. 112 Variants mentioned by previous commentators, but not found 
in the manuscripts at his disposal, are disregarded by him. 113 The text of the Susruta
sa1phitii regarded as authoritative by Qalha\1a does not always agree with the most cur
rent edition. 114 The readings of Jejjaia, Gayadasa, and other commentators are quoted 
and discussed by him. Sometimes he remains neutral, 115 but on many occasions he 
takes sides, usually agreeing with Gayadasa and rejecting Jejjaia's position. 116 Less 
frequently he sides with Jejjaia. 117 One of the commentators he obviously dislikes is 
Karttikakui)~a. 118 It rarely happens that Qalha\ta, being dissatisfied with both Jejja!a's 
and Gayadasa's interpretation, prefers another authority. 119 The traditions of old and 
experienced physicians were held in high regard by him, 120 which made him also ac
cept the judgment of his own teacher on controversial subjects. 121 

Qalha!_la's interpretations of the Susrutasarphitii are valuable, but this does.not mean 
that he is always right. 122 

Some noteworthy features ofQalha1.1a's commentary are: Bhadrapada is regarded 
as the first month of the year; 123 substances used for vajikara!_la purposes are divided 
into six types; l2A sa111sodhana procedures are classified in a particular way; 125 the 
terms prakrtisama- and vikrtivi~amasamavaya are interpreted in his own way; 126 
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two types of sidhma arc distinguished: 127 raktag:ulma is said to occur not only in 
women but also in men: 12x the disease called sTtalika is mentioned for the first time 
in Qalhai:ia\; commentary: 129 pra1:iayiima is explained as being of three types, recaka, 
puraka and kumbhaka; 130 Qalhm:ia approves of the boihng of honey in pharmaceutical 
preparations; I.H morphological and other characteristics of medicinal plants arc 
described: 1.1 2 vernacular names. 1.13 as well as sanskritized forms of vernacular names 
of plants, 134 arc given: new synonyms of plant names 135 and modifications in pairs of 
plants ur, are found: Qalhai:ia was obviously confused with regard to the identity of a 
number of plams. 137 138 

Qalhai:ia and his Nibandhasa[!igraha arc quoted or referred to 13•i in Gulrajsarma
misra's commentary on the Ayurvedapraka . .fa. I-IO Hemadri's Ayurvedarasayana. 1 i 1 

Kr~i:iadatta's commentary on Trimalla's Sata.~Joki. Narayai:ia's additions to the Kusu
miiva/f on the Siddhayoga (over ninety quotations), Sivadasascna·s commentarie~ on 
the Uttarasthana of the A!jfilrigahrdayasaf!Jhita. 14~ Cakrapa1:iidatta ·s Dnnyagu~w 1·15 

and the Cc1krada1ta. 144 P.Y. Sham1a·s auto-commentaries on his A.yun'edadar.fana 
and Dravyagul)asulra, Sivadatta's commentary on the Sirnko:;;a, 145 To~ara in the 
:\yurvcdasaukhya. 146 Vacaspati in his commentary on the Madhavanidana, 147 Valla
bhabhana·s commentary on the Jvaratrisalf, 148 Yogendranatha·~ Ayurvijiiiinaratniika
ra. 1~9 and Yog1ndranathasena's commentary on the Carakasaf!)hira. 150 

The Nibandhasai11graha contains the following information on its author. who was not 
free from conceit. since he calls himself vivekabrhaspati. 151 His father. a physician, 
who was well versed in all the sciences, was Bharata or Bharatapala; 152 the names 
of his grandfather and great-grandfather, physicians by profession, were Jayapala and 
Govinda. He issued from a family of brahmai:ias of Saurava'Tlsa 153 and lived in An kola, 
situated near Mathura in a region called Bhadanaka. Qalhai:ia was associated with the 
court of Sahapala or Sohala. the King of Bhadanaka. 154 

Ailkola has nor been identified with certainty. In the opinion of some scholars, it 
was situated near Bhiwani in the Rewar1 tahsTI in the old state of Alwar, while others 
hold it to be the modern Bayana in the old state of Bharatpur (Rajas than). 155 Qalhai:ia ·'.-, 
patron. king Sahapala, is by some regarded as one of the kings of the Pala dynasty of 
Bengal, 156 which would make I;>alhai:ia into a Bengali author. 157 

A more appropriate candidate is. according to P.Y. Sharma. 158 Sahanapaladeva or 
Sohapala. a king of the Yadu dynasty of Biyana (identical with Bhadiinaka). a region 
comprising the state of Bharatpur and the district of Mathura. This king reigned in the 
last quarter of the twelfth century. 159 Another king, called Sahajapiila, is found among 
the Cahamanas of Nii~ol (Na99ula). 160 

The identity of I;>alhai:ia ·s guru. whose name is not mentioned. cannot be ascer
tained. but P.V. Sharma inclines to the view that Bhaskara, the author of a Paiijikii on 
the Su.{ru1asaf!1hira, was this teacher, since the views expressed in the Pafijika arc never 
L:ontradictcd. 161 

Qalhai:ia quotes Cakrapai:iidatta 162 and Sr1pati, 16·1 and is quoted in his turn by Hemiidri. 
which establishes that he lived in the twelfth century, probably in the latter half or last 
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quarter, if P.V. Sharma is right with regard to the identity of his royal patron. 164 165 

GADADHARA 166 was a commentator on the Su{rut:.Nuphitii, as clearly indicated in the 
Madhukosa, 167 Kusumiiva/f. 1611 and Racnaprabh:.1. 169 The larger part of the quotations 
from and references to him in the Mad/Jukos,1 and Rarnaprabhii 170 are found in com
ments on verses taken from the Su:fru1asary1/Jirii. Gadadhara's views are repeatedly con
trasted with those of other commentators on the Su.frutaswphilii. 171 and he is mentioned 
as one of a series of commentators on that treatise. 172 

The claim that Gadadhara also wrote a commentary on the Carakasamhitii. and. 
probably. as well on one of Vagbha!a's works, 173 is not based on solid evidence. The 
references to Gadii.dhara in passages of the Mad/wkosa pertaining to verses of the f,,,f:.1-
dharnnidiina bom>wed from Caraka or Vii.gbhata 174 do not warrant such a claim at 
all. 11s 

The title of Gadadhara ·s commentary on the Su.fru1:.1.~a,!1hitii is unknown. Apart 
from this commentary. he probably wrote a treatise called Vaidyapr:.1.~iiraka. 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Gadadhara an:: Ac,lhamalla. 176 the 
commentary on the Ayurvediibdhisiira, 177 Bhavamisra. 178 the Brhannighat:,/uratnii
kara, 179 Gopaladasa's Cikilsiim!1a, Gulrajsarmamisra's Vi{ikhanuprave.<avijiiiina. Me
ghadeva's commentary on the Miidhavadravyagul)a. Naganatha's NidiinapradTpa. 
Niscalakara, 180 Sivadasascna. 181 Srikar:i!hadatta in Vyiikhyiimadhukosa 182 and V::vii
khyiiku.rnmiiva/T, 18' Toc,lara, 184 Vacaspati, 185 and Vijayarak~ita. 186 

All these quotations are in prose, with one exception. 187 

Remarkable is the absence of quotations from Gadadhara in the commentaries of 
Cakrapar:iidatta, Qalhar:ia and Gayadasa. 

Some quota1ions, ascribed to Gadadhara by Vijayarak~ita, are attributed to Gayada
sa by Vacaspati; 18~ the reverse situation is also found. 189 

The V,1idyaprasiiraka 190 is, once only, associated with Gadadhara in Niscalakara's 
Ratnaprabhii. 191 Corroborative evidence is not available. 192 Quotations from Gada
dhara, elsewhere said to derive from the \/aidyaprasiiraka, are absent. 

The \/aidyaprasaraka is quoted or referred to by Ac)hamalla, 19' Gopaladasa. 194 Ni
scalakara, 195 Sivadasasena. 196 and Sril<ar:i~hadatta. 197 

The quotations from this work show that it was a therapeutic treatise. partly 
in verse, 198 partly in prose, which contained recipes, along with instructions re
garding their preparation. 199 The identity of medicinal substances mentioned in its 
prescriptions was occasionally explained. 21x> 

Some recipes of the Vaidyapr::i.~iirnka may have been borrowed from Caraka. 201 Su
sruta, 202 and Vagbha~a. 2m Some are. as indicated by Niscala. from 01her works (tantra
ntara). 204 Some again differ from other versions 205 or agree with recipes found. for 
example, in Candra\a's Yogaratnasamuccaya. 206 

The Vaidyaprn.siirnka was held in esteem. as appears from remarks by A.c,lhamalla, 
Sivadasasena, 207 and Srikar:i\hadatta. 2118 

A more definite answer on the nature and contents of the \/aidyaprasiiraka might 
be obtained by a study of the Brhadvaidyapra.~iiraka. an anonymous treatise which has 
been preserved. 209 
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The references to Gadadhara's views show that he sometimes preferred particu
lar readings of the Susrutasarp.hitii which differ from those found in the most cunent 
edition of that treatise and in the Miidhavanidiina. 210 The quotations mention some 
opinions of Gadadhara on grammar, 211 pathology and nosology, 212 and synonyms of 
a medicinal plant described by him.213 

V(jayarak~ita sometimes disagrees with Gadadhara. 214 The interpretations of 
Gadadhara are repeatedly opposed to those of Karttikakui:i9a, 215 and once to those of 
Vapyacandra.216 Gadadhara and Videha, however, are said to hold similar opinions 
on particular points. 217 The same applies to Gadadhara and Jejja\a, 218 Gadadhara and 
Cakra. 219 

D.Ch. Bhattacharyya regarded Gadadhara as a physician who belonged to the Da
sa family ofVaidyas of Bengal on the basis of a remark of Niscalakara, who calls him 
once Gadadharadasa. 220 The same passage refers to him as an antaraiJ.ga, which would 
mean that he was the court physician of some king or at least belonged to the inner 
circle of some royal court. That Gadadhara belonged to Bengal is confirmed by his use 
of Bengali vernacular terms. 221 

An important indication with regard to Gadadhara's date is provided by Ni
scalakara who says that he preceded Cakrapai:iidatta 222 If a list of commentators 
found in the Madhukosa223 is put in a chronological order, he lived later than Jejja\a, 
and before·vapyacandra.224 

The introductory verses of the Madhukosa mention him after Bha\tara(haricandra) 
and Jejja\a, while Vapyacandra and Cakrapai:ii follow him. A particular list of authors, 
given by Niscala, may also present them chronologically; this list 225 places Gadadhara 
after Vagbha\a, Kapilabala, Ravigupta and Isvarasena, and before Govardhana, Cakra
datta and Bakulakara Niscalakara mentions Gadadhara usually after Jejja\a and before 
Cakra. 226 

The information collected points to Gadadhara as an author who lived later 
than Jejja\a and earlier than Cakrapai:iidatta, probably earlier than Vapyacandra and 
Isvarasena, which means that he may be assigned to the eighth or, at the latest, 
the ninth century. 227 Stanzas ascribed to a Vaidya Gadadhara, different from the 
commentator, are quoted in Sndharadasa's Saduktikal'l)ii111fta, composed in A.D. 
1205/1206. 228 Another Gadadhara, not to be confused with the commentator or the 
poet, was the father of VaiJ.gasena. 229 

GAY AD ASA 230 was the author of a commentary (paiijika), 231 called Nyiiyacandrikii, 
on the Susrutasa1phitii. The numerous quotations from this work, in particular those 
found in Qalha1~a's Ni bandhasarpgraha, prove that it covered the whole of Susruta's 
treatise. In spite of the great fame of the Nyiiyacamirikii, it has only partially been pre
served. The part dealing with the Nidanasthana is known in one manuscript232 and 
has been edited.233 The commentary on the Sarirasthana, also preserved in a single 
manuscript,234 remains unedited. 

Some authors assume that Gayadasa also wrote a commentary on the Carakasarp
hitii, 235 which is not impossible at all, since a quotation in Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii 
may derive from it.236 
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The collection of quotations from Gayadasa's commentary on the Susrutasaiµhiti!i 
poses a number of problems. The author himself is referred to under two names, 
Gayadasa and Ga yin. The assumption that two different commentators are at issue237 

is unfounded, since one and the same citation is attributed to both Gayadasa and 
Gayin. 238 Qalha1)a, who mentions the Nyi!iyacandriki!i only once by name, 239 refers to 
the author as Gayadasa and Gayin. Problematic are his references to commentaries 
called Brhat-,240 Maha-, 241 and Laghupaiijiki!i, 242 a Paiijiki!i,243 an author called Paiiji
kakara,244 and two authors called the two Paiijikakaras. 245 The B[hat- or Mahi!ipaiijiki!i 
is usually regarded as Gayadasa's commentary 246 and the Laghupaiijiki!i as Bhaskara's 
commentary on the Susrutasarphiti!i.241 Certainty on this point cannot be reached since 
the views ascribed to the author of the Brhat- or Mahi!ipaiijika by Qalhai:ia are not 
found again as opinions of Gayadasa in other commentaries. The Paiijikakara of the 
Nibandhasal/Jgraha is the same as Gayadasa because the contents of a reference to 
him agree with a statement by Gayadasa himself. 248 

The quotations from a commentary called Candriki!i and its author are partly from 
the Nyi!iyacandriki!i. 249 

Authors and works quoting from or refening to Gayadasa or Gayin are: Ac;lhama
lla,250 the Ayurvedi!ibdhisi!ira, Bhavamisra, 251 Qalhai)a,252 Gopaladasa in his Cikitsi!i
mrta, Haziinliil Sukul's commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, Meghadeva in his 
commentary on the Madhav11dravyaguQa, 253 Naganatha in his Nidanapradf pa, Naraha
ri in his Vi!igbha/amaQ~ana, Narasitpha in his commentary on the Madhavanidi!ina, Ni
scalakara,254 Sivadasasena,255 Sn"lcai:i\hadatta,256 Vacaspati,257 and Vijayarak~ita. 258 

A Paiijikakara is quoted in the Kusumi!ivalf. 259 

Gayadasa himself quotes or refers to the following authorities and works in his 
commentary on the Nidanasthana of the Susrutasaqihiti!i: Bhaluki (2.7; 5.17; 14.3 and 
8cd-9ab), Bhoja (2.7; 3.7; 5.3, 4, 8, 16, 17; 6.15-19, 20ab, 25; 7.ll-14ab; 8.10; 9. 
lOcd-llab, 13cd-14ab, 27cd-28ab, 34cd-38; 10.7 and 18; 11.3, 8-9, 10-12, 19-20, 
21, 29; 12.6 and 9; 13.4, 6, 9-10, 12, 14, 18, 25cd-28ab, 30-31, 33-34, 41, 42, 47-
50ab, 50cd-52ab, 52cd-54, 57-58, 61; 16.3,5-12, 14-26, 27-35,40-45, 46,47-50, 
57), Caraka (often), Dtc:Jhabala (1.52-58), Hlirlta (1.75), Jejja\a or Jac;la (4.5; 5.8 and 
16; 6.15-19 and 20ab; 7. 24 ), Kasyapfya (8.10), munaya~ (6.24 ), Nagarjuna (3.12), Ni!i
garjunfya (8.4), Nandin (6.15-19), purvavyakhyatara~ (13.24cd-25ab), sabdika~ (I. 
14cd-15), Sali!ikya (1.84), sruti (l.13-14ab), susrutadhyayina~ (12.9), Svamidasa (6. 
15-19), Vaitarai:ia (13.41), Vatsyayana (14.3), Videha (13.33-34 and 35), and Visva
mitra (5.17; 7.3). Pa~1ini and Vagbha\a are quoted anonymously. 

According to J. Jolly,260 the commentary on the Sarirasthana quotes or refers 
to Asvavaidyaka, the Asvins, Bhaluki, Bharadvaja, Bhoja (often), Caraka (often), 
Hirai:iyak~a, Jac;la (= Jejja\a), Jatukari:ia, Kasyapa, Nftrada, Susruta, Visvamitra, and 
V[ddhaki!ii·yapa. A.FR Hoernie 261 added the following sources: Cak~u~ya, Dhan
vantari, Gotama, Kumi!iratantra, Manu, Pu~kalavata, Si!ili!ikyatantra, Sa/y11siddhi!inta, 
Videhaand Yogaprayoga A cursory examination of the text of the commentary on the 
second chapter of the Sar'irasthi!ina learns that the names of Bhec:Ja and Janaka were 
overlooked by Jolly and Hoernle. 

The extant parts of the text of the Nyi!iyacandriki!i and the quotations from it show 
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that Gayadasa often read a text different from that of the most current edition (cc). 
These differences are often, though not always, noticed by I;>alhai:ia. 262 Gayadasa was 
I;>alhai:ia's chief authority, as appears from the numerous instances where his readings 
and interpretations are preferred to those of Jejja!a 263 Gayadasa is repeatedly said to 
disagree with Jejja!a or to reject his views, 264 but examples of cases where both are of 
one mind are also found. 265 Authorities, whose views were acceptable to Gayadasa, 
are: Bhoja,266 Harita, 267 Haricandra, 268 Kasyapa, 269 Videha, 270 and Visvamitra.271 

Sivadasasena regarded Gayadasaas one ofthe two authoritative commentators on 
the Su.foitasa1)1hita. 272 

Gayadasa's commentary and the quotations from it have not yet been the subject of 
detailed study. Some noteworthy features are: a divergent view on pramehapi<;tikas, 273 

bone fractures, 274 the number of vessels in various body parts and the vessels suitable 
for venesection, 275 the number of muscles in various body parts and the total number of 
muscles in females, 276 and the measurements of particular marmans. 277 Gayadasa also 
had his own opinion on the identity of medicinal substances,278 the way of preparing 
compound medicines, etc. 279 

Gayadasa does not give any information about himself, but P. Cordier280 noticed his 
being called an antaraliga, i.e., a court physician, in the colophon of the MS of the 
Nyayacandrlka on the Nidanasthana.281 Later, D.Ch. Bhattacharyya claimed282 that 
Niscalakara calls him gauc;iesvarantaraligasrigayadasasena, which means that he was 
a court physician to a king of Bengal; the ending -dasa of his name would indicate 
that he belonged to the Dasa lineage of Bengali Vaidyas. The edition of Niscalakara's 
Ratnaprabha refers to Gayadasa as an antaraliga or gauc;!antaraliga, 283 and calls him 
(vaidyasrI)Gayadasa.2s4 

For a long time it has been difficult to reach some degree of precision with regard to 
Gayadasa's date. J. Jolly285 only remarked that he must be earlier than I;>alhai:ia who 
quotes him. A.FR Hoemle286 regarded him as not later than the eleventh century and 
supposed Gayadasa and Cakrapai:iidatta to be contemporaries. P.V. Sharma also regards 
Gayadasa and Cakrapai:iidatta as belonging to the same period. 287 G. Haldar assigned 
Gayadasa to the tenth 288 or tenth-eleventh century,289 and was of the opinion that he 
is earlier than Cakrapai:iidatta. 290 

The limits of Gayadasa's chronological position are provided on the one hand by 
Jejja\a, quoted by him, and on the other by Vijayarak~ita and Srikai:i\hadatta, who quote 
Gayadasa. D.Ch. Bhattacharyya's contention 291 that Gayadasa is cited in Cakrapai:ii
datta's ii.yurvedadipika is not convincing, being based on a reference to the author of 
a Candrika on the Sufrutasaqihita, 292 which need not be Gayadasa's Nyayacandrika in 
this case. 

More light on Gayadasa's date is shed by the chronology of Brahmadeva, who is 
later than Gayadasa and anterior to Cakrapai:iidatta. This leads to the conclusion that 
Gayadasa lived in the period between Jejja\a and Brahmadeva,293 which implies that 
he is earlier than Cakrapai:ii. 

Niscalakara once mentions Gayadasa between Isana and Cakra, which may mean 
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that he is regarded as later than Isana and earlier than Cakrapa1.1idatta. 294 

D.Ch. Bhattacharyya's date of Gayadasa, about AD. 1000, is within this range, 
which means that this author's choice of Mahipala I (A.D. 988-1038) 295 as Gayada
sa 's patron is not unacceptable,296 although only one of a series of possibilities. 297 

GOMIN 298 was a commentator on the Susrutasarphitii, as shown by a reference to him 
in the Kusumiivall, 299 where Gomin is said to have rejected a particular interpretation, 
atlvanced by others, of a passage of the chapter on k~arapaka of the Susrutasaq1hitii. 
The Kusumiiva/f calls him a commentator (!Ikfilqt). G.N. Mukherjee identified him 
with the Buddhist author Candragomin, 300 which is a rather improbable supposition. 301 

GOVARDHANA is mentioned among a series of commentators on the SusrutaSalJlhitii 
by P. Cordier302 and S. Dasgupta.303 

The GOQHAPADABHANGATIPPAtlA 304 was probably a collection of short comments 
on the Susrutasarphitii. The work is quoted by r;>alhai:ia 305 and Srikai:i\hadatta. 306 The 
fonner rejects one of the interpretations of its author on the authority of Jejja\a. 307 P.V. 
Sharma assumes that the work belongs to the eleventh century. 308 

HARAtlACANDRA wrote a modem Sanskrit commentary, called Susrutiirthasaqidf
pana, on the Susrutasaqihita.309 

Sources quoted or referred to are: Agama (Sii.10.4; 24.8; 40.10), Agneya (U.4.3-
8ab),31• Ajaya (Sii.2.4; 16.10; Ni.10.10-12; Sa.4.57-61), 311 Amara (often), 312 Ama
ramiilii (Sii.1.22), 313 Amaraµ""kii (Sii.44.46-49ab), 314 Anandagirikrta vyakbya (Sii. 
6.4), 315 Atreya (often), Aupadhenava (Sii.4.9), Badaraya~1a (Sa.1.11-14; 3.4), 316 

Balukftantra (Sii.6.5), 317 Bhagavadgitii (U.37.3-9 and 11-22), Bhaskaracarya's 
SiddhiintasiromaQi (Sii.6.5), Bha~yakara (Sa.9.11), 318 Bha!!i (Sii.13.9; Ka.l.75ab), 319 

Bhoja (Sii.6.5; 8.3-4, five quotations; 11.11; 19.30-32; 21.9; 27.12-14; Ni.13.6 and 14; 
16.40--45), Bhujabalabhima (Sii.29.42-45), 320 Brahmasiitrabhii~ya (Sii.40.14 ), 321 

Brahmavidyabharai:iakara (Sa.1.15-16), 322 Brhadiiral)yaka (Sii.6.4 ), Brhatsaqihita 
(Ka.l.8-18ab), Cakrapii{lisaipgraha (Sii.46.294-297), Devfpurii(lll (Sii.24.6), Dhara1.1i 
(Sii.3.55-56; 17.15; 26.8-10),323 Didhitikftra (Sii.16.10), 324 Dfpikii (SU.29.34-41), 
Dr<!habala (Sii.43.8-11), Durgasiq1ha (Sii.16.10), 325 Garga (Sii.16.3-4), Gobhila 
(Sii.35.17cd-18ab), Gobhilasiilra (Sii.5.18), 326 Gotama (Sii.1.32-34; 2.6; 26.5-7; 
Sa.1.7), Halayudha (Ni.6.26), 327 Hariiva/f (Sii.44.31-34 ), 328 Hemacandra (Sii.18.18; 
30.21-23; 42.5-7; 45.3; 46.3 and 351; Sa.6.28-34ab), Hrasva (Sii.1.1-2; 44.14-16; 
46.36), Jaimini (Sii.1.1-2 and 34; 2.3; Ni.6.5-8; U.23.8-12),329 Jalpakalpataru 
(Sii.6.21-38), 330 jyoti!Jsiistra (SU.32.4-7), jyoti~ (Sii.29.34-41; 32.4-7), lyotistattva 
(Sii.32.4-7), 331 kalacakravadina~ (Sii.6.9), Kalapacandra (Sii.44.31-34; 46.340-344), 
kalapa~ (Ka.3.6-17), 332 Kalidasa (U.22.12), kiimasas1ra (Ni.14.1), kapila~ (Sa.1.5), 
Kasika (Sii.30.8-12; Sa.6.24 ), Kasyapiya (Sii.6.6-7 and 9), Katyayana (Sii.2.4-5 
and 10; 30.1; U.38.31-32), KiivyaprakMa (Sii.10.5), 333 Ko~a (Sii.26.1-3; 35.1; 
38.1), Ko~kara (Sii.18.17), Ko$iintara (ten quotations), Kulliika (Sii.1.28-29),334 

Kusumiifijali (Sa.1.11-14), 335 Madhava (Sii.14.18), 336 magadha~ (Sii.44.82), Ma-
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gha (Sii.30.14cd-20), Miighafikii (Sii.3.18-26),337 Mahiibhiirata (Sii.6.19; 24.7; 
29.34-41; 31.3-4 and 17-24; 32.4, twice; U.4.2-8ab, three quotations), Mallinatha 
(Sii.3.18-26), Manu (often), MiirkaI.J9eyapuriiI.Ja (Sii.1.22; 19.20-29), Mathuranatha 
(Sii.37.19-22), MatsyapuriiI.Ja (Sii.29.27-33), MedinI (very often), Meghadiita (Ni.2. 
10-12), Muktiiva/f (Ka.1.28-45), Nai$adha (Sii.16.10; Ni.2.17-18), Nai$1Jdhakiivya 
(Sii.46.281-289),338 naiyayika~ (Sii.42.3), Nyiiyakanda/f (Sii.45.3-4), 339 Nyiiyasiitra 
(Sii.16.10), Paz:iini (rather often), Parasara (Sii.28.6-7), Piitaiijalasiitra (Sii.28.6-7; 
46.2; Sa.I.JO), Prafica (Sii.16, additional verses between 26 and 27; Ka.1.3-7), Pra
sastabhii$ya (Sii.45.3-4), Purii(ia (Sa.3.19-29), Rabhasa (Sii.10.9), 340 Raghu (Sii.24.5; 
U.18.27-30), Raghunandana (Sii.1.1-2),341 Raghunatha's Amarapkii (Sii.46.211-
220),342 RiijanirghaI.Jta (Sii.27.12-14; 31.25-32; 44.9-13; Sa.5.10; 10.6-8), Ratniivalf 
(Ni.9.4-llab), Rudra (Sii.28.11-21; Ni.14.3; Ka.5.1; U.37.10-22), 343 Sabarasvamin 
(Sii.1.39),344 Sabdaratniivalf (Sii.37.19-22), Sabdasaktiprakiisikii (Sii.1.22), 345 Sa111-
kara (Sii.1.22, twice), S1lJ!1karabhii$Ja (Sii.6.4; U.37.3-9), Sa111karacarya (Sii.40.13; 
43.3), Saq1khyabha§yakara (Sa.1.10), 346 Samkhyacarya and -acarya~ (Sa.1.4 and 
11-14 ), sa111khya~ (Sii.21.28; 44.31-34; Ni.1.3-9; Sa.1.3, 4, 10; U.22. l l-18ab), Siif/1-
khyakiirikii (Sii.24.8; 36.3; 40.5-8; Sa 1.3), Sii1µlchyapravacanabhii$Ja (Sa.1.4),347 

Saiµkhyasiitra (Sa.1.3), Sai1khalikhita (Sii.2.1),348 SiirTrakabhii$Ja (Sii.1.1-2; 20.17; 
Sa.1.15-16), 349 Siirfrakasiitra (Sa.1.15-16), 350 Silrfrakasiitrabhii$ya (Sa.9.3), Siroma
z:ii (Sii.40.4),351 srnrti (often), Srihaga (Sii.46.298),352 Sripati (Sii.46.396cd---400ab), 
§ruti (several times), siidasiistra (Sii.46.353cd-356ab), Siiryasiddhiinta (Sii.6.6-7, 
twice; 21.12-13; 32.4-6), tantriintara (very often), tarkavidyavidvarµsa~ (Sii.45.3), 
TrikiiI.J9a (Sii.23.9-12; 45.7-8),353 TrikiiI.J9ase$a (Sii.5.18), Vacaspati (Sii.40.4), Va
caspatimisra (Sii.21.12-13; 36.3; 40.5-9; Sa.1.4, three quotations; 1.5; 1.10, twice), 
Vagbha!a (often), vaise§ikah (Sa.1.15-16), vaiyakaraz:ia~1 (U .17.6 lcd-70), Yamana 
(Sii.29.27-33), ViimanapuriiI.Ja (U.37.3-9), varendra~ (Sii.46.21), Vasi§\ha (Sii.45.4), 
Viiyuprokta (Sii.29.27-33),354 Veda (Sii.40.4), Vedanta (Sii.24.7; 36.4-5; 40.3; 41.3), 
Vediintasiitra (Sii.14.18), Visakhadatta (Ka.1.3-7), 355 Vi~z:iu (Sii.2.1), Vi$(1UpuriiI.Ja 
(Sii.1.3-5 and 6-7; 6.3 and 5; 34.7cd-9ab; 46.3; Sa 1.4) Visva (Sii.15.5), 356 \klpadeva 
(Sii.22.11), Vopalita (Sii.28.8-10),357 and Yajiiavalkya (Sa.5.18-19). 

Some sources, especially Paz:iini's A${iidhyiiyT and the Dhiitupii{ha, are repeatedly 
quoted anonymously. 

The inHuence of Western medicine, especially its anatomy, is clearly discernible 
in the commentary on the Sarirasthana. Vernacular names of medicinal substances are 
often added to the Sanskrit synonyms. 

Haraz:iacandra issued from a family of brahmaz:ias. He was born in a village called 
Bakliya in the Pavna district of Bengal in 1849. His father, Anandacandra, a physician 
and pupil of the famous Gailgadhara, practised in RajsahI. Haraz:iacandra followed his 
father's example and studied ayurveda with Gai1gadhara. He was interested in west
ern medicine, especially anatomy, and performed dissections in order to increase his 
knowledge. He became a successful practitioner, especially known for his skill in the 
treatment of eye diseases. His daily life was that of a traditional Hindu. Haraz:iacandra 
was a generous person who often treated his patients without asking a fee. He died in 
1935. 358 
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JEJJ ATA 359 commented on both Caraka- and Susrutasarµhita. His commentary on the 
latter treatise has partly been preserved, 360 but its title is unknown. Numerous quota
tions from it, about 160 in number, are found in I;>alhru:ia's N ibandhasa1pgraha. The re
marks of I;>alhai:ia show that the text of the Susrntasar!lhita, as read by Jejja\a, consider
ably differed from the text accepted by Gayadasa. The latter rejected Jejja\a's readings 
in the majority of the cases recorded by I;>alhai:ia; readings acceptable to both of them 
are less frequently attested. 361 I;>alhai:ia's attitude toward these two predecessors varies; 
he sides with Gayadasa against Jejja\a or he remains neutral; the instances where he 
prefers Jejja!a's opinion to that of Gayadasa are very few. 362 

Jejja!a's commentary on the Su.{rutasarµhita is also quoted by Gayadasa, 363 who 
calls him Jejjai;la or Jai;!a. 

Niscala's Ratnaprabha on the Cakradatta contains a large number of quotations 
from Jejja\a. A considerable number among these are from the commentary on 
the SusrutasaqJ/Jita. 364 Karttika(kui:ii;!a) is said to agree with Jejja!a in a number of 
instances. 365 

Remarkable is the absence of quotations from Jejja!a in Cakrapai:iidatta's Bha
numatf on the Siitrasthana of the Susrutasaiphita. 

Candra\a, on the other hand, held Jejja!a's commentary in high esteem and con
sulted it when he wrote the Susrutapathasuddhi. 366 

Quotations from Je jja\a in other works may be either from his commentary on the 
Caraka- or from that on the Susrutasaq1hita. 

KARTTIKAKU~J?A 367 was a well known and respected commentator on the Sufruta
samhita. 

· Authors and works quoting from or referring to him are: 368 Ai;lhamalla, 369 the com
mentary on the A.yurvedabdhisara, 370 Bhavamisra, 371 Cakrapfu;idatta, 372 I;>alhai:ia, 373 

Naganatha in his Nidanapradfpa, Narahari in his Vagbha!amaiu;Jana, Niscalakara,374 

Sivadasasena, 375 Snlrni:i!hadatta, 376 Vacaspati,377 and Vijayarak~ita. 378 

The quotations and references show that Karttikakui:ii;la was a commentator with 
an independent mind and many views of his own, in particular with regard to the 
text of the Sufrutasamhita. 379 Two of his authorities were Videha 380 and Vrddhaka
syapa.381 He agrees ~n a number of points with Jejja!a.382 Gadadhara is ~ author 
he more than once disagrees with.383 Although Karttika was obviously an important 
commentator, 384 later writers repeatedly reject his interpretations.385 Some remarks 
in I;>alhai:ia's Nibandhasa1pgraha indicate that Karttika's work was elaborate and 
detailed. 386 

The assertion that he also wrote commentaries on the Carakasamhita and Asta
Iigahrdayasaqihita is unfounded. 387 Karttikakui:ii;!a, often shortly called Karttika 38il"or 
Kui:ii;!a, may, on account of his name ending in kui:ii;!a, have belonged to a Bengal family 
of Vaidyas. 389 

Hoemle's suggestion that Karttikui:ii;la is identical with Bhaskara, the author of a 
Paiijika on the SusrutasaqJ/Jita, has to be rejected since it is based on the assumption 
that Bhaskara is not quoted by I;>alhai:ia. 390 
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The terminus ante quern of Kii1ttikakm:u;la is provided by the Kusumiivalf391 and 
Niscala's Ratnaprabhii, 392 which declare him to be anterior to Vrnda(kur;i9a). A remark 
by Sivadiisasena 393 may well mean that he is earlier than Gayadiisa. Kiirttikakur;i9a's 
name also appears in a series of commentators on the Sufrutasrup.hitii, mentioned in 
the Madhukosa 394 If this series, consisting of Jeiia!a, Viipyacandra, Miidhavakara and 
Kiirttikakur;i9a, is in chronological order, he is later than the commentator Miidhava. 
Some statements found in Srikar;i!hadatta's part of the Madhukosa 395 seem to indicate 
that Gadiidhara preceded him. These data, taken together, point to the eighth or, more 
probably, the ninth century as the period of Kiirttikakur;i9a's activity. 396 

The LAK~MA~ATIPPA~A. 397 quoted by Qalha1fa 398 and Srikar;t!hadatta, 399 must have 
been a collection of glosses on the Sufrutasa1phitii. 4oo Nothing more definite can be 
said about its date. 401 

MADHAVA's glosses on the Sufrutasa)!lhitii are referred to as Prasna(sahasra)vidhiina 
or Susrutaslokaviirttika. He may also have written a commentary on the Sufrutasa)!lhitii 
that differs from these glosses. Qalhar;ia says in the introduction to his Nibandhasa1p
graha that he made use of the !ippa~1as of Miidhava and Brahmadeva in composing his 
own work. 402 Miidhava is once quoted by him. 403 

MAHADEVA is the reputed author of a Susrut!J!fkii. 404 

NAGADEVA was a commentator on the Susrutasaqihitii, as appears from a reference 
to him in Niscala's Ratnaprabhii. 405 P.V. Sharma regards Niigadeva as a commentator 
on the Carakasa1phitii and as the author of the Niigabhartrtanlca; he assigns him to the 
twelfth century. 406 

NANDIN was an early commentator on the Sufrutasaqihitii, 407 as is shown by Qalha
tfa's references to him. Nandin was averse to the inclusion of the diseases gardabhikii, 
irivellikii, gandhapi9ikii and nnikii in the list of the k~udrarogas. 408 He refrained 
from giving information on the insects and other invertebrates enumerated in the 
Susrutasa)!lhitii. 409 In both cases he is mentioned together with Suvfra and Vara.ha. 
Both references relate to Nandin 's commentary on the Sufrutasa)!lhitii, since a list 
of k~udrarogas and an enumeration of harmful small animals are absent from the 
Carakasaqihitii. Cakrapiir;iidatta mentions him also, together with Vara.ha, as a com
mentator on the Susrutasa)!lhitii. 410 Gayadiisa's Nyiiyacandrikii proves that Nandin 
also commented on the Carakasaiphitii. 41 t Gayadiisa mentions him as such, along 
with Sviimidiisa and Ja9a. 

Nandin obviously belonged, tegether with Suvira and Vara.ha, to a group of early 
commentators who preceded Jejja!a and Gayadiisa. He is sometimes placed in the 
eleventh century, 412 but must be earlier, since Jejja\a belongs to the seventh or eighth 
century. 

Authorities called Nandin are also known from texts on nii.91- and rasasiistra. 413 
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PURU~OTTAMAS0RI is recorded as the author of a commentary (vyakhya) on the Su
smtasa11]hita. 414 

RAMADEVA 415 is quoted as a commentator on the Susrutasa1phita by Niscalakara, 416 

wh~ remarks that Ramadeva and Jejja!a agree on the correct reading of a particular 
verse of Susruta. 417 Ramadeva is therefore earlier than Niscala. The reference to him 
in the company of Je.iia!a may imply that he is of about the same period. Some regard 
him, without adducing arguments, as belonging to the twelfth century. 418 

SOMA was a commentator on the Susrutasa11]hita according to P Cordier419 and S. 
Dasgupta. 420 This view is corroborated by the quotations from the Som<J!ipp~a in the 
Kusumava/f on the Siddhayoga. 421 

SUDHIRA 422 is a commentator who is quoted or referred to by Candra!a,423 Qalha-
1_1a,424 Niscalakara,425 and Vijayarak~ita. 426 The Brhannigh~/uratnakara mentions 
him as one of a series of commentators. 427 

Candra!a refers to him as a commentator of the same rank as Haricandra and Jejj a!a. 
The quotations and references by Qalha1fa prove thatSudhiracommentedon the whole 
of the Susrutasamhita, the Uttaratantra included. Some assume that he also commented 
on the Carakasa1phita. 428 Qalha1_1a had regard for Sudhira's opinion and does not make 
a stand against him, even when Gayadasa disagrees. Jejja!a's views clashed with those 
held by Sudhira On one occasion, Qalha1fa states that Sukira and Sudhira held the same 
view on a particular point and supported a variant reading of Karttikaku1_1~a. Sukira and 
Sudhira are also mentioned together by Vijayarak~ita. 

Sudhira may have been an early commentator, since Qalha1_1a remarks that Je.iia!a 
and Gayadasa did not accept one of his interpretations. He is earlier than Candra!a 
(tenth century), who refers to him as a famous commentator. Some regard him as be
longing to the ninth century, 429 others place him in the ninth or tenth century. 430 In my 
opinion he must be earlier, since Je.iia!a, disagreeing with Sudhira, is obviously poste
rior to him. 

Su KIRA 431 was a commentator on the Sufrutasaiphita, as appears from a reference to 
him found in Qalha1fa's Nibandhasarpgraha. 432 Qalha~ta mentions him together with 
Sudhira and other commentators whose opinion he esteemed. Vijayarak~ita included 
the names of Sukira and Sudhira in the list of authorities found in the introductory 
verses of the Madhukosa 433 

Sukira may have lived in the same age as Sudhira Some assign him to the ninth or 
tenth, 434 others to the eleventh435 or twelfth century. 436 

G. Haldar regards Sukira, quite unfoundedly, as an author who commented on the 
Madhavanidana. 437 

SUVIRA 438 was a commentator on the Susrutasa11]hita, as is evident from Qalha1_1a's 
references to him. Qalha1_1a says that information on the insects and other invertebrates 
mentioned by name in the Susrutasaiphita should be collected in the countiies where 
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these animals are found, since commentators like Suvira, Nandin, Vara.ha, Jejja\a and 
Gayadasa are silent on this subject. 439 The four diseases called gardabhika, ilivellika, 
gandhapi<;lika and nilika do not belong to the group of k~udrarogas according to 
Suvira, Nandin, Vara.ha and others, as stated by Qalhat_1a.44' On a third occasion he 
refers to a particular classification of the types of lekhana, shared by Suvira, Jejja\a 
and Brahmadeva.441 

Niscalakara remarks that a particular detailed explanation by Suvira and Jejja\a is 
not accepted by the Candrikakara. 442 

The evidence available indicates that Suvira, together with Nandin and Vara.ha, 
belongs to a group of early commentators on the Susrutasaqihita. Qalha~ia·s and Ni
scalakara's references show that he is anterior to Jejja\a, Brahmadeva and Gayadasa. 
Those regarding theCandrikakara mentioned by Niscalakara as identical with Gayada
sa assign Suvira to the tenth 443 or eleventh century. 444 

UBHALTA, a resident of Kasmir, is mentioned as the author of a commentary on the 
Susrutasaqihita by G. Mukhopadhyaya. 445 This Ubhalta is undoubtedly the same as 
Ubhatta, an inhabitant of Kasmir, regarded as a commentator of the twelfth or thir
teenth century on the Susrutasaql.hita by H.H. Wilson 446 and T.A. Wise. 447 P. Cordier 
considered this Ubhatta to be the same as Vagbha\a, who passed for a commentator or 
epitomizer ·of Susruta. 448 

The reference to Kasmir as Ubhatta's .:ountry of residence is due to his, erroneous, 
identifcation with Udbha\a or Bhagodbha\a, who was the sabhapati of king JayapI<;la 
of Kasmir (779-813 ). 449 

UPASKARA. A work of this title,450 quoted by Qalhat_1a,451 may be a commentary on 
the Susrutasarrhita. An authority on surgery, referred to as Upaskara, is cited in the 
Kusumavalf. 452 

VANGADATTA,453 an authmity quoted by Qalhat_1a,454 may have been a commentator 
on the Susrutasaqihita. His interpretation of a particular recipe differs from those given 
by Jejja\a and Gayadasa. P.V. Sharma455 places him in the eleventh century, although 

· his date is quite uncertain. 
G. Haldar regards Vai!gasena, the author of the Cikitsasarasaqigraha, who is often 

referred to as Vai!gadatta, as a commentator on the Caraka- and Susrutasarrhita.456 

VAPY A CANDRA may have written a commentary on the Susrutasaqihita.451 

VARAHA or VARAHA 458 was an early commentator on the Susr11tasaq1hita, as indi
cated by Qalhat_1a. 459 Varaha rejected the four diseases called gardabhika, irivellika, 
gandhapi<;laka and nilika as members of the group of k~udrarogas and did not give ad
ditional information on a series of harmful insects and other small animals mentioned 
by Susruta. Qalhat_1a refers to him together with Suvira and Nandin. 

CaJ.-apii.t_1idatta mentions him also, together with Nandin, as a commentator on the 
Susmtasaqihita.460 Vara.ha is sometimes said to belong to the eleventh century, 461 but 
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must be earlier since he preceded Jejja\a. 462 
A medical sat11hita by Varaha is mentioned in the Brhannighlll}turatniikara.463 

A hippiatlic treatise, called Siilihotra, by an author Varaha, is also recorded. 464 

VIPRACA~QACARYA is occasionally mentioned as a commentator on the Susrutasaip
hitii, 465 which may be based on a confusion with Vapyacandra. 

ANONYMOUS COMMENTARIES are recorded in the MSS catalogues. 466 





Part 3 

A~tangahrdayasaqihita 





Chapter 1 

Sutrasthana 1 

The A§fiiligahrdayasaqihitii opens with a mailgala addressed to the Apiirvavaidya, who 
destroyed all the diseases, consisting of passion (raga), etc., which give rise to desire 
(autsukya), delusion (moha) and distress (arati) ( 1.1). 

Chapter one (ayu~kamiya)2 begins with the transmission of ayurveda: Brahma gave 
the science to Prajapati, who gave it to the Asvins; the Asvins transmitted it to Sa
hasrak~a (= Indra), who taught it to the son of Atri and other sages; these sages in
structed Agnivesa and others, who composed treatises on the subject (!.3-4ab). 3 The 
A$fiiligah[daya is said to be based on the essence of these treatises (l .4cd-5ab). 

The subjects of chapter one are: the eight divisions of ayurveda: kaya, bala,4 

graha,5 iirdhvailga,6 salya, da1i1~\ra, 7 jara,8 and vr~a9 ( l .5cd-6ab); 10 the three do~as 
(!.6cd-7ab); the main seats of the do~as (l.7cd); the stages of life, periods of day 
and night, and stages of the digestive process in which one of the do~as is predom
inantly active (l.8ab); the four types of digestive fire (l.8cd); the kriira, mrdu and 
madhya types of ko~\ha (l.9ab ); the constitutions (prakrti) ( l.9cd-10); the normal 
qualities of vata (l.llab), 11 pitta (l.l!cd) 12 and kapha (l.12ab); 13 combinations 
of two do~as (sa1psarga) and three do~as (saipnipata) (l.12cd); the seven bodily 
elements (dhlitu), also called dii~yas (!.I3ab); urine, faeces and sweat are called 
mala (l.13cd); similar (samana) substances, etc., cause increase (vrddhi) (of do~as, 
dhatus and malas), dissimilar ones decrease (l.14ab); the six tastes and their actions 
on the do~as (l.14cd-I6ab); 14 the three types of substances: samana (alleviating), 
kopana (aggravating) and svasthahita (maintaining health) ( l.16cd); the two types 
of virya: u~l).a and sita (l.l 7ab); 15 the three types of vipaka: svadu, amla and ka\uka 
(l.I7cd); 16 the twenty qualities (guz:ia), which consist of guru, manda, hima, snigdha, 
slakg1a, sandra, mrdu, sthira, siik~ma, and visada, along with their opposites (1.18); 17 

diseases are essentially caused by defective, improper and excessive contact (yoga) 
with time, the objects of the senses, and activities; proper contact is the main cause of 
health (1.19); 18 disease is equivalent to imbalance of the do~as,health to their balance 
(l.20ab); diseases are either endogenous (nija) or exogenous (agantu) (l.20cd); the 
basic seats of disease are body and mind (l.2Iab); rajas and tamas are the do~as 
affecting the mind (l.2lcd); a patient should be examined by means of inspection 
(darsana), palpation (sparsana) and interrogation (prasna) ( l .22ab); nidana(aetiology), 
pragriipa (prodromes), lak~az:ia (symptomatology), upasaya (diagnosis ex iuvantibus) 
and lipti (= saipprlipti; pathogenesis) are the means of examining a disease (l.22cd); 
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desa is of two kinds: bhumidesa (the type of country) and dehadesa (the body); 19 

bhu(mi)desa is of three types: jangala, anupa and sadhara~1a (l.23-24ab); 20 the two 
kinds of time: divided into units, such as k~ai:ia, etc., and relating to the stages of a 
disease (l.24cd); 21 remedial measures (au~adha) are either purificatory (sodhana) 
or pacificatory (samana) (l.25ab ); enemas (basti), purgatives (vireka) and emetics 
(vamana), as well as oil, ghee and honey, are the best remedial measures against vata, 
pitta and kapha respectively (l .25cd-26ab); discrimination (dhI), constancy (dhairya) 
and knowledge concerning the atman, etc., are the best remedial measures against 
the mental do~as (l.26cd); the four limbs of treatment (padacat~!aya) consist of the 
physician, the attendant, the drug and the patient; the four good qualities of each of 
the four (1.27-29); 22 diseases are curable (sadhya) or incurable (asadhya); they are 
also divided into easily curable (susadhya), curable with difficulty (lqcchrasadhya), 
palliable (yapya), and not amenable to treatment (anupakrama); 23 the features of these 
four types (1.30-33);24 types of patients to be rejected (l.34-35ab). 

The chapter ends with an enumeration of the titles of the one hundred and twenty 
chapters of the treatise ( l.35cd-49). 

Chapter two is devoted to the daily regimen (dinacarya).25 

The subjects deal with are: the time to get up (2.lab); urination and defecation 
(2.lcd); teeth-cleaning (dantapavana) (2.2-3); 26 disorders which make teeth-cleaning 
contra-indicated (2.4);27 the application of a collyrium (sauviraiijana) (2.5-6ab), fol
lowed by an errhine (navana), a mouth wash (gat)~lu~a), the inhalation of a medicinal 
smoke (dhuma), and the chewing of betel (tambula) (2.6cd); 28 contra-indications for 
betel-chewing (2.7); 29 massage with oil (abhyailga) (2.8-9ab); 30 contra-indications for 
massage (2.9cd); physical exercise (vyayama) (2.10);31 contra-indications for physical 
exercise (2.1 lab); special rules (2.11 cd-12ab); massage (mardana) after physical ex
ercise (2.12cd); disorders arising from excessive physical exercise (2.13); udvartana 
(2.15); 32 bathing (snana) (2.16-17);33 contra-indications for bathing (2.18); rules for 
good conduct (acara) (2.19-48). 

Chapter three (,tucarya) describes the seasons, physiological changes during the sea
sons, and seasonal regimen. 34 

The seasons are arranged in the following order: sisira, vasanta, grl~ma, var~a~, 
sarad, hima (3.1). The period covering the seven last days of a season and the seven 
first days of the next one is called rtusandhi (3.58). 35 

Chapter four (roganutpadaniya) begins with the statement that thirteen natural urges 
should not be suppressed; the urges distinguished are identical with those of the 
Caraka- and Susrut11saqihitii, apart from the replacement of udgara (eructation) by 
kasa (coughing) ( 4.1). 36 The symptoms caused by the suppression of each of these 
urges are listed and the treatment of these syndromes is described (4.2-21ab); the 
symptoms brought about by the suppression of the urge to eructate and the treatment 
to be adopted are, in spite of the absence of udgara in the preceding list, also dealt 
with (4.7d-8). 37 
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Particular symptoms in persons habitually suppressing theirurges should make the 
physician decide to reject them for treatment ( 4.21cd). The specific treatments of the 
disorders resulting from suppression have been described, but, generally, one should 
try to normalize the course of the provoked vata ( 4.22-23). Morallycondemnable urges 
to be controlled are enumerated ( 4.24). 38 

The remaining subjects of the chapter are: the importance of purifica tory ( sodhana) 
therapies ( 4.25-27); the treatment of patients emaciat.ed by purificatory measures (bhe
~ajak~apita) (4.28-30); the various types of agantu diseases: those caused by malev
olent beings (bhiita), poisonous substances (vi~a), wind,39 fire, wounds (k~ata), frac
tures (bhaliga), passions (raga), hatred (dve~a), fear (bhaya), etc. ( 4.31); 40 general rules 
for the prevention of nija and agantu diseases, and the cure of diseases that have al
ready arisen (4.32-34); 41 the season in which do~s accumulated in a particular sea
son should be expelled by means of purificatory measures ( 4.35); the conduct leading 
to freedom from disease ( 4.36). 

Chapter five (dravadravyavijiianiya) 42 is concerned with fluids, their properties and 
their actions. 

The substances discussed are: kinds of water (5.l-20ab); milk (5.20cd-29ab); 
dadhi (5.29cd-32ab); takra and mastu (5.32cd-35ab); navanita (5.35cd-36); ghee 
(5.37-40); kila\a (caseous milk), piy~a (early beestings), kiircika (condensed milk), 
morar:ia (late beestings) (5.41);43 superior and inferior types of ghee (5.42ab); the 
sugarcane and its products, along with yasasarkara and honey (5.42cd-54); oils 
(5.55-6lab); other fatty substances (5.61cd-62ab); alcoholic and other fermented 
fluids: alcoholic fluids in general, sura, varur:iI, 44 vaibhitakI sura, yavasura, ari~!a, 
mardvika, kharjiira, sarkara, gaw;Ia, sidhu, madhvasava, sukta, sa11<;lakI, dhanylimla, 
sauviraka, tu~odaka (5.62cd-81); types of urine (5.82-83). 

Chapter six (annasvariipavijiianiya) deals with articles of diet and medicinal sub
stances. 45 

The subjects are: the group called siikadhanya,46 which consists of varieties of 
rice (6.1-llab) and several kinds of t!l)adhanya47 (6.l lcd-16); the group called 
simbidhanya, 48 mainly consisting of pulses (6.l 7-26ab); prepared foods (lqtanna), 
amongst which are described: ma~t<;la, peya, vilepI, odana, (ma1psa)rasa, maudgarasa, 
kaulattharasa, tilavikrti, pii:iyakavilqti, su~kasaka, virii<;lhaka, sar:i<;lakiva!aka, rasala, 
panaka, llijal1, P!thuka, dhana, saktu, pir:iyaka, vesavara (6.26cd-42); the flesh of vari
ous animals, divided into the groups called mrga, vi~kira, pratuda, bilesaya, prasaha, 
mahamrga, apcara, and matsya; goats and sheep do not belong to any of these groups; 
the first three of the eight groups are collectively known as jaligala, the last three 
as aniipa, and the remaining two as siidharai:ia (6.43-71); 49 vegetables (saka) (6.72-
1!5ab); fruits (phala) (6.l!5cd-!40ab); grains, vegetables and fruits to be rejected for 
use (6. l 40cd-143ab); medicinal substances (au~adha): the group of salts, consisting of 
saindhava, sauvarcala, bi<;la, samudra, audbhida, kr~r:ialavai:ia, romaka, and pat!tsiittha 
(6.143cd-149), caustics (k~ara) (6.150-152ab), medicinal plants (6.152cd-166ab); 
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groups of medicinal substances: paiicakolaka, mahatpaiicamiila, hrasvapaiicamiila, 
madhyamapaiicamiila, jivanakhyapaiicamiila, and tp;akhyapaiicamil!a ( 6.166cd-l 71). 

Chapter seven (annarak~a) deals with a variety of subjects. 
The topics discussed in its first part (7.l-29ab) are: the royal physician (pra1,1aca

rya), 50 who should reside near the royal palace; it is his duty to protect the king from 
poison (7.1-2); 51 signs indicating that particular foods.and drinks contain poison (7. 
3-!0ab); 52 signs indicating that garlands, articles of dress and vessels contain poison 
(7.!0cd-12ab);53 the characteristics of a poisoner (7.12cd-!3ab);54 the detection of 
poison in foods by throwing them into a fire and examining the flames and the smell 
emitted (7.13cd-14ab);55 the detection of poison in foods by making various animals 
eat them and examining the characteristic behaviour of these animals (7.14cd-18); 56 

symptoms produced by poisoned foods when touched, when held in the mouth, af
ter reaching the amasaya, after reaching the pakvasaya; the treatment of these condi
tions (7.19--26);57 a person who has consumed poison should be submitted to purifi
catory treatment along the upper and lower route; he should lick powdered copper (ta
mrarajas), mixed with honey, in order to purify his heart (hrdvisodhana),58 and then 
take powdered geld (hemaciir1,1a), which makes the poison lose its adherence (7.27-
29ab). 59 

The second part (7.29cd-5 l) is concerned with incompatible a. tides of diet 
(viruddhahara); it is linked to the preceding part by the statement that these incom
patible foods are similar to poison (vi~a) and gara60 (7.29cd). Many incompatible 
combinations are enumerated (7.30-45ab). 61 Viruddha is defined as anything that 
provokes the do~as without eliminating them (7.45cd). 62 In general, purificatory or 
pacificatory treatment is recommended (7.46ab ), 63 as well as the use of substances 
counteracting the provoked do~as (7.46cd). 64 Circumstances making incompatible 
foods innocuous are mentioned (7.4 7). 65 

The best method of gradually discontinuing unwholesome habits and replacing 
them by healthy ones is described; 66 sudden changes would give rise to disorders 
(7.48-51). 

The third part begins with mentioning the three supports 67 of life, consisting of 
food (ahara), sleep (sayana) and sexual activity (abrahmacarya) (7.52). 68 Rules con
cerning sleep are formulated; sleeping disorders and their treatment are discussed (7. 
53cd-68). 69 Finally, many rules regulating sexual behaviour are given (7.69-76). 

Chapter eight (matrasitiya) 70 deals with: the importance of consuming the proper quan
tity (matra) of food (8.1-2); 71 the bad effects of a deficient and excessive intake of 
food (8.3-4ab);72 excessive intake may lead to the diseases called alasaka and visii
cika (8.4cd-6ab ); the features of alasaka and visiicika;3 (8.7cd-8ab) which explain 
their names; the symptoms of the vata, pitta and kapha types of visiidka (8.8cd-9); 74 

the characteiistics of alasaka (8.10-11); 75 the characteristics ofthe untreatable disease 
called da1,19alasaka (8.12-13ab ); 76 the characteristics of the equally untreatable disease 
calledamado~aoramavi~a (8.13cd-14); 77 the treatment of alasaka (8.15-16) and visii
cika (8.17); 78 the general management ofaji:fl,la, which is due to ama (8.18-20ab); dis-
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orders caused by iima are relieved by the three kinds of apatarpat).a (8.20cd-2lab); a 
small amount of iima requires langhana 79 (reducing measures), a moderate amount re
quires langhana and piicana measures, a large amount sodhana (purificatory measures) 
(8.2lcd-22ab); 80 in general, diseases should be managed by measures which counter
act their aetiological factors (nidiina- or hetuviparyaya), .81 but, when this is unsuccess
ful, with measures counteracting the disease itself (vyiidhiviparyaya) (8.22cd-23); 82 

as an alternative, therapies which are tadarthakiirin 83 may be adopted; when the do
~as have become free from iima and the bodily fire is active again, one should employ 
massage with oil (abhyai\jana), oleation, enemas, etc. (8.24); the three types of ajirt).a 
(disorders of digestion): iimiiJ1ft).a, vi~\abdhiijin~a and vidagdhiijift).a, caused by kapha, 
viita and pitta respectively (8.25-26);84 the treatment of the three types of ajift).a (8. 
27); 85 the characteristics and treatment of vilambikii, a type of ajirt).a caused by kapha 
and viita, which possesses all the features of iima (8.28); 86 the symptoms and treat
ment of rasase~iijift).a (8.29); 87 the general management of ajirt).a (8.30ab ); the general 
symptoms of aJ1ft).a (8.30cd-3lab); other causes, not yet mentioned, of iimado~ (8. 
3 lcd-33ab ); the characteristics of samasana, adhyasana and vi~amiisana, 88 improper 
types of enjoying food which may cause death or give rise to serious diseases (8.33cd-
35ab); rules for the proper consumption of food (8.35cd-38); 89 foods to be rejected 
(8.39); 90 articles of diet not suitable to habitual consumption (8.40-41 ); those suitable 
to habitual consumption (8.42-44 ); 91 foods to be consumed at the commencement, in 
the middle, and atthe end of a meal (8.45-46ab); 92 two quarters of the stomach (kuk~i) 
should be filled with solid foods and one quarter with liquids, while the remaining quar
ter should be left empty (8.46cd-47ab ); anupiinas (8.47cd-52); 93 contra-indications 
for the use of an anupiina (8.53-54c); 94 rules to be observed after taking food and an 
anupiina (8.54d-55ab);95 the proper time for taking a meal (8.55cd-ij). 

Chapternine (dravyiidiviji\iiniya) discusses a number of basic concepts. 
Substance (dravya) is the most important concept because taste, etc., reside in it; 

substances consist of the five mahiibhiitas and are designated after.the one that is pre
dominantly present (9.1-2).96 No substance possesses therefore one taste only; what 
is called its taste, is the taste manifestly present; the less manifest taste, or the taste 
perceived later on, is called the after-taste (anurasa) (9.3-4ab). 97 The qualities (gu~ia), 
residing in a substance, are said to reside in its taste(s), figuratively, because of their 
intimate connection with taste (9.4cd-5ab). The qualities and actions of substances in 
which one of the mahiibhiitaspredominatesaredescribed (9.5cd-10a). 98 No substance 
found in the world is devoid of medicinal properties (9.1 Ob-d). 99 Substances with a 
predominance of wind and fire possess an upwards-moving action, while substances 
with a predominance of earth and water possess a downwards-moving action (9.11). 100 

Taste is a subject to be discussed later on (9.l 2ab). 101 

Some acknowledge eight kinds of virya: guru, laghu, snigdha, riik~a, U~t).a, hima 
( = sita ), ll1qt).a, and mrdu ( 9. l 2cd-13 ab ); 102 Caraka has declared that action is brought 
about by virya only, no action being possible without virya (9 .l 3cd-14ab); 103 guru, 
etc., are described as viryas in agreement with the meaning of that term (anvartha), 
because they are the essential ones among the gu~ias, possess great power, and prove 
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to be the chief ones in practice; moreover, their range of application is important and 
wide (9.14cd-15); 104 for these reasons, the term virya is not applied to rasa, etc. (9. 
16); others maintain that u~~1a and sita are the only gu~1as worthy to be called virya, 
because agni and soma are the most powetful among the constituents of substances 
and cannot be surpassed, just as vyakta and avyakta on a cosmical scale (9.17-18ab); 
the actions ofu~r:ia and sita virya are described (9.18cd-19); the change of taste at the 
conclusion of the digestive process, due to the contact with the abdominal fire, is called 
post-digestive taste (vipaka) (9.20); 105 the sweet and saltish tastes are sweet after di
gestion, the acid taste remains acid, the bitter, pungent and astringent tastes are gener
ally pungent after digestion (9.21); the effects of the post-digestive tastes are the same 
as those of the tastes before digestion (9.22ab); 106 some substances exert their actions 
through their taste, other substances through their post-digestive taste, viryaor prabha
va (9.22cd-23ab); 107 the strongest among rasa, vipaka, virya or prabhava overcomes 
the other ones; when of equal strength, vipaka overcomes rasa, virya both rasa and 
vipaka, and prabhava all the other ones (9.23cd-25); 108 when two substances with the 
same taste, etc., differ in their actions, these specific effects arise from prabhava (9.26-
27ab); 109 substances called vicitrapratyayarabdha differ in their actions, though their 
taste, etc., are similar (9.27cd-29). 11 o 

Chapter ien (rasabhediya) deals with the tastes. 
Its ~ubjects are: the two mahabhiitas contributing to each of the six tastes (10.1); 111 

the characteristic features of each taste (10.2-6); the actions of each taste on the human 
system (10.7-22ab); 112 groups of substances with a particular taste (10.22cd-32); 113 
general rules concerning the properties of substances with a particular taste and ex
ceptions to these rules (10.33-36ab); the relationships between taste and potency (vi
rya) (10.36cd-37ab); 114 the tastes which are riik~ and promote retention of faeces, 
urine and flatus, followed by those which are snigdha and promote elimination of the 
waste products (10.37cd-38ab); tastes which are heavy (guru) and those which are light 
(laghu) (I 0.38cd-39ab); 115 the six tastes separately and their fifty-seven combinations 
(10.39cd-43); 116 the combinations of tastes and after-tastes become innumerable when 
taking into consideration their proportions in a combination (10.44). 117 

Chapter eleven (do~adi vijiianiya) deals with states of increase and decrease of bodily 
constituents. 

The subjects are: the do~as, elements of the body (dhatu), and waste products 
(mala) constitute the basic supports of the body (ll.1); 118 the normal functions of 
each do~a (11.2-3), 119 the chief function of each element of the body (11.4) 120 and of 
each of the three main waste products (11.5); 121 the characteristic features of increase 
of each of the three do~as (ll.6-8ab), 122 each of the seven elements ( I l.8cd-12), 123 

each of the three main waste products (ll.13-14ab), 124 and the other waste products, 
consisting of dii~ika, 125 etc. ( l l .14cd); the characteristic features of decrease of 
each do~ (11.15-16), 126 element (11.17-20) 127 and waste product (11.21-23); 128 
general signs enabling a physician to infer that a do~a, dhatu or mala has increased 
or decreased (ll.24-25ab); decrease of waste products is more troublesome than 
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increase (l l.25cd); vata resides in the bones, pitta in sweat and blood, kapha in the 
remaining dhatus and malas; treatments leading to increase or decrease of a do~a 
also result in increase or decrease of the correspondig dhatu(s) and mala(s), and the 
other way round, but this does not apply to vata and osseous tissue (l l.26-27c); all 
types of increase are usually due to tarpai:ia, all types of decrease to the opposite of 
tarpa11a; generally, increase leads to increase of kapha, decrease to decrease of vata 
(1 l.27cd-28); disorders arising from increase should be treated by means of reducing 
measures (larighana), 129 those brought about by decrease by means of roborants 
(brrµhai:ia), 130 but increase of vata requires bf!;iliar:ia, its decrease lari.ghana measures 
(11.29); therapeutic procedures indicated in cases of increase or decrease of a bodily 
element or waste product (11.30-33); portions of the bodily fire (kayagni), which 
has its own seat, are present in the bodily elements; the increase or decrease of these 
portions results in increase or decrease of the elements; increase or decrease of a 
particular element gives rise to the same condition in the succeding one of the series 
(l l.34-35ab); corrupted do~as cause corruption of the bodily elements; corrupted 
doli<!s and elements together make the waste products corrupted, which in their tum 
corrupt the channels transporting them (malayana); two of these channels are present 
in the lower part ( of the trunk), seven in the head, while sweat is transported in its 
own channels; corruption of these channels leads to diseases (11.35cd-36); ojas 
is described (ll.37-39ab), 131 the causes and symptoms of decrease of ojas, 132 the 
treatment of this condition (ll.39cd-4lab); 133 signs indicating increase of ojas (II. 
4 lcd); general dietary rules relating to increase and decrease of the do~as (11.42-43 ); 
general signs indicating increase or decrease of the do~as (11.44);134 the importance 
of avoiding increase or decrease of the do~as ( 11.45). 

Chapter twelve (doli<!bhediya) discusses a number of issues related to the do~as. 
The subjects are: the seats (sthana) of vat.a. pitta and kapha (12.1-3); 135 the seats 

and functions of the five kinds of vata (12.4-9), 136 pitta (12.10-14) 137 and kapha (12. 
15-lSab); 138 the qualities of substances leading tocaya (accumulation), kopa (excita
tion) and sama (pacification) of vata, pitta and kapha (l 2.l 9-22ab); 139 the character
istic features of caya, kopa and sama (12.22cd-24ab ); 140 the three seasons in which 
caya, prakopa and prasama of vata, pitta and kapha occur (12.24cd-25ab); 141 caya of 
vata occurs in gn~ma (summer), of pitta in var~a~ (the rainy season), of kapha in sisira 
(the cool season) (12.25cd-29ab); the do~as spread over the whole body quickly, but, 
once excited, disappear again slowly (12.29cd-30ab); an endless number of disorders 
is brought about by the excited do~as, which are their only causes (12.30cd-34c); the 
causes of excitement of the do~as consist of wrong contact of the senses with their ob
jects (asatmyarthasarµyoga), seasonal abnormalities, and wrong conduct; each of these 
is of three types: deficient, excessive and improper (l2.34d-35); these nine varieties 
are explained and illustrated by means of examples ( l 2.36-44ab); 142 the three path
ways of diseases: bahirmarga, antarmarga and madhyamamarga; examples of diseases 
taking one of these pathways ( l 2.44cd-49ab ); 143 signs indicating a disorder of vata 
( l 2.49cd-5 lc), 144 pitta (l 2.Sld-52) 145 and kapha (12.53-54ab); 146 the importance of 
these signs for a physician ( l 2.54cd-56); diseases are of three kinds: arising from bad 
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acts committed in the present life (dr~\iipaciiraja), committed in a former existence (pii
rviipariidhaj a), or arising from a combination of both ( 12.57); 147 a disease arising from 
the d~ is brought about by specific aetiological factors (yathiinidiinam), a disease 
arising from one's karman manifests itself without these causative factors (hetu), an 
illness arising from both do~as and karman is powerful in its effects (mahiirambha), 
even when the hetu is weak (12.58); the course of these types of diseases and their 
cure (12.59); diseases are either independent (svatantra) or subordinate (paratantra); 
the latter are divided into prodromes (piirvariipa) and complications (upadrava) (12. 
60); 148 the characteristic features of these two groups (12.6la-c); the do~as are also 
either svatantra or paratantra (12.6 ld ); a subordinate disease or do~a subsides together 
with the chief one, but, in case this does not happen, a powerti.11 and afflicting compli
cation arises which requires separate treatment (12.62-63); general rules for treating a 
disorder that cannot be labelled (12.64-66); any disorder can be treated adaequately by 
taking into consideration the co1ruptible constituents (dii~ya) of the body, the habitat 
(desa) of the patient, his strength, the time of appearance of the disorder, the diges
tive fire of the patient, his constitution, age, character (sattva), siitmya, dietary habits, 
and the stage (avasthii) of the disease, thus determining which do~as are involved and 
which treatment should be applied (12.67-68); 149 pitfalls to be avoided by a physician 
(12.69-73); the numberof varieties of increase and decrease of one do~a and combina
tions of two or three do~as, to equal or inequal degrees; the total number is sixty-two; 
the sixty-third variety is the balanced state of the do~as which is equivalent to health 
(12.74-78ab); 150 the number of varieties becomes exceedingly large when the bodily 
elements are also taken into consideration (12.7cd-et). 

Chapter thirteen (do~opakramai:iiya) is about the general treatment of disorders of the 
dosas. 

· The subjects are: the general treatment of disorders caused by viita (13.1-3),151 

pitta (13.4-9) 152 and kapha ( 13.10-12); 153 combinations of do~as require combina
tions of these treatments (13.13); in general, the treatment of disorders by viita and 
pitta is like the regimen for the summer season, that of those by kapha and viita like 
the regimen for the spring, that of those by kapha and pitta like the regimen for the au
tumn (13.14 ); a do~a should be subdued in the stage of its accumulation (caya); when 
it has reached the stage of excitation (kopa), it should be treated without opposing one 
of the other do~as; when all the do~as are excited, the strongest one should be subdued 
without opposing the other ones (13.15); a treatment that pacifies a particular disease, 
but gives rise to another one, is inadequate; 154 adequate treatment leads to cure with
out bringing about another disease (13.16); factors which make the do~as move from 
the viscera (kogha) to the sakhiis (extremities), bones and marmans; factors making the 
do~as move from the siikhiis to the viscera, where they stay, waiting fora cause ( of exci
tation); having increased in strength, due to time, etc., they reach the stage of excitation, 
(not only locally,) but iii other places too (13.17-19); a do~a that has established itself 
in the seat of another do~a should be treated, when weak, in accordance with the seat, 
but, when powerful, according to its own nature (13.20); such an iigantudo~a should be 
pacified after opposing the normally present one, or the other way round (13.2lab); 155 
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do~as which have moved sideways (tiryaggata) 156 trouble patients for a long time and 
should not be treated in haste; the physician should pacify them, bring them to the ko
gha with gentle methods.and then try to expel them (I3.2lcd-23ab); 157 characteristics 
of do~as associated with ama and devoid of it (I3.23cd-24); the origin ofama (13 .25); 
a divergent opinion on that subject (13.26); do~as and corrupted dii~yas, together with 
the diseases they bring about, are designated as siima when they are mixed with this 
iima (13.27); the treatment of siima conditions (13.28-33ab); the months most suitable 
fer the elimination of do~as (I3.33cd-36); the ten periods of time for the administration 
of a medicine (13.37-41). l58 

Chapter fourteen (dvividhopakramai:iiya) deals with two important ways of treatment. 
The subjects discussed are: the two types of treatment called sa'!ltarpai:ia or bfl!I

hal)a and apatarpai:ia or laiighana (14.1-2); 159 the mahiibhiitas predominantly present 
in roborant (bfrphai:ia) and reducing (laiighana) substances (14.3ab); other therapeutic 
measures, such as snehana, riiksana, svedana and stambhana can be subsumed under 
briphai:ia and lar1ghana (14.3cd..:_4~b); 160 laiighana is either sodhana (purificatory) or 
samana (pacificatory) ( l 4.4cd ); sodhana, which eliminates the do~as, is of five kinds: 
niriiha, vamana (emesis), kiiyareka (purgation), siroreka (evacuation of the head) and 
asravisruti (bloodletting) (14.5); samana, which neither expels nor excites do~as, but 
normalizes them, is of seven kinds: piicana measures, dipana measures, hunger, thirst, 
physical exercise, exposure to the sun (iitapa) and exposure to wind ( 14.6-7ab); 161 br
!Jlhai:iais only samana with regard to viita and a combination of viita and pitta (14.7cd); 
indications forbri!1hai:ia (14.8-lOab) 162 and laiighana (14.1 Ocd-15ab); 163 persons suit
able for la1ighana should not be treated with brr!Ihai:ia measures when suffering from 
a disease, but those suitable for bpphai:ia may be treated with mild lar1ghana measures 
or a combination of laiighana and bpphai:ia, dependent on various circumstances (14. 
15cd-16a b ); the results of b{Iphal)a and laiighana measures (l 4.16cd-18a b ); excessive 
br1phai:ia and laiighana in general (14.18cdcc19); excessive br!Jlhai:ia, its effects (14. 
20) 164 and treatment (14.21-28); 165 excessive laiighana, its effects (14.29-32ab) 166 

and treatment (14.32cd-35); 167 foods to be recommended to obese (sthiila) and lean 
(krsa) persons (14.36); therapies are either b{!Phai:ia or laiighana, and all diseases are 
to be treated in one of these two ways (14.37). 

Chapter fifteen (sodhaniidigai:iasa1!Igraha) 168 deals with thirty-three groups of drugs 
and their actions. 169 'f-" 

These groups consist of: emetics (chardanagai:ia) (IS.I), 170 purgatives (virecana) 
(15. 2 ), 171 drugs suitable forniriihai:ia (15.3) 172 and evacuation of the head (uttamliiiga
sodhana) (15.4); 173 drugs which subdue viita (15.5), pitta (15.6) and kapha (15. 7); 174 

the groups called jivaniya (15.8), 175 vidiiryiidi (15.9-10),176 siiriviidi (15.11), 177 

padmakiidi (15.12), 178 paru~akiidi (15.13), 179 aiijaniidi (15.14 ), 180 pa\oliidi (15.15), 181 

gu~ucyiidi (15.16), 182 aragvadhlidi (15.17-18), 183 asanlidi (15.19-20), 184 varui:iadi 
(15.21-22), 185 iisakadi (15.23), 186 viratarlidi (15.24-25), 187 rodhrlidi (15.26-27), 188 

arkadi (15.28-29), 189 suraslidi (15.30-31), 190 muskakli!ii (15.32), 191 vatsaklidi ,(15. 
33-34), 192 vacadi and haridrlidi (15.35-36), 193 priyaiigviidi and amba~\hiidi (15. 
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37-39), 194 mustadi (15.40), 195 nyagrodhadi (15.41-42), 196 eladi (15.43-44), 197 and 
syamadi (15.45). 198 

Drugs which are not available may be substituted and those inappropriate may be 
left out (15.46). The drugs mentioned may be employed in various types of preparation 
(15.47). 

Chapter sixteen (snehavidhi) is about oleation (sneha). 199 

The subjects dealt with are: the properties of snehana substances; those with 
opposite properties are riik~al_la (bringing about dryness) (16.1); 200 the .four most 
suitable substances for oleation: ghee, bone marrow, muscle fat (vasa) and oil; ghee is 
the very best among them (16.2-3ab); 201 the effects on the do~as of the four mentioned 
substances (16.3cd); their grades of heaviness (16.4ab); mixtures of two, three or 
four fatty substm1ces are called yamaka, trivrta and mahant respectively (l 6.4cd); 
indications and contra-indications for oleation (l 6.5-8ab ); 202 indications for oleation 
with ghee, oil, muscle fat and marrow (16.8cd-12ab); 203 the proper time for oleation 
(16.!2cd-14ab);204 the various ways of administration of a sneha, either mixed with 
food (vicaral_la) or pure (acchapeya) (16.14cd-17ab); 205 the doses of acchapeya: 
small, medium and large; indications for these doses (16.17cd-21); 206 the general 
effects of a sneha (16.22); 207 rules to be observed by a patient subjected to snehana 
(16.23-29ab);208 the duration of the treatment (16.29cd-30ab); 209 signs indicating 
proper, improper and excessive oleation (16.30cd-3 l); 210 the bad effects of improper 
oleation (snehavyapad) (16.32-33ab) and their treatment (16.33cd-35ab); 211 the 
features indicating proper and improper viriik~al)a (16.35cd)212 and the therapy to 
be applied to manage the bad effects of improper application (16.36-37ab); rnles 
for oleation in special groups of patients (16.37cd-39ab); 213 types of patients who 
require a special type of sneha called sadya~sneha; recipes for sadyal~sneha (16.39cd-
43ab); 214 more rules fcr particular groups of patients (16.43cd-45); 215 the benefits of 
regularly appliedoleation (16.46).216 

Chapter seventeen (svedavidhi) is concerned with sudation (sveda). 217 
The subjects are: the four types of sudation: tapa (application of dry heat), upanaha 

(application of poultices), ii~man (application of warm vapour) and drava (application 
of warm liquids) (17.lab);218 descriptions of these four methods (17.lcd-11); 219 

specifications regarding the procedure to be followed (17.12-14); 220 benefits of 
sudation;221 after-treatment (17.15); 222 the bad effects of excessive sudation223 and 
their treatment with stambhana (checking) measures; more indications for stambhana 
(17.16-17); 224 the properties of svedana and stambhana substances (17.18-19); 225 the 
effects of stambhana (l 7.20ab ); 226 the bad effects of excessive stambhana (l 7.20cd-
2lab ); 227 contra-indications (17.2lcd-24) 228 and indications (17.25-27);229 types of 
sudation without the use of fire (anagneyasveda) (17.28); 230 the results of sudation 
(17.29).231 

Chapter eighteen (vamanavirecanavidhi) is about emesis (vamana) and purgation (vire
cana). 
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The subjects dealt with are: emesis is indicated in disorders caused by kapha singly 
or by combinations with a predominance of kapha; disorders by pitta alone or by 
combinations with a predominance of pitta should preferably be treated by purgation 
(18.1); 232 indications for emesis (l 8.2-3ab); 233 contra-indications (18.3cd-6); 234 

patients regarded to be unfit for a whole series of treatments (18.7); indications 
(18.8-10c)235 and contra-indications for purgation236 (18.lOd-11); the procedure 
for emesis (18.12-23c); 237 signs indicating deficient, proper and excessive emesis 
(18.23d-26); 238 after-treatment (18.27-28);239 the regimen called peyadikrama240 

and its results (18.29-30); 241 the minimum, intermediate and maximum number of 
bouts of vomiting during treatment is four, six and eight respectively; these numbers, 
when applied to voiding during a treatment with purgatives, are ten, twenty and thirty; 
the corresponding amounts of voided matter consist of one, two and four prastha 
(18.31; 242 the limits of emesis and purgation (18.32); 243 the procedure for purgation, 
which is dependent on the type of digestive system (mrdu- or kriirako~!ha)244 of the 
patient (18.33-38ab); 245 signs indicating deficient, proper and excessive purgation 
(18.38cd-42ab); 246 after-treatment (18.42cd-47ab); 247 emesis eliminates imma
ture (apakva) do~as, purgation do~as which are subject to maturation (pacyamana) 
(18.47cd--48ab); 248 rules for special groups of patients (8.48cd-57ab);249 oleation 
and sudation are indicated in the interval between emesis and purgation, between 
purgation and the application of an anuvasana enema, etc., and at the end of such a 
series of treatments (18.57cd-58ab); oleation and sudation should always precede 
purificatory treatment (i.e., emesis and purgation) (18.58cd-59); 250 the general 
benefits of purificatory treatment (18.60). 251 

Chapter nineteen (bastividhi) deals with enemas (basti). 
The subjects are: treatment with enemas is advisable when vata has increased or 

when vata is the predominant one among increased do~as (19.lab); 252 the three types 
ofbasti: niriiha, anuvasana and uttarabasti ( 19 .1 cd-2ab ); indications ( 19 .2cd-3) 253 and 
contra-indications (19.4-6ab)254 for an asthapana (= niriiha) enema; indications (19. 
6cd-7a)255 and contra-indications (l 9.7b-9ab)256 for an ai;ilivasana enema; the mate
rials for the nozzle (netra); its shape (19.9cd-10ab); its Je'ngth, dependent on the age 
of the patient (19.10cd-12ab); the dimensions of its orifice (l 9.12cd-14ab); the two 
rings (kan~ika) on the nozzle (19.14cd-15c); 257 the pouch (l 9.lSd-17); 258 the dosages 
required for various age groups (19.18-19); 259 the quantity of fluid for an mmvasana 
should be one-fourth of that for a niriiha ( l 9.20ab); 260 the procedure for an anuvasana 
(19.20cd-35)261 and a niriiha (19.36-38ab); 262 the preparation of the decoction for a 
nir[iha (19 .3 8cd-46ab ); 263 rules for the application (19 .46cd-50c ); 264 after-treatment 
(l 9.SOd-51 ab ); 265 the treatment of complications (19.51 cd-52); the signs of deficient, 
proper and excessive application of anuvasana (19.53-54ab);266 various rules for the 
application of anuvasana and niriiha (l 9.54cd-62); the courses of treatment with en
emas known as karma-, kala- and yogabasti (l 9.63-65ab); 267 the advantages of com
bining anuvasana and niriiha (I 9.65cd-67ab); the variety of anuvasana called matra
basti (19.67cd:-68a); the indications for matrabasti (19.68b-69);268 uttarabasti (ure
thral and vaginal douche), suitable in diseases of the bladder and gynaecological disor-
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ders, should be resorted to after the application of two or three anuvasanas (19.70); the 
requirements for the nozzle (19.71-72) and the liquid (19.73ab) for an uttarabasti used 
as a urethral douche; the procedure (19. 73cd-76ab ); three or four douches should be 
given; 269 the after-treatment and diet are like those after anuvasana (19. 76cd-77 ab ); 270 

indications for a vaginal douche (l 9.77cd-78); the nozzle (19. 79-80ab ); the quantity 
of fluid (l 9.80cd); the procedure (19.81-82); 271 the interval between emesis and pur
gation, and that between purgation and niriiha should be a fortnight; anuvasana should 
follow immediately upon niriiha, but the interval should be seven days after purgation 
(19.83); the general effect of enemas (19.84 ); the eminence of the treatment with ene
mas (19.85-87ab); phlebotomy has the same eminent position in diseases due to blood 
(19.87cd). 

Chapter twenty (nasyavidhi) deals with nasal medications. 
The subjects are: nasal medication (nasya) is indicated in diseases located above the 

clavicles (iirdhvajatru), because the nose is the gateway to the head (20.1); 272 the three 
types ofnasya: virecana (evacuating), bm1hai:ia (roborant) and samana (appeasing) (20. 
2ab ); 273 the indications for these three types (20.2cd-4 ); 274 the materials used in the 
preparation of the three types (20.5-6); 275 another classification of nasal medications: 
manfa and pratimarsa are prepared with fatty substances; avapI<;la is prepared with the 
paste (kalka), etc., of drugs with a sharp (tik~i:ia) action; dhmana is blown into the nose 
in the form of a powder (ciiri:ia) by means of a tube (nac_lI) (20.7-9ab); 276 the doses 
to be administered and the definition of their unit, the drop (bindu) (20.9cd-l la); 277 

contra-indications for nasal medication (20. llb-!3c ); 278 the times of the day, depen
dent on the season, which are most suitable to the administration of a nasya (20. l 3d-
16 ); 279 the procedure to be followed in applying a nasya (20.17-2lab);280 the treat
ment to be applied when the patient faints (20.2lcd); a fatty nasya should be given 
immediately after an evacuating one (20.22ab); 281 after-treatment (20.22cd-23ab); 282 

the signs indicating proper, deficient and excessive treatment (20.23cd-25); 283 indica
tions and contra-indications fora pratimarsa,rules for its application, its effects (20.26-
30ab); 284 age limits for treatment with a nasya, dhiima (fumigation) and kaval~ (gar
gle), and forsuddhi (purificatory treatment) (20.30cd-31); the efficacy of the daily use 
of pratimarsa (20.32-34ab ); the differences between marsa and pratimarsa; the use of 
marsa, though more difficult and risky, has the advantages of quicker action and bet
ter results; the same differences can be observed between acchapana ( of a sneha) and 
vicara~1a, ku!Isthiti and vatatapasthiti (as rasayana methods), anuvasana and matrabasti 
(20.34cd-36); the preparation of the nasya called ai:iutaila (20.37-38); 285 the beneficial 
effects of habitual nasal therapy (20.39). 286 

Chapter twenty-one (dhiimapanavidhi) is about the inhalation of medicinal smoke. 
The subjects dealt with are: the importance of daily inhaling the smoke (dhiimapa

na) of drugs (21.1); 287 snigdha, madhya and tik~11a dhiimapana are indicated against 
(disorders by) vata, vata and kapha together, and kapha respectively (21.2ab);288 

contra-indications (21.2cd-4ab); 289 disorders arising from inhaling smoke at an 
improper time or in excess; 290 the treatment of these disorders (21.4cd-5ab ); the times 
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at which mrdu (= snigdha), madhyama and virecana (= tik~r.ia) dhilmapana are useful 
(21.5cd-7ab ); 291 requirements forthe smoking pipe (dhilmanetraka) (21.7cd-9ab); 292 

the procedure for medicinal smoking (21.9cd-12a);293 the drugs to be used for the 
three types of dhilmapana (21.13b-18); 294 the preparation of the wick (varti) (21.19-
2lab); 295 a special type of dhilmapana for the treatment of cough (21.21cd-22ab);296 

the beneficial effects of medicinal smoking (21.22c-f). 297 

Chapter twenty-two (gal_!Qil~adividhi) is about gargles and a numberof other medicinal 
preparations. 

The subjects dealt with are: the four kinds of gaI_19ii~a (holding a medicinal fluid 
in the mouth): 298 snigdha, samana, sodhana and ropal_la;299 the first three are active 
against the do~as, the fourth kind heals wounds and sores (vraI_1aghna); 300 the tastes 
of the drugs to be used in the preparation of these four kinds of gal_l•ii~a (22.l-3c); 
the liquids to be employed 301 and their indications (22.3d-l Oab ); the procedureforthe 
use of a gal_!Qil~a (22.lOcd-11); 302 the difference between a gai)Qil~a and akavala (gar
gle) (22.12ab); 303 disorders curable by a kavala (22. !2c-f); the three forms of pratisa
ral_la (the application of a medicinal preparation to the oral cavity): a kalka (paste), 
rasakriya (inspissated decoction) and ciifl_la (powder); pratisiiral_la with the same drugs 
as those employed in gal_!Qii~a is indicated in kapha disorders (2.Z.13); 304 the three kinds 
of mukhalepa (the application of a paste to the face): do~aha (counteracting the do
~as), vi~aha (counteracting poison) and van)akara (producing a normal colour) (22.14 ); 
rukes for its application (22.15-16); rules for the patient (22.17ab); contra-indications 
(22.!7cd-18a); the curative effects (22.18b-d); six recipes, one for each season (22. 
19-22ab); the beneficial effects of its habitual application (22.22cd-23ab); 305 the four 
kinds of milrdhataila (application of oil to the head): abhyailga (inunction, accompa
nied by mild massage), (pari)~eka (pouring oil on the head), picu (appHration of a cloth 
soaked in oil), and (siro)basti; each successive method is more efficacepus than the pre
ceding one (22.23cd-24ab); indications for these four types (22.24cd-26); the proce
dures for (siro)basti; after-treatment; the maximum duration of the treatment(22.27-
31); 306 kar·I_1apilraI_1a (filling the auditory duct with oil); this treatment should be ap
plied until the complaints subside, or, in healthy patients, during one hundred matra 
(22.32); 307 the definition of a matra (22.33); the curative actions and beneficial effects 
in general of milrdhataila (22.34).308 

Chapter twenty-three (ascotanaiijanavidhi) is concerned with eyedrops and collyria. 
The subjects dealt with are: the usefulness ofascotana(the application of eyedrops) 

in the initial stage of all eye diseases (23.1); the suitable temperature of the drops, de
pendent on the do~a involved (23.2ab ); the procedure for the application of eyedrops 
(23.2cd-4 ); the bad effects of wrong application (23.5-6); the beneficial effects ofcor
rect administration (23. 7);309 indications for the application of an aiijana (collyrium) 
to the eyes (23.8-9); 310 the three types of aiijana: lekhana (scarifying), ropal_la (heal
ing) and df~!iprasadana (clarifying the vision); 311 the tastes and virya of the drugs to be 
employed in these three types (23.10-llab); 312 a pratyaiijana is a collyrium of prasa
dana action, to be used when the eyes are irritated by a sharp (tik~1)a) aiijana (23. l lcd-
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12ab); 313 the requirements for the rod (saliikii) for the application of an afijana (23. 
12cd-13 ); 314the three preparations employed in an afijana: pii:i<;la (pill), rasakriyii (in
spissated decoction) and curi:ia (powder), indicated in serious, moderate and mild (dis
orders of the) do~as respectively (23.14 ); 315 the correct doses of these three prepara
tions (23.15-16ab); 316 the most suitable periods of time for an afijana (23. I6cd-22); 317 

contra-indications for an afijana (23. 23-24 ); 318 properties making an afijana unsuitable 
for use (23.25); after-treatment (23.26-31). 31 9 

Chapter twenty-four (tarpai:iapu\apiikavidhi) is, as its title indicates, on the associated 
procedures calleil tarpai:ia and pu\apiika. 

Its subjects are: the indications for tarpai:ia (saturating the eyes by bathing them in 
a fatty substance); the suitable periods of time for this treatment; the procedure to be 
foilowed; the choice of the fatty substance; the duration of the treatment (24. 1-9); 320 

daily tarpai:ia is required in disorders by vii.ta, tarpaJ)a on alternate days in disorders 
by pitta, with an interval of two days in disorders by kapha and in healthy persons, 
or until the eyes are fully saturated (24.10); 321 signs indicating proper, deficient 
and excessive treatment (24.1 I); 322 tarpai:ia should be followed by pu\apiika treat
ment (24. I 2-13ab ); 323 indications for the snehana, Iekhana and prasiidana types of 
pu\apii.ka (24.13cd-14ab); 324 the materials to be employed in these three types (24. 
14cd-17ab);325 the preparation ofa pu\apiika (24. 17cd-19ab); 326 the procedure for its 
application (24.l 9cd-20c); 327 the signs of proper, deficient and excessive treatment 
are like those of tarpai:ia (24.20d);328 contra-indications (24.2Iab); after-treatment 
following tarpai:ia and pu\apiika (24.2Icd-22ab);329 the importance of strengthening 
the eyes (24.22c-f). 

Chapter twenty-five (yantravidhi) is concerned with blunt surgical instruments. 
The subjects dealt with are: the definition of a yantra (blunt surgical instrument); 

its various uses (25.l-3ab);330 the various types of svastikayantra (25.4cd-7ab); 331 

the two types of sa1pda111sa (25.7cd-8);332 the mucui:i<;li (25.9); 333 the two types of tii
Iayantra (25.10); 334 nii<;liyantras in general (25. II-12); 335 a number of particular nii
<;liyantras, amongst which the arsoyantra336 (for examining haemorrhoids) and sami
yantra 337 (for squeezing haemorrhoids); the a1igulitrai:iaka (finger protector) 338 (25. 13-
25); the sp'lga (horn), aliibu (hollowed gourd) and gha\i (pot) (25.26-28ab); 339 the salii
kiis in general; various types of saliikii and saiiku (hook) (25.28cd-35); more types 
of saliikii; the jiimbavau~\ha340 (25.36-39ab);341 the anuyantras (accessory blunt in
struments) (25.39cd-4Iab ); 342 the functions of the yantras (25.41 c-f); 343 the excellent 
qualities of the kankamukhayantra as the foremost among the yantras (25.42). 344 

Chapter twenty-six (sastravidhi) is concerned with sharp surgical instruments. 
The subjects dealt with are: the requirements for the twenty-six sastras (sharp 

instruments) (26.1-4); 345 a list of the twenty-six sastras (four additional verses); 346 

descriptions of the fonn, dimensions, etc., and the uses of each instrument: 347 

mai:i<;laliigra (26.5); vrddhipattra (26.6-7ab); utpala(pattra) and adhyardhadhiira 
(26.7cd); sarpiisya (26.8ab); 348 two kinds of e~i:ii: gai:i<;liipadamukhii and siicimukhii 
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(26.8cd-9ab ); 349 vetasa(pattra), sararyasya 350 and trikiircaka (26. 9cd ); kusavadana 351 
and atavadana 352 (26.!0ab); antarmukha 353 (and ardhacandranana) 354 (26.!0cd-l la); 
vrihi~ukha (26.11 b-d); ku!hiiri (26.12); salaka (26.13a-c);355 a1igulisastra (26.l 3c-
15); 356 ba~isa (26. l 6ab); karapattra (26. l 6cd-17ab ); kartari (26.17cd); 357 nakhasastra 
(26.18); dantalekhanaka (26.19);358 three kinds of siicI (26.20-2lab); 359 vrfuivaktra 
siici (26. 2lcd-22a); 360 kiirca (26. 22b-23ab); 361 khaja (26.23cd-24ab); 362 kar(iapa
livyadhana (26.24cd); 363 ara, and a siici for piercing thick earlobes (26.25-26); 
non-metallic anusastras (accessory sharp instruments), such as leeches, caustics, fire, 
glass, stones, nails, etc. (26.27-28ab ); 364 the functions of sharp instruments (26.28cd-
29ab);365 the eight defects (do~a) of sharp instruments (26.29cd-30ab );366 the ways of 
handling the sharp instruments (26.30cd-32); 367 the case for keeping the instruments 
(sastrakosa) (26.33-34); 368 indications for the use of leeches (jalaukas) (26.35ab);369 

poisonous leeches, disorders caused by using them, the treatment of these disorders 
(26.35cd-37c); 370 non-poisonous leeches (26.37d-38); 371 non-poisonous leeches 
are to be rejected when they are intoxicated by blood (raktamatta) (26.39); 372 the 
application of leeches and their removal (26.40-43ab); 373 the method for making 
the leeches vomit the blood sucked (26.43cd); the leeches should ~ protected from 
intoxication by blood (raktamada) and not be used again for seven days (26.44ab ); 
signs indicating that their vomiting has been proper, deficient or excessive (26. 
44cd-45ab); 374 the storage of leeches (26.45cd-46ab); 375 the treatment to be applied 
when not all the corrupted blood has been removed (by the leeches) (26.46cd-47ab); 
removal of the corrupted blood makes redness and pain subside (26.47cd); corrupted 
blood that accumulates becomes sour (vyamla) (26.48); removal of corrnpted blood 
by means of a gourd or pot is indicated when the corruption is CJused by vata or 
kapha, contra-indicated when caused by pitta (26.49); blood corruptei'by vata or pitta 
may be removed by a horn, but this is contra-indicated when kapha is the corrupting 
agent (26.50);376 bloodletting by means of scratching (pracchii.na) (26.51-52);377 

indications for bloodletting by scratching, by the use of leeches, a horn, gourd or pot, 
and by means of phlebotomy (26.53-55ab );378 the treatment of the site of bleeding 
(26.55-56). 379 

Chapter twenty-seven (siravyadha) 380 is concerned with phlebotomy. 
The subjects dealt with are: the characteristics of pure (suddha) blood (27 .l-

2ab); 381 usually, blood gets corrupted by pitta and kapha; the disorders arising from 
corrupted blood (27.2cd-5ab ); 382 phlebotomy is the::appropriate treatment in these 
disorders (27.Scd); contra-indications for phlebotomy (27.6-9ab ); 383 the sites for 
phlebotomy in various diseases (27.9cd-18ab); 384 the procedure to be followed for 
·phlebotomy, dependent on the site where a vein should be cut (27.l 8cd-32);385 the 
depth of the incision and the instruments to be employed (27.33); 386 the flow of blood 
when the cut is adequate, inadequate or too large (27.34-35ab); 387 causes for the non
flowing of blood (27.35cd-36ab); 388 the treatment of this condition (27.36cd-37); 389 

the corrupted blood flows out first (27.38ab);390 the signs of successful phlebotomy 
(27.38cd); 391 the treatment of patients who faint during bleeding (27.39); 392 the char
acteristics of blood corrupted by vata, pitta, kapha, a combination of two do~as and all 
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three dosas (27.40-41); 393 the maximum amount of blood to be let; 394 the bad effects 
of exces;ive bleeding 395 and their treatment (27 .42--43ab ); the treatment of the site of 
bleeding (27.43cd--44ab); when to repeat the bleeding procedure (27.44cd-45ab);396 

a small residue of corrupted blood may be allowed to remain; excessive letting should 
always be avoided (27.45cd-46ab); 397 methods to remove small amounts of corrupted 
blood (27.46cd-47); haemostasis (27.48-50); 398 after-treatment (27.51-52);399 the 
characteristics of persons with purified blood (27.53). 400 

Chaptertwenty-eight (salyaharru:iavidhi) is about the removal (aharai:ia) of foreign bod-
ies (salya). · 

The subjects dealt with are: the five ways of entry (gati) of a salya (28.lab); 401 the 
general chm·acteristics of a wound (vrai:ia) containing a foreign body (28.lcd-2); 402 the 
signs indicating that a foreign body is present in a particular tissue, type of vessel, or 
other bodily structure (28.3-l0ab); 403 a wound caused by a foreign body lodged some
where in the direction of the. hair (anuloma) heals when the patient is healthy, though 
problems may arise later (28.!0cd-ll ab ); 404 the determination of the site of a foreign 
body (28.l lcd-17); 405 the shape of the foreign body determines the shape of the wound 
(28.18); foreign bodies may be removed in the direction of entry or in the opposite di
rection (28.19); 406 those salyas which have entered sideways may be removed by cut
ting (28.20ab); types of salyas that should not be removed (28.20cd-2 l); foreign bodies 
which may be removed with the hand or particular instruments (28.22-24);407 foreign 
bodies to be removed by cutting with sharp instruments (28.25); the removal of salyas 
lodged in siras or snayus (28.26ab ); the removal of a salya lodged in the cardiac region 
(28. 26cd-27)408 and the bones (28.28-31); 409 the removal of arrows (28.32-34ab ); 410 

the removal of a foreign body lodged in the gastro-intestinal tract (28.34cd-35ab), 411 

throat (28.35cd-38ab),412 oral cavity ornose (28.38cd); the treatment ofa food bolus 
(grasasalya) that has become arrested in the throat (28.39ab ); 413 the removal of salyas 
from the eyes or wounds (28.39cd); 414 the treatment of persons who nearly drowned 
and are full of water (28.40); 415 the treatment of persons into whose ears a small an
imal (ki!a) has entered (28.42); foreign bodies that get dissolved by the bodily heat 
(28.43); those that do not dissolve may cause suppuration (28.44-45ab); suppuration, 
if not occurring spontaneously, should be induced; afterwards, the foreign body should 
be removed surgically (28.45cd-47ab). 416 

Chapter twenty-nine (sastrakarmavidhi) is concerned with sores (vrai:ia) and their treat
ment. 

The subjects dealt with are: sores tend to develop into suppurative ulcers; hence, 
pus formation should by aU means be prevented (29.l-2ab); 417 the three stages of lo
cal swellings (sopha): unripe (ama), ripening (pacyamana) and ripe (pakva) (29.2cd-
6ab);418 ripening(paka) as a process to which each of the do~as, as well as blood, con
tributes (29.6cd-7ab); 419 the symptoms arising when the formation of pus increases 
(29.7cd-8ab); the symptoms of the type of swelling, with a predominance of kapha, 
that is called raktapaka (29.8cd-l0ab);420 general indications for darai:ia (i.e., the ap
plication of caustics, etc, which makes the swelling burst) 421 and pa!ana (treatment 
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with sharp instruments) (29. lOcd-llab); the bad effects of cutting an unripe swelling 
(29 .l lcd-l 4ab ); 422 the treatment preceding surgical intervention (29. l 4cd-!6ab ); 423 

the procedure for surgical intervention (pa\ana) (29. !6cd-22ab); places where a hor
izontal incision should be made (29.22cd-23); after-treatment; rules for the regimen 
of the patient (29.24-33); 424 dietary rules forthe patient (29.34---4!ab); 425 more rules 
for after-treatment (29.4lcd-48); types of vrai:ias that should be sutured (sivya) (29. 
49-5lab); 426 contra-indications for suturing (29.51cd-52ab);427 wound toilet before 
suturing, the technique of suturing and the materials to be used (29.52cd-54ab); 428 

after-treatment (29.54cd-56); 429 materials for bandages (bandhana) (29.57-59ab); 430 

the fifteen types of bandage and the indications for these types (29.59cd-6l );431 rules 
for the application of a bandage (29.62-66ab);432 the bad effects of not bandaging a 
vrai:ia (29.66cd-67); 433 the beneficial effects of bandaging (29.68);434 the treatment of 
chronic vrar:ias with drugs wrapped in the leaves of particular trees (29.70cd-72ab ); 
contra-indications for bandaging (29.72cd-74ab );435 vrai)as, not protected by a ban
dage, may get infested by the larvae of flies; 436 the symptoms of this condition and its 
treatment (29.74cd-77ab); vrai:ias with a residual do~a cannot be cured within a short 
time (29.77cd-78ab); rules to be observed by a patient after healing of a vrai:ia (29. 
78cd-79); the management of complications (29.80). 

Chapter thirty (k~aragnikarmavidhi) is about the application of caustics (k~ara) and 
cautery (agnikarman). 

The subjects are: the advantages of treatment with a caustic, which is the best 
among the sastras and anusastras (30.1-2); 437 indications for the internal and external 
use of a caustic (30.3-4ab );438 contra-indications (30.4cd-8ab );439 the preparation of 
a caustic of moderate strength (30.8cd-20a); 440 the preparation of a mild arltl·a.t.-ong 
caustic (30.20b-22ab); 441 indications for these three types of caustic (30.22cd-23); 442 

the ten qualities of a caustic; 443 a caustic acts like a sharp instrument and like fire; var
ious actions of a caustic (30.24-26); general rules for the application (30.27-28a);444 

rules for particular diseases (30.28b-30); after-treatment (30.31-34ab);445 signs 
indicating proper, deficient and excessive treatment with a caustic (30.34cd-37); 446 

the treatment to be employed after excessive application (30.38-39); 447 the harmful 
effects of a caustic administered by a bad physician and its beneficial effects when 
applied properly (additional verse);448 cauterization (agni) is even superior to the 
treatment with a caustic (30.40); 449 indications for cauterization and the materials 
to be used in particular diseases (30.41-44a); 450 contra-indkations (30.44b-d); 451 

the coating and paste to be applied after cauterization (30.45ab ); 452 signs indicating 
proper cauterization (30.45cd-46ab); 453 accidental bums (pramadadagdha) produce 
the same symptoms as improper and excessive cauterization; the signs characteristic 
of tucchadagdha,454 durdagdha (improper burning) and atidagdha (el(cessive burn
ing) (30.46cd-49ab ); 455 the treatment of tucchadagdha, durdagdha, samyagdagdha 
and atidagdha (30.49cd-52ab );456 the treatment of bums by hot fatty substances 

· (snehadagdha) (30.52cd). 457 

· The last verse (30.53) concludes the Siitrasthana.458 



Chapter 2 

Sarlrasthana 

Chapter one2 (garbhlivakrlinti)3 deals with the following subjects: a living being 
(sattva) arises, in the fonn of an embryo (garbha), from pure sukra (semen) and artava 
(the female procreational fluid) (I.I); this embryo, fonned from subtle (siik~ma) 
mahiibhiitas, followed by sattva, 4 develops gradually in the womb (1.2); 5 the invisible 
entry of sattva into the womb ( 1.3 ); the various destinies of sattva ( 1.4 ); the relative 
proportions of sukra and lirtava detennine the sex of the child ( 1.5); splitting of sukra 
and lirtava by vlita gives rise· to a multiple birth; 6 disorders of the do~s cause abnor
malities in the child (1.6); the menstrual discharge (rajas), derived from rasa, appears 
for three days every month; it begins to appear at the age of twelve and diminishes at 
the age of fifty 7 (I. 7); the union of a woman of sixteen and a man of twenty years, who 
are both healthy, may result in the birth of a strong child;8 if the ages of the partners 
are less, the child will be either sickly or short-lived, or conception will not take place 
(1.8-9); 9 the disorders of sukra and lirtava: caused by vata, pitta or kapha, caused by 
blood and called kui:iapa, caused by kapha and vlita and called granthi, caused by blood 
and pitta and called piiylibha, caused by vlita and pitta and called k~Ii:ia, and another 
type, called mallihvaya; the last type is of two varieties and makes sukra or lirtava 
smell like either urine or faeces; these disorders are usually curable with difficulty, but 
the disorder caused by all three do~as together, i.e., the malahvaya type, is incurable 
(l.10-12ab); LO the treatment of these disorders (l.12cd-16); 11 the characteristics of 
normal sukra and lirtava (l.17-18ab); 12 the description of a couple fit for procreation 
( l .18cd-20ab); 13 the characteristic features of a woman in her fertile period (rturnatI) 
(1.20cd-21ab); 14 the closure of the womb after the fertile period (1.21cd-22ab); 15 

the process of menstruation (l.22ct'.-23ab); 16 rules to be observed during the three 
days of menstruation and on the fourth day (1.23cd-26ab); 17 the fertile period (Jtu) 
(I. 26cd-27ab); 18 the ritual ensuring conception (putriyavidhi) (l.27cd-33); 19 rules 
for sexual intercourse (l.34-35ab);20 the signs indicating conception (l.35cd-36);21 

the puipsavana ritual, which determines the sex of the child to be born, should be 
performed during the first month of pregnancy, when the embryo is in the kalala stage 
and its sexual organs are still undeveloped; the description of the ritual, followed by 
measures to stabilize the embryo (1.37-42); 22 general rules for the behaviour and 
diet of a pregnant woman (l.43-49ab);23 the embryo develops from a kalala into a 
ghana, pesI or arbuda, dependent on its sex (male, female, kHba) 24 (l.49cd-50a);25 

the characteristics of a pregnant woman (l .50b-52ab); 26 the longings (sraddha)27 of a 
pregnant woman (1.52cd-54ab);28 the development of the foetus from the third up to 
the ninth month and onwards; dietary rules for the mother; the treatment of disorders 
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occun-ing during the seventh and eighth months of pregnancy (1.54cd-69ab); 29 
signs indicating that a male, respectively female child will be born (1.69cd-7I); 
signs indicating the birth of a k!Iba; signs indicating the birth of twins ( 1.72);30 the 
construction of the maternity hut (siitikagrha) (l.73-74ab); 31 signs indicating the 
approach of delivery (l.74cd-76);32 the management of labour (1.77-82);33 the 
treatment of protracted labour (sailga) and retention of the placenta (jarayvapatana) 
(l.83-89ab);34 other methods for removing the placenta (apara) (l.89cd-91); 35 the 
treatment of the disorder called makkalla ( 1.92-93ab ); 36 the care of the newborn child 
(l .93cd); 37 the treatment of the new mother (1.94-101).38 

Chapter two (garbhavyapad) deals with the following subjects: the general treatment 
of bleeding and pain during pregnancy (2.l-6ab); 39 the treatment of bleeding during 
the first three months of pregnancy (2.6cd-9ab); 40 the treatment of miscarriage 
(garbhapata) (2.9cd-13); 41 the characteristics of the disorders called upavi~\aka and 
nagodara (2.14-16); 42 the treatment of these disorders (2.l7-I8ab);43 the treatment 
of !Inagarbha (2. l 8cd-2l ab ); 44 the treatment of udavarta during pregnancy (2.2Icd-
22ab );45 the signs indicating foetal death (2.22cd-24ab);46 the treatment of this 
condition by the administration of drugs, accompanied by mantras (2.24cd-26a); 
manual extraction of a dead foetus (2.26b-27c); correction of a malposition, followed 
by manual extraction (2.27d-28);47 the two types of malposition (mii~hagarbha) 
which are called vi~kambha require surgical intervention and the use of sharp 
instruments (2.29-3 lab); the description of surgical techniques for removal of a 
dead foetus (2.31cd-37);48 contra-indications, necessitating refusal of treatment 
(2.38); the management immediately after extraction of the foetus and removal of 
the placenta (2.39-40);49 after-treatment during a period up to four months iift~the 
intervention (2.41-46); 50 the preparation of balataila, dear to Dhanvantari, beneficial 
in puerperal disorders and many other diseases (2.47-52); 51 caesarean section, to be 
resorted to when the child is still alive after the death of the mother during parturition 
(2.53);52 recipes against an imminent miscarriage during the first to tenth months of 
pregnancy;53 miscaniage should not be ascribed to the snatching away of the foetus 
by evil beings (bhiita) (2.61-62). 

Chapter three (ailgavibhaga) deals with the following subjects: the six major (ailga)54 
and the minor parts (pratyailga)55 of the body (3.1); the qualities of the five mahabhii
tas (3.2); the parts of the body derived from each of the five mahabhiitas (3.3-4ab); 56 

the entities derived from mother, respectively father (3.4cd-5ab), 57 from cetana51 (3. 
5cd),59 satmya (3.6ab),60 rasa (3.6cd),61 sattva, rajas and tamas (3.7-8ab);62 the seven 
layers of the skin, derived from blood (3.8-9ab); 63 the seven kalas (3.9cd-!Oc); 64 the 
seven receptacles (asaya) (3.l0cd-l lab);65 an eighth receptacle, found in- women, 
is the garbhasaya; it is situated between the pittasaya and pakvasaya (3.l lcd);66 the 
viscera (ko~\hailgani) consist of the heart, kloman, phupphusa, liver, spleen, ui:i~uka, 
the two kidneys, navel, ~imbha, intestines, and bladder (3.12); 67 the ten seats of 
life (jivitadhaman) are the head, frenulum linguae (rasanabandhana), throat, blood, 
heart, navel, bladder, semen, ojas, and ano-rectal region (guda) (3.13); 68 the body 
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possesses sixteen jalas69 and an equal number of kai:u;laras,70 six kiircas, 71 seven 
sivanis,72 four ma111sarajjus,73 fourteen asthisarpghatas,74 and eighteen simantas 75 

(3.14-15); the number of bones, teeth and nails included, is three hundred and sixty, 
but their number is three hundred according to Dhanvantari; 76 there are two hundred 
and ten junctures (sandhi), but their number is two thousand according to Atri 's 
son (3.!6-17ab); 77 the number of snayus is nine hundred; 78 the number of muscles 
(pesI) is five hundred in men; women have twenty more of them79 (3.l 7cd-18ab); 
there are ten chief siras, connected with the heart, which carry rasa and ojas to all 
parts of the body; they split up repeatedly into a number of seven hundred branches 
(3. l 8cd-20ab); so the number of siras in the various body parts; the siras that should 
not be used for bloodletting (3.20cd-34 ); 81 one-fourth out of the seven hundred siras 
carry blood mixed with vata; an equal number carry blood mixed with pitta, blood 
mixed with kapha, and pure blood respectively (3.35); 82 the characteristics of these 
four types of sira (3.36cd-38); 83 the twenty-four dhamanis, attached to the navel 
(3.39-40ab);84 the nine channels (srotas)85 and the three additional ones in women 
(3.40cd-4lab); the thirteen internal channels (anta!Jsrotas), which are seats of life 
Uivitayatana): one for prar:ia, one for each of the seven dhatus, one for each of the 
three main waste products (mala), one for water, and one for food (3.4lcd-42); 86 

the characteristics of these channels (3.43); 87 causes of conuption of the channels 
(3.44 ); 88 · the characteristics of corruption of the channels (srotodu~\i) (3.45); 89 the 
minute openings of the channels provide the body with rasa (3.46); the symptoms 
of injury (vyadha) to the channels and its treatment (3.4 7-48); 90 the kind of pitta 
called pacaka digests the food; this pacaka pitta is, in Atreya's opinion, identical 
with the heat (~man) of the do~as, dhatus, malas, etc. (3.49); its seat is the grahar:iI, 
but, in Dhanvantari's opinion, it is the pittadhara kala; its location and functions; its 
close association with the digestive fire; digestion of the food by the digestive fire 
as a crucial process leading to nourishment of the dhatus (3.50-54 ); 91 the process of 
digestion and its stages (3.55-58); 92 the fires (ii~man) of the five mahabhiitas digest 
the respective fractions of the food (3.59); 93 when digested, these fractions nourish 
the corresponding components of the body (3.60); 94 the digested food is separated 
into a waste (ki\\a) and an essential (sara) portion; the transparent (accha) part of ki!!a 
becomes urine, the inspissated (ghana) part becomes faeces (3.61); 95 sara is further 
transformed under the influence of the fires of the seven bodily elements (3.62ab ); the 
successive transformation of the seven bodily elements (3.62cd-63ab);96 the seven 
waste products of the seven bodily elements (3.63cd-64ab);97 the essential parts 
(prasada) and the waste products are produced only by digestion (paka) (3.64cd); 
the complete series of transformations of the bodily elements, from ingested food to 
sukra, takes one day; some adhere to a period of six days, others again to a period of 
one month (3.65-66); aphrodisiacs (vr~ya), due to their specific action (prabhava), 
produce semen immediately; other types of drugs often show their effect within a 
day and a night (3.67); vyana makes the rasa circulate throughout the body (3.68); 9B 

a disorder arises at a place where the flow of rasa is obstructed; in the same manner, 
excitation of the do~as occurs at a particular location (3.69-70ab ); 99 the digestive fire 
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is the most important among the bodily fires; it should be protected with great care, 
since all the other fires are dependent on it (3.70cd-72); 100 the digestive fire is steady 
(sama) when the samana stays in its own seat, unsteady (vi~ama) when the samana 
leaves its pathway; it becomes very active (tikg1a) by the association of samana with 
pitta, sluggish (manda) by the association of samana with kapha (3.73); thus, the fire is 
of four types: sama, vi~ama, ffk~r:ia andmanda (3.74ab); the characteristic features of 
these four types (3.74cd-76); IOI the three types of strength (bala): sahaja, kalaja and 
yuktilqta (3.77-78); 102 the three types of country: jailgala, anilpa and sadharar:ia (3. 
79); 103 the quantities of the bodily constituents (3.80-82); 104 the origin of the seven 
kinds of constitution (pralqti) (3.83): dominated by vata (3.84-89), pitta (3.90-95), 
kapha (3.96-103), two do~as, or all three do~as (3.104ab); 105 the typology according 
to the three gm:1as (3.104cd); 106 the three main stages of the human life cycle (vayas) 
(3.105); 107 the ideal height of the human body (3.106ab); the eight censured (nindita) 
types of persons (3.106cd-107ab ); 108 auspicious bodily and mental characteristics (3. 
!07cd-ll 6); 109 the sara typology (3.117-118 ); 110 the praiseworthy features of persons 
with a predominance of sattva, in contrast with the characteristics of persons dominated 
by rajas or tamas (3.119); 111 features leading to a long span of life (3.120). 

Chapter four (marmavibhaga) deals with the marmans. 
The subjects are: the total number, namely 107, of the marmans; their number in 

the various parts of the body: eleven in each leg and arm, three in the abdomen, nine in 
the chest, fourteen in the back, thirty-seven in neck and head ( 4.l-2ab); 112 the location 
of the marmans of legs and arms, their names, and the effects of injury (4.2cd-9); the 
same concerning the marmansofthe trunk ( 4.IO-l 7ab), back ( 4.l 7cd-26ab), neck and 
head (4.26-37ab); 113 a marman is a place where uneven throbbings (spandana) are 
found and where pain occurs on pressure; it is a meetingpla_s:e of muscular tissue (ma1p
sa), osseous tissue (asthi), snayus, dhamanis, siras and j(lnctures (sandhi); life (jivita) 
is dependent on the integrity of the marmans; they are'llivided into six groups accord
ing to their predominant structural element, but they form one whole as seats of the 
vital breaths (pra~1ayatana) (4.37cd-39); 114 the ten ma111samarmans, eight asthima
rmans, twenty-three snayumarmans, nine dhamanimarmans, thirty-seven sirama
rmans, and twenty sandhimarmans (4.40-45ab); 115 some adhere to a pmtly different 
classification (4.45cd-46); 116 the effects of injury to each of the six groups of ma
rman (4.47-51); the nineteen marmans which are sadyal,iprai:iahara, the thirty-three 
which are kalantarapra1~ahara, the three which are visalyaghna, the forty-four which 
are vaikalyakara, and the eight which are rujakara; the effects of injury to each of 
these five groups ( 4.52-59); ll7 the sizes of the marmans ( 4.60-63a); 118 according 
to another opinion, the size of the marmans is like that of a sesamum or rice grain 
( 4.63bc ); 119 the four groups of siras, mentioned previously, 120 form part of marmans; 
injury to these marmans leads therefore to serious disorders, which may end in death 
(4.63d-66ab); the treatment of injury to these marmans (4.66cd-67); the danger of 
injury to marmans; treatment with caustics, poisonous substances and cautery should 
be avoided ( 4.68-70). 
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Chapter five (vilqtivijiianiya) 121 deals with the following subjects: the importance 
of knowledge concerning signs foreboding death (ri~!a); the definition of a ri~!a as a 
change (vilqti) of a person's pralqti; 122 a patient's death is always preceded by the 
appearance of ri~!as ( 5.1-2 and some additional verses); 123 some distinguish two 
types of ri~!a: permanent (sthayin) and temporary (asthayin); 124 the latter type only 
resembles a ri~!a (ri~!libhasa) and disappears again when a serious disorderof the do~as 
subsides (5.3-4ab); 125 changes, occurring without any apparent reason.with respect 
to a patient's outward appearance (riipa), sense organs (indriya), voice (svara), chaya 
and praticchaya, functions and activities (kriya), etc., should be regarded as ri~!as 
(5.4cd-5); 126 fatal signs relating to riipa (5.6-2lab), 127 the indriyas (5.21cd-38ab), 
svara (5.38cd-4lab); the characteristics of chaya and praticchaya (5.41cd-43); 128 

fatal signs relating to praticchaya (5.44-45); the five varieties of chaya (5.46-48); 129 

the vayavI chaya is inauspicious, the other varieties are auspicious (5.49ab); 130 the 
seven varieties of prabha; the auspicious and inauspicious varieties (5.49cd-5 lab); 131 

the distinctive characteristics of var1.1a, chaya and prabha (5.5 lcd-53ab); 132 fatal signs 
relating to kriya (5.53cd-70ab); 133 fatal signs in particular diseases (5.70cd-116); 134 

various fatal signs (5.117-128); 135 a physician should, even when questioned, not 
inform relatives and friends of the approaching death of a patient ( 5.129); concluding 
verses (5.130-132). 

Chapter six (diitadivijiianiya) deals with the following subjects: a messenger (diita) be
longing to the same religious community (pakhai:ii;la), stage of life (iisrama) and social 
class (var~1a) (as the patient) augurs well; if otherwise, he bodes ill (6.1 ); 136 characteris
tics of inauspicious messengers (6.2-16); 137 inauspicious omina on the way to the pa
tient (6.17-23ab); 138 good and bad omina on the way to the patient (6.23cd-27); 139 bad 
omina observed on entering the patient's house (6.28); 140 auspicious omina of the same 
group (6.30-39); 141 inauspicious dreams (6.40cd-60); 142 the seven types of dreams 
(6.61); 143 the effects of dreams, dependent on their type and various circumstances (6. 
62-65ab ); 144 auspicious dreams (6.65cd-?lab); 145 features indicating the recovery of 
health (6.7lcd-73ab).146 



Chapter 3 

Nidanasthana 

Chapter one (sarvaroganidlina) deals with: the terms designating disease (I .I); 2 the 
five means of obtaining knowledge about diseases: nidlina (aetiology), piirvariipa 
(prodromes), riipa (symptomatology), upasaya (therapeutic diagnosis) and sarpprlipti 
(pathogenesis) (1.2); 3 the synonyms of nidlina (l.3a-c); 4 the definition of prligriipa 
(= piirvarupa) (l.3d-4);5 the definition and the synonyms of riipa (1.5); 6 the def
inition of upasaya or slitmya; its opposite is anupasaya or asatmya (1.6-7); 7 the .. 
definition and the synonyms of saq1prlipti (1.8); 8 the five subdivisions of sa1pprlipti: 
saq1khyli (number), vikalpa (discrimination), prlidhlinya (predominance), bala (force) 
and klila (time); the explanation and illustration of these terms (1.9-11); 9 thus has 
been proclaimed what is meant by nidlina ( l. l 2ab ); 10 all diseases are caused by the 
excited do~as; their excitation is brought about by the indulgence in anything that 
is unwholesome (1.l2cd-!3ab); 11 these unwholesome thinyconsist of the three 
kinds of contact (yoga) with the three factors previously mbntioned (l.13cd); 12 the 
causes of excitement of vlita (1.14-15), 13 pitta (l.16), 14 kapha (l.17-18c), 15 two 
do~as (1.18d), and all three do~as together (l.19-23ab); 16 the excited do~as reach 
the rasa-carrying vessels, which bring them to the sites where particular diseases are 
produced (l.23cd-24). 

Chapter two Uvaranidlina) deals with: the origin and general features of fever Uvara) 
(2.1-2); 17 the eight types of fever (2.3a-c); 18 its pathogenesis (2.3cd---6ab); 19 its 
prodromes (2.6cd-!Oab ); 20 the symptoms of fever caused by vlita (2.1 Ocd-18ab ), 21 
pitta (2.l 8cd-20)22 and kapha (2.21-22);23 the periods of time at which a fever 
begins and increases (2.23ab ); 24 causative factors of a particular fever should be 
regarded as anupasaya, their opposites as upasaya (2.23cd); 25 the symptoms of fever 
by two do~as in general (2.23ef); 26 the symptoms of fever by vlita and pitta (2.24),27 

vlita and kapha (2.25),28 kapha and pitta (2.26);29 the symptoms of fever caused by 
the three do~as collectively (saqmiplitajvara),30 also called abhinylisa and hitaujas 
(2.27-33); 31 features making a fever incurable or difficult to cure (2.34);32 fevers in 
which a burning sensation (dliha) or shivering (sita) occurs in an early or, respectively, 
a late stage (2.35-37); 33 the four kinds of exogenous (ligantu) fever: caused by 
abhighlita (trauma), abhi~aiiga, slipa ( curses), and abhiclira (magic); the four varieties 
of abhighlita; vlita corrupts blood in a traumatic fever; the symptoms of a traumatic 
fever; abhi~a1\ga includes possession (livesa) by a graha, (the smell of) herbs, poi
sonous substances, anger, fear, grief, and sexual passion; the symptoms of these seven 
varieties of abhi~aiiga fever; the first three lead to excitement of all three do~as; anger 
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leads to excitement of pitta; the last three of the series lead to excitement of vata; the 
fevers caused by curses and magic are severe and of the saqmipata type; the symptoms 
of fever caused by magic (2.38-45);34 fevers may also be classified as bodily (sarlra) 
and mental (manasa),35 saumya and tikg1a, 36 antarasraya (central) and bahirasraya 
(peripheral),37 prfilqta (in agreement with the season) and vailqta (disagreeing with 
the season),38 curable and incurable,39 sama (associated with ama) and nirama 
(devoid of ama) (2.46-47ab); the general sense of heat (tapa) arises in the body first in 
a bodily, in the mind first in a mental fever (2.47cd);40 the yogavahitva of vata leads 
to a feeling of coldness (sita) when this do~a is associated with kapha, to a burning 
sensation (daha) when it is associated with pitta, and to a mixture of these sensations 
when associated with both (2.48); 41 the symptoms of antar- and bahirvega fevers 
(2.49); 42 the characteristics of prfilqta and vailqta fevers (2.50);43 the connections 
among the do~as, the seasons, and fever(2.51-52);44 features making a fever curable, 
respectively incurable (2.53);45 the features of a fever in the sama, pacyamana and 
jI~a (= nirama or pakva) stages (2.54-56ab); 46 the five types of vi~amajvara: sarµtata, 
satata, anyedyus, titiyaka, and caturthaka (2.56cd-57); the description of sarµtata 
fever, which resides particularly in the rasa (2.58-63);47 general features of the other 
vi~amajvaras (2.64-69ab); 48 the characteristics of satata, anyedyus and trtiyaka, 
which reside particularly in the blood, muscular tissue, and fatty tissue respectively 
(2.69cd-70); 49 the three varieties of 41Iyaka, with a predominant involvement of pitta 
and vata, kapha and pitta, or vata and kapha (2.71); 50 the characteristics of catmthaka, 
which resides in fatty tissue, bone marrow and osseous tissue, or, according to others, 
in the bone marrow only; 51 its two varieties, with a predominance of kapha or vata 
(2.72-73ab);52 caturthakaviparyaya (reversed quartan fever), which resides in both 
bones and bone marrow; its three varieties, each with a predominant involvement of 
one of the three do~as (2.73cd-74ab);53 general pathophysiological features of the 
vi~amajvaras (2.74cd-76ab);54 the features indicating subsidence (mok~a) of a fever 
(2.76cd-78); 55 the features of relief from fever (2.79). 56 

Chapter three (raktapittakasanidana) deals with: the aetiology and pathogenesis· of 
raktapitta (3. l-4ab); 57 the prodromes (3.4cd-7ab); 58 the symptoms of its three types: 
moving upwards, moving downwards and moving in both directions (3.7cd-8ab);59 

the upwards moving type is curable, because of the predominance of kapha; the gen
eral principles of its treatment (3.8cd-lO); the downwards moving type is palliable, 
because vata is the predominant do~a; the general principles of its treatment (3.11-12); 
the type moving in both directions, associated with kapha and vata, is incurable; the 
reasons for its incurability (3.13-15);60 the do~as involved can be recognized in 
the same way as in bloodletting by means of phlebotomy; 61 the complications are 
described in the vilqtivijfiana chapter; 62 cough (kasa), a complication of raktapitta that 
may become fatal, will now be dealt with (3.!6-I7ab); cough is offive kinds: brought 
about by vata, pitta, kapha, a traumatic lesion (k~ata), and k~aya; 63 if neglected, all 
these types lead to k~aya; 64 they are more serious in character in the mentioned order 
(3.17cd-18ab); 65 the prodromes (3.l 8cd-19a); 66 the pathogenesis; the explanation for 
the occurrence of different syndromes (3.19b-22ab); 67 the symptomatology of cough 
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caused by vata (3.22-24ab), M pitta (3.24cd-25),69 kapha (3.26-27ab); 70 the aetiology 
and symptomatology of cough caused by an injury inside the chest (3.27cd-32ab) 71 

and of cough occurring in patients with rajayak~man (3.32cd-35); 72 the prognosis 
of cough due to an injury and to k~aya (3.36); 73 cough due to one do~a is curable; 
cough due to two do~as and cough due to old age are amenable to palliative treatment 
(3.37); 74 complications arising from neglect (3.38). 

Chapter four (svasahidhmanidana) deals with: the general aetiology of respiratory 
disorders (svasa) ( 4.l-2ab); 75 the five types of svasa: k~udraka, tamaka, chinnasvasa, 
mahasvasa, and iirdhvasvasa ( 4.2cd); 76 the pathogenesis ( 4.3-4ab ); 77 the prodromes 
( 4.4cd-5a); 78 the causes of k~udrasvasa, which subsides spontaneously ( 4.5b-d); 79 

the pathogenesis, symptoms and degrees of curability of tamaka (4.6-10);80 this 
disease is called pratamaka when it is associated with fever and fainting (miircha) 
(4. llab); 81 the symptomatology of chinnasvasa ( 4.1 kd-13ab), 82 mahasvasa (4. 
13cd-15)83 and iirdhvasvasa ( 4.16-17);84 the prognosis of chinna-, maha- and 
iirdhvasvasa ( 4.18ab ); 85 the aetiology, prodromes, number of types, pathogenesis and 
seat (sarµsraya) of hiccup (hidhma) are the same as those of svasa;86 five types are 
distinguished: bhaktodbhava (produced by the ingestion of foods or drjJ!lis), k~udra, 
yamala, mahatI, and gambhira (4.18cd-19c); 87 the causes and symptoms of the annaja 
(= bhaktodbhava) (4.19cd-2lab)88 andk~udratypes (4.2lcd-22);89 the symptoms of 
the yamala type, also called vegini and paril)limavati (4.23-25ab); 90 the symptoms 
of mahahidhma (4.25cd-27) 91 and gambhira hidhma (4.28-29ab); 92 prognostic 
features ( 4.29b-30); 93 hiccup and respiratory disorders are more dangerous than other 
diseases; they appear at the approach of death ( 4.31). 94 

Chapter five (riijayak~madinidana) deals with: the characterization of riijayak~man as 
a disease that develops in the wake of many other diseases, and as leading itself to 
several other disorders; its synonyms: k~aya, so~a. rogaraj (5.1); 95 the explanation of 
these names (5.2-3); 96 the four causes of rajayak~man (5.4 ); 97 the pathogenesis (5.5-
6); 98 the prodromes ( 5. 7-13ab ); 99 the eleven symptoms ( 5.l 3cd-15a b ); 100 the compli
cations (5.15cd-18); 101 the pathophysiological processes leading to the wasting char
acter of the disease ( 5 .19-22); 102 types of patients to be accepted or rejected (5.23); 103 

the six kinds of disorders of the voice (svarabheda): caused by one do~a separately, all 
the do~as together, k~aya, and medas (fatty tissue) (5.24a-c); 104 the symptoms of these 
six types (5.24d-27c ); 105 the types caused by all the do~as and by medas should not 
be accepted fortreatment (5.27cd); 106 anorexia (arocaka) arises from do~s located in 
tongue and heart; five types are distinguished: three caused by one do~a separately, one 
by all three do~s, and one by mental affliction (5.28); 107 the symptoms of these five 
types (5.29); 1~ the five types of vomiting (chardi): three caused by one do~a, one by 
all three do~as, andone due to aversion to particular objects oft he senses; 109 its patho
genesis (5.30); 110 the prodromes (5.3lab); 111 the symptoms of the five types (5.3lcd-
37ab); 112 cases of vomiting due to parasites (krmi), thirst, ama, and dauhrda are also 
caused by the do~as; 113 the symptoms of vomiting due to parasites (5.37cd-38c); 114 

heart diseases (hrdroga) are of five types and arise from the same causes as gulma (5. 
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38d-39ab ); 115 the symptoms of h.\"droga caused by vii.ta, pitta, kapha, all three do~as, 
and parasites (5.39cd-45ab); 116 the six types of morbid thirst (trg1a): caused by vata, 
pitta, kapha, all three do~as, deficiency of the rasa (rasak~aya), and as a complication 
(upasarga) of other diseases (5.45cd-46a); 117 the general aetiology, pathogenesis and 
symptomatology (5.46b-49); 118 the symptoms of trg1a caused by vata (5.50-5 la), 119 

pitta (5.Slb-d), 120 kapha (5.52-54a), 121 and all three do~as (5.54b); 122 ~i:ia arising 
from a.ma is due to obstruction by ingested food and is associated with vii.ta and pitta 
(5.54cd); 123 tr~i:ia in someone who, exhausted by heat, rashly enjoys cold water, arises 
from pitta (5.55); 124 tr~i:ia brought about by the abuse of alcohol 125 and an excess of 
fatty substances also arises from pitta; tr~i:ia brought about by fatty, heavy, sour and 
salt foods arises from kapha (5.56); 126 tr~i:ia brought about by deficiency of the rasa 
displays the symptoms belonging to rasak~ya (5.57ab); 127 tr~i:ia resulting from long
standing diseases such as so~a. meha and fever is known as the type arising from up
asarga (5.57cd-58). 128 

Chapter six (madatyayadinidana) deals with: the ten properties of alcoholic drinks 
(madya); the opposite properties of ojas; the same properties as those found in 
alcoholic drinks, which produce disorders of the mind, are also present in poisonous 
substances, where they, due to their strong action, are lethal (6.1-2); 129 the symptoms 
of the first stage of intoxication (mada) (6.3-4a), 130 of the second stage and the 
stage intermediate between the second and third ( 6.4b-6); 131 the symptoms of the 
third stage (6.7); 132 the bad effects of the consumption of alcoholic drinks (6.8-
llab); 133 persons who do not easily get intoxicated and those liable to intoxication 
(6.11 cd-13); 134 the four kinds of disorders caused by alcohol abuse (madatyaya): 
with predominance ofvata, pitta, kapha, or all three do~as (6.14); the symptoms of 
these four disorders (6.15-20c); 135 two disorders may arise due to resumption of 
drinking after a period of abstinence or starting to drink another type to which one 
is not accustomed: dhvarpsaka and vik~aya (6.20d-21); 136 the characteristic features 
of these two disorders (6.22-23ab); 137 someone who stops drinking and regains 
self-control remains healthy (6.23cd-24ab); 138 persons liable to develop the disor
ders called mada, miircha and sa1pnyasa, more severe in the mentioned order; their 
pathogenesis (6.24cd-25); 139 mada arises from each do~a separately, all three do~as 
together, blood, alcoholic drinks, and poisonous substances (6.26ab); the symptoms 
of these seven types (6.26cd-29); 140 the diagnosis of these disorders should be based 
on the predominant presence of the symptoms of vata, etc., blood, etc. (6.30ab); 
the symptoms of miircha (fainting) due to vata, pitta, kapha, and all three do~as 
( 6.30cd-35); 141 the do~as get appeased spontaneously in mada and miircha, which 
distinguishes these disorders from sarpnyasa, which requires treatment (6.36); 142 the 
features of sarpnyasa (6.37-39); 143 alcoholic drinks should be used in moderation 
( 6.40); consumed after due consideration of one's strength, constitution, age, etc., an 
alcoholic drink is like amrta(6.4I). 144 

Chapter seven (arsasarp nidanam) deals with: the etymology of arsas (haemorrhoid) (7. 
I); the do~ascorrupt the skin, muscular tissue and fatty tissue, causing fleshy sprouts 
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(mliqisailkura) to appear in the region of the aplina, which are called haemorrhoids (7. 
2); 145 they are either congenital (sahotthlina) or produced after birth (janmottarotthli
na.), 146 dry (su~ka) or exudative (srlivin) (7.3a-c); 147 the description of the ano-rectal 
region (guda) and its three folds (vali), valled pravlihi~1i, visarjani and saqivaral).i (7. 
3d-5); 148 the aetiology of congenital haemorrhoids, which are associated with all the 
do~as and therefore incurable, as all diseases deriving from one's parents(kulodbhava) 
(7.6-7); 149 the characteristics of congenital haemorrhoids (7.8); 150 the other type is of 
six varieties: brought about by one of the do~as separately, two do~as, all three do~as, or 
blood (7.9ab); 151 dry haemorrhoids are caused by vlita and kapha, exudative ones by 
blood and pitta (7.9cd); 152 the general aetiology of haemorrhoids (7.10-15c); 153 the 
prodromes (7.15cd-20); 154 the pathogenesis (7.21-22); 155 the general symptoms (7. 
23-28ab ); 156 the appearance and symptoms of haemorrhoids ea.used by vlita (7.28cd-
34ab), 157 pitta (7.34cd-37ab), 158 kapha (7.37cd-42ab), 159 all threedo~as (7.42cd), 160 

and blood (7.43-45); 161 the aetiology, pathogenesis and symptomatfll®, of udavarta, 
the major complication of haemorrhoids; this disorder may also arise in the absence 
of haemorrhoids (7.46-52); 162 the degrees of curability of haemorrhoids (7.53-55); 163 

growths resembling haemorrhoids which occur on the penis, etc., will be described 
later; growths of the same type may be present in the region of the navel (7.56); 164 the 
origin of warts (carmakfla); their appearance, etc., are dependent on the do~a involved 
(7.57-58); 165 a physician should make an effort to cure haemorrhoids, since they may 
lead to the disease called baddhagudodara (7.59). 166 

Chapter eight (atisaragraha~1ido~anidana) deals with: the six types of atislira (diar
rhoea): caused by one do~a separately, all three do~s, fear (bhaya), and grief (soka) 
(8.la-c); 167 the aetiology and pathogenesis of diatThoea (8.ld-4c); 168 the prodromes 
(8.4d-5c); 169 the symptoms of diarrhoea brought about by vlita (8.5d-7), 170 pitta 
(8.8-9ab), 171 kapha (8.9b-l lc), 172 all three do~as (8.l ld), 173 fear and grief (8.12-
13ab); 174 four varieties of diarrhoea: slima and nirlimaka, slistj (accompanied by 
blood) 175 and nirasra (not accompanied by blood); the characteristics of slima and 
nirlima diarrhoea 176 (8.13cd-15ab); graha~1ido~a develops as a sequela of diarrhoea 
or independently (8.15cd-!6ab); 177 the main features of this disease (8.16cd-18); 178 
the four types: brought about by one do~a separately or three do~as together (8. 
19ab); 179 the prodromes (8.19cd-20); 180 the general symptomatology (8.21); 181 the 
symptoms of grahai;tido~ due to vlita (8.22-25ab), 182 pitta (8.25cd-26ab), 183 kapha 
(8.26cd-29a), 184 and all three do~as (8.29b); 185 the three disorders ofthedigestivefire 
(vi~amligni, etc.) 186 also belong to graha~Jid~a (8.29cd-30ab); the eight maharogas 
(severe diseases), which are difficult to overcome: vatavyadhi, asmari, ku~!ha, meha, 
udara, bhagandara, arsfll]1Si, and grahai;ti (8.30c-f). 

Chapter nine (miitrlighlitanidlina) deals with the following subjects: the urinary 
bladder (basti) and its head (bastisiras), the penis, hips (ka!i), testicles and ano-rectal 
region yiayu) form an interconnected whole, located in the hollow of the gudasthi 
(9.1); 18 the bladder, with its opening facing downwards, is filled from all sides by 
the subtle pores of the urine-carrying vessels; 188 the do~as, getting entrance through 
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these vessels, bring about the twenty kinds of miitraghata (retention of urine) 189 
and twenty kinds of prameha, which are difficult to cure (9.2-3); the symptoms of 
miitrakrcchra due to vata, pitta, kapha, and all the do~as (9.4-5); 190 the pathogenesis 
of asmarI (vesical calculi) (9.6-7c); 191 the prodromes (9.7d-8); 192 the general symp
toms (9.9-10); 193 the symptoms of asmarI due to vata (9.11-12), 194 pitta (9.13), 195 
and kapha 196 (9.14 ); 197 vesical calculi are more frequent in children and can easily 
be extracted in them (9.15); 198 the aetiology, pathogenesis and symptomatology of 
sukrasman, a disorder found in adults (9.16-18c); 199 the nature and clinical features 
of sarkara (y-avel) (9.18d-19); 200 the aetiology, pathogenesis and symptomatology 
of vatabasti (9.20---'23ab), 201 vatli~!hila (9.23cd-24), 202 vatakur:i<;lalika (9.25-26c), 203 
miitrlifita (9.26d-27ab),204 miitraja\hara (9.27cd-29a),205 miitrotsaiiga (9.29-30), 206 
miitragranthi (9.31), 207 miitrasukra (9.32-33ab), 208 vi<;lvighata (9.33cd-34),209 u
~l)avata (9.35-36), 210 miitrak~ya (9.37), 211 and miitrasada (9.38-39); 212 thus, the 
tliseases arising when the flow of urine is obstructed have been described; those with 
an overproduction of urine will be dealt with in the next chapter (9.40). 

Chapter ten (pramehanidana) deals with the following subjects: out of the twenty types 
of prameha, ten arise from kapha, six from pitta, and four from vata (10.la-c); 213 

prameha is usually caused by foods and drinks which lead to an increase of fatty 
tissue, urine and kapha (10.lcd-3); 214 the pathogenesis (10.4-5); 215 patients with 
(pra)meha are curable, may be treated palliatively, or should be refused treatment, 
dependent on the main do~a involved, the samakriyata or asamakriyata ( of do~a and 
affected dii~ya or dii~yas), and the mahatyayata (risks inherent in treatment) (10.6); 216 

the common symptoms of all pramehas (I0.7ab);217 the combinations of do~as and 
dii~yas, even if these constituents are related to each other, give rise to various colours, 
etc., of the urine, which makes it possible to describe several types ( I0.7cd-8ab ); 218 
the ten types of prameha (arising from kapha) and the characteristics of the urine 
in these disorders: udakameha, 219 ik~umeha, 220 sandrameha, surameha, pi~\ameha, 
sukrameha, sikatameha, sitameha, sanairmeha, and lalameha (I0.8cd-13); 221 the six 
types (arising from pitta) and their characteristics: k~arameha, nilameha, kalameha, 
haridrameha, man ji~!hlimeha, and raktameda (I O. l 4-16a b ); 222 the four types ( arising 

· from vata) and their characteristics: vasameha, majjameha, hastimeha, and madhu
meha (10.16cd-18c); 223 the two varieties of madhumeha: with excitement of vata 
due to decline of bodily elements (dhatuk~aya) and due to covering of the pathway of 
vata by (the other) do~as (10.18d-!9ab);224 the characteristics of the second variety 
(10.19cd-20ab); 225 all kinds of prameha develop, if neglected, into madhumeha 
(10.20cd); all cases of prameha in which the urine is sweet as honey are regarded as 
madhumeha (10.21); 226 the complications of prameha arising from kapha, pitta or 
vata (10.22-24); 227 the ten pi\ikas (boils), which may develop in the regions where 
junctures and marmans are found and in fleshy parts, when prameha is neglected 
(10.25-26); 228 the characteristics of nine of these ten types: saravika, kacchapika, 
jiilinI, vinata, alajI, masiirika, sar~apika, putril)I, and vidarika; the tenth, vidradhi, will 
be described in the next chapter (10.27-34c); 229 the first three, along with putril)I 
and vidarI, are hard to resist, because of their abundance of fatty tissue; the other 
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ones, with a predominance of pitta, are resistable, because they arise from a small 
amount of fatty tissue (10.34cd-35); 230 the do~a involved is dependent on the type of 
meha present (I 0.36ab); 231 these pi\ikas also occur without the presence of prameha, 
when the fatty tissue is corrupted, but their specific characteristics are not easily 
recognizable in such cases ( I0.36c-f) ;232 patients passing urine of a turmeric yellow 
or red colour should not be diagnosed as suffering from prameha, but from raktapitta, 
if the prodromes of prameha have not appeared (10.3 7); 233 the prodromes of prameha 
(10.38-39);234 cases ofprameha in which it is difficult to determine which is the main 
dosa involved (10.40);235 criteria for the determination of the degree of curability of 
pr~meha ( 10. 41 ). 236 

/'I 
Chapter eleven (vidradhivrddhigulmanidana) deals with the followfng subjects: the ae-
tiology and pathogenesis of abscesses (vidradhi); 237 six types are distinguished: arising 
from one do~a separately, all three do~as, blood, and a trauma (k~ata) (11.1-3); 238 gen
eral features and locations of external (bahya) and internal (antara) abscesses ( l l .4-
6a); 239 the characteristics of abscesses brought about by vata, pitta, kapha, and all the 
do~as collectively ( l 1.6b-9ab);240 the features already mentioned enable a physician 
to determine whetherthe abscess is of the internal or external type ( l l .9cd); the charac
teristics ofan abscess caused by blood; 241 this abscess is usually of the external variety, 
but it is internal in women ( 11.10); the characteristics of an abscess of traumatic origin 
(ll.ll-12ab); 242 the complications; these depend on the site of the abscess (l 1.12cd-
16ab); 243 the ama(unripe),pakva (ripe) and vidagdha (overripe) stages in the forma
tion of abscesses are similar to the corresponding stages of sopha ( l l. l 6cd); 244 ab
scesses above the umbilical region drain their contents by way of the mouth, those be
low the navel by way of the anus ( 11.17a-<:); 245 the do~a(s)involvedcan be recognized 
by means of the exudate, in the same way as in ulcers ( 11.17d-18a); degrees of curabil
ity of abscesses ( l l.18-19ab); 246 abscesses of the breast in females (11. l 9cd-21ab); 247 

the pathogenesis of vrddhi (enlargement of the scrotum); its seven types: arising from 
each do~a separately, blood, fatty tissue, urine, and the intestines; the last two are ac
tually caused by vata (ll.21cd-23);248 the symptoms of the first five types (ll.24-
26ab); 249 the causes and symptoms of vrddhi brought about by urine (l l.26cd-27); 250 

the causes, pathogenesis and symptoms of vrddhi brought about by the intestines; it 
resembles vrddhi due to vata and is incurable (11.28-31); 251 the eight types of gulma: 
caused by one do~a, a combination of two do~as, all three do~as, and a disorder (do
~a) of artava in women (1 ! .32-33ab); 252 the aetiology, pathogenesis and general ap
pearance of gulma ( 11. 33cd-38); 253 the aetiology, pathogenesis, appearance and symp
tomatology of gulma caused by vata ( l 1.39-44ab); 254 the symptoms of gulma caused 
by pitta (11.44cd-45),255 kapha (11.46-47ab),256 two do~as, 257 and the three do~as; 
the last type is incurable ( l l .47cd-49a); 258 the aetiology and symptomatology of ra
ktagulma, which occurs in women only and resembles pregnancy in some respects ( 11. 
49-55); 259 the differences between gulma and vidradhi ( 11.56-57); 260 the differences 
between gulma located inside and outside the viscera (11.58-59); the characteristics 
of anaha (11.60), 261 a~\hiia262 and pratya~\hfla263 (11.61), tiinI and pratiinI (11.62); 264 

the prodromes of gulma ( 11.63). 265 
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outward characteristics; their number is five; their names are: kakeruka, makeruka, 
sausuriida, sulilna, and Jeliha; the symptoms they produce (14.53-56).357 

Chapter fifteen (viitavyiidhinidiina) deals with the following subjects: the importance 
of viita (15. l-3ab); 358 the actions of viita, its five kinds, their seats, etc., have already 
been described in the do~avijfiiina chapter; 359 the causes and characteristics of ab
normalities due to viita will be described now (15.3cd-5ab); the general causes and 
features of excitement of vii ta (15.5cd-6); 360 the symptoms produced by excited vii ta 
localized in the pakviisaya (15.7-8ab),361 iimiisaya (15.8cd-9ab),362 sense organs 
(15.9c),363 skin (15.9d), 364 blood (15.10), 365 muscular and fatty tissues (15.11), 366 

bones (15.12ab), 367 marrow (15.12cd), 368 semen (15.13a-c), 369 siriis 370 and sniiyus371 

(15.13cd-14ab), junctures (15.14cd-15ab),372 and whole body (15.15cd-16ab);373 

the features of iik~epaka (15. J6cd-17ab), 374 apatantraka or apatiina (15.l 7cd-21), 375 

antariiyiima (15.22-24c), 376 bahiriiyiima (15.24d-26), 377 vra1)iiyiima (15.27-28ab); 378 

a patient with iik~epaka feels well again when the impulse (vega) has passed off 
(15.28cd);379 the features of hanusrarpsa (15.29-30),380 jihviistambha (15.31), 381 

ardita,382 called ekiiyiima 383 by others (15.32-37ab), siriigraha (15.37cd-38ab),384 

ekiii:tgaroga, also called pak~avadha, 385 and sarviii:tgaroga 386 ( 15.38cd-41), 387 da-
1_19aka (15.42),388 avabiihuka (15.43), 389 visviici (15.44),390 khafija 391 and pai1gu 392 

(15.45), kalayakhafija (15.46), 393 urustambha,394 called ii<;lhyaviita by others 395 (15. 
47-51), 396 kro~!ukasir~a (15.52), 397 viitaka1_1iaka (15.53 ), 398 grdhrasi (15.54 ), 399 
khalli (15.55ab), 4oo piidahar~a (l 5.55cd-56ab), 401 and piidadiiha (15.56cd-57). 402 

Chapter sixteen (viitaso9itanidiina) deals with: the aetiology, pathogenesis and some 
general features of the disease called ii<;lhyaroga, khul!la, viitabaliisa, or viitasoi:iita 
(16.l-5ab); 403 the prodromes (16.5d-7ab);404 the general features (16.7cd-8ab); 405 

the symptoms of the uttiina and gambhira types (16.8cd-11); 406 the symptoms of 
viitasoi:iita with predominance of viita, blood, pitta, kapha, two do~as, and all three 
do~as (16.12-16);407 degrees of curability (16.17); 408 the general features of viita 
when covered (iiv{ta) by other bodily constituents (16.18); 409 the causes of corruption 
of prai:ia and the disorders resulting from this condition (16.19-20); 410 the same 
with respect to udiina (16.21-22),411 vyiina (16.23-25ab), 412 samiina (16.25cd-
26),413 and apiina (16.27-28); 414 the characteristic signs of viita when it is siima 
and niriima (16.29-30); the symptoms appearing when viita is covered by pitta (16. 
3lcd-32ab),415 kapha (16.32cd-33ab),416 blood (16.33cd-34ab), 417 muscular tissue 
(16.34cd-35ab),418 fatty tissue (16.35cd-36ab), 419 osseous tissue (16.36cd-37ab),420 

bone marrow (16.37cd-38ab),421 semen (16.38cd), 422 ingested food (16.39ab), 423 

urine424 or faeces425 (16.39cd-4Jab), and all the tissues together (16.4lcd-42ab); 
the symptoms appearing when prii1)a, udiina, etc., are covered by pitta (16.42cd-45) 
or kapha (16.46-49ab); 426 these are the twenty-two kinds of covering (livarai:ia) of 
viita (l 6.49cd); 427 priiI:ra and the other kinds of viita may cover each other; these 
coverings are twenty in number (16.50); the symptoms appearing when udiina is 
covered by priii:ia and prfu).a by udiina (16.51-52ab);428 the other types of iivarai:ia 
should be diagnosed by observing the signs indicating increase or decrease of the 
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actions of the different kinds of viita (16.52cd-53ab); 429 all kinds of combinations 
of specific types of iivarai:ia may occur, in several gradations; all these syndromes 
should be diagnosed carefully (16.53cd-56ab );430 prai:ia is specifically connected 
with life and udiina with strength (16.56cd-57ab);431 unknown types of iivarai:ia, and 
those known which have persisted for more than a year, are either difficult to cure or 
incurable (16.57cd-58ab); 432 the complications that occur when iivarai:ia is neglected 
( l 6.58cd-59). 433 



Chapter 4 

Cikitsitasthana 

Chapter one (jvafacikitsita) is concerned with the treatment of fevers (jvara). 
The subjects dealt with are: reducing measures (laitghana) (1.1-3); 2 emetics 

(1.4-8); 3 the importance of reducing measures (1.9-10); indications for the drinking 
of warm water (1.11-13); 4 contra-indications (l.14-15ab);5 the recipe of a cooled 
down decoction (l.15cd-16ab); 6 everything that is opposed to pitta (pittaviruddha) 
should be avoided in fevers ( l.l 6cd-17); drugs should not be prescribed in the im
mature (ama) stage of a fever ( l.18-19ab); 7 indications for sudation ( l.19cd-2lab); 8 

the order of particular types of treatment in fevers (1.2lcd-22ab);9 types of fever 
which do not require reducing, but, instead, appeasing (samana) measures ( l.22cd-
23ab); 10 signs indicating whether or not the reducing measures have been adequate 
( l.23cd-24ab ); 11 next, after proper reducing treatment, a medicated peya should 
be administered ( l.24cd-29); 12 cases in which, instead of a peya, a yavagii is more 
suitable (1.30-34ab); a medicated broth or yii~a may also be prescribed (l.34cd); 13 

alternative preparations when a peya is contra-indicated (1.35-38); when the do~as 
have become free from ama, a ka~aya may be administered ( 1.39); 14 such a ka~aya 
should be bitter when pitta predominates, and astringent in fevers with predominance 
of kapha (1.40-41); a number of opinions on the· proper time for the prescription 
of drugs (1.42); 15 contra-indications (l.43-44ab); 16 indications (l.44cd-45ab); 17 

recipes for ka~ayas (l.45cd-55ab); 18 the formula of drak~dipha;1\a (l.55cd-58); 19 

more recipes for ka~ayas ( 1.59-69); after digestion of the drugs, one should prescribe 
a peya, etc., or a yii~a (l.70-72ab); suitable foods and drinks, medicated broihs 
( l.72cd-81 ab ); next, after the ka~ayas, and after a suitable regimen for ten days, a 
medicated ghee should be prescribed; indications 20 and contra-indications; 21 the im
portance of gheeand its actions (l.8lcd-89); 22 pippalyadighrta (1.90-91); 23 various 
other ghees ( 1.92-94); 24 after digestion of the ghee, the patient should eat a mixture 
of boiled rice and meat broth (maq1sarasaudana) (1.95); yii~as are beneficial in fevers 
by kapha and pitta, not in those by vata (l.96-97ab); rules for purificatory treatment 
when the fever does not subside, in spite of treatment (l.97cd-I05ab);25 weakened 
patients, not fit for purificatory treatment, should drink medicated milk or a niriiha 
should be administered (l.105cd-106ab);26 recipes for medicated milk preparations 
(l.106cd-115); 27 enemas (l.116-125ab);28 errhines (l.125cd-126);29 dhiimas and 
gai~c;lii~s (1.127-128); 30 applications on the skin (abhyar1ga, pari~eka, etc.) and for the 
eyes (l.129-142); 31 various therapeutic measures (1.143-147);32 restoration of the 
equilibrium of the do~as (in saqmipatajvara) (1.148);33 the dangerous swelling at the 
root of the ear, developing at the end of a saqmipatajvara; its treatment ( 1.149-150); 34 
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phlebotomy at the arms is necessary if the fever does not subside (1.151); 35 the 
described treatments should also be used in cases ofvi~amajvara (1.152); recipes and 
various therapeutic measures to be adopted in cases of vi~amajvara ( 1.153-167); 36 the 
.-eatment of exogenous fevers (1.168-173);37 things to be avoided by fever patients 
( 1.174-175); 38 things beneficial to patients suffering from fever (1.177). 39 

Chaptertwo (raktapittacikitsita) is concerned with the treatment of haemorrhagic syn
dromes (raktapitta). 

The subjects dealt with are: the degrees of curability of raktapitta (2.l-3ab);40 

indications for either lari.ghana or bi,pha;1a measures, followed by either sodhana 
or samana (2.3cd-7); 41 in cases of upwards moving raktapitta, a tarpai:ia should 
be prescribed, in downwards moving raktapitta a peyli (2.8ab ); 42 indications and 
contra-indications for stopping the bleeding (2.8cd-9ab);43 purgatives (2.9cd-l l );44 

emetics (2.12-13a);45 after purification (with purgatives or emetics), a manthaor peyli 
should be prescribed (2.13b-d);46 recipes formanthas and peylis (2.14-18);47 recipes 
for a yavligii and a broth (maq1sarasa) (2.19-20); 48 grains, pulses and vegetables 
to be recommended (2.21);49 drinks (2.22);50 meat preparations (2.23-24ab );51 

anything that may give rise to raktapitta should be avoided (2.24cd);52 recipes, mostly 
consisting of various types of ka~liya (2.25-35ab ); 53 medicated milk preparations (2. 
35cd-40ab ); 54 the treatments recommended in raktlitislira and bleeding haemorrhoids 
may also be adopted (2.40cd); 55 after using medicated milk preparations, the patient 
should drink milk (2.4lab); 56 the treatment with ka~ayas should be followed by the 
administration of medicated ghees (2.4lcd); 57 the recipes of vr~aghrta (2.42-44ab ), 58 

pallisaghrta,59 and trliyamlil)lighrta 60 (2.44cd-45ab); 61 four electuaries containing a 
causlic ( 4.45cd-46); 62 bleeding from the ano-rectal region requires treatment with 
enemas (2.47ab);63 errhines to be used in nose bleeds (2.47cd-49ab);64 applications 
on the skin (pradeha, abhyaiJ.ga, etc.) (2.49cd) ;65 the therapeutic measures against 
fever by pitta and against k~tak~r;ia are also beneficial in cases of raktapitta (2.50). 66 

Chapter three (klisacikitsita) is about the treatment of cough (klisa). 
The subjects dealt with are: general measures to be adopted in the treatment 

of klisa due to vlita (3.l-3ab);67 specific prescriptions (3.3cd-25ab);68 prescrip
tions against klisa due to pitta (3.25cd-40),69 kapha (3.41-55), 70 vlita and kapha 
(3.56-57ab ); 71 prescriptions against klisa in general (3.57cd-58); 72 the formulae of 
kai:i!akar1ghrta (3.59-63ab)73 and vylighrrleha (3.63cd-67ab); dhiimas against klisa 
due to kapha (3.67cd) 74 and vlita in combination with kapha (3.68-69); tamaka, 
when appearing during klisa caused by kapha, should be treated like klisa due to 
pitta (3.70); 75 the treatment of klisa due to a combination of two do~s (3.71-72); 76 

the treatment of klisa due to ura~k~ta (3.73-94ab);77 the formulae of amrtaprli
saghrta (3.94cd-101), 78 svada1J1~!rlidighita (3.102-105),79 madhuklidighrta (3.106-
107), dhlitrylidighita (3.108-1 lOab); special rules regarding the use of ghees (3.l !Ocd-
113); the formulae of kii~mli99akarasliyana, devised by the Asvins (3.114-118ab), 80 

nligaballirasliyana (3.118cd-120ab), 81 nligaballisarpis (3.120cd-125); some rules 
for the treatment of k~ataklisa (3.126); the formulae of agastyahantakr, devised 
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by Agastya (3.127-132), 82 vasi~tJ-iaharitakI, devised by Vasi~!ha (3.133-141ab),83 

~ac:Javacunia (3.141cd-144ab), and another ~ac:Java (3.144cd-146); 84 the treatments 
for (raja)yak~man are also useful in k~atakasa (3.147ab); dhiimas to be employed 
when the injury (k~ata) in the chest, occmTing in cases of k~atakasa, has healed, but 
kapha has increased (3.147cd-15 lab); 85 the treatment of kasa due to k~aya (3.151cd-
158); 86 the formulae of cavikaiighrta (3.159-161), kasamardadighrta (3.162-163),87 

vr~adighrta (3.164); two more medicated ghees (3.165-166ab);88 the actions of these 
ghees (3.166cd-167ab); 89 the formula of haritala1eha (3.167cd-169ab); 90 electuaries 
(3.169cd-171); 91 some curi:ias (3.172-173);92 various preparations (3.174-177);93 

prescriptions against k~atakasa and (raja)yak~man that can also be used against 
k~ayakasa (3.178-179); 94 a dreadful disease arising from all the do~as ( 3.180). 95 

Chapter four (svasahidhmacikitsita) is concerned with the treatment of respiratory dis
orders (svasa) and hiccup (hidhma). 

The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology of svasa and hidhma are similar; both 
disorders should therefore be treated in the same way; 96 sudation should be applied 
first, followed by oleation; these measures liquefy kapha, which then goes to the ko
~!ha, whence it can be expelled; vii.ta is normalized by the same measures ( 4.1-3ab); 97 

emesis98 and purgation 99 (4.3cd-9); fumigation and the inhalation of medicinal 
smoke (dhiimapana) (4.10-14ab); 100 the importance of sudation (4.14cd-16a); 101 

a.ma, if present, should be treated properly ( 4.16b); 102 causes of an increase of vii.ta, 
its effects, and the treatment to be employed (4.16cd-18); 103 particular types of svasa 
and hidhma should be treated with sweet and oleaginous substances which are cold in 
potency (4.19); 104 beneficial broths and yii~as (4.20-22), 105 peyas (4.23), 106 ka~ayas 
( 4.24-25ab), 107 articles of diet ( 4.25cd-28ab); 108 useful drinks when the patient is 
thirsty (4.28cd-29ab); 109 a medicated takra (4.29cd-30); other drinks (4.31-32); 110 

recipes against svasa and hidhma due to a combination of two do~as ( 4.33-36); 
electuaries (4.37-43ab); 111 the formula of jivantyadicuri:ia (4.43cd-45); 112 another 
curi:ia (4.46);113 e1Thines (4.47-50); 114 medicated ghees (4.51-52ab); 115 tejovatya
dighrta (4.52cd-55ab); 116 dhanvantara-, vr~a-, dadhika-, and hapu~adighfta are also 
useful (4.55cd-56ab); 117 treatments causing mental agitation (4.56cd-57ab); 118 any 
treatment subduing kapha and vii.ta may be adopted (4.57cd-58ab); 119 measures that 
are samana and bpphai:ia are preferable to those that are kar~ai:ia (4.58cd-59); 120 kasa, 
svasa, k~aya, chardi and hidhma may all be treated in the same way ( 4.60). 

Chapter five (rajayak~madicikitsita) is concerned with the treatment of rajayak~man 
and associated disorders. 

The subjects dealt with are: emesis and purgation in cases of rajayak~man 
(5.l-4ab); 121 beneficial articles of diet, in particular various kinds of meat (5.4cd-
11); 122 alcoholic and other fluids (5.12-14ab); 123 medicated ghees (5.14cd-21); 124 

~!palaghrta (5.22-23); 125 other medicated ghees (5.24-25ab); mli.1psasarpis (5.25cd-
27); eladisarpirguc:Ja (5.28-32); the sarpirguc:Ja recipes employed in the treatment 
of k~ata(kasa) may also be used against k~ya (= rajayak~man) (5.33ab); a recipe 
for a ciir;1a or electuary (5.33cd-34); 126 the treatment of svarasada (the group of ; 
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disorders of the voice) (5.35-46); 127 various prescriptions against arocaka (loss of 
appetite) (5.47-53); 128 eladika- or samasarkaracun:ia (5.54-55ab); 129 yavanyadicun:ia 
(5.55cd-58ab); 130 tfilisadicun)a (5.58cd-60); 131 the treatment of praseka (excessive 
salivation) (5.61-63); 132 pinasa (nasal cata1Th) and vamathu (vomiting) should be 
treated in the same way as praseka (5.64ab ); 133 specific treatments for pinasa (5.64cd-
65); 134 the treatment of piercing pains (sula) in head, shoulders, and the sides of the 
chest (5.66-72ab); 135 the treatment of a diarrhoea that is accompanied by mucous 
matter (piccha) (5.72cd-73ab); 136 the importance of preserving the faeces in a patient 
with rajayak~man whose dhatus are depleted (5.73cd-74ab); measures to counteract 
progress of the disease and to nourish the dhatus (5.74cd-82ab); 137 general beneficial 
measures (5.82cd-84). 138 

Chapter six (chardih,;drogat1·~i:iacikitsita) is about the treatment of vomiting (chardi), 
heart diseases (hrdroga), and morbid thirst (tr~i:ia). 

The subjects dealt with are: reducing measures (lalighana) and emesis (6.l-2ab), 
purgative and appeasing (samana) measures (6.2cd-3) in chardi; 139 general therapeu
tic measures (6.4-6); 140 the treatment of chardi due to vata (6.7-!0ab), 141 pitta (6. 
l0cd-17ab), 142 kapha (6. !7cd-2 l), 143 and other causes (6.22-23ab); 144 chardi leads 
to excitement of vata, due to depletion of the bodily elements (dhatu); forthat reason, 
stambhana and b,;iphai:ia measures should be adopted (6.23); 145 persistent vomiting 
should be treated with sarpirgw;la recipes, 146 broths, medicated ghees, such as kalya
t)aka-, 147 try~ai:ia- 148 antljivanagh,;ta, 149 medicated milk preparations, and electuaries 
(6.24); 150 the treatment of h,;droga due to vata (6.25cd-43), 151 pitta (6.44-49ab),152 

and kapha (6.49cd-55); 153 the treatment of piercing pain (sula) arising after ingest
ing food, during digestion, and after digestion (6.56-58ab); 154 the treatment of excited 
vata located in the amasaya (6.58cd-59ab); 155 the treatment of h,;droga due to para
sites (6.59cd); 156 the general treatment of tr~i:ia (6.60-67); 157 the treatment of tm1a due 
to vata (6.68), 158 pitta (6.69-72ab), 159 kapha (6.72cd-74), 160 a.ma (6.75), 161 fasting 
(annatyaya) (6.76ab), 162 fatigue (6.76cd), 163 exposure to the heat of the sun (6.77cd-
78ab), 164 alcoholic drinks (6.78cd), 165 oleation (6.79), 166 a high-fat meal (6.80ab), 167 

heavy foods (6.80cd), 168 and k~aya (6.8!ab); 169 the treatment of thirst in lean, weak 
and dry patients (6.8lcd), 170 in those with upwards moving vata (6.82ab), those suf
fering from long-standing diseases (rogopasarga) (6.82cd-83ab), and those who are 
emaciated by earlier diseases (6.83cd-85). 171 

Chapter seven (madatyayadicikitsita) is concerned with alcohol abuse (madatyaya), the 
disorders caused by it, and some related syndromes. 

The subjects dealt with are: the do~a to be treated first in cases of madatyaya (7.l-
2ab); 172 a disease caused by the improper use of a particular alcoholic drink is relieved 
by that same drink (7.2cd-3ab); 173 since alcoholic drinks are similar to poisons, an
other poison is required in counteracting their effects (7.3cd-4ab); 174 the pathogenesis 
of intoxication (mada) and its accompanying symptoms; 175 the proper circumstances 
for alleviating these complaints by the same drink that caused them (7.4cd-7); 176 the 
explanation of this effect (7.8-9); J77 panatyaya (= madatyaya) should be treated dur-
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ing seven or eight days; the reason for this (7.10-11 ); the treatment of madatyaya due 
to vata (7.12-19ab), 178 pitta, combinations ofpitta and kapha, vata, or blood (7.19cd-
33ab), 179 and kapha (7.33cd-43ab ); 180 the treatment of the ten varieties of (madatyaya 
due to) saqmipata (7.43cd-44ab); 181 apanaka against all typesofmadatyaya (7.44cd-
46ab); 182 in refractory cases of madatyaya, milk is beneficial, because its properties 
are similar to those of o jas and opposite to those of alcohol; after this treatment with 
milk, the patient should consume only small quantities of alcoholic drinks, in order to 
prevent the development of vik~aya and dhvaipsaka (7.47cd-51); 183 the treatment of 
these two disorders (7.52); 184 the proper way of enjoying alcoholic drinks does not re
sult in disease (7.53); 185 a eulogy of alcoholic beverages (7.54-67); 186 diseases arising 
from medas, vata and kapha do not occur in those drinking judiciously (7.68); alco
holic drinks are to be avoided in particular diseases, with the exception of those drinks 
which are prepared from various drugs (7.69); examples of articles of diet and drugs 
to be taken along with some alcoholic beverage (7.70-71); medical interventions that 
can better be endured after drinking (7.72); 187 the advantages of drinking judiciously 
(7.73-74); 188 the correct practice of consuming alcohol for those who are wealthy (7. 
7 5-93); 189 a self-possessed person should stop drinking before his vision and mind are 
affected (7.94 ); rules to be observed regarding drinking by those with a constitution 
dominatetl by vata, pitta or kapha (7.95-99); 190 the treatment of mada and milrchaya 
(7. !00-109); 191 the treatment of saqmyasa (7.II0-115). 192 

Chapter eight (arsasaq1 cikitsitam) is about the treatment of haemorrhoids (arsacpsi). 
The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of haemorrhoids with caustics or by 

means of cauterization; after-treatment (8.1-9); 193 the signs of proper treatment 
(8.10); 194 the treatment required when piercing pains (silla) occur in the region 
of the bladder (8.11), 195 or problems arise in the elimination of faeces or urine 
(8.12-14ab); 196 the treatment of haemorrhoids when caustics cannot be applied and 
cauterization is impracticable (8.14cd-I7); 197 prescriptions (8. l 8-28ab ~ 198 blood
letting (8.28cd-30ab); 199 treatment with medicated milk (8.30cd-31 ab) and takra 
or dadhi (8.3lcd-49);2°' medicated drinks, peyas, etc. (8.50-51); 201 the mentioned 
treatments are suitable to patients with loose bowels (bhinnasalqt) (8.52a); 202 the 
treatment of patients with hard bowels (ga~havarcas) (8.52b-55ab); 203 prescriptions 
(8.55cd-62ab); 204 vardhamanapippali (8.62cd-63ab); a recipe (8.63cd-64ab); the 
formulae of abhayari~!Jl (8.64cd-69)205 and duralabhari~\a (8.70-71); 206 medicated 
ghees (8.72-79ab); 207 beneficial articles of diet (8.79cd-87ab ); 208 signs indicating 
alleviation (8.87cd-88ab); treatment with enemas (8.88cd-94ab); 209 the treatment of 
haemorrhoids arising from blood (raktarsas) and associated with either vata or kapha 
(8.94cd--04ab);210 the formulae of two kinds of ku\ajavaleha (8.104cd-112ab); 211 

prescriptions against haemorrhoids due to blood (8.I I 2cd-120) and due to blood 
and vata (8.121); prescriptions against bleeding haemorrhoids (8.122-125ab); 212 

a picchabasti (8.l 25cd-129ab); 213 an anuvasana (8.129cd-l 30ab);214 a medicated 
ghee (8.130cd-133); 215 general measures (8.134); 216 the treatment of udavaita 
(8.135-140ab); 217 the formula of kalyar:iakak~ara (8.140cd-143); all the treatments 
prescribed against haemorrhoids in patients with hard bowels should be employed 
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(8.144ab); prescriptions (8.144cd-161); bhallataka is the best drug for dry, 218 the bark 
of vatsaka for moist haemorrhoids; 219 kalaseya (buttermilk) is to be recommended in 
all types and in all seasons (8.162); general rules (8.163); 220 haemorrhoids, diarrhoea 
and graharyI are related as to their aetiology; these disorders occur in persons with 
a subdued digestive fire; for that reason it is imperative to protect this fire carefully 
(8.164 ). 221 

Chapter nine (atisaracikitsita) is concerned with the treatment of diarrhoea (atisara). 
The subjects dealt with are: reducing measures (langhana) as the method of choice 

in the intial stage of diarrhoea, even when it arises from vata (9. I); 222 exceptions to this 
general rule (9.2ab); the treatment of amatisara due to vata (9.2cd-16ab); 223 the treat
·ment of the pakva type (9.l 6cd-24); 224 the treatment of pravahika (9.25); 225 the for
mula of aparajitakhala, to be employed against bimbisi ( = pravahika) (9.26-28); pre
scriptions against disorders caused by faecal depletion (varca~k~aya) (9.29-35ab)226 

and obstruction of vata (9.35cd-37ab ); 227 the treatment of the ama and nirama types 
of atisara due to vata; the treatment of pravahika and nil)saraka228 (9.37cd-48ab); the 
treatment of gudabhratpsa (prolapse of the rectum) (9.48cd-54); 229 the treatment of 
atisara due to pitta (9.55-72ab); 230 a picchabasti against atisara due to pitta (9.72cd-
76);23I prescriptions against all types of diarrhoea (9.77);232 pu!apaka recipes (9.78-
81); 233 the treatment ofatisara with loss of blood (raktatisara) (9.82-102); 234 the treat
ment of atisara arising from kapha (9.103-l !Oab); 235 the formulae ofkapitthii~!akacu
!1)ll (9. l !Ocd-113ab )236 and da9ima~\akacuri;ia (9.113cd-115), 237 to be employed in 
kaphatisara; more prescriptions against kaphafisara (9.116-119ab )238 and kaphatisara 
complicated by excitement of vata (9.119cd-122);239 the treatment of atisara caused 
by fear and grief (9.123); the signs indicating recovery from atisara (9.124). 240 

Chapter ten (graha,1Ido~acikitsita) is about the treatment of graharyido~ and some re
lated disorders. 

The subjects dealt with are: graha9Igo~a should be treated in the same way as ajiri:ia 
(JO.lab); the ama present should be made mature by the lreatments described (in the 
chapter) on atisara (10.1 cd); prescriptions (10.2); 241 the treatment to be adopted when 
ama is present (10.3); 242 the reasons for treating graha,lido~ with takra (10.4-5);243 
prescriptions, 244 in particular against grahal)Ido~a due to vata (I 0.6-32ab ), 245 pitta (IQ. 
32cd-44),246 kapha (10.45-56ab);247 prescriptions stimulating the digestive fire (10. 
56cd-65ab);248 paiicakannan therapy is indicated in grahru)ido~a due to all three do
~as (10.65cd);249 more prescriptions stimulating the digestive fire (10.66-69ab);250 a 
presciption that brings the samana back to its normal pathway and thus activates the 
liigestive fire (10.69cd-71 ab ); 251 the treatment of hard bowels (l O. 71cd-72ab ); 252 the 
treatment of weakness of the digestive fire due to various causes (10.72cd-78); 253 the 
importance of a balanced digestive fire ( I 0. 79-80); 254 the pathogenesis and symptoma
tology ofatyagni (hyperactivity of the digestive fire) ( 10.8 l-83ab ); 255 the treatment of 
this condition (I0.83cd-90); 256 the digestive fire digests (pacati) the food; in the ab
senceoffood, it digests the do~as; when the do~as have decreased, it digests the dhatus; 
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when these have decreased, life is cut short (10.91); for these reasons, the fire should 
always be protected carefully (I 0.92-93). 257 

Chapter eleven (miitraghatacikitsita) is concerned with the treatment of miitraghata and 
some related disorders. 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of miitraghata due to vata ( l l. l-5a b ), 258 

pitta (l l.5cd-8),259 kapha (l l.9-15ab), 260 and all three do~as collectively; the 
treatment of asmarl (vesical calculus) of recent origin and of vatabasti, etc. (l l.15cd-
16ab);261 generalities about the therapy of asmarT (l l.16cd-17); 262 the treatment of 
asmarl due to vata (11.18-21 ), 263 pitta (11.22-24)264 and kapha ( l l.25-27ab); 265 the 
treatment of sarkara (gravel) and asmarT in general (ll.27cd-34ab); 266 prescriptions 
against various types of miitraghata (l l.34cd-41c);267 the treatment of sukrasmarT 
(11.4Jcd-43ab); 268 the surgical removal of asmarl (l 1.43cd-55ab);269 after-treatment 
(l l.55cd--o2);270 eight places to be avoided when using sharp instruments: the (chan
nels) carrying urine and semen, the urinary bladder, the testicles, the raphe (sevanT), 
the ano-rectal region, the urethra (miitrapraseka), and the vagina (11.63).271 

Chapter twelve (pram ehacikitsita) is concerned with the treatment of prameha and the 
pramehapi!ikas. 

The subjects dealt with are: purificatory therapy in prameha (12.1-3); 272 cases re
quiring appeasing (samana) instead of purificatory (sodhana) measures (12.4-7ab ); 273 

the treatment of prameha with predominance ofkapha (l 2.7c-f), 274 pitta (12.8 ), 275 va
ta ( 12.9-1 Oab ); 276 prescriptions for prameha in general (12. lOcd-15); 277 a prescription 
for prameha due to kapha and pitta (12.16-I7ab); 278 a medicated oil, ghee, or mixture 
of oil and ghee for prameha due to vata and kapha, pitta, or a combination of all three 
do~as (l2.I7cd-l9ab); 279 the formulae of dhanvantaraghrta (12.l 9cd-24), 280 rodhra
sava (12.25-28)281 and ayaskrti (12.29-32); 282 general measures that are beneficial 
in prameha (12.33 ); 283 a silodbhava (= silajatu) preparation (12.34-36ab); alternative 
treatments for patients who cannot afford to pay a physician ( l 2.36cd-37); 284 the treat
ment of emaciated patients (l 2.38ab ); pramehapi\ikas should be treated in the same 
way as sopha when they are immature, in the same way as vrai:ias when they are ma
ture (12.38-39a); 285 the treatment of these pi!ikas in their prodromal stage (12.39b-
40ab);286 the general treatment of pramehapi!ikas (12.40cd-43ab);287 a patient with 
madhumeha, rejected by the physicians, should take silajatu as a means that may lead 
to recovery (l 2.43cd-44 ). 288 

Chapter thirteen (vidradhivrddhicikitsita) is about the treatment of abscesses (vidradhi) 
and enlargement of the scrotum (vrddhi). 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of vidradhi in general;289 the ama (imma
ture) type should be treated with repeated bloodletting, like a case of sopha; the pakva 
(mature)type should be managed like a vrai;ia (13.1 );290 thetreatmentofvidradhidue to 
vata (13.2-3),291 pitta (13.4-5),292 kapha (13.5d-7ab); 293 abscesses due to blood and 
those of the agantu type require the same treatment as those due to pitta (13.7cd); 294 

the treatment of immature (apakva) internal abscesses (13.8-10); 295 three formulae 
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(13.11-17); 296 bloodletting (I3.18ab); 297 the treatment of maturing and mature inter
nal abscesses (13.18cd-23); 298 after-treatment (13.24); 299 vidradhi requires the same 
treatment as gulma (l 3.25ab ); 300 all types of vidradhi may be treated with guggulu or 
silajatu, to which appropriate ka~ayas have to be added (13.25cd-26ab); 301 maturation 
(paka, i.e., suppuration) should be prevented (13.26cd-27ab); 302 abscesses in patients 
with prameha should be treated by the methods described for that disease (13.27cd); 
the treatment of mammary abscesses (stanavidradhi) (13.28-29ab); 303 the treatment 
of vrddhi 304 due to vata ( l 3.29cd-3 l), 305 pitta306 and blood 307 (13.32), kapha (13 .33-
35ab), 308 medas (fatty tissue) (13.35cd-38), 309 urine (13.39-40ab), 310 and intestine 
(40b-d); 311 the formula of sukumiiraghrta (13.41-47); 312 cauterization (13.48-51). 313 

Chapter fourteen (gulmacikitsita) is about the treatment of gulma. 
The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of gulma due to vata (14.1-10); 314 

the formulae of hapu~adighrta (14. l l-13ab), 315 dadhikaghrta (l4.13cd-2lab), 316 

and tryu~ai:iadighrta (14.21cd-22ab); 317 other medicated ghees (14.22cd-27ab); 318 

the treatment of gulma due to vata and kapha (14.27cd-31ab);319 the formulae of 
hir1gvadicuri:ia (l4.31cd-33), 320 vaisvanaracuri:ia (14.34),321 another curi:ia (14.35), 
sardulacun:ia (14.36), 322 another ciiri:ia (14.37); recipes to be employed in gulma due 
to vata (14.38-54);323 the formula of nilinighrta (14.55-58); 324 articles of diet that 
are beneficial in cases of gulma due to vata (14.59-60); 325 the treatment of•gulma 
due to pitta (14.61-75)326 and kapha (14.76-79); 327 the formula of bhallatakaghrta 
(14.80-83ab); 328 sudation and oleation in cases of gulma (14.83cd-84); 329 the sur
gical treatment of gulma due to kapha (14.85-89ab);330 misrakasneha, a preparation 
that is useful in all cases of gulma (14.89cd-9lab); 331 nTlinighrta, sukumaraghrta, 
and medicated ghees described in the chapter on udara, may also be employed 
(14.9lcd-92ab); 332 the formula of dantThantakyavaleha (14.92cd-97);333 purgatives 
(14.98-99);334 niriihas (14.1 OOab); 335 treatment with caustics, ari~ias, and cauteriza
tion (14.IOOcd-102); 336 the formula of k~aragada (14. !03-!07ab); 337 caustics expel 
kapha (14.!07cd-108ab); the treatment of patients with a sluggish digestive fire and 
loss of appetite (14.108cd-109ab); beneficial foods and drinks (14.109cd-l 13); 338 

indications for cautery; the procedure to be followed in gulma due to kapha (14.114-
118ab); the treatment of gulma due to a combination of do~as (14.l l 8cd-119ab);339 

the treatment ofraktagulma (14.119cd-I30). 340 

Chapter fifteen is concerned with the treatment of udara ( disorders resulting in enlarge
ment of the abdomen). 

Thesubjectsdealt with are: the necessity ofregularpurgationforpatients suffering 
from udara; the reason is that the pathways of the channels (srotomarga) are obstructed 
by an excessive accumulation of do~as (15.1 ); 341 purgative prescriptions (15.2-3); 342 

medicated ghees for those who are dry and full of vata (15.4-8); 343 after lubrication 
with these ghees, the physician should prescribe purgatives (15.9); 344 a purgative 
cun:ia; the regimen that should follow it (15.10-12); 345 another ciiri:ia (15.13);346 the 
purgative called narayai:iacun:ia (15.14-21); 347 more purgatives (15.22-26); 348 the diet 
of patients weakened by the purgatives (15.27a-c); 349 weak patients should, in case 
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of urgency, be purged by administering oleaginous substances only (15.27d-28ab); 
medicated ghees against udara (l 5.28cd-34 ); 350 rules for patients taking these ghees 
(15.35-36); 351 the indications for these ghees; their efficacy (15.37); 352 prescriptions 
against anaha (15.38);353 the proper diet after elimination of the do~as (15.39ab);354 

prescriptions for the removal of remnants of the do~as (15.39cd-42);355 various 
prescriptions against udara and its complications (l 5.43-53ab );356 the treatment of 
udara due to vata (15.53cd-58), 357 pitta (15.59-65), 358 kapha (15.66-75), 359 all three 
d~as (15.76-84); 360 the treatment of plThodara (enlargement of the spleen) (15.85-
98ab);361 enlargement of the liver should be treated in the same way as plThodara 
(15.98cd);362 the treatment of baddhodara (15.99-100), 363 chidrodara (15.101) 364 

and udakodara (15.102-106);365 surgical intervention is necessary when the last three 
types ofudara do not subside with the mentioned procedures (15.107); 366 the surgical 
treatment of baddhodara and k~atantra ( = chidrodara) (15 .108-112), 367 and jalodara 
(= udakodara) (15.113-117);368 after-treatment (15.118-120ab);369 articles of diet 
suitable to or to be avoided by patients with udara (15.120cd-132). 370 

Chapter sixteen (pat_1<;1urogacikitsita) is about the treatment of morbid pallor (pa
t_1<;luroga) and some related disorders. 

The subjects dealt with are: medicated ghees to be administered at the beginning 
of the treatment of pat_1<;1uroga (16.1); 371 the formula of another medicated ghee 
(16.2-4);372 purificatory treatment (16.5-9);373 prescriptions against pat_1<;1uroga (16. 
10-15ab);374 the formula of mat_1<;liirava\aka (16.15cd-20ab); 375 more prescriptions 
(16.20cd-32);376 rules for the treatment of pat_1<;1uroga due to vata, pitta, kapha, and 
all the do~as (16.33-34 );377 the treatment of pat_1<;1uroga caused by the eating of 
earth (16.35-39); 378 the general treatment ofkamala (16.40-44); 379 the treatment of 
kamala with discoloured faeces ( 16.45); 380 the aetiology, pathogenesis and treatment 
of kamala located in the sakhas (l 6.46-52ab);381 the treatment of kumbhakamala 
( 16.52cd-53ab)382 and halimaka (16.53cd-57ab); 383 the procedures described in the 
treatment of sopha should be adopted too in the treatment of pat_1<;1uroga (16.57cd). 

Chapter seventeen (svayathucikitsita) deals with the treatment of oedematous swel
lings (svayathu, sopha). 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of svayathu affecting the whole body 
(sarvailgasara) (l 7.l-25ab)384 or part of the body (ekai1gasopha) (l 7.25cd-27); 385 

the treatment of svayathu due to vata (17.28-30ab), 386 pitta (17.30cd-33ab),387 

kapha (17.33cd); 388 various prescriptions against svayathu in general (17.34-38),389 

svayathu due to a combination of two or three do~as (17.39-40),390 and traumatic 
(k~ataja) svayathu (17.41); 391 things to be avoided by a patient suffering from 
svayathu (17.42). 392 

Chapter eighteen (visarpacikitsita) is about the treatment of visarpa (erysipelas and re
lated disorders). 

The subjects dealt with are: the procedures to be used at the beginning of the 
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treatmentofvisarpa (18.1); 393 emetics( 18.2); 394 purgatives(l8.3-4ab);395 indications 
for appeasing instead of purificatory procedures (l 8.4cd-5); drinks for thirsty patients 
(18.6-7);396 bloodletting (18.8); 397 ghees (18.9); 398 external applications (18.10); 399 
external applications in the treatment of visarpa due to vata (18.11), 4oo pitta (18.l 2-
14ab),401 kapha (18.14cd-18ab);402 prescriptions for special cases (18.l 8cd-20ab); 403 

the treatment of visarpa due to a combination of do~as (l 8.20cd); the treatment of 
agnivisarpa (18.21-22)404 and granthivisarpa (18.23-24);405 the treatment of visarpa 
when it is moist (praklinna) from cauterization (daha) or suppuration (paka) (18.35-
36ab);406 the importance ofbloodletting in visarpa, which is a disease that is always 
associated with raktapitta (l 8.36cd-37); 407 only ghees which are purgative should be 
administered to a patient with visarpa (18.38).408 

Chapter nineteen (k~\hacikitsita) is about the treatment of kugha. 
The subjects dealt with are: oleation should be adopted as the first therapeutic 

measure in cases of ku~\ha ( 19. I ab ); 409 a medicated oil or ghee to be prescribed when 
vata is the predominant do~a (19.lcd-2ab); 410 the formula of tiktakaghrta, which 
cures kustha due to pitta (19.2cd-7),41t and mahatiktakaghrta, more potent lhan 
tiktakaghf(a (19.8-llab);4t2 a medicated ghee against k~\ha due to kapha (19.11 cd-
12ab);4t3 medicated oils and ghees against all types of ku~\ha (19.12cd-14ab); 4t4 

these oleaginous substances may also be used for anointing the body (abhyafijana) 
(19.14cd); after oleation, one should proceed to the same purificatory treatment as in 
visarpa (19.15ab); 415 bloodletting (l 9.15cd-16ab);416 purification should be followed 
by a fatty regimen (19.16cd-17);4t7 the formulae of vajrakagbrta (19.18) 4t8 and 
mahavajrakaghrta (19.19-20); 419 more medicated ghees (19.21-24);420 articles of 
diet that me beneficial in ku~\ha and those to be avoided (19.25-27); 421 the recipe 
for a ka~aya (19.28-30);422 the formula of maQ.ibhadragm;Ja (19.31-32); various 
prescriptions (19.33-42);423 the formula of saptasama gulika (19.43); more prescrip
tions (19.44-53); 424 after subduing the do~as inside the body, those present in the 
skin should be appeased by means of external applications (19.54 ); prescriptions 
for various external applications (19.55-78); 425 the formulae of vajrakataila (19.79-
80)426 and mahavajrataila (19.81-82); 427 more external applications (19.83-89); 428 

prescriptions against ku~\ha with loss of parts of the body (19.90)429 and infestation 
by maggots (kfmi) (19.91);430 the measures to be taken first in ku~\ha due to vata, 
pitta and kapha respectively (19.92);43t the application of pastes (lepa), after the 
elimination of blood and do~as, and after purification, will quickly lead to success 
(19.93); 432 when treated adequately and in the proper order, ku~\ha does not become 
incurable (19.94);433 a patient with a large amount of do~as should repeatedly be 
purified in order to prevent the dangers attendant on massive and excessive elimination 
(19.95); 434 emetics should be administered every fortnight, purgatives every month; 
evacuation of the head should be cmTied out every third day and bloodletting every 
six months (19.96);435 ku~\ha becomes incurable when the do~as are not eliminated 
by emetics and purgatives (19.97); 436 therapeutic measures based on religion may be 
resorted to, such as the worship of Siva, Siva's son, Tara and Bhaskara (19.98). 437 
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Chapter twenty (svitralqmicikitsita) is concerned with the treatment of depigmentation 
(svitra) and disorders caused by parasites (lqmi). 

The subjects dealt with are: svitra, more dreadful than ku~\ha, becomes incurable 
very soon and should be counteracted energetically (20.1 ); the general treatment of 
svitra (20.2-3); 438 prescriptions (20.4-17);439 general rules regarding treatment (20. 
18 ); 440 the general treatment of disorders caused by parasites (20.19-23); 441 prescrip
tions (20.24-34);442 articles of diet to be avoided (20.35).443 

Chapter twenty-one (vlitavylidhicikitsita) is concerned with the treatment of the group 
of diseases called vlitavylidhi. 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of disorders by vlita singly, brought about 
without the support (upastambha) of other do~as, by means of the oral administration 
of oleaginous substances and by means of sudation (21.l-4ab); 444 the effects of 
these procedures (21.4cd-9ab ); 445 purification is required when the disorders are not 
alleviated (21.9cd-10ab ); 446 purificatory ghees (21.1 Ocd-1 !ab ); 447 obstruction of vlita 
should be counteracted by making it move downwards (21.l lcd-12ab); 448 the treat
ment of patients unfit for purgation (21.12cd-13);449 the treatment of vlita residing in 
the amasaya (21.14-15ab), 450 the umbilical region (21.15cd), 451 below the umbilical 
region (21.16ab),452 in the ko~!Qa (21.16cd), 453 cardiac region and head (21.17), 454 

skin (21.18ab), 455 blood (21.18cd), 456 muscular tissue and fatty tissue (21.19ab),457 

bones and marrow (21.19cd),458 and semen (21.20-2lab);459 the treatment of vlita 
affecting the foetus in the womb (21.2lcd-22ab);460 the treatment of vlita residing 
in snlivas, junctures, and sirlis (21.22cd-24ab); 461 the treatment of apatanaka caused 
by vlita singly (21.24cd-35ab) and vlita associated with kapha (21.35cd-37);462 the 
treatment of the two kinds of aylima (21.38), dhanu~kambha (21.39-40), hanusrarpsa 
(21.41-42ab),463 jihvlistambha (21.42cd), ardita (21.43),464 pak~lighlita (21.44ab),465 

avablihu (21.44cd), iirustambha (21.45-49);466 prescriptions against disorders caused 
by vata singly and vlita associated with other agents (21.50-73ab ); 467 the formula 
of ballitaila (21.73cd-81); 468 oleation, errhines, anuvlisanas and inunction quickly 
alleviate disorders by corrupted vlita (21.82); when kapha, liquefied by oleation and 
sudation, comes to reside in the pakvasaya, or when the signs of pitta appear, treatment 
by means ofclysters is required (21.83). 

Chapter twenty-two (vlitasoi;utacikitsita) is about the treatment of vlitasor:iita, also 
called vatarakta. 

The subjects dealt with are: the importance of bloodletting in vlitaso~1ita and the 
indications for its various methods (22.l-3ab ); 469 contra-indications (22.3cd--4 ); 470 

purgation (22.5ab);471 the treatment of vatarakta due to vata (22.5cd-9),472 pitta 
(22.I0-14ab),473 kapha (22.14cd-15); 474 various prescriptions for internal use in vli
tarakta (22.16-20); 475 prescriptions for external application (22.21-37);476 treatment 
of the uttlina and gambhira types of vlitarakta (22.38); 477 treatment of vlitarakta with 
a predominance of vata and kapha (22.39), 478 pitta and blood (22.40) ;479 medicated 
oils (22.41-46);480 obstruction of excited vata by increased fatty tissue (medas) 
and kapha should be treated first like li<;lhyavlita, and, subsequently, as vlitarakta 
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(22.47-48); 481 simultaneous excitement of prai:ia and other kinds of viita should be 
treated in agreement with the do~ excited and the disorder present (22.49); 482 in 
disorders caused by viita accompanied by iima, measures aiming at removal of iima 
should be employed first, followed by those counteracting viita (22.50); so~a (wast
ing), iik~epai:ia (convulsions), sarpkoca (contractures), stambha (rigidity), svapana 
(anaesthesia), kampana (tremors), hanusraiµsa (drooping of the lower jaw), ardita 
(facial palsy), khiiiijya (limping), piirigulya (lameness), khll(;javiitatii (= viitarakta), 
sandhicyuti (dislocation of joints), and pak~vadha (hemiplegia) are diseases caused 
(by viita) residing in the fatty tissue, bones and marrow; they can be cured when of 
recent onset and should therefore be treated in their initial stage (22.51-53ab); the 
treatment of viita covered by pitta (22.53cd-56),483 kapha (22.57-58ab),484 or pitta 
and kapha together (22.58cd); 485 the treatment of viita covered by blood, muscular 
tissue, fatty tissue, bones and marrow, semen, food, urine, or faeces (22.59-62ab); 486 

the treatment of viita covered everywhere (22.62cd-66ab); 487 the treatment of covered 
apiina (22.66cd-67ab); 488 covered states of prai:ia, etc., should be treated according 
to the physician's ability of discernment (22.67cd-68ab );489 udiina should be made 
to move upwards, samiina requires samana measures, vyiina should be made to move 
in three directions, and prai:ia, on which the integrity of the body depends, should 
be protected from the other four kinds of vii ta (22.68cd-69); 490 covered types of 
viita, when moving outside their pathways, should be brought back to their own seats 
(22.70ab );491 garlic cures all types of covering, those by pitta and blood excepted 
(22.70cd-7 lab); the treatment of covering by pitta and blood (22.7lcd-72). 492 

The treatment of all the diseases described in the Nidiina(sthiina) is completed now. 
The chapter ends with the synonyms of au~adha (therapeutic measure) (22.74). 



Chapter 5 

Kal pasiddhisthana 

Chapter one (vamanakalpa) deals with: madana as the best drug to induce vomiting, 2 

and the root of trivrt as the best for the purpose of purgation; 3 other drugs are the best 
choice in specific diseases (1.1); preparations with madana fruits (1.2-18); 4 when ripe 
fruits are unavailable, the flowers or unripe fruits (sala\u) may be employed (1.19ab); 5 

the fruits of jimiita, etc., are similar to those of madana; they are particularly suitable to 
patients with fever, respiratory problems, cough, hiccup, and other diseases (1.19cd-
20ab ); 6 preparations with the flowers and fruits of jimiita (l.20cd-22); 7 similar recipes 
may be prepared with the fruits oftumbi or kosataki (l.23ab); compound recipes with 
jimiita (1.23cd-25); 8 indications for jimiita paste (kalka) and powder (ciin:ia), together 
with cold or lukewarm water, in particular fevers (1.26); indications for preparations 
with ikeyvaku ( 1.27); 9 preparations with the leaf buds (pravala), fruits and flowers of 
ik~vaku, also called tum bi (1.28-34 ); 10 indications for dhamargava ( = rajakosataki) ( 1. 
35 .. 36ab ); 11 preparations with dhamargava fruits ( l.36cd-40); 12 indications fork~vec;Ia 
( = tiktakosataki) ( I. 41); 13 preparations with k~vec;Ia ( 1.42-43); 14 indications for ku\aja 
seeds (1.44); 15 preparations with ku\aja seeds (1.45-46). 16 

Chapter two (virecanakalpa) deals with: the properties and actions oftrivrt (2.1); 17 in 
combination with other drugs, trivrt cures all diseases (2.2); 18 the two varieties oftri
vrt roots: trivrt proper and syama; their actions and indications (2.3-5); 19 the selection 
of suitable roots and the preparation of their bark (2.6); 20 preparations with trivrt (2.7-
16); 21 the preparations calledkalyal).akaguc;Ia (2.17-2lab) 22 andavipattiyoga (2.2lcd-
23); 23 preparations suitable to be administered in a particular season (2.24-27ab) 24 and 
in all seasons (2.27cd-30ab); 25 the properties, actions and indications of rajavrk~a (2. 
30cd-32ab);26 the preparation for medicinal use of rajavrk~a fruits (2.32cd-34ab);27 

preparations with the pulp ofrajavrk~a fruits (2.34cd-37); 28 the preparation of the bark 
oftilvaka roots; preparations made with this bark (2.38-41); 29 the actions of sudha; 
its indications and contra-indications (2.42-44ab); 30 the best kind of sudha; the col
lection of its milky sap (2.44cd-45); 31 preparations with the milky sap of sudha, also 
called snuh (2.46-48); 32 the collection of sai1khini fruits and saptala roots (2.49a-c ); 33 

the actions and indications of these two drugs; the way to use them as medicines (2. 
49d-5lab); 34 the selection of suitable roots of danti and dravanti; the actions of these 
drugs (2.5lcd-52);35 their preparation for medicinal use (2.53);36 preparations with 
danti and dravanti roots and their indications (2.54-57ab); 37 these nine drugs, trivrt, 
etc., are the best ones for inducing purgation (2.57cd); haritaki can be used in the same 
way as trivrt (2.58ab ); 38 pills prepared with haritaki and a number of other drugs that 
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cure all diseases, but in particular graha1_11, pa1_1.u(roga), kai:i•ii (pruritus), ko\ha, and 
haemorrhoids (2.58cd-61ab);39 the effects of a drug depend on the combination with 
other drugs, the way of preparation and adminisa-ation, etc. (2.61 cd-62ab ); 40 the drugs 
that should always be added to purgatives (2.62c-n 

Chapter three (vamanavirecanavyapatsiddhi) deals with the following subjects: an im
properly administered emetic comes out by the downward route; 41 in such a case, the 
patient should be given an emetic again, after having been oleated (3.1-2); 42 an im
properly administered purgative comes out by the upper route; the treatment of this 
condition (3.3-5ab ); 43 the disorders that arise when purgatives are administered with
out prior oleation and sudation (3.5cd-7ab ); 44 the same disorders may arise when too 
small a dose of a purgative is given, after proper oleation and sudation (3.7cd-8c); 45 

these mishaps belong to the category called a yoga (3.8d); the treatment of these con
ditions (3.9-10); 46 the disorders arising from the administration of a small dose of a 
purgative to patients who need a much larger quantity; the treatment required (3.11-
14);47 the treatment of pravahika, 48 parisrava, 49 and vedanaparikartana50 as compli
cations (3.15-16ab ); the symptoms appearing when the patient suppresses the urges to 
defecate after ingestion ofa purgative; the treatment of this condition (3.!6cd-20ab); 51 

the symptoms due to too large a dose of a purgative; the treatment required (3.20cd-
21ab );52 the symptoms appearing when the urges to vomit are suppressed afteringes
tion of an emetic; the treatment required (3.21cd-23ab ); 53 the symptoms due to a very 
strong emetic; the treatment required (3.23cd-26);54 the treatment of excessive vom
iting (3.27-28); 55 the treatment required when the tongue has retracted (3.29-30), 56 

when obstiuction to speech (vaggraha) and other disorders due to vata occur (3.31),57 
when, due to excessive vomiting,jrvasoi:iita (life-blood) comes out (3.32-34),58 when 
thirst, fainting and signs pointing to mada appear (3.35-38), 59 when a prolapse of the 
rectum develops (3.39ab),60 and when the patient loses consciousness (3.39cd). 61 

Chapter four (bastikalpa) is concerned with the enemas called niriiha (4.l-53ab) and 
snehabasti (= anuvasana) (4.53cd-73). 

The subjects dealt with are: niriihas against diseases due to vata ( 4.1-10),62 pitta 
(4.11-16), 63 and kapha ( 4.17-19ab);64 mild and fatty niriihas, measured in prasrta, are 
suitable to delicate patients and to those who suffer from the effects of (pafic~)karman 
treatment; the recipes for five enemas of this type; their indications (4.19cd-26ab); 65 

siddhabastis, which can always be administered, because they are without harmful 
side-effects ( 4.26cd-27ab ); 66 two madhutailika niriihas ( 4.27cd-29ab ); 67 two yapana 
enemas (4.29cd-31ab); 68 two yuktaratha enemas (4.31cd-33ab); 69 siddhabasti (4. 
33cd-34ab);70 another enema (4.34cd-36);71 more enemas, for the greater part 
containing meat broth, milk, ghee and several drugs (4.37-52);72 a medicated milk, 
to be drunk after the adminisa-ation of a niriiha ( 4.53ab); snehabasti will be described 
now (4.53cd-54ab); 73 snehabastis against diseases due to vata (4.54cd-59ab), 74 

vata and pitta ( 4.59cd-62ab ), 75 kapha ( 4.62cd-67); 76 when a mild enema has made 
the bowels inert (ja9a), one should administer a sharp one; 77 when the bowels are 
jrritated (vikar~ita) by a sharp enema, one should give a mild one; both types should 
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be employed on the appropriate occasion ( 4.68-69);78 enemas prepared with drugs 
counteracting a particular do~a cure the disorder caused by that do~a when one takes 
into consideration the strength of the do~a involved, the constitution of the patient, 
etc. ( 4.70); 79 patients suffering from heat require a cooling, those suffering from cold 
a heating enema (4.71); 80 contra-indications for br1µha[_1Iya (roborant) (4.72) 81 and 
visodhaniya (purificatory) enemas (4.73).82 

Chapter five (bastivyapatsiddhi) deals with: types of improper administration (ayoga) 
of niruhas; the syndromes produced; their treatment(5.l-2lab); 83 types of excessive 
administration; the symptoms produced; their treatment (5.21 cd-28c); 84 types of in
correct administration of snehabastis; the syndromes produced; their treatment (5.28d-
50);85 the after-treatment of patients who have been subjected to emesis and other pu
rificatory procedures (5.51-54). 86 

Chapter six (dravyakalpa) deals with the following subjects: the characteristics of habi
tats where good medicinal herbs can be found ( 6.l-3a); 87 the characteristics of suitable 
medicinal plants ( 6.3b-4 ); 88 a mantra to be muttered during the collection of medicinal 
plants (additional verses); directions for the collection of medicinal substances (6.5-
7); 89 so.urces ofka~ayas are (substances possessing one or more of) five tastes; the salty 
taste forms an exception; 90 the five types ofka~aya are: rasa, 91 kalka, 92 srta,93 sita, and 
phiil_l!a; their strength decreases in the mentioned order ( 6.8-9ab ); 94 the characteristics 
of the five types of ka~aya (6.9cd-llab); 95 the determination of the appropriate dose 
of a medicinal preparation (6.1 !cd-12); the preparation of the five kinds ofka~aya (6. 
13-14 ); 96 the general rule forthe ratios of the ingredients in preparing a sneha (i.e., a 
medicated ghee or oil), when the quantities are not mentioned explicitly: one part of 
paste, four parts of sneha, sixteen parts of liquid; 97 Saunaka, however, teaches that the 
quantity of the paste (kalka) used in preparing a sneha depends on the liquid used; the 
quantity of the paste should be one-fourth of that of the liquid when this is pure water, 
one-sixth when it is a decoction (nii)kvatha), and one-eighth when it is a freshly ex
pressed juice (svarasa) (6.15-16); when a fifth, etc., fluid is added, its quantity should 
be the same as that of the sneha (6.17ab); 98 the signs indicating that the intended stage 
of boiling the sneha has been reached (6.17cd-18); 99 the characteristics indicating that 
the correct stage of preparing an electuary (leha) has been reached (6.!9ab); the three 
stages in the preparation of a sneha: manda, cikka[_la and kharacikka~a; the character
istics of these stages; 100 a longer time of boiling makes it look burnt (dagdha); such a 
sneha is unsuitable to be used; 101 an improperly prepared sneha leads to weakness (sa
da) of the digestive fire (6.19cd-2lab); a sneha of the mrdu (= manda) type is employed 
for errhines, the khara(cikkal_la) type for anointing the body (abhyaliga), the cikkal)a 
type for drinkable drugs and for enemas ( 6.2lcd); t02 a sal_la, pa[_litala, mu~!i, kuc;!ava, 
prastha, iifhaka, dro1_1a, and vaha are each four times as much as the measure preced
ing in the series (6.22); the quantity of fresh drugs to be taken is double (the quantity 
of dried ones); this also applies to liquids, to begin with the measure called kuc;lava 
(6.23ab); 103 when no liquid is mentioned in the formula of a sneha, water should be 
used; 104 when the ratios of the ingredients are not mentioned, one should take equal.· 
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quantities; 105 when the type of preparation is not mentioned, one should use a paste 
(kalka); when the part of the plant is not mentioned, one should employ its roots; when 
the plant is not well known, one should also take its roots (6.23cd-25ab); six va!J1Si 
make a maticI, six maticI a sar~apa, eight sar~apa a tar:i9ula, two tar:i9ula a dhanyama
~a, two dhanyama~a a yava, four yava an a!]<;lika, four a!]<;lika a maiillka, four ma~aka 
a sai;iaka ( additional verse); two sai;ia make a va\aka, kola, badara, or drailk~ai:ia, two 
va\aka an ak~a, picu, pai;iitala, suvan:ia, kavalagraha, kar~a, bi~lalapadaka, tinduka, or 
par:iimanika, two picu a sukti or a~\amika, (two sukti) a pala, prakufica, bilva, mu~\i, 
amra, or caturthika, two pala a prasrta, two prasrta an afijali, two afijali a manika; a
<;lhaka, bhajana and katpsa have the same meaning, as well as droi;ia, kumbha, gha\a 
and armar:ia; one hundred pala make a tula, twenty tula a bhara (6.25cd-29ab); 106 drugs 
found in the Himalayas are saumya (cooling) and wholesome, 107 those coming from 
the Vindhyas are agneya (heating) (6.29cd-30). 



Chapter 6 

U ttarasthana 

Chapter one (balopacaral_liya) is devoted to the care for children. 2 

The subjects are: the care for a child just after it is born, in particular when it has 
suffered during delivery (1.1); 3 a ritual, accompanied by a mantra to be muttered in the 
infant's right ear (l.2-4);4 the cutting of the umbilical cord, which has to be fastened 
to the infant's neck ( 1.5 ); 5 the treatment of the wound and the remnant of the cord (1. 
6-7ab); 6 the cotton swab (picu) tobe placed on the head, and the paste to be put on the 
infant's palate; a mantra has to be muttered over the paste (l.7cd-9ab); 7 alternatives 
for the mentioned paste (l.9cd-10ab); 8 the administration of ghee, mixed with salt, 
which makes the infant vomit the amniotic nuid (garbhambhas)9 it may have ingested 
(l. lOcd); 10 subsequently, the jatakarman should be performed, according to the rules 
of Prajapati (l.llab); 11 lactation starts on the third or fourth day as the consequence 
of the dilatation of the siras in the cardiac region after parturition ( 1.11 cd-12ab ); 12 

the way the infant should be fed during the first three days (l.l 2cd-14 ); 13 the breast
milk of the child's mother is the best food (l.!Sab); when the mother does not produce 
enough milk, one should select two wetnurses; these should be treated with much con
cern ( l.l Scd-17 ab); 14 the causes of deficient milk production (l.l 7cd); 15 galactagogue 
measures (1.18); 16 corrupted breastmilk generates diseases in the child (1.19); 17 sub
stitutes for breastmilk ( 1.20); 18 a ritual to be performed during the sixth night after 
birth (1.21); 19 the new mother should get up (siitikotthana) after the tenth day and the 
name-giving ceremony (namakaral_la) should then be performed (1.22-23); 20 a physi
cian who is well versed in the subject should examine (pan1<~al_la) the signs determin
ing the child's life span (ayus) (1.24); 21 requirements for the child's bedding, which 
has to be fumigated (l.25);22 suitable materials for fumigation (l.26ab);23 materials 
to be worn by the child in the form of amulets (mal_li) (l.26cd-28ab); 24 the piercing 
of the earlobes (karl_lavedha) (l.28cd-36); 25 weaning should take place after teething 
( l .37ab); the diet after weaning; the treatment of minor digestive disorders (1.37cd-
40ab); 26 purgatives should be resorted to in an emergency (atyayika) only (l.40cd); 27 

an unruly (avidheya) child ought not to be frightened, because this would make it a 
victim of some graha (l.41ab); 28 children should be protected against draughts, be
ing touched by strangers, and malnutrition (l.4lcd);29 a medicated ghee warding off 
malicious beings ( l.42-43ab); the formulae of a~!at'1gasarpis (l.43cd-45ab) 30 and sa
rasvatasarpis ( l .45cd-46ab), 31 which promote a child's mental and physical abilities; 
two more formulae with the same range of action (l.46cd-49ab);32 a recipe for im
proving the voice ( 1.49cd-50). 33 
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Chapter two (biiliimayaprati~edha) is concerned with the treatment of children's 
diseases. 34 

The subjects dealt with are: a child subsists on milk, solid food (anna), or both; 
when these foods are not corrupted, it remains healthy; otherwise, it develops disorders 
(2.1); the characteristics of pure milk and those of milk corrupted by viita, pitta, kapha, 
a combination of two do~as, or the three do~as jointly (2.2--4 ); 35 the way to diagnose 
diseases brought about by conupted breastmilk in young children (2.5-8); 36 next, the 
mother or wetnurse should be treated (2.9ab); the treatment of mother or wetnurse 
and the child when the milk is affected by viita (2.9cd-13ab), pitta (2.13cd-16ab), 
or kapha (2.16b-19); 37 the symptomatology of a serious children's disease called 
k~Iriilasaka (2.20-23ab); 38 the treatment of this disease (2.23cd-26ab); 39 teething 
(dantodheda)40 may give rise to all kinds of diseases, in particular to fever, diarrhoea, 
cough, vomiting, headache, abhi~yanda, pothakI, and visarpa (2.26cd-28); the treat
ment of disorders caused by teething (2.29); general rnles concerning the •eatment 
of young children (2.30-34ab ); preparations for curing corruption of the breastmilk 
(2.34cd-35ab);41 recipes to promote teething (dasanajanman) (2.35cd-38ab); a recipe 
against various disorders (2.38cd-40); a recipe, deriving from Vrddhakiisyapa, against 
diseases caused by the eruption of teeth (2.41-43ab); caution is necessary, because 
these diseases disappear spontaneously in many cases (2.43cd--44ab); the aetiology, 
pathogenesis and symptomatology of so~a (wasting) in children (2.44cd-46ab);42 

the treatment of this syndrome (2.46cd-54ab ); the recipe of liik~iidikataila, effective 
in various disorders (2.54cd-57ab);43 a recipe against fever, cough and vomiting 
(2.57cd-58ab); the treatment of children who vomit each time after having been 
breastfed (2.58cd-61); the causes of the non-cutting of teeth (additional verse);4'1 a 
syndrome which makes a child produce a particular sound with its teeth during sleep 
(additional verse); 45 a child having already teeth at birth, 46 or whose upper teeth cut 
first,47 should be presented to a briihmai:ia, accompanied by a dak~ii:iii, and the parents 
should pay honour to Naigame~a (2.62-63ab); the pathogenesis and symptomatology 
of tiilukantaka (2.63cd-65ab); 48 the treatment of this disorder (2.65cd-68); the causes 
and sympioms of a disease variously called miitrkado~a, 49 ahipiitana, 50 pmarus, 51 

gudaku!!a,52 or anamika53 (2.69-70); 54 the treatment of this disorder (2.71-75); 
the treatment of dieases caused by (the eating of) earth (mf(tikii) (2.76-77ab);55 

any children's disease may be treated by applying a medicine on the breast of the 
woman who suckles it, letting it stay there for a muhiirta, washing the breast, and 
administering the fluid obtained to the child (2.77c-f). 56 

Chapter three (biilagrahaprati~edha) 57 is about demons afflicting children (balagraha) 
and ways of warding these beings off. 

The subjects dealt with are: the creation by Siilapai:ii, with the intention to protect 
Guha, 58 of five male and seven female grahas; the male ones are: Skanda, 59 Visiikha, 60 

Me~a, 61 Svagraha,62 and Pitrgraha; 63 the female ones are: Sakuni, Piitanii, Sitapiitanii, 
Adf~!ipiitanii,64 Mukhamai:i<;litika,65 RevatI, and Su~karevatI66 (3.l-3ab); 67 continu
ous crying and fever are the forerunners of an attack by a graha (3.3cd); the general 
symptoms of affliction by a graha (3.4-5);68 the symptoms caused by Skanda (3.6-
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9ab),69 Skandapasmara (3.9cd-ll),70 Naigame~a (3.12-14), 71 Svan (3.I5-16ab), 72 

Pitrgraha (3. 16cd-18ab ), 73 Sak uni ( 3. l 8cd-20ab ),74 Piitana (3 .20cd-2 l), 75 STtapii
tan~ (3.22-23ab),76 Andhapiitana (3.23cd-25),77 Mukhama~H~ita (3.26-27ab), 78 Re
vatI (3.27cd-28), 79 and Su~karevatI (3.32ab );80 grahas attack both children and 
adults out of a desire to hurt (hirpsakalik~a), to experience sexual lust (ratyakalik~a), 
or to receive worship (arcanakai1k~a) (3,32cd); 81 the syndromes caused by these 
three types of grahas are incurable, difficult to cure, and easily curable respectively 
(3.33-40ab);82 grahas wishing to kill are subdued by sacrificial offerings (homa) 
and mantras, the other two types by yielding to their wishes (3.40cd-4lab);83 the 
general treatment of afflictions by grahas in children (3.4lcd-47ab); 84 two recipes 
for a fumigation driving away all grahas (3.47cd-49ab);85 medicated ghees to be 
administered (3.49cd-54); a recipe for fumigation (3.55-57); moreover, one should 
employ the ghees described in the bhiitavidya (chapter); 86 someone acquainted with 
mantratantra 87 should perform (the rituals called) bali, homa and snapana88 (3.58); the 
substances for a decoction, to be used in a nocturnal bath (snapana) (3.59--60ab ); sec
ondary pathogenic involvements (anubandha) should, according to their seriousness, 
be treated with the remedial measures described in the balamayani~edha (chapter); 89 

this also applies to complications appearing when a graha departs (3.60cd-ol). 

Chapter four (bhiitavijfianiya) is concerned with possession by non-human beings 
(bhiita). 

The subjects dealt with are: signs enabling one to recognize a bhiitagraha ( 4.1); 
signs characteristic ofa possessed (avi~\a) person ( 4.2); possession is of eighteen types 
( 4.3ab); the ground for the occurrence of possession is an act of prajfiaparadha in this 
or a former life, which gives deities, etc., and grahas the opportunity of striking (praha
rin) at a weak spot (chidra) (4.3cd-5);90 examples of these weak spots, such as being 
alone at night in an uninhabited place, etc. (4.6-8); 91 the days of the month preferred 
for an attack by the various groups of beings causing possession; 92 most dangerous 
are the periods of twilight (4.9-12); the signs pointing to possession by a Deva ( 4.13-
15), 93 Daitya ( 4.16-17),94 Gandharva ( 4.18-19ab),95 Uraga ( 4.19cd-2lab), 96 Yak~ 
( 4.2lcd-24ab), 97 Brahmarak~asa (4.24cd-26ab), 98 Rak~asa (4.26cd-29), 99 I'lsli.ca (4. 
30-34ab), 100 preta (4.34cd-35ab), 101 Kii~ma~1<;1a (4.35cd-36ab), 102 Ni~ada (4.36cd-
38), 103 Aukira~a ( 4.39), 1°4 Vetala ( 4.40), 105 and Pitrgraha ( 4.41-42); 106 someone im
itating in his behaviour a guru, an aged person, a sage (r~i), or a Siddha should be re
garded as possessed by these ( 4.43); 107 general characteristics of a person seized by a 
graha who cannot be treated ( 4.44 ). 

Chapter five (bhiitaprati~edha) is concerned with the treatment of disorders caused by 
bhiitas. 

The subjects dealt with are: measures that are effective against bhiitas who do not 
wish to hurt (ahi~seccha) (5 .1 ); a compound medicine against insanity caused by a 
graha and against epilepsy (5.2-Sab); a recipe that drives grahas away (5.Scd-9); 108 

the formula of siddharthakasarpis, a medicated ghee against grahas, in particular those 
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of the Asura type, and effective too in various other disorders (5.I0-13ab); 109 a recipe 
with similar properties (5.13cd-14); uo a recipe for pills (gU<;!a) against insanity and 
other disorders (5.15-17); a recipe against insanity caused by Skanda and possession 
(avesa) by Pisacas, Rak~asas and Devagrahas (5.18); the formulae ofbhiitaravaghrta, 
effective against grahas (5.19), and mahabhiitaravaghrta, effective against grahas, in
sanity, ku~\ha, and fever (5.20); the physician should soothe grahas, on the days they 
prefer for their attacks, with bali and homa offerings, with presents to their liking, etc. 
(5.21-23); 111 particularities regarding the suitable places and quarters of the sky for 
bali offerings to the various groups of grahas (5.24-28ab); 1t2 the appropriate materi
als for bali offerings to Devagrahas (5.28cd-3lab), tt3 Daityas (5.31cd), 1t4 Nlfgas (5. 
32-34ab), 115 Yak~as (5.34cd-37ab), 1t6 Brahmarak~asas (5.37cd-40ab), Rak~asas (5. 
40cd-44ab), 117 and Pisacas (5.44cd-47); It 8 materials to be avoided (5.48-49); It 9 re
ligious measures, 120 consisting of mantras invoking the Dvadasabhuja Isvara, 121 who 
is (also called) Aryavalokita Natha, 122 the (mantra or dhara9i called) sarvavyadhici
kitsa, 123 and the Mahavidya (called) Mayiiri, 124 as well as the worship ofBhiitesa, 125 

Stha9u, 126 and the latter's attendants, the Pramathas; 127 siddhamantras should also be 
muttered (5.50-52); the treatments described in the next two chapters may be employed 
too (5.53). 

Chapter six (unmadaprati~edha) is about insanity (unmada) and its treatment. 128 

The subjects dealt with are: the six types of unmada, caused by one do~a. an 
accumulation (nicaya) ( of all three do~as), mental affliction (adhi), 129 and poisonous 
substances ( 6.lab ); 130 unmada is defined as a mental type of mada, 131 brought about 
by do~as which have deviated from their proper pathways (6.lcd); 132 the general aeti
ology, pathogenesis and symptomatology of unmada (6.2-6c); 133 the symptomatology 
of unmada due to vata (6.6d-l0ab), 134 pitta (6.lOcd-l l ), 135 kapha (6.12-13); 136 the 
incurable type caused by all the do~as together (6.14); 137 the symptoms of the 
psychogenic type (6.15-16) 138 and of the incurable type caused by poison (6.17); 139 

general therapeutic measures (6.18-22ab); 140 a medicated ghee (6.22cd-23ab); 141 

the formulae of brahmighrta (6.23cd-26ab ), 142 kalyar_iakasarpis (6.26cd-3 l), 143 

mahakalya~1akasa1pis (6.32-34ab), 144 and mahapaisacakaghrta (6.34cd-38ab); 145 a 
number of recipes (6.38cd-43); 146 fumigations to be employed in unmada breught 
about by vata and pitta (6.44a-c); the ghees called tiktaka 147 and jivaniya, and 
misrakasneha, 148 as well as particular articles of diet, are to be recommended in 
unmada due to pitta (6.44d-45); 149 treatment by phlebotomy (6.46ab); 150 treatment 
by a diet rich in fat meat and by keeping the patient in a place free from draught 
(6.46cd); 151 treatment by measures that terrify the patient (6.47-53ab); 152 a patient 
suffering from being deprived of something precious or dear should be consoled 
(6.53cd-54ab); 153 disorders caused by grief, fear, etc., should be treated by inducing 
an opposite mood (6.54cd-55ab); 154 when bhiitas are involved too, the measures 
described in the bhiitaprati~edha chapter 155 should be employed, next to bali offerings 
(6.55cd-58); 156 conditions preventing the occurrence of unmada (6.59); 157 the signs 
indicating that unmada has been cured (6.60). 158 
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Chapter seven (apasmaraprati~edha) is about epilepsy (apasmara) and related 
syndromes and their treatment. I 59 

The subjects dealt with are: the definition of apasmara as loss of memory (smr
tyapaya); 160 the aetiology and pathogenesis of the disease (7.1-2); 161 the general 
symptoms (7 .3-5ab ); 162 the four types of apasmara: caused by each of the do~as 
singly and all three jointly (7.5cd); 163 the prodromes (7.6-8); 164 the symptoms of 
apasmara due to vata (7.9-12ab), 165 pitta (7.12cd-13), 166 and kapha (7.14-15a); 167 

the type caused by all the do~as should be given up (7.15b); 168 general therapeutic 
measures to be adopted first (7.l5cd-16ab); 169 general measures in apasmara brought 
about by vata, pitta and kapha respectively (7.16cd-17ab); 170 appeasing (saqi.samana) 
medicines as the second stage of treatment (7.17cd-18ab); 171 a medicated ghee 
(7.18cd-19ab); 172 the formula of mahapaficagavyagh;ta (7.19cd-24ab); 173 another 
medicated ghee (7.24cd-25ab); 174 a recipe (7.25cd-26ab); 175 a medicated ghee 
against apasmara due to vata and pitta (7 .26cd-27); 176 a medicated milk prepara
tion with the same action (7.28ab); 177 a medicated ghee (7.28cd-29ab); the bile of 
particular animals is useful in an errhine (7.29cd-30ab); 178 an oil prepared with the 
bile of particular animals (7.30cd-31ab); 179 a medicated oil to be used as an errhine 
(7.3lcd-32); materials of animal origin to be employed in fumigation (7.33); 180 
more prescriptions (7 .34 ); I8 I a patient with apasmara should be treated with rasa
yana measures 182 and protected from dangers like (falling into) fire, water, etc. 183 

(7.35~36); the patient should be comforted when the attack has passed away (7 .37). 

Chapter eight (vartmarogavijfianiya) is about diseases of the eyelids (vartman). 
The subjects dealt with are: the pathogenesis of eye diseases in general ( 8. l-

3a); the symptoms of three diseases of the eyelids caused by vata: lqcchronmTia 
(8.3-4), 184 nime~a (8.5a-c), 185 and vatahata (8.5d~ab); 186 the symptoms of three 
diseases caused by pitta: kumbhipi\ika (8.6cd-7ab), 187 pittotkliHa (8.7cd-8ab), 188 

and pak~masata (8.8cd-9ab); 189 the symptoms of three diseases caused by kapha: 
pothakI (8.9cd-I0ab), 190 kaphotkli~\a (8.!0cd), 191 and lagai:ia (8.11 ); 192 the symptoms 
of three diseases caused by blood: utsailga (8.12a~). 193 utkli~\a (8.12cd), 194 and 
arsas (8.13); 195 the symptoms of afijananamika (8.14), 1% bisavartman (8.15), 197 

utkli~\avartman (8.16), 198 syavavartman (8.17ab), 199 sli~\a(vartman) (8.17cd),200 
sikatavartman (8.18a-c),201 kardama (8.18cd),202 bahala (8.19ab),203 kukiii:iaka (8. 
19cd-20), 204 pak~moparodha (8.21-22), 205 alajI (8.23),205 and arbuda (8.24); 207 these 
are the twenty-four diseases of the eyelids (8.25ab);208 the first disease of the list is 
curable by remedial measures; the next two diseases and arsas should be given up; 2ai 

pak~moparodha is amenable to palliative treatment; 210 the remaining ones require 
surgical treatment (8.25cd-26ab); pak~masadana211 requires crushing (kunayati) 
and arbuda excision; 212 lagai:ia,213 kumbhika,214 bisa, 215 utsailga,216 afijana217 and 
alajI should be incised; pothakI,218 syava(vartman),219 sikata(vartman), 220 sli~\a
(vartman),221 the four kinds of utkli~\a,222 kardama, 223 bahala, 224 and kukiii:iaka225 

should le scarified (8.26cd-28). 
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Chapter nine (vartmarogaprati~edha) is concerned with the treatment of the diseases of 
the eyelids. 226 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of k,cchronmila (9.1); the treatment 
of kumbhika after scarification (9.2);227 the technique of surgical treatment of 
kumbhik1i and other diseases of the eyelids: incision of the eyelid with the mru:i~a
lagra, followed by scarification; after-treatment (9.3-9ab); 228 the signs of proper 
scarification (9.9cd-10ab); 229 the signs of excessive scarification; the treatment of 
that condition (9.!0cd-14);230 the treatment of firm and elevated pustules (pi\ika) 
by incision with the vn11ivaktra231 and squeezing the contents out, followed· by 
the measures described in the context of scarification (9.l 5);232 these procedures 
are to be employed whenever scarification and incision are carried out (9 .l 6ab ); 
the treatment of pittotkli~\a and asrotkli~\a233 (9.16cd-18ab), 234 pak~masadana 235 
(9.18cd-20), pothakI (9.21-22ab), a, kaphotkli~\a (9.22cd-23), 237 lagai:ia (9.24ab), 238 

utsai1ga239 and aiijananamika240 (additional verse),241 and kukiir:ia (9.24cd-33ab);242 

a recipe to re employed in cases cf kukiir:ia and pothakI (9.33cd-34ab); the treatment 
of pak~marodha243 (9.34cd-39); 244 the technique of cauterization of the eyelid in 
pak~marodha (9.40-4la); 245 special rules for the application of cautery in cases of 
alajI and arbuda (9.41b-d). 

Chapter ten (sandhisitasitarogavijiianiya) is about the diseases of the junctures 
(sandhi), and those of the white (sita) and black (asita) parts of the eyes. 246 

The subjects dealt with are: the pathogenesis and symptoms of jalasrava, caused 
by vata (10.l-2ab); 247 the symptoms of kaphasrava (10.2cd);248 the symptoms of 
upanaha, caused by kapha (10.3-4ab); 249 the symptoms of raktasrava, caused by 
blood (10.4cd);250 the symptoms of parvar:iI (I0.5),251 piiyasrava (10.6),252 piiyalasa 
(10.7),253 alajI (10.8ab),254 and k,migranthi (I 0.8cd-9ab); 255 (among these nine 
diseases of the junctures) upanaha, lqmigranthi, piiyalasaka, and parvar:iI require 
surgical treatment; four, along with alajI, 2 56 should be given up when a discharge 
(asrava) is present (10.9cd-l Oab ); the symptoms of suktika, a disease of the white 
part, caused by pitta (10.lOcd-11), 257 and suklarman, caused by kapha (10.12a-c); 258 
the symptoms of (the types of arman called) balasagrathita (I0.12cd-13ab)2~ and 
pi~\aka (10.13cd); 260 the symptoms of sirotpata, caused by blood (10.14), 261 sira
har~a, which develops when sirotpata is neglected (10.15), 262 sirajala (10.16ab), 263 

sor:iitarman (I O.l 6cd), 264 arjuna (10.17ab), 265 prastaryarman, caused by all the do~as, 
together with blood (10. l 7cd-18a), 266 snavarman (10.18b), 267 adhimfupsarman 
(I O.l 8cd-19a), 268 and sirapi\ika (10.19); 269 (among these thirteen diseases of the 
white part) sukti(ka), (sira)har~a, sirotpata, pi~\aka, (balasa)grathita, and arjuna should 
be treated with medicines, 270 while the remaining seven require surgical treatment, 271 

unless they have developed recently, which makes them suitable to medicinal ther
apy; the five kinds of arman need excision,272 but under certain circumstances, 
for example, when they have reached the black part or the pupil, they ought to be 
given up (10.20-22ab); the symptoms ofk~atasukra, caused by pitta; the three stages of 
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this disease, characterized by successive invasion of the three pa\alas; 273 the degrees 
of curability (I0.22cd-25ab); 274 the symptoms of suddhasukra, caused by kapha (10. 
25cd),275 those ofajaka, caused by blood, which is incurable (10.26), 276 and those of 
sirasukra, due to all three do~as, together with blood, and to be given up as incurable 
(10.27-28ab); 277 the symptoms of the incurable type of sukra that develops on account 
of pakatyaya (10.28cd-30ab); 278 other complications of sukra, to be given up by the 
physician (10.30cd-31); the five tliseases of the black part and their degrees of curabil
ity have thus been discussed (10.32). 

Chapter eleven (simdhisitasitarogaprati~edha) is about the treatment of the diseases of 
the junctures, and those of the white and the black parts of the eyes. 279 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of upanaha (11.1-2),280 parvruJI (l l.3-
4ab), 281 piiyalasa (ll.4cd-6ab), 282 iqrnigranthi (1 l .6cd-7ab), 283 sukti (11.7c), 284 bala
sa 285 and pi~\aka 286 (ll.7d-9), sirotpata, 287 sirahaqa,288 sirajala, 289 and arjuna 290 (11. 
10-12); among the five types of arman, those which are thin (tanu), turbid like smoke 
(dhiimavila), red (rakta), and resembling thick sour milk (dadhinibha) should be man
aged in the same way as sukra (11.13); 291 the surgical removal of an arman (11.14-
19 ); 292 after-treatment293 ( 11.20-22 ); the procedure, when carried out correctly, results 
in well-being (11.23a); 294 the treatment that is necessary when not enough or too much 
of the arman has been cut off ( 11. 23b-il); 295 remedial measures in a series of diseases 
brought about by kapha; remedial measures against a remnant of an arman (11.24-
25ab);296 three scarifying aiijanas, recommended by Nimi (11.25cd-27); sirajala, re
sistant against scarificatory treatment, should be managed like an arman; the treatment 
of sirapi!i,ka ( 11.28); 297 the treatment of sukra in general and of its avrai:ia and savral)a 
types 298 ( 11.29-48); 299 sirasukra requires the same treatment as (sa)vral)asukra (11. 
49ab); the recipe of an excellent aiijana (ll.49cd-50); when the desired effect fails to 
occur, one should treat siriisukra surgically, like an arman; 300 the same applies to aj a
ka 301 (1 l.51ab); measures for relief of pain when treatment is unsuccessful 302 in cases 
of ajakii, sukra, and related disorders (11.51cd-52ab); the disgusting aspect of sukra 
may be diminished by making it more elevated (utsedhasiidhana) (ll .52cd); an aiijana 
against the discoloration (vaivan:iya) of incurable sukras; the same aiijana, when reg
ularly applied, cures curable sukras (ll.53-54); the treatment ofajaka (ll.55-58ab); 
the general treatment of sukra (1 l .58c-f). 

Chapter twelve (dmirogavijiiiiniya) is about the diseases of the dr~!i. 303 

The subjects dealt with are: a do~a that, following the siriis (in their course towards 
the eyes), has settled in the first pa\ala, makes the objects of vision (riipa) indistinct 
(avyakta), though they, for some unknown reason, may remain distinct too (12.1); 304 

after the do~a has reached the second pa\ala, one sees objects that do not exist; those 
actually present nearby are seen with difficulty, those distant or small are not seen at 
all,305 and those that are distant or near may be seen as being near or distant respec
tively (12.2-3ab); 306 when the do~a has the form of a circle (mai)c;iala), one perceives' 
the objects as if they were circular; one sees them double when thedo~a is located in the 
middle of the dmi, or manifold when it is present at several places; when it is present 
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in the interior, small things appear to be large, large things small; when the do~a is lo
cated in the lower part, near objects remain invisible; when it is located in the upper 
part, distant objects remain invisible, and when it is located laterally, lateral objects; 
this disease is called timira (12.3cd-5); 307 (the stage called) kacata (having a glass
like aspect) develops when the do~a has settled in the third pa\ala; 308 only objects in 
the upper half of the field of vision can be seen in this condition, and they appear as 
being covered by a thin cloth; the dmi 309 assumes the colour of the do~a responsible; 
gradually, the df~\i loses its normal function 310 (12.6-7ab); when this disorder is ne
glected and the do~a has succeeded in reaching the fourth pa\ala, it may come to cover 
the whole disc (mar:i<;lala) of the df~!i, thus bringing about liiiganasa (12.7cd-8ab); 311 

the symptoms oftimira, kaca and linganasa due to vata (12.8cd-12a); 312 the symptoms 
of gambhfra drs, a disorder caused by vata (12.12); 313 the symptoms of timira, kaca 
and liiiganasa due to pitta (12.13-14), 314 followed by the symptoms of the disorders 
calledhrasva: 315 and pittavidagdha (<;lr~!i) 316 (12.15-16ab); the symptoms oftimira, ka
ca and lit'!ganasa due to kapha (12.16cd-20ab), 317 blood (l 2.20cd-2 l), 318 a combina
tion of two do~as, and all do~as together 319 (12.22-23ab); the symptoms of patients 
who are called nakulandha (12.23cd-24ab)320 and dosandha 321 (12.24cd-26ab); the 
symptoms of the disorders called u~r:iavidagdha dmi 322.and amlavidagdha df~\i 323 (12. 
26cd-29ab ), dhiimara (12. 29cd-30ab ), 324 and aupasargikali1iganasa (12. 30cd-32); 325 

cases of lii1ganasa, those by kapha excepted, should be given up, as well as gambhira 
and hrasva (dmi); the six types of kaca and nakulandha326 are amenable to palliative 
treatment; the remaining twelve disorders are curable; 327 thus the twenty-seven dis
eases of the dmi have been discussed (12.33).328 

Chapter thirteen (timiraprati~edha) is concerned with the treatment of timira. 329 

· The subjects dealt with are: the terrible disease called timira should quickly be 
treated, because, on neglect, it develops into kaca, and, kaca, in its turn, into blindness 
(andhya) (13.1); a recipe against timira (13.2-4ab ); a recipe against timira, kaca, 
raktarajI,330 and headache (13.4cd-6ab); a formula against various disorders, also 
effective against the eye diseases called sukra, timira, naktandhya, 331 u~r:iadaha, 332 

and amladaha (13.6cd-l0ab);333 a recipe against timira (13.10cd-12ab); 334 the 
formula of mahatraiphalaghrta, useful in all eye diseases (13.12cd-14ab); 335 the 
way to use this ghee; when taken properly, it confers, as Nimi assures, an eyesight 
like that of Suparr:ia336 (13.14cd-16ab); a series of recipes against timira, containing 
triphala as their main ingredient (13.16cd-19); 337 a recipe against timira, containing 
many inorganic substances;338 its preparation requires an andhamii~a339 (13.20-22); 
a recipe against various eye diseases, to be used during the conjunction of the moon 
with AsvinI340 (13.23-24); the recipe of a ciin:ia that cures all kapha disorders, to be 
prepared under the nak~atra Citra 341 (13.25);342 the recipe for an aiijana with eighty 
qualities; the ingredients of this collyrium should be crushed under the nak~tras Citra, 
AsvinI or Pu~ya; it cures all six kinds of timira and was proclaimed by Cak~u~er:ia 
(two additional verses); the recipe for an aiijana against all eye diseases, ascribed to 
Videhapati 343 (13.26-27); the recipe of bhaskaraciiri:ia, effective against many eye 
diseases344 (13.28-3lab);345 an aiijana against timira (l3.3lcd-33ab);346 a recipe 
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conferring a vision as sharp as that of Garu9a (13.33c-f); a recipe against many eye 
diseases; one of the ingredients is lead (sisa) (13.34-35); a recipe against timira that 
contains mercury (rasendra) and lead (bhujaga) (13.36); a recipe, prepared with the 
burnt head of a vulture (g!'dhra); it confers the same sharp vision as that bird possesses 
(13.37); a recipe, to be prepared within the mouth of a black snake, that is effective 
even when the pupil (tara) has been torn (13.38); 347 a recipe, prepared from mainly 
animal substances, that cures blindness (13.39-40); 348 another preparation, made 
with the fat (vasa) of a black snake, that cures blindness (13.41); 349 the aiijana called 
apratisara, to be employed in timira (13.42);350 a pill against timira (13.43); the recipe 
called ~a~1mak~ikayoga, to be used in various eye diseases (13.44); the recipe of an 
afijana against all diseases of the dmi (drnamaya); this collyrium consists mainly 
of inorganic substances (13.45); a recipe increasing the acuity of vision (13.46); 351 

general measures against eye diseases, to be selected according to the main do~a 
involved (13.4 7); the treatment of timira in general has been discussed now; its 
treatment according to the do~a(s) wil be the next subject (13.48); the treatment of 
timira due to vata (13.49-50); the treatment of diseases of the supraclavicular region, 
in particular those of the dmi, due to vata and pitta (13.5 i-54ab); the treatment 
of supraclavicular diseases due to vata and kapha (13.54cd-55); an afijana, and a 
pratyafijana 352 to be administered subsequently, against timira (13.56-57); more 
prescriptions against timira caused by vata (13.58-62); 353 the treatment of timira due 
to pitta (13.63-67) 354 and kapha ( 13.68-70ab ); 355 the va1tis called vimala and kokila, 
which clear the d!'~!i from impurities (drnvaimalya) (13.70cd-71); 356 a varti against 
timira and sukra ( 13.72-73ab ); the treatment of timira due to blood (l 3.73cd-74 )357 

and to a combination of two or three do~as ( l 3.73cd-8 lab); 358 the treatment of kaca 
(l3.8lcd-83ab), nakulandha (13.83cd), do~andha, also called nisandha or ratryandha 
(13.84-90),359 dhiimara, amla-, pitta- and ug1avidaha360 (13.9!-94ab); 361 conditions 
leading to a disorder of sight similar to that in timira (13. 94cd-96ab ); 362 these condi
tions should be treated after ascertaining which do~a is involved, etc. (13.96cd); the 
treatment of persons whose eyesight has been damaged by looking at lightning, etc. 363 

(13. 97);364 the importance of protecting one's eyes ( 13.98); the things most suitable to 
protect them (13.99); 365 things which, according to Nimi, should be avoided in order 
to protect one's eyesight (13.100). 

Chapter fourteen (linganasaprati~edha), on the treatment of linganasa, is entirely de
voted to the couching of cataract. 366 

The subjects dealt with are: a linganasa should be treated surgically by piercing 
the eye when it is due to kapha and ripe (sujata), 367 and when it has resulted in loss 
of vision (nitiprek~ya); it should also be free from the six complications, such as 
avartakI, etc. (14.1); the characteristics of an unripe linganasa; the problems arising 
from couching in such cases (14.2-3); 368 a linganasa due to kapha is white, because 
kapha possesses that colour; when another do~a dominates, the disorder called anTiatii 
is present (14.4);369 the characteristics of the complications called avartakI, sarkara,, 
rajimatI, chinnarpsuka, candrakI, and chattrakl (14.5-7);370 general disorders to be 
regarded as contra-indications for couching (14.8); 371 the technique of couching (14. 
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9-18ab);372 after-<:are (14.18cd-22); 373 complications that may arise after surgical 
intervention; 374 the treatment of these complications (14.23-29); 375 preparations 
promoting the healing process and the recovery of vision (14.30-32).376 

Chapter fifteen (sarvak~irogavijiianiya) is concerned with diseases affecting the whole 
eye. 

The subjects dealt with are: the symptoms of abhi~yanda due to vata (15.1-
3); 377 when neglected, this disease develops into adhimantha;378 the symptoms.of 
adhimantha (15.3d-4);379 when neglected, adhimantha develops in its turn into hata
dhimantha; the symptoms of hatadhimantha (15.5); 380 the pathogenesis and symptoms 
of anyatovata (15.6-7ab); 381 the symptoms of vataparyaya (15.7cd); 382 the symptoms 
of abhi~yanda 383 and adhimantha due to pitta384 (15.8-!0a), kapha (15. !Ob-12ab), 385 

and blood (15.12cd-14); 386 adhimantha is more painful than (abhi)~yanda (15.15); 387 

the symptoms of su~kak~ipaka, caused by vata and pitta (15.16-!7c); 388 (the disease 
called) sasopha is brought about by the three do~as, along with blood; its symptoms 
(15.17d-19ab);389 the symptoms of alpasopha (15.19cd)390 and ak~ipakatyaya (15. 
20-21ab);391 the pathogenesis and symptomatology of amlo~ita (15.21cd-23a); 392 

these are the sixteen diseases affecting the whole eye (15.23ab );393 hatadhimantha394 

and ak~ipakatyaya should be given up; 395 when badly treated, adhimantha by vata 
destroys the dmi in five days; when brought about by kapha or blood, it does so in 
seven and three days respectively; adhimantha due to pitta destroys the dmi on the 
day it arises (sadya eva) (15.23cd-24).396 

Chapter sixteen (sarvak~irogaprati~edha) is about the treatment of diseases affecting 
the whole eye. 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of all types of (abhi)~yanda in their pro
dromal stage (16.1); a recipe against all types of abhi~yanda (16.2-3ab); 397 prescrip
tions against the various types of abhi~yanda (16.3cd-5ab); prescriptions against abhi
~yanda in general (16.5cd-9); prescriptions against abhi~yanda due to vata (16. 10-
12),398 pitta and blood (16.13-16), 399 kapha (16.17a--c), and all three do~as (16. !7cd); 
bloodletting, along with preparatory measures, dependent on the do~a involved; after
treatment (16.18-19ab);400 a paste to be applied to head and face (16.19cd-20ab); the 
treatments described with respect to timira should be considered too (16.20cd); in all 
cases of (adhi)mantha, etc., cauterization above the eyebrows is recommended (16. 21 ); 
the recipes of three vartis, to be employed in eye diseases due to vata, pitta and blood, 
and kapha respectively (16.22-24); the formula of pasupatayoga, effective against all 
diseases that have their origin in abhi~yanda (16.25-27);401 the treatment of su$ka
k~ipaka (16.28-31 ab ), 402 sasopha and alpasopha (]6.3 lcd-43);403 amlo~ita should be 
managed like abhi~yanda due to pitta (16.44ab);404 the eighteen diseases called pilla, 
which persist for along time, consist of: the utkli~!as, which are caused by kapha, pitta, 
blood, and a combination of do~as (nicaya), 405 kukill).aka, pak$moparodha, su~kak~ipa
ka, puyalasa, bisa(vartman), pothaki, amlo~ita, alpa(sopha), and the various types of 
(abhi)~yanda and (adhi)mantha, those by vata excepted (16.44cd-46ab);406 the treat
ment of each of these diseases has already been discussed, but their general treatment, 
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once they have developed into pilla, will be the next subject (16.46cd--47ab); recipes 
against forms of pilla and loss of the eyelashes (16.47cd-59); piiyalasa, if not cured 
in this way, should be cauterized with a very thin salaka (l 6.60ab ); the ninety-four 
eye diseases have been dealt with now, with regard to their aetiology, symptomatology 
and treatment (16.60cd-6!ab); rules concerning diet and behaviour which help to pro
tect the eyes against diseases (16.61cd--{i5); the two broad-based siras which go from 
the middle of the feet to the eyes carry medicinal preparations, applied to the feet, to 
the eyes (16.66); corruption of these siras results in corruption of the eyes; one should 
therefore always consider what is beneficial to the eyes, wear shoes, practise in unction 
of the feet, keep them clean, etc. (16.67). 

Chapter seventeen (kan_1arogavijfianiya) is concerned with diseases of the ears. 
The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology and symptomatology of (kan_1a)siila 

(piercing pain in the ears) 407 due to vata (17.1-3); the symptoms of(kan_1a)siila due 
to pitta (17.4-Sab),408 kapha (17.5cd-6ab),409 blood (17.6cd-7ab), 410 and all three 
do~as (17.7cd-8); 411 the genesis and symptomatology of ka11_1anada, due to vata 
(17.9); 412 when vata is followed by kapha, or when the disorder is neglected, the 
patient may become hard of hearing, and, gradually, deaf (17.10); 413 the genesis 
and symptomatology of pratinaha, arising when kapha, desiccated by vata, obstructs 
the auditory duct (17.11); 414 itching (ka1_1~ii)415 and local swelling (sopha), 416 two 
diseases caused by kapha (17. l 2ab ); the symptoms of piitikar1_1aka, brought about 
by kapha, when it is made vidagdha by pitta (17.12cd-13ab); 417 the symptoms of 
kpnikan;iaka, caused by small living beings eating away an ear corrupted by vata 
(17.13cd-14ab); 418 the lesions that result from scratching an itching ear may develop 
into an abscess (vidradhi); another type of abscess may also occur 419 (17.14cd-15a); 
the symptoms of kan;iarsas (a polyp)420 and kan_1arbuda421 (17.!Sb-d); kucikan;iaka, 
arising when vata narrows the auditory passage (sa~kuli) (l 7.16ab );422 (ka[l_la)pippaU, 
a disorder in which fleshy growths of the size of a pepper (pippali) corn appear in 
the meatus (17. !6cd-!7a); 423 the symptoms of vidarika, due to all three do~s jointly 
(17 .l 7b-18); 424 paliso~a (desiccation of the earlobes) is brought about by vata staying 
in the siras (17 .l 9ab);425 tantlika, another disease of the earlobes caused by vata (17. 
19cd); 426 the symptoms of paripo\a, due to vata again (l 7.20-2la);427 the aetiology 
and symptomatology of utpata, arising from pitta and blood (17.2lb-22ab); 428 the 
symptoms of unmantha, also called gallira, due to vata and kapha (17.22cd-23ab ); 429 

the symptoms of duJ:ikhavardhana, arising from the three d~s and developing when 
the earlobe is badly pierced (17.23cd-24ab); 430 the symptoms of lehin, caused by 
kapha, blood, and small organisms (lqrni) (17 .24cd-25ab ); 431 pippali, siila arising 
from all the do~as collectively, vidan, and kucikan;iaka are incurable; tantrika is 
amenable to palliative treatment; the other diseases are curable; thus the twenty-five 
diseases of the ears have been dealt with (l 7.25cd-26). 432 

Chapter eighteen (kar1_1arogaprati~edha) is concerned with the treatment of the diseases: 
of the ears. 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of kan;iasiila due to vata ( 18.1-5);433 all 
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the measures against vata diseases and pratisyaya may also be employed (18.6ab);434 

things to be avoided (18.6cd); the treatment of siila due to pitta (18.7-10),435 kapha 
(18.11-16ab),436 and blood (18.16cd);437 the treatment of discharges (asrava), puru
lent or otherwise (18.17-21); 438 the general treatment of kan,ianada 439 and badhirya 440 

(18.22); prescriptions against kan:ianada, badhirya441 and kan:iasiila (18.23-24), 442 

kan:iaruj,443 kan:iasrava,444 asruti445 (18.25), and kan:ianada (18.26ab); the formula 
of a k~arataila, useful in a number of diseases (18.26cd-30ab);446 the treatment of 
numbness (supti) of the ears (18.30cd), kan,iasopha, kan;iakleda (a discharging ear),. 
and mandasruti (hardness of hearing) (18.3 lab); cases of deafness that should be 
given up (18.3!cd); the treatment of pratinaha (18.32-33); 447 the san:ie treatment is 
useful when the ears are full of dirt ·(18.34ab ); the treatment of kan,iakai;i9ii (itching 
of the ears)448 and kan:iasopha (swelling of the ear) (18.34 ), piitikan:1a and krmikan:ia 
(18.35), 449 kan:iavidradhi (18.36), 450 arsas and arbuda (18.37a), vidarika (18.37b-d), 
paliso~ (18.38-39); prescriptions making the ears grow (18.40-41); 451 the surgical 
treatment of reduced (sa1pk~Ii:ia) earlobes, tantrika, and paripo\a (18.42); 452 the 
treatment of utpata (18.43--44),453 unmantha (18.45-46ab), 454 improperly pierced 
earlobes (18.46cd-48ab), and paiilehika (18.48cd-50);455 the way to attach again an 
ear that has recently been cut off ( 18.51); after-treatment (18.52-59ab); the restoration 
of a cut-off nose by plastic surgery;456 after-treatment (18.59cd-65); the attachment 
of a nose that has recently been cut off (18.66ab); the attachment of lips that have 
been cut off ( l8.66cd). 457 

Chapter nineteen (nasarogavijiianiya) is about diseases of the nose. 
The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology and pathogenesis of pratisyaya (19. 

1-3ab);458 the symptoms of pratisyaya due to vata (19.3cd-5ab),459 pitta (19. 
5cd-6ab),460 kapha (19.6cd-7ab),461 all the do~as jointly (19.7cd),462 and blood 
(19.8-9ab);463 when neglected, pratisyaya develops into du~\apratisyaya;464 the 
symptoms of this disorder and its complications (19.9cd-12); 465 the characteristics 
of the pakva (mature) stage of pratisyaya (19.13); the aetiology, pathogenesis and 
symptomatology of blu;sak~ava (severe sneezing) (19.14-15); 466 the symptoms of 
nasikaso~a, due to vata andkapha(l 9.16-I7a), 467 and nasanaha, due to the samedo~as 
(19.17b-l 8ab);468 the pathogenesis and symptomatology of ghrai:iapaka, arising from 
pitta (19.18cd-19a); 469 the symptoms of ghrai;iasrava, arising from kapha (19.19); 470 

the pathogenesis and symptomatology of apinasa, due to kapha (19.20-21); 471 the 
symptoms of dipti, due to pitta (19.22);472 the pathogenesis and symptomatology of 
piitinasa (19.23); 473 the symptoms of piiyarakta, caused by all the d~ or a trauma 
(19.24 ); 474 the pathogenesis and symptomatology of pu\aka, caused by the three do~as 
(19.25); 475 cases of arsas and arbuda of the nose should be diagnosed according to 
the main do~a(s) involved (19.26ab); general symptoms of arsas476 and arbuda477 of 
the nose (19.26cd-27ab); among these eighteen diseases of the nose, 478 du~\apinasa 
is amenable to palliative treatment (19.27cd). 479 

Chapter twenty (nasarogaprati~edha) is concerned with the treatment of diseases of the 
nose. 
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The subjects dealt with are: general therapeutic measures in the treatment of pi
nasa (20. l-9ab); 480 the treatment of pratisyaya due to vata (20.9cd-I0), 48 l pitta 482 or 
blood (20.11-12), 483 kapha (20. !3-14ab),484 all the do~as (20.14cd);485 the treatment 
of du~!apinasa (20.15-17), 486 k~ava(thu) 487 and pu\a(ka) (20.I8-19ab), nasaso~a (20. 
I9cd-20a) 488 and nasanaha (20.20b),489 nasapaka490 and dipti491 (20.20cd), piitina
sa492 and apinasa493 (20.2I-23ab), and piiyarakta (20.23cd-24a); 494 the treatment to 
be employed after cauterization of arsas and arbuda of the nose (20.24b-25). 

Chapter twenty-one (mukharogavijiianiya) is concerned with the diseases of the oral 
cavity and adjacent structures (mukharoga). 

The subjects dealt with are: general aetiological factors of mukharogas; kapha is 
usually the main do~a (2I. l-3ab); khai:i<;Jau~\ha, a disease in which vata splits the lips 
(21.3cd); 495 the symptoms of o~\hakopa due to vata (21.4),4% pitta (21.5), 497 kapha 
(21.5d-6ab), 498 all three do~as (2I.6cd-7ab),499, blood (2I.7cd-8ab),500 muscular 
tissue (21.8cd), 501 fatty tissue (21.9ab), 502 a trauma (k~ata) (2l.9cd-I0ab), 503 vata and 
kapha together (2l.I0cd); 504 the symptoms of ga~19alaji (21.llab), 505 sita(danta) 506 

and dalana, due to vata (21.llcd-I2ab), 507 dantaharsa (2l.12cd-I3ab),508 danta
bheda (21.13cd), 509 (danta)cala (21.14ab), 511 karala (2I.14cd), 511 adhidanta 512 or 
vardhana513 (21.15), sarkara 514 and kapalika 515 (21.l 6-I7ab), syava(danta), due 
to blood, pitta and vata (21.17cd), 516 praliina 517 or krmidantaka 518 (2I.18-20ab), 
faada, due to kapha and blood (21.20cd-,2Ic), 519 upakusa, due to pitta and blood 
(21.2Icd-23ab),520 dantapuppu\a, due to kapha and blood (2I.23cd-24ab),521 dan
tavidradhi, due to the three do~as and blood (21.24cd-25ab),522 su~ira, due to pitta 
and blood (21.25cd-26ab),523 mahasu~ira, due to all the do~as (2I.26cd-27ab),524 

adhimii!µsaka, due to kapha (2I.27cd-28ab),525 vidarbha, caused by bruises (ghr
~!a) (21.28cd-29ab);526 neglect of diseases of the ·gums, even of the curable ones, 
leads to the development of a subtle gati (a fistula); these fistulae are of five types 
(2I.29cd-3lab);527 the symptoms of disorders of the tongue, brought about by 
vata, pitta and kapha respectively (2 l.3 lcd-32);528 the symptoms of alasa, brought 
about by kapha and pitta (21.33); 529 adhijihva, brought about by kapha, pitta and 
blood (2I.34-35ab),530 and upajihva, of the same nature (21.35cd); 531 the symptoms 
of talupi!ika, · arising from vata (21.36), 532 galasui:i~ika, arising from kapha and 
blood (2I.37-38ab),533 talusa1phati (21.38cd),534 talvarbuda, arising from blood 
(2I.39ab),535 kacchapa, arising from kapha (21.39cd),536 (talu)puppu\a, arising 
from kapha and fatty tissue (21.40ab), 537 (talu)paka, arising from pitta (2I.40cd),538 

taluso~a, arising from vata and pitta (21.4Iab ); 539 the general characteristics of rohii:ii 
(21.4Icd-42ab);540 the symptoms of rohii:ii due to vata (21.42cd), 541 pitta (21.43), 542 

kapha (21.44a), 543 blood (2l.44b-d),544 and all the do~as (21.45ab); 545 the symptoms 
of (kai:i!ha)saliika, due to the do~as, with predominance ofkapha (21.45cd-46ab);546 

the symptoms of vrnda (2!.46cd)547 and tm!<;likerika (21.4 7);548 the symptoms of 
galaugha (21.48),549 valaya (21.49ab),550 gilayuka, due to the do~as (2I.49cd-
50ab),551 sataghni (21.50cd-5Iab), 552 galavidradhi (21.5Icd-52ab), 553 galarbuda, 
due to the do~s (2I.52cd-53ab);554 the general characteristics of galagaQ~a, brought 
about by vata, kapha and fatty tissue (21.53c-f) ;555 the symptoms of galagai:i<;la due to 
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viita (21.54),556 kapha (21.55)557 and fatty tissue (21.56); 558 the symptoms of svara
han, due to viita (21.57);559 the symptoms of mukhapiika, due to viita (21.58-59), 560 
and of iirdhvagu.ta (21.60); 561 the symptoms of mukhapiika due to pitta (21.61), 562 

blood (21.61d), 563 and kapha (21.62ab);564 when mukhapiika due to kapha spreads 
to the interior of the cheeks, a particular kind of arbuda appears (21.62cd-63ab ); the 
symptoms ofmukhapiika arising from all the do~s. together with blood (21.63cd); the 
same agents lead to piiyiisyatii in those who have an aversion to brushing their teeth 
(21.64ab); thus have been described the seventy-five diseases of the lips, cheeks, teeth, 
roots of the teeth, tongue, palate, throat, and the whole oral cavity;565 their numbers 
are eleven, 566 one,567 ten,568 thirteen,569 six,570 eight,571 eighteen,572 and eight573 

respectively (21.64cd-66ab); incurable among them are: kariila, o~\ha(kopa) due to 
muscular tissue and to blood, the types of arbuda, with the exception of that due to jala, 
kacchapa, tiilupi\ikii, galaugha, mahiisu~ira, svaraghna, iirdhvaguda, syiiva(danta), 
sataghni", valaya, alasa, na,;lr arising from all the do~as, o~\hakopa arising from all 
the dosas, rohinr due to blood and to all the dosas, dantabheda when the teeth have 
burst, ~pajihvika when subject to piika, and, finaily, galaga9c;la and svarabhra,psin, 574 

when accompanied by difficulties in breathing and lasting for longer than a year 
(21.66b-69ab); (danta)har~a and (danta)bheda are amenable to palliative treatment; 
the other diseases may be cured, by means of surgery or by medicines (21.69cd). 575 

Chapter twenty-two (mukharogaprati~edha) is about the treatment of the diseases of 
the oral cavity and adjacent structures. 

The subjects dealt with are: the general treatment of kha1)c;lau~\ha (22.1-2); the 
treatment of kha99au~\ha due to viita (22.3-5ab), 576 pitta or a trauma (22.Scd-7), 577 

kapha (22.7d-8), 578 fatty tissue (22.9); 579 the treatment of jaliirbuda (22.10); the 
treatment of ga9c;liilaj1 (22. llab); the treatment of si"tadanta (22.l lcd-13ab),580 
dantahar~a581 and dantabheda582 (22.l 3cd-14ab), pracaladvija583 (22.14cd-15); 584 
a supernumerary tooth (adhidantaka) should, after preparatory treatment, be extra
cted; the after-treatment is like that of krmidanta (22.16-17ab); 585 the treatment 
of dantasarkara586 (22.17cd-18ab)587 and· kapftlikii (22.18cd); 588 the treatment of 
krmidantaka (22.19-22); 589 when this treatment is not successful, the tooth should be 
extracted, even if not loose, with a sllI)lda,psaka or dantanirghiitana; 590 after-treatment 
(22.23-25); 591 patients unfit to undergo extraction (22.26ab); upper teeth should never 
be extracted, because this would result in many complications (22.26cd-27ab); 592 

the treatment of snada (22.27cd-28),593 upakusa (22.29-32ab),594 dantapuppu\aka 
(22.32cd-33ab), 595 vidradhi (22.33cd-34), 596 su~ira (22.35-37ab),597 adhimiiqi
saka (22.37cd-38), 598 vidarbha (22.39), 599 nii~lr (22.40-42ab), 600 the varieties of 
ka9\aka (22.42cd-44ab), 601 jihviilasa (22.44cd), 602 upajihvikii (22.45-46ab), 603 and 
(gala)su9c;likii (22.46cd-50ab); 604 the surgical treatment described in the context 
of galasu~1c;lika may also be applied in cases of sa,pghiita, puppu\a and kiirma605 
(22.50cd);606 the treatment of the iima and pakva stages of tiilupiika (22.51-52); 607 

the treatment of tiiluso~a (22.53-54ab); 600 the general treatment of diseases of the 
throat (22.54cd-58ab); the treatment of rohi9ikii due to viita (22.58cd-59), 609 pitta 
(22.60-6lab),6 10 blood (22.61cd), 61L and kapha (22.62-63ab);612 the same treatment 
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(as in rohi11I due to kapha) may be applied in cases of vrnda, sliliika, tui:ic;iikerI, and 
gilliyu613 (22.63cd); 614 the treatment of (gala)vidradhi (22.64); 615 the treatment of 
galagai:ic;!a due to vlita (22.65-68), 616 kapha (22.69-71),617 and fatty tissue (22.72); 618 

when galagai:ic;!a does not respond to these therapeutic procedures, it should be ma
naged like a vrai:ia (22.73ab); the general treatment of mukhaplika (22.73cd-74); 619 

the treatment of mukhaplika due to vlita (22.75), 620 pitta621 and blood (22.76a), 
kapha (22.76b-d), 622 and all the do~as (22.77ab ); 623 the treatment of an arbuda due 
to mukhaplika (22.77cd-79ab); the treatment of piitivadana624 (22.79cd-8lab); the 
formula of a compound drug against many mukharogas, devised by Videhiidhipati 
(22.81cd-83); the-formula of a compound medicine against all mukharogas, which, 
moreover, confers the sight of a vulture and the hearing of a hog (22.84-86); a recipe 
against moles, etc. (vyailga, nm, mukhadii~ikli), of the face, making this as lovely 
as the moon (22.87); a formula effective against all mukharogas, in particular loose 
teeth (22.88-89); a recipe for pills, to be held in the mouth, against all diseases of the 
oral cavity (22.90-94); a related recipe for a medicated oil, particularly effective in 
making the teeth fixed and firm (22.95); these pills and the oil should be used daily 
to ensure health and steadiness of the teeth (22.96); the recipe of a kavala against 
all mukharogas (22.97); a ciiri:ia, mixed with honey, against diseases of the teeth 
(22.98); 625 similar preparations, called klilaka (27.99)626 and pitaka (22.100); 627 a 
rasakriyli against diseases of the throat (22.101); a recipe preventing the occurrence of 
mukharogas (22.102); recipes against mukhaplika (22.103), all mukharogas (22.104), 
mukhaplika and nli9Ivra1~a (22.105); a series of similar prescriptions (22.106); a 
gal).c;iii~a that strengthens weak teeth (22.107); diseases affecting the oral cavity, roots 
of the teeth and the throat usually show a predominance of kapha and blood; for 
that reason bloodletting is useful (22.108); general measures against these diseases 
(22.109); articles of diet, etc., which remove kapha (22.110); diseases of the throat, 
when neglected, obstruct the kind ef vlita called prlil).a, and should therefore be treated 
without any delay (22.111). 

Chapter twenty-three (sirorogavijnliniya) is about diseases of the head. 
The subjects dealt with are: the general aetiology of diseases of the head (23.1-

3c); the symptomatology of sirastapa (headache) due to vlita (23.3d-7c);628 a variety 
affecting half of the head only and called ardhlivabhedaka (23.7cd-8); 629 the symp
toms of siro'bhitlipa (= sirastiipa) due to pitta (23.9), 630 kapha (23.10-11 ab), 631 blood 
(23. llc), 632 and all the do~asjointly (23.1 ld); 633 the aetiology, pathogenesis and symp
tomatology of siro'bhitlipa caused by small organisms (jantu) and accompanied by ex
citement of blood, muscular tissue and all the do~as (23. l 2-15ab); 634 the symptoms 
of sira~kampa, a disorder with predominance of vii.ta (23.15cd); 635 the symptoms and 
prognosis of sailkhaka, due to the three do~s and blood, with a predominance of pitta 
(23.16-17); 636 the symptoms of siiryavarta, due to vii.ta, with pitta as the secondary 
(anubaddha) do~a (23.18-20a);637 these are the ten sirorogas;638 the nine diseases of 
the scalp (kaplilaroga)639 will be described next (23.20); the symptoms of upasir~aka, 
arising from corrupted vlita (23.21 ); 640 dependent on the do~a that predominates, it is 
classified as a pi\ika, arbuda or vidradhi (23.22ab ); the characteristics of arurp~ikas, 
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which are boils (pi!ikii), due to pitta, blood, kapha, and small organisms Uantu) (23. 
22cd-23ab); 641 the symptoms of diirm;iaka, due to kapha and viita (23.23cd-24ab); 642 

the pathogenesis of indralupta643 (alopecia), also called rujyii 644 or ciicii,645 primar
ily due to pitta and viita, secondarily to kapha and blood (23.24cd-26ab); khalati 646 

(baldness) has the same origin (as indralupta), but develops gradually (23.26cd); 647 the 
characteristics ofkhalati due to viita, pitta and kapha; the colour of the skin agrees with 
that of the main do~a involved (23.27); the characteristics of khalati due to all the do
~as (23.28a); incurable types of khalati (23.28b-d); the aetiology and pathogenesis of 
palita (grey hair) (23.29); the characteristics of palita due to vii ta, pitta, kapha, and all 
the do~as (23.30-3Jab);648 the characteristics of another type of palita, arising from 
siroruj (headache) (23.3lcd); khalati and palita caused by the three do~s are incurable 
(23.32ab ); grey hair, developing naturally, requires rasiiyana treatment (23.32cd). 

Chapter twenty-four (sirorogaprati~edha) is about the treatment of diseases of the head. 
The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of siro'bhitiipa due to viita (24.1-

9ab),649 ardhiivabhedaka (24.9cd-lO), 650 siiryiivarta (24. llab),651 siro'bhitiipa due 
to pitta (24.J Jcd-J3ab), 652 kapha (24.13cd-14c), 653 all the do~as (24.14d), 654 and 
parasites (lqmi)655 (24.15-18);656 the treatment of (sira~)kampa (24.J9ab), upasr
r~ka (24.l 9cd-20), arurp~ikii (24.21-25ab), 657 and diiru1,1aka (24.25cd-27); 658 the 
treatment of indralupta (24.28-32); the treatment of khalati, palita, wrinkles (vali), 
and discoloration of the hair (harilloman)659 (24.33-34 ); recipes against palita (24. 
35-39ab),660 harilloman and vali (24.39cd-40ab);661 preparations making the hair 
grow and blacken again (24.40cd-44ab );662 a prescription against all diseases of the 
head (24.44cd-45); 663 a recipe against all diseases affecting the region above the 
clavicles (24.46); the formula of miiyiiraghrta, to be employed in the same group of 
diseases (24.47-49ab); 664 the formula of the panacea called mahiimiiyiiraghrta, even 
more effective than miiyiiraghrta (24.49cd-56); 665 thus the 231 diseases of the region 
above the clavicles have been described (24.57); 666 these should be treated without 
any delay, since the root of the human body is situated above and the branches are 
below (24.58); 667 the head should be protected carefully, because it is the seat of all 
the senses and the prii1,ias (24.59). 

Chapter twenty-five (vra\1aprati~edha) is concerned with vra\tas (wounds and ulcers) 
and their treatment. 

The subjects dealt with are: the two groups of vra\ta: n* (endogenous), i.e., 
arising from the do~as, and iigantu (exogenous), 668 du~\a (corrupted), and suddha 
(clean); a du~\avral).a is affected by the do~as, while a suddhavral).a is not (25.l-2ab); 
the characteristics of a du~\avral).a (25.3cd-5ab);669 according to the involvement of 
one or more dosas and blood, and all their combinations, dustavranas are of fifteen 
types (25.5cd); 670 the characteristics of a vra9a corrupted by vitt (25."5d-7ab), 671 pitta 
(25.7cd-8), 672 kapha (25.9), 673 blood (25.10), 674 two or more of these (corrupting 
agents) (25.llab);675 the characteristics of a suddhavra1,1a (25.llcd-12ab);676 seats of 
a vral).a are: skin, muscular tissue, siriis, sniiyus, junctures, bones, the viscera, and the 
marmans; 677 the problems in treating a vra\ta increase in the mentioned order678 (25. 
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12cd-13ab); the characteristics of easily curable vral).aS (25.13cd-14), those that are 
difficult to cure (25.15-17), and incurable ones (25.18-19ab); 679 conditions making 
a curable vral).a incurable (25.19cd-22ab);680 the characteristics of a healing vral).a 
(25.22cd-23ab); 681 the treatment of a vral).a in the stage where local swelling (sopha) 
is present (25.23cd-25ab );682 when the vral).a itself and the accompanying swelling 
are firm on the touch, discoloured and painful, in particular when poison is present, 
bloodletting by means of leeci)es, etc., is required (25.25cd::_26);683 after-treatment 
(25.27-28); the recipe of a most efficient pradeha (plaster) against swelling (25.29); 684 

the treatment of firm, immobile and very painful swellings and vra\1as with a predom
inance of vata (25.30-31); 685 the treatment of firm swellings with only slight pain, 
due to vata and kapha (25.32-33); 686 further treatment procedures, to be employed 
when the swelling does not soften (25.34ab); the swelling then subsides if the ripening 
process has not yet begun, but, if this process is already on its way (vidagdha), 687 it 
will go on (25.34cd); 688 a poultice promoting ripening (25.35);689 procedures making 
a ripe swelling burst (dara\ia) (25.36-37); 690 measures making the contents come 
out (25.38-40);691 the treatment of very corrupted vra\1as (25.41 ); 692 rinsing fluids 
(k~alana) and other preparations which purify corrupted vra\iaS (25.42-44);693 the 
treatment of vral).aS corrupted by vata (25.45) 694 and by pitta and blood (25.46ab); 695 

measures. making deep vra\1as in non-fleshy parts of the body granulate (utsadana) 
(25.46cd-48ab)696 and elevated vral).as in tender and fleshy parts less elevated 
(avasadana) (25.48cd-49ab); 697 elevated and firm vral).as of long standing should be 
purified with caustics (25.49cd-50ab );698 indications for cauterization (agnikarman) 
(25.50cd-51); 699 after purification by these methods, healing (ropal).a) measures 
should be employed (25.52ab); preparations which promote healing by stimulating 
granulation (25.52cd-56ab); 7oo similar presciptions forvra1:ias corrupted by blood and 
bile, kapha and vata (25.56cd-57); an excellent preparation promoting granulation 
(25.58); preparations that stimulate the growth of new skin (25.59-6lab); 701 the 
recipe of an ointment (lepa) normalizing the colour (savan:iakaral).a) of the new skin 
(25.61cd-62ab); 702 preparations stimulating the growth of new hair (25.62cd-63); 703 

regarding the dietary regimen,704 the rules of the chapter on sastrakarman 705 should 
be followed (25.64ab); drugs useful in the treatment of vra~1as due to vata, pitta, 
kapha, or a combination of do~as (25.64cd-65); 706 these drugs may be employed in 
making seven kinds of preparation: prak~alana (rinsing fluid), lepa ( ointment), ghrta 
(ghee), taila (oil), rasakriya (inspissatedjuice), ciirl).a (powder), and varti (25.66); the 
formula of a medicated ghee that purifies and heals vra1:ias with narrow openings, 
those located in a marman, and vral).aS that are discharging, deep, very painful, or 
fistulating (25.67). 707 

Chapter twenty-six (sadyovral).aprati~edha) is concerned wih fresh wounds (sadyovra
\lll) and their treatment. 

The subjects dealt with are: fresh wounds, which are of traumatic (abhighata) ori~ 
gin and occur suddenly (sadyas), are of eight types: ghr~\a, avakrtta, vicchinna, pravi.: 
lam bi ta, patita, viddha, bhinna, and vidalita (26.l-2c); 708 the characteristics of these 
eight types (26.2d-5); 709 the treatment of severe pain (26.6) 710 and heat (k~ato~man) in 
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an (already) extending wound (26.7); 711 preparations promoting the closing up (sarp
dhana) of long wounds (26.8); 712 the treatment of swelling (sarprambha) (26.9); the 
same treatment is useful in the ghJ°~\a and vidalita types, which are characterized by 
slight bleeding and a tendency to inflammation (paka) (26.10); 713 the other types bleed 
more, which leads to excitement of vata, resulting in its turn in severe pain; the treat
ment of this condition (26.11-12); 714 this treatment has to continue for seven days; 
when, after this period, the initial symptoms have lost their intensity (gatavega), one 
should go on with the treatment described in the preceding chapter (26.13); 715 this is 
the general line of treatment; particular cases will be discussed now (26.14ab); treat
ment procedures in wounds of the ghma, 716 avakrtta, vicchinna and pravilambin types 
(26.14cd-15); 717 an eye that has burst (sphu!ita) is incurable; the replacement of an in
tact eye that has come out; after-treatment (26.16-18); 718 the treatment of a depressed 
(avasanna) eye (26.19); the after-treatment to be applied when a cut-off ear has been 
sewn on again (26.20ab); 719 the surgical procedure to be applied when the Jqka\ika 
has been cut and air escapes; after-treatment (26.20cd-22ab); 720 the surgical treatment 
of large wounds of the extremities; a vellita or go~phai:ia bandage should then be ap
plied (26.22cd-23 ); 721 the surgical treatment of testicles hanging out of the scrotum; 
a go~phai:ia bandage should be applied; after-treatment (26.24-26); 722 the treatment of 
patients with a cut-off limb (26.27); 723 the treatment to be practised after removal of a 
foreign body in general (26.28ab) and after its removal from the head (26.28cd-29); 724 

the consumption of brain tissue (masti~ka) of animals is to be recommended after loss 
of this tissue (mastulungasruti) in a patient (26.30ab); the treatment to be applied after 
removal of a foreign body from some other part of the body (26.30cd); 725 the treatment 
of bleeding and of deep wounds with a narrow opening (26.31); 726 the symptoms of 
patients with a perforating injury to the viscera (26.32-33); 727 the symptoms of accu
mulation of blood in the amasaya (26.34) 728 or pakvasaya (26.35); 729 the symptoms 
of non-perforating injuries to one of the asayas (receptacles) (26.36); 730 signs of in
curability (26.37); 731 the treatment of the accumulation of blood (antarlohita) in ama
saya or pakvasaya (26.38-39); 732 drinking of blood is advisable when much blood has 
been lost (26.40ab); 733 injury to the bowels (ko~!habheda) is of two types: kli~;antra 
(without perforation) and chinnantra (with perferation); the symptoms of the lattertype 
are more severe than those of the former; the life of a kli~\antra patient is endangered, 
but a chinnantra patient does not survive (26.40cd-4 I); a patient with injured bowels 
will survive when urine, faeces and flatus are passed along their normal pathways, and 
when complications do not appear (26.42); 734 non-injured bowels which have come 
out should be placed back, but not so when injured; some say that these too should be 
put back after having been bitten by the heads of ants (utpangilasirograsta) (26.43); 735 

the technique of replacing the bowels (26.44-46ab ); 736 when this replacement proves 
to be difficult, because the opening in the abdominal wall is too small or the bowels 
are too large, the wound should be enlarged (26.46cd-4 7ab); 737 closure of the wound 
with a suture (26.47cd-48ab); 738 after-treatment (26.48cd-50ab); 739 a piece of fatty 
tissue that has come out of the abdomen may be cut off; the technique of this proce
dure; after-treatment (26.50cd-54 ); 740 a medicated oil promoting wound healing (26. 
55-56ab); 741 the treatment of injuries caused by blows, falls, etc. (26.56cd-57ab) and 
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of patients whose bodies are bruised, wasted, and damaged in the areas of vital spots 
(26.57cd-58). 742 

Chapter twenty-seven (bhailgaprati~edha) is about fractures and dislocations (bhailga) 
and their treatment. 743 

The subjects dealt with are: asthibhailga, which is caused by falls, blows, etc., is of 
two types: affecting or not aff~cting a joint (27.lab); 744 the inability to flex and extend 
characterizes a loosened joint; 745 much swelling, severe pain, the inability to move, and 
the production of a noise on pressure are characteristic of a fracture in general; 746 the 
specific signs depend on the type of fracture present (27. lcd-3c ); the treatment of the 
various types will now be described (27.3d-4ab ); general characteristics of fractures; 
characteristics of patients who are difficult to treat (27.4cd-6); 747 particular types of 
fractures and dislocations which should be given up by the physician (27.7-10ab);748 

cartilages (taruI_1asthi) are usually bended, long bones (nalaka) broken, flat bones (kapa
la) split, and the other types cracked (27. I Ocd-11 ab ); 749 the various corrections re
quired (27.l lcd-12); 750 the technique of immobilization with a kusa (splint); the dress
ing of the bandage (27. I3-16ab); 751 the bandage should neither be too tight nor too 
loose (27.16cd-17ab); the number of days after which the bandage should be renewed 
depends ,n the season (27.l 7cd-18ab); 752 local after-treatment (27. I 8cd-20); 753 di
etary rules for the patient (27.21); 754 the treatment of complicated fractures (27.22-
25c); 755 degrees of curability, dependent on the build and age of the patient (27.25d-
27ab ); 756 patients with a fracture of the hip, thigh or lower leg should lie on a wooden 
plank (kapaµ); five pegs (kila) are necessary in these cases and also in fractures of the 
vertebral column, thorax and clavicles (27.27cd-29ab ); 757 the same procedures are to 
be employed in dislocations (27.29cd); 758 dislocations of long standing should be re
duced after preliminary treatment (27.30); 759 imperfectly healed fractures should be 
broken again and managed like a fresh fracture (27.31); 760 inflammation should always 
be prevented, since this would interfere with the healing process (27.32); 761 patients 
with fractures should be treated with the fatty preparations prescribed for vata diseases, 
with the four types of medicines which give strength,762 and with clysters (27.33); 763 

wholesome articles of diet (27.34); 764 things to be avoided (27.35); 765 the formula of a 
compound preparation, consisting of a fragrant oil (gandhataila), which gives firmness 
to the bones and overcomes diseases caused by vata and pitta, even when powerful and 
spreading (27.36-41).766 

Chapter twenty-eight (bhagandaraprati~edha) is concerned with the knowledge about 
and treatment of anal fistulae (bhagandara) and related disorders. 

The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology, pathogenesis and general characteris
tics of bhagandara; 767 this disorder is usually preceded by a boil (pi[ika) and is located 
in corrupted blood and muscular tissue; bhagandara consists of an external or inter
nal, discharging sore (vral_la) in the vicinity of the bladder and (other parts of) the uri· 
nary tract (28 .I-4a); 768 when left untreated, it tears the region of the genitals (bhaga); 
bladder and anus, 769 giving rise to numerous subtle openings which emit flatus, urine, 
faeces, or semen (28.4-5ab ); 770 eight types occur: arising from a single do~a, two do-
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~as, the three do~as, and from an external cause (iigantu) (28.5cd);771 the disorder is 
called pi\ikii when unripe, but bhagandara after reaching the ripe stage (28.6ab ); 772 

the general characteristics of a pi\ikii that may develop into bhagandara (28.6cd-7ab ); 
the characteristics of a pi\ikii due to viita (28.7cd-8a), 773 pitta (28.8), 774 kapha (28. 
9ab),775 viita and pitta (28.9cd), kapha and vii ta (28.1 Oab), and all the do~as (28.!0cd
l lab); 776 neglect leads to maturation, thus producing a sore (28.llcd);777 the'charac
teristics of this sore when it is brought about by viita; this type is called sataponaka 
(28.11 d-13a); 778 the characteristics of ~!fagriva, due to pitta (28.13b),779 parisriivin, 
due to kapha (28.13cd),780 padk~epin, due to viita and pitta (28.14), rju, due to viita 
and kapha (28.!Sab ); the pathogenesis and symptomatology of arsobhagandara, due to 
kapha and pitta ( 2 8 .l 5cd-l 7ab ); the characteristics of sambukiivarta, due to all the do
~as (28.l 7cd-18ab); 781 the origin, pathogenesis and symptomatology of the type called 
unmiirgin 782 or k~taja 783 (28. !8cd-20); the signs characteristic of these types are like 
those of a vrai:ia (28.2lab); six types are difficult to cure; those arising from all the do
~asandfrom a wound (k~ataja) should be given up (28.2lcd); 784 the same applies to the 
bhagandara that has reached the fold (va!I) called praviihii:tI, or the sevanI(raphe) (28. 
22ab ); first ofall, a physician should treat a pi\ikiias well as he can, in order to prevent 
maturation (28.22cd-23ab ); when, nevertheless, maturation has developed, the bha
gandara should be examined like a haemorrhoid, in order to determine whether it is an 
external (arviicina) or internal (pariicina) one; 785 both kinds require surgical treatment, 
followed by application of a caustic or cauterization; 786 a caustic ought to be chosen 
when the fistula is of the u~!fakandhara (= u~\ragriva) type (28.23cd-26ab); 787 the sur
gical treatment of sataponaka (28.26cd-27ab ); 788 a parik~epin fistula is to be treated 
in the same way, and, also, with the k~iirasiitra described in the chapter on nii<;II789 (28. 
27cd); the treatment of an arsobhagandara (28.28-29); 790 surgical treatment of a fistula 
with many openings requires that the physician selects one of the four possible types 
of incision; 791 the description of these incisions, called gotirtha, sarvatobhadra, dalalii
rigala or ardhaliirigala, and liiligala (28.30-32a); 792 indications for cauterization (28. 
32b-d);793 the ko~tha of the patient should be purified from time to time(28.33ab); two 
external preparations (28.33cd-34); 794 more recipes (28.35-42); 795 the specific treat
ment of bhagandara has thus been described; all the measures useful in cases of vral)a 
should also be taken into consideration (28.43); 796 things to be avoided for a year or 
longer after the healing of a bhagandara (28.44). 797 

Chapter twenty-nine (granthyarbudasHpadiipacinii<Fvijfiiiniya) is about the disorders 
called granthi, arbuda, s!Ipada, apacI, and nii~I-

The subjects dealt with are: when the do~as, with predominance of kapha, settle in 
fatty tissue, muscular tissue, or blood, they may bring about a round, elevated swelling; 
itis called granthi, because a lump resembling a knot (grathana) is produced (29. I); 798 

nine types are distinguished: arising from one of the do~as, blood, muscular tissue, 
fatty tissue, osseous tissue, siriis, and a vra~1a respectively (29.2ab); 799 the character
istics of a granthi due to viita (29.2cd-3), 800 pitta (29.4a-c), 801 kapha (29.4d-5ab),!02 

blood (29.5cd-6ab), 803 muscular tissue (29.6cd-7ab), 804 fatty tissue (29.7cd-9ab), 805 

a fracture or trauma (abhighiita) of the bones (29.9cd-10a),806 siriis (29.10-11), 807 a 
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vra~1a (29.12-13); 808 curable are granthis arising from one do~a. blood, or fatty tissue, 
with the exception of those which are gross, rough, or mobile, and those located in a 
marman, the throat, or the belly (29. !4a-c); 809 an arbuda is larger than a granthi, but 
its characteristics are the same; 810 six types are distinguished: arising from one do~a. 
blood, muscular tissue, 811 and fatty tissue; 812 fatty tissue and kapha predominate in an 
arbuda, which explains that is not movable and does not mature (29.!4d-15); 813 the 
pathogenesis ofa sm~itarbuda (due to blood) (29.16-17); 814 arbudasarising from blood 
or muscular tissue should be given up;815 the other four types are curable (29.18ab); 
the pathogenesis of slipada (29.! Scd-19); 816 the characteristics of slipada due to vata, 
pitta, and kapha (29.20-2lab); 817 when the swelling has been present for more than a 
year, or is very large, or discharges profusely, the case should be given up (29.2!cd); 818 

some declare that slipada may also affect the hands, nose, lips, and ears, in the same 
way as the legs; 819 slipada is particularly frequent in marshy regions (29.22); 820 the 
pathogenesis and symptomatology of ga~19amala821 or apacI (29.23-25); 822 accompa
nying symptoms indicating incurability (29.26ab );823 the development of a ripe and 
swollen vral)a into a gati or na9I (fistula) (29.26cd-27); 824 some learn that a na9i is 
solitary and does not have a straight track, whereas a gati possesses multiple tracks 
(29.28ab); five types of na9i are distinguished: brought about by a single do~a. all the 
do~as, and a foreign body (29.28cd); 825 the characteristics of a na9i due to vata (29. 
29a-c), 826 pitta (29.29d-30ab), 827 kapha (29.30cd-3 la), 828, all the do~as (29.31b), 829 

and a foreign body (29.31c-f). 830 

Chapter thirty (granthyarbudaslipadapacina9Iprati~edha) is on the treatment of granthi, 
arbuda, slipada, apaci, and na<:IL 

The subjects dealt with are: unripe stages of granthi are to be treated like the cor
responding stages of sopha (30.!ab);831 the medicated ghee to be prescribed to those 
who want purification; the ointment to be used after purification (30.1 cd-2ab); 832 after 
sudating the patient, the granthi should be repeatedly rubbed (vimardana) (30.2cd); 833 

this procedure is particularly useful in a granthi due to vata; 834 a granti due to pitta or 
blood requires bloodletting by means of leeches and a cooling measure; 835 a granthi 
arising from kapha ought to be treated like one due to vata (30.3d ); 836 next, a granthi, 
even when unripe, should be excised, and, as soon as the flow of blood has stopped, be 
cauterized, thus making it completely disappear; leaving a small part of it will make it 
fill up again (30.4); 837 the same treatment is applicable to granthis arising from mus
cular tissue or from a vra~1a (30.Sab ); 838 a similar procedure should be adopted when 
the granthi originates from fatty tissue; the description of this procedure (30.Scd-6); 839 

the treatment of a siragranthi (30.7); an arbuda should be managed in the same way as 
a granthi (30.Sab ); 840 the specific treatment of an arbuda (three additional verses); 841 

the treatment of slipada842 due to vata (30.Scd-10), 843 pitta (30. l!ab), ! 44 and kapha 
(30.1 lcd-12); 845 the treatment of the unripe and ripe stages of apaci and gaQ<:larniila 
(30.!3-30ab); 846 a procedure against obstinate granthis that derives from Nimi (30. 
30cd-3lab);847 another procedure, taught by Susruta (30.3!c-f);848 another different 
procedure (30.32); 849 the treatment of a na9I due to vata (30.33), 850 pitta (30.34ab ), 851 

kapha (30.34cd), 852 and a foreign body (30.35ab); 853 a gati (= na9I),in which the use of 
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a sharp instrument is contra-indicated, should be opened up by the repeated application 
of a caustic (30.35cd-36ab); 854 the wicks (varti) and oils prescribed in corrupted and 
deep vra9as with a small orifice are also useful in treating a na9I (30.36cd-37ab ); 855 a 
paste f oruse in a na91vra9a (30.37cd); the recipe of a wick that heals a na9I (30.38); 856 

another recipe (30.39-40). 

Chapter thirty-one (k~udrarogavijfianiya) is concerned with the group of diseases 
called k~udraroga. 

The subjects dealt with are: the characteristics of ajagallika, a children's disease, 
due to kapha and vata (31.1 );857 the characteristics of yavaprakhya, also due to 
kapha and vata (31.2ab);858 the characteristics of kacchapI (31.2cd-3ab), 859 panasika 
(31.3cd-4a), 860 p~a9agardabha, due to kapha and vata (31.4b-d), 861 mukhadii~ika, 
due to kapha and vata (31.5), 862 padmaka9\aka, due to kapha and vata (31.6), 863 

vivrta, due to pitta (31.7),864 masiirika (31.8), 865 vispho\a, more serious than masiirika 
(3 l.9ab ), 866 viddha, due to vata and pitta (31.9cd-l0a), 867 gardabhI, also due to 
vata and pitta (31.lOb-d),868 kak~a. due to vata or pitta (13.11), 869 gandhanama 
(31.12ab), 870 rajika (3 l.12cd-13ab),871 jalagardabha, arising from slightly excited 
do~as with a predominance of pitta (31.13cd-14ab), 872 agnirohi9I, arising from 
the three do~as with a predominance of pitta, and lethal after five days, a week, or 
a fortnight (31.14cd-l5), 873 irivellika, due to the three do~as (31.16ab),874 vidarl 
(3 l.16cd), 875 sarkararbuda, arising from fatty tissue, vata, and kapha, with vata as 
the predominant do~a (31.17-19ab), 876 valmika (31.19cd-20), 877 kadara (31.21), 878 

ruddhaguda, caused by the apana (31.22-23ab),879 cipya, 880 ak~ataroga, 881 also 
called upanakha 882 (31. 23cd-24ab), kunakha (31.24cd), 883 alasa (31.25a-c), 884 ti
lakalaka (31.25d-26a), 885 masa (31.26b), 886 carrnakna, 887 more elevated than masa 
(3!.26cd), jatuma9i (31.27ab).,888 lafichana (31.27cd), 889 vyailga, which is found ~n 
the face, 890 and called nnika when found elsewhere891 (31.28), vyailga and nHika 
due to vata, pitta, kapha, and blood (31.29-30ab), 892 prasupti, due to vata and kapha 
(31.30cd-3 l), 893 utko\ha and ko\ha, due to pitta and kapha (31.32-33ab); 894 these are 
the thirty-six k~udrarogas (31.33cd). 895 

Chapter thirty-two is concerned with the treatment of the k~udrarogas. 
The subjects dealt with are: the Ieatment of immature ajagallika (32.lab); 896 the 

treatment of yavaprakhya (32.lcd-2a); 897 the series of disorders from kacchapI up 
to pa~a1fagardabha, as well as ajagallika, should, when mature, be managed in the 
same way as yavaprakhya, like a vra9a (32.2b-d); 898 the treatment of mukhadii~ika 
(32.3); the measures to be adopted when this treatment fails (32.4ab);899 the treatment 
of padmakai!\aka (32.4cd-5ab ); 900 vivrta and the subsequently described disorders, 
up to jala(gardabha), as well as irivellika, and including agnirohi9I, but only after 
warning that the last mentioned one is incurable, require the same treatment as v1sarpa 
due to vata (32.Sc-f); 901 the specific treatment of jalakagardabha (32.6), 902 vidarika 
(32.7ab),903 and sarkararbuda904 (32.7cd); incurable cases of valmika (32.8); 905 the 
treatment of curable cases ofvalmika, when immature and when mature (32.9-10); 906 

the treatment of kadara (32. l lab); 907 ruddhapayu908 requires the same treatment as 
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niruddhamat:ii (32.1 lcd); 909 the treatment of cipya910 and a corrupted kunakha911 (32. 
12a-c), alasa (32.12d-13c), 912 tilakalaka and masa (32.l 3d-14ab), 913 carmakila and 
jatumat:ii 914 (32.14cd), laiichana, vyariga and nilikii (32.15); 915 recipes against vyariga 
(32.16-17), vyariga and laiichana (32.18-21); a recipe making the colour of the face 
equal (32.22); a recipe making the face resemble a lotus (32.23); these and similar 
preparations should be applied to the face, dependent on do~a and season (32.24); 
a recipe against nilika, vyariga and (mukha)dii~ika (32.25-26); a compound recipe, 
curing nilika, grey hair, vyariga, wrinkles, tilaka, and (mukha)dii~ika (32.27-30); a 
compound formula, curing vyanga, nm, etc., and making the face resemble the moon 
(32.31-32); an errhine (32.33ab); prasupti should be treated like ku~\ha due to vata, 
and by cauterization (32.33cd); utkop1a requires treatments effective against kapha 
and pitta; ko\ha should be treated like ku~\ha (32.34). 91 6 

Chapter thirty-three (guhyarogavijiianiya) is about diseases of the genitals. 
The subjects dealt with are: the aetiology of twenty-three of these diseases, i.e., 

upadal)lfa, etc. (33. l-5a); 917 upada,psa is of five types: arising from one do~a, blood, 
and the three do~as collectively (33.5b-d); 918 the characteristics of upada,psa due to 
vata (33.5d-6ab), 919 pitta(33.6cd), 92Dkapha (33.7ab), 921 blood (33.7cd), 922 and all the 
do~as (33.8); 923 upadaipsa caused by blood is amenable to palliative treatment; the type 
arising from all three do~as has a lethal course (33.9ab); 924 the excited do~as, when lo
cated in the blood and flesh of the private parts, may generate, inside or outside the 
urinary channel (me9hra), growths called ma1psakilaka, associated with itching and a 
slimy and bloody discharge; they resemble mushrooms when they are present on the fe
male genitals (yoni); when these haemorrhoid-like growths (arsas) are neglected, they 
destroy the potency in males and the menses in females (33.9cd-l lab); 925 the charac
teristics of the boils (pi\ika) called sar~apika, which arise from kapha and blood (33. 
l lcd-12ab), 926 those called avamantha, also arising from kapha and blood (33.12cd-
13ab),927 and those called kumbhika, arising from pitta and blood (33.13cd); 928 the 
boils called alaJ1 are like those arising in prameha (33.14a); 929 the characteristics of 
those called uttama, arising from pitta and blood (33.14bc), 930 and those called pu
~karika (33.14d-15ab); 931 excessive rubbing (of the penis) with the hands results in 
a sarpvyii9hapi\ika (33.l 5cd);932 irritation by clothing leads to m;-dita, which arises 
from vata (33.16ab); 933 uneven, firm boils, called asthilika, also arise from vata (33. 
16cd); 934 the aetiology, pathogenesis and symptom~tology of the disorder, affecting 
the prepuce (me9hracarman), which is called niv~tta (33.17-18); 935 two other disor
ders of the prepuce, called avapa\ika (33.l 9ab) 936 and nip.1ddhamat:1i (33.19cd-20); 937 

the disease of the penis called grathita (33.2lab);938 the disease of the penis called 
sparsahani, caused by blood, when this is corrupted by (the application of) siikas (33. 
2lcd); 939 the characteristics of sataponaka, arising from vata and blood; in this dis
ease the penis is covered with boils having minute openings (33.22); 940 tvakpaka arises 
from pitta and blood, 941 ma,psapaka from all the do~as (33.23); 942 the characteristics of 
asrgarbuda of the penis (33.24 ); 943 the already described maq1sarbuda944 and vidradh( 
arise from the three do~as945 (33.25ab); the characteristics of tilakalaka, also arising 
from the three do~as (33.25cd-26ab); 946 four diseases, namely ma1!1sarbuda, (tvak)pa-
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ka, vidradhi and tilakalaka should not be accepted for treatment, but the other diseases 
should be treated quickly (33.26cd-27ab);947 the twenty disorders of the female gen
itals (yonivyapad) arise from corrupted foods (33.27cd); 948 the aetiology and symp
tomatology of yonivyapad due to vata (33.28-3 lab); 949 the aetiology,pathogenesis and 
symptomatology of the types called aticarac:ia (33.31cd), 950 prakcarac:ia (33.32), 951 uda
vrtta (33.33-34a), 952 jataghnI (33.34b-d), 953 antarmukhI (33.35-36ab), 954 sucimukhI 
(33.36cd-37ab), 955 su~ka (33.37cd-38ab),956 vaminI (33.38cd-39ab), 957 ~a~H;lha (33. 
39cd-40ab),958 mahayoni (33.40cd-41), 959 paittikI (due to pitta) (33.42-43c),96o rak
tayoni (33.43cd), 961 slai~mikI (due to kapha) (33.44-45a), 962 lohitak~aya (33.45), 963 

paripluta (33.46-48ab), 964 upapluta (33.48cd-49a),965 vipluta (33.49b-d), 966 kan:iini 
(33.50-5 la), 967 and sarr11ipatikI (due to all three do~s) (33.51); 968 these diseases of 
the female genitals lead to failure of conception, infertility, serious disorders like asr
gdara, haemorrhoids, gulma, etc., and to afflictions (abadha) due to vata, etc. (33.52-
53). 969 

Chapter thirty-four (guhyarogaprati~edha) is about the treatment of the diseases of the 
genitals. 

The subjects dealt with are: the general treatment of upadaq1sa (34.l-6c); 970 

its specific treatment, according to the do~a(s) involved,971 is like that of sopha 
(34.6d); 972 the development of ripening should by all means be prevented, because 
this would lead to destruction of the penis (34. 7); 973 the treatment of haemorrhoid-like 
growths (arsas) (34.Sab), sar~apa974 and avamantha975 (34.Scd-9), kumbhika 976 

and alajI977 (34.10-llab), and uttama (34.!Jcd-12ab); 978 pu~kara979 and vyil<;lha 981 

require the same treatment as visarpa due to pitta (34.12cd); the treatment of tvakpa
ka, 981 sparsahani982 and m,dita983 (34.13), and a&\hilika (34.14ab);984 the treatment 
of niv,tta (34.14cd-16); 985 avapii\I should be managed in the same way (34.17ab); 986 

the treatment of niruddha(mac:ii) (34.17cd-19), 987 granthita988 (34.20ab), 989 and 
sataponaka (34.20cd); 990 soc:iitiirbuda 991 should be treated like vidradhi due to blood 
(34.21ab); 992 treatments suitable in cases ofvra1_1ashould, in accordance with the stage 
of the disease, also be applied (34.2lcd); 993 cases of yonivyapad should preferably be 
managed by means of measures against vata, because this do~a is always involved in 
this group of disorders; next, the other do~a(s) are to be counteracted (34.22-23); 994 

the treatment of various types of yonivyapad (34.24-27); 995 a medicated ghee against 
yonivyapad due to vata; this ghee makes conception possible (34.28-29); 996 a recipe 
against pain in the female genitals and some other disorders (34.30-31); 997 two 
prescriptions against pain in the female genitals (34.32-34 ); 998 the treatment of 
yonivyapad due to pitta (34.35); 999 a compound formula promoting fertility and 
curing many disorders (34.36-40); 1000 a formula with similar effects, particularly 
useful in disorders due to pitta (34.41); 1001 a fonnula that cures disorders by vata 
and pitta, and that results in conception (34.42-44ab); 1002 the treatment of raktayoni 
(34.44cd-45ab); J003 the formula of pu~yanugaciirc:ia, honoured by Atreya, to be 
administered in cases of yonido~a, rajodo~a (menstrual disorders), and many other 
disorders (34.45cd-50ab); 1004 the general treatment of yonido~a (= yonivyapad) 
due to kapha (34.50cd); 1005 a medicated oil against various types of yonivyapad 
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(34.51-54ab); l006 diverse prescriptions (34.54cd-55ab); 1007 a prescription against 
sliminess (paicchilya) (34.55cd-56ab); 1008 a prescription against bad-smelling, slimy 
and discharging genitals (34.56cd-57); 1009 a prescription that is useful when the gen
itals are rigid and rough (34.58) 1010 or bad-smelling (34.59); 1011 prescriptions against 
yonivyapad due to kapha, pitta, vata (34.60), 1012 or all three do~as (34.61ab); 1013 a 
woman will conceive when her genitals have thus been purified, when the male seed is 
pure and normal, and when a jiva approaches (the uterus) (34.61 cd-62ab); 1014 a male 
whose organ (indriya) is corrupted, although he has been subjected to paiicakarman, 
should be treated with the remedies suitable in his case (34.62cd-63ab); 1015 the 
fonnula of the medicated ghee called phalasarpis, curing all disorders of the female 
and male genitals (yoni- and sukraprado~a), leading to the conception of a male child 
(pmpsavana), and driving away demons threatening the child (34.63cd-67). 1016 

Chapter thirty-five (vi~aprati~edha) is concerned with poisons(vi~a) and the treatment 
of poisoning. 

The subjects dealt with are: the mythic origin of poison (vi~a); its two main types: 
sthavara (of vegetable origin) and jaitgama (of animal origin) (35.1-3); 1017 sthavara 
poisons, present in tubers and bulbs, and very potent, are: kalakii\a, indravatsa, s~itgI, 
halahala, etc. (35.4 ); 1018 the severely actingjat'lgamapoisonsare present in the fangs of 
snakes, spiders, etc. (35.5ab); 1019 sthavara andjaitgama poisons are collectively called 
a~trima (not artificially produced) (35.5cd); artificial (lqtrima) poisons, called gara, 
are prepared from various drugs; according to the power of the mixture (yogavasat), 
they kill within a short time, after a long time, or after a very long time, and bring about 
various disorders (35.6-7ab ); 1020 poisons possess the following properties: tik~~1a, u
~i:ia, riik~a. visada, vyavayin, asukarin, laghu, vika~in, sii./<~ma, and avyaktarasa; they 
are not subject to digestion (35.7cd-8ab ); 1021 these·properties are contrary to those of 
ojas; for this reason, and because vata and pitta dominate in them, poisons quickly de
stroy life (35.8cd-9ab); a poisonous substance, after entering the body, conupts the 
blood first, and, subsequently, vata, pitta and kapha, together with their seats; then, af
ter reaching the heart, it destroys the body (35.9cd-10); the symptoms of the seven 
stages (vega) of poisoning by a sthavara substance (35.11-16); 1022 the treatment re
quired in each of these stages (35.17-20); 1023 recipes for preparations to be adminis
tered in the intervals between these stages (35.21-23); 1024 the formula of the antidote 
called candrodaya, to be prepared by a ritually pure virgin, clothed in white, during 
(the conjunction of the moon with) the constellation Pu~ya, while the physician has 
to utter a mantra; a second man.-a should be pronounced after the preparation, in or
der to make the drug effective in providing santi and svastyayana (35.24-32); 1025 the 
characteristics of the weakened poison called dii~Ivi~a; the symptoms it brings about; 
the explanation of its name (35.33-37); 1026 preliminary treatment; the formula of dii~I
vi~ari, effective against poisoning by dii~Ivi~ (35.38-40ab ); 1027 the local and general 
symptoms caused by a poisoned arrow (35.40cd-45ab ); 1028 the treatment to be applied 
(35.45cd-48ab ); 1029 gara is sometimes administered by women to their husbands, or 
by those living at the court to a king (35.48cd--49ab ); 1030 gara consists of a mixture 
of animal excreta and the ashes of various incompatible plants; it has a weak action 
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(35.49cd-50ab); 1031 the symptoms of poisoning by gara (35.50cd-55ab); its treatment 
(35.55cd-59); vi~asatpka\a, a dangerous condition, arising when the patient's consti
tution, the season in which the symptoms appear, the patient's diet, the do~a and dii~ya 
mainly involved, etc., coJTespond to similar characteristics of the poison (35.60); fac
tors leading to an increase of the effects ofa poison (35.6I--o3ab ); 1032 poisons become 
stronger during the rainy season, weaker when this has ended (35.63cd-64); poisoning 
should speedily be treated, after taking into consideration all the factors influencing the 
course of the illness (35.65); the treatment of poisoning with a substance of the nature 
ofkapha (35.66), 1033 pitta (35.67), 1034 and vii.ta (35.68); 1035 any drug used in the treat
ment of poisoning should contain ghee (37 .69ab ); ghee is the best remedy in all cases 
of poisoning and in all the stages, but pa1ticularly when vii.ta is very strong (35.69cd-
70ab); poison located in a seat ofkapha can easily be cured; located in a seat of pitta, 
it is curable with difficulty; located in a seat of vii.ta, it is extremely difficult to cure or 
incurable (35.70cd-71). 

Chapter thirty-six (sarpavi~aprati~edha) is about venomous snakes and the treatment 
of snake-bites. 

The subjects dealt with are: the earthly (bhauma) snakes, which are of many kinds; 
they belong to three main groups, called darvikara, mai;i9alin and rajimant (36.l-
2ab); 1036 their venom possesses the properties riik~a. ka!uka, amla, u~i;ia, svadu, and 
sitala; these properties, in the mentioned order, and in pairs of two, lead to excitement 
of vii.ta, pitta and kapha (36.2cd-3ab); 1037 the three stages of the life cycle 1038 and 
the three main seasons in which the venom of the three groups of snakes is present 
in abundance; the venom of snakes of mixed breed (vyantara) is abundantly present 
in the transitional periods (sandhi) of these seasons (36.3cd-4ab); the characteristics 
of darvikara, ma~19alin and rlijimant snakes (36.4cd-6); 1039 the gaudhera, which 
descends from a godhli and is a quadruped, has the same kind of venom as a darvikara 
(36.7a-c); 1040 the snakes of mixed breed have mixed characteristics; therefore they 
excite the three do~as (36.7cd-8ab); 1041 circumstances inciting snakes to bite; the 
quantity of venom increases in the order in which these circumstances are mentioned 
(36.8cd-9); 1042 treatment should be catTied out in agreement with these teachings 
(36.lOab); snakes of mixed breed, having a bad nature, reside near roads (36.1 Ocd); 
the characteristics of a series of types of bite: tm~cjahata, vya!Icjha, vylilupta, da~\aka, 
and da~!anipicjita; the first two types do not contain poison; the last type is incurable 
(36. ll-I4ab); 1043 snake venom does not corrupt the body as long as it has not reached 
the blood, 1044 but, even when a very small quantity has reached it, the poison spreads 
like a sheet of oil on water (36. l4cd-I5ab); touching a snake may already excite 
vata in someone who is afraid of snakes; this condition is called sarpaliglibhihata 
(36.l5cd-I6ab); 1045 the symptoms presented by someone hurt by some animal on 
rough ground or in the dark and therefore afraid that the animal was a snake; this con
dition is called saliklivi~a (36.16cd-I7); 1046 the general characteristics of venomous 
and non-venomous bites (36.18); 1047 the symptoms of the seven stages of poisoning 
by the bite of a darvikara (36.19-22), 1048 those of the first five stages of that of a 
mai;icjalin (36.23-24)1049 and a rajila (= rlijimant) (36.25-27a); 1050 the symptoms of 
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the sixth and seventh stages are like those of the bite of a ~arvikara (36.27b ); 1051 the 
first five stages only can be treated (36.27cd); circumstances weakening the venom of 
a snake (36.28-30ab); 1052 circumstances making a bite incurable (36.30cd-32ab); w53 

symptoms presented by incurable patients (36.32cd-37ab); 1054 when such symptoms 
are absent, the patient should be treated as soon as possible (36.37cd-38ab); measures 
to be taken immediately by physician and patient, before a hundred matra have passed 
after the bite (36.38cd-41); 1055 Jigation of a limb with an ari~!ii, proximal to the bite 
(36.42-43), followed by excision (36.44 ); 1056 cauterization may be carried out, except 
in bites by a mai:i9alin, because such a snake is of a pittala nature (36.45); 1057 the 
treatment of a ma~9alin bite (36.46-48ab); 1058 when the poison has already penetrated 
and spread through the body, bloodletting is the best remedial measure, followed by 
cooling applications which stop the bleeding (36.48cd-53ab); 1059 measures protecting 
the heart (hrdayavara1!a) (36.53cd-54); 1060 emetics should be administered when, 
in spite of treatment, more serious symptoms appear, 1061 or, as an alternative, more 
specific therapy should be initiated (36.55-57ab); drug treatment of a bite by a darvi
kara (36.57cd-58ab), 1062 a black snake (kr~1!asarpa) (36.58cd-59), 1063 a rajimant 
(36.60-6!ab),1064 and a mar:i9alin (36.6lcd-62); 1065 the formula of a cooling paste, 
called himavant, to be applied to a mar:i9alin bite (36.63-64); a medicated drink to be 
administered to persons bitten by a mar:i9alin (36.65); the formula of the drug called 
a~!iiilga, useful in bites by a gonasa snake 1066 (36.66-67ab); prescriptions useful in a 
rajimant bite (36.67cd-68ab), the bite of a ka~1<;lacitra 1067 (36.68cd-70ab), the bites of 
snakes of mixed breed (36.70cd-71), the bites of any snake, even a bite of Ta~ka 
(36.72-73); !068 the treatment of each of the seven stages of poisoning due to the bite 
of a darvlkara (36.74-78); 1069 the treatment of the third and sixth stages of poisoning 
due to the bite of a mar:i9alin (36. 79), 1070 and that of the first and sixth stages after the 
bite of a rajila (36.80-8lab ); 1071 the treatment of the stages left undescribed is like that 
after a darvikara bite (36.8lcd); a mild form of treatment, excluding bloodletting, is 
advisable in pregnant women, children, and aged persons (36.82ab ); wn a prescription 
effective against all poisons (36.82cd-83); 1073 a prescription against various types of 
poisoning and a series of diseases (3.84-85); a poison should completely be removed 
from the body in order to prevent a new wave of action or the development of dii~Ivi~a 
(36.86); the treatment of excited vata, pitta and kapha after elimination of a poison 
(36.87-88); 1074 the treatment of sarpatigabhihata and sailkavi~a (36.89-90ab); 1075 

protecting measures against snakes and their bites (36.90cd-92); 1076 measures 
frightening snakes away, particularly at night (36.93). I077 

Chapter thirty-seven (ki!aliitadivi~aprati~edha) is about the bites of poisonous insects 
(ki!a), spiders (liita), etc., and their treatment. 

The subjects dealt with are: kI!as originate from the excrements, urine, seed, eggs, 
and decomposing dead bodies of snakes; they are of four types, when classified accord
ing to their relationship to the do~as (37.1); !078 the symptoms caused by the bites of 
ki!as mainly associated with vata, pitta or kapha singly, and with all three do~s jointly 
(37 .2-4ab); 1079 the stages of poisoning are like those caused by a snake-bite; the gen
eral symptoms caused by the bite of a ki!a (37.4cd-5); 1080 the local symptoms of a 
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bite by a scorpion (vrscika) (37.6-7ab ); 1081 the poison of scorpions arising from the 
putrefying dung of cattle, etc., objects besmeared with a poisonous substance, and de
composing dead bodies of snakes, is mild, moderate, and strong respectively (37.7cd-
8ab); 1082 the distinctive morphological characteristics of these three groups of scorpi
ons (37.8cd-I0); 1083 the general effects of the bite of a scorpion with a strong poison 
(37.11-12); 1084 the symptoms produced by the bite of an ucci!i1iga, a small animal, 
also called u~!radhiima and ratricara (37.13-14 ); 1085 vata and pitta predominate in !G
ras; kapha predominates in kai:iabhas and unduras, vata in scorpions and u~!radhilmakas 
(37.15); 1086 determination of the main do~a(s) involved is decisive for the treatment 
to be followed (37.16); I087 the symptoms of poisoning with a predominance of vata, 
pitta andkapha (37.17-19); 1088 the treatment of these three conditions (37.20-21); i089 

rules for the general treatment of kI!a-bites (37.22-23ab); 1090 the recipe for a fumiga
tion, taught by Kasyapa, useful in all poisonous bites (37.23cd-24ab); any anti poison 
measure should be tried, including those against snake-bites (3?.24cd-25ab); 1091 pre
scriptions against kI!a-bites (37.25cd-27ab); 1092 the formula of dasailgagada against 
kI!a-bites, devised by Kasyapa (37.27cd-28); prescriptions against a scorpion-bite (37. 
29-42); 1093 a formula against the bites of kI!aS, snakes, spiders, unduras, and scorpi
ons (37.43); a prescription, taught by Jina, against the bites of ratrikas t094 and scor
pions (37.44); more dangerous than kI!aS are spiders; these are of sixteen kinds, 1095 

although others distinguish twenty-eight, others again even more kinds; some regard 
them as attendants of Sahasrarasmi ( = Surya) and declare that they are of thousand dif
ferentkinds (37.45-46ab); IO% spiders, however, are all the same in being able to cause 
numerous complications (37.46cd); spiders are classified according to their relation
ship with the do~as, because it is troublesome to distinguish and name them (37.4 7); 
the bites in whichonedo~apredominates are difficult to cure; the bites associated with 
all the do~as are incurable (37.48ab); 1097 the local and general symptoms of a spider 
bite with a predominance of pitta, kapha and ·vata (37.48cd-50); the signs belonging 
to each of the dosas are also to be taken into consideration (37.Slab); the local and 
general symptom~ of an incurable bite (37.Slcd-53); 1098 usually, all three do~s are 
(more or less) involved in a spider bite (37.54ab); three degrees of toxicity are distin
guished; when the bite is neglected, death occurs within a week, ten days, or a fortnight 
respectively (37.54cd-55ab); 1099 the local and general symptoms caused by the bite 
of a poisonous spider (37.55cd-58ab); 1100 a spider emits its poison in eight ways: by 
means of its breath (svasa), fangs (da111~!rii), excrements, urine, seed, saliva, claws, and 
oestrous discharge (artava); chiefly, it does so by means of its mouth parts (37.58cd-
59ab); 1101 spiders bite in the region above the navel, kI!as doso above and below that 
region (37.59cd); pieces of clothing which have been com1pted by their poison cause 
disorders through their contact with the body (37.60ab); the bite of a poisonous spider 
produces slight symptoms during the second half of the first day; the symptoms that ap
pear during the second to seventh days; this mode of action is typical of a poison with 
the highest degree of toxicity; the mode of action of less toxic poisons can be deduced 
(37.60cd-65); 1102 the effects of the poison subside after three weeks (37.66ab); the 
treatment should begin with excision, followed by cauterization, 1103 unless the spider 
belongs to those with a predominance of pitta (37.66cd-67ab); 1104 contra-indications 
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for excision and cauterization (37.67cd-68ab); 1105 the course of treatment after cauter
ization (37 .68cd-70ab); 1106 the formula of padmakagada, useful in all spider- and kI
\a-bites (37.70cd-7lab), and the even more efficacious campakagada (37.71cd-72ab); 
another, related prescription (37.72cd); the formulae of the antidotes (agada) called 
mandara and gandhamadana (37. 73-74); purgatives to be prescribed to patients with an 
abundance of do~as (37.75-77ab); when the burning sensation and swelling have dis
appeared, measures should be taken which make the kanpka 11o7 fall off (37.77cd); 11oa 

prescriptions that promote this falling off (37. 78-80ab); i w9 the treatment to be adopted 
when the kan;iika is falling off (37.80cd); all fatty drugs should be prepared with ghee, 
for oils woultl increase the effects of a poison (37.81); drugs active against all spider
bites (37.82-86). 1110 

Chapter thirty-eight (mii~ikalarkavi~aprati~edha) is concerned with the bites cif rats and 
mice (mii~ika) and mad dogs (alarka) and the treatment of disorders caused by their 
poisons. 

The subjects dealt with are: the eighteen kinds of mii~ika: lalana, capala, putra, 
hasira, cikkira, ajira, ka~ayadanta, kulaka, kokila, kapila, asita, arm.1a, sabala, sveta, 
kapota, palitondura, chucchundara, and rasala (38.1-2); 1111 the local and general 
symptoms caused by contact with the semen (sula·a) of a mii~ika (38.3-5); 1112 the 
patient is difficult to cure when the poison of an akhu (= mii~ika) has pervaded the 
body (38.6ab); signs indicating incurability (38.6cd-7ab); signs indicating that the 
patient should be given up (38.7cd-8ab); the pathogenesis and symptomatology of 
rabies in dogs (38.8cd-!Oab); 1113 the local and general symptoms caused by the bite 
of a rabid dog (38. l Ocd-11 ab ); 1114 the same symptoms may be brought about by the 
bites of a jackal (srgala), mule (asvatara), horse (asva), bear (rk~a), dvipin (leopard), 
tiger(vyaghra), wolf(vrka), and other animals (38.l lcd-12ab); 1115 the symptoms ap
pearing when the wound contains poison; their absence points to a non-poisonous bite 
(38.12cd-14ab); 1116 someone who, after having been bitten, imitates the movements 
and sounds of the animal, will die, as well as someone seeing the animal unexpectedly 
in a mirror or reflected on the surface of water (38.14cd-15ab); 1117 someone who, also 
when not having been bitten, is afraid of water, its sound, touch and sight, should, as 
suffering fromjalasaq1trasa (hydrophobia), be given up (38.15cd-16ab); 1118 the place 
of the bite of a mii~ika should, as soon as possible, be cauterized (38.16cd-17ab); 
cauterization should be followed by bloodletting; afterwards, a paste should be 
applied (38.17cd-18ab); 1119 the recipe of another paste (38.18cd-19ab); subsequent 
treatment (38.l 9cd-20); emetics (38.21-23ab); 1120 purgatives (38.23cd); 1121 other 
types of preparations (38.24-32); 1122 a remnant of mii~ika poison, not eliminated, 
will become active when rain clouds appear, or in the seasons suited to the excitation 
of a particular do~a (38.33); 1123 any suitable treatment should then be applied, as 
well as those measures which counteract diisivisa (38.34); 1124 the treatment of the 
bite of a rabid dog (38.35-38ab); 1125 a perso~ bitten by a mad dog should also take 
a medicated bath, accompanied by a mantra (38.38cd); 1126 the symptoms caused by 
wounds by the nails or teeth of bipeds or quadmpeds (38.39); the treatment of these 
wounds (38.40). 1127 
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Chapter thirty-nine (rasayanavidhi) is concerned with elixirs conferring longevity. 
The subjects dealt with are: the general effects of a rasayana (39.l-2ab); 1128 the 

etymology of rasayana (39.2cd); 1129 a rasayana or vajikarm_1a should permanently 
be used in the first two stages of the life cycle by a self-subdued human being 
who has undergone sudation, bloodletting and purification (39.3-4 ); 1130 rasayana 
treatment is of two types: ku!Ipravesika (within an enclosed space), which is the best 
method, and vatatapika (in the open air) (39.5); 1131 the construction of a suitable 
room (ku!I) (39.6-7); 1132 the requisites for persons wanting to submit to the treat
ment (39.8-10); 1133 preparatory procedures, aiming at complete bodily purification 
(39.11-14 ); 1134 a rasayana preparation to be taken once daily, in the evening; the 
Vaikhanasas, Valakhilyas, and other ascetics experienced the beneficial effects of 
this rasayana, devised by Brahma (39.15-23); 1135 another rasayana, to be taken 
daily, in the morning (39.24-26); 1136 this treatment confers a life span of hundred 
years without disease and old age (39.27); 1137 a preparation to be taken during a 
month, conferring a life span of a thousand years (39.28-32); 1138 the preparation of 
cyavanaprasa, which rejuvenated Cyavana; it cures many diseases, leads to a long 
life span, and strengthens virility (39.33-41); 1139 other rasayanas (39.42-47); the 
formulae of the medicated ghee called paiicaravinda, which restores one's strength and 
virility (39.48), and another ghee, called catul_1kuvalaya, which improves one's mental 
faculties (39.49); the formula of a compound rasayana (39.50-53); 1140 rasayanas 
prepared with the plants called nagabala (39.54-55), 1141 gok~uraka (39.56-57), and 
varahikanda (39.58-59); 1142 a series of medicinal plants with the same properties: 
vidarI, atibala, bala, madhuka, vayasI, two kinds of sreyasI, yukta, pathya, dhat11, 
sthira, amrta, mal).~iikI, sailkhakusuma, vajigandha, and satavari (39.60-61); 1143 

another useful plant is citraka; the varieties with yellow, white and dark flowers 
possess a stronger action in the mentioned order (39.62); citraka preparations curing 
particular disorders (39.63-65); a preparation with bhallataka fruits, to be taken first 
in increasing, later in decreasing fixed numbers, during fixed periods of time; this 
course of treatment improves digestion and cures a series of diseases (39.66-71); 1144 

another bhallataka preparation with the same effects (39.72-74); 1145 more recipes 
with bhallataka fruits (39.75-81); 1146 bhallataka fruits cure any type of kapha disease 
and are also effective in constipation (vibandha) (39.82); 11 47 things to be avoided 
during all rasayana treatments (39.83); preparations with tuvaraka oil which cure 
ku~!ha (39.84-93); 1148 similar preparations having rasayana effects (39.94-95); 1149 

the use of pippalI as a rasayana (39.96-98ab); 1150 the pippa!Ivardhamana procedure 
(39.98cd-102); 1151 rasayana effects can also be obtained by drinking some water, 
each morning, during a year, out of an iron vessel, daubed with pippalI (39.103); a 
series of parts of otherplantsthatcan be employed in the same way (39.104-105); 1152 

the described rasayanas may also be used in combination with milk; drunk in that way, 
their effect is doubled (39.106); preparations with somarajI, which act as rasayanas 
and cure ku~!ha, as well as digestive disorders (39.107-110); 1153 the mythic origin of 
garlic (rasona, lasuna); brahmal).aS do not use it, because it has arisen from the body of 
the Daitya called Rahu; yet, having originated from the amrta, it is the most excellent 
rasayana (39.111-112); 1154 the way in which the ex pressed juice of garlic may be used 
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(39.113-121); the suitable dosages (39.122); the articles of diet to be taken after di
gestion of the garlic (39.123-124); articles of diet prepared with garlic (39.125-126); 
garlic is the best medicine in disorders caused by vata, either singly, or when covered 
(avrta), except when covered by pitta and rakta (39.127); contra-indications (39.128); 
after the use of garlic a mild purgative is recommended, in order to prevent ~e exci
tation of pitta (39.129); the origin of silajatu, a substance of six varieties, which have 
the taste of one of the six metals (dhatu) (39.130); 1155 the properties of silajatu; 1156 

the lauha variety deserves particular esteem (39.131); 1157 the characteristics of the 
best variety (39.132); 1158 the preparation of silajatu for medicinal use by soaking it 
in water, drying· it, and then steeping it in a warm inspissated decoction; when this 
mixture has become homogeneous and dry, it should be thrown into an amount of the 
decoction again; this process has to be repeated seven times (39.133-135); 1159 the 
way to use this silajatu preparation (39.136-138); 1160 the dosages (39.139); 1161 when 
properly used, silajatu works as a rasayana (39.140-141ab); 1162 articles of diet to be 
avoided during its employment (39.141cd); 1163 silajatu cures any curable disease; 
when properly employed in health, it provides a large amount of iirja (39.142); 1164 

the ku\Ipravesa type of rasayana suits those with leisure who have servants; others 
should be satisfied with sauryamarutika methods (39.143); 1165 measures of the latter 
type, easy to be ca1Tied out and without the risk of complications when incorrectly 
applied, will be described next (39.144); a long series of this type of prescriptions 
(39.145-164 ); 1166 the rules for a rasayana procedure including the use of 360 pills 
during a full year (39.165-168); the preparation, use and effects of the medicated ghee 
called narasirphaghrta (39.169-173); the effects of this ghee, when additional rules are 
observed (39.174-176); those rasayanas have been described which can actually be 
prepared, which are effective and suited to the yuga we live in; many other rasayanas, 
difficult to prepare, are omitted (39.177); when, during rasayana treatment, a disease 
appears, one should employ those measures which are suitable to the case and stop 
the ongoing therapy (39.178); 1167 the characteristics of those who continually use 
a rasayana (39.179-180); 1168 the behaviour that is equivalent to a perfect rasayana 
(39.181). 

Chapter forty (vajikarar:iavidhi) is concerned with aphrodisiacs. 
The subjects dealt with are: the aims of those using an aphrodisiac (40.l-2ab); 1169 

the effects of an aphrodisiac ( 40.2cd-3 ); 1170 those leading a virtuous life in agreement 
with the dharrna are not in need of aphrodisiacs, but those with less sattva may make 
use of them ( 40.4-6); preparatory treatment ( 40.7-8); 1171 the joys of parenthood ( 40.9-
11); 1172 the preparation ofa compound aphrodisiac ( 40.l 2cd-21 ab ); 1173 several aplu-o
disiac prescriptions ( 40.21cd-34 ); 1174 the properties of substances and other things that 
stimulate the libido and increase the potency (40.35-36); 1175 a long description of the 
type of woman best suited to rouse a man and make him potent (40.37-40); 1176 one 
should make love according to the rules laid down in the Kiimasiitra, taking into con
sideration the appropriateness of place and time, one's strength and potency, and with
out acting contrary to medical prescriptions (40.41); a list of things that mentally pro
mote potency ( 40.42-45); things helpful to achieve one's aim (40.46-47); 1177 the best 
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medicine in a long list of diseases (40.48-56); 1178 a clyster is the best remedial mea
sure in diseases due to viita, a purgative in those due to pitta, an emetic in those due to 
kapha ( 40.57ab); honey subdues kapha, ghee pitta, and oil viita ( 40.57cd); 1179 for these 
reasons one should the medicines, mentioned as the best ones, prepare as suited to the 
patient and the situation he is in ( 40.58). 

After listening to Atreya's teachings, Agnivesa, esteemed by Bhe~a and the other 
sages, remained unsatisfied; he asked why some patients, provided with all things nec
essary to recovery, die, whereas others, devoid of these things, attain full health ( 40. 
59-62ab). In reply to this question, (Atreya) Punarvasu gives a discourse on the factors 
influencing the course of a disease and the outcome of the theraputic process; he con
cludes that the restricted power of medicine should be accepted, but that this science, 
nevertheless, holds out hope for suffering mankind, when practised by honest, learned 
and experienced physicians ( 40.62cd-77). 1180 

The study of the A${iiligahrdaya is recommended. The work is described as being 
based on the A${iiligasa1pgraha ( 40.78-80). The results to be obtained by studying it are 
mentioned ( 40. 81-82 ). The excellence of the A${aligahrdaya derives from the incorpo
ration of the contributions of both Caraka and Susruta ( 40.83-84 ). Someone unwilling 
to accept the counsel to study the A$tiiligahrdaya, should laboriously go through the 
primordial treatise (expounded by Brahma) and devote his whole life to it ( 40.85). One 
should not give credit to the words of other teachers, but hold to what has been said (in 
this treatise) by someone who regards himself as impartial (40.86-87). The foremost 
criterion for the acceptibility of teachings is not that they have been exposed by sages, 
but the well-chosen way of expressing them (subhii~ita) ( 40.88). 

The treatise ends with the wish that the Hrdaya, comprising the essence (hrdaya) 
of the whole of the ocean of iiyurvedic literature, be conducive to the welfare of the 
world ( 40.89). 
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Chapter l 

Siitrasthana 1 

The mailgala of the A${iirigasaI11graha is addressed to the Ekavaidya, to those conver
sant with the medical tradition, to Pitamaha,2 and other (deities) 3 (l.1). 4 

The descent ofayurveda from the world of the gods to earth is more elaborately 
described than in the Hrdaya. The line of transmission in the divine realm is identical, 
but the Sill1]graha relates that Indra gives the ayurveda, characterized as an upa veda of 
the Atharvaveda, to a group of sages consisting of Punarvasu, Dhanvantari, Bharadva
ja, Nimi,Kasyapa, Kasyapa, and (A)lambayana. On the basis oflndra's teaching;, each 
of these seven sages wrote a treatise on the eightfold ayurveda, dealing withkaya, ba
la, graha, iirdhviii1ga, salya, daip~!J:a, jara, and vr~a5 (1.4-10). Thereupon, they passed 
their knowledge on to a group of pupils: Agnivesa, Han ta, Bhe.a, Mar:i~avya, Susruta, 
Karala, and others, who, in their tum, composed a medical treatise ( l. l l- l 3ab ). 6 

The A${iiilgasll1!1graha is described as a comprehensive textbook, extracted from 
earlier specialized works; it was written with a view to meet the needs of the present 
age of the world (l.13cd-18). 7 Kayacikitsa will be its favourite subject (l.19). 8 Every 
syllable of the work will be in conformity with tradition (1.20).9 

The verse on the three do~as of the Hrdaya (Sii.l.6cd-7ab) is expanded by adding 
that the do~as may be subject to increase (vrddhi) or decrease (k~aya), or maintain a 
balanced state (samya); increase and decrease may be present to a high (utkma), mod
erate (madhya) or slight (alpa) degree (1.21-22). 

A.s.Sii.l.23-28ab = A.h.Sii.l.7cd-12. 
Six types of sarpsarga and ten types of sarpnipata 10 are briefly referred to 

(l.28cd). 11 

A.s.Sii.1.29 = A.h.Sii.1.13. 
Disorders described as arising from rasa, etc., are actually brought about by do

~as staying in rasa, etc.; their characterization as rasaja, etc, is to be interpreted as a 
figurative expression (upacara) 12 (1.30). 13 

The chief function of each of the seven dhatus is mentioned (1.31). The dhatus 
maintain the body and each dhatu nourishes the subsequent one of the series (l .32ab ). 14 

A.s.Sii.l .32cd-37ab = A.h.Sii.1.14-18. 
Gur:ias added to the series of twentyofthe Hrdaya are the objects of the senses, and 

the gur:ias called vyavayin and vika~in ( l.37cd); vyavayin and vika~in are defined ( I. 
38).15 Some authorities are rep01ted to regard vyavayin as a high degreeofthe gur:ia 
called sara, and vika~in as a high degree of til:~r:ia ( l .39ab ). 16 Sattva, rajas and tamas 
are the three mahagur:ias (l .39cd). 

A.s.Sii.1.40-47 = A.h.Sii. l.19-26. 
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The verses of the Hfdaya on the four limbs of treatment (padacatu~\aya) (Sii.1.27-
29) and the classification of diseases according to their degree of curability (Sii. l.30-
35ab) do not form part of A.s.Sii. l. 17 

The chapter ends with a table of contents of the ~!iiilgasarpgraha (1.48-64). 18 

Chapter two (si~yopanayanrya) 19 has no parallel in the .4$!iiilg~-daya 
The subjects dealt with are: the qualities required in a student (2.2-4ab ); circum

stances unsuitable to study and some rules for proper study (2.4cd-5); rules for the 
student's behaviour (2.6-7ab); requirements for an accomplished physician (2.7cd-
18ab); 20 types of patients to be rejected on account of moral defects, etc. (2.18cd-
20).21 

A.s.Sii.2.21-23 = A.h.Sii.1.27-29. 
More important than the four limbs of treatment (padacatu~\aya) are the moral qual

ities of a physician (2.24-25ab). 
A.s.Sii.2.25cd-28ab = A.h.Sii.l, additional verse and 31-32. 
The characterization of easily curable diseases is slightly expanded (2.28cd). The 

characterization of diseases which are difficult to cure (2.29), amenable to palliative 
treatment only (2.30-31), or incurable (2.32-33ab), differs from that found in the Hr
daya. 

Treatment should be initiated only after assessment of the degree of curability of a 
disease (2.33cd-34ab). 

Physicians are warned that curable diseases may become incurable under particular 
circumstances (2.34cd-36ab). 

The importance of the physician's ethical standards is stressed again (2.36cd-38). 

Chapter three (dinacarya) is much longer (127 verses) than the corresponding chapter 
of the Hrdaya (Sii.2; 48 verses). 

The rules for the proper way of getting up in the morning, attending to one's natu
ral urges, sipping water from the palm of one's hand (acarna) (3.2-12ab ),22 and brush
ing one's teeth (3.12cd-21) 23 are elaborate. Scraping of the tongue (jihvanirlekhana) 
is added to the daily toilet (3.16cd-17). 24 

A.s.Sii.3.18 = A.h.Sii.2.4. 
Trees and shrubs unsuitable for tooth-brushing are mentioned (3.19-2lab). Tooth

brnshes and sandals should not be made with the wood of the palasa and asana (3.2lcd). 
The lower teeth should be brushed first. After cleansing the teeth, the eyes should be 
washed while holding water in one's mouth; this water should be cold in summer and 
autumn (3.22).25 The gods and one's elders (vrddha) should be paid homage to; one 
should be attentive to the mailgala~\asata 26 and look at a golden vessel filled with ghee 
(3.23). 

A.s.Sii.3.24ab = A.h.Sii.2.5ab. 
The effects of applying a collyrium are described (3.24cd-25ab). 
A.s.Sii.3.25cd-26ab = A.h.Sii.2.5cd-6ab. 
Ai:iutaila 27 should be used as an errhine, followed by holding a gai:i<;lii~a in the 

mouth; 28 the beneficial effects of these practices are described (3.26cd-30). Next, 
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smoking, 29 the application of fragrant substances, putting on a garland, etc., are 
mentioned as beneficial (3.31-33ab). 

Rules are given for the use of clothing, garlands and footwear (3.33cd-34). 
The beneficial effects of keeping fragrant substances in the mouth and of betel 

chewing are described (3.35-38ab). 30 

After the performance of these activities, one should begin the daily work suited to 
one's occupation (3.38cd-40). Rules for conduct are given (3.41-42), 31 followed by a 
long series of presciptions and prohibitions (3.43-54ab).32 

The beneficial effects of abhyaitga are described (3.54cd-57), 33 followed by34 

those of abhyailga of the head (3.58cd),35 filling the ears with oil (3.59ab),36 and 
abhyailga of the feet (3.59cd-60ab ). 37 

A.s.Sii.3.60cd = A.h.Sii.2.9cd. 
Physical exercise (vyayama) is defined (3.61ab). 
A.s.Sii.3.6lcd-69ab = A.h.Sii.2.10-17. 
Additional rules related to bathing are formulated (3.69cd-73). 
A.s.Sii.3.74 = A.h.Sii.2.18. 
Rules are given concerning the proper food to be taken and its consumption (3.75-

79).38 

The proper way of passing the afternoon leisure time is described (3.80), followed 
by a long series of prescriptions and prohibitions regarding daily behaviour (3.81-
125),39 for a small part also found in the Hfdaya.40 The results of observing the rules 
are found in the concluding verses (3.126-127). 

Chapter four (rtucarya) differs considerably from the corresponding chapter of the Hr
daya (Sii.3). 

The chapter opens with an exposition (in prose) on time (kala) ( 4.2). The units of 
time are dealt with (in prose), the six seasons, the months, and the two halves of the 
year ( 4.3-4 ). 

The units of time, absent from the Hfdaya, resemble those of Susruta. 41 Matra is a 
synonym of ak~inime~a; 42 the na9ika is added and said to be 20 1/10 kala.;43 two na-
9ikas farm a muhiirta; 44 the yama is added too and said to consist of 3 3/ 4 muhiirta; 45 
a day and a night consist of four muhiirta each. 46 

The first month of the year is Margasir~. while it is Magha in the Hfdaya The cycle 
of the seasons begins with hemanta, whereas sisira is the first season in the Hfdaya 

The first half of the year is called udagayana or adana, the second half dak~i1_1ayana 
or visarga. 

The agneya character of adana and the saumya character of visarga are described 
(in prose, concluded by a verse) (4.5-7).47 

The seasons are described, 48 their effects on the human organism, and the regimen 
to be observed (in verse): hemanta ( 4.8-19ab), sisira (4.19cd-20ab), vasanta (4.20cd-
27ab), grr~a (4.27cd-38ab), var~t1 ( 4.38cd-49), and farad ( 4.50-60ab). 49 

A.s.Sii.4.60cd-62ab = A.h.Sii.3.57cd-59. 
Two concluding verses are added (4.62cd-64). 
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Chapter five (roganutpadaniya) largely agrees with the corresponding chapter of the 
Hrdaya (Su.4 ). 

A.s.Sii.5.1-22 = A.h.Sii.4.l-2lab. 
A.s.Sii.5.23 replaces A.h.Sii.4.2lcd, without changing the contents. 
A.s.Sii.5.24-25 = A.h.Sii.4.22-23. . 
Verses added (5.26-31) describe the numerous bad effects arising in those who ne

glect to remove impurities from their bodies. 
A.s.Sii.5.32-43 = A.h.Sii.4.26-36. 
Two concluding verses ( 4.44-45) are added. 

Chapter six (dravadravyavijiianiya) is much longer than the corresponding chapter of 
the Hrdaya (Sii.5). so 

Many kinds of water are described (6.2-50). 51 

A.s.Sii.6.2 = A.h.Sii.5.1. 
A.s.Sii.6.3 is added to the description o frainwater (gailgamb u). 
A.s.Sii.6.4-6ab = A.h.Sii.5.2-4ab. 
A.s.Sii.6.6cd-7ab replaces A.h.Sii.5.4cd and is more elaborate on the same 

subject. 52 

A.s.Sii.6.7cd = A.h.Sii.5.5ab. 
Three additional verses ( 6.8-10) are about the relationships between the colour of 

the soil and the taste of the water fallen on it, and about the relationships between soils 
with predominance of one of the mahabhiitas and the taste of the water. 53 

A.s.Sii.6.1 lab = A.h.Sii.5.5cd. 
A.s.Sii.6. l lcd-15ab are added to the text of the ffrdaya; they deal with the proper-

ties of the water from wells, tanks, etc. (6. l lcd-l 5ab). 54 

A.s.Sii.6.l 5cd-19 = A.h.Sii.5.8cd-12. 
A.s.Sii.6.20-22ab corresponds to A.h.Sii.5 .6-7ab. 
A.s.Sii.6.22cd-23ab = A.h.Sii.5. 7cd-8ab. 
The bad effects of polluted water are described (6.2.3cd-24), 55 followed by mea

sures to purify it (prasadana) (6.25-27ab).56 

Rules are given about the proper use of water, cold, tepid or warm, dependent on 
the condition of a patient; prohibitions are also formulated (6.27cd-45ab). 57 The prop
erties of water boiled after placing a noble metal or (semi-)precious stone in it are sep
arately dealt with (6.45cd-49). 

A.s.Sii.6.50 = A.h.Sii.5.19. 
A.s.Sii.6.5lab replaces A.h.Su.5.20ab. 
The section on milk (6.51-75) and dairy produce is slightly longer than in the Hr

daya 
A.s.Sii.6.5lcd-59 = A.h.Sii.5.20cd-29ab. 
Two verses (6.60-61) on the effects of milk on persons with particular habits are 

added. 
A.h.Sii.6.62-66 = A.h.Sii.5.29cd-35ab. 
A.h.Sii.6.67 replaces A.h.Sii.5.35cd. 
A.h.Sii.6.68-72ab = A.h.Sii.5 .36-40. 
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An ardhasloka on old ghee (6.72cd) is added, followed by one on ghrtama1f9a58 

(6.73ab). 
A.s.Sil.6.73cd-74ab replaces A.h.Sil.5.41 ab; dadhikilcika is mentioned instead of 

1 the kilrcika of the Hrdaya, mora\a instead of mora1_1a; takrapi1_19aka and k~Irasaka 59 are 
added items. 

A.s.Sil.6.74cd = A.h.Sil.5.4lcd. 
A.s.Sil.6.75ab is an addition. 
A.s.Sil.6.75cd = A.h.Sil.5.42ab. 
The section on the sugarcane and its products, to which other kinds of sugar and 

honey are added, is also expanded (6.76-93). 
A.s.Sil.6.76-77ab = A.h.Sil.5.42cd-43ab. 
An ardhasloka on the properties of sugarcane juice is added ( 6. 77 cd ). 
A.s.Sil.6.78-84ab = A.h.Sil.5.43cd-50ab. 
An ardhasloka on sugar prepared from other plants is added (6.84cd). 
A.s.Sil.6.85-88ab = A.h.Sil.5.SOcd-53. 
A verse explaining why heated honey should never be used is added (6.88cd-89ab). 
A.s.Sil.6.89cd-90ab = A.h.Sil.5.54. 
Some verses on the actions of honey are added (6.90cd-92). 60 

Thelastverse of this section mentions the four kinds of honey: bhramara, pau~pika, 
k~audra and mak~ika; their good qualities increase in the mentioned order; 61 when old, 
only k~audra and mak~ika honey should be used ( 6.93). 

The next section is on oils (6.94-I06ab) and animal fats (6. I06cd-I09ab). 
A.s.Su.6.94-95 = A.h.Su.5.55-56. 
A verse on the general actions of oils is added (6.96). 
A.s.Su.6.97-98 = A.h.Su.5.57-58 (the oils of era1_19a and raktaira1_19a). 
A.s.Sil.6.99ab = A.h.Sil.5.6lab (the oils of uma and kusumbha). 
The A~fliftgasaiµgraha adds the oils of dantT, mulaka, rak~oghna, karaiija, rui~\a, 

sigru, suvarcala, irigudI, pilu, sa1\khinI, and nipa, the oils made from the heartwood 
(sara) of sarala, agaru, devahva and sitpsapa, those of tuvara, aru~kara, karafija, nimba, 
ak~a, atimuktaka, ak~ot;la, nalikera, madhuka, trapusa, ervaru, ku~ma1_19a, sle~mataka, 
priyala, sripar1_1I, and kiq1suka (6.99cd-l05).6.2 The verses on sar~pa,63 ak~ and 
nimba oil of the Hrdaya (Sil.5.59-60) are absent from the Sa[!lgraha. 64 

Sesamum oil is regarded as the best, kusumbha oil as the worst kind (6.106ab). 65 

A.s.Su.6.106cd-I07ab = A.h.Su.5.61cd-62ab. 
The best sources of vasa are the buluka,66 hog (sukara), pakaha1psa, and cock 

(kukku\a); 67 bad sources are the kumbhira, buffalo (mahi~a), kakamadgu, and kara1_19a 
(6.107cd-l08); 68 the best medas is that of the goat,69 the worst that of the elephant 
(6.I09ab). 70 

The section that follows is about fermented, particularly alcoholic, fluids (6.109cd-
134). 

A.s.Su.6.l09cd-ll 5ab = A.h.Su.5.62cd-68. 
The properties of jagala, medaka and bakkasa, which are related to vfuut,I, are 

added (6.l!Scd-116).11 
A.s.Su.6.117-II Sab = A.h.Su.5.69-70ab. 
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The properties of kauhalf and ari~!a are added (6.118cd). 
A.s.Sii.6.119-124ab = A.h.Sii.5.70cd-75. 
Verses on surasava, maireya, dhatakyabhi~uta, drak~asava, mrdvlkasava, ik~urasa

sava are added ( 6.l 24cd-126), followed by verses on the general properties of asava 
(6.127ab), the five best sources for preparing an alcoholic drink, and the properties of 
alcoholic drinks when prepared from a mixture of source materials (6.127cd-l 28). 

A.s.Sii.6.129-134 = A.h.Sii.5. 76-81. 
A section on various kinds of urine, animal excrements, bile, and rocana (6.135-

142) ends the chapter. 72 

Some verses on the properties and medicinal uses of urines, also mentioning that 
cow's urine is the best kind, are added (6.137-139ab), followed by verses on the prop
erties and medicinal actions of various kinds of animal excrements ( 6.139cd- l 4 l). The 
last substances described are bile, gallstones (rocana) and human urine (6.142). 

The concluding verse (6.143) is identical with that found in the Hrdaya (Sii.5,84 ). 

Chapter seven (annasvariipavijiianiya) is much longer again than the corresponding 
chapter of the Hrdaya (Sii.6). 73 

The chapter begins with a section on siikadhanya (7.2-21). 
A.s.Sii.7.2-12ab = A.h.Sii.6.1-llab. 
The tp:iadhanya group (7.l 2cd-15) is much larger;74 added are: jiin:iahva,75 gadi, 

varm:iapadika, toyasyamaka, 76 hastisyamaka,77 silbika (or silbika), sisira, uddala,78 

nlvara, 79 variika, 80 baraka, 81 utkaia,82 madhiilika,83 antanirgu11c;II, ve1:mpan:iI, prasa
ntika, 84 gavethu, 85 kai;ic;!a, 86 lauhitya, 87 toyaparl)i, 88 and mukundara 89 (7.12cd-15). 

A.s.Sii.7.16 = A.h.Sii.6.12cd-13ab. 
A verse is added on the properties of uddalaka, nivara and madhiilika (7.17). 
A.s.Sii. 7.l 8-19ab = A.h.Sii.6.13cd-14. 
A.s.Sii.l 9cd-20ab agrees with A.h.Sii.6.15ab on anuyava and varpsajayava (= ve-

11uyava). 
A.s.Sii.7.20cd-2 l = A.h.Sii.6.15cd-16. 
The first part (7.22-29) of the section on simbidhanya differs from that of the Hr

daya and has no verses in common with it. The items forming part of simbidhanya, 
mentioned in the first verse (7.22), are: mudga, mailgalya, vanamudga, maku~!haka, 
masiiraka, ac;lhaki, 90 and ca~1aka 91 Their general properties and actions are enumerated 
(7.23-24ab).92 The best kinds and varieties for particular purposes are mentioned (7. 
24cd-25). 93 

The properties and actions of rajama~a, kulattha and ni~pava are described (7.26-
29). 94 

A.s.Sii.7.30-3 lab= A.h.Sii.6.21 cd-22. 
A.s.Sii.7.3lcd deals with kusamrasimbi. 
The general properties and actions of the remaining simbidhanyas are mentioned 

(7.32). 
The properties and actions of sesamum (tila) form the next subject (7.33-34ab);95 

the black variety is the best, followed by the white one; the red variety is less esteemed 
(7.34cd). 
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A.s.Sii.7.35 = A.h.Sii.6.24. 
A.s.Sii. 7.36a-c = A.h.Sii.6.25a-c. 
A.s.Sii.7.36d-37ab is an expansion of A.h.Sii.6.25d. 
A.s.Sii.7.37cd = A.h.Sii.6.26ab. 
The next section is about prepared foods (lqtanna). 
A.s.Sii.7.38-43 = A.h.Sii.6.26cd-32ab. 
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The verses on meat broth (rasa) (7.44-46ab) are an expanded version of A.h.Sii.6. 
32cd. 

A.s.Sii.7.46cd-47ab = A.h.Sii.6.33. 
An ardhasloka on ma~a soup is added (7.47cd). 
Various dishes, together with their properties, are described: khala, 96 kambalika 97 

and dakalava1,1ika98 (7.48-50ab). 
The heaviness (gaurava) ofyii~a, rasa, siipaand saka is said to increase in the men-

tioned order (7.50cd-5 lab). 
A.s.Sii.7.51cd-52ab = A.h.Sii.6.34. 
Dishes added are parpa\a and k~araparpa\a (7.52cd ), raga and ~ac,lava99 (7 .53-54 ). 
A.s.Sii. 7.55-58ab = A.h.Sii.6.35-38ab. 
An ardhasloka on the actions of dhana is added (7.58cd). 
A.s.Sii.7.59ab = A.h.Sii.6.38cd. 1oo 
Dishes added are saktupi1,1c,li (7.59cd), avalehika and sa~kulimodaka 1•1 (7.60). 
A.s.Sii.7.61 = A.h.Sii.6.39cd-40ab. 
A verse on the properties and actions of saktu is added (7.62). 
A.s.Sii.7.63-64 = A.h.Sii.6.40cd-42. 
The section on animals and their flesh (7.65-110) begins with an enumeration of 

the group of animals called mrga 102 (7.65-66). 103 This group contains more species 
than found in the list of the Hrdaya Added are: kalapucchaka, 104 varapota, 105 svadatp
wa, 106 rama,1o7 kohakaraka, 1os karala, I09 krtamala, 1 IO and Pr~ata 111 

A.s.Sii.7.67-69ab = A.h.Sii.6.44-46ab (the vi~kira group). 
The pratuda group (7.69cd-73ab) is larger 112 than in the H[daya (Sii.6.46cd-

47ab ).113 Added are: satapattra, 114 koyagi, 115 khafijari\aka, 116 durnamari, 117 kfsa
graha, 118 lac,lii~a, 11 9 va\ahan, 120 gok~vela, 121 c,li1,1c,lima~1ava, 122 ja\i, 123 dundubhi, 124 

pakara, 125 lohapr~\ha, 126 kuli1igaka, 127 sanigakhya, 128 cin\i(ka), 129 kailku, 130 ya
~\ika, 131 mafijariyaka, 132 godhapu1.-a, 133 priyatmaja, 134 kalavitika, 135 parabh1ta, 136 
aligaraciic,laka, 137 paravata, 138 and pa1,1avika. 139 

The bilesaya group (7.73cd-74) is larger than in the Hrdaya (Sii.6.47cd). 140 

Added are: sveta-, sylima-, citrapr~\ha- and kalakakakulimrga, 141 cilla\a, 142 kiicika, 143 
salyaka, 144 sat)c,laka, 145 vr~ahi, 146 kadali, 147 and nakula. 148 

A.s.Sii.7.75-77ab = A.h.Sii.6.48-50ab (the prasaha group). 
A.s.Sii.7.77cd-78ab = A.h.Sii.6.50cd-5lab (the mahamrga group). 
The jalacarin group of birds (7.78cd-80) is larger than the corresponding apcara 

group of the H[daya (Sii.6.5lcd-52ab). 149 Added are: m!l)alaka1,1\ha, 150 raktasi
r~ka, 151 pui:ic,lanl<ak~a, I52 sararl', 153 ma1)itui:ic,laka, 154 kakatui:ic,la, 155 ghanarava, 156 

ambukukku\a, 157 nadyasya, 158 and mallika. 159 

A.s.Sii.7.81-83 = A.h.Sii.6.52cd-55ab. 
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An ardhasloka on the larger groupings is added (7 .84ab ). 
A.s.Sii.7.84cd = A.h.Sii.6.55cd. 
An ardhasloka on the flesh of jangala animals is added (7.85ab). l60 

A.s.Sii.7.85cd = A.h.Sii.6.56ab. 
Verses added are about the flesh of the haril)a, an animal of a coppery (tarnra) 

colour, the el)a, of a black colour, 161 and the sasa, 162 followed by that of the birds 
called lava and kapiiijala 163 (7.86-87). The wild (vanya) paravata and kapota are also 
added (7.88ab). 164 

A.s.Sii.7.88cd-89 = A.h.Sii.6.57-58ab. 
An ardhasloka on the tittiri is added (7.90ab). 165 

A.s.Sii. 7 .90cd-92ab = A.h.Sii.6.58cd-60ab. 
A.s.Sii.7.92cd-93ab = A.h.Sii.6.61--o2ab. 166 

A.s.Sii.7.93cd replaces A.h.Sii.6.62cd. 
A.s.Sii.7.94ab = A.h.Sii.6.63ab. 
An ardhasloka on the flesh of the godha 167 and mii~ika is added (7 .95ab ). 
A.s.Sii.7.95cd-97 = A.h.Sii.6.65, 60cd, 66. 
An ardhasloka on the hal)lsa is added (7.98ab ). 168 

A.s.Sii.7.98cd-100 replaces A.h.Sii.6.67ab. These verses deal with the properties 
of fish, in particular the rohita, which is the best, and the cilicima, which is the worst 
kind; a half-verse on the ku!Ira is added. 

A.s.Sii.7.101-102ab = A.h.Sii.6.63cd-64. 
A.s.Sii.7.102cd-!03 takes the place of A.h.Sii.6.68. 
A.s.Sii:i .104-106a takes the place of A.h.Sii.6.67cd. These verses enumerate those 

animals which are the best among the members of their group: el)a, kurailga, haril)a 
and sasa (among the mrgas), lava, kapiiijala, tittiri and J«-akara (among the vi~kiras), 
godha and svavidh (among the bilesayas), grdhra and lion (among the prasahas), sa
rika (among the pratudas), nyai:tku (among the mahamrgas), hal)lsa (among the jalaca
rins), rohita, kacchapaand vartmi (among the aquatic animals); 169 the very best among 
their respective groups are the lava, 170 el)a, 171 godha, 172 and lion. 

A.s.Sii. 7. !06b-d enumerates the animals not suitable for consumption: cow, frog, 
r~ya and kaQakapota. 

A.s.Sii.7.107 is concerned with the merits, respectively demerits, of eggs, the flesh 
of young, and that of old animals. 

A.s.Sii.7.108-110 = A.h.Sii.6.69-71. 
The next section is that on vegetables (saka) (7.111-165). 
A.s.Sii.7.111-121 = A.h.Sii.6.72-82. 
Some verses are added on vegetables which resemble in their properties and ac

tions those described in the preceding verses (7.118-121). The plants mentioned (7. 
122-124ab) are: syama, 173 salmali, 174 kasmarya, bhaiiji, 175 kan:iaka, 176 yiithika, 177 vr
ksadini 178 ksiravrksa 179 bimbi l80 tanika 181 vrksaka 182 lodhra, 183 sana, 184 kacchu
d1ira, l85' selu .. 186 vr~a~u~\ika, 187 bhallatak~. 188 ko~ida;a, 189 kamala, 190 ·utpala, 191 and 
kil)lsuka. 192 A verse on the properties and actions of bhaiijI and abhiruja karira 193 is 
added too (7.124cd-125ab). 

A.s.Sii.7.125cd-129ab = A.h.Sii.6.83-86. 
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An added verse (7.129cd-130ab) says thatjfvantr is the very best vegetable; 194 bha
iu;lf, 195 parvar:if l96 and parvapu~pika 197 are described as eliminating vata and pitta. 

A.s.Sii. 7 .130cd-134 = A.h.Sii.6.87-91 ab. 
A.s.Sii.7.135ab differs from A.h.Sii.6.9lcd in adding sp'Jgaiaka and kaseruka, 

while omitting kumuda- and utpalakandaka. 198 

A.s.Sii.7.135cd-136ab differs from A.h.Sii.6.92 in omitting srt1gii!aka and kaseru
ka and adding kadamba. l99 

A.s.Sii.7.136cd-137ab = A.h.Sii.6.93. 
A.s.Sii.7.137cd-138 takes the place of A.h.Sii.6.94ab; the jfvanta, jhui'ijhu and e

~agaja of the Hrdaya are absent; extra items are yatuka,200 salakalyai1r,201 srlpanfr,202 
pfluparr:iika, 203 kuman,204 jfva,205 lor:iika,206 ku~mai1~a,207 nTiinI, 208 svarca,209 vrka
dhiimaka, 210 and laksmana. 211 

A.s.Sii. 7.l 39ab =· A.h.Sii.6.94cd. 212 

A.s.Sii. 7.l 39cd, an addition, mentions jivantika, 213 cuficuparr:iI, 214 prapunnaia, 215 

and kuberaka 216 

A.s.Sii.7.140-143 = A.h.Sii.6.95-98. 
A.h.Sii.6.99 on satavarl sprouts (ailkura) and vaf!!sakarira is absent; its place is 

taken by A.s.Sii.7.144-146, where the following vegetables are mentioned: iirupii
ka, 217 langa!I, 218 tila, 219 vetasa, 220 paikai1gula,221 valllsakarira, 222 bilva, 223 rasna, 224 

bala,225 vatsadanI,226 gar:i~fra, 227 and citraka. 228 
A.s.Sii.7.147-148ab = A.h.Sii.6.100-!0!ab. 
A.s.Sii.7.148cd-149ab, on sar~pasaka, 229 the worst kind of vegetable, replaces 

A.h.Sii.6.lOlcd. 
A.s.Sii.7.149cd-15lab = A.h.Sii.6.102-103. 
A.s.Sii.7.15lcd takes the place of A.h.Sii.6.104ab. 
A.s.Sii. 7.152-153 = A.h.Sii.6.104cd-!06ab. 
A.s.Sii. 7.154 adds a number of plants to those mentioned at A.h.Sii.6. !06ab; these 

plants form the haritaka group, 230 a term absent from the J-Irdaya; the group consists of: 
dhanya,231 tumburu,232 saileya,233 yavanI,234 srngiveraka (or srngiveraka), 235 parr:ia
sa,236 grfijana, 237 ajajI, 238 jiraka, 239 and gajapippalI. 240 

A.s.Sii.7 .155-157 replaces A.h.Sii.6. !06cd-107; these verses, on the properties 
and actions of the haritaka group of vegetables, add some more plants belonging to it: 
kharahva,241 kalamalika,242 dfpyaka, 243 k~avaka, 244 dvipi, 245 and bastagandha.246 

A.s.Sii. 7 .158a-c = A.h.Sii.6.108a-c; 7 .158d differs from A.h.Sii.6.108d and men
tions dhanaka. 247 

A.s.Sii.7.159, an addition, is about kharahva and citraka. 
A.s.Sii.7.160-16lab, on garlic (lasuna), takes the place of A.h.Sii.6.109cd-110ab, 

on the same subject. A.h.Sii.6.109ab, on ardrika, is absent from the Sarpgraha 
A.s.Sii. 7 .16 lcd, still on garlic, is identical with A.h.Sii.6.1 !Ocd. 
A.s.Sii.7.162 = A.h.Sii.6.111. 
A.s.Sii.7.163 takes the place of A.h.Sii.6.l 12ab. 
The verse on grfijanaka of the J-Irdaya (Sii.6.l l 2cd-ll 3ab) misses in the SaI1]graha. 
A.s.Sii.7.164-165 = A.h.Sii.6.113cd-115ab. 
The section on fruits (7.166-207ab) also contains a number of additions. 
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A.s.Sii.7.166-172 = A.h.Sii.6. I 15cd-122ab. 
Some verses (7.173-175ab) are added; they deal with nalikera, 248 moca,249 and the 

fruit of rajadana. 250 

A.s.Sii. 7.l 75cd-176ab = A.h.Sii.6.l 22cd-123ab. 
An ardhasloka on the fruits of madhiika 251 and badara252 is added (7.176cd). 
A.s.Sii.7.177-178 = A.h.Sii.6.123cd-125ab. 
A.h.Sii.6.125cd-126ab on the fruit of bilva is absent. 
A.s.Sii.7.179-181 are added; they deal with the fruits of tinduka, 253 asmantaka,254 

asina (or asfna), 255 phalinf, 256 bimbi,257 todana,258 \ailka,259 asvakan:ia,260 bakula, 261 
gailgeru,262 dhava;263 dhanvana, 264 svetapaka, 265 kapittha,266 siiicatr,267 bhavya,268 

jambii, 269 k~frivrk~a, 270 and pu~kara. 271 

A.s.Sii.7.182-183 on the fruit ofkapittha occurs instead of A.h.Sii.6.126cd-127ab. 
The verses of the Hrdaya onjambii fruit 272 and the mango (amra) 273 (Sii.6.127cd-

129ab) are absent. 
Verses added (7.184-190) are about the properties and actions of the fruits of si

iicatika, bhavya, jambii, k~frivrk~a. a~akf, 274 amra, the juice of sahakara fruit,275 the 
fruit oflavalf276 and bilva. 277 

A.s.Sii.7.191ab is related to A.h.Sii.6.129cd. 
A.s.Sii.7.19 lcd and 192 are added; they are concerned with the fruit ofkosamla, 278 

karaiija,279 ·and samf. 280 
A.s.Sii.7.193, on the fruit of pilu, takes the place of A.h.Sii.6.130. 
A.s.Sii.7.194ab = A.h.Sii.6.131 ab. 
A.s.Sii. 7.194cd-l 95ab, an addition, describes the fruits of nfpa, 281 satak~ika, 282 

pracrnagara,283 troasiilya,284 iilgudr,285 and vikaitkata.286 
A.s.Sii.7.195cd-207ab = A.h.Sii.6.13lcd-143ab. 
The section on medicinal substances (au~adhavarga) of the Hrdaya (Sii.6.143cd-

171) is absent from the Saipgraha. Instead, a matradiprakarai;ia is found (7.207cd-261), 
which deals with a variety of subjects. 

This section is introduced by a series of verses (7.207cd-210). 
First, the dependence of the effects of medicinal substances on the dosage employ

ed 287 and the combination with other substances 288 is described by means of examples 
(7 .211-217); next, the changes of qualities, resulting from the way of preparation, are 
discussed289 (7.218-228). 

A number of verses are devoted to the subject of dehasatmya, i.e., substances 
suitable to particular peoples and unwholesome to others (7.229-233). 290 Peoples 
mentioned are the maruvasins, Pracyas, Saindhavas, Asmakas, those living in Malaya 
and Koi1kai;ia, the Udfcyas, Avantis, Balhfkas, Balhavas, Cfnas, Siilikas, Yavanas, and 
Sakas. · 

Examples of satmya of various types are given (7.234-237). 
Numerous verses are concerned with the varying effects of substances, pharmaceu

tical preparations and remedial measures in general, dependent on the disease of the 
patient, the do~a(s) involved, the season in which the disease occurs, etc. (7.238-259). 

The concluding verses declare that an intelligent physician should take into con-
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sideration all these manifold (vicitra) factors (dharma), subtle (siik~ma) and difficult to 
evaluate (durlabhahetuka), not taught by science, and to be assessed by himself. 291 

Chapter eight (annarak~avidhi) deals with the protection of the king from poison, one 
of the functions of the royal physician (prfu:iacarya); it corresponds to the first part of 
chapter seven of the Hrdaya, but is much more elaborate. 

The first pa1t of this chapter (8.1-20) is in prose. 
The chapter begins with stressing the importance of protecting wealthy people, and 

in particular a king, from being poisoned, and the place of the court physician as the one 
chiefly enll"usted with this task (8.2-3).292 Kings are said to be vulnerable to diseases 
on account of their way of living (8.3). Precautions concerning the royal meal (8.4-5) 
and some general characteristics of poisoned food (8.6) 293 are described, followed by 
the signs of poisoning exhibited by a series of dietary items (8.7-8). 294 

The next subjects are: characteristics enabling one to recognize a poisoner ( vi~ada) 
(8. 9 ); 295 the testing of foods by burning them and examining the colour, form, smell, 
and other features of the flames and the fire (8.10);296the treatment of disorders caused 
by inhaling the smoke of burned poisoned substances (8. 11 ); the testing of foods by 
feeding them to various animals, which react to poison in a specific way (8.12); 297 

the treatment of disorders caused by inhaling the vapours (ba~pa) of burning poisoned 
foods (8.13) 298 and by touching poisoned substances (8.13); 299 the symptoms occur
ring when poisoned food is being swallowed down; their treatment; 300 the symptoms 
occurring when poisoned food has reached the amasaya (8.14 ); 301 their treatment 
(8.15); 302 the symptoms indicating that the poison has reached the pakvasaya; 303 their 
treatment (8.16); the symptoms caused by a poisoned collyrium, 304 errhine (nasya), or 
dhiima;305 the treatment of these conditions (8.l 7); 306 the symptoms caused by a poi
soned substance used for abhyailga and the treatment of these symptoms; 307 the same 
symptoms are caused by poisoned substances used for udvartana, ghar~ai:ia,308 pari
~eka309 and anulepana, 31 0 by poisoned ornaments (bhii~ai:ia), 31t vehicles (yana), 312 

couches (sayya), 313 bedding (astarai:ia), clothing (vastra), 3t4 armour (kavaca), 3t5 

wooden sandals (paduka),3t6 shoes (upanah), 317 and foot-stools (padapi!iJa); 318 their 
treatment should be carried out on the same lines (8.17); specific treatment of the 
disorders caused by poisoned ornaments (abharai:ia), 3t9 foot-stools, parasols (chatll"a), 
chowries (camara), and fans (vyajana) (8.18); the symptoms caused by poisoned oils 
for inunction of the head (siro'bhyailga); their treatment; 320 the same measures are 
applicable in disorders caused by poisoned water for washing the head, poisoned 
combs (kaiikata), 321 garlands (sraj),322 and headcoverings (u~i:iI~a)323 (8.19); the 
symptoms caused by poisoned oils for filling the auditory duct (kar~1apiirai:ia)324 and 
by poisoned cosmetics (mukhalepa); 325 their treatment (8.20). 

Some verses are devoted to various measures to be taken by the physician in order 
to protect the king and his food (8.21-25ab). 

The next section, in verse, is concerned with the storage room for medicines (bhe
~ajagara)326 and its location (8.25cd-26ab); 327 the royal kitchen (mahanasa), its con
stmction and location, the personnel to be employed, 328 and the qualities required for 
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these persons329 (8.26cd-31); 330 the qualities required in the royal physician, who also 
accompanies the army on march (8.32-33); 331 the measures to be taken by the physi
cian for protection of the army from being poisoned in all sorts of ways (8 .34-40); 332 

the characteristics of poisoned water and soil, and the counter-measures to be taken 
(8.4!-48ab);333 the same concerning poisoned air (8.48cd-53ab);334 the poison-girl 
(8.53cd-56); 335 precautions the king should take concerning his food (8.57). 

A verse (8.58) introduces a long prose passage on the preparation of an antidote 
(agada), a collyrium (afijana) in this case, called sarvarthasiddha, to be employed 
by kings, high officials (mahamatra),336 brahmai:ias studying the Vedas and other 
sciences, etc. This drug, to be prepared very carefully,337 accompanied by rituals, 
derives from the king of Videha; earlier, it was given by the Asvins to lndra in order 
to enable him to kill Vrtra. 338 It should be administered while muttering a dhari~1I 
addressed to the Tathagata, Arhant Samyaksarµbuddha. Many divinities and sages 
are to receive homage during one of the stages of the process of preparation: ii.rya
valokitesvara, ii.ryatara, Brahma, Dak~a. the Asvins, Rudra, Indra, A.ditya, Soma, 
Varuna, Vaisvanara,339 Vayu, Vi~i:iu, Janaka, Bharadvaja, Dhanvantari, Susruta, 
Bhavya, 340 Sukanya,341 Skanda, Cyavana, Vainateya,342 and others (8.59-61). 

The remaining part of the chapter, in verse, begins with preparations, devised by 
Brhaspati,. which, when sprinkled on various objects, make poisons innocuous; these 
preparations are meant for royal use (8.62-66). It proceeds with another preparation, 
to be mounted in gold, which, worn as a jewel, neutralizes poisons (8.67-69ab), 
and one more of the same type, called saumyakhyagada (8.69cd-71ab). The plants 
called mii~ika and ajaruha, tied to the wrist (hastabaddha), perform the same function 
(8. ?led). 343 

Another drug, when rubbed on musical instruments and banners, has the same ef
fect again (8.72-73). 

A series of verses contain various recipes of antidotes for use by the king (8.74-
96). 344 Substances ofanimalorigin, 345 as well as metals, form conspicuous ingredients 
of these and the preceding compound drugs. An authority quoted is Gautama (8.86). 
Hrdayavarai:ia by means of ajeya- and amrtaghrta is also mentioned (8.89). 346 

The last part of the chapter describes how the physician should behave towards 
the king in general (8.97-I08ab), and with regard to a number of specific duties, in 
particular ritual activities for protection of the king347 (8.1 08cd-113 ). 

The chapter ends with two concluding verses (8.114-115). 348 

Chapter nine (viruddhannavijfianiya), about antagonistic (viruddha) foods, which 
should not be eaten together, and a variety of other subjects, corresponds to the second 
and third parts of chapter seven of the Hrdaya. · 

The chapter begins with foods to be avoided in combination with the flesh of do
mestic animals, those living in marshy regions, and aquatic animals; 349 the combi
nation of fish and milk is particularly unwholesome, and among fish the one called 
cilicima; 350 the cilicima is described (9.2).351 Other articles of diet not going together 
with milk are enumerated (9.3). 352 A long series of antagonistic combinations of foods, 
drinks and anupanas follow (9.3-6).353 Antagonistic drugs are not dealt with, on ac-
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count of the complexity of the subject and the difficulties involved (9.6). 
After this section in prose, verses follow. 
First, some stanzas describe antagonism (virodha) in general (9.7-8), examples of 

this interaction, its bad effects, and the general lines of treatment to be adopted (9.9-
12ab).354 

A.s.Sii.9.12cd-13 = A.h.Sii. 7.46cd-4 7. 
Some additional verses state that the rules about antagonism do not apply in dis

eased conditions, where antagonistic or normally unwholesome articles may prove to 
be of curative value (9.14-15). 

The procedure to be adopted in giving up unhealthy dietary habits is discussed; one 
quarterof the unwholesome item should be replaced by the same quantity of something 
wholesome with intervals of one, two or three days, until the process is completed (9. 
16-17).355 

The three upastambha(na)s (mainstays of the body) are dealt with in prose; these 
consist of food, sleep and enjoyment (abrahmacarya) (9.18). 356 

The next section, in verse, is concerned with sleep. 
Tiu-ee verses describe the physiology of sleep, which is a state chiefly connected 

with tamas (9.19-21). 
A.s.Sii.9.22-23 = A.h.Sii.7.53cd-55. 
An additional verse (9.24) compares the beneficial effects of sleep with those of 

tapas. 
A.s.Sii.9.25-29 = A.h.Sii.7.55cd-60. 
The disorders arising from unhealthy sleeping habits (ahitanidrii) are described 

(9.30-32ab), 357 followed by the way in which the need to sleep long hours (atinidratii) 
arises (9.32cd-33). The treatment of this condition is discussed (9.34-35).358 The 
verses on the causes (7.36)359 and symptoms of insomnia (nidriiniisa) (9.37-39) 360 

give more details than those of the Hrdaya 
An ardhasloka on the curability of insomnia is added (9.40ab). 
A.s.Sii.9.40cd-41 = A.h.Sii.7.65-66ab. 
The treatment of insomnia is more elaborate (9.42-46) than in the Hrdaya, though 

part of the verses are identical. 361 

A.s.Sii.9.47ab = A.h.Sii.7.68cd. 
An additional ardhasloka says that the measures provoking sleep in someone sleep

less should be avoided by those sleeping too much (9.47cd). 
The last verse on sleep (9.48) enumerates healthy and unhealthy types of sleep. 362 

The section that follows gives rules concerning sexual behaviour (griimyadharma) 
(9.45-59)363 in prose and verse; this section corresponds to A.h.Sii. 7.69-76. 364 

The passage in prose (9.45) lists women to be avoided, improper times for inter
course, and some rules for the male partner. The verses formulate rules to be observed 
by the male preceding intercourse (9.46-47), the frequency of cohabitation during the 
various seasons (9.48ab), the proper behaviour of the male after intercourse (9.48cd-
49), the beneficial results of these practices when duly observed, and the bad effects of 
neglecting them (9.50-51). The disorders resulting from too much sex are enumerated 
(9.52-53); the age limits (sixteen and seventy years) of sexual activity are mentioned 
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(9.54 ). The good results of complying with the mles and the bad ones of not heeding 
them end this section (9.55-59). 

The next section discusses the reasons why a series of factors, usually leading to 
disease, may remain harmless; the appearance of disorders in other cases is attributed 
to the influence of karman (9.60-68).365 

The verses that follow elaborate on this subject. They describe the effects of cor
rupted wind, water, place and time, 366 and the remedial measures to be taken when the 
karman of those suffering is not fixed (aniyata) (9.69-76). 

The importance of keeping to the rules regarding the seasonal regimen is shortly 
stressed (9.77-78). 

A section devoted to timely (kiilamrtyu) and untimely death (akiilamrtyu) follows 
(9.79-85). 367 The life span is said to depend on fate (daiva) and one's actions in the 
present life (pum~akiira) (9.79), each of which is of three grades (sre~\ha, madhya, 
avara); kiila- and akiilamrtyu are determined by the type of karman and puru~akiira (9. 
80-85). The vedaviidinal~ distinguish 101 kinds of death: one of these is kiilamrtyu, 
the remaining hundred are iigantu (9.86).368 The killing of foes (bhriitrvya) by means 
of the syena sacrifice (yiiga) 369 and other rituals, and the suicide of Dirghasravasa 370 

are referred to (9.87). One should always protect one's life, for example by means of 
the mitravindii i~!i 371 (9.88). The four kinds of death of Buddhist doctrine are referred 
to (9.89ab ). Untimely death is declared to be a phenomenon occurring under all s•1ts 
of circumstances, and recognized as such by all the iigamas; death, when taking place 
even in the presence of accomplished physicians, is to be regarded as akiilam~tyu (9. 
89cd-l 01). The unavoidability of death is emphasized and illustrated (9.102-106). 

The chapter ends with verses recommending a healthy and virtuous way of life (9. 
107-115). 

Chapter ten (annapiinavidhi) is devoted to generalities about the intake of food. 372 A 
large part is in prose (10.1-13), a smaller part in verse (10.14-29). 

The contents consist of: foods and drinks enjoyed in keeping with the rules consti
tute the support (iiyatana) of life (iiyus); they form the fuel of the internal fire, which 
maintains the body (10.2); seven factors relating to the intake of food should be taken 
into consideration: svabhiiva (inherent nature), 373 Sa!Jiyoga (combination), saqiskiira 
(preparation), miitrii (quantity), desa (place), kiila (time), and upayoga (consumption); 
the svabhiivao fan article of diet may change under the influence of sarpyoga, etc. (10. 
3); 374 saqiyoga,375 saqiskiira,376 miitra, 377 desa 378 and upayoga 379 are explained (10. 
4 ); time bears on the season and (the stage ot1 the disease; its distinctive signs are di
gestion or absence of digestion (I 0.5); 380 many rules relating to the taking of a meal 
are formulated (10.6); 381 the actions of foodstuffs which are snigdha, laghu and ugia 
are described, 382 followed by the effects of eating too slowly or too quickly383 (10. 7); 
the concepts of siitmya and asiitmya form the next subject; 384 a number of different 
definitions of siitmya are recorded; three grades of siitmya are distinguished: pravara, 
madhya and avara; 385 hita (healthy) and ahita (unhealthy) foods are defined (I 0.8 ); four 
improper types of enjoying a meal should be avoided: samasana, adhyasana, amiitrii
sana and vi~amiisana; these terms are defined; 386 the proper materials for the vessels in 
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which particular dishes should be prepared are discussed (10.9), 387 and, subsequently, 
the proper places of the various items composing a meal, as well as the order in which 
dishes with particular main tastes should be consumed (10.10); 388 the kinds of anupana 
to be selected as suitable in combination with particular dishes are enumerated; 389 an 
anupana should always possess properties opposed to those of the dish 39o (I 0.11); the 
beneficial effects of an anupana are dealt with; patients in whom it has an adverse effect 
are enumerated; the proper behaviour after taking an anupana is described (10.12), 391 
followed by prescriptions regarding the behaviour after finishing a meal (10.13);392 
articles of diet not to be enjoyed habitually are listed (10.14-17), 393 as well as those 
suitable to habitual use (10.18-20); 394 two verses praise the effects of a healthy diet 
(10.21-22). 

A.s.Sil.l0.23 = A.h.Sil.8.46cd-47ab. 
Persons who should keep to the rule of the preceding verse are mentioned (I 0.24 ). 

A series of verses describe the effects of foods which are dry (rilk~a), or too oleaginous 
(atisnigdha), hot, cold, liquid (drava), sweet, salt, sharp (tIIC~Qa), and sour (I 0.25-28). 

The concluding verse praises the results of the observance of the rules (10.29). 

Chapter eleven (matrasitiya) corresponds to part of the chapter of the same title (Sil.8) 
of the Hrdaya. 

The chapter begins with declaring that one should eat in measure (matrasin). 
The proper measure (matra) is defined by means of its effects (11.2). 395 The proper 
amounts of heavy and light foods are specified, together with the reasons for these 
prescriptions; 396 the effects of eating too little and too much are described; 397 the 
pathogenesis of alasaka and vi~ilcika is the next subject, because these diseases arise 
from overeating 398 (11. 3 ). 

A.s.Sil.11.4-5 = A.h.Sil.8.6cd-8ab. 
The symptoms of three do~ic types of the disorder caused by overeating are 

described, 39<.) those of alasaka,400 and those of an incurable type of alasaka40l (11.6). 
The incurable type of amado~a called amavi~a is the next subject (11.7), 402 followed 
by additional causes of corruption ofama (11.8). 403 

The treatment of curable cases of ama(do~a) is discussed (11.9), 404 followed by a 
series of recipes in verseagains t limado~a in general, vi~ilci and alasaka ( 11.10-22). 405 

Indications and contra-indications regarding the treatment with drugs are mentioned 
(11.23). 406 All the disorders arising from amado~a are suitable to a treatment consist
ing of apatarpaQa measures (11.24). 407 Three types of apatarpai:ia are distinguished: 
lailghana, lailghanapacana and avasecana, to be applied when the do~as are present in 
a slight, moderate or large amount;408 their effects are described by means of similes 
(11.25). 

All disorders arising from sarptarpai:ia are alleviated by apatarpai:ia, and the other 
way round. 409 This principle of treatment by remedial measures opposed to the aetio
logical factors (nidanavipanta) is to be observed in other diseases too, but when these 
diseases nevertheless persist, one should shift to a type of therapy that is opposed to 
the disease itself (vyadhiviparita) or tadarthakarin; the after-treatment is described ( 11. 
26).410 
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The remaining part of the chapter, in verse, deals with: signs of a fatal outcome( 11. 
27); recipes against vi~iicI (11.28-29); 411 the three types of ajin_1a and their symptoms 
(11.30-33). 412 

A.s.Sii.11.34-35 = A.h.Sii.8.27-28. 
A fourth type of ajin:1a, arising from a remnant of the rasa (rasase~_a), is described, 

together with its treatment ( 11.36-37). 413 Rules preventing the occurrence of ajin:ia are 
formulated ( 11.38-44 ). The signs indicating thatajin:ia has disappeared are enumerated 
(11.45).414 

Diseases arise in general from prajiiaparadha; vi~iicika arises particularly in those 
keen on eating (i 1.46). 

Observance of the rules concerning food is praised ( 11.47). 

Chapter twelve (dvividhau~adhavijiianiya), which has no counterpart in the Hrdaya, is 
concerned with classifications of remedial measures and with the properties and actions 
of individual drugs. 

Remedial measures (au~adha) are of two main categories: iirjaskara (vitalizing) and 
rogaghna ( counteracting diseases); 415 iirjaskara is of two types: rasayana and vajikara
i:ia, 416 as is rogaghna: rogaprasamana (alleviating a disease) and apunarbhavakara 417 

( eradicating, thus preventing recurrence); the rogaghna type is dravya (material) or 
adravya (immaterial); 418 a material au~adha is bhauma (inorganic), audbhida (of plant 
origin) or jai1gama (of animal origin); 419 the inorganic substances, which will be dis
cussed later, consist for the larger part of the series beginning with gold and ending with 
salts; 420 plants are of four kinds: vanaspati, vanaspatya, virudh and o~adhi; 421 the char
acteristics of these groups are described; 422 substances of animal origin are all those 
deriving from animals, including honey, ghee, etc.423 (12.2). Many items belonging to 
the immaterial remedial measures are listed. 424 These measures may be divided into 
three categories: daivavyapasraya, yuktivyapasraya and sattvavajaya; 425 the items be
longing to daivavyapasraya 426 and yuktivyapasraya 427 are enumerated; sattvavajaya is 
defined. 428 Remedial measures can also be divided into apakar~ai:ia,429 prakitivigha
ta,430 and nidanatyaga431 ( 12.3). 

These three measures are of an external (bahya) or internal (abhyantara) kind. Ex
ternal apakar~ai:ia (removal) is carried out, in a number of diseases, by means of sharp 
instruments, blunt instruments, or the hands, internal apakar~ai:ia by means of eme
sis, purgation, etc.432 Pralqtivighata is the same as sarpsamana; 433 the items belong
ing to the external kind are enumerated; 434 the internal kind is defined. 435 Nidanatya
ga (avoidance of aetiological factors) consists of the abstinence from particular foods 
and activities, dependent on the do~a involved. Surgical treatment may be followed by 
treatment with drugs, but a disease that is curable by surgical intervention ought not to 
be treated with drugs (12.4 ). 

Remedial measures can also be divided into hetuviparita (counteracting the aetio
logical factors), 436 vyadhiviparita (counteracting the disease),437 and ubhayarthakarin 
(having both kinds of effect). 438 Hetuviparita measures are illustrated by means of ex
amples: light foods in diseases caused by heavy foods, etc. Vyadhiviparita treatment 
consists of two main types, lailghana and brrphai~a; further elements are: paiicakarman, 
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together with medicinal smoking (dhiima), fumigation (dhiipa), the application of col
Iyria, etc., as well as vimlapana, upaniihana, pii\ana, etc. (12.5). Examples are given of 
vyadhiviparita and ubhayiirthakiirin types of therapy (12.6). 

Measures which are not remedial (anau~adha) are of two kinds: badhana, i.e., im
mediately fatal, and anubiidhana, i.e., having harmful effects after an interval of time 
( 12.7). 439 

After this section in prose, verses follow (12.8-92). 
The properties and actions of numerous medicinal substances are described: 

gold,440 silver, 441 copper, 442 kaq1sya,443 pittala, 444 tin,445 lead,446 kr~1,1aloha,447 tI
k~r:ialoha448 (12.8-14); precious and semi-precious stones (12.15-16); 449 glass (kaca) 
(12.17);450 a series of, mainly inorganic, substances: sa1ikha (shells), udadhimala, 
tutthaka, gairika, manohva, haritala, afijana in general and its varieties: sroto'fijana, 
sauviraiijana and rasiifijana, followed by silajatu, varpsarocana and tugak~IrI (12. 
18-25); salts in genera!,451 and types of salt: saindhava, 452 sauvarcala, 453 vic;!a, 454 

samudra, 455 audbhida, 456 kr~~1alava1,1a, 457 romaka and paq1siittha458 ( 12.26-32ab); 459 

yavasiikaja460 and svarjika461 (12.32cd-33); k~ara in general (12.34);462 a group 
of plants: haritakI (12.35-39ab),463 amalaka (12.39cd-40) 464 and ak~a (12.41-42a
b ), 465 forming together triphala ( l 2.42c-f); 466 more groups of substances: caturjiita, 
trijiitaka and paficakola (12.43-49),467 mahapaficamiila, hrasvapaficamUla, ma
dhyamapaficamiila, jivanakhyapaficamiila, tfl,lapaficamiila,468 vallipaficamiila, and 
ka1,1\akiikhyapaficamiila ( 12.50-55); 469 a group of spices (annagandhahara), consisting 
of karavI, kuficika, ajajI, kavarI, dhanya, and tumburu (12.56 ); 470 a series of additional 
spices: ba~pika, 471 rajika,472 and dipyaka473 (12.57); saqapa (12.58ab); 474 hiligu and 
its best variety, which grows in Bo~kai:ia ( 12.59); 475 plants that can be used instead of 
hi1igu, but of less quality: satiihva, 476 ku~\ha, 477 tagara,478 suradiiru,479 and harei:iu 480 

(12.60); ela, elaviilu, the bark of sarala, vyiiglu·anakha, coraka (12.61); sairyaka 
(12.62ab); gok~uraka (12.62cd); the two kinds of vi~a (12.63ab); musta (12.63cd); 
amrta (12.64); bhiinimba and parpa\a 481 (12.65ab); nimba (12.65cd); mahanimba 
(12.66ab); guggulu (12.66cd-68); sarikhapu~pI (12.69); candana (12.70); usira and 
valaka (12.71); madhuka (12.72); the two kinds of nisa (12.73); prapaui:ic;larika 
(12.74); the three kinds of bala (12.75ab); nagabala (12.75cd); tambiila (12.76ab); 
piiga (l 2.76cd);482 jatipattrI, ka\uphala, kat'lkolaka, and lavai1gaka (12.77);483 karpiira 
(12.78ab); 484 latakastiirika (12.78cd); 485 padma (12.79ab); bakula,486 punnaga, 
kumuda, utpala, and pa\ala487 (12.79cd); campaka,488 kora1,1c;!a,489 and kil)1suka490 
(12.80ab); malati and mallikii (12.80cd); 491 naga492 and sinduviira 493 (12.8lab); 
ketaka and sirI~ (12.8lcd); agastya (12.82);494 bandhiika and yiithika495 (12.83ab); 
kmikuma (l 2.83cd); 496 avalgu497 and ec;!agaja498 (12.83ef). 

The last part of the chapter is about the unhealthy, respectively healthy effects of 
a sedentary life (iisya),499 travelling (adhvan),500 walking (ca1ikramai:ia) 501 (12.84-
85ab), the use of footwear (padatra)502 and a parasol (chattra)503 (12.85cd-86ab), 
frequenting windy places (praviita) and avoiding these ( l 2.86cd-87ab ); 504 the effects 
of an easterly, westerly, southerly and northerly wind (12.87cd-90), 505 followed by 
those of sunshine (atapa) and shadow, 506 darkness and moonlight (jyotsnii) (12. 91). 

The chapter ends with a verse stating that there is no substance devoid of medicinal 
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properties and that a physician can come to know them from those living in the woods 
(12.92). 

Chapter thirteen (agryasarµgraha9Iya) gives, in three prose passages (13.2-4), long 
lists of items regarded as the most prominent (sre~iha) of the group to which they 
belong. These items consist of drugs of vegetable, animal and inorganic origin, 
activities, states of mind, etc. The actions and effects, characteristic of each group, are 
mentioned. 

The lists, taken together, resemble the one list found in the Carnkasa111hita (Su.25. 
40). The majority of the items of Caraka recur verbally in the Saq1graha, but theirorder 
differs considerably. 

Absent from the Sa,pgraha are: vamana, virecana, gavedhukiinna, adhyasana, iiyii
sa, jala, anirveda, vaidyasamuha, yoga, vijiiiina, sa1!Jpratipatti, kiilajiiiina, avyavasiiya, 
and asadgrahal)a 

Extra items, absent from Caraka's list, are: tinduka,507 upaviisa, vr~a, kamakii
rikii, liik~, 508 niigabaliibhyiisa, 509 aru~kara, kuiaja, siilaparl)I, raktiivaseka, 510 era-
1~<;1atailiibhyiisa, 511 lasuna, u~(rik~Ira, ayorajas, guggulu (mentioned twice) (13.2), 
udumbara,512 sudarsaniinna, suniidarsana 513 (13.3), iisviisa, asaumanasya, 514 siddhi, 
iitmavattii, siistras11hitatarka, and sadvaidyadve~a 515 (13.4). 

Various other slight differences between the two texts can also be noticed. 
At the end of 13.4 two lists are found which enumerate the items which are the 

most prominent regardless of their being used singly or in combination (samudiiya), 
and those which are the best in combinations only. 

The total number of items in this chapter is said to be 155 in the concluding verse 
(13.5). 

Chapter fourteen (sodhaniidiga1,1asa1r1graha), which has no parallel in the Hrdaya, 
enumerates plants and other medicinal substances which are useful in purificatory 
(sodhana) and other therapeutic measures; the parts of the plants or the plant products 
to be employed are also mentioned. 

The groups dealt with are: the substances to be used in emetics (vamanopayogin) 516 

(14.2), purgatives (virecanopayogin) 517 (14.3), both emetics and purgatives (ubhayii
tmaka), 518 clysters (niliihopayogin)519 (14.4 ), and preparations for evacuation of 
the head (sirovirecanopayogin) (14.5); 520 substances employed for smoking in the 
healthy (priiyogikadhiimopayogin), 521 oleaginous smokes (snaihikadhiimopayogin), 
and medicinal smokes with a sharp action (tik~~iadhiimopayogin) (14.6); 522 substances 
appeasing (samana) viita, 523 pitta524 and kapha525 (14.7). 

The verse concluding this chapter in prose says that a physician, after assessing do
~a(s) and du~ya(s) involved, can cure all diseases by help of the mentioned groups of 
drugs (14.8). 

Chapter fifteen (mahiika~iiyasa,pgraha), which has no counterpart in the Hrdaya, enu
merates forty-five groups of ten plants from which a ka~iiya can be prepared with a 
particular action. The contents of this chapter derive for a very large part from Ca.Su. 
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4. 
The introduction, in prose (15.2), differs from that found in the Carakasa,phitii (Sii. 

4.2-8). The Saqigraha states that the chapter is meant for physicians with an inactive 
mind (mandabuddhi); those who are intelligent (buddhimant) may use it as providing 
examples and devise many more ka~ayas themselves. 526 

The number of ka~ayas differs in both treatises. The Carakasmµhitii, (Sii.4.3 and 8) 
says that five hundred ka~yas will be described. The classification of the groups of ten 
in ten larger groups of mahaka~ayas with a total number of fifty is absent from the Sa,p
graha. The names of the plants are either identical with those found in the Carakasarp
hitii or replaced by synonyms. 

The prose of the Carakasaq1hitii has been rendered into verse in the Saqigraha. 
The groups of ten drugs described are: jivaniya, 527 br1pha1_1iya, lekhaniya, bhedaniya, 
saq1dhana, dipaniya (15.3-8),528 balya, van_1ya, ka~1ihajanana, hrdya (15.9-12),529 

trptighna, arsoghna, ku~tJ1aghna, kai:i~iighna, krimighna, vi~aghna (15.13-18),530 
stanyajanana, stanyasuddhikara, sukrajanana, sukrasuddhikara (15.19-22), 531 sne
hopaga, svedopaga (15.23-24),532 vaminigraha1_1a, tp;lghna, hidhmanighna (15.25-
27),533 vic:Jgraha1_1a, vic:Jvirajana, miitragraha1_1a, miitraviragakara, miitravirecana (15. 
28-32),534 kasaghna, svasasamana, jvarasamana, sramanasana (15.33-36),535 da
haghna, si:tasamana, udardasamana, atigamardaghna, siilasamana (15.37-41 ab ), 536 

mdhirasa,psthapana, vedanasthapana, sa,!tjiiada, garbhasthapana, and vayal_1sthapana 
(15.42-46). 537 

The chapter ends with a concluding verse (15.4 7). 

Chapter sixteen (vividhadravyaga1_1asa1pgraha) agrees for a large part with the sodhana
digai:iasaq1graha chapter of the Hrdaya (Sii.15). 

A.s.Sii.16.2-15 = A.h.Sii.15.9-23. 
The virataradiga1_1a (16.16) differs froni that found in the Hrdaya (15.24). 
A.s.Sii.16.17-24 = A.h.Sii.15.25-32. 
The vatsakadiga1_1a (16.25-26) differs from that found in the Hrdaya (15.33-34). 
A.s.Sii.16.27-37 = A.h.Sii.15.35-45. 
The Saq1graha adds a pippalyadigai_1a (16.38-39).538 

A.s.Sii.16.40 is largely identical with A.h.Sii.15.46, but states that twenty-five 
groups have been mentioned. The H[daya declares, in conformity with the additional 
groups of its chapter, that their number is thirty-three. 

A.s.Sii.16.41 = A.h.Sii.15.47. 

Chapter seventeen (dravyadivijiianiya) is a more elaborate version of the correspond
ing chapter of the Hrdaya (Sii.9). 

A.s.Sii.17.2 corresponds to A.h.Sii.9.l-3a. 
A.s.Sii.17.3, partly corresponding to A.h.Sii.9.3b-5ab, contains additional material 

on the tastes; these are, with regard to their action, chedana or upasamana; with regard 
to their prabhava they are hita (salutary) or ahita (insalutary). 539 The lists of qualities 
and actions of substances with a predominance of one of the mahabhiitas (17.4-8) are 
longer than in the verses of the Hrdaya (Sii.9.5cd-!Oa). 540 
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A.s.Sii.17.9 agrees with A.h.Sii.9. lOb-d. 
A.s.Sii.17.10 and 11 correspond to A.h.Sii.9.11, but add an explanation of the men

tioned phenomena. A.s.Sii.17 .12 refers to substances of a mixed nature. 
An added passage (17 .13) deals with samana as an action not restricted to sub

stances with predominance of any particular mahabhiita; 541 substances with a predom
inance of air are grahin,542 those with a predominance of fire are dipanapacana, those 
with a predominance of both air and fire are lekhana, those with a predominance of 
earth and water are bfrphal).a. 

The katu, amla and laval).a tastes possess a heating (u~1)a), the tikta, ka~aya and 
madhura tastes a cooling (srta) potency (virya), which increases in the mentioned or
der (17.14 ). 543 The tastes which are riik~a, snigdha, guru and laghu are listed (17.15-
16 ). 544 A divergent opinion, declaring that the saltish taste has no pronounced character 
(sadhiiral).a) with regard to these properties, is referred to (17 .16). 545 

The section on virya (17.17-23) is longer than in the Hrdaya(Sii.9.12cd-19)546 and 
discusses the concept of prabhava. 547 

The section on vipaka (17.24-32) is more elaborate too than in the Hrdaya (Sii. 
9.20-24). 548 Three grades are distinguished: alpatva, madhyatva and bhiiyastva (17. 
25).549 A divergent opinion on vipaka, attributed to Parasara, is mentioned. This au
thority, who is quoted, asserts that the vipaka of amla remains amla, that of ka\u re
mains ka~u, while that of the remaining four tastes is madhura (17.26-28). 550 

The interactions of rasa, virya and vipaka are illustrated by a series of examples 
(17.29). 551 

A.s.Sii.17.33 = A.h.Sii.9.25. 
Some additional verses (17.34-43) are concerned with rasa, virya and vipaka in 

general. 
The (eight) properties of the series beginning with guru belong to the category 

called virya, the other properties are simply gul).aS (17.44 ). The theory that the (vi)paka 
of a substance is the same as its rasa552 is rejected; this repudiation is underpinned by 
examples (17.45-51ab). 

Rasa, virya and vipaka are not the main properties of a substance; the most impor
tant (pradhana) one is prabhava (17.5lcd-52ab). 

A.s.Sii.17.52cd-53 = A.h.Sii.9.26-27ab. 
The series of examples of prabhava is enlarged; prabhava is said to be acintya ( 17. 

54-59).553 The contrast between the actions of rasa, gu1)a, vI1ya and vipaka on the one 
hand, and of the incomprehensible prabhava on the other, is stressed once again in the 
concluding verse (17.60). 

The type of action called vicitrapratyayarabdha in the Hrdaya (Sii.9.27cd-29) is 
absent. 

Chapter eighteen (rasabhediya) forms for the larger part a parallel of the chapter with 
the same title of the Hrdaya (Sii.l 0). 554 

The chapter begins with the statement that rasa (taste), at first of a watery character 
and indistinct (avyakta), becomes of six kinds due to its contact with the qualities of 
the mahabhiitas (18.2). 555 
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The mahii.bhautika composition of each of the tastes is explained (18.3). 556 Their 
characteristics are enumerated (18.4 ). 557 The actions on the human organism and the 
effects ofover-use of each taste are elaborately described: madhura (18.5-7),558 amla 
(18.8-9), 559 lavana (18.10-11),560 tikta (18.12-13), 561 katuka (18.14-16), 562 and ka-
~aya(l8.17-18).563 · 

Substances and plants with predominance of one of the tastes are listed: madhura
skandha (18.19), 564 amlaskandha (18.20),565 iavanaskandha (18.21), 566 tiktaskandha 
(18.22), 567 katukaskandha (18.23), 568 ka~ayaskandha (18.24 ); 569 the numbers of items 
are larger than those of the Hrdaya. 570 

Exceptions to particular regularities are mentioned ( 18.25). 571 

The most prominent among the items of the six skandhas are enumerated; these 
are, in the proper order: ghee, ii.malaka, saindhava salt, pa\olf, nii.gara, and abhaya ( 18. 
26-27).sn 

The ii.niipa and jailgala countries are described; the sweet taste is dominant in an a
niipa, the pungent taste in ajii.ilgala country; ajailgala country is by far the most healthy 
type; 573 the ii.niipasii.dhii.ral)a type of country is dominated by the saltish and sour tastes, 
the jailgalasii.dhii.ral)a country by the bitter and astringent tastes. 574 

The fifty-seven combinations of tastes are referred to ( 18.29). 
These combinations are dealt with in verse; together with each of the six tastes, 

taken singly, the number becomes sixty-three (18.30-35ab). 575 

The concluding verse is identical with A.h.Sii.l 0.44. 

Chapter nineteen (do~adivijiianiya), corresponding to the chapter of the same title of 
the Hrdaya (Sii.11 ), consists of a section in prose (19.1-10), followed by one in verse 
(19.11-38). 

The section in prose deals with the following subjects: the roots of the body consist 
of do~as, dhii.tus and malas; 576 the normal functions of vii.ta, pitta and kapha577 (19. 
I), each of the seven bodily elements (dhii.tu), 578 and each of the three main types of 
impure matter (mala)579 (19.2); the characteristic features of increased vii.ta, pitta and 
kapha580 (19.3), each of the seven bodily elements, each of the three main malas, and 
the other malas (19.4); 581 the characteristic features of decrease of vii.ta, pitta and kapha 
(19.5), 582 each of the seven bodily elements, 583 each of the three main malas584 (19. 
6), and the minor malas; 585 a general remark about increase and decrease; increase of 
malas arises from excessive retention (atisaiJ.ga), decrease from excessive elimination 
(atyutsarga); decrease ofmalas is more painful, due to its unusual character (anaucitya), 
than increase (19.7). 586 

The contents of A.s.Sii.19 .8 agree with those of A.h.Sii.11.26-29. 
An additional passage (19.9) discusses the general principle that a constituent of 

the body increases by substances and activities possessing in large measure the same 
properties (samanagul)abhiiyi~\ha), whereas decrease is the result of substances and ac
tivities with the opposite properties. 587 

The contents of A.s.Sii.19.l O agree with those of A.h.Sii.11.30-33. 
The three verses which follow (19.11-13) develop the theme of A.h.Sii. l l.34-

35ab. Any bodily element (dhii.tu), increased or decreased, brings about the same 
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condition in the subsequent element of the series (19.14ab). 
A.s.SiU9.14cd-15 = A.h.Sii. l l .35cd-36. 
A series of additional verses are concerned with: the vata diseases, which will be 

described in the chapter on these diseases of the Nidanasthana ( 19. l 6ab ); the signs in
dicating that pit ta stays in the skin, blood, muscular tissue, fatty tissue, bones, bone 
marrow, and semen respectively (19.l 6cd-18), 588 and in the siras, the snayus, and the 
ko~\ha (19.19); the signs indicating that kapha stays in these structures (19.20-23); the 
signs relating to faeces and urine will be dealt with in their proper context (19.24ab); 
the signs of the malas (= do~s), when staying in the sense organs, are upatapa and 
upaghata589 (19.24cd). 

The causes of the movement of the do~as away from the ko~\ha to the sakhas are 
mentioned; purification of the openings of the channels (srotomukhavisodhana) leads 
them to the ko~\ha again, where they remain, in an inactive state, until roused by suit
able causes (19.25-29ab). 

The description ofojas (19.29cd-32ab) agrees with A.h.Sii.ll .37-39ab. 
A.s.Sii.!9.32cd-38 = A.h.Sii. l !.39cd-45. 

Chapter twenty (do~abhedfya), corresponding to the chapter of the same title of the 
H[daya (Sii.12), deals with: the main mahabhautika components of the do~as: vata is 
composed of air and akasa, pitta of fire,kapha of water and earth;590 the several seats 
and the main seat of vata, 591 pitta, 592 kapha; 593 the three do~as brace the lower, middle 
and upper parts of the body like the posts (sthui:ia) of a house and are therefore also 
called sthui:ia; 594 they are designated as dhatus because they sustain (dhara1fa) the body, 
as malas because they defile (malinfkarai:ia) the body and derive from the waste matter 
( ma la) of the food, as do~as because of their corrupting inherent nature ( dii~ai:iasva bha
va )595 (20. 1). 

The five kinds ofvata are enumerated and their seats, functions, etc., listed (20.2), 
followed by the five kinds of pitta (20.3) and kapha (20.4 ).596 

The two types of vrddhi of a do~a are dealt with: cay a and prakopa; factors leading 
to caya, prakopa and prasama of each do~a are mentioned (20.5).597 

A.s.Sii.20.6-7 = A.h.Sii.l 2.22cd-24ab. 
The importance of vata in imparting movement to the other do~as is stressed (20.8). 
The eighty vata disorders (20.9), forty pitta disorders (20. 10) and twenty kapha 

disorders (20.11) are enumerated. 598 A number of these disorders are explained:599 

daha, 600 o~a, 60I plo~a, 602 dava,613 davathu, 604 vidaha,6°5 antardaha, 606 dhiimaka, 607 

amlaka,6°8 soi:iitakleda, ma1psakleda, cannakotha,6°9 trPti,611 tandra, staimitya,611 

upalepa, 612 dhamanfpraticaya, 613 agnisaitya, 614 udarda 615 (20.12). 
Udarda is defined in a verse (20. 13). 616 

The differences between mahavikaras617 and k~udravikaras6 18 are elucidated (20. 
14). Diseases not described can be diagnosed by relying on the signs of the do~as ex
hibited, and then treated accordingly (20.15); these signs have been described in the 
ayu~kamiya chapter (Su. I). The main actions of the do~as are listed (20.16).6 19 

Kapilabala is quoted, who declares that a disorder ofthe do~ascan be diagnosed by 
means of inference, by taking into consideration the tastes associated with each do~a 
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(20.17). Thereupon, Susruta is quoted who states that the taste of pitta, when vidagdha, 
becomes sour, and that of kapha saltish under the same circumstances; 620 Susruta also 
holds that a disorder of the do~as can be known from the medical tradition (agama), by 
perception (pratyak~a), and by inference (anumana) (20.18). 

The sixty-two different states of imbalance of the do~as are mentioned, classified 
into groups;621 the addition of the balanced state makes the number into sixty-three 
(20.19-24ab). 622 The symptoms of six imbalances, in which one do~a is nonnal, 
one increased and one decreased, are described in more detail (20.24cd-31). 623 The 
remaining disorders should be diagnosed by the physician's own efforts (20.32), 
although, allowing for the combinations of do~ic imbalances with disturbances of the 
seven dhatus, their number grows exceedingly (20.33). 624 

Chapter twenty-one (do~opakramar:iiya) corresponds to the chapter of the same title 
(Sii.13) of the Hrdaya 

The general treatment of vata, pitta and kapha disorders (21.1-3) 625 is dealt with 
more elaborately than in the Hrdaya (Sii.13.1-12). 

A.s.Sii.21.4-5 = A.h.Sii.13.13-14. 
Verses on the relationships between the do~as and the tastes, the do~as and the sea

sons, the do~s and diet, are added (21.6-13). 
A.s.Sii.21.14 = A.h.Sii.13.15. 
Another series of additional verses deal with the order of treatment of excited do

~s when they are of equal strength. Parasara's opinion on this subject is quoted first 
(21.15-17), followed by another view (21.18-21), Susruta's position (21.22-25), and 
one more stance (21.26-28). 

A.s.Sii.21.29 = A.h.Sii.13.16. 
The interactions of the do~as are declared not to result in reduction of their effects, 

in spite of their contrary properties and actions (21.30-32). 
The characteristics are described of each do~a when loaded with ama and when 

devoid of it (21.33-35). 
A.s.Sii.21.36-42 = A.h.Sii.13.25-31. 
A.s.Sii.21.43 corresponds to A.h.Sii.13.32ab. 
A.s.Sii.21.44 = A.h.Sii.13.32cd-33ab. 
The subjects dealt with in the last part of A.h.Sii.13 are absent from this chapter of 

the Sa111graha. 626 

Chapter twenty-two (rogabhediya) is concerned with the classification of diseases. It 
is in prose, apart from a group of verses at the end (22.12-18). 

Seven categories of diseases (roga) are distinguished: sahaja, garbhaja, jataja, pi
<;laja, kalaja, prabhavaja, and svabhavaja. 627 

Each of these is made up of two subcategories. Sahaja diseases, such as ku~[ha, 
arsas and meha, arise from corrupted semen of the father or corrupted artava of the 
mother.628 Garbhaja diseases arise from a wrong diet of the expectant mother (an
narasaja) or neglect of her longings during pregnancy (dauhrdavimanana); examples 
are klaibya, pailgulya, paiilgalya and kilasa. 629 Jiitaja diseases arise from one's own 
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wrong conduct, consisting of either sa111tarpal_la or apatarpal_la. 630 Pf~ja diseases631 

are either bodily or mental; the bodily subcategory632 is caused by wounds (k~ata), 
fractures (bhaiiga), blows (prahiira), etc., the mental subcategory by anger, grief, fear, 
etc. Kiilaja diseases arise from seasonal irregularities (vyiipannaja) or neglect of the 
rules of seasonal regimen (asa1prak~al_laja). 633 Prabhiivaja diseases arise from offences 
against gods and gurus, curses, iitharval_la (practices),634 etc., or from pisiicas, etc. 635 

Svabhiivaja diseases, such as hunger, thirst, etc., arise at a proper (kalaja) or improper 
time (akiilaja). 636 

All these diseases arise from bad acts committed during the present life (pratyu
tpannakarmaja), a former life (piirvakannaja ), or a combination of both 637 (22. l). The 
general ways in which these diseases are alleviated are described. Some authorities add 
a category, called pariibhisaiµskiiraja, that arises from acts of other persons, unfriendly 
disposed; 638 these diseases are not alleviated in the usual ways.639 Diseases caused by 
the do~as are of seven kinds (22.2). 640 

The importance of iiyurveda and of the precepts of physicians is stressed and de
fended against objections relating to spontaneous cures, the influence of karman, etc. 
Diseases are classified as slight (!11\"du), moderate (madhya), and serious (atimiitra). 
They are also off our types, i.e., easily curable, etc., as formerly explained. All diseases 
are either nija or iigantu (22.3). 

The characteristic features of nija and iigantu diseases are described. Disease in 
general is discussed (22.4 ). 

The do~as are the only causes of all diseases. Several similes are employed in il
lustrating this maxim (22.5). 

The three causes (nimitta) of disorders of the do~as consist of asiitmyendriyii
rthasa111yoga, prajfiapariidha and paril_liima, each subdivided into atiyoga, ayoga and 
mithyiiyoga; these concepts are elaborated, to begin with asiitmyendriyiirthasa1!1yoga, 
in particular the mithyiiyoga type 641 (22.6). 642 Subsequently, prajfiiipariidha643 and 
paril)iima644 are discussed (22.7). 645 

General conditions, relating to the mentioned three types of yoga and other factors, 
which lead to the absence of disease, to slight disorders, or to the appearance of serious 
disorders respectively, are discussed (22.8). 646 

The three pathways (miirga) of diseases constitute the next subject (22.9). 647 

Diseases are either independent (svapradhiina, svatantra, anubandhya) or subordi
nate (anyapariviira, anubandha); the subordinate ones, which either precede (purogii
min) or follow upon (anugiimin) another disease are thus divided into prodromes (pii
rvariipa) and complications (upadrava); 648 their characteristic features and rules for 
their treatment649 are formulated; diseases may act as the causes of other diseases (22. 
10). 650 

The examination of a patient should be carried out according to the tradition (ii
gama), by means of perception (pratyak~a), and by means of inference (anumiina); the 
aspects to be examined in these three ways are enumerated (22.11). 651 The importance 
of the knowledge gathered is stressed in a verse (22.12). 

The next three verses are about major and minor ailments (guruvyiidhi and 
laghuvyiidhi) (22.13-15). 652 
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The concluding verses emphasize the necessity of a comprehensive knowledge of 
the medical science for the practising physician (22.16-17). 653 

Chapter twenty-three (bhe~ajiivacaral_)Iya) has no counterpart in the Hrdaya. 
A long passage in prose (23.2) gives a detailed list of questions a physician should 

ask himself before beginning to treat a particular patient. The same subject is pursued 
in the second passage: the physician should duly consider whether a disease is brought 
about by do~as which are vi~mnavilqtisamaveta, he has to draw conclusions about the 
avayava-, samudaya-, vyadhi-, au~adhaprabhava, etc. (23.3). 654 Having given careful 
thought to these issues, he may choose a suitable medicine (23.4 ), whether sodhana or 
samana (23.5); this choice is dependent on general characteristics of the patient (23.6). 
The type of medicine and its properties should be thought over (23.7), the time of its 
administration (23.8), its source, time of collection, etc. (23.9-10), the suitability of 
the season, etc. (23.11). 

The next section discusses the eleven proper times for the administration of a 
medicine, dependent on the stage of the disease: abhakta, pragbhakta, madhyabhakta, 
adhobhakta, sabhakta, antarabhakta, samudga, muhurmuhur, sagrii.sa, grasantara, and 
nisi (at night) (23.12-22)_655 

Some verses follow which deal with the danger of recurrence of a disease just 
treated and the means to avoid this (23.23-28). The next series of verses are about 
the proper periods of the year suitable to the elimination of accumulated do~as 
(23. 29-30). 656 

A.s.Su.23.31 = A.h.Su.13.36. 
One verse (23.32) declares that a particular course of treatment should be continued 

for at least a week before changing it; rash changes are warned against. 
The requirements for medicines for royal use are specified (23.33-34 ). 
A medicine originating from the country inhabited by the patient or one with sim

ilar properties is always the best choice (23.35). 
Any medicine requires a careful preparation and administration (23.36). 

Chapter twenty-four (dvividhopakramai:iiya) agrees for a large part with the chapter ef 
the same title of the Hrdaya (Su.14 ). · 

A.s.Su.24.1-17 = A.h.Su.14.1-19. 
A series of additional verses deal with the pathogenesis of obesity (sthaulya) (24. 

18-24), the diseases that obese persons are prone to (24.25),657 and the treatment of 
very obese (atisthula) patients (24.26-29ab).658 

A.s.Su.24.29cd-3 lab= A.h.Su.14.22cd-24. 
The treatment of obesity and the disorders in its wake is more elaborately described 

than in the F4daya; some verses are added on this subject (24.31 cd-36). 
A.s.Su.24.37-40ab = A.h.Su.14.25-28. 
An ardhasloka (24.40cd) is added. 
A.s.Su.24.41-43ab = A.h.Su.14.29-31ab. 
The effects of exessive leanness (atikarsya) and the disorders resulting from it are 

more elaborately described (24.43cd-45ab) than in the Hrdaya. 
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A.s.Sii.24.45cd-46 = A.h.Sii.14.3 lcd-33ab. 
The characteristics of an excessively lean person are enumerated (24.4 7) and the 

groups of dmgs beneficial to him (24.48ab). 
A.s.Sii.24.48cd-49ab = A.h.Sii.14.34. 
Verses added (24.49cd-5lab) are about the treatment of other disorders caused by 

a deficient intake of food (larighana). 
A.s.Sii.24.51 = A.h.Sii.14.35. 
Dietary prescriptions are given for persons who have excessively slimmed (24.52-

57). 659 

A.s.Sii.24.58 = A.h.Sii.14.36. 
Constitutional obesity and leanness are mentioned; the already described measures 

are applicable in these cases (24.59). 
Restorative (bpphai:ia) and slimming measures (langhana) should be employed in 

their due measure (24.60-6 lab). 
A.s.Sii.24.6lc-f = A.h.Sii.14.37. 

Chapter twenty-five (snehavidhi) corresponds largely to the chapter of the same title 
of the Hrdaya (Sii.16). 

A.s.Sii.25.1-6 = A.h.SCi.16.1-4. 
An additional ardhasloka enumerates as sources off atty or oily substances (sneha): 

dadhi, milk, meat, bones, fmits, and woods (25.7ab). 660 

A.s.Sii.25.7-I3ab = A.h.Sii.16.5-12ab. 
A series of verses (25.I3cd-16ab) describe the proper and improper times for 

oleation.66I 
A.s.Sii.25.I6cd-20ab = A.h.Sii.16.14cd-I8. 
Additional verses are about indications for a small, moderate and large dose of 

sneha (25.20cd-25). 662 
A.s.Sii.25.26-28 = A.h.Sii.16.19-21. 
The effects of a sneha used before, during and after a meal are described (25.29-

30), 663 followed by the substances to be added to a sneha in disorders caused by vata, 
pitta and kapha respectively (25.31).664 

A.s.Sii.25.32 = A.h.Sii.16.23. 
The signs indicating that the sneha drunk by the patient is being digested, and, fi

nally, digested (25.33-35ab). fi65 

A.s.Sii.25.35cd-40ab = A.h.Sii.I6.24-29ab. 
A mild medicine ought to be prescribed before the drinking of a sneha (25.40c-

f). 6(,6 

A.s.Sii.25.41 = A.h.Sii.16.29cd-30ab. 
The effects of proper and excessive oleation are discussed (25.42-43). 
The signs of proper, improper and excessive oleation are described in more detail 

(25.44-46ab) than in the Hrdaya. fi67 

A.s.Sii.25.46cd-47ab = A.h.Sii.I6.32-33ab. 
The list of disorders caused by a faulty application of sneha is longer (24.47cd-

48ab) than in the Hrdaya. 
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A.s.Sii.25.48cd-50ab = A.h.Sii.16.33cd-35. 
Complications of sneha and their treatment are discussed (25.50cd-55ab). 668 The 

drinking of pure ghee in a disorder by pitta, in particular in its sarna stage, is said to be 
life-threatening (25.55c-f). 669 

A.s.Sii.25.56-57ab = A.h.Sii.16.36-37ab. 
An ardhasloka (25.57cd) is added, explaining the last word of 25.57b. 
A.s.Sii.25.58-60 = A.h.Sii.16.37cd-40ab. 
Additional verses (25.61-69) give more prescriptions for sadya!_isneha. 670 

A.s.Sii.25. 70-72 = A.h.Sii.16.43cd-46. 

Chapter twenty-six (svedavidhi) contains additional material when compared with the 
corresponding chapter (Sii.17) of the Hrdaya 

The same four types of (agni)sveda are distinguished: ta.pa, upanaha-, drava- and 
ii~masveda (26.2). The descriptions of the first three are somewhat more elaborate 
(26.2-4 ). Eight kinds ofii~masveda are distinguished and described: 67t pii:i9a- or sar!l
karasveda (26.5),672 saq1starasveda (26.6), 673 na9Isveda (26.7), 674 ghanasmasveda 
(26.8), 675 kumbhisveda (26.9), 676 kiipasveda (26.10), 677 ku!Isveda (26.11), 678 and 
jentakasveda (26.12 ). 679 

Tapa- and ii~masveda are indicated in disorders by kapha, upanaha in those by vata, 
dravasveda in disorders where pitta is slightly involved (26.13). 

Two types of sveda without making use o ffire (anagneya) are described, along with 
their indications (26.14 ). 680 

A.s.Sii.26.15-17 = A.h.Sii.17.12-14. 
The ways in which the eyes and the heart should be protected during sveda is dealt 

with (26.18-19ab). 681 
A.s.Sii.26.19cd-31 = A.h.Sii.17.15-27. 
Rules for after-treatment are formulated (26.32); the beneficial effects of sveda are 

described (26.33). 
A.s.Sii.26.34 = A.h.Sii.17.29. 

Chapter twenty-seven (vamanavirecanavidhi) coiresponds to the chapter of the same 
title (Sii.18) of the Hrdaya 

Yamana (emesis) and virecana (purgation, or a combination of emesis and purga
tion) are defined (27.2). 682 The properties of emetic and purgative substances are enu
merated and their actions explained (27.3). 683 The indications, with regard to the dosas, 
for emesis and purgation are given (27.4 ). 684 · 

The diseases to be treated with emetics are listed (27.5),685 followed by the contra
indications for emesis and the bad effects resulting from not observing these rules (27. 
6). 686 The groups of patients among those mentioned as not suitable for emetic proce
dures, and who may not be submitted to the other methods yet to be described, up to 
dhiima, are listed; patients suffering from ajI11)a or a recent fever may be treated with 
emetics only (27.7). 687 

The diseases suitable to treatment with purgatives are enumerated (27.8), 688 fol
lowed by those unsuitable and the bad effects of transgressing these mles (27.9). 689 
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The procedure of the treatment with emetics is described (27. l 0-14 ). 690 

The properties emetics should possess in disorders by kapha, pitta and vata are dealt 
with, and the signs indicating that the aim of the treatment has been reached (27.15). 691 
Some special rules are formulated (27.16).692 

The signs characteristic of deficient (27.17), adequate (27.18) and excessive appli
cation (27.19) are dealt with, 693 followed by the treatment to be employedafteremesis 
(27.20-21). 694 

The verses which follow upon the preceding passages in prose (27.22-25) are also 
found in the Hrdaya (Sii.18.29-31). 

The way in which to prepare a course of purgative treatment, after a successful 
course with emetics, is described (27.26). 695 The necessity of emesis, before proceed
ing to purgation, is explained (27.27), and the reasons are given for the rule that an 
emetic works best when administered at a period of time connected with kapha (27. 
28). 

The three types of digestive system to be found in patients are discussed: mrdu-, 
kriira- and madhyamako~\ha (27.29).696 The types of purgative to be employed in dis
orders mainly due to pitta, kapha or vata are mentioned. 697 The treatment after admin
istration of a purgative is described (27.30). 

The measures to be employed when the treatment is not or not sufficiently success
ful are discussed (27.31-32), 698 followed by the special treatment required in those 
who habitually restrain their natural urges, such as women, court officials, and mer
chants, and in those with similar unhealthy types of behaviour (27.33-34). 

The signs indicating deficient, proper andexcessive treatment with purgatives are 
described (27.35).699 The regimen after proper purgation is the same as after emesis, 
but medicinal smoking is not allowed (27.36). 

Emetics may be given after digestion of the nieal, purgatives after digestion of 
kapha (27.37ab). 

A.s.Sii.27.37cd-41 = A.h.Sii.l 8.44-48ab. 
The treatment to be employed when emetics lead to purgation and purgatives to 

vomiting (27.42). 
A.s.Sii.27.43-53 = A.h.Sii. l 8.48cd-60ab. 
The characteristics of a purgative or niriiha with a tik~1;a action are described (27. 

54-55), followed by those of drugs in general which are tik~1;a; drugs with the opposite 
effects are manda in their actions (27.56-57). 

Tik~9a, madhya and mrdu ( = manda) medicines are required in tik~9a, madhya and 
mrdu diseases respectively (27.58). 

Patients who are able to digest emetics and purgatives, and thus do not respond to 
them, should not be treated with these types of drugs (27.59-60). 

A.s.Sii.27.61 = A.h.Sii.18.60. 

Chapter twenty-eight (bastividhi) is more elaborate than the corresponding chapter(Sii. 
19) of the flrdaya 

The importance of basti as a therapeutic method against vata disorders,7°0 and the 
predominant position of vata as the leader (netar) among the do~as, are emphasized 
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(28.2-4 ). The categories of patients to whom basti is beneficial are enumerated (28.5). 
In the same way as in the Hrdaya (Sii.19. ld-2ab), three main types of basti are 

distinguished: asthiipana, anuvasana, and uttarabasti. The varieties of asthiipana men
tioned are: utklesana,701 saipsodhana,702 sa111samana,103 lekhana, 704 bi;f(lha1.1a, 705 va
jikarai1a, 706 picchiibasti, 707 madhutailika,708 etc.; synonyms of miidhutailika basti are 
yapana,709 yuktaratha, 710 do~ahara, 711 and snigdhabasti 712 (28.6). The etymologies of 
asthapana and its synonym niriiha are discussed (28.7). Anuvasana is of four varieties 
when the fourtypes of fatty substance (sneha) that may be used in its preparation are 
taken into consideration. A variety of anuvasana is called miitrabasti (28.8). 713 This 
miitriibasti can be used in the same way as the miidhutailika variety; the etymology 
of anuvasana is discussed (28.9). An uttarabasti is sodhana, like a snehiinuvasana, but 
others are of the opinion that it resembles a niriiha (28. 10). 

The lists of disorders suitable to treatment with iisthiipana (28.1) and unsuitable to 
it (28.12) are longer than in the Hrdaya (Sii.19.2c-3 and 4-6ab). Some explanations 
follow (28.13). The indications for anuvasana are identical with those for iisthapana; 
categories of patients to whom it is particularly useful are mentioned separately; the 
same applies to the contra-indications; those patients in whom anuviisana should be 
avoided in particular are separately mentioned (28.14). 714 

A series of verses (28.15-20ab) give a detailed explanation of the rule that an 
anuvasana has to be administered on an empty stomach, but a niriiha after a meal. 

Contra-indications for snehabasti are formulated (28.20). 
The materials for the tube, its dimensions in various age groups, the karpikas, etc., 

are described (28.21), 715 followed by the materials for the pouch and the way to fas
ten it to the tube (28.22). 716 Substitutes when the proper materials for the pouch are 
unavailable are enumerated (28.23). 717 

The doses ofanasthapana for various age groups are mentioned.718 Some author
ities are of the opinion that the maximum dose is not twelve, but only eight prasrta 
(28.24). The proper dose for a miidhutailika enema is one quarter less than that for an 
iisthapana, that for an anuviisana is one qua,ter of that for an iisthiipana 719 (28.25). 

General rules for the application of an iisthapana, and fort he procedures that should 
precede it, are formulated (28.26). 120 

The opinion of the Dhanvantariyas is quoted in verse: a clyster should not be ap
plied at night, except under particular circumstances (28.27-29ab). 

The technique of administering a clyster is elaborately described (28.29-31 ). 721 A 
divergent opinion declaring that the pouch should be pressed during a period of thirty 
miitrii is referred to (28.31). The after-treatment is then dealt with (28.32). 722 

The application of an anuvasana should be repeated on the third orfi fthday, or, in 
particular cases, daily (28.33). 723 

The preparation of the medicine ought to be accompanied by ritual acts, hot1ouring 
a long series of deities and sages: Niitha Aryavalokita, Aryatiirii, Atmabhii (= Brahma), 
Dhiitar, the Asvins, Indra,Atreya, the seven sages, Ka§iraja, Videhapati, etc., Agnivesa 
and the other authors of treatises (28.34 ). 724 

The preparation of a niriiha is described (28.35), 725 followed by the way to admin
ister it properly (28.36). 726 The bad effects of faulty ways of administration are dealt 
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with in verse (28.37-39).727 

A.s.Sii.28.40-42 = A.h.Sii.19.43d-46ab. 
The correct procedure after administering a niriiha is discussed (28.43 ), 728 fol

lowed by what to do if it comes out spontaneously; in that case, a second, third, 
fourth enema, or even a larger number, are required until the proper effect is reached 
(28.44 ).729 

The first niriiha draws out vata, the second pitta, the third kapha (28.45). 
The effects of deficient, proper and excessive treatment are the same as those de

scribed in the treatment with purgatives. The treatment after proper administration of 
a niriiha is discussed (28.46), 730 and the treatment with an anuvasana of patients suf
fering from vata; the signs pointing to deficient, proper and excessive administration 
of such an anuvasana are like those after drinking a sneha (28.47). 731 The signs after 
proper treatment are described (28.48).732 

A.s.Sii.28.49ab is a variant of A.h.Sii.19.54cd. 
A.s.Sii.28.49cd-54ab = A.h.Sii.19.55-59. 
A.s.Sii.28.54c-f agrees with A.h.Sii.19.60, but identifies the anonymous authority 

of the Hrdaya as Caraka. 
A.s.Sii.28.55-61 = A.h.Sii.19.61-67ab. 
The marvellous effects of eighteen series of eighteen enemas are described (28.62-

63). 733 

A.s.Sii.28.64-80 = A.h.Sii.19.70-84. 734 

Chapter twenty-nine (nasyavidhi) corresponds to the chapter of the same title (Sii.20) 
of the H[daya 

The way of action of errhines (navana, nasta]:lkarman) is explained (29.2).735 

The indications for the virecana, brlJlhru:ia and samana types of errhine are 
described, together with specifications regarding their preparation (29.3-6). 736 

Several types of nasya are discussed, their basic differences, and the materials to 
be employed in their preparation; the types of nasya are: marsa, pratimarsa, avapI9a, 
pradhamana, and sirovirecana (29.7).737 

The preparation of two varieties of ar:iutaila is described (29.8-9).738 

Contra-indications for the administration of an errhine are given; the disorders are 
described which would result from neglect of these rules (29.10). 739 Alternative treat
ments are dealt with (29.11). 

The doses of a marsa and the way to administer a pradhamana are described (29. 
12). 740 The general procedure for the application of an errhine forms the next subject 
(29 .13 ). 741 It is followed by the proper periods of day and night for the administration; 
these depend on the do~a involved and the season (29.14 ). 742 

Faultive ways of administration and their injurious consequences are dealt with (29. 
15). 

Next, the after-treatment is described, the repetition of the administration of the er
rhine, the intervals, the diet to be observed, etc. (29.16 ), 743 the results of proper treat
ment, deficient and excessive treatment, etc. (29.17). 744 

The indications and contra-indications for a pratimarsa and the fifteen occasions 
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on which it is useful745 are discussed (29.18). 746 
The last portion of the chapter is in verse (29.19-25). 
The proper dose of a pratimarsa is described (29.19-20ab). 
A.s.Sii.29.20cd-25 = A.h.Sii.20.30cd-36. 
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Chapter thirty (dhiimapanavidhi) corresponds to the chapter of the same title (Sii.21) 
of the Hrdaya 

The indications 747 and general actions of medicinal smoking (dhiimapana) are 
mentioned first (30.2). 748 Two series of three types are distinguished: samana, br
rphar;ia and sodhana, kasaghna, vamana and vrar;iadhiipana; samana is also known 
as prayogika and madhyama, brr!1hai:ia as snehana and mrdu, sodhana as virecana 
and tik~i:ia (30.3). 749 The contraindications are discussed (30.4),750 followed by the 
disorders due to improper application and their treatment (30.5-6). 751 The prayogika 
type is useful on eight, the mrdu type on eleven, the tik~i:ia type on five occasions 
(30.7).752 

The smoking apparatus is described and its general dimensions; the divergent di
mensions for kasaghna, vamana and vrai:iadhiipana aims are mentioned (30.8); 753 sub
stitute materials for the tube used for kasaghna smoking, etc., are enumerated (30.9). 

The preparation of the wick (varti) is dealt with (30.10), 754 followed by the proper 
technique of inhaling medicinal smoke (30.11 ). 755 

The rules for the prayogika, snaihika and tTh:~i:ia types are formulated (30.12-
14 ), 756 followed by those for the remaining three types (30.15-16).757 

The signs of deficient treatment are mentioned (30.17), followed, in verse, by those 
of successful application (30.18-19). 758 

Chapter thirty-one (gai:i<;lii~adividhi) 759 corresponds to the chapterofthe same title (Sii. 
22) of the Hfdaya 

A.s.Sii.31.2 agrees with A.h.Sii.22.l-2a in distinguishing four kinds of gai:i<;lii~a; it 
adds three synonyms of the samana type: stambhana, prasadana, nirvapai:ia. The mate
rials to be used in the preparation of these types are dealt with next (31.3). 700 

A.s.Sii.31.4-8 = A.h.Sii.22.5-9. 
The proper way of taking a gai:i<;lii~a is described,761 its three dosages, and the dif

ference between a gai:i<;lii~a and a kavala (31.9). This difference is expressed again in a 
verse (31.10).762 

The preparatory treatment, the time during which the fluid should be held within 
the oral ea vity, 763 the number of times the procedure should be repeated, and the signs 
of proper, deficient and excessive treatment are dealt with (31.11 ). 764 

The three kinds of pratisarai:ia are mentioned, the materials to be employed, indi
cations for its use, and the disorders arising from over-application (31.12).'765 

The next subjects are mukhalepa, its three varieties, its dosages, things to be 
avoided during treatment, the way to apply the alepa and remove it again, the after
treatment (31.13),766 contra-indications, and beneficial effects of correct application 
(31.14 ). 767 . 

The four kinds of miirdhataila and their relative merits are dealt with (31.15), 768 
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followed by the technique of applying a sirobasti (31.16). 769 

A.s.Sii.31.17-18 = A.h.Sii.22.24cd-26. 
A.s.Sii.31.19-21 = A.h.Sii.22.34, 32, 33. 

Chapter thirty-two (ascyotanaiijanavidhi) corresponds to the chapter of the same title 
(Sii.23) of the Hrdaya 

Ascyotana (the application of eyedrops) is the foremost way of treatment of eye 
diseases; 770 the application of a paste (alepana), called bi~ala, is indicated in not yet 
fully developed eye diseases (32.2). The technique, proper place and time, dose, etc., 
and the signs of improper application are discussed (32.3).771 The way in which an 
ascyotana brings about the desired effect is then dealt with (32.4 ). 772 After successful 
administration of an ascyotana, an aiijana (collyrium) should be applied (32.5). 773 

Four types of aiijana are distinguished: Iekhana, ropal)a, snehana and prasadana. 774 

The materials to be used in each of these types are specified and the indications listed 
(32.6-10). 775 The snehana type is prepared with the fat of snakes, etc., and employed 
in timira by vata, etc. (32.8). The prasadana type is called pratyaiijana when used to 
counteract irritation of the eyes by a tik~l)a aiijana (32.10).776 Six kinds ofaiijana are 
distinguished according to the taste predominantly present m Aiijanas are also either 
fik~l)a or ~-du (32.10). An aiijana may be prepared as a pi(l~a, rasakriya or ciiJ'l)a; the 
relative merits of these varieties and their indications, together with the quantities to 
be applied, are described (32.11). 778 

The material for the containers to store aiijanas is mentioned and said to depend 
on the predominant taste of the preparation; the material for the grinding slab and its 
dimensions are also specified (32.12). 779 

Five kinds of salaka for the application of an aiijana are described (32.13). 780 

The suitable periods of time and the frequency of application are specified (32. 
14).781 

An aiijana should be applied to the diseased eye first, afterwards to the other eye; 
aiijanas which are too cold, etc., hurt the eye and make the disease more serious 782 

(32.15). 
The contra-indications are listed and the disorders which would follow on not keep

ing to these rules (32.16). 783 

The technique of applying an aiijana is described (32.17), 784 followed by the after
treatment (32.18-20). 785 The special treatment after a tik~l)a aiijana is discussed, and 
the problems that may arise after incorrect application (32.21). 786 

The physician should also turn his thoughts to the healing process, etc. (32.22). 

Chapter thirty-three (tarpal)apu\apakavidhi) corresponds to the chapter of the same title 
(Sii.24) of the Hrdaya 

The indications, contra-indications and technique of applying taipa1~a to the eyes 
is described (24.2-5). 787 After tarpal)a, a pu\apaka should be applied. This preparation 
is of three types: snehana, lekhana and prasadana (24.6); the materials to be used in 
preparing them and their indications are mentioned (24.7-9), 788 followed by the tech
nique of preparing and administering a pu\apaka (24 .10-11). 789 
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The concluding verse says that disorders arising from incorrect application (vidhi
vibhrar,isa) of seka, aiijana, tarpaz:ia and pu\apaka should be treated in a suitable way 
(24.12). 

Chapter thirty-four (yantrasastravidhi) corresponds to chapter 2 5 (yantravidhi) and part 
of chapter 26 (sastravidhi) of the Siitrasthana of the Hrdaya. 790 

Six groups of yantras are enumerated (34.2).791 Others state that the number of 
yantras is 101,792 but in this treatise six groups will be described, called svastika, sar,i
drupsa, tiila, niiqi, saliikii, and anuyantra (34.3). 

The characteristics and uses are described of various types of svastika (34.4), 793 

three kinds of sar,idar!1Sa (34.5), 794 the mucup: (34.6), 795 two kinds of tiilayantra (34. 
7), 796 various kinds of nii9iyantra (34.8-9), 797 three types of arsoyantra (the third type 
is the samiyantra) (34.10),798 the bhagandarayantra (34.10), 799 the ghriiz:iiirsal}- and 
ghriiz:iarbudayantra (34.10), 800 the ailgulitriiz:iaka (34.11), 801 yonivra~1adarsanayantra 
(34.12), 802 na,ivraz:iaprak~iilanabhyaiijanayantra (34.12),803 ubhayatodviiriinii9iyantra 
and picchanii•i (34.12), 804 various other na,iyantras (34.12 ), 805 S!liga, aliibu and gha!i 
(34.13 ), 806 various types of saliikii: two saliikiis with a gaz:i,iipadamukha, two with a 
masiiradalamukha,807 six of the sariku type (two with a ahiphaz:iiimukha, two with a 
sarapurilchamukha, two with a ba9isamukha), 808 the garbhasariku, agravakrasailku, 
and dantanirghiitana (34.14), 809 various ~~li~asaliikas,810 three jiimbavo~\has (34. 
15),811 various other types of saliikii (34.16),812 and a series of anuyantras (34.17) 813 

which are to be made use of according to the purposes they are suitable to (34.18). 814 

The twenty-four therapeutic uses ofyantras are listed (34.19). 815 

A.s.Sii.34.20 = A.h.Sii.25.42. 
The next section is concerned with the sastras. Twenty-six of these instruments are 

enumerated: dantalekhana, maz:i,aliigra, vrddhipattra, utpalapattra, adhyardhadhiira, 
mudrika,816 kartan, srupavaktra,817 karapattra, kusapattra, 818 ii!imuklia,819 antarmu
kha,820 sariinmukha,821 trikiirca, ku!hiirikii, vrihimukha, saliikii, vetasapattra, 822 iirii, 
karz:iavyadhana,823 siici, siicikiirca, 824 khaja, e~al)l, ba9isa, and nakhasastra; 825 the 
requirements for these instruments are formulated 826 (34.21). The sastras employed 
in the twelve main therapeutic actions are specified (34.22).827 

A large part of these instruments and their functions are described: dantalekhana, 828 

maz:i9aliigra 829 (34.23), vrddhipattra (34.24),830 arigulisastraka (34.25),831 kartari,832 

sarpavaktra,833 karapattra, 834 kusapattra,835 ii!imukha,836 antarmukha837 (34.26), ku
!hiirika,838 vnnimukha, 839 saliikii 840 (34.27), iirii, 841 karJJavyadhana 842 (34.28), three 
kinds of siici (34.29), 843 siicikiirca, 844 khaja, 845 two kinds of e~az:ii, 846 ba9isa,847 and 
nakhasastra 848 (34.30). 

Not described are the utpalapattra, 849 adhyardhadhiira, 850 sariirimukha, 851 trikii
rca, 852 and vetasapattra. 853 

The anusastras are enumerated; 854 the hand is the most important among these (34. 
31). 

The eight defects of blunt (yantrado~a) and sharp instruments (sastrado~a) are 
listed; 855 the karapattra has a special position856 (34.32). 

Three fluids for tempering steel are mentioned, followed by the uses of cutting 
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instruments tempered in these fluids (34.33). 857 Requirements for the edge (dhara) of 
groups of sharp instruments for particular purposes are formulated (34.34 ). 858 The 
ways of handling surgical instruments are described (34.35), 859 the whetstone, 860 and 
a piece of salmalI wood for smoothening ( dharasa,psthapana) 861 (34.36 ). 

The importance of acquiring practical skills is emphasized; suitable objects for 
training are mentioned (34.37). 862 

Dissection is dealt with (34.38).863 
A physician's knowledge derives from a combination of what (the tradition of) his 

science teaches and what has been observed with his own eyes (34.39).864 

The chapter erids with verses describing the case (kosa) for surgical instruments 
(34.40--41 = A.h.Sii.26.33-34). 

Chapter thirty-five (jalaukovidhi) deals with the same subjects as the last part of A.h. 
Sii.26. 

Indications for drawing blood by means of leeches (jalaukas) are given (35.2). 865 

Leeches are of two kinds: poisonous and non-poisonous. The places of origin and 
external characteristics of poisonous leeches are described, together with the disorders 
their bite may give rise to and the treatment of these disorders; 866 the places of origin 
and characteristics of non-poisonous leeches are dealt with next (35.3). 867 

The maximum length of leeches is eighteen a11gula. Those measuring four to six 
ai1gula are fit for human use; the longer ones are employed in veterinary medicine. The 
characteristics enabling one to distinguish male from female leeches are discussed, and 
the indications for their application. The way to keep and feed them is dealt with, fol
lowed by the method to be employed in applying them and removing them again after 
they ingested the patient's corrupted blood868 (35.4). 

The leeches should be made to vomit the blood and can be used again after a 
week. 869 The after-treatment of the patient is discussed (35.5).870 

Indications and contra-indications for cupping by means of a horn (s!llga), gourd 
(alaba), or small pot (gha!ika) are given (35.6). 871 

A.s.Sii.35.7-11 = A.h.Sii.26.51-56. 

Chapter thirty-six (siravyadhavidhi) corresponds to the chapter of the same title (Sii. 
27) of the J-Irdaya 

Phlebotomy (siravyadha) is declared to be the most important method of blood
letting (raktavasecana) (36.2); it holds the same place in surgery as the application of 
clysters (basti) in internal medicine (36.3--4 ). 

The origin and normal characteristics of blood are described;872 it is of both a 
saumya and agneya nature; blood is regarded as a do~a, but some hold it to be a dii~ya, 
while others again say that it shares the nature of both (36.5). The effects on the body 
of blood in a normal state are dealt with, followed by a list of disorders arising from 
corrupted blood; when these cannot be cured by measures directed against the do~as, 
they should be diagnosed as brought about by excitation of blood and, accordingly, 
treated by phlebotomy 873 (36.6). 

Contra-indications for phlebotomy are listed; 874 the procedure to be adopted when 
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the blood does not flow out properly is described; cases where the contra-indications 
do not apply are mentioned 875 (36.7). 

The places where phlebotomy should be carried out in a long series of diseases are 
enumerated (36.8).876 

The preparations to be made by the physician are described: drugs that shouill be 
available, etc. (36.9). The technique of phlebotomy is dealt with in detail (36.10).877 

More instructions are given regarding the techniques of ligating vessels in various lo
cations and piercing them (36.11). 878 The various depths of the incision, dependent on 
the structure of the tissues, is discussed (36.12), 879 followed by the signs indicating 
that the incision has been made properly, defectively or excessively (36.13-14 ). 880 

The causes of a failing of blood to·· appear are dealt with, the procedure to be fol
lowed in such a case, and the after-treatment (36.15). 881 

A.s.Sii.36.16 = A.h.Su.27.38. 
The procedure to be adopted when the patient faints is described. 882 The maxi

mum amount of blood to be let is one prastha,883 or somewhat more, dependent on 
the strength of the patient and the season (36.17). 

The characteristics of blood corrupted by vii.ta, pitta, kapha, two do~as, and all 
three do~as are described, 884 followed by the care for the patient after bloodletting 
(36.18),885 and the treatment to be followed when the flow of blood does not stop 
(36.19).886 

A verse (36.20) states that blood is like prar:ia; loss of blood leads to weakness of 
the fire, which, in its turn, makes vii.ta increase. 

When the corrupted blood has not disappeared completely, the letting should be re
peated, the same day or the next day; the remnant left may be removed by other means, 
or phlebotomy should be carried out again after a month. Problems arisen from a faulty 
technique should be managed suitably (36.21). 887 

A.s.Su.36.22-24 = A.h.Su.27.51-53. 

Chapter thirty-seven (salyaharar:iavidhi) corresponds to the chapter of the same title 
(Su.28) of the Hrdaya 

Foreign bodies (salya) may penetrate the body in three ways (gati): from above, 
from below and moving horizontally; each track may be straight or crooked (37.2). 888 

The general characteristics of a wound (vrar:ia) containing a foreign body are described 
(37.3), 889 followed by the characteristics of wounds where the foreign body is present 
in the layers of the skin, the muscular tissue (maqi.sa) (37.4 ), a muscle (pesI), sira, snava 
(37.5), srotas, dhamanI, bone (37.6), joint, both bone and joint (37.7), the ko~!ha, and 
a marman (37.8).890 The type of exudation (parisrava) is also characteristic.891 Small 
foreign bodies produce the same signs to a lesser degree (37. 9). 

The wound may heal first, but pain will arise later, when the do~as have become 
excited (37.10). 892 

The treatment to be applied when the foreign body resides in the layers of the skin 
or the muscular tissue is described, as well as measures enabling the physician to detect 
its location (37.11). Similar methods are suitable when the foreign body has got stuck 
in theko~!ha, a bone, muscle (pesI), or a cavity (vivara) (37.12).893 
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A special method for extracting a finnly lodged foreign body is described (37. 
13). 894 Methods for detecting a foreign body present in a joint, bone (37.14) or 
mannan (37.15) are dealt with. 895 General signs pointing to the precise location of a 
foreign body are discussed (37.16). 896 

Foreign bodies are either round, or may have two, three or four angles; their shape 
should be deduced (from the type of wound) when they are invisible (37.17). 897 

The anuloma and pratiloma ways of extraction are described (37 .18-19), 898 contra
indications for extraction (37 .20-21), 899 and a series of special methods for the extrac
tion of foreign bodies (37.20-30). 900 

The subjects discussed next are the treatment of drowning, the removal of foreign 
objects and other things from the throat and the eyes (37.31-32),901 and the removal 
of small animals from the ears (37.33)_902 

A.s.Sii.37.34 = A.h.Sii.28.43. 
Objects which do not disintegrate spontaneously within the body are enumerated 

(37.35). 903 

A.s.Sii.37.36-39 = A.h.Sii.28.44cd-48. 
The signs indicating that the foreign body has been removed are described (37.40). 
The concluding verse compares the human body to a foreign body, but a foreign 

body, like, for example, an mrnw, present in this human body, deserves attention (37. 
41). 

Chapter thirty-eight (sastrakannaviahi) deals with the same subjects as the correspond
ing chapter (Sii.29) of the Hrdaya 

Surgical measures (sastrakarman) are applicable to both nija and iigantu diseases 
(38.2). 

In the early stage, characterized by swelling (svayathu) only, the signs pointing to 
involvement of viita, pitta, kapha or blood, or a combination of two or more of them 
simultaneously, should be taken into consideration,904 and adequate treatment carried 
out, in order to prevent development of suppuration (piika) (38.3). 905 When no allevi
ation occurs, pravilayana (liquefying measures) is necessm-y, and, in case this has no 
result, upaniihana (the application of poultices) (38.4). 

The characteristics of an immature (iima) swelling (38.5), 906 a swelling in the stage 
of maturation (pacyamana) (38:6 ), 907 and a mature (pakva) swelling (38.7) 908 are de
scribed. 

A.s.Sii.38.8-9 = A.h.Sii.29.6cd-8ab. 
Paka of blood occurs in some cases of swelling due to kapha; its characteristics are 

dealt with (38.10). 909 

Indications are given for the treatment of ripe swellings with either darai:ia by 
means of drugs, or by the surgical procedure called pii!ana (38.11). 910 The disorders 
that may arise from pii!ana of an unripe swelling are enumerated (38.12). 911 

A.s.Sii.38.13-14 = A.h.Sii.29.12cd-14ab. 
A.s.Su.38.15-16ab agrees with A.h.Sii.29.14cd-16ab. 
The technique of pii!ana is described (38.16); 912 rules for the depth of the incision 

and the way of probing with an e~ix)I, etc., are fonnulated (38.17). 913 
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A.s.Sii.38.18-19 = A.h.Sii.29.20-22ab. 
The places where a tiryakcheda is required are listed; when practised elsewhere, 

complications would arise (38.20). 914 The treatment to be applied after making an in
cision is discussed next (38.21 ). 915 Specifications regarding the number of windings 
(ve~!ana) of the dressing (pa!!a) are given (38.22), 916 followed by the medical and re
ligious treatment required when persisting pain occurs (38.23).917 

A.s.Sii.38.24 = A.h.Sii.29.31. 
The seat and couch of the patient should be fumigated. 918 The regimen to be ob-

served is referred to; sleeping by day is to be avoided in particular(38.25-26).919 

A.s.Sii.38.27 = A.h.Sii.29.33. 
The diet to be observed is specified (38.28, prose). 920 

A.s.Sii.38.28 (verse)= A.h.Sii.29.38. 
Articles of diet to be avoided are listed (38.29). 92l 
A.s.Sii.38.30-32 = A.h.Sii.29.40cd-43ab. 
Treatment of the wound should be repeated every third day; when carried out ear

lier, complications will arise (38.33 ). 922 Rules for the plug (vikesika) are given and its 
beneficial effects described (38.34-35). 923 

A.s.Sii.38.36 = A.h.Sii.29.48. 
Suturing (sivana), the suitable materials, etc., are discussed next (38.37). 924 

Rules for the technique are fonnulated; 925 types of suture and the after-treatment 926 

are dealt with. Four kinds of suture are distinguished: go~pha1,1ika, tunnasivana, velli
taka, and rajjugranthi927 (38.38). Contra-indications(38.39) and indications for sutur
ing (38.40) are dealt with. 928 

Next, the fifteen kinds of bandage (bandha) are enumerated (38.41) and the parts of 
the body to which they may be applied. 929 Wounds and ulcers should not be bandaged, 
nor should a bandage squeeze and cause pain (38.42).930 

Bandages can be wound to the left or to the right (38.43); they may be tight (ga-
9ha), slack (slatha, sithila), or even (sama); each of these three types is appropriate to 
a particular constellation of the do~a(s) involved (38.44-45ab) and particular parts of 
the body (38.45; prose); 931 some more rules on the same subject follow. 932 The disor
ders are described which may arise without bandaging (38.46). 933 The advantages of 
bandaging are praised (38.4 7). 934 

A.s.Sii.38.48-55 = A.h.Sii.29.69-77ab. 
The need to treat ulcers infested with maggots is stressed (38.56); this should be 

done carefully, without any haste (38.57).935 

A.s.Sii.38.58ab = A.h.Sii.29.78cd. 
After healing of an ulcer, the patient should continue avoiding particular things dur

ing six or seven months (38.58cd).936 
The treatment of wounds and ulcers (vra1,1a) will be dealt with in more detail in the 

Uttarasthana (38.59). 

Chapter thirty-nine (k~arapakavidhi) corresponds to the first part of the last chapter of 
the Siitrasthana of the Hrdaya (Sii.30).937 

Caustics (k~ara) are said to be very important in medical practice; they possess 
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all the tastes, but are in particular ka!uka and lavai:ia; tik~i:ia and u~i:ia are their most 
outstanding properties; their actions are dahana, pacana, vidarai:ia, vilayana, sodhana 
and ropai:ia; they remove parasites, a.ma, medas and vi~a. They are used for two pur
poses: external and internal parimarjana (39.2). 938 Indications for each of both types 
of parimarjana are enumerated (39.3 ), 939 followed by contra-indications for the use of 
a caustic (39.4 ). 940 

A k~ara for external use is of three types: mrdu, madhya and tik~1)a. The rituals to 
be performed on the day before chopping down a tree suitable to the preparation of 
a caustic is dealt with (39.5-7). The way to prepare a madhyamak~ara from the tree, 
felled the next day; is described in detail (39.8).941 The substances to be employed in 
the preparation of a mrdu and a tik~i:ia caustic are mentioned. Such a caustic is ready 
for use after a week. 942 The ten good and the ten bad qualities of caustics are listed 
(39.9). 943 

The technique of applying a caustic in general and many special rules for the appli
cation in a long series of diseases .fleeting particular parts of the body are dealt with 
next, followed by prescriptions for the after-treatment (39.10). 944 

The signs pointing to proper, deficient and excessive burning with a caustic are 
described, followed by those indicating excessive treatment of particular parts of the 
body. 945 The proper remedial measure after excessive burning is nirvapa;ta 946 (39 .11). 

A.s.Sii.39.12 = A.h.Sii.30.39. 
The treatment of the disorders caused by excessive use of a k~ra is discussed (39. 

13-16 ). After this, a k~ara should be applied again, in the proper measure; cooling mea
sures are necessary in cases of excessive bleeding (39.17-18). 947 

Chapter forty (agnikarmavidhi) corresponds to the second part of the last chapterof the 
Siitrasthana of the Hrdaya (Sii.30). 

Cauterization (agnikarman) is declared to be even more efficient than the appli
cation of caustics. 948 Tissues and bodily structures to be treated by this method are 
the skin, muscular tissue, siras, snayus, joints and bones. 949 Diseases to be managed 
by a particular type of cauterization, tissues and bodily structures suitable to a 
particular type, and the instruments and substances to be employed in these types are 
enumerated 950 ( 40.2 ). 

The contra-indications for applying cautery are listed ( 40.3). 951 The technique952 

and the after-treatment953 are dealt with next (40.4). 
The signs pointing to successful cauterization of the skin, muscular tissue, siras, 

and snayus, etc., are described ( 40.5). 954 The four types of pramadadagdha (burns 
caused by improper cautery) are discussed: tuttha, 955 durdagdha, samyagdagdha956 

and atidagdha. 957 The very bad effects of burns by oil are noticed ( 40.6). 
The treatment to be applied in these types of pramadadagdha and in bums by oil is 

described in verse (40.7-14ab). 958 

A physician is advised to be very careful in applying sharp surgical instruments, 
caustics and cautery (40.14c-f). 959 

The last verse says that the Siitrasthana, dealing with subtle subjects, is completed 
now (40.41). 



Chapter 2 

Sarirasthana 

Chapter one (putrakamiya), which CO!Tesponds to part of the first chapter of the San
rasthana of the H[daya, deals with the following subjects: the features making a girl el
igible as a bride for a man; 1 the girl should be twelve, the man twenty-one years of age 
(1.2); the age forbegetting a first child: sixteen years for the female, twenty-five years 
for the male partner; 2 the problems that may arise when the pa1tners are younger; 3 the 
same problems are likely to occur when conception takes place during the first three 
nights of the first fertile period (1.3 ); 4 the physiology of the production of male and 
female seed (sukra), its ejaculation, its properties5 (1.4 ); the female procreational fluid 
(rakta) accumulates every month in the uterus (garbhako~\ha), whence it flows out as 
the menstrual discharge for three days; when the amount of this discharge is too large 
or when it flows out during a longer time, or when it appears during another part of 
the cycle, the disorder is called asrgdara, pradara or raktayoni; its treatment may be 
looked up in the chapters on the therapy of raktapitta and guhyaroga (1.5); 6 amenor
rhoea appears when vata and kapha cover the pathways of the procreational fluid; pitta
producing measures are then required; 7 when this disorder progresses and the procre
ational fluid remains inside, 8 whether combined with sukra or not, it may develop into 
gulma and bring about signs of pregnancy, in particular when the woman indulges in 
vata-promoting articles of diet and behaviour; its treatment is described in the chap
ter on gulma ( 1.6 ); vatodara, which resembles pregnancy, sometimes develops; it is 
alleviated by measures counteracting vata ( 1.7); 9 this disorder sometimes progresses, 
thus simulating an established pregnancy and becoming a trap to foolish physicians; 
when, later, due to contrary factors or accidentally (yadrcchaya), blood begins to ap
pear, without any sign of a child to be born, these fools say that the foetus has been 
taken away by a bhuta; however, the beings called rak~as 10 deprive a pregnant woman 
and her child of their ojas only, but do not take away the child's body, because they are 
not keen on this or unable to do so; anyhow, the taking away of a body by non-human 
beings has never been observed (1.8 ); the author objects to those who nevertheless as
sert that this happens sometimes by declaring that it is hard to explain why these very 
powerful beings carry off the unborn child only and desist from attacking the mother's 
body ( I. 9); 11 the characteristics ofa pure menstrual discharge (futava) ( 1.10); 12 the re
productive age ranges from sixteen to seventy in males, from twelve to fifty in females 
(1.11); 13 the preparation ofa couple for sexual intercourse ( 1.12); 14 the disorders of the 
male seed are those caused by vata, pitta, and kapha, and those called km:iapagandhi-, 
granthi-, puya-, k~Ii:ia-, mutra-, and purl~aretas; 15 these disorders result in infertility; 16 

the characteristics of seed corrupted by vata, pitta, or kapha; 17 the relationships be-
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tween the other disorders and the do~as, respectively blood 18 (1.13); the disorders of 
the lirtava are the same as those of the male seed, their relationships with the do~as and 
blood are identical, and they also lead to infertility; 19 the degrees of curability of the 
disorders of sukra and lirtava 20 ( 1.14); the treatment of the disorders of the male seed 
caused by vlita, pit ta, or kapha ( 1.15); 21 the treatment of the same types of disorders of 
the artava, which are called p~pado~a here (1.16); 22 the treatment of the other types 
of disorders of semen and littava (I. I 7); 23 general treatments for all types of disorders 
of semen and lirtava ( 1.18); four different opinions on the duration of the fertile part of 
the menstrual cycle ( 1.19). 24 

A.s.Sa.1.20-22 = A.h.Sa. l .20cd-23ab. 
The chapter proceeds with the rules to be observed by a woman during the first 

three days of the cycle (1.23);25 the behaviour prescribed for the fourth day (1.24); 26 

intercourse should not take place during the first week of the menstrual cycle; n cou
ples wanting a son should have intercourse on the even days of the fertile period, those 
wanting a daughteron the odd days; 28 the desirable qualities of the offspring decrease 
with the advance of the fertile period 29 ( 1.25); the male seed is said to prevail on even, 
the female procreational ft uid on odd days; this rule does not apply when the men
strual period continues for more than three days; intercourse on the days mentioned 
as favourable to begetting a son or daughter may under such circumstances lead to 
the birth of a· child with a mixture of male and female characteristics or with deficient 
limbs; intercourse on the eleventh or thirteenth day results in the birth of a napurpsaka 
( 1.26); the ritual ensuring the birth of a son should be performed by the uplidhyliya 30 

and the female partner should concentrate her thoughts on the type of son she wants to 
conceive 31 ( 1.27); the rules to be observed after the ritual by both partners; details con
cerning the way ofmountingtheir couch; 32 the mantra to bepronounced33 (1.28); rules 
for the coitus (1.29); 34 circumstances unfavourable to impregnation; the male should 
not lie under the female, for this would lead to the conception of a son or daughter with 
behavioural characteristics of the opposite sex; a bent position (nyubja) would make 
vata strong, thus exerting pressure on the generative organs; kapha moves downwards, 
thus occluding the uterus, when the woman lies on her right side; when she lies on her 
left side, pitta will do so and lead to vidaha of the procreational fluid; 35 therefore the 
woman should lie down, which ensures that the do~as remain in their seats36 (1.30); 
reference is made to a series of opinions on the days suitable to the purpsavana ritual 
(1.31).37 

The description of the pu1psavana differs from that found in the Hr•aya; the: 
drinking of milk in which has been placed a male figure of gold, silver or iron is not 
mentioned; 38 the opinion that human effort (puru~aklira) may overcome daiva 39 is not 
explicitly expressed; the number of herbs that may be employed is larger; the sniffing 
at a warm paste of sali rice and putting some of it in one of the nostrils, while standing 
on the threshold of the house, is added40 (1.32-33). 

The chapter continues with measures making sure that the pregnancy is maintained 
(prajlisthlipana) ( 1.34 );41 the care to be given to the pregnant woman by her servants 
and husband;42 a rule for intercourse during pregnancy (1.35); factors influencing the 
colour of the child's skin are: the characteristics of the male seed, the mother's diet, the 
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country and family of the parents ( 1.36), and the predominant mahiibhiitas (1.37);43 the 
sattva of the child is determined by the sattvas of its parents, the sounds heard by the 
mother, and the karman of the child (1.38);44 factors leading to a sustained stability of 
the iirtava (during the fe1tile period of the cycle) ( 1.39); impregnation will take place 
when both partners are well prepared (1.40); putpsavana will be successful in the ab
sence of contrary daiva and an unsuitable time, and should be performed before signs 
of pregnancy become visible ( 1.41 );45 thus sons with desirable characteristics will be 
born ( 1.4 2--43); the seed ( sukra) that flows out of the female organs during intercourse 
will not contribute to conception (1.44). 

Chapter two (garbhiivakriinti), which corresponds to part of chapter one of the Siiri
rasthiina of the Hraaya, 46 is concerned with the process of conception, i.e., the union 
of semen and iirtava and the entry of thejiva (2.2); 47 the product of fertilization divides 
and assumes a particular form; it develops into a male when semen, into a female when 
iirtava predominates; a napu1psaka will be born when semen and iirtava are in balance; 
viita may split the product of fertilization into two or more parts, thus giving rise to 
twins or another type of multiple birth; morbid changes of semen and iirtava lead to 
abnormalities in the embryo (2.3);48 the early and the later developing signs of preg
nancy (2.4); 49 the menses disappear during pregnancy because the rajas-transporting 
channels are obstructed by the foetus; the accumulating rajas develops into the aparii, 50 

or, according to others, into the jariiyu; due to this obstruction of rakta ( = rajas), the ro
mariiji becomes visible (2.5); pmt of the asrj (= rakta) goes upwards, thus leading to 
swelling of the cheeks and breasts, and to a dark colour of lips and nipples (ciicuka); 
another part, coloured (white) by kapha, goes to the breasts and turns into milk,51 re
plenished after parturition by the juice deriving from the mother's food (2.6); the de
velopment of the child during the first three months of pregnancy (2. 7); 52 the mental 
and bodily characteristics of a male, female or napmpsaka become manifest; napmp
sakas may possess all grades of mixed characteristics (2.8); those typical of a napmp
saka with mainly female traits are enumerated, those of the opposite type can then be 
deduced (2.9); 53 sensations (vedanii) arise in the foetus; it begins to move (spandate) 
and to desire for the objects of the five senses (2.10); the heart of the foetus is con
nected with that of the mother by rasa-carrying vessels (dhamanI); this is the cause of 
the appearance of the longings (sraddhii) in the mother, who is therefore called dauhr
dinI;54 others assert that these longings appear in the fourth month (2.1 I); the longings 
should be respected; otherwise, viita gets excited and causes annihilation of the foetus 
or malformations;55 gratification will result in the birth of a strong, long-lived son (2. 
12); the development of the foetus during the fourth to seventh months (2.13); 56 the 
signs of instability during the eighth month; the problems during this period are due to 
the variability of the distribution of ojas over the bodies of mother and child (2.14 ); 57 

others hold that the foetus may die in this month, not due to the instability of the ojas, 
but on account oft he demonic influences of the Nairrtas (naiqtabhiigatva); these beings 
should be soothed by appropriate types ofbali; 58 after expiry of the eighth month until a 
full year has elapsed, a woman may give birth (prasavakiila); delivery taking place later 
will result in an abnormal child 59 (2.15); the position of the foetus within the womb, 
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dependent on its sex; 60 the rhythm of sleeping and being awake of the child depends on 
that of the mother; 61 the child in the womb is completely dependent (paratantrav1tti) 
and lives upon the upasneha and upasveda produced in the uterus 62 (2.16); the ma
jor and minor parts of the foetus become gradually visible; the child's nutrition takes 
place through the umbilical cord, attached to the placenta (apara), which is connected 
to the mother's heart; the juice derived from the mother's food is carried by the dhama
nis from her heart to the placenta, and thence to the child's navel; it is digested in the 
child's pakvasaya and nourishes, being rich in prasada, its bodily constituents; 63 the 
upasneha is absorbed through the pores of the child's hairs (2.17); the reason for the 
non-production of urine and faeces in the foetus; 64 the position in which a child is nor
mally born (2.18); 65 signs indicating that the pregnancy will result in the birth of a boy, 
girl or k1Iba ( = napUIJ1Saka) (2.19); 66 when vata desiccates the vessels transporting rasa, 
the child may suffer from a vata disease or show defective limbs; such a foetus may re
main in the womb for several years (2.20); 67 factors resulting in the birth of children 
liable to show abnormal types of sexual behaviour and functioning; the types described 
are called dviretas (2.21), 68 vatendriya (2.22), 69 sa1pskaravahya (2.23),70 asekya (2. 
24),71 vakradhvaja (2.25),72 saugandhika (2.26),73 Ir~yarati (2.27),74 and vata~a9daka 
(2.28); 75 disorders of the child in the womb will affect the same body parts as those af
fected in the mother (2.29); 76 the causes of sterility (vandhyatva) and a disorder leading 
to repeated stillbirth (piitiprajatva) (2.30); 77 the origin of a pseudo-female called vartta 
or strivyapad; these three disorders arise when the germ (bija) of the mother or part of 
it, which is transmitted to the child, is corrupted (2.31); 78 when the father is affected 
in the same way, three corresponding disorders may manifest themselves, resulting in 
the birth of an infertile son (vandhya), one who will beget stillborn children, or one 
whose children will be pseudo-males (tp;amukhin) (2.32); 79 disorders of those parts 
which have their origin in satmya, rasa and sattva have thus been explained; 80 a child 
will develop disorders of those body parts which were already affected (upatapti) in a 
rudimentary form in the bija or part of it; the same disorders do not occur secondarily 
(by anutapa) (2.33); an expectant mother, repeatedly indulging in things that provoke 
one or more of the do~as, will get a child prone to disorders caused by that do~a or 
those do~as 81 (2.34); affections of the child's eyes associated with the influence ofte
jas (fire); when this element does not reach the region of the eyes, the child will be born 
blind (jatyandhatva); when tejas is associated with one of the do~as or blood, the eyes 
will have a particular colour (2.35);82 things to be avoided by a pregnant woman (2. 
36); 83 things which are prohibited in order to avoid provoking malevolent beings and 
deities; particular types of behaviour resulting in specific characteristics or disorders of 
the child are enumerated (2.37); 84 general rules for the medical treatment of pregnant 
women (2.38-40); 85 an explanation for the fact that a child in the womb does not cry 
(2.41). 86 

Chapter three (garbhopakara~1Iya), which corresponds to part of chapter one of the Sa
rirasthana of the Hrdaya, discusses the following subjects: dietary and other rules for a 
pregnant woman during the first month (3.2) and second to seventhmonths;87 women 
say that vidaha arises in the mother during the seventh month, caused by the appearance 
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of the hair of the head in the foetus; this view is rejected by Atreya, who says that, due 
to the pressure of the foetus, the do~as reach the region of the mother's heart and cause 
vidaha, which, in its tum, results in itching (kai;<_lii) and, later, the appearance of striae 
(kikkisa)88 (3.3); the treatment of itching and skin disorders caused by the striae (3. 
4 ); 89 the diet during the eighth month; Kha1.1<_iakapya disagrees withthe rule, asserting 
that the articles of diet mentioned may lead to paingalya in the child; Atreya defends 
the rule regarding diet, saying that the advantages prevail on this risk (3.5); 90 clysters 
which are useful during the eighth month (3.6); 91 these clysters should be applied in 
a bent position (nyubja) (3.7); the diet up to the time of delivery according to Dha
nvantari (3.8);92 useful measures from the ninth month onwards (3.9);93 prescriptions 
for the daily bath (3.10 ); the construction of the maternity home (siitikagara) (3 .11 ); 94 

rules foritsentry (3.12); 95 signs indicating the approach of delivery (3.13); 96 the man
agement of this stage by experienced women (3.14 ); 97 additional measures to be taken 
(3.15); 98 the spontaneous turning (parivartana) of the foetus and the measures neces
sary when this fails to occur (3.16); 99 others advise the woman to pound the grain with 
which a mortar has been filled; this method is rejected; 100 the reasons for this rejec
tion are given (3.17); 101 the parturient woman should lie down now; an experienced 
woman sitting at her feet should put oil on her yoni, press her buttocks with her feet, 
and urge her to push gently (3.18); 102 at the same time, another woman should mut
ter two mantras in her left ear; 103 the second mantra refers to Soma, Citrabhanu, and 
the horse Uccail;sravas 104 (3.19-23); the management of the expulsion of the placenta 
(3.24-25); 105 the treatment of protracted labour (garbhasanga) (3.26); 106 the manage
ment of retention of the placenta (23.2 7-28); 107 other measures useful in this condition 
(3.29-33); 108 the symptoms and treatment of makkalla (3.34-35); 109 the treatment of 
a prolapsed uterus (yonibhra,psa) (3.36); the treatment during the first few days after 
delivery (3.37-38); no the treatment in the later stages of the lying-in period (3.39); the 
rules should be observed very carefully because diseases occuning in the puerperium 
are difficult to cure or incurable; 111 the restrictions valid for the puerperium end after 
six weeks; the new mother is then called vigatasiitika; others hold that the period is 
longer and continues until menstruation sets in again (3.40-41). 112 

Chapter four (garbhavyapad), corresponding to the chapter of the same title (Sa.2) of 
the Hrdaya, discusses the following subjects: the treatment of bleeding, accompanied 
by piercing pain, during pregnancy (4.2-6); 113 the treatment of piercing pain without 
loss of blood 114 (4.7); bleeding during the first three months usually results in abortion 
( 4.8); 115 untimely birth may occur in the later months too when the blood is accom
panied by a.ma, 116 because protective measures for the foetus and measures against a
ma are contradictory ( 4.9); therapeutic measures to be tried nevertheless ( 4.10); 117 the 
treatment of abortion (amagarbhapata) ( 4.11) 118 and incomplete abortion (amagarbha
se~a) ( 4.12); the processes leading to the disorders of pregnancy called upavi~\aka and 
upasu~kaka (4.13); 119 general descriptions of upavi~!aka and upasu~kaka; the latter is 
also called nagodara (4.14); 120 in both conditions, the foetus grows very slowly; the 
child will be born at last, butaftera very long pregnancy (4.15); the symptoms in upavi
~!aka and upasu~kaka pregnancies caused by vii.ta (4.16), pitta (4.17) and kapha (4. 
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18); 121 the general treatmentofupavi~(aka and upasu~kaka ( 4.19); 122 the treatment of 
their dosic varieties (4.20-21); the induction of abortion in case the foetus does not 
grow ( 4:22); the treatment of the disorder called !Inagarbha; 123 the general treatment 
of udavarta and vibandha in pregnant women ( 4.23 ); 124 their treatment in the eighth 
month, which is urgent, because of the danger of premature birth ( 4.24-25); 125 the pro
cesses leading to abortion ( 4.26); the symptoms arising when the foetus dies within the 
womb (rnrtagarbha) ( 4.27); 126 the general features of miiC,hagarbha; its innumerable 
varieties ( 4.28); the position of the foetus may change in an upward, oblique or down
ward direction; eight varieties are known, 127 to be described both here and later ( 4.29); 
cases refractory to "treatment ( 4.30); 128 in general, a garbhasalya (foetus stuck within 
the womb) is very dangerous and needs immediate treatment ( 4.31); cutting up of a 
foetus still alive would kill its mother ( 4.32); 129 therefore, one should try first treat
ment with mantras and drugs; 130 the foetus may get stuck in three ways: with its head, 
shoulders or buttocks ( 4.33 ); three different opinions on the treatment of miiC,hagarbha 
are recorded: the treatment also employed in expulsion of the afterbirth Garayupatana), 
the employment of mantras, etc., found in the Atharvaveda, and the surgical removal of 
the foetus ( 4.34 ); surgical interventions are not difficult to perform, because one hand 
suffices to carry them out ( 4.35); these interventions are necessary in order to save the 
mother's life; the outcome is doubtful; the surgeon ought to ask for the king's permis
sion, as in cases ofoperatingpatients with udara, asmarI, etc. 131 ( 4.36); the general pro
cedure of manual extraction ( 4.37); 132 instructions for the manual coITection of various 
malpositions and for extraction of the foetus ( 4.38); 133 two malpositions that cannot be 
managed manually and need surgical intervention ( 4.39); 134 the techniques of cutting 
up a foetus in various malpositions ( 4.40). 135 

A.s.Sa.4.41 = A.h.Sa.2.35. 
A.s.Sa.4.42-50 = A.h.Sa.2.39-46. 
The P:eparation and USfS of balataila are described ( 4.51). 
A.s.Sa.4.52-59 = A.h.Sa.2.53-60. 

Chapter five (ailgavibhaga) corresponds to part of the chapter of the same title (Sa.3) 
of the Sarirasthana of the Hf(laya. 

The subjects dealt with are: the body, its six major parts, the minor parts (5.2); 136 

the body is composed of the mahabhiitas, which in their tum consist of the mahagu
r.ias, 137 based in their tum on cetana (5.3 ); the products of the mahabhiitas are of very 
numerous kinds (5.4 ); the relationships between the five mahabhiitas and the three gu
llas; 138 the main characteristics of the five mahabhiitas: apratighata, calatva, au~r.iya, 
llravata, ka(hinya; each mahabhiita has its specific seat in one of the senses (5.5); 139 

bodily structures and functions connected with one of the mahabhiitas in paiticular (5. 
6); 140 the parts of the body deriving from the mother (5.7) 141 and the father (5.8), 142 

from the atman (5.9), 143 from satmya (5.10), 144 and from rasa (5.11); 145 characteris
tics deriving from sattva (5.12), 146 rajas (5.13), 147 and tamas (5.14 ); 148 a synonym of 
sattva is manas; rajas and tamas are afflictions (upaplava) of manas (5.15); the con
stituents of the body; the six layers of the skin arise from blood, in the same way as 
the coagulated layers on the surface of milk which is boiled; 149 the pure part (prasii-
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da) of blood arises from the prasada of the layers of the skin (5.16); a description of 
these layers, their names, and the diseases located in them (5.17); 150 the seven layers 
of the skin according to another view (5.18); 151 the description of a kala in general (5. 
19); 152 descriptions of each of the seven kalas (5.20-24); 153 the five senses (buddhI
ndriya), their objects and seats (adhi~\hana) (5.25); the five karmendriyas and their 
functions (5.26); the manas and its functions (5.27); the seven asayas, and the addi
tional eighth one in women; 154 the viscera (ko~\hailgani): heart (hrdaya), liver (yakrt), 
spleen (p!Ihan), phupphusa, ui:i<:Juka, kidneys (vrkka), intestines (antra), etc.; 155 liver 
and spleen derive from the clear (accha) part of blood, 156 when it is acted upon by the 
samana and the bodily heat (deho~man); 157 the frothy part (phena) of blood gives rise 
to the phupphusa, 158 its waste matter (kiga) to the UIJ<:Juka; 159 the kidneys arise from 
the pure parts (prasada) of blood and fatty tissue, 160 the intestines from those of blood 
and muscular tissue; 161 the length of the intestines is three yama and a half in men, 
three yama in women; 162 the kfiliya is produced from a combination of blood and va
ta; 163 the heart finds its origin in the pure parts ofkapha and blood; 164 it has the form of 
a padmakosa, with its opening turned downwards and provided with holes (su~ira); 165 

the cetana has its seat there, 166 together with all the bhavas associated with it; at its left 
are spleen and phupphusa, at its right liver and kloman 167 (5.28); the sense organs arise 
from the pure parts of the channels (srotas) transporting kapha and blood and from the 
pure parts of the mahabhiitas; 168 the suklamai:i<:Jala of the eyes, which is of paternal 
origin, arises from the pure part of kapha, the lq~namai:i<:Jala, which is of maternal ori
gin, from (the pure part of) blood; 169 the dr~\imai:i<;lala combines these features of both 
(mai:i<:Jalas) (5.29); the five mai:i<:Jalas of the eye are the lashes (pak~man), lids (vart
man), suklamai:i<:Ja!a, lq~i:iamai:i<:Jala, and •I~\i; 170 they are connected by four junctions 
(sandhi); two more junctions, at the outer(apailga) and inner corner of the eye(kanina) 
make their total number into six; 171 the eye has six layers (pa\ala); the two outermost 
layers consist of the eyelids; fire and water are predominant in the (first and) outermost 
layer ( of the eye itself); the predominant elements of the second, third and fourth layers 
are, in due order, muscular tissue, fatty tissue and bony tissue; 172 the thickness (baha
lata) of the pa\alas amounts to one fifth of that of the drgi 173 (5.30); the twines bind
ing bodily structures together(bandhanagui:ia) 174 consist of siras, kai:i<:Jaras, fatty tissue 
and phlegm (kapha); as already mentioned, kapha is the most important substance that 
binds junctures together; the fire located in the eye can perform its function through 
its contact with the fire outside of the body, in the same way as a sharp instrument 
through its contact with a whetstone; damage will occur when the contact is excessive 
(atiyoga); this fire retains its fiery nature by the intensity of its power (viryotka~a),just 
like thefireoflightning (vaidyuta) and the va<:Javamukha 175 do so amidst of the water; 
the tongue arises from the pure parts of muscular tissue, blood and kapha, 176 the tes
ticles (vr~ai:ia) from those of muscular tissue, blood, kapha and fatty tissue 177 (5.31); 
the ten prai:iayatanas; 178 the first seven of the series (head, frenum of the tongue, throat, 
heart, umbilical region, urinary bladder, ano-rectal region) are the major vulnerable ar
eas (mahamannan) (5.32); the kai:i<:Jaras are sixteen in number: two in each arm and 
leg, four in the neck, and four in the back (5.33); 179 the jalas of muscles, siras, snayus 
and bones are sixteen in number; each wrist and ankle has one jala of each of the four 
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types (5.34); 180 thesix kiircas are found in the hands, the feet, the neck and the penis (5. 
35); 181 four mii'!1saraijus are present along the vertebral column (5.36); 182 the sivanis 
are seven in number: five are present in the head, 183 one belongs to the tongue, 184 one 
to the penis 185 (5.37); 186 the clusters of bones (asthisarpghiita) are fourteen in number: 
one cluster in each ankle (gulpha), knee (jiinu), groin (vai1k~ar:ia), wrist (mar:iibandha), 
elbow (kiirpara), and armpit (kak~yii), one in the sacral region (tril;.a), and one in the 
head (siras) (5.38); 187 the simantas are connected with the clusters of bones, but there 
are five of them in the head, thus making a total of eighteen (5.39); 188 the number of 
bones is 360; 189 140 bones are present in the extremities, 190 120 bones in the trunk, and 
100 in the part above (the trunk); each leg has five toe nails; 191 each toe possesses three 
bones; there are five metatarsal bones (piidasaliikii) 192 and one bone connecting them 
(saliikiipratibandhana); 193 two bones are present in each kiirca, 194 ankle (gulpha) 195 

and lower leg, 196 while heel (piir~r:ii), 197 knee 198 and thigh 199 possess one bone; the 
same distribution is found in the arms (5.40); the ribs (parsuka)200 are twenty-four in 
number; 201 there are as many sthalakas and arbudas;202 the back possesses thirty,203 

the anterior part of the chest eight bones; 204 the bhaga 205 and trika 206 have one bone 
each; each nitamba has one bone; 207 there are two ak~akas, arpsas and a,psaphalakas 208 

(5.41); one bone is present in each cheek (gar:i<;la), ear and temple; 209 there is one bone 
in the jatru 210 and one in the palate (tiilu); 211 the neck (grivii) has thiiteen, 212 the tra
chea (ka~1!hanii<;li) four bones; 213 there are two bones in the jaw (hanubandhana); 214 the 
teeth are thirty-two in number; 215 there are as many sockets (uliikhala) of the teeth; 216 

three bones are present in the nose,217 six in the skull 218 (5.42); the bones belonging 
to the five groups called kapiila, rucaka, tarur:ia, valaya, and nalaka; 219 fleshy parts of 
the body are attached to the bones by siriis and sniiyus220 (5.43); the joints connecting 
bones are 210 in number; 221 sixty-eight joints are present in the extremities, fifty-nine 
in the trunk, eighty-three in the part above (the trunk); each toe has three joints, apait 
from the first one, which has two; each ankle, knee and groin possesses one joint (5.44); 
three joints are present in the flat pel vie bones (ka!ikapiila), twenty-four in the vertebral 
column (pmhava'!1sa), an equal number in the sides of the chest (piirsva), eight in the 
anterior part of the chest (uras) (5.45); eight joints are present in the neck (gr'ivii), three 
in the kar:i!hanii<;li, 222 eighteen in the nii<;lis of heart, liver and kloman 223 (these joints are 
attached to the kar:i!hanii,;li),224 thirty-two in the roots of the teeth; one joint is present 
in kiikala, nose and head respectively, two joints are present in the cheeks, ears, tem
ples, eyelids, and jaws, two above the eyebrows, and five in the flat bones of the sk.ull 
(5.46); 225 the eight kinds of joints and where they are found (5.47); 226 the junctures 
present in sniiyus, muscles (pesi) and siriis are two thousand in number, but are of no 
practical importance in surgery (5.48); 227 the number of sniiyus is nine hundred; 228 six 
hundred of them are found in the extremities, two hundred and thirty in the trunk, and 
seventy in the part above (the trunk); each toe possesses six sniiyus; each sole, kiirca 
and ankle has ten sniiyus; their number is thirty in the lower leg, ten in the knee, forty 
in the thigh, and ten in the groin (5.49); 229 forty sniiyus are present in the pelvic region 
(ka;i), 230 twenty in the region of penis, testicles, bladder and intestines, 231 eighty in 
the back, 232 sixty in the lateral parts of the chest (piirsva),233 eighteen in the anterior 
part of the chest (uras), 234 four in the region of the clavicles (ak~aka), and eight in the 
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shoulder regions (a111sa) 235 (5.50); two snayus are found in each manya, ava\u, 236 eye, 
half of the lips and half of the palate,237 thirty in the neck, 238 three in thejatm,four in 
the jaw, five in the tongue, twelve in the upper and twelve in the lower gums, six in the 
(remaining part of the)head 239 (5.51); the snayus in theextremitiesandjointsare prata
navant; big and round ones are called kai:i9ara; snayus with holes (su~ira) are found in 
bladder, amasaya, pakvasaya and intestines; flat snayus are present in the lateral parts 
of the chest, back, anterior part of the chest, and head (5.52); 240 a body, well provided 
with snayus, is like a properly built boat; these structures should therefore be protected; 
a physician acquainted with them is able to extract foreign bodies, even when hidden 
within the tissues (5.53); 241 the muscles (pesI) are five hundred in number; 242 four hun
dred are found in the extremities, sixty in the tmnk, forty in the region above of the 
trunk; 243 three muscles are present in each toe, ten in the fore part of the foot (prapada), 
the sole and the ankle, 244 an equal number in the kiirca, twenty in the lower leg, five 
in the knee, and twenty in the thigh 245 (5.54 ); one muscle is present in the penis, one 
in the raphe (sevanl), two are present in the testicles, ten in the buttocks, three, called 
vali, in the anal region, two in the bastisiras, four in the abdominal wall; 246 one muscle 
is found in the umbilical region, heart and amasaya, six muscles are present in liver, 
spleen and Ul).9uka; five muscles are present in the upper part of the back, 247 ten long 
ones in the sides of the chest,248 ten in the anterior part of the chest, and three in the 
region of shoulder and clavicle 249 (5.55); ten muscles are present in the neck, 250 eight 
in the cheeks, 251 eight in the region of the jaw; one muscle is found in throat, 252 ka
kala, tongue 253 and head; 254 two muscles are present in the palate, forehead, 255 nose, 
lips, and ears256 (5.56); women possess twenty more muscles; 257 ten muscles, which 
develop during puberty, are found in the breasts, the other ten in the generative or
gans (yoni); two muscles are found internally (abhyantarasrita),258 two round (vrtta) 
ones in the (yoni)mukha, 259 three more in the garbhamarga, where the foetus stays; 260 

the yoni possesses three whirls (avarta) in the form of a sailkhanabhi; 261 the garbha
sayya (uterus) 262 is found at the third avarta, 263 between pittasaya and pakvasaya; 264 

it has three muscles, which conduct seed and artava 265 (5.57); the muscles, diverse as 
to form, cover the joints, bones, siras and snavas (5.58); 266 the openings of the min
utest branches of siras and dhamanis are 2,900.956 in number (5.59); 267 the hairs of 
head, beard and body are equal in number; 268 they are nourished by the openings men
tioned, which also convey sweat outwards, while caITying to the interior of the body 
the active constituents (vI1ya) of ointments, plasters, etc., digested within the skin, as 
well as tactile sensations (5.60); the number of stmctures called srotas is countless; the 
distribution,etc., of the siras, will be discussed in another chapter; the firm and percep
tible bodily structures have now been dealt with (5.61); excess fluids in the body are 
mixed with the faeces; similar processes occur with regard to urine, blood and other 
dhatus; 269 excess fluid present in the whole body may accumulate in the outer part of 
the skin; fluid present within the skin may accumulate in wounds and sores as lasika; 
fluid associated with the bodily heat may appear as sweat; all these substances consist 
of water (5.62); 270 the quantities of water, aharasara or rasa, blood, faeces, kapha, pitta, 
urfoe, vasii, medas, m1d bone marrow can be measured in aiijalis; the quantity ofbene 
marrow is one afijali; the quantities of the other constituents increase with one aiijali in 
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the reverse order; seed, brain tissue (masti~ka) and o jas are present in a quantity of half 
an afijali; 271 the rajas of women measures four, the breastmilk two aiijali; the last two 
derive from the pure part of rasa (5.63 ); the mentioned quantities are those of a healthy 
(samadhatu) human being; the quantities present in states of decline or increase should 
be deduced from the signs present in those states; the same applies to constituents not 
enumerated, such as muscular tissue, the impurities of the ears, etc., vayu, buddhi, smr
ti, etc. (5.64 ); the opinion of the Dhanvantariyas is referred to, who hold that the nor
mal quantities of bodily constituents are not fixed, on account of the differences among 
individuals and the physiological variations of do~as, dhatus and malas; detenninable 
are only deviations from a state of health (5.65);272 all parts of the body are composed 
again of subtle structures; these are innumerable due to the minuteness of the atoms; 
vata is the agent causing the conjunction (sa1flyoga) and disjunction (vibhaga) of atoms 
(5.66); the bodily state may lead to bondage (bandha) or to final release (mok~a) (5.67); 
knowledge of the parts of the body furthers the avoidance of anything unhealthy (5.68). 

Chapter six (siravibhaga) corresponds to the second part of the ailgavibhaga chapter of 
the Hrdaya (Sa.3), but is more elaborate. 

The subjects are: the ten chief siras (miilasira) which, coming from the heart, trans
port ojas; they divide several times into branches with a thickness of two ailgula, one 
ailgula, half an ailgula, a yava, and half a yava respectively, until their number amounts 
to seven hundred (6.2); 273 four hundred of them are found in the extremities; sixteen 
of these should not be used in phlebotomy; 274 136 siras are present in the trunk; thirty
two of these should not be used in phlebotomy; 164 siras are in the part above (the 
trunk); fifty of these should be spared in phlebotomy275 ( 6.3); one hundred siras are 
present in each leg; the sira calledjalandhara and three internal ones should be avoided 
in bloodletting (6.4); 270 the pelvic region (srm,i) possesses thirty-two siras; eight of 
these should be spared: two in each groin and two in each ka!Jkatarui1a; 277 the sides 
of the chest have sixteen siras; the two running upwards should be spared;278 twenty
f our are present in the back; two siras on each side of the backbone should be spared; 279 

the abdomen has twenty-four siras as well; four of them should not be cut: two above 
the penis and two on the sides of the romara jI; 280 forty siras are found in the anterior 
part of the chest; fourteen are to be avoided in bloodletting: two in the cardiac region, 
two in each stanamiila and stanarohita, one in each apastambha and apaliipa 281 ( 6.5); 
twenty-four siras are present in the neck; 282 a group of four and a group of eight which 
are marmans, and two in the lqka~ikiis and vidhuras, should be avoided, thus making 
a total of sixteen; 283 the region of the jaw possesses sixteen siras; 284 two of them, in 
the region of the articulation, should be spared; 285 the tongue has sixteen siras; 286 four 
of these should be spared: two which carry taste,287 and two which carry speech; 288 

twenty-four siras are found in the nasal region; 289 two of these, which carry smell, 290 

should not be touched,291 as well as one in the palate; 292 fifty-six siras are present in 
the eyes; six of these should not be touched by the knife: the two in each eye which are 
associated with the opening (unme~a) and closing (nime~a) of the eyes, and the one in 
each eye at the outer corner; 293 among the sixty siras in the forehead four which run 
along the hair-line (kesantanugata), the two in the avartas and the one in the sthapanI 
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are to be spared; 294 among the sixteen siras in the ears the two which transport sound 
should not be cut; 295 the region of the temples also possesses sixteen siras; 296 the two 
at the joints of the temple should be spared; 297 eight siras should not be cut among the 
twelve present on the head: one in each of the two utk~epas, one in each one of the 
(five) simantas, and one in the adhipati;298 not to be touched by the knife are, more
over, those siras which are very small, crooked, forming a tangled mass, knotty, or lo
cated near to joints (6.6); 299 one quarter of the total number of siras, i.e., a number 
of 17 5, transport blood mixed with vata; equal numbers carry blood mixed with pitta, 
blood mixed with kapha, and pure blood; thus, the do~as supportthe body (6. 7); 300 the 
characteristics of these four types of siras and of the mixed types (6.8); 301 the twenty
four vessels called dhamanT; similes illustrating their function; 302 the dhamanTs sur
round the navel like the spokes of a wheel the nave; 303 the prai:ias have their particular 
sea tin the umbilical region, 304 where the internal fire is located too (6.9); ten dhamanT
s run upwards, ten downwards, and four obliquely (6.10); 305 those running upwards, 
which depart from the heait, divide into thirty branches; vata, pitta, kapha, blood and 
rasa are transported by two of these each; eight branches carry sound, form, taste and 
smell; two branches are connected with speaking, making inarticulate sounds (gho
~a), sleeping, and waking up respectively; two branches transport tears; two branches 
carry milk in women and seed in men (6.11); 30' those running downwards, which are 
connected with the pakvasaya, 307 also divide into thirty branches; ten of these trans
port, like those running upwards, vata, etc.; two branches transport food, 308 two wa
ter, two urine; two branches carry semen and two release it; four similar vessels carry 
and release artava in women; two branches, connected with the large bowel, he! p to 
expel faeces; the remaining eight transport sweat (6.12); 309 the branches which run 
obliquely divide many times, as already described (6.13);3 10 the channels (srotas) are 
nine in number in males: the ears, eyes, nostrils, mouth, anus and urethra; females have 
three additional ones: the breasts and the vagina; thirteen more groups of channels in 
the interior of the body, which are seats of life (jTvitayatana), transport prai:ia, water, 
food, dhatus, and malas (6.14 );311 heart and mahasrotas 312 are the roots oft he prai:ia
carrying channels; the factors leading to corruption of these channels; signs resulting 
from this corruption; its treatment is like that of svasa (6.15); 313 palate and kloman are 
the roots of the water-carrying channels; 314 the causes and signs of their corruption, to 
be treated like trn1a (6.16); amasaya and the left side of the chest are the roots of the 
food-carrying channels; 315 everything concerning their corruption is to be found in the 
matrasitTya chapter (Sii.11 ) 316 (6.17); 317 the roots of the rasa-carrying channels are the 
heart and the ten dhamanTs; 318 the roots of the blood-can-ying channels are liver and 
spleen, 319 those of the channels carrying muscular tissue are the snavas and the skin, 320 

those of the channels carrying fatty tissue (medas) are the kidneys and the muscles; 321 

the roots of the channels carrying bony tissue consist of the buttocks (jaghana) and 
the fatty tissue (medas), 322 those of the channels carrying bone marrow consist of the 
J·oints (parvan) and bones;323 the roots of the channels carrying seed (sukra) are the 
breasts, the testicles and the bone marrow,324 those of the channels ca1Tying urine are 
the bladder and the groins (vaiik~at~a), 325 those of the channels catTying faeces are the 
pakvasaya and large bowel (sthiilantra), 326 those of the channels carrying perspiration 
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consist of fatty tissue and the pores of the hairs; 327 all these channels may become cor
rupted by unhealthy dietary habits and patterns of behaviour; 328 the symptoms arising 
are those of decrease and increase, discussed, together with therapeutic measures, in 
the do~iidivijiianiya chapter (Sii.19) 329 (6.18); the disorders arising when channels are 
pierced; their dangerous nature compels the physician to treat patients only after warn
ing them about the risks; after extraction of a foreign body that has pierced a channel, 
the treatment required is the same as that of a fresh wound ( 6.19);330 siras and dhamanis 
are particular types of channels; others hold that these three form different structures; 
they have in common that they are located near to each other, perform similar, though 
diverse functions, and are of a subtle nature (6.20); 331 others again are of the opinion 
that srotas, sira, dhamanI, rasavahinI, na9I, path, ayana, miirga, sarf racchidra, sa1µvrta
sarµvrta, sthiina, iisaya, k~aya and niketa are names for visible and unvisible strnctures 
consisting of spaces (avakiisa) within the bodily constituents (dhiitu) (6.21); 332 these 
spaces, when excited, make the bodily elements, whether fixed or in movement, ex
cited; excited bodily elements bring about excitation of the channels; (excited) chan
nels (cause excitation of) other channels, (excited) bodily elements(excitation ofother) 
bodily elements; corruption of all these (constituents) is brought about by corrupted 
do~as; 333 their corruption usually results from a disorder of the fire (agnido~a); for this 
reason, the life span, health, strength, nutritional state (upacaya), colour of the skin, 
and (the condition of) ojas, are based on this (fire); associated (pratibaddha) with this 
(digestive fire) are raiijaka (pitta), etc., the fires of the (mahii)bhiitas, and the fires of 
the bodily elements; food, digested by that (digestive fire), leads to immortality; when 
remaining undigested, it becomes poison (6.22); 334 the kind of pitta called pacaka is 
identical with the (digestive) fire, as has been stated already; 335 other authorities claim 
that the inner heat (antarii~man), generated by the concerted action (sa1µnipata) of do
~as, dhiitus and malas, constitutes the fire, with a seat and action as taught (6.23); 336 

the internal fire cooks the mass of food, which is brought to the ko~\ha by the priil)a, 
divided into smaller parts by fluids, and made soft by fatty substances; this fire is kin
dled by the samiina (6.24); 337 the food, which contains all the tastes at first, becomes, 
when being digested, sweet, excites kapha, and becomes frothy; then, partially digested 
(vidagdha) and having become sour, it moves on from the amasaya and excites pitta; 
having reached the pakviisaya and become pungent, it excites vata (6.25); 338 subse
quently, the fires of the five mahabhiitas cook those parts of the food, which belong to 
each of them; after completion of this process, these parts nourish those constituents 
of the body which derive from each of the mahiibhiitas (6.26); 339 after completion of 
the digestive process, the food consists of a pure part (siira), called rasa, and an impure 
pait (mala), called kiga; 340 the channels transport rasa and kiga, not yet separated from 
each other (avicchinnasa1µtiina), to the bodily elements, thus replenishing them; each 
type of channel carries the substance proper to it, i.e., the rasa-transporting channels 
bring rasa to the rasadhiitu; the part that remains nourishes the blood; then, the mus
cular tissues are replenished by their own channels, etc.; 341 thus, the dhiitus maintain 
their proper measure, dependent on age and bodily build (6.27); the rasa derived from 
the food, dispersed by the vyana, and cooked by the fires of the bodily elements, loses 
its characteristics (sviitmabhiivavicyuti), thus changing into blood, etc.; in this way, it 
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bestows urjas on the body and nourishes the bodily elements and impurities (6.28); the 
clear part of the ki!!a of the food becomes urine, the dense part becomes faeces; the 
pure part of rasa becomes blood, the impure part phlegm and lasilcii; the pure part of 
blood changes into muscular tissue, ka11<;!aras and siras, the impure part into bile; the 
pure part of muscular tissue changes into medas, skin and vasa, the impure part into 
the impurities of ears, eyes, nose, mouth, pores of the skin, and generative organs; the 
pure part of fatty tissue (medas) changes into bones, snayus and joints, the impure part 
into sweat; the pure part of bony tissue changes into bone marrow, the impure part into 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~ 
seed, the impure part into the secretions from the eyes and the fatty substance (sneha) 
of the layers of the skin; the pure part of seed changes into ojas; because of its great pu
rity, seed does not contain impure matter; some authorities assert that seed, on account 
of this purity, is not transformed; others again hold that the pure part of seed devel
ops into an embryo (6.29); 342 vata distributes all the products derived from the food 
throughout the body (6.30); another theory claims that the rasa derived from the food 
nourishes directly each of the bodily elements, without the process of transformation 
of each element into the next one of the series (6.31); 343 the four types of digestive fire 
are: sama, vi~ama, tilc~1µ and manda; increase of a tik~i:ia fire leads to the type called 
atyagni; the characteristic features of a sluggish (manda) fire and the disorders it pro
duces; the importance of maintaining a proper digestive fire; 344 the means to achieve 
this aim are discussed in the chapter called do~opakramai:iiya (Sii.21) and that on the 
treatment of graha11iroga ( 6.32 ). 

A.s.Sii.6.33-36 = A.h.Sii.3.43-46. 
A.s.Sa.6.37 = A.h.Sa.3.65cd-66ab. 
A.s.Sa.6.38 = A.h.Sa.3.67. 
A.s.Sa.6.39 = A.h.Sa.3.63cd-64ab. 
A.s.Sii.6.40 = A.h.Sii.3.73. 
The last verse (6.41) stresses again the importance of protecting one's bodily fire. 

Chapter seven (marmavibhaga), on the vulnerable spots called marman, corresponds 
to the chapter of the same title (Sa.4) of the Hrdaya 

The subjects discussed are: the number of marmans is 107; forty-four are found 
in the extremities, twenty-six in the trunk, thirty-seven in the part above (the trunk) 
(7.2); descriptions of the marmans in the leg up to the knee and the disorders resulting 
from injuries to them: the talahrdaya, 345 k~ipra, 346 kiirca, 347 kiircasiras, 348 gulpha, 349 

indrabasti,350 and janu351 (knee) (7.3); the marmans in the thigh: the ai:ii,352 urvi,353 

lohitak~a, 354 and vi!apa; 355 the marmans in the arms correspond to those of the legs; 
the gulpha corresponds to the mat)ibandha (wrist), the janu to the kiirpara (elbow), 
the vi!apa to the kak~dhara;356 injury to these leads to kui:iitii (crookedness)357 (7.4); 
the marmans of the tnmk: guda (ano-rectal region),358 basti (urinary bladder), 359 

niibhi (navel) 360 (7.5), hrdaya (heart), 361 two stanamiilas, 362 two stanarohitas,363 two 
apastambhas,364 two apalapas 365 (7.6),366 two ka!ikataru~ias, 367 two kukundaras,368 
two nitambas 369 (buttocks), two parsvasandhis 370 (7.7), two brhatis,371 two am
saphalakas, 372 two aipsas 373 (7 .8); 374 the marmans above the trunk: four dhamanis3.75 
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in the neck: two called nilli and two called manya, 376 the four siramatrkas,377 two 
kfkli\ikas,378 two vidhuras, 379 two phal)as,380 two apangas, 381 two sankhas,382 two 
avartas 383 (7.9), two utk~epas, 384 the sthapanI,385 five simantas, 386 four sp'igli\akas, 387 

and the adhipati 388 (7.10); the general characteristics of injury to a mannan (7.11 ); 389 

the disorders arising (7.12); marmans are called thus because (injury to them) leads to 
death (marar:iakaritva); marmans are aggregates (saqmipata) of muscular tissue, siras, 
snavas, bones and joints; 390 injury results in damage (abadha) to the pra~1as; the ma
rmans are classified according to the type of structure prevailing (7.13); 391 the eleven 
maqisamarmans,392 forty-one siramarmans,393 twenty-seven snavamarmans, 394 eight 
asthimarmans,395 .and twenty sandhimarmans396 (7.14); the nineteen mamians of the 
sadya~prar:iahara group; injury to them leads to death within a week (7.15); 397 the 
thirty-three mannans of the kalantaraprli1)ahara group; injury will have its effects 
within half a lunar month; 398 injury to a k~ipra may quickly be fatal (7.16); the three 
mannans of the visalyaghna group: 399 someone with an injury to one of these will 
remain alive as long as air does not escape from the wound (7.!7); 400 the forty-four 
marmans of the vaikalyakara group; injury is sometimes fatal (7.18);~ 01 the eight 
mm·mans of the rujakara group (7.19); 402 some authorities assert that injuries which 
affect all five structures forming part of a marman are sadya~prlil)ahara, while those 
affecting four of them are kalantaraprai;iahara, etc. (7 .20); 403 others again do not 
accept the usual classifications of the mannans, insisting that svabhava is the only 
determining factor with regard to the effects of an injury; in favour of this view they 
point to the fact that amputation of (part ot) a limb, in spite of the presence of many 
mannans in it, is not fatal (7.21); still others explain this fact by arguing that, after 
amputation of a hand or foot, the siras contract, thus leading to an only slight loss of 
blood and the preservation of life; injury to a marman, however, leads to much loss of 
blood, resulting in disorders of vata, and, finally, death; 404 therefore, when a marman 
in a particular limb is injured, this limb should be amputated at the nearest (proximal) 
joint; 405 serious injury to a marman of a particular type necessitates placing this 
mannan in a higher group; the reverse holds good in slight injuries (7.22); 406 ma
rmans are also divided into five groups by another criterion, namely their dimensions; 
urvI, kiircasiras, vi\apa and kak~adhara measure one aitgula,407 gulpha, mar:iibandha 
and stanamiila two angula, janu and kiirpara three angula; kiirca, guda, basti, nabhi, 
hrdaya, the nI!as, manyas and matrkas, the simantas and sri1gli\akas are as large as 
the palm of the hand; the remaining ones have the extent of an anguladala; 408 other 
authorities hold that the k~ipras have the size of a grain of vrihi rice, the stanarohitas 
and utk~epas the size of a kalaya, and others the size of a sesamum grain 409 (7 .23). 

The last part of the chapter, in verse, deals with the importance of protecting one's 
ayus, because injuries to the marmans are life-threatening (7.24-25), the disorders fol
lowing upon injury to a marman (7.26-27), the danger of excessive loss of blood (7. 
28-29), and the duty of a physician to treat people with such injuries, after warning 
them for the risks involved (7.30). 

Chapter eight (prakrtibhediya), corresponding to part of the angavibhaga chapter 
(Sa.3) of the Hrdaya, deals with: the seven types of prakrti (constitution), dominated 
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by one, a combination of two, or all three do~as; the do~a or do~as present in excess 
during pregnancy, due to the diet and behaviour of the mother, and due to the nature 
of male seed and iirtava, detennine one's constitution from birth until death; the 
action of the do~a(s) on one's constitution is compared to that of poison in poisonous 
animals (8.2); 410 the effects of the constitution on one's physiology are explained; 
the do~a characterizing the constitutional make-up of a person does not hurt him or 
her, and antagonistic articles, behaviours, etc., are well tolerated; morbid changes 
of a do~a, however, will affect a foetus and kill or deform it (8.3); 411 others declare 
that do~as are pralqta or vaikrta; prakrtado~as, present from birth onwards, determine 
the seven types of constitution, sustain the body, and do not change during life; 
do~as subject to changes are called vailqta (8.4); these vaikrtado~as mix with the 
priilqtado~as, thus corrupting them; similarly, the para type of ojas, staying in the heart 
and measuring eight drops (bindu), which constitutes the substrate (iilibiira) of the ojas 
deriving from the rasa and measuring a prasrta, will be corrupted (8.5); descriptions, 
first in prose, then in verse, of the constitutions dominated by viita (8.6-8), 412 pitta 
(8.9-11), 413 and kapha (8.12-14); 414 a sarµsargaprakft.i is dominated by two de~as; 
in someone with a samado~apralqti the do~as are equally well developed; 415 persons 
with one of the first three constitutions described, and in particular those with a 
constitution dominated by two do~as, are considered to be essentially perpetually 
sick (nityatura), 416 but are called healthy in every-day language, just like hunger 
and thirst are nonnal phenomena; they are in need of the treatments outlined in the 
do~pakrama~uya chapter (Sii.21); those with a balanced constitution should take 
into consideration the rules regarding siitmya during the various seasons (8.15); there 
are also seven types of prakrti which are distinguished according to the degree of 
dominance of sattva, etc.; sauca, etc., are their characteristics (8.16); 417 seven more 
types of prak\ti may be distinguished in relation to jati, 418 kula (family lineage), 419 

desa (type of country inhabited), kiila, vayas (age), bala (strength), and iitmasa!]tsraya 
(individual characteristics) (8.17); the types according to sattva, etc, which affect both 
mind and body, are, due to their gradations (taratamayoga), innumerable (8.18); they 
develop after birth in relation to impressions from activities (abhyiisaviisanii), and are 
dispositions (aniika), called after deities, pretas, animals, etc. (8.19); 420 the stages of 
the human life cycle: biila, madhya, vrddha; the stage called biila lasts sixteen years; 
madhya lasts from sixteen to sixty years;421 after the age of sixty, vrddha begins; 
hiila is subdivided into stanyavrtti (living on breastmilk), iihiiravrtti (living on solid 
food) and ubhayavrtti (living on both kinds of food); 422 the characteristics of biila; 423 

kapha predominates in this stage424 (8.20); madhya is subdivided into yauvana, 
sa!\"lpiin:iatva and aparihiini; 425 pitta predominates during the madhya stage; 426 its 
general characteristics; 427 yauvana lasts until the age of thirty; 428 the characteristics 
of sarµpur~ratva, lasting up to forty years; 429 aparihani is not characterized430 (8.21); 
the characteristics of vrddhi, with viita as the prevailing do~a (8.22); others divide 
the life cycle into ten periods of ten years; each of these decads is characterized by 
the loss of a particular feature; these features consist of: biilya (childhood), vrddhi 
(growth), prabhii, medhii, tvac, sukra, keenness of eyesight, sharpness of hearing, 
manas (mental faculties), and all the faculties of the senses431 (8.23); the maximum 
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life span is one hundred years in this (Kali) age; some people, due to their karman, 
approach this age or live even longer; generally, the life span depends on one's pralqti 
(8.24);432 the gradual reduction of the span of life in the course of the ages of the 
world (8.25); the three types of strength (bala): sahaja, kalalqta and yuktilqta; the 
sahaja type, which is pralqta, depends on one's sattva and body type; the kalalqta 
strength is associated with season and age; the yuktilqta type derives from one's diet, 
behaviour, and use of ftrjaskara preparations (8.26); 433 there are eight types of sara: 
tvak-, rakta-, marpsa-, meda~-, asthi-, majja-, sukra-, and sattvasara; their excellence 
increases in the mentioned order; the degree of strength can be deduced from the 
type of sara (8.27); 434 the characteristics of someone possessing all the eight saras; 
the opposite type; the intermediate type (8.28); 435 the measurements in arigulas of 
many parts of the body: first and second toes are two arigula long; 436 the three other 
toes are successively one fifth shorter;437 prapada, 438 padatala 439 and pargti440 are 
each four arigula long, but respectively six, five and four arigula broad; the length and 
circumference of the foot are fourteen arigula; 441 the circumference of the ankle and 
the middle part of the lower leg is also fourteen arigula;442 the height of the foot is four 
arigula; 443 the lengths of lower leg and thigh are eighteen arigula; 444 the knee is four 
arigula long; 445 the circumference of the thigh is thirty arigula 446 (8.29); testicles and 
penis are _six arigula long; their circumferences are eight, respectively five ailgula; 447 

the breadth of the pelvic region (ka\i) is sixteen arigula, 448 its circumference fifty 
ai1gula; 449 the bastisiras measures twelve arigula: 450 the udara measures twelve 
arigula; 451 the sides of the chest (parsva) are ten arigula broad and twelve long; 452 

the trika is twelve arigula high; 453 the back is eighteen arigula in height; 454 the space 
between the nipples (stanantara) measures twelve arigula;455 the areola around the 
nipples (stanaparyanta) extends over two arigula;456 the anterior part of the chest is 
twenty-four arigula broad and twelve in length;457 the heart measures two arigula;458 

the skandhas and kak~as measure eight arigula each; 459 the aqtsas measure six 
arigula;460 the upper arm (prabahu) measures sixteen, the lower arm (prapai:ii) fifteen, 
the hand (pai:ii) twelve arigula;461 the middle finger (madhyamarigula) is five arigula 
long, the index (pradesinI) and ring finger (anamika) are half an arigula shorter; little 
finger (kani~\hika) and thumb (arigu~\ha) measure three arigula and a half; 462 the neck 
is four arigula long, while its circumference is twenty-two arigula; 463 the face (anana) 
is twelve arigula long, while its circumference is twenty-four arigula464 (8.30); the 
mouth (asya) measures five arigula;465 chin (cibuka), lip, nose, interpupillary region 
(dmyantara), ear and forehead measure four arigula each; 466 the frontier between 
the wings of the nose (niisiipu\amaryada) 467 is one third of an arigula broad;468 the 
eye is two arigula deep (ayata) and as broad as the ball (udara) of the thumb;469 the 
black part measures one third of the white part; 470 the dmi measures one ninth of 
the black part471 and is as large as the half of a lentil; 472 the head is six arigula high, 
while its circumference is thirty-two arigula; 473 the total length of the human body is 
eighty-four arigula;474 the proportions are as they should be (sama) when length and 
breadth are equal (ayamavistiirasama);475 measures which are larger are desirable, 
smaller measures undesirable; 476 the same criteria are applicable to other general 
features (8.31); 477 desirable bodily characteristics (8.32). 478 
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A.s.Sii.8.33-34 = A.h.Sii.3.115-116. 
A.s.sa.8.35-36 = A.h.sa.3.119-120. 

531 

Chapter nine (vik1tivijfiiiniya) corresponds to part of the chapter of the same title (Sii.5) 
of the Hrdaya 

The subjects discussed are: the definition of a ~\a as a change of one own's natu
ral state (svabhiivaviparyiisa) that occurs without any apparent reason (akasmiit) (9.2); 
the natural colours of the skin: gaura, syiima, kr~i:ia, gaurasyiima and lq~i:iasyiima; 479 

subdivisions are padmagaura, etc.;480 abnormal colours are nilasyiima, tiimra, haridra, 
sukla, etc.; 481 the occurrence of both natural and unnatural colours points to approach
ing death; 482 changes in the features mentioned in the pralqtibhed1ya chapter (Sii.8) 
and in the chapters on the do~as (Sii.19-20) have the same meaning 483 (9.3); the chii
yii is of five types: related to iikiisa, air, fire, water and earth; their characteristics; 484 

the chiiyii related to air is productive of afflictions and death, the other types lead to a 
happy life485 (9.4 ); the seven colours of prabhii; auspicious and inauspicious character
istics of prabhii (9.5); 486 the distinctive characters of vari:ia, chiiyii and prabhii (9.6);487 

death will approach when one's reflection (praticchiiyiimay1 kumiirikii) will not be vis
ible in someone's pupil (9.7);488 signs foreboding death (ri~\a) relating to one's prati
cchiiyii (reflection); 489 ri~\as relating to the head, 490 eyes,491 eyelids, 492 nose 493 (9.8); 
ri~\as relating to the lips,494 teeth, 495 tongue,496 some parts of the head, the head, 497 

jaw,498 generative organs, 499 pores of the hairs,500 the limbs in general501 (9.9), the 
voice, respiration, 502 etc. 503 (9.10). 

The chapter ends with ri~\as in verse: 
A.s.Sii.9.11-15 = A.h.Sii.5.14cd-19ab. 
A.s.Sii.9.16 = A.h.Sii.5.20cd-2lab. 
A.s.Sii.9.17-18 = A.h.Sii.5.28-29. 
A.s.Sii.9.19-20 = A.h.Sii.5.39cd-4lab. 
A.s.Sii.9.21 = A.h.Sii.5.12lcd-122ab. 
A.s.Sii.9.22 = A.h.Sii.5.27. 
The last verse of the chapter (9.23) describes a ri~\a relating to an abnormal chiiyii. 

Chapter ten (vilqtehiivijfiiin1ya) corresponds to part of the vilqtivijfiiin1ya chapter 
(Sii.5) of the Hrdaya 

A.s.Sii.10.2-10 = A.h.Sii.5.30-38ab. 
A.s.Sii.l O .I I is added. 
A.s.Sii.l0.12-28 = A.h.Sii.5.53cd-70ab. 
A.s.Sii.10.29-30 = A.h.Sii.5.129-130. 
A.s.Sii.10.31 = A.h.Sii.5.2. 
(An unspecified number of) the preceding verses are said to be from Caraka 504 The 

opinion expressed in the next verse is attributed to Susruta: although a ri~\a points to 
certain death, pure briihmai:ias may prevent this issue by means of rasiiyana, tapas and 
gifts (diina)505 (10.32cd-33ab). 

Kr~l)iitreya is referred to as an authority who distinguished sthira (stable) and 
asthira (unstable) ri~\as; the latter type may disappear, even when the do~as are 
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present in abundance; this presence of ri~\as which are not fatal is called ri~\abhasa 
(10.33cd-34). 506 

A.s.Sa.10.34 = A.h.Sa.5.3cd-4ab. 
A.s.Sa.I0.35 = A.h.Sa.5.131. 

Chapter eleven (vilqtavyadhivijnaniya), which corresponds to part of Sa.5 of the Hr
daya, begins with a long series of signs, described in prose, that announce a fatal out
come (11.2). It continues with verses describing symptoms which, when added to the 
usual ones of a particular disease, may be interpreted as premonitory of death. 

A.s.Sa. Il.3-28 = A.h.Sa.5.7Icd-96. 
A verse on ari~\as in udara is added (11.29). 
A.s.Sa.11.30-56 = A.h.Sa.5. 97-120ab. 
A.s.Sa.11.57-64 = A.h.Sa.5.12lcd-128. 

Chapter twelve (diitadivijfianiya) corresponds to the chapter of the same title(Sa.6) of 
theHrdaya 

The subjects dealt with m·e: the topics to be discussed in this chapter: the messen
ger (duta) sent to the physician; occurrences on the way of the physician from his own 
house t<i that of the patient, and those when entering the patient's house; auspicious and 
inauspicious dreams (12.2); a long list of characteristics regarded as inauspicious (a
subha) in a messenger (12.3 ); 507 another list of both inauspicious and auspicious char
acteristics (12.4 );508 the next list refers to the 108 mailgala things which, by seeing, 
touching or mentioning them, confer success upon the physician; numerous items are 
named 509 (12.5); 510 auspicious and inauspicious omina relating to animals seen on the 
way to the patient's house and on entering it (12.6); 5ll auspicious and inauspicious 
sounds (12.7);512 sounds prohibiting treatment of the patient (12.8); more signs with 
the same meaning (12.9); 513 yet another list of these signs which apply on entering the 
patient's house or leaving it (12.10);514 signs relating to the patient and meaning that 
treatment should not be attempted (12.11);515 dreams dreamt by the patient himself 
and dreams of other persons516 may be auspicious or inauspicious; the seven kinds of 
dreams; the first five kinds have no consequences (aphala); the same applies to dreams 
in agreement with one's constitution, dreams which are not remembered, dreams occur
ring during daysleep, and dreams during a too short, too long or too deep sleep (12.12); 
dreams occurring during the first part of the night have a slight effect that is produced 
after a long time, but those seen towards daybreak have a great effect, produced within 
a short time, as well as dreams resulting in loss of sleep in spite of soothing words and 
religious observances (12.13); 517 dreams announcing a particular disease (12.14 ); 518 a 
long series of inauspicious dreams (12.15 ). 5l 9 

A.s.Sa.12.16 = A.h.Sa.6.59cd-60ab. 
A.s.Sa.12.17-23 = A.h.Sa.6.64cd-7 lab. 
Auspicious and inauspicious dreams about forefathers, deities and twice-born are 

mentioned in two verses (12.24-25), followed by prescriptions for rituals to be ob
served in order to get rid of the bad effects of dreams520 (12.26). 

A.s.Sa.12.27-29 = A.h.Sa.6.7lcd-74. 



Chapter 3 

Nidanasthana 

Chapter one (sarvaroganidana) corresponds to the chapter of the same title (Ni.I) of 
the Hrdaya. 

The chapter opens with a description of the life of human beings during the Kr
tayuga (1.2); a general decline occun-ed in the subsequent ages of the world, resulting 
in the appearance of fever and all the other diseases (1.3). 1 

A mythic story is told about the origin of fever. Pasupati's2 wrath had been pro
voked for not having got his share at a sacrifice (kratu). 3 After having kept his tem
per for a thousand divine years, he abandoned his self-control, on the instigation of 
(his spouse), Rudrfu:iI, who had been insulted during a former existence. The fire of his 
anger(ro~agni) cameoutof his head in the form of a servant (ki1pkara), in order to de
stroy the sacrifice. This servant's name was VIrabhadra; ashes were his weapon; he had 
three heads, a black body, fangs, pointed ears, etc.; together with him, there appeared 
Bhadraka!I, 4 fashioned by DevI, 5 and a host of attendants, with frightening looks, as 
innumerable as the pores of the hairs. With a voice, resounding everywhere, intent on 
destruction of the Danavas and the asvamedha sacrifice, 6 VIrabhadra addressed Siva, 
praising him and asking for his orders. Siva ordered him to annihilateDak~a's sacrifice 
and to pervade the whole world with fever, the foremost of the diseases, consisting of 
general heat, of the nature of tamas and mahamoha, making human beings forget their 
former existences, etc. 7 Under several names it will roam on the earth; it will be called 
pakala in elephants, abhitapa in horses, alarka in dogs, indramada in aquatic animals, 
jyotis in herbs, cun:iaka in grain, nT!ika in water, u~ara in soil, and fever (jvara) in hu
man beings8 (1.4 ). 

Disorders connected with fever as to theirorigins are discussed next. Together with 
fever arose (the diseases called) arocaka, angamarda, sirovyatha (headache), bhrama, 
klama, glani, tm1a (thirst), sarptapa (a general sense of heat), etc.; raktapitta developed 
out of sarptapa; 9 the agitation of the living beings fleeing (from VIrabhadra) gave rise 
to gulma, vidradhi, vrddhi, ja[hara (= udara), etc.; the consumption of ha vis (anything 
offered as an oblation with fire) led to meha, ku~tha, arsas, sopha, atisara, etc.; fear, 
grief, etc., were the causes of unmada, apasmara, (attacks of) grahas, etc.; the attach
ment of the lunar deity (nak~atraraja) 10 to Rohil).I made Prajapati angry; the latter let 
him be afflicted by rajayak~man and the accompanying disorders like kiisa, svasa, etc. 
The whole host of diseases does not appear withoutfever and may therefore be called 
by the same names (1.5). 

The next subjects are: the synonyms of fever; 11 the etymology ofroga; knowledge 
of a disease arises by means of its nidana, purvarupa, rupa, upasaya and sai11prapti 12 
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(1.6); nidana consists of the excitement of vii ta, etc., caused by the indulgence in un
wholesome diet and behaviour; synonyms ofnidana 13 (1.7); the definition ofpiirvarii
pa (1.8); 14 the definition of riipa; its synonyms (1.9); 15 the definitions of upasaya and 
anupasaya (1.10); 16 the definition of sarppriipti; 17 its synonyms 18 (1.11); 19 types of 
saf[lpriipti ( 1.12); 20 factors leading to excitement of vata ( 1.13), pitta (1.14 ), kapha ( I. 
15); 21 a mixture of these factors leads to excitementoftwoorthree dosas; 22 a list of 
additional factors causing excitement of all three do~as 23 (1.16). · 

The chapterends in verse (1.17-31). 
A.s.Ni.1.18 = A.h.Ni.l.23cd-24. 
A disease appearing during the constellation (nak~atra) 24 of one's conception (a

dhana) or birth (janman), or during those called nidhana, 25 pratyara 26 and vipatkara, 27 

will lead to suffering or death (1.19). The duration of a fever depends on the constel
lation governing the time of its first appearance; it will cease after six days when it be
came manifest during the Asvinis, 28 after five days dming the Bhara1,1Is, 29 after a week 
or three weeks during the K{ttikas, 30 after eight or eleven days during Rohi1,11, 31 after 
six or nine days during Mfga 32 (1.20-21); when arisen during Ardra,33 it will lead to 
death within five days, or the outcome will be doubtful after a lapse of three halves of a 
lunar month (tripak~a); a fever beginning during Punarvasu 34 leaves off after thirteen 
days (1.22); a fever beginning during Pu~ya 35 ceases after twenty-seven, two or seven 
days; a fever occurring during the S1e~as 36 is fatal, even after a long time, but when 
a fever arises during the Maghas,37 it will disappear if one is still alive after twelve 
days; one will die on the eighth day when the fever occurs during the two Phalgunis 38 

(1.23-24); occurring during Hasta, 39 a fever will cool down on the ninth or twenty-first 
day; the same will happen on the seventh or eighth day when it arises during Citra40 

(1.25), on the tenth day or after three halves of a lunar month when it arises during 
Svati 41 on the arrival of Citra; beginning during the Visakhas, 42 however, it is fatal on 
the twenty-second day (1.26); it is also fatal when, appeared during Maitra, 43 it has 
not become pacified on the ninth day; arisen during Jye~\hii, 44 it kills on the fifth day 
or disappears on the twelfth (1.27); a fever beginning during Miila 45 will cease after 
ten days or three weeks; when it has begun during the Piirva~a9has, 46 it will do so on 
the ninth day, but after a month, eight months or nine months when it appeared dur
ing the other A~a9has; 47 arisen during the Dhani~!hiis, 48 it will cease before the day of 
Jye~!hii; it will do so on the twelfth day when arisen during the Varu1,1as49 (1.28-29); 
appeared during the Uttarabhadrapadas, 50 it will lead to death on the sixth or twelfth 
day; when it occurred during the Revatis 51 it will disappear after three weeks, four or 
eight days. Thus says Gautama52 (1.30-31). 

Chapter two (jvaranidana) deals with the eight kinds off ever: caused by a single do~a, a 
combination of two do~as, and concerted action of all three do~as (2.2); 53 the pathogen
esis of fever, described more elaborately than in the Hrdaya: 54 the ii~man of the do~as 
is referred to, 55 pitta is said to damage, like hot water, the digestive fire by its fluid
ity, and all the senses are described as being afflicted by heat (2.3); 56 the prodromes of 
fever (2.4 ). 57 · 

A.s.Ni.2.5-30 = A.h.Ni.2.lOcd-33. 
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A saqmipata fever is described in which the eyes assume a yellow (haridra) colour 
(2.31-32ab). 

A.s.Ni.2.32cd-50 = A.h.Ni.2.34-50. 
Reasons are given for the fact that a natural (prfilqta) fever by vata is difficult to 

cure (2.51). 
A.s.Ni.2.52-67 = A.h.Ni.2.51-64. 
A.s.Ni.2.68 is a variant of A.h.Ni.2.65ab. 
The general pathophysiology and characteristics of irregular fevers (vi~amajvara) 

are discussed, illustrated by comparisons; 58 their main characteristics are that they 
bring about a general sense of glowing heat at distinct periods (vicchinnasalfltiipa), 
and that they are irregular as to their beginning, action and time of appearance 
(2.69-76 ). 5 9 

A.s.Ni.2.77-78 = A.h.Ni.2.65cd-67ab. 
A fever with longer intervals than caturthaka (quartan fever) does not occur be-

cause, on the fifth day, the do~as have become very diluted (!Ina) and sluggish (2.79). 
A.s.Ni.2.80-85ab = A.h.Ni.2.69cd-73ab. 
The reasons for the fact that caturthaka is difficult to cure are given (2.85cd-86). 
A.s.Ni.2.87-88 = A.h.Ni.2.73cd-75ab. 
The symptoms of irregular fevers with do~as staying in one of the seven bodily 

elements are described (2.89-94); 60 their degrees of curability are added (2.95ab). 61 

The clinical features of the fevers called pralepaka (2.95cd-96ab ), 62 vatabalasaka 
(2.96cd-97ab ), 63 haridraka (2.97cd-98ab ), 64 ratrika (2.98cd-99ab ), 65 and piirvara
.-i.ka 66 (2.99cd-100ab). A fever that makes one half of the body feel cold and the 
other half warm (2.IOOcd-lOlab), and a fever characterized by a warm trunk and cold 
limbs (2.!0lcd-102). 67 

A.s.Ni.2.103-106 = A.h.Ni.2.76cd-79. 

Chapter three (raktapittakasanidana) agrees with the corresponding chapter (Ni.3) of 
the Hrdaya 

A.s.Ni.3.2-2Jc = A.h.Ni.3.l-19a. 
The aetiology and pathogenesis of cough (kasa) are different (3.22-27) from what 

the Hrdaya presents (Ni.3.19b-21ab). · 
A.s.Ni.3.28-45 = A.h.Ni.3.2Jcd-38. 

Chapters four (svasahidhmanidana), five (rajayak~madinidana) and six (madatyaya
dinidana) are identical with the corresponding ones (Ni.4-6) of the Hrdaya 

Chapter seven (arsasalfl nidanam), corresponding to the chapter of the same title (Ni.7) 
of the Hrdaya, is partly in prose (7.1-13), partly in verse (7.14-27). 

The subjects dealt with are the same as in the Hfdaya 
A.s.Ni.7.2 corresponds to A.h.Ni.7.1-5, 7.3 to A.h.Ni.7.6-7, 7.4 to A.h.Ni.7.8, 7.5 

to A.h.Ni.7.9, 7.6 to A.h.Ni.7.10-lSc, 7.7 toA.h.Ni.7.l Scd-20, 7.8 toA.h.Ni.7.21-22, 
7.9 to A.h.Ni.7.23-28ab, 7.10 toA.h.Ni.7.28cd-34ab, 7.11 to A.h.Ni.7.34cd-37ab, 7. 
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12 to A.h.Ni.7.37cd-42, 7.13 to A.h.Ni.7.43-45. 
A.s.Ni.7.14-27 = A.h.Ni.7.46-59. 

Chapter eight (atisaragrahaQfdo~anidana) is identical with the corresponding chapter 
(Ni.8) of the Hrdaya. 

Chapter nine (miitraghatanidana) corresponds to the chapter of the same title (Ni.9) of 
the Hrdaya, but is in prose, one verse at the end excepted. 

The chapter begins with an enumeration of the twenty types of miitraghata: (mii
tra)k{cchra due to vata, pitta, kapha, and all three do~as together; asmarf due to va
ta, pitta, kapha and sukra; vatabasti, ~µifla, kuQ9alika, miitratfta, (miitra)ja!hara, utsa
nga, granthi, (miitra)sukra, vi9vighata, u~Qavata, miitrak~aya, and avasada68 (9.2). Va
tabasti and the eight disorders which follow it have a predominance of vata; u~Qavata 
and miitrak~aya have a predominance of vata and pitta, while avasada is characterized 
by a predominance of kapha and pitta (9.3).69 

The physiology of urine formation is described next. 70 When the do~as corrupt the 
channels transporting urine, they generate the various types of aghata and prameha 71 

(9.4 ). 
The remaining part of the chapter deals with: the symptoms of each of the four 

types of miitralqcchra (9.5); 72 the pathogenesis 73 and prodromes of asman (9.6); 74 

the general symptoms of asman (9.7); 75 the specific symptoms of asmarf due to va
ta, pitta, kapha; 76 these three types occur in children too 77 (9.8); the pathogenesis and 
symptoms of sukrasmarf (9.9); 78 the characteristic features of sarkara (urinary gravel) 
(9.10); 79 the characteristics ofvatabasti (9.11), vat~!hfla, vatakuQ9alika, miitratfta (9. 
12), miitrajaµiara, miitrotsariga, miitragranthi (9.13), iniitrasukra, vi9vighata, U~Qavata, 
miitrak~aya, and miitravasada (9.14). 

A.s.Ni.9.15 = A.h.Ni.9.40. 

Chapter ten (pramehanidana) corresponds to the chapterof the same title of the Hrdaya 
(Ni. l 0), but is in prose, apart from four verses at the end. 

The subjects are: the twenty types of prameha; ten types are due to kapha: udaka-, 
ik~u-, sandra-, sura-, pi~!a-, sukra-, sikata-, sfta-, sanair-, and lalaprameha; six are due 
to pit ta: k~ara-, kala-, nila-, haridra-, maiiji~!ha-, and SOQitameha; four are due to vata: 
vasa-, majja-, hasti-, and madhumeha (10.2); 80 the pathogenesis ofprameha, described 
in a more detailed way than in the Hrdaya ( 10.3-4 ); 81 the degrees of curability of the 
three groups of prameha and the reasons for these differences (10.5);82 the general 
symptoms of prameha; the distinctions arise from the specific characteristics of do~(s) 
involved and dii~ya(s) affected (10.6); 83 the prodromes (10.7); 84 the characteristic 
features of udakameha, ik~umeha, sandrameha, surameha, pi~!ameha, sukrameha, 
sikatameha, sftameha, sanairmeha, liilameha, ksarameha, kalameha, nflameha, hari
drameha, maiiji~!hameha, SOQitameha, vasameh~, majjameha, and hastimeha (10.8); 85 

the pathogenesis of madhumeha; the two types of this disorder, distinguished by 
some authorities; 86 when neglected, all types of prameha develop into madhumeha; 
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for this reason, all kinds of meha may be designated as madhumeha87 (10.9); the 
complications of prameha due to kapha, pitta, vata (10.10); 88 the pathogenesis of 
the pramehapi\akas, described more in detail than in the H[daya; 89 these ten pi\akas 
are: saravika, kacchapika, jalinI, putrir)I, vidarika, sar~apika, masiirika, alajI, vinata, 
and vidradhi (10.11); the characteristics of saravika, etc., up to vinata; vidradhi will 
be described separately (10.12);90 the first five of the pi\akas are hard to endure 
(duJ:isaha), because they arise from a very strong kapha and medas, have the same set 
of symptoms as the primary disease (miilavyadhi), and make that disease increase; 
the other pi\akas are less severe on account of the abundance of pitta and the slight 
degree to which kapha and medas are involved; the do~a predominating in pi\akas is 
the same as that of the type of prameha present (10.13). 91 

A.s.Ni.10.14-17 = A.h.Ni.10.36cd-37 and 40-41. 

Chapter eleven (vidradhivrddhigulmanidana) corresponds to the chapter of the same 
title (Ni.! I ) of the H[da ya 

A.s.Ni.11.1-34 = A.h.Ni.11, introductory prose, 1-33ab. 
The main part of the section on gulma ( 11.35-42) is in prose. It deals with: the 

aetiology and pathogenesis of gulma, accompanied by siila (10.35); 92 the dosas in 
gulma; 93 the five seats of gulma: urinary bladder, umbilical region, the two si4es of 
the chest, and the cardiac region;94 the prodromes95 (10.36); the symptoms of gulma 
due to vata (10.37),96 pitta (10.38),97 kapha, 98 two do~as,99 and all three dosasIOO 
(1039); the reasons for the fact that raktagulma occurs in women only (10.40); the 
aet10logy of this disorder and its symptoms; vata and pitta are mainly involved; the 
differences between raktagulma and pregnancy (10.41); 101 the differences between 
gulma and vidradhi (10.42).102 

A.s.Ni.11.43-47 = A.h.Ni.11.58-62. 

Chapters twelve (udaranidana), thirteen (pa~u;lusophavisarpanidana), fourteen (ku~fha
svitrakrmidana), fifteen (vatavyalihinidana) and sixteen (vatasoi:iitanidana) are identi
cal with the corresponding chapters (Ni.12-16) of the Hrdaya 
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Chapterone (jvaracikitsita), in verse, corresponds to the first part of the chapter of the 
same title of the Hrdaya (Ci.1.1-83). 

A.s.Ci.1.1-27 = A.h.Ci.l, introduction and l-26ab. 
Two verses on the medicinal properties of peyas are added (1.28-30). 1 

A.s.Ci.1.31-40 = A.h.Ci.l.26cd-36ab. 
A.s.Ci.1.41-42 is an enlarged version of A.h.Ci.1.36cd-37ab. 
A.s.Ci.l.43-47ab = A.h.Ci. l.37cd-41. 
One verse and a half are added on the bad effects of a ka~aya when administered 

too early (l.47cd-48).2 
A.s.Ci.1.49-54 = A.h.ci. l.42-47. 
A.s.Ci .1.55 gives an additional prescription for the treatment of an ama fever. 
A.s.Ci.1.56-59 = A.h.Ci.l.5lcd-55ab. 
A.s.Ci.1.60-62 = A.h.Ci.l.48-5lab. 
Additional material deals with five more ka~ayas (1.63-65),3 nine prescriptions 

against vata fevers (1.66-71), 4 prescriptions against pitta fevers (1.72-76), 5 kapha 
fevers (I. 77-SOab), 6 and fevers due to a combination of do~as (l.SOcd-82). 

A.s.Ci.1.83-85 = A.h.Ci.l.55cd-58. 
A.h.Ci. 1.59 is absent from the Sarpgraha. 
A.s.Ci.1.86-91 = A.h.Ci.1.60-65ab. 
Two recipes are added (1.92-,3).7 

A.s.Ci.1.94 = A.h.Ci.1.65cd-66ab. 
The next recipe (l.95-97ab) is longer than the corresponding one of the Hfdaya 

(1.66cd-67ab) .. 
A.s.Ci.1.97cd-107 = A.h.Ci.1.67cd-79ab. 
A.s.Ci.1.108-109 = A.h.Ci.l.Slcd-83. 
A.s.Ci.1.110-111 = A.h.Ci.1.79cd-8!ab. 

Chapter two (jirl)ajvaracikitsita) deals with the same subjects as the second half of the 
chapter on the treatment of fevers (Ci.1.84-177) of the Hrdaya 

A.s.Ci.2.1-7 = A.h.Ci.1.84-89. 
A.s.Ci.2.8-21 takes the place of A.h.Ci.1.90-93 and describes a number of medi-

cated ghees. 8 

A.s.Ci.2.22-25 = A.h.Ci.1.94-98. 
An extra verse is devote• to the treatment of a fever arising from sai,1tarpa,1a (2.26). 
A.s.Ci.2.27-28ab = A.h.Ci.1.99-IOOab. 
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A.s.Ci.2.28cd = A.h.Ci. l.lOOef. 
A.s.Ci.2.28ef is added. 
A.s.Ci.2.29ab = A.h.Ci.1.IOOcd. 
A.s.Ci.2.29cd is added. 
A.s.Ci.2.30 = A.h.Ci.1.101. 
A.s.Ci.2.3 la-<l is an addition. 
A.s.Ci.2.3lef-51 = A.h.Ci.l.102ab-122. 
Four additional verses (2.52-55) describe two extra clysters. 9 

A.s.Ci.2.56-57 = A.h.Ci.1.123-124. 
A.s.Ci.2.58 enlarges upon A.h.Ci.1. l 25ab. 
A.s.Ci.2.59--o5 = A.h.Ci.l.125cd-132. 
A medicated oil is added (2.66). 
A.s.Ci.2.67-68 = A.h.Ci.l .133-135a b. 
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Additional verses (2.69-76ab) describe two plasters, an electuary, and some eme
tics. 10 

A.s.Ci.2.76c-f = A.h.Ci.1.136. 
Some extra verses (2.77-80) are about measures against the burning sensation in 

fever. 11 

A.s.Ci.2.81-86 = A.h.Ci.1.137-142. 
Some additional verses (2.87-89ab) describe cooling plasters. 
A.s.Ci.2.89cd-90 = A.h.Ci.1.143-144ab. 
An extra ardhasloka (2.9lab) mentions that the measures described remove vata 

and kapha. 
A.s.Ci.2.9lcd-93ab = A.h.Ci. l .l 44cd-146ab. 
Two additional verses (2.93cd-95ab) deal with measures against shivering in fever 

patients. 
A.s.Ci.2.95cd-96 = A.h.Ci.l.146cd-147. 
A series of extra verses are concerned with the treatment of anaha in fevers (2.97-

98ab ), a persistent feeling of coldness in fevers with a predominance of vata and kapha 
(2.98cd-101 ), feelings of coldness or a burning sensation (2.102), general measures to 
be adopted in fevers due to kapha, pitta or vata (2.103), 12 and due to a combination of 
two or three do~as (2.104 ). 13 

A.s.Ci.2.105 = A.h.Ci.1.148. 
An extra verse (2.106) is about the treatment of excessive sleepiness as a dangerous 

complication of fever. 
A.s.Ci.2.107-114 = A.h.Ci.1.149-156. 
Three additional verses (2.115-117) contain some more prescriptions against irreg-

ular fevers. 14 

A.s.Ci.2.118 = A.h.Ci.1.157. 
An exlrn verse (2.119) gives a recipe against irregular fevers. ' 5 

A.s.Ci.2.120-122 = A.h.Ci.1.158-160. 
Additional prescriptions are given which are useful on the day of arrival of a new 

bout of an irregular fever (2.l 23-124ab). 16 

A.s.Ci.2.l 24cd-127 = A.h.Ci.l.161-164ab. 
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An extra verse (2.128) contains a recipe against all kinds of fever. 
A.s.Ci.2.129-130 = A.h.Ci.l.164cd-166ab. 
Two additional verses (2.131-132) are about the treatment of irregular fevers stay

ing in a particular element of the body and about the treatment of vata fever. 17 
A.s.Ci.2.133-137 = A.h.Ci.l .l 66cd-l 72. 
An extra verse (2.138) recommends to distract the patient by telling constructive 

and agreeable stories. 
A.s.Ci.2.139ab = A.h.Ci. l. l 73ab. 
A.s.Ci.2.139cd-141 = A.h.Ci.1.174-176. 
An ardhasloka {2.142ab) is added. 
A.s.Ci.2.142cd = A.h.Ci.1.173cd. 
The next verse (2.143) deals with religious prescriptions, as does the last stanza of 

the H[(iaya Its contents conform to the Hindu dharma; worship of brahmal_l.as, Hara 
and Hari is recommended. 

The stanza that follows (2.144) says that, in order to be released from fever, one 
should pay obeisance to Aryavalokita, Paq1asabarl, Aparajita, and Aryatara. The last 
verse (2.145) declares that muttering (japa) of the mantra called tathagato~i11~a cures 
all diseases, fever included. 

Chapter three (raktapittacikitsita) corresponds to the chapter of the same title (Ci.2) of 
theHrdaya 

A.s.Ci.3.1-9 = A.h.Ci.2, introduction and l-9ab. 
An additional verse (3.10) is about drugs to be used for purgative purposes 

(vireka). 18 

A.s.Ci.3.ll-14ab = A.h.Ci.2.9cd-12. 
A.s.Ci.3.l4cd enlarges upon the subject of A.h.Ci.2.14ab. 
A.s.Ci.3.l 5-20ab = A.h.Ci.2.!3-!8ab. 
A.s.Ci.3.20cd-22ab replaces A.h.Ci.2.18cd-20, without adding new material. 
A.s.Ci.3.22cd-24ab = A.h.Ci.2.21-22. 
A.s.Ci.3.24cd-26 gives additional prescriptions. 
A.s.Ci.3.27-28ab = A.h.Ci.2.23-24ab. 
A.s.Ci.3.28cd-29ab contains additional prescriptions. 
A.s.Ci.3.29cd-3 l = A.h.Ci.2.24cd-26. 
A number of added verses (3.32-39ab) consist of recipes. 19 

A.s.Ci.3.39cd-4lab = A.h.Ci.2.27-28. 
A.s.Ci.3.4lcd-42 = A.h.Ci.2.30-31ab. 
A.s.Ci . .3.43-46 contains additional prescriptions. 
A.s.Ci.3.47-48 = A.h.Ci.2.3Icd-33ab. 
A.s.Ci.3.49-50 gives additional prescriptions. 20 
A.s.Ci.3.51-52ab = A.h.Ci.2.33cd-34. 
A.s.Ci.3.52cd-54 gives additional prescriptions. 21 

A.s.Ci.3.55-58ab = A.h.Ci.2.35-38ab. 
An ardhasloka (3.58cd) is added. 
A.s.Ci.3.59-65ab = A.h.Ci.2.38cd-45ab. 
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A.s.Ci.3.65cd-66 contains additional prescriptions. 
A.s.Ci.3.67 = A.h.Ci.2.45cd-46ab. 22 

A.s.Ci.3.68-70 consists of additional prescriptions.23 

A.s.Ci.3.7!ab = A.h.Ci.2.47ab. 
A.s.Ci.3. ?led-77 contains additional prescriptions. 24 

A.s.Ci.3.78-80 = A.h.Ci.2.47cd-50. 
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Chapter four (kasacikitsita) corresponds to the first part of the chapter of the same title 
(Ci.3.1-72) of the Hrdaya 

A.s.Ci.4.1-6 = A.h.Ci.3, introduction and l-6ab. 
Some extra verses ( 4.7-1 Oab) deal with a recipe. 
A.s.Ci.4.1 Ocd-29 = A.h.Ci.3.6cd-28. 
Additional verses (4.30-32) descrive five electuaries. 25 

A.s.Ci.4.33-35 = A.h.Ci.3.29-32ab. 
Two additional verses (4.36-37) give two recipes. 26 

A.s.Ci.4.38-42 = A.h.Ci.3.32cd-38ab. 
A.s.Ci.4.43-45 describes thick medicated ghees, to be used in the same way as elec-

tuaries. 
A.s.Ci.4.46-53 = A.h.Ci.3.38cd-46ab. 
Two extra verses ( 4.54-55) add four electuaries to the three of the H[daya.27 

A.s.Ci.4.56-59 = A.h.Ci.3.46cd-50ab. 
A.s.Ci.4.60ab = A.h.Ci.3.5 lab. 28 

A.s.Ci.4.60cd-61 gives additional prescriptions. 
A.s.Ci.4.62 = A.h.Ci.3.5lcd-52ab. 29 

A.s.Ci.4.63 replaces A.h.Ci.3.52cd-53ab. 
A.s.Ci.4.64-66ab = A.h.Ci.3.53cd-55. 
A.s.Ci.4.66cd-67ab contains an additional prescription. 30 

A.s.Ci.4.67cd-74 = A.h.Ci.3.56-62. 
A prescription ( 4.75-77ab) replaces A.h.Ci.3.63ab. 
A.s.Ci.4.77cd-8 !ab = A.h.Ci.3.63cd-67ab. 
A.s.Ci.4.8lcd-83 gives additional recipes. 
A.s.Ci.4.84-86 = A.h.Ci.3.67cd-69. 
A.s.Ci.4.87-90 describes additional recipes. 31 

A.s.Ci.4.91-93 = A.h.Ci.3.70-72. 

Chapter five (k~atak~ayakasacikitsita) corresponds to the second part of the chapter on 
kasacikitsita (Ci.3.73-180) of the Hrdaya 

A.s.Ci.5.2-12 = A.h.Ci.3.73-83. 
As.Ci.5.13ab adds a prescription against haemoptysis. 
A.s.Ci.5.l 3cd-15ab = A.h.Ci.3.84-85. 
Some extra verses (5.15cd-18ab) describe an electuary. 32 

A.s.Ci.5.18cd-26 = A.h.Ci.3.86--94ab. 
An additional verse (5.27) deals with a medicated ghee. 
A.s.Ci.5.28-45 = A.h.Ci.3.94cd-113. 
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A long series ofadditional verses describe sarpirgu~as (5.46-54) and a modaka (5. 
55-60).33 

A.s.Ci.5.61-72 = A.h.Ci.3.114-125. 
Extra verses (5. 73-77) deal with yii~as and a mantha. 
A.s.Ci.5.78-117 = A.h.Ci.3.126-167ab. 
A.h.Ci.3.167cd-169ab is absent from the Smpgraha. 
A.s.Ci.5.1!8-120ab = A.h.Ci.3.169cd-I71. 
Some additional electuaries are described (5.120cd-123). 34 

A.s.Ci.5.124-127 = A.h.Ci.3.172-175. 
Two extra verses are about a peya (5.128-129). 35 

A.s.Ci.5.130-134 = A.h.Ci.3.176-180. 

Chapter six (svasahidhmacikitsita) deals with the same subjects as the chapter of the 
same title of the Hrdaya ( Ci.4 ). 

A.s.Ci.6.1-32ab = A.h.Ci.4, introduction and 1-31. 
A.s.Ci.6.32cd-35ab replaces A.h.Ci.4.32. 
A.s.Ci.6.35cd-42ab = A.h.Ci.4.33-39. 
Some additional stanzas enlarge upon a prescription (6.42cd) and give a supple-

mentary one (6.43-44). 36 

A.s.Ci.6.45-46 = A.h.Ci.4.40-41. 
Additional verses (6.47-48ab) give the recipes of electuaries. 
A.s.Ci.6.48cd-52ab = A.h.Ci.4.42-45. 
Extra verses (4.52cd-55ab) describe electuaries. 
A.s.Ci.6.55cd-57 = A.h.Ci.4.46-48ab. 
An ardhasloka is added ( 6.58a b ). 
A.s.Ci.6.58cd-65ab = A.h.Ci.4.48cd-55ab. 
Extra verses (6.65cd-69cd) deal with some medicated ghees.37 

A.s.Ci.6.69ef-71 = A.h.Ci.4.56-58ab. 
An additional verse (6.72) is about exceptions to the rules mentioned in the preced

ing verse. 38 

A.s.Ci.6.73-74 = A.h.Ci.4.58cd-60. 

Chapter seven (rajayak~macikitsita) corresponds to the chapter of the same title (Ci.5) 
of the I:frdaya. 

ga. 

A.s.Ci.7.1-12 = A.h.Ci.5, introduction and 1-11. 
Additional verses (7 .I3-18ab) describe a preparation called candrakanta and a ra-

A.s.Ci.7.!8cd-23 = A.h.Ci.5.12-17. 
The recipe of a medicated ghee is added (7.24-27). 39 

A.s.Ci.7.28-36 = A.h.Ci.5.18-27. 
Additional verses describe parasaragh{ta (7.37-38) and other medicated ghees (7. 

39-43).40 

A.s.Ci.7.44-48 = A.h.Ci.5.28-33ab. 
Five electuaries are added (7.49-51). 4 1 
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A.s.Ci.7.52ab = A.h.Ci.5.33cd. 
A.s.Ci.7.52cd-53 replaces A.h.Ci.5.34. 
A.s.Ci.7.54-61 = A.h.Ci.5.35-43ab. 
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An extra verse (7.62) supplements the preceding recipe and recommends cutting a 
vein in the forehead when the treatment is not successful. 

A.s.Ci.7.63-72 = A.h.Ci.5.43cd-53. 
Additional verses deal with a mouthwash (mukhadhavana) (7.73), four gargles 

(kavalagraha) (7.74-76), and another preparation of the same kind (7.77). 
A.s.Ci.7.78-84ab = A.h.Ci.5.54-60. 
Some extra verses (7. 84cd-86), describe a modaka.42 

A.s.Ci.7.87-92 = A.h.Ci.5.61-66. 
A.s.Ci.7.93ab replaces A.h.Ci.5.67ab. 
A.s.Ci.7.93cd-94ab = A.h.Ci.5.67cd-68ab. 
A.s.Ci .. 7.94cd-96 replaces A.h.Ci.5.68cd. 
A.s.Ci.7.97-99cd = A.h.Ci.5.69-73ab. 
A series of prescriptions are added (7.99ef-104). 43 

A.s.Ci.7.105 = A.h.Ci.5.73cd-74ab. 
Extra verses are about the serious nature of rajayak~man (7.106) and a rasayana 

method oftreatment(7.107-109ab).44 

A.s.Ci.7.109cd-118 = A.h.Ci.5.74cd-84. 
The last verse (7.119) recommends the purohita to perform the i~\i that overcame 

the rajayak~man of Candra (the moon god). 45 

Chapter eight (chardihrdrogatr~l)acikitsita) corresponds to the chapter of the same title 
(Ci.6) of the Hrdaya 

A.s.Ci.8.l-16ab = A.h.Ci.6, introduction and 1-16. 
An ardhasloka (8.16cd) is added. 
A.s.Ci.8.17ab = A.h.Ci.6.17ab. 
Some prescriptions against vomiting are added (8. !7cd-19). 
A.s.Ci.8.20-21ab = A.h.Ci.6.17cd-18. 
An ardhasloka is added (8.21cd). 
A.s.Ci.8.22-23 = A.h.Ci.6.19-20. 
A.s.Ci.8.24-25ab replaces A.h.Ci.6.21. 
A.s.Ci.8.25cd-26 = A.h.Ci.6.22-23ab. 
A.s.Ci.8.27-30 replaces, in slokas, the two verses in indravajra and upajati metre 

(Ci.6.23-24) of the Hrdaya 
A.s.Ci.8.31-45 = A.h.Ci.6.25-4lab. 46 

A prescription (8.46-48) is added. 
A.s.Ci.8.49-72ab = A.h.Ci.6.4lcd-66ab. 
An ardhasloka is added (8.72cd). 
A.s.Ci.8.73-77 = A.h.Ci.6.66cd-71. 
A prescription is added (8. 78). 
A.s.Ci.8.79-91 = A.h.Ci.6.72-85. 
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Chapter nine (madatyayacikitsita) corresponds to the madatyayadicikitsita chapter(Ci. 
7) of the H[daya. 

A.s.Ci.9.1-31 = A.h.Ci.7, introduction and 1-32. 
Additional verses deal with remedial measures against a burning sensation (daha); 

these measures consist of: bahya- and antaJ:iparimarjana (9.32), remembering the trees 
of the Malaya mountains (9.33),47 various cooling objects (9.34-36),48 remembering 
the river Sindhu with its herds of elephants (9.37), listening to stories about rivers, 
ponds, etc. (9.38),49 and cooling drugs (9.39-40). 

A.s.Ci.9.41 replaces A.h.Ci.7.33ab; 9.42-43 replaces A.h.Ci.7.33cd-34ab. 
A.s.Ci.9.44-49" = A.h.Ci.7.34cd-41. 
Three extra verses (9.50-52) deal with preparations of the type called raga.50 

A.s.Ci.9.53-56 = A.h.Ci.7 .42-46ab. 
Three additional verses (9.57-59) describe a drink of the type called panaka. 
A.s.Ci.9.60 = A.h.Ci.7.46cd-47ab. 
An extra verse (9.61) recommends honouring the shoots of the wishing tree 

(kalpadruma) of dharma and the five airnws of the bow of the god of love. 
A.s.Ci.9.62-128 = A.h.Ci.7.47cd-115. 

Chapter ten (arsasa1p cikitsitam) differs from the corresponding chapter (Ci.8) of the 
Hrdaya in being mainly in prose. 

The subjects covered are: the use of the arsoyantra in inspecting haemorrhoids; the 
same instrument is used in treating them by means of cauterization and the application 
of caustics (10.2); 51 large heamorrhoids in strong patients require excision, followed 
by cauterization; 52 haemorrhoids which look like mushrooms should be ligated with a 
k~arasiitra 53 (10.3); after-treatment ( l 0.4 ); 54 when a remnant is left, cautery should be 
repeated; 55 in thisway,one haemorrhoid should be removed each week; 56 those at the 
right side should be removed first, subsequently those situated on the left side, poste
rior side, and anterior side; 57 removal of all the haemorrhoids in one day is regarded as 
the fault called atiyoga; 58 dry haemorrhoids require treatment with cautery or caustics, 
moist ones require a mild caustic;59 the rules mentioned are applicable to all polypous 
growths (arsas) which may occur at some place of the body; 6°haemorrhoids in the re
gion of the third anal fold (vali) should only be treated after warning the patient, or they 
should, according to another opinion, not be treated at all 61 (10.5); the signs of proper 
and improper cauterization (I 0.6); 62 the treatment of pain in the region of the bladder63 

and retention of urine and faeces (miitrapurI~pratighata); 64 measures to loosen the 
bowels (10. 7); 65 oleation, etc., should also be applied;66 other useful measures are to 
be found in the chapter on the treatment of vrai:ias (10.8); 67 methods for treating haem
orrhoids which cannot be managed by means of surgery, caustics or cautery: the appli
cation of oils, 68 sudation, 69 fumigation, 70 plasters (pradeha), 71 .ind oils 72 (10.9); an oil 
for abhyar1ga of the anal region, 73 followed by sudation and a (sitz)bath; 74 the applica
tion of a suppository (varti); 75 the frequency and total duration of the described meth
ods of treatment; 76 medicinal substances to be used afterwards 77 (10. l 0); the prepara
tion of the electuary called haritakipaka; 78 firm and swollen haemorrhoids which do 
not bleed require bloodletting (10.11); 79 preparations against weakness of the diges-
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tive fire, swelling of the anus, andpiercingpain (10.12); 80 other preparations (10.13); 81 
more recipes (10.14 ); preparations with citraka and some other plants (10.15); 82 more 
preparations (10.16); the importance of preparations containingtakra (10.17);83 med
icated alcoholic drinks are useful to those in the habit of consuming liquor (10.18); 
the formulae called abhayari~\a (10.19), 84 duralabhari~\a (10.20),85 amalakari~ia (10. 
21),86 and guggulvasava (10.22);87 these preparations are useful to those who habit
ually drink alcoholic beverages; medicated drinks for those not used to alcohol (10. 
23); 88 the drugs mentioned in the preceding passage may also be employed in prepar
ing peyas, yii~as, ghees, etc. (I 0.24); 89 the preparation of karaiijasukta and a more ac
tive variant of the same recipe (10.25); 90 the preparation of gai:u,lirakaiijika (10.26); 91 

the treatment of haemorrhoids in patients with dry bowels (riik~ako~\ha); the prepara
tion of pa\hadighrta (I 0.27) and pippalyadighrta (I 0.28); 92 constipation accompanying 
haemorrhoids requires the same treatment as udavarta, loose stools the same as that of 
diarrhoea, much bleeding the same as that of raktapitta and raktatisara (10.29); Joss 
of impure blood ought not to be stopped; treatment of the do~as involved is necessary 
(10.30); 93 the treatment of cases with a large amount of kapha (I 0.31-32) 94 or vata 
(10.33);95 styptic measures (10.34). 9i 

A section in verses describes peyas (10.35-37), khalas, siipas, yii~as, etc. (10.38-
42), meat broths (10.43-45), and various other preparations (10.46-49) against bleed
ing haemorrhoids. 97 

The chapter continues in prose again. The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of 
udavarta as a complication of haemorrhoids (I 0.50); 98 the formulae of kalyai:iakak~a
ra, 99 kai1kayanak~ara, wo and mahak~ara 101 (10.51); other preparations (I 0.52); purga
tives (10.53); !02 the treatment of constipationiITTd retention offlatus (vi9vatavibandha) 
(10.54). 

The chapter ends with verses giving a summary of the various ways to manage 
haemorrhoids of different types (I 0.55-62). 103 

A.s.Ci.10.63 = A.h.Ci.8.164. 

Chapter eleven (atisaracikitsita) differs from the corresponding chapter of the Hrdaya 
in being mainly in prose. 

The chapter begins with general rules for the treatment of diarrhoea (atisara) ( 11. 
2).1()! 

A verse ( 11.3) teaches that, after the elimination of do~a remnants, sa1pgrahai:ia by 
means of pacana and stambhana measures is permitted. 105 

The chapter goes on with remedial measures applicable when moderate amounts 
of do~a(s) are involved, 1°6 when ama is accompanied by blood (] 1.4 ), and when a 
small amount of do~a(s) is present; !07 suitable drinks and foods when the patient is 
thirsty or hungry (11.5-6); 108 the symptomatology of pravahika, 109 also called bimbi
si; its treatment is like that of udavarta (11. 7); the treatment of thirst in patients with 
varcal)k~aya; 110 the treatment of bimbisi; three khalakas are described: one khalaka 
without a name, 111 ajitakhalaka, and aparajitakhalaka 112 (11.8); more prescriptions 
against pravahika (11.9-10); 113 dadhi as a useful substance against bimbisi ( 11.11); 114 

the use of milk, fresh and still warm, and of medicated milk preparations, in cases 
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of thirst, accompanied by a bloody and slimy diarrhoea (11.12); 115 clysters to be 
administered when piercing pain is present ( 11.13 ); the treatment of a prolapse of the 
anus (gudabhraq1sa) (11.14-15); 116 the treatment ofatisara due to pit ta (11.16-22), 117 

raktatisara (bloody diarrhoea) (11.23-26), 118 atisara due to kapha (11.27); 119 vata 
increases in its own seats when kapha is deficient; this condition requires speedy 
treatment (11.28). 120 

A.s.Ci.11.29-30 = A.h.Ci.9.123-124. 
The last few verses (11. 31-33) recapitulate the principles of treatment of atisara 

Chapter twelve (graha9Ido~acikitsita) differs from the corresponding chapter of the Hr
daya (Ci.10) in being partly in prose (12.1-4 and 8-16), partly in verse. 

Graha9Ido~a should be treated first like ajir9a; the treatment of the latter disorder 
is discussed in the matrasitiya chapter (Sil. I I); subsequently, it should be treated like 
atisara;recipeshelpful in digesting ama are mentioned (12.2); 121 more recipes follow, 
useful in different types of graha9I, accompanied by pravaha, silla, etc. (12.3); 122 suit
able articles of diet are listed (12.4). 123 

A.s.Ci.12.5-6 = A.h.Ci.10.4-5. 
A verse on takra is added (12.7). 124 

The treatment of graha9Ido~ due to vata (12.8-10), 125 pitta (12.11-12), 126 kapha 
(12.13-16), 127 and all three do~as (12.16) 128 is described. 

The remaining part of the chapter is in verse. 
A.s.Ci.12.l 7-20ab = A.h.Ci.l 0.66-69ab. 
A.s.Ci.12.20cd-2 l replaces A.h.Ci.l0.69cd-7lab. 
A.s.Ci.12.22-40 = A.h.Ci.10. 7lcd-91. 
A.s.Ci.12.41 replaces A.h.Ci .10.92-93. 

Chapter thirteen (miltraghatacikitsita) differs from the corresponding chapter of the Hr
daya ( Ci.l l) in being largely in prose. 

The chapter begins with the general treatment of miltralqcchra due to vata (13.2) 129 

and proceeds with a number of prescriptions (13.3); 130 the treatmentofmiltraghata due 
to pitta (13.4), 131 kapha (13.5), 132 and all three do~as (13.6) 133 is dealt with next. 

Three additional verses (13. 7-9) describe recipes against miltralqcchra in general. 
The section that follows is about asmari (vesical calculi). 
It begins with the general treatment of cases of recent origin (13.10) 134 and 

proceeds with the treatment of asmari due to vata (13.11-12),135 pitta (13.13), 136 
and kapha (13.14); 137 the preparation of an electuary against asmarI (13.15) and a 
k~aravaleha against asmarl and sarkara (urinary gravel) (13.16) is described; 138 more 
recipes follow (13.17-19); 139 measures and recipes effective against all kinds of 
miltraghata and against sukrasmari are dealt with (13.20-24). 140 

When all these measures fail, the physician should ask for permission from the king 
for surgical intervention, because, without use of the knife, the patient faces certain 
death (13.25-26). 141 The surgical procedure is described, followed by after-treatment 
and rnles to be observed by the patient for a long time after the operation (13.27-31). 142 
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The chapter ends with the eight places not to be touched by the knife and the dis
orders thf would follow from injury to these parts (13.32-33). 143 

Chapter fourteen (pramehacikitsita) corresponds to the chapter of the same title of the 
Hrdaya (Ci.12), but is mainly in prose again. 

The chapter begins by stating that, in patients with prameha, prii9a converts the in
gested food into urine and fatty tissue; 144 general therapeutic measures are mentioned 
(14.2).145 

Purificatory measures are described (14.3); 146 subsequently, appeasing (samana) 
measures are required (14.4 ); 147 prescriptions useful in all cases of prameha (14.5); 148 

four ka~iiyas against prameha due to kapha 149 and five against prameha due to pitta 150 

(14.6); recipes useful in udakameha, sikatiimeha, k~iirameha, and soi:iitameha (14. 
7); 151 the palliative treatment of prameha due to viita and with an abundance ofkapha 
and pitta; 152 the treatment of vasiimeha, majjameha, hastimeha, and madhumeha 153 

(14.8); the treatment of the various kinds of prameha due to viita with involve
ment of kapha or pitta as a secondary do~a (14.9); 154 snehas in the treatment of 
prameha (14.10-11); 155 oils against all kinds of prameha (14.12); 156 the formula 
of dhiinvantarasarpis (14.13); 157 useful articles of food (14.14); 158 the formulae of 
lodhriisava (14.15), 159 dasamiiliiri~\a (14.16) 160 and lohiiri~\a (14.17); 161 recipes for 
patients who object against alcoholic preparations (14.18); 162 more prescriptions 
(14.19); 163 rules of conduct for patients suffering from prameha (14.20); 164 the 
treatment of the pi\ikiis occurring in prameha patients (14.21); 165 more prescriptions 
against these pi\ikiis (14.22). 166 

The verses at the end of the chapter deal with an oil for the treatment of pi\akiis 
and related disorders (14.23-25); 167 the urgency of treatment when pi\akiis appear(l 4. 
26); 168 the serious nature of prameha (14.27). 169 

Chapter fifteen (vidradhivrddhicikitsita), corresponding to the chapter of the same title 
of the J--Irdaya (Ci.13), is in prose, with some verses at the end. 

The subjects dealt with in the first half of the chapter are: the general measures to be 
adopted in the immature (iima) and mature (pakva) stages ofan abscess (vidradhi) (15. 
2 ); 170 the treatment o fan internal (iibhyantara) abscess (15.3-6); 171 the surgical treat
ment of a ripe abscess of the ko~\ha (15.7); 172 a ripe internal abscess, with purulent mat
ter flowing out upwards or downwards, should be left untreated for a period often days 
(15.8); 173 when the production of pus is thought to be insufficient, it should be stim
ulated by the use of particular drinks and gruels; medicated ghees are to be adminis
tered after a period often days (15. 9); 174 after purification of the abscess, tiktakasarpis 
is recommended; 175 in general, ripening should be prevented; if it occurs nevertheless, 
one should leave the outcome to fate; 176 an abscess in patients with prameha requires 
the treatment described for that disease (15.10); 177 the treatment of a mammary abscess 
(stanavidradhi) (15.11). 178 

The subjects of the second half of the chapter are: the treatment of vrddhi (enlarge
ment of the scrotum) due to viita (15.12), 179 pitta (15.13), l80 kapha (15.14 ),181 fatty 
tissue (15.15), 182 and urine (15.16); 183 the treatment of antravrddhi; the preparation of 
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sukumiirataila and gandharvahastataila (15.17). 184 

A.s.Ci.15.18-21 = A.h.Ci .13.48-51. 

Chapter sixteen (gulmacikitsita) corresponds to thechapterofthe same title of the Hr
daya (Ci.14), but is almost completely in prose. 

The chapter begins with the general therapeutic management of gulma (16.2).185 

The next subject is the treatment of gulma due to viita (16.3-18): several pre
scriptions which are found in other chapters, some additions (16.3), 186 the formulae 
ofhapu~adighrta, 187 sui:i!hyadighrta (16.4), lasuniidighrta 188 (16.5), dadhikasarpis, 189 

and another ghee 190 (16.6); treatment with oleation and sudation (16. 7); 191 indications 
for oleation, clysters, etc. (16.8); 192 increase of kapha by these treatments is to be 
avoided; measures against increased kapha (16.9); 193 presc,iptions against siila occur
Iing in gulma caused by viita (16.10); 194 more prescriptions against siila (16.11-13); 
the formula of k~iiriigada, attributed to Bhela (16.14 ); 195 presc,iptions against increase 
of pitta in cases of gulma due to viita (16.15); 196 prescriptions against constipation 
(vicjvibandha) in cases of gulma (16.16); 197 recipes against gulma and siila (16.17); 
purgative presc,iptions; the formula of nilinighrta 198 (16.18). 

The chapter proceeds with the treatment of gulma due to pitta (16.19-23) 199 and 
kapha (16.24-36). 200 

The passages on the treatment of gulma due to kapha desc,ibe the preparation of 
bhalliitakaghrta (16.25); 201 the application of a small jar to the place where the gulma 
is present and the later removal of this jar ( 16.26), 202 followed by local pressure and 
rubbing; 203 oleation, sudation, purgation, etc. (16.27); 204 particular prescriptions: mi
srakasneha (16.28-29), 205 dantihantakyavaleha (16.30), 206 purgatives (16.31-33).207 

A.s.Ci.16.34-35 = A.h.Ci.14.114-115. 
The subjects of the last part of the chapter are: the method to be used in cauteiiza

tion; after-treatment (16.36); 208 the treatment of gulma due to a combination of do~as 
can be inferred (16.37); 209 the treatment of gulma due to blood (raktagulma) (16.38-
39); 210 the measures to be resorted to when the accumulated blood flows out (16.40); 211 

suitable foods and d1inks for gulma patients (16.41); 212 the treatmentofiiniiha (16.42). 
The chapter ends with a verse (16.43),213 stating thatgulma increases when the 

digestive fire is sluggish, while the disorder is alleviated when the fire is duly active. 

Chapter seventeen (udaracikitsita) corresponds to the chapter of the same title of the 
Hrdaya (Ci.15). The major part (17.1--42) is in prose; it ends with a se,ies of verses 
(17.43-54). 

The subjects dealt with are: the general treatment of udara with purgatives 
(17.2); 214 various prescriptions against udara in general (17.3-8); 215 recipes to be 
employed in the next stage of treatment, when the patient has gained strength: purga
tives (17.9), pa!oliidicun:ia (17.10), 216 miltravarti (17.11); 217 prescriptions removing 
remnants of the do~a(s) left (17.12-13); 218 the treatment of udara in general and 
udara due to viita (17.14-21),21 9 pitta (17.22-25),220 kapha (17.26),221 and all the 
do~as (17.27-29); 222 a dangerous treatment with poisonous substances, to be applied 
only after informing the patient's relatives about the risks involved (17.30); this 
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procedure will lead to cure or to death (17.31); 223 dietary rules to be observed after 
this treatment (17.32);224 the treatment of p!Ihodara (splenomegalia) and yakrdudara 
(swelling of the liver); 225 formulae mentioned and partly described are: ~a\palagh1ta, 
maha~a\palaghi-ta, and rohltaka~a!palaghrta (17.33-37); the treatment of baddhodara 
(17.38),226 chidrodara227 and dakodara 228 (17.39); the surgical treatment of udara; 
after-treatment (17.40); 229 the surgical draining of the fluid accumulated in the 
abdominal cavity in cases of dakodara (17.41); the repetition of this intervention after 
certain intervals; after-treatment; rules to be observed by the patient (17.42).230 

A.s.Ci.17.43-54 = A.h.Ci.15.119cd-132. 

Chapter eighteen (par;ic;Iurogacikitsita), corresponding to the chapter of the same title 
of the Hrdaya (Ci.16), is partly in prose, partly in verse. 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of pfu_i9uroga should begin with the ad
ministration of kalyar;iaka-, 231 paiicagavya-,232 tiktakasarpis, 233 or some other medi
cated ghee; 234 the preparation of da~imadyaghrta, also useful 235 (18 .2); another medi
cated ghee (18.3); 236 the administration of these ghees has to be followed by oleation, 
emesis and purgation;recipes (18.4); 237 a ciirr;ia ( 18.5); 238 a recipe for va!akas; 239 the 
formula of navayasaciir,1a (18.6); 240another recipe for va!akas (18.7); 241 the recipe for 
the pills (gu\ika) called yoga1aja (18.8); 242 the recipes for vajrava\akas (18.9)243 and 
drak~aleha (18.10); 244 foods and drinks suitable in par;ic;Iuroga due to vata, pitta, kapha 
(18 .11); 245 the recipes of bijakasarfui~\a (18 .12 ), gar;ic;!Irari~\a (181.13) and mastvari~\a 
(18.14). 246 

A.s.Ci.18.15ab corresponds to A.h.Ci.16.33ab. 
A.s.Ci.18.!Scd-22 = A.h.Ci.16.33cd-4Iab. 
A number of prescriptions are added (18.23-27). 
A.s.Ci.18.28-29cd = A.h.Ci.16.4lcd-43ab. 
A.s.Ci.18.29efis an addition. 
A.s.Ci..18.30 = A.h.Ci.16.43cd-44ab. 
A.h.Ci.!6.44cd is absent from the Sarpgraha. 
A.s.Ci.18.31-42 = A.h.Ci.16.45-57. 

Chapter nineteen (svayathucikitsita) corresponds to the chapter of the same title of the 
H[daya, but is in prose, except for a few verses at the end. 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of svayathu affecting the whole body (19. 
2-9); 247 the treatment ofekangaja svayathu, affecting one limb only (19.10-11); 248 the 
treatment ofsvayathu due to vata (19.12), 249 pitta (19.13),250 kapha (19.14-15), 251 and 
a combination of do~ (19 .16). 252 

The treatment of svayathu due to a trauma (abhighata) and to a poison is discussed 
in a verse (19.17), different from that found in the Hrdaya.253 

A.s.Ci.19.18 = A.h.Ci.17.42. 

Chapter twenty (visarpacikitsita) corresponds to the chapter of the same title of the Hr
daya (Ci.18), but is in prose, except for two verses at the end. 

The sub jectsdealt with are: the treatment of visarpa during the prodromal stage (20. 
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the other bodily elements (23.11); 296 the treatment to be applied when vata affects an 
unborn or young child (23.12), 297 and when vata stays in siras, snavas, or junctures 
(23.13); 298 cases of apatanaka to be treated quickly (23.14); 299 treatments for apata
naka (23.15-22); 300 the treatment of antarayama and bahirayama (23.23).301 

A.s.Ci.23.24-25 = A.h.Ci.21.39-40. 
The subjects discussed next are: the treatment of the two types (vivrtasya and sarp

vrtasya) ofhanustambha (23.26); 302 the treatment of jihvastambha 303 and ekayama 304 

(23.27); the preparation of ar:mtaila (23.28);305 the preparation of a sahasrapaka, re
spectively satapaka oil, to be employed accompanied by magical and religious acts 
(23.29); 306 various measures useful in ekaiJ.garoga, avabahuka, 307 visvabhf, etc. (23. 
30); the treatment ofiirustambha (23 .31); 308 the treatment ofiirustambha and other vata 
diseases (23.32-33 ). 309 

As.Ci.23.34-39 = A.h.Ci.21.56-61. 
The preparation o fan oil is added (23.40-42). 
A.s.Ci.23.43-44ab = A.h.Ci.21.62-63ab. 
A.s.Ci.23.44cd differs from A.h.Ci.21.63cd. 
A.s.Ci.23.45 = A.h.Ci.21.64. 
The preparation of prasari~1Itaila, described next in the Hrdaya (21.65-66), is found 

later in this chapter in the Sa1p.graha. 
A.s.Ci.23.46-48 = A.h.Ci.21.67-69. 
The formulae of ketakitaila (23.49), lasunataila (23.50-54 )310 and prasari1~Itaila 

(23.55-56). 311 

A second sahacarataila 312 is described (23.57-60). 313 

A.s.Ci.23.61 is an addition to the description ofbalataila. 
A.s.Ci.23.62-69 = A.h.Ci.21. 73cd-81 (balataila). 
Some more oils are described: abhayataila (23.70-76ab ), rasnaditaila, 314 other, 

similarly prepared oils (23.76g-h),315 miilakataila316 (23.77-79); 317 some more for
mulae (23.80-87). 

A.s.Ci.23.88-89 = A.h.Ci.21.82-83. 

Chapter twenty-four (vatasor.utacikitsita), corresponding to the chapterof the same title 
of the Hrdaya (Ci.22), is partly in prose (24.1-15),partly in verse (24.16-53). 

The subjects dealt with in the first part are: treatment by vaiious methods ofblood
letting (24.2); 318 contra-indications forbloodletting; alternatives (24.3); 319 old ghee 320 

or satavarighrta 321 are indicated when vata is the strongestdo~a(24.4); the preparation 
and actions of jivaniyasarpis (24.5); 322 useful oils (24.6); other preparations (24.7-8); 
prescriptions against vatasor:iita with a predominance of pitta (24.9); 323 more prescrip
tions (24.10-11); bloodletting is recommended when blood is a very strong element 
(24.12); prescriptions against vataso~1ita with a predominance ofkapha (24.13-14) 324 

and against the same disease when due to a combination of do~as (24.15).325 
The second part of the chapter, devoted to the therapy of the bahya type of vataso

~1ita, deals with: an enumeration of suitable therapeutic measures (24.16); 326 prescrip
tions against bahyavatasor:iita with a predominance of vata (24.17), pitta or blood (24. 
18),327 kapha (24.19), vataorkapha (24.20),328 pitta or blood (24.21); the formula of 
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madhuya~\itaila (24.22-25)329 and satapakamadhuya~\itaila (24.26-27). 
A.s.Ci.24.28-29 = A.h.Ci.22.47-48. 
When in gambhiravataso~1ita the blood has been reached, a special line of treat

ment is recommended (24.30ab). The treatment required when blood and pitta have 
increased excessively is described (24.30cd-32ab). 

The third part of the chapter is about special cases of vatas01~ita. 
A.s.Ci.24.32-33 = A.h.Ci.22.49-50. 
A.h.Ci.22.51-53ab is absent from the Saqigraha. 
A.s.Ci.24.34-51 = A.h.Ci.22.53cd-72. 



Chapter 5 

Kalpasthana 

Chapter one (vamanakalpa), 1 corresponding to the chapter of the same title of the Hr
daya (Ka.I), is, apart from the concluding verse, in prose. 

The best emetic drugs are enumerated: madana, jimiitaka, ik~vaku, the two kinds 
of kosatakI, and the fruits ofku!aja; 2 the fruits ofmadanaare the very best3 (1.2); the 
most suitable emetic preparalion depends on the main do~a and du~ya involved in the 
disorder that is present, etc. (1.3); 4 some of the actually innumerable preparations will 
be described ( 1.4 ). 

The chapter is divided into six parts, dealing with preparations containing as the 
most important ingredient madana (1.5-18),jimiita (1.19-22), ik~vaku (1.23-28), dba
margava (1.29-30), lqtavedhana (1.31), and kuiaja (1.32). 

The way madana fruits should be collected, prepared and dried is described (1.5);5 

the preparation of a ka~aya with madana seed_s (1.6); 6 various other preparations with 
the seeds or pulp from the fruits of madana (I. 7-17); 7 when the fruits of madana are 
not available, the flowers or roots should be employed and prepared in the same way 
(1.18).8 

The fruits of jimiita, etc., should be handled like those of madana; disorders are 
mentioned which are especially suitable to treatment \vithjimiita preparations (1.19); 9 
various preparations withjimiita (I. 20-22); 10 special indications for the use of ik~vaku 
(1.23); 11 preparations with ik~vaku ( 1.24-28); 12 special indications for dhamargava; 13 
some preparations with it 14 (!. 29-30); special indications for kftavedhana preparations 
(1.31); 15 special indications for ku!aja fruits; 16 some preparations with ku!aja 17 (1.32). 

The chapter ends with a summarizing verse (1.33). 18 

Chapter two (virecanakalpa), 19 corresponding to the chapter of the same title of the 
Hrdaya, is, apart from six prose passages at the beginning, in verse. 

The chapter deals with preparations having as their main ingredient trv{t (2.2-33), 
rajavrk~a (2.34-42), tilvaka (2.43-47), sudha (2.48-56), sailkhinI and saptala (2.57-
59), dantI and dravantI(2.60-74), and haritakI ( 2.75-80). 

The best purgative root is that of uiv{t, the best bark that of tilvaka, the best milky 
exudation that of snuhI, the best fruit that of haritakL 20 The root of trivrta is of two 
types: arm:ia and syava in colour; 21 the properties and actions of the arur:ia type, which 
is called trivrt22, and of the other type, called syama23 (2.3); the collection of the roots 
and the drying of their rind (2.4 ); 24 preparations useful in disorders due to vata, pitta 
and kapha (2.5); 25 more preparations (2.6).26 

A.s.Ka.2.7-19 = A.h.Ka.2.9cd-23ab. 27 
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A.s.Ka.2.20-25 = A.h.Ka.2.24-30ab. 
A.s.Ka.2.26-33 are taken from the Carakasarphitii. 28 

A.s.Ka.2.34-39 = A.h.Ka.2.30cd-36. 
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Two additional verses (2.40-41) are borrowed from the Carakasaqihitii again. 29 

A.s.Ka.2.42-45 = A.h.Ka.2.37-40. 
A.s.Ka.2.46-47ab derive from the Carakasarphitii. 30 

A.s.Ka.2.47cd-53 = A.h.Ka.2.41-48. 
Three verses (2.54-56) are added. 31 

A.s.Ka.2.57-58 = A.h.Ka.2.49-5 !ab. 
The next verse (2.59) is borrowed from the Carakasarphitii. 32 

A.s.Ka.2.60-64 = A.h.Ka.2.5!cd-57ab. 
Ten verses are added (2.65-74cd). :n 

A.s.Ka.2.74ef = A.k.Ka.2.57cd. 
The next six verses (2.75-80) replace A.h.Ka.2.58-6!ab. 
A.s.Ka.2.81-82 = A.h.Ka.2.6lcd-62. 

Chapter three (vamanavirecanavyapatsiddhi),34 corresponding to the chapter of the 
same title of the Hrdaya (Ka.3), is mainly in prose (3.1-29), with a number of verses 
( 3 .30-4 2) at the end. 

The subjects dealt with are: the procedure to be adhered to when emetics have an 
adverse, purgative effect; repetition of the treatment with correction of the dosage, etc. 
(3.2); 35 the proper measures to be taken when purgatives have an adverse effect (3.3); 36 

patients who require a large dose of an emetic or purgative (3.4 );37 repetition of the 
treatment when an ineffective emetic or purgative has been administered (3.5); 38 the 
treatment of patients whose do~as are accompanied by ama (3.6);39 the procedures to 
be adopted in patticularcases of unsuccessful treatment (3.7-8); 40 the disorders caused 
by a strong drug, administered to patients unsuitable to this type of therapy; the treat
ment of these disorders (3.9-10);41 dietary rules for patients with complications (3. 
11 );42 the effects of too small a dose in patients requiring a larger one (3.12); 43 the 
appropriate procedure in this type of cases (3.13); 44 a patient who, after the intake 
of a purgative, either strains too much or suppresses his urges, will develop the dis
order called pravahika; its symptoms; its treatment is like that of parisrava (3.14 ); 45 

suppression of the natural urges in general, after ingestion of a purgative, leads to hr
dayopasara~1a; the symptoms of this disorder (3.15); 46 its treatment (3.16); 47 the dis
orders arising from an overdose of a dry (rilk~a) drug; their treatment (3.17); 48 the bad 
effects of too large a dose of a sharp (tTh:~i:ia) purgative; the treatment required (3.18); 
more therapeutic measures (3.19);49 treatment of the effects of the excessive adminis
tration of an emetic (3.20);50 the treatment of vomiting and eructations after excessive 
administration of an emetic (3.21); 51 the treatment of retraction of the tongue (jihvii
pravesa) under the same circumstances (3.22 ); 52 the treatment of a protruded (nirgatii) 
tongue,53 protruded (vyavrtta) eyes, and loss of consciousness54 (3.23); the treatment 
of an overdose of purgatives (3.24 ); the treatment of a prolapsed (nitsrta) rectum, 55 

obstruction of the organs of speech (vaksailga), 56 etc. (3.25); after too large a dose of 
emetics and purgatives a fluid may be emitted which consists of blood (jivarakta) or 
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raktapitta; ways to distinguish between the two (3.26); 57 the treatment to be applied 
when blood appears (3.27);58 the general treatment of mishaps due to overadministra
tion of emetics and purgatives (3.28); parallels between mishaps due to emetics and 
those due to purgatives: parikartika due to emetics is like ka~t!hak~ar:iana due to purga
tives, kaphapraseka due to emetics is like adha~parisrava due to purgatives, su~kodgara 
due to emetics is like adha~pravahar:ia due to purgatives (3.29). 59 

The chapter ends with a series of verses dealing with: the characteristics of drugs 
that will fail when administered (3.30);60 contra-indications for emesis and purgation 
(3.31); 61 the treatment of patients who throw up a purgative (3.32); indications for 
the prescription of·warm water (3.33); sudation is the treatment of choice when an 
emetic or purgative fails in making the do~a(s) move (3.34); the treatment of eructa
tions and the absence of the urge to evacuate after the ingestion of a purgative (3.35); 
the characteristics appearing when a drug is obstructed by kapha (3.36); the treatment 
to be applied when a purgative is digested or comes up (3.37); the characteristics in
dicating digestion of the drug; the choice of another drug (3.38); the signs manifest
ing themselves when the drug is covered by kapha; the choice of an alternative (3.39); 
the twelve mishaps (vyapad) which may occur due to faultive application of emetics 
and purgatives: pratikiila gati~, paka, grathitatva, gaurava, do~otklesa, severe adhma
na, parikarta, parisrava, praviihika, hrdgrahaQa, sarvagatraparigraha, and dhatusrava 
(3.40-41); other mishaps should be treated along the same lines (3.42). 

Chapter four (bastikalpa), corresponding to the first part of the chapter of the same title 
of the Hrdaya (Ka.4), is entirely in verse. 

A.s.Ka.4.2-11 = A.h.Ka.4.1-10. 
Two recipes for a clyster are added ( 4.12-13).62 

A.s.Ka.4.14 = A.h.Ka.4.11. 
A.s.Ka.4.15-17 describe a formula. 63 

A.s.Ka.4.18-20 = A.h.Ka.4.17-19ab. 
A series of clysters are added ( 4.21-39). 64 

A.h.Ka.4.19cd is absent from the Saqigraha. 
A.s.Ka.4.40-43 = A.h.Ka.4.20-24ab. 
Two recipes for clysters are added ( 4.44-45). 65 

A.s.Ka.4.46 = A.h.Ka.4.24cd-25ab. 
One recipe is added ( 4.4 7).66 
A.s.Ka.4.48-53 = A.h.Ka.4.68-73. 

Chapter five (siddhabastikalpa), partly corresponding to the second half of the bastika
lpa chapter of the Hrdaya (Ka.4), is entirely in verse. 

A.s.Ka5.l-15 = A.h.Ka.4.26cd-43ab. 
A series of recipes are added (5.16-23ab). 
A.s.Ka.5.23cd = A.h.Ka.4.53ab. 
More recipes follow (5.24-41). 67 

A.s.Ka.5.42-50 = A.h.Ka.4.54-62ab. 
One recipe is added (5.51). 
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A.s.Ka.5.52-56 = A.h.Ka.4.62cd-67. 
The last part of the chapter begins with Agnivesa questioning Punarvasu on the 

fruits most suitable for being used in clysters (5.57). Puna1vasu answers these questions 
(5.58-60).68 Next, Agnivesa and other pupils want to have information about the way 
clysters remove the do~as from the body (5.61-62).69 Punarvasu gives an exposition 
on this subject. He declares that vata is the main cause of all diseases; the accumulation 
and dispersal of faecal matter, kapha, pitta, and other impurities is brought about by va
ta; clysters are active against this do~a and therefore the most powe1fol remedies; the 
administration of clysters constitutes half the art of medicine, or, according to some, 
the whole of it (5.63-66). 70 This thesis is illustrated by the various actions of the five 
kinds of vata (5.67-72). 

The concluding verse (5.73) stresses again the prominent place of clysters in med
ical treatment. 

Chapter six (bastivyapatsiddhi), corresponding to part of the chapter of the same title 
of the Hrdaya (Ka.5), is entirely in verse. 

The opening verse enumerates the six disorders caused by the deficient use of 
clysters and the same number brought about by their excessive administration. The 
first series consists of: vibandha, gaurava, adhmana, siroruj, vahana,71 and urdhvaga; 
the second series consists of: kuk~isula, a1igaruj, hidhma, hrtpii;Ia, kartana, and srava 
(6.2). 72 

A.s.Ka.6.3-7 = A.h.Ka.5.1-6ab. 
Five verses are added(6.8-12).73 

A.s.Ka.6.13-15 = A.h.Ka.5.6cd-10ab. 
Six verses are added ( 6.16-21). 74 

A.s.Ka.6.22-32 = A.h.Ka.5.1 Ocd-23ab. 
Fifteen verses are added (6.33-47). 75 

A.s.Ka.6.48-49 = A.h.Ka.5.23cd-25ab. 
Two verses and a half are added (6.50-52ab).76 

A.s.Ka.6.52cd-54 = A.h.Ka.5.25cd-28ab. 
A long series of verses are added (6.55-75).77 

Chapter seven (snehadivyapatsiddhi), corresponding to the second part of the bastivya
patsiddhi chapter of the Hrdaya (Ka.5), is in verse. 

The chapter begins with an enumeration of the eight mishaps (vyapad) which may 
occuron the administration of a snehabasti (oleaginous enema): coverage by vata, pitta, 
kapha, and too much food or faeces, administration on an empty stomach, swelling of 
the anal region (sunapayu), and administration in the presence of ama (amadatta) (7. 
2).78 

A.s.Ka.7.3-17 = A.h.Ka.5.29-45ab. 
Seven verses are added (7.18-24).79 
A.s.Ka.7.25-26 = A.h.Ka.5.45cd-48ab. 
One verse is added (7.27).80 
A.s.Ka.7.28 = A.h.Ka.5.48cd-49ab. 
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Three verses are added (7.29-31). !J 

A.s.Ka.7.32-35 = A.h.Ka.5.50-54. 
The remaining part of the chapter (7.36-49) consists of additions, dealing with: 

eight things to be avoided by patients treated with clysters: uccairbha~ya (speak
ing loudly), too much remaining seated (atyasya), too much riding (atiyanayana) 
and walking (aticailkrama11a), eating before the previous meal has been digested 
(aJirI)abhojana), eating unhealthy foods (ahitanna),sleeping by day, and sexual inter
course; the disorders resulting from infringement of these rules; the treatment of these 
disorders (7.36-43); patients habitually restraining their natural urges should get a 
suppository (phalavarti) before the administration of a clyster (7.44 );82 clysters suit
able to these patients (7.45-46ab); 83 recipes for clysters (7.46cd-48); 84 non-unctuous 
clysters (niriiha) are excellent in the treatment of old people and children (7.49).85 

Chapter eight (bhe~ajakalpa), partly in prose, paitly in verse, corresponds to the 
dravyakalpa chapter of the Hrdaya (Ka.6). 

The first pait of this chapter deals with: the characteristics of the type of country 
and soil most suitable to the collection of medicinal substances (bhiimiparik~ii) (8.2): 86 

the characteristics ofareas with a predominance of one of the five mahiibhiitas; 87 areas 
with a predominance of water and earth produce substances suitable to purgation and 
bm1ha~1a; emetics are found in areas with a predominance of fire, air and iikasa; areas 
possessing qualities of all five mahabhiitas produce substances acting in both ways; ap
peasing (samana) drugs are found in areas with a predominance of akasa (8.3); 88 the 
characteristics of plants suitable to be collected; 89 the seasons for the collection of par
ticular plant parts (8.4 ); 90 a divergent opinion on this subject: saumya plants are to be 
collected in saumya seasons, iigneya plants in iigneya seasons (8.5); 91 the way medic
inal plants ought to be collected; ritual prescriptions; the preservation of the drugs (8. 
6); 92 preparations with milk should not be preserved for longer than a year; 93 prepa
rations containing pippalI, vi<;[ar1ga, gu<;[a, honey or ghee should be used when old 94 
(8.7). 

A.s.Ka.8.8 = A.h.Ka.6.7. 
The chapter proceeds with: the five types of ka~aya: niryiisa, 95 kalka, niryiiha, 96 

sita, and phii~1\a; their strength decreases in the mentioned order (8.9); 97 the character
istics of these preparations (8.10); 98 the way a kvatha should be prepared (8.11); the 
preparation of drugs containing milk or another fluid (8.12 ); the preparation of a sita 
and a phli!)\a (8.13); the preparation of a drug requires that the strength of the disease 
and of the patient, as well as the tastes, virya, etc., of the ingredients, should be taken 
into consideration (8.14).99 

A.s.Ka.8.15 = A.h.Ka.6.12. 
The average dose of a niryiisa is four pala; it is a kar~a for a kalka and a ciin)a; 

three pala ofa fluid should be added to a kalka or ciin:ia (8.16 ); 100 a niryiiha should be 
prepared by adding half a prastha water to apala of the drug and boiling it until a quarter 
of the original quantity remains (8.17); 101 one pala of the drug and six, respectively 
four, pala water are requiredfor the preparation of asita, respectively pha11ia (8.18); 102 

the ratios of the ingredients for the preparation of a sneha (8.19). 
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A.s.Ka.8.20-21 = A.h.Ka.6.15-16. 
More rules for the preparation of a sneha (snehapaka) (8.22-23). 103 

A.s.Ka.8.24 = A.h.Ka.6.l 8cd-19ab. 
The description of the 111ethod for preserving a sneha (8.25). 
The system of weights and measures is the next subject (8.26). 104 

A.s.Ka.8.28-29 = A.h.Ka.6.23cd-24ab. 
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When a recipe does not specify the part of the plant to be used, one should take its 
roots (8.30). IOS 

A.s.Ka.8.31-32 = A.h.Ka.6.19cd-2I. 
A.s.Ka.8.33 = A.h.Ka.6.29cd-30. 



Chapter6 

Uttarasthana 

Chapter one (balopacara~11ya) conesponds to the chapter of the same title of the Hfdaya 
(U. l). It is mainly in verse, with a number of prose passages in its first part 

The subjects dealt with in the first part are: a child, just after being born, should be 
cleansed by rubbing it with a mixture of salt and ghee (1.2); 1 next, it should be sprin
kled with balataila, which is helpful in overcoming the difficulties caused by the pro
cess of birth; 2 stones should be struck against one another at the root of its ears 3 ( I. 
3); when it still does not move, one should fan it with a winnowing basket (siirpa); 4 a 
mantra should be muttered in its right ear 5 (1.4-6); the umbilical cord should be cut 
and tied to its neck; the stump has to be sprinkled with ku~!hataila ( 1.7); 6 the fluids for 
bathing the child (1.8); 7 cleansing of the lips, tongue, palate and throat; a cotton swab 
soaked in a fatty substance should be placed on the head (1.9); 8 the first ritual feeding 
( I.I 0); 9 making the child vomit remnants of the amniotic fluid (garbhodaka) ( 1.11); 10 

then the jiitakarman should be performed according to the prajapatya prescriptions ( I. 
12).11 

A.s.U.1.13 = A.h.U.1. l lcd-12ab. 
The chapter proceeds with: the substances for feeding the child during the first three 

days (1.14); 12 feeding it on the fourth day; the beginning of breast-feeding on this day 
(1.15); 13 the ears of the child should be covered daily with a piece of cloth (plota) 
soaked in a fatty substance (1.16); 14 the bedding of the child; a water jar (udakumbha), 
over which a mantra has been muttered, should be placed near the door of the bedroom 
( 1.17); 15 the child should be fanned with the branches of particular trees; 16 the same 
branches are to be placed all around the room; 17 grains should be scattered on the floor 
of the room and outside; 18 a bali should be offered twice daily (1.18); 19 substances for 
fumigation; a brahmai:ia, versed in the Atharvaveda, should perform a santikarman dur
ing ten successive days; the Mayiirl, MahamayiirI and Aryaratnaketudharii:iI should be 
recited twice daily ( 1.19); 20 a bag with magical herbs should be attached to the beam 
above the door, to the child's neck and that of its mother, and to the pillow of the bed; 21 

the mantras of Aryapari:iasabarl and Aryapariljita should be written down with goro
cana (on a piece of bark or paper) (1.20); 22 a pestle should be laid across the threshold 
of the door; a fire has to be kept burning day and night; devoted women and female 
friends should remain awake; the house should be full of rejoicing people (1.21); 23 the 
selection of a wet-nurse (1.22); 24 testing the breastmilk of a wet-nurse (1.23); 25 the 
way in which the wet-nurse should begin breastfeeding the child (1.24 ); 26 disorders 
arising in the child when the breasts of the wet-nurse are filled with too much milk (I. 
25); 2 7 causes leading to an insufficient secretion of milk or its absence; galactagogues 
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(1.26); 28 women whose milk is unsuitable (1.27).29 

A.s.U.1.28 = A.h.U.1.21. 
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The first bath of the mother after delivery (sniinotsava) should take place on the 
tenth or twelfth day; 30 the father should give a name to the child on one of these days 
(1.29), or on the hundredth day or after the completion of the first year; auspicious sub
stances to be worn by the child (1.30); 31 rules for naming a child (1.31-33). 32 

A.s.U.1.34 = A.h.U.1.24. 
Requirements for comfortable surroundings of the child are described ( l.35-

36ab).33 
A.s.U.1.36cd-37cd = A.h.U.1.25-26ab. 
An ardhasloka mentioning substances for fumigation is added (1.37ef), 34 followed 

by the advice not to wake up a sleeping child suddenly (1.38); 35 its mouth should be 
cleansed carefully (1.39). 

A.s.U.1.40-41 = A.h.U.1.26cd-28ab. 
Disorders are dealt with which may arise when the breasts show particular defects 

(l .42-43ab ); 36 drinking the breastmilk of a pregnant woman leads to the disease called 
parigarbhika 37 (l.43cd). 

A.s.U.1.44ab = A.h.U.1.20ab. 
A.s.U.1.44cd corresponds to A.h.U.l.20cd. 
The child should leave the room where it remained after birth (siitikiigiira) for the 

first time in the fourth month in order to honour Agni, Skanda and the other gods ( 1. 
45). 38 In the fifth month it should be made to sit on the earth, while bali offerings are 
made in the four directions of the sky (1.46); a mantra to be employed on this occasion 
(1.47--48); after the performance of this ritual, the child should be made to sit up daily; 
after sitting for a while, its hips, etc., should be rubbed (1.49); 39 in the sixth month, 
solid food is given for the first time (annapriisana);40 the child should be weaned grad
ually ( 1.50-5 lab). 41 

The next section is concerned with piercing the earlobes. 
A.s.U.1.5lcd-58cd = A.h.U.1.28cd-36. 
The after-treatment is described42 and contra-indications for elongation of the 

lobes (I.58ef-59);43 beneficial effects of well-pierced ears and wearing ornaments in 
them (1.60); 44 a procedure to be employed when elongation of the lobes fails, 45 in 
particular in women (1.61); complications which may follow piercing; theirtreatment; 
piercing should be repeated after healing (l.62-63c);46 trying to elongate the lobes 
too quickly may result in tearing them; repair is then necessary, as described in the 
chapter on the treatment of ear diseases (1.63d-64). 

During the first year of life a child should, outside of the house, not look upon bril-
liant objects, fire, etc. (1.65). 47 

A.s.U.1.66 = A.h.U.1.37. 
Methods are described which may be helpful in weaning ( 1.67).48 

A.s.U.1.68-69 = A.h.U.1.38-39. 
The treatment of children who get very hungry after weaning (1.70);49 good and 

bad properties of those in charge of children (1.71-72). 50 

A.s.U.1.73-74= A.h.U.1.40--41. 
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The characteristics of a suitable playground (krI,;Hibhiimi) are described (1.75-
76), 51 followed by the right education (l.77-78ab). 52 The child should be bathed, 
anointed and massaged daily; recipes for the substances to be employed (l.78cd-82). 
Useful medicated foods and drinks ( I. 83-85), an oil for rubbing the head ( 1.86), 
electuaries ( l.87-90ab). 53 

A.s.U.l.90cd-91 = A.h.U.1.42-43ab. 
The sarasvatagh,ta is described (l.92-96ab ), 54 followed by two electuaries ( I. 

96cd-98), and eleven more preparations of this type (1.99-100), which are also useful 
in adults (!.IOlab).55 

Eating of earth (m.rdbhak~az:ia) should be prevented; disorders resulting from this 
habit (l.lOlcd-102). Teeth cleaning is not allowed until the teeth are firmly set (1.103). 

A child protected in the way described will not be attacked by grahas (1.104).56 

Chapter two (balamayaprati~edha) corresponds to the chapter of the same title of 
the H[daya (U.2). Its first part (2.1-24) is in prose, the remaining part (2.25-148) in 
verse. 57 

The subjects dealt with are: the suitable food for children in the k~Irapa, annada 
and ubhayavrtti stages (2.2); 58 corrupted milk gives rise to many diseases in children 
(2.3); 59 the characteristics of milk corrupted by vata (2.4),60 pitta (2.5), 61 kapha (2. 
6); 62 these corruptions lead to disorders with characteristics due to the do~a involved 
(2.7); 63 the place repeatedly touched by a child or the place which it does not suffer be
ing touched points to a local painful sensation (2.8); 64 signs pointing to a disorder in a 
particular region or organ (2.9);65 dependent on the particular disorder, the wet-nurse 
should be treated with samana or sodhana measures (2.10);66 the treatment required 
when the milk is corrupted by vata in general ( 2 .11) 67 and when particular characteris
tics due to vataare present in it (2.12); 68 the same regarding corruption by pitta (2.13 6' 

and 14 )7° and kapha (2.15 71 and 1672); the treatment required when more than one do
~a is involved (2.16); 73 the description of the disease called k~Iralasaka, due to all three 
do~as (2.17); 74 its treatment (2.18); 75 the coming through of the teeth causes all kinds 
of disorders; disorders arising in particular due to this cause (2.19); 76 the teeth begin 
to come through after the eighth month in long-lived children, after the fourth month 
in the other ones; coming through too early prevents a full development of the dhatus 
(2.20); teeth develop from bone tissue and marrow; they fall out at a later age and are 
replaced because bone tissue and marrow are not yet fully developed in young chil
dren; they cannot be replaced by new ones in adults (2.21); physiological explanations 
for the fact that teeth lost by an accident or disease do not grow again (2.22); a descrip
tion of the processes leading to breaking through of the teeth and the ensuing disorders 
(2.23); causes for the non-appearance of the teeth (2.24). 

A.s.U.2.25-28 = A.h.U.2.28-32ab.77 

A.s. U.2.29-30 = A.h.U.2.33cd-35ab. 
Prescriptions against the grathita type of disorder of the breastmilk are added (2. 

31-32). 
A.s.U.2.33 = A.h.U.2.35cd-36ab. 
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An ardhasloka is added (2.34ab ). 
A.s.U.2.34cd-35 = A.h.U.2.36cd-38ab. 
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Recipes are added againstfeverdue to viita (2.36-40) orpitta (2.41-42), iimiitisara 
and raktiitisiira (2.43), diseases of the head (2.44-45), diseases of the eyes (2.46-47), 
various diseases associated with pit ta (2.48-50), and fever due to kapha (2.51-53). 

A.s.U.2.54-55 = A.h.U.2.38cd-40. 
The formula of a medicated ghee is added (2.56-58). 
A.s.U.2.59-61 = A.h.U.2.41-44ab. 
The milk teeth are usually replaced by the second teeth in the eighth year (2.62). 
A.s.U.2.63-66 = A.h.U.2.44cd-48ab. 
Some prescriptions are added (2.67-68). 
A.s.U.2.69-74 = A.h.U.2.48cd-54ab. 
Some prescriptions are added to the series against so~ in children (2.75-77). 
Recipes against kiisa, sviisa, chardi and other disorders follow (2. 78-84). 78 

A.s.U.2.85-87 = A.h.U.2.58cd-61. 
A series of prescriptions against various diseases are added (2.88-93ab). 
A.s.U.2.93cd-94 = A.h.U.2.62-63ab. 
Rituals are described (priiyascitta) to ward off evil (2.95-96). 
The aetiology and symptomatology of piirigarbhika, also called paribhava, are dealt 

with next (2.97-98),79 followed by its treatment with drugs (2.99-100). Causes of con
ditions resembling piirigarbhika and their treatment are discussed (2.101-102), and the 
treatment of children with paribhava who are very hungry (2.103-105). These children 
should be bathed in a particular fluid too (2.106ab); when even this is not helpful, a par
ticular ritual is recommended (2.106cd-108). 

The ritual and medicinal treatment of children whose hair gets twisted (ia[Ibhiita) 
and who show some other, associated, symptoms is then described (2.109-111). 

The following verses are concerned with the symptoms and treatment of a disease 
called parviinuplava (2.112-114 ). 80 

A.s.U.2.115-119 = A.h.U.2.63cd-68. 
Mastulu11gak~aya and its treatment are dealt with (2.120). 8 I 

A.s.U.2.121-127 = A.h.U.2.69-75. 
A prescription against the disease called aniima is added (2.128), followed by pre

scriptions to be employed when the child refuses to drink (2.129), cries, or is frightened 
(2.130), when the stump of the cord does not fall off (2.131), when the navel is swollen 
(unnatii) or inflamed (piika) (2.132-135), or when disorders are present due to an im
proper cutting of the cord (2.136). 

A disease caused by not vomiting the amniotic fluid is described; the treatment of 
this disease, called ulbaka, sahaja, or ambupiin~a (2.137-143). The treatment of a disor
der in which the skin has a burnt (paridagdha) appearance; the treatment of pai:i•uroga 
(2.144-145). 

A.s.U.2.146-147= A.h.U.2.76-77. 
Since diseases in children are also brought about by hidden grahas, one should al

ways have recourse to treatment of the daivayuktyiisraya type (2.148). 
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Chapter three (balagrahaviji'ianTya), corresponding to the first part of the balagrahapra
ti~edha chapter of the Hrdaya (U.3), is entirely in verse. 

A.s.U.3.2-3 = A.h.U.3.l-3ab. 
The grahas mentioned, who can assume any shape at will (kamarupin), waited 

upon Skanda devotedly; Skanda, as a protector of children, became the foremost 
among them (3.4); when Skanda had grown up and assumed the leadership, Rudra 
was favourably disposed towards these grahas, who humbly asked him for a living 
(3.5); he requested them to take away the well being and health of children living in 
the house of parents who do not honour the forefathers and deities (3.6-7); therefore, 
on the request of Sulin (= Rudra), these grahas attack children, usually when they are 
asleep and on parvan days 82 (3.8-10); when taking possession of a child, they can 
only be observed by the pure eyes of science (sastracak~us), like gandharvas who 
enter the bodies of women (3.11).83 

A.s.U.3.12-35ab = A.h.U.3.3cd-29. 
A.s.U.3.35cd is added. 
A.s.U.3.35ef-46 = A.h.U.3.30-41ab. 

Chapter four (balagrahaprati~edha), corresponding to the second part of the chapter of 
the same titl_e (U.3) of the Hrdaya, is in verse; prose is found at A.s.U.4.43 and between 
4.68 and 69. 

A.s.U.4.2-14ab = A.h.U.3.4lcd-54. 
A.s.U.4.14cd corresponds to A.h.U.3.58. 
Magical rituals are described, accompanied by the tying of an amulet (pratisara) 

on the child; the Aparajita vidya should be written with gorocana on a piece of birch 
bark; many magical herbs are mentioned, useful in warding off grahas by tying them 
round the neck of the child ( 4.15-21). A very long mantra, to be recited on the occasion, 
follows (4.22-35). 

Substances suitable as a bali offering are enumerated ( 4.36-39ab ); places and times 
for such a bali are indicated ( 4.39cd-40). A mar.u;lala should be drawn, with Bhutapati 
in the centre; 84 the bali should be offered and a mantra muttered; thus the child should 
be protected (atmarak~a) (4.41-43). 

A second mantra has to follow this ritual ( 4.44-49), and a third, called kulavidya 
( 4.50-60).85 Prescriptions are given for a fire offering (homa) to be performed after the 
bali ( 4.61-62). Finally, rules are given for the recitation of the agnida~H;la mantra and 
this mantra itself ( 4.63-69). 

Particular characteristics of the sacrificial fire indicate that either health will result 
from the ritual or disease (4.70-72). 

Chapter five (snapanaehyaya), on a ritual bath of the child and the woman who nurses 
it (stanyamatar), written in verse, has no corresponding part in the Hrdaya.86 

The subjects are: places suitable for a bath (5.2-3);87 suitable times are the parvan 
days of particular months (5.4 ); 88 prescriptions for the drawing of a ma~t9ala (5.5-6); 89 
deities and their attributes, to be placed within the mar:ic:Iala ( 5. 7-12 ); 9() instructions for 
making fifteen objects called la1a or sariku (a pointed stake): six made of iron, seven 
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made of three ( other) metals (loha), and two of khadira wood, sprinkled over with san
dal water (5.13); the requirements for eight, sixteen or thirty-two pitchers (gha\a), 91 

painted in diverse colours, to be placed at the four doors (dvara) of the maI,19ala (5. 
14-15);92 substances to be put inside these pitchers (5.16);93 earth from a number of 
particular places should be collected; a kindled fire should be fetched; other items nec
essary consist of firewood from k~Irivrk~ trees, fragrant substances, ghee, honey, etc. 
(5.17-19); the child and the nurse are made to sit down in the centre of the maI,19ala on 
a particular type of seat (pI\ha), made of udumbara or palasa wood, on which darbha 
grass has been scattered (5.20); 94 the physician should then make an offering into the 
fire, which is placed in the northern part of the maI,19ala; 95 this sacrifice has to be ac
companied by a mantra belonging to the bali forSkanda (5.21); requirements for the 
physician in charge of the ritual; he should wash the child, with the water contained 
in the several pitchers successively 96 and with the kinds of earth collected, mixed with 
other substances (5.22-23c); the mantras which accompany these actions; <n four pitch
ers are mentioned,associated with a particular deity: (1) Vijaya, associated with In
dra (5.24-28), (2) Vaijayanta, associated with Yama (5.29-34), (3) Jayanta, associated 
with VarUI,1a (5.35-40), (4) Aparajita, associated with Dhanada (= Kubera) (5.41-45); 
Brahma and the waters are invoked (5.46); a series of mantras follow, invoking numer
ous deities, etc.(5.47-60); 98 rules for the child's conduct and diet after the bath (5.61); 
the effects of the ritual (5.62-63). 

The chapter ends with the recipe of a decoction, beneficial when used for a child's 
bath (5.64-65). 99 

Chapter six (pratyekagrahaprati~edha), mainly written in prose, has no parallel in the 
Hrdaya 

The subjects dealt with are: measures to be employed against afflictions by Skanda: 
pradehas, pari~eka, abhyailga ( 6.2), 100 abhyailga ( 6.3), 101 medicated ghees (6.4-5), 102 

fumigations (6.6), 103 roots of plants to be tied around the neck or on the head (6.7), 104 

a bali offering (6.8), 105 accompanied by a mantra (6.9-11), 106 worship of the fire and 
a ritual bath (6.12), 107 accompanied by a mantra (6.13-17); 108 measures against Vi
sakha: pradehas, 109 pari~eka, abhyailga (6.18), no medicated ghees (6.19), 111 fumiga
tions and plants to be worn as charms (6.20), " 2 a bali and a bath (6.21), 113 accompa~ 
nied by a mantra (6.22); 114 measures against Naigame~a: pradehas, pari~eka, abhyailga 
(6.23), 115 ghees, fumigation, plants to be worn as charms (6.24), 116 a bali and a bath 
(6.25), 117 accompanied by a mantra (6.26); " 8 measures against Svagraha: pradehas, 
par~eka (6.27), abhyailga, ghees, fumigation (6.28), plants to be worn as charms (6. 
29), a balianda bath (6.30), accompanied by a mantra (6.31); measures against Pitr
graha: pradehas, abhyailga (6.32), pari~eka, abhyailga (6.33), ghees (6.34), an errhine, 
a lepa ( 6.35), fumigation, plants to be worn as charms ( 6.36 ), a bali and a bath ( 6. 
37), accompanied by a mantra ( 6.38); measures against SakunI: pradehas, abhyailga 
(6.39)," 9 pari~eka, 120 abhyailga (6.40), a ciirl,la against infliunmation of the mouth, 121 

ghees, 122 fumigations 123 (6.41), plants to be worn as charms (6.42), 124 a bali and a bath 
(6.43), 125 accompanied by a mantra (6.44-45); 126 measures against Piitana: pradehas, 
pari~eka 127 (6.46), abhyailga, 128 ghees, 129 fumigation, 130 plants to be worn as charms 
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(6.47), 131 a bali and a bath (6.48), 132 accompanied by a mantra (6.49-50); 133 measures 
against Sitapiitana: pradehas, plants to be worn as charms, 134 pari~eka 135 ( 6 .51 ), abhya-
1iga, 136 a ghee (6.52), another ghee, 137 fumigation (6.53), 138 a bali and a bath (6.54), 139 

accompanied by a mantra (6.55); 140 measures against Andhapiitana: pradehas, 141 pali
~eka, 142 abhyai1ga 143 (6.56), ghees (6.57), 144 fumigation (6.58), 145 plants to be worn 
as charms (6.59), 146 a bali and a bath (6.60),147 accompanied by a mantra (6.61); 148 

measures against MukhamaQ<;litika: lepas, pari~eka, 149 abhyai1ga 150 (6.62), ghees (6. 
63),151 fumigation 152 and other measures, substances to be worn as charms, 153 treat
ment of the child's mother (6.64), a bali and a bath (6.65), 154 accompanied by a mantra 
(6.66); 155 measures against RevatI: a pradeha, 156 pari~ka 157 (6.67), abhyai1ga, 158 a 
ghee, 159 fumigation, 160 a lepa (6.68), a bali and a bath (6.69), 161 accompanied by a 
mantra (6.70); 162 measures against Su~karevatI: these are the same as those against 
Skanda, apart from the fumigation; massage, an oil for the eyes (6.71), a lepa, fumiga
tion (6.72), a bali and a bath (6.73), accompanied by a mantra (6.74); accompanying 
disorders and complications should be managed with the measures against children's 
diseases (6.75). 

Chapter seven (bhiitavijiianiya), corresponding to the chapter of the same title of the 
Hrdaya (U.4 ), is in prose, with the exception of two verses at the end. 

The subjects are: 163 the eighteen lords of the bhiitas (bhiitadhipati): gods (sura), 
Asuras, Gandharvas, Uragas (= Nagas), Yak~as, Brahmarak~asas, Rak~asas, Pisacas, 
Pretas, Ku~mai:i<;las, Kakhordas, Maukirai:ias, Vetalas, Pitars, B,~is, gums, vrddhas, and 
Siddhas; 164 their attendants and the attendants of these attendants are innumerable, 165 

thus making the world of the bhiitas infinite (7 .2 ); bhiitas in general are eager for food; 
they roam about at midnight, are dreadful, and feed upon flesh, blood and fat (7 .3 ); l66 
on account of their living together with gods, Asuras, etc., their contact with them and 
the adoption of the same behaviours, the bhiitas share the same names (7.4 ); 167 the 
cause of their entering (anupravesa) consists primarily of errors of judgment (prajiia
paradha) during this or a former existence (7.5); 168 the consequences of prajiiapara
dha, leading to injury by a bhiita (7.6); 169 likewise, persons suffering from unmada or 
apasmara, fever, or other diseases, particularly persons with sores, the more so when 
ihey smell after pus, blood or fa~ are liable to an attack (7.7); 170 each class of bhiitas 
approaches at a preferred period of time in order to hurt human beings (7.8); times, 
places and occasions likely to attract bhiitas (7.9); 171 the specific ways for the vali
ous groups of bhiitas to exert their influence on human beings (7.10); 172 the periods of 
time 173 and the types of persons 174 preferred for their attack by each group of bhiitas 
(7.11-15); the prodromes (7.16); 175 the characteristic features of someone afflicted by 
a devagraha (7.17); 176 the features specific for affliction by Isvara, Indra, Dhanada (= 
Kubera), VaruI_la (7.18); 177 the characteristic features of someone afflicted by an Asura 
(7.19), 178 a Gandharva (7.20), 179 Uraga (7.21), 180 Yak~a (7.22); 181 features specific for 
the Yak~s called MaI_livara and Vika\a (7.23); 182 the features indicating affliction by 
a Brahmarak~asa; 183 the specific features due to the being called Yajiiasena (7.24); 184 

the features pointing to affliction by a Rak~asa; 185 features specific for Visakha, Sa
ngama, 186 Vidyunmalin 187 and Virupak~a 188 (7.25); 189 the features characteristic of 
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an affliction by a Pisaca, 190 by the beings called Kasmala, 191 Kusa l92 or Nistejas, 193 

by a preta 194 (7.26); the features characteristic of a Kil~mar:u;la 195 (7 .27), Kakhorda (7. 
28), l96 Maukirai:ia (7.29), 197 Vetala (7.30), 1 re Pitrgraha (7.31), 199 guru, vrddha or Sid
dha (7.32).2IO 

A.s.U.7.33 = A.h.U.4.1. 
A.s.U.7.34 = A.h.U.4.44. 

Chapter eight (bhiltaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same title of the 
Hrdaya (U .5), is entirely in verse. 

A.s. U.8.2-9 = A.h.U.5.1-9. 
Three verses are added, giving presc1iptions for an errhine (8.10) 201 and two vartis 

to be used as an aiijanafor the eyes (8.11-12). 202 

A.s.U.8.13-60 = A.h. U.5.10-53. 

Chapter nine (unmadaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same title of the 
Hfdaya (U.6), is partly in prose (9.1-10), partly in verse (9.11-65). 

The subjects dealt with in prose are: the six types of unmada; 203 the etymology 
of unmada204 (9.2); the aetiological factors (9.3);205 the pathogenesis (9.4);206 the 
prodromes; 207 the symptoms arise immediately after the prodromal stage208 (9.5); 
the general symptoms (9.6-7); 209 the symptoms of unmada due to vata (9.8), 210 pitta 
(9.9),211 and kapha (9.10). 212 

A.s.U.9.11-16 = A.h.U.6.14-20ab. 
One verse is added, stating that sair1~ataila is recommended as a sneha in unmada 

due to vata, mahakalyai:iaka(ghrta) in unmada due to pitta, and paiicagavya(ghrta) in 
unmada due to kapha (9.17). 

A.s.U.9.18-34 = A.h.U.6.20cd-38ab. 
A series of additional verses follow: the recipe oflasunaghrta and its actions (9.35-

37); 213 rules for the use of this ghee or, as an alternative, pure old ghee (9.38); 214 other 
preparations to be employed (9.39); 215 a medicated oil (9.40-41); recipes for errhines 
and aiijanas (9.42-43).216 

A.s.U.9.44-45 = A.h.U.6.38cd-40. 
An added verse gives the recipe for an aiijana, useful in human beings and in.cattle 

(9.46). 217 
A.s.U.9.47-65 = A.h.U.6.41-60. 

Chapter ten (apasmaraprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same title of the 
Hrdaya (U.7), is entirely in verse. 

A.s.U.10.2-16 = A.h.U.7.l-17ab. 218 

Three verses are added, dealing with substances useful for emesis and purgation 
(10.17), asthapana (10.18), anuvasana, abhyai1ga, and in errhines (10.18-19). 

A.s.U.10.20-26 = A.h.U.7.17cd-24ab. 
The formula of sair1~taila and its actions follow (I 0.27-37). 219 

A.s.U.10.38-41 = A.h.U.7.24cd-28ab. 
A ghee against apasmara due to pitta is added (I 0.42). 220 
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A.s.U.10.43-46 = A.h.U.7.28cd-32. 
Seven verses are added: the recipe of a varti to be used as an aiijana ( 10.4 7-48),221 

two more aiijanas, a fumigation (I 0.49-50),222 an oil for abhyanga (10.51), anotheroil 
(10.52-53). 223 

A.s.U.10.54 = A.h.U.7.33. 
Five verses are added: the recipes for a plaster and a fumigation (I 0.55-56); 224 

substances to be used for massage and pari~eka (10.57); the beneficial effects of these 
treatments (10.58); the treatment of cases of apasmiira, in which bhiitas are involved 
too (10.59). 225 

A.s.U.J 0.60-63 = A.h.U.7.34-37. 
Mahiisneha, as a drink, used for abhyanga, or in aclyster, is an excellent remedy for 

afflictions caused by grahas, for insanity (vibhriintacetas), and epilepsy (vibhriintasn~
ti) (I 0.64 ). 

Chapter eleven (vartmarogavijiiiinTya) is identical with the chapter of the same title of 
the Hrdaya (U.8). 

Chapter twe\ve (vartmarogaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same title 
of the 1-Irdaya (U.9), is partly in prose (12.1-6, 8-24), partly in verse (12.7, 25-36). 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of lqcchrabodha 226 (12.2-3 ), 227 kumbhT
kapi!akiis (12.4 ), 228 pittotkli~!a and raktotkli~!a (12.5), 229 pak~masiita (12.6-7), 230 

pothakT (12.8-9), 231 kaphotkli~!a (12.10), 232 lagal).a (12.11), 233 utsangapi!akii and 
aiijananiimikii (12.12),234 the disorders from bisavartman up to bahalavartman (12. 
13), 235 kukiiryaka (12.14-16),236 pak~moparodha (12.17-22), 237 upapak~man (12. 
23),238 biihyiilaji, and arbuda (12.24 ).239 

A.s.U.12.25-36 = A.h.U.9.3-15. 

Chapter thirteen (sandhisitasitarogavijiiiiniya) is identical with the chapter of the same 
title of the H[daya (U.10). 

Chapter fourteen (sandhisitiisitarogaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the 
same title of the Hrdaya (U.11), is largely in prose (14.1-25; 27-41), while some verses 
occur, interspersed and at the end ( 14.26, 42-48). 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of upaniiha (14.2), 240 parval).I (14.3),241 
piiyiilasa (14.4), 242 krmigranthi (14.5), 243 suktikii (14.6),244 baliisagrathita (14.7-8), 
pi~!aka and baliisagrathita (14.9-10), 245 sirotpiita, sirahar~a, sirajiila, and arjuna (14. 
11-12); 246 the conservative (14.13) 247 and surgical treatment (14.14-15)248 of the five 
kinds of arman; special cases, after-treatment, complications, the removal of a remnant 
of the arman, and treatment of a recurrent arman (14.16-21); 249 the surgical manage
ment of sirajiila (14.22) and sirapi!akiis (14.23); 250 the treatment of sukraka and vra
~1asukra (14.24-37), 251 sirasukra (14.38-40), 252 and ajaka (14.41). 253 

A.s.U.14.42-48 = A.h.U.11.5lcd-58. 
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Chapter fifteen (dr~!irogavijfianTya) is identical with the chapter of the same title of the 
Hrdaya (U.12). 

Chapter sixteen (timiraprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same title of the 
Hrdaya (U.13 ), is entirely in verse. 

A.s.U.16.2-16 = A.h.U.13.l-16ab. 
The next seven verses (16.17-23) replace A.h.U.13.16cd-19. 
A.s.U.16.24-26 = A.h.U.13.20-22. 
A.s.U.16.27-29 = A.h.U.13.28-3lab. 254 

Additional verses give the recipes of sukhavatT varti (16.30-31 )255 and dr~!iprada 
varti (16.32-33), 256 three more afijanas257 and variants of them (16.34-36).258 

A.s.U.16.37-39 = A.h.U.13.48-50. 
Additional verses describe a ghee and an oil (16.40-41). 259 

A.s.U.16.42-46 = A.h.U.13.54cd-59. 260 
A.s.U.16.47-49 = A.h.U.13.62-64ab. 
Three additional verses follow (16.50-52).261 

A.s.U.16.53 = A.h.U.13.65-66ab. 262 

A.s.U.16.54ab = A.h.U.13.67cd. 
Two prescriptions are added (16.54cd-55). 
A.s.U.16.56 = A.h.U.13.68-69ab. 
A.s.U.16.57 replaces A.h.U.13.69cd-70ab. 
A.s.U.16.58-59ab = A.h.U.13. 70cd-71. 
The varti called pTta is added ( l 6.59cd). 
A.s.U.16.60-64 replace A.h.U.13.72-73ab. 
A.s.U.16.65-67 replace A.h.U.13.73cd-77ab. 
A.s.U.16.68 = A.h.U.13.77cd-78. 
The verses that follow continue with the treatment of timira due to all the dosas 

(16.69-74ab), 263 timira due to a combination of two dosas (16.74c), 264 and kaca (i6. 
74d-75). 265 . 

A.s.U.16.76-77 =A.h.U.13.91-92. 
The next subject is the treatment of nislindha, also called ratryandha and naktandha 

(16.78-84).266 

The dietary rules to be observed in eye diseases are the same as those in patients 
with sores ( 16.85). General rules for the behaviour and diet of patients with timira are 
given (16.86-87). Patients should never forget to pay attention to the six beings who 
protect one's eyesight: Su~a, Bhavya, Sukanya (Cyavana's wife), Skanda, Cyavana, 
and the Asvins (16.88). 

A.s.U.16.89-94 = A.h.U.13.94cd-100. 
The chapter ends with a recipe against timira (16.95). 

Chapter seventeen (liilganasaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same ti
tle oftheHrdaya (U.14),is largely in prose (17.1-3 and 7-27), with some verses inter
spersed and at the end (17.4-6, 28-34). 

The subjects dealt with in the first part are: the synonymsofliilganasa: nTlika, pa\ala 
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and andhya; 267 liilganasa due to kapha is curable; six complications of it are known: 
avartakI, sarkara, raJ1mati:, chinna1psuka, candraki, and chattraki (17.2); the character
istics of these six complications, which constitute contra-indications for couching (17. 
3). 268 

A.s.U.17.4a-d = A.h.U.14.8. 
An ardhasloka is added (17.4ef). 
A.s.U.17.5 = A.h. U.14.2-3ab. 
One verse is added on cases suitable or unsuitable to couching (17.6). 
The technique of couching is described, followed by the after-treatment (17.7-

16). 269 

Technical faults (vyadhado~a) are discussed, the disorders resulting and their treat
ment; the faults mentioned are: adhovyadha, iirdhvavyadha, kr~r:iasannavyadha, apa
ilgasannavyadha, and siravyadha (17 .17-22). 270 When a sirajala is present, one should 
remove it before proceeding to couching (17.23). Faultive ways of handling the salaka 
(salakabhramar:iado~a) are described, the disorders resulting, and their treatment; the 
faults dealt with are: k~obhar:ia, iirdhvapra9ayana, adhonayana, atyarthacr~\igha!!ana, 
and atidmiprerar:ia (17.24).271 Undesirable effects of the couching procedure and the 
management of such cases form the next subject. Undesirable effects are: sphu\ana, 
avagalana, vistarar:ia, utplavana, and linata (17.25-27). 272 

General lines of management after couching are dealt with (17 .28-29). 273 

A.s.U.17.30 = A.h.U.14.22. 
Defects of the salaka are described and the disorders that may result from using 

such an instrument (17.31).274 

A.s.U.17.32-34 = A.h.U.14.30-32. 

Chapter eighteen (sarvak~irogavijiianiya) is identical with the chapter of the same title 
of the Hrdaya (U.15). 

Chapter nineteen (abhi~yandaprati~edha), corresponding to the first part of the sarva
k~irogaprati~edha chapter of the Hrdaya (U.16), is partly in prose (19.1-8, 10-58), 
partly in verse (19.9, 59-80). 

The subjects dealt with in the first part are: the management of the prodromal stage 
(19.2); 275 general treatment (19.3); 276 measures against abhi~yanda with a predomi
nance of vata or pitta, and with a predominance of kapha (19.4 ); 277 measures against 
particular symptoms (19.5); avaciir9ana (19.6); another powder;278 eyedrops (19.7); 
an aiijana (]9.8). 

A.s.U.19.9 = A.h.U.16.6. 
The chapter proceeds with recipes against abhi~yanda and adhimantha due to vata 

(19.10-28), 279 pitta (19.29-37),280 kapha (19.38-52), 281 and rakta (19.53-58). 282 

Most eye diseases begin with abhi~yanda; since this disease tends to corrupt the 
blood, one should subdue it as soon as possible (19.59). 

The derivation of the terms syanda and adhimantha is discussed ( 19.60). 
Several prescriptions are given against abhi~yanda and other eye diseases (19.61-
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80);283 some formulae carry a name: aparajita varti (19.75-76), ~a1,1mak~ikayoga (19. 
79).284 

Chapter twenty (ak~ipakapillaprati~edha), corresponding to the second part of the 
sarvak~irogaprati~edha chapter of the Hrdaya (U.16), is largely in prose (20.1-33), 
with some verses at the end (20.34-42). 

The first part of the chapter is concerned with prescriptions against various types 
of ak~ipaka (20.2-23)285 and against amlo~ita (20.24 ).286 

The second part begins with an enumeration of the eighteen chronic eye diseases 
which are called pilla (20.25).287 These diseases should be managed first according 
to their own nature; when they have reached the chronic stage called pilla, common 
therapeutic measures are available (20.26). 288 These treatments are described (20.27-
34).289 

A.s.U.20.34 corresponds to A.h.U .l 6.58cd-59. 290 
A.s.U.20.35-42 = A.h.U.16.60-67. 

Chaptertwenty-one (kan:iarogavijfianiya) is identical with the chapter of the same title 
of the Hrdaya (U.17). 

Chapter twenty-two (kar1,1arogaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same 
title of the Hrdaya (U.18), is largely in prose (22.1-78), with a series of verses at the 
end (22.79-93). 

The subjects dealt with in the first part are: the treatment of kar1,1asiila due to 
vata (22.2-14),291 pitta (22.15-17), 292 kapha (22.18-20),293 and rakta (22.21); 294 

the treatment of pakvakan:iasiila (22.22-25), 295 kan:ianada and badhirya (22.26-
33), 296 kafl,lapratinaha (22.34-35), 297 ka1,1<;1ii and sopha (22.36), 298 piitikar1,1a and 
lqmikafl,la (22.37), 299 vidradhi, k~atavidradhi, arsas and arbuda (22.38), 300 vidarika 
(22.39),301 pa!Iso~a (22.40-43),302 tantrika (22.44),303 paripo\aka (22.45),304 utpata 
(22.46), 305 unmantha (22.47),306 dul).khavardhana (22.48),307 and lehikapi\akas (22. 
49); 308 general measures useful in disorders affecting the earlobes (pa1Iroga) (22.50); 
the treatment of various types of inflammation of the earlobes: utpu\antI, syava, 
ka1,1<;1umatI, dahyamana, vra1,1ita, lqsa, grathita, and sravavatI (22.51). 

The second part deals with the repair of damage to the earlobes, due to either dis
ease or violence (22.52).309 Fifteen types of damage and the techniques suitable to their 
repair are mentioned: cakranemi, 310 utpalabhedaka, kava\a, 311 ardhakava\a, vallilraka, 
vyayojima, ga1,1<;1adhara, 312 asailgima, aharya and a variety called nirvedhima, 3l3 su
~kasa~kuli, 314 sa1pk~ipta, hina, vallI, ya~!i, and kakau~\ha (22.53-68). 315 The first ten 
of this series can be repaired by surgical means; the other five types are unsuitable to 
surgical repair (22.69). 3l6 

Remarks of a technical nature follow (22.70-73); 317 the blood should be examined 
in order to determine which of the do~as may act as a corrupting factor (22.74-75); the 
surgical technique is described, followed by the after-treatment, 318 contra-indications 
(22.76), complications and their management (22.77-78). 
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A verse is concerned with contra-indications for surgery (22.79). 319 

A.s.U.22.80 = A.h.U.18.55. 
The treatment of earlobes which do not heal well is dealt with (22.81). 320 

Procedures useful in elongating the earlobes are described (22.82-85).321 

A.s.U.22.86-93 = A.h.U.16.59cd-66. 

Chapter twenty-three (nasarogavijfianiya) is identical with the chapter of the same title 
of the Hrdaya (U.19). 

Chapter twenty-four (nasarogaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same 
title of the Hrdaya (U.20), is in prose, except for one verse at the end. 

The subjects dealt with are: the initial treatment of all kinds of pinasa (24.2); 322 

pacana measures (24.3); 323 drugs to be smelled at; 324 the inhalation of medicinal 
smoke 325 (24.4); the general treatment of the pakva stage (of pinasa) (24.5); 326 things 
to be avoided (24.6); 327 the treatment of pratisyaya due to vata (24.7-11), 328 pitta 
(24.12-15), 329 kapha (24.16-19), 330 all three do~as (24.20), 331 and blood (24.21); 332 

the treatment of du~!apratisyaya (24.22-27),333 k~avathu and pu!aka (24.28),334 

nasaso~a and nasanaha (24.29), 335 nasapaka, dipti 336 and nasasrava (24.30), avina
sam and piitinasa (24.31-33),338 piiyarakta (24.34),339 arsas (24.35-38),340 arbuda 
(24.39-40),341 arsas and arbuda due to maq1sa, medas or all three do~as (24.41).342 

The concluding verse (24.42)343 states that deficient surgical treatment (of arsas or 
arbuda) leads to renewed growths, and excessive treatment to particular complications. 

Chapter twenty-five (mukharogav~jiianiya) is identical with the chapter of the same ti
tle of the Hrdaya (U.21). 

Chapter twenty-six (mukharogaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same 
title of the HrcJaya (U.22), is entirely in prose. 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of khar:H;!au~!ha (26.2-3), 344 o~!hakopa 
due to vata (26.4 ), 345 pitta and a trauma (26.5), 346 blood (26.6), 347 kapha (26.6), 348 
and medas (26.7);349 the treatment ofjalarbuda (26.8),350 ga1_19alaj1(26.9), 351 sitadanta 
(26.10), 352 dantahar~ (26.11), 353 dantacala (26.12), 354 adhidantaka (26.13), 355 da
ntasarkara (26.14 ), 356 and kapalika (26.15); 357 the treatment of lqmidantaka; the 
extraction of teeth (26.16-22); 358 the treatment of sitada after bloodletting (26.23); 359 
the treatment of upakusa (26.24 ), 360 dantapuppu!llka (26.25), 361 dantavidradhi (26. 
26), 362 su~ira (26.27),363 adhimaq1saka (26.28),364 vidarbha (26.29),365 and dantana9I 
(26.30-33); 366 the treatment ofjihvakarnakas due to vata, pitta, and kapha (26.34); 367 

the treatment of jihvalasa (26.35),368 adhijihva and upajihva (26.36),369 galasu1_19ika 
(26.37),370 talusaq1ghata, puppu!a and kacchapa (26.38),371 talupaka (26.39), 372 anti 
tiiluso~a (26.40);373 the treatment of diseases of the throat in general (26.41); 374 

the treatment of rohi1_11ka due to vata (26.42),375 pitta (26.43),376 blood (26.44), 377 

and kapha (26.45); 378 the treatment required in cases of rohi1_11kii due to kapha is 
also appropriate in salilka, vfnda, tu1_19ikerI and gilayu (26.46); 379 the treatment of 
galavidradhi (26.4 7), 380 galaga1_19a due to vata (26.48), 381 ka pha (26.49) 382 and medas 
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(26.50); 383 the treatment of mukhapaka in general (26.51-55),384 mukhapaka due 
to vata (26.56),385 pitta (26.57),386 kapha (26.58),387 blood,388 and all three do~as 
(26.59); 389 the treatment of arbuda (26.60) 390 and piitimukha (26.61). 391 

A.s.U.26.62-65 = A.h.U.22.108-111. 392 

Chapter twenty-seven (sirorogavijfianiya) is identical with the chapter of the same title 
of the Hfdaya (U.23). 

Chapter twenty-eight (sirorogaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same 
title of the Hrdaya (U.24), is partly in prose (28.1-48, 66), partly in verse (28.49-65, 
67-81). 

The subjects dealt with in prose are: the treatment of siro'bhitapa due to vata (28. 
2-7),393 ardhavabhedaka (28.8), 394 siiryavarta (28.9),395 siro'bhitapa due to pitta and 
to blood (28.10-12), 396 sai1khaka (28.13), 397 siro'bhitapa due to kapha (28.14-18), 398 

siro'bhitapa due to all three do~as (28.19), 399 siroroga due to parasites (lqmija) (28. 
20-25), 400 sirat1kampa (28.26), 401 upasir~ka (28.27), 402 pi\akas, arbuda and vidradhi 
(28.28-29),403 arii1µ~ika(28.30-32), 404 dara1_1aka (28.33), 405 indralupta (28.34-37), 406 

and khalati (28.38-41); the prescriptions to be employed in khalati are also useful in 
cases of palita (28.42); the treatment of palita (28.43-48). 

A.s.U.28.49-50 = A.h.U.24.33-34ab. 
A.s.U.28.51-52 = A.h.U.24.37-38ab. 
A.s. U.28.53ab corresponds to A.h. U.24.38cd. 
A.s.U.28.53cd = A.h.U.24.39ab. 
A long formula, active against palita, follows (28.54-60). 
A.s.U.28.61-62 = A.h.U.24.39cd-41ab. 
More prescriptions come next: against greying ofthehair(28.63-64), greying and 

baldness (28.65), greying and diseases of neck and head in general (28.66-68). 407 

A.s.U.28.69-81 = A.h.U.24.47-59. 

Chapter twenty-nine (vra1_1avibhaktiparijfianiya), corresponding to the first part of the 
chapterofthe Hfdaya called vra1_1aprati~edha (U. 25), is in prose, with theexception of 
one verse and a series of four verses at the end. 

The subjects dealt with are: the etymology of vra1_1a (29.2); the aetiological factors 
in the two types of vra1_1a: nija and agantu; the agantu type develops into a nija type 
after the do~as have gained a foothold in it (29.3);408 vra1_1as are also classified as du~\a 
by the do~as or suddha (29.4);409 the general characteristics of a corrupted (du~ia) vra-
1_1a (29.5); 4!0 fifteen varieties are distinguished (29.6); 411 the characteristics of a vra1Ja 
corrupted by vata (29.7), 412 pitta (29.8),413 kapha (29.9), 414 blood (29.10), 415 and a 
combination of do~as (29.11); 416 the characteristics of a suddha vra1_1a (29.12); 417 the 
eight substrates (asaya) of vra1Jas; 418 their exudates (asrava) are dependent on the type 
of substrate (29.13); the characteristics of the eight types of exudate (29.14-21); 419 the 
degree of curability of a vrai:ia is dependent on its substrate and form; other criteria re
lating to ease or diffi.culty of management (29.22); 420 categories of patients in whom 
vrai:ias can easily be cured (29.23);421 the reasons for this curability (29.24 );422 the op-
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posite groups of patients (29.25); 423 locations and other features determining that a vra
r:ia will heal easily or with difficulty (29.26). 424 

A.s.U.29.27 = A.h.U.25.17. 
The chapter proceeds with diseases in which vrar:ias are only amenable to palliative 

treatment (29.28). 425 Characteristics and accompanying diseases leading to incurabil
ity are enumerated (29.29). 426 

A.s.U.29.30-33 = A.h.U.25.19cd-23ab. 

Chapter thirty (vrar;iaprati~edha), corresponding to the second pa1tof the chapter of the 
same title of the Hrliaya (U.25), is partly in prose, partly in verse. 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of a vrar:ia in the stage with swelling is 
like that of svayathu; apatarpar:ia is the most important measure (30.2);427 a verse on 
apatatpar;ia follows (30.3),428 one on its beneficial results (30.4), and one on the use
fulness of lepa, abhyaiiga and pari~eka as general procedures in the treatment of vra
r:ias (30.5); 429 the virtues of lepa (30.6); 430 the characteristics of and indications for 
the application of a pradeha, pralepa and kalka (30.7);431 the ten types of iilepa: snai
hika, nirvlipar:ia,prasiidana, stambhana, viliiyana, plicana,pI<;lana, sodhana, ropar:ia, and 
savall)Ikarar:ia (30.8); the indications for these ten iilepas (30.9); a pradeha should never 
be applied at night; the reasons forthis prohibition (30.10); the reasons adduced by Pu
~kaliivata (30.11-12); a lepa should always be fresh; a lepa prepared on the day before 
its use has already lost its potency (30.13 ). 

A.s.U.30.14a-d = A.h.U.25.25cd-26ab. 
An ardhasloka is added (30.14ef). 432 

Therapeutic measures useful after bloodletting are mentioned (30.15). 
A.s.U.30.!6a-<l = A.h.U.25.29. 
An ardhasloka is added (30.16ef). 
A.s.U.30.17 = A.h.U.25.30. 
Various types of treatment are described: sveda (30.18), 433 a pralepa (30.19), 434 an 

utkiirikii (30.20), an iilepa and upaniiha (30.21), pari~eka (30.22), vimliipana (30.23). 
A.s.U.30.24 = A.h.U.25.32cd-33ab. 
Alepas are described (30.25).435 

A.s.U.30.26 = A.h.U.25.34. 
An upaniiha is described (30.27).436 The treatment suitable when the vrana is going 

to ripen (piikiibhimukha) is dealt with (30.28). Surgery is required when the vrar:ia is 
ripe (30.29). 

A.s.U.30.29a-c = A.h.U.25.36a-c. 
A.s.U.30.29d differs from A.h.U.25.36d. 
Preparations suitable to make a ripe vrar:ia burst (darar:ia) are dealt with (30.30). 437 

A.s.U.30.31-33 = A.h.U.25.38-40. 
Vrar:ias which are not clean should be cleansed (30.34 ); ka~iiyas suitable to this pur

pose (30.35). 438 

A.s.U.30.36 = A.h.U.25.43. 
Vartis (plugs) are described next (30.37-38), followed by prescriptions to be em

ployed in deep vrar;ias due to pitta (30.39),439 elevated types with little exudation (30. 
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40), vra9as with much exudation, etc. (30.41), vra11as associated with fatty tissue, etc. 
(30.42-43), with small openings, containing a foreign body, etc. (30.44).440 

A.s.U.30.45ab = A.h.U.25.45ab. 
The prose part of 30.45 agrees with A.h.U.25.45cd. 
A.s.U.30.46-47 = A.h.U.25.46. 
A recipe follows (30.48).441 

A.s.U.30.49-50 = A.h.U.25.47cd-48. 
A recipe for avasadana purposes (30.51), 442 prescriptions to be employed in firm, 

painful vra9as (30.52-53), ghees for all kinds of vra9as (30.54 ), and recipes making 
very soft vrar:ias firm (30.55), are added. 

A.s.U.30.56-57 = A.h.U.25.49cd-51. 
Purified vrar:ias are to be treated with drugs promoting granulation (ropa9a); seven 

prak~alana prescriptions are given for this purpose (30.58). 
Prescriptions useful in various types of corrupted vra9as are given next (30.59-

66). 443 

A.s.U.30.67-69 = A.h.U.25.53cd-57. 
Ropa9a measures are discussed (30.70-75), 444 followed by a lepa adjusting the 

colour of the new tissue (varr:iasadhana) (30.76). 
A.s.U.30.77-78 = A.h.U.25.59cd-6lab. 
A recipe for adjusting the colour of the new skin is added (30.79). 445 

A.s.U.30.80 = A.h.U.25.6lcd-62ab. 
More recipes are added (30.81-86).446 
A.s.U.30.87 = A.h.U.25.62cd-63. 
The concluding verse deals with dietary rules (30.88). 

Chapter thirty-one (sadyovra9aprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same 
title of the Hrdaya (U.26), is largely in verse, with a few prose passages at the beginning 
(31.1-5). 

The subjects dealt with first are: sadyovra9as (wounds) are caused by various kinds 
of trauma (abhighata); a synonym of sadyovrar:ia is k~ata; sadyovra9asare of three main 
types: chinna, viddha and piccita (31.2); the chinna type is of five varieties: ghrna, 
when the skin only is injured, avak,tta, when the flesh is also affected to some extent, 
vicchinna, when the wound is deep and large, vilambita, when part of the bones, sna
yus, etc., have remained (intact), and patita, when a limb or part of it is completely cut 
off (31.3); the viddha type is of eight varieties: anuviddha, when the foreign body has 
penetrated into muscular tissue, uttu~19ita, when it has reached the other side and el
evated the skin, atividdha, when it comes out partly at the other side, and nirviddha, 
when it has come out completely after piercing some part of the body; four more vari
eties are caused by large weapons, such as spears, when these, hitting the trunk, injure 
the viscera: anubhinna, bhinnottur1~ita, atibhinna and nirbhinna (31.4); wounds by the 
crushing of pa1ts of the body containing bones are called piccita; these are of two kinds, 
dependent on the presence or absence of an open wound (vra9a); those without an open 
wound will be discussed in the chapter on bhailga (31.5). 447 

A.s.U.31.6-13 = A.h.U.26.6-13. 
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Some verses on the treatment ofcorrupted(du~\a) wounds areadded(3 l.14-16). 448 

A.s.U.31.17-51 = A.h.U.26.14-49. 
The recipe for an oil promoting wound healing is added (31.52). 
A.s.U.31.53-61 = A.h.U.26.50-58. 
The concluding verse (31.62) states that all wounds, in spite of their differences, 

can be regarded and treated as varieties of the three main types mentioned, in the same 
way as all disorders arise from accumulation, etc., of the three do~as. 

Chapter thirty-two (bhailgaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same title 
of the Jirdaya (U.27), is partly in prose (32.1-20), paztly in verse (32.21-73). 

The passages in prose deal with: the several kinds of asthibhailga are caused by 
various kinds of trauma (abhighiita) (32.2);449 bhailga is of two main types: it affects a 
joint or occurs without affecting a joint; dislocations (sandhimukta) are of six varieties: 
utpi~\a, visli~\a, avak~ipta, atik~ipta, tiryakk~ipta, and vivartita (32.3); 450 the general 
symptoms found in dislocations (32.4 );451 the symptoms of the six varieties (32.5); 452 

fractures (asandhibhagna) are of twelve varieties: karka\aka, vakra, sphu\ita, vellita, 
asthicchallikii, asvakan~a, piccita, diirita, ciirz:iita, atipiitita, se~ita, and majjiinugata (32. 
6); 453 the general symptoms of fractures (32.7);454 the characteristics of karka\aka (32. 
8), vakra, sphu\ita (32.9), vellitaka (32.10), 455 asthicchallikii (32.11), a&'Vakarz:ia (32. 
12), piccita (32.13), diirita (32.14),456 ciirz:iita (32.15), atipiitita (32.16), se~ita457 (32. 
17), and majjiinugata (32.18); 458 the last five of these are difficult to cure in particular 
groups of patients (32.19); 459 incurable dislocations and fractures (32.20). 460 

A.s.U.32.21-32 = A.h.U.27 .l!cd-24. 
An ardhaslokais added (32.33ab). 
A.s.U.32.33cd = A.h.U.27.25ab. 
An additional verse is concerned with the treatment" of visli~\a and utpi~\a disloca

tions, and with that of complications (32.34 ). 
A.s.U.32.35-36 = A.h.U.27.25cd-27ab. 
The treatment of special cases is dealt with in a series of additional verses (32.37-

55)_461 

A.s.U.32.56-64 = A.h.U.27.27cd-35. 
A.s.U.32.65-66 = A.h.U.27.9-1 lab. 
The characteristics of a healed bhagna are described in an added verse (32.67).462 

A.s.U.32.68-73 = A.h.U.27.36-41. 

Chapter thirty-three (bhagandaraprati~edha), corresponding to the chaptero f the same 
title of the Jirdaya (U.28), is partly in verse, partly in prose. 

A.s.U.33.2-26 = A.h.U.28.1-22ab. 
Unripe (apakva) pi\akiisrequire a type of treatment that prevents piika occurring in 

them (33.27).463 Ripe pi\akiis should, after proper preparation of the patient, be exam
ined in the same way as haemorrhoids (33.28).464 

The surgical treatment of fistulas with an internal or external opening is dealt with 
(33.29),465 followed by the after-treatment (33.30). 466 Rules for the management of 
various types of anal fistulas are given (33.31). 467 The treatment of the parik~epin type 
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(33.32), 468 arsobhagandara (33.33),469 and the unmargin type (33.34) 470 is discussed. 
A.s.U.33.35-38 = A.h.U.28.30--33ab. 
A.s.U.33.39 replaces A.h.U.28.33cd. 471 

Recipes come next: lepas (33.40-42), 472 a kalka (33.43), and oils (33.44-46).473 

A.s.U.33.47-48 = A.h.U.28.37-38. 474 

A.s.U.33.49-53 = A.h.U.28.40-44. 

Chapter thirty-four (granthyarbudaslipadapacina9ivijfianiya) is identical with the 
chapter of the same title of the H[daya (U.29). 

Chapter thirty-five (granthyadiprati~edha), corresponding to the granthyarbudaslipada
pacina9iprati~edha chapter of the Hrdaya (U.30), is largely in prose; verses are found 
at 35.18, 36, 39-40. 

The subjects dealt with are: the general treatment of granthi (35.2-5);475 the treat
ment of granthi due to vata (35.6-7),476 pitta and blood (35.8), 477 and kapha (35.9-
10);478 the treatment of maq1sa-, vra~1a-, medogranthi (35.11-12), 479 and siragranthi 
(35.13);4!0 the treatment of arbuda due to vata (35.14), pitta (35.15), kapha (35.16), 
and medas; measures against all types ofarbuda(35.17-18); 481 the treatment of slipada 
due to vata (35.19),482 pitta (35.20)483 and kapha (35.21); 484 the treatment of slipada 
andapaci with caustics (35.22); 485 other prescriptions against slipada (35.23); the treat
ment of gai:i9amala (35.24-25), ga~19amalli, apaci and other disorders (35.26-27),486 

apaci (35.28)487, gai:i~amlilli and apaci (35.29-30);488 the treatment of fistulas (na~i) 
due to vata (35.31), 489 pitta (35.32), 490 kapha (35.33), 491 due to a foreign body (salya) 
(35.34),492 and those not caused by some sharp object (asastrakrta) (35.35). 493 

A.s.U.35.36 = A.h.U.30.36cd-37ab. 
Prescriptions against all kinds of fistula (gati) are given next (35.37-38), followed 

by a recipe promoting the healing process (35.39), and that of an oil against na9i and 
apaci (35.40). 494 

Chapter thirty-six (k~udrarogavijfianiya) is identical with the chapter of the same title 
of the Hrdaya (U.31). 

Chapter thirty-seven (k~udrarogaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same 
title of the Hrdaya (U.32), is in prose. 

The subjects dealt with are: the treatment of unripe ajagallika (37.2) 495 and the 
unripe stages of yavaprakhya up to pa~ai;iagardabha (37.3); 496 the treatment of the 
same disorders, together with sahaja ajagallika, when ripe (37.4); 497 the treatment 
of mukhadii~ika (37.5),498 padmakai;i!aka (37.6), 499 vivrta up to jalagardabha, along 
with irivellika (37.7-8), 500 agnirohi11I (37.9), 501 vidarika (37.10), 502 sarkararbuda and 
medo'rbuda (37.11), 503 valmika (37.12-15),5™ kadara (37.16),505 mddhaguda (37. 
17),506 cippa (37.18-19),507 kunakha (37.20), 508 alasa (37.21), 509 tilakalaka, ma~a, 
carmakila,jatumai:ii (37.22), 510 lafichana, vyailga, and nilika (37.23); 511 the treatment 
of vyailga in general (37.24), vyailga due to vata (37.25-26), pitta (37.27-30), kapha 
(37.31-32), and blood (37.33);512 the treatment of prasupti (37.34), 513 utkoiha and 
ko\ha (37.35). 514 
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Chapter thirty-eight (guhyarogavijiianiya) is identical with the chapterof the same title 
of the Hrdaya (U.33). 

Chapter thirty-nine (guhyarogaprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same 
title of the Hrdaya (U.34), is partly in prose, partly in verse. 

The subjects are: the general treatment of upadaqisa (39.2-lOa); 51 5; the treatment 
of upadarpsa due to vata (39.!0b-11 ), pitta (39.12-13), and kapha (39.14-15). 516 

A.s.U.39.16 = A.h.U.34.7. 
The two remaining types ofupadarpsa (due to blood and to all three do~as) should 

be treated after warning the patient that cure will not be achieved (39.17). 517 

The chapter proceeds with the treatment of arsas (39.18), 518 sar~apika (39.19), 5l9 
avamantha (39.20), 520 kumbhika (39.21), 521 alaji (39.22),522 uttama (39.23),523 
pu~karika, sarpvyii<;lha, sparsahani, tvakpaka (39.24),524 Illfdita (39.25),525 a~!hTiika 
(39.26), 526 nivrtta (39.27), 527 avapa!ika (39.28),528 niruddhamaz:ii (39.29),529 grathita, 
sataponaka, sarkararbuda530 (39.30), 531 and all types (ofpi!aka) (39.31). 532 

The next prose section is concerned with the treatment of yonivyapad due to va
ta (39.32), vata and pitta (39.33), vata (39.34);533 the treatment of yonisiila (39.35-
40);534 the treatment of aticaraz:ia (39.41-42), prakcaraz:ia, su~ka, vipluta, karz:iini (39. 
43), vipluta (39.44), kan_1ini (39.45), 535 udav~ta. 536 mahayoni, 537 yonisra1psa (39.46), 
jataghni, raktayoni, and raktak~ya (39.47). 

The remaining part of the chapter, in verse, deals with: the general treatment of 
yonivyapad due to vata, pitta, kapha, and combinations of do~as (39.48-49);538 the 
a-eatment of a yoni which is du]:isthita, jihma, sa111vrta, nil~sita, vivrta, sthanapav;tta 
(39.50-51);539 the treatment of all cases ofyonivyapad with paiicakarman and various 
other general measures (39.52-53); 540 the specific treatment of disorders due to vata, 
pitta, and kapha (39.54 );541 the treatment of vamini and apluta (39.55), 542 paripluta 
and upapluta (39.56), 543 mahayoni (39.57), 544 and yonisrarpsa (39.58); 545 all the mea
sures against vata disorders are useful in yonivyapad too, particularly in mahayoni (39. 
59).546 

A.s.U.39.60 = A.h.U.34.23. 
A.s.U.39.61-67 = A.h.U.34.35-41. 
A.s.U.39.68 = A.h.U.34.44cd-45ab. 
The chapter goes on with the treatment of asrgdara due to vata (39.69-70),547 pitta 

(39.71-72), 548 and kapha (39.73). 549 

A.s.U.39.74-78 = A.h.U.34.45cd-50ab. 
The measures employed in garbhasrava are useful in pradara too (39.79). 550 
Prescriptions for the treatment of raktak~ya (39.80) and corruption of the yoni by 

kapha (39.81-88) 551 follow. 
A.s.U.39.89-91 = A.h.U.34.51-54ab. 
Prescriptions useful in yonisrava are described (39.92-100).552 
A.s.U.39.101-111 = A.h.U.34.55cd-67. 

Chapter forty (vi~aprati~edha), corresponding to the chapter of the same title of the Hr
daya (U.35), is partly in prose (40.1-13), but mainly in verse ( 40.14-180). 
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The subjects dealt with are: the mythical origin of poison, which arose during the 
churning of the ocean; Brahma, wishing to ave,t the dangers inherent in it and to pre
serve its potential usefulness, gave it a place in members of the plant kingdom; this 
(type of) poison is called sthavara ( 40.2--4 ); Vi~t~u placed poison in snakes and other 
animals; this (type of) poison is called jailgama ( 40.5); 553 the ten sources of sthavara 
poisons ( 40.6); 554 examples of these ten groups (40.7); 555 the effects brought about by 
each of these groups; effects brought about by all vegetable poisons, 556 but in partic
ular by the kandavi~as, which are sharp (tik~i:ia) and quick in their actions; the other 
nine groups are usually lethal after some time (40.8); 557 vegetable poisons are also 
called maula, because (the life ot) a plant depends on its roots (miila) (40.9); the sixteen 
sources of poisons of animal origin; 558 poisonous animals are snakes, kiias, kat~abhas, 
etc.; 559 the disorders caused by their poisons and the treatment of these disorders is go
ing to be discussed (40.10); the general effects of poisons of animal origin (40.11); 560 

the ten properties of poisons (40.12); 561 the effects of each of these properties;562 cau
tion is necessary for the avoidance of poisons present in articles of food; poisons can
not be digested and are therefore lethal; 563 even when the symptoms have disappeared 
thanks to mantras and dmgs, they may flare up again (40.13). 

A.s.U.40.14-15 = A.h.U.35.5cd-7ab. 
A.s.U.40.16ab is related to A.h.U.35.8cd. 
A.s.U.40.16cd-17 = A.h.U.35.9-10. 
The way is described in which a poison, after cormpting the blood, pervades the 

whole body and produces many symptoms; the do~as become powerful during this pro
cess (40.18-20). A poison reaches that do~a and its respective seats first to which it 
is related in its properties (40.21); those disorders which usually arise from that do
~a manifest themselves first, but disorders caused by another do~a may also develop 
(40.22). 

Symptoms caused by a poison staying in the head are described; other symptoms 
arise similarly when it resides elsewhere (40.23-24). Pervading the whole body and 
obstructing the channels, a poison makes the pra~tas leave the body ( 40.25). 

Places where the poison stays in particular are dependent on the way it has entered 
an organism; 564 the flesh of animals that died from poison should not be eaten (40. 
26).565 

The symptoms caused by poisoning depend on the do~a(s) it excites; the treatment 
should be initiated in conformity with this principle ( 40.27). 

The next subject is formed by the stages (vega) of poisoning. Seven stages are said 
to exist, but Punarvasu distinguishes a number of eight ( 40.28). Descriptions follow of 
the series of eight stages (of Punarvasu) (40.29-31), the seven stages of Nagnajit ( 40. 
32-33), Videhapati ( 40.34 ), and Alambayana ( 40.35). Dhanvantari is said to acknowl
edge, in cases of snake-bite, the same stages as Alambayana, with this difference that 
a stage affecting the ko~!ha replaces that affecting the snayus ( 40.36).566 

The relationship between the vegas and the kalas is explained ( 40.37-38). 567 Ev
erything discussed agrees with the teachings of the muni (40.39). 

A.s.U.40.40--44 = A.h.U.35.33-37. 
A.s.U.40.45-57 = A.h.U.35.11-23. 
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Agadas, devised by sages in former times, will be discussed next ( 40.58): the 
agada called sa1pjivana, devised by Svayambhil (40.59-67), the yapanagada (40.68-
72), silryodayagada (40.73-74), other agadas (40.75-80),568 brahmagada (40.81), 
prajapatyagada (40.82), the agada of Ca!_1akya (40.83),569 dasailgagada (40.84),570 

two more agadas ( 4.85-86), an agada made by Siva ( 40.87), the ausanasagada ( 40.88), 
another agada ( 40.89). 

Two prescriptions against millavi~as are given (40.90). 
Haridra is said to the best drug active against poisons (40.91). 
Prescriptions for a collyrium (40.92) and an errhine (40.93) follow. 
The preparation; indications and aclions are described of the gandhahastyagada 

(40.94-100);571 the ajitagada (40.101), balasilryagada (40.102), and mahesvarayoga 
( 40.103) come next. 

A.5.U.40.104-121 = A.h.U.35.40cd-59. 
More prescriptions against gara are added ( 40.122-126), followed by prescriptions 

against poisoning in general (40.127-140), amongst which are found the ajeyagh1ta 
(40.130-132)572 and amrtasarpis (40.133). 573 

The symptoms and treatment of poisoning by the ingestion of haritala (40.141-
143), ghurghilraka (= dhattilra) (40.144) and kodrava (40.145-146) are described. 

The treatment of poisoning by dii~I vi~a is dealt with. 
A.s.U.40.147-148 = A.h.U.35.38-40ab. 
A purgative ascribed to Kasyapa is added ( 40.149). 
More purgatives useful in poisoning in general are refe1Ted to (40.150). 
The preparation of a compound drug, active against all kinds of poisoning and 

many other disorders, is described (40.151-155). 
The relative forces of drugs and mantras in the treatment of poisoning are discussed 

( 40.156-159). 
A.s.U.40.160-168 = A.h.U.35.60-70ab. 
The treatment required in special cases, where the poison stays in the blood 

(40.169) 574 or in the head (40.170), or where vata is blocked (40.171-172),575 is 
described. Generally, the do~a normally present in the seat reached by the poison, 
should be counteracted, 576 while taking into consideration the nature of the poison 
(40.173). The management of cases where the poison stays in a seat of kapha, pitta or 
vata (40.174-178)577 is described. 

Complications should be treated in confo1mity with their nature (40.179). 
A.s.U.40.180 = A.h.U.35.70cd-71. 

Chapter forty-one (sarpavi~avijiianiya), corresponding to the first part of the sarpavi
~aprati~edha chapter of the H[daya (U.36), is in verse. 

Se1pents are divided into two categories: divine (divya) and earthly (bhauma); the 
divine serpents are Vasuki, Tak~aka, Ananta, Sagara, Sagaralaya, Nanda, Upananda, 
etc.; their actions are mentioned; their worship is the only remedy against the bad ef
fects of their gaze and breath ( 41. 2-4 ). 578 

A.s.U.41.5-11 = A.h.U.36.l-8ab. 
The sixteen non-poisonous snakes are enumerated: 579 divyaka, ajagara, sarpa, 580 
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patf1ka, 581 vrk~asayika, 582 sakalin, 583 pu~paka, 584 k~Irin,585 lasinI,586 sarasahika, 587 

var~ahika, jyotiratha, sukavaktra, 588 balahaka, 589 gajabhak~a,590 and plavodvahin591 

( 41.12-13). 592 

A female snake is able to conceive in the month Jye~!ha, copulates in A~a<;Iha, and 
lays two hundred and forty eggs in Karttika ( 41.14-15ab). Eggs of the colour of the 
karketana gem produce males, variegated eggs with long, red stripes produce females, 
and eggs of the colour of a siri~a flower give rise to napmpsakas ( 41.15b-16c). Four 
fangs arise on the seventh day after birth; poison is present from the fourteenth day on
wards ( 41.16c-t). The colours of the four fangs are described and the number of drops 
of poison present in each of them; a drop (bindu) measures a mudga in this case ( 41. 
17-l 8ab).593 This is only valid for poisonous snakes; non-poisonous snakes possess 
forty-four fangs ( 4 l.18b-f). 

Snakes reach an age of 120 years. Gonasa snakes, however, who arise from the 
nostrils of cattle, may live for five hundred years ( 41.19). 

The characteristics of male, female and kliba (= napuzpsaka) snakes594 are des
cribed ( 41.20-21) 595 and the periods of time on which they preferably bite (41.22). 

The characteristics of brahrnai:ia (41.23-24), k~atriya (41.25-26), vaisya (41.27) 
and sudra ( 41.28) snakes are dealt with, 596 the periods of time of their moving about 
(4I.29a-c), the position, relative to the victim, from which they attack (41.29d-30a), 
and the do~as excited by their bites ( 41.30). The part bitten by each of the four groups 
of snakes has a characteristic smell ( 41.31). Their food consists of air (vayu), mice, 
frogs, and anything eatable respectively (41.32). 

A.s.U.41.33-42 = A.h.U.36.8cd-17. 
The signs characteristic of a bite of a poisonous and a non-poisonous snake are 

mentioned ( 4 l .43-44a), 597 followed by the characteristics of and disorders caused by 
the bite of a phai:iavant (= darvikara) (41.44b-48), mai:i<;Ialin ( 41.49-51), rajimant ( 41. 
52-54), and vyantara (41.55a). 598 The signs pointing to a bite by a male, female and 
napuIJ1sakasnake ( 4.55b-57ab), an old snake, a young one, a kumara, a kumlirI, a preg
nant snake, and one who just laid eggs are described (41.57cd-59). 599 

The vegas, in relation to blood, muscular tissue and the other elements of the body, 
constitute the next subject ( 41.60). 

A.s.U.41.61-71 = A.h.U.36.! 9-30ab. 
Medicines, even mantras, are of no avail against the bites of particular snakes; the 

characteristics of these snakes are described; persons bitten by them are sometimes 
saved by having recourse to religious ways of healing (41.72-75).60° 

A.s.U.41.76-79 = A.h.U.36.30cd-34ab. 
Signs which point to the approach of death are enumerated ( 41.80), followed by 

those which indicate that a patient should be given up ( 41.81-82). 
A.s.U.41.83-86 = A.h.U.36.34cd-38ab. 

Chapter forty-two (sarpavi~aprati~edha), corresponding to the second part of the chap
ter of the same title of the H[daya (U.36), is in verse. 

A.s.U.42.2-5 = A.h.U.36.38cd-42. 
The ari~!a should not be too tight or loose; disadvantages of these badly tied ari~!iiS 
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are mentioned ( 42.6). 
A.s.U.42.7-8cd = A.h.U.36.43-44. 
Excision of the bite should not be carried out when it is situated in a marman or 

joint, due to the danger of ensuing death or disability (42.8ef). 
A.s.U.42.9-13ab = A.h.U.36.45-49ab. 
Corruption of the blood will certainly result in death ( 42. Bed). 
When the flow of blood is deficient or excessive, the same measures are required 

as those used under the same circumstances in bloodletting (42.14). 
A.s.U.42.15-18 = A.h.U.36.49cd-52.60l 
A.s.U.42.19 = A.h.U.36.53cd-54ab. 
Prescriptions for particular groups of patients are added ( 42.20-22). 602 

A.s. U.42.23-25 = A.h.U.36.54cd-57ab. 
The recipe of an agada is added ( 42.26). 
A.s.U.42.27-41 = A.h.U.36.57cd-73. 
Recipes are given which are useful in snake-bites in general ( 42.42), when the poi

son has reached the rasa ( 4 2.43-45), 603 the head ( 42.46-4 7), 604 the eyes ( 4 2.48-52 ), 605 

the throat (42.53), 606 the pakvasaya (42.54),607 the throat (42.55), the head (42.56-
57),608 or the eyes (42.58-59). 

The treatment of cases where the poison stays in a seat of kapha ( 42.60-62), pitta 
( 42.63-67), or vata (42.68) is dealt with. 

A.s.U.42.69-78 = A.h.U.36.74-83. 
The recipes of two agadas follow ( 42.79-86). 609 

A.s.U.42.87-88 = A.h.U.36.84-85. 
The recipe ofa mahagada is added ( 42.89), followed by thatofa drug tobe smeared 

on drugs, banners, etc. (42.90-94). 610 

A.s.U.42.95-99 = A.h.U.36.86-90ab. 
Malevolent beings should be warded off in cases of poisoning ( 42.100). The means 

to achieve this end are described (42.!0!-106). 
A.s.U.42.107-109 = A.h.U.36.90cd-93. 

Chapter forty-three (kI\avi~aprati~edha), corresponding to the first part of the kI\aluta
divi~aprati~edha chapter of the ffrdaya (U.37), is in verse. 

A.s.U.43.2 = A.h.U.37.1. 
The eighteen vayavya ki\as, which provoke vata, are enumerated: 611 kumbhinasa, 

tm:i<;likeri, spigi, satakuliraka, ucci\itiga, agninaman, cicci\atiga,61 2 mayiiraka, 613 ahi
ja, 614 rabhraka, avarta, sarikamukha, vaidala, the two saravakurdas, 615 puru~a. citra
sir~a. and jaraka616 (43.3-4),617 followed by the twenty-four agneya ki\as, which 
provoke pitta (43.5-7); 61 8 the thirteen saumya ki\as, which provoke kapha, are: 619 

visvambhara, paiicasu~ka, 620 paiicakf~l).a, kokila, sthairyaka,621 pracalaka,622 va\a
bha,623 ki\ibha, ja\i,624 siicimukha, lq~r:iagodha, dabhra,625 and ka~ayavasika ( 43.8-
9). 626 

The twelve agniki\as which carry away the pral).aS are enumerated ( 43.10-11 ). 627 

A.s.U.43.12-15 = A.h.U.37.2-5. 
The means of attacking employed by vatika, paittika, slai~mika and sal!mipatika 
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kI\as are mentioned ( 43.16). 
The next subjects are: the characteristics of the local injury; the more gen

eral disorders caused by the poison of a kar:iabha (43.17), 628 trikar:i\aka (43.18), 
lqkalasa,629 dambha ( 43.19), dardura (= mar:i<;liika) (43.20),630 matsya,631 jalaukas, vi
svambhara ( 43.21), 632 satapadI ( 43.22), 633 grhagodhika ( 43.23), 634 masaka ( 43.24 ). 635 

mak~ika, 636 sthalika637 ( 43.25), and pipI!ika ( 43.26-27). 638 

A.s.U.43.28-37 = A.h.U.37.6-14ab. 
A.s.U.43.38a-c replaces A.h.U.37.14cd. 
Distinctions among kar:iabhas, etc., though actually present, are not mentioned, be

cause the disorders they cause and the treatment of these disorders are similar ( 43.38d-
f). 

A.s.U.43.39-54 = A.h.U.37.15-28. 
Additional verses deal with : mahasneha, milk and honey, mixed together, subdue 

the poison of kI\as ( 43.55ab); a fumigation against poisonous kI\aS and scorpions ( 43. 
55c-f); prescriptions against the poison of various animals ( 43.56), visvambharas, etc. 
(43.57-59),639 satapadis (43.60), 640 grhagodhikas (43.61), 641 all poisons (43.62), 642 

the poison of mak~ikas (43.63), and that of varaµs ( 43.64). 
A.s.U.43.65-69ab = A.h.U.37.29-33. 
An ardhasloka is added to the last prescription of the series ( 43.69cd). A second 

ardhasloka (43.70ab) gives a recipe against siila caused by a scorpion sting. 
A.s.U.43.70c-f = A.h.U.37.34. 
Two recipes against scmpion stings are added (43.71-72). 
A.s.U.43.73-75 = A.h.U.37.35-37ab. 
A prescription against scorpion (ali) poison is added ( 43.76). 
A.s.U.43.77 = A.h.U.37.37cd-38. 
Additional verses deal with the treatment of itching and weals (ko\ha), symptoms 

which disappear spontaneously within five days ( 43.78-80), a prescription alleviating 
these symptoms ( 43.81), and a lepa against a particular cluster of serious symptoms 
( 43.82-83). 

A.s.U.43.84-86 = A.h.U.37.39-41. 
A prescription against the poison ofucci\ingas is added ( 43.87), 643 and one against 

the poison of scorpions, undurus (rats), spiders and snakes ( 43.88-89). 644 

A.s.U.43.90 = A.h.U.37.43. 

Chapter forty-four (liitaprati~edha), corresponding to the second part of the ki\aliita
divi~aprati~edha chapter of the Hrdaya (U. 37), is entirely in verse. 

The subjects dealt with are: three stories on the origin of liitas (spiders): they 
arose from drops of sweat fallen on blades of grass from the forehead of Vasi~\ha 
when he was filled with anger towards Visvamitra ( 44.2); 645 they arose from sparks 
of fire from the bodies of the Asuras who were killed during the burning of the 
Khar:i<Java forest646 ( 44.3); others, disagreeing, assert that liitas are blisters, caused by 
poisonous substances (vi~aspho\a), which arise from mixtures of corrupted ingested 
food (44.4a-d); the relationship between liitas and kI\as (44.4d-f); liitas are more 
dangerous than ki\as; 647 their bites are lethal when left untreated; their poison is of 
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three grades and kills within seven days, ten days or half a lunar month ( 44.5); 648 

the seven agneya liitas, which arise from sweat, are: kapila, agnimukhi, pita, padma, 
miitrii, sitii, and asitii; these types cause pitta disorders (44.6); the seven saumya liitiis, 
which arise from eggs, are: pii\19urii, raktapadika, bh1nga, piilgii, trimat_19ala, piiti, 
and virii; these types cause kapha disorders ( 44.7); the seven viiyavya liitiis, which 
cause vii ta disorders, are: kumuda, alavi~a. raktii, citrii, santiinI, mecaka, kasana, and 
udbhida (44.8); the seven liitas of a mixed nature, which are upapadikas (having 
additional legs), are: kiikiit_19I, et_1apad1, laja, vaidehi, jalinI, maliigm~a. and suvarifii; 
like a flaming fire, (their poisons) quickly pervade the whole body and cause disorders 
of a sarpnipiita type which are incurable; the disorders caused by the other liitiis 
are curable with difficulty ( 44.9-10); 649 the agneya types bite during the bright, the 
saumya types during the dark half of the month, the vayavya types in the nights of 
new aild full moon, while the mixed types always bite (44.11); the local signs of a 
lesion caused by a liitii in general ( 44.12-14 ); 650 poison is present in a liita's breath, 
fangs, faeces, urine, semen, saliva, claws, and artava, but it is emitted in particular 
from its mouth pa1ts (44.15); 651 the characteristics of lesions caused by poison from 
these eight sources ( 44.16-20); liitiis make lesions in the body upwards of the navel, 
kI\as both upwards and downwards of it; clothing, etc., touched by their poison, 
should be cast aside, because disorders would result from their use ( 44.21); 652 the 
characteristics of a liitii bite continue for more than half a day (44.22); 653 the signs 
present during the first (44.23), second (44.24), third (44.25) and fourth day (44.26); 
various disorders arise on the fifth day; the poison pervades the marmans on the 
sixth day; death ensues on the seventh day (44.27); 654 this course applies to the most 
dangerous liitiis; the other types cause, dependent on their nature, milder symptoms 
( 44.28); 655 alleviation of the condition may arise in all cases during the twenty-first 
day ( 44.29); 656 local signs and general symptoms caused by paittika, slai~mika and 
vatika liitas ( 44.30); 657 the same characteristics as those in snake-bites point to the 
predominance of a particular do~a ( 44.31); 658 all liitas are associated with all three 
do~as, but a particular one may dominate the syndrome present (44.32). 659 

A.s.U.44.33-34 = A.h.U.37.5 lcd-53. 
A.s.U.44.35-38ab = A.h.U.37.66cd-69. 
A.s. U.44.38cd replaces A.h.U.37.70ab. 
The chapter goes on with prescriptions for lepas to be employed in lesions caused 

by a paittika (44.39-42), slai~mika (44.43-45) and viitika (44.46-49) liitii; vegetable 
drugs useful in all cases (44.50); emetics to be used against strong poisons (44.51-
52);660 purgatives (44.53-54);661 the diet after these purificatory procedures (44.55-
56); the preparation of a ghee to be used in a clyster when vata disorders are present; 
the diet after this treatment ( 44.57-61); errhines ( 44.62--ti5); collyria ( 44.66-69); other 
preparations (44.70-74); agadas (44.75-77); a prescription against various kinds of 
poison ( 44. 78-79). 

A.s.U.44.80-83 = A.h.U.37.77cd-80. 
The number of ka11~ikas (sprouts of granulation tissue) depends on the number 

of drops of semen (sukra) which enter a female liita's body during the fertile period 
( 44.84 ). Prescriptions aiming at purification and healing of the wound ( 44.85-88), 
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and restoration of the skin ( 44.89), are described. Renewed growth of hair may be 
stimulated in the same way as mentioned for sores in general. 

A.s.U.44.91 = A.h.U.37.81. 

Chapter forty-five (pratyekaliitiiprati~edha), absent from the Hrdaya, deals, in verse, 
with the symptoms caused by each of the poisonous liitas and their treatment. 

The subjects are: the local symptoms and general disorders caused by the kapilii; 
treatment (45.2-4); 662 the same with regard to the agnimukhf (45.5-7), 663 pftii (45.8-
9), 664 padmii (45.10-11), 665 piiti ( 45.12-13), 666 svetii ( 45.14-15), 667 Jqg1.ii ( 45.16 ), 668 

pii\ti;iurii (45.17),669 raktapada (45.18),670 bhp'!gii (45.19),671 piilgii (45.20-21), 672 

trimat_1.9alii (45.22-23), 673 piitigandhii (45.24-25), 674 vfrii (45.26-27),675 kumudii ( 45. 
28),676 alavisii (45.29-30),677 raktii (45.31),678 citrii (45.32-33), 679 santiinikii (45. 
34 ), 680 mecakii ( 45.35), 681 kasanii ( 45.36), 682 kiikiir:ii;lf ( 45.37), 683 e\tapiidii ( 45.38), 684 

liijavallfii (45.39), 685 vaidehf (45.40), 686 jalinf (45.41), 687 miiliigur:ia (45.42-43), 688 

and sauvan~ikii ( 45.44 ); 689 incurable lesions and disorders caused by liitiis should 
also be managed with the measures described, after warning the patient about the 
prognosis ( 45.45); 690 the places of the body preferably attacked by each of the liitiis 
( 45.46-51 ); they do, however, not restrict themselves to the places mentioned ( 45.52). 

Chapter forty-six (mii~ikiilarkaprati~edha), corresponding tot he mii~ikiilarkavi~aprati
~edha chapter of the Hrdaya (U.38), is in verse. 

A.s.U.46.2-3 = A.h.U.38.1-2. 
A.s. U.46.4 agrees with A.h.U.38.3. 
A.s.U.46.5-16 = A.h.U.38.4-15ab. 
A.s.U.46.17 is in confonnity with A.h.U.38.15cd-16ab. 
A.s.U.46.18-23 = A.h.U.38.!6cd-23ab. 
Additional verses describe emetics ( 46.24 ), prescriptions against complaints that 

may arise after vomiting ( 46.25), and prescriptions against symptoms of poisoning ( 46. 
26-28). 

A.s.U.46.29-31 = A.h.U.38.23cd-26. 
Additional verses are about the management of complaints that may arise afterpur

gation ( 46.32-35). 
A.s.U.46.36-37 = A.h.U.38.27-29. 
Additional verses give another prescription against rat's poison ( 46.38), a recipe 

to be employed when fever occurs ( 46.39-40), a recipe promoting the falling off of 
granulation tissue (kart_1.ikiipiitana) ( 46.41-42), and oils and ghees promoting wound 
healing (46.43-44ab). 

Thus the general measures to be used against poisoning by rat's bites have been 
dealt with ( 46.44cd). 

Thechaptergoes on with the symptoms caused by and the treatment to be employed 
in bites ofaliilana (46.45),691 capala (46.46a-c), 692 putraka (46.46d-47), 693 hasira (46. 
48), 694 cikira ( 46.49), 695 ajina ( 46.50), 696 ka~iiyadanta ( 46.51), 697 kulaka ( 46.52),698 

kokila ( 46.53), 699 kapila ( 46.54 ), 700 Jq~a (46.55), 701 arnr:ia, etc. ( 46.56-59), 702 cuc
chundara (46.60),703 and rasiila (46.61). 704 
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A.s.U.46.62-64cd = A.h.U.38.33-35. 
A few prescriptions against dog's bites are added (46.64ef-66). 705 

A.s.U.46.67 = A.h.U.38.36ab. 7°' 
A.s.U.46.68 agrees with A.h.U.38.37ab. 707 

A prescription is added ( 46.69).708 

A.s.U.46.70 = A.h.U.38.37cd-38ab. 
More prescriptions follow ( 46.71-76). 
The next verses describe purificatory measures, the sa1!}sa1janakrama ( 46. 77-

78), 709 and a ritual bath (46.79-80) accompanied by a mantra 710 addressed to 
Sarameya and Ga1,1adhipa (46.81). 711 

A.s.U.46.82-83 = A.h.U.38.39-40. 

Chapter forty-seven (vi~opadravaprati~edha), entirely in verse, deals with complica
tions resulting from poisoning and has no corresponding pa1t in the Hrdaya. 

The subjects are: the sixteen complications of poisoning which, ifneglected, lead to 
death: fever; cough, vomiting, respiratory problems, hiccup, thirst, serious fainting fits 
(atimurchana), loose stools (vi<;lbheda), atika\hinya, anaha, pain in the bladder region, 
headache, swelling (svayathu), piltidat!}satva, bleeding (raktasrava), and vi~anila (47. 
2-3); the treatment of fever (47.4-!!), cough (47.9-!0c), vomiting (47.lOd-14), res
piratory problems (47.15-16), hiccup (47.17-19), thirst and fainting (47.20-23), di
arrhoea (47.24-26), pain in the bladder region (47.27-28), headache (47.29), swelling 
(47.30-33), putida1psatva (47.34-36), 712 bleeding (47.37-39), and vi~anila 713 (47.40-
46); other disorders should be treated on similar lines, taking into consideration the do
~a(s) involved, etc. ( 47.47); remnants of a poison should be removed by agadas effec
tive by seeing or hearing them (drsyagada, sabdagada), because a slight remnant may 
lead to renewed disease or death ( 4 7.48); an agada 10· be smeared on drums or ban
ners, which, by seeing, hearing or touching them, destroy poisons (47.49-56); 714 the 
virtues ofk~aragada ( 4 7.57-58); 715 the preparation of the sugandhagada, the rituals for 
its use, its effects (47.59-64); 716 the mahasugandhagada (47.65-75); 717 cooling mea
sures should always be employed in cases of poisoning, except in those caused by krµs 
(47.76); 718 dietary and other general measures (47.77-81); 719 things to be avoided by 
a patient ( 47.82); no the signs indicating cure ( 47.83). 721 

. Chapter forty-eight (vi~opayogrya), in verse, has no counterpart in the Hrdaya It deals 
with the use of poisonous substances as medicines. 722 

The subjects are: poisons may be employed in cases of poisoning if mantras and 
other measures fail; this way of treatment may be resorted to when the fifth stage (vega) 
of poisoning has passed, but before the seventh one has arrived; permission has to be 
asked from the king, but no other person should be notified (48.1); the physician, ac
quainted with the use of mantras, should carry out first dhara91bandha ( 48.2); 723 poi
sons of vegetable origin are usually of the nature of kapha and tend to move upwards, 
while those of animal origin are usually of the nature of pitta and tend to move down
wards ( 48.3); 724 the properties of these two categories of poisons are opposed to each 
other; therefore, those bitten by poisonous animals should be treated with root poisons 
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in the form of drinks and plasters ( 48.4); 725 a physician should make those having in
gested a vegetable poison be bitten by poisonous animals living on air (pavanasin), be
cause there is no better antidote than (another) poison ( 48.5); the dose of root poison 
to be administered is, dependent on the circumstances, four, six or eight barleycorns 
(yava) ( 48.6); a lesion by a kI\a, however, always requires two yava, that by a scor
pion one grain of sesamum (tila); no poisonous substance may be prescribed when the 
poison has affected the blood ( 48.7a-c); a liita lesion should not be treated by giving 
the patient a medicated drink, but by applying a plaster, after scarification; a poison 
administered in cases of poisoning acts like am.rta, but, in the absence of poisoning, it 
is just a poison; neither should a poison be prescribed when the patient suffers from 
the effects of a weak poison ( 48.7cd-8); an agada should be given in cases of doubt; 
caution is necessary with agadas too, since, improperly prescribed, they give rise to 
disease ( 48.9-10); vegetable poisons that may be used are saktuka, mustaka, sp'lgI, vii
laka, sar~apiihvaya and vatsaniibha, which are snigdha, ghana and guru; kiilakii\a, how
ever, should never be employed as a counterpoison (48.11); medicines to be adminis
tered immediately after the medicinal use of a sharp poison ( 48.12-13); substances to 
be mixed with the counterpoison in order to achieve particular effects (48.14-17); a 
lepa against a burning sensation caused by poison ( 48.18); someone who has drunk a 
vegetable poison may be treated by having a furious snake, emitting smoke from its 
mouth, bite a piece of meat, held at the end of a stick of wood; after mincing this meat 
one should give it to eat (48.19-20); poisons may also be prescribed in all sorts of dis
eases when other measures fail; those striving after rasiiyana should always use poi
son ( 48.21 ); the proper periods of time forthe use of poison for rasiiyana purposes and 
in emergencies (iityayikavyiidhi) ( 48.22-23a); contra-indications for the use of poison 
as a medicine (48.23b-24); things to be avoided after administration of a poison (48. 
25); disorders arising when these rules are not observed, in particular when dry articles 
of diet (riik~iinna) are consumed ( 48.26); prescriptions containing haritala, which are 
useful against fevers (48.27-28); prescriptions containing poisonous substances which 
are useful in long-standing fevers and other disorders (48.29-30), raktapitta (48.31), 
corrupted sores (du~\avrai:ia) ( 48.32), respiratory problems, hiccup and vomiting ( 48. 
33), a series of disorders ( 48.34-36), miitra (krcchra), udiivarta and asmarI ( 48.37), a
s marl ( 48.38), siila ( 48.39), viitai:i<}atva 726 ( 48.40), gulma and p!Ihan ( 48.41), p1Ihodara 
and krimi(roga) (48.42), ku~\ha (48.43), p!Than and k~\ha (48.44), ku~\ha in general 
and particular types ofku~\ha ( 48.45-54 ), mii<}hagarbha ( 48.55), female infertility ( 48. 
56), deficiency of semen in males (48.57), timira (48.58-59), kaca (48.60), sukla727 

and arman ( 48.61), a number of eye diseases (48.62-66ab), ratryandhatva ( 48.66c-f), 
headache( 48.67), piitiniisa ( 48.68), palita and ariir!1sikii ( 48.69), kari:iasiila ( 48. 70), dis
eases ofthemouth (48.71), and stammering (viikskhalanatii) (48.72). 

The chapter ends with a verse declaring that someone who uses poison medicinally 
need not be afraid of poisons administered by one's enemies, poisons of poisonous an
imals, etc.; he need not fear untimely death, grahas, and piipman ( 48.73). 

Chapter forty-nine (rasiiyanavidhi), corresponding to the chapter of the same title of 
the Hrdaya (U.39), is partly in verse, partly in prose. 728 
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A.s.U.49.l-4ab = A.h.U.39. l-4ab. 
A.s.U.49.4cd agrees with A.h.U.39.4cd. 
Rasayana procedures will be of no avail in persons who have not been subjected 

previously to oleation, etc. ( 49.5). Habits and practices which exite the do~as and are 
thus injurious to the preservation of health are enumerated (49.6); the physiological 
effects of these habits and practices (49.7); their effects on the functions of the human 
organism ( 49.8); sensible humans behave therefore otherwise and resort to rasayana 
measures, properly applied ( 49.9). 

Rasayana is of two main types: ku!Ipravesika and vatatapika; the first of these is 
the most efficient ( 49.10). 729 

The requirements for the construction of a ku!I are described (49.11), 730 followed 
by those for the one to be subjected to the treatment (49.12). 731 

A.s.U.49.13-17 = A.h.U.39.8cd-14. 
The name of the drug called haritakI is explained; the meanings of its synonyms, 

siva, vijaya and abhaya are explained as well ( 49.18-19). Substances to be used in com
bination with haritakI, in order to have particular effects, are mentioned (49.20-21). 

The way to prepare haritakI for use, the rules for its use, and its effects are dealt 
with next ( 49.22-23). 

A.s.U.49.24-29 = A.h.U.39.15-20. 
The effects of this brahmarasayana are described ( 49.30).732 

A medicated ghee for rasayana purposes is added ( 49.31-32). 
A number ofrasayanas with amalaka (49.33-36),733 vi9ailga (49.37) and triphala 

( 49.38) as their main ingredients are described. 
A.s.U.49.39-49 = A.h.U.39.33-43. 
Several rasayana preparations are added: a recipe with triphala ( 49.50-51), haritakI 

(49.52), amalaka and iron (49.53-54),734 amalaka and other metals (49.55), and gold 
(49.56-61). 

A rasayana preparation containing gold should be used in combination with sa
Iikhapu~pI by one seeking longevity, in combination with ugragandha,735 or the sta
mens of padma orvidarI, by those seeking increase of intelligence, beauty (lak~mI), or 
sexual pleasure ( 49.62). 

A.s.U 49.63-72 = A.h.U.39.44-53. 
The next subjects are: the preparation of nagabalarasayana, its uses, its effects (49. 

73); 736otherplants, to be prepared and used in the same way ( 49.74); preparations with 
sarav,k~as (49.75); ways to obtain a svarasa (49.76) or a similar product (49.77). 

A.s.U.49.78-90ab = A.h.U.39.84-95. 
A preparation with the burnt pith of the tuvaraka tree, to be employed in eye dis

eases, is added ( 49.90c-f); 737 tuvaraka oil should be used every other day during a 
month in order to achieve its full effect ( 49.91); more tuvaraka preparations are de
scribed ( 49.92-98). 

The section that follows is concerned with the preparation of bhallataka fruits, the 
ways this preparation may be used, and its effects ( 49.99); 738 the gradual increase of 
the dose ( 49.100-10 I); the preparation of bhallataka juice by the pu!apaka procedure 
(49.102) 739 and the way it should be used (49.103); preparations with bhallataka oil 
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(49.104-105). 
A.s.U.49.106-114 = A.h.U.39.75-83. 
A section on pippalirasayana follows. 
A.s.U.49.115-121 = A.h.U.39.96-102. 740 
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The chapter continues with preparations containing vi9ailga ( 49.122),741 alambu~a 
(49.123-125), and bakucr, also called avalguja (49.126-136). 

A.s.U.49.137-139 = A.h.U.39.107-109. 
A.s.U.49.140 is in conformity with A.h.U.39.110. 
More preparations with bakucI, also called somarajI and sasisakala, follow; pra

punii!a fruits may be used in the same way (49.141-143), as well as krmiripu (= vi4a
ilga), dahana (= citraka) and spho\akrt (= bhallataka) (49.144). 

The bakucI- or somarajikalpa proceeds with recipes in which bakucI is combined 
with other medicinal substances in order to achieve specific effects ( 49.145-154 ). A 
verse and a prose passage on the virtues of bakucI end this kalpa ( 49.155-156). 

A short section on preparations with the plant called haimavatI742 (49.157-159) 
precedes a long one devoted to garlic (lasunakalpa; 49.160-213). 

A.s.U.49.160 = A.h.U.39, additional verse between 110 and 111. 
A.s.U.49.161-!63cd = A.h.U.39.111-113. 
An added ardhasloka says that garlic cures disorders arising in patients suffering 

from raktapitta ( 49.! 63ef). Divergent opinions are referred to concerning the duration 
of a treatment with garlic preparations ( 49.164). 

A.s.U.49.165-172 = A.h.U.39.114-121. 
Two verses on the role of attractive women during the course of treatment are added 

(49.173-174). 
A.s.U.49.175 = A.h.U.39.122. 
Garlic preparations should never be ingested in haste, because this would lead to 

particular disorders ( 49 .17 6). 
A.s.U.49.177 = A.h.U.39.123. 
The diet to be prescribed to someone with a flaming digestive fire (due to garlic) 

(49.178-179). 
A.s.U.49.180 = A.h.U.39.124. 
Drinks are mentioned which are suitable to patients not accustomed to alcoholic 

beverages (49.181). 
A.s.U.49.182 = A.h.U.39.125. 
Added verses deal with particular preparations with specificeffects(49.183-!94). 
A.s.U.49.195 = A.h.U.39.126. 
Additional verses are concerned with more prescriptions (49.196-203). 
A method enabling brahmai:ias to use garlic as a medicine is described (49.204). 
A.s.U.49.205 = A.h.U.39.127. 
A lasunasava is mentioned, prepared by Narada for Uddhava's use (49.206).743 

Things to be avoided by those using garlic preparations are enumerated ( 49.207). In 
conjunction with oleation, garlic becomes heavier ( 49.208). At the end of the treatment, 
a mild purgative should be prescribed in order to avoid excitation of pitta ( 49.209). 

A.s.U.49.210 = A.h.U.39.128. 
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A long section (49.211-280) is added to the text of the Hrdaya. The first part of 
this section is about diseases in which the use of garlic preparations is contra-indicated 
(49.211) and about the general effects of garlic (49.212-213). The remaining part is 
devoted to a number of kalpas. 

The palli1J1ukalpa (49.214-223) deals with: next to garlic, palli1J1U (onion) is the 
best drug against viita disorders; the life of the overlord of the Sakas is dependent on it 
(49.214); the attractiveness of Saka women is also due to palii1J1U (49.215); 744 the gen
eral effects of palii1J1U (49.216); its effects when used as a food item; it cures disorders 
accompanying (pra)meha ( 49.217); the juice of palli1J1U may be used in the same way 
as that of garlic (49:218); various ways of using the drug ( 49.219-222); the beneficial 
effects ofpalii1J1u juice (49.223). 

The kukku!ikalpa (49.224-235) is about: the mythical origin of this plant which 
turns men into divine beings, even in the present age of the world ( 49.224 ); the char
acteristics of kukku!T ( 49.225); its general effects on the human organism ( 49.226); 
its uses and effects when administered during a ku!iprlivesika rasiiyana procedure· (49. 
227-229); more rules about the correct employment; the wonderful results ( 49.230-
231); another way of using kukkup:; longevity will follow after taking the preparation 
for a full month ( 49.232); prescriptions with kukku!J which cure timira and viita disor
ders (49.233), antrav[ddhi (49.234), and all kinds of diseases (49.235). 

The kaiicukikalpa ( 49.236-256) deals with: the description of the plant called ka
iicuki ( 49.236); the way it should be used in a ku!iprlivesika rasiiyana procedure; its 
effects after one, two, and three weeks ( 49.237-240); prescriptions with kaiicuki cura
tive of all kinds of diseases (49.241), and curative of skin diseases and timira (49.242); 
the formula of saptamrtaCiifl)a, recommended in all kinds of diseases (49.243-245); 
another recipe having rasiiyana effects (49,246-247); the formula of martyamrtaghrta 
(49.248-250); the formula of somamrtaghrta (49.251-256). 

The guggulukalpa (49.257-280) deals with: the mythical origin of guggulu; the 
effect of this substance on the gods (49.257-258); its general effects on human be
ings ( 49.259); the description of the best kind of guggulu, called mahi~iik~a ( 49.260-
26!cd); the maximum daily dose is one pala; the total quantity used by an individual 
should not exceed a tulii (= one hundred pala) ( 49.261ef); a mantra, taught by Atreya, 
that should accompany the use of guggulu ( 49.262-263 ); guggul u, in combination with 
the drugs of the groups called mahat- and laghupaiicamiila, and particular fluids, cures 
viita and kapha diseases (49.264-265); in combination with other drugs, it cures partic
ular diseases ( 49.266-276); someone who uses, in the proper way, one hundred pala of 
the substance, need not fear an untimely death, disease, and old age (49.277); guggulu 
should be used in combination with drugs counteracting a particular do~a or disease 
( 49.278); it may also be used in the same way as siliijatu ( 49.279); diseases brought 
about by an excessive use of guggulu; in general, guggulu should not be prescribed in 
the presence of one of these diseases ( 49.280). 

The next kalpa, also found in the Hrdaya, is devoted to siliijatu ( 49.281-329). 
A.s.U.49.281 = A.h.U.39.130. 
Siliijatu, which pacifies all do~as and destroys all diseases, possesses properties 

. which are characteristic of the type of rocks from which it exudes ( 49.282). 
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A.s.U.49.283-284 = A.h.U.39.131-132. 
Steeped in the decoction of particular medicinal plants, silajatu cures diseases 

brought about by vata ( 49.285), pitta (49.286), kapha (49.287), vata and pitta (49.288), 
vata and kapha (49.289), pitta and kapha (49.290). The preparation of silajatu for 
cases in which a combination of three do~as is active is described (49.291). 

A.s.U.49.292-300ab = A.h.U.39.133-14lab. 
An ardhasloka is added ( 49.300cd). 
Things to be avoided after taking the prescription are listed ( 49.301). 
A.s.U.49.302ab = A.h.U.39.14!cd. 
The kinds of water to be used are mentioned ( 49.302cd). 
Added verses ( 49.303-325) deal with: compound recipes contammg silajatu 

against particular diseases ( 49.303-308); the preparation of siva gu\ika and its actions 
( 49.309-325). 745 

A.s.U.49.326 = A.h.U.39.142. 
The wonderful effects of using one hundred ( 49.327) or even one thousand pala 

( 49.328) of silajatu are described. 
The mythical origin of silajatu is referred to again at the end of this kalpa ( 49.329). 
Some kalpa sections are added (49.330-364). 
The first one, devoted to tapya (= mak~ika), deals with: the origin of the two 

varieties of tapya: cold-coloured and silver-coloured; 746 their properties; articles 
of diet, etc., to be avoided during the use of tapya as a medicine (49.330-332); 
prescriptions containing mak~ikadhatu (= tapya) which are effective against particular 
disorders, confer longevity, etc. ( 49.333-340). 747 

The second kalpa is devoted to the plant called mahi~avallari, vrddhadaraka, or 
vellarika. This plant is described ( 49.341-342), followed by the way its crushed roots 
should be prepared for medicinal use; a linctus ~hould be made; milk has to be drunk 
after taking this medicine, and, after digestion, milk and ghee; the effects are mentioned 
( 49.343-346); theeffectsthat can be expected when vrddhadaraka is used in combina
tion with asvagandha ( 49.347-348); (sata)vari and gok~uraka may replaceasvagandha 
( 49.349); recipes with the roots of vrddhadaraka, in combination with other medicinal 
substances, are described ( 49.350-357), followed by prescriptions with the juice from 
vrddhadaraka fruits ( 49.358-362). 

Two verses describe a preparation containing ku~\ha as the main drug ( 49.363-
364 ). 

A.s.U.49.365-367 = A.h.U.39.143-145. 748 

Recipes to be used in vatatapika rasayana follow ( 49.368-375). 
A.s.U.49.376 = A.h.U.39.147. 
One recipe is added ( 49.377). 749 

A.s.U.49.378 = A.h.U.39.149. 
Four recipes are added (49.379-383). 750 

A.s.U.49.384 = A.h.U.39.151. 
Two recipes are added ( 49.385-386).751 

A.s.U.49.387-391 = A.h.U.39.154-158. 752 

A.s.U.49.392 = A.h.U.39.161. 753 
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One recipe is added ( 49.393). 
A.s.U.49.394-397 = A.h.U.39.169-172. 
One verse is added to the formula of niirasirphaghrta ( 49.398). 754 

A.s.U.49.399-401 = A.h.U.39.174-176. 
One recipe is added ( 49.402). 
A.s.U.49.403 = A.h.U.39.177. 
Some verses on rasiiyana in general are added (49.404-411). 
A.s.U.49.412 = A.h.U.39.178. 
Some verses on general precepts follow (49.413-414). 
A.s.U.49.415-417 = A.h.U.39.179-181. 
Two verses declaring that the objectives of rasiiyana are reached, without the use 

of the ku\ipriivesika procedure, by devoted cowherds, living on milk and ghee in cow
pens (go~!ha) filled with lowing and frisking calves, end the chapter (49.418-419). 755 

Chapter fifty (viijikara~1avidhi), corresponding to the chapter of the same title of the 
Hrdaya (U.40), is in verse. 

A.s.U.50.2-3 = A.h.U.40.1-3. 
A number of ad,ied verses are about the importance of sexual life and procreation; 

aphrodisiacs, which increase semen, will therefore be dealt with (50.4-10). 756 

A.s.U.5t. I l = A.h.U.40.6. 
Causes of impotency are enumerated (50.12-14). The uncertain correlations be

tween physical qualities on the one hand, potency and fertility on the other, are stressed 
(50.15-17). Prescriptions will therefore be given which increase the potency of weak 
ones, and make more potent still those who are strong and able to enjoy sexual activity 
(50.18). 

A.s.U.50.19-20 = A.h.U.40.7-8. 757 

A.s.U.50.21-29 = A.h.U.40.12cd-2lab. 
Recipes for aphrodisiacs are added (50.30-40).758 

A.s.U.50.41-44 = A.h.U.40.26-30ab. 
Two recipes are added (50.45-46). 
A.s.U.50.47 = A.h.U.40.31cd-32. 
More recipes areadded(50.48-51); the recipes of satiivarighita (50.52-55) andji-

vakiidighrta (50.56-57) are given. 
Numerous prescriptions come next (50.58-113).759 

A.s.U.50.114-115 = A.h.U.40.35-36. 760 

A.s. U.50.116 = A.h. U.40.38. 
A series of verses are about attractive women as the best aphrodisiacs (50.117-

123).761 Other things similarly stimulating are described (50.124-135). 762 Verses on 
viijikarar:i;i. in general conclude this section (50.136-143). 

Some verses introduce the next subject, i.e., the tantrayuktis (50.144-149). 
The tantrayuktis are listed (50.150-153). The effect of their study is like that of 

the sun's rays on a closed lotus flower and that of a lamp in a house (50.154). Knowl
edge of the tantrayuktis is a requirement for the understanding of a scientific treatise 
(50.155). Their functions are elucidated (50.156-157). The tantrayuktis should be at-
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tentively studied (50.158). 
The medical science is extolled. Conscientious practitioners are praised, quacks re

viled (50.158-175). 
An intelligent, compassionate and virtuous physician ought to be honoured as the 

Asvins were honoured by Indra (50.176). The healing feats of the Asvins are referred 
to. Physicians are comparable to these deities and deserve honour on the same grounds 
(50.177-184 ). 763 

The characteristics of properly behaving medical practitioners are described and 
the ethical code they ought to observe is discussed (50.! 85-20 I). 764 

Brahma transmitted the ayurveda, originally consisting of one hundred thousand 
verses; Agnivesa and other sages composed, based on this ayurveda, their own trea
tises, devoted to a particular branch of the medical art (50.202). 

Vagbha;a introduces himself: he bears the same name as his grandfather, who was 
an eminent physician; he is a son of Sirphagupta and was born in Sindhu( desa). He got 
his training in medicine from his guru, Avalokita, and his father (50.203-204). The 
treatise (i.e., the A§fiingasaipgraha) he composed covers the essentials of the whole 
medical science (50.205-206). The usefulness of the work is explained and the hope 
expressed that it may serve to free the world from disease (50.207-211). 





Part 5 

Vagbhata 





Chapter l 

Vagbhata and the works ascribed to him 

Authors called Vagbha!a, their works, and their identities 

Vagbha\a is a fairly common name in Sanskrit literature. Many works are attributed to 
authors of this or a closely related appellation. 1 

The two most important medical treatises ascribed to a Viigbha!a are the A.~!ii
ngasaJ!lgraha and A$!iiligahrdayasaq1hitii. 2 The Rasaratnasamuccaya, an iatrochemical 
work, is the third composition to be mentioned among those with which a Vagbha!a 
is credited. 

Other medical works said to have been written by a Viigbha!a are: an auto
cemmentary on the A$!iiiigahfdayasaqihitii, called A$!ii1igahrdayavai,a1yakabhii$Ja; 3 

two more commentaries, called A${iiligahrdayacffpikii4 and .flrdaya!ippa1Ja; 5 the A$!ii
Iiganigha1J!U; 6 the A$!iiligasarn; 7 the A$!iiligiivatiira; 8 a Bhiivaprakiisa; 9 the Dvii
dasii1thanirupa1Ja; 10 a Kii/ajiiiina;" the Padiirthacandtikii; 12 the Siislcadarpa1Ja; 13 a 
Sataslokf; 14 a Viigbha!a; 15 the Viigbha!fya; 16 the Viiba!anighalJ!U; 17 a Vamanaka/pa. 18 

An author called Baha!a is credited with a RasamulikiinighalJ!U, 19 a Baha~a with 
a Saqmipiitanidiinacikitsii. 21 A Biiha!agrantha is, in spite of its title, not by an author 
called Baha!a, 21 

This chapter will be devoted to the author or authors of the A$!ii1igasaq1graha and 
A$!iitigah[dayasaq1hitii. The other works mentioned are of less concern in the present 
context or are discussed elsewhere. 

The two main treatises face us with the complex problem whether they were com
posed by one and the same person, by two namesakes, or even by unknown authors. 
The controversial nature of this issue, to be discussed later, makes it desirable to keep 
to the texts as closely as possible. 

The colophons of most editions of both SaJ!!graha and Hrdaya give Vagbha!a, son 
of Siiphagupta, as their author. 22 The unreliability of colophons, which may have been 
added later, makes them unsuitable to establish the point of authorship. 23 Actually, the 
name of the author does not appear even a single time in the Hfdaya The SaJ!lgraha, 
on the other hand, contains some verses, occurring towards its close (U.50.203-204), 
which constitute the only source of direct information on the one who may have written 
this large treatise. These verses state: "The excellent physician Vagbha!a was my pa
ternal grandfather; my name is the same as his; my grandfather's son was Siq1hagupta, 
whose son I am; my native country is the land of the Sindhu people; 24 I obtained my 
knowledge (pratibha) 25 from my preceptor (guru), Avalokita, 26 and from my father, 
who was an even more venerable (gurutara) preceptor to me; based on this know!-
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edge, and after studying (vilocana) numerous medical works, 27 I composed (this) well
arranged exposition (vinirr;iaya)28 (of the medical science)accordingto its division into 
(eight) branches". 29 

These meagre facts have led to a host of discussions. 
One of the disputed points is the original form of the author's name. Although he 

calls himself Vagbha!a at the end of the Sarpgraha, variants of his name are found in 
many a later treatise, in commentaries, etc. The most common of these variants, Vii
ha!a 30 ( or Baha!a), is particularly frequent in MSS and treatises from southern India. 31 

Opinions are divided on the issue whether Vagbha!a should be regarded as the orig
inal name, or Viiha\a, secondarily sanskritized to Vagbha!a. Hilgenberg and Kirfe132 

did not want to exclude the latter option; C. Vogel seems to give it his preference. 33 

P. V. Sharma, 34 on the other hand, is strongly in favour of the former choice, being con
vinced that the author's own statements are trustworthy. 

No information is available on the Vagbha!a, who was the father of Siq1hagupta 
and grandfather of the Viigbha!a of the Sarpgraha, 35 except for the fact that he was 
a physician. In spite of this, G. Hiildiir asserted that this Viigbha!a, whom he desig
nates as Vagbha!a I and assigns to the second century A.O., was the author of a Smr
tinibandha and Vaidyakanighai;ip.1. 36 This Vagbha!a I is reported to have divided the 
medical science into ten branches: dravyiibhidhiina, rugviniscaya, kayasaukhyasarp
padana, salyavidya, bhutanigraha, vi~apratikara, balopacara, rasayana, salakyatantra, 
and Vf~ya. His Smftinibandha is said to have been famous and to be quoted repeatedly 
in Apariirka's Yiijiiavalkyadharmasiistranibandha.31 Grammar was the third branch of 
learning he mastered, according to G. Haldiir, who claimed that Bhartfhari refers to this 
Vagbha!a in his Mahiibhii~yadipikii. 38 

The name ofVagbha!a's father is Sirphagupta in the text of the Saqigraha and most 
of the colophons of the MSS and editions of Sarpgraha and Hrdaya Niscala refers, 
when quoting the Hrdaya, to Vagbha!a as the son of Sirphagupta, 39 and calls him 
Vagbha!agupta. 40The form Sailghagupta, a variant of Siq1hagupta in some oftheMSS 
and editions of the Rasaratnasamuccaya, attributed to a Viigbha!a, is occasionally 
found in MSS of the Hfdaya 41 Vagbha!a's father is also called Sailghagupta by the 
Hrdyakiira, a commentator on the Hrdaya 42 One MS 43 employs three variants of the 
name, Sailgagupta, Sailgugupta and Sirphagupta. This MS, which may date from the 
late eighteenth century at its earliest, is remarkable in mentioning a Ravigupta as the 
grandfather of either Sirphagupta or a Vagbha!a.44 

The Tibetan translation of the Hrdaya gives either Seil-ge sbas-pa (Sirphagupta) or 
Dge-\)dun gsail-ba (Sailghaguhya) as the name of Vagbha!a's father, according to G. 
Huth, 45 but C. Vogel 46 records the former only. One MS of the Hfdaya47 has a colophon 
mentioning Nfsiqthagupta as Vagbha!a's father. 

So~ala's Gadanigraha contains a formula 48 attributed to a Sirphagupta, whom G. 
Haldar49 regards as identical with Vagbha!a's father, who, obviously, in Haldiir's view, 
wrote a medical treatise. Some of the ingredients of the recipe prove that it cannot be 
from a rather early source. 50 

The information at the endof the Sarpgraha shows that its author issued from a 
family of physicians, 51 settled in Sindh at the time of his birth. 
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A detail, found in Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii, induced D.Ch. Bhattacharyya to 
speculate on the social status of Vagbha\a's family. Niscala designates, once only in 
his commentary,52 Vagbha\a as a royal sage (rajar~i). D.Ch. Bhattacharyya, joining 
this isolated fact to another scrap, namely Jeija\a's references to his teacher, also a 
Vagbha\a, as the lord (pati) of Mahajahnu, concluded, rather rashly, that the author of 
Saipgraha and Hrdaya was the chief (rajan) of a small kingdom in Sindh.53 

It has often been assumed that Vagbha\a was not only born in Sindh, but also spent 
his life there. 54 This point cannot be settled with any certainty. The explicit statement 
by the author himself that he was born in Sindh does not imply that he remained in that 
region. His migration to another area later in life can therefore not be excluded. 

This uncertainty proved to be a fertile soil for the cultivation of hypotheses. 
P.V. Sharma55 advanced a number of arguments in favour of the hypothesis that 

Vagbha\a spent part of his life in Sindh and moved to UjjayinI or some place near this 
town later. Vagbha\a's acquaintance with Sindh is deduced from a verse (A.s.Ci.9.37) 
asserting that a burning sensation and thirst will disappear when recollecting the way 
of playing with water of the elephants in Sindh. Additional arguments are a reference 
to aiijana as a substance found in or near the river Sindh (A.s.Su.8.59) and some verses 
mentioning the Sakas56 (A.s.U.49.214-215). 57 

These details are insufficient to prove that Vagbha[a remained in Sindh for some 
time. Dietary habits of the people living in Sindh and of the Sakas are referred to in the 
Carakasaiphitii; 58 the river Sindhu is mentioned in the Susrutasaiphitii. 59 

The migration from Sindh to another region is inferred from the statement that one 
should leave a country where a king reigns and people abound who do not respect the 
dharma (A.s.Su.8.2) and from a number of references to a beautiful and prosperous 
country. 60 P. V. Sharma suggests that Vagbha\a left his native country, which had 
suffered from the incursions of foreign peoples, after Yasodhannan had defeated 
these foreigners in A.O. 533. These peoples, supposed to be the Hui:ias, are described 
in Yasodharman's records as ruled by vicious kings transgressing the rules of good 
conduct. 61 

Again, these references are not convincing at all, being vague and of a type that 
may be found in any literary work. Moreover, the Hui:ias, different from the Sakas,62 

are absent from the Saipgraha. , 
P.V. Sharma's hypothesis that Vagbha\a went to UijayinI63 is partly based on the 

idea that this city was Yasodharman's capital, from where he reigned over his kingdom 
from A.O. 533-583. 64 P.V. Sharma also takes for granted the identity of this king with 
the Vikramaditya of Ujja yini who was the patron of the famous poet Kalidasa and other 
well-known writers. 65 

No contemporary record, however, gives Yasodhannan the title ofVikramaditya. 66 

Kalidasa's patron, Vikramaditya ofUjjayinI, subdued the Sakas, not the Hui:ias; he is a 
different king, though often confused with Yasodharman. Moreover, the city associated 
with Yasodhannan is Dasapura (or Mandasor), not UjjayinL 67 

Other arguments in favour of Vagbha\a 's choice to come to U jjayini are, in P.V. 
Shanna's opinion, his reference to Avanti, 68 the na.ine of the region where the city is 
situated, and his acquaintance with a substance called avantisoma.69 
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Avanti is, however, mentioned in a list of peoples and countries, which weakens 
the argument, and Avanti's capital, Ujjayini, is nowhere referred to in the Saqi
graha. The inhabitants of Avanti, the Avantikas, are present in a similar list found 
in the Carakasaqihita. 7' The Susrutasaqihita is acquainted with Pracyavanti and 
Aparavanti. 71 

Finally, P.V. Sharma points to the large number of borrowings from Vagbha!a in 
the works of Soc;lhala, who was a resident of Avanti or the nearby Gujarat. 

Borrowings from the Saqigraha are, however, not only found in Soc;lhala's writings, 
but also, for example, in Vrnda's Siddhayoga and in the Cakradatta. 

In sum, none of the evidence carries conviction, which leaves open the question 
where Vagbha!a chose to live. 

A rather late Indian tradition, represented in Merutuilga's Prabandhacintama{ii, 72 

an untrustworthy work stuffed with anachronisms,73 presents two Vagbha!as, called 
Brhad- and Laghubahac;la, related to each other as father-in-law and son-in-law. They 
appear in the story as physicians at the court of king Bhoja of Ohara. The elder of 
the two, said to be well read in medical treatises, is credited with a work called Va
gbha\a, based on his own experience. Wonderful tales are told by Merutuilga, in par
ticular about the elder physician. 

A notewprthy fact, in spite of the unreliability of Meruturiga, remains his being 
acquainted with the tradition of an older and a younger Vagbha\a. 

The only Western historian of Indian medicine not to dismiss these stories of the 
PrabandhacintamaQi was P. Cordier, 74 who, earlier, 75 had tried to defend that Vagbha!a 
lived during the reign of Jayasiiriha, king of Kasmir (AD. 1196-1218). The latter view 
found its origin in a passage, thought to be authentic, of the RajatarangiQi, saying that 
the Buddhist (paramabauddha) Vagbha\acarya, son of Siiphagupta, was a contempo
rary of Jayasiiriha. 

Faced with the critical remarks of J. Jolly, 76 who insisted on the absence of the 
passage in the printed texts of the RajatarangiQf and confronted him with the expert 
knowledge of G. Biihler, Cordier realized that his hypothesis had become untenable. 
The alternative he adopted proved to be equally indefensible. 

The collapse of Cordier's tentatives to place the scene of Vagbha\a's activities at 
the court of king Bhoja of Dhara or in Kasmir during the rule ofkingJayasiiriha leaves 
the problem of Vagbha!a's residence still unsettled. 

The only fixed point is the information provided by himself that he was born in 
Sindh. 

C. Vogel77 regards as evidence confirming that Vagbha\a hails from North India the 
opinion that seeing a Dravic;la or an Andhra in one's dream is a bad omen.78 He also 
draws attention to a remark about the soma-like and beneficial medicinal herbs grow
ing in the Himalayas and the fiery and unwholesome character of herbs growing in the 
Vindhya mountains, 79 but this contrast between the properties of medicinal substances 
coming from the Himalayas and the Vindhya mountains is not peculiar to Sarpgraha 
and Hrdaya at all, being found in the Carakasa1phita too. 80 

Vagbha!a is also regarded as a resident of the North, in particular Sindh, by G. 
Haldar. 81 This scholar drafted a highly imaginative theory about a Vagbha!a, who 
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wrote the A!;{iiilgasal!Jgraha, the A~iingahrdayasarphitii, a work intermediate between 
the two, and the Rasaratnasamuccaya. G. Haldiirwanted to see this author attached to 
the court of Saka kings, whose domain included Sindh. The kings he was thinking of 
are Vasudeva, the son of Huvi~ka, and Kapa.Jin, the son of Vasudeva, who ruled in the 
second and third centuries AD. G. Hiildiir believed that both kings were experts in 
rasasastra and the authors of a Viisudevasaq1hitii and Rasariijamahodadhi respectively. 
Vagbha!a, a specialist in rasayana and rasasiistra himself, was, in G. Haldar's view, 
obviously the right person to hold the office of antarailga at the court of these kings, 
who are referred to as sakadhipati in the Sal!]graha. 

An equally or even more inventive theory was developed by R. Siistrl, 82 who was 
convinced that Vagbha\a, author of Saq1graha and Hrdaya, lived during the decline of 
the Gupta dynasty, in the period of the incursions of the Hu~as, and was born in Sindh, 
during the reign of Kumaragupta I, in AD. 420. Together with large numbers of the 
inhabitants of the region, he fled to Kasmir, where he composed his two medical trea
tises. His flight was precipitated by a tragic incident: his both learned and beautiful 
daughter had been taken by force by one of the Huna chiefs, who had fallen in love 
with her. R. Sastrl contrived to establish that the in;ident took place when Vagbha!a 
was thirty-seven years of age. He also managed to determine that he died in AD. 508, 
at the end of the reign of Vainyagupta, also called Tathiigatagupta. 

R. Sastn83 argued that Vagbha\a cannot have lived during the reign ofCandragupta 
Vikrarnaditya, because this king's rule was firmly established in the western parts ofln
dia. There would have been no incentive to migrate to Kasmir in that period. The polit
ical stability continued during Kumaragupta's reign, but new incursions of Sakas oc
curred during the reigns of his successors, Skandagupta and Samudragupta Vagbha\a 
fled the country due to the troubles in Skandagupta's period of rule. 

Traditions current in Kerala see in a Vagbha\a, who is usually regarded as the au
thor of both Sal!]graha and Hrdaya, the teacher of Jejja\a and Jndu. 84 As discussed in 
the sections devoted to these commentators, these traditions are not worthy of credit. 

Another Vagbha\a sometimes confused with the author of the Sal!]graha, Jirdaya, 
or both, need not seriously be considered in the present context. This Vagbha!a appears 
as the father of Tfsa\a, the author of the Cikitsiikalikii, in the untrustworthy colophons 
of a number of MSS of that treatise. 85 

Somelndian traditions make Vagbha!a into a mythically radiant figure. He is some
times regarded as an incarnation of Dhanvantari or identified with one of the fourteen 
gems obtained when the ocean was churned. Others consider him to be an incarna
tion of Gautama Buddha. 86 Another legend tells that Vagbha!a was called by Rava~a 
to treat his brother Kumbhakan:1a. 87 Binod Lall Sen regarded him as the physician of 
Yudhi~!hira, the eldest of the Piit~~va brothers. 88 A legend about Vagbha\a rela,tes that 
Dhanvantari, wanting to inquire into the competence of practising physicians, took the 
form of a bird, and, wandering tothehousesofwell-known vaidyas, askedko 'ruk (who 
is free from disease)? The only one to give a satisfactory answer was Vagbha\a, who 
replied: hitabhuk(someone eating wholesome food), mitabhuk (whoeatsmoderately), 
asiikabhuk (who does not eat vegetables). 89 

TheHiintasaq1hita describes Vagbha\a as the representative of the medical science 
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in the Kaliyuga. ~ 
An entirely different tradition paints him as a voluptuous brahmai:ia, given to all 

s01ts of revelries, and lost in love with a low-caste woman. 91 

Some well-known Vagbha\as of Sanskrit literature are so clearly distinct that they 
cannot easily be mistaken for the medical writer, although, nevertheless, this some
times happens to be the case. 

Literary works attributed to authors called Vagbha\a are the Viigbha[iilaf!lkiira and 
Kavyanusiisana; a third composition often mentioned is the NeminirviiJ;!a. 

The Viigbha(iilatp.kiira, a treatise on poetics, was written by a Vagbha\a, who was a 
Jaina and the son of Soma; he probably belongs to the first halfof the twelfth century. 92 

The author of the Kiivyiinusiisana, also a work on poetics, was a son of Nemikumara 
and lived later, in the thirteenth or fifteenth century. 93 The Neminirviil;la, a mahakavya, 
may be by the Vagbha\a who wrote the Viigbha[iilaf!lkiira 94 

Titles of other works ascribed to authors called Vagbhaia are: Alaqikiiratilaka, 95 

Chando'nusiisana (a treatise on metrics),96 Laghujiitaka,91 Priik.[tapi1igala, 98 ~$abha
devacarita (a mahakavya), 99 Sabdiirthacandrikii, 100 Spigarntilaka, 101 and Vagbha/ako
fa_ 102 

A Viigbhafasmrtisaqigraha, now lost, is quoted by Apararka in his commentary on 
the Yajiiavalkyasmrti. 103 

The Kavikalpalatii, a work ofDevendra or Devesvara, son of a Vagbha\a, is some
times claimed to be by a Vagbha\a. 104 

The religious persuasion of Vagbha\a 

After this digression on the Vagbha \as known in Sanskrit literature, we return to the 
subject of the biography of the medical author. As we have seen, nothing definite is 
known, which did not prevent speculations to proliferate. 

One piece of information has been left for discussion, namely the religious persua
sion and influence of Vagbha\a's first teacher in medicine, Avalokita. The name of this 
guru is usually thought to indicate that he was a Buddhist, which raises the question of 
Vagbha\a' s own religion, a hotly debated issue. 

The problems concerning this point do not form such a hopeless muddle as might 
appear from the secondary literature. A proper handling of these problems requires first 
of all that the data derived from the Saqigraha are carefully kept apart from those com
ing from the Hrdaya Since, so far, evidence is dealt with that can throw light on the 
author of the Sa[!lgraha, the material occurring in that work will be presented first and 
compared with that found in the I-l[daya. 

The main concern of many scholars attracted to a study of the religious material 
found in the Saqigraha has been the identification of traces of Buddhism, or the rea
soning away of supposedly Buddhist elements, depending on attitudes and beliefs of 
these scholars themselves. Extensive discussions and disagreeing interpretations have 
been the unavoidable result. 

Buddhist elements that can hardly be questioned are, first of all, a series of names 
known from the Buddhist pantheon. 
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These names are: Apariijita 105 (A.s.Ci.2.144; 106 U.4.18); 107 AryataraI08 (Su.8. 
59 109 and 28.34; 11° Ci.2.144); 111 Aryapariijitall2 (U.l.20); 113 Aryapan,iasabarI 114 

(U .1.20); 115 Aryavalokita 116 (Sii.28.34; 117 Ci.2.144; 11 8 U.8.57); 119 Aryavalokite- · 
svara 120 (Sii.8.59); 121 Bhai~ajyagurn 122 ((Sii.27, mantra between 12 and 13); 123 

Pan:iasabarI 124 ((Sii.28.23; 125 Ci.2.144); 126 Ratnaketu 127 (U.1.19). 128 
The names found in this list are undoubtedly Buddhist, but one of them, found in 

both Srupgrahaand Hrdaya, namely Dvadasabhuja fsvara Aryavalokita Natha, is some
times given another meaning. Anu;iadatta is completely silent and Indu refrains from 
twisting the meaning, but the majority of the commentators prefer a Hinduist inter
pretation. Candranandana gives Devadevesa as the equivalent of Natha. Sivadasasena 
remarks that the Arya, joined to Avalokita, is ParvatI, which implies that Avalokita is 
Siva. The KairalT commentary says, in the same vein, that the deity referred to is Maha
deva (= Siva), accompanied by his consort Arya ( = ParvatI). P. V. Sha1ma 129 argues that 
Dvadasabhuja fsvara should not be connected with Aryavalokita; he regards the for
mer deity as Karttikeya, who is described as having six heads and twelve arms in the 
M ahiibhiirata. 130 

Apart from these names, some titles and epithets are of a Buddhist character. The 
title Arhant is given to Bhai~ajyaguru in the mantra addressed to him. 131 The same 
title is found in anothermantra (A.s.Sii.8.60) that belongs to a long description, mainly 
in prose, of the preparation and application of a wonderful collyrium (afijana), called 
sarvarthasiddhaiijana (A.s.Sii.58-61). The being addressed in the mantra, also called 
a dharil).I in the text, is Cak~u~1parisodhanaraja, i.e., the (divine) king who completely 
purifies the eyes, namely the eyes of prajiia, jiiana and vijiiana. This being is obviously 
a healing Buddha, for he is called Tathagata and Samyaksat![buddha. 

The preparation of the collyrium involves a complicated ritual, which, being com
posed of some Buddhist and many Hindu elements, is a fine example of the religious 
syncretism of the A$[iirigasaf!!graha. 

Two problematic names of deities are Jina and Jinasuta, mentioned in a verse 
(A.s.Ci.21.135) declaring that paying homage to brahmal).aS, one's gurus and the gods, 
benevolence (maitrI) to all living beings, and adoration of Jina, Jinasuta, Tara and 
Bhaskara, eradicate the disease called ku~\ha. Indu says in his comments that Jina is 
the Buddha; he interprets jinasuta in the compound as indicating a plural and regards 
these Jinasutas as Avalokitesvara and others. 132 

Tara, mentioned once (A.s.Ci.21.135), 133 may be eitherthe Buddhist or the Hindu 
deity of that name. 134 The context - the series Jina, Jinasuta, Tara, Bhaskara - may be 
in favour of coupling her with Bhaskara. On the other hand, it must be conceded that 
Tara is very frequently met with in Buddhist literature and that she may be the same 
as Aryatlira. 135 

Aparajita, however, is a deity found only in the Hinduist mantras of a chapter on 
rituals against grahas. 136 

Two decidedly Buddhist dhariI,JIS are the mayiirI and mahamayiirI. Both are em
ployed, together with the aryaratnaketudhari;II and a Hinduist santikannan, in the treat
ment of vraI,Ja (A.s. U.1.19). 137 The mahavidya called mayiirI, i.e., the mahamayiir'i, is, 
along with the invocation of Hindu deities, used against bhiitas (A.s.U.8.58). 138 
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The mantra called tathiigato~r:iI~a 139 is, together with another one, called sarvavyii
dhicikitsita, 140 recommended as effective against fevers (A.s.Ci.2.145). The first is ob
viously a Buddhist mantra, the second one may be Buddhist, Hinduist, or even delib
erately ambiguous. 

The Hrdaya has been studied as diligently, or even more so, than the Saqigraha in 
search of features pointing to Buddhist influence. 

Names of figures from the Buddhist pantheon found in the Hrdaya are: Aryii
valolcita (U.5.50) 141 and Bhai~ajyaguru (Sii.18, mantra between 17 and 18). 142 

This meagre harvest shows unmistakably the degree of discongruity between Saip
graha and HrcJaya 

The Dviidasabhuja Isvara Aryiivalolcita Niitha, known from the Saipgraha, is met 
with in the Hrdaya too (U.5.50). The same applies to the epithets of Bhai~ajyaguru: 
Arhant, Tathiigata, Samyaksarpbuddha, Vai<,liiryaprabhariija. 

The names Jina and Jinasuta occur in a verse present in some of the MSS and edi
tions of the Hrdaya, but are rather often replaced by Siva and Sivasuta (Ci.19.98). 143 

Indu's Sasilekha proves that he read Jina and Jinasuta and interpreted these figures in 
a Buddhist vein. Candranandana was acquainted with the readings Jina and Jinasuta, 
but comments, nevertheless, that Sivasuta is Srlgar:iesa. 144 Arui:iadatta read Siva and 
Sivasuta, which may mean that the original names were finally changed. 

Jina is found a second time in the Hrdaya (U.37.44) as the name of the one who 
devised a particular antidote. Arui:iadatta only remarks that he is the Bhagavant Jina; 
Sivadiisasena regards him as the Bhagavant Buddha, the Kaira/f as Buddhamuni. 145 

This mention of Jina in a verse of the Hrdaya would be the more noteworthy, if it 
proved to be absent from the Sa1pgraha, 146 on account of the much more scanty refer
ences to Buddhist figures in the former when compared with the latter. 147 

Tiirii's name occurs in the Hrdaya (Ci.l 9.98) in a verse that also fonns part of the 
Saipgraha (Ci.2!.135). 

Gaurl, mentioned in a mantra of the lfrdaya that accompanies the preparation 
of the antidote called candrodaya (U.35.29cd-30), is regarded as the Yellow Tiirii 
by P. Cordier. 148 This interpretation cannot unreservedly be accepted, on account of 
the presence in the same mantra of Vai<,liiryamiitar, GiindhiirI, 149 Ciii:i<,la!I, MiitailgI, 
arid HarimiiyI, names which may be partly Buddhist, partly Hinduist. 150 The rituals 
connected with the preparation of the candrodaya agada are of a syncretistic nature; a 
mantra, preceding the one discussed, is addressed to Puru~asirpha (= Narasi1pha) and 
Niiriiyai:ia; an additional ardhasloka declares that Indra conquered V~ra thariks to the 
virtues of this drug. 

The mahiividyii called miiyiirl is mentioned in a verse common to Hrdaya and Saip
graha (A.h.U.5.5lcd = A.s.U.8.58). 

Returning to the Saipgraha, this treatise presents, next to the elements already dis
cussed, more material that has been noticed as Buddhist in character, by some scholars 
at least. Others deny this Buddhist character and interpret the same data as Hinduist or 
consider it to be ambiguous. 

A much discussed subject is the ekavaidya (unique physician) of the opening verse 
of the Saipgraha The author bows down to this deity, who utterly eradicated from the 
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world all the innate (sahaja) diseases, consisting of lust (raga), etc. 
This ekavaidya of the Sa[!lgraha is without any doubt the same as the apiirvavaidya 

(unprecedented physician) of the corresponding, but differently worded, opening verse 
of the Hrdaya The salutation at the beginning of both works is remarkable by being 
addressed to a deity of a vague appellation, open to disagreeing interpretations. 151 

Whether or not this is intentional cannot be decided. The subsequent history of 
Hrdaya and Sarpgraha shows that the ambiguity of their mailgalas has furthered their 
acceptance in both Buddhist and Hindu circles. 

Indu refers to the ekavaidya of the Sarpgraha as the author's chosen deity (abhi
matadevata) and refuses to identify him. 

Much more material is available on the apiirvavaidya of the Hrdaya, which facili
tates the examination of the fate of this figure in the commentarial literature. 

Aru~iadatta, Candranandana, Hemadri and Indu, though commenting on the mean
ing of apiirva, are silent on the identity of the author's chosen deity, 152 which, as an 
uncommon feature, deserves to be taken stock of as a sign that may indicate embar
rassment. 

One author put considerable effort into persuading his readers that the apii
rvavaidya is not the Buddha or some figure from the Buddhist pantheon, but, on the 
contrary, a Hindu deity. His polemics with an opponent prove that a Buddhist inter
pretation was current in certain circles. This author, Narahari, 153 defends Vagbha\a 
against the accusation of heterodoxy and of expressing himself in a confusing style. 
Narahari 's Viigbhatama(l9ana begins with a lengthy exposition on the opening verse 
of the Hrdaya and contains numerous arguments to establish that the apiirvavaidya is 
Isvara. Narahari also maintains that the Bhai~ajyaguru, found in a mantra occurring in 
both Smpgraha and Hrdaya, cannot but designate Dhanvantari. 

Sridasapa1:u;lita asserts rather firmly in his H,dayabodhikii on the H,daya that the 
apiirvavaidya - and the ekavaidya of the Sarpgraha - should be interpreted as Isvara. 
The Skiindapuri!i(la and Saivapurii(la are quoted in support. He rejects the opinion that 
Vagbha\a's unusual way of expressing himself (aprasiddhapadaprayoga) gives rise to 
uncertainty about the deity he had in mind. At the end of this plea, however, he men
tions briefly, contradicting his fonner statements, that the apiirvavaidya may also be 
Suga ta(= Buddha); a quotation from Halayudha 154 serves to confirm this. Sridasa ac
knowledges that the mantra addressed to Bhai~ajyaguru is of Buddhist inspiration. 

The authorofthe commentary on the Hrdaya called Hrdyi!i is one of the few to own 
unequivocally that Vagbha\a was a Buddhist. 155 

Before proceeding to a survey of more recent opinions on the first verses of Smp
graha and I-]rdaya, it will be necessary to discuss a rather long salutation, preceding the 
one addressed to the ekavaidya. This mailgala, present in some of the editions of the 
Sa1pgraha, 156 praises, with a series of epithets, a deity called Buddha. 157 Some Euro
pean and Indian scholars 158 accepted this additional verse as genuine, which made it 
play a part in their thoughts on Vagbha\a's religion. The absence of the eulogy in most 
of the editions of the Sa[!lgraha, the silence oflndu, the absence of a similar verse from 
the H,daya and its Tibetan translation, all this together speaks against its trustworthi
ness. 
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P. Cordier 159 was one of the early Western scholars to declare that the opening verse 
of the Sarpgraha is unequivocally Buddhist; 160 he admitted the parallel stanza of the 
Hrdaya to be somewhat ambiguous, but did not hesitate in regarding its apiirvavaidya 
as the Buddha. 

Other Western scholars considering Vagbha\a to be a Buddhist are: A.B. Keith 161 

and G. Lietard. 162 

Indian scholars convinced that Vagbha\a was a Buddhist, and who accept the open
ing verses of Sal!'graha and Hrdaya as testimonies in proof, are, for example, G. Cha
rigii.Qi, 163 G.S. Pendse, 164 and Nandkisor Sarma. 165 

Indian scholars who roundabout pronounce that Vagbha\a was a Buddhist are 
Atrideva Gupta, 166 AM. Kur:i\e, 167 N.S. Mooss, 168 H. Para<;!kar, Parasuramlak~mar:i 
Vaidya, 169 P. Ray, 170 and Rudraparasava. 171 

S. Dasgupta thought it to be very probable that Vagbha\a was a Buddhist. 172 

The opening verses of Sarpgraha and Hrdaya are interpreted as referring to a Hindu 
deity by a number of Indian scholars. Some examples may suffice. 

Gar:iesasastrin Tar\e 173 asserts that the author was an orthodox Hindu. He explains 
away the Buddha in the additional marigala, present in his edition, and relies on the Hin
duist references in the work. Kr~r:iaravasarman 174 maintains that the Buddha and the 
ekavaidya of the two marigalas of the Sarpgraha designate the paramapuru~a, Brahma. 
G. Charigar:ii 175 claimed that the ekavaidya of the Sarpgraha is Dhanvantari. G. Ha
ldar 176 expressed as his view that the ekavaidya and apiirvavaidya designate Rudra, 
also called Saqikara. 177 

Fortunately, more balanced views are far from rare. 
P.V. Sharma 178 thinks that Vagbha\a, the author of the Sarpgraha, grew up in a 

Hindu family, but was converted to Buddhism underthe influence of his teacher Ava
lolcita. In keeping with the tolerant spirit of the age in which he lived, he was not averse 
at all to incorporating Hindu elements in his writing. 179 

Ramcandravinayak Pa\vardhan 180 regarded Vagbha\3 as basically a Hindu, who, 
in order to satisfy a wide range of readers, did not altogether neglect Buddhist deities; 
for the same purpose, he composed marigalas suitable to double entendre (dvyartha). 

R. Sastri, though strongly defending Vagbha\a's orthodoxy, admitted that the apii
rvavaidya may refer as well to Avalokitesvara as to Dhanvantari. 181 

G.K. Gurjarand R.M. Anand 182 expressed as theiropinion that Vagbha\a, though a 
Buddhist by inclination, did not allow this to overshadow his respect for the traditions 
of Indian medicine. He harboured no ill feelings towards Brahmanism, respected it, 
and was generally tolerant in religious matters. The invocation of the apiirvavaidya is 
interpreted as a testimony of this attitude and thought to refer to both the Buddha as 
Bhai~ajyaguru and to Rudra as a healing deity. l83 

Kur:iie 184 argued that Vagbha\a was a Hindu who came under the influence of Bud
dha's teachings, since he lived in a period of Buddhist expansion. Kur:iie regarded the 
marigalas as partly Buddhist, but mainly, in particular the long additional one, as Hin
duist; he stressed that three fourths of the long salutation are addressed to Gar:iesa. 185 

S.K. Ramachandra Rao 186 sees it as likely that Vagbha\a was a Buddhist, though 
not of a rigid type, because he was also favourably inclined towards the Vedic culture. 
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K.R. Srikantha Murthy 187 advanced that Vagbha\a was born as a brahmai:ia, was 
educated and lived according to the Hindu dharma in his early life, and embraced Bud
dhism later. He mentions Varahamihira as another example of the same type of devel
opment. The same scholar maintained this position in a later publication, 188 where he 
brings forward that Vagbha\a shows equal reverence for Hinduism and Buddhism. 

Apart from the marigalas and the names from the Buddhist pantheon, a series of 
other elements pointing to Buddhist influence in Smµgraha and Hfdaya have been dis
cussed in the literature on Vagbha\a's religious attitude. Again, it will be useful to ex
amine the material from the Sal!]graha first and compare it with that found in the Hr
daya 

The Sal!]graha begins with paying homage to the ekavaidya who has driven away 
from the world all the innate (sahaja) diseases, 189 together with their roots. These dis
eases are said to consist of raga (lust), etc. The Hrdaya has a similar verse on the apii
rvavaidya, who destroyed all the diseases, which perpetually cling to the body, and 
give rise to (the triad consisting of) autsukya (desire), moha (ignorance), and arati (ill
will).190 

The series beginning with raga is interpreted as Buddhist by some, by others as 
Hinduist in character. 

C. Vogel1 91 is convinced that the three moral poisons of Buddhism are meant, 
which almost ce1tainly shows Buddha to be the apiirvavaidya. The three poisons are 
raga, dve~a and moha. 192 

G. Haldiir 193 is convinced that the five klesas are meant, which consist of avidya, 
asmita, raga, dve~a, and abhinivesa. 194 

An element thought to be inspired by Buddhism concerns the way to manage dis
eases which are incurable, but, nevertheless, amenable to palliative treatment (yapya). 
Both Sal!]graha(Sii.2.30) and Hrdaya (Sii.l.32)deal with this subject. These conditions 
should be treated as long as a remnant ofayus (the allotted span of life) remains. The 
conviction ofK. Butzenbergerand M. Fedorova 195 that this represents an effort to mit
igate the ayurvedic principle of rejection of incurable cases may be out of proportion. 
Yapya diseases were not rejected in ayurveda and even those classified as pratyakhyeya 
(suitable to be refused) were accepted after giving a warning that the hope of complete 
recovery should be given up. 196 Nevertheless, a remarkable verse of the Smµgraha lays 
stress on the physician's duty to attend to an incurable patient until he breathes his last 
(caramocchvasa). 197 

The chapter on dinacarya contains two stanzas (A.s.Sii.3.115-116) which begin 
with the exhortation to keep to the ten paths of right conduct (karmapatha) and to con
quer the inner enemies (abhyantariiri). The verses go on with the advice to give up 
the ten bad practices (papakarman) relating to the activities of body, voice and mind 
(kayavarimanas). 198 These practices consist of: hirpsa (injuring living beings), steya 
(theft), anyathiikama (desiring a woman with whom intercourse is prohibited), pai
sunya (slander), paru~a (harsh speech), aorta (lying), saqi.bhinnalapa (idle talk), vyapa
da (malice), abhidhya (envy), and c4gviparyaya (heterodoxy). 199 The Hrdaya contains 
exactly the same series often bad practices (A.h.Sii.2.21 cd-22 = A.s.Sii.3.l 15cd-116), 
but has not the ardhasloka about the ten karmapathas and the inner enemies. The half-
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verse substituted in the Hrdaya (Sii.2.21ab) prescribes that one should affectionately 
associate with one's friends (kalyii~1amitra) and keep distant from others. 

The commentaries of Arui:ia, Hemiidri, Indu, Paramesvara and Sridasapai:ic;lita ex
plain the verses as referring to the Hindu dharma and ignore that they are more probably 
of Buddhist inspiration. 200 The ten kusala and ten akusala karmapathas are well known 
from various Buddhist texts. 201 However, dharmasiistra texts are also acquainted with 
a related series of ten dharmapathas. 202 

In confonnity with the syncretistic trends of the Smpgraha, the verses discussed are , 
surrounded by others with no trace of Buddhist influence. 

A rule found in the Sarpgraha, but absent from the H[daya, says that one should 
not take a bath in a tank, etc., belonging to someone else, without having removed 
five pii:ic;las (of soil from the bottom)203 (A.s.Sii.3.70cd). This prescription is seen as 
a Buddhist element by some scholars,204 whereas others claim that it is not unknown 
to Hindus. 205 The presentation of five or four pii:ic;las before going to bathe in a tank be
longing to someone else is prescribed in the Yajiiava/kyasm[ti, while the Manusmrti 
simply prohibits bathing in such a place (parakiyanipiina). 206 The Vigmsrn[ti forbids 
bathing in another man's pool, but, in cases of distress, it is permitted after having of
fered up five ( or seven, or four) lumps of clay and (three jars with) water. 207 

The evide_nce is clearly against the Buddhist connotation of the practice referred to 
in the Saqigraha. 

The prohibition to take food during the night is regarded as a Buddhist element by 
some. 208 

An undisputed Buddhist element, found in the Sal)lgraha only, is the reference to 
the four kinds of death distinguished by the Buddhists (saugatal:J; A.s.Sii.9.89ab). 209 

This classification is not elucidated, nor are details given regarding the one hundred 
and one kinds of death distinguished by the vedaviidinal) (A.s.Sii.9.86). 

Benevolence (maitrI) towards all living beings (sarvasattva), found in a verse com
mon to S8l)lgraha and H[daya (A.s.Ci.21.135 = A.h.Ci.19.98), is a Buddhist element 
according to a number of scholars. 210 The term occurs, characteristically, in a mixture 
of religious concepts, also mentioning vrata, <lama, 211 yama, tyiiga, 212 and sila, as well 
as the veneration of brahmai:ias, deities (sura) and gurus. The verse ends with the pre
cept to worship (iiriidhana) Jina, Jinasuta, Tara and Bhiiskara. 

Maitrl, however, is not restricted to Sal)lgraha and H[daya at all. The term occurs 
in the Carakasal)lhitii too, where, for example, Atreya Punarvasu is said to be maitrI
para. 213 Its frequency 214 and repeated occurrence, next to karui:ia, 215 in Sarpgraha and 
H[daya would be more interesting. 

The precept of calling to mind ( anu-saq1-smr-) the deity called Siistar before go
ing to sleep, found in the Saqigraha (Sii.3.119ab), is a Buddhist element according to 
some, 216 but Siistar may well be the Hindu deity called thus and not the Buddha or 
another figure from the Buddhist pantheon. 217 

The statement (A.s.Sii.1.38) that the things heard (sruti) by a pregnant woman 
(antarvatni) influence the character type (sattva) of her child is regarded as Buddhist 
in character by some. 21 8 The~e is, however, no ground for such a conclusion; the 
Susrutasaqihitii (Sii.10.3) clearly describes the bad effects of disagreeable sounds, 
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etc., heard by a pregnant woman, on the child in her womb. 
An undoubtful Buddhist element is the praise of a physician who imitates the way 

of life of a Bodhisattva, 219 who is full of karuna, and free from desires (niramisa) (A.s. 
U.50.198). 220 . • 

The use of the term dharii;iI may well be a Buddhist characteristic. 221 

The employment of the term bhik~u (A.s.Ci.21.33; U.6.53), regarded asa Buddhist 
element by some, 222 is not convincing, because it is found in texts without Buddhist 
influence as well. 223 

The argument that the emphasis on mental disorders is a feature due to Buddhism, 
which, in its early period, inculcated pessimism,224 does, in my view, not carry 
conviction. 225 

Apart from the features that the Hrdaya has in common with the Sa171graha, it 
presents some additional elements considered to be Buddhist in inspiration. 

Some verses in praise of compassion with the needy, helpfulness even to one's en
emies, and equanimity through rough and smooth (Sii.2.24cd-25) are seen as based on 
Buddhist ethics. 226 Noticeable again is the context; the ardhasloka that precedes pre
scribes that the gods, cows, brahmai;ias, etc., should receive due honour. This injunction 
is preceded in its turn by a half-verse recommending to regard even kI\as and ants as 
one's e~uals and one emphasizing the merit of assistance to the destitute and distressed. 

The instruction not to put strain on the senses, nor to cherish the senses too much 
(Sii.2.29cd), is sometimes 227 seen as an exhortation to keep to the Middle Way of Bud
dhism. It is, however, followed by a half-verse urging one not to engage in activities 
contrary to the trivarga. 

A prescription that may indeed be Buddhist, found in the chapter on daily con
duct (Sii.2.30cd), enjoins steering a middle course (madhyama pratipad) in all matters 
(sarvadharme~u). The Middle Way of Buddhism may be meant here. 228 The passage 
has been accepted as Buddhist by some Indian scholars. 229 P.V. Sharma,230 who is not 
convinced, tried to invalidate this point of view by some references to parallels in the 
works of Kalidasa. 231 Atrideva interprets the middle course as one of the signs giving 
evidence of Vagbha\a's syncretistic attitude. 232 R. SastrI, a staunch advocate of Va
gbha\a's orthodoxy, sees the middle course mention.ed as an illustration of Vagbha\a's 
tendency to use concepts with a multiple meaning, a tendency agreeing with the reli
gious climate during the reign of Vainyagupta; this inclination also led him, for exam
ple, to employ the term apiirvavaidya.233 As in many other instances, here again the 
passage is preceded by the Hinduist precept not to undertake any activity conflicting 
with the dharma. 

The application of awareness (Sii.2.46-47) is one of the Buddhist features of the 
Hrdaya according to C. Vogel. 234 

Some regard the rule that books (acaryagrantha) should not be recited or read, 
for fear of violating a vrata, on the eleventh day of a lunar month as inspired by 
Buddhism. 235 

The Hinduist features of the Sa1pgraha have received less attention than those 
pointing to Buddhist influence and were studied in particular by those advocating 
that Vagbha\a adhered to the Hindu dharma. The arguments adduced with a view to 
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establish Vagbha!a's orthodoxy should be examined with caution, since the features 
referred to need not be based at all on Vagbha\a's religious attitude, but may simply 
reflect the sources from which he borrowed. 236 Much more illuminating would be 
what he omitted from his sources or what he changed. 

Some statements found in the Sarpgraha are taken to mean that Vagbha!a had an 
aversion to Buddhist sanctuaries. 

The first passage usually referred to in this context (A.s.Su.3.43 = A.h.Su.2.33cd-
34ab) says that one should not set foot on a number of particular places. The first of 
these places is the shadow of a caitya, interpreted in this case as a Buddhist sanctuary. 
The argument hinges on the meaning of caitya. The commentators are not very helpful. 
Arm:1adatta remarks that a caitya is either a holy tree or a Buddhist place of worship; 
Candranandana calls it a tree in which a deity resides; Hemlidri comments that a tree in 
which a graha has his residence is meant; Indu refrains from an explanation in saying 
that a caitya is well known; 237 Paramesvara follows Arui:ia in declaring it to be a holy 
tree, called mannumaram in the regional language, or a Buddhist sanctuary; Sridlisapa
i:i,ita agrees with Candranandana, although adding that it is a Buddhist place of worship 
according to Hli!aka and a tree in a garden according to the Hrdyliklira 

A second passage (A.s.Su.3.44cd) prohibits passing the night at a vrk~acaitya or 
catvara (a cross-road). 238 The vrk~acaitya is a holy tree here or a (holy) tree and a caitya 
are meant. 239 

Both statements, however, are actually recasts in verse of very similar passages in 
prose found in the Carakasaqihitli (Su.8.19), which proves that Vligbha\a's so-called 
aversion to caityas has been borrowed from Caraka and has nothing to do with a dislike 
of Buddhism. Cakraplii:ii's explanation of caitya supports this view, for he says that it 
is a conspicuously big tree in a village. 241 

The references to the Hindu trivarga (the three aims oflife) have been regarded as 
proving that Vagbha\a embraced the Hindu dharma. The absence of an index on the 
Sw11graha makes it impossible to survey all the relevant passages. 241 Part of the pas
sages where the tenn trivarga occurs or the three aims are referred to may be borrowed 
from Caraka or Susruta, thus being of no use in discussing Vagbha\a's religion. 

Much more interesting are changes that can be discovered when Vagbha\a's text is 
compared with the Caraka-- and Susrutasar11hitii, and additions which cannot be traced 
to these sources. 

An example that may throw light on Vagbha\a's technique of handling his sources 
is found towards the end of the last chapter of the Uttarasthlina of the Sa111graha (U.50. 
185-195), where a series of verses on medical ethics are quoted from Caraka, but some, 
which are unquestionably Hinduist, are omitted. One of the verses left out says that 
the liyurveda has been proclaimed by the great sages, devoted to the dharma, for the 
sake of the dharma, and not to obtain gain (artha) or enjoyments (klima);242 the liyu
rveda has been expounded out of the wish to (provide mankind with) an imperishable 
(ak~ara) state (sthlina) (Ca.Ci.1 4 .57). Another verse missing describes the physician as 
one who delivers the patient from the snares (plisa) of the god of death (Vaivasvata) 
(Ca.Ci.14.60). Meaningful too are the additions, which, due to their stress on maitrI, 
karm~li, a nirlimi~a manas, etc. (A.s.U.50.196-198), may be of Buddhist inspiration. 
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A series of verses immediately preceding those on medical ethics are about the feats 
of the Asvins, to whom physicians are compared (A.s.U.50.177-184). Hilgenberg and 
Kirfel 243 and C. Vogel244 pointed them out as a typically Hinduist feature, but they 
are very close to the verses on the same subject from the Carakasa,phitii, which also 
precede those on ethics (Ca.Ci.1 4 .40cd-50). 

Hilgenberg and Kirfel 245 and C. \bgel246 also mentioned the elaborate mythical 
story about the origin of fever in the A$!iiligasa,pgraha (Ci.1.4) as a characteristically 
Hinduist feature. The numerous details given by Vagbha!a, absent from Carakasa,p
hitii and Susrutasa,phitii, and obviously from some unidentified source, are remarkable 
indeed. The Hrdaya omits all the details and is very concise on the subject (Ci.2.l-2). 

The same authors 247 drew attention to the religious treatment of rajayak~man, of 
a clearly Hinduist type, described at the end of the chapters on the therapy of that 
disease in Sa,pgraha and Hrdaya The Hrdaya has a half-verse only (Ci.5.84), which 
recommends recourse to religious measures (daivavyapasraya) and to the practices 
mentioned in the Atharvaveda. The Sa,pgraha has the same ardhasloka (Ci.7.11 &d), 
but adds a verse, saying that the same sacrifice (i~\i) as that mentioned in the Veda, 
which cured Candra's rajayak~man, should be performed by the purohita (Ci.7.119). 
This extra verse, however, is a variant of a stanza found in the Carakasa1,nhitii 
(Ci.8.l 89), which prescribes the same i~µ, without mentioning a purohita. 

Many other features, thought to prove Vagbha!a's adherence to the Hindu dharma, 
have been noticed by Indian scholars. 

Kr~i:iaravasarman 248 regarded the statement that the Sa,pgraha does not contain a 
single syllable not in agreement with the tradition (agama) (Sii.l.20) as such a feature; 
he interpreted agama as vaidikamarga, although the term is often employed merely to 
designate the medical tradition. The same scholar was of the opinion that the chap
ter on the instruction of students of the Saipgraha (Sii.2) testifies to the orthodoxy of 
Vagbha\a,249 because the requirements making a pupil acceptable are in conformity 
with the rules formulated in dharmasastra texts. These requirements are, however, of 
a very general type, declaring, for example, that the student ought to be a brahmaca
rin, devoted to his guru, etc. (Sii.2.2-4ab ); circumstances unsuitable to study are men
tioned too (Sii.2.4cd-5). Kmiaravasarman is oblivious of the facts that the Sa,pgraha 
omits numerous details found in the Carakasaiphitii, does not describe the typically 
Hinduist rituals which are peculiar to Caraka, and is unaware of the so-called 'oath' 
of the Carnkasa,phitii. He also fails to notice that the pertinent chapter of the Sa,p
grahaends with a verse praising compassion (daya) with all living beings as the highest 
dharma (Sii.2.37cd-38). 

The A$_tiiligahrdaya contains some passages not found in the Sa,pgraha which are 
thought to support Vagbha!a's orthodoxy. 

The chapter on daily conduct contains the precept not to undertake any action that is 
in conflict with the three aims oflif e (trivarga) (Sii.2.30ab ). This half-verse is, however, 
surrounded by instructions more in line with Buddhism. The three aims are separately 
mentioned alsewhere (Sii.1.2). 

Other arguments brought forward in support of the thesis that Vagbha!a was not a 
Buddhist, but a Hindu, are, for example: the worship of Hindu deities; 250 the frequent 
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prescription to venerate brahmal_las, gurus, cows, etc.;251 the emphasis on brahmaca
rya as the best rasayana for this world and the next (lokadvaya);252 the importance 
of the sasvataloka and paraloka; 253 the auspiciousness of hearing the sounds of Veda 
recitation; 254 the observance of Hindu rituals; 255 the absence of a ban on the consump
tion of meat and alcoholic beverages; 256 the presence of propitiation of the planets; 257 

the fact that Hemadri calls him an acarya; 258 the use of the term ayurveda instead of 
cikitsa, the usual term in Buddhist texts. 

R Sastri argues that the laudatory stanza addressed to Vagbha\a (the dhyanasloka), 
which describes him as yajiiopavita (invested with the sacred thread), 259 proves that he 
was a Hindu. 

The same scholar collected evidence in support of the more specific thesis that Va
gbha\a belonged to the community of the Bhagavatas. 260 He points to the important po
sition of Narasiq1ha, exemplified by the medicated ghee called narasirphaghita, which 
is said to make one's body resemble that ofNarasitpha; someone taking this drug reg
ularly will remain free from disease, because all ailments flee from him, like Asuras in 
fear of Narasiq1ha with his flaming discus (A.h. U .39.172-173). 261 The veneration for 
Vi~~1u, attested in a number of passages, is adduced in support, 262 as is the enumera
tion of auspicious objects the physician may observe on his way to the patient. 263 The 
Bhagavata features detected in the Hrdaya by R. SastrI are of importance to him be
cause he wants to place Vagbha\a in the later Gupta age, a period in which Bhagavatism 
flourished. 264 

That Vagbha\a remained faithful to the Hindu dharma is, according to R. SastrI 
again, also clear from the fact that he chose to remain in Kasmir in the period which 
saw the fame of the Buddhist university of Nalanda reach its zenith. 265 

The thesis that Vagbhata was neither a Buddhist, nor a Hindu, but a Jaina, has been 
defended by one scholar ~nly, Srinivasacariyar. 266 His arguments were: Vagbha\a is 
referred to as a bhi~aggai)i at the end of the A$Piriganighal}tu; Piijyapadavagbha\asva
min is honoured by the Jains of Southern India before taking an agada; the Jainas of 
Malabar do not study the A$ti'irigallfdaya on the eleventh tithi of a lunar month, 267 out 
of fear to break a vrata. 268 The same scholar held that Vagbha\a was identical with 
Amarasil)lha, the author of the Amarakosa, who, though born in a brahmal_la family, 
embraced Jainism after studying with a Jaina teacher. It will be clear that none of these 
arguments carries any weight. 

The diversity of the views set forth and defended by all sorts of arguments, sup
ported by material from the same two treatises, shows that an unequivocal conclusion 
regarding a particular religious persuasion of the author or authors cannot be reached. 
The most salient characteristic, which catches the eye again and again when reading 
both works, remains a clear-cut syncretistic attitude, repeatedly expressed by means 
of an ambiguous phraseology or a juxtaposition of elements derived from conflicting 
religious beliefs. 

The differences between Slll!]graha and H[daya, in this regard and in other respects, 
have been neglected in many studies so far. These differences will be discussed later 
again. 
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One of the most controversial issues concerning the date of the Sarpgraha, as well as 
that of the Hrdaya, stems from some remarks of I-ching, a Chinese Buddhist monk, 
in the report of his travels in India and the Malay archipelago. 269 After an exposition 
on the eight branches of Indian medicine, the author says: "These eight arts formerly 
existed in eight books, but lately a man epitomized them and made them into one bun
dle. All physicians in the five parts of India practise according to this book, and any 
physician who is well versed in it never fails to live by the official pay". 270 

These sentences enticed a host of scholars to speculate on the identity of themed
ical ll"eatise I-ching had in mind. 

Before discussing this point, it may be useful to deal first with I-ching's reliability 
in general and his knowledge of medicine in particular. 

Max MUiler wrote in a letter to Takakusu 271 that we must not expect from I-ching 
any trustworthy information on the ancient literature oflndia; 272 he added that, though 
the works of Chinese pilgrims throw little light on the ancient literature, or even on 
what is called the Renaissance period up to 400 A.D., they have proved of great help 
to us in fixing the dates of Sanskrit writers whom they either knew personally or who 
had died not long before their times. 273 

This estimate of I-ching's dependability is rather encouraging. 
Medicine is a subject on which I-ching himselfremarks that he studied it success

fully, but, as it was not his proper vocation, he finally gave it up. 274 

The extent and accuracy ofI-ching's knowledge of Indian medicine can be gauged 
and checked by the material on the subject in his travel report, and, as has often been 
overlooked, by a close study of his Chinese translation of the SuvafJ_laprabhasasiitra. 275 

The travel report contains three chapters devoted to medicine. These are: chapters 
XXVII: on symptoms of bodily illness, XXVIII: rules on giving medicine, and XXIX: 
hurtful medical treatment must not be practised. 

A digression on these chapters is necessary in order to be able to form an opinion 
on I-ching's sources and his way of handling Indian medical concepts. 276 

The very first statements of chapter XXVII make one suspicious. The author says 
that the small meal in the morning should be taken in accordance with the condition of 
the four great elements of which one's body consists. This group of four great elements 
(mahabhiltas) recurs again and again in the medical chapters of the report and in the 
SuvafJ_laprabhasasiitra translation. Chapter XXVIII even begins with the assertion that 
every living creature is subject either to the peaceful working or failure of the four great 
elements. 

The source of this view is, according to I-ching himself, a Siitra on the art of 
medicine, preached by the Buddha, which mentions earth, water, fire and air as the 
four elements; the morbific factors associated with these elements are designated by 
Chinese characters corresponding to Sanskrit guru, 277 sle~man, pitta and viita. 27 8 

This emphasis on a doctrine making four great elements and their imbalance into 
basic concepts of medical theory disagrees completely with ayurveda, 279 which is char
acterized by a theory acknowledging the three do~as and their imbalance as basic, while 
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five, not four, great elements are also given considerable scope. This is the more re
markable when it is taken into account that the trido~aviida was not unknown to I
ching.2so 

The translation of the Su vaqiaprabhiisasiltra by I-ching confirms that he re
interpreted the central concepts of iiyurveda under the influence of Buddhist thought 
and theories characteristic of Chinese medicine. 

The two sources at our disposal as testimonies of I-ching's acquaintance with 
iiyurveda thus show unambiguously that he was conversant with part of its theoretical 
structure and a large number of details concerning treatment, but failed to gnisp the 
essential differences between Indian and Chinese medical thought. The travel report 
amply attests to his tendency of finding parallels and of his attempts at equating 
disagreeing concepts of both systems. 

The question to be tackled now is whether or not the evidence available suggests 
that I-ching was informed about Viigbha\a and a work attributed to him. 

Several arguments tell against the assumption that he was. Characteristic of A$fii-
1igasarpgraha andA$!iitigahrdaya is a strong emphasis on the doctrine of the three do~as 
and the seven elements of the body, while the five mahiibhiltas retreat into the back
ground in comparison with their role in Caraka- and Susrutasaiphitii. In contrast with 
this, I-ching lays stress on the crucial position of four mahiibhiitas. 

I-ching's travel report enumerates and characterizes the eight branches of iiyurve
da. 281 The same subject is dealt with in the Suvart;1aprabhiisa translation. These two 
versions are largely in conformity with each other; some differences in detail are inter
esting without warranting the conclusion that they cannot stem from the same author, 
as J. Nobel suggested. 282 

Remarkable about the order of presentation of the eight divisions is their con
formity with the arrangement found in the Susrutasa)!ihitii (Su.1.8), with only this 
dissimilaiity that agadatantra precedes kaumiirabhftya instead of being the next 
item. The order found in A$!iitigasaipgraha (Sii.l.8cd) and A$!iiligahrdaya (Sii.l.5cd) 
diverges considerably. Very strikingly, I-ching's list begins in the travel report with 
an unusual equivalent of salya (surgery); he defines this branch as the one dealing 
with sores, adding farther on that these are of two kinds, inward and outward. 283 

The Suvarl)8prabhiisa translation deals with salya differently and uses a Chinese 
character meaning thorn, which better approximates Sanskrit salya (all sorts of 
foreign bodies). 284 The eighth item of the series, viijikaraiia, the branch dealing 
with aphrodisiacs, is incorrectly described in the travel report and said to consist of 
methods of invigorating the legs and the body. 

The evidence about I-ching's knowledge concerning the eight ai1gas of iiyurveda285 

is obviously not in favour of his having been acquainted with A$/iiligasaipgraha or 
A$!ii1igahrdaya. 286 

Some details in his information about Indian medicine reinforce this impression. 
He relates, for example, that people in India do not eat any kind of onions 287 and 

that these are not permitted as food (to Buddhists), except in case of illness. 288 Onions 
(pala1:u;tu) and garlic (lasuna) are, however, the subjects of elaborate kalpas in the Saq1-
graha, while the H[daya, which has no palii1:u;lukalpa, does contain a lasunakalpa. Both 
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Sarpgraha and Hrdaya declare, however, that brahmru:ias abstain from garlic (A.s.U.49. 
162 = A.h.U.39.112), which is not sasta (A.s.U.49.164 ). 1-ching's data on haritaki are 
also peculiar in mentioning the use of the bark instead of the fruit. 289 

All this negative evidence is not counterbalanced by a passage, found in the travel 
report,290 declaring that, if a disease be not cured by abstaining from food for seven 
days, one should then seek help from Avalokitesvara. Paying homage to Aryavalokita 
and other figures from the Buddhist pantheon is recommended to patients suffering 
from fever in the Saqigraha (Ci.2.144), but this does not make it certain, as sometimes 
assumed,291 that 1-ching knew the work, because the veneration of Avalokitesvara is 
such a widespread phenomenon in Mahayana Buddhism. 

In short, the communication in the travel report about a generally known medical 
treatise amounts to no more than a mmour about a book never studied by 1-ching if he 
meant an ayurvedic treatise. More probably, he got his knowledge of Indian medicine 
from one or more Buddhist texts dealing with the subject. 292 

The vagueness of 1-ching's communication was a moving force, actuating many 
scholars to invent ingenuous reasonings in their efforts to solve the problem and to re
fute competing theories of colleagues. Rather often, it was overlooked that 1-ching was 
not well informed about Indian medical literature; otherwise, he would never have as
serted that only lately 293 an epitome of the eight branches of medicine had been com
posed, and that, formerly, these were dealt with in separate textbooks. Dr<:Jhabala's re
vision of the Carakasaq1hitii and, probably, the new version of the Susrntasal)lhitii with 
the Uttaratantra appended to it, were already available as complete textbooks when I
ching was in India. Suspicion is aroused too by his explicit statement that one single 
treatise was the basis for medical practice in the five parts of India. 

As alreadymentioned, all these considerations did not withhold speculations about 
the identity of the treatise mentioned. 

J. Takakusu 294 suggested that the Sus rutasal)lhitiimight be meant and pointed to the 
very similar series of the eight branches in that treatise, when compared with 1-ching's 
enumeration. J. Jolly, 295 not wanting to exclude this option, collected some additional 
data in support296 of the hypothesis that a treatise closely related to the Susrutasal)lhitii 
might be the book in question; however, not feeling sure of this, he brought forward, 
as an alternative solution, that it could be some version of the A$!ii1igasaq1graha, still 
nearer to Susruta than the one known to us. 

The idea that 1-ching's information on Indian medicine could, at least partly, ulti
mately derive from the Susrutasa1phitii, was brushed aside, too easily in my opinion, 
in later writings on the subject. 

A.F.R. Hoernle297 strongly objected to the views of J. Jolly. He advanced that the 
Sufrutasal)lhitii could not possibly be implicated, since its great antiquity conflicts with 
I-chin g's reference to a recent book and also because its title cannot be connected with 
1-ching's epitome. The similarities between the lists of the arigas of ayurveda were 
reasoned away with unacceptable arguments. Moreover, Hoernle was wrong in giving 
much weight to the age of the SufrutaSal)lhitii, because the later version is concerned 
here; this later version, not the original, more ancient sarphita, may well be described 
as comprising all eight branches of medicine. 
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Unfortunately, Hoernle's criticisms were thought to be convincing by a number of 
later scholars. 298 

Hoernle tried to defend as a much better solution that I-ching had the A${iiligasal)1-
graha in mind. His arguments were that its title agrees with an epitome of the eight 
branches, that it was a recent work in the latter part of the seventh century, the period 
of I-ching's stay in India, and that it was current during that period. He ruled out the 
Hrdaya as a treatise with a much less suggestive title, and, also, because of his opin
ion that the Hrdaya cannot be placed earlier than the eighth century. The considerable 
disagreements between the names of the eight aiJgas, their contents and their order, as 
found in I-ching's work on the one hand and both Sal)1graha and Hrdaya on the other, 
are in this way completely played down and the Sal)1graha is allotted a much more 
prominent place than it ever had The thesis that I-ching alludes to the Sal)1graha was 
repeated in Hoernle's work on Indian osteology. 299 

J. Jolly300 wrote a short article in reply to Hoernle's earliest claim 301 that I-ching 
refers to the A$/ii1igaslil!1graha He brought forward that he was not prepared to ques
tion the possibility or even plausibility of the proposed identification and emphasized 
that he had suggested much the same thing himself. In his view, however, it was still 
undecided whether tht! author of the Saqigraha or Susruta had the better claim, while 
the author of the Hrdaya and the numerous writers of compendia only known from quo
tations should ·neither be lost sight of. Jolly went on with some remarks on the list of 
the eight aiJgas of ayurveda in I-ching's work. He argued, quite sensibly, that the list is 
more in conformity with the Susrutasaqihitii than with Sal)1graha or Hrdaya A strong 
point mentioned in support is the notewo1thy detail that I-ching uses the Sanskrit term 
agada, as Susruta does, instead of giving a Chinese equivalent or paraphrase of aga
datantra; this means that his source, whatever it may have been, had this term, and not 
da111~!ra, employed in Sal)1graha and Hrdaya 

lolly's concise, but very clear, exposition shows unmistakably that he had a prefer
ence for regarding the Susrutasaq1hita or a work related to it as the treatise mentioned 
by I-ching, although he ended his attic le cautiously by saying that it does not seem to be 
sufficiently established that the A$[iiligasaq1graha is the anonymous textbook referred 
to by the Chinese monk. 

Hoernle's conviction, expressed as an authoritative conclusion, led to a rather gen
eral consensus that Vagbha!a is the authorofthe book mentioned by I-ching, 302 without 
critically assessing the arguments, which, in my view, have no cogency at all. 

Differences of opinion arose concerning the issue whether the S81)1graha or the Hr
daya, both usually regarded as works of Vagbha!a, should be regarded as the winning 
card. These discussions on the most likely candidate could originate because of the 
weakness of the arguments determining Hoernle's choice of the Sal)1graha. First, his 
late dating of the Hrdaya is wrong; second, the title of that work, which is often seen 
as an epitome of the S1i1!1graha, is not less apt; third, evidence that the S1i1!1graha ever 
enjoyed popularity is completely absent. lolly's perception of the situation testifies to 
more perspicacity, but got less attention, possibly due to the, undeserved, reputation of 
Hoernle. 

Arguments invalidating Hoernle's reasoning about the S1i1!1graha as the best choice 
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were adduced by many scholars, but the majority of them did not question the major 
point and kept to Vagbha!a as the author alluded to. 

P.V. Sharma 303 exposed in detail his reasons for regarding the Hrdaya as the recent 
treatise mentioned by I-ching. He thinks that I-ching may refer to the Smpgraha once, 
namely in the passage where he says that the old translators declare that, if a disease 
be not cured by abstaining from food for seven days, one should then seek help from 
Avalokitesvara. 304 This interpretation becomes untenable when one considers the sen
tences that follow, where I-ching points to the want of knowledge concerning the sci
ence of medicine on the part of the old translators. P.V. Sharma adduces as an argument 
forI-ching's acquaintance with the Hfdaya his assertion that onions (palai:i~u) are not 
eaten in India 305 Another piece of evidence consists, in his view, of the pills prepared 
from equal quantities of harltakI, dried ginger and sugar, described as being of great 
benefit. 306 He refers to prescriptions found in the Hrdaya, but these do not mention 
the equal quantities of all three substances. 307 As a general point, P.V. Sharma brings 
forward that the Hrdaya, being in verse, soon became popular. 

G. Mukhopadhyaya's objections to Hoemle's views, 30S partly sound, pattly based 
on the idea that the Sal!]graha is very old, resulted in the conclusion that I-ching may 
have had the Hrdaya in mind, but that it is impossible to say whether his remarks may 
not appropriately refer to other authors whose works are lost. 

I-ching's remarks also occasioned some interpretations of a quite different kind 
than those from the side of Hoemle. 

D.Ch. Bhattacharyya,309 who places one single Vagbha!a, author of Smpgraha and 
Hrdaya, in the ninth century, a long time after I-ching's stay in India, suggested that 
the latter's reference to an epitome of the eight branches of medicine might aim at any 
of the compendia which existed at the time and would have achieved notoriety and 
popularity. The availability of these compendia is not doubtful, since they were the 
sources ofV,nda, Candra!a, and other writers. Examples given by D.Ch. Bhattacharyya 
are Ravigupta's Siddhasiira, Acyuta's Ayurvedasiira, and the works of Bhadravarman 
and Bindusara. 

Generally, this hypothesis has not sympathetically been considered, in spite of the 
fact that Jolly already remarked in passing that the works known from quotations only 
should not be lost sight ofin attempts at identifying the treatise referred to by I-ching. 
Bhattacharyya's reasonings did not gain much attention on account of the obvious 
naws in determining Vagbha!a's date. 

C. Vogel 3to described Bhattacharyya's opinion as purely hypothetical, rather far
fetched, and unsatisfactory. He argued that a book once so popular as to have been read 
all over India is not very likely afterwards to have fallen into complete oblivion. This 
is, however, not a strong point, first, because it gives too much credit to I-ching's re
liability, and, second, because many once popular medical works did get lost. Vogel's 
second objection, namely that Vagbha\a does not mention any such work among his 
sources, is even weaker with a view to the extreme paucity of the latter's references to 
authors and works he borrowed from. 

J. Filliozat31l repeatedly expressed as his view that the treatise mentioned by 1-
ching cannot possibly be the S/lJ!igraha or the Hrdaya, nor the Uttaratantra of the Su-
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srutasarphita. 312 He argued that the Uttaratantra, being an appendix to the Susrutasaip
hita that deals with additional matter, does not answer to the description of a complete 
medical textbook. The Sarpgraha and Hrdaya do not qualify due to their extent, because 
1-ching had a short work in mind. Filliozat concluded that one cannot prove that Va
gbha!a is the author meant; he considered any work that car1 be regarded as a summary 
of the eight branches of medicine to be eligible as one of the candidates. 

All these doubts are, according to J. Filliozat, cleared away when the Yogasataka is 
taken into consideration. That work is the proper candidate, being a short and complete 
manual for practitioners, divided into patts corresponding to the eight branches, and 
very popular too in a period not far removed from the times of 1-ching. 313 

J. Filliozat was less confident in a later publication, where he conceded that 1-ching 
is mistaken about the recent date of the Yogasataka, if that is the work meant. He men
tioned as another difficulty the absence of the name of the author in 1-ching's travel 
report, which requires an explanation in discussions about the Yogasataka as a possi
ble candidate, since this treatise is often attributed, particularly in Buddhist circles, to 
Nagarjuna, a name well known to 1-ching as a Chinese Buddhist. 314 Filliozat admitted 
that 1-ching's information is often questionable. He concluded, finally, that a basis for 
reaching a definite answer is absent. 315 

Filliozafs conclusion was endorsed by H.H.M. Schmidt in his notice of the far
mer's views. 316 

The harvest yielded by this long digression is obviously not rich, but important nev
ertheless. 1-ching makes us acquainted with a rumour about an unidentifiable book he 
never set eyes on. Evidence that Vagbha!a was its author is entirely lacking. The medi
cal historian is faced with a situation resembling that vis-a-vis the stories about Kani~ka 
andCaraka. 

Information on the works attributed to Vagbha!a can be gleaned not only from Chinese, 
but also from Arabic sources. 

One of the earliest scholars to discuss the date of composition of the A$/a1igasaq1-
graba, P. Cordier, called attention to the resemblance of this title to that of an Indian 
medical work known to early Arabic writers and referred to as Kitab asankar al-Ja
mi '. 317 The translator of the Asankar was lbn Duhn, who also rendered another San
skrit medical treatise into Arabic. 31 8 

A consensus on the interpretation of the full title, Kitab asankar al-Jami', has not 
been reached so far. G. Fliigel translated al-jami' as 'the collector' (der Sammler), A. 
Millier as 'consisting of something abbreviated' (bestehend in etwas Abgekiirztem), 
C. Vogel as 'summarizing'. 

P. Cordier319 brought forward that asankar seems to correspond to A$/aligasaq1-
graha, but the supposed antiquity of that work made him hesitant about the correct
ness of his interpretation. J. Jolly 320 disagreed with him, arguing that asankar may just 
as well designate the Hrdaya The fact that al-jami' belongs to the title was probably 
overlooked by J. Jolly, as justly noticed by C. Vogel, 321 who expressed as his opinion 
that the full Arabic title is in conformity with A$/aligasalJlgraha rather than with A$/a
ligahrdayasaq1hitii, unless one regards the final r in Asankar a relic of Hrdaya. In my 
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own view, it cannot so easily be excluded that the term al-jami' is employed in order 
to express that the work translated was a summary (hrdaya). One should also take into 
consideration that, preceding the Asankar, the treatises ofCarakaand Susruta are men
tioned in the Arabic sources, which might well be a testimony that they were acquainted 
with the triad now called Brhattrayf. 

The conclusion must therefore be that it cannot be proved that the A$!iiJigasa111-
graha was known to the Arabs in the period oflbn Duhn's activity as a translator, i.e., 
about A.O. 800. 

Quotations from the ~!iiJigasarpgraha constitute much more solid evidence for its ter
minus ante quern. 

A discussion got going by J. Filliozat has to be dealt with first. This scholar322 ven
tured to assert that Vagbha\a reproduces verses found in the Yogasataka. 

The facts in support of J. Filliozat's thesis are slender. The Yogasataka, which does 
not refer one single verse to a source, contains three verses found in both Sarpgraha and 
H[daya: Yogasataka 72 =A.s.U.8.21 = A.h.U.5.18; 73 = A.s.U.8.22-23 = A.h.U.5.19; 
74 = A.s.U.8.24--27 = A.h.U.5.20. Three more verses occur in the Hrdaya only: 22 = 
A.h.Ci.14.38; 80 = A.h. U.39.159; 90 = A.h.U.40.49. All these six stanzas have no close 
parallels in Caraka- or Susrutasaqihitii, which means that the Yogasataka botrowed 
them or that they derive from the Yogasataka, unless an unknown common source is 
invoked. 

Evidence on the sources of the Yogasataka would be illuminating, 323 but most of 
the numerous commentaries, which might give some insight, have not yet been edited. 
The commentary of PfinJasena, which has been edited, is of no help in this regard. 

A curious fact, noticed by H.H.M. Schmidt,324 may, at first sight, be interpreted as 
giving support to the hypothesis that the Yogasataka was indeed one of the sources of 
the A$!iingasal)lgraha and Hrdaya One verse of the Yogasataka (72), fanning part of 
Saq1graha and Hrdaya, is said to be from the Yogasataka in the Yogaratniikara ( 425). 
This stanza describes a formula, called mahesvaradhfipa in the Yogaratniikara The 
seemingly obvious conclusion that the formula derives ultimately from the Yogasataka 
is, nevertheless, without any firm basis, for the Yogaratniikara quotes, for example, 
the recipe of mahapaisacaghrta (426) as coming from the YogataraJigiQI, while it is 
already found in the Carakasaq1hitii (Ci.9.45-48). 

A similar state of affairs is met with elsewhere. Niscalakara remarks that a partic
ular prescription (Cakradatta, gulma 40) comes from the Yogasata, where it is found 
indeed (22), but it forms part of the A$!iilig,1h[daya as well. Sivadasasena, also a com
mentator on the Cakradatta, and, moreover, one who bases his work on that of Niscala, 
attributes the recipe to Vagbha\a, which proves that he regarded the l:frdaya as the more 
original source. 

Though conclusive evidence on the sources of the Yogasataka has thus not been 
obtained, it yet appears to be more probable that its author borrowed from the Hrdaya 
than that the latter took part of its material from the Yogasataka. 

The uncertain date of the Yogasataka, however, makes that work unsuitable as a 
cue for establishing the date of Saq1graha or Hrfiaya 
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One of the earliest works quoting the A$/iiligasa1pgraha may be the Miidhavanidii
na, which incorporated a number of verses found in the Saipgraha and absent from 
the Hrdaya Since Miidhava does not refer to his sources by name, we cannot exclude 
with certainty the possibility that he borrowed from some other, unknown, treatise, also 
made use of by the author of the Saipgraha 

The chapter on fevers of the Miidhavanidiina contains four stanzas (2.40-43) 
which, in a slightly different order and with a number of variants, form part of the 
Saipgraha (Ni.2.96cd-97ab, 95cd-96ab, IOOcd-102). The not inconsiderable differ
ences in wording throw some doubt on the Sal/1graha being their source. This doubt 
is deepened by the fact that the cluster is preceded by an ardhasloka (2.39cd) and 
followed by a verse (2.44) from an unidentified source. In addition, the commentator 
Vijayarak~ita says in the Madhukosa that the first verse of the short series (2.40) is 
taken from a treatise that goes against the (traditional) grain (pratilomatanlra); it is 
improbable that he had the Saipgraha in mind, which was well known to him and 
quoted in other contexts as Vrddhaviigbha/a 

The chapter on sluggishness of the digestive fire and related disorders contains a 
group of verses (6.10-13ab) which, though their order differs slightly, are completely 
identical with stanzas found in the Saipgraha (Sii. l 1.31, 33, 32, 36ab). The commen
tators Vijayaralqita and Vlicaspati are silent on their origin, which urges caution, but 
it cannot be ruled out that they are taken from the Sa1pgraha 

A third small group of one verse and a half, found in the chapter on ku~!ha ( 49.40-
4lab), and said to be from the A$/iiligasa1pgraha in JlidavJ1 TricumjI's edition, is not 
peculiar to that text, forming part of the Hrdaya as well. 

The description of the children's disease called plirigarbhika (68.10-11) is identical 
with that found in the Sa1pgraha (U.2.97-98), while it is absent from the lfrdaya Ma
dhava may have taken the verses from the Sa1pgraha, though the commentators are 
silent and a common source cannot be excluded. 

This evidence shows that the Miidhavanidiina may quote the Saipgraha. The fact 
that Miidhava used the Hrdaya rather extensively in the composition of his work sug
gests that he was acquainted with the Sa1pgraha as well. The alternative, i.e., the sup
position that the Sa1pgraha was not well known or even unknown in Miidhava 's time, 
is improbable. 

Treatises which are later than the Miidhavanidiina rather often borrow, usually 
anonymously, from the A$/iiligasa1pgraha. Examples are the Siddhayoga 325 and the 
Cakradatta 326 

A group of commentators quote from or refer to Saf1]graha and Hrdaya, while 
the members of another group distinguish a Vrddhaviigbha/a and Viigbhaia. Aru
\ladatta, 327 Candranandana,328 Hemiidri 329 and Indu 330 belong to the first group; 
Narahari, Niscala and Sivadiisasena belong to the second group. 331 This material from 
the commentarial literature does not give new clues to the date of the Sa1pgraha 

The external evidence, taken together, shows that the Sa1pgraha is probably earlier 
than the Miidhavanidiina and certainly preceded the Siddhayoga. 

One testimony remains to be discussed. Sivadiisasena states in his commentary 
on the Cakradatta 332 that a particular verse of the Hrdaya (U.22.41cd) is inspired by 
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Jejja!a, The presence of a corresponding passage in prose in the Saq1graha (U.26.31) 
might be regarded as an indication that Jejja!a antedates this work too, if Sivadasasena 
is to be trusted. 

The anteriority of Jejja!a, who lived in the seventh or eighth century, would im
ply that the Sa.ipgraha cannot be earlier than the seventh century and may have to be 
assigned to its latter half or the beginning of the eighth century. 

Quotations from Vagbha!a in non-medical works do not provide data helpful in 
narrowing down the limits of his period of activity.333 

The terminus post quern of the A~/iirigasa1pgraha is elucidated by its sources. The 
names of the authorities mentioned in it have therefore to be examined first. 

The Carakasa1phitii is one of the works to which the Srupgraha is heavily indebted. 
The chapters of both begin in a similar way, but the second half of this opening differs. 
The Carakasa1phitii has: thus spoke the venerable Atreya, whereas the SaJ/lgraha says: 
thus spoke Atreya and the other great sages (mahar~i). The names of these great sages, 
to whom Indra revealed the ayurveda, are enumerated in the story about the descent of 
ayurveda to the world of human beings (Sii.1.4--Bab). The list begins with Punarvasu 
( = Atreya) and Dhanvantari, who are known as the representatives of kayacikitsa and 
salya, and proceeds with the names of specialists in other branches of ayurveda. 

Atreya is not only mentioned at the beginning of each chapter and in the list of sages 
referred to. His name appears among a series of deities and sages to be honoured dur
ing a treatment with clysters (Sii.28.34 ). He refutes the opinion held by women that. in 
the seventh month of pregnancy, due to the coming into being of the hair of the head 
in the foetus, vidaha arises in a pregnant woman. Atreya declares that, due to the pres
sure exerted by the foetus, the do~as move about and reach the cardiac region; this is 
the cause of the vidaha that occurs; from this vidaha itching arises, which causes in its 
tum kikkisa (striae) (Sa.3.3). 334 Kha1,19akapya's view on the diet in the eighth month of 
pregnancy is rebutted by Atreya (Sa.3.5). 335 Interesting is a group of verses in the chap
teron rasayana (U.49.262-263), which contain a mantra, to be recited when guggulu is 
used; this mantra, said to derive from them uni Atreya, is addressed to Pu1,19arik1ik~a. 336 

Purandara (= Indra), and other deities. 337 

Atri is mentioned once (U.50.209) and may be the same as Atreya in this case. 
Punarvasu, i.e., Punarvasu Atreya, is presented as the authority to whom Agnive

sa addresses himself for instruction (Ka.5.57). He is referred to as muniv{~abha in the 
verses that follow. 

Finally, Punarvasu is said to be the only authority to distinguish eight instead of 
seven vegas of poison (U.40.28). 

Caraka is mentioned a number of times. Three asthapana enemas are sufficient in 
order to subdue the do~s in cases of saqmipata according to Caraka; a larger number 
is not necessary at all, because there does not exist a fourth do~a (Sii.28.54 ). Interest
ingly, the Hrdaya has only the first two padas in common (Sii.19.59cd); it proceeds with 
a verse(Sii.19.60), which, though having the same content as thenextfour padas of the 
Sa1pgraha. does not refer to Caraka, but, instead, to other physicians, who are, more
over, represented as having a divergent opinion, disagreeing with that of the author. 338 
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As far as I know, the Carakasaq1hitii never refers to the theory that some authorities 
acknowledge a fourth do~a. which raises the problem of the Sal!lgraha's source. The 
second part of the statement may be directed against Susruta, who says (Sii.35.6) that a 
basti is beneficial in disorders caused by viita, pitta, kapha, blood, in cases of sa,psarga, 
and in saqmipiita 

The second quotation from Caraka (Sii.10.31) deals with the essential character of 
a ri~!a as a certain sign of approaching death; those without an accurate knowledge of 
the matter make mistakes in not recognizing a 1i~!a or seeing one where none is present. 
The same verse forms part of the Hrdaya (Sii.5.2), where it is not ascribed to Caraka. 
The stanza is absent from the Carakasarphitii, as already suggested by the use of ri~\a 
instead of ari~!a. but has a parallel there, though quite differently worded (l.2.6). Again, 
the source of the verse remains unknown. 

The paribhii~ii section at the end of the Kalpasthiina refers to Caraka several times 
(25, 27, 61, 70). 

Next to the references to Atreya and Caraka, those to Agnivesa have to be dealt 
with. 

Agnivesa is one of those who composed a medical treatise (Sii.1.11). He is men
tioned as such again and belongs to a series of deities and sages to be honoured during 
a treatment with clysters (Sii.28.34). 

Agnivesa requests Punarvasu to explain to him which fruits may profitably be used 
in clysters (Ka.5.57). The stanzas giving Punarvasu's opinion on the subject agree liter
ally with some found in the Siddhisthana of the Carakasaq1hitii, 339 where not Agnivesa, 
but a group of other sages approach the son of Atri (= Atreya Punarvasu) with an iden
tical question. Some more verses from the same chapters are clearly related to each 
other as well. 340 

Agnivesa's theory on the pathophysiological processes operative in a sa,ptata fever 
is described (Ni.2.62-64a), preceding the rival theory of Hiirfta These verses are note
worthy in not presenting Atreya as the authority, but his pupil, and contrasting him with 
Hanta. 

The material collected so far demonstrates that the Sarpgraha is later than Dr-
9habala's version of the Carakasaq1hitii, in spite of the absence of his name. Additional 
support is provided by the numerous verses from Dr9habala's contributions which are 
identical with or closely related to verses occurring in the Sarpgraha. The Kalpasthiina 
of the Sa1pgraha illustrates this, for it contains, when compared with the Hrdaya, a 
large number of additional verses, literally borrowed from the Kalpasthiina of the 
Carakasarphitii, which derives from Dr9habala. 

The evidence notwithstanding, smre scholars disagree with this point of view. 
A.FR. Hoernle was convinced that Dr9habala is posterior to the period of compo

sition of the Sal!lgraha. He claimed 341 that Dr9habala obtained his total of ninety-six 
eye diseases by adopting the number of ninety-four of the Sarpgraha and adding the 
two new diseases of Miidhava. This quite erroneous interpretation has been discussed 
in the section on D~9habala. P.V. Sharma 342 showed that D,9habala simply accepted 
Kariila's number of eye diseases. 343 The other reasons that induced Hoernle to assign
ing Dr~habala to a period even later than Miidhava are equally wrong. 
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S. Dasgupta 344 accepted Hoemle's statement that Drghabala was acquainted with 
the Saq1graha and, for that reason, he reproduced part of Hoemle's references. 

P.V. Sharma345 expressed as his opinion that the Sar11grnha dates from shortly af
ter Drghabala or from about the period of his activity, which explains that Kapilabala, 
Drghabala's father, is mentioned in it, not Drghabala himself. He asserts that the Saq1-
graha does not quote from Drghabala's parts of the Carakasaqihitii, because it dates 
from a period in which this version of the saq1hita was not yet well known. An addi
tional argument adduced by P.V. Sharma is the concise treatment of paiicakarman in 
the Sal/Jgraha, while this subject is dealt with much more elaborately by Drghabala. 

Unfortunately, P.V. Sharma does not set forth where all the material of the Sarp
graha dealing with subjects treated by Drghabala may come from He also fails to ex
plain why Drghabala's name does not appear in the H[daya. P.V. Sharma's identifica
tion of the Kapilabala, quoted in the Sal/Jgraha (Sii.20.17), as Drghabala's father, is no 
more than a guess and therefore unsuited for chronological purposes. 

One, rarely or never noticed, aspect of the relationship between Sal/Jgraha and 
Carakasaqihitii has still to be mentioned. Material found in prose in one of the chapters 
of the Carakasaqihitii appears in a versified form in the Sa111graha.346 

The relationship between Saqigraha and Susrutasaqihitii is more difficult to deter
mine. 347 In general, the S81/Jgraha deals much more freely with material also occurring 
in the Susrutasaqihitii than with that found in the Carakasaqihitii. The former is less 
often quoted literally, while very numerous verses of Sal/Jgraha and Carakasaqihitii 
are identical. In spite of this striking difference, verses common to Susrutasaqihitii 
and Sa111graha and verses closely related are not are at all. 348 

P.V~ Sharma349 is of the opinion that the revised and completed version of the Su
srutasaqihitii as now known to us was not yet available to the author of the S81/Jgraha, 
but he fails to give this claim a solid basis. 

A.F.R.Hoemle 350expressed as his opinion that this relationship is less certain than 
that with the Carakasaq1hitii because the Susrntasaqihitii is never actually quoted, but 
that, still, numerous indications point to a decided posteriority of the S81/Jgraha to its 
revised and completed version, suggested, for example, by the treatment of the eye dis
eases, which follows the outline as found in Susruta's Uttaratantra. He also points tci the 
division of the Saqigraha into the same sections as the Susrutasaqihitii. Hoemle's addi
tional remark that the Indian tradition makes in the same direction cannot be accepted 
as a valid argument. His assertion that the Susrutasaq1hitii is never actually quoted is 
far from the truth, butthe presence of the same sections in Susruta's work on the one 
hand and Sal/Jgraha and Hrdaya on the other, is a valid point, worthy of consideration. 

An examination of the actual state of affairs may elucidate this issue. 
Susruta is mentioned several times in the Saqigraha. The opening chapter(Sii.1.11) 

refers to him as one of the authors of a tantra, which is a straightforward indication that 
some version of the Susrutasaqihitii was known to the author of the S81/Jgraha. 351 

Susruta is one of the sages and deities to be paid homage to in the preparation of 
the sarvarthasiddhaiijana (Sii.8.59). 352 

His opinion on the taste of pitta and kapha, when in a vidagdha state, is quoted 
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(Sil.20.18), 353 after Kapilabala's view on the tastes of do~as which have increased. Su
sruta's opinion as refe1Ted to is in conformity with the Susrutasa1phitii (Sii.21.11 and 
15). 

The do~opakramai:iiya chapter (Sii.21) discusses the views of a series of authorities 
on the order in which increased do~as have to be controlled. The section referring to 
these very diverse opinions, absent from the Hrdaya, mentions two authorities by name, 
Pariisara and Susruta. The latter teaches that there is no rule valid for all diseases. He 
prescribes that in f everand diarrhoea pit ta should be subdued first, kapha next, and vata 
last (Sii.21.22), 354 for reasons given in the next three stanzas. 

Susruta's point of.view regarding ari~ias is quoted in the chapter of the Sarirasthana 
where Caraka and Kr~i:iatreya are cited on the same subject. Susmta asserts in a verse, 
borrowed from the Susrutasaiphitii355 indeed (A.s.Sa.l 0.32cd-33ab = Su.Sii.28.5), that 
the effect of an ari~!a can be counteracted by brahma\1as without blemish by means of 
rasayana, tapas, etc. 

Finally, Susruta is referred to in the paribha~a section at the end of the Kalpastha-
~~ I 

Two figures to be dealt with in the same context as Susruta are Dhanvantari and 
Kasiraja. 

Dhanvantari appears in the list of sages to whom lndra revealed the ayurveda (Sii. 
1.6).357 He is, together with Susruta,among the deities and sages to be honoured in 
the ritual accompanying the preparation of the sarvarthasiddhaiijana (Sii.8.59). 358 Dha
nvantari is also the authority who recommends the use of balataila (Sa.4.51). 359 On the 
subject of the diet of a pregnant woman, he declares what it should consist of from the 
eighth month onwards (Sa.3.8). 360 

The chapter on the treatment of poisoning (U.40) relates that Dhanvantari largely 
agrees with Alambayana on the substrates of the seven vegas of poison in those bitten 
by a snake. The only difference between the two is the substrate of the fourth vega: the 
snayus according to Alambayana, the ko~!ha according to Dhanvantari (U.40.36).361 

The next two stanzas, on the role of the kalas, appear to come from the same source 
and represent views of the Dhanvantariyas according to Indu.362 

The name of Kasiraja appears once only among deities and sages to be honoured 
during a treatment with clysters (Sii.28.34). 363 

This material makes clear that the Saipgraha borrowed from the St1.frutasa1phitii, 
but does not yet provide an answer to the problem whether or not the Uttaratantra was 
among its sources. 

First, some examples among the bo1Towings from Susruta may be useful in illus
trating the way this source is handled in the Saqigraha.364 

The divisions of time (Sii.4.3-4) are partly the same as those found in the Su
srutasa1phitii (Sii.6.4-5). The latter's muhiirta is replaced by the na~ika;365 two of 
these constitute a muhiirta, which makes its duration twice as long as in Susruta's 
scheme. Four muhiirta, minus one-fourth of it, make a yama, a measure of time absent 
from Susruta's division. Four yama make one day and night, which corresponds to 
the thirty muhiirta of Susruta. 

The passage on the divisions of time of the Saqigraha is more probably based on Su-
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sruta than on a common source, because of the similarities in wording and the additions 
found in the Sarpgraha. 

Remarkable is the relationship between several chapters of the Uttarasthiina of the 
Sarpgraha and the corresponding ones of the Nidanasthana of the Susrutasa1phitii. It 
should be borne in mind that the main features of this relationship are common to Sa1p
graha and H,daya 

An example is the connection between the mukharoga chapters (Su.Ni.16 and A.s. 
U.25 = A.h.U.21). Though the relatedness is clear, there are many differences, both in 
wording and contents, which exclude that the Sa1pgraha version is simply based on the 
Susmtasa1phitii. The conclusion that the author of the Saipgraha must have disposed 
of additional sources, next to the Susrutasa1phitii and works by which that treatise was 
influenced, is unavoidable. 

A related issue concerns the rarely broached question which text of the Su.<mtasa1p
hitii was pref erred by the author of the Sa1pgraha. Details found in some chapters of the 
Sarirasthana 366 may indicate that he regarded Gayadasa's text as authoritative. 

A relationship between several chapters of the Uttarasthana of the Sarpgraha and 
the Uttaratantra of the Susrutasa1phit1I is obvious, without permitting a definitive judg
ment on the anteriority of the one or the otherof these sections. A major difference is 
that the chapters of the Saip.graha are partly in prose, while those of the Susrntasa1p
hitii are in verse. Even more important is the fact that the text of the Sarpgraha is more 
elaborate, gives more details, and presents new material. This state of affairs makes 
it necessary to examine whether the corresponding chapters of Susruta's Uttaratantra 
are one of the sources of the Sa1pgraha, more concise versifications of the Sa1pgraha 
versions, or based on unknown common sources. 

Some verses of the Saipgraha are closely related to stanzas of the Uttaratantra of the 
Susrutasa1phitii, without being identical. 367 Several mantras are common to the Utta
rasthiina of the Sa1pgraha and Susruta's Uttaratantra. 368 

The Uttarasthana of the Saq1graha and the Uttaratantra of the Susmtasaiphitii 
differ considerably on numerous issues. A considerable number of these differences 
are common to Saipgraha and H,daya,369 but the former also presents many peculiar 
features. 370 

The provisional conclusion that can be deduced from this evidence remains that the 
links between the Uttarasthana ofthe Sarpgraha and the Uttaratantraofthe Susmtasaip
hitii do not allow us to prove which of the two is earlier. 

One testimony may, however, be seen as indicating that the Sa1pgraha is later than 
the Uttaratantra of the Susrutasaiphitii. This testimony consists of Sivadasasena's re
mark that Vagbha!a follows Jejja!a in a particular verse of the H,daya. 371 Since the 
Sa1pgrahacontains a prose passage corresponding to the verse found in the Hrdaya, 372 

the remark applies to both treatises. Jejja!a is known to have written a commentary on 
the whole of the Susrutasarphitii, which leads to the conclusion that the Sal"[lgraha is 
later than the Uttaratantra, with the obvious proviso that Sivadasasena's testimony can 
be accepted as trustworthy. 

The fact that the Saq1graha ends with an Uttarasthana, resembling the Uttaratantra 
of the Susrutasa1phitii, has been seen as supporting the anteriority of the latter. 373 It 
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must be conceded that it is probable indeed that an Uttaratantra with the structure of 
an appendix precedes an Uttarasthana that forms an integral part of a treatise. 

Finally, a piece of indirect evidence may be interpreted as indicating that Sru!l
graha and Hrdaya are later than the version of the Sufrutasru!lhitii, together with its 
Uttaratantra, often ascribed to a Nagarjuna. Narahari refers in his Viigbha/amaJ.Jt;iana 
(chapter 21) to the fact that Vagbha\a adopted the variant bastidvara (A.s.Sa.4.52; A.h. 
Sa.2.53) instead of the reading bastamara of the Sufrutasarphitii (Ni.8.14), 374 which 
was the source of the verse; his information that bastidvara was the reading accepted 
by the Nagarjuniyas may mean that Sal!lgraha and H[daya accepted some revised text 
of the Sufrutasarphitii, which was accompanied by the Uttaratantra 

Bhe~a is one of the authorities quoted in the S81!lgraha who are left to be discussed. 
P.V. Sharma identified some passages which may have been influenced by Bhec;!a, but 
without his name being mentioned. One of these is the description ofone of the ways of 
examining food by the royal physician in order to prevent poisoning of the king (As. 
Sii.8.6-8). This method, the examination of the food's riipa, called annasvariipaparik~a 
by P.V. Sharma, absent from Caraka and Susruta, is found in the Bhelasar!lhitii (Sii.18. 
4-6). 

The other medical authorities mentioned by name in the Sal!lgraha375 do not give us 
clues as to its chronological position. Nevertheless, some of these names are ofconsid
erable interest, because they are absent from Caraka- and Susrutasarphitii. These note
worthy names are: Alambayana, Brhaspati, 376 Kapilabala, Ma~19avya, and Usanas. 377 

The recipes ascribed to Kauiilya are not helpful in determining the date of the Sru!l
graha. 

The external and internal evidence, so far discussed, when taken together, leads to the 
conclusion that the S81!lgraha is later than Drc;lhabala's revised and completed version 
of the Carakasal!lhitii and, very probably, also posterior to the revised and completed 
version of the Susmtasarphitii. The reliability of Sivadasasena's remark that Jejjaia 
was one of Vagbha\a's sources determines whether or not the S81!lgraha is posterior 
to Jejja!a, who lived in the seventh or, at the latest, the eighth century. As to the lower 
limit, the S81!lgraha is probably earlier than the Miidhavanidiina and certainly earlier 
than Vrnda's Siddhayoga. 

Additional evidence concerning 
the chronological position of the Agailgasal!1graha 

Not directly related to the date of the Sar!lgraha, but of importance for the chronolog
ical position of the works ascribed to Vagbhaia in general, is a piece of evidence that, 
unfortunately, is of dubious value. One of the MSS of Niscala's commentary on the 
Cakradatta contains a quotation from an unspecified work of Vagbha!a, which refers 
to the (Bodhi)caryiivatiira. 378 If genuine, this quotation would prove that the work as
cribed to Vagbhaia that contained it is posterior to Santideva, the author of the Bodhi-
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caryavatiira, who probably lived in the seventh century. 379 

Several other features of the Saipgraha which may throw light on the period of its 
composition have been studied. 

P.V. Sharma 380 advanced that the Srupgraha shows influence from the side of the 
Atharva vedaparisi§/a, a work which he places in a period shortly before the Saqigraha 
The same treatise also influenced Variihamihira's Brhatsaqihitii, which dates, in P.V. 
Sharma's view, from about the same time as the Sa!!lgraha. He concludes that the 
Atharvavedaparisi$!a must have been popular then. An example mentioned by P.V. 
Sharma is the snapanadhyaya (A.s. U.5); parallels of this chapter381 mentioned by him 
are Atharvavedapruisi§/a 42 and Brhatsarphilii 47 (pu~yasnana).382 Another example 
is the prescription to look at ghee, placed in a golden vessel, early in the morning (A.s. 
Sii.3.23). This practice, called ghftavek~ai:ia, is known to the Atharvavedaparisi$/a (8) 
and the Brhatsamhitii. 383 

Acco1:ding t~ the same scholar, the Kiimandaklya NTtisiira 384 is another work that 
left clear traces in the Sa!!lgraha. 385 P.V Sharma adduces as examples verses on daily 
regimen and on the duties of the royal physician towards the king. 386 

Several scholars have claimed that Varahamihira's Brhatsruphita contains quota
tions from Vagbha\a 387 in its kandarpika chapter. 388 

A rather careful study of this subject was written by B.P. Shastri, who was well 
aware that literal quotations are absent and that Varahamihira may also have borrowed 
from Caraka and Susruta. 389 

The relevant chapter of the Brhatsarpllita39° contains a verse (75.3) that gives a va
jikarai:ia formulation related to A.s.U.49.392 = A.h.U.39.161, where it is a rasayana 
formula. 391 The substances employed are almost the same: equal parts ofmak~Ikadha
tu, honey, mercury, powdered iron, harltakI, silajatu and ghee in the Brhatsa1phitii; un
specified quantities of tapya ( = mak~Ika), honey, mercury, iron, haritakI, silajatu, ghee 
and vi~ariga in A.s. and A.h.; the duration of the treatment differs: twenty-one days in 
the Brhatsa1phita, fifteen in Sa!!lgraha and Hrdaya. 392 Direct bonowing is not an ob
vious fact in this case. 

More verses from the kandarpika chapter of the Brhatsarphita deserve to be exam
ined in order to see whether or not borrowing from Sarpgraha or Hrdaya can be estab
lished or made probable. 

Brhatsamhitii 75.4ab is said to be related to A.s.U.50.47a-d = A.h.U.40.3!cd-
32ab,' which· verse, however, is very closely related to Su.Ci.26.33. 393 Verse 75.4cd is 
regarded as related to A.h.U.40.24; this half-verse, mentioning ma~ beans, milk and 
ghee, may as well have been influenced by Su,Ci.26.29cd-30ab; a similar verse is 
found in the Saqigraha (U.50.35); ma~a beans and milk are prescribed as aphrodisiacs 
in the Carakasamhitii too. 394 Verse 75.5 is related to A.s. U.50.41 = A.h.U.40.26, but 
also to Su.Ci.26:23. 395 Verse 75.6 is related to A.s.U.50.42 = A.h.U.40.27-28ab, but 
as well to Su.Ci.26.24-25ab. 396 Verse 75.7 is related to A.s.U.50.86 = A.h.U.40.25, 
but as well to Su.Ci.26.18cd and 19cd. 397 Verse 75.10 is said to be related to A.h. 
U.39.56-57 (absent from the Sarpgraha), 398 but this relationship is not convincing 
at all; the plant called gok~uraka, present in both recipes, is frequently employed 
for rasayana and vajikarai:ia purposes. Verse 75.11 is said to resemble two recipes 
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found in the chapteron the treatment of gulma (A.h.Ci.14.34 and 37; absent from the 
Saq1graha), 399 but, again, the similarities, if present at all, are inconclusive. 

The material collected shows that the alleged indebtedness of Viiriihamihira's ka
ndarpika chapter to the Srupgraha and Hrdaya has no firm basis. The adduced similar
ities exist as well between Brhatsaiphitii and Sufrutasa.quiitii. 

Resemblances between the kiindarpika chapter of the Brhatsarphitii and the Cara
kasamhitii have also been found. 

Brhatsamhitii 75.8 is related to Ca.Ci.21.47;400 75.9 is said to be related to Su.Ci. 
26.16~d-18~b and Ca.Ci.24 .23-24, 401 butthe similarities are very superficial; 402 75.12 
is said to be related to Ca.Ci.30.l 62cd-163ab, although Su.Ci.26.11 should be noticed 
as well. 403 

Other aspects of the relationship between Brhatsaq1hitiiand A$/iiflgasa1pgraha have 
also been studied, in particular by P.V. Sharma, who is convinced that both lived in the 
same area in about the same period. 404 

He lists the following similarities: mangalas in sardiilavikric;lita metre in both 
texts; diversity of the metres used; 405 the same types of ala1pkii.ras; 406 both works 
are based on a large number of previous treatises; 407 acceptance of both ancient 
and newly acquired knowledge;408 the mention of foreign peoples, such as the 
Yavanas, Cinas, etc.; 409 the presence of the term mahiimiitra; 410 references to the four 
van:ias;411 mention of the kalas (arts); religious syncretism in both; 412 influence of 
the Atharvaveda in both; the same type of geography; 4'3 the references to Purar:iic 
mythology; the importance of the nak~atras; 414 the mention of subha karar:ia, etc.; 415 

the use of the term guhyaroga in both; 416 the similarities between several passages; 417 

ancient authorities are called muni in both works; 41 8 the mention of an iivantikamuni 
by Variihamihira419 and avantisoma by Vagbha!a; references to the cult of Siirya, the 
sun god; 420 the mention of maulikabhi~ajal) by Variihamihira; 421 the acquaintance 
with Tantric practices; 422 the acquaintance with the process called bhiinupiika in 
both works; 423 the same measure of the pal a; 424 the increased importance of betel 
chewing; 425 the use of the term go~!ha; 426 the importance of the royal physician. 427 

Dissimilarities listed by him are: more geographical names and names of peo
ples; 428 more diversity of the metres employed; 429 more alamkaras; 430 more influence 
of Kalidiisa; no mention of the Sakas; 431 less religious toler~nce; 432 more influence of 
the Atharvaveda; the beginning use of the system of viiras. 

P.V. Sharma concludes that the A$/iiflgasa1pgraha is earlier than Variihamihira's 
works or, more probably, of the same period. 

P.V. Sharma suggested elsewhere433 that Vagbha!a underwent the influence of 
Variihamihira in his astronomical concepts, which led him to the conclusion that they 
lived in about the same period. 434 

P. V. Sharma also examined the relationship between Brhatsarphitii on the one hand, 
and Caraka- and Susrutasarphitii on the other. 435 

As to the relationship with the Carnkasa1p.hitii, he points to the use of the term 
triskandha. 436 

The use of terms like maraka,437 kuhaka, 438 and salyahrt may indicate an acquain
tance with the Susrutasarphitii. 
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All this material can, in my opinion, only suggest that the Sa1pgraha and the works 
of Variihamihira do not differ very much in age. 

G .S. Pendse439 examined the relationship between the Sa1)lgraha and Viitsyiiyana's 
Kiimasiitr11. He concluded that the latter must be earlier, because of the occurrence of 
the terms kanta and kiintiinuvrtti, discussed by Viitsyiiyana, in the Sarpgraha (U.50.126 
and 123),440 which also employs the term catul1~a~!hI for kiimasiistra. 441 

P. V. Sharma studied a large number of Sanskrit literary works in orderto throw light 
on the chronological position of the Sarpgraha in relation to these compositions. 442 

Asvagho~a443 mentions Buddha as the mahiibhi~aj. 444 Some stanzas occurring in 
his works show similarities with verses of the Sa111graha.445 P.V. Sharma refers to the 
well-known fact that Asvagho~a is earlier than the author of the Saipgraha. 

Kiilidiisa's works show similarities and dissimilarities, when compared with the 
Sarpgraha. Their examination makes P.V. Sharma conclude that Kiilidiisa is earlier. 446 

Bhaqi's BhaUikiivya,447 Visiikhadatta's Mudriiriik$asa,448 and Siidraka's Mrccha
katika449 are regarded as somewhat earlier than the Sarpgraha. 

Bhiiravi, the author of the Kiriitiirjunfya, 450 is thought to be contemporaneous with 
or slightly later than the author of the Sar11graha, while the Hrdaya was written after 
the period of Bhiiravi's activity. 

Subandhu's Viisavadattii451 is judged to be posterior to the Smpgraha. Both works 
show the·same mixture of religions, give evidence of sun worship, and employ a series 
of the same tenns (aq1suka, 452 citrakalii, go~!hf, 453 kiiyamiina, 454 ma1ha, 455 pii!a!I, 456 

vesyii). Mercury (piirada) is mentioned by Subandhu, 457 and even a piiradapii:i<;la made 
by a dhiituviidavid, which indicates that alchemy had developed further than in the pe
riod of the Sarpgraha. 

Bai:ia 458 is put somewhat later than the author of the Sarpgraha. His works show 
religious syncretism, mention Buddha as the Jina, and give evidence of sun-worship. 
Coconut milk (niirikelodaka), described in the Sa1)lgraha, was known to Biina, as well 
as the siddhiiiijana.459 The daily activities of the king are pictured in a way reminding 
one of the dinacaryii chapter of the Saipgraha. The references to mercury and other 
metals demonstrate a later stage of development of alchemy than found in the Saip
graha.460 

Dai:ii;lin's Dasakumiiracarita461 is thought to be laterthan the Saiµgraha. Da1;i;lin's 
composition refers to the siddhiiiijana, known from the Saq1graha. Some terms em
ployed by both Dai:ii;lin and the author of the Sa,pgrnha are aipsuka, gupti,462 ma!hikii, 
and pii!a!I. 463 

Miigha's Sisupiilavadha 464 is, to judge from its style, clearly later than the Sa,p
graha. 

P.V. Sharma's detailed studies ofall these texts show, again and again, that the Sa,p
graha has features in common with works composed in the later Gupta period. 465 

Other details found in the Smpgraha, studied by the same scholar, confirm this pic
ture. 

The descriptions of the seasons contain elements characteristic of the Gupta age. 466 

The description of the summer season mentions palm leaves (tiilavrnta) used for fan
ning (Sii.4.35)467 and a dhiiriigrha provided with a fountain (ni~patadyantrasalila; Sii. 
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4.37). 
The prescription of guggulu in medoroga and the description of klaibya, etc., point 

to the Gupta age. 468 

The first mention of a carai:ia (together with a kathaka) is found in the Saipgraha. 469 

The importance of afijanas and padalepas, which belong to the Buddhist siddhis, 
points to the Gupta period. 4 70 

Typical of the Gupta period is also the more prominent place of images; statues of 
Avalokitesvara begin to appear more and more in that period; the number of arms of 
various deities grows larger. 47 ' 

The increasing influence of jyoti~a in general is a characteristic of the Gupta age 
according to P.V. Shanna. 472 Astrological considerations absent from Caraka and Su
sruta are found in the Sruµgraha. 473 

Typical of this age too is the use of the tenn alifijara. 474 

A rather important element for the determination of the date of the Sarµgraha is the 
state of development of rasasastra shown in that treatise. 475 Evidence regarding more 
frequent and new uses of particular inorganic substances and the introduction of new 
substances might throw some light on the period of its composition. Unfortunately, the 
data are scanty, in particular regarding mercury and mercurial compounds. 476 

Parada, not yet employed in Caraka- and Susmtasa1phitii as a term for mercury, 
occurs, once ·only, in the Sa1µgraha It is one of the ingredients in a recipe for a rasa
yana preparation to be taken intemally,477 which makes P.V. Sharma 478 suggest that 
processed mercury is meant, in spite of any reference to the processing of mercury in 
the Sruµgraha. 479 

A substance calledrasottama, sometimes thought to be mercury, is prescribed once, 
for external use in a lepa (A.s.U.30.80 = A.h.U.25.6lcd-62ab). However, the verse 
mentioning it constitutes one of the numerous borrowin~s from the Carakasa1µhitii (Ci. 
25.116), 480 which makes it unsuitable for determining the date of the Sa1µgraha. 

The meaning of this tenn is a problematic issue. lndu regards it as mercury 
(parada). The verse mentioning it is also found in the Hrdaya (A.h.U.25.6lcd-62ab), 
Siddhayoga (44.55), and Cakradatta (vrai:iasotha 101), which enables us to compare 
the interpretations of several commentators. Among the commentators on the H,daya, 
Ami:iadatta is silent, the Kaira/I agrees with Indu, but Sivadasasena, though identify
ing rasottama as parada, adds that some are of the opinion that ghee is meant The 
Hrdayaprakii,§a of the A$fii1igahrdayako$a records that ghee is meant, though many 
(predecessors) identify rasottama as parada, while the Sivadfpikii considers it to be 
rasafijana The Kusumiivalfon the Siddhayoga remarks that rasottama is either parada 
or ghee according to Cakra(pai:iidatta), or the juice (rasa) of sahakara (i.e., the mango) 
according to Jinadasa. 

The verse fonns part of the Cakradatta (vrai:iasotha 101), where pa.Ila b reads 
hemakalarasottamail:J. Sivadasasena comments that rasottama is parada, while others 
regard it as ghee. Niscalakara mentions that Cakra sees ghee in it, while Jinadasa 
interprets it as the sweet juice of sahakara; he himself is convinced that ghee is meant, 
because this is the substance corresponding to rasottama in an equivalent recipe of 
Jatuka11,1a quoted by him. 
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Among the alchemical apparatus, the mii~a is known in the Sll[!lgraha; itis used in 
the preparation of the sarvarthasiddhaiijana (Sii.8.59) for heating gold and silver, and 
in the preparation ofbhaskaracii~a (U.16.27-29) for a related purpose. The mii~ is, 
however, already mentioned in the Susrutasaq1hitii (U.18.86) and is known to the Hr
daya (U.13.30) too. The andhamu~a is found in a verse common to Saipgraha (U.16.24) 
and Hrdaya (U.13.20). 

The properties and actions of the metals and alloys called suvan_1a, rilpya, tamra, 
kruµsya, pittala, trapu, sisa, kf~l)aloha and tik~l)a(loha) are mentioned at A.s.Su.12.8-
14, but these verses are based on Susruta. 481 

Adityapaka is mentioned atA.s.U.28.32 (an adityapakataila) and 59 (the process 
of adityapaka is used in the preparation of the mahanilakhyayoga). 

All this material on the state of rasasastra shows that the Saipgraha dates from a 
period that saw the beginning of the increase in the use of inorganic substances. 

The mention of the Sakas in the Saipgraha and the speculation it has elicited have 
already been discussed. The influences of Buddhism prove that it was still a living force 
during the period that saw the coming into being of the Saipgraha.482 

Dates assigned to the A~\ai1gasa1µgraha 

Dates assigned to the A~\a1igasa1µgraha are: 483 indefinite time B. C.; 484 the first or sec
ond century B.C.; 485 second-thirli centuries A.D.; 486 posterior to Caraka and Susruta 
and anterior to Yajiiavalkya (A.D. 350); 487 between the second and sixth centuries;488 

fifth or sixth century; 489 about A.D. 550, between the Kiimasiitra (about A.D. 400) and 
Varahamihira (A.D. 505-587); 490 late in the sixth or early in the seventh century; 49 1 

about A.D. 625; 492 shortly before I-ching;493 not later than seventh century A.D.; 494 

between seventh and eighth centuries; 495 earlier than the eighth century; 4% between 
1010 and 1055 (during the reign of king Bhoja of Dhara). 497 

Date of the A~\ailgahrdayasa1µhita 

Some non-Indian sources which are important among the external evidence will be ilis
cussed first. 

The Tibetan translations of the Hrdaya and Candranandana's commentary provide 
a trustwo1thy lower limit for both works. Candranandana's commentary, the Padii-
1thacand.6kii, was rendered into Tibetan by R.in-chen bzail-po between the years I O 13 
and 1055, the H,daya by the Indian scholar (mkhan-po) Jarandhara and Rin-chen 
bzail-po in the same period. 498 

The hypothesis that the Hrdaya is meant in the Arabic sources referring to a Kitiib 
asiink<1r al-jiimi' cannot be proved with certainty. 499 

An Arabic author who does undoubtedly refer to the A$/ii1igahrdayasa1phitii is 'AII 
ibn Sahl al-Taban, who names among his Indian medical sources Caraka, Susruta, 
the A§/iingahrdaya, and the Nidiina in his Firdaws al-}Jikma fi'I /ibb, written in A.D. 
849/850.500 The A$/iiligahrdaya is quoted by name once; 501 material deriving from 
the Hrdaya is found in several chapters. 502 
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Reliable evidence also consists of quotations in later works, with the obvious proviso 
that identical verses are absent from the Sarpgraha. 

The earliest commentator to quote from Vagbha!a is, according to P.V. Sharma,503 

Jejja!a in his commentary on the Carakasaqihita. This assertion is unjustified, since the 
quotation referred to actually forms part of Cakra's commentary. 504 

The earliest treatise to incorporate numerous verses taken from either Sarpgraha 
or flrdaya is the Madhavanidana. Several chapters of the Nidanasthanas of Sarp.gr aha 
and flrdaya are identical, which makes it impossible to decide which of the two was 
employed as a source. Stanzas that can only be from the Hrdaya, because the corre
sponding chapter of the Saqigraha is in prose, are, fortunately, not rare at all, 505 which 
proves that the Hrdaya was known to Madhava. 

Vp1da quotes Vagbha!a by name once only in his Siddhayoga, but this verse ( I. 
27) forms partofboth Sa1pgraha and flrdaya (A.h.Ci.1.5 = A.s.Ci.l.6). Verses that can 
derive from the flrdaya only are found at several places in the Siddhayoga, 506 which, 
as to be expected, shows that the former was extant in the period ofVp1da's activity. 

The Cakradatta uses the Hrdaya extensively as a source, 507 which, again, does not 
add new chronological clues. 

The uncertain dates of several Pura~1as prevent that data they contain can be made 
use of in determining the date of the Hrdaya This applies in the first place to the Garu
gapurlilJa, which contains a version of the Nidanasthana of the flrdaya 508 The Agni pu
rli).Ja 509 and the Vi§lJUdharmottarapurli).Ja 510 present short medical sections with some 
similarities. 

The sources of the Hfdayaare, in the same way as those of the Saqigraha, of much im
portance for the determination of its terminus post quern. Some commentators provide 
us with material on this issue. 

Cakrapai:iidatta remarks (ad Ca.Ci.3.197-200ab) that Vagbha!a follows Saunaka; 
the uncertain date of this authority makes the remark unsuitable for chronological pur
poses. 

Cakrapiil}idatta also states (ad Ca.Sii.7.45-50) that Vagbha!a follows Haricandra in 
a verse on the months suitable to the elimination of do~as that accumulated in a partic
ular season. He literally quotes A.h.Sii.13.33cd-34abas the verse that agrees with Ha
ricandra 's opinion, without declaring explicitly whether or not it is a direct borrowing. 
Niscala records (ad Cakradatta, sneha 6) thatVagbha\aquotes Bha\!iirahari(s)candra's 
own sa111hita (svasa111hita). The reproduced ardhasloka from Hari(s)candra's treatise 
is closely related to A.h.Sii.13.33cd without being completely identical. The order of 
the months mentioned differs slightly: karttike sravai:ie in Niscala's quotation, sravai:ie 
karttike in the text of the Hrdaya This small difference is not without importance, for 
the order of the months has to correspond to the order of the seasons enumerated in 
the second half of the verse. They do correspond, correctly, in the verse of the Hrdaya, 
which implies that the second half of Haricandra's verse, as cited by Niscala, must dif
fer from A.h.Sii.13.34ab. This second half, identical in Haricandra's sa1phita and Va
gbha!a's work according to Niscala, is different indeed in such a way that the traditional 
correspondences are maintained. However, since this ardhasloka is not identical with 
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A.h.Sii.34ab, we are faced with a problem. Cakra throws some light on this question. 
He quotes the complete stanza, which remains incomplete in Niscala's commentary, 
where piida d is missing, as an alternative sloka read by someone (probably not Ha
ricandra), adding that it is of no concern because its meaning is the same. Sivadiisa; 
however, who quotes the second half of the alternative verse (ad Ca.Sii.13.45-50) as 
coming from some other treatise, objects to its mention of incorrect intervals of three 
months. The material available shows that the Hrdaya follows Haricandra, but does 
not enable us to decide whether or not it quotes him literally. The verse discussed does 
not form part of the Saq1graha. The interrelatedness of the dates of Hari(s)candra and 
the Iffdaya does not permit a conclusion from the discussed material on the date of the 
latter. 

Another indication regarding the chronological position of the Hrdaya is supplied 
by Sivadiisasena. This commentator remarks (ad Cakradatta, dantamiilaroga 23-24), 
when quoting A.h.U.22.4lcd, that Viigbha!a follows Jejja!a, which would mean, if 
Sivadiisa can be trusted, that the latter preceded the former, which cannot be excluded, 
because Jejja!Jl lived in the seventh or, at the latest, the eighth century. 511 

The commentatoron the A.yurvediibdhisiira claims that one verse of the Hrdaya (Ni. 
2.44cd-45ab) has been borrowed from Hiirlta, 512 but this remark does not elucidate the 
date of the Hrdaya 

The internal evidence on the sources of the Hrdaya consists in the first place of author
ities mentioned in the treatise itself. 

Atreya's name appears, in the same way as in the Saq1graha, at the beginning of 
each chapter. Called Atriputra (Atri 's son), he receives, together with other sages, the 
iiyurveda from Indra (Sii.1.3). Atreya, under the name of Atrinandana (also meaning 
Atri's son), is mentioned as the one who states that the junctures (sandhi) are 2,000 
in number, while Dhanvantari regards their number to be 210 (Sii.3.!6cd-l 7ab). His 
opinion on the agent responsible for the digestion of the food (the annapaktar) is con
trasted with that of another authority not referred to by name, who is, however, Dha
nvantari (Sii.3.49); 513 Atreya declares that the heat (ii~man) inherent in do~as, dhiitus 
and malas is this agent, whereas the other authority considers it to be the piicakapitta. 
Atreya is said to learn that, when a disease suddenly leaves off in a weak patient, his 
life is endangered (Sii. 5.128). The recipe called pu~yiinugaciin:ia is described as being 
esteemed by Atreya (U.34.50ab ). 514 Atreya is mentioned as Agnivesa's teacher (U.40. 
59); Atreya, called Punarvasu on this occasion, is referred to again as the teacher of 
Agnivesa (U.40.62). 

Caraka is mentioned a number of times. His definition of virya (Ca.Ci.26.65) is 
quoted (Sii.9.13cd-14ab). 515 Caraka's name appears, together with those of other an
cient authorities, in a few verses towards the end of the treatise (U.40.84 and 88). 516 

Agnivesa receives the iiyurveda from Atriputra (Sii.l.3-4ab). His opinion on the 
maryiidiis of the do~as in fevers is contrasted with that ofHiirlta (A.h.Ni.2.60-63 = A.s. 
Ni.2.62-66). Agnivesa is, together with Bhe<:Ia and others, a pupil of Atreya (U.40.59); 
he is the foremost pupil of Punarvasu (Atreya) (U.40.62). 

Susruta's opinion on the treatment of granthi (U.30.3!c-f) is contrasted with that 
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of Nimi (U.30.30cd-3 lab), and, again, with that of an unnamed authority (U.30.32). 
Susruta is mentioned, together with Caraka and other authorities, towards the end of 
the treatise (U.40.84 and 88). 

Dhanvantari is the authority recommending balataila (Sa.2.52).517 His number of 
bones in the human body is three hundred, 518 his number of junctures two hundred 
and ten (Sa.3.16-17a). 519 In Dhanvantari's opinion, the pittadhara kala is the graha
z:iI (Sa.3.50). A dhanvantara ghee, called after Dhanvantari, is prescribed (Ci.l0.63ab; 
17.l 4ab); 520 its preparation and its actions are described (Ci.l 2.l 9cd-24 ). 521 

Bhe4a is mentioned in connection with the recipe of sahacarataila (Ci.21.70-73ab), 
as in the Saf!]graha: He is, together with Agnivesa and others, one of the pupils of 
Agnivesa (U .40.59). One of the last verses refers to him as a medical authority (U.40. 
88). 

The other authorities mentioned in the Hrdaya are not helpful in elucidating its date. 
This internal evidence on the sources of the Jirdaya does not give us new chrono

logical clues, when compared with that found in the Saqigraha. 
The Hrdaya is obviously posterior to Dr4habala's recension of the Carakasaq1-

hitii, 522 because it contains many verses which are literally identical with verses found 
in the chapters that Dr4habala contributed. 

It is also _later than the Susrutasal)1hita before its later revision and the addition of 
the Uttaratantra because Susruta is referred to. Some verses of the Hrdaya are almost 
identical with stanzas found in the Cikitsasthana of the Susrutasarphitii. 523 

Divergent opinions have been expressed concerning the question whether ornot the 
Hrdaya is later than the revision of the Susrutasarphitii often ascribed to a Nagarjuna. 
This issue poses problems similar to those discussed with respect to the Saipgraha, but 
it should be noted that the Hrdaya contains some verses, absent from the Sarpgraha, 
which are very close to stanzas found in the Uttaratantra of the Susrutas11q1hitii, 524 and, 
more importantly, a number of verses common to both works.525 These facts are in 
favour of the hypothesis that the Uttaratantra belongs to the sources of the Hrdaya 

Other features of the Hrdaya have been used in elucidating its date. 
The relationship betwe~n Jirdaya and Sukranfti has been studied by P.V. Sharma, 526 

who claims 527 that the sadvrtta section of the Hrdaya has about fifty verses in common 
with the Sukranrti, 528 which, for that reason, must have existed in some form before the 
Hrdaya was written, in spite of the late date of the version now known. 529 This possibil
ity is confirmed by quotations from the Sukraniti in Caz:i4esvara's RajanWratniikara 530 

P.V. Sharma531 advanced that the Hrdaya must be later than Bharavi's Kiriitiirjunf
ya, because the latter's alaIJJkaras have influenced the former. 

G.S. Pendse532 argued that the Hrdaya must be later than Vatsyayana's Kamasiitra, 
a work that is in all probability referred to. 533 

Mercury (parada) is prescribed in a verse common to Hrdaya and Sarpgraha (A.h. 
U.39.161 = A.s.U.49.392). Additional references to mercury are found at A.h.U.32.31 
(parada) and U.13.36 (rasendra). 534 These two verses mention it as an ingredient of 
preparations for external use. 

Sulphur may be prescribed for external use only. 535 

The alchemical apparatus called mii~a is known to the Hrdaya (U.13.30). The 
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andhamu~ii is mentioned in a verse common to Hrdaya and Sru)lgraha (A.h. U.13.20 = 
A.s.U.16.24) and in one more verse (A.h.U.13.32). 

Atrideva (ABI 210) says that the variety of the metres used and the preference for 
Jong compounds point to the Gupta age. 

All this material does not advance very much the determination of the date of 
the Hrdaya The facts known prove that it is later than Dr~habala's version of the 
Carakasal)lhitii and earlier than the Miidhavanidiina. If Sivadiisa is reliable, the H[daya 
may be posterior to Jejja\a. 

Dates assigned to the A~\iiilgahrdayasa1phitii 

Dates assigned to the A~\iiilgahrdayasarphitii are: 536 first or second century B.C.;537 

fifth centmy A.O. or earlier;538 there is no reason to put him more than a century 
after his elder namesake; 539 earlier than the seventh century; 540 seventh century at 
the latest; 541 the earlier part cf the seventh century; 542 seventh century, shortly before 
I-ching; 543 between the seventh and eighth centuries; 544 the eighth century;545 the 
eighth or ninth century; 546 eighth century at the latest; 547 between the eighth and tenth 
centmies;548 ninth century; 549 the end of the twelfth to the beginning of the thirteenth 
century; 550 no conclusion. 551 

Structural features of the Sarpgraha and the Hrdaya 

The division into sections (sthiina) agrees, broadly, with that of the Susrutasa1)lhitii, 
and differs considerably from that found in the Carakasai)lhitii. The latter's Vimii
na-, Indriya- and Siddhisthiinas are absent, as they are from the Susrutasai)lhitii. An 
Uttarasthiina is added, in the same way as the Uttaratantra to the Susrutasai)lhitii, but, 
as its title indicates, it forms an integral part of the treatise. The order of the sections 
differs from that found in Caraka- and Susrutasa1phitii in placing the Siirirasthiina 
before the Nidiinasthiina. This may be seen as an improvement, because the subject 
matter is arranged more systematically in this way, by dealing first with all general 
subjects before beginning to describe the diseases and their treatment 

The contents of the sthiinas show many innovations. 
The procedures belonging to paiicakarman, dealt with in the Siddhisthiina of the 

Carakasal)lhitii and the last part of the Cikitsiisthiina of the Susrutasaqihitii, form part of 
the Sutrasthiina and Kalpasthana, and are, in the Siitrasthiina, preceded by chapters on 
oleation (sneha) and sudation (sveda), as in Susruta's Cikitsiisthiina, while the chapters 
on these topics in Caraka's Sutrasthiina appear to have no appropriate context. 552 The 
subjects discussed in Caraka's Indriyasthiina, which are incorporated in the Sutrasthii
na of the Susrutasal)lhitii,are found in the last chapters of the Siirirasthiina.of Saqigraha 
and Hrdaya, 

The order of the diseases discussed in the Nidiinasthiina is peculiar and differs con
siderably from that found in the corresponding sections of Caraka- and Sus111tasaq1hitii. 

The first chapter (sarvaroganidiina) is on the five elements constituting nidiina, on 
some related concepts, the causes of excitement of the do~as, and astrological consid-
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erations relating to fevers. 
Chapter two is on fever, which is also the first disease described in the Nidanastha

na of the Carakasal)lhitii. Chapter three is on raktapitta and kasa, thus illustrating 
a pronounced special feature, consisting of the grouping together of particular 
diseases in one chapter, a practice already present, but less conspicuously, in the 
Nidanasthana of the Sus111tasa1phitii. Raktapitta is dealt with in chapter two of 
Caraka's Nidanasthana, not in Susruta's Nidanasthana; the nidana of kasa is absent 
from the Nidanasthanas ofCaraka and Susruta and discussed in Ca.Ci.18 and Su.U.52 
respectively; the description of kasa immediately after raktapitta is explained by 
the statement that it is a dangerous complication of raktapitta (A.s.Ni.3. l 8cd-19 = 
A.h.Ni. 3. !6cd-I7ab ); an interesting parallel is the presence ofa chapter on kasanidana 
in the Bhelasal)lhitii (Ni.4.). Chapter four is on svasa and hidhma, subjects not dealt 
with in the Nidanasthanas of Caraka and Susruta, but often clustered together, for 
example in Ca.Ci.17, and thought to be related to kasa (Ca.Ci.18). Chapter five begins 
with the nidana of rajayak~man, described in the Nidanasthana of the Carakasal)lhitii 
(Ni.6: so~anidana), but absent from the Nidanasthana of the Susmtasal)lhitii; it 
proceeds with the nidana of svarabheda, arocaka, chardi, hrdroga and tm1a, regarded 
as upadravas of rajayak~man and not discussed in Caraka's Nidanasthana. Chapter 
six is remarkable in being devoted to madatyaya, absent from the Nidanasthanas of 
Caraka and Susruta; the same chapter discusses mada, milrcha and saqinyasa. Chapter 
seven deals with arsas, absent from Caraka's, but present in Susruta's Nidanasthana. 
Chapter eight describes the nidana of atisara and grahai:ii, both absent from Caraka's 
and Susruta's Nidanasthanas. Chapter nine is about miltraghata and related disorders, 
not described in the Nidanasthana of Caraka; Susruta has a chapter on the nidana of 
asmali and sarkara (Ni.3). Chapter ten, on prameha, has a corresponding chapter in 
the Nidanasthanas of Caraka (Ni.4) and Susruta (Ni.6); this chapter also describes 
the pramehapi\ikas. Chapter eleven is devoted to the cluster consisting of vidradhi, 
vrddhi and gulma; gulma is dealt with in the Nidanasthana of Caraka (Ni.3) and 
vidradhi in a separate chapter of the Nidanasthana of the Susrutasal)lhitii (Ni.9), while 
vrddhi is described, together with upadaq1sa and slipada, in a chapter of Susruta's 
Nidanasthana (Ni.12). Chapter twelve deals with udara, absent from Caraka's, but 
present in Susruta's Nidanasthana (Ni.7). Chapter thirteen has an unusual cluster: 
pai:i<:Ju(roga), sopha and visarpa; Susruta deals with visarpa in a chapter with another 
cluster (Ni.JO: visarpa, nii<:Ji, stanaroga), while all three are absent from Caraka's 
Nidanasthana. Chapter fourteen is about ku~\ha, svitra and krmi(roga); ku~\ha, to 
which svitra is closely related, is described in the Nidanasthanas of both Caraka (Ni.S) 
and Susruta (N i.5), where krmiroga is absent. Chapter fifteen discusses vatavyadhi, 
absent from Caraka's, but present in Susruta's Nidanasthana (Ni.I). Chapter sixteen 
is devoted to vataso~1ita, absent from Caraka's and Susruta's Nidanasthana. 

The Cikitsasthana describes the treatment of the diseases discussed in the Nida
nasthana, but has more chapters by splitting up some of the clusters. 

The Kalpasthana differs from the sections of the same name of Caraka- and Su
srutasal)lhitii in being devoted to emetic and purgative procedures, to complications 
that may occur during them, to the treatment with clysters and its complications, and 
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to rules for the preparation of drugs. 
The contents of the Uttarasthana differfrom those of Susruta's Uttaratantra in deal

ing only partly with the same topics and these in adifferentorder. Remarkable is the 
systematic arrangement of its subject matter: kaumarabhrtya, 553 bhiitavidya,554 ma
nasaroga (mental disorders),555 salakya,556 salya, 557 k~udrarogas, 558 guhyarogas,559 

agadatantra,56 0 rasayana,561 and vajikarar:ia 562 The presence of the chapters on rasa
yana and vajikarar:ia at the end of the treatise is very remarkable; these subjects are 
discussed at the beginning of the Cikitsasthana in the Carakasal)lhita, while the rele
vant chapters precede those on paficakarman and related topics in the Cikitsasthana of 
the Susrutasal)lhita. 

This survey demonstrates that Sal)lgraha and Hrdaya do not simply follow either 
Caraka or Susruta by selecting when to follow the one or the other, but have, apart from 
being influenced by the preceding two works, an independent orientation, shown by the 
the structure of their sthanas. 

Hoemle563 expressed as his opinion that it was Vagbha!a's object to gather up into 
a harmonious whole the more or less conflicting medical systems current in his time, 
especially those contained in the sarµhitas of Car aka and Susruta. Hoemle added that, 
in pursuance of this object, Vagbha!a introduced, especially with reference to the dis
eases of the eye, many modifications in the classification and nomenclature which had 
hitherto been accepted. He also supposed that it led Vagbha\a to the adoption of com
promises - by no means always successful - of which his exposition of the skeleton 
presents a conspicuous example. 

These conclusions, mainly based on Hoemle's detailed and systematic study of In
dian osteology, require a critical appraisal, departing from a renewed comparison of 
the texts of Silf!igraha and 1-l[daya with the Caraka- and Susrutasal)lhita. 

Both Saq1graha and Hrdaya contain much material that is literally found in the 
Carakasaq1hita. Adaptations, very close to the original text, are also frequent. 

The attitude towards the SusrutaSal)lhita is completely different, since it is less fre
quently quoted. Passages in prose and verse found in Sal)lgraha and 1-l[daya may be 
close to the text of the Susrutasal)lhita, but contain almost always changes. 

These contrasting ways of handling the treatises of Caraka and Susruta are hard to 
explain. 

Worthy of as much attention, but less taken notice of, 564 is the absence of material 
found in Caraka and Susruta. The expositions of theories allied to the Vaise~ika, Saiµ
khya and Nyaya systems of philosophy, important aspects of the Carakasal)lhita, are 
conspicuous by their absence. This applies, for example, as well to the chapter on the 
three aims of life (Sii.11: trai~a9Iya), the description of the way to liberation (mok~a), 
and the discussions of groups of sages. In general, the role of the mahabhiitas recedes 
into the background. 

Hoemle is not justified in claiming that the object of both treatises was to harmo
nize conflicting views of Caraka and Susruta. In any case, it is not the only aim. The 
Saqigraha in particular very often mentions side by side disagreeing opinions which 
derive from these authorities. Sometimes one of them or both names are mentioned, 
sometimes they are absent. 
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An example is the list specifying the amounts of the bodily constituents. SaI!)graha 
(Sa.5.63) and Hrdaya(Sa.3.80-81) follow Caraka, but the SaI!)graha adds the opinion 
of the Dhanvantarryas (Sa.5.65), which agrees with that of Susruta. 

The chapter on the vessels of the SaI!)graha states that siras and dhamanrs are spe
cialized types of vessels (srotas), which means that they are essentially the same. The 
point of view that all three are different structures is referred to as held by others, as is 
a third opinion that vessels have many names (Sa.6.20). The first theory, accepted by 
the author, is that found in the CarakasaI!)hita, the second theory is characteristic of the 
Susrutasa1)1hita. 

Both examples do not testify to a tendency to harmonization. 
This is not to say that a tendency to accept both Caraka- and Susrutasa1)1hita is com

pletely absent. 
An example illustrating this tendency in the SaI!)graha is the presence of two 

mantras aiming at an easy delivery (Sa.3.20-22). The first derives from Caraka 
(Sa.8.39), the second is identical with one of Susruta's cyavanamantras (Ci.15.6-8). 
The Hrdaya omits these mantras, restricting itself to the recommendation to perform 
the required ceremonies (Sa.1.77). 565 Another example is the osteological system. 566 

A third example is the typology of the napuqisakas in the SaI!)graha. Its eight types 
(Sa.2.21-28) clearly result from a combination of the lists of Caraka and Susruta.567 

A fourth example is the classification of the types of prameha, 568 a fifth that of the 
types of ku~iha, 569 a sixth that of the types of sveda. 570 

Another feature of both S11111graha and Hrdaya consists of a tendency to complete 
developments already on their way in the works of Caraka and Susruta. This is illus
trated by the names of the five kinds of kapha, absent from Caraka and Susruta, but 
supplied for the first time by Saq1graha and Hrdaya (A.h.Sii.12.15-18ab; A.s.Sii.20.4 ). 

A remarkable feature of the Saq1graha is that it versifies the material found in prose 
in one of the chapters of the Carakasaq1hita. 571 Evidence of the same procedure, ap
plied to the Susrutasaq1hita, is found in the chapters on groups of drugs in both Saqi
graha and Hrdaya 572 

The obvious fact that SaI!)graha and Hrdaya have many features in common be
longs to the arsenal of arguments adduced by many scholars to defend the view that 
they were written by one and the same person. Such a conclusion is, however, not 
justified at all. The Hrdaya is simply largely based on the Saqigraha or it is the other 
way round, which explains what is common to both, while, moreover, the considerable 
number of discrepancies conflicts with a common authorship. 

Special features common to the Saqigraha and the Hrdaya 

The amount of special features found in both treatises is large; a series of examples 
may suffice to give an impression of their number and importance. 

Transitional periods between seasons (rtusandhi) are described (A.s.Sii.4.61; 
A.h.Sii.3.58); they consist of the seven last and seven first days of a season; 573 the 
chapters on the groups of drugs (A.s.Sii.16; A.h.Sii.15) omit some of Susruta's gai:ias 
(Sii.38)574 and make some changes in other groups; 575 an additional blunt instrument 
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(yantra), called mucUQ<;H (A.h.Sii.25.9) or mucu\I (A.s.Sii.34.6) is described; some 
more additional yantras are: ailgu!Itra.9aka (A.h.Su.25 .21; A.s.Su.34.11), S{ilga, alabu 
and gha\I (A.s.Sii.34.13; A.h.Su.25.26-28ab); valkala and lata are absent among the 
anuyantras (A.s.Su.34.17; A.h.Su.25.39cd-40), although they form part of Susruta's 
list; 576 the number of sharp instruments (sastra) is twenty-six (A.s.Su.34.21; A.h.Su. 
26.1), whereas theirnumber is twenty in the Susrutasarphita (Su.8.3); 577 some added 
sastras are the sarpavaktra (A.s.Sii.34.21) or sarpasya (A.h.Su.26.Sab) and kartarI 
(A.s.Su.34.26; A.h.Su.26.17cd); the surgical procedures (sastrakarman) are of twelve 
(A.s.Su.34.22) or thirteen kinds (A.h.Su.26.28cd-29ab), while they are of eight kinds 
in Susruta (Sii.8.4; Su.25), of six kinds in Caraka (Ci.25.55); 578 kamala (jaundice) is 
described as a disease that may arise without the presence of p~<;iuroga in a person 
who has a profuse amount of pitta (pittolbaQa) (A.s.Ni.13.l Scd; A.h.Ni.13.17cd); 579 

the number of balagrahas is twelve, while Susruta has a number of nine; added are 
Svagraha, Pi~graha and Su~karevatI; 580 the number of eye diseases is ninety-four (A.s. 
U.20.36 = A.h.U.16.60cd-6lab);581 the diseases of the ears are twenty-five in number 
(A.s.U.21.30; A.h.U.17.26cd), whereas Susruta's number is twenty-eight;582 new 
diseases of the ears are: kuci- or kiicikan:iaka (A.s.U.21.17; A.h. U.17.16ab), pa!Iso~a 
(A.s.U.21.21; A.h.U.I7.l 9ab), pippa!I (A.s.U.21.18; A.h.U.17.16cd-17a), tantrika 
(A.s.U.21.22; A.h.U.17 .l 9cd), and vidarika (A.s.U.21.19-20; A.h.U.17.17b-18); 583 

gallira is new as a synonym of unmantha (A.s.U.21.26; A.h.U.17.23ab); kan:iasma 
is described much more elaborately (A.s.U.21.2-4; A.h.U.17.1-3) than in Susruta 
(U.20.6); five types are distinguished and characterized, whereas Susruta has one 
type only;584 a purulent discharge is described in karl)asula due to pitta (A.s.U.21.5; 
A.h.U.17.4-5ab); 585 the techniques for repair of the earlobes (A.s.U.22.53-68) have 
names that partly differ from those used in theSusrutasaq1hita; an additional technique 
is called su~kasa~kuli; the number of diseases of the nose is eighteen (A.s.U.23.27ef; 
A.h.U.! 9.27cd), while Susruta's number is thirty-one; the disease of the nose called 
apinasa is elaborately and very well described; the tenn siilgha.1_iaka is used for the 
mucous discharge (A.s.U.23.20-21 = A.h.U.19.20-21); 586 pu\aka is a new disease 
of the nose (A.s.U.23.25; A.h.U.19.25); the mukharogas are seventy-five in number, 
while Susruta's number is sixty-five; khaQ<;iau~\ha (A.s.U.25.4 = A.h.U.21.3cd) and 
gai:i<;ialajI (A.s.U.25.14 = A.h.U.21.1 lab) are new; the descriptions of dalana (A.s.U. 
25.15 = A.h.U.21.l lcd-12ab) and dantahar~ (A.s.U.25.16 = A.h.U.21.12cd-13ab) 
differ from those in the Susrutasaq1hitii; bhafijanaka and hanumok~a are omitted; 
ea.la (A.s.U.25.17cd = A.h.U.21.14ab), dantabheda(A.s.U.25.17ab = A.h.U.21.13cd), 
karala (A.s.U.25.18 = A.h.U.21.14cd), and adhidanta (A.s.U.25.19 = A.h.U.21.15) are 
added;587 adhijihva is a jihvaroga (A.s.U.25.38 = A.h.U.21.34-35ab), whereas it is 
one of the kaQ\harogas in the Susrutasaqihita (Ni.16.52); the description of this disease 
does not agree with Susruta; 588 the chapters on mukharoga do not describe adhru~a 
and tuQ<;iikerI among the diseases of the palate (A.s.U.25; A.h.U.21), although men
tioned as such by Susruta; talupi\akii (A.s.U.25.40 = A.h.U.21.36.) replaces adhru~a, 
while tuQ<;iikerikii (A.s.U.25.54 = A.h.U.21.47) is a disease of the throat; Susruta's 
ma111sasaq1ghiita is replaced by tiilusa1phati (A.s.U.25.42 = A.h.U.21.38cd); galiirbuda 
(A.s.U.25.60 = A.h.U.21.52cd-53ab) and galagaQ<;ia (A.s.U.25.61 = A.h.U.21.53c-f) 
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are regarded as belonging to the mukharogas; 589 a new mukharoga called ilrdhvaguda 
(A.s.U.25.68 = A.h.U.21.60), characterized by foetor ex ore, is added; 590 an arbuda 
due to kapha and pilyiisyatii (A.s.U.25.73 = A.h.U.21.64ab) are two more new 
mukharogas; 591 tooth extraction is described (A.s.U.26.18; A.h.U.22.23-27ab); 592 

a group of nine kapiilarogas is new as an addition to the sirorogas (A.s.U.27.21 = 
A.h.U.23 .20cd); the main part of this group belongs to Susmta's k~udrarogas;593 

a new disease belonging to the group is upasir~aka (A.s.U.27.22 = A.h.U.23.21); 
anantaviita is absent from the sirorogas, while sira~kampa is added (A.s.U.27.15 = 
A.h.U.23.15cd);594 two separate chapters deal with guhyarogas (A.s.U.38 and 39; 
A.h.U. 33 and 34).595 

A few new prescriptions found in both works are: a phii1_1\a or hima of driik~ii, 
perfumed by jiitI flowers (A.s.Ci.1.84cd = A.h.Ci.1.57ab );596 the expressed juice 
(svarasa) or decoction (srta) of viisii, also called vr~a, with sugar and honey against 
raktapitta (A.s.Ci.3.31; A.h.Ci.2.26); 597 the kalpas of niigabalii, ma1_19ilkapan:iI, (ma
dhu)ya~\i and vittau~dha (= ginger) (A.s.Ci.5.66-67 = A.h.Ci.3.118cd-120ab); 
powdered coral (praviilacilr1_1a) with ta1_19ulodaka against miltriighiita due to kapha 
(A.s.Ci.13.5; A.h.Ci.l!.13ab); 598 haridrii together with honey and iimalaka juice, 
or the expressed juice of either guc;iilcI or iimalaka, against all types of prameha 
(A.s.Ci.14.5; A.h.Ci.12.5cd-7ab); 599 era1_19ataila with milk against gulma due to pitta 
(A.s.Ci.16.15; A.h.Ci.14.43); 600 an electuary with kampillaka against the same disor
der (A.s.Ci.16.19; A.h.Ci.14.6!cd); 601 the rasiiyanaprayogas with tuvaraka kernels, 
bhalliitaka, avalguja (= biikucikii), and citraka (= vahni), described in the chapter on 
the treatment of haemorrhoids (A.s.Ci.21.24; A.h.Ci.19.53);602 the miinibhadravataka 
against ku~\ha (A.s.Ci.21.32-33; A.h.Ci.19.31-32); 603 purification in ~ses of ku~\~a 
may be carried out by the administration of emetics once in six weeks, purgatives 
each month, evacuatives for the head every three days, and by bloodletting once in six 
months (A.s.Ci.21. 133 = A.h.Ci.19.96); 604 garlic against all cases of iivara1_1a of viita, 
with the exception of iivara1_1a by pitta and blood (A.s.Ci.24.50 = A.h.Ci.22.70cd-
71 ab ); 605 a decoction of saptacchada- and arkak~Ira in krmidantaka (A.s.U.26.16; 
A.h.U.22.20);(,()6 hir1gu and ka\phala in toothache (A.s.U.26.17; A.h.U.22.21);6°7 

triphalii with honey against mukhapiika (A.s.U.26.51; A.h.U.22.73cd-74); 608 era-
1_19ataila, together with cow's urine, to be drunk for a month in s1Ipada due to viita 
(A.s.U .35.19; A.h. U.30.8cd-9); 609 vardhamiinaharitakI in s!Ipada due to kapha (A.s.U. 
35.21; A.h.U.30.1 !cd-12);610 purgation by means of arkak~Ira in alarkavi~a (A.s.U. 
46.67 = A.h.U.38.36ab).611 

The features shared by Saqigraha and Hfdaya point to a common basis for both 
works. Whether or not the Saqigraha as now known should be regarded as the earlier 
treatise will be discussed later. 

The hypothesis of one single Viigbha\a 

Some Indian scholars protest against the view that the names Vrddhaviigbha\a and Vii
gbha\a, often employed by commentators in references to and quotations from the Smp
graha and Hfdaya respectively, indicate two authors, who, moreover, may differ in age. 
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The names Vrddhavagbhaia and Vagbha!a do not point to different persons in their 
opinion, but, instead, to two different works only, a larger and a smaller version of one 
basic t~t, which have been composed by one and the same person. 612 

G. Haldar (VrddhatrayI 280-282) was of the opinion that Vagbhaia wrote the Hr
daya after the Sarrgraha in order to deal with the same subjects in a more intelligible 
and accessible way (sugamataratva). He refers to Nagesabha!!a as an author wo did the 
same, by composing his Laghumaiijfr$liafterhaving written the Brhatsiddhantamaiijii
$8. The appellation Vrddhavagbhaia for the Sarpgraha or its author does not indicate 
at all, in his view, that an older and distinct person is meant. 

Yadavasarman said that Vagbha!a culled his material from Caraka and Susruta 
without changing it in composing the Sarpgraha, while he transformed it by intro
ducing many changes in the Hrdaya. 613 This view does not agree with the facts at 
all. 

H. Para<;lkar614 supposes that Vagbha!a, being afraid that his large and difficult 
Sarpgraha would fall into oblivion, decided to write a smaller treatise, easier to 
understand. In support of this idea, he refers to a verse (A.h. U.39.148), where diseases 
of old age, to be treated successfully by a particular drug, are compared to voluminous 
books which have not been studied properly. Assuming that Para<;tkar regards this as a 
taunt directed at the Sarpgraha, the guess that it derives from a different author would 
be as justifiable in my opinion. 

A scholar who defended that both Sarpgraha and Hrdaya were written by one au
thor, but clearly acknowledging the differences between these works, was Nandkisor 
Sarma; he explained the differences by suggesting that Vagbhaia's views had changed 
in the course of time under the influence of changes in the society in which he lived. 615 

Atrideva616 suggested that the differences in style of the Hrdaya and its new pre
scriptions, etc., are due to the fully developed maturity and the experience of Vagbha!a 
when he wrote that work. 

A combination of both styles of reasoning has been developed by K.R. Srikantha 
Murthy. 617 Two entirely different lines of thought are discernible in his argumenta
tion. ( I) There was a lack of attention from the side of the author when he prepared 
the Saqigraha; being wholly intent on the collection of material from a large number 
of texts, he did not pay much heed to their evaluation; after completing the Saq1graha, 
Vagbha\a noticed many inaccuracies and blemishes, and felt the need to set them right 
in the Hrdaya. (2) Changes in the social, religious and political conditions which took 
place quickly after the disappearance of the Gupta empire had their effect on literary 
works, including medical treatises. 

Those advocating that Saqigraha and Hrdaya were written by one and the same 
Vagbhaia muster, in general, vague or otherwise weak, untenable or wrong arguments, 
such as the similarity in language and style, 618 the same method of presentation, 619 the 
complete absence of divergences in opinion 620 or the paucity of these differences, 621 

the presence of elements of Buddhist origin in both works, 622 the same parentage of the 
authors,623 the statement at the end of the H[daya that may refer to the Saqigraha, 624 

and the conviction about the identity expressed by many commentators. 625 

All these scholars assume the existence of one single Vagbha!a and the anteriority 
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of the Saq1graha. None of them makes explicit which changes, social, religious, eco
nomic or political, are reflected in the two works when compared with each other. Nor 
do we find examples attesting that the Hrdaya was written by a more mature and ex
perienced mind. Inaccuracies and blemishes of the Saq1graha have not been collected 
and discussed. 

The similarity in language and style of Saq1graha and Hrdaya, used as an argument 
in support of.one author, is, partially at least, certainly present, but cannot be regarded 
as decisive. One of the two has extensively borrowed from the other, but this need not 
mean at all that they were composed by one author. 

The method of presentation is difficult to define, unless it means that both works 
present their teachings as delivered by the same group of sages. 

The absence or paucity of divergences in opinion is entirely wrong as an argument, 
as will be clear to anyone who has studied both works. 

Buddhist elements are present in both works, which can partly be explained as ev
idence of bo1Towing. In general, the Sa1!)graha has more of these elements, but, on the 
other hand, the Hrdaya adds some. 

The same parentage of the authors is found in the colophons only, which does not 
constitute a valid argument. A verse towards the end of the Hrdaya (U.40.83) does not 
give Vagbhaia's genealogy, nor his own mune. Nandkisor Sarma tried to reason this 
difficulty away by stating that it was not necessary at all for the author to repeat this 
information, already present in the Sa[flgraha. 626 

Some verses at the end of the Hrdaya are thought to prove that it was written by 
the author of the Sai!Jgraha after completion of the latter work,627 but these stanzas do 
not convincingly indicate that one and the same author wrote both works. 

Dates assigned to one single Vagbha!a 

Dates assigned to one single Vagbhaia are: 3000 B.C.; 628 first or second century 
B.C.; 629 200 B.C.;630 about the second century B.C.; 631 second century A.D.; 632 the 
end of the second to the beginning of the third century A.O.; 633 not later than the 
fourth century; 634 the fourth century; 635 the second half of the fourth century; 636 

the fourth or the fifth century at the latest or even earlier; 637 the end of the fourth or 
the beginning of the fifth century; 63! the beginning of the fifth century; 639 the fifth 
century; 640 AD. 420-525; 641 the sixth century; 642 A.O. 550-600; 643 the seventh 
century at the latest, probably earlier; 644 the seventh century or a little earlier; 645 about 
the seventh century; 646 the seventh century; 647 the middle of the seventh century; 648 

the eighth century;649 about A.O. 850;650 the ninth century;651 during the reign of 
Jayasiipha, in the middle of the twelfth century;652 

The hypothesis of two Vagbhaias 

Several arguments have been adduced in support of the thesis that two Vagbhaias have 
to be distinguished. It will be useful to survey the most important ones. 

The unreliability of the colophons of the Hrdaya makes them unsuitable to prove 
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that it was written by the same author as the Sarpgraha. 653 This argument is to be ac
cepted. 

The absence of the name of the author in the Hrdaya is regarded as pointing to an 
author who is not the same as the one who composed the Saf/lgraha. 654 This argument, 
rather often waved aside by unconvincing lines of reasoning, is, in my view, reasonable 
and should be considered seriously. 

The references to and quotations from Vrddhavii.gbha\a and Vii.gbha\a are thought 
to demonstrate that two different authors are meant. 655 The distinction of a Vrddhavii.
gbha\a, next to a Yii.gbha\a, adopted by a number of commentators, does not prove in 
itself that two different authors are meant. Earlier commentators usually assume that 
the authors of Saqigraha and Hrdaya are identical. 656 

The differences in style, namely that the Saq1graha is in prose and verse, while 
the Hrdaya is exclusively in verse, are considered to support the hypothesis of two 
authors. 657 This argument certainly has some weight, but can hardly be decisive. 

The author of the Hrdaya is seen as more skilled in writing verse than the author 
of the Saipgraha. 658 This argument loses its force when closer study reveals that the 
verses found in the Sarpgraha are not less skilled than those of the H[daya, only less in 
number. 

The paucity of Buddhist features in the Hrdaya is invoked as proving that a dif
ferent author has been at work. Those i'eatures which are still present are interpreted 
as resulting from the fact that the Saipgraha was the basis for the composition of the 
H[daya 659 Though the Buddhist features are generally less in number in the Hrdaya, 
which may be regarded as supporting the argument, the same work also adds some 
which are absent from the Sa1pgraha, which weakens it. 

The H,daya is said to show more respect for the Hindu dharma than the Sa1p
graha. 660 As long as no serious comparative study of both works with its focus on this 
aspect has been made, the claim must be regarded as unfounded. 

One of the few Indian scholars who studied part of the differences between Sa1p
graha and H,daya more accurately and reliably in order two establish that two Vii.
gbha\as have to be distinguished was Jyoti~acandra SarasvatI. This author examined 
a number of passages from the Sii.r'irasthii.nas of Saf/lgraha and H,daya 

The age a male should have in order to beget a healthy child is twenty-five in 
the Saf/lgraha (Sii..1.3), twenty in the H[daya (Sii..1.8-9a). The female should be 
sixteen years of age. The Hrdaya is, as a text more in agreement with orthodox views, 
regarded as later than the Sa1pgraha This difference between the two texts has also 
been discussed by Hilgenberg and Kirfel, as well as by H. Parii.9kar, who are not led 
by it to assume two different authors. 661 The A~fii1igasa1pgraha is sometimes (see, 
for example, Sii..3.37) in agreement with the Carakasalflhitii (compare Ca.Sii..8.48), 
whereas the corresponding verse of the Hrdaya (Sii..1.94) agrees with the Swirutasa1p
hita (compare Su.Sii..10.16-17). The H,daya (Sii..3.12) mentions the 9imbha as one 
of the viscera (ko~\hii.r1ga), whereas the Sa.ipgraha (Sii.5.28) does not employ this 
anatomical tenn in the corresponding passage. The Saipgraha (Sii.5.48) accepts a 
number of 2,000 sandhis; the H,daya (Sii..3.l 6cd-17ab) states that their number is 210 
according to Dhanvantari, but 2,000 according to Atrinandana (i.e., the Atreya Punar-
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vasu of the Carakasarphitii). The system of siriis shows some differences (compare 
A.s.Sii.6.8 and A.h.Sii.3.38b ). The nature of the transforming fire is discussed in both 
texts (A.s.Sii.6.23; A.h.Sii.3.49); two disagreeing opinions are referred to; the second 
opinion, ascribed to Atreya in the H{daya, appears to be rejected in the Sarµgraha The 
Sarpgraha (Sii.7.14) acknowledges eleven mii111samarmans, forty-one siriimarmans, 
twenty-seven sniivamarmans, eight asthimarmans, twenty sandhimarmans; the Hr
daya (Sii.4.40-44), on the other hand, acknowledges ten miirµsamarmans, thirty-seven 
siriimarmans, nine dhamanimannans, twenty-three sniivamannans, eight asthima
rmans, twenty sandhimarmans. The Saq1graha (Sii.7.13-14) distinguishes five types 
of marman, the Hrdaya (Sii.4.39) adds a sixth type, connected with the dhamanis; 662 

the Hfdaya (Sii.4.45cd-46) adds that others do not acknowledge this extra group, 
consisting of the guda (a miir!1samarman in the Sarpgraha), the two apastambhas 
(siriimarmans in the Saipgraha), the two vidhuras (sniivamarmans in the Saipgraha), 
and the fours,ngaiakas (siriimarmans in the Saipgraha) (A.h.Sii.4.42a-c); accordingly, 
the Saipgraha (Sii.7.10) refers to the srr1gii\aka as a siriimarman in another passage; 
the corresponding verse of the Hfdaya (Sii..4.34) does not mention the type of marman 
involved. The Sarpgraha (Ka.8.27) requires the quantity of fresh, moist drugs and 
of liquids to be double the quantity of dried drugs; the Hrdaya (Ka.6.23ab) says the 
same, but specifies that the rule for liquids applies only to quantities of a ku,ava and 
more; the Sariigraha follows Caraka (Ka.12.98cd) and Susruta (Ci.31.7), whereas the 
Hfdaya adheres to the rule of Jatiikan:ia and that of another unnamed authority, both 
quoted by Cakrapiir;iidatta. 663 

A few examples of differences between Sarpgraha and Hrdaya not discussed by 
Jyoti~acandra SarasvatI may be useful. 

The Sarpgraha stresses the role of the woman in determining desirable characteris
tics of the child to be born and agrees with Caraka, whereas the Hfdaya is in conformity 
with Susruta in giving this power to both parents.664 

The Sarpgraha says that the longings of pregnancy arise in the third month; it adds 
that according to a disagreeing view they become manifest after six weeks and con
tinue until the fifth month (Sii.2.10-11). 665 The Hrdaya states that the longings begin 
in the second month (Sii.1.52). The Saipgraha is in conformity with the Carakasa1{111itii 
which opts for the third month (Sii..4.15); the Susrutasarphitii declares that the longings 
become manifest in the fourth month. 

The Sa1pgraha states that the skin consists of six layers (Sii..5.16-17), which agrees 
with Caraka The diverging theory of Susruta who distinguishes seven layers is ex
pounded next (Sii..5.18), without referring to him by name and without taking sides. 
On the other hand, the Hrdaya acknowledges the seven layers of Susruta (Sii.3.8d). 

The Saipgraha regards ojas as the essence (siira) of sukra, which, due to its very 
pure nature, has no waste product (mala) resulting from this transformation; other au
thorities declare that ojas is not subject to piika; others again state that the embryo 
(garbha) constitutes the essence of sukra (Sii.6.29). The Hrdaya, on the other hand, 
adopts the theory that the embryo arises from sukra and does not mention o jas in the 
same context (Sii.3.63a b ). 

Some more differences noticed by Jyoti~acandra SarasvatI have to be discussed too. 
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The author of the Sal/lgraha is said to make more changes in the text of the 
Carakasal/lhita and Sufrutasal/lhita than the author of the H[daya 666 Nac.!Isveda is 
absent in the H[daya, while the S~graha (U.22.3, 13, 20) mentions it. The Hfdaya 
omits many kalpas of~ Saq1graha and explicitly mentions this fact (A.h.U.39.177). 
The paliir:i<:lukalpa, for example, which refers to the Sakas, is absent. 

The Sarpgraha presents itself as entirely based on the accepted tradition. 667 The 
Hrdaya, in contrast to this, regards style (subhii~itatva) as more important than the au
thority of ancient sages (muniprar:iitatva) (U.40.88). This argument cannot be accepted 
as conclusive, because the author of the Hrdaya also declares that his work follows 
the teachings of the great sages (mahamunimatiinuga), who possess a wide knowledge 
without blemishes (vipuliimalavijiiiina) (U.40.79). 

The expression sa111grahabodhasakta, found towards the end of the Hrdaya (U.40. 
83), and sometimes thought to refer to the Sarpgraha, 668 cannot do so actually, because 
of the differences in opinion between the two works. Jyoti~acandra Sarasvafi's reason 
to wave this verse aside is open to discussion. However, the stanza is unconvincing 
for other reasons when regarded as hinting at the SaI1Jgraha. It says that a physician 
able to study and grasp the contents of the summary (sar11grahabodhasakta) (of medical 
science represented by the Hrdaya) will be able to make totter (iikampayati) colleagues 
who practice according to other large treatises (anyavisalatantralqtiibhiyoga). 

Jyoti~acandra Sarasvafi is convinced that a verse towards the end of the Hrdaya (U. 
40.80), where, according to many scholars, 669 the Sarpgraha is mentioned as the work 
on which the H[daya is based, proves that it derives from a different author. This verse 
says that the Hrdaya has arisen, as a quite separate treatise (prthag eva tantram), from 
the great mass of a~ta constituted by the A$fii1igasa1pgraha, or, alternatively, by the 
summary of the eight branches ( of the medical science) (a~\iirigasarpgrahamahamrtarii
si), which, in its turn, resulted from the churning of the ocean of the eightfold medical 
science (a~\iirigavaidyakamahodadhimanthana). Obviously, this verse may referto the 
A$fi'iligasa1pgraha. If it does, the H[daya is later and may be by an author distinct from 
the one who composed the SaI1Jgraha. 

The features highlighted so far show that Sarpgraha and Hrdaya can hardly be 
imagined to be works of one and the same author. 

Special features of the Sar11graha 670 

The number of chapters is one hundred, without considering the fifty chapters of the 
Uttarasthiina.671 The addition of three characteristics (lak~ar:ia) of a season: miisa, 
riisi and svariipa (A.s.Sii.4.63cd). 672 Rules for diinking water (A.s.Sii.6.27cd-28, 
32-33, 35, 38-39, 43). 673 The properties and actions of milk, as dependent on the 
food, etc., of the animal yielding it (A.s.Sii.6.60-61). 674 Additional types of sugar, 
made from the leaves of kiisa, i~u (= sara) and darbha (A.s.Sii.6.84cd).675 Driik$iisava 
(A.s.Sii.6.l 26ab) may be mentioned for the first time. 676 The properties and actions 
of the dung of various animals (A.s.Sii.6. !39cd-141). 677 New prepared foods678 

are dakaliivar:iika,679 gharika,680 ir:i<;larikii, 681 and valla. 682 A very small quantity 
of a poisonous substance acts like arnrta (A.s.Sii.7.21lcd). 683 Particular medicinal 
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substances which cause or cure particular disorders have an opposite effect in com
bination with other drugs (A.s.Sii.7.215). 684 Examples of changes in the properties 
of medicinal substances, dependent on their way of preparation (A.s.Sii. 7.219-222, 
225) and application (A.s.Sii.6.227). 685 The vessel in which a drug is kept influences 
its properties (A.s.Sii.6)26cd). 686 Exceptions to general rules regarding the treatment 
of particular disorders (A.s.Sii.6.246ab, 249ab, 250ab). 687 The description of sarva
rthasiddhafijana (A.s.Sii.8.58-59). 688 Foods are digested within four, drugs within two 
yama in someone with a balanced digestive fire (samagni) (A.s.Sii.11.37). 689 Seven 
paiicamiila groups are distinguished; 690 the vallI- and kai:i\akapaficamiila groups (A.s. 
Sii.12.54cd-55ab), borrowed from Susruta,691 are absent from the H[daya The best 
hiilgu is said to come from the country called Bo~kai:ia (A.s.Sii.12.58cd-59). 692 The 
group of three balas is mentioned (A.s.Sii.12.75ab). 693 The chapter on the best (agrya) 
remedial measures and drugs among particular groups with a specific action, 694 

largely borrowed from Caraka, enumerates a number of new items: tinduka as the 
best annadravyarucikara drug; 695 vr~a against raktapitta, ka~t\akarika against kasa, 
lak~a against sadyal~k~ata, nagabala against k~atak~aya, aru~kara (= bhallataka) and 
citraka against su~karsas, ku\aja against raktarsas, laja against chardi, haridra against 
prameha, erar:ic;!ataila against vardhma, gulma and vatasiila, lasuna against gulma and 
among vatahara drugs, ayorajas against pai:i•uroga, guggulu against medoroga and 
among vatahara drugs, triphala against timira (A.s.Sii.13.2); several items ofCaraka's 
list are omitted in the Sarpgraha and the order of the items differs at many places. 696 

The list of drugs which are useful in emetic procedures (A.s.Sii.14.2), absent from the 
H[daya, is much longer than the corresponding ones ofCaraka ((Sii.2.7-8 and 4.13) 
and Susruta (Sii.39.3). New groups of drugs are those called prayogika-, snaihika- and 
tik~r:iadhiimopayogin (A.s.Sii.14.6). New items are the aniipa- and jailgalasadharai:ia 
types of country (Sii.18.29). 697 A new relationship between the dhatus and malas with 
regard to the do~s; 698 vata is said to stay in the bones, pitta in blood and sweat, kapha 
in the remaining dhatus (A.s.Sii.19.8); accordingly, increase of rasa is accompanied 
by kapha disorders and increase of blood by pitta disorders, but increase of muscular 
tissue by disorders caused by kapha and blood, and increase of fatty tissue by disor
ders caused by kapha, blood and muscular tissue, which disagrees (A.s.Sii.19.4). An 
elaborate classification of diseases is present (A.s.Sii.22).699 The roles of perception 
(pratyak~a) and inference (anumana) in the examination of a patient are elaborately 
discussed (A.s.Sii.22.11). 700 The number of yantras is said to be indeterminable 
(A.s.Sii.34.2); the divergent opinion that their number is 101 (Sii.34.3), which is found 
in the Susnrtasarphitii (Sii.7.3), is obviously rejected. 701 Three types of arsoyantra are 
described (A.s.Sii.34.10); additional yantras are the yonivral}adarsanayantra (34.12), 
niic;!Ivrar:iaprak~alanayantra (34.12) and abhyafijanayantra (34.12). 702 Sastrakarman is 
of twelve kinds (A.s.Sii.34.22), while it is of eight kinds in Susruta (Sii.8.4 ); added 
are: pii!ana, pracchana, kunana and mathana. Siiryakanta and samudraphena are added 
to the anusastras (A.s.Sii.34.31). 703 Dissection, absent from the H[daya, is described 
in the chapter on surgical instruments (A.s.Sii.34.38), not in the Sanrasthana, as in 
the Susrutasamhitii. 704 New fevers described are those called haridraka, ratrika and 
piirvaratrika (A..s.Ni.2.97cd-l00ab). 705 
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New prescriptions are: parpa\a in pittajvara (A.s.Ci. l. 75); 706 ground (slakg1api~\a) 
ka\uka with sugar (A.s.Ci. l.76cd); 707 the svarasa of the flowers and leaves of vr~a. 
together with sugar and honey, in a fever by pitta and kapha (A.s.Ci.l.92cd); 708 the 
preparation called candrakanta, to be employed in rajayak~man (A.s.Ci.7 .13-lSab); 709 

bilvataila (A.s.U.22.30) in eardiseases;710 khadiradigu\ika in all mukharogas (A.s.U. 
26.54 ); 711 madayantika leaves in mukhapaka due to pitta (A.s. U.26.57); 712 the roots 
of nala ground in water, employed as a pana or a lepa in cases of alarkavi~a (A.s. U.46. 
66); 713 chewed leaves of matuluilga, tied to the wound, in alarkavi~a (A.s.U.46.66); 714 

fruits of dhattiira, roots of dhattiira and kakodumbarika, together with sTdhu or ta1:J.9ula
mbu, in alarkavi~a (A.s.U.46.69); crushed leaves, bark and roots of jalavetasa, boiled 
in water, in alarkavi~a (A.s.U.46.72). 71 6 

The requirements for a suitable playground for children (krI9abhiimi) are enumer
ated (A.s.U.1.75-76). 717 A ritual (~a~\hTpiija) to be performed in the sixth night after 
birth is described (A.s. U .1.28). 718 A number of alternatives are given for the date of the 
name-giving ceremony (namakarar:ia) (A.s.U.1.29-30). Methods are described which 
are helpful in weaning (A.s.U.1.67). The eating of earth by children is mentioned and 
the disorders arising from this habit are enumerated (A.s.U.1. lOlcd-102).719 New 
children's diseases described are piirigarbhika and parvanuplava (A.s.U.2.97-114). 720 

The formula of sairT~ataila (A.s.U .10.27-37) is new. The exposition on agadatantra 
covers many chapters (A.s.U.40-48); 721 the vi~opayogTya chapter (A.s.U.48) is 
new. 722 The symptoms of poisoning by haritala (A.s.U.40.141) 723 and by dhattiira 
are described (A.s.U.40.144: ghurghiiraka). 724 Many new kalpas are present in the 
rasayana chapter (A.s.U.49). 725 The Saq1graha may be the first medical treatise to 
extend the use of musk. 726 Excessive use of a guggulu rasiiyana is said to cause klTbata 
(A.s.U.49.280). 727 The formula of siva gu\ika (A.s.U.49.309-325) is new. 728 Padalepa 
is described in the vajikarai:ia chapter (A.s.U.50.106). 729 Thirty-six tantrayuktis are 
mentioned (A.s.U.50.148-153). 730 

Unusual names of plants are: ahicchattra ((U.40.70),731 ajaha ((A.s.U.50.91), 732 

ajjha\a (A.s.Ci.2.16), 733 akhuvrk~a (U.46.42), 734 aryabrhati (A.s.U.40.93), 735 avyar:i9a 
(A.s.U.1.99),736 bhaiijT (Sii.8.20), 737 bhogavati (A.s.U.40.88),738 dadhi (U.8.23), 739 

gala (A.s.U.1.8), 740 ik~upalika (A.s.Ka.4.32), 741 jharasi (A.s.Ci.17.29), 742 kolai1ka
taka (A.s.Ka.4.32),743 mahalii11galakT (A.s.U.28.31), 744 mahi~akranta (U.44.44 and 
46),745 ma1~9alapall_lika (U.44.48), 746 maiijlrT (A.s.Sii.16.16; U.40.89), 747 pasika (A.s. 
U.6.51), 748 pavaki (A.s.U.40.88),749 piitana (U.9.31), 750 ramatamr:ii (A.s.U.28.47), 751 

sirphalomT (A.s.U.40.72),752 siq1hapucchi (U.44.48), 753 sirphaskandi (A.s.U.2.76), 754 

si1phavalli (A.s.U.2.76),755 sphiirjata (A.s.Ci .1.78), 756 sphiirjataka (A.s.Ci.23.17), 757 

spmarodika (A.s.U.2.51), 758 surala (A.s.U.40.88), 759 suvaha (U.44.43), 760 svetapi~19a 
(U.43.56),761 varur:iapu~pa (U.45.17), 762 varui:ii (U.45.35),763 and vetali (A.s.U.40. 
176). 764 

Special features of the Hrdaya 

The number of chapters is 120, in agreement with that of other satphitas. 765 Residence 
in heated rooms (ailgaratapasaq1taptagarbhabhiivesmacarai:ia) is recommended in 
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winter (A.h.Sii.3.16); new material is found in the descriptions of summer and 
autumn (A.h.Sii.3).766 Noteworthy quotations from the C1u-11kasaiphitii are present 
in A.h.Sii.4. 767 Many fluid substances of the Saipgraha are absent in the chapter 
(A.h.Sii.6) dealing with them. 768 New substances in the dravyaprakarai:1a are ardri
ka (A.h.Sii.6.109ab) and griijanaka (A.h.Sii.6.113ab). 769 Uddala(ka) (A.s.Sii.7.13, 
17), madhiilika (A.s.Sii.7.14, 17), kusamrasimbi (A.s.Sii. 7.31), 770 maku~!ha(ka) 
(A.s.Sii.7.22, 25), and masiira (A.s.Sii.7.22, 25) are absent; the same applies to 
raga~a<:fava (A.s.Sii.7.53), mantha (A.s.Sii.7.54 ), sa~kulf (A.s.Sii.7.60), modaka (A.s. 
Sii. 7 .60), saktubho janavidhi (A.s.Sii. 7 .60ab ), karkandhubadaradisaktu ( A.s.Sii. 7.62 ), 
gharika (A.s.U.49.220), and iiu;larika (A.s.U.49.220) among the prepared dishes; 
the properties of the flesh of harpsa (A.s.Sii.7 .98ab) and kulfra (A.s.Sii.7.1 OOcd) 
are absent; the syamadigai:ia (A.s.Sii.7.122-123) is absent from the sakavarga, etc. 
(A.h.Sii.6.).771 The two paiicamiila groups called valli'- and kai:i!akapaiicamiila (A.s. 
Sii.12.54cd-55) are absent. 772 The uses of bisa, iksu, moca, coca, a1ma, modaka, 
utkarika, etc., are described (A.h.Sii.8.45). 773 A s~aller number of anupanas are 
described (A.h.Sii.8.47cd-52) than in the Saq1graha (Sii.10.11). 774 The definition of 
vipaka (A.h.Sii.9.20) is remarkable.775 Specific actions (visi~!akarman) of the dhatus 
and malas are described (A.h.Sii.11 ). 776 Blood is not regarded as a do~a. 777 Seven 
sadyalfsnehana substances are mentioned (A.h.Sii.16.40cd-42), which are absent from 
the Saqigraha .. 118 Four types of sveda are distinguished (A.h.Sii.17.1). 779 Substances 
suitable to be smoked are mentioned (A.h.Sii.21.13-18). 780 The types of aiijana are 
three instead of four in number (A.h.Sii.23.10). 781 The chapter on blunt instruments 
mentions a salyanirghatini na<:fi (A.h.Sii.25.15cd-16ab) and an asmaryahara1faya
ntra (A.h.Sii.25.33ab).782 Five instead of three types of salyagati are distinguished 
(A.h.Sii.28.1). 783 Dissection is absent. 784 The description of the ojas problem in the 
eighth month of pregnancy (A.h.Sa. l .62cd-63) differs from that in the Saipgraha.785 

A metal figure of a male is described, to be heated and put into milk, which, after
wards, should be drunk by a pregnant woman with a view to increase the chance 
that a son will be born (A.h.Sa. l .38cd-39ab). 786 Two types of mii<:fhagarbha, called 
vi~kambha, require surgical intervention (A.h.Sa.2.29-3lab). 787 A dhamanistha type 
of marman is acknowledged (A.h.Sa.4). 788 The salakabhramarfado~as (A.h.U.17.24) 
are new. The undesirable effects of couching (A.h.U.17.25-27) are new. New reci
pes are: siirai:iapu!apaka against arsas (A.h.Ci.8.156), 789 da<:fimii~!akaciiri:ia against 
atisara (A.h.Ci.9.113cd-l 15), 790 ayas]qti against prameha (A.h.Ci.12.29-32),791 a 
raga~a<:fava with kapittha, jambii and tinduka against prameha (A.h.Ci.12.12cd), 792 
ayas!:rti against udara (A.h.Ci.15.74),793 lauhaciill).a steeped in cow's urine against 
paif<:furoga,794 mai:i<:fiirava!aka against pa.11<:furoga (A.h.Ci.16. ). 795 The dosages of 
medicines (au~adhamatra) are discussed (A.h.Ka.6.llcd-14).796 New prescriptions 
against timira are collyria containing sulphur and mercury (A.h.U.13.3lcd-,33ab and 
36). 797 Many inorganic substances are employed against eye diseases. 798 Treatment 
by means of a tailadroi:ir is described as suitable to patients with sadyovral)a (A.h. U. 
26.57-58).799 The santikarman called candrodaya is described (A.h.U.35.24-32); 800 

this ritual employs a mantra addressed to Puru~asi111ha and Narayarfa.801 Treatment 
of a snake-bite by means of sucking through a horn is described (A.h.U.36.50cd). 802 
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The chapter on rasayana describes the uses of gok~ura (A.h.U.39.56-57), varahikanda 
(A.h.U.39.58-59), sui:i!hI, and citraka (A.h.U.39.62-65). 803 The vaJikara1~a chapter 
prescribes uccaia (A.h. U.40.32). 804 The list of best drugs against particular disorders 
mentions: musta and parpaiaka against fever, Jaji. against chardi, girija (= silajatu) 
against bastiroga, dhatrI ( = amalakI) against meha, abhaya ( = haritakI) against diso
rders caused by vata and kapha, pippalI against plihamaya (A.h.U.40.48), tark~ya (= 
rasaiijana) against sthaulya, gu,ucI against vatarakta (A.h.U.40.50). 805 

Names of vegetable drugs absent from Carakasal/lhita and Susrutas8//lhita are: 806 

adrikari:iI (A.h.U.5.20),807 ahikesara (A.h.Ci. 7 .106), 818 ahimara (A.h.U.22.82, 88), 809 

ahimaraka (A.h.U.22.107),810 aileya (A.h.U.11.24), 811 aileyaka (A.h.U.16.24), 812 
akhukarryI (A.h.Ci.20.29), 813 ak~ibhai~ajya (A.h.Ci.9.23), 814 amara (A.h.U.5.20),815 

amarataru (A.h.U.24.29), 81 6 amla (A.h.Ci.1.134 ),817 amlavidula (A.h.Ci.8.149),818 
anuyava (A.h.Su.6.15), 819 araryika (A.h.Su.15.24; Ci.14.117),820 araryyakulattha 
(A.h.U.16.6),821 ardrika (A.h.Su.6.109; Ci.7.15; 8.82), 822 asitaJ1raka (A.h.Ci.14.17), 
asitasaroja (A.h.Ci.7.85),823 asvaghna (A.h.Ci.8.23; U .18.57; 24.24),824 au~adha (A.h. 
Ci.5.55; 6.33; 10.70), 825 avartakI (A.h.Ci.19.22), 826 bahalapallava (A.h.Su.15.21), 827 

bahurasa (A.h.Su.15.45),828 balapattra (A.h.U.39.105), 829 barbara (A.h.U.3.59), 830 
barhisikha (A.h.Ci.11.34), 831 ba~pika (A.h.Su.7.25; Ci.4.32),832 bastantrI (A.h. 
Su.15.45),833 bhadraila (A.h.U.6.26),834 bhukadamba (A.h.Ci.12.20; U.22.22),835 

bijahva (A.h.Ci.6.33 and 34),836 bo!asthavira (A.h.Ci.3.135),837 brahmasoma (A.h. 
U.1.44),838 candralekha (A.h.Ci.3.135), 839 candrasakala (A.h.Ci.19.44), 840 capala 
(A.h.Ci.4.24; 8.149; Ka.4.64; U.16.40),841 cetakI (A.h.U.30.39),842 chagakarrya 
(A.h.Su.15.19), 843 chinnodbhava (A.h.Ci.1.60), 844 cinaka (A.h.Su.6.87), 845 dahana 
(A.h.Su.15.1 and 21; Ci.8.154),846 devadhupa (A.h.Su.15.43; U.22.3),847 devahva 
(A.h.Su.15.35; Ci.1.62; 12.2; Ka.5.19; U.2.25; 3.56),848 devahvaya (A.h.Su.15.9),849 

dhanaka (A.h.Su.15.16; Ci.8.73; 9.104; 17.11),850 dhanika (A.h.Ci.8.50, 77, 82; 
9.26), 851 dhattura (A.h.U.24.30; 38.37), drorya (A.h.U.36.92),852 dugdhinika (A.h. 
U.37.86), 853 dvipi (A.h.Su.15.32; Ci.14.82; 19.41 and 45; 20.16; 21.57; U.22.56 
and 81; 30.27),854 gada (A.h.U.5.20; 20.15), 855 gada (A.h.U.32.31),856 gajacirbhaia 
(A.h.Ci.14.38),857 gajadantika (A.h.U.36.61),858 gajakarya (A.h.Ci.8.50),859 gaja
kr~i:ia (A.h.U.22.66),86° gajopakulya (A.h.Ci.21.59),861 gala (A.h.Ci.6; 20.20),862 
gandhapalasa (A.h.Ci.10.46; 14.14; 17.24), 863 gatigeyI (A.h.Ci.1.54; Ka.4.44),864 

gatasoka (A.h.Su.15.26), 865 gho~a (A.h.U.13.55; 16.7), 866 ghuiiapriya (A.h.Su.15.33; 
Ci.9.57; 16.11), 867 ghu11avallabha (A.h.Ci.8.103 and 151), 868 ghurye~ia (A.h.Ci.19. 
40), 869 gokai:iiaka (A.h.Su.15.24; Ci.1.114; 2.38; 8.12),870 gopakanya (A.h.Ci.2.28; 
U.37.82),871 gopatigana (A.h.Ka.4.12),872 gopasuta (A.h.Su.15.9), 873 gm;lamaiijarI 
(A.h.U.40.52),874 gui:i!ha (A.h.Su.15.24; Ci.11.19 and 22), 875 halini (A.h.Ci.8.22), 876 
ibhapippalI (A.h.Ci.14.18), 877 indulekha (A.h.U.1.43),878 indurajI (A.h.Ci.19.26), 
indurajika (A.h.Ci.20.6),879 jalada (A.h.Su.3.23; 15.35; 20.37; Ci.2.18 and 31),880 
jantughna (A.h.Ci.3.10; 4.29; 19.47 and 79; U.22.63), 881 jantuhrt (A.h.Ci.8, first 
additional verse after 15),882 jatipattrika (A.h.U.22.93),883 ji.tirasa (A.h.Su.15. 
43), 884 jay,mtI (A.h.Ci.17.26), 885 jhuiijhu (A.h.Su.6.94), 886 jivanta (A.h.Su.6.94),887 

jyotis (A.h.Ci.8.34 ), 888 kacchaka (A.h.Ci.11.18), 889 kakatikta (A.h.Su.15.17), 890 

kakamalika (A.h.U.35.25.), 891 kakary«;JakI (A.h.U.24.35), 892 kalamu~kaka (A.h.Su. 
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30.8), 893 kali (A.h.Ci.18.25; U.28.38), 894 kaliilga (A.h.Sii.6.87 and 89),895 kalo9ya 
(A.h.Sii.6.92),896 kamatta (A.h.Sii.7.36), 897 kal_ladvaya (A.h.Ci.19.8), 898 kal_lamiila 
(A.h.U.37.83), 899 kal)~iikarI (A.h.Sii.15.9), 900 kanta (A.h.Sa.2.4; U.22.12, 86),901 

karmuka (A.h.Sii.15.30), 902 kasaghna (A.h.Ci.3.23 and 49; 4.20),903 kasmiraja 
(A.h.U.37.44), 904 kattrl_la (A.h.U.3.45),905 ka\u (A.h.U.5.20), 906 kaiukadaugdhika 
(A.h.U.37.79), 907 ka!ukaphala (A.h.Sii.29.35), 908 khapura (A.h.Sii.15.43; U.40.52), 909 

kharabusa (A.h.Sii.15.30), 911 kolI (A.h.Sii.15.41), 911 kopana (A.h.Ci.21.68), 912 ko
ral_l\a (A.h.U.24.35),913 kf~l_lapii!alI (U.5.42), 914 k~audrasahvaya (A.h.U.35.21), 915 

k~IrI (A.h.Ci.5.33), 91 6 ~Iripadapa (A.h.U.3.46), 917 k~udra (A.h.U.22.97), 918 k~udra
viirtaka (A.h.U.24.30), 919 k~uraka (A.h.Ci.15.95), 920 kumbha (A.h.Sii.15.2; Ci.8.151; 
13.6; 14.18 and 36; 15.10 and 105; 16.43; 17.3; 19.19 and 31; Ka.2.48; U.7.21; 
13.69; 20.24; 28.34),921 kumbhayoni (A.h.U.13.90), 922 kusumii1_1~ka (A.h.Sii.6. 
2), 923 ku!ila (A.h.U.24.8), 924 kutilI (A.h.Sii.6.76), 925 ku\iiijara (A.h.Sii.6.93), 926 
kutsitiimba (A.h.Sii.15.26), 927 laghupattra cillI (A.h.Sii.6.96), 928 la!vii (A.h.Ci.l I. 
7; U.22.65), 929 la!viika (A.h.Sii.6.93); 930 mada (A.h.Ci.8.149),931 madaniyahetu 
(A.h.Sii.15.37),932 madhavI (A.h.Sii.3.34), 933 madhuphala (A.h.Ci.8.149), 934 ma
dhusrava (A.h.Sii.15.15), 935 miidrI (A.h.Ci.6.52; 8.149; 9.7; 10.53; 12.18; 15.71; 
17.26; U.2.24; 20.15),936 mahadro1_1a (A.h.U.36.92), 937 mahadvyaghrI (A.h.Sii.10. 
30),938 mahapicumanda (A.h.Ci.8.161), 939 mahi~ak~a (A.h.U.28.42),940 manadruma 
(A.h.Sii.15.37), 941 manasI (A.h.U.36.92),942 mar~ (A.h.Sii.6.93), 943 me~avi~al_li 
(A.h.U.14.31), 944 musalI (A.h.U.32.21), 945 nagahva (Sii.15.14; Ka.4.14 ), 946 nagahva
ya (Sii.15 .43), 947 nagakusuma (A.h.Ci.5.54 ), 948 nagapurI~cchattra (A.h.U.37.42), 949 

nahika (A.h.U.30.18),950 naktahva (A.h.U.25.67),951 namaskarI (A.h.Sii.15.38), 952 

nayanau~adha (A.h.Ci.11.59), 953 nirmalya (A.h. U.5.18), 954 n!Padruma (A.h.Ci.1.121; 
5.3; 12.42; U.3.44; 6.24),955 nrpataru (A.h.ci.19.37), 956 nrtyakul_l9aka (A.h.Ci.11. 
30), 957 palani (A.h.Ci.1.90), 958 palanika (A.h.Ci.1.92), 959 palevata (A.h.Sii.6.135; 
10.26),960 pailkaja (A.h.U.39.104), 961 partha (A.h.Sii.15.24), 962 pasugandha (A.h.Sii. 
15.34; Ci.14.31), 963 pitailgI (A.h.U.22.98),964 pitataila (A.h.Sii.15.28), 965 pral_lada 
(A.h.Ci.1.153; 9.5 and 104; 13.17), 966 prapur19rahva (A.h.U.18.4 7),967 priyahva 
(A.h.U.5.19),968 pul_l9ra (A.h.Sii.15.12; U.ll.49; 16.15; 22.37),969 pu~19rahva (A.h. 
Sii.22.21; U.13.5; 22.91),970 pu~19raka (A.h.Sii.5.45), 971 pu~karaja!ii (A.h.U.7.20; 
U.40.56), 972 rajanaka (A.h.Sii.15.45), 973 raktairal_l9a (A.h.Sii.5.58), 974 raktaya~\ika 
(A.h.Sii.21.17), 975 rama (A.h.U.24.35), 976 rodhrasiika (A.h.Sii.6.1), 977 rodika (A.h.U. 
28.35), 978 rujakara (A.h.Sii.15.21), 979 sabaradesaja (A.h.U.16.4 ), 980 sabarakandaka 
(A.h.U.18.58),981 sabarodbhava (A.h.U.32.31), 982 sadaphala (A.h.Sii.15.41), 983 

sakavara (A.h.U.37.84),984 sailkha (A.h.U.1.48), 985 sailkhakusuma (A.h.U.39.61), 986 

saramukha (A.h.Sii.6.1), 987 saroruhii (A.h.Ci.14.70), 988 sarpalocana (A.h.U.37.83), 989 

sarpasugandha (A.h.Ci .14.104 ), 990 sasa1ilrnkiral_lakhya (A.h.Ci.5.49), 991 sasar1kalekha 
(A.h.Ci.19.46), 992 sataparvika (A.h.Sii.7.25), 993 sepha!I (A.h.U.13.90), 994 sikhin 
(A.h.Ci.8.157; U.39.107 and 169), 995 sisira (A.h.Sii.15.11), 996 sita (A.h.Sii.15.37), 997 

spho!ahetu (A.h.Ci.20.11), 998 srI (A.h.Ci.1.32), 999 srivasa (A.h.U.3.56), srivasaka 
(A.h.Sii.15.43), 1000 sruvavrk~a (A.h.Sii.15.17), 1001 sthiilakakadanI (A.h.Ci.17.27), 1002 
sukataru (A.h.U.5.20; 40.48), 1003 surala (A.h.Sii.15.4), 1004 surataru (A.h.Ci.19. 
41; U.22.85), 1005 suravarm1I (A.h.Ci.19.81), l006 sii~a (A.h.Sii.6.72; Ci.9.21), 1007 
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suvar~iadugdha (A.h.Ci.19.81), 1008 suvan.1atvac (A.h.Sii.21.17), 1009 svastika (A.h.Ci. 
9.20), 1010 svetadrikal1,II (A.h.U.5.10), 1• 11 svetaka!abhT (A.h.U.5.10 and 46; 38.20), 1012 

svetapattra (A.h.U.5.33),1013 svetarodhra (A.h.U.9.11; 16.16 and 32), 1014 svetava
ha (A.h.Sii.15.19),1015 tala (A.h.Sii.15.19), 1016 tavak~TrT (A.h.Sii.30.51; Ci.3.66; 
5.30; 9.113; Ka.2.10; U.24.54; 39.37 and 42), 1017 tejinT (A.h.Sa.2.42; U.22.56), 1018 

tTk~r:ia (A.h.Ci.5.54; U.14.32; 19.14), 1019 tTk~Qaka (A.h.Sa.1.88), 1020 tTk~Qamiila 
(A.h.U.36.59), 1021 tTk~~iavrk~a (A.h.Sii.15.45), 1022 tikta (A.h.U.2.25), 1023 tiktaka 
(A.h.Ci.l 0.34; 15.70), 1024 tiktottama (A.h.Ka.1.24), 1025 tiQc;iisa (A.h.Sii.6.87), 1026 
toyada (A.h.Ci.12.7; Ka.4.35; U.34.46), 1027 trihima (A.h.Sii.15.19), 1028 tripadT (A.h. 
Sii.15.9), 1029 trQadhanya (A.h.Ci.12.11), 1030 tuvari (A.h.Sii.29.34; Ci.19.25),1031 

udaka (A.h.Ci.19.), 1032 ugra (A.h.U.5.20), 1033 ullaka (A.h.Ci.8.149), 1034 upalabheda
ka (A.h.Ci.11.2), 1035 uttamakaraQT (A.h.U.30.27), 1036 uttaraviirul)T (A.h.U.37.79), 1037 

uttuQc;iikT (A.h.U.30.18), 1038 vaidehT (A.h.Ci.3.55; 9.90; Ka.4.50; U.11.43), 1039 vajra 
(A.h.Ci.19 .19), 1040 valla ( A.h.Sii. 7.32 ), 1041 vaq1sika (A.h.Sii.5.45 ), 1042 varaQaka 
(A.h.Sii.17.7), 1043 vii!yiibhidhana (A.h.Ci.14.36), 1044 vii!yiihva (A.h.Ci.14.50), 1045 

vayasajailgha (A.h.Ci.19.76), 1046 vella (A.h.Sii.15.4; 23.15; 27.36; Ci.8.33, 65, 149, 
155, 159; 12.25; 14.18 and 21; 15.10; 16.14 and 39; 19.36, 42, 81; U.1.46; 2.76; 6.28; 
20.14, 18, 21, 23; 22.21 and IOI; 28.28; 39.11, 150, 169), 1047 vellantara (A.h.Sii.15. 
24),1048 virala (A.h.Sii.15.41), 1049 visvau~adha (A.h.Ci.3.120; 11.29), 1050 yavanaka 
( A.h.Ci.6.51; 8.46; 14 .17; 17 .11). 1051 

The identities of the authors of the Sa1T1graha and the Hrdaya 

Several views on the identity of the author of the Saqigraha have already been dis
cussed. Most scholars accept the trustworthiness of the information given at the end 
of the treatise, without discussing whether this information refers to the author of an 
original Saqigraha or to a Vagbha!a, who was involved in the process of its versifica
tion. The latter possibility would more easily explain that the Hrdaya too came to be 
ascribed to Vagbha!a-

J. Jolly, 1052 who regarded the information at the end of the Saq1graha as probably 
reliable, advanced that the Vagbha!a mentioned in the colophons of MSS of the Hr
daya, where the genealogy is not repeated, may simply have usurped the name of Va
gbha!a, son of Sil!'lhagupta. 

A.B. Keith 1053 gave as his opinion that the younger writer was very possibly a de
scendant of the older, though there is no proof for such a conjecture beyond the fact 
that it might explain their confusion. 

P.V. Sharma 1054 suggested that the author of the Hrdaya may have been a grandson 
of the Vagbha!a who wrote the Sarpgraha. 

The relative chronological positions of the Saq1graha and the Hrdaya 

The anteriority of the Saq1graha is accepted by the majority of those who expressed 
their opinion on the subject. 1055 

Various arguments in support are met with again and again. The language of the 
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Hrdaya is thought to be more literary and sophisticated to such a degree that the work 
must be later. 1056 Those advancing this argument usually point to the fact that the Hr
daya is entirely in verse, without examining and comparing the qualities of the parts in 
verse found in both works.1057 Important would be to detect significant differences in 
this respect, proving the superiority of the H,daya. , 

Few studies of this subject are so far available. PV. Sharma 1058 made a list of the 
metres employed in Saqigraha and Hfdaya, 1o59 and compared these with the metres 
found in Kalidiisa's Abhij.Iiiinas!lkuntala. This study revealed that two metres used 
in the Smpgraha are absent from the HJ:daya: the campakamiilii and the saril)i. 1060 

Metres found in the H,daya, but not in the Sarpgraha, are: bhadra:, 1061 da11~aka, 1062 

dhiralalita, 1063 gathii, giti, 1064 mandiikriintii, 1065 miitriisamaka, 1°66 mattamayiira,1067 

mukhacapalii, 1068 suddhaviriij, 1069 upacitrii, 1070 vaisvadevI, 1° 71 vaitii!Iya, 1072 and vi
pula.1013 

Both Saqigraha and H,daya contain examples of the literary device of using the 
name of the metre in the verse composed in it.1074 

Poetical gm;as frequent in the Saq1grahaare prasiida and miidhurya. 1075 
Elements of the prose style of the Sa1pgraha are those called ciir11aka (short com

pounds), utkalikii (long compounds), and iividdha (no compounds).1076 
Rhetoric figures used in the Saq1graha are: 1177 chekiinupriisa, 1078 latanuprasa, 1°79 

and yamaka 1180 among the sabdiilarp.kiiras; arthiila1pkiiras employed are: arthapatti, 1081 

atisayokti, 1082 dipaka, 1083 nidarsana, 1°84 rupaka, 1°85 sviibhiivokti, 1086 tulyayogita, 1037 

upama, 1°88 utprek~a. 1089 vibhiivana, 1090 vyatireka, 1°91 and yathiisamkhya. 1092 

Hilgenberg and Kirfel are among the few scholars to have defe~ded the thesis that 
the H,daya is the basic work, while the Saq1graha is an enlarged version of the same. 
They argued that the designation Vrddhaviigbha!a for the Sa1pgraha does not indicate 
at all that this work is the older of the two and listed many similar cases which sug
gest that a Vrddha version is simply a later and expanded version of a shorter treatise. 
As a very clear example they mentioned the V,ddhaca!)akya, a work definitely later 
than the more original collection going under Cii1pkya's name. The same authors were 
convinced that both H,daya and Saqigraha were originally metrical treatises. They re
garded the Saqigraha as it has come down to us as secondarily panly changed into prose 
and tried to underpin this by collecting a long series of passages which, in their opinion, 
show traces of a gradual transformation of verse into prose. 

This list 1093 consists of: A.h.Sii.12. l-5ab(cf. A.s.Sii.20.1-2); 1094 Ci.l0.50 (cf. A.s. 
Ci.12.13); l l.47-54ab (cf. A.s.Ci.13.27-28); 1095 !2.38cd-40ab (cf. A.s.Ci.14.21) 1096 

and 42-43ab(cf. A.s.Ci.14.22); 1097 13.16-17 (cf. A.s.Ci.15.6) 1098 and 18cd-20ab(cf. 
A.s.Ci.15.6-7); 14.82cd-83ab 1099 and 85-87ab (cf. A.s.Ci.16.25-27); 1100 15.93-94 
(cf. A.s.Ci.17.35); 1101 16.2-4 (cf. A.s.Ci.18.2); 1102 17.22cd-24ab (cf. A.s.Ci.19.9) and 
28cd-30ab(cf. A.s.Ci.19.12); 18.26 (cf. A.s.Ci.20.11); 1103 19.1-2ab (cf. A.s.Ci.21.2); 
U.l.5d-7ab (cf. A.s.U.1.7-8) and 13cd-14 (Cf. A.s.U.1.14--15); 1104 11.4cd-5ab (cf. 
A.s.U.14.4), 11 05 6cd-7ab (cf. A.s.U.14.5), 1106 48cd (cf. A.s.U.14.37). 

As the examples given by Hilgenberg and Kirfel in support of their thesis are not 
persuasive at all and miss all cogency, it is justified to dismiss their line of reasoning 
aiming at establishing that the Sa1pgraha is posterior to the H,daya 
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Almost no further research has been devoted to the problem whether or not the 
SaJ!lgraha has come down to us in the form it originally had. 1he problem itself has 
even rarely been raised, except by Hilgenberg and Kirfel 1107 and, earlier already, by P. 
Cordier. uos 

The hypothesis that the SaJ!]graha was originally in prose only has never been put 
f•rward, but is hardly a possibility to be considered, on account of the incorporation 
of many unchanged verses deriving from the Carakasarphita. Nevertheless, the pans 
in prose may well have been more extensive. 

In support of this hypothesis appears to be the fact that Anantakumiira's Yogara
tnasamuccaya contains quotations in prose, said to be from Viiha!a, which reproduce 
portions of the Sa1;igraha which are in verse in the extant version. uo 9 

One of the many enigmatic aspects of the SaJ!]graha has to be considered in this 
contexttoo,namely the fact thatpartof its chapters are completely identical with chap
ters found in the H,daya This is very conspicuous in the .'Vidanasthana, where chapters 
four to six, eight, and twelve to sixteen are the same in both texts. The same feature is 
characteristic of the Uttarasthiina. 1111 A reason for this puzzling selective procedure 
has not yet been suggested. 

The possibility that these chapters in verse replace earlier ones in prose, or in a 
mixture of verse and prose, cannot be excluded in principle. 

Various problems have therefore to be addressed. First, the original state of the 
Sa1;igraha, which need not be the text as it has come down to us. The text of the MSS 
requires therefore careful study, coupled to scrutiny of the quotations from Saqigraha 
and V,ddhaviigbhata. 

Some early scholars already sw:essed that the profuse quotations from the SaJ!]
graha in Hemadri's commentary on the H,daya give evidence that the text he disposed 
of did not differ very much from that of the MSS on which the editions are based. 
Aruz:iadatta's commentary (ad A.h.Su.12.53-54ab), however, contains a quotation 
from the Sa1;igraha consisting of twenty-five verses, which are absent from the 
editions of that treatise and replaced there by prose (Sii.20). 1·111 These verses are 
supposed to be from another version of the SaJ!]graha by P. Cordier, who first noticed 
them, 1112 though they are regarded as composed by Arui:iadatta from the original 
prose by Ku~1!e and Navre. 1113 

Crucially important for assessing the development of the group of texts to which 
SaJ!]graha and H,daya belong are the quotations from a :VJadhyasa1;ihitii or Madhya
vagbhafa(sa1;ihitii) and from Madhyavagbhatagupta, found in the commentary of Ni
scala on the Cakradatta and that of Sivadasasena on the Uttarasthiina of the A~tiiiigah,
dayasa1;ihita. 

Niscala's Ratnaprabhii contains a considerable number of these quotations. Sivada
sasena's commentary has a much smaller number. As each piece of this precious infor
mation may shed light on the nature of the lost treatise, I will give an annotated list: 

Niscala ad Cakradatta,jvara 3 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 3); 1114 jvara 3 (= ed. Ratnapra
bhii 3); 1115 jvara 236 (= ed. Ratnaprabha 235); 1116 jvara 238-239 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 
237-238); 1117 jvara 247-251 (= ed .. Ratnaprabhii 248-252); 1118 jvara 288cd-290 
(= ed. Ratnaprabhii 288-290); 1119 jvara 291 (= ed. Ratnaprnbhii 291); n2o atisiira 
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4-5 (= ed. Ratnaprabha 4-5); 1121 atisara 106 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 104); 1122 graha
l)t 5-6 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 5-6); 1123 grahal).I 9-11 (= ed. Ratnaprabha 9-11); 1124 

arsas 1-3 (= ed. Ratnaprabha 1-3); 1125 arsas 92-95 (= ed. Ratnaprabha 96-99); 1126 

arsas 116-122 (= ed. Ratnaprabha 120-126); 1127 arsas 155-160 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 
159-164); 1128 agnimandya 1 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii l); 1129 agnimandya 2 (= ed. Ra
tnaprabhii 2); 1130 agnimandya 6--S (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 6-8); 1131 agnimandya 28 (ed. 
Ratnaprabha; absent from other editions); 1132 agnimandya 78 (= ed. Ratnaprabha 
77); 1133 krimi 16 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 12); 1134 pai:i~uroga 23-24 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 
22-23 ); 1135 raktapitta 38 (quotation in additional part of the commentary, found 
in one MS only); 1 i36 rajayak~man 47-60 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 47-60) (quotation in 
additional part of the commentary, found in one MS only); 1137 introductory part to 
the chapter on kasa; 1138 introduction to hikkasvasa (quotation in additional part of 
the commentary, found in one MS only); 1139 madatyaya 21-22 (ed Ratnaprabhii; 
absent from other editions) (quotation in additional part of the commentary, found 
in one MS only); 1140 madatyaya 21-22 (ed. Ratnaprabhii; absent from other edi
tions) (quotation in additional part of the commentary, found in one MS only); 1141 

unmada 29-30 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 29-30) (this quotation may or may not be from 
Madhyaviigbha{a; the editor supplied Madhya-); 1142 o~\haroga 1 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii, 
mukharoga.I); 1143 dantamiilaroga 23-24 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii, mukharoga 32-33); I l-!4 

dantaroga 8 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii, mukharoga 41); 1145 dantaroga 10 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii, 
mukharoga 43); 1146 jihvaroga 2 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii, mukharoga 45); 1147 jihvaroga 
6 ( = ed. Ratnaprabhii, mukharoga 50); 1148 talugataroga 7cd ( = ed. Ratnaprabhii, 
mukharoga 58cd); 1149 ka~1\hagataroga I (= ed. Ratnaprabhii, mukharoga 59); 1150 

kai:i!hagataroga 2 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii, mukharoga 60); 1151 kal).!hagataroga 3 (= ed. 
Ratnaprabhii, mukharoga 61); 1152 kai:i\hagataroga 5 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii, mukharoga 
63); 1153 kan;1aroga 3 (= ed Ratnaprabha 3); 11 54 karl).aroga 11-12 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 
11-12); 1155 karl).aroga 23-24 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 23-24); 1156 karl).aroga 23-24 (= ed. 
Ratnaprabhii 23-24); 1157 karl).aroga 49 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 50); 1158 karl).aroga 55 (= 
ed. Ratnaprabhii 56); 1159 kan;1aroga 56 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 57); 1160 karl).aroga 62-64 
(= ed. Ratnaprabhii 63-65); 1161 kan:iaroga 62-64 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 63-65); 1162 

netraroga 6 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 6); 1163 Sivadasa ad A.h.U.22.4cd-5ab; 1164 U.22.19-
20; 1165 U.22.46ab; 1166 U.22.52; 1167 U.22.53-54ab; 1168 U.22.58cd-59; 1169 U.22.93 (= 
ed.22.96); 1170 

Next to the quotations from a Madhyavagbha/a, those from an Alpavagbha{a 
and Svalpaviigbha{a have to be considered. The commentators quoting from these 
treatises are Niscala and Sivadasasena again. The Alpavagbha{a is quoted by Niscala 
ad Cakradatta, talugataroga 7cd (= ed. Ratnaprabhii, mukharoga 58cd); 1171 karl).aroga 
56 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 57); 11 72 anuvasana 34 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 33); 1173 The Sva
lpaviigbha{a 1174 is quoted by Niscala ad Cakradatta, dantaroga 8 ( = ed. Ratnaprabhii, 
mukharoga 41); il 75 kari:iaroga 23-24 (= ed. Ratnaprabhii 23-24); 1176 Sivadasasena ad 
Cakradatta, karl).aroga 11-13; 1177 

This material shows that a treatise intermediate between Sal)lgraha and Hfdaya 
once existed. The quotations collected prove beyond any doubt that the Madhyavii

. gbha{a was still in a mixture of prose and verse, but contained already more verse than 
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the Sarpgraha, without the addition of any important new material. The Alpaviigbha{a 
and Svalpaviibha{a did not differ much from the Hrdaya, as far as can be judged from 
the scanty material at our disposal. 1178 

Versions of a treatise intermediate between Sa1pgraha and H[da ya may still exist in 
some MSS. P. Cordier1179 records that such a version has partially been edited under the 
title Biibha{a. 1180 This treatise, in 120 chapters, calls itself an A§.tiirigasaipgraha; its text 
sometimes agrees with the Sa1pgraha, sometimes with the Hrdaya, but also contains 
verses absent from both. 1181 

Ayurvedic treatises later than Saipgraha and Hrdaya, as well as commentaries, may 
contain quotations ascribed to Vagbha!a that cannot be traced, which implies that they 
are possibly from one of the intermediate works. One such quotation, found in Ni
scala's Ratnaprabhii, 1182 describes the treatment of SaJ!1grahagrahal).I, a type of grahal).i 
that appears in a verse added to the Miidhavanidiina and in later works, but is com
pletely absent from the versions of Saipgmha and Hfdaya known to us. 

All the evidence, when taken together, appears to suggest that it is legitimate to 
have doubts about the authenticity of the text of the Smpgraha as it has been trans
mitted. The treatise known as A${ii1igasaJ!lgraha now may well be an already partially 
transformed version of an older text. The versification and the alterations in doctrine, 
therapeutics, etc., have probably formed part of a gradual process of change, which 
must have required time and the participation of a series of authors. 1183 The result of 
this development was the coming into being of the A$/ii1igah[dayasa1phitii, a work that 
cannot simply be ascribed to one author, although one particular person may have given 
it its ultimate fonn. 1184 

The impression that the Hrdaya is a harmonious unity as to style and contents, 
which Jed a majority of scholars to regard it as the work of one author, may be 
deceptive. This point has been clearly expressed in particular by Hilgenberg and 
Kirfel. 1185 Their reasoning, though based on the assumption of the anteriority of the 
Hrdaya, requires consideration nevertheless. They pointed to differences in style of 
the Nidanasthana of the Hrdaya, when compared with the other sections, but, unfo1tu
nately, omitted to illustrate this claim, which makes it hard to assess. More important 
are two other points. The first chapter of the Nidanasthana repeats (A.h.Ni.1.12-24), 
after dealing with the five elements constituting nidana, the causes of excitation of the 
do~as, which is a subject already discussed in the Siitrasthana. This may, in the opinion 
of Hilgenberg and Kirfel, mean that the Nidanasthana originated as an independent 
treatise or as the first part of some medical work; in support of this hypothesis, they 
refer to the version of the Nidanasthana extant in the Garucjapurii11a, where it is 
associated with the name of Dhanvantari; they add that the solution of this question 
hinges on the chronological position of the medical chapters of the Garucjapurii11a. 
The thesis that the repetition of material suggests an independent treatise need not be 
subscribed to, because this feature proves to be rather common, for example, in the 
Carakasaiphitii, when its Nidanasthana and Cikitsasthana are compared. Chapter one 
of the Nidanasthana of the Sa1pgraha presents the same repetition as that found in the 
Hrdaya, and its prose version, probably older, is not directly related to that in verse of 
the Garucjapurii11a, which makes the reasoning of Hilgenberg and Kirfel unconvincing. 
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The conclusion of this long exposition can but be that the problems connected with 
the development of Sal1]graha, Hrdaya and the intermediate versions, as well as those 
concerning the authors involved, are far from even approaching a solution. 

Vagbha\a's renown 

The fame of Vagbha\a spread over a large area of Indian culture. The A${ii1igahr
dayasa1phitii became the object of intensive study, as shown by the very large number 
of its commentaries. Several later works were inspired by it. The Hrdaya was trans
lated into Tibetan, together with Candranandana's commentary, 1186 and reached the 
Islamic world. 

Vagbha\a is held in high esteem particularly in Kerala, where he is the legendary 
master who taught the medical science to the ancestors of the A~\avaidya lineages. The 
medical training of an A~\avaidya physician ends with the daily recitation often chap
ters of the Hrdaya in the family shrine, to be continued during a full year, the ekada
si days of each half of the lunar month excepted; this exception honours the day of 
Vagbha\a's supposed decease. 1187 An A~\avaidya medical graduate is also obliged to 
make a palm leaf copy of the A${iirigahrdayasal1]hitii. 1188 

Vagbha!a was also well known in Andhra, as is attested by the existence of a ren
dering of the A${iiligahrdayasa1;1hitii into Telugu verse. This version was made by Li
ilgayarya, who was a pupil of the famous scholar BalasarasvatI Mahamahopadhyaya, 
in the seventeenth century. 11 89 

Vagbha\a's work (probably the Hrdaya) was translated into Persian in A.O. 1473, 
by 'AIT bin Mul:Jammad bin Ismail Asaw!T Usai!T under the title of $l!ifii'-e-Mal)m11di; 
it was written during the reign of Sul\an Ma~1mt1d Shah I of Gujarat (A.D.1458-1511), 
who founded a department of translation for famous Arabic and Sanskrit works. The 
work consists of eight sections, dealing respectively with anatomy, children's diseases, 
the evil effects of air, diseases and their treatment, wounds, the treatment of bites of 
poisonous animals, the treatment of possession states, and the restoration of virility. 1190 

An important issue that remains to be discussed is the relationship between the clas
sical text of Tibetan medicine, called Rgy11d-bii, 1191 and the A${iirigahrdayasal1]hitii. 
This relationship .has been studied by RE. Emmerick, 1192 who discovered that at least 
one stanza of the Rgyud-bii is absolutely identical with the corresponding passage in 
the Tibetan translation ofVagbha!a's work. 1193 Moreover, consideration must be taken 
of the fact that many chapters of the Rgyud-bii correspond extremely closely to the Ti
betan translation of the Hrdaya, if allowance is made for the adjustment that is required 
to compare the nine-syllable lines of the Rgyud-bii with the seven-syllable lines of the 
Vagbha\a translation. The question raised by this state of affairs concerns the relative 
chronology of the two Tibetan texts. Did the translator of the Hrdayamake use of anal
ready existing Tibetan version, traditionally ascribed to Vairocana, or is the Rgyud-bii 
based on Rin-chen bzan-po's Tibetan translation of the H[daya? This question cannot 
be solved with any certainty. 1194 
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Authorities mentioned in the works ascribed to Vagbhata, 
but absent from Caraka- and Susrutasarphita 

Authorities mentioned in the A$tii1igah[dayasarphitii 

o Agastya Ci.3.132; 6.55. 
o Agnivesa Sii.1.4; Ni.2.62; U.40.59 and 62. 
o Atreya Sii.1.2; Sa.3.49; 5.128; U.34.50; 40.59. 
o Atrinandana Sa.3.17. 
o Atriputra Sii.1.3. 
o Bhargava(i.e., Cyavana) Ci.22.66. 
o Bhe1a Ci.21.72; U.40.59 and 88. 
o Caraka Sii.9.13; U.40.84 and 88. 
o Cyavana (comi,:iare Bhargava) U.39.39. 
o Dhanvantari Sa.2.52; 3.16 and 50; Ci.10.63; 12.24; 17.14. 
o Harlta Ni.2.62. 
o Kasyapa U.37.24 and 28. 
o Nimi U.11.27; !3.!6and JOO; U.30.31. 
o Punarvasu U.40.62. 
o Saunaka Ka.6.15. 
o Susruta U .30. 31; 40.84 and 88. 
o Vasi~!ha Ci.3.140. 
o Videha U.13.27; 22.83. 
o Vrddhakasyapa U.2.43. 

Authorities mentioned in the A$tii1igasllJ!lgraha 

o Agastya Ci.5.84; 8.61; U.5.60. 
o Agnivesa Sii.1.11; 28.34; Ni.2.64; Ka.5.57; U.50.202. 
o Alambayana Sii.1.6; U.40.35. 
o Atreya often, e.g., Sii.1.2; 28.34; Sa.3.3 and 5; U.49.262. 
o Atri U.50.209. 
o Bharadvaja Sii.1.6; 8.59. 
o Bhe1a Sii.1.11; Ci.16.14; 23.60. 
o Bhoja U.42.50. 
o Brhaspati Sii.8.62. 
o Caraka Sii.28.54; Sa.10.29-32a; Ka.8, add. 25, 27, 61, 70. 
o Cyavana Sii.8.59; U.49.45. 
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o Dhanvantari Sii.1.6; 8.59; Sa.3.8; 4.51; U.5.60; 40.36. 
o Gautama Sii.8.86. 
o HarHa Sii. l.11; Ni.2.64. 
o Janaka Sii.8.59. 
o Ka1ikayana Ci.10.51. 
o Kapilabala Sii.20.17. 
o Karala Sii.l.11. 
o Kasiraja Sii.28.34. 
o Kasyapa Sii.1.6. 
o Kasyapa Sii.1.6; U.40.149; 43.49 and 54; 48.72. 
o Kau\ilya U.40.78. 
o KhaQ9akapya Sa.3.5. 
o Kharanada Ka.8, add. 45, 4 7, 80. 
o Kf~Qatreya Sa.10.33; Ka.8, add. 5 and 50. 
o MaQ9avya Sii.1.11. 
o Nagnajit U.40.33. 
o Narada U.49.206. 
o Nimi Sii.1.6; U.16.16 and 94. 
o Parasara Sii.17.26; 21.16. 
o Punarvasu · Sii.1.5; Ka.5.57; U.40.28. 
o Pu~kalavata U .30.11. 
o Saunaka Ka.8.20-21. 
o Susruta Sii.1.11; 8.59; 20.18; 21.22; Sa.10.32; Ka.8, add. 17 and 79. 
o Usanas U.40.88. 
o VaitaraQa U.42.50. 
o Vasi~!ha Ci.5.92. 
o Videha Sii.8.59; U .17. 7; 40.34. 
o Videhapati Sii.28.34. 
o Visvamitra U.74.2. 
o Vrddhakasyapa U.2.60. 

ALAMBAY ANA I is mentioned as a medical authority and a specialist in toxicology 
in the A${iiligasarµgraha.2 He is quoted or referred to, almost always on toxicological 
subjects, 3 by Anantakumara,4 the author of the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, I;lalhaQa, 5 

Indu, 6 the author of the Kaira/f commentary on the A${iiligah[dayasa1phitii,7 Parame
svara, 8 Sr1dasapaQ9ita, 9 SrikaQ!hadatta, 10 and Vacaspati. 11 

Alambayana i salso known in Buddhist literature. The Bhii1idatta-Jiitaka (No. 543) 
refers to him as a toxicologist. 12 

Some representatives of the Indian tradition regard him as the author of a lost 
treatise on kaumarabhrtya,13 but he is usually reckoned among the authors of an 
agadatantra. 14 

B~HASPATI 15 is mentioned as a medical authority in the Bower Manuscript and in 
the A${ii1igasarpgraha The Bower Manuscript contains a formula ascribed to Brhaspati 
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that aims at increasing bodily strength and bulk. 16 The A$/aiigasal)lgraha gives a se
ries of prescriptions of Brhaspati to be employed in the protection of a king against 
the effects of poison. 17 The Bhiiratabhai!;illjyaratniikara and Yogaratniikara attribute to 
Brhaspati the formula of akumaryasava to be used in the treatment of gulma. 18 Sivada
sasenaregards Hvaka, to whom a recipe of the Cakradatta is attributed, as identical with 
Brhaspati. 19 

Hemadri's Lak$aJJaprakiisa calls Brhaspati one of the originators of ayurveda.20 

Ugraditya's Ka/yiil)<ikiiraka refers to him as one of those who were opposed to a non
vegetarian diet. Brhaspati is credited with a commentary on a Dhanvantarisutra 21 and 
with alchemical works called Rasacakra22 and Rasacandratantra. 23 

Brhaspati is regarded as the author of a treatise on toxicology (agadatantra) 24oras a 
specialist in kaumarabhrtya.25 He is already associated with medicine in the ~gveda26 

and Atharvaveda.27 The medical skill of Brhaspati is also referred to in the Riimiiya
JJa. 28 The Mahiibhiirata29 describes him as being ignorant of the mrtasarpjivini vidya. 30 

Brhaspati's name is not only connected with human medicine, but also with gajasa
stra and the treatment of diseases in elephants. He is mentioned in Palakapya's Hastyii
yurveda and Nflaka1gha's Miitaiigalllii, and is the reputed author of a treatise on ele
phants, called Gajalak$aJJa or Brhaspatimata.31 A treatise on horses, Asvalak$a1Ja, is 
also attributed to him. 

Brhaspati and the Biirhaspatya are among the sources ofkallolas six and seven of 
the Sivatallvaratniikara 

Brhaspati is associated with many other sciences: grammar, arthasastra, nitisa
stra, 32 dharmasastra, jyoti~a. vastusastra, citrasikhal)~isastra, and ratnasastra. 33 

KAPILABALA 34 is a medical authority quoted in the A$/iirigasaipgraha.35 He is 
also quoted or referred to by Cakrapal)idatta, 36 Candra[a,37 Indu, 38 Niscalakara, 39 

Sivadasasena, 40 Sridasapal)9ita, 41 S6kal)[hadatta, 42 and Vailgasena, 43 as well as in 
the Jvaracikitsita and Jvarasamuccaya. 44 

Kapilabala is sometimes equated with Kapila.45 

Kapilabala is, just like Kapila, credited with a salyatantra.46 This Kapilabala is of
ten considered to be Dr9habala's father; 47 evidence pointing to this identity is, how
ever, absent. 

G. Haldar is of the opinion that Dr9habala's father was called Kapibala and that a 
much earlier Kapilabala, whom he calls the navinacaraka, revised the Carakasaq1hitii. 
He ascribes a Kapilatantra to him and assigns him to the period of Kani~ka. 48 

The quotations from Kapilabala are not concerned with surgical subjects, but deal 
with basic concepts, general principles of treatment, the treatment of fever, 49 and 
pharmacy. The statements cited are partly in verse, 50 which indicate that they may be 
from a Kapilabalatantra. This treatise, anterior to the A$/iirigasaq1graha, must even 
have preceded the revision of the Su§rut·asmp/Jitii, since Indu states that Susruta was 
acquainted with Kapilabala's views. The quotations by Cakrapal)idatta show that 
Bhanaraharicandra, the commentator on the Carakasa1phitii, is later than Kapilabala 
and disagreed with him. 
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KHA!IIJ?AKAPYA is in the A$/ii1igasa1pgraha (Sa.3.5) a medical authority who contra
dicts Atreya's views on the diet of a pregnant woman. He also makes his appearance 
in the Bhelasarphita (Sa.4.30), where he takes part in the discussion on the formation 
of the embryo. 51 

MAIi/ •A VY A 52 is mentioned as the author of a medical treatise in the A$/iiiigasaq1-
graha (Sil.1.1.1). He is traditionally regarded as the author of a treatise on rasayana. 53 

Medical works referring to Mai:i9avya are Kapilamisra's Niigfprabodhana and Ugra
ditya's KalyiiIJakiiraka. The latter work knows him as a sage who was opposed to a 
non-vegetarian diet. Palakapya's Hastyiiyurveda knows Mai:i9avya as one of the sages 
assembled at Romapada's court in order to be instructed in the art of hastyayurveda. 

The rasasastra literature is also acquainted with Mai:i9avya. His name occurs in 
the Piirad asaq1hit ii, 54 Rasar atnakara, 5 5 Rasar atnasamucca y a, 56 Ras a taraiig iIJf, 5 7 Rase
ndr amaiiga/ a, 58 and Rasopani$ad. 59 

Toc:lara's Ayurvedasaukhya quotes a verse from an authority called Mai:i9ava. 60 

A treatise called Rasaviiri.ii.i is ascribed to him. 61 Vacaspatimisra's glosses on Vya
sa's commentary on the Yogasiitra mention that Mai:i9avya became a long-lived person 
due to his mastery of rasayana techniques. 62 

Persons called Mai:i9avya are found in Vedic literature,63 the Mahiibhiirata,64 

Kail/ilfya Artliasiistra, 65 and several Purai:ias. 66 A Mai:i9avya is mentioned by Piilgala 
as an authority on metrics.67 An astronomer called Mai:i9avya is quoted in several 
jyoti~a texts and commentaries. 68 Vasigha is said to have been Mai:i9avya's teacher in 
matters relating to astronomy. 69 

USAN AS 70 is a medical authority mentioned in the A$/iingasaq1graha (U.40.88), where 
an antidote (agada) is ascribed to him. The Bower MS (Il.846-847) contains the for
mula of an aphrodisiac, attributed to Usanas. I;>alhai:ia quotes him as a specialist in the 
treatment of poisoning. 71 A verse from U sanas on the twenty types of prameha is found 
in the Ayurvediibdhisiira.72 Ballalasena refers to him in his Adbhutasiigara 73 

Usanas is usually regarded as the author of a treatise on toxicology (an agadatantra 
or -saq1hita), 74 but his verse on prameha is not in agreement with this view. 

The name of an ancient sage called Usanas is found in the ~gveda, later Vedic lit
erature, the Purai:ias, and literary works. 75 Usanas is also referred to and quoted as an 
authority on poetics,76 nitisastra,77 dharmasastra, and dhanurveda.78 
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Commentaries on the works ascribed to Vagbha!a 

Anonymous commentaries without title are recorded in the MS catalogues. 1 

ARU~ADATTA wrote a commentary called SARV ANGASUNDARA, 2 which covers all 
the sections of the A§{aligah,dayasarrhitii. 

This commentary is a valuable and interesting work. It is obviously based on 
Candranandana's Padiirthacand1jkii, large parts of which are literally reproduced, 3 but 
adds much new material and is richer in references and quotations. Candranandana's 
views are not always blindly followed. Many passages show that Arui:ia had his 
own ideas, for exam pie on the identity of medicinal plants. 4 The text of the A$fii
ligahrda ya, accepted by Arui:iadatta, differs at places from the version preferred by 
Candranandana.5 

The Sarvii1igasundarii is more elaborate than the Padiilthacandrikii; it is evidently 
written by a learned man with a great command of a number of sciences. 6 Remarks on 
grammar are frequent and grammatical works are referred to,7 as well as treatises on 
metrics and poetics. 8 The metres of Viigbha\a's verses are often identified. 9 Remark
able is Arui:ia's skill in composing verses of his own. 10 

An important contribution of Arui:iadatta is his long and detailed exposition on the 
tantrayuktis. 11 

Characteristic of Aruna is his refusal to elucidate the Buddhist elements found in 
the A§{a1igah[dayasaq1hit§. 12 

Authorities and works quoted or refe1Ted to by Arm:iadatta are: 13 Abhidhiinakosa 
(Sii.26.l 6cd-l 7ab ), 14 iicarya, 15 Agama, 16 Agnivesa (Sii.l.4cd-5ab), A$/iiligasaq1gra
ha (passim), 17 A$/ii1igiivatiira (Sii.4.6cd-7c; Ci.17. !7cd-19), 18 Atreya (Sii.l.5cd-6ab; 
U.39.142), Ayurvediivatiira (Sii.5.55-56; Sii.3.7-8ab), 19 Biiliiditya (Sii.2.16),20 

Biii:ia (Sii.9.lc), Bauddhatantra (U.40.78-80), Bhii~ya(kiira or -lq-t) (Sii.4.9ab; Sii.5. 
l5cd-!6ab; Ni.l 1.l 7cd-l8a; Ci.10.4-5), 21 Bhanarakahariscandra (Sii.1.1), 22 Bhecja 
(Sii.l.3-4ab; Sii.5.30-32), Caraka (passim), Diirnviihi (Sii.5.20cd-21c; Siil.5), Dhii
nvantara (Sii.5 .44-45ab ), 23 dhiinvantarii]:i ( S ii.19. 20cd-24ab ), Dhanvantari (Sii.1.1; 
6.158cd;24 17.2-4ab; 25 !9.20cd-24ab; Sii.3.90-95), Dr~habala (Sii.3.62cd-6;3ab),26 

grantha (Sii.l.28cd, 30-31, 32ab, 32cd; Ni.3.3), granthakiira (Sii.5.5lcd-53ab; 
27.23cd-24ab; Ni.3.1-2),27 grantakft (Sii.l. l, 5cd-6ab, 7cd; 13.28-29ab; 14.34; 
Ci.l .40ab; 3, intr.), granthiintara (Sii.5.50cd), Hariscandra (Sii.5.23cd),28 Hiirlta 
(Sii.l.3-4ab; 6.63cd-64ab; Ni.2.79), Janaka (Sii.l.4cd-5ab), Jiitiikan:ia (Sii.! .3-4ab), 
Jayiiditya (Sii.1.1), 29 Kiilidiisa (Ci.21.5cd-6ab), 30 kiil)iidiitl (Sii. l. l lab), Kan:iata 
(Sii.9.lc), 31 Kiisyapa (Sii. l.3-4ab; U.3.47cd-48ab), Kharaniida and Khiiral).iidi, 
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Km1atreya (Sii.5.9cd-JO; 6.7cd-8ab, 20cd-21ab, 158ab; Sa.5.2cd-3ab), K~rapiil)i 
(Sii.14.6-7ab), Magha (Sii.2.25ab), Manu (Sii.12.70), Mfmilrµsil (Sii.8.1), Muni 
(often),32 Naganandanii/aka (Sa.5.6cd-8ab),33 Nagnajit (Sa.3.62cd-63ab), Nigfa1i1/u 
(Sii.6.97cd-98ab and 135cd-136ab), 34 Nimi (Sii.l.3-4ab), Panaka (Sii.5.55-56),35 

Parasara (Sii. l.3-4ab; 6.7cd-8ab; Ci.1.148), Ravigupta (Sii.5.23cd),36 Rudrabha\\a 
(Sii. l.7cd),37 Rudrafa (Sii.14.36),38 Sarµgraha (passim), 39 Saqikhya (Sa.3.62cd-
63ab),40 Sas.-akara (Sii.1.9; 4.35; 7.56cdd-59; U.S, intr.), 41 Sastrakrt (Sii.6.17-18ab; 
6.172; U.40.S), 42 Siddhasara (Sii. l.4cd-Sab; S.23cd; 6.41cd; 7.4Sab),43 Susruta 
(passim), tantrakara (Su.I.I, intr.; I.I and 6cd; 4.22cd-23; S.Slcd-53ab; Sa.l.8-9ab; 
3.57-58; Ci.1.18-19ab and 70; U.40.78),44 tantrakaral; (Ci.2.22; U.40.5), tantralqt 
(Sii.l.Scd-6ab; 7.32cd and 56cd-S9; 9.3cd-4ab; 19.13-14ab; Ni.1.14-15; 2.6ab 
and 60-63; 3.1-2; 4, intr.; 10.36; Ci.1.39 and J04cd-lOSab; 17.17cd-19; 21.56; 
Ka.1.28; U.S, intr.; 28.9cd; 40.78), tantralqtaQ (Sii.18.31; 19.38cd-41ab; Ni.JO. 
28; 11.39-41ab; Ci.1.39; 3.133-141ab), tantrantara (Sii.3.30cd-32ab; S.47ab and 
70cd-71; 6.17-18ab, 2Scd-26ab, 32ab, three quotations, 33ab, 38cd-40ab, 41cd, 
106-107, I I 2ab, 122cd-12Sab, 158cd; 8.55; 9.26cd-27ab; 12.65-66; 14.6; !6.20ab; 
20.22ab; 23.!Sd-!6ab and 25; 26.33-34; 27.44cd-4Sab; 29.4lab; Sa.l.49ab; 2.3-6a; 
3.55-56; Ni.2.21-22, 56cd-57, 60-63; 6.5; 9.15; Ci.l.1Scd-16ab, 34cd, 47, IIScd; 
2.27-28; 6.23-24; 8.89cd-93ab; 9.Scd-7; 14.13cd-21ab; 17.14cd-16; Ka.1.12d-13a; 
U.40.2cd-3 and 78),45 tantrantanyal) (Sii.1.6), tantrantariyamata (Sii.19.38cd-4!ab), 
Udbha\a (Sii.3.23cd-25), 46 Vagbha\a (passim), 47 vaise~ikal) (Sii.1.1; 9.3cd-4ab), 
Valnu1d (Sa.S.I IO), vrddhavaidyal) (Sii.19.20cd-24ab; 20.37-38; Ci.8.4Scd-48ab; 
19.77-78), and Vyasa (Sii.2.26cd-27ab; 8.33cd-3Sab; 14.20).48 

Rudra\a's Kavyalaf/lkilra is once (ad SO. I. I) cited without a reference to the source. 
Another work from which Aru~1a boJTowedmay be the ~/il1iganighai1/u.49 Kul)\e and 
Navre assume that Kedarabhana's Vrttarntnakara is quoted (ad Su. IS.IS and 21-22); 50 

this contention conflicts with Arul)adatta's date. An additional passage, found in one 
MS of the Sa.rvilligasundaril, quotes the Candrika. 51 

Arm;adatta and his commentary are quoted or referred to by52 J;)alha1;a, 53 Hema
dri, 54 Kf~l)adatta in his commentary on Trimalla 's Sataslokf, 55 the author of the Kaira/f 
commentary on the A$/il1igahrdayasarp.hita, 56 Lak~mirama in his commentary on the 
Siddhabhe,:;ajamaIJimala, 57 Meghadeva in his commentary on the Madhavadravyagu
IJa,58 Narahari in his Viigbha{amaiiqana, 59 Narayal)a, 60 Paramesvara, 61 Sarpkara's 
Lalita on the A$!iiligahrdaya,62 Sivadasasena,63 Sndasapal)(;\ita,64 the commentary on 
the Thntrayukti, To(;iara,65 and Vacaspati. 66 

The Sundarl; quoted in Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya,61 is probably Aru
l)a's commentaty. 

Arul)adatta,68 who calls himself Aru1,1a in the introductory verses of his commentary, 69 
was a son of Mrgarikadatta. 70 He was a Hindu by faith, as shown by the ma1\gala, ad
dressed to Vi~l)U. Some suppose Arur,ia to hail from North India, 71 while others assert 
that he was a resident of Bengal. 72 

Some are of the opinion that Aru~1a not only commented on the A$/illigahrd11ya, but 
on the A$/il1igasaq1gr11ha too. 73 The solution of the problem whether or not Arul)adatta 
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wrote a commentary on the A${iiligasa111graha depends on the interpretation of a single 
reference in J;)alhai:ia's Nibandhasa111graha (ad Su.Ka.1.30). J;)alhai:ia's contrasts the in
terpretation of the term ak~ivairagya, 74 given by Gayin (= Gayadasa), with the views 
of the Sal!lgraha and Aru[_la. This remark has been seen as pointing to a commentary 
on the Sairgraha by Aru[_la,75 although it places the Sa111graha and Aru[_la side by side, 
withoutestablishing a relationship between them. The term ak~ivairagya occurs in the 
A${iiligahrdayasa111hitii (SU.7 .16) in the same context as in the Susrutasa111hita, and is 
explained by Aru[_la in a sense that is close to J;)alhal_la 's reference, albeit not literally 
the same. The A${ii1igasa111graha (SU.8.12) does not employ the word ak~ivairagya, but 
an expression related to the wording of Arui:ia's remark This proves, in my view, that 
J;)alhai:ia refers to the Sairgraha and Aru[_ladatta's commentary on the A${ii1igahrdaya. 76 

P.V. Sharma,77 however, considers J;)alha[_la's remark to be a reference to the lexicog
rapher Aru[_la. 

It may be that Armiadatta wrote a commentary on the Susrutasa111hitii, recorded as 
Susruta[ikii. 78 

Uncertainty exists on the question whether or not the commentator Aru[_ladatta is 
identical with the lexicographer and grammarian of the same name. The earliest work 
citing the latter is Vardhamana's auto-commentary on the GllI}aratnamahodadhi,19 a 
work dated to A.D. 1140_80 

Other authors and works quoting him are an anonymous conunentary on the 
Amarako$a,81 Bhiinuji Dik~ita's Vyiikhyiisudhii on the Amarako$a,82 Durgasi1µha's 
Namaliligiinusiisana, 83 Jiianavimalaga[_li's commentary on Mahesvara's Sabdabhe
daprakiisa,84 the commentaries on the Amarako$a by Mallinatha,85 Narayai:ia Vidya
vinoda 86 and Rayamuku\a,87 Sadhusundaragal_li's Dhiituratniikara,88 Sarvanandava
ndyagha\Tya's µkiisarvasva on the Amarako$a, 89 the Saupadmadhiitupii{havyiikhyii, 90 

Ujjvaladatta's V[tti on the U!Jiidisiitras,91 and Visvanatha's Ko$akalpataru.92 

The commentator Arul_ladatta lived probably in the northern part oflndia, because 
he remarks (ad Ah.SU. 7. 71) on the practice off ellatio, censured by him, that is current 
among the southerners. 93 This assertion 1uns counter to Vatsyayana's observation that 
oral intercourse was typical of the inhabitants of the Paiijab. 94 As a northerner, Arui:ia 
may have committed a pious fraud in blaming the southerners for a disdained practice. 

Some95 suppose Aru[_ladatta to have been a Bengali on account of the ending -datta 
of his name. 

Aru[_ladatta, the commentator on the A${iiligahrdaya, must have lived earlier than about 
A.D. 1200, since J;)alha11a refers to him. 96 The tenninus post quern can be deduced 
from his sources. Aru~1a's main source, Candranandana's Padiirthacandrikii, was writ
ten between the middle of the eighth century and about AD. 1000. The quotations from 
Rudra\a, who lived in the ninth century, 97 and from the DhanvantariyanighaIJ{u, dat
ing from A.D. 1000-1100, are valuable landmarks, indicating that Aru11a belongs to 
the twelfth century. The absence of quotations from Am[_ladatta's commentary in the 
Madhukosa and Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii98 may be seen as pointing to about the mid
dle or the latter half of the twelfth century as the period in which the Sarviiiigasundara 
came into being. 99 
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A.F.R. Hoernle's date of Arui:iadatta, about A.O. 1220, uncritically adopted in 
many later books and articles, 100 but reached on faulty grounds, 101 can be dismissed. 
Hoernle supposed that the author of the second part of the Madhukosa 102 controverts a 
certain doctrine of Arui:iadatta concerning the structure of the eye, but the latter's name 
is not mentioned, 103 which makes the assertion baseless and without any consequence 
for Aru!la's date. 

The problem whether or not the commentator Arui:iadatta is identical with the lex
icographer of the same name, who must be earlier than A.D. 1140, cannot be solved 
with any certainty. Chronological considerations do not completely rule out the pos
sibility that the two ai·e one and the same person, 104 but the lexicographer may have 
lived earlier. 105 

ASADHARA wrote a commentary, called A9TANGAHJ!.DA YODDYOTA or -uddyotinf. 
Asadhara was the son of Sallak~ai:ia and Ra\hi or Ratnr. His wife was called 

SarasvatI and his son Chahac;!a. He was of Vyaghreravala (Bagheravala) lineage and a 
Oigambara Jain householder. 

Originally, Asadhara lived in the central part of Rajasthan (Sapadalak~a), in the 
town Mai:ic;lalakara (Mai:ic;lalgarh, in the Bhilvara district), in Sakambharr, the Cauhan 
kingdom. The campaigns of Mui)ammad of Ghur, and the accompanying Muslim 
atrocities, made him seek refuge in Ohara, in Malwa, in 1193, where he began his 
studies of grammar and logic. 106 Later, he moved to Nalakacchapura (Nalcha), about 
twenty miles from Ohara, and remained there. 

Asadhara was born about A.O. 1180 and wrote his works between about 1205 and 
1244. He was honoured by the kings Vindhyavannan, Arjunavarman, Oevapala, and 
Jaitugideva, who are referred to in his writings. 

Some of his works are: Dharmamrta, Jinayajiiakalpa, Prati$/hiisiiroddhiira, Tii$a
~tism~isiistra, and a commentary on the Kiiv yii/aqlkiira 

Asadhara's Uddyota on the A$/iingahrdaya, of which no manuscripts are recorded, 
is mentioned in one of his other works. 101 

Another Asadhara, son of RamajI and pupil of Oharai:iidhara, was the author of a 
commentary on Appaya Oik~ita's Kuvalayiinandakiilikiis; he also wrote the Kovidii
nanda and its commentary, and, probably, the Advaitaviveka and (Sabda)tiiveuikii. 108 

A jyoti~a author Asadhara, son of Rihluka, wrote the Grahajiiiina, also called 
Grahagapita. 109 

An anonymous AHANGAHJ!.DAYAV~TTI is recorded by A. Rahman. 11 0 

An anonymous commentary, called BALABODHINI, is recorded as being preserved in 
a single MS of the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras. 111 

An anonymous commentary, called BALAPRABODHIKA, is recorded by Th. Auf
recht 112 and some later authors. 113 The Biilaprabodhikii was one of the commentaries 
known to the author of the A$/ii1igahrdayasaq1graha. A commentary, called Bodhi
kii, is referred to in Sa!fikara's Lalitii; it may also be Sridasa's Hrdayabodhikii or 
Udayaditya's commentary. 
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BHATT ARAHARISCANDRA is by some regarded as the author of a commentary on the 
A$fiiligahrllaya. 114 There is no evidence in support of this assertion. 115 

! 

BHATTASRIYARDHAMANA is mentioned as the author of a commentary called SA
RODDHARA.116 

A commentary, called Bf!.HADVYAKHYASARA, 117 is mentioned byN.S.Mooss ll 8 and 
P.V. Sharma 119 

A commentary, called Bf!.HATPATHYA, 120 is mentioned by A. Rahman, 121 N.S. 
Mooss, 122 and P.V. Sharma. 123 

CANDRANANDANA 124 was the author of the PADARTHACANDRIKA, a commentary 
on the whole of the A$fiiligahrdayasatphitii. He also wrote the Madaniidinigha11fu, and, 
according to some, a collection of glosses (vrtti) on the A$fiiligahrdaya. 125 

The Padiirthacandtikii 126 is, on account of its early date, an important work. It is 
therefore regrettable that only the portion covering the Siltrasthana has been edited. 
Glimpses of the interpretations of verses from the other sections can be caught from 
the quotations in the footnotes to Kul).te and Navre's edition of the A~!iiligah[dayasi1q1-
hitii.121 

Candranandana does not quote from or refer to earlier commentators on Vagbha!a's 
work. In general, his Padiirthacand1ikii, at least the part covering the Siitrasthana, is not 
a rich source of quotations and references. 

Sources he does quote or refer to are: 128 Agama (1.2, 5cd-6ab, 19, 27, 30-31; 
2.16; 3.12-14; 4.4cd-5ab; 5.68, 74cd, 79-80; 6.26cd-28ab, 129 32cd, 43; 8.53; 
10.1; 16.14ab), Agnivesa (1.3-4ab), Atreya (1.1), Atriputra (1.3-4ab), Bharadvaja 
(l.3-4ab), Bha!!iiraka (l.17cd), 130 Bhe9a (1.3-4ab), Caraka (passim), Dhanvantari 
(l.3-4ab; 6.158cd), 131 kiiQiidal~ (l.llab), Kasyapa (l.3-4ab), Kharanada (6.115cd-
117ab, Blcd-133, 149cd, 153cd-157), 132 Kr~Qiitreya (6.158ab), K~IrapaI_U (l.3-4ab), 
Nigha(lfu (6.97cd-98ab 133 and 136ab), 134 Parasara (l.3-4ab), Punarvasu (l.3-4ab), 
Saq1graha (passim), 135 Siddhasiira (7.45ab), Susruta (passim), and tantriintara (5. 
29ab; 136 6.33cd, 106-107, 112, 137 122cd-125ab, 138 158cd; 29.41ab). 139 

Candranandana's Madaniidigh8!1/u is not quoted by name, but the synonyms of 
medicinal plants, given in the commentary, are usually those found in that nighaQ!U, 140 

whereas Arul)adatta obviously drew his information from another source. With regard 
to the names of plants, Hemadri remains closer to Candranandana than Arul)adatta 
does. In other respects, Arul)adatta was heavily indebted to Candranandana, since 
many parts of his commentary are literally copied from the Padiirthacandrikii. 141 

Candranandana or his commentary are quoted by Arul).adatta, 142 I;>alhaQa, 143 

Hemadri, 144 Niscalakara, 145 SrikaQ!hadatta, 146 To<:Jara, 147 and Vacaspati. 148 

Quotations from a commentary called Candrikiimay in some instances be from the 
Padiirthacanddkii. 149 

A Candraµ1cii is mentioned at the end of Sivadasasena's commentary on the 
Cakradatta. 150 
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Candranandana wrote his Padiirthacandrikii at the instance of Sakunadeva. 151 

The mail gala is addressed to Hari. 
G. Haldar alleges that the author called by him Vagbhaia IV, the son of Nemi, wrote 

a !ippar:iI on the Padiirthacandrikii in the thirteenth or fourteenth century. 152 

The Piidarthacandrikii was translated into Tibetan by Rin-chen bzail-po 153 in the 
period 1013-1055. 154 This translation, with the title Yan-lag brgyad-pabi siii1i-pobi 
rnam-par bgrel-pa c.'hig-gi don-gyi zla-zer ies-bya-ba, i.e, Padiirthacandn'kiiprabhiisa 
niima B$?ii1igahfday11vivrti, 155 forms part of the Tanjur. 

It is remarkable that the Tibetan translations of the A$?iiligahrdaya and its commen
tary by Candranandana are later than the translation of Vagbhaia's Vaigiiryakabhii$ya. 
This fact is recorded in Jayapar:i9ita's Thob-yig. 156 It is equally noteworthy that the 
Tibetan translators of the A$tii1igahrdaya did not always agree with Candranandana's 
interpretations of its text. 157 

Candranandana's A$?iirigahrdayavrtti, called in Tibetan Sman-dpyad yan-lag 
brgyad-pabi siiin-pobi bgrel-pa, i.e., 'kidya A$?iirigah[dayavrtti, is a collection of 
annotations on Vagbha!a's work. 15 8 

DAMODARA wrote a commentary called SM{IKETAMANJARI. 159 

An anonymous commentary called DIPIKA is recorded. 160 

HATAKANKA wrote a commentary called (AH ANGAH~DA YA)DIPIKA. 161 This au
thor is quoted as Ha!aka by Paramesvara and Sridasapar:i~ita, which may indicate that 
he lived in Southern India. 162 Sridasa's quotations establish that he is anterior to Va
sudeva, Sridasa's teacher, 163 and later than lndu, with whom Ha!aka often argues in his 
interpretations. 164 

HEMADR! wrote a commentary called AYURVEDARASAYANA, 165 which probably 
covered the whole of the A$?iirig11lirdayasa1phitii. 166 The preserved parts contain the 
commentary on the Sutrasthana, Nilianasthana 1-5 and 6.24cd-39, Cikitsitasthana 
1-6 and 7.100-115, and the Kalpasthana. 167 

Hemadri's fame in Indian literary history is based on his authorship of the Catur
vargacintiimaqi. 

The introductory verses of the Ayurvedarasiiyana declare that this work was 
written in order to enable man to acquire a healthy body, which is essential for the 
observance of fasts and vows and the performance of the ceremonies laid down in the 
Caturvargacintiimal)i. The same verses mention his intention to elucidate differences 
between the A$?iirigallfdaya and A$?iiligasaqigraha, as well as dissentient views 
expounded in other treatises. Hemadri adds that his comments will be based on the 
opinions of Caraka, Harita, Susruta, and other authorities, on the commentaries on 
the Carakasa1phitii by Haricandra and others, and on the commentaries by Jaijja!a and 
others on the Susmtasaqihitii. 

A remarkable feature of Hemadri's commentary is the order he chose for his com
ments on the Siltra- and Kalpasthana. The chapters of these sections are arranged as 
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follows: Sii. l-15, Ka.6, Sii.16-18, Ka.3, Ka.1-2, Sii.19, Ka.5, Su.20-30. l68 
The Ayurvedarasiiyana differs considerably from the earlier commentaries by 

Candranandana, Indu, and Arunadatta. Characteristic for the work are the extensive 
quotations from the A${iiligasaqigraha, 169 and, in particular, the use made of Vrnda's 
Siddhayoga 170 and Vailgasena's Cikitsiisiirasarpgraha. 171 

Hemadri pays less attention than Arm:iadatta to points of grammar, metres, 
figures of speech, etc. Theoretically interesting are his remarks on the gui:ias and 
their actions, 172 on satmya, 173 and on ojas. 174 He was acquainted with Kesava's Si
ddhamantra and Vopadeva's Siddhamantraprakiisa, as is shown by his making use 
of the concept of udasinatva. 175 The identity of medicinal substances is taken notice 
of; Hemadri's observations on this subject deviate frequently from those of his 
predecessors; 176 vernacular names are not mentioned. 177 

Astronomy was one of the sciences to which Hemadri felt attracted. He discusses 
at length which months make up a particular season and rejects Susruta's views. In his 
opinion the season called vasanta comprises the months Phalguna and Caitra when the 
sarpkranti of Pisces occurs in the beginning of Phalguna, but it is composed of Caitra 
and Vaisakha when the sarpkranti takes places at the end of Phalguna, etc. 178 

Hemadri is evasive with regard to the Buddhist elements in the A$/iiligahrdaya. 179 

Remarks on the text and its variants are almost absent. 
The following authorities and works are quoted or referred to by Hemadri: 180 aca

rya (Sii.4.25; 7.48), 181 Arui1adatta (Sii.7.4lab), A${ii1igahrdaya (Sii.l.l), A${ii1igasa1p
graha (Sii.l .l), Asvinau (Ci.3.166cd-167ab; 5 .33cd-34), 182 Atreya (Ci.5.33cd-34), 183 

Ayurvedaprakiisa (Su.6.105cd; 10.17-19; Ci.l.19cd-20), 184 Ba~pacandra (Sii.3.11-
14; 6.! !2cd-!!3ab and 122cd-125ab), Bhattarakahariscandra (Sii.7.48), 185 Bheda 
(Sii.7.55cd-56ab; 7.65 and 73; 8.28), Bhrgu (Ci.3.!67cd-!69ab), 186 Brahmadeva (SU. 
7.40-4!ab), Brhaspati (Sii.7.22cd-26), 187 Candranandana (Sii.7.40-4!ab), Caraka 
(passim), Caturvargacintiimar_Ji (Sii.1.1), Cikitsiika/ikii (Sii.6.160; 16.1), Qalhai1a (Sii. 
7.40-4 lab), dhanvantariyaJ:i (Sii.19.20cd-24ab), dhannasiistra (Sii.2.1-3), Gautama 
(Su.7 .22cd-26), 188 Hariscandra (Sii. l. l; 6.75cd-78), 189 Harita (Sii.1.1; 6.63cd-64ab 
and 75cd-78), lndu (Sii.7.40-4lab), Jaijja!a (Sii.l.l; 2.12cd; 6.75cd-78 and 79cd; 
7.40-41ab; 8.28), jyoti~siistra (Sii.3.1-2; 5.6-8ab), 190 Kapila (Sii.1.15cd-16ab), Ka
syapa (Sii.3.1-2; 5.6-8ab), Kharai:iadi, 191 Madhavakara (Sii.8.28), 192 Madhavakara 
(Su.6.75cd-78, 81, 97cd-98ab, 99cd, !37cd-!38, 193 161cd-163ab; 194 7.40-41 ab), 195 

Manu (Sii.2.5cd-6ab), Pai:i1itakesava (Su.6.!05cd), 196 Parasara (Sii.9.21; 13.15), 197 
Rasiiyurveda (Sii.7.74), Rugviniscaya (Ni.l.3d-4ab; 2.53ab, 66cd-67ab, 74cd-
76ab; l98 3.l6cd-I7ab; 6.35),199 Sarpgraha (passim),200 satkaryavadina}:l (Su.I .I), 
saugata}:l (Su.7.77), Saunaka (Ni.l .23cd-24ab),201 Siddhayoga (Ci.1.19cd-20, 26cd-
27ab, 47; l.54cd-55ab, twice; 1.59, 62-63, 64-65ab; l.66cd-67ab, twice; l.70ab, 
81cd-83, 94, !66ab; 2.42-44ab), 202 srprti (Su.2.1-3), Susruta (passim), tantriintara 
(Su.1.1; 5.41; 6.75cd-78, 158, 160; 7.48; ll.37-39ab; 20.37-38; Ka.4.73; 203 6.8-
9a b and 14d), 204 Vagbha!iicarya (Su. I.I; 3.1-2; 6.5cd and 75cd-78), Vailgasena 
(Sii.8.28; Ni.2.33cd; 5.!3cd-15ab, 43cd-45ab, 57cd-58ab; Ci.!.l-2, !8-!9ab, 
23ab; l.54cd-55ab, three quotations; 1.59, 62-63; 1.66cd-67ab, two quotations; 
1.94, 99-101, 128, 129-130ab, !34cd-!35, 150, !66ab, 171-172; 2.35ab, 42-44ab, 
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44cd-45ab, 50; 3.lOab, 31-33ab, 42cd-44ab, 63cd-67ab, 80, 166cd-167ab; 4.8-9, 
20cd-22, 55cd-56ab, 60ab; 5.3-4ab, 25cd-27, 33ab, 33cd-34, 52cd-53; 6.32cd-33, 
47cd-49ab, 54cd-55, 57cd-58ab, 59cd, 60-67, 68, 69-72ab, 72cd-74, 82cd-83ab, 
83cd-85ab; 7.104cd-I07ab), 205 vedavadinal; (Sii.7. 77), 206 Videhadhipa (Sii.7 .22cd-
26), 207 Visvamitra (Sii.5.11-12), vi;dtlhavaidyal; (Ci.3. l 14-118ab; Ka.6.14cd), Vi;nda 
(Sii.5.76-77ab; 19.38cd-41ab; Ni.2.53cd; Ka.2.29-30ab; 3.11-14; 6.17cd-18),2 08 
and Yogaratna (Ci.3.31cd-32, 63cd-67ab, 68-69, 85cd, 166cd-167ab, 167cd-
169ab; 4.6cd-7; 5.25cd-27 and 58cd-60; 6.17cd-21, 43cd, 60-67, 68, 72cd-74; 
7.104cd-107ab). 2(f) 

Works quoted without any reference 210 are the DhanvantanyanighalJ{U (Sii.6. 
128cd-129ab),211 Medinikosa (Sii.6.42),212 Sanigadharasarphitii (Sii.5.76-77ab), 213 

Siddhasiira (Ci.2.42-44ab; 214 6.l 7cd-21), 215 Siddhayoga (Ci.5.1 Ocd-11 ), 216 VaiJ.ga
sena (Ci.l.81cd-83;217 6.l 7cd-21), 218 and Visvaprakiisakosa (Sii.6.42). 219 

Hemadri is quoted or referred220 to in Bhanuji Dik~ita's commentary on the 
Amarakog Gopala's commentary on Trimalla's Satasloki, Gulrajsarmamisra's Visi
khiinupravesavijiiiina and commentary on the ii.yurvedaprakiisa, Kmiadatta's com
mentary on Trimalla's Satasloki, the Kusumiivalion the Siddh11yoga, 221 Lak~mirama's 
commentary on the Siddhabhe$a)ama(Jimiilii,222 Ni;sil"flhakavi's Viigbhafamai;i!l1ma, 223 

Priyavrat Sa11na's auto-commentary on his Dravyagu(lasutra, 224 Sivadatta's auto· 
commentary on the Sivako$a, 225 the Tiimbulakal pasaipgraha, Tiimbulamaiijan, and 
Yogaratniikara.226 

Hemadri227 was a brahma(la of Vatsagotra, 228 son of Kamadeva, grandson of Va
sudeva, and great-grandson of Yamana. 229 The year of his birth may have been A.O. 
1193 or 1194.230 

Hemadri is well known as the author of the Caturvargacintiima(li, 231 a large 
encyclopaedia of ancient religious rites and observances, divided into four parts: 
(I) VratakhalJ!ia, on religious fasts and observances, (2) Diinakha(ltja, on gifts, (3) 
Tirthakha(lga, on pilgrimages to holy places, and ( 4) Mok$akhai;itja, on the path to 
final deliverance. A fifth part, in the form of an appendix called Pari se$akhai;itja, 
consists of voluminous treatises on the setting up and dedication of images of the 
deities (devataprati~\ha), offerings to the manes (sraddha), the determination of 
the proper times and seasons for the performance of religious rites (kalanin;aya), 
lak~a(iasamuccaya, and atonement (prayascitta). 232 The Caturvargacintiima(li is a 
standard work, 233 replete with information and quotations; it is full of discussions 
which cmmot be well understood without thorough acquaintance with the numerous 
rules of the Mimairisa.234 Besides the Caturvargacintiima;ii and ii.yurvedarasiiyana, 
Hemadri wrote235 the Hemiidriprayoga,236 Sriiddhapaddhati,231 Tristha/Ividhi, 238 and 
a commentary, called Kaiv11Iyadipika, on Vopadeva's Muktiiphala. 239 

Vopadeva, 240 a friend and protege of Hemadri, wrote several works at the encour
agement of the latter. 

Hemadri describes himself in the Caturvargacintiima11i as being in charge of the 
records (sarvasrikarai;iaprabhu) ofMahadeva (1260 or 1261-1271),241 one of the Ya
dava kings ofDevagiri. 242 He is referred to in the colophons as samastakara(iadhisvara 
of Mahadeva and as a very learned man (sakalavidyavisarada). 243 
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The introductory verses of the Ayurvedarasiiyana, written after the Caturvar
gacintiim111_]i, 244 inform us that Hemadri was at that time in charge of the state 
records 245 of Mahadeva's successor, Ramacandra 246 (1271-1309). 247 The Thana 
plate of Ramacandra, dated A.O. 1272, recording the grant of a village to a group of 
brahma1.1as, makes mention of Hemadri in the same sense, namely as the foremost 
minister and as the one in charge of the state records. 248 

Hemadri is described as a pious man who fed daily anumberofbrahma1.1as. He was 
not only a man of learning himself, but also a generous patron to scholars. His name 
has remained popular in the Mara\ha country, where he is remembered as Hema«;tpant 
and associated with numerous temples of a particular style, called Hema«;!pantI. He is, 
rightly or wrongly, said to have introduced the Mo9Iform of writing, current in Maha
rastra. 249 

··The Hemadri who wrote the Lak$!ll}aprakiisa250 is different from the author of the 
Caturvargacintiima!_li and Ayurvedarasiiyana; he was a son of Isvarasiiri and may be
long to the fifteenth century. 25! 

Probably the same Hemadri, also known as a son of Isvarasiiri, wrote a commen
tary, called RaghuvarpsadarpalJa, on Kalidasa's famous poem. 252 

HIMADATTA or Sarvahitamitradatta is sometimes mentioned as a commentator on the 
A$µiflgah,daya. 253 

An anonymous commentary called H!i,DA Y ABODHIKA is recorded in some MSS 
catalogues. 254 

The H!i,DY A is an anonymous commentary, which mentions the A${iirigasarpgraha, 
Indu, and (Aru1.1adatta's) Sarviirigasundan~ It is quoted by Sridasapai19ita255 and 
Paramesvara, and referred to in Sarrkara's Lalita. 256 N.S. Mooss mentions particular 
interpretations of the author of the Hrdya,257 who is one of the few to admit that 
Vagbha\a was a Buddhist. 258 

The author of the Hrdyii, who hailed from Kerala, is posterior to Aru1.1adatta and 
anterior to Vasudeva, Sridasa's teacher. 259 

IN•u was the author of two commentaries with the title SASILEKHA, the one on the 
A${ilrigah,dayasa1)1hitii, the other on the A$fiirigasarpgraha. 260 These commentaries are 
closely related to each other, as can easily be seen when they are compared The Sa
silekha on the A${iirigasarpgraha follows the wording of that on the A${iirigah,daya 
wherever both treatises agree with each other. A striking differene between them is the 
paucity of quotations in the commentary on the A$/arigah,daya, if the references to the 
Sarpgraha are disregarded. 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to in the edited parts of the Sasilekha on 
the A${iirigah,dayasarphita261 are: 262 Bharadvaja (Sii.l. l), Bhanarahariscandra (Ka.6. 
14ab),263 Bha\\iiraka (Sii.7.45cd-46), 264 Bhoja (Ka.6.5-6), Ciik$U$e!_lasa1)1hita (Ka.6. 
!4ab), Caraka (Sii.l.4cd-5ab; 7.45cd-46; Sa.3.8; Ci.! 9.28-30; Ka.1.44; 6.1 !cd-12, 
14ab, 29-30ab), carakavidalJ (Ci.3.60), Kabandhaka (Ka.1.44 ), 265 Kasyapa (Ka.1.44 ), 
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Kharai:iada (Sii.29.32cd-33), Khararyiidasaqihitii (Ka.6.14ab), Kr~i:iatreya (Ka.6.14ab), 
Salihotra (Sii.3. l), Saqigraha (often), 266 Skandarak~ita (Sii.23.17),267 Susruta (Sii.l. 
4cd-5ab; 19.85-87; Ka.4.26cd-27ab), susrutadhyayinat:i (Ka.6.14ab), Vaidehasarphitii 
(Sii.23.17), 268 vrddhavaidyat1 (Ka.6.14ab), and Vyasa (Sii.2.27). A quotation from Pa
ramesvara(Ci.19.98) and one from Arui:iadatta269 are undoubtedly later interpolations. 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to in the commentary on the A~_tiingasarp
graha 270 are: Agnivesa (Sii.l.13cd-15), Amara (U.50.109-111), asmadguravat:i (Su. 
9.7-15; Ni.1.8), Atreya (Sii.17.3; Sa.3.3 and 17), Bharadvaja (Sii.1.2; U.36.8), 
Bhanarahariscandra (Ni.2.4),271 Bhanarahariscandra's Kharaniidasarphitii (Ka.8.17; 
U.50.150-153), Bhagiiraka (Sii.9.7-15; Ni.2.4), Bhoja ([U.31.54-55;] 36.8 [and 
9]), Cak~u~yei:ia (Ka.8.17), Caraka (Sii.l.16-18; 3.8cd-12ab; 9.7-15; Ni.2.89-102; 
Sa.3.8; 5.15; Ci.6.43-44; 7.5-8; 10.28; 15.4; Ka.8.17 and 22; U.9.35-37; 43.56), 
carakagrantha (Ka.8.17), carakavidal:i (Ci.4.71-74), CatulJ$a${i (U.15.2), [l;>alha
i:ia's Nibandhasaqigraha (U.37.10),] 272 Daruvahi(n) (Ni. l.!9-31; U.1.22; 5.7-8; 
40.32-33), Dhanvantari (Sii.36.5; Sa.3.8; 7.23; [U.16.5-6]; U.41.60),273 [Gayadasa 
(U.43.3-4),] 274 Hrdaya (Sii.7.107-IIO; Sii.3.37; Ka.4.39), Janaka (U.17.7; 40.34), 
Jatiikari:ia ([U.36.9;] 40.29-31), Jejja;a275 ([Ni.2.3;] Ci.9.50 and 51-52; 23.40-42;276 

[U.30.79 and 80; 38.2-6a;] 39.35; (42.8 and 101-106; 43.3-4;] 46.83; [49.ll5 and 
116; 50.2 and 18]), Kapilabala (Sii.20.17), [Kairalf (U.8.40, 57, 58, 59, 60),)277 

kiimasiistra (U.50.130), 278 Kapilabala (Sii.20.18), Kasyapa (U.37.7; 48.72), Kau\ilya 
(Sii.8.25cd-3 I; U.40.83), Khai:ii;Iakapya (Sii.3.5), Kharaniida(saq1hitii) (Sii.1.16-18 
and 19; Ka.8.17; U.49.309-325; 50.150-153), Kosa (Sii.2.l7cd-18ab), Kr~i:iatreya 
(Sii.l.16-18, twice; Ka.8.17), [Nandin (U.43.3-4),] 279 Nimi (U.15.2), Parasara (Sii. 
1.16-18; 17.26; 21.14-17), Pii\hyakara (U.8.59), 280 [Prabandhasaqigraha (U.43.3-4; 
44.77),] 281 Pu~kalavata (U.30.11), Riijanighary{u (U.43.56), 282 [Sarakrt (U.38.55),]283 

Saunaka (Ci.3.64cd-65), [Surasavira (U.43.3-4),]284 Susruta (Sii. l.13cd-15, 16-18, 
21-22; Sa.215; 7.20; Ci.21.22-25; Ka.8.17; U.2.24 [; 30.85-86; 43.3-4]), Susruta{Tkii 
([U.40.75; 42.90-94;] 50.109-1 ll), Urabhra (U.36.8), Usanas (U.70.88), Vagbha\a 
(Sii.1.16-18; 17.26-28; Sa.6.37-38; Ka.8.17), Vaidehfsarphitii (Sii.32.14), 285 [Vara
ha (U.43.3-4),J viistuvidyii (Sii.3.11 l cd-112), Vatsyayana (U.50.131), Visvamitra 
(U.44.2), Vrddhakiisyapa (U.36.8), and vrddhavaidyat1 (Ka.8.17). 

The Kiisikiiv[tti is quoted anonymously (Sii.6.8-ll ab). The verses on paribha~a 
at the end of the commentary on the Kalpasthiina 286 refer to the views of Bhaga
raharicandra in his Khararyiida(saq1hitii) (45), Caraka (24, 25, 27, 40, 55, 58, 61, 70), 
Dri;lhabala (25, 26), Khara~1ada (45, 47, 80), Kr~i:iatreya (5, 50), and Susruta (17, 21, 
79). 

lndu is quoted or referred to by Anantakumara, 287 Hemadri, 288 the author of 
the Kaira/f commentary on the A${iiiigah[daya, 289 Nilamegha,290 Niscalakara, 291 

Paramesvara,292 Saiµkara, 293 Sridasapai:ii;Iita,294 and the author of the Thntrayukti and 
its commentary. 29; 

One of the characteristic features of Indu's commentaries consists of the fre
quent occurrence of strings of synonyms of medicinal plants, obviously taken from 
some nighai:i\u. 296 P.V. Shanna is convinced that Indu was acquainted with the 
A${iiliganigha;i{u and quotes from it, because some of the verses he cites are found 
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exclusively in that work. 297 The evidence he collected is not conclusive in my view, 
since the majority of lndu's quotations are definitely not from the A${ii1iganighal)/LJ. A 
considerable percentage of them forms part of the Dhanvantarfyanighal){U, 298 which, 
however, does not solve the problem of lndu's source, as some plants have different 
names or are not mentioned at all in that work. 299 Some correspondences between 
lndu's citations and verses occurring in Candranandana's Madaniidinig/iru:l{u are 
neither persuasive. 30° For these reasons it remains obscure which nighat~!U was put to 
use by Indu, unless he borrowed from more than one. 301 

The two Sasilekhiis, in particularthe one on the A${ii1igasaipgraha, are replete with 
information on Vagbha\a's materia medica. The Sasilekhii on the A${ii1igah[daya is 
richer in this respect than Arui:iadatta's commentary. lndu almost never omits to men
tion one or more synonyms of items of the materia medica occurring in Vagbha\a's 
works. His interpretations disagree with those by Ami:iadatta in many cases. 302 

Valuable are his elucidations concerning plants and other medicinal substances. 303 

Vernacular names are also given,304 in particular those current in Kasmir.305 Other 
regions to which he refers are Madhyadesa,306 Sakadesa,307 Southern lndia,308 and 
Uttarapatha.309 Some of his identifications are particularly interesting. 310 

Indu makes some noteworthy remarks about the thirty-six types of diarrhoea (atisa
ra), which may occur as a complication (vyapad) of a treatment withclysters. 311 Impor
tant is his characterization of a disorder called pramilaka, amlapitta, orpittavi~iicika. 312 

The Sasilekhii on the A${ii1igasaq1graha (ad U.37.35) contains a rather long 
series of verses, quoted from an unk11own source, on diseases of the feet and some 
other disorders, together with their treatment. The disorders dealt with are vipadika, 
kal).!akavedha (wounds by sharp thorns), padadaha (burning feet), par~i:iivyatha 
(painful heels), dehasphu\ana (a cracking skin), atisveda (excessive perspiration), 
dehadaurgandhya (a bad bodily smell), and vaidyutanaladaha (burns in persons struck 
by lightning). 

Grammar is not one of lndu's favourite subjects, 313 which makes his Sasilekhii on 
the A${ii1igahrdaya quite distinct from Arui:iadatta's commentary. Technical terms de
rived from philosophy are rarely used. 314 

Interpretations by predecessors, whether commentators on Vagbha\a's works or on 
the Caraka- and Susrutasaq1hitii, are repeatedly referred to or quoted. 315 In general, 
lndu does not borrow extensively from Candranandana, but occasionally he may be 
indebted to him. 316 

Variants of Vagbha\a's text are mentioned,317 as well as differences between the 
A${iirigah[daya and A${ii1igasaq1graha 318 

Very important is a series of 119 verses, appended to the end of the commentary 
on the Kalpasthana of both A~{iirigah[daya and A${ii1igasaq1graha. These verses deal 
with technical rules (paribha~a) on the preparation of medicines, in particular on the 
intricate subject of the ratios of the ingredients of compound drugs. They are borrowed 
from an unknown source319 and are mainly based on views expounded by Caraka, as 
declared by lndu in his introductory remarks. Divergent opinions of other authorites 
are repeatedly referred to. 

The verses on paribha~a oflndu's commentaries were edited separately, translated 
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into English, and annotated by N .S. Mooss, 320 who expressed as his opinion that lndu 
possessed a thorough knowledge of traditional practices prevalent in Kerala. This view 
need not be endorsed, as Indu merely refers to practices adopted by some physicians, 
without specifying a particular region. 321 

Indu is one of the few commentators who accept Vagbha\a's syncretistic attitude 
and do not cloak the Buddhist elements in his works. His remarks on 'worship of 
the deities' (daivatapiija; A.h.Ci.l.177) mention, as examples of these deities, not 
only Hari and Hara, but also Aryavalokita, Aryatara, PaqrasabarI, and Aparajita. 322 

Indu reads Jina and Jinasuta in a verse of the A$!ii1igahrdaya (Ci.19.98), where these 
names are suppressed by Arm)adatta and many editors, who replace them by Siva and 
Sivasuta.323 He interprets Jina as the Buddha, Jinasuta 324 as Avalokitesa and other 
deities. 325 Neither is Tara passed over in silence, as in Arm:iadatta's commentary; she 
is recognized as a Buddhist deity. 326 

Indu argues that Ratnaketu (A.s.U.1.19) is a Buddhist dhari!)I. He was also 
acquainted with the Mayiiri (A.s.U. l.19). 327 

Indu's own religion may have been a mixture of Hinduism and Buddhism, as is 
suggested by his naming both Manu and Buddha as the founders of a hitopadesasastra, 
which delivers from undesirable states of mind caused by rajas and tamas.328 On the 
other hand it should be noticed that the mai!galas of his commentaries are of a Hindu 
type. 329 

Next to Indu, the commentator on Vagbha\a's works, an author of the same 
name, who composed a nigha!)\U, 330 is known from quotations in Bhanuji Dik~ita's 
commentary on the Amarako$a,331 Jiianavimalaga!)i's commentary on Mahesvara's 
Sabdabhedaprakiisa, 332 ~Irasvamin's commentary on the Amarako$a, 333 Mallina
tha's commentary on the Amarako$a, 334 Naraya!)a Vidyavinoda's commentary on the 
Amarako$a, 335 Sivadatta's auto-commentary on the Sivako$a,336 and Srivallabhaga
!)i's commentary on Hemacandra's NighaJ.l!Ufo$a, 337 

N.N. Das Gupta 338 may have been the first to suggest that the commentator and 
the lexicographer of the same name are one and the same person. The only grounds 
adduced by N.N. Das Gupta are the medical nature of the commentaries and the nigha-
1)\U, combined with the fact that Indu is not a commonplace name amongst medical 
writers. Some later authorities tend to accept the proposed identity, basing themselves 
on the anonymous definitions of a pharmacopoeia! nature, obviously quoted from some 
nigha!)\U, in Indu's commentaries. 339 

The identity is rejected by P.V. Sharma 340 for chronological reasons. The lexicog
rapher, quoted by K~Irasvamin in the eleventh century, should be distinguished from 
the commentator who, in P.V. Sharma's view, belongs to the thirteenth century. 

There are, however, more compelling grounds for regarding the lexicographer as 
entirely different from the commentator. The quotations from a nighal,l!u in the com
mentaries are, to be sure, not from a single, identifiable medical lexicon. Since these 
citations agree in a large number of cases with the DhanvantarfyanighaJ.l!U, it seems 
reasonable to assume that the commentator Indu did not compose a nigha!)\U himself, 
which would otherwise certainly have been used in his interpretations of Vagbha\a's 
texts. Another argument for discarding the identity is furnished by the absence of agree-
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ments between the quotations from the IndunighalJ{U and those found in Indu's com
mentaries. The verses cited as coming from the Indunighai:i{u do not form part of the 
Dhanvantarfyanighai:i{u or ~{iiliganighai:i{u, which indicates that this Indunighai:i{u is 
distinct from Indu's source or sources in his commentaries. Consequently, the identity 
of the lexicographer and the commentator can be maintained only on the assumption 
that Indu wrote a nighai:i\u after completing his commentaries, and, moreover, if the 
chronological position of the Indunighai:i{u does not conflict with that of the Sasi/ekhas. 

The earliest quotations from the Indunighai:i{u occur in K~Irasvamin's Amarako
$Odghiitana, which dates from the first half of the twelfth century, 341 which implies that 
the former cannot be earlier than the second half of the eleventh century. 

The hypothesis, also formulated for the first time by N.N. Das Gupta, 342 that Indu, 
the commentator, may prove to be identical with Indukara, the father of the Madhava 
who wrote the Madhavanidana, is not based on any evidence, and was rightly rejected 
by D.Ch. Bhattacharyya,343 because Indukara and Madhava were residents of Bengal, 
whereas Indu was a native of Kasmir. 

The Indian tradition makes Indu a direct pupil of Vagbha\a. This tradition, in partic
ular current among the physicians ofKerala, alleges that Vagbha\a, accompanied by his 
favourite pupils Indu and Jejja\a, came to Kerala in order to spend the latter part of his 
life there. 344 A salutatory verse in the introductory portion of Nilamegha's Tantrayu

ktivicara refers to Indu and Jejja\a as disciples of Vagbha\a. 345 

Indu's references to Vagbha[a as acarya346 have been interpreted as pointing in the 
same direction, 347 in spite of the fact that it is common practice among commentators 
to mention well-known ancient authorities in this way. 348 

In my opinion, it is very unlikely that Indu studied with Vagbha[a himself, 349 be
cause Indu observes, in the introduction to both versions of the Sasilekhii, that Va
gbha\a's words had become obscured by bad commentaries, which led him to write a 
new one. At least one generation of commentators must therefore have preceded lndu. 
One should also remember that lndu cites Jejja\a, which excludes his being a contem
porary. 

The identity oflndu's teacher, to whom he refers as my guru, remains unknown. 350 

Indu's date is a problematic issue for several reasons, one of these being the un
satisfactory editions of his commentaries. The editions available, in particular those of 
the Sasilekhii on the A${iiligasaf/Jgraha, present a large number of passages between 
brackets, which probably indicate interpolations. 351 Other parts, not placed between 
brackets by the editors, should also be regarded as not belonging to the original text, 
since they derive from works by authors who are definitely posterior to lndu. A study 
of the quotations from lndu in later commentaries might throw some more light on the 
genuine text of the Sasilekhiis. 

Indu's chronological position is elucidated by his quoting Jejja\a, who lived in 
the seventh or eighth century. Important too are the quotations from the Dhanvanta!f
yanighil(I{u, dating from the period A.D. 1000- l l 00, although it should be taken into 
consideration that this work is not mentioned by name, which means that Indu may 
quote from an early version of it, or from some other lexicon. The most important clue 
to his date consists of the citations from the Jndumatf in Niscalakara 's Ratnaprnbhii, 
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which can for the larger part be traced in the Sasilekhii on the A${ii1igasa111graha. 352 

The collected evidence establishes that Indu lived before the latter half of the 
twelfth century. The terminus post quern is provided by the quotations from Jejja\a 
and the Dhanvantarfyanighal,l{U, the terminus ante quern by Niscala's references. 353 

Some authors prefer placing Indu much later. P.V. Sharma 354 makes him belong to 
the thirteenth century, being convinced that he quotes the Medinfko$a, 355 a lexicon 
dated by him to the twelfth century. 356 In addition, P.V. Sharma regards a quotation by 
Hemadri as an indication that Indu is posterior to Aru~1adatta 357 Finally, he supposes 
that Mahesvara's Visvaprakiisa, dating from the beginning of the twelfth century, 358 

influenced Indu.359 

Indu'snative country was in all probability Kasmir; the numerous references to this 
country and the local names of medicinal plants current there are strongly in support 
of this. 360 

isv ARASEN A is sometimes regarded as a commentator on the A$!ii1igahrdayasa111-
hitii. 361 

JEJJA TA is sometimes regarded as a commentator on the A$!iiilgahfdayasaqthitii. 362 

The KAIRALI is an elaborate commentary on the Uttarasthana of the A$!ii1igahr
dayasaqthitii. 363 Other parts of the treatise are not covered, as stated by the author 
himself in the introductory verses. 

The author quotes many earlier works and authorities, but also expresses his own 
opinion on diverse subjects. 364 

The metres employed by Vagbha\a are indicated in a number of instances. 365 Vari
ants of the text are occasionally recorded. 366 

The Buddhist elements in Vagbha\a's work are sometimes accepted as such,367 

sometimes re-interpreted in agreement with Hindu views. 368 

The author's main authority on the identity of medicinal substances and their 
names is obviously the Maiijarf, i.e., Bhi~agarya's Abhidhanamaiijaif, which is 
profusely quoted. No studies are available on the other sources of the Kaira/I. A super
ficial examination shows that there are numerous disagreements between the Kaira/f 
and Arm;iadatta's Sarvii1igasundarii on the identity of medicinal plants. 369 It may well 
be that the author of the Kaira/f was mostly influenced by earlier commentators who 
lived in Kerala. The Malayajam names of diseases and medicinal substances are not 
infrequently recorded. 370 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to are: Agnivesa ( 40.60-62 and 65-66), 
Alambayana (35.16, 20, 45ab), Amara (fifteen quotations), Arui:iadatta (l.13ab and 
26ab; 6.5cd-6; 9.40ab; I0. l-2ab and 5; l l.38ab; 13.31-32; 23.32; 25.57cd-58ab; 
28.37; 30.32; 33.1-5ab, 19, 27cd-28; 35.7cd-8ab; 36.90-92; 40.25, 30cd-3 lab, 37, 
48-58, 59), Atreya (34.44cd-49ab; 40.59; 40.60-62: Punarvasu Atreya; 40.78-80),371 

Bharadvaja (31.8), Bhe9a (40.59 and 88), Bhoja (21.39ab; 26.50cd-52ab; 28.1-4, 6, 
17cd-18ab; 31.3, 8, 9ab), Caraka (1.5; 4.43; 6.lcd-2ab; 7.37; 17.6cd-7ab; 23, intr.; 
23.1-3 and 3d-7c; 24.60; 33.1-3, 4-7, 12-15ab; 39.55-56; 40.12ab, 83, 84, 88), 
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Catu!i$a$/i (12.1; 16.63cd-64), 372 Cyavana (39.39), Daiu;lanatha (1.8), Dhanvantari 
(about sixty quotations), 373 granthantara (5.54cd), Halita (40, intr.), HiraIJylik$Tya 
(l.llcd-13b), Indu (l.llcd-13ab; 5.46cd-47ab, 52, 54ab; 6.2-5; 8.21-22 and 24; 
10.l-2ab, !Oab, !Ocd-11; 11.12c and 49ab; 12.1 and 6-7ab; 13.20-22; 15.6-7ab; 
16.44-45; 21.1-3ab and 37-38ab; 23.3d-7c; 24.18; 3 l.2cd; 33. l-5ab; 36.93; 3 7.l 4cd 
and 20; 40.32cd), Jajja\a 374 (39.97-98ab; 40.l-2ab, 36, 38, 39-40), Jatiikan~a (31.9ab; 
40.59 and 88), Kamasiitra (33. l-5ab; 40.41), Kasyapa (32.5cd-6a), Kesava (5.42cd-
43ab; 29.2cd-3; 32.9-10),375 K~arapani (25.23), laukikat1 (6.lcd-2a), Maiijari (1.9 
twice; 1.13; 2.38; 11.36; 13.44, 45, 54-55ab; 13.58-59ab, twice; 13.64cd-65; 16.12, 
24, 5lcd-52, 55; 18.8-!0ab, 12, 26cd-30ab, 55cd-58; 20.5cd-7ab; 21.12cd-13ab; 
22.65-67 and 88-89; 24.24-25ab; 24.50cd-57ab, twice; 25.48 and 61; 27.l 2cd-
16ab; 28.40; 30.38; 32.3, 9-10, 16, 22, 26; 33, intr.; 33.l-5ab; 37.l3ab; 40.14, 
32cd, 48-58), 376 Nagnajit (35.16cd), Nanarthar{lavasaq1k$epa ( 40.l-2ab), 377 Nimi 
(8.21-22, twice; 9.17cd-18a; 10.12, 2lcd-22ab, 24; 11.14-18 and 25cd-27; 12.l; 
13.14cd-16ab and 33; 22.26; 30.30), Pa\hyakara (l.9ab; 5.54cd; 9.llcd-13ab and 
20; 13.37; 18.20cd-21; 22.90-94; 27.16ab), 378 Punarvasu (35.16cd),379 Pu~kallivata 
(26.22ab and 50cd-52ab), Ratirahasya (33.27cd-28, 32, 49), Saq1graha (very often), 
Sarakrt (1.1; 13.66; 19.l-3ab; 26.46cd-47; 30.!0cd and 32; 33.50),380 sastrantara 
(l.7cd-8a; 8.1-2; 10.26; 1 l.36-37ab and 5 lab; 13.48ab; 18.50cd-5lab; 21.35cd; 
22.108-109; 23.12-15ab; 26.6 and 31; 27.12cd-16ab; 28.1-4; 29.12-13, 18cd-19, 
22, 23-25; 30.8cd-9; 31.25cd-26ab; 32.33;381 33.14cd-15ab; 35.3 and 16cd),382 

Sausruta (often), Sre~!l:Jadatta (31, intr.),383 Susruta (often), tantrantara (2.34cd-35ab; 
8.1-2; 22.50cd; 26.4ab), Urabhra (31.8), Vaideha (16.63cd-64;384 35.16cd),385 Vai
jayantf (31, intr.), Vaitarar.ia (36.16cd-I7), Vamadeva (8.15; 11.14-18; 26.22ab), 
Videhadhipa (13.26-27),386 and Vrddhakasyapa (31.8). 

A Malaya!am commentary is also quoted ( 13.66). 
Oneoftheanonymous quotations is from Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya. 387 

The quotations from the Kaira/fin Indu's Sasilekha are without any doubt interpo-
lations. 

The editor of the KairalT asserts that it was written by a physician who belonged 
to one of the a~\avaidya fumilies of Kerala and was born in Panasandolika. 388 Some 
claim that Planto! Miis was its author,389 which is improbable,390 unless there were 
two authors of this name. 391 

The quotations from Kesava's Kalpadrukosa, the longest synonymic lexicon of In
dian literature, composed in A.D. 1660/61, 392 prove that the KairalT cannot be earlier 
than the end of the seventeenth century. 

K~~~ASENAMALLIKA wrote a commentary called VAGBHA TARTHAKAUMUDI. 393 

This commentary is quoted in the footnotes to Kur.i!e and Navre's edition of the A$/ii-
1igah[dayas11.1!lllita. 394 

MANGALAGIRI SOR!, of Gelavai1gala family and Atreyagotra, son of Jagannatha, 
is regarded as a commentator on the A$/li1igahrdaya395 by B. Rama Rao. He wrote a 
commentary, called Sarva1igasaq1jfvanf, on a Kalpasthana, which B. Rama Rao sup-
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poses to be the Kalpasthana of the A$/iiiigahrdaya More probably, this Kalpasthana 
is Bharadvaja's Bhe$a)akalpa, also called Bhe$a)akalpasthiina, because Mailgalagiri 
is known as a commentator on the Bhe$a)aka/pa and Bharadvaja's Rasapradfpikii. 
A medical treatise by Mailgalagiri with the title Siitrasthiina is, as born out by its 
contents, not a commentary on Vagbhaia's Siitrasthana. 396 

MANODA Y ADITY ABHATTA is recorded as the author of a commentary called MA NO
DA YADITYAB HA TTIYA. 397This author may be identical with Udayaditya. 

N ARAHARI(BHATTA), also called Bhananarahari and Nrsirphakavi, was the author of 
the Viigbha/am11~JC;lana or Viigbha/akhaI)cjanamapcjana.398 

This treatise, written in defense of Vagbha!a and his A$/iingahrdaya, refutes 
the charges levelled against this famous author and his work by someone called 
Sauravidyadhara. The views of opponent and defender are expounded and quotations 
from numerous earlier authorities serve to support the arguments. 

No information is available on Sauravidyadhara, who may have criticized Vagbha
!a in writing399 or in a public debate, probably with Nrsirphakavi. 

The Viigbha/ama11cjana, composed in prose, is divided into twenty-eight chapters 
(prakaral)a). The prose is preceded by seven introductory verses; the work ends with 
eight concluding verses. Many chapters (1-8, !0--11, 13-15, 19, 22-23, 26-27) end 
with a verse in praise of Vagbha!a; stanzas depreciating Sauravidyadhara and eulogiz
ing Vagbha!a are interspersed among the prose of a number of chapters. 

The mailgala is addressed to Siva. 4oo 
Each chapter opens with Vidyadhara's objections against a particular point of view 

found in the A$/iiligahrdaya and the arguments adduced in support of these criticisms. 
Narahari then engages in a polemic with his opponent, exposes his own opinions, and 
turns down the criticisms, defending Vagbha!a by a wealth of quotations. 401 

The verses of the A$/iiligah[daya which are under attack and discussed by both 
parties are: Sii.l.l (eh.I); 3.7cd-8ab (ch.2); 3.26cd-27ab (ch.3); 3.30 and 32cd-33ab 
(ch.4); 3.55cd (ch.5); 5.24 (ch.6); 6.8ab (ch.7); 7.48 (ch.8); 7.73 (ch.9); 7.52 (eh. 10); 
9.20 (eh.II); 12.!9cd-22ab, 24cd, 25cd-26ab, 22cd (ch.12); 13.33cd-34ab (ch.13); 
i3.37-41 (ch.14); 14.3lcd-33 (ch.15); !6.!5cd-16ab and 29cd-30ab (ch.16); !8.13-
!8ab (ch.17); 19.18-19 (ch.18); 26.1 (ch.l 9);402 Sa.1.1 and 2 (ch.20); 2.53 and 3.l 6ab 
(ch.21); 3.83-104 and 1.32 (ch.22); 403 Ni.1.2 and 5ab (ch.23); 2.50-51 (ch.24); 11. 
32cd (ch.25); U.28.5cd (ch.26);404 Ci.l. l (ch.27); 405 Ka. I. I and U.1.1 (ch.28). 406 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to are: 407 Abhidhiina (25,408 87), 409 

acarya, 41 0 Agnivesa (64, 107), Amarakosa (87), Arul)adatta (6, 9, 68), asmadviigbha/f
yanibandhana (86), A$/iiligahrdayadfpikii (56), Atreya (10, 40), 411 (Bhagavadgita) (3, 
4, 5, 6), Bhaluki(74, 75), Bha~yakara (101), 412 Bha~yakft (85), 413 Bha\!a ( 4, 5, 11, 17, 
33, 40, 76, 92, 113), 414 Bhanara(ka)hariscandra (30, 52, 55, 65, 89, 94, 102, 106), 415 

Bhavya (76),416 Bhe<;fa (21, 66, 114), Bhogisvara (46, 51, 58, 84), 417 Bhoja (27, 32, 
66, 68, 74, 75, 81), Bopadeva (6, 12), (Brahmasiitra) (6), (Brhadiirru_1yakopani$ad) 
(3), (Cakradatta) (11), Caraka (passim), Cikitsiisiddhiinta ( 41), Candrikii (106), 418 

(I;lalhaQa) (26), Dhanvantari (7, 43, 44, 45, 52, 58, 59, 68), 419 Dr<;lhabala (2, 13, 65, 
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66, 67, 69, 73, 96, 99, 100, 107), Gajakhai:i9ika (70),420 Gayadasa(ll, 24, 40, 41, 45, 
49, 50, 52, 75, 76, 85, 86, 87, 93), Hariscandra (56),421 Harita (70, 95, 96), Hemadri 
(86), Isvarasena (106), Jaimini (17, 33, 44), Jatiikariia (103, 104), Jaijja!a/Jejjaia 
(26, 36, 39, 50, 52, 71, 75, 76, 85, 86, 97, 102, 111), jyotilJsastra (56), Kaiyaia (85), 
Ka!idasa (7, 81), Kapila (55), Karttikakui:i9a (97), Kasyapa (36), (Ka/hopani$ad) 
(3), Kharanada (56, 61, 74, 81, 82, 85, 87, 89, 92, 101, 103, 104, 106, Ill, 113), 
K~arapai:ii (85), (Kiirmapurana) (4), Madhavakara (97), (Mahabhlirata) (81), Maha
bhli$ya (85), (M[cchaka/ikli) (17), (Mul}gakopani$aal (4), naga1juniya~1 (71, 72, 85), 
Nibandhasaqigraha (111, 112), (Paiicadasi) 422 (5), Parasara (28, 30, 70, 71, 95, 98), 
Punarvasu ( 61, 70), 423 Punarvasu Atreya (64 ),424 Phai:iidhara (58), 425 Phai:iisvara (57, 
78), 426 (~gveda) (8), Sahasraphai:iin (58), 427 Salihotra (56), Saqigraha (7, 81), Susruta 
(passim), susrutanibandhalqtal) (39), Taittirfyasakhli (56), (Taittirfyasaq1hita) (17), 
Tantraslira (14 ), Vagbha!a (passim), Vagbha/a/Tkii (33, 37, 56, 93), Vapyacandra (28, 
65, 89, 97), Vidyadhara (passim),428 Vrddhasusrnta (32), Vrddhavagbha/a (65, 93, 
94), and Vyasa (16, 81). 

Nrsi111ha defends Vagbha!a against the accusation of being sympathetic to 
Buddhism. 429 

The author calls himself Nrsi1r1hakavi in the concluding verses of his work. 430 

The name of his father was Bhanasiva,431 ofHaritavaf!)sa, who is described as a great 
scholar in all branches of learning. Nrsil)lha's teacher was Ramakavisvara, a jewel 
among those conversant with tarka and tantra. 432 Another person, whose blessing is 
invoked, is Yi!!halapai:i9ita, praised as well acquainted with Caraka, Susruta and the 
A$/li.rigasaqigraha.433 

Nrsil)lha also wrote a commentary, called Dfpikli, on the A$/lirigah[dayasaq1hitii. 
This commentary is referred to in the Viigbha/amal}gana.434 

The latest authorities quoted by Nrsi1r1hakavi are Hemadri and Vopadeva, who 
lived in the second half of the thirteenth century. The author's terminus ante quern 
cannot be determined with any certainty. K.R. Srikai:i!hamiirti is inclined to assign him 
to the fifteenth century, because Bhavamisra's Bhlivaprakiisa, popular in the sixteenth 
century, is not referred to. 435 

A commentary called PANCIKA, written by an author from Kerala, is quoted by Sridasa 
in his Hrdayabodhikli and therefore earlier. 436 

An anonymous PADARTHACANDRIKAPRABHA is recorded by A. Rahman.437 

PARAMESVARA wrote a commentary called VAKYAPRADIPIKA, 438 which probably 
covered all the sections of the A$/lirigahrdayasaqihitli. 439 · 

The Vakyapradfpikli on the Siitrasthana is written in a simple and lucid style. Au
thorities and works quoted or referred to are: Agama (21.12; 22.6ab), (A)lambayana 
(1.2), Amara (19.84), Amarasiipha (28.31cd), Arui:iadatta (21.7cd-8ab; 23.!6cd-
17ab),440 asmadgw·aval) (23.16cd-I7ab), 441 Atreya (mailgala; 1.2), Bhiilukfya (26.5), 
Bharadvaja (1.2), Bhoja (26.7), Caraka (7.31), Dasapat)Qita (27.14-16ab),442 dha
nvantariyal1 (26.46cd-47; 29.7), Harita (1.2), Ha!aka (23.!6cd-!7ab and 30cd-3!ab; 
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26.6-7ab, 45cd-46ab, 54-55ab; 27.16cd-18ab), Hrdya and Hrdyakara (20.20-21ab 
and 23cd-24; 21.17cd-18; 22.3cd-4; 23.5-6, 8-9, 16cd-17ab, 19, 30cd-3lab; 
25.35cd; 26.28cd-29ab; 27.1-2ab and 12-13), 443 Indu (26.1-4), Kasyapa (1.2), K~a
rapii.1_1i ( 1.2), Nimi (1.2; 20.20-21ab), Pii/hya and Pii\hyakii.ra (6.106; 26.1-4, 13cd-15, 
18, 38; 28.6ab),444 Saipgraha (often), 445 Saralqt (26.16cd-17ab and 20-22ab; 30. 
50cd-52),446 sastrii.ntara (26.36), sruti (I.I), Sundarf (25.35cd; 26.1-4),447 Susruta 
(1.8.; 16.29; 30.8cd-20ab), tantriintara (23.15-16), tantrantarTya~ (19.38cd-41ab), 
Vyiildiyiisara (23.16cd-17ab and 22; 24.4-5 and 6cd-8; 25.1-2),448 Vyasa (2.27), and 
Yogasastra (2.lcd-3). 

Occasionally, Paramesvara gives the Malaya\am equivalents of technical terms and 
names of medicinal plants. 449 The author's views on the identity of medicinal plants 
are frequently referred to by N.S. Mooss. 450 Paramesvara often agrees with the author 
of the Pii{hya, but, occasionally, his opinions are at variance. 451 

Paramesvara regards the apiirvavaidya of the opening verse of the A$/iiligahfdaya 
as Mahesvara, but also considers the possibility that Buddha is meant and that the au
thor was a Buddhist. 

The colophons inform us that the author, dvijottama Paramesvara,452 lived in 
Asvatthagrama 453 on the banks of the river Nila. Another commentator on the A~{ii
Iigahrdayasa1phita, Vasudeva, lived in the same village. 

Paramesvara is dated to a period somewhat later than about A.D. 1425 (Kolamba 
600) by N.S. Mooss, who assumes that he wrote his commentary after the composi
tion of Vasudeva's Anvayainiilii, which work would have been superfluous if the Vii
kyapradipikli had already been available. 454 

A quotation from Paramesvara in Indy's Sasilekha on the A$/ii1igah[daya455 should 
be regarded as an interpolation. 

The PATHYA is an anonymous Sanskrit commentary. 456 

The author of this work, the Pa!hyakii.ra, is quoted in the Kairali, 457 Paramesvara's 
Viikyapradipika,458 SrTdasa's Hrdayabodhikii, 459 in a footnote of Ku1_1!e and Navre's 
edition of the A${iiiigahrdayasaq1hita,460 and in N.S. Mooss's notes on Vagbha\a's ga-
1_1as. 461 A commentary called Pii{hya is referred to in Sarpkara's Lalita. 

The author of the Pii{hya is earlier than Sridii.sa and the latter's teacher, Va
sudeva.462 V. Raghavan 463 claims that it is the oldest of the commentaries written in 
Kerala and that it inspired many later commentators. 464 

RAMAN ATHA wrote a commentary (!Ika) on the A~fiiriga/Jrdaya. 465 

This author wrote a large number of commentaries on medical treatises,466 some 
of which date from the later parts of the seventeenth century, which establishes that he 
cannot be earlier than the eighteenth century. 

RAMANUJACA!t YA of the Sukavata family is recorded as the author of a Telugu com
mentruy, called Anandatfrtha.461 

SAl'\'IKARA, whose full name was Plan to! (Pulamant6!) Sankaran Miis, 468 wrote a com
mentary called LA LIT A. 
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The available parts of this simple commentary, said to be elegantly written, but 
which remains unedited, cover chapters twenty to thirty of the Sutrasthiina. 

The author refers to works ofpredecessors,namely the H[dayabodhika, Hrdya, Pa
/hya, Indu's Sasilekha, and (Arm,1adatta's) Sundan--. 469 

Satpkara was a son of Niiriiyal).a Mus and a pupil of NTiakal).\ha Mus. The cam
paigns ofTipu Sultan made him leave his native village and take refuge in Travancore. 

Sarpkara, who belonged to one of the a~\avaidya fl!Illilies of Kerala, maITied, to
wards the end of the eighteenth century, the heiress of the Vayaskara family, which had 
no male issue left. The legal procedure adopted for this marriage, called sarvasvadii
na, made Sal]'lkara the owner of all the properties and rights of the Vayaskaras, who 
were Nambudiri brahma1,1as, but no a~\avaidyas. The male descendents of Sa1)1kara, 
however, are both Vayaskaras and a~!avaidyas. 470 

SIVADASA(SENA)471 wrote a commentary, called TATIVABODHA,472 on the Uttara
sthiina of the A$/iirigah[daya. It is not certain whether or not he also commented on the 
other sections. 473 

The Tattvabodha shows a number of interesting features. Sivadasa consulted many 
MSS of Viigbha\a's treatise, 474 and was very keen on finding out the correct readings, 
which made him record a large number of variants. 475 Some variants are regarded as 
wrong readings and for that reason rejected. 476 

Sivadiisa refers to earlier commentators 477 and regarded some of them as authori
tative. 478 Arul).adatta's views are sometimes accepted, 479 but more often criticized and 
dismissed. 480 

Sivadasasena's text of the A$!,'iiigah[daya is repeatedly at variance with the current 
editions. 481 

The Buddhist elements in Viigbha!a's work are explained away. Aryiivalokita (5. 
50) is interpreted as Siva; the Miiyuri (5.51) is said to be found in the Atharvaveda. 

The identity of medicinal substances is often discussed. Noteworthy remarks are, 
for example, those on the identity of amba~\hii (34.46), brahmasuvarcalii (39.50), 
gU<;lamaiijari ( 40.52), kakanasa (34.42), uttamakiiral).i (30.27), and variihikanda (39. 
58). 482 Vernacular names for diseases and medicinal substances are recorded in 
a number of instances. 483 Interesting terms used are karakarika/karakiirika 434 and 
piiieo<:Jikii. 485 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to are: Aru1,1a (3.44,486 47cd, 58; 5.3; 
13.66cd-67ab; 22.40cd-42ab; 25.10; 27.24-25ab; 30.27; 34.44cd-45ab), Bhanumatf 
(22.40cd-42ab), Bhela (34.6; 40.59), Bhoja (21.9cd-10ab, 36, 39ab; 23.24cd-26ab; 
29.15; 31.3cd-4ab, 8, 9, 18cd-19ab, 21, 26, 28; 33.19ab), Brahmadeva (25.6 and 
14; 35.17 and 21), Cakra (22.40cd-42ab), 487 Cakradatta (18.59cd-66), Candrii\a 
(5.3; 24.26), Caraka (passim), Carakottarat·antra (22.40cd-42ab), I;>alhaI,1alJ?alva1,1a 
(l.llcd-13ab; 5.3; 18.59cd-66; 31.17-18ab; 38.21-22ab, 24ab, 35-36ab), Dhanva
nt11rinigha11/u (18.20cd; 22.70ab, 82, 91), Gayadasa (22.40cd-42ab; 38.24ab), Hiirita 
(39.130), Jatukan,1a (7.l 9cd-24ab; 16.11; 39.80), Jejjac;la (18.59cd-66), Karfila(l5.16-
l 7; 18.15cd), KarttikakuI,1c;la (22.40cd-42ab), Madhyavagbha/a (22.4cd-5ab, 19-20, 
46ab, 52, 53-54ab, 58cd-59, 93), Medini (22.40cd-42ab), Niigiirjuna (38.3cd-6ab), 
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Nigha;1{u (13.54cd-55),488 Nimi (10.17cd-18a; 30.30cd-31ab), NirghaIJ{a (1), 489 

Niscala (5.18; 13.45; 22.32cd-33ab; 22.91), 490 Ratnaprabhii (13.82cd-83ab), 491 

Siiliikya (19, intr.; 24.25cd-27), Susruta (passim), tantriintara (l.9cd-10ab; 3.18cd-
20ab;492 ll.l 2cd; 16.11; 19.13;493 20.22cd-26ab, 27cd; 32.31-33ab; 33.17-18 and 
49; 34.44cd-45ab; 39.58 and 98cd-10lab),494 Vaidyaprasiiraka (15.24), Videha 
(l0.3-4ab and 8cd-9ab; 23.16-17; 24.44cd-45), Vrddhaviigbha{a (22.37cd-38), and 
Vr11daku1_1<;1a (22.40cd-42ab). 

SRIDASAPA~J?ITA wrote a commentary, called Hrdayabodhikii, 495 which may have 
covered the whole of the A${iiligahrdayasa1phitii. 496 

The Hrdayabodhikii is a very elaborate and valuable commentary, which reflects 
the interpretations of Vagbha\a that were current in Kerala. It quotes many predeces
sors from that region and gives frequently the Malayajam equivalents of technical 
terms and names of medicinal plants.497 Earlier commentators profusely quoted are 
Indu, Aru1_1adatta, Ha\aka, and the authors of the Hrdyii, Pii{hya, and (Vyiikhyii)siira 
Candranandana, however, is completely ignored. 

Sridasa is heavily indebted to Aru1_1adatta, whose comments are very often bor
rowed and incorporated literally in the H[dayabodhikii, without indication of the 
source. Aru1_1a's lengthy exposition on the tantrayuktis (ad A.h.U.40.78) is reproduced 
at the beginning of Sndasa's commentary, which shows the importance he attached 
to this subject. The text of Aru1_1adatta's Sarvii1igasundarii in the printed editions 
differs sometimes from the text in the Hrdayabodhikii. Sridasa quotes, for example, 
a series of verses by Aru1_1a or quoted by him which are not found in the editions. 498 

Occasionally, Aru1_1a's interpretations are rejected. 499 Usually, however, Aru1_1a is 
referred to respectfully. The same applies to Indu, with whom Sndasa often agrees 
and occasionally disagrees. 500 

In a number of instances Sridasa gives his own opinion explicitly, referring to him
self as Pandita. 501 These references show that he had his own view on the diseases be
longing t~ tlie category agantu 502 and did not always accept the opinion of the author 
of the Hrdyii. 503 More often he mentions what his teacher, Vasudeva, thought on a par
ticular subject. 504 This teacher had his own judgments on the correctness of particular 
readings 505 and interpretations. 506 

The abundance of quotations from earlier authors and works contributes to the 
value of the H[dayabodhikii. 

Authorities and works quoted or referred to are: Agama (very often), Agama{Ucii 
(Ni.2.3cd-6ab, 56ab,507 72-73ab; 10.4; ll.49-5lab), Agastya (Sii.1.1), Agnivesa 
(Sii.l.3-4ab), Agnivesya (Sa.3.61cd-62ab, 65cd-66ab, 67cd),Alambiiyana(Sii. l. l; 5. 
40), Amara (Sii. l. l lcd; Sa.6.2; Ni.14.35), Amaramii/ii (Sii.5.37-39), 508 Amarasimha 
(Sii.28.26cd-31), Arthasiistra ( Sii.2.1 cd-3ab ), Aru1_1adatta (passim), 509 asmadgura~al). 
(Sii.2.41-45ab; 16.12ab; 23.15cd-16ab and 21; 25.16cd-19; 26.13-14 and 20cd-
22ab; 27.28-32; Sa.l.83cd-88ab and 94; 3.27cd, 59, 65cd-66ab, 119; 4.34-35ab, 
36cd-37ab, 40ab; 6.47; Ni.1.5cd; 8.15ab; 10.4), A${ii1igas111pgraha, Asvavaidya 
(Sii.l.9cd-lO), Asvinasa1phitii (Sii.5.21cd-23ab; 6.54), Atreya (Sii.l.3-4ab and 
14cd-15ab; Sa.5.127), Aurabhra (Sii.5.44-45), Ayurvediivatiira (Sii.5.55; Sa.3.7-
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8ab),51 ' Biilakiivyada (Sii.1.18), 511 Bhiiluki (Sii.19.79cd-80ab; 27.34-36ab; 28.19 
and 20-21ab; Ni.2.64-65ab and 76cd-78; 5.1-2), Bhiilu/6ya (Sii.26.5, 10-11, 22-26, 
43cd-46ab), Bharadv~ja (Sii.1.1), B/JiiradvaJ7ya (Sii.3.67cd), Bhii$Ja (Ni.l l.17cd-· 
18a), 512 Bhii~yakrt (Sii. l.14cd-16ab), 513 Bhagarahariscandra (Sii.21.14cd-15), 514 
Bhec_la (Sii.1.3-4ab; Sa.5.30cd-3 l), Bhoja (Sii.3.18-23ab; 5.19 and 35-36ab; 6.88cd-
89ab, 93-96ab, lllcd-114ab, 167cd-168ab; 20.5 and 15cd-16; 26.6; 26.10-11, 
twice; 26.27-29ab; 26.36-37, three quotations; 28.20-21ab, 21cd, 26cd-31; 29.16-
18, three quotations; 29.57-59ab; 29.59cd-61, four quotations; 29.62-64, twice; 
30.3-8ab and 39; 30.45cd-46, twice; Ni.2.64-65ab), BhojariiJiya (Sii.3.11), Budd/Jii
gama (Sii.1.1), Cai:iakya (Sii.7.14-18ab), Candra!a (Sii.17.4ab), Caraka (passim), 515 
Dakara (Sii.5.55), 516 Deva/fya (Sii.2.22-23ab), Dhanvantari (Sii.1.1 and 17.4ab; 
Sii.5.128), dhiinvantanyii~ (Sii.1.1 and 6cd; 19.20-24ab and 45cd-46ab; 26.47-55ab; 
29.6cd-8ab; 30.3-8ab; Ni. I 0.20cd-21), dramilakavaya~ (Sii.l .23cd-24ab), 517 Dr
c_lhabala (Sii.3.61cd-62ab and 67cd), Gopiilikii (Sii.6.91cd-94), 518 Haliiyudha (Sii. l. l, 
twice), Haramekha/ii (Sii.3.19-22), Hariscandra (Sii.1.1; 5.6-7ab and 42ab), 519 

Harita (Sii.l .3-4ab), Hii!aka (passim), 520 Hirai:iyak~a (Sii.19.79-80ab), Hirru_1yiik$fya 
(Sa.3.67cd), Hrdyii and Hrdyakara (passim), 521 Indu (passim), 522 Jatiikari:ia (Sii.1. 
3-4ab), Kak$aputa (Sii.3.19--22), Kalidasa (Sii.2.30), Kiimandakfya (Sii.7.14-18ab), 
Kiilikayana (Sii.1.14cd-15ab), Kapilabala (Sii.l.!2ab), Kasyapa (Sii.1.1; 3.19-22; 
5.44-45), Kharanada (Sii.1.9cd-10 and 19; 3.1-2; 5.18, 23cd, 28cd, 29ab; 6.64cd, 
114cd-115ab, 149cd, 153cd-157; 8.54-55ab, twice; 9.1; 12.69-72; 19.1 lcd-12ab, 
14cd-15, 76cd-77ab; Ni.14.20 and 21), Kriyiisidd/Ji (l.23cd-24ab), 523 Kr~i:iatreya 
(Sii.l.14ab; 5.9cd-l0; 6.29-30ab and 156ab), K~arapii~1i (Sii.1.3-4ab and 14cd-15ab; 
4.6cd-7; 19.79cd-80ab), K$iirapii1J1ya (Sii.7.59cd-65ab), Miigha (Sii.2.25cd), 524 Ma
/Jiib/Jiirata (Sii.7.68cd-72ab), Mahiibhoja (Sii.6.83), Ma/Jiiyiina (Sii.5.79-80ab), 525 
mauhiirtika~ (Sii.16.17-18ab), muni (passim), Niigiinanda (Sa.5.6-9ab), 526 Nagnajit 
(Sii.1.1), Naiyasika (Sii.3.7cd-8 and 44; 4.6cd-7; 5.18, 527 Nandikesvarasa,phitii 
(Sii.7.68cd-72ab),528 Nig/Ja(l{U (Sii.1.1; 6.96;529 19.15cd-17), Nimi (Sii.1.1 and 
14cd-15ab; 20.4cd-5ab, 15-16ab, 19cd-20, 32-33ab), Nyasa (Sii.2.9cd; 15.47; 
20.39),530 Nyiiyabhii$ya (Sii.12.40-43ab), Palakiipya (Sii.16.21cd-22ab), Paiiciila 
(Sii.7.68cd-72ab), 531 Paiicika (Sii.2.1-3ab; 3.26cd-27 and 45-47ab; 24.22),532 

Paiicikakara (Sii.3.50cd-51ab), Pai:ic_lita (Sii.4.6cd-7 and 31; 12.47cd-49ab; 27.52), 
Parasara (Sii.l .3-4ab; 9.21; Sii.3.65cd-66ab), paratantra (Sii.5.29ab, 42cd-43; 
l 9.50cd-5 lab; Sa.3.8cd-9ab), 533 Pii!hyakara (passim),534 Pau~kalavata (Sii.3.42cd-
44ab), Puriil)a (Sii.2.30), Ratira/Jasya (Sii.7.68cd-72ab; 19.77cd-78ab), Saivapurii1,1a 
(Sii.1.1), salakina~ (Sii.2.4cd-5 and 7ab), Saqigraha (passim),535 Sarµkaraciirya 
(Sii.1.1), Siil!lkhya (Sa.3.61cd-62ab), Sarakrt (passim), 536 Saramu$[i (Sii.5.55 and 
78cd; 6.91cd-94 and 129cd-131; 15.46; 16.17-18ab; 18.36cd), Sarviiiigasundarii 
(often), 537 S,isi/ekhii (often),538 Sausruta (often), Siddha (Sii.30.3-8ab), Skiindapurii-
1,1a (Sii.1.1), Slokala111kara (Sii.6.151cd-155; 539 7.32ab),540 sruti (Sii.1.1 and 3-4ab), 
siidasiistra (Sii.3.30cd-32ab; 5.50ab; 6.29-30ab and 104cd-106ab; 18.29), Susruta 
(passim), Susrutamahapiifha (Sii.5.13ab),541 tantrakrta~ (Sa.3.61cd-62ab), tantriintara 
(Sii.5.49; 6.30cd, 31, 156; 15.46; 20.22; Sa.2.3cd-6a; 3.14-15, I7cd-l8a, 55-56), 542 

tiirkika~ (Sii.24.22), tippaQa (Sii.3.61cd-62ab, 63cd-64ab, 77cd-78, 79, 82, 96-103, 
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107cd-113ab; 5.4lcd-42ab, 109, 112, 119cd-120ab; 6.1, 19cd-23ab, 24-25ab, 
48cd-57),543 Udbha\a (Sii.3.23cd-26ab),544 Vaha\a (passim), vaidantikah (Sii.24. 
22), Vaidehfsaqihita (23.16cd),545 "lkijayantf (Sii.4.31; Ni.2.38-39; 14.26-27), 546 

Vaitaral_la (Sii.1.14ab; 20.16cd-17ab), Valmiki (Sa.5.109), Vamadeva (Sii.28.3-9, 
19, 26cd-3 l), Vatsyanana (Sii.7.68cd-72ab), Veda (Sii.3.1-2), Visvamitra (Sii.30. 
8cd-18), Visvamitrfya (Sii.30.1-2, 8cd-18, 39), Visvaprakasika (Ni.2.38-39), 547 

V,ddhasausruta (Sii.5.3-4ab), Vyasa (Sii.2, intr. and 27), Yadava (Sii.17.16-I7a),548 

Yajul_isruti (Sa.1.24cd-26ab), and Yavanasarphita (Sii.3.9). 549 

SrldasapaI.J<:Jita550 was a pupil of Vasudeva. 551 Another pupil of the same teacher 
wrote the Vyakhyasara, often quoted by Sridasa, and therefore written somewhat ear
lier. The H,dayabodhika and Vyakhyasara contain a number of quotations, attributed 
to the guru of the authors, which are identical. 552 

A Malaya.jam commentary on the A${ii1igah,daya, Srika,1\ha's Alpabuddhiprabo
dhana, follows closely the H,dayabodhika and Vyakhyasara Sn1':aI.J\ha is placed in the 
latter half of the fourteenth century, which implies that SridasapiiI.J<:Jita may belong to 
the first half of the fourteenth century at the latest. 553 His terminus post quern depends 
on the dates of Aru1Jadatta and Miihuka (the author of the Haramekhala), who are 
quoted. 

A more precise dating would be reached if Sridasa's teacher were the Vasudeva 
who wrote the Anvayama/a on the A${iiligah,dayasarphita. 

Sridasapa,19ita is quoted in Paramesvara's Vakyapradfpika, 554 assigned to about 
A.D. 1425,555 which does not conflict with the hypothesis that the author of the An
vayama/a was his guru. The quotations from a work by this guru in the H,dayabodhika 
could in that case be from the Anvayamala. If correct, the hypothesis that Sri:diisa was 
a pupil of the author of the An vayamala corroborates that he belongs to the fourteenth 
century. 

SRJKA~ITHA, pupil of Govinda Sa1pkaracarya, wrote a MalayaJam commentary, called 
Al pabuddhiprabodhana. 556 

This commentary follows closely Sridasa's H,dayabodhika and the V}iikhyasara, 
and consists partly of Malaya.jam translations of passages from these works. 

Its author, SrlkaI.J\ha, is identified as the teacher, well-versed in ayurveda, of 
Riighava, who wrote a commentary, called Padarthacintana, on Vasudeva Parama
sivayogin 's Yudhi$thiravijaya, a kavya.557 Raghava refers in this commentary to Sri:
ka1J\ha Riighava was in his tum the teacher of Sarpkara, the author of the Sn1cm1avi
jaya, 558 who mentions him respectfully. 

Raghava is referred to in the Candmtsava, a m~1ipravala kiivya of the fifteenth cen
tury; Sarpkara is mentioned in the Kokilasarpdesa by UddaI.J<:Ja, 559 who flourished in the 
beginning of the fifteenth century. 

Srlkar:i\ha can therefore be assigned to the second half of the fourteenth century. 560 

The SUGATATIKA is recordedby some authors. 561 This commentary is quoted in Ku-
1)\e and Navre's edition of the A${iiiigah,dayasarphita. 562 
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TOI;>ARAMALLAVAIDYA is the authorof a commentary, called NIDANACINTAMA1'1I, 
on the Nidanasthana of the A$/iitigahrdaya. 

The author, Toi;laramallavaidya Kanhaprabhu, was the son of the physician BeiIJ1-

devaprabhu and Samambika,563 which makes him different from the Toi;lara to whom 
the Tcx;fariinanda is attributed. 564 

The Nidiinacintamal)i is quoted in the footnotes of Kul).!e and Navre's edition of 
the A$/iingah[dayasarphita. 565 These quotations show that Th. Aufrecht's assertion that 
Toi;lara often agrees with Aru~1adatta 566 is untenable. Toi;lara has many independent in
terpretations; the similarities between the commentaries of Toi;lara and Candranandana 
are more striking than those between the Nidanacintam1U)i and the Sarva1igasundara. 

P. Cordier remarks that T0<;laramalla's commentary is poor in quotations. 567 

UDA YADITY A(BHA TTA) was the author of a commentary called A~TANGAHlj.DA YA
DIPIKA. 568 He was the son ofMadhavabha!!a and was born in Sristhitagramamak~ika
ral).ya.569 

Udayaditya's commentary shows that its author is heavily indebted to his predeces
sor Srldasa, and was influenced by Arul).adatta's interpretations. He sometimes borrows 
from Sridasa's sources without mentioning their names. 570 

Udayaditya is probably identical with the commentator Manodayliditya. 571 

VACASPATIMISRA is mentioned by some authors as a commentator on the ~/iirigahf
daya.572 

VAGBHATA himself is recorded as the author of a commentary, called ~/iiligahr
dayavair;liiryakabhii$ya.513 The Sanskrit text of this work has not been preserved, 
but it is available in a Tibetan translation (Yan-Jag brgyad-pa!]i siii1i-po ies-bya-ba!Ji 
sman-dpyad-kyi bsad-pa) that forms part of the Tanjur. This translation, produced 
during the first half of the life of Lha-bla-ma Ye-ses-!)od,574 was made by DharmasrI
varman 575 and Sakya blo-gros (Sakyamati), 576 according to its colophon, which adds 
that the translation was revised by Mar-lo,577 Rig-pa gion-nu (Yidyakumara), and 
Dbyig-gi rin-chen (Vasuratna).578 

Vagbha!a's auto-commentary 579 was rendered into Tibetan before the ~/ii1igahr
dayasa1phita itself. 580 

Medical authorities ref erred to are Agastya, Agni vesa, Atri, Bheda, Caraka, HarHa, 
Nimi, Saunaka, Susruta, and Yasistha. 581 · 

Vagbha!a's bha~ya may be m~~tioned in the Kusumavali on the Siddhayog a.582 

VAGBHATA, author of the Kavyanusasana, is credited with a Hlj.DA YA T(PPAl'IA 583 

VAPY A CANDRA is sometimes regarded as a commentator on the A$/iirigah[daya. 584 

VASUDEVA wrote a commentary called ANVAYAMALA, 585 which mainly consists of 
prose paraphrases (anvaya) of Vagbha!a's verses, thus elucidating their syntax. 586 The 
An vayamalii probably covered the whole of the A$/iiligahrdaya. 587 
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Vasudeva was a Nambudiri brahmai;ia and a disciple of a~iavaidya Alattiir Nampi 
of Tirunavay, on the banks of the river Ponnani. 588 Vasudeva himself mentions that 
he lived in Vaiagrama, which is the same village as Asvatthagrama, where Parame
svara lived. Paramesvara's commentary may have been influenced by the An vayamii
lii. Vayaskara N.S. Mooss, who edited the commentaries of lndu and Paramesvara on 
the A${iitigahrdaya, as well as the Anvayamiilii on the Sarirasthana and two parts of the 
Pii{hya, was a descendant of Vasudeva, who was, as declared by himself, of Vayaskara 
lineage. 

N.S. Mooss dates Vasudeva to a period before AD. 1425, which implies that he 
may have been the teacher of Sridasapai;i«;!ita and the author of the vyiikhyiisiira 

A story told about Vasudeva relates that he cured the Raja ofTekkumkur, who suf
fered from a carbuncle, which resulted in his being outcasted by his Nambudiri rela
tives, who considered him to be degraded through the practice of surgery. 589 

VJSVESVARAPA~I;l!TA wrote a commentary called VJJNEY ARTHAPRAKASIKA. 59o 

VITTHALAPA~I?IT A is sometimes regarded as the author of a commentary called Di
PIKA. 591 

An anonym~us VY i\.KHYA is recorded by some authors. 592 

A commentary called VY AKHY A.SARA 593 was written by an author from Kerala. 594 

The name of this author may have been Ravi. 595 

The small part of this commentary that has been edited (Sa.1.1-77)596 contains 
quotations from Agama, Arui;iadatta ( J.59cd-62 and 63-69), Bharata (1.70-72ab), 597 

Caraka, Daruvahin (I.Sa-c), HiraJJyiik$Iya ( J.5d-6ab, 23cd-24ab, 24cd-26ab), Kohala 
( 1.70-72ab ), 598 Sarpgraha, Sausruta, Smrti ( l.26cd-27ab ), and tantriintara ( I. 26cd-
27ab and 27cd-28ab). 

The author of the vyiikhyiisiira is quoted as Sarakrt by lndu, Paramesvara, Srida
sapa~19ita, and the author of the Kairali. 599 Paramesvara cites the vyiikhyiisiira too. 

The author was a contemporary of Sridasapai;i«;lita and studied under the same 
teacher, called Vasudeva by Sridasa. The Vyiikhyiisiira and Sridasa's H[dayabodhikii 
contain identical quotations from and references to this teacher. 600 

Y ASONANDANA SARKA.RA is mentioned as the author of a commentary called PRA
DIPAKHYA. 601 

One or more anonymous corrunentaries on the A${iitigasaq1graha are recorded in MSS 
Catalogues. 602 

BRAHMA.NANDA or Brahmasiiri wrote a commentary, called TATPARYADIPIKA, on 
the A${iiJigasa.rpgraha 603 

INDU wrote the SASILEKHA on the A${iitigasa1pgraha.604 
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RAMACANDRASASTRIN KINJAVAQEKAR wrote a PRABHATIPPA~I on chapters one 
to eleven of the Siitrasthiina of the A$[iiligas111pgraha. 605 
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Various ancient authorities 

BANDHAKA I is mentioned as the author of a treatise on children's diseases in Qalha
i:ia's Nibandhasaf(lgraha (ad Su.U.1.4cd-8ab). He therefore figures on the traditional 
list of authors of a tantra on kaumarabhrtya. 2 

BHALUKI 3 was the author of a Bhiilukitantra, 4 also quoted as Bhalukfya 
Authors and treatises quoting from or referring to this work or its author are 

A9hamalla, 5 Anantakumara, 6 the A.yurvediibdhisiira and its commentary, 7 the Bhe$a· 
jakalpa,8 the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, Bindu,9 Cakraplil).idatta, IO Candra!a, 11 Catu
rbhuja, 12 Cu9amai:ii, 13 Qalhai:ia, 14 Damodara, 15 Dattarama, 16 Gangadhara, 17 Gayada
sa, 18 Hlirai:iacandra, 19 Jejja!a,20 Madhavacarya,21 Bhudeb Mookerjee,22 Narliyai:ia, 23 

Niscalakara,24 N{sif!"lhakavi,25 Paramesvara,26 Ramaprasada,27 Sivadasasena,28 So
madeva, 29 Sridasapai:i<;lita,30 Srikai:i!hadatta, 31 To<;lara, 32 Vacaspati, 33 Vagbha!a, 34 

Vallabhabha!!a,35 Venka!esa, Vijayarak~ita,36 and Visvanatha DvivedI.37 Bhliluki is 
also quoted by the unknown author of the interpolated portions of Niscalakara's Ra
tnaprabhii.38 

Hariprapanna quotes some rasayogas, ascribed to Bhaluki, from Dattarama's Rasa
riijasundara, 39 Dattlitreya's Rasaca!igiirpsu,40 Devesvara Upadhyliya's Rasendraratna
ko$a, 41 Kasinatha's Cikitsiikramakalpavallf, 42 Magnirama's Rasakalpalatii,43 and the 
anonymous Rasaratnakaumudf. 44 

Verses from the Bhii/ukitantra were incorporated in the Miidhavacikitsii, 45 Siddha
yoga,46 Cakradatta,41 and various later works. 

The Indian tradition regards Bhliluki as the author of a salyatantra, 48 but the quota
tions from the treatise called after him show that it dealt with more aspects of medicine. 

The Bhiilukitantra was composed in the fonn of a dialogue between an unknown 
teacher and Bhaluki as his pupil. 49 It may have consisted ofa number of sections (sthli
na), since a Siddhisthana of the work is referred to. 50 It was probably written in verse, 
interspersed with prose. 5I 

Subjects covered by the quotations are: units of time, 52 the preparation of 
medicines, 53 emetics and clysters, 54 surgical instruments, 55 bloodletting, 56 the ap
plication of leeches, 57 the extraction of foreign bodies, 58 the surgical treatment of 
asman (vesical calculus),59 the diagnosis and treatment of various diseases, 60 and in 
particular the description and treatment of fevers. Bhaluki's description of a series of 
saqmiplita fevers, his characterization of the disorder called ko!ha, 61 and his way of 
distinguishing between killisa and svitra, 62 were famous, being quoted in a number of 
later works. The number of sukadosas and their subdivision, as found in his tantra, 
were, however, not accepted by late; authors. 63 
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The comments ofCakrapar:iidatta and Qalha~1a on Susruta's chapters about surgical 
instruments show that Bhaluki's treatise was probably one of the sources of the Su
srutasamhitii. 64 

On; verse is said to be common to the works ofBhaluki and Bhoja. 65 Another quo
tation, ascribed to Bhaluki, consists of verses found in the Bhelasal!Jhitii. 66 

Most interesting are the verses on saqmipata fevers. A long series is quoted in the 
Madhukosa67 and Narayar)a's Jvaranirl}aya; 68 closely related descriptions are found 
in the Kiisyapasarphitii, 69 \4uigasena,70 and Jvaratimirabhiiskara. 71 Niscala cites eight 
stanzas on saqmipata fever in general72 and twenty-four verses on irregular (vi~a
ma) fevers. 73 The last series is the longest description known of the vi~ama fevers; 
pralepakafeveris included in the group. 

Bhaluki was opposed to the admission of siidras as pupils of ayurvedic teachers. 74 

The Bhiilukitantra is probably a rather early work, anterior to Jejja!a, Miidhava
cikitsii and Siddhayoga 

The iatrochemical tradition regards Bhaluki as one of its originators and authori
ties. 75 

BHOJA 76 is an ancient authority who composed a work of his own that may have re
sembled the Susrutasarphitii17 in being of a comprehensive nature, although laying em
phasis on salya and salakya. Bho ja's treatise, referred to as a sarphita78 or tantra, was, 
as appears from quotations, written in verse, mixed with some prose, 79 and must have 
been in the form of a dialogue between a teacher and some king. so Bhoja was undoubt
edly a specialist in salya and salakya, 81 but the quotations from his work prove that he 
was well versed in basic concepts,82 anatomy, 83 kaumarabhrtya,84 kayacikitsa,85 ma
teria medica, 86 technical rules, 87 etc. 

The Indian tradition regards him as the author of a salyatantra.88 This work may 
have been one of Susruta's sources. 89 

The ancient Bhoja is quite different from his later namesake to whom numerous 
works on various subjects, including medicine, are attributed. 90 

Bhoja is already known as an ancient medical authority in Buddhist literature, 91 

where he is referred to as a specialist in toxicology and the treatment of snake-bites. 92 

Special features ofBhoja's treatise, as shown by quotations, are: the digestive fire 
forms part of pitta; 93 a divergent description of the stages of embryonic development; 94 

the same views on irregular fevers as expressed by other specialists in salya; 95 prava
hika is called visra,psi; 96 numerous detailed descriptions of diseases; 97 the description 
of nine types of pramehapi<;laka; 98 masurika, one of the pramehapi~akas, is called ku
latthika; 99 the absence ofraktavidradhi as a separate type of vidradhi; 100 an aberrant 
view on sidhma; 101 the acceptance of a larger number of k~udrarogas; 102 the recogni
tion of sixty-five mukharogas; 103 the description of ten types of ka~aya; 104 the names 
of some uncommon plants: alak~mi, 105 lak~mi and mahalak~mi, 106 hrasvavalli, maha
valli, k~udravalli, and svetavalli. 101 

Several versions of Bhoja's work may have been current, since quotations are 
found from authorities and works called Bhojaraja, BhojariiFya, Bhojottara, Brha
dbhoja, K$udrabhoja, Mahiibhoja, and V[ddhabhoja. 108 
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Bhoja is almost always quoted with respect, but on one occasion Qalhai:ia rejects 
his view. 109 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Bhoja 110 are: A<;lhamalla, 1" 
Anantaku'mara, 112 Asubodha and Nityabodha Senagupta in their commentary on the 
Rasaratnasamuccaya, " 3 the Ayurvediibdhisiira and its commentary, 114 Bhavamisra, 115 
Bharadvaja's Bhe$a)akalpa, 116 the Bhe$a)akalpasiirasll1)1graha, the Brhannighai:iru
ratniikara, 117 Binod Lal Sen in his Ayurvedavijfiiina, " 8 Cakrapai:iidatta in his Ayu
rvedadfpikii119 and Bhiinumatf, 120 Candra\a, 121 Qalhai:ia, 122 Damodara, 123 Dattarama 
Caube, 124 the Gandhaviida, 125 Gailgadhara in his Bhe$a)akalpa, Gayadasa, 126 Gopa
ladasa in his Cikitsiimrta, Hara~iacandra, 127 lndu,128 Jejja!a, 129 the Jvaracikitsita, 
the Jvarasamuccaya, the Kaira/f commentary on the Uttarasthana of the A${iingahr
dayasarphitii, 130 Karandikar in his Nidiinadfpikii, 131 Kasirama, 132 Lak~mirama, 133 

Naganatha in his Nidiinapradfpa, Narasi1pha in his commentary on the Miidhavanidii
na, Niscalakara, 134 Nrsi1phakavi, 135 Paramesvara, 136 Raghunatha, 137 Rupanayana 
in his commentary on the Yogasataka, Sivadasasena, 138 Sridasapa~1<;1ita, 139 Srika
i:i!hadatta, 140 Tisa!a,141 To<;lara, 142 Trimalla,143 Vacaspati, 144 Vagbha!a, 145 the Vai
dyacintiimal}i, 146 Vijayarak~ita, 147 VIrasi1pha, 148 and the Yogaratniikara. 149 Bho ja 
is also quoted by the unknown author of the interpolated portions of Niscalakara 's 
Ratnaprabhii. 150 

Bhoja is mentioned in the Ma'dinal-~/Jifa' 151 and Amanallah Khan's Ganj-i Badii
ward, written during the reign of Shah Jahan. 152 

Bhojaraja153 is quoted by Anantakumara, 154 in the Kiimaratna, 155 and by Sivada
sasena. 156 The Bhojaliijfya 157 is cited in the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya and by Srlda
sapa9<;1ita 158 Bhojottara, 159 B,hadbhoja, 160 and K$udrabhoja 161 are cited by Ananta
kumara. Mahiibhoja is cited by Sridasapa~1<;lita. 162 Brhadbhoja was one of the sources 
of the Bhe$a)akalpasiirasll1)1graha 163 and Gailgadhara's Bhe$ajakalpa. VrcJdhabhoja is 
quoted by A<;lhamalla, 164 the commentator on the Ayurvediibdhisiira, 165 Candra\a, 166 

Qalhai:ia, 167 Naganatha in his Nidiinapradfpa, Rupanayana in his commentary on the 
Yogasataka, T•<;lara, 168 Vacaspati, 169 Vijayarak~ita, 170 and the unknown author of the 
interpolated portions of Niscalakara's Ratmiprabhii. 171 

The verses from VrcJdhabhoja are interesting, since they stress the importance of 
disorders of the digestive fire and describe the differences among three close! y related 
disorders of this group, namely arocaka, bhaktadve~a and abhaktacchanda. 

Bhoja's treatise may belong to the pe1iod in which the sa1phita of Susruta was re
vised; it may even be earlier and belong to Susruta's sources, 172 since Srlkai:i!hadatta 
remarks that Susruta follows Bhoja. 173 Qalha9a refers unfavourably to predecessors 
who incorporated a statement by Bhoja in the text of the Susmtasazphitii. 114 Bhoja is 
mentioned in the company of Bhaluki 175 and Visvamitra, 176 also together with Jejja!a 
and Karttika 177 He is certainly earlier than Jejja!a, Indu, Tisa!a, etc., who quote him. 
Bhoja himself refers to earlier authorities 178 and to Dhanvantari. 179 

CAK~UFA or CAK~U~YE~A 180 is an ancient medical authority and the reputed author 
of a lost tantra on salakya. 181 

He is quoted 182 or referred to by A<;lhamalla, 183 Anantakumara, 184 Asubodha and 
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Nityabodha in their commentary on the Rasaratnasamuccaya, 185 the author of the Bhe
~ajakalpasiirasaf)'lgraha, 186 the author of the Bhesajjamaiijiisiisannaya, 187 Cakrapai:ii
datta, 188 Candra!a, 189 J?alhai:ia, 190 Gayadiisa, 191 Indu, 192 Miidhava, 193 Niscalakara, 194 

Sivadiisasena, 195 Srikai:i\hadatta, 196 Toc;Iara, 197 Viicaspati, 198 Viigbha!a, 199 and Vanga
sena.200 

Cak~u~yei:ia's treatise was one of the sources of Cakrapai:iidatta's Cikitsiisarp
graha. 201 

Cak~u~ye~1a's work was probably a saqihita,202 mainly written in verse, 203 with an 
emphasis on sfiliikya, but also covering many other subjects. 204 The citations show that 
Cak~u~ye~1a's treatise dealt with general subjects, technical rules,205 paiicakarman, 206 

and the treatment of diseases belonging to the divisions ofkiiyacikitsii andkaumiirabh!·
tya.207 Among the general subjects were the three types of country (desa), 208 the con
stitutions (pralqti),209 sattva, 210 siitmya, 211 the various types ofka~iiya, 212 and the four 
types of sneha. 213 

Cak~u~ye1:ia distinguished two varieties of kviitha. 214 He held a divergent view 
on the meaning of pilla, regarding it as a term designating one eye disease or a 
small group of disorders, two of which are known under the names aklinna- and 
praklinnavartman. 215 

A Ciik~u~a quoted by Malliniitha 216 appears to be a different author, who wrote on 
niti or gajasiistra. 217 

DARUKA 218 is an ancient medical authority, quoted by Cakrapai:iidatta219 on the 
rules for the preparation and administration of decoctions. Two citations, found in the 
commentaries of Arm:iadatta and Sridiisa on the A~/iirigahrdayasarphitii, may be from 
Diiruka, if certain variants in the MSS are preferable to the printed text. 220 

Opinions are divided on the question whetheror not Diiruka is identical with Dii
ruviiha. 221 A decision cannot be reached on this point. 

A Diiruka is the friend and charioteer of Krsna in the M ahiibhiirata222 and a number 
of Purai:ias. 223 · · • 

DAR UV AHA, 224 sometimes called Diiruviihi(n), is an ancient medical authority, 
referred to and quoted in a number of texts and commentaries. 

Diiruviiha's name occurs in the Kasyapasaq1hitii, where he induces Vrddhajivaka 
to put questions to his teacher, Kasyapa.225 Another chapter of the same treatise226 

presents him as a member of an assembly of sages who declare how many types of 
diseases should be distinguished; the royal sage (riijar~i) Diiruviiha is credited with the 
thesis that diseases are of five kinds: of exogenous origin (iigantuja), caused by one of 
the three do~as, or all three together. 

Diiruviiha is quoted by Arui:iadatta,227 Cakrapai:iidatta,228 Jejja!a,229 and Niscala
kara.230 Diiruviihi(n) is cited by Sridiisapai:ic;lita 231 and the author of the '\lyiikhyiisiira 
on the ~/iitigah[daya. 232 Indu refers to Diiruviihi(n) in his commentary on the A~/ii
Iigasarpgraha. 233 

Niscala gives Daruviiha 's opinion on the quantities of a kviitha and sneha to be pre-
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scribed to different types of patients. Cakrapiil)idatta and Jejja\a quote verses about the 
pathophysiology of fever. Antl)adatta and Sridasapa1~9ita quote two stanzas on the cir
cumstances during sexual intercourse which determine the conception of a boy or a 
girl. Arul)adatta cites Daruvahi on the physiology of lactation. 234 Indu ascribes some 
statements in prose on the qualities required of a wet-nurse to Daruviihi,235 cites him 
twice as interpreting in a different way some verses on the deities to be inscribed in 
a maI)9ala serving to ward off grahas,236 and regards Nagnajit as identical with Dii
ruviihin. 237 The view that Diiruviiha or Daruvahi(n) and Nagnajit are one and the same 
authority is shared by a number of contemporary Indian scholars.238 Some consider 
him to be the same as Diiruka. 239 

JI VAKA 240 is mentioned as the author of a treatise on children's diseases in I;>alhat:ta's 
commentary on the Susrntasarphitii. 241 Recipes attributed to him are found in Anan
takumiira's Yogaratnasamuccaya,242 the Bower MS, 243 the Cakradatta, 244 T0<;lara's 
Ayurvedasaukhya,245 and Vai!gasena's Cikitsiisiirasarpgraha.246 These prescriptions, 
apart from those in the Bower MS, do not deal with children's diseases; 247 those 
found in Anantakumlira's work are concerned with disorders in pregnant women. 
Some verses, occurring in Vai!gasena' s treatise, enumerate seven disorders of the 
breastmilk, as described by Hvaka. 248 The collection of prescriptions, known as the 
Jfvakapustaka, mentions Jivaka as one who gets instruction in medical matters from 
the Buddha. 249 

A (Vrddha)jivaka is the reputed author of the Kiisyapasarphitii, a treatise special
izing in the branch of ayurveda called kaumiirabhflya.250 The Kiisyapar$iproktastrf
cikitsiisiitra, a Buddhist treatise on embryology and prenatal care, is said to have been 
taught by Kasyapa to Jivaka. 251 Thai traditional medicine credits Jivaka with treatises 
on children's diseases. 252 

Although his name is often mentioned in connection with paediatrics, the earli
est references to him, found in Buddhist literature, depict him as a skillful surgeon, 253 

who practised laparotomy and even trephination of the skull. 254 This Jivaka, surnamed 
Komiirabhacca, 255 is described as providing free medical care to the Buddha and other 
monks, and donating his mango grove, named Jivakiiriima, at Ra jagrha, to the Buddhist 
monastic community. His free medical service to monks is said to have attracted large 
numbers of people to join the order. Legends about his life and medical feats can be 
found in many versions of a number of Buddhist scriptures. 256 

Jivaka is reported to have obtained his medical education at Tax.ila by studying for 
seven years as apprentice to a physician, who is called Atreya in part of the sources. 
After completing his studies, he travelled widely and acquired great fame. The legends 
concerning Jivaka recount treatments performed on various people in different places. 

A lfvakacarita, devoted to the life and deeds of the Jivaka known from Buddhist 
literature, was written by Subhacandra, an author assigned to the sixteenth century. 257 

Jivaka is known as Kumlirajiva (lJcho-byed gfon-nu) in the Tibetan medical tradi
tion, where he is associated with G-yu-thog yon-tan mgon-po. 258 

The secondary literature on Jivaka is rather extensive. 259 
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KAP ILA 260 is quoted in Niscala's Ratnaprabhii on the composition of the groups of 
drugs called tryii~m:ia, caturii~ai:ia, paiico~ai:ia, and ~a~ii~ai:ia. 261 

Kapila is also quoted in TCJ4ara' s Ayurvedasaukhya. 262 TCJ4ara 's quotations, deal
ing with the symptoms and treatment of fevers and vesical calculi, do not convey the 
impression of being from an early treatise, since the saqmipata fevers called rakt~~I
vin and pralapaka are mentioned. 

Hemadri cites a verse by a Kapila who is obviously identical with Kapilabala, for 
this stanza about the relationships between the do~as and the tastes fonns part of the 
text of the A$fiiligasarpgraha. 263 The Kapila quoted by Nrsirphakavi is the same as the 
Kapilabala quoted by Cakra. 264 

D.Ch. Bhattacharyya claims that Kapila, whom he regards as identical with 
the Kapilabala who was Dr~habala's father, is twice cited ·or referred to by Ni
scalakara. 265 A medical authority called Kapila figures in the Milindapaiiha ( 4. 
7.20)266 and Visuddhimagga. 261 His name is also found in the Mahiivyutpatti. 268 A 
medical treatise, devoted to rasayana, called Kapilasiddhiinta is also recorded. 269 G. 
Mukhopadhyaya claims that the name of Kapila occurs in the list of sages of the 
Carakasaq1hita210 and in a list of persons described as proficient in the healing art in 
the Devfpurana.271 

The Kapilamuni quoted in the Kalyiil}akiiraka,272 and the Kapila referred to in 
Cakrapal)idatta's Ayurvedadfpikii213 and in the introductory verses of Vacaspati's 
commentary on the Miidhavanidiina, may be different from the physician Kapila. 

Kapila is by some regarded as the author of a salyatantra.274 

Kapila is a Rasasiddha in the Piiradasaq1hitii, 275 Rasaratniikara 276 and Rasaratnasa
muccaya.211 The Rasesvarasiddhiinta, quoted in the Sarvadarsanasarpgraha, 278 refers 
to Kapila as one of the Siddhas who obtained jivanmukti. 

As is evident from the quotations, Kapila may in some cases be regarded as an ab
breviation of Kapilabala; the appellation muni, applied to Kapila and not to Kapilabala, 
tells against an overall identity of Kapila and Kapilabala. 279 

KARA.LA 280 is an ancient medical authority, regarded as a specialist in salakya and the 
author of a lost tantra on that branch of ayurveda. 281 Vagbha\a (A.s.Sii.l .11) mentions 
him as one of a series of sages who composed a medical lreatise (tantra). 

Karala is moreover quoted or ref erred to in the Bower MS, 282 by Cakrapiil)idatta, 283 

Qalhal)a, 284 Sivadasasena, 285 So~hala, 286 Srlkal)!hadatta, 287 and Vacaspati. 288 Va
ilgasena 289 and V111da290 are sometimes said to quote him. 

The quotations from and references to Karala, the reference in the ~oghalanigha
l)fU excepted, deal with diseases of the eyes, ears and nose, thus showing that he was 
indeed a specialist in salakya. 

Karala distinguished ninety-six, Satyaki eighty, and Videha seventy-six eye 
diseases. 291 Caraka fellowed Karala,292 but Susruta was an adherent of Videha's 
system.293 Karala's views differed in some other respects too from those of other 
salakya specialists, both with respect to the aetiology of particular diseases 294 and 
their treatment. 295 

Karala is by some regarded as a pupil of Nimi (Videha).296 Others, who identify 
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him with Karlila Janaka, consider him to be the son of Nimi. 297 Karlila Janaka is men
tioned in the Majjhimanikiiya, Mahiibhiirata and Asvagho~a's Buddhacarita.298 This 
Kariila Janaka taught ayurveda to Vasi~\ha according to the Mahiibhiirata, where also 
references to the former's knowledge about foetal development and the component 
parts of the human body are found. 299 

KHARANADA 300 was the author of a Kharaniidasamhitii, which must have been an au
thoritative work,301 since it is profusely302 and ext~nsively303 quoted by later writers. 
Alternative forms of Kharanada's name are Kharai:iada, 304 KhiiraQada, 305 and Khara-
1).adi. 306 

Kharanada's medical treatise itself is known from quotations only, but a torn leaf 
from a birch bark MS of a commentary on this work was discovered during excavations 
at Navapura near Gilgit in the summer of 1938. 307 This commentary is called Khiira
i1iidanyiisa, and the fragment found relates to a chapter on pregnancy entitled khuQ9ika 
garbhavakriinti~. 308 

Kharaniida's work was called a sa1phita, as shown by a reference to the Kharanii
dasarphitii in Indu's commentary on the A${iirigasarpgraha,309 and was revised by 
Bhattiirahariscandra. 310 

Authors and works quoting from or referring to Kharanada 311 are: A9hamalla, 312 

Anantakumara, 313 AruIJadatta, 314 Asubodha Vidyabhii~aIJa, 315 the A.yurvediibdhisii
ra, 316 Bharadvaja's Bhe$ajakalpa,317 the glosses on Bhavamisra's Bhiivaprakasa,318 

the Bhesajjamaiijusiisannaya, CakrapliQidatta's commentary on the Carakasarphitii, 319 

Candranandana's commentary on the A~/iirigah[dayasarphitii, 32° Candra\a's Yogarat
nasamuccaya and commentary on the Cikitsiikalikii, 321 Damodara's Arogyacintiima
(li, 322 Gai:ianathasena's commentary on his Siddhiintanidiina,323 Gulrajsarmamisra's 
Vi.sikhiinupravesavijiiiina, Hemadri's commentary on the ~/iirigah[dayasarphitii,324 

Indu's commentaries on the works ascribed to Vagbha\a, 325 Jejja\a,326 Kesava, 327 

Kr~r:iadatta's commentary on Trimalla's Sataslokf, Manakavi's Kavipramoda, Me
ghadeva's commentary on the Miidhavadravyagu(la, Naganatha's Nidiinapradfpa, 
Narayar:ia's Jvaranir(laya, 328 Niscalakara, 329 Nrsirphakavi,330 the Siinigadharasarp
hitii, 331 Sivadasasena's commentary on the Cakradatta,332 So9hala's Gadanigraha,333 

Sridasapai:i9ita's commentary on the ~tiirigahrdayasarphitii, 334 Srikai;i\hadatta, 335 

To4ara,336 Tripii.\hisarpkara's commentary on the Aiijananidiina, Vacaspati,337 Vija
yarak~ita, 338 and Vopadeva.339 Non-medical authors citing him are Dak~iQlivarta
natha and PiirIJasarasvatI in their commentaries on Kalidasa's Meghadiita. 340 A 
Vrddhakharaniida is quoted once in Anantakumara's Yogaratnasamuccaya. 341 

A medical treatise called Khiiraniidfis mentioned in the introductory verses of the 
MS of an ii.treyasarphitii. 342 

Kharanada is known as a medical authority in the Tibetan tradition. 343 

The quotations show that the work was composed in verse and dealt with the whole 
range of medicine.344 Some regard it as a treatise on kayacikitsa, 345 but it may have 
been more like the A~/ii1igah[dayasa1phitii, 346 although it had features in common with 
the Carakasaq1hitii too.347 The absence of quotations from Kharanada in I;)alhaIJa's 
commentary on the Sufrutasaq1hitii suggests that it was definitely not a specialized 
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work on salya. The contents of the Kharaniidasmphitii were in some respects related, 
even closely so, to those of the Carakasaq1hitii and Susrutasaiphitii,348 but one of its 
noteworthy features was that it frequently disagreed with the works of Caraka and Su
sruta, which made the commentators meet with numerous problems, and which in
duced Kesava to write his Siddhmnantra with a view to solve these controversies. 349 

This particularity of the Kharaniidasaqihitii may explain that Haricandra produced a 
new version of the work,more in line with the Carakasamhitii, 350 on which he wrote a 
commentary. 351 Kharanada himself probably tried to sun~ount some of the difficulties 
posed by discrepancies between the pharmacological descriptions of the Car aka- and 
Susmtasaq1hitii, which made him appreciated by Kesava and Hemadri. 352 The overall 
impression gained from the quotations is in favour of the view that Kharanada can be 
regarded as a predecessor of Vagbhaia. 

Noteworthy features of the Kharaniidasal!)hitii, as shown by quotations from it, are: 
agreements and disagreements compared with the views of Caraka 353 and Susruta; 354 

more details than in the Caraka- and Susrutasaqihitii; 355 elaborate descriptions of the 
properties and actions of articles of food and drugs; 356 the distinction of four types of 
saka; 357 the use of particular technical terms; 358 the description of kapha as being yo
gavahin; 359 a definition of a particular action of drugs called pramathin; 360 a list of 
the twenty gul_]as that differs from those found in Caraka and Susruta; 361 the accep
tance of eight ·gul_]as as virya; 362 the recognition of six types of satmya; 363 a particular 
classification of the constitutions (prakrti); 364 the acceptance of only four types of vi
~amajvara; 365 a particular view on lethal fevers; 366 a description of specific therapies 
for various types of prameha; 367 the llistinction of thirty-six types of vatarakta; 368 par
ticular rules for the ratios of ingredients of pharmaceutical preparations. 369 

Kharanada's chronological position depends on the date of Haricandra, who re
vised the Kharaniidasaiphitii. Haricandra is earlier than Vagbha\a, which therefore ap
plies to Kharanada too. 370 As in Haricandra' s case, it cannot be determined with cer
tainty whether or not Kharanada preceded Dp;lhabala, but the possibility that the former 
belongs to an earlier period deserves to be taken into consideration. 371 

The fragment of the Kharaniidanyiisa is dated between the seventh century and the 
ninth. 372 

NAGABHARTAR was the author of a Niigabhartrtantra, 373 quoted or referred to by Ga-
1).anathasena, 374 Gailgadhara, 375 Naganatha in his Nidiinapradfpa, Niirayal_]a, 376 Nisca
lakara, 377 Vijayarak~ita, 378 and the unknown author of the interpolated portions of Ni
scalakara 's Ratnaprabha.379 

Part of the citations refer to one and the same subject, namely the chief seats of 
the do~aja varieties of quartan fever (caturthaka). The verses on this subject quoted by 
Vijayarak~ita and Gailgadhara are identical. 380 Vacaspati 's commentary on the Mii
dhavanidiina (ad 2.37-38) contains the same stanza, but ascribes it to Vagbha\a, in 
whose works it is not found.381 Cakrapiil).idatta remarks (ad Ca.Ci.3.72) that the pi
ttaja type of caturthaka fever (described in padas c and d) has been added by Harita, 
but Vijayarak~Ita claims (ad Miidhavanidiina 2.37-38) that Harita does not mention the 
seats of the three do~aja varieties of caturthakajvara. 
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The quotations in Niscala's Ratnaprabha indicate that the Niigabhart[tantra was a 
complete medical treatise, dealing with pharmacology, 382 materia medica,383 and the 
treatment of diseases. 384 

N AON AJJT3 85 is referred to in the Bhelasa1phitii as a royal sage (riijar~i, piirthivar~i) to 
whom Atreya Punarvasu, questioned by him, expounds the science of toxicology (Sii. 
18). 386 His association with this branch of medicine is confirmed by the A$[ii1igasl!I!]
graha, where he is said to have distinguished seven stages (vega) of poisoning, which 
differ from the eight stages recognized by Atreya Punarvasu (U.40.32-33). Vagbha\a 
describes him in this way as an authority with views of his own which do not agree with 
Atreya's teachings. Nagnajit's seven stages of poisoning are mentioned in the Kairaff 
commentary on the A$[ii1igahrdayasaq1hitii. 387 

Nagnaji t is known in Buddhist 388 and Jaina389 literature. 
Arul)adatta 390 quotes some verses ofNagnajit which have no connection with toxi

cology and deal with the seven elements (dhiitu) of the human body. Sridasapal)~ita391 

refers to Nagnajit as a member of a group of great sages (mahar~i). 
A Vinagnajit is one of the originators of ayurveda in Hemiidri's Lak~aI_Japrakiisa. 392 

Nagnajit is associated with the country of Gandhiira. The Bhe!asaq1hitiirelates that 
the royal sage Nagnajit put his questions to Atreya when the latter stayed in Gandhara. 
The Aitareya-393 and SatapathabriihmaI_Ja394 are acquainted with a king of Gandhiira 
of this name. 395 A resident of Gandhara called Nagnajit occurs in the Mahiibhiirata. 396 

Nagnajit is not only known as a medical authority, but also as an expert in the sci
ence of architecture (vastusiistra). He is one of the eighteen teachers of this science 
in the MatsyapuriiI_Ja. 397 Varahamihira's Brhatsa1phitii refers to Nagnajit's views in the 
same context, especially with regard to the construction of images and their propor
tions. 398 Bhagotpala, the commentator on the Brhatsa1phitii, quotes from and refers to 
works by Nagnajit. 399 

Indu equates Nagnajit and Daruvahin;400 some contemporary Indian scholars share 
his opinion. 401 

PARVATAKA 402 is mentioned as the authorofatreatiseon children's diseases in Dalha
l)a 's Niband hasaJ?7graha ( ad Su. U .l .4cd-8ab). 403 The name of Parvataka or Piir~ataka 
is therefore found on the list of authors of a tantra on kaumiirabhrtya. 404 

Someone called Parvata figures among the originators of ayurveda in Hemadri's 
Lak~aI_Japrakiisa. 405 

SATY AKI406 is an ancient medical authority regarded as a specialist in saliikya and the 
author of a lost tantra on that division of ayurveda. 407 

Siityaki is quoted or referred to by Cakrapiil)idatta, 408 Qalhal)a,409 Narasi!Jlha in his 
commentary on the Miidhavanidiina, Srikaighadatta, 410 and Vacaspati. 411 

The quotations deal with diseases of the eye and the head, thus pointing to a trea
tise on salakya.412 These citations, all of them in verse, show that Siityaki recognized 
a number of eighty eye diseases. 413 His views on some of these disorders were re
garded as authoritative. 414 He distinguished sirat_ikampa (tremor of the head) as a sepa-
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rate entity, whereas Susruta regards it as a form of anantavata; 415 Vagbha!a 416 and Sa
n\gadhara 417 follow Satyaki in describing it as a distinct disorder. One quotation men
tions that Satyaki and Videha agree on a particular point of therapy. 418 

The Mahiibhiirata mentions a Satyalci as a friend and pupil of Arjuna and a brother 
of Kr~i:ia. 419 

SUOANTASENA,420 alsocalled Sudan ta, is a medical authority quoted by A<;lhamalla, 421 

Ga~ianiithasena,422 Niscalakara,423 Sivadiisasena,424 Vaidyacintiimai:ii, 425 SnKa~i!ha
datta,426 and Vijayarak~ita.427 

The quotations are concerned with the actions of the excited do~as, the definitions 
of upasaya and rasayana, oleation treatment (sneha), and some recipes. 

Sudiintasena's treatise, obviously in verse, may have covered many aspects of 
medicine. His lists of the actions of the do~as, in long metres, agree with Caraka 's 
teachings on the subject, as noticed by Vijayarak~ita. 428 

As is evident from the quotations, Sudiintasena preceded Vijayarak~ita. 429 

VY AI;>! is known as an authority on medicine, alchemy, and many other subjects, in 
particular grammar and lexicography. 430 It is a matter of no doubt that several different 
authors are concerned. 43t 

Vyii<;li is quoted as a medical authority in Niscalakara's Ratnaprabhii432 and To
<;lara's Ayurvedasaukhya. 433 

Medical treatises referring to Vya<;li or one of his works are Kasirama's commen
tary on the Siirrigadharasarphitii, 434 Kr~i:iadatta's commentary on Trimalla's Sataslokf, 
Mai:iikyasiiri's Rasaratnasamuccaya, Sivadattamisra's auto-commentary on the Siva
k~a,435 and Vasudeva's Viisudeviinubhava. 436 The quotations are, at least partly, from 
Vya<;li as a lexicographer437 and grammarian.438 A verse by Vya<;!i, probably from his 
lexicon, quoted from an unnamed source, is reproduced by G. Mukhopadhyaya. 439 

The Indian tradition ascribes a lost tantra on rasayana to him. 440 Vyii<;!i is mentioned 
as an adept of rasayana (alchemy) in the Navaniithacaritra. 441 

Works on rasasiistra refe1Ting to or quoting Vy ii<;li are the Lohasarvasv a of Sure
svara, the Rasakak$iipufa, Rasariijalak$mf, Rasaratnapradfpa of Ramaraja, Rasasindhu 
of Vitthala, and Rasendrasambhava. 

Vyii<;li is mentioned as a Rasasiddha in the Piiradasaiphitii, 442 Nityanatha 's Rasa
ratniikai·a,443 the Rasaratnasamuccaya,444 the Rasatararigilft, 445 and the Sarvadarsana
saq1graha. 446 

The Garuc;fapuriil_UI is acquainted with Vya<;li as an expert on pearls and their 
purification. 447 

A verse, calling Vya<;li a rasacarya, kavi and mimaq1saka, is quoted by Pai:i<;!it 
Yudhi~!hira. 448 

Some Indian sources claim that Vyii<;li lived in the Vindhyas and was a son of 
NandinI. 449 

Tales about the alchemistVya~i450 are told in Al-Biriinf's India, where he is de
picted as a resident of Ujjain and a contemporary of king Vikramaditya. 451 He is re
garded as the teacher of Nagiirjuna and Carpa!i, 452 In the sixteenth century the Tibetan 
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historian Taranatha wrote about a Vya\i from Eastern India who failed, after twelve 
years of striving, to gain magical powers and to make gold, and thence set off on a 
series of extraordinary adventures. 453 

The Tibetan tradition regards Vya9i as one of the eighty-four Siddhas.454 Some 
alchemical treatises attributed to him (Bha-li-pa) are preserved in Tibetan versions,455 

namely the Rasiiyanasiistroddhrti (Gser-/Jgyur-gyi bstan-bcos bsdus-pa), translated 
by Ratnasn (0-rgyan-pa), 456 Rasasiddhisiistra (D1iu/-chu grub-pa/Ji bstan-bcos), 
translated by Srinarendrabhadra and Oddyana-pa rin-chen dpal,457 and Sarvesvara
rasiiyana.458 A Dhiituviidasiistra is sometimes added to this list. 459 




